
Barkoff, Kendra
Tue, 13 May 2014 10:10:12 -0400
To: Schultz, Eric, Schultz, Eric
Fw: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

----- Original Message -----
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 09:11 AM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

Thanks!

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 4:11 PM, Lucas Magnuson, Laura
<Laura_D_Lucas@nsc.eop.gov> wrote:
> Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM
> To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
> Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
>
> Dear Laura,
>
> Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian
natural gas company, claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of
> directors:
>
> http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
>
> The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of interest given the VP's role
on Ukraine policy - particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy
NSC chief under Yanukovych.
>
> Is this true? What exactly is going on here?
>
> Thanks and best
>
> Max
>
>
> --
> Max Seddon
> Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
> +380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
> twitter.com/maxseddon

--
Max Seddon
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
twitter.com/maxseddon
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Pietranton, Kelsey
Wed, 22 Oct 2014 17:42:25 -0400
To: Murray, Shailagh, Barkoff, Kendra, Spector, Stephen, Hart, Liz, Murray, Shailagh, Spector, Stephen, Hart, Elizabeth A.,
Barkoff, Kendra
Washington Examiner: The Hunter Biden Chronicles

Washington Examiner: The Hunter Biden Chronicles
By: Michele Malkin
October 22, 2014
 
Everything you need to know about Beltway nepotism, corporate cronyism and corruption can be found in the
biography of Robert Hunter Biden. Where are the Occupy Wall Street rabble-rousers and enemies of elitist
privilege when you need them? Straining their neck muscles to look the other way.
 
The youngest son of Vice President Joe Biden made news last week after the Wall Street Journal revealed he
had been booted from the Navy Reserve for cocaine use. His drug abuse was certainly no surprise to the
Navy, which issued him a waiver for aprevious drug offense before commissioning him as a public affairs
officer at the age of 43. The Navy also bent over backward a second time with an age waiver so he could
secure the cushy part-time job.
 
Papa Biden loves to tout his middle-class, "Average Joe" credentials. But rest assured, if his son had been
"Hunter Smith" or "Hunter Jones" or "Hunter Brown," the Navy's extraordinary dispensations would be all
but unattainable. Oh, and if he had been "Hunter Palin," The New York Times would be on its 50th front-page
investigative report by now.
 
Despite the disgraceful ejection from our military, Hunter's Connecticut law license won't be subject to
automatic review. Because, well, Biden.
 
Biden's bennies are not just one-offs. Skating by, flouting rules and extracting favors are the story of Hunter's
life.
 
Hunter's first job, acquired after Joe Biden won his 1996 Senate re-election bid in Delaware, was with
MBNA. That's the credit card conglomerate and top campaign finance donor that forked over nearly $63,000
in bundled primary and general contributions from its employees to then Sen. Biden. As I've reported
previously, Daddy Biden secured his custom-built, multimillion-dollar house in Delaware's ritziest Chateau
Country neighborhood with the help of a leading MBNA corporate executive. Average Joe went on to carry
legislative water for MBNA in the Senate for years.
 
Hunter zoomed up to senior vice president by early 1998 and then scored a plum position in the Clinton
administration's Commerce Department, specializing in "electronic commerce" before returning to MBNA
three years later as a high-priced "consultant." While he collected those "consulting" (translation: nepotistic
access-trading) fees, Hunter became a "founding partner" in the lobbying firm of Oldaker, Biden and Belair in
2002.
 
William Oldaker was Papa Biden's former fundraiser, campaign treasurer and general counsel — a Beltway
barnacle whose Democratic machine days dated back to Ted Kennedy's 1980 presidential bid. Under
Oldaker's tutelage, Hunter lobbied for drug companies, universities and other deep-pocketed clients to the
tune of nearly $4 million billed to the company by 2007.
Coincidentally, then-Illinois Sen. Barack Obama personally requested and secured cozy taxpayer-subsidized
earmarks for several of Hunter's clients.
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Hunter got himself appointed to multiple corporate board positions, including a directorship with Eudora
Global. It's an investment firm founded by one Jeffrey Cooper, head of one of the biggest asbestos-litigation
firms in the country. SimmonsCooper, based in Madison County, Ill., donated hundreds of thousands of
dollars to Biden the Elder's various political campaigns over the past decade — all while the firm poured $6.5
million into lobbying against a key tort-reform bill, which former Sen. Biden worked hard to defeat. Cooper
also contributed to the Delaware attorney general campaign of Hunter's older brother, Beau, and paid Beau for
legal work on lucrative asbestos-litigation cases.
 
Hunter also was previously a top official at Paradigm Global Advisors, a hedge fund holding company
founded with Vice President Biden's brother, James, and marketed by convicted finance fraudster Allen
Stanford. As Paradigm chairman, Hunter oversaw half a billion dollars of client money invested in hedge
funds while remaining a lobbyist at Oldaker, Biden and Belair. Cooper chipped in $2 million for the ill-fated
venture, which went bust amid nasty fraud lawsuits.
 
Continually failing upward, Hunter snagged a seat on the board of directors of taxpayer-subsidized, stimulus-
inflated Amtrak, where he pretended not to be a lobbyist, but rather an "effective advocate" for the
government railroad system serving the 1 percenters' D.C.-NYC corridor.
 
So, where does a coke-abusing influence peddler go after raking in gobs of Daddy-enabled dough and abusing
the U.S. Navy's ill-considered generosity? Back to Cronyland! Hunter joined Ukrainian natural gas company
Burisma Holdings — owned by a powerful Russian government sympathizer who fled to Russia in February
— this spring. The hypocritical lobbyist-bashers at the White House deny he will be lobbying and deny any
conflict of interest.
 
Meanwhile, Just Like You Joe was whipping up class envy in South Carolina last week. "Corporate profits
have soared," he railed, thanks to "these guys running hedge funds in New York," who are to blame for
"income inequality." You know, like his son and brother and their Beltway back-scratching patrons.
 
The Bidens: They're not like us.
 
MICHELLE MALKIN, a Washington Examiner columnist, is nationally syndicated by Creators Syndicate.
 
###
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Bulletin Intelligence
19 Oct 2014 09:59:29
To: Cerda, Jose, Thompson, Kenny, Bianchi, Sarah, O'Brien, Sean, Feldman, Stefanie G., Spector, Stephen, O'Brien, Sean,
>", "Thompson, Kenneth D., >", "Bianchi, Sarah, >", "Spector, Stephen, >", "Cerda, Jose, >", "Feldman, Stefanie G.
Cc: Everett, Aaron, [personal email address], "Escudero, Adrian V., Mackler, Alexander, Hornbrook, Alex, Kurren, Amy,
Person, Anne Marie, Bernal, Anthony R., Stackpole, Avra, Woyak, Brian J., Lillard, Brooke, Twigg, Carri, Bolduc, Chad,
Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, Rosenzweig, Dana, Lienemann, David C., Anderson, David, Cloud, Donald, Lambros, Demetra, Graves, Don,
Zikusoka, Dave, Regoli, Elizabeth A, Hart, Liz, Schrum, Michael, Amin, Faisal, Picos, Francisco, Person, Fran, Freeman, Gary,
Schultz, Greg, Edwards, Hannah E., Gleeson, James, Lyons, Jamie, Joseph, Jeremy, Hertz, Jessica R., Doody, Jillian,
Montoya, Jordan, Flynn, John S, Tejeda, Jose, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Donley, Julia M, Noblitt, Karly, Berner, Kate,
Trotter, Kingsley, Clark, Katisha A, Barkoff, Kendra, Chung, Kathy, kcoconnor@whmo.mil", "Pietranton, Kelsey, McNellis, Kerry,
Suber, Kellen, Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern), Aidinoff, Marc, Clavel, Lise, Carpenter, Michael,
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil", "Stennis, Michael, Kaye, Melanie, Hill, Patty, Lysaght, Patrick J, Timko, Rachel,
Ruffner, Richard, Eaton, Sarah, Baker, Sarah, Berlenbach, Sarah, Rosenthal, Lynn, Ford, Sarah (Intern), Nix, Sheila,
Lachman, Sherry, Murray, Shailagh, Myers, Sam A., Ricchetti, Steven, Tennant, Thomas M, McNulty, Thomas P., Williams, Tonya,
Nourse, Victoria, Reddy, Vinay, Dirksen, Ward, william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov", "Clavel, Marguerite, >", "Dirksen, Ward F.,
>", "Timko, Rachel, >", "Stackpole, Avra, >", "Rosenthal, Lynn, >", "Ricchetti, Steven, >", "Amin, Faisal, >", "Lienemann, David C.,
>", "Tejeda, Jose, >", "Kaye, Melanie, >", "Mackler, Alexander, >", "Gleeson, James, ( Intern ), ">", "Escudero, Adrian V.,
>", "Hill, Patricia, >", "Person, Anne, >", "Zikusoka, David N., >", "Stennis, Michael, >", "Edwards, Hannah E., >", "Nourse, Victoria,
>", "Freeman, Gary, >", "Hertz, Jessica R., >", "Murray, Shailagh, >", "Berner, Katherine, >", "Lysaght, Patrick J,
>", "Schultz, Gregory, >", "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, >" ( Intern ), "Schrum, Evan, >", "Donley, Julia M, >", "McNellis, Kerry,
>", "Berlenbach, Sarah, >", "Hornbrook, Alex, >", "Picos, Francisco, >", "Pietranton, Kelsey, >", "Clark, Katisha A,
>", "Eaton, Sarah, >", "Hart, Elizabeth A., >", "Joseph, Jeremy, >", "Carpenter, Michael, >", "McNulty, Thomas P.,
>", "Flynn, John S, >", "Suber, Kellen C., >", "Doody, Jillian, >", "Baker, Sarah, >", "Everett, Aaron, >", "Noblitt, Karly,
>", "Williams, Tonya, >", "Aidinoff, Marc, >", "Person, Fran, >", "Reddy, Vinay, >", "Myers, Sam A., >", "Ford, Sarah (Intern),
>", "Trotter, Katherine K., >", "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern), >", "Woyak, Brian J., >", "Barkoff, Kendra, >", "Rosenzweig, Dana,
>", "Nix, Sheila, >", "Cloud, Donald, >", "Kurren, Amy, >", "Sullivan, Jacob, >", "Graves, Don, >", "Lyons, Jamie,
>", "Tennant, Thomas M, >", "Ruffner, Richard, >", "Bernal, Anthony R., >", "Twigg, Carri, >", "Lambros, Demetra,
>", "Prescott, Jeffrey, >", "Bolduc, Chad, >", "Anderson, David, >", "Lillard, Brooke, >", "Regoli, Elizabeth A, >", "Chung, Kathy,
>", "Orbach Lachman, Sherry, >", "Montoya, Jordan
Bcc:
Vice Presidential News Clips for Sunday, October 19, 2014
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Susan Crabtree
Tue, 13 May 2014 14:55:25 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
Re: Hunter Biden's hiring by Burisma Holdings

no worries, Kendra. I appreciate your getting it to me. Will add it to my story shortly. 

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 2:34 PM, Barkoff, Kendra <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:
OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)

 Here is a statement for your use from me:

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and
has no involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Susan Crabtree [mailto:scrabtree@washingtonexaminer.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:58 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Hunter Biden's hiring by Burisma Holdings 
 
Hi there Kendra, 

I just posted a story about the brief mention of Hunter Biden's hiring by Jay during the briefing. 

He directed questions to the vice president's office so I am wondering if you can answer a couple. 

Wondering if Hunter talked to Biden about this hiring when he received the offer, how much compensation Hunter Biden will
receive and whether the vice president gave his seal of approval to the hiring, i.e. whether his son asked for Biden's approval
before accepting the offer and whether Biden gave it. 

Thanks so much, Kendra. Know you must be inundated with questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Susan Crabtree
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Zezima, Katie
Wed, 14 May 2014 10:49:48 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
Hunter Biden and Ukranian gas producer

Hi Kendra,
 
Hope you’re doing well. I’m wondering if you have any comment on Hunter Biden joining the board of directors of
Burisma Holdings. Given that VP Biden has expressed support for pro-Western demonstrators that overthrew Mr.
Yanukovych’s government, does the VP see any conflict? Has the VP had any involvement with the company? Have
Hunter Biden and Vice President Biden discussed the move?
 
 
Thanks so much.
 
Katie
 
Katie Zezima
White House reporter
The Washington Post
Office: 202-334-9607
Cell: 617-997-9221
Katie.zezima@washpost.com
@katiezez
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Compton, Ann W.
Tue, 13 May 2014 13:16:00 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Trotter, Kingsley, Spector, Stephen, Spector, Stephen, Trotter, Katherine K., Barkoff, Kendra
Cc: Bruce, Mary K., Karl, Jonathan D., Klein, Rick
Kendra - in the WH briefing Jay Carney is referring questions on Hunter Biden to you.

Can you tell us whether the WH counsel's office was consulted? Informed? Even as a courtesy?
And was Vice President Biden aware of the hiring when he visited Ukraine April 21-22?
 
Would appreciate a timely  response... Thanks, as always. 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W.
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:50 PM
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov'
Subject: ?? Any reply ?? Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest
?
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W.
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:40 AM
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov'
Subject: Hi. Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ?
 
Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
 
·         The Moscow Times 
·         May. 13 2014 18:49 
·         Last edited 18:49 
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's
largest private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.
 
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors
and head the company's legal unit.
 
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency,
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy
and benefit the people of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.
 
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday.
The company also has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.
 
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine
by 35-40 percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late
April.
 
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has
pledged to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
###
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Bulletin Intelligence
08 Jun 2014 10:25:25
To: Cerda, Jose, Thompson, Kenny, Bianchi, Sarah, O'Brien, Sean, Feldman, Stefanie G., Spector, Stephen, O'Brien, Sean,
>", "Thompson, Kenneth D., >", "Bianchi, Sarah, >", "Spector, Stephen, >", "Cerda, Jose, >", "Feldman, Stefanie G.
Cc: Everett, Aaron, [personal email address], "Escudero, Adrian V., Hornbrook, Alex, Kurren, Amy, Person, Anne Marie,
Bernal, Anthony R., Stackpole, Avra, Woyak, Brian J., Lillard, Brooke, Bolduc, Chad, Fromstein, Charles, Zeigler-Brown, Cortez,
Rosenzweig, Dana, Lienemann, David C., Cloud, Donald, Lambros, Demetra, Zikusoka, Dave, Regoli, Elizabeth A, Hart, Liz,
Amin, Faisal, Picos, Francisco, Person, Fran, Freeman, Gary, Schultz, Greg, Edwards, Hannah E., Lyons, Jamie, Joseph, Jeremy,
Hertz, Jessica R., Doody, Jillian, Montoya, Jordan, Flynn, John S, Tejeda, Jose, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Donley, Julia M,
Berner, Kate, Trotter, Kingsley, Clark, Katisha A, Barkoff, Kendra, Chung, Kathy, kcoconnor@whmo.mil", "Pietranton, Kelsey,
McNellis, Kerry, Suber, Kellen, Aidinoff, Marc, Clavel, Lise, Carpenter, Michael, membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil", "Kaye, Melanie,
Hill, Patty, Lysaght, Patrick J, Timko, Rachel, Ruffner, Richard, Eaton, Sarah, Baker, Sarah,
sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov", "Rosenthal, Lynn, Nix, Sheila, Lachman, Sherry, Murray, Shailagh, Myers, Sam A., Ricchetti, Steven,
Tennant, Thomas M, McNulty, Thomas P., Williams, Tonya, Reddy, Vinay, Dirksen, Ward, Russo2, Bill, Clavel, Marguerite,
>", "Dirksen, Ward F., >", "Timko, Rachel, >", "Stackpole, Avra, >", "Rosenthal, Lynn, >", "Ricchetti, Steven, >", "Amin, Faisal,
>", "Lienemann, David C., >", "Tejeda, Jose, >", "Kaye, Melanie, >", "Escudero, Adrian V., >", "Hill, Patricia, >", "Person, Anne,
>", "Zikusoka, David N., >", "Edwards, Hannah E., >", "Freeman, Gary, >", "Hertz, Jessica R., >", "Murray, Shailagh,
>", "Berner, Katherine, >", "Lysaght, Patrick J, >", "Schultz, Gregory, >", "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, >", "Donley, Julia M,
>", "McNellis, Kerry, >", "Hornbrook, Alex, >", "Picos, Francisco, >", "Pietranton, Kelsey, >", "Clark, Katisha A, >", "Eaton, Sarah,
>", "Hart, Elizabeth A., >", "Joseph, Jeremy, >", "Carpenter, Michael, >", "McNulty, Thomas P., >", "Flynn, John S,
>", "Suber, Kellen C., >", "Doody, Jillian, >", "Baker, Sarah, >", "Everett, Aaron, >", "Williams, Tonya, >", "Aidinoff, Marc,
>", "Person, Fran, >", "Reddy, Vinay, >", "Myers, Sam A., >", "Trotter, Katherine K., >", "Woyak, Brian J., >", "Barkoff, Kendra,
>", "Rosenzweig, Dana, >", "Nix, Sheila, >", "Cloud, Donald, >", "Kurren, Amy, >", "Sullivan, Jacob, >", "Lyons, Jamie,
>", "Tennant, Thomas M, >", "Ruffner, Richard, >", "Fromstein, Charles, >", "Bernal, Anthony R., >", "Lambros, Demetra,
>", "Prescott, Jeffrey, >", "Bolduc, Chad, >", "Lillard, Brooke, >", "Regoli, Elizabeth A, >", "Chung, Kathy, >", "Russo, Bill,
>", "Orbach Lachman, Sherry, >", "Montoya, Jordan
Bcc:
Vice Presidential News Clips for Sunday, June 8, 2014
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Barkoff, Kendra
Sat, 07 Jun 2014 10:20:43 -0400
To: Murray, Shailagh, Lambros, Demetra, Ricchetti, Steven, Sullivan, Jacob, Prescott, Jeffrey, Ricchetti, Steven, Murray, Shailagh,
Sullivan, Jacob, Lambros, Demetra, Prescott, Jeffrey
Cc: Spector, Stephen, Spector, Stephen
AP: Ukrainian Energy Firm Hires Biden Son as Lawyer

Ukrainian Energy Firm Hires Biden Son as Lawyer

WASHINGTON June 7, 2014 (AP)

By STEPHEN BRAUN Associated Press

Vice President Joe Biden's weekend trip to support Ukraine's fragile democracy comes soon after his youngest son
was hired by a private Ukrainian company that promotes energy independence from Moscow.

The company leases natural gas fields in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea and is owned by a former
government minister with ties to Ukraine's ousted pro-Russian president.

The hiring of Hunter Biden, 44, by Burisma Holdings Limited in April was approved by the company's owner, a
former senior minister and political ally of Viktor Yanukovych, the exiled Ukrainian president. Yanukovych fled to
Russia in February after protests erupted over his efforts to establish closer economic ties with Moscow.

Hunter Biden's employment means he will be working as a director and top lawyer for a Ukrainian energy company
during the period when his father and others in the Obama administration attempt to influence the policies of
Ukraine's new government, especially on energy issues.

There's no indication that Hunter Biden, his father or Burisma are crossing any legal or ethical lines, although ethics
experts appear divided over the implications of Hunter Biden's new job.

American conflict-of-interest laws and federal ethics rules essentially do not regulate the business activities of adult
relatives of those who work in the White House.

"The primary problem here is the fact that Hunter Biden has set up a financial arrangement with someone who might
have business pending before this administration," said Craig Holman, an ethics expert with Public Citizen, a
Washington-based government reform organization.

Joe Biden led the U.S. delegation at Saturday's inauguration of Ukraine's new president, Petro Poroshenko. The two
spoke for a few minutes at a reception after the ceremony

Ukraine is an important natural-gas and petroleum-liquids transit country. Two major pipeline systems carry Russian
gas through Ukraine to Western Europe.

Burisma is headed by Nikolai Zlochevskyi, who held senior posts over natural resources, environment and defense in
Ukraine. The company has aggressively bought up Ukrainian oil and natural gas leases and companies.

Hunter Biden's new company says it aims to reduce Ukraine's dependence on Russian gas and oil, a goal that
parallels U.S. efforts to aid Ukraine's energy industry.

As a Burisma director and the company's top lawyer, the younger Biden has yet to take any public actions on behalf
of the company.

But the timing of his hiring is politically awkward for the administration's efforts to shore up Ukraine's pro-Western
government, and poses potential complications from Burisma's growing energy interests and the background of
Hunter Biden's new boss, Zlochevskyi.
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At least two oil and natural gas fields leased by subsidiaries of Burisma are in Ukrainian territories where pro-
Russian sentiments remain strong, according to government and media releases, independent energy maps and
Burisma's website.

One is in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea; the other is in the eastern Ukrainian Kharkiv region.
Instability there could force the younger Biden's new company to coordinate with pro-Russian separatists whom the
U.S. considers illegitimate.

White House officials declined to comment on Hunter Biden's association with Burisma and the company's holdings
in Crimea and east Ukraine.

The vice president's spokeswoman, Kendra Barkoff, previously said that Biden's son is a private citizen and a lawyer,
and that Joe Biden "does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company."

Presidents and vice presidents have long been vexed by relatives rewarded for family ties.

Political loan troubles shadowed Vice President Richard Nixon's brother, Donald, during the 1960 election, and
President Jimmy Carter's brother, Billy, who accepted a $220,000 stipend in 1981 from Libya's Moammar Gadhafi.

In recent years, several Bush and Clinton relatives were caught in a string of murky financial and political dealings.

But "unless there's solid evidence that Hunter Biden got his job to influence American foreign policy, there's no clear
line that's been crossed," said Melanie Sloan, executive director of the Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in
Washington.

A former Washington lobbyist, the vice president's son is effectively exempt from most rules that would require him
to describe publicly the legal work he does on behalf of Burisma.

Hunter Biden will not lobby for the company, said Lawrence Pacheco, an official with FTI Consulting, a Washington
government affairs company recently hired by Burisma.

Pacheco did not say whether Biden might oversee or advise on any future Burisma lobbying strategy in the U.S.
Pacheco said the company "does not take positions on political matters."

But Biden's company may have to deal with Ukranian enclaves that the U.S. does not recognize diplomatically or are
threatened by instability.

One Burisma subsidiary, KrymTopEnergoServis, operates natural gas fields and has headquarters in the Crimea,
which seceded from Ukraine this year and now aligns with Russia.

A second subsidiary, Esco-Pivnich, produces oil and natural gas just west of Kharkiv, Ukraine's second-largest city,
which was the site of several protests and borders on separatist-controlled provinces. The company's website
confirms that Burisma operates oil and natural gas sites in Crimea and east Ukraine, as well as elsewhere in Ukraine.

"While he's just at the beginning of his involvement with this company, Ukraine is volatile right now and there are all
sorts of problems that might crop up down the line," said Bill Allison, the editorial director of the Sunlight
Foundation, a nonpartisan watchdog group.

Pacheco said the company's western and eastern operations have been unaffected by Ukraine's unrest but that its
Crimea subsidiary is not operating currently. He did not explain further, but confirmed KrymTopEnergoServis is
based and leases gas deposits in Crimea.

Hunter Biden, Zlochevskyi and other company officials would not comment publicly, Pacheco said.

Hunter Biden is a managing director with Rosemont Seneca Partners, a private equity firm, and worked as a
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Washington lobbyist for seven years until his father was elected vice president. He lobbied primarily for colleges,
hospitals and tech firms.

Pacheco said Biden's son came to Burisma's attention after he was introduced by Devon Archer, another new
Burisma board member, to Alan Apter, Burisma's board chairman. Archer works with Hunter Biden at Rosemont and
was a top fundraiser for now-Secretary of State John Kerry when Kerry ran for president in 2004. Zlochevskyi
approved Biden's hiring, Pacheco said.

Zlochevskyi, 48, worked as minister of natural resources and environment under Yanukovych and most recently was
deputy secretary of Ukraine's national security and defense council, which advised Yanukovych on defense matters.

Zlochevskyi also served in the Ukrainian parliament from 2007 to 2011 as a member of the Party of Regions, the
political party affiliated with Yanukovych and traditionally aligned with pro-Russian interests.

Zlochevskyi's name is missing from Burisma's web site, but financial documents in Cyprus as well as U.S. Securities
and Exchange records show that he owns the bulk of Burisma's shares. Zlochevskyi's Cyprus-based Brociti
Investments Limited controls Burisma.

Hunter Biden joined Burisma in April, the same month his father visited Kiev to show support for the new interim
government.

———

Associated Press writers Menelaos Hadjicostis in Nicosia, Cyprus, and Laura Mills in Kiev contributed to this report.

 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2014 10:08 AM
To: Murray, Shailagh; Lambros, Demetra; Ricchetti, Steven; Sullivan, Jacob; Prescott, Jeffrey 
Cc: Spector, Stephen 
Subject: FW: Biden son story 
 
Flagging.
We won’t comment, but flagging
 
From: Braun, Stephen S. [mailto:SBraun@ap.org] 
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2014 10:00 AM
To: Schultz, Eric
Subject: Biden son story
 
Hey Eric:
 
With VP Biden headed for Ukraine this weekend to support the new government in Kiev, I’m working on a story
with reporters in Ukraine and elsewhere about the VP’s son, Hunter, and his new job for a Ukrainian energy firm that
may have repercussions on U.S. efforts to support the fledgli9ng Ukrainian government. As previous stories have
already noted, Hunter Biden’s new firm, Burisma Holdings Ltd, is run by a former government minister and
Ukrainian parliament member with ties to Viktor Yanukovych, the pro-Russian president who’s now in exile in
Russia. The new story I’m working will report that in addition to those ties, at least two of Burisma’s subsidiaries
operate in disputed Ukrainian territory—one in breakaway and Russia-aligned Crimea and the other in the Kharkiv
region in east Ukraine, now under assault from pro-Russian separatists. While Burisma says its oil interests are
aimed (as is US policy) to promote energy independence in Ukraine, its holdings in disputed territory would also
force the company to deal with governments and officials the US considers illegitimate. Ethics experts are divided
over whether there are potential conflicts in Hunter Biden’s new job, but they all voice concern about the
complications it could pose for US policy in Ukraine. We’re aiming for the story to run this weekend. Hoping to hear
back from you or someone else at the WH by 5 today.
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Thanks much, Steve
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stephen Braun
Associated Press, Washington Bureau
1100 13th St. NW    Suite 700
Washington, DC    20005-4076
(O): 202-641-9405
(C): 202-365-2667
sbraun@ap.org
 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 
and delete this email. Thank you.
[IP_US_DISC]
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Bulletin Intelligence
15 May 2014 10:13:56
To: Cerda, Jose, Thompson, Kenny, Bianchi, Sarah, O'Brien, Sean, Feldman, Stefanie G., Spector, Stephen, O'Brien, Sean,
>", "Thompson, Kenneth D., >", "Bianchi, Sarah, >", "Spector, Stephen, >", "Cerda, Jose, >", "Feldman, Stefanie G.
Cc: Everett, Aaron, [personal email address], "Escudero, Adrian V., Hornbrook, Alex, Kurren, Amy, Bernal, Anthony R.,
Stackpole, Avra, Woyak, Brian J., Lillard, Brooke, Bolduc, Chad, Fromstein, Charles, Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, Rosenzweig, Dana,
Lienemann, David C., Cloud, Donald, Lambros, Demetra, Zikusoka, Dave, Regoli, Elizabeth A, Hart, Elizabeth, Amin, Faisal,
Picos, Francisco, Person, Fran, Freeman, Gary, Schultz, Greg, Edwards, Hannah E., Lyons, Jamie, Joseph, Jeremy,
Hertz, Jessica R., Doody, Jillian, Montoya, Jordan, Flynn, John S, Tejeda, Jose, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Donley, Julia M,
Richards, Kitty, Berner, Kate, Trotter, Kingsley, Clark, Katisha A, Barkoff, Kendra, Chung, Kathy,
kcoconnor@whmo.mil", "Pietranton, Kelsey, McNellis, Kerry, Suber, Kellen, Aidinoff, Marc, Clavel, Lise, Carpenter, Michael,
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil", "Kaye, Melanie, Hill, Patty, Lysaght, Patrick J, Timko, Rachel, Ruffner, Richard, Eaton, Sarah,
Baker, Sarah, sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov", "Rosenthal, Lynn, Nix, Sheila, Lachman, Sherry, Murray, Shailagh, Myers, Sam A.,
Ricchetti, Steven, Tennant, Thomas M, McNulty, Thomas P., Williams, Tonya, Reddy, Vinay, Dirksen, Ward, Russo2, Bill,
Clavel, Marguerite, >", "Dirksen, Ward F., >", "Timko, Rachel, >", "Stackpole, Avra, >", "Rosenthal, Lynn, >", "Ricchetti, Steven,
>", "Amin, Faisal, >", "Lienemann, David C., >", "Tejeda, Jose, >", "Kaye, Melanie, >", "Escudero, Adrian V., >", "Hill, Patricia,
>", "Zikusoka, David N., >", "Edwards, Hannah E., >", "Freeman, Gary, >", "Hertz, Jessica R., >", "Murray, Shailagh,
>", "Berner, Katherine, >", "Lysaght, Patrick J, >", "Schultz, Gregory, >", "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, >", "Donley, Julia M,
>", "McNellis, Kerry, >", "Hornbrook, Alex, >", "Picos, Francisco, >", "Pietranton, Kelsey, >", "Clark, Katisha A, >", "Eaton, Sarah,
>", "Hart, Elizabeth A., >", "Joseph, Jeremy, >", "Richards, Kitty, >", "Carpenter, Michael, >", "McNulty, Thomas P.,
>", "Flynn, John S, >", "Suber, Kellen C., >", "Doody, Jillian, >", "Baker, Sarah, >", "Everett, Aaron, >", "Williams, Tonya,
>", "Aidinoff, Marc, >", "Person, Fran, >", "Reddy, Vinay, >", "Myers, Sam A., >", "Trotter, Katherine K., >", "Woyak, Brian J.,
>", "Barkoff, Kendra, >", "Rosenzweig, Dana, >", "Nix, Sheila, >", "Cloud, Donald, >", "Kurren, Amy, >", "Sullivan, Jacob,
>", "Lyons, Jamie, >", "Tennant, Thomas M, >", "Ruffner, Richard, >", "Fromstein, Charles, >", "Bernal, Anthony R.,
>", "Lambros, Demetra, >", "Prescott, Jeffrey, >", "Bolduc, Chad, >", "Lillard, Brooke, >", "Regoli, Elizabeth A, >", "Chung, Kathy,
>", "Russo, Bill, >", "Orbach Lachman, Sherry, >", "Montoya, Jordan
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Vice Presidential News Clips for Thursday, May 15, 2014
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Bulletin Intelligence
16 May 2014 10:13:28
To: Cerda, Jose, Thompson, Kenny, Bianchi, Sarah, O'Brien, Sean, Feldman, Stefanie G., Spector, Stephen, O'Brien, Sean,
>", "Thompson, Kenneth D., >", "Bianchi, Sarah, >", "Spector, Stephen, >", "Cerda, Jose, >", "Feldman, Stefanie G.
Cc: Everett, Aaron, [personal email address], "Escudero, Adrian V., Hornbrook, Alex, Kurren, Amy, Bernal, Anthony R.,
Stackpole, Avra, Woyak, Brian J., Lillard, Brooke, Bolduc, Chad, Fromstein, Charles, Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, Rosenzweig, Dana,
Lienemann, David C., Cloud, Donald, Lambros, Demetra, Zikusoka, Dave, Regoli, Elizabeth A, Hart, Elizabeth, Amin, Faisal,
Picos, Francisco, Person, Fran, Freeman, Gary, Schultz, Greg, Edwards, Hannah E., Lyons, Jamie, Joseph, Jeremy,
Hertz, Jessica R., Doody, Jillian, Montoya, Jordan, Flynn, John S, Tejeda, Jose, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Donley, Julia M,
Richards, Kitty, Berner, Kate, Trotter, Kingsley, Clark, Katisha A, Barkoff, Kendra, Chung, Kathy,
kcoconnor@whmo.mil", "Pietranton, Kelsey, McNellis, Kerry, Suber, Kellen, Aidinoff, Marc, Clavel, Lise, Carpenter, Michael,
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil", "Kaye, Melanie, Hill, Patty, Lysaght, Patrick J, Timko, Rachel, Ruffner, Richard, Eaton, Sarah,
Baker, Sarah, sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov", "Rosenthal, Lynn, Nix, Sheila, Lachman, Sherry, Murray, Shailagh, Myers, Sam A.,
Ricchetti, Steven, Tennant, Thomas M, McNulty, Thomas P., Williams, Tonya, Reddy, Vinay, Dirksen, Ward, Russo2, Bill,
Clavel, Marguerite, >", "Dirksen, Ward F., >", "Timko, Rachel, >", "Stackpole, Avra, >", "Rosenthal, Lynn, >", "Ricchetti, Steven,
>", "Amin, Faisal, >", "Lienemann, David C., >", "Tejeda, Jose, >", "Kaye, Melanie, >", "Escudero, Adrian V., >", "Hill, Patricia,
>", "Zikusoka, David N., >", "Edwards, Hannah E., >", "Freeman, Gary, >", "Hertz, Jessica R., >", "Murray, Shailagh,
>", "Berner, Katherine, >", "Lysaght, Patrick J, >", "Schultz, Gregory, >", "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, >", "Donley, Julia M,
>", "McNellis, Kerry, >", "Hornbrook, Alex, >", "Picos, Francisco, >", "Pietranton, Kelsey, >", "Clark, Katisha A, >", "Eaton, Sarah,
>", "Hart, Elizabeth A., >", "Joseph, Jeremy, >", "Richards, Kitty, >", "Carpenter, Michael, >", "McNulty, Thomas P.,
>", "Flynn, John S, >", "Suber, Kellen C., >", "Doody, Jillian, >", "Baker, Sarah, >", "Everett, Aaron, >", "Williams, Tonya,
>", "Aidinoff, Marc, >", "Person, Fran, >", "Reddy, Vinay, >", "Myers, Sam A., >", "Trotter, Katherine K., >", "Woyak, Brian J.,
>", "Barkoff, Kendra, >", "Rosenzweig, Dana, >", "Nix, Sheila, >", "Cloud, Donald, >", "Kurren, Amy, >", "Sullivan, Jacob,
>", "Lyons, Jamie, >", "Tennant, Thomas M, >", "Ruffner, Richard, >", "Fromstein, Charles, >", "Bernal, Anthony R.,
>", "Lambros, Demetra, >", "Prescott, Jeffrey, >", "Bolduc, Chad, >", "Lillard, Brooke, >", "Regoli, Elizabeth A, >", "Chung, Kathy,
>", "Russo, Bill, >", "Orbach Lachman, Sherry, >", "Montoya, Jordan
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Bulletin Intelligence
20 May 2014 10:13:22
To: Cerda, Jose, Thompson, Kenny, Bianchi, Sarah, O'Brien, Sean, Feldman, Stefanie G., Spector, Stephen, O'Brien, Sean,
>", "Thompson, Kenneth D., >", "Bianchi, Sarah, >", "Spector, Stephen, >", "Cerda, Jose, >", "Feldman, Stefanie G.
Cc: Everett, Aaron, [personal email address], "Escudero, Adrian V., Hornbrook, Alex, Kurren, Amy, Bernal, Anthony R.,
Stackpole, Avra, Woyak, Brian J., Lillard, Brooke, Bolduc, Chad, Fromstein, Charles, Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, Rosenzweig, Dana,
Lienemann, David C., Cloud, Donald, Lambros, Demetra, Zikusoka, Dave, Regoli, Elizabeth A, Hart, Elizabeth, Amin, Faisal,
Picos, Francisco, Person, Fran, Freeman, Gary, Schultz, Greg, Edwards, Hannah E., Lyons, Jamie, Joseph, Jeremy,
Hertz, Jessica R., Doody, Jillian, Montoya, Jordan, Flynn, John S, Tejeda, Jose, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Donley, Julia M,
Richards, Kitty, Berner, Kate, Trotter, Kingsley, Clark, Katisha A, Barkoff, Kendra, Chung, Kathy,
kcoconnor@whmo.mil", "Pietranton, Kelsey, McNellis, Kerry, Suber, Kellen, Aidinoff, Marc, Clavel, Lise, Carpenter, Michael,
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil", "Kaye, Melanie, Hill, Patty, Lysaght, Patrick J, Timko, Rachel, Ruffner, Richard, Eaton, Sarah,
Baker, Sarah, sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov", "Rosenthal, Lynn, Nix, Sheila, Lachman, Sherry, Murray, Shailagh, Myers, Sam A.,
Ricchetti, Steven, Tennant, Thomas M, McNulty, Thomas P., Williams, Tonya, Reddy, Vinay, Dirksen, Ward, Russo2, Bill,
Clavel, Marguerite, >", "Dirksen, Ward F., >", "Timko, Rachel, >", "Stackpole, Avra, >", "Rosenthal, Lynn, >", "Ricchetti, Steven,
>", "Amin, Faisal, >", "Lienemann, David C., >", "Tejeda, Jose, >", "Kaye, Melanie, >", "Escudero, Adrian V., >", "Hill, Patricia,
>", "Zikusoka, David N., >", "Edwards, Hannah E., >", "Freeman, Gary, >", "Hertz, Jessica R., >", "Murray, Shailagh,
>", "Berner, Katherine, >", "Lysaght, Patrick J, >", "Schultz, Gregory, >", "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, >", "Donley, Julia M,
>", "McNellis, Kerry, >", "Hornbrook, Alex, >", "Picos, Francisco, >", "Pietranton, Kelsey, >", "Clark, Katisha A, >", "Eaton, Sarah,
>", "Hart, Elizabeth A., >", "Joseph, Jeremy, >", "Richards, Kitty, >", "Carpenter, Michael, >", "McNulty, Thomas P.,
>", "Flynn, John S, >", "Suber, Kellen C., >", "Doody, Jillian, >", "Baker, Sarah, >", "Everett, Aaron, >", "Williams, Tonya,
>", "Aidinoff, Marc, >", "Person, Fran, >", "Reddy, Vinay, >", "Myers, Sam A., >", "Trotter, Katherine K., >", "Woyak, Brian J.,
>", "Barkoff, Kendra, >", "Rosenzweig, Dana, >", "Nix, Sheila, >", "Cloud, Donald, >", "Kurren, Amy, >", "Sullivan, Jacob,
>", "Lyons, Jamie, >", "Tennant, Thomas M, >", "Ruffner, Richard, >", "Fromstein, Charles, >", "Bernal, Anthony R.,
>", "Lambros, Demetra, >", "Prescott, Jeffrey, >", "Bolduc, Chad, >", "Lillard, Brooke, >", "Regoli, Elizabeth A, >", "Chung, Kathy,
>", "Russo, Bill, >", "Orbach Lachman, Sherry, >", "Montoya, Jordan
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Compton, Ann W.
Tue, 13 May 2014 11:39:49 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Trotter, Kingsley, Trotter, Katherine K., Barkoff, Kendra
Hi. Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ?

Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
 
·         The Moscow Times 
·         May. 13 2014 18:49 
·         Last edited 18:49 
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's
largest private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.
 
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors
and head the company's legal unit.
 
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency,
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy
and benefit the people of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.
 
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday.
The company also has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.
 
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine
by 35-40 percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late
April.
 
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has
pledged to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
###
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Kalishman, David (Intern)
16 May 2014 11:42:18
To: Lyons, Jamie, Lyons, Jamie
Cc:
Bcc:
RE: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, May 16, 2014
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Barkoff, Kendra
Tue, 13 May 2014 13:05:45 -0400
To: Spector, Stephen, Spector, Stephen
RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board

Nothing from the briefing yet?
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:03 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
Thanks
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:02 PM
To: Spector, Stephen
Subject: Re: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
Waiting for Jay to brief before I give it out

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has
no involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:00 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board 
 
Do we have a response?
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:54 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
 
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:53 PM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie;
Carney, Jay; Carroll, Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess;
Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather; Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.;
Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison; Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan,
Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha; Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray,
Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price, Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo,
Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter, Kingsley; Velz, Peter;
Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie,
Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona;
Cooper, Eric; Costa, Kristina; Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn,
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Sarah; Gianotti, Claire; Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett;
Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.; Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee,
Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson, Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon,
Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor, Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer,
Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes, Benjamin J.; Robertson,
Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh,
Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S.
Subject: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter-biden-ukraine-gas-board-106631.html
Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
Politico // Lucy McCalmont
May 13, 2014 12:47 PM EDT

Hunter Biden, the younger son of Vice President Joe Biden, will be joining Ukraine’s largest private gas
producer, the company announced in a statement

“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction
of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these
goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of directors, said in a statement, which
was reported by The Moscow Times on Tuesday.

Biden, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the company said and will provide support for
Burisma Holdings “among international organizations.”

Biden said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy.

“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can
be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” Biden said in a statement. “As a new member of the
Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy
and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White House Press Secretary Jay
Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a referendum held Sunday in Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-
rule in the region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law.

Vice President Biden also expressed support for Ukraine, when he visited the country in April and
slammed Russia for its role in the annexation of Crimea.
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Bulletin Intelligence
08 Jul 2014 10:12:33
To: Cerda, Jose, Thompson, Kenny, Bianchi, Sarah, O'Brien, Sean, Feldman, Stefanie G., Spector, Stephen, O'Brien, Sean,
>", "Thompson, Kenneth D., >", "Bianchi, Sarah, >", "Spector, Stephen, >", "Cerda, Jose, >", "Feldman, Stefanie G.
Cc: Everett, Aaron, [personal email address], "Escudero, Adrian V., Hornbrook, Alex, Kurren, Amy, Person, Anne Marie,
Bernal, Anthony R., Stackpole, Avra, Woyak, Brian J., Lillard, Brooke, Bolduc, Chad, Fromstein, Charles, Zeigler-Brown, Cortez,
Rosenzweig, Dana, Lienemann, David C., Cloud, Donald, Lambros, Demetra, Zikusoka, Dave, Regoli, Elizabeth A, Hart, Liz,
Schrum, Michael, Amin, Faisal, Picos, Francisco, Person, Fran, Freeman, Gary, Schultz, Greg, Edwards, Hannah E., Lyons, Jamie,
Joseph, Jeremy, Hertz, Jessica R., Doody, Jillian, Montoya, Jordan, Flynn, John S, Tejeda, Jose, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob,
Donley, Julia M, Berner, Kate, Trotter, Kingsley, Clark, Katisha A, Barkoff, Kendra, Chung, Kathy,
kcoconnor@whmo.mil", "Pietranton, Kelsey, McNellis, Kerry, Suber, Kellen, Aidinoff, Marc, Clavel, Lise, Carpenter, Michael,
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil", "Kaye, Melanie, Hill, Patty, Lysaght, Patrick J, Timko, Rachel, Ruffner, Richard, Eaton, Sarah,
Baker, Sarah, sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov", "Rosenthal, Lynn, Nix, Sheila, Lachman, Sherry, Murray, Shailagh, Myers, Sam A.,
Ricchetti, Steven, Tennant, Thomas M, McNulty, Thomas P., Williams, Tonya, Reddy, Vinay, Dirksen, Ward, Russo2, Bill,
Clavel, Marguerite, >", "Dirksen, Ward F., >", "Timko, Rachel, >", "Stackpole, Avra, >", "Rosenthal, Lynn, >", "Ricchetti, Steven,
>", "Amin, Faisal, >", "Lienemann, David C., >", "Tejeda, Jose, >", "Kaye, Melanie, >", "Escudero, Adrian V., >", "Hill, Patricia,
>", "Person, Anne, >", "Zikusoka, David N., >", "Edwards, Hannah E., >", "Freeman, Gary, >", "Hertz, Jessica R.,
>", "Murray, Shailagh, >", "Berner, Katherine, >", "Lysaght, Patrick J, >", "Schultz, Gregory, >", "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez,
>", "Schrum, Evan, >", "Donley, Julia M, >", "McNellis, Kerry, >", "Hornbrook, Alex, >", "Picos, Francisco, >", "Pietranton, Kelsey,
>", "Clark, Katisha A, >", "Eaton, Sarah, >", "Hart, Elizabeth A., >", "Joseph, Jeremy, >", "Carpenter, Michael,
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>", "Williams, Tonya, >", "Aidinoff, Marc, >", "Person, Fran, >", "Reddy, Vinay, >", "Myers, Sam A., >", "Trotter, Katherine K.,
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Lambros, Demetra
13 May 2014 17:29:23
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Hertz, Jessica R., Hertz, Jessica R., >", "Barkoff, Kendra
Cc: Murray, Shailagh, Murray, Shailagh
Bcc:
RE: Kendra - in the WH briefing Jay Carney is referring questions on Hunter Biden to you.
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Barkoff, Kendra
16 Oct 2014 22:57:46
To: Holzer, Benjamin, Jones, Stefani, Holzer, Benjamin, >", "Jones, Stefani
Cc:
Bcc:
Re: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test
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Murray, Shailagh
14 May 2014 14:55:55
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
Cc:
Bcc:
RE: Hunter Biden and Ukranian gas producer
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Lambros, Demetra
08 Jul 2014 11:08:31
To: Joseph, Jeremy, Joseph, Jeremy
Cc:
Bcc:
Fw: TIME: Ukrainian Employer Of Joe Biden’s Son Hires A D.C. Lobbyist
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Holzer, Benjamin
16 Oct 2014 22:57:11
To: Jones, Stefani, Jones, Stefani
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
Bcc:
Re: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test
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Wynne, Janine M
03 Nov 2014 18:04:36
To: Carpenter, Michael, Carpenter, Michael
Cc: Bouldin, Megan T
Bcc:
FW: Ukraine Econ Reporting - 11/3
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Barkoff, Kendra
08 Jul 2014 12:59:01
To: Murray, Shailagh, Lambros, Demetra, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Ricchetti, Steven, Ricchetti, Steven,
>", "Murray, Shailagh, >", "Sullivan, Jacob, >", "Lambros, Demetra, >", "Prescott, Jeffrey
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Barkoff, Kendra
13 May 2014 17:48:56
To: Lambros, Demetra, Lambros, Demetra
Cc:
Bcc:
RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
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Lambros, Demetra
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To: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
Cc:
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RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
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Sloat, Amanda L
14 May 2014 14:46:29
To: Ellison, Janine, Ellison, Janine
Cc: Walker, Vivian S
Bcc:
FW: Turkey Daily Notes: May 14, 2014
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Barkoff, Kendra
08 Jul 2014 12:57:47
To: Murray, Shailagh, Lambros, Demetra, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Ricchetti, Steven, Ricchetti, Steven,
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Lucas Magnuson, Laura
15 May 2014 20:43:48
To: Joyce, Jenifer
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
Bcc:
RE: Deutsche Welle interview request
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Lambros, Demetra
13 May 2014 17:49:51
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
Cc:
Bcc:
RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
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Barkoff, Kendra
14 May 2014 14:51:16
To: Murray, Shailagh, Murray, Shailagh
Cc:
Bcc:
FW: Hunter Biden and Ukranian gas producer
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Murray, Shailagh
08 Jul 2014 12:58:38
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Lambros, Demetra, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Ricchetti, Steven, Ricchetti, Steven, >", "Barkoff, Kendra,
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Platkin, Alex
13 May 2014 16:05:46
To: Holzer, Benjamin, Barkoff, Kendra, Holzer, Benjamin, >", "Barkoff, Kendra
Cc:
Bcc:
RE: Burisma
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Murray, Shailagh
16 Oct 2014 23:00:07
To: robinware456@gmail.com
Cc:
Bcc:
Fw: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test
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Barkoff, Kendra
07 Jul 2014 18:00:06
To: Murray, Shailagh, Lambros, Demetra, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Ricchetti, Steven, Ricchetti, Steven,
>", "Murray, Shailagh, >", "Sullivan, Jacob, >", "Lambros, Demetra, >", "Prescott, Jeffrey
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FW: Ukraine Energy
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Lambros, Demetra
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To: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
Cc:
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RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
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Barkoff, Kendra
13 May 2014 17:23:58
To: Lambros, Demetra, Hertz, Jessica R., Hertz, Jessica R., >", "Lambros, Demetra
Cc: Murray, Shailagh, Murray, Shailagh
Bcc:
FW: Kendra - in the WH briefing Jay Carney is referring questions on Hunter Biden to you.
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Kim, Yuri J (Ankara)
14 May 2014 11:19:23
To: Nuland, Victoria J, Jones, Paul W, Rubin, Eric S, Sloat, Amanda L, Haggard, Henry R, EUR-SE-TU-DL, Sherwood-Randall, Liz,
Finer, Jonathan J, Lakhdhir, Kamala S, Clements, Kelly, Underriner, John M, Iris, Nancy R, VonHippel, Karin L, Manso, Joseph X,
Pisani, Kristen L, Kahl, L Alex, Scanlon, Amy B (Athens), Uyehara, Michael M, Kenna, Lisa D (Amman),
Goldberger, Thomas H (Baghdad), P EUR Duty, Schofer, Andrew J, philip_h_gordon@nss.eop.gov", "Weigold Schultz, Eva A,
Latham, Michael E, Mujica, Maryam AM, Pappas, Demitra M, Godfrey, John T, Walker, Peggy J (Athens), McDowell, H. Martin,
D EUR Duty Officer2, Narain, Paul F (Athens), Binnendijk, Anika L, ( Athens ), "'Chris Skaluba, shoshanna.matney@osd.mil", ",
Belmonte, Monica L, ( Amman ), "james.j.townsend2.civ@mail.mil", "'Buland, Alton V CIV OSD OUSD POLICY (US,
( Baghdad ), "Bobrow, Christina, Leweling, Tara, Carpenter, Michael, Smith, Sammie, Alpha, Avery, Smith, Samantha,
>", "Alpha, Avery, >", "Leweling, Tara, >", "Carpenter, Michael, >", "Bobrow, Christina, >", "Sherwood-Randall, Liz
Cc: Ricciardone, Francis J, Baily, Jess L, Lackey, Hal V, marc.sasseville@us.af.mil", "Ward, Mark S (D/MET), AnkaraAMB,
Wentworth, Mark A, Van De Vate, Katherine, Mennuti, Deborah (Istanbul), ( D/MET ), "Densmore, William E, Espinoza, John L,
Wroblewski, K Andrew, Mahoney, Haynes R (Istanbul), ISTANBUL-POLECON AMERICANS-DL, Peterson, Chad S,
Lally, Michael (Dept of Commerce), ( Istanbul ), "Tobey, Laurence E, Ricciardone, Marie D., Carraway, Cassandra B,
Fingarson, Timothy J, Blue, Michael C, Grubisha, Thomas J, Olson, Scott A, Hansen, Ralph S, ( Istanbul ), "Turner, James J,
Hines, R. Arturo, Wilson, Brandon L, Fischer, Patrick J, Hayden, Liam D, ( Dept of Commerce ), "Speaks, John T,
Hunter, Charles F (Istanbul), Saxton-Ruiz, James-Michael, Olson, Kimberly G, Brown, Kristina M, Nassmacher, Wendy L,
Friedman, Justin, Stafford, Edward G, Armush, Maha A, O'Shaughnessy, Melissa S, Cardwell, Adam K, Ngutter, Dorothy M,
Kim, Yuri J (Ankara), O'Shaughnessy, Melissa
Bcc:
Turkey Daily Notes: May 14, 2014
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Barkoff, Kendra
13 May 2014 16:09:39
To: Murray, Shailagh, Ricchetti, Steven, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Ricchetti, Steven, >", "Murray, Shailagh,
>", "Sullivan, Jacob, >", "Prescott, Jeffrey
Cc:
Bcc:
Fw: Burisma
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Barkoff, Kendra
08 Jul 2014 10:43:35
To: Murray, Shailagh, Lambros, Demetra, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Ricchetti, Steven, Ricchetti, Steven,
>", "Murray, Shailagh, >", "Sullivan, Jacob, >", "Lambros, Demetra, >", "Prescott, Jeffrey
Cc:
Bcc:
TIME: Ukrainian Employer Of Joe Biden’s Son Hires A D.C. Lobbyist
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Klein, Stacey (NBCUniversal)
Tue, 13 May 2014 13:56:32 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
Hunter Biden to Oil Compnay w Holdings in Ukraine?

Hi Kendra,
Wondering if you have any comment on allegations Hunter Biden has taken a seat on the board of an oil and gas
company with holdings in Ukraine?  Carney pushed us all to you all – any comment?
Thanks in advance!
 
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter-biden-ukraine-gas-board-106631.html
 
Here’s their release:
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
 
 
Stacey P. Klein
NBC News – The White House
202-885-4363 (office)
202-573-0328 (cell)
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Spector, Stephen
Tue, 13 May 2014 16:08:13 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Murray, Shailagh, Trotter, Kingsley, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Lambros, Demetra, Hertz, Jessica R.,
Hertz, Jessica R., Murray, Shailagh, Trotter, Katherine K., Barkoff, Kendra, Sullivan, Jacob, Lambros, Demetra, Prescott, Jeffrey
Business Insider: Joe Biden's Son Is Now On The Board Of One Of Ukraine's Biggest Gas Conglomerates

Joe Biden's Son Is Now On The Board Of One Of Ukraine's Biggest Gas Conglomerates

BRETT LOGIURATO
 
Hunter Biden, the youngest son of Vice President Joe Biden, has been appointed to the board of directors
of Ukraine's largest private-gas producer. 
 

The company, Burisma Holdings, announced Biden's appointment on its website Tuesday. Burisma said
Biden would be the new head of the company's legal unit.

The White House shot down any notion of a conflict of interest with Hunter Biden's appointment. In a
statement provided to Business Insider, Joe Biden spokesperson Kendra Barkoff said Hunter's
appointment did not constitute an endorsement by the vice president.

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular
company and has no involvement with this company," Barkoff said. "For any additional questions, I refer
you to Hunter’s office."

Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, the national law firm for which Hunter Biden serves as a counsel, did not
respond to a request for comment on Tuesday.

During the daily White House press briefing on Tuesday, press secretary Jay Carney said where Hunter
Biden works "does not reflect an endorsement by the administration, by the president or vice president."

Hunter Biden's appointment comes as the U.S. and much of the West has sought to help Ukraine wean off
its dependence on Russia for oil and gas supplies. Last month during a trip to Kiev, the vice president
pledged U.S. assistance in Ukraine's pursuit of energy independence from Russia. Ukraine and the West
believe energy independence would serve as a major leverage point for Ukraine in its standoff with
Russia.

In a statement released by Burisma, Hunter Biden said he believes the company will help strengthen
Ukraine's floundering economy. 

"Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can
be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that my
assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and
responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the
people of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.

Read more: http://www.businessinsider.com/hunter-biden-joes-son-ukraine-gas-company-burisma-
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holdings-2014-5#ixzz31d0QPl6r
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:53 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra;
Hertz, Jessica R.
Subject: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 

Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
By: Lucy McCalmont
May 13, 2014 12:47 PM EDT

http://dyn.politico.com/printstory.cfm?uuid=E0720EFC-048D-45F0-
B3A3-EC67457DEBB7
Hunter Biden, the younger son of Vice President Joe Biden, will be joining Ukraine’s
largest private gas producer, the company announced in a statement

“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and
the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining
us to help us achieve these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of
directors, said in a statement, which was reported by The Moscow Times on Tuesday.

Biden, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the company said and will
provide support for Burisma Holdings “among international organizations.”

Biden said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy.

“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas
means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” Biden said in a
statement. “As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the
Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility,
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the
people of Ukraine.”

The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White House Press
Secretary Jay Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a referendum held Sunday in
Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-rule in the region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law.

Vice President Biden also expressed support for Ukraine, when he visited the country in
April and slammed Russia for its role in the annexation of Crimea.
 
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:52 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra;
Hertz, Jessica R.
Subject: WE: Jay Carney: Joe Biden's son accepted position with Ukrainian gas company as 'private citizen'
 

Jay Carney: Joe Biden's son accepted
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http://www.businessinsider.com/hunter-biden-joes-son-ukraine-gas-company-burisma-holdings-2014-5#ixzz31d0QPl6r
http://dyn.politico.com/printstory.cfm?uuid=E0720EFC-048D-45F0-B3A3-EC67457DEBB7
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/son-of-us-vice-president-biden-joins-ukraine-gas-company/500062.html


position with Ukrainian gas company as
'private citizen'
Susan Crabtree

http://washingtonexaminer.com/carney-bidens-son-accepted-position-with-ukrainian-gas-company-as-private-
citizen/article/2548379

 

Vice President Joe Biden's son, Hunter Biden, has accepted a position with Ukraine's largest private gas
producer, but that in no way means the White House signed of on or endorses his hiring, presidential
spokesman Jay Carney said Tuesday.

Burisma Holdings announced Tuesday that Hunter Biden, Biden's youngest son, would serve on the company's
board of directors.

The company in a news release on its website said Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Burisma's legal unit and
will “provide support” among international organizations. The Moscow Times first reported the news Tuesday.

Asked about the hiring by a reporter Tuesday, Carney referred questions about it to the vice president's office
and noted that it did not indicate that Obama was involved or approved of it.

“Hunter Biden and other members of the family are obviously private citizens and where they work is not an
endorsement by the president or vice president,” he said.

Amid the escalating tensions between Ukraine and Russia in recent weeks, the European Commission, the
executive body of the European Union, has tried to step in to try to prevent Russia from halting natural
gas shipments to Ukraine unless it pays $3.5 billion in debts.

Ukraine has so far refused to pay in protest of Moscow's decision to nearly double the price it charges Kiev for
gas imports.

In the company's release, Alan Apter, the chairman of the company's board of directors, said: “The company’s
strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate
practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”

Hunter Biden works at Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York. He is also a co-
founder and a managing partner of investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and serves as
director of the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, a network of 400 businesses, nonprofits and foreign policy
experts, and the chairman of the advisory board for the National Democratic Institute, a non-profit that works to
support democratic institutions and elections around the world.
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The Washington Times

From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:50 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra;
Hertz, Jessica R.
Subject: WT: Joe Biden’s son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest private gas company
 

Joe Biden’s son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest
private gas company
By Jessica Chasmar

http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/may/13/joe-bidens-son-hunter-head-legal-unit-ukraines-lar/

 
Vice President Joseph R. Biden’s youngest son, Hunter, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine’s

largest private gas producer.
Burisma Holdings said in a statement that Hunter Biden will be in charge of the company’s  legal unit and will provide support for the
company among international organizations.
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a
strong economy in Ukraine,” Mr. Biden said.
“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit  the people
of Ukraine,” he said.
White House press secretary Jay Carney said Tuesday that Mr. Biden’s new position “does not reflect an endorsement by the
administration,” Time magazine’s Zeke Miller reported.
The announcement comes just one day after Russia’s state energy giant Gazprom threatened to halt natural gas shipments
to Ukraine unless the country pays in advance for supplies.
The vice president has condemned Russia for its intervention in Ukraine and has pledged to support efforts to reduce its dependency
on Russian energy, The Moscow Times reported.

Read more: http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/may/13/joe-bidens-son-hunter-head-legal-unit-ukraines-
lar/#ixzz31cgyEE5E 
Follow us: @washtimes on Twitter
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:17 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra;
Hertz, Jessica R.
Subject: RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
 

AP: VP Biden's son joins Ukrainian gas company's board
 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice President Joe Biden's youngest son, Hunter Biden, is joining the board of a
gas company operating in Ukraine.
That's according to Burisma Holdings. The company says Biden will head the company's legal unit and
seek support for Burisma among international organizations.
The announcement comes as Ukraine is looking to decrease its reliance on Russian energy. Western
countries believe Russia would have less leverage in the crisis with Ukraine if Europe was less dependent
on Russian gas.
Burisma says it's the largest private gas producer in Ukraine, but a state-owned company controls most
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http://ec.tynt.com/b/rw?id=ctd-fI3Dar4z1uacwqm_6r&u=washtimes


gas production there.
Securities and Exchange Commission records show Burisma is based in Cyprus. The vice president will
visit Cyprus next week and has been a key player in the U.S. response to the Ukraine crisis.
 
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:27 PM
To: Spector, Stephen; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra;
Hertz, Jessica R.
Subject: RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
 
+ others
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:23 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley
Subject: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
 
Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
http://www.nationaljournal.com/white-house/another-biden-has-waded-into-the-ukraine-crisis-20140513
 
By Marina Koren
 
Joe Biden has been the White House's go-to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring former Soviet republics and
reassuring their concerned leaders. And now, he's not the only Biden involved in the region.
 
The vice president's youngest son, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Burisma Holdings,
Ukraine's largest private gas producer, The Moscow Times reported Tuesday. Hunter described his new role in a
statement on the company's website:
 
As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency,
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion, and other priorities will contribute to the economy
and benefit the people of Ukraine.
 
The new gig joins several others on Hunter's extensive resume. He currently serves as as managing partner at the
Washington-based investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and counsel at the New York City-based
law firm Boies Schiller Flexner. He is also an adjunct professor at Georgetown University's Foreign Service graduate
program.
 
According to Bloomberg Businessweek, Burisma was founded in 2006 and "engages in oil-well drilling, production
of liquefied natural gas, and undertaking geological studies." It is based in Cyprus. It owns several oil and gas
companies in Ukraine, including in the southeastern city of Dnepropetrovsk.
 
Burisma hired another American—and another managing partner of Rosemont Seneca Partners—just last month.
Devon Archer joined the company's board of directors to "focus on the interaction with current investors, as well as
involving new investors from the United States," according to an April 22 press release from the company. Archer
served as a senior adviser to John Kerry during his 2004 presidential campaign.
 
"Today Burisma Holdings reminds me of Exxon Mobil in its wake," Archer said in a recent interview posted on the
company's website. "It has all the chances to be one of the biggest privately owned oil companies in the world."
 
Archer's work focuses heavily on energy independence for Ukraine, a topic that has received much attention in recent
months. Ukraine is dependent on Russia for energy exports, and Moscow has pulled discount agreements during its
ongoing standoff with Kiev. The addition of Hunter to the company masthead suggests Burisma is turning to U.S.
talent—and money and name recognition—for protection against Russia. It also jibes with the Obama administration
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message that his father has been tasked with spreading.
 
It's unclear whether the entry of another Biden into the fray was meant to send a message to Moscow. But Russian
President Vladimir Putin, eternally leery of American hands in eastern European business, is bound to notice.
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Bulletin Intelligence
19 Oct 2014 09:59:29
To: Cerda, Jose, Thompson, Kenny, Bianchi, Sarah, O'Brien, Sean, Feldman, Stefanie G., Spector, Stephen, O'Brien, Sean,
>", "Thompson, Kenneth D., >", "Bianchi, Sarah, >", "Spector, Stephen, >", "Cerda, Jose, >", "Feldman, Stefanie G.
Cc: Everett, Aaron, [personal email address], "Escudero, Adrian V., Mackler, Alexander, Hornbrook, Alex, Kurren, Amy,
Person, Anne Marie, Bernal, Anthony R., Stackpole, Avra, Woyak, Brian J., Lillard, Brooke, Twigg, Carri, Bolduc, Chad,
Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, Rosenzweig, Dana, Lienemann, David C., Anderson, David, Cloud, Donald, Lambros, Demetra, Graves, Don,
Zikusoka, Dave, Regoli, Elizabeth A, Hart, Liz, Schrum, Michael, Amin, Faisal, Picos, Francisco, Person, Fran, Freeman, Gary,
Schultz, Greg, Edwards, Hannah E., Gleeson, James, Lyons, Jamie, Joseph, Jeremy, Hertz, Jessica R., Doody, Jillian,
Montoya, Jordan, Flynn, John S, Tejeda, Jose, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Donley, Julia M, Noblitt, Karly, Berner, Kate,
Trotter, Kingsley, Clark, Katisha A, Barkoff, Kendra, Chung, Kathy, kcoconnor@whmo.mil", "Pietranton, Kelsey, McNellis, Kerry,
Suber, Kellen, Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern), Aidinoff, Marc, Clavel, Lise, Carpenter, Michael,
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil", "Stennis, Michael, Kaye, Melanie, Hill, Patty, Lysaght, Patrick J, Timko, Rachel,
Ruffner, Richard, Eaton, Sarah, Baker, Sarah, Berlenbach, Sarah, Rosenthal, Lynn, Ford, Sarah (Intern), Nix, Sheila,
Lachman, Sherry, Murray, Shailagh, Myers, Sam A., Ricchetti, Steven, Tennant, Thomas M, McNulty, Thomas P., Williams, Tonya,
Nourse, Victoria, Reddy, Vinay, Dirksen, Ward, william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov", "Clavel, Marguerite, >", "Dirksen, Ward F.,
>", "Timko, Rachel, >", "Stackpole, Avra, >", "Rosenthal, Lynn, >", "Ricchetti, Steven, >", "Amin, Faisal, >", "Lienemann, David C.,
>", "Tejeda, Jose, >", "Kaye, Melanie, >", "Mackler, Alexander, >", "Gleeson, James, ( Intern ), ">", "Escudero, Adrian V.,
>", "Hill, Patricia, >", "Person, Anne, >", "Zikusoka, David N., >", "Stennis, Michael, >", "Edwards, Hannah E., >", "Nourse, Victoria,
>", "Freeman, Gary, >", "Hertz, Jessica R., >", "Murray, Shailagh, >", "Berner, Katherine, >", "Lysaght, Patrick J,
>", "Schultz, Gregory, >", "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, >" ( Intern ), "Schrum, Evan, >", "Donley, Julia M, >", "McNellis, Kerry,
>", "Berlenbach, Sarah, >", "Hornbrook, Alex, >", "Picos, Francisco, >", "Pietranton, Kelsey, >", "Clark, Katisha A,
>", "Eaton, Sarah, >", "Hart, Elizabeth A., >", "Joseph, Jeremy, >", "Carpenter, Michael, >", "McNulty, Thomas P.,
>", "Flynn, John S, >", "Suber, Kellen C., >", "Doody, Jillian, >", "Baker, Sarah, >", "Everett, Aaron, >", "Noblitt, Karly,
>", "Williams, Tonya, >", "Aidinoff, Marc, >", "Person, Fran, >", "Reddy, Vinay, >", "Myers, Sam A., >", "Ford, Sarah (Intern),
>", "Trotter, Katherine K., >", "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern), >", "Woyak, Brian J., >", "Barkoff, Kendra, >", "Rosenzweig, Dana,
>", "Nix, Sheila, >", "Cloud, Donald, >", "Kurren, Amy, >", "Sullivan, Jacob, >", "Graves, Don, >", "Lyons, Jamie,
>", "Tennant, Thomas M, >", "Ruffner, Richard, >", "Bernal, Anthony R., >", "Twigg, Carri, >", "Lambros, Demetra,
>", "Prescott, Jeffrey, >", "Bolduc, Chad, >", "Anderson, David, >", "Lillard, Brooke, >", "Regoli, Elizabeth A, >", "Chung, Kathy,
>", "Orbach Lachman, Sherry, >", "Montoya, Jordan
Bcc:
Vice Presidential News Clips for Sunday, October 19, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET

Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:46:00 EST 2022

Releasability: Withheld In Part

Reasons for Withholding:

------------------------
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redaction of personal email address

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F

Additional Information:

------------------------
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Spector, Stephen
Tue, 13 May 2014 13:06:03 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board

nothing
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:06 PM
To: Spector, Stephen
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
Nothing from the briefing yet?
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:03 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
Thanks
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:02 PM
To: Spector, Stephen
Subject: Re: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
Waiting for Jay to brief before I give it out

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has
no involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:00 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board 
 
Do we have a response?
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:54 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
 
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:53 PM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie;
Carney, Jay; Carroll, Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess;
Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather; Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.;
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Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison; Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan,
Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha; Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray,
Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price, Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo,
Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter, Kingsley; Velz, Peter;
Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie,
Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona;
Cooper, Eric; Costa, Kristina; Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn,
Sarah; Gianotti, Claire; Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett;
Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.; Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee,
Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson, Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon,
Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor, Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer,
Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes, Benjamin J.; Robertson,
Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh,
Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S.
Subject: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter-biden-ukraine-gas-board-106631.html
Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
Politico // Lucy McCalmont
May 13, 2014 12:47 PM EDT

Hunter Biden, the younger son of Vice President Joe Biden, will be joining Ukraine’s largest private gas
producer, the company announced in a statement

“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction
of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these
goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of directors, said in a statement, which
was reported by The Moscow Times on Tuesday.

Biden, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the company said and will provide support for
Burisma Holdings “among international organizations.”

Biden said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy.

“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can
be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” Biden said in a statement. “As a new member of the
Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy
and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White House Press Secretary Jay
Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a referendum held Sunday in Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-
rule in the region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law.

Vice President Biden also expressed support for Ukraine, when he visited the country in April and
slammed Russia for its role in the annexation of Crimea.
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Lambros, Demetra
Tue, 13 May 2014 15:07:45 -0400
To: Joseph, Jeremy, Hertz, Jessica R., Hertz, Jessica R., Joseph, Jeremy
FW: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

Also, looks like the guy's name is alternatively spelled Nicolay Zlochevsky
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Lambros, Demetra
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:52 PM
To: Murray, Shailagh
Subject: FW: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
Here is the first reference to Zlochewsky
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Barkoff, Kendra
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:15 AM
To: Murray, Shailagh; Lambros, Demetra
Subject: Fw: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
 
 
----- Original Message -----
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 09:11 AM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
Thanks!
 
On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 4:11 PM, Lucas Magnuson, Laura <Laura_D_Lucas@nsc.eop.gov> wrote:
> Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM
> To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
> Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas
> company
>
> Dear Laura,
>
> Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press
> release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian natural gas company,
> claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of
> directors:
>
> http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
>
> The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of interest given the VP's role
on Ukraine policy - particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy
NSC chief under Yanukovych.
>
> Is this true? What exactly is going on here?
>
> Thanks and best
>
> Max
>
>
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> --
> Max Seddon
> Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
> +380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
> twitter.com/maxseddon
 
 
 
--
Max Seddon
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
twitter.com/maxseddon
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Barkoff, Kendra
Thu, 15 May 2014 07:55:53 -0400
To: Murray, Shailagh, Ricchetti, Steven, Lambros, Demetra, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Ricchetti, Steven, Murray, Shailagh,
Sullivan, Jacob, Lambros, Demetra, Prescott, Jeffrey
Fw: Russian Television

 
From: Усенко Наталья Валерьевна [mailto:NUsenko@ntv.ru] 
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 07:13 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Russian Television 
 
Dear Ms. Barkoff,
 
NTV Russian Television and a Central Television program send you best regards and
kindly ask your assistance.
 
Central Television program with Vadim Takmenev is the 1st news program combining
all TV genres. The program presents the real life, political, social and cultural events.
In our program took part a lot of famous persons of show-business and politics: Tom
Cruise, Angelina Jolie, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Daniel Craig, Lara Fabian, Alain Delon,
Jean-Claude Van Damme, Jackie Chan, Benicio Del Toro, Til Schweiger, Vin Diesel,
James Cameron, Lars von Trier, Scarlett Johansson, Daniel Radcliffe, Stephen Fry,
Vladimir Putin, Dmitry Medvedev.
 
Mr. Hunter Biden has recently become a member of Committee of Directors of Burisma
company. We would like to congratulate him and wish him good luck! Would you be so
kind to help us to organize an interview with Mr. Joseph  Biden so that he could tell us
his attitude towards and tell us if it will influence the foreign policy of the USA. We
would like to organize this shooting this week (May, 15 – 16) any time and place
suitable for Mr. Biden as our program will be on air this Saturday (May, 17).
Thank you and looking forward your answer!
 
Sincerely,
Natalya Usenko
Producer
+7 964 537 38 77(cell)
+7 495 617 90 47(f)
NUsenko@ntv.ru
solinoNU@gmail.com
www.ntv.ru
 
NTV Broadcasting Company is the largest non-governmental TV-network in Russia. It
covers the audience of approx. 100 million people in countries of former Soviet Union.
It is also the main Russian language channel broadcasted all over the world via
satellite. NTV journalists interviewed George Bush, Condoleezza Rice, John Ashcroft,
James Baker, Mikhail Gorbachev, Mikhail Khodorkovsky, Ariel Sharon, Mikhail
Saakashvili, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Paul McCartney, Madonna, Nicole Kidman and
many others. NTV covers all main political, social and cultural events every day and
brings the top news stories from around the world which are produced by dedicated
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staff in Moscow working with colleagues at NTV's world bureaus worldwide including
New York, London, Berlin, Brussels, Paris, Kyiv etc.
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Lyons, Jamie
17 Oct 2014 11:03:32
To: Vogel, Pamela (Intern), Vogel, Pamela (Intern)
Cc:
Bcc:
Fw: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, October 17, 2014
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Prescott, Jeffrey
Tue, 13 May 2014 11:57:32 -0400
To: Lambros, Demetra, Lambros, Demetra
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
RE: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

Yeah, will be out of mtg at 12:30 or so
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Lambros, Demetra
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:17 AM
To: Prescott, Jeffrey
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
Hey Jeff:
 
Do you have a minute to talk about this?
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Barkoff, Kendra
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:15 AM
To: Murray, Shailagh; Lambros, Demetra
Subject: Fw: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
 
 
----- Original Message -----
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 09:11 AM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
Thanks!
 
On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 4:11 PM, Lucas Magnuson, Laura <Laura_D_Lucas@nsc.eop.gov> wrote:
> Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM
> To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
> Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas
> company
>
> Dear Laura,
>
> Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press
> release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian natural gas company,
> claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of
> directors:
>
> http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
>
> The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of interest given the VP's role
on Ukraine policy - particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy
NSC chief under Yanukovych.
>
> Is this true? What exactly is going on here?
>
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> Thanks and best
>
> Max
>
>
> --
> Max Seddon
> Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
> +380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
> twitter.com/maxseddon
 
 
 
--
Max Seddon
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
twitter.com/maxseddon
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Bulletin Intelligence
19 Oct 2014 09:59:29
To: Cerda, Jose, Thompson, Kenny, Bianchi, Sarah, O'Brien, Sean, Feldman, Stefanie G., Spector, Stephen, O'Brien, Sean,
>", "Thompson, Kenneth D., >", "Bianchi, Sarah, >", "Spector, Stephen, >", "Cerda, Jose, >", "Feldman, Stefanie G.
Cc: Everett, Aaron, [personal email address], "Escudero, Adrian V., Mackler, Alexander, Hornbrook, Alex, Kurren, Amy,
Person, Anne Marie, Bernal, Anthony R., Stackpole, Avra, Woyak, Brian J., Lillard, Brooke, Twigg, Carri, Bolduc, Chad,
Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, Rosenzweig, Dana, Lienemann, David C., Anderson, David, Cloud, Donald, Lambros, Demetra, Graves, Don,
Zikusoka, Dave, Regoli, Elizabeth A, Hart, Liz, Schrum, Michael, Amin, Faisal, Picos, Francisco, Person, Fran, Freeman, Gary,
Schultz, Greg, Edwards, Hannah E., Gleeson, James, Lyons, Jamie, Joseph, Jeremy, Hertz, Jessica R., Doody, Jillian,
Montoya, Jordan, Flynn, John S, Tejeda, Jose, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Donley, Julia M, Noblitt, Karly, Berner, Kate,
Trotter, Kingsley, Clark, Katisha A, Barkoff, Kendra, Chung, Kathy, kcoconnor@whmo.mil", "Pietranton, Kelsey, McNellis, Kerry,
Suber, Kellen, Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern), Aidinoff, Marc, Clavel, Lise, Carpenter, Michael,
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil", "Stennis, Michael, Kaye, Melanie, Hill, Patty, Lysaght, Patrick J, Timko, Rachel,
Ruffner, Richard, Eaton, Sarah, Baker, Sarah, Berlenbach, Sarah, Rosenthal, Lynn, Ford, Sarah (Intern), Nix, Sheila,
Lachman, Sherry, Murray, Shailagh, Myers, Sam A., Ricchetti, Steven, Tennant, Thomas M, McNulty, Thomas P., Williams, Tonya,
Nourse, Victoria, Reddy, Vinay, Dirksen, Ward, william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov", "Clavel, Marguerite, >", "Dirksen, Ward F.,
>", "Timko, Rachel, >", "Stackpole, Avra, >", "Rosenthal, Lynn, >", "Ricchetti, Steven, >", "Amin, Faisal, >", "Lienemann, David C.,
>", "Tejeda, Jose, >", "Kaye, Melanie, >", "Mackler, Alexander, >", "Gleeson, James, ( Intern ), ">", "Escudero, Adrian V.,
>", "Hill, Patricia, >", "Person, Anne, >", "Zikusoka, David N., >", "Stennis, Michael, >", "Edwards, Hannah E., >", "Nourse, Victoria,
>", "Freeman, Gary, >", "Hertz, Jessica R., >", "Murray, Shailagh, >", "Berner, Katherine, >", "Lysaght, Patrick J,
>", "Schultz, Gregory, >", "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, >" ( Intern ), "Schrum, Evan, >", "Donley, Julia M, >", "McNellis, Kerry,
>", "Berlenbach, Sarah, >", "Hornbrook, Alex, >", "Picos, Francisco, >", "Pietranton, Kelsey, >", "Clark, Katisha A,
>", "Eaton, Sarah, >", "Hart, Elizabeth A., >", "Joseph, Jeremy, >", "Carpenter, Michael, >", "McNulty, Thomas P.,
>", "Flynn, John S, >", "Suber, Kellen C., >", "Doody, Jillian, >", "Baker, Sarah, >", "Everett, Aaron, >", "Noblitt, Karly,
>", "Williams, Tonya, >", "Aidinoff, Marc, >", "Person, Fran, >", "Reddy, Vinay, >", "Myers, Sam A., >", "Ford, Sarah (Intern),
>", "Trotter, Katherine K., >", "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern), >", "Woyak, Brian J., >", "Barkoff, Kendra, >", "Rosenzweig, Dana,
>", "Nix, Sheila, >", "Cloud, Donald, >", "Kurren, Amy, >", "Sullivan, Jacob, >", "Graves, Don, >", "Lyons, Jamie,
>", "Tennant, Thomas M, >", "Ruffner, Richard, >", "Bernal, Anthony R., >", "Twigg, Carri, >", "Lambros, Demetra,
>", "Prescott, Jeffrey, >", "Bolduc, Chad, >", "Anderson, David, >", "Lillard, Brooke, >", "Regoli, Elizabeth A, >", "Chung, Kathy,
>", "Orbach Lachman, Sherry, >", "Montoya, Jordan
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Bulletin Intelligence
18 Oct 2014 10:02:45
To: Cerda, Jose, Thompson, Kenny, Bianchi, Sarah, O'Brien, Sean, Feldman, Stefanie G., Spector, Stephen, O'Brien, Sean,
>", "Thompson, Kenneth D., >", "Bianchi, Sarah, >", "Spector, Stephen, >", "Cerda, Jose, >", "Feldman, Stefanie G.
Cc: Everett, Aaron, [personal email address], "Escudero, Adrian V., Mackler, Alexander, Hornbrook, Alex, Kurren, Amy,
Person, Anne Marie, Bernal, Anthony R., Stackpole, Avra, Woyak, Brian J., Lillard, Brooke, Twigg, Carri, Bolduc, Chad,
Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, Rosenzweig, Dana, Lienemann, David C., Anderson, David, Cloud, Donald, Lambros, Demetra, Graves, Don,
Zikusoka, Dave, Regoli, Elizabeth A, Hart, Liz, Schrum, Michael, Amin, Faisal, Picos, Francisco, Person, Fran, Freeman, Gary,
Schultz, Greg, Edwards, Hannah E., Gleeson, James, Lyons, Jamie, Joseph, Jeremy, Hertz, Jessica R., Doody, Jillian,
Montoya, Jordan, Flynn, John S, Tejeda, Jose, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Donley, Julia M, Noblitt, Karly, Berner, Kate,
Trotter, Kingsley, Clark, Katisha A, Barkoff, Kendra, Chung, Kathy, kcoconnor@whmo.mil", "Pietranton, Kelsey, McNellis, Kerry,
Suber, Kellen, Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern), Aidinoff, Marc, Clavel, Lise, Carpenter, Michael,
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil", "Stennis, Michael, Kaye, Melanie, Hill, Patty, Lysaght, Patrick J, Timko, Rachel,
Ruffner, Richard, Eaton, Sarah, Baker, Sarah, Berlenbach, Sarah, Rosenthal, Lynn, Ford, Sarah (Intern), Nix, Sheila,
Lachman, Sherry, Murray, Shailagh, Myers, Sam A., Ricchetti, Steven, Tennant, Thomas M, McNulty, Thomas P., Williams, Tonya,
Nourse, Victoria, Reddy, Vinay, Dirksen, Ward, william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov", "Clavel, Marguerite, >", "Dirksen, Ward F.,
>", "Timko, Rachel, >", "Stackpole, Avra, >", "Rosenthal, Lynn, >", "Ricchetti, Steven, >", "Amin, Faisal, >", "Lienemann, David C.,
>", "Tejeda, Jose, >", "Kaye, Melanie, >", "Mackler, Alexander, >", "Gleeson, James, ( Intern ), ">", "Escudero, Adrian V.,
>", "Hill, Patricia, >", "Person, Anne, >", "Zikusoka, David N., >", "Stennis, Michael, >", "Edwards, Hannah E., >", "Nourse, Victoria,
>", "Freeman, Gary, >", "Hertz, Jessica R., >", "Murray, Shailagh, >", "Berner, Katherine, >", "Lysaght, Patrick J,
>", "Schultz, Gregory, >", "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, >" ( Intern ), "Schrum, Evan, >", "Donley, Julia M, >", "McNellis, Kerry,
>", "Berlenbach, Sarah, >", "Hornbrook, Alex, >", "Picos, Francisco, >", "Pietranton, Kelsey, >", "Clark, Katisha A,
>", "Eaton, Sarah, >", "Hart, Elizabeth A., >", "Joseph, Jeremy, >", "Carpenter, Michael, >", "McNulty, Thomas P.,
>", "Flynn, John S, >", "Suber, Kellen C., >", "Doody, Jillian, >", "Baker, Sarah, >", "Everett, Aaron, >", "Noblitt, Karly,
>", "Williams, Tonya, >", "Aidinoff, Marc, >", "Person, Fran, >", "Reddy, Vinay, >", "Myers, Sam A., >", "Ford, Sarah (Intern),
>", "Trotter, Katherine K., >", "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern), >", "Woyak, Brian J., >", "Barkoff, Kendra, >", "Rosenzweig, Dana,
>", "Nix, Sheila, >", "Cloud, Donald, >", "Kurren, Amy, >", "Sullivan, Jacob, >", "Graves, Don, >", "Lyons, Jamie,
>", "Tennant, Thomas M, >", "Ruffner, Richard, >", "Bernal, Anthony R., >", "Twigg, Carri, >", "Lambros, Demetra,
>", "Prescott, Jeffrey, >", "Bolduc, Chad, >", "Anderson, David, >", "Lillard, Brooke, >", "Regoli, Elizabeth A, >", "Chung, Kathy,
>", "Orbach Lachman, Sherry, >", "Montoya, Jordan
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Barkoff, Kendra
Tue, 13 May 2014 14:37:18 -0400
To: ann.w.compton@abc.com, "Trotter, Kingsley, Spector, Stephen, Spector, Stephen, Trotter, Katherine K.
Cc: mary.k.bruce@abc.com, jonathan.d.karl@abc.com, rick.klein@abc.com
Re: I know you are travellinbg. OFF the record doesnt help. I would however be willing to use this with or without quoting
YOU.

Off the record:
The lawyers weren’t consulted because Hunter is a private citizen and the VP has no association with this company.
 
 
----- Original Message -----
From: Compton, Ann W. [mailto:Ann.W.Compton@abc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:35 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Trotter, Kingsley; Spector, Stephen
Cc: Bruce, Mary K. <Mary.K.Bruce@abc.com>; Karl, Jonathan D. <Jonathan.D.Karl@abc.com>; Klein, Rick
<Rick.Klein@abc.com>
Subject: I know you are travellinbg.  OFF the record doesnt help. I would however be willing to use this with or  without
quoting YOU.
 
And Hunter's office cannot answer: was the WH counsel's office consulted, or informed as a courtesy?
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:27 PM
To: Compton, Ann W.; Trotter, Kingsley; Spector, Stephen
Cc: Bruce, Mary K.; Karl, Jonathan D.; Klein, Rick
Subject: RE: Kendra - in the WH briefing Jay Carney is referring questions on Hunter Biden to you.
 
OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)
 
Here is a statement for your use from me:
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no
involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W. [mailto:Ann.W.Compton@abc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:16 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Trotter, Kingsley; Spector, Stephen
Cc: Bruce, Mary K.; Karl, Jonathan D.; Klein, Rick
Subject: Kendra - in the WH briefing Jay Carney is referring questions on Hunter Biden to you.
 
Can you tell us whether the WH counsel's office was consulted? Informed? Even as a courtesy?
And was Vice President Biden aware of the hiring when he visited Ukraine April 21-22?
 
Would appreciate a timely  response... Thanks, as always. 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W.
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:50 PM
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov'
Subject: ?? Any reply ?? Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest
?
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W.
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:40 AM
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov'
Subject: Hi. Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ?
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Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
 
·         The Moscow Times 
·         May. 13 2014 18:49 
·         Last edited 18:49 
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's
largest private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.
 
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors
and head the company's legal unit.
 
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency,
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy
and benefit the people of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.
 
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday.
The company also has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.
 
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine
by 35-40 percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late
April.
 
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has
pledged to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
###
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Bulletin Intelligence
14 May 2014 10:13:02
To: Cerda, Jose, Thompson, Kenny, Bianchi, Sarah, O'Brien, Sean, Feldman, Stefanie G., Spector, Stephen, O'Brien, Sean,
>", "Thompson, Kenneth D., >", "Bianchi, Sarah, >", "Spector, Stephen, >", "Cerda, Jose, >", "Feldman, Stefanie G.
Cc: Everett, Aaron, [personal email address], "Escudero, Adrian V., Hornbrook, Alex, Kurren, Amy, Bernal, Anthony R.,
Stackpole, Avra, Woyak, Brian J., Lillard, Brooke, Bolduc, Chad, Fromstein, Charles, Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, Rosenzweig, Dana,
Lienemann, David C., Cloud, Donald, Lambros, Demetra, Zikusoka, Dave, Regoli, Elizabeth A, Hart, Elizabeth, Amin, Faisal,
Picos, Francisco, Person, Fran, Freeman, Gary, Schultz, Greg, Edwards, Hannah E., Lyons, Jamie, Joseph, Jeremy,
Hertz, Jessica R., Doody, Jillian, Montoya, Jordan, Flynn, John S, Tejeda, Jose, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Donley, Julia M,
Richards, Kitty, Berner, Kate, Trotter, Kingsley, Clark, Katisha A, Barkoff, Kendra, Chung, Kathy,
kcoconnor@whmo.mil", "Pietranton, Kelsey, McNellis, Kerry, Suber, Kellen, Aidinoff, Marc, Clavel, Lise, Carpenter, Michael,
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil", "Kaye, Melanie, Hill, Patty, Lysaght, Patrick J, Timko, Rachel, Ruffner, Richard, Eaton, Sarah,
Baker, Sarah, sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov", "Rosenthal, Lynn, Nix, Sheila, Lachman, Sherry, Murray, Shailagh, Myers, Sam A.,
Ricchetti, Steven, Tennant, Thomas M, McNulty, Thomas P., Williams, Tonya, Reddy, Vinay, Dirksen, Ward, Russo2, Bill,
Clavel, Marguerite, >", "Dirksen, Ward F., >", "Timko, Rachel, >", "Stackpole, Avra, >", "Rosenthal, Lynn, >", "Ricchetti, Steven,
>", "Amin, Faisal, >", "Lienemann, David C., >", "Tejeda, Jose, >", "Kaye, Melanie, >", "Escudero, Adrian V., >", "Hill, Patricia,
>", "Zikusoka, David N., >", "Edwards, Hannah E., >", "Freeman, Gary, >", "Hertz, Jessica R., >", "Murray, Shailagh,
>", "Berner, Katherine, >", "Lysaght, Patrick J, >", "Schultz, Gregory, >", "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, >", "Donley, Julia M,
>", "McNellis, Kerry, >", "Hornbrook, Alex, >", "Picos, Francisco, >", "Pietranton, Kelsey, >", "Clark, Katisha A, >", "Eaton, Sarah,
>", "Hart, Elizabeth A., >", "Joseph, Jeremy, >", "Richards, Kitty, >", "Carpenter, Michael, >", "McNulty, Thomas P.,
>", "Flynn, John S, >", "Suber, Kellen C., >", "Doody, Jillian, >", "Baker, Sarah, >", "Everett, Aaron, >", "Williams, Tonya,
>", "Aidinoff, Marc, >", "Person, Fran, >", "Reddy, Vinay, >", "Myers, Sam A., >", "Trotter, Katherine K., >", "Woyak, Brian J.,
>", "Barkoff, Kendra, >", "Rosenzweig, Dana, >", "Nix, Sheila, >", "Cloud, Donald, >", "Kurren, Amy, >", "Sullivan, Jacob,
>", "Lyons, Jamie, >", "Tennant, Thomas M, >", "Ruffner, Richard, >", "Fromstein, Charles, >", "Bernal, Anthony R.,
>", "Lambros, Demetra, >", "Prescott, Jeffrey, >", "Bolduc, Chad, >", "Lillard, Brooke, >", "Regoli, Elizabeth A, >", "Chung, Kathy,
>", "Russo, Bill, >", "Orbach Lachman, Sherry, >", "Montoya, Jordan
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Vice Presidential News Clips for Wednesday, May 14, 2014
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Barkoff, Kendra
Tue, 13 May 2014 14:39:05 -0400
To: rosie@buzzfeed.com
Re: Hunter Biden

OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)
Here is a statement for your use from me:

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has
no involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Rosie Gray [mailto:rosie@buzzfeed.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:04 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Hunter Biden 
 
Hi,

I'm a reporter for BuzzFeed. I know my colleague Max Seddon has already reached out to your office but we're looking to get
answers about whether or not Hunter Biden has joined the board of Burisma. Can you confirm? Is the VP's office going to say
anything about this? 

thanks,
Rosie 

-- 
Reporter, BuzzFeed
@rosiegray
c: 646 369 9351
rosie@buzzfeed.com
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Barkoff, Kendra
Tue, 13 May 2014 11:00:14 -0400
To: eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
Cc: hbiden@rosemontseneca.com
Re: hey

Thanks

 
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:58 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Cc: Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com> 
Subject: Re: hey 
 
Kendra, I am around the next few days if you need me.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Partners, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
 Consider the environment before printing this email.

On May 13, 2014, at 10:39 AM, Barkoff, Kendra <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks
 
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:39 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Cc: Eric Schwerin
Subject: Re: hey
 
Eric- he's cc'd here

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 5:05 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Just sent you the email
Let me know who in your office.
Thanks!
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:59 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: hey
 
Ok-
What exactly are they asking? For the time being I'd just refer them to my office.  FYI I joined 
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mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com


the board of Burisma Holdings Ltd. (Burisma.com) an independent/ private natural gas 
producer in Ukraine along with the former president of Poland. I think the press release is on 
their web site.

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 4:46 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks for talking to me.  let me know who I should refer folks to.
Kendra
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov
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Gerlach, Alec
Tue, 13 May 2014 10:53:18 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
RE: also--Biden/Ukraine

Sounds good.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:53 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: Re: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Thanks. Trying to get more info over here. Give me a little bit of time. 
 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:50 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 
She’s supposed to go out at 1pm but she’s not around right now. I can give you a ring.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:48 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Thanks
We are just starting hear from press about this.  What time is Jen’s briefing?
Can she call me?
 
 
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov

 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:41 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Hi Kendra,
 
I work with Jen Psaki at the State Dept.
 
Our Fox News correspondent gave me a heads up that he might ask us about Hunter Biden going to a Ukrainian gas
company at our daily press briefing today. Have you gotten any questions on this?
 
Happy to refer him to you or follow your lead.
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He says: I am sure it is legal, just wanted to ask about optics and timing…
 
 
From: Tomlinson, Lucas [mailto:Lucas.Tomlinson@FOXNEWS.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:13 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Doubt you have seen this, so wanted to pass along….
 
Might ask a question about Hunter Biden joining Ukraine gas company board…
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing on
Mr. R Hunter Biden as a new director.
 

R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among international

organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of

natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that my

assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and

other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the

strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is

joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
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Compton, Ann W.
Tue, 13 May 2014 12:49:48 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Trotter, Kingsley, Trotter, Katherine K., Barkoff, Kendra
?? Any reply ?? Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ?

 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W.
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:40 AM
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov'
Subject: Hi. Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ?
 
Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
 
·         The Moscow Times 
·         May. 13 2014 18:49 
·         Last edited 18:49 
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's
largest private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.
 
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors
and head the company's legal unit.
 
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency,
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy
and benefit the people of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.
 
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday.
The company also has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.
 
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine
by 35-40 percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late
April.
 
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has
pledged to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
###
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Aidinoff, Marc
07 Jun 2014 21:34:42
To: [personal email address]
Cc:
Bcc:
FW: Clips

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET

Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:41:43 EST 2022

Releasability: Withheld In Part

Reasons for Withholding:

------------------------

b(6),P6

Notes:

-------

redaction of personal email addresses

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F

Additional Information:

------------------------
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Barkoff, Kendra
Tue, 13 May 2014 13:01:40 -0400
To: Spector, Stephen, Spector, Stephen
Re: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board

Waiting for Jay to brief before I give it out

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has
no involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:00 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board 
 
Do we have a response?
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:54 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
 
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:53 PM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie;
Carney, Jay; Carroll, Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess;
Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather; Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.;
Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison; Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan,
Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha; Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray,
Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price, Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo,
Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter, Kingsley; Velz, Peter;
Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie,
Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona;
Cooper, Eric; Costa, Kristina; Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn,
Sarah; Gianotti, Claire; Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett;
Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.; Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee,
Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson, Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon,
Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor, Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer,
Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes, Benjamin J.; Robertson,
Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh,
Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S.
Subject: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter-biden-ukraine-gas-board-106631.html
Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
Politico // Lucy McCalmont
May 13, 2014 12:47 PM EDT

Hunter Biden, the younger son of Vice President Joe Biden, will be joining Ukraine’s largest private gas
producer, the company announced in a statement
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“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction
of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these
goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of directors, said in a statement, which
was reported by The Moscow Times on Tuesday.

Biden, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the company said and will provide support for
Burisma Holdings “among international organizations.”

Biden said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy.

“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can
be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” Biden said in a statement. “As a new member of the
Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy
and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White House Press Secretary Jay
Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a referendum held Sunday in Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-
rule in the region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law.

Vice President Biden also expressed support for Ukraine, when he visited the country in April and
slammed Russia for its role in the annexation of Crimea.
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Barkoff, Kendra
Tue, 13 May 2014 14:26:57 -0400
To: Compton, Ann W., Trotter, Kingsley, Spector, Stephen, Spector, Stephen, Trotter, Katherine K.
Cc: Bruce, Mary K., Karl, Jonathan D., Klein, Rick
RE: Kendra - in the WH briefing Jay Carney is referring questions on Hunter Biden to you.

OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)
 
Here is a statement for your use from me:
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no
involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W. [mailto:Ann.W.Compton@abc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:16 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Trotter, Kingsley; Spector, Stephen
Cc: Bruce, Mary K.; Karl, Jonathan D.; Klein, Rick
Subject: Kendra - in the WH briefing Jay Carney is referring questions on Hunter Biden to you.
 
Can you tell us whether the WH counsel's office was consulted? Informed? Even as a courtesy?
And was Vice President Biden aware of the hiring when he visited Ukraine April 21-22?
 
Would appreciate a timely  response... Thanks, as always. 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W.
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:50 PM
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov'
Subject: ?? Any reply ?? Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest
?
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W.
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:40 AM
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov'
Subject: Hi. Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ?
 
Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
 
·         The Moscow Times 
·         May. 13 2014 18:49 
·         Last edited 18:49 
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's
largest private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.
 
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors
and head the company's legal unit.
 
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency,
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy
and benefit the people of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.
 
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday.
The company also has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.
 
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine
by 35-40 percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late
April.
 
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has
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pledged to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
###
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Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Tue, 13 May 2014 14:17:30 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Trotter, Kingsley, Trotter, Katherine K., Barkoff, Kendra
Cc: Carpenter, Michael, Carpenter, Michael
FW: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites

Want me to have State forward all queries to you?
 
And are you saying anything? Thanks!
 
From: Singer, Matthew A [mailto:SingerMA@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:15 PM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Cc: Ferencevych, Yaryna N; Schtele, Luke A; Sessums, Michael D; Smith, Brian T; Bouldin, Megan T; EUR-PD-Dirs-DL
Subject: FW: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites
 
Hello, Laura,
 
Can we discuss?  Post has gotten an inquiry about this (fortunately, just to confirm whether it’s true, nothing too
loaded), and they need to know if they should forward inquiries to NSC.
 
Thank you,
 
-MS
 
Matthew Singer • Public Diplomacy Desk Officer for Ukraine, Moldova, and Belarus • Bureau of European and Eurasian
Affairs • U.S. Dept. of State

2201 C St NW, Room 4427, Washington, DC 20520 | Direct 202-647-7861 | SingerMA@state.gov

 
 
 
 
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

 

From: Smith, Brian T 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:13 PM
To: EUR-UMB-DL; EUR-RUS-POL-DL
Cc: Ukraine Neg Narratives; Ukraine-Russia Coordination; Kyiv, PAS FSOs
Subject: RE: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites
 
Now being covered in English by the Moscow Times.
 
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/son-of-us-vice-president-biden-joins-ukraine-gas-
company/500062.html
 
 
 
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

 

From: Smith, Brian T 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:10 AM
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To: EUR-UMB-DL; EUR-RUS-POL-DL
Cc: Ukraine Neg Narratives; Ukraine-Russia Coordination
Subject: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites
 
Colleagues – FYSA, The below Russian news article, that VP Biden’s son, Hunter, has been named a board member
of the energy company Burisma, which has rights to hydrocarbon reserves in Ukraine, is being retweeted by Russian
elites, including Aleksey Pushkov and Vladislav Surkov.   It has 100 retweets as of 1100 EST.
 
http://lenta.ru/news/2014/05/13/biden/
 
 
Brian T. Smith
EUR/UMB (TDY)
202.647.2979 | HST 4427A
 
 
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.
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Barkoff, Kendra
Tue, 13 May 2014 14:22:23 -0400
To: Lederman, Josh
RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine

Off the record (on the airplane, so having email issues)
 
Here is a statement for your use from me:
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has
no involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
 
From: Lederman, Josh [mailto:JLederman@ap.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:14 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Hunter Biden/Ukraine
 
Hey Kendra,
 
I’m sure you’re about to get a flood of inquiries on this since it just came up in the briefing, but are you commenting
at all on the news about Hunter Biden and Burisma?
 
Thanks,
Josh
 
--
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing onMr. R
Hunter Biden as a new director.
 
R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among
international organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and
industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As
a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency,
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy
and benefit the people of Ukraine.”
 
The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is
aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re
delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
 
R. Hunter Biden is a counsel to Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York, USA, which
served in cases including “Bush vs. Gore”, and “U.S. vs. Microsoft”. He is one of the co-founders and a managing
partner of the investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners, as well as chairman of the board of
Rosemont Seneca Advisors. He is an Adjunct Professor at Georgetown University’s Masters Program in the School
of Foreign Service.
 
Mr. Biden has experience in public service and foreign policy. He is a director for the U.S. Global Leadership
Coalition, The Center for National Policy, and the Chairman’s Advisory Board for the National Democratic Institute.
Having served as a Senior Vice President at MBNA bank, former U.S. President Bill Clinton appointed him an
Executive Director of E-Commerce Policy Coordination under Secretary of Commerce William Daley. Mr. Biden
served as Honorary Co-Chair of the 2008 Obama-Biden Inaugural Committee.
 
Mr. Biden is a member of the bar in the State of Connecticut, and the District of Columbia, the U.S. Supreme Court,
and the Court of Federal Claims. He received a Bachelor’s degree from Georgetown University, and a J.D. from Yale
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Law School.
 
R. Hunter Biden is also a well-known public figure.He is chairman of the Board of the World Food Programme
U.S.A., together with the world’s largest humanitarian organization, theUnited Nations World Food Programme. In
this capacity he offers assistance to the poor in developing countries, fighting hunger and poverty, and helping to
provide food and education to 300 million malnourished children around the world.
 
Company Background:
Burisma Holdings is a privately owned oil and gas company with assets in Ukraine and operating in the energy
market since 2002. To date, the company holds a portfolio with permits to develop fields in the Dnieper-Donets, the
Carpathian and the Azov-Kuban basins. In 2013, the daily gas production grew steadily and at year-end amounted to
11.6 thousand BOE (barrels of oil equivalent – incl. gas, condensate and crude oil), or 1.8 million m3 of natural gas.
The company sells these volumes in the domestic market through traders, as well as directly to final consumers.

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 
and delete this email. Thank you.
[IP_US_DISC]

 

msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938
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Ford, Sarah (Intern)
Tue, 21 Oct 2014 17:48:53 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Hart, Liz, Murray, Shailagh, O'Brien, Sean, Pietranton, Kelsey, Reddy, Vinay, Schrum, Michael,
Spector, Stephen, Murray, Shailagh, O'Brien, Sean, Schrum, Evan, Pietranton, Kelsey, Spector, Stephen, Hart, Elizabeth A.,
Reddy, Vinay, Barkoff, Kendra
Afternoon Press Clips- October 21, 2014
Attachments: VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.21.14.docx (49.7 KB)

VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS
Tuesday, October 21, 2014

Washington Post
BIDEN pushes for infrastructure investment — especially for LaGuardia
Airport
By: Jose A. DelReal / October 21, 2014
In case you didn’t already know how Vice President BIDEN feels about LaGuardia
Airport, on Tuesday he reminded us that it’s “the worst airport in the world.”
 
DNAinfo New York
Cuomo, BIDEN Announce Design Competiton to Upgrade LaGuardia and JFK
By: Jeff Mays / October 21, 2014
The last time he mentioned LaGuardia Airport, Vice President Joseph BIDEN made
news when he said it looked like a "third world country."
 
Washington Examiner
BIDEN: Airport workers thanked me for comparing LaGuardia to 'third-world
country'
By: Brian Hughes / October 21, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN has already landed in hot water with some New Yorkers
for comparing LaGuardia Airport to a “third-world country.” But he could not resist
poking fun at the state of the terminals there again on Tuesday.
 
Gothamist
Any Ideas On How To Make LaGuardia & JFK Less Soul-Crushing?
By: Rebecca Fishbein / October 21, 2014
Not everyone who flies through La Guardia Airport is able to fully appreciate NYC's
finest hunk of peeling drywall, even if the Auntie Anne's at Gate A rivals the one at
Port Authority Bus Terminal. Earlier this year, Vice President Joe BIDEN likened La
Guardia to an airport in "some third world country."
 
The Detroit News
BIDEN touts new Detroit buses, M-1
By: David Shepardson / October 21, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN touted Detroit's M-1 rail system and the Transportation
Department's award of funds for 50 new buses for the Motor City.
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http://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/politics/2014/10/21/biden-detroit-m-rail-buses/17681309/


 
Associated Press
VP Joe BIDEN to campaign for Schneider in Illinois
October 21, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to attend a rally in support of Democratic
U.S. Rep. Brad Schneider.
 
Daily Herald
Vernon Hills preparing for Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit Wednesday
By: Russell Lissau and Mick Zawislak / October 21, 2014
The giggling toddlers and energetic dancers who normally would occupy Vernon
Hills' Sullivan Community Center on Wednesday will make way for a political rally
featuring Vice President Joe BIDEN.
 
Chicago Sun-Times
Bill Clinton stumps for Quinn; tells workers to look to future
By: Natasha Korecki / October 21, 2014
Clinton's arrival came one day after President Barack Obama's departure. While
here, Obama headed a 6,200-person rally at Chicago State University, then pushed
for early voting on Monday. Vice President Joe BIDEN is on deck for Wednesday.
First lady Michelle Obama as well as Hillary Clinton have also come through town
for Quinn.
 
ABC News Radio
POLL: More Prefer Public Transit to Road Building
October 21, 2014
The results come as Vice President Joe BIDEN and six mayors from major U.S.
cities are scheduled to attend a Washington Post forum Tuesday on relieving traffic
congestion.
 
Globe Newswire
Cubic Joins National Journalists, Elected Officials and Transportation
Leaders for The Washington Post's 'Fix My Commute' Live Event
October 21, 2014
Cole, executive vice president and deputy for strategy, business development and
diversification at Cubic Transportation Systems, will join U.S. Vice President Joseph
BIDEN and fellow transportation industry leaders at The Washington Post's
America Answers event, 'Fix My Commute,' on Tuesday, Oct. 21 from 9 a.m. - 4
p.m. EST.
 
NCB News
BIDEN: LaGuardia Staff Thanked Me for Telling Truth About Airport
October 21, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN says workers at LaGuardia Airport thanked him for
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http://www.wandtv.com/story/26842760/vp-joe-biden-to-campaign-for-schneider-in-illinois
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comments he made earlier this year where he compared the structure to a "third
world country."
 
The Washington Post
BIDEN clocks his Amtrak hours
October 21, 2014
During a speech on commuter issues, Vice President BIDEN estimates that he has
made roughly 8,000 round-trips on Amtrak.
 
Camas-Washougal Post-Record
WHS students meet VP
October 21, 2014
Washougal High School students were provided the chance to get up close and
personal with state and national leaders at a recent Portland political rally.
 
New York Observer
A New Look at LaGuardia Airport
October 21, 2014
Earlier this year, Vice President Joe BIDEN compared LaGuardia International
Airport to a third-world facility. As usual when Mr. BIDEN ventures from prepared
scripts people were offended. Mr. BIDEN had to apologize to the airport managers
in third-world countries.
 
World Tribune
Putin exploits latest BIDEN gaffe, offers helping hand to Turkey
By: Miles Yu / October 21, 2014
When U.S. Vice President openly chastised Turkey for allowing foreign militant
fighters to cross its territory into Syria to join Islamist State of Iraq and Levant (ISIL),
President Vladimir Putin of Russia picked up the phone.
 
RT
US needs pro-American lobby in Israel
By: Robert Bridge / October 21, 2014
Behind the polite and diplomatic statements regarding the “unbreakable bond” that
exists between the United States and Israel lays a more disturbing truth that is
slowly coming to the surface.
 
Lake County News-Sun
Opinion: Maybe we’ll get to see BIDEN being BIDEN
October 21, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN will show up Wednesday for a political speech in Vernon
Hills.
 
NoHo Arts District
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5 Things I learned from my time with Joe BIDEN
By: Jessie Marcus / October 21, 2014
I have to admit I was a little star struck. I’ve worked with lots of celebrities but when
I heard I might be going to the Vice Presidents home in Washington, DC to film him
for a Public Service announcement, I was thrilled and butterflies took flight in my
stomach.
 
Daily Beast
Where There’s Trouble, You’ll Usually Find Joe BIDEN
By: Lloyd Green / October 21, 2014
According to the polls, Joe BIDEN doesn’t have a prayer in 2016. And according to
former Secretary of Defense Robert Gates, BIDEN “has been wrong on nearly
every major foreign-policy and national-security issue over the past four decades.”
 
Huffington Post
'White Boy' BIDEN Got It Right and Wrong About the Tea Party
By: Earl Ofari Hutchinson / October 21, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN got the tongues furiously wagging again after a recent
meeting with black ministers in South Carolina. First he called himself the virtually
lone "white boy" in a black Wilmington, Delaware neighborhood.
 
Daily Kos
If Hillary doesn't run, is BIDEN the default?
October 21, 2014
Hillary Clinton isn’t going to retire to life as a Chappequa grandma; she is all but
certain to run for president. If Joe BIDEN is putting any serious thought to 2016,
there is no point in him positioning himself as a progressive alternative to Clinton in
the primaries.
 
 
Washington Post
BIDEN pushes for infrastructure investment — especially for LaGuardia
Airport
By: Jose A. DelReal / October 21, 2014
 
In case you didn’t already know how Vice President BIDEN feels about LaGuardia
Airport, on Tuesday he reminded us that it’s “the worst airport in the world.”
 
Speaking at a Washington Post Live event on Tuesday about the importance of
investing in transportation infrastructure, BIDEN told audience members that the
United States needs airports that “actually look like the 21st century,” a subtle
callback to comments he made earlier this year comparing the New York airport to a
“third-world country.”
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“My name is Joe ‘Amtrak’ BIDEN,” began the vice president, warming up the crowd
before launching into remarks about the occasionally dry subject of infrastructure
development. During his remarks, which lasted about 30 minutes, BIDEN stressed
the importance of investing in transportation and workforce training programs, a
combined effort that he said is a path toward strengthening the middle class.
 
“Modern infrastructure at this point, in my view right now, is about jobs.
Infrastructure investment is one of the most direct ways to good paying, middle-
class jobs,” he said.
 
Tuesday's event — the first in an ongoing series — focused on building better
commuting experiences and upgrading traffic infrastructure. Other speakers
included former transportation secretary and White House chief of staff Andrew
Card, former Indianapolis mayor Stephen Goldsmith, former Pennsylvania governor
Ed Rendell (D) and former White House adviser David Plouffe.
 
DNAinfo New York
Cuomo, BIDEN Announce Design Competiton to Upgrade LaGuardia and JFK
By: Jeff Mays / October 21, 2014
 
NEW YORK CITY — The last time he mentioned LaGuardia Airport, Vice President
Joseph BIDEN made news when he said it looked like a "third world country."
 
The remark drew the ire of Mayor Bill de Blasio and other New Yorkers.
 
But on Monday, Gov. Andrew Cuomo said he had taken BIDEN's much-criticized
remarks to heart and announced a design competition to upgrade both LaGuardia
and John F. Kennedy International Airport.
 
"And he was right, by the way. Or at least he was right enough," Cuomo said during
an event at the College of Aeronautics and Technology in Queens.
 
In spite of a record 50 million passengers at JFK and a record 26 million
passengers at LaGuardia, Cuomo said the airports are not serving the needs of
travelers. Both airports are old, with LaGuardia built in 1939 and JFK in 1960.
 
In addition to the footprints of JFK and LaGuardia being too small, it also takes too
long to get to the airports from Manhattan, Cuomo said.
 
And while JFK and LaGuardia lack amenities, Dubai's airport has two hotels at two
different terminals and two business centers.
 
"They do business in the airport as a meeting place itself. We must modernize our
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airports if we want to keep our competitive advantage and grow," said Cuomo.
 
Under the design competition plan — which begins in a month — groups will have
60 days to submit plans that modernize and upgrade both airports.
 
At LaGuardia, that includes a link with the Long Island Rail Road, adding ferry
service to increase access from Manhattan, and adding more retail and food
establishments.
 
At JFK, the goal is to increase connectivity between the AirTrain and subway and
increase hotels and meeting spaces.
 
The top three plans will receive $500,000 each to expand on their project before a
winner is chosen.
 
The winning design will coincide with Jet Blue's existing $740 million terminal
expansion at JFK and the planned new central terminal for LaGuardia.
 
The design competition will also work with plans to improve Republic Airport on
Long Island and Stewart International Airport in the Hudson Valley.
 
Joseph Sitt, president and founder of the Global Gateway Alliance, a group that has
pushed for modernization of New York City's airports, called the proposal just a first
step.
 
“We hope that this is a serious plan with a clear timeline, budget, and accountability
for success, not just political words," Sitt said.
 
Washington Examiner
BIDEN: Airport workers thanked me for comparing LaGuardia to 'third-world
country'
By: Brian Hughes / October 21, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN has already landed in hot water with some New Yorkers
for comparing LaGuardia Airport to a “third-world country.” But he could not resist
poking fun at the state of the terminals there again on Tuesday.
 
“There were a group of eight LaGuardia airport workers lined up — they all wanted
to shake my hand and say, 'Thank you for telling the truth,'” BIDEN said at a
Washington Post forum, recounting the fallout from his description of the New York
facility.
 
Earlier this year, BIDEN made clear where he stood on LaGuardia’s notoriously
lacking upgrades.
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“If I blindfolded someone and took them at 2 o'clock in the morning into the airport in
Hong Kong and said, 'Where do you think you are?' “They would say, 'This must be
America. This is a modern airport,’" he said in February. "If I took them blindfolded
and took them to LaGuardia Airport in New York, he would [be] like, 'I must be in
some third-world country.' I'm not joking."
 
Sign Up for the Politics Today newsletter!
New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio, among others, responded by calling BIDEN’s
comments inappropriate.
 
Months later, BIDEN is still no fan of LaGuardia.
 
“My Air Force Two crew said, ‘Uh-oh,’" BIDEN said Tuesday of his team's response
to landing at LaGuardia, at one point calling it the worst airport in the world —
before clarifying that it was "at least" the worst in the U.S.
 
BIDEN used LaGuardia as a prime example of why U.S. leaders need to devote
more dollars to infrastructure spending.
 
“Our problem isn’t the workforce,” BIDEN added of LaGuardia. “It’s the physical
structure. It’s ridiculous.”
 
Gothamist
Any Ideas On How To Make LaGuardia & JFK Less Soul-Crushing?
By: Rebecca Fishbein / October 21, 2014
 
Not everyone who flies through La Guardia Airport is able to fully appreciate NYC's
finest hunk of peeling drywall, even if the Auntie Anne's at Gate A rivals the one at
Port Authority Bus Terminal. Earlier this year, Vice President Joe BIDEN likened La
Guardia to an airport in "some third world country." Now Governor Andrew Cuomo's
putting in some photo time with Uncle Joe, teaming up with the VP to announce
contests aimed at modernizing both La Guardia and John F. Kennedy Airport, an
effort that's totally unrelated to any sort of future major upcoming election or
whatever! SMILE FOR THE CAMERA, JOE.
 
Cuomo announced the contest yesterday at a press conference with BIDEN, who,
according to the Times, went on a 25-minute "ramble" about infrastructure ("It was
kind of like performance art," one witness told the paper). The governor said that
the initiative is all part of the state government's plan to "invest in roads, bridges
and tunnels on a scale that we haven't seen in decades." Starting next month,
interested parties have 60 days to come up with plans to revitalize and redesign
both airports. Then the Port Authority will pick three winning teams, and each will be
awarded $500,000 to further develop their proposals.
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The proposals should aim to enhance transportation to and from the airports, amp
up food and retail, make the airport layouts more accessible and all around upgrade
the facilities, among other things. These tentative upgrades are all well and good,
but of course, critics have noted all this UPGRADE THE AIRPOTS talk seems a
little too closely timed to Election Year 2016—even BIDEN got into the game,
likening Cuomo to Lincoln (it's in the jowls). Joseph Sitt, a developer with the Global
Gateway Alliance who has a history of sucking the soul out of Coney Island, told the
Times he hoped Cuomo's contest wasn't election-year "hyperbole," noting that
"without dollars and cents, it could just be government rhetoric." Impossible!
 
La Guardia's already getting a new terminal, though it won't look as good as the one
proposed by the aforementioned Global Gateway Alliance a few years ago—the
Port Authority has not announced which consortium will build that future $3.6 billion
hub, but you can assume its flight boards still won't list the right gates.
 
New York Observer
A New Look at LaGuardia Airport
October 21, 2014
 
Earlier this year, Vice President Joe BIDEN compared LaGuardia International
Airport to a third-world facility. As usual when Mr. BIDEN ventures from prepared
scripts people were offended. Mr. BIDEN had to apologize to the airport managers
in third-world countries.
 
Just kidding about that last bit. Actually, Mr. BIDEN’s remarks created a stir simply
because he said out loud what thousands of New Yorkers— and visitors—say to
themselves every day. LaGuardia is a wretched gateway to the greatest city in the
world, and it’s time somebody said so.
 
Mr. BIDEN was back in town the other day, joining Gov. Andrew Cuomo at the very
airport he disparaged back in February. He saw no reason to take back his earlier
remarks. “It’s unacceptable that LaGuardia has the worst passenger service in the
world,” the vice president said.
 
That’s going to change, as Mr. Cuomo made clear during a press conference called
to announce a design competition to rebuild and revitalize not only LaGuardia, but
Kennedy Airport as well. The governor told the vice president, “We’ve heard your
message and we’re acting on it.”
 
That’s good news. But it’s hard not to wonder why these critical pieces of
infrastructure have been allowed to wallow in obsolescence for all these years,
even as other world-class competitors were investing billions in their airports and
ancillary support systems, especially direct rail links. The Port Authority, which
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operates the airports, has presided over the deterioration of LaGuardia and the
aging of Kennedy. Too bad Mr. BIDEN didn’t criticize the agency by name.
 
It’s also fair to wonder if the governor’s high-profile announcement was prompted by
something other than genuine concern for airport design—something like, you
know, his re-election campaign. If he is re-elected, New Yorkers should make
certain that his grandiose plans become reality, and soon.
 
Mr. Cuomo suggested that the coming redesign may include a link between
LaGuardia and the Long Island Railroad as well as ferry service between the airport
and Manhattan. That’s wonderful, but seasoned travelers can’t help but point to
other world-class cities that already have superb public transport to and from their
major airports.
 
Mr. Cuomo said his design competition is not intended to delay or impede the Port
Authority’s already-announced plans to build a new main terminal at LaGuardia,
estimated to cost $3.6 billion. The terminal project and the design competition can
co-exist, the governor said.
 
Let’s hope so, because, as Mr. BIDEN was nice enough to point out, the airport is in
desperate need of help. There surely is plenty of work to be done, but if the Port
Authority’s existing plan for a new terminal and Mr. Cuomo’s more sweeping idea
for a redesign of the facility conflict with each other, nothing will have been
achieved.
 
Nothing, that is, except a well-timed news conference.
 
The Detroit News
BIDEN touts new Detroit buses, M-1
By: David Shepardson / October 21, 2014
 
Washington — Vice President Joe BIDEN touted Detroit's M-1 rail system and the
Transportation Department's award of funds for 50 new buses for the Motor City.
 
"Detroit's getting off its back. It's on its knees. It's about to stand up," BIDEN said at
a forum on commuting sponsored by the Washington Post at a local theater. He
praised Detroit Mayor Mike Duggan as a "great mayor. ... I'm serious — a really
can-do guy."
 
BIDEN also suggested self-driving cars may be in place faster than many experts
have predicted.
 
Last month, the U.S. Transportation Department announced it was awarding the city
$25.9 million to buy as many as 50 new hybrid and clean diesel buses that will ease
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overcrowding, reduce wait times, and provide more accessible and reliable service
where 35 percent of the people live below the poverty line. They will replace aging
vehicles that have been "plagued by maintenance issues, resulting in better on-time
service, as well as reduced carbon emissions," the department said.
 
It marked the second boost from Washington in less than a year for the city's
beleaguered bus system. In December, the Federal Transit Administration approved
$41.6 million to overhaul 60 buses, improve facilities and acquire security
equipment.
 
The Transportation Department said 60 percent of Detroiters don't have access to a
car. "They rely on buses," BIDEN said. "They don't have enough buses so we just
arranged for" funding for more buses.
 
"What does mean? It means people can keep the few jobs they have out there.
They don't show up late. They are actually able to be on time. ... It means a working
mom doesn't have to take two buses that take two hours to get to work."
 
He also praised the M-1 rail system "going right through the center of town."
 
"The point is that it matters. Transportation and convenient transportation, efficient
transportation matter to how people can live their lives," BIDEN said.
 
BIDEN also praised Google Inc. for working on self-driving cars and Tesla Motors
Inc. for building electric vehicles.
 
"Tesla — I shouldn't say Tesla because I'm going to be accused of promoting a
brand. But here's the deal: They are about to put a car on the market that goes 0 to
60 in 3.2 seconds," BIDEN said referring a new souped-up version of the Model S
that the automaker unveiled earlier this month. "Google's working to develop self-
driving cars, which I predict will be around in the next four or five years. The
possibilities are immense."
 
Self-driving cars could save lives and improve productivity, BIDEN said. "It's
gigantic," he said.
 
Duggan won permission in January from Emergency Manager Kevyn Orr to hire a
new bus director, after he saw buses running behind schedule while residents
waited in subzero temperatures. Duggan had been pushing the Obama
administration for bus funding and spoke with BIDEN about it.
 
Also last month, the Transportation Department awarded a $12.2 million federal
grant to help finish the 3.31-mile M-1 streetcar project.
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Associated Press
VP Joe BIDEN to campaign for Schneider in Illinois
October 21, 2014
 
VERNON HILLS, Ill. (AP) — Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to attend a rally
in support of Democratic U.S. Rep. Brad Schneider.
 
Schneider is in a race with Republican Bob Dold in Illinois' 10th congressional
district. Schneider's campaign says the vice president will headline an early voter
rally on Wednesday afternoon at a community center in the suburb of Vernon Hills.
 
BIDEN is one of many political heavy weights who have visited Illinois in recent
days to campaign for Democratic candidates. President Barack Obama was in
Chicago on Sunday to help Gov. Pat Quinn in his campaign against GOP challenger
Bruce Rauner (ROW'-nur). Quinn campaigned Tuesday with former President Bill
Clinton.
 
Daily Herald
Vernon Hills preparing for Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit Wednesday
By: Russell Lissau and Mick Zawislak / October 21, 2014
 
The giggling toddlers and energetic dancers who normally would occupy Vernon
Hills' Sullivan Community Center on Wednesday will make way for a political rally
featuring Vice President Joe BIDEN.
 
BIDEN is coming to the center on Aspen Drive in the afternoon to stump for some
fellow Democrats on the Nov. 4 ballot.
 
The Vernon Hills Park District facility will be closed for the day and scheduled
programs have been canceled. Additionally, motorists should expect corresponding
delays and detours in the area.
 
As campaign workers, district staffers and others prepare for the event, the Sullivan
Center has been a flurry of activity. U.S. flags and other decorations are being
added to the decor, a stage is being built and barricades will be erected.
 
Park district Executive Director Jeff Fougerousse sounded excited about BIDEN's
visit.
 
"When you can bring the vice president of the United States into our park district
facility, that's a special moment for us," he said.
 
Doors will open to the public at 1 p.m., and things are expected to get underway
about 1:30 p.m.
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The Sullivan Center was chosen for BIDEN's visit because it's in the 10th
Congressional District, where Democratic incumbent Brad Schneider is running a
close race with Republican rival Robert Dold.
 
Schneider's campaign committee is covering the $500 rental cost, said Jay
Bullman, the center's facility supervisor. The contract was signed Oct. 14,
Fougerousse said, and planning began in earnest a few days later.
 
BIDEN and Schneider will be joined by U.S. Sen. Dick Durbin, who's also seeking
re-election, and by Paul Vallas, who's running for lieutenant governor with
Democratic Gov. Pat Quinn as his running mate.
 
Durbin's challenger is Republican Jim Oberweis. Quinn is running against the
GOP's Bruce Rauner.
 
At the Sullivan Center, a preschool program, some dance classes, and a rhythmic
gymnastics class previously set for Wednesday have been canceled. An after-
school program will be relocated, too.
 
The dozen or so full-time employees who otherwise would be scheduled to work at
the center won't have vacation days, Fougerousse said.
 
"They're still going to work, just at different locations," he said. "It's not a paid
holiday for staff."
 
BIDEN's visit isn't causing any other significant disruptions in town, officials said.
 
Vernon Hills police are involved with traffic control coordination. The Secret Service
will handle BIDEN's transportation, officials said.
 
Motorists should expect delays or detours in the area, police said.
 
Village employees aren't involved in any other aspects of the rally.
 
"It's a private event," Village Manager John Kalmar said.
 
When President Obama made a speech at Evanston's Northwestern University this
month, university and city officials had much more to do.
 
"It's a much more overwhelming event when the sitting president comes to your
campus," Northwestern spokesman Al Cubbage said.
 
University leaders had about 10 days to prepare. Cubbage and key staffers met
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daily to discuss security, facilities issues and other matters.
 
For example, three rows of seats in the rear of the Cahn Auditorium needed to be
removed so risers could be installed for media crews. A temporary floor was built
over the theater's orchestra pit, too.
 
"It was a lot of work," Cubbage said.
 
The Sullivan center has hosted political bigwigs before. In March 2012, Republican
presidential candidate Mitt Romney had a rally there.
 
Chicago Sun-Times
Bill Clinton stumps for Quinn; tells workers to look to future
By: Natasha Korecki / October 21, 2014
 
Former President Bill Clinton landed in Chicago on Tuesday, becoming the latest in
a steady stream of star-studded pols to stump for Gov. Pat Quinn's re-election.
 
With U.S. Sen. Dick Durbin, D-Ill., and Quinn at his side at Wheatland Tube on the
Southwest Side, Clinton defended Quinn's tenure as governor.
 
“What this election should be about is what your lives are about: More jobs, higher
incomes, better education and training, secure health care and stronger families
and communities,” Clinton told a crowd of hard-hat wearing workers at the steel
pipe and tube manufacturing plant. “The rest is all background music.”
 
Clinton worked to dispel thoughts that this election was a referendum on President
Barack Obama as well as convince the crowd that a vote for Quinn was a vote for
the future.
 
"When he took office, things were in a terrible mess ... There were no easy
answers," Clinton said of Quinn. "We had the worst crash since the depression...
Don’t be pessimistic about the future, and don’t let your neighbors be."
 
Clinton's arrival came one day after President Barack Obama's departure. While
here, Obama headed a 6,200-person rally at Chicago State University, then pushed
for early voting on Monday. Vice President Joe BIDEN is on deck for Wednesday.
First lady Michelle Obama as well as Hillary Clinton have also come through town
for Quinn.
 
Republican Bruce Rauner, meanwhile, was pushing early voting in Henry, Tazewell
and Winnebago counties.  Rauner tapped starpower as well in New Jersey Gov.
Chris Christie. Christie appeared at a campaign stop with Rauner in Rockford.
Christie, also the chair of the Republican Governors Association, has visited Illinois
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numerous times to campaign for Rauner and on Tuesday was grabbing headlines
complaining about the Democrats' use of the minimum wage as a campaign tactic.
 
Meanwhile, Rauner's  campaign has a different take on the state's record of job
creation.
 
"When it comes to jobs, Illinois continues to lag behind its neighbors with one of the
lowest growth rates in the Midwest," Rauner spokesperson Mike Schrimpf said in an
emailed statement.
 
However, new numbers released by the Bureau of Labor Statistics show Illinois had
the second best job growth in the nation. Last month, Illinois added nearly 20,000
jobs.
 
“Illinois has seen the nation’s sharpest decline in unemployment over the last year,
and our unemployment rate is at its lowest point in more than six years," Quinn's
statement said.
 
Rauner and Quinn are locked in a tight election battle for the governor's mansion.
The election is Nov. 4.
 
ABC News Radio
POLL: More Prefer Public Transit to Road Building
October 21, 2014
 
(NEW YORK) -- Americans in an ABC News/Washington Post poll favor expanded
public transportation options over road building in government efforts to reduce
traffic congestion. But where they live makes a difference.
 
Overall, 54 percent prefer focusing on public transit, such as trains and buses, while
four in 10 say the government should focus on expanding and building roads
instead. Preference for public transit, though, ranges from 61 percent of urban
residents to 52 percent of suburbanites and 49 percent of people in rural areas.
 
The results come as Vice President Joe BIDEN and six mayors from major U.S.
cities are scheduled to attend a Washington Post forum Tuesday on relieving traffic
congestion.
 
There are other differences among groups. Preference for a focus on public transit
peaks at two in three liberals and six in 10 college graduates, as well as among
nonwhites, people under age 40, those in the top income category, $100,000-plus,
and political independents.
 
Other groups have a slight preference for road building: strong conservatives,
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evangelical white Protestants and white men without a college degree.
 
METHODOLOGY – This ABC News/Washington Post poll was conducted by
telephone Sept. 4-7, 2014, among a random national sample of 1,001 adults,
including landline and cell phone-only respondents. Results have a 3.5 point error
margin. Sampling, data collection and tabulation by Abt-SRBI of New York.st
 
Globe Newswire
Cubic Joins National Journalists, Elected Officials and Transportation
Leaders for The Washington Post's 'Fix My Commute' Live Event
October 21, 2014
 
SAN DIEGO, Oct. 21, 2014 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- via PRWEB - Matt Cole,
executive vice president and deputy for strategy, business development and
diversification at Cubic Transportation Systems, will join U.S. Vice President Joseph
BIDEN and fellow transportation industry leaders at The Washington Post's
America Answers event, 'Fix My Commute,' on Tuesday, Oct. 21 from 9 a.m. - 4
p.m. EST. America Answers is a transformative live event series, bringing together
innovators from government, industry and start-ups to analyze and discuss national
issues, such as healthcare, transportation, schools and more. In addition to the vice
president, the mayors of Atlanta, Denver, Honolulu, Miami and Salt Lake City will
present innovations in their cities complemented by experts from business and
academia at this daylong event.
 
'Fix My Commute' is the first installment in the series, examining how states, cities
and towns are utilizing solutions to improve cost, congestion, traffic safety and
infrastructure projects. Presenters will delve into technological advances in the
industry including autonomous vehicles, apps for commuting and energy
improvements.
 
"We are honored to be part of the first America Answers event alongside Vice
President BIDEN and so many transportation industry thought leaders," said Cole.
"Improving how commuters get from here to there is at the crux of Cubic's NextCity
strategy to integrate all modes of transportation. NextCity is enabling cities to more
efficiently manage revenue and infrastructure pricing, better plan for and meet
demand using data-driven analytics and maximize traveler convenience through the
gathering of predictive, personalized and actionable information."
 
The 'Big Data, Big Solutions' panel will run from 9:30-10 a.m., where Cole will cover
how the vast information collected by transportation authorities can be used to
move commuters more efficiently and keep riders and transport operators more
informed about their transit networks. Cole will be joined by moderator Nancy Scola,
technology policy reporter at The Washington Post and editor for the publication's
tech blog, The Switch, Di-Ann Eisnor, head of global partnerships at Waze, and
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Stephen Goldsmith, professor of government at Harvard Kennedy School.
 
Cubic is well-qualified to speak on the subject after years of experience with big
data and predictive analytics in the transportation industry, culminating in the launch
of its Urban Insights subsidiary in June 2014. Urban Insights delivers data-driven
insights that will shape the urban transportation network of the future, enable
greater mobility and help transportation agencies solve one of their most critical
issues--funding--by helping them operate more efficiently and do more with less
resources. The subsidiary assists agencies in gathering the relevant data, analyzing
and assessing the meaning in the context of the desired outcomes, and in turn,
helping them to deliver the optimal level of service to the right locations at the right
times.
 
NCB News
BIDEN: LaGuardia Staff Thanked Me for Telling Truth About Airport
October 21, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN says workers at LaGuardia Airport thanked him for
comments he made earlier this year where he compared the structure to a "third
world country."
 
The Washington Post
BIDEN clocks his Amtrak hours
October 21, 2014
 
During a speech on commuter issues, Vice President BIDEN estimates that he has
made roughly 8,000 round-trips on Amtrak.
 
Camas-Washougal Post-Record
WHS students meet VP
October 21, 2014
 
Washougal High School students were provided the chance to get up close and
personal with state and national leaders at a recent Portland political rally.
 
The event was organized to support the re-election campaign for Oregon
Democratic Sen. Jeff Merkley. According to Jim Reed, WHS Advanced Placement
government and contemporary world problems teacher, his goal was for the
students to experience the ins and outs of politics.
 
“This field trip was not about voting Democrat or Republican, but rather to get a feel
for the campaign process and their techniques,” Reed said.
 
“It was a very successful field trip,” he continued. “The students were able to see
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firsthand how the campaigning process works.”
 
Students got to see and hear from political figures such as Portland Mayor Charlie
Hales, various congressional leaders, Merkley and Vice President Joe BIDEN.
 
“This experience has really made me excited to vote,” said WHS senior, Brandon
Rotundo. “I can’t wait to be 18. I will need to know the issues and start picking
sides.”
 
The experience began with a two hour wait to get in to the rally. During that time,
students were able to hear conversations with some attendees as to why they were
there and the issues they were representing.
 
They also saw groups of protestors on a variety of issues from the Israel–Palestine
Conflict to legalization of marijuana. “Both parties are interested in the younger
vote,” Reed said.
 
Once inside the rally, the group was invited to the main floor VIP area where they
had many campaign messages for young voters directed at them.
 
“The rally was very exciting and very enlightening,” said WHS senior Seth Foster.
“You came away with a better understanding of the campaign process. Rallies are
very different from campaign TV ads. You could see how they set things up to
appeal to the audience to get the right vibe.”
 
“I really feel now that my vote will matter,” said WHS senior Emma Boyle. “It will be
exciting for me to have my vote make a difference.”
 
Boyle was also impressed with BIDEN’s ease using technology. “I must say, for a
man in his 70s, he is very good at taking ‘selfies’ with people. He was very efficient.”
 
According to Reed, the students will follow up by watching the results of
congressional races and state initiatives. They will also participate in a Washington
State election for students at the end of the month through the Washington
Secretary of State’s office.
 
 
World Tribune
Putin exploits latest BIDEN gaffe, offers helping hand to Turkey
By: Miles Yu / October 21, 2014
 
When U.S. Vice President openly chastised Turkey for allowing foreign militant
fighters to cross its territory into Syria to join Islamist State of Iraq and Levant (ISIL),
President Vladimir Putin of Russia picked up the phone.
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Putin, estranged from the international community for his Ukraine gambit, called
Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Oct. 11 to offer sympathy and support.
 
Although BIDEN, who is known for being prone to gaffes of all sizes and types,
apologized to Erdogan for his remarks which blamed Turkey for the rise of ISIL, the
Turkish president was furious still.
 
“If BIDEN said such a thing, he is history to me,” Erdogan was quoted as saying by
Turkish press.
 
RT
US needs pro-American lobby in Israel
By: Robert Bridge / October 21, 2014
 
Behind the polite and diplomatic statements regarding the “unbreakable bond” that
exists between the United States and Israel lays a more disturbing truth that is
slowly coming to the surface.
 
It would require more than one article to document the litany of diplomatic disasters
that have plagued the US-Israeli relationship of late, and especially since Barack
Obama entered the White House.
 
Perhaps one of the more memorable setbacks occurred during the November 2011
G20 meeting where Obama and former French President Nicolas Sarkozy were
overheard expressing less-than-flattering remarks about Israel Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu.
 
"Netanyahu, I can't stand him. He's a liar," Sarkozy reportedly told Obama, to which
Obama responded: "You are sick of him, but I have to work with him every day."
 
In March 2010, while Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Jerusalem touting the US-
Israeli relationship, the Israeli Interior Ministry took the opportunity to announce the
construction of 1,600 new homes in contested East Jerusalem, a poorly timed
decision that came just after the Palestinians agreed to restart peace talks after a
14-month lapse.
 
“The substance and timing of the announcement, particularly with the launching of
proximity talks, is precisely the kind of step that undermines the trust we need right
now,” BIDEN told his host.
 
The recent rash of such incidences could signal more irreparable damage down the
road.
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Meanwhile, Israel continues to carry out its domestic initiatives - illegal settlement
construction on contested territory is the most glaring example - without giving
much thought to what long-term repercussions those actions could have on its
relationship with Washington.
 
Here is how the prestigious US political journal, Foreign Affairs, described the
strained bilateral relationship: “Over the last 30 years these relations have evolved
to the point where Israel is more dependent on the United States than ever, and yet
feels itself free to take hard-line positions at variance with American views without
fear of anything worse than verbal admonition from Washington,” wrote the
American diplomat George W. Ball. “The result is to encourage Israeli positions and
actions that cannot be in the long-term interest of Israel itself, and to deprive the
United States in practice of freedom of diplomatic action on issues that deeply affect
its national interest.”
 
The incredible thing about that accurate summary of the US-Israeli relationship is
that it was penned back in 1979, by yet another American in a long list of diplomats
who never lived to see through a Middle East peace plan between Israel and
Palestine. Some say that failure, which has existed since the Six-Day War in 1967
(although Palestinians would argue the problem goes back to 1948 with the creation
of the State of Israel) and Israel’s annexation of disputed territory, is the root of all
problems in the Middle East.
 
Last week, US Secretary of State John Kerry took that controversial argument to
the next level, suggesting that the Israeli-Palestinian conflict has contributed to the
rapid expansion of the Islamic State, the ultra-violent Sunni group that aims to
establish a region-wide caliphate.
 
“As I went around and met with people in the course of our discussions about the
ISIL [Islamic State] coalition, the truth is we – there wasn’t a leader I met within the
region who didn’t raise with me spontaneously the need to try to get peace between
Israel and the Palestinians, because it was a cause of recruitment and of street
anger and agitation that they felt – and I see a lot of heads nodding – they had to
respond to,” Kerry said on Thursday at a reception for the Muslim feast of Eid al-
Adha in Washington.
 
Needless to say, Kerry’s comments triggered a fierce reaction among Israeli
politicians.
 
Naftali Bennett, Israel’s economic minister and leader of the far-Right Jewish Home
party came close to accusing Kerry of outright anti-Semitism.
 
“It turns out that even when a British Muslim decapitates a British Christian, there
will always be someone to blame the Jew,” he said. “To say that the Israeli-
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Palestinian conflict is strengthening the Islamic State [ISIS] is encouraging global
terror.”
 
The White House was quick to respond in kind to Mr. Bennett.
 
“Either this specific minister did not actually read what the secretary said or
someone is engaging in the politics of distortion,” said Marie Harf, a state
department spokesperson, calling the interpretation of Kerry’s remarks “inaccurate.”
 
Moshe Ya’alon, Israel’s defense minister, attempted to turn down the volume
between the two sides when he reminded: “The relationship between the United
States and Israel is based on shared interests and values, and disputes of one sort
or another must not cast a shadow over it.”
 
Although Kerry’s attempt to connect the rise of Islamic State to the failed Middle
East peace efforts may be a stretch, it nevertheless shows the deep frustration
being felt on the American side, where efforts to draw up a road map for peace
between Israelis and Palestinians has confounded and ultimately escaped
Washington leaders for decades. Patience may be wearing thin, as even Israeli
commentators have suggested.
 
As America continues to relish in its superpower status, soaring high on a towering
mountain called hubris, it should come as no surprise that it is getting sorely
perplexed with every failed attempt to mediate a Middle East deal between Israel
and the Palestinians.
 
Here is the crux of the matter: While Israel enjoys a level of lobbying representation
inside of the United States that some would describe as out of proportion to its size,
the United States has no such diplomatic apparatus with which to express and
promote its concerns.
 
One solution may be to open a branch of the influential American Israeli Public
Affairs Committee (AIPAC) on Israeli soil as a means for American-centric lobbyists
to communicate their ideas directly to Israeli leaders and parliamentarians on issues
of pressing importance. Although we should not expect the pro-American lobby to
ever interfere in the Israeli political process, such a vehicle would in any case
reduce tensions between the two historic allies and possibly even resolve the
seemingly intractable Middle East crisis.
 
Lake County News-Sun
Opinion: Maybe we’ll get to see BIDEN being BIDEN
October 21, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN will show up Wednesday for a political speech in Vernon
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Hills.
 
It could be dull. After all, it’s just two weeks before the midterm national elections,
and BIDEN can be expected to carry the Democratic Party flag and jab at
Republicans. Nothing scintillating about that.
 
On the other hand, maybe this will be one of those “BIDEN Being BIDEN” moments
at the Sullivan Community Center at 1 p.m. The potential can be exciting because it
always comes as a surprise. If we believe the vice president, he often doesn’t know
it’s coming, either.
 
On occasions more frequent than White House handles would hope, BIDEN speaks
his mind. Sometimes his variation has something to do with the normal text and
topic of his assigned message. Sometimes he has something on his mind and
wants to spill the goods.
 
When these unscripted, unpredictable blurts happen, democracy shudders.
 
It’s not that BIDEN says untruths or hatefulness.
 
When the vice president slides off center, what he routinely says turns out to be
true. Truth is embarrassing in politics.
 
Time magazine has compiled a “hit list” of BIDEN’s gaffes.
 
Among them, he said this at a 2008 rally in Nashua, N.H.: “Hillary Clinton is as
qualified or more qualified than I am to be Vice President of the United States of
America. Let’s get that straight. She’s a truly close personal friend. She is qualified
to be President of the United States of America. She’s easily qualified to be Vice
President of the United States of America. Quite frankly, it might have been a better
pick than me. But she’s first rate.”
 
Oops.
 
A day later, he summoned Missouri state Sen. Chuck Graham to stand up at a
campaign rally, before realizing that Graham was confined to a wheelchair. He also
zaps international allies.
 
Sometimes he’s goofy. Sometimes he just inadvertently reveals the truth when no
one expects it. If it’s BIDEN Being BIDEN, there’s always more fun.
 
NoHo Arts District
5 Things I learned from my time with Joe BIDEN
By: Jessie Marcus / October 21, 2014
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I have to admit I was a little star struck. I’ve worked with lots of celebrities but when
I heard I might be going to the Vice Presidents home in Washington, DC to film him
for a Public Service announcement, I was thrilled and butterflies took flight in my
stomach.
 
This was going to be interesting and possibly one of the most challenging shoots I
would ever produce.
 
I left the set of our shoot in Atlanta with my director to jump on a plane in time to
make our 4am call and 9am shoot with VPOTUS. Not the most glorious side of the
job, but nothing was going to stop me from taking advantage of this amazing
opportunity. Another reason I feel so blessed in the work that I do!
 
And when I arrived at his office it wasn’t the dogs sniffing our gear or the secret
service watching my every more that made me nervous. It was meeting one of the
most powerful people on the planet and the feelings of curiosity about what he
would be like.
 
I hoped he would be gracious and kind, authentic and caring. I imagined he could
be welcoming and strong, powerful but gentle. But hey, I look for that in most of the
men I meet; this was going to be a roll of the dice.
 
He did not disappoint.
 
From the minute he arrived there was warmth and appreciation and I felt I was in
the presence of a man comfortable in his position but aware of who he truly is.
 
These are the impressions and lessons Joe gave me that day that I feel fortunate to
be able to share with you.
 
Family First: When Mr. Vice President walked in the room the very first thing he did
was introduce his granddaughter to the crew and talk about her recent
accomplishment of making the tennis team. He admitted he might be embarrassing
her, but his delight in her talent, and pride as a grandfather couldn’t be contained.
Right out of the gate he showed us the value family has in his life and made us all
feel at ease.
 
Being kind matters: Of all the things that impressed me the most that day it was his
kindness. He took the time to acknowledge everyone in the room who was there to
help, and even though I know he has been trained as a politician, kindness inspires
and he brought out the best in us all with his.
 
Listening goes a long way: Another thing that moved me about Joe BIDEN was his
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presence and the feeling I got when he engaged in a conversation with me. It was
my moment and he fully gave it to me. It feels good to matter enough to be heard
and he is a maestro in the art of listening.
 
Serve others: At 71 Mr. Vice President looks amazing! He radiates from the inside.
I’m sure he has a lot of support to maintain his health and stay fit but I think being of
service is what contributes the most to him being a silver fox. (can I say that???)
 
Exit in Style: Not all of us can climb in our air chariot called Marine Two and be
whisked away to a meeting but if you can I say Do It!
 
And if you want to get a sense of who Joe really can be, check out this video he
made for The White House Correspondents dinner with Julia Louis-Dreyfus.
Hysterical!
 
Daily Beast
Where There’s Trouble, You’ll Usually Find Joe BIDEN
By: Lloyd Green / October 21, 2014
 
According to the polls, Joe BIDEN doesn’t have a prayer in 2016. And according to
former Secretary of Defense Robert Gates, BIDEN “has been wrong on nearly
every major foreign-policy and national-security issue over the past four decades.”
 
But two things are also certain: First, BIDEN is still Barack Obama’s go-to-guy when
partisan loyalty is at a premium. Faced with rising concern and criticism over the
outbreak of Ebola, Obama tapped Ron Klain, BIDEN’s former chief of staff, to be
America’s Ebola czar. Second, BIDEN’s friends and family have not hesitated to
profit from their ties to the vice president. BIDEN’s brother, James, and his son,
Hunter, have cashed in on the family name, whether it be in Iraq or Ukraine. BIDEN
may have the mien of the crazy uncle in the basement, but he is also a real
reminder of what is wrong with politics.
 
Let’s start with Klain. Like BIDEN, Klain is a consummate fixer, with Georgetown
and Harvard Law School degrees thrown in for good measure. But for his political
pedigree, Klain would have no business being Ebola coordinator. Ebola is not just
another messaging problem.
 
Klain was the aide to Al Gore who was memorialized by Kevin Spacey in the HBO
movie Recount as pushing for a more aggressive approach to, well, the 2000
Florida recount. Then, after failing in Florida, Klain became a Fannie Mae lobbyist
who helped convince Congress and Fannie Mae’s regulators that all was well with
the world, even as Fannie Mae was inflating what would prove to be a catastrophic
housing bubble.
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And yet, BIDEN and Obama now seek to again unleash Klain on America. To be
sure, Klain’s public-health credentials are invisible, a fact that Obama himself has
tacitly acknowledged. In announcing Klain’s selection, Obama framed things this
way: “Klain comes to the job with extensive experience in overseeing complex
governmental operations and has good working relationships with leading members
of Congress as well as senior administration officials.” Not one word about Klain,
medicine, and immunology.
 
In that sense, Klain is all too reminiscent of Harriet Miers, George W. Bush’s White
House counsel and his personal lawyer. Bush nominated Miers to the Supreme
Court but was then compelled to pull her nomination after it became clear that
Miers’ loyalty to the president far exceeded her legal chops.
 
What prevented Miers from joining the court was the fact that she would have to run
the gantlet of Senate confirmation, which is something that Klain, the Ebola czar,
will not need to do. He is a creature of the White House, cloaked in executive
privilege.
 
Ron Klain is cut from the same mold as Tom Donilon, Obama’s former national
security adviser, who, like Klain, also served at Fannie Mae.
Klain is not the first to crawl out of the swamp of BIDEN World on to the larger
stage. He is cut from the same mold as Tom Donilon, Obama’s former national
security adviser, who, like Klain, also served at Fannie Mae; had his own ties to
BIDEN; and worked in a job in which he was over his head. For the record,
Donilon’s brother, Mike, was BIDEN’s counselor between 2009 and 2013.
 
According to The Nation, “Fannie Mae paid Donilon, a longtime Democratic Party
operative, $15 million to lobby Congress to gut the power of government
regulators.” He was “a top executive at Fannie Mae during the period when cooking
the books to increase executive compensation would later lead to a $400 million
fine.”
 
More disturbingly, Donilon took center stage as national security adviser despite the
fact that he was lightly regarded in national-security circles. In Bob Woodward’s
telling, Gen. Jim Jones, Donilon’s predecessor at NSA, said to Donilon, “You have
no credibility with the military…. you frequently pop off with absolute declarations
about places you’ve never been, leaders you’ve never met, or colleagues you work
with.” Donilon was also Obama’s guy while the president was laying out imaginary
red lines to Syria.
 
But it’s not just BIDEN placing loyalty over competence that makes him who he is,
his tropism toward plagiarism, or even his tendency to say the wrong thing at the
wrong time. It’s BIDEN’s willingness to turn a blind eye in the face of his family
members trading on BIDEN’s job as vice president for fun, profit, and disgrace that
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completes the picture.
 
Take Hunter BIDEN, the veep’s younger son. Just last week, it was reported that
the 44-year-old Hunter was discharged from the Navy after testing positive for
cocaine. But here’s the thing. To get into the Navy, Hunter needed a separate
waiver on account of his prior drug use. History does repeat itself.
 
And then there’s that matter of Hunter and Ukraine. Back in May, Burisma Holdings,
Ukraine’s largest private natural-gas producer, announced that Hunter had joined its
board. To which the White House could only reply, “Hunter BIDEN and other
members of the BIDEN family are obviously private citizens, and where they work
does not reflect an endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or
president.”
 
And then there’s James BIDEN, the vice president’s brother, who made a go at
winning public-housing contracts in Iraq. As reported in the waning days of the 2012
presidential campaign, after Joe became vice president, James joined New Jersey-
based Hill International as its executive vice president.
 
So what? So this. Hill’s business is managing construction projects in the Middle
East and the United States, and lo and behold, six months after James joined Hill in
2010, the company won a $1.5 billion contract to build at least 100,000 affordable
homes in Iraq. Talk about coincidence.
 
Or not. According to published reports, the State Department, then run by Hillary
Clinton, and the Iraqi government were instrumental in Hill winning the contract.
Also at the time, BIDEN was Obama’s point person on Iraq, and like Klain, who is
no expert on public health, James BIDEN was no maven on public housing.
 
The White House may have contemplated dumping Joe BIDEN from the ticket. But
that was then. These days, it is BIDEN who again finds himself at the center of all
things Obama.
 
Even as the United States struggles to build a coalition against ISIS, it is BIDEN
who tweaks Turkey, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates, without appreciating the
havoc that he would wreak, tweaks for which he would ultimately be forced to
apologize. We have seen the diplomatic crises BIDEN can stir up. But sadly, it’s
hardly the worst of BIDEN’s handiwork.
 
Huffington Post
'White Boy' BIDEN Got It Right and Wrong About the Tea Party
By: Earl Ofari Hutchinson / October 21, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN got the tongues furiously wagging again after a recent
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meeting with black ministers in South Carolina. First he called himself the virtually
lone "white boy" in a black Wilmington, Delaware neighborhood. Then he lambasted
the tea party as "crazy." The reference to himself as the "white boy" was more
amusing than anything else. Since BIDEN obviously took great relish in making the
point to a mostly black gathering that he's one of them too and by extension so is
the Democratic Party.
 
But it was his typecast of the tea party as a bunch of loons that was far more eye
catching. He got it right and wrong about it. It's easy to sneer at, and even poke fun,
at a party that, since it burst on the scene in the aftermath of President Obama's
first presidential election win, some of its members have come off as a cross
between a KKK Klavern and a PT Barnum clown circus act. After their first flush of
growth, the party's slide in getting candidates elected and gaining more popular
support has been relentlessly downhill. Polls repeatedly show that a majority of
Americans look on the tea party with everything from disgust to indifference. Gallup
poll numbers show that less than one in four Americans now back the party. But
looks can be deceiving, and that's never truer than in politics, and this is where
BIDEN got it wrong about the tea party.
 
The best guess is that of the two hundred plus House Republicans, less than half of
them are there because of tea party support or are directly affiliated with the tea
party. Yet this minority within the GOP controlled House has continually held the
House and Congress hostage on everything from spending on all domestic
programs to its dozens of obstructionist and showboat votes repealing the
Affordable Care Act. Meanwhile, the Senate is regarded as the one sure firewall
between the tea party-influenced, GOP-controlled House getting its way on
legislation and its initiatives.
 
GOP Senate leaders have been careful to keep the tea party at arm's length and
the various official GOP campaign committees have loudly made it clear that in the
2014 and the 2016 elections they will only bankroll GOP candidates who are
electable. This means candidates who are sans the tea party stigma and odor. They
have been as good as their word and now crow that the current crop of GOP
contenders in the key Senate races have a better than fair shot at winning precisely
because they are seen as sensible and electable.
 
This is much less it that than it appears. The supposedly moderate GOP Senators
have toed the tea party line in opposing tougher gun control provisions and
immigration reform. And they have hammered away on spending cuts on everything
from Head Start to food nutrition programs, and have torpedoed key Obama
administration judicial and staff appointments.
 
At every step, they have cast a wary but congenial eye on the tea party. There's no
mystery why. The 2014 midterm elections shape up to be a cliffhanger in the key
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battleground states between the GOP and Democrats, especially incumbent
Democratic senators. The incessant media talk of a GOP tsunami in those states is
just that -- talk. The Democrats are rolling the dice hard in the key match-ups in
those states and are spending the bank on their candidates. That makes the tea
party even more vital to the GOP, shrunken numbers are not. It can make enough
noise and in some districts turn out sufficient numbers to make a difference in close
contests. That's even more vital in swing districts with Democratic congresspersons
who are on shaky ground with conservative voters.
 
The various polls that show the declining tea party fortunes have also noted that the
tea party's backer's vehemence toward the Democratic Party is unrelenting. This
presents yet another dilemma and opportunity for the GOP. With nowhere else for
tea party adherents to go other than the GOP, this could open the gates wide again
for more challenges from tea party backed candidates to GOP incumbents in 2014
and beyond. This perpetually puts GOP congresspersons in the disastrous position
of having to continually look over their shoulders to see if there is a tea party
candidate waiting in the wings to challenge if they do not tow the tea party line.
They have turned this to their advantage by simply co-opting much of the tea party
line on the issues without calling it that.
 
"White boy" BIDEN did not misspeak or engage in campaign ballyhoo to please
black Democrats in South Carolina or anywhere else for that matter when he round-
housed the tea party. The tea party's anti-Obama antics have brought them richly
deserved public ridicule. But beyond the ridicule they're still very much a force to be
reckoned with and the hostage taking success they've had and continue to have
with the GOP is ample proof of that.
 
Daily Kos
If Hillary doesn't run, is BIDEN the default?
October 21, 2014
 
Hillary Clinton isn’t going to retire to life as a Chappequa grandma; she is all but
certain to run for president. If Joe BIDEN is putting any serious thought to 2016,
there is no point in him positioning himself as a progressive alternative to Clinton in
the primaries. His best chance is to loiter as an heir apparent, ready to launch a
campaign if health issues or some other, unforeseen circumstance compels Clinton
to bow out. At that point, it is highly likely BIDEN would be able to dispatch Martin
O’Malley or Brian Schweitzer, or Jim Webb, or Bernie Sanders, or any of the other
peripheral figures who might decide to contest the primaries. There would be an
inevitable grass-roots campaign to get Elizabeth Warren to run, but she has
consistently ruled it out. In any case, many of her most ardent and influential
supporters have reservations about the feasibility of such a campaign, and would
prefer her to remain in the Senate.
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“If Hillary comes out tomorrow and says, ‘I’m not running,’…I still think she shouldn’t
run,” said one New York-based financial supporter of Warren. “She has so many
holes in her resume.”
 
Added another California-based donor: “Two years ago she was a college
professor, for goodness sakes. She has one issue and she is a great advocate for
that one issue. She doesn’t have the breadth of experience necessary to be
president.”
 
If Hillary drops out, with a significant health issue entirely plausible, BIDEN
becomes, if not the automatic substitute, then certainly the fall-back for the 2016
Democratic nomination until a substitute is decided upon.
 
The arguments about his viability as a presidential contender are deeply familiar.
His authenticity and commendable face-to-face campaigning abilities are let down
by his notorious ill-discipline and tendency to go off track. His age is an issue.
 
Officially, there’s no maximum age for presidential candidates. The point at which
someone is considered too old isn’t clearly defined.
 
The oldest presidential candidate thus far was Ronald Reagan, who was 73-and-a-
half years old when he ran as the incumbent in 1984. The oldest non-incumbent to
win a nomination was Bob Dole, who turned 73 a few weeks before the 1996
Republican convention. He’s followed closely by John McCain, who turned 72 a few
days before the GOP nominated him in ’08.
 
Bob Dole is the most interesting comparison. BIDEN, who will turn 74 two weeks
after the 2016 election, will be 73 during the campaign, only eight months older than
Dole was in 1996.
 
One person can be nominated by his party and run for president, but another
person’s candidacy is tacitly ruled out, because he is eight months older? Put like
that, such a margin seems arbitrary and artificial.
 
BIDEN’s gaffes reinforce the age issue for him, because they are synonymous with
the lapses of attention and fading mental acuity of advancing years.
 
Mitigating against this is the notion that BIDEN’s lapses, whilst exasperating, are
almost invariably inconsequential. They never reveal Machiavellian cynicism, or
hypocrisy, or scathing contempt for opponents or figures in the media, or
backstabbing, or a schism between on-stage and off-stage personas.
 
The ‘Joe Bombs’ as they are called, are what I would term soft gaffes – BIDEN’s
‘Big fucking deal’ getting caught on mic was crass, but amounted to little more than
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an old-school politician ginning up his boss who was about to make remarks about
the ACA. Telling the wheelchair-bound Chuck Graham to stand up was similarly
clumsy, but inconsequential. A more important distinction to make is between dated,
politically incorrect analogies and language, and BIDEN’s durably authentic
character. BIDEN calls someone ‘The wisest man in the Orient’, and calls lenders of
bad loans to people serving in the military ‘Shylocks,’ and whilst clumsy, no one
would contend that, the latter for instance, was a genuinely anti-Semitic Freudian
slip, a revelation of a subliminal ethnic and cultural contempt. Outdated racial
terminology? – Yes. The merest hint of genuine bigotry in the remarks? – No.
Similarly, when BIDEN spoke at the Democratic Women’s Leadership Forum, and
clumsily and thoughtlessly praised the legislative involvement of former Sen. Bob
Packwood, who resigned in 1995 after accusations of sexual harassment and
assault, no one would actually suggest that BIDEN, the driving force behind the
Violence Against Women Act, actually condones Bob Packwood’s misogyny.
 
The reason these little episodes get so much media traction is partly because there
is a degree of humor about them – the pathos and irony of a sincere person
guilelessly frustrating those he is sincerely trying to help.
 
One emphatic riposte to criticism of BIDEN’s discipline is his key role in the
debates, during two presidential campaigns. Against Sarah Palin he performed
suitably, with discipline and without any gaffes. He had good control of his material,
had the presence of mind to avoid being seen as overbearing towards his female
opponent, and won the debate handily. Against Paul Ryan four years later, he was
once again disciplined, and righted the ship at a difficult time for the re-election
campaign, after the president’s weak first debate performance. With nation-wide
attention, during prime-time, when it counts, Joe BIDEN delivers.
 
Most importantly, his legislative involvement during the administration reveals him to
be a disciplined and vital figure.
 
In December 2010, BIDEN’s advocacy within the White House for a middle ground,
followed by his direct negotiations with Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell,
were instrumental in producing the administration’s compromise tax package that
revolved around a temporary extension of the Bush tax cuts. BIDEN then took the
lead in trying to sell the agreement to a reluctant Democratic caucus in Congress. In
March 2011, Obama detailed BIDEN to lead negotiations between both houses of
Congress and the White House in resolving federal spending levels for the rest of
the year and avoid a government shutdown. By May 2011, a “BIDEN panel” with six
congressional members was trying to reach a bipartisan deal on raising the U.S.
debt ceiling as part of an overall deficit reduction plan. The U.S. debt ceiling crisis
developed over the next couple of months, but it was again BIDEN’s relationship
with McConnell that proved to be a key factor in breaking the deadlock and finally
bringing about a bipartisan deal to resolve the debt ceiling crisis, in the form of the
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Budget Control Act of 2011. BIDEN had spent the most time bargaining with
Congress on the debt question of anyone in the administration, and one Republican
staffer said, “BIDEN’s the only guy with real negotiating authority, and McConnell
knows that his word is good. He was key to the deal.”
 
Dick Cheney is the most influential modern vice-president in terms of geo-politics
and national security; but BIDEN’s negotiating and framing of significant legislation
marks him as the most influential modern vice president in terms of the domestic,
fiscal agenda. In an age of hyper-partisan gridlock, he has managed, through
experience, connections and trustworthiness, to get significant things done. Isn’t
that, ultimately, what people want from a president? Wouldn’t that be an attractive
proposition in 2016, after the current legislative malaise and mood of distrust? To
put it another way, the legislative deals he helped negotiate are a big fucking deal.
 
If he can tell that story, and establish that narrative, the public might start to tolerate
the worst of his his ill-disciplined rhetoric, and be willing to give the old-school,
hand-grasping, mouth-running, stick-up-for-the-working-stiff V.P a decent chance
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Lederman, Josh
Tue, 13 May 2014 14:48:49 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine

Ok. This whole thing is just a little weird. This company last month added David Archer to its board. David is a co-
partner at Rosemont with Hunter.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:47 PM
To: Lederman, Josh
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden/Ukraine
 
Off the record:
Hunter is not traveling with the vp to Cyprus and Romania. Since the VP has no association with the company it has
nothing to do with his trip

 
From: Lederman, Josh [mailto:JLederman@ap.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:47 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine 
 
Following up on this because the company is based in Cyprus. Two questions for you:
 

1)      Is this related to the vice president’s visit to Cyrpus next week?
2)      Is Hunter Biden traveling on the VP’s trip to Cyrpus?

 
Thanks, Josh
 
 
 
 
From: Lederman, Josh 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:14 PM
To: 'Barkoff, Kendra'
Subject: Hunter Biden/Ukraine
 
Hey Kendra,
 
I’m sure you’re about to get a flood of inquiries on this since it just came up in the briefing, but are you commenting
at all on the news about Hunter Biden and Burisma?
 
Thanks,
Josh
 
--
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing onMr. R
Hunter Biden as a new director.
 
R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among
international organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and
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industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As
a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency,
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy
and benefit the people of Ukraine.”
 
The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is
aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re
delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
 
R. Hunter Biden is a counsel to Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York, USA, which
served in cases including “Bush vs. Gore”, and “U.S. vs. Microsoft”. He is one of the co-founders and a managing
partner of the investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners, as well as chairman of the board of
Rosemont Seneca Advisors. He is an Adjunct Professor at Georgetown University’s Masters Program in the School
of Foreign Service.
 
Mr. Biden has experience in public service and foreign policy. He is a director for the U.S. Global Leadership
Coalition, The Center for National Policy, and the Chairman’s Advisory Board for the National Democratic Institute.
Having served as a Senior Vice President at MBNA bank, former U.S. President Bill Clinton appointed him an
Executive Director of E-Commerce Policy Coordination under Secretary of Commerce William Daley. Mr. Biden
served as Honorary Co-Chair of the 2008 Obama-Biden Inaugural Committee.
 
Mr. Biden is a member of the bar in the State of Connecticut, and the District of Columbia, the U.S. Supreme Court,
and the Court of Federal Claims. He received a Bachelor’s degree from Georgetown University, and a J.D. from Yale
Law School.
 
R. Hunter Biden is also a well-known public figure.He is chairman of the Board of the World Food Programme
U.S.A., together with the world’s largest humanitarian organization, theUnited Nations World Food Programme. In
this capacity he offers assistance to the poor in developing countries, fighting hunger and poverty, and helping to
provide food and education to 300 million malnourished children around the world.
 
Company Background:
Burisma Holdings is a privately owned oil and gas company with assets in Ukraine and operating in the energy
market since 2002. To date, the company holds a portfolio with permits to develop fields in the Dnieper-Donets, the
Carpathian and the Azov-Kuban basins. In 2013, the daily gas production grew steadily and at year-end amounted to
11.6 thousand BOE (barrels of oil equivalent – incl. gas, condensate and crude oil), or 1.8 million m3 of natural gas.
The company sells these volumes in the domestic market through traders, as well as directly to final consumers.

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 
and delete this email. Thank you.
[IP_US_DISC]

 

msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938
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Barkoff, Kendra
Thu, 16 Oct 2014 19:08:58 -0400
To: mary.k.bruce@abc.com
Re: Hunter Biden

Off the record:
I'm going to refer you to Hunter's lawyer Tom Gallagher: gallaghert@pepperlaw.com

 
From: Bruce, Mary K. [mailto:Mary.K.Bruce@abc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 07:08 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Hunter Biden 
 
Any comment? Thanks.
 
Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing
Cocaine Test
 
>http://online.wsj.com/articles/bidens-son-hunter-discharged-from-navy-reserve-after-failing-cocaine-test-
1413499657<
 
 
Lawyer Pursued Military Service Relatively Late as a Public-Affairs Officer
 
Hunter Biden, right, attends a basketball game with his father, Vice President Joe Biden, center, and President Barack
Obama in Washington, D.C., in 2010. ENLARGE
 
Hunter Biden, right, attends a basketball game with his father, Vice President Joe Biden, center, and President Barack
Obama in Washington, D.C., in 2010. ASSOCIATED PRESS
 
By COLLEEN MCCAIN NELSON And  JULIAN E. BARNES
Oct. 16, 2014 6:47 p.m. ET
 
WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after
testing positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter.
 
Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been
commissioned as an ensign in the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year, his brief
military career ended.
 
Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission process
to become a public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was to be
commissioned—he needed a waiver to join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a drug-related
incident when he was a young man, according to people familiar with the matter. Military officials say such drug
waivers aren’t uncommon.
 
Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support Element
East in Norfolk, Va., a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in Norfolk, he was
given a drug test, which turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the situation. Mr. Biden
was discharged in February, the Navy said.
 
Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am
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embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With the love and
support of my family, I’m moving forward.”
 
The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct
commission, but declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the details of
Ens. Biden’s discharge are not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman, said.
 
Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable
discharges. Most are given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge Mr. Biden
received, and the Navy doesn’t release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior enlisted personnel.
 
Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers, according to
the Navy. The direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with needed skills. The
program allows civilians who have not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer training course or officer-
candidate school to join the military by attending only an abbreviated training program.
 
The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually serve
one weekend a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on active duty.
 
The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military family, often
referring to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong deployment to Iraq. After
Hunter Biden joined the Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who also
served in the Navy.
 
“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the
United States Navy,” she said in 2012.
 
In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a lot of
bad judgment in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball. “My
son, who is over 40, just joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an officer, Hunter Biden.”
 
Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden serves
as the Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill Biden also have a
daughter, Ashley, who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate executive director.
 
Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with a
Ukrainian firm, that have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer, Burisma
Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted former president.
The announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible for Burisma’s legal unit raised concerns about potential
conflicts of interest, because his father, the vice president, was engaged in diplomatic efforts involving Ukraine.
 
At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t endorse any
particular company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter.
 
Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a
Washington firm after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008.
 
Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves as
chairman of World Food Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency that fights hunger,” and he is an
adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown University.
 
Write to Colleen McCain Nelson at colleen.nelson@wsj.com
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Lambros, Demetra
Wed, 11 Jun 2014 12:32:25 -0400
To: Ricchetti, Steven, Ricchetti, Steven
FW: AP: Complex times for VP's son to work at Ukraine firm

 
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Sunday, June 08, 2014 11:14 AM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie;
Carney, Jay; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess; Feldman, Stefanie G.;
Foster, Heather; Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Liz; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay; Holzer,
Benjamin; Hunn, Allison; Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros,
Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha; Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker,
Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Pietranton, Kelsey; Platkin, Alex; Price, Ryan; Reddy, Vinay; Rogers, Melissa; Russo,
Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Velz, Peter; Whisenant,
Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie, Graham; Brown,
Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric;
Costa, Kristina; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire;
Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.; Keenan,
Cody; Kim, Andrew; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson, Laura;
Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana;
O'Connor, Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel,
Antoinette N.; Rhodes, Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Schulman, Loren; Sherwood-Randall,
Liz; Singh, Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie
S.
Subject: AP: Complex times for VP's son to work at Ukraine firm
 
http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/U/US_BIDENS_SON_UKRAINE?
SITE=AP&SECTION=HOME&TEMPLATE=DEFAULT
Complex times for VP's son to work at Ukraine firm
Associated Press // STEPHEN BRAUN
3:39 PM
 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Vice President Joe Biden's visit Saturday to support Ukraine's fragile democracy came soon
after his youngest son was hired by a private Ukrainian company that promotes energy independence from Moscow.
 
Yet that company leases natural gas fields in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea and is owned by a
former government minister with ties to Ukraine's ousted pro-Russian president.
 
The hiring of Hunter Biden, 44, by Burisma Holdings Limited in April was approved by the company's owner, a
former senior minister and political ally of Viktor Yanukovych, the exiled Ukrainian president. Yanukovych fled to
Russia in February after protests erupted over his efforts to establish closer economic ties with Moscow.
 
Hunter Biden's employment means he will be working as a director and top lawyer for a Ukrainian energy company
during the period when his father and others in the Obama administration attempt to influence the policies of
Ukraine's new government, especially on energy issues.
 
There's no indication that Hunter Biden, his father or Burisma is crossing any legal or ethical lines, although ethics
experts appear divided over the implications of Hunter Biden's new job.
 
American conflict-of-interest laws and federal ethics rules essentially do not regulate the business activities of adult
relatives of those who work in the White House.
 
"The primary problem here is the fact that Hunter Biden has set up a financial arrangement with someone who might
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have business pending before this administration," said Craig Holman, an ethics expert with Public Citizen, a
Washington-based government reform organization.
 
Joe Biden led the U.S. delegation at Saturday's inauguration of Ukraine's new president, Petro Poroshenko, and
announced $48 million in additional aid for the Kiev government. Biden met Poroshenko and said "there is a window
for peace and you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely ... America is with you."
 
Ukraine is an important natural-gas and petroleum-liquids transit country. Two major pipeline systems carry Russian
gas through Ukraine to Western Europe.
 
Burisma is headed by Nikolai Zlochevskyi, who held senior posts over natural resources, environment and defense in
Ukraine. The company has aggressively bought up Ukrainian oil and natural gas leases and companies.
 
Hunter Biden's new company says it aims to reduce Ukraine's dependence on Russian gas and oil, a goal that
parallels U.S. efforts to aid Ukraine's energy industry.
 
As a Burisma director and the company's top lawyer, the younger Biden has yet to take any public actions on behalf
of the company.
 
But the timing of his hiring is politically awkward for the administration's efforts to shore up Ukraine's pro-Western
government, and poses potential complications from Burisma's growing energy interests and the background of
Hunter Biden's new boss, Zlochevskyi.
 
At least two oil and natural gas fields leased by subsidiaries of Burisma are in Ukrainian territories where pro-
Russian sentiments remain strong, according to government and media releases, independent energy maps and
Burisma's website.
 
One is in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea; the other is in the eastern Ukrainian Kharkiv region.
Instability there could force the younger Biden's new company to coordinate with pro-Russian separatists whom the
U.S. considers illegitimate.
 
White House officials declined to comment on Hunter Biden's association with Burisma and the company's holdings
in Crimea and east Ukraine.
 
The vice president's spokeswoman, Kendra Barkoff, previously said that Biden's son is a private citizen and a lawyer,
and that Joe Biden "does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company."
 
Presidents and vice presidents have long been vexed by relatives rewarded for family ties.
 
Political loan troubles shadowed Vice President Richard Nixon's brother, Donald, during the 1960 election, and
President Jimmy Carter's brother, Billy, who accepted a $220,000 stipend in 1981 from Libya's Moammar Gadhafi.
 
In recent years, several Bush and Clinton relatives were caught in a string of murky financial and political dealings.
 
But "unless there's solid evidence that Hunter Biden got his job to influence American foreign policy, there's no clear
line that's been crossed," said Melanie Sloan, executive director of the Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in
Washington.
 
A former Washington lobbyist, the vice president's son is effectively exempt from most rules that would require him
to describe publicly the legal work he does on behalf of Burisma.
 
Hunter Biden will not lobby for the company, said Lawrence Pacheco, an official with FTI Consulting, a Washington
government affairs company recently hired by Burisma.
 
Pacheco did not say whether Biden might oversee or advise on any future Burisma lobbying strategy in the U.S.
Pacheco said the company "does not take positions on political matters."
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But Biden's company may have to deal with Ukranian enclaves that the U.S. does not recognize diplomatically or are
threatened by instability.
 
One Burisma subsidiary, KrymTopEnergoServis, operates natural gas fields and has headquarters in the Crimea,
which seceded from Ukraine this year and now aligns with Russia.
 
A second subsidiary, Esco-Pivnich, produces oil and natural gas just west of Kharkiv, Ukraine's second-largest city,
which was the site of several protests and borders on separatist-controlled provinces. The company's website
confirms that Burisma operates oil and natural gas sites in Crimea and east Ukraine, as well as elsewhere in Ukraine.
 
"While he's just at the beginning of his involvement with this company, Ukraine is volatile right now and there are all
sorts of problems that might crop up down the line," said Bill Allison, the editorial director of the Sunlight
Foundation, a nonpartisan watchdog group.
 
Pacheco said the company's western and eastern operations have been unaffected by Ukraine's unrest but that its
Crimea subsidiary is not operating currently. He did not explain further, but confirmed KrymTopEnergoServis is
based and leases gas deposits in Crimea.
 
Hunter Biden, Zlochevskyi and other company officials would not comment publicly, Pacheco said.
 
Hunter Biden is a managing director with Rosemont Seneca Partners, a private equity firm, and worked as a
Washington lobbyist for seven years until his father was elected vice president. He lobbied primarily for colleges,
hospitals and tech firms.
 
Pacheco said Biden's son came to Burisma's attention after he was introduced by Devon Archer, another new
Burisma board member, to Alan Apter, Burisma's board chairman. Archer works with Hunter Biden at Rosemont and
was a top fundraiser for now-Secretary of State John Kerry when Kerry ran for president in 2004. Zlochevskyi
approved Biden's hiring, Pacheco said.
 
Zlochevskyi, 48, worked as minister of natural resources and environment under Yanukovych and most recently was
deputy secretary of Ukraine's national security and defense council, which advised Yanukovych on defense matters.
 
Zlochevskyi also served in the Ukrainian parliament from 2007 to 2011 as a member of the Party of Regions, the
political party affiliated with Yanukovych and traditionally aligned with pro-Russian interests.
 
Zlochevskyi's name is missing from Burisma's web site, but financial documents in Cyprus as well as U.S. Securities
and Exchange records show that he owns the bulk of Burisma's shares. Zlochevskyi's Cyprus-based Brociti
Investments Limited controls Burisma.
 
Hunter Biden joined Burisma in April, the same month his father visited Kiev to show support for the new interim
government.
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Barkoff, Kendra
Tue, 13 May 2014 10:05:08 -0400
To: Hunter Biden
RE: hey

Just sent you the email
Let me know who in your office.
Thanks!
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:59 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: hey
 
Ok-
What exactly are they asking? For the time being I'd just refer them to my office.  FYI I joined the board of Burisma
Holdings Ltd. (Burisma.com) an independent/ private natural gas producer in Ukraine along with the former
president of Poland. I think the press release is on their web site.

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 4:46 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks for talking to me.  let me know who I should refer folks to.
Kendra
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov
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Hunter Biden
Tue, 13 May 2014 15:24:57 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
Re: hey

Thanks

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 10:23 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Been giving out this statement: 

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and
has no involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 02:20 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: hey 
 
If anything beyond referring questions to my office is required from you or counsel you can contact Heather King at Boise Schiller. 

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 6:00 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks

 
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:58 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Cc: Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com> 
Subject: Re: hey 
 
Kendra, I am around the next few days if you need me.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Partners, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
 Consider the environment before printing this email.

On May 13, 2014, at 10:39 AM, Barkoff, Kendra <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks
 
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:39 AM
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To: Barkoff, Kendra
Cc: Eric Schwerin
Subject: Re: hey
 
Eric- he's cc'd here

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 5:05 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Just sent you the email
Let me know who in your office.
Thanks!
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:59 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: hey
 
Ok-
What exactly are they asking? For the time being I'd just refer them to my office.  FYI I joined the board
of Burisma Holdings Ltd. (Burisma.com) an independent/ private natural gas producer in Ukraine along
with the former president of Poland. I think the press release is on their web site.

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 4:46 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks for talking to me.  let me know who I should refer folks to.
Kendra
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov
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Nelson, Colleen McCain
Tue, 13 May 2014 13:28:59 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
question from The Wall Street Journal on Hunter Biden

Hi Kendra –
 
We’re writing something today about Hunter Biden joining the board of directors of Burisma Holdings. Would you
be able to answer a few questions about this?
 
Thanks so much for your help.
 
Best,
 
Colleen
 
Colleen McCain Nelson
The Wall Street Journal
Office: 202.862.9289
Cell: 214.957.0632
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Albertson, Michael
Wed, 14 May 2014 08:07:09 -0400
To: Carpenter, Michael, Covert, Kevin, Carpenter, Michael, Covert, Kevin
Izvestiya: Russia: Hunter Biden Appointment to Ukrainian Company Board Seen As 'Typical' US 'Colonial Practice'

A strange one just to have in your back pocket….
 
Russia: Hunter Biden Appointment to Ukrainian Company Board Seen As 'Typical'
US 'Colonial Practice'
CEL2014051437461310 Moscow Izvestiya Online in Russian 14 May 14

[Report by Mariya Amirdzhanyan: "Biden's Ukraine Appointment Is Colonial Practice. The US Vice President's Son Has

Joined the Order of Directors of the Ukrainian Oil and Gas Company Burisma"]

US Vice President Joe Biden's son -- Hunter Biden -- has become an independent director of the privately owned

Ukrainian oil and gas company Burisma Holdings. Hunter Biden will handle the development of international cooperation,

be in charge of legal matters, and advise the company on issues relating to business transparency and corporate

governance. This is stated by company documents. Experts are describing this appointment as a typical manifestation of

US foreign policy in countries that it controls.

Apart from his new job at Burisma, Biden is also an adviser to the American legal firm of Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP.

Biden is also founder and managing director of Rosemont Seneca Partners. Another founder and managing director of

Rosemont Seneca Partners, Devon Archer, has been a member of the Burisma Board of Directors since April 2014.

According to information on the oil and gas company's website, Biden also joined the Board of Directors in April 2014, but

this has become known only now.

Burisma Holdings (which is registered in Cyprus) owns two oil and gas production companies -- Esco-Pivnich and Pari.

They own licenses to exploit the Rakytyanska, Karaikozovske, and Roganska fields in Kharkiv Oblast, the

Peremyshlyanska, Chukvynska, Semygynivske, and Nikolvytske fields in Lviv Oblast, the Chemyngyvske and Pylypivske

fields in Ivano-Frankivsk Oblast, and also the Sheremetivske field in Chernihiv Oblast. Ukrainian media identify Mykola

Zlochevsky, former minister of ecology and natural resources, as being one of Burisma's owners.

Experts are describing Biden's appointment as rather typical for US foreign policy.

"For the United States it is in principle quite traditional for the relatives of state leaders to be involved in private business in

regions where the American state is rather active. Historically this practice was widespread in the Latin America region,

which was linked to the United States by a semi-colonial relationship. We can now see them trying to extend the same

practice to Ukraine. Given the uncertainty of its future this is possibly an overly hasty decision," Timofey Bordachev,

director of the State University-Higher School of Economics Center for European Studies, considers.

There is nothing unusual here, Boris Kagarlitskiy, director of the Institute of Globalization and Social Movements, agrees.

"This is the practice of so-called revolving doors that is widespread in America -- when big companies and politicians

lobbying for their interests establish links at the level of kinship relationships in one way or another. This practice is now
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also being extended to Ukraine," he says.

Biden's motives can also be attributed to business considerations, Professor Maksim Braterskiy of the Higher School of

Economics and National Research University, feels

"It is clear that there is some kind of political context here, but in general business is business. But at this kind of level

business and politics are inseparable: Being the son of the US vice president, it is much easier to talk to other serious

businessmen and open the requisite doors. This always has been and always will be the case -- there is nothing out of the

ordinary here. I cannot see any geopolitical move here," he adds. There is a very strong political aspect to this move,

Andrey Suzdaltsev, deputy dean of the Higher School of Economics Faculty of World Economics and Politics, disagrees.

"It is clear that this has nothing to do with investment. Most likely it has been done at the Ukrainian side's request. It is a

kind of image thing: Ukraine has just received the first tranche of a loan from the IMF and it of course wants to

demonstrate that people from the American elite will now come into Ukrainian companies and they will be followed by

investment and new technology. It is the kind of element of support in that does not cost the Americans anything,"

Suzdaltsev is certain.

[Description of Source: Moscow Izvestiya Online in Russian -- Website of large-circulation daily that is majority-owned by
Yuriy Kovalchuk's National Media Group and usually supports the Kremlin; URL: http://www.izvestia.ru/]
 
 
 
Mike Albertson
Director for Russia/Central Asia
National Security Staff
The White House, EEOB 382
202-456-1058
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Rosie Gray
Tue, 13 May 2014 14:39:53 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
Re: Hunter Biden

Thank you Kendra

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 2:39 PM, Barkoff, Kendra <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:
OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)
Here is a statement for your use from me:

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and
has no involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Rosie Gray [mailto:rosie@buzzfeed.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:04 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Hunter Biden 
 
Hi,

I'm a reporter for BuzzFeed. I know my colleague Max Seddon has already reached out to your office but we're looking to get
answers about whether or not Hunter Biden has joined the board of Burisma. Can you confirm? Is the VP's office going to say
anything about this? 

thanks,
Rosie 

-- 
Reporter, BuzzFeed
@rosiegray
c: 646 369 9351
rosie@buzzfeed.com

-- 
Reporter, BuzzFeed
@rosiegray
c: 646 369 9351
rosie@buzzfeed.com
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Murray, Shailagh
Thu, 16 Oct 2014 19:02:22 -0400
To: Ricchetti, Steven, Ricchetti, Steven
Fw: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test

 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 06:52 PM
To: Murray, Shailagh; Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test 
 

Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From
Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test
By 
COLLEEN MCCAIN NELSON And
 
JULIAN E. BARNES
Oct. 16, 2014 6:47 p.m. ET
0 COMMENTS

WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year

after testing positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter.

Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been

commissioned as an ensign in the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year,

his brief military career ended.

Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission

process to become a public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was

to be commissioned—he needed a waiver to join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a

drug-related incident when he was a young man, according to people familiar with the matter. Military

officials say such drug waivers aren’t uncommon.

Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support

Element East in Norfolk, Va., a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in

Norfolk, he was given a drug test, which turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the

situation. Mr. Biden was discharged in February, the Navy said.

Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret

and am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With

the love and support of my family, I’m moving forward.”
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The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct

commission, but declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the

details of Ens. Biden’s discharge are not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy

spokesman, said.

Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable

discharges. Most are given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge

Mr. Biden received, and the Navy doesn’t release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior

enlisted personnel.

Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers,

according to the Navy. The direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with

needed skills. The program allows civilians who have not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer

training course or officer-candidate school to join the military by attending only an abbreviated training

program.

The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually

serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on

active duty.

The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military

family, often referring to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong

deployment to Iraq. After Hunter Biden joined the Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of

two of his grandfathers, who also served in the Navy.

“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in

the United States Navy,” she said in 2012.

In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a

lot of bad judgment in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes

Inaugural Ball. “My son, who is over 40, just joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an

officer, Hunter Biden.”

Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden

serves as the Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill

Biden also have a daughter, Ashley, who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate

executive director.
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Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with

a Ukrainian firm, that have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer,

Burisma Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted

former president. The announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible for Burisma’s legal unit raised

concerns about potential conflicts of interest, because his father, the vice president, was engaged in diplomatic

efforts involving Ukraine.

At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t

endorse any particular company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter.

Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a

Washington firm after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008.

Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves

as chairman of World Food Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency that fights hunger,” and

he is an adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown University.
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Bulletin Intelligence
08 Jul 2014 10:12:33
To: Cerda, Jose, Thompson, Kenny, Bianchi, Sarah, O'Brien, Sean, Feldman, Stefanie G., Spector, Stephen, O'Brien, Sean,
>", "Thompson, Kenneth D., >", "Bianchi, Sarah, >", "Spector, Stephen, >", "Cerda, Jose, >", "Feldman, Stefanie G.
Cc: Everett, Aaron, [personal email address], "Escudero, Adrian V., Hornbrook, Alex, Kurren, Amy, Person, Anne Marie,
Bernal, Anthony R., Stackpole, Avra, Woyak, Brian J., Lillard, Brooke, Bolduc, Chad, Fromstein, Charles, Zeigler-Brown, Cortez,
Rosenzweig, Dana, Lienemann, David C., Cloud, Donald, Lambros, Demetra, Zikusoka, Dave, Regoli, Elizabeth A, Hart, Liz,
Schrum, Michael, Amin, Faisal, Picos, Francisco, Person, Fran, Freeman, Gary, Schultz, Greg, Edwards, Hannah E., Lyons, Jamie,
Joseph, Jeremy, Hertz, Jessica R., Doody, Jillian, Montoya, Jordan, Flynn, John S, Tejeda, Jose, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob,
Donley, Julia M, Berner, Kate, Trotter, Kingsley, Clark, Katisha A, Barkoff, Kendra, Chung, Kathy,
kcoconnor@whmo.mil", "Pietranton, Kelsey, McNellis, Kerry, Suber, Kellen, Aidinoff, Marc, Clavel, Lise, Carpenter, Michael,
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil", "Kaye, Melanie, Hill, Patty, Lysaght, Patrick J, Timko, Rachel, Ruffner, Richard, Eaton, Sarah,
Baker, Sarah, sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov", "Rosenthal, Lynn, Nix, Sheila, Lachman, Sherry, Murray, Shailagh, Myers, Sam A.,
Ricchetti, Steven, Tennant, Thomas M, McNulty, Thomas P., Williams, Tonya, Reddy, Vinay, Dirksen, Ward, Russo2, Bill,
Clavel, Marguerite, >", "Dirksen, Ward F., >", "Timko, Rachel, >", "Stackpole, Avra, >", "Rosenthal, Lynn, >", "Ricchetti, Steven,
>", "Amin, Faisal, >", "Lienemann, David C., >", "Tejeda, Jose, >", "Kaye, Melanie, >", "Escudero, Adrian V., >", "Hill, Patricia,
>", "Person, Anne, >", "Zikusoka, David N., >", "Edwards, Hannah E., >", "Freeman, Gary, >", "Hertz, Jessica R.,
>", "Murray, Shailagh, >", "Berner, Katherine, >", "Lysaght, Patrick J, >", "Schultz, Gregory, >", "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez,
>", "Schrum, Evan, >", "Donley, Julia M, >", "McNellis, Kerry, >", "Hornbrook, Alex, >", "Picos, Francisco, >", "Pietranton, Kelsey,
>", "Clark, Katisha A, >", "Eaton, Sarah, >", "Hart, Elizabeth A., >", "Joseph, Jeremy, >", "Carpenter, Michael,
>", "McNulty, Thomas P., >", "Flynn, John S, >", "Suber, Kellen C., >", "Doody, Jillian, >", "Baker, Sarah, >", "Everett, Aaron,
>", "Williams, Tonya, >", "Aidinoff, Marc, >", "Person, Fran, >", "Reddy, Vinay, >", "Myers, Sam A., >", "Trotter, Katherine K.,
>", "Woyak, Brian J., >", "Barkoff, Kendra, >", "Rosenzweig, Dana, >", "Nix, Sheila, >", "Cloud, Donald, >", "Kurren, Amy,
>", "Sullivan, Jacob, >", "Lyons, Jamie, >", "Tennant, Thomas M, >", "Ruffner, Richard, >", "Fromstein, Charles,
>", "Bernal, Anthony R., >", "Lambros, Demetra, >", "Prescott, Jeffrey, >", "Bolduc, Chad, >", "Lillard, Brooke,
>", "Regoli, Elizabeth A, >", "Chung, Kathy, >", "Russo, Bill, >", "Orbach Lachman, Sherry, >", "Montoya, Jordan
Bcc:
Vice Presidential News Clips for Tuesday, July 8, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET

Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:44:18 EST 2022

Releasability: Withheld In Part

Reasons for Withholding:

------------------------

b(6),P6

Notes:

-------

redaction of personal email address
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Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F

Additional Information:

------------------------
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Barkoff, Kendra
Tue, 13 May 2014 14:34:15 -0400
To: stacey.klein@nbcuni.com
Re: Hunter Biden to Oil Compnay w Holdings in Ukraine?

OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)

 Here is a statement for your use from me:

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has
no involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
From: Klein, Stacey (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Stacey.Klein@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:56 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Hunter Biden to Oil Compnay w Holdings in Ukraine? 
 
Hi Kendra,
Wondering if you have any comment on allegations Hunter Biden has taken a seat on the board of an oil and gas
company with holdings in Ukraine?  Carney pushed us all to you all – any comment?
Thanks in advance!
 
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter-biden-ukraine-gas-board-106631.html
 
Here’s their release:
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
 
 
Stacey P. Klein
NBC News – The White House
202-885-4363 (office)
202-573-0328 (cell)
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Bulletin Intelligence
Wed, 14 May 2014 04:59:15 -0400
To: whitehouse@bulletinintelligence.com
WHNS for Wednesday, May 14, 2014
Attachments: whns140514.doc (556.0 KB)

WHITE HOUSE NEWS SUMMARY
This document and searchable archives are available at http://www.bulletinintelligence.com/whitehouse.

TO: THE PRESIDENT AND SENIOR WHITE HOUSE STAFF

DATE: WEDNESDAY, MAY 14, 2014 5:00 AM EDT

TODAY'S TABLE OF CONTENTS

LEADING THE NEWS:
+ Obama: House Must Pass Immigration Reform Within Months.
+ RCP Average Has Obama Job Approval At 44.6%.

UKRAINE NEWS:
+ Biden’s Son Joins Ukrainian Gas Producer.
+ As Germany Seeks Talks, Six Ukrainian Soldiers Killed By Pro-Russian Separatists.
+ Satellite Images Show Russian Troops Did Not Pull Back From Border.
+ Russia Says It Will End Cooperation On Space Station Beyond 2020.
+ Sanctions Against Russia Could Hurt US Companies.
+ Cruz To Visit Ukraine.

HEALTHCARE NEWS:
+ More Federal Dollars Went To Creating State Health Exchanges Than HealthCare.gov.
+ Insurers Say Patient Choice Can’t Be A Priority Under ACA.
+ “Woodwork Effect” Resulted In More Medicaid Enrollments In Non-Expansion States.
+ Senate Republicans Push For Vote On Medical Device Tax Repeal.
+ Jindal Notes Hillary Clinton’s 1993 Objections To Individual Mandate.
+ More Than 90 Arrested For Medicare Fraud.
+ Report: US Is One Of Three Nations That Does Not Provide Paid Maternity Leave.
+ Officials Move To Prevent Spread Of MERS In US.

NSA NEWS:
+ Senators Question Administration Statements On Warrantless NSA Surveillance.
+ NSA Case Could Mean “Redemption” For Klayman.

SYRIA NEWS:
+ Obama, Jarba Discuss Additional US Aid For Opposition.
+ Brahimi Resigns As UN Envoy To Syria.
+ France: Syria Launched As Many As 14 Chemical Attacks In Recent Months.
+ Report: Syrian Troops Targeting Medical Workers.
+ Malinowski’s Comments On Rwanda Draw Attention To Syrian Crisis.
+ Homs Residents Returning After Rebels Withdrawal.
+ Aid Agencies Cannot Accommodate Number Of Refugees In Lebanon.
+ Ignatius: Syrian Civil War Boosting Dangerous Terrorist Group.

AFPAK NEWS:
+ Dobbins: US, Allies Will Continue “Significant” Presence In Afghanistan.
+ Former Soldier Awarded Medal Of Honor For Actions In Afghanistan.
+ Afghan Taliban Appoints New Military Commander.
+ Journalist Describes His Experience Covering Afghan Landslides.
+ Sixty-Eight Pakistani Lawyers Charged With Blasphemy.

IRAQ NEWS:
+ Bombings In Shiite Areas Of Baghdad Kill 28.
+ Father Of Slain Soldier Urges Iraqi Judge To Prosecute Insurgent.
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DETAINEE ISSUES NEWS:
+ Islamic Cleric Tells Jury He Admired Bin Laden.
+ Judge To Consider Moving Trial For Three Of Tsarnaev’s Friends.

TERRORISM NEWS:
+ National September 11 Memorial And Museum To Be Dedicated This Week.

OTHER NATIONAL NEWS:
+ Obama To Push For Increased Infrastructure Spending Today.
+ Senate Votes 96-3 To Begin Debate On Tax Extenders Package.
+ Administration Moving Ahead With Plans To Spend Billions On Energy Efficiency.
+ Miller Urges Obama To Establish Commission To Probe VA Hospitals.
+ Democrats Criticize Obama Judicial Nominee’s Legislative Record.
+ Reid Says Senate Will Vote Soon On Nominee Who Wrote Obama Drone Policy.
+ WPost Fact Checker: Obama Overstated Number Of GOP Filibusters Since 2007.
+ NBC’s Todd On Benghazi: “All The Questions Have Been Answered.”
+ Watt Announces GSEs Will Continue In Current Role.
+ Moniz Considering End To Crude Oil Export Ban.
+ Retail Sales Up Slightly In April; Household Debt Up In First Quarter.
+ Up Slightly, Dow, S&P Again Hit Records.
+ Sallie Mae Reaches Settlement With DOJ, FDIC.
+ Citing Effect On Minorities, Activists Challenge School Closings Nationwide.
+ Reuters Analysis: Net Neutrality Proposal Likely To Set Off Serious Battle.
+ Federal Employees Don’t Lose Positions Despite Misconduct.
+ McConnell, Graham Push Abortion Restriction Legislation.
+ Senate Republicans Not Swayed By Romney’s Argument For Minimum Wage Hike.
+ US Chamber Leading Surge In “Dark Money” Spending In Congressional Races.
+ AFP Analysis: Despite Equality Push, Poor Kentuckians Oppose President.
+ In “Win” For Tea Party, Sasse Victorious In Nebraska’s GOP Senate Primary.
+ Cantor’s Primary Opponent Gaining Attention.
+ Cotton-Commissioned Poll Shows Him Leading Pryor 42%-40%.
+ McConnell’s Wife Expected To Play Key Role In Husband’s Reelection Race.
+ Aiken Declared Winner In NC2 Democratic Primary.
+ Election Official Rules Conyers Failed To Qualify For MI13 Primary Ballot.
+ Colorado’s Polis Drawing Fire For Anti-Fracking Efforts.
+ Baraka Elected Mayor Of Newark.
+ Rove Gets Bipartisan Pushback Over His Speculation On Hillary Clinton’s Health.
+ Rubio Calls For Access To Federal Retirement Plan For More Americans.
+ Rubio Accepts Climate Change, Rejects Legislative Fixes.
+ Christie Spokesman Says He Was Blindsided By Lane Closure Revelations.
+ Appeals Panel Appears Split Over Virginia Same-Sex Marriage Ban.
+ Judge Strikes Down Idaho’s Same-Sex Marriage Ban.
+ Fifth Circuit Stays Execution Of Texas Inmate.
+ Unfinished Receivers Become Focus Of Latest Gun Debate.
+ Next GM Senate Hearing Expected After Company Completes Investigation.
+ Poll Finds Little Support For Emanuel Or His Property Tax Hike.
+ Protests Of Commencement Speakers Raising Free Speech Concerns.
+ Military Taking On Just One-Fifth Of Applicants.
+ California Faces Extreme Fire Danger Amid High Winds, Drought, Heat Wave.
+ Inmate Says Jackson Doing A “Fastidious Job” Scrubbing Toilets In Prison.
+ Bonamici Introduces Bill To Cut Agency Reports.
+ Sterling Comments On Johnson, AIDS Seen As Compounding His Problems.
+ Dick, Lynne Cheney Launch Tour To Promote Book On Madison.
+ Dowd: Boehner On Fundraising Tour To Protect GOP Majority.
+ WSJournal: Michigan Union Membership Likely To Decline With Right-To-Work Law.
+ WSJournal: Allow Merger Decisions To Be Based On Business Interests.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS:
+ US Begins Drone Flights As Nigeria Signals Openness To Negotiations With Boko Haram.
+ Kerry Remains Hopeful For Middle East Peace Deal.
+ US, Iranians Warn Of Challenges Ahead As Nuclear Talks Resume.
+ Hagel Arrives In Saudi Arabia For Talks On Iran, Syria.
+ Kerry, New Report Link Climate Change And National Security.
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+ China Criticizes US, Kerry For Role In South China Sea Conflict.
+ US Sanctions Five Former CAR Officials.
+ Clapper Arrives In South Korea.
+ Attack On Two US Embassy Employees In Sana’a Raises Security Concerns.
+ ICC: Libya Must Hand Over Gadhafi’s Son.
+ Cuba To Resume Some Passport Services In Washington.
+ Sudanese Court: Woman Must Return To Islam Or Face Death Penalty.
+ US Believes Thai Coup Is Unlikely.
+ Uruguayan Prisoner Gains Access To US Ambassador’s Cellphone Messages.
+ Kerry To Visit Cyprus Amid Peace Push.
+ NYTimes Analysis: Tunisian Protests Illustrate Citizen’s Remaining Frustrations.
+ Court Rules Google Must Comply With EU’s Privacy Laws.
+ Turkish Coal Mine Explosion Leads To Confusion About How Many Killed.
+ Friedman: “New Global Force” Emerging For Liberty, Economic Justice.
+ Malaysian Prime Minister Defends Efforts To Find Missing Plane.

EDITORIAL WRAP-UP:
+ New York Times.
+ Washington Post.
+ Wall Street Journal.

THE BIG PICTURE:
+ Headlines From Today’s Front Pages.

WASHINGTON’S SCHEDULE:
+ Today’s Events In Washington.

Leading The News:

OBAMA: HOUSE MUST PASS IMMIGRATION REFORM WITHIN MONTHS. President Obama’s remarks to an audience
of law enforcement officials on Tuesday at the White House on the need to reform the country’s immigration system
received remarkably little national media coverage. None of the three network newscasts covered the story, nor was it a
topic of discussion on any of the most-watched prime-time cable news programs Tuesday night. Notably, Fox News did not
devote any attention to the President’s arguments for passing comprehensive immigration reform, but both Fox News’
Special Report (5/13, 2.15M) and Fox News’ The Kelly File (5/14, 1.33M) reported on newly released statistics showing
that in 2013, US Immigration and Customs Enforcement released 36,000 convicted criminals living in the US illegally back
into the general public, including murderers and rapists.

The AP (5/14) reports that the President “says there’s a two- to three-month window for an immigration overhaul to pass
Congress this year before the midterm elections take over.” The AP also notes that on Tuesday, the President said
Speaker Boehner is among those Republicans who support comprehensive immigration reform, but “a handful of House
Republicans are blocking it.”

However, USA Today (5/14, Jackson, 5.82M) reports that on Tuesday, Boehner spokesman Michael Steel said “it is
impossible to make progress” on immigration reform “until the American people...have faith that the president himself will
actually enforce the law as written.” The Christian Science Monitor (5/14, Swan, 566K) points out that Boehner himself has
said that “the biggest impediment we have in moving immigration reform is that the American people don’t trust the
president to enforce or implement the law that we may or may not pass.”

On MSNBC’s Now With Alex Wagner (5/14, 437K), Alex Wagner said the President “did his best to put immigration reform
on the front burner, huddling with over 40 law enforcement leaders at the White House in hopes of putting pressure on
Congress to do something – anything – this summer.” Wagner added that “the fate of the nation’s 11 million undocumented
residents sits largely in the hands of” Boehner, and on Tuesday, the President “gave him a shoutout” although, according
to Wagner, “a rhetorical nod from the Democratic President may not be exactly what he’s looking for.”

Under the headline, “Obama: Small Window To Get Immigration Reform Done This Year,” Reuters (5/14) reports that the
President said, “We’ve got this narrow window. The closer we get to the midterm elections, the harder it is to get things
done around here. ... We’ve got maybe a window...of two, three months to get the ball rolling in the House of
Representatives.” Reuters notes that the President went on to say, “To their credit, I think Speaker Boehner and some of
the other leaders there do believe that immigration reform’s the right thing, but they’ve got to have a political space that
allows them to get ahead and get it through their caucus and get it done.”

The Huffington Post (5/13, Foley, 11.54M) reports that “the 40-plus law enforcement officials” who met with the President
on Tuesday “were broadly supportive of reform, and Obama asked them to keep pressure on House Republicans to enact
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a bill.” According to the Huffington Post, the President “said in remarks to the group that he was aware of the tension over
police taking on immigration tasks.”

Roll Call (5/13, Dennis, 76K) reports that on Tuesday, the President estimated that “about 80 percent of the unauthorized
immigrants had been in the United States for more than a decade and are ‘woven into the fabric of our society.’” The Hill
(5/13, Sink, Berman, 237K) says the President “tailored his remarks to the audience, arguing that having to focus on
immigration enforcement was stopping police from ‘chasing gang bangers and going after violent criminals.’”

According to Politico (5/13, Kim, 73K), President Obama’s “comments reflect a sense on and off Capitol Hill that
lawmakers could still act on immigration reform this year, but that it’s dead unless that happens before the August recess.”
Politico says the President “has previously emphasized the truncated timeframe – for instance, at a Cinco de Mayo
reception earlier this month, he urged reformers to mobilize ‘over the next two months’ – but Tuesday’s comments appear
to be the firmest yet on a deadline.” Politico also notes that on Monday, Boehner “said both Democrats and Republicans
were ‘getting closer on the policy side in terms of how to deal with’ immigration and that he was still committed to reform.”

The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Meckler, Sparshott, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) reports that in regards to the House
Republican leadership, the President said, “They’ve got to have a political space that allows them to go ahead and get it
through their caucus.”

Bloomberg News (5/14, Keane, 4.91M) reported that on Tuesday, the President “urg[ed] police officials to join with
evangelical Christians and businesses to pressure House Republicans” to pass immigration reform legislation. Bloomberg
says the President made the case that “evangelical groups...are a ‘powerful voice’ that can be combined with business
groups and companies such as Microsoft Corp. and Caterpillar Inc. to prod House Republicans to pass a bill that the
Senate already approved.”

The Los Angeles Times (5/14, Parsons, 3.46M) notes that on Tuesday, the President “signaled...that he is open to
compromise on immigration reform, saying he is not ‘hell-bent’ on getting everything from the Senate immigration bill into
the version that finally hits his desk.” However, the Times reports that the President did say that reform legislation “must
hew to some ‘core principles,’ including some sort of ‘pathway to citizenship’ for immigrants in the country illegally.”

According to the Washington Times (5/14, Boyer, 455K), “prospects appear dim for the Republican-led House to take up
the Senate bill in the time remaining this year before November’s elections.” In a piece for the Daily Caller (5/13, 408K),
Neil Munro says the President’s “call to end the enforcement of immigration law came during a staged event at the White
House,” which was intended to “stimulate his supporters’ declining interest in the largely defunct and unpopular 18-month
campaign to sharply increase the inflow of immigrants and guest-workers.”

The Salt Lake (UT) Tribune (5/14, Burr, 470K) reports former Salt Lake County Sheriff Aaron Kennard, who serves as
executive director of the National Sheriffs Association, said on Tuesday: “We in law enforcement believe very strongly that
it’s time a comprehensive immigration-reform bill is put forward.” According to the Tribune, Kennard also said the National
Sheriffs Association “wants secure borders.”

Reform Proponents Urge White House To Resist Using Executive Actions To Slow Deportations. Under the
headline, “Slowing Deportations Could Hurt Chances For House Immigration Action,” the Los Angeles Times (5/14,
Bennett, Parsons, 3.46M) reports that as the President mulls using executive actions to further limit deportations, some
supporters of comprehensive immigration reform “are quietly urging the White House to slow that effort down, warning that
ordering changes without congressional approval could spook House Republicans.” According to the Times, Alfonso
Aguilar, who served in the Bush Administration and is now executive director of the Latino Partnership for Conservative
Principles, warns that “a White House move to scale back deportations would unite House Republicans in opposition and
end the push for reform.” Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart (R-FL), among the most prominent House Republican supporters of the
Senate’s comprehensive immigration reform, is quoted as saying, “The last thing we need is for the president to be doing
things that can be interpreted as selectively enforcing the law.”

The AP (5/14) reports that on Tuesday some “immigrant youth activists” urged “Senate Democrats...to demand that” the
President “halt to most deportations of people living in the US illegally.” The AP reports that Sen. Bob Menendez has
“called on the administration...to ‘take action today’ to ease deportations,” and Adam Bozzi, a spokesman for Sen. Michael
Bennet, said, “If the House continues to drag its feet, we encourage the administration to pursue its efforts to prevent these
innocent families from being ripped apart.”

The Los Angeles Times (5/14, Parsons, 3.46M) says the Administration is currently “press[ing] forward with a full review of
its deportation practices” although “senior advisors to the president say they aren’t planning to make major changes
through the use of his administrative powers.”

However, the Christian Science Monitor (5/14, Swan, 566K) notes that the AP recently reported that DHS Secretary
Johnson “has been considering allowing immigrants living in the US illegally to remain in the country as long as they do not
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have serious criminal records.” According to the Monitor, “evidence suggests the Obama administration has already been
turning a blind eye to undocumented immigrants who do not have a criminal history.”

DHS Plans To Overhaul Program That Assists Local Police In Enforcing Immigration Laws. The Washington Post
(5/14, Nakamura, 4.22M) reports that some police chiefs who met with DHS Secretary Johnson at the White House on
Tuesday say the Administration “is likely to overhaul” Secure Communities, “a program that allows the federal government
to partner with local law enforcement agencies to identify undocumented immigrants for deportation.” According to the
Post, “Immigrant advocates complain that the program has improperly targeted undocumented immigrants who are
arrested for relatively minor violations.” Austin, Texas police chief Art Acevedo, who says he is “not interested” in enforcing
Federal immigration laws, said that after meeting with Johnson, “The sense I got is that we are going to see a reboot of
Secure Communities, and once that comes out, you’ll see a singular focus in state and local counties on violent criminals.”

ICE Admits Releasing 36,000 Convicted Criminals Living In The US Illegally In 2013. Fox News’ Special Report (5/13,
2.15M) did not cover the President’s Tuesday remarks on immigration reform, but Bret Baier did note a “new report [that]
says the Obama Administration released over 36,000 convicted criminals last year – including murderers and rapists –
while they were awaiting the outcome of deportation proceedings.”

Likewise, Fox News’ The Kelly File (5/14, 1.33M) did not mention the President’s appearance on Tuesday, but devoted a
full segment to ICE’s decision to release violent criminals who are in the US illegally, including 193 with “homicide
convictions” and 426 with “sexual assault convictions.” Host Shannon Bream noted that “ICE isn’t denying” that they
released the criminals back in to the general public. Former Justice Department official J. Christian Adams warned that
“many” of the foreign nationals with criminal convictions will never be re-apprehended. Adams added, “Think about it – 50
murderers were released by discretionary decisions of the Obama Administration” in 2013.

The Washington Times (5/14, Boyer, 455K) notes that the Administration’s own “statistics...showed that US Immigration
and Customs Enforcement released people who had amassed more than 15,000 drunken-driving convictions, 1,317
domestic violence convictions and even four that the statistics listed as ‘treason, sabotage.’” The Times adds that “there
were also convictions for homicide,” including “one classified as ‘homicide-willful kill-public official-gun.’”

Grassley: DHS Allowed Supporter Of Terrorism To Enter The US. The Washington Times (5/14, Kredo, 455K)
republishes a piece from the Washington Free Beacon in which it was reported that Sen. Charles Grassley revealed that
the Department of Homeland Security “secretly assembled a terrorist ‘hands off’ list that permitted individuals with terrorist
ties unfettered entrance into the United States.” According to the Beacon, “emails – sent between US Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) and US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) – reveal a row over the admittance of one
alleged Muslim Brotherhood official tied to Hamas, Hezbollah, and other terror groups.” The Beacon reported that “while
the individual in question is not named in the heavily redacted emails...the person referenced is Jamal Badawi, a Canadian
Islamist leader who has praised suicide bombing and is close to Hamas and Hezbollah.”

RCP AVERAGE HAS OBAMA JOB APPROVAL AT 44.6%. The RealClearPolitics average of recent polling on President
Obama’s job approval has it at 44.6%, and his disapproval at 51.6%. Approval is up 0.3 percentage points since yesterday;
disapproval is down by 0.1.

The latest Gallup daily tracking poll of 1,500 adults (5/10-5/12) shows Obama with a 46% approval rating and 49%
disapproval. Rasmussen’s automated survey of 1,500 likely voters (5/9-5/12) finds Obama’s approval at 50%, with 49%
disapproving of his performance.

Ukraine News:

BIDEN’S SON JOINS UKRAINIAN GAS PRODUCER. Politico (5/13, Mccalmont, 73K) reports Vice President Biden’s
son, Hunter Biden, is “joining Ukraine’s largest private gas producer,” Burisma Holdings. Hunter Biden will “be in charge of
the legal unit,” according to the company, providing “support for Burisma Holdings ‘among international organizations.’”
Hunter Biden said the company’s “track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that
it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine.”

The Washington Times (5/14, Chasmar, 455K) reports White House Press Secretary Jay Carney said Hunter Biden’s new
position “does not reflect an endorsement by the administration.”

Reuters (5/14, Rampton) reports Vice President Biden’s spokeswoman, Kendra Barkoff, said he “does not endorse any
particular company and has no involvement” with Burisma.

The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Sonne, Grimaldi, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) reports Hunter Biden is a close friend of
Secretary Kerry’s stepson. The Journal notes the hiring comes a few weeks after Devon Archer, a college roommate of
Kerry’s stepson, Christopher Heinz, joined the company’s board in a role that involves helping the firm attract US investors.
Heinz also has ties to one of Kerry’s previous presidential campaigns.
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AS GERMANY SEEKS TALKS, SIX UKRAINIAN SOLDIERS KILLED BY PRO-RUSSIAN SEPARATISTS. NBC Nightly
News (5/13, story 5, 0:20, Williams, 7.86M) reported briefly that six Ukrainian soldiers “were killed in an ambush when they
came under attack by pro-Russian forces outside a village in the region of Donetsk.”

The Washington Post (5/14, Kunkle, Denyer, 4.22M) reports that attack came as German Foreign Minister Frank-Walter
Steinmeier sought to “jump-start talks” between Kiev and the separatists “as part of a European bid to resolve the crisis.”
But Tuesday’s renewed fighting “suggested that the protagonists in the conflict were still talking past each other.”

The AP (5/14, Vasilyeva) reports Steinmeier’s trip is part of an OSCE “road map for settling Ukraine’s crisis,” but Ukrainian
officials “sounded skeptical Tuesday about the OSCE plan.” Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk “thanked” the OSCE, but
“said Ukraine has drawn up its own ‘road map’ for ending the crisis and noted the people of his country should settle the
issue themselves.”

And the Wall Street Journal (5/14, Troianovski, Marson, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) reports that there were no signs
that talks would begin between the two sides on Wednesday as planned.

The New York Times (5/14, Smale, Cowell, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) says Steinmeier’s visit “came as the battle
lines seemed to harden” between Kiev and the separatists.

SATELLITE IMAGES SHOW RUSSIAN TROOPS DID NOT PULL BACK FROM BORDER. Reuters (5/14, Croft) reports
the US released new satellite images on Tuesday which shows Russian troops are still near the Ukrainian border. Reuters
notes the images contradict Russian President Vladimir Putin’s statements last week that indicated Russian troops were
pulling back. NATO spokesman Col. Martin Downie said Russia “continues to have 40,000 high readiness troops massed”
on the border and “another 25,000 troops in Crimea.” Downie added the troops were present “to intimidate Ukraine’s
government and they could be used for an invasion.”

RUSSIA SAYS IT WILL END COOPERATION ON SPACE STATION BEYOND 2020. NBC Nightly News (5/13, story 9,
0:35, Williams, 7.86M) reported briefly that Russia announced Tuesday that “it would keep US astronauts off the
International Space Station after the year 2020. The problem is the Russians are the only way to get there. The Americans
hitch a ride on the Soyuz spacecraft.”

Reuters (5/13) reports Russian Deputy Prime Minister Dmitri Rogozin said his country will reject the US request to
continue the station’s operations beyond 2020. “We are very concerned about continuing to develop high-tech projects
with such an unreliable partner as the United States, which politicizes everything,” Rogozin said.

The AP (5/14) reports Rogozin added that Russia has “would like to redirect the resources now used for manned
spaceflight to other space projects.” According to Rogozin, the Russian section of the space station “can exist
independently of the American one, but the American segment cannot exist on its own without the Russian one.” Rogozin
also said that Russia “will act pragmatically and will not place any impediments for work on the ISS.”

Russia Threatens To Halt Sale Of Rocket Engines To US. Bret Baier reported on FOX News’ Special Report (5/13,
2.15M) that Russia is also “threatening to withhold Russian engines used to launch American military satellites into space.”
Russia “continues to profit from the sale of those engines,” but Russian Deputy Prime Minister Dmitri Rogozin “says he will
pull the plug unless the US stops using them for military purposes,” according to Fox.

Bloomberg News (5/14, Ratnam, Meyer, 2.76M) notes Russian-made RD-180 rocket engines are used by United Launch
Alliance LLC, the “sole supplier of rocket launches” for the Pentagon. But the Wall Street Journal (5/14, Oustroukh,
Cameron, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) says the US government currently has a two-year supply of the engines, but
the Pentagon has begun to search for domestic alternatives.

SANCTIONS AGAINST RUSSIA COULD HURT US COMPANIES. The Washington Times (5/13, Taylor, 455K) reports
while the White House “claims it can use economic sanctions to punish” Russia’s actions in Ukraine, analysts say the
“strategy has quickly run into problems” and “too aggressive a move” by the US “could result in blowback on major
American companies with close ties” to Russia. The Times says the Administration is “walking a tightrope between
America’s corporate and national interests” by sanctioning Russians who head companies “with ties to US corporate
giants.” A future decision to sanction “entire sectors” of Russia’s economy could force those companies to “swallow sudden
and serious losses.”

CRUZ TO VISIT UKRAINE. The AP (5/14) reports Sen. Ted Cruz “will visit Ukraine this month” and meet protest leaders
that “forced out the country’s pro-Russian president.” Cruz will also visit other Eastern European countries and Israel on
the trip “that could be seen as an attempt to build his foreign policy credentials.” The trip is “sponsored by Secure America
Now, a conservative foreign policy group,” and Cruz is the “only lawmaker on the trip,” according to the Senator’s office.
Cruz said Ukraine “is facing an enormous threat from Russia...I have particular responsibility to assess firsthand the
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current and future military threats” facing allies.

Healthcare News:

MORE FEDERAL DOLLARS WENT TO CREATING STATE HEALTH EXCHANGES THAN HEALTHCARE.GOV. The
Christian Science Monitor (5/14, Trumbull, 566K) reported on the problems with some state-run health insurance
exchanges, noting that they “have emerged as costly technological messes, unable to function smoothly.” By one account,
more taxpayer money “went to setting up individual exchanges for 14 states and the District of Columbia than for the
federal Healthcare.gov.” According to Jay Angoff, a health policy expert at the law firm Mehri & Skalet in Washington,
Federal funds “used to set up the 15 stand-alone exchanges totals $3.9 billion, compared with $3.5 billion to build
‘federally facilitated marketplaces’ for the 36 states that didn’t set up their own exchanges.” The Monitor noted that after
receiving hundreds of millions of Federal dollars, both Oregon and Massachusetts have decided to scrap their websites,
and it is possible “that other states among the 14 that created their own websites under the Affordable Care Act (ACA),
including Maryland, will also ditch their trouble-ridden websites.”

Employees Of St. Louis ACA Contractor Paid To Do Nothing. The Daily Caller (5/13, Treacher, 408K) featured a story
from KMOV in St. Louis on an ACA contractor responsible for processing paper applications for health insurance under the
ACA. From the KMOV story, “The main thing is that the data entry side does not have hardly any work to do. They’re told
to sit at their computers and hit the refresh button every ten minutes. No more than every ten minutes. They’re monitored.
To hopefully look for an application. They’re [sic] goals are set to process two applications per month and some people are
not even able to do that.”

INSURERS SAY PATIENT CHOICE CAN’T BE A PRIORITY UNDER ACA. The Daily Caller (5/13, Hurtubise, 408K)
reported that health insurers now admit that under the ACA, “patient choice can no longer be a priority for Americans.”
According to the Daily Caller, health insurers’ costs are rising, and if they “are going to keep prices at a manageable level,
narrow networks are one of their only options.” Cancer centers “have been a primary casualty of narrow networks.” An
analysis by the AP found that “just four of the 19 top comprehensive cancer centers are covered by all Obamacare
exchange plans in their states.” The Daily Caller noted that these “limited choices were clearly not part of the promise
President Barack Obama made when selling his health care law.”

“WOODWORK EFFECT” RESULTED IN MORE MEDICAID ENROLLMENTS IN NON-EXPANSION STATES. McClatchy
(5/13, Pugh, Subscription Publication, 23K) reports that an analysis by Avalere Health has found that 17 states which
“chose not to expand eligibility for Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act ended up with more program beneficiaries –
partly because of all the hoopla surrounding the health law.” Between October and March, more than 500,000 people in
those states signed up for Medicaid coverage “even though they were already eligible for the program but were not
previously enrolled.” McClatchy notes that the sign-ups took place as the Administration and supporters “were engaged in
a massive public outreach and education campaign that resulted in 8 million Americans purchasing a marketplace health
plan.” Those 17 states saw increased enrollments due to the “woodwork effect,” which refers to eligible residents who
“came out of the woodwork” to sign up.

The AP (5/14) notes that these states “could be getting billions of dollars more from the federal government if they had
expanded eligibility for their Medicaid programs.”

SENATE REPUBLICANS PUSH FOR VOTE ON MEDICAL DEVICE TAX REPEAL. The Hill (5/13, Becker, 237K)
reported that Senate Republicans on Tuesday called for a vote to kill the ACA’s tax on medical devices “as part of a
broader package to revive tax breaks that expired at the end of last year.” However, it is “unclear if Republicans have the
leverage to win a vote on the medical device tax,” because the larger tax package “is popular with members of both
parties.” The Hill noted that Republicans expressed confidence that they “have the support to roll back the medical device
tax if it hit the floor, given that 79 senators backed a nonbinding repeal measure last year,” but they “stopped short of
saying they would oppose the tax package without the medical device vote.”

Roll Call (5/13, Lesniewski, Sanchez, Subscription Publication, 76K) reported that Sen. Orrin Hatch, ranking member or
the Senate Finance Committee, “said he heard from some Democrats that [Senate Majority Leader] Reid was likely to
block consideration of a device amendment.” Roll Call noted that Reid “has long supported the tax, even in the face of
opposition from a number of members of his caucus.”

JINDAL NOTES HILLARY CLINTON’S 1993 OBJECTIONS TO INDIVIDUAL MANDATE. Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal, in
a piece for Politico Magazine (5/13, 633K), notes that in 1993, then First Lady Hillary Clinton “testified publicly that if
Congress were to pass legislation with an individual mandate to purchase insurance, ‘we worry that the numbers of people
who currently are insured through their employment will decrease because there will no longer be any reason for many
employers’ to offer coverage, when individuals can receive government subsidies instead.” According to Jindal, “It is a well-
known fact that Clinton came to strenuously support an individual health insurance mandate in her 2008 primary
campaign,” but “less well-remembered...is that Clinton considered an employer mandate – not an individual mandate – the
best way to achieve ‘universal coverage’ in her health care task force’s ill-fated 1993 proposal.”
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MORE THAN 90 ARRESTED FOR MEDICARE FRAUD. The Christian Science Monitor (5/14, Richey, 566K) reports that
the Justice Department on Tuesday charged more than 90 people as part of “a nationwide crackdown against what
investigators said was massive fraud in federally administered health-care programs.” The defendants, which include 27
medical professionals, including 16 physicians, “were charged with submitting more than $260 million in fraudulent claims
to the Medicare system.” Acting Assistant Attorney General David O’Neil said in a statement, “The fraud was rampant, it
was brazen, and it permeated every part of the Medicare system. ... The crimes charged represent the face of health care
fraud today – doctors billing for services that were never rendered, supply companies providing motorized wheelchairs that
were never needed, recruiters paying kickbacks to get Medicare billing numbers of patients.”

McClatchy (5/13, Gordon, Subscription Publication, 23K) reports that this was the Medicare Fraud Strike Force’s seventh
enforcement action. Since its inception in 2007, the Strike Force has “prosecuted 1,900 people in nine locations on
charges that they bilked the government for almost $6 billion.” Attorney General Holder said of Tuesday’s action,
“Department of Justice will not tolerate these activities. ... And we will continue working alongside the Department of Health
and Human Services – as well as federal, state and local partners – to use every appropriate tool and available resource
to find, stop and punish those who seek to take advantage of their fellow citizens.”

The Miami Herald (5/14, Weaver, 822K) reports that in South Florida, there were “50 suspects busted over two days on
charges of trying to steal almost $66 million from” Medicare. The South Florida arrests “accounted for the majority of
Medicare fraud suspects busted in a coordinated nationwide take-down.”

REPORT: US IS ONE OF THREE NATIONS THAT DOES NOT PROVIDE PAID MATERNITY LEAVE. McClatchy (5/14,
Zarocostas, Subscription Publication, 23K) reports that a new UN study says the US is one of only three nations in the
world, and the only in the West “that does not provide some kind of monetary payment to new mothers who’ve taken
maternity leave from their jobs.” According to the report form the International Labor Organization, the other two nations
are “Oman, an absolute monarchy in the Persian Gulf; and Papua New Guinea, a South Pacific nation where the US State
Department says violence against women is so common that 60 percent of men in a UN study acknowledged having
committed a rape.” The report notes that the other 182 nations surveyed “provide either a Social Security-like government
payment to women who’ve recently given birth or adopted a child or require employers to continue at least a percentage of
the worker’s pay.”

OFFICIALS MOVE TO PREVENT SPREAD OF MERS IN US. The confirmation of two cases of the potentially fatal MERS
virus in the US was covered by all three network news broadcasts Tuesday evening, and was the lead on two of them.
NBC Nightly News (5/13, lead story, 2:30, Williams, 7.86M) reported that while public health officials “have been down
playing the threat,” the Federal government on Tuesday “stepped up its efforts to keep it out of this country.” A health
advisory has been posted “at all US major airports alerting travelers to the Middle East and trying to prevent its spread.”
NBC’s chief medical editor Dr. Nancy Snyderman added that the White House responded to concerns about the virus’s
appearance in the US. White House Press Secretary Jay Carney: “The President has been briefed on this development.
The CDC is taking the current situation very seriously and is working in close coordination with local health authorities.”

ABC World New (5/13, lead story, 2:25, Osunsami)s (5/13, lead story, 2:25, Osunsami) reported in its lead story that
“health officials are trying to track down more than 500 passengers from at least 20 states,” who shared a May 1 flight with
the Florida patient. Two healthcare workers who treated the patient “are already showing symptoms. One is hospitalized
with what looks like pneumonia.”

The CBS Evening News (5/13, story 6, 0:20, Pelley, 5.08M) reported 21 workers at two Orlando hospitals who came into
contact with the patient “are being monitored for symptoms” of the disease, which is “fatal in 30 percent of cases.”

NSA News:

SENATORS QUESTION ADMINISTRATION STATEMENTS ON WARRANTLESS NSA SURVEILLANCE. The New York
Times (5/14, Savage, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports that Sens. Mark Udall and Ron Wyden on Tuesday accused
the Administration of “seeking to ‘ignore or justify’ statements it made to the Supreme Court about warrantless surveillance
by the National Security Agency, contributing to what they called a ‘culture of misinformation’ by the executive branch.” In a
letter to Solicitor General Donald B. Verrilli Jr., Udall and Wyden “maintained that the Justice Department was not being
forthright about what they portrayed as factual misrepresentations to the Supreme Court in 2012.” Their letter “was a
response to a letter that the Justice Department sent them in December defending its conduct in the surveillance case.” A
spokesman said that the Justice Department “was reviewing the senators’ letter and declined to comment further.”

NSA CASE COULD MEAN “REDEMPTION” FOR KLAYMAN. The Washington Post Magazine (5/11, Montgomery)
examined Judicial Watch founder Larry Klayman’s “landmark challenge of the National Security Agency’s program of
collecting records of domestic telephone calls,” noting that after Klayman’s “relevance faded” in the early 2000s, Judge
Richard J. Leon’s “scathing 68-page preliminary opinion” on his NSA case “blasted open a path to redemption for Larry
Klayman.” Leon wrote that the “technology of the NSA’s phone records program is ‘almost-Orwellian,’” and “its use such an
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apparent violation of the Fourth Amendment protection against unreasonable search and seizure that...Klayman would
ultimately prevail.” While Leon “stayed his ruling so the government could appeal,” if “things continue to break his way,
Klayman finds himself on the threshold of scoring one of the most monumental rebukes of government overreach in
American history.”

Syria News:

OBAMA, JARBA DISCUSS ADDITIONAL US AID FOR OPPOSITION. The Washington Post (5/14, DeYoung, 4.22M)
reports President Obama met Tuesday at the White House the Syrian opposition leader Ahmad al-Jarba, who “said they
had laid the groundwork for more substantive US assistance.” While the Administration “continued to resist opposition
entreaties to supply surface-to-air missiles,” Jarba adviser Oubai Shahbandar said, “We’ve made significant headway and
laid the pillars for much more significant discussions.”

Reuters (5/14) reports that in a statement, the White House said Obama “welcomed the coalition’s leadership and
constructive approach to dialogue, and encouraged the coalition to further its vision for an inclusive government that
represents all of the people of Syria.”

BRAHIMI RESIGNS AS UN ENVOY TO SYRIA. McClatchy (5/13, Allam, Subscription Publication, 23K) reports UN
Secretary General Ban Ki Moon on Tuesday “announced the resignation of special envoy” to Syria Lakhdar Brahimi. Ban
indicated the international community is “hopelessly divided” on a political solution to the crisis, saying, “I regret that the
parties, and especially the government, have proven so reluctant to take advantage of that opportunity” to end the war.

The New York Times (5/14, Sengupta, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports Ban said the failure of Security Council
members to “coax allies on the ground int he conflict” was a significant reason for Brahimi’s resignation. Ban said Brahimi’s
efforts “have not received support” from the Council, representing “a failure of all of us.”

The AP (5/14) reports a successor for Brahimi has not been chosen yet, according to Ban, who said he will “take time to
find ‘the right person.’” According to the AP, diplomats have said candidates include: former Tunisian Foreign Minister
Kamel Morjane, former Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, former UN envoy Michael Williams from Britain, and former
Spanish NATO Secretary-General Javier Solana.

Reuters (5/14, Nichols) reports Brahimi’s last day in the position will be May 31. Brahimi said, “It’s very sad that I leave this
position and leave Syria behind in such a bad state.”

The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Lauria, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) reports Brahimi said that he is “sure the crisis will
end.” Brahimi added, “Everybody who has responsibility and influence in the situation,” should as the question “how many
more dead? How much more destruction...before Syria becomes gain the Syria we have known.”

AFP (5/14, Viollaz, Revise) reports Brahimi “coaxed” Syrian President Bashar al-Assad and Syria’s “fractious opposition to
attend peace talks,” but “negotiations broke down after only two rounds amid bitter recriminations.” The war “slipped into a
fourth year with an estimated 150,000 dead and millions of refuges,” according to AFP.

FRANCE: SYRIA LAUNCHED AS MANY AS 14 CHEMICAL ATTACKS IN RECENT MONTHS. The New York Times
(5/14, Gordon, Cowell, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports French Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius on Tuesday
accused Syria’s government of “carr[ying out attacks using chemical agents, especially chlorine, as many as 14 times in
recent months.” Fabius, who met with Secretary Kerry earlier in the day, said he “regretted that” the US “decided against
using force to enforce its ‘red line’” following the Syrian regime’s use of chemical weapons on Aug. 21. Fabius added that
France was willing to use force as “part of an American-led coalition, but did not want to act alone.”

Reuters (5/14, Wroughton) reports Fabius said samples from the attacks are being examined to confirm the use of
chemical weapons. “What it shows is that (the) Bashar al-Assad regime...continues to be able to produce chemical
weapons and to use them,” Fabius said.

The Los Angeles Times (5/14, Abdulrahim, 3.46M) reports Nadim Houry, of Human Rights Watch, said the chemical
attacks are “one more reason for the U.N. Security Council to refer the situation in Syria to the International Criminal
Court.”

NYTimes: Referring Syria To ICC Will Reinforce Condemnation Of Atrocities. The New York Times (5/14,
Subscription Publication, 9.65M) editorializes that a decision to “refer Syria to the International Criminal Court (ICC) for
possible prosecution of war crimes,” will not end the civil war, but it “would underscore the world’s revulsion at atrocities by
both sides.” The Times says “there is ample justification for an investigation,” but “there is no reason to believe Russia....or
China will back the referral.”

REPORT: SYRIAN TROOPS TARGETING MEDICAL WORKERS. According to the New York Times (5/14, Gladstone,
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Subscription Publication, 9.65M), a report from advocacy group Physicians for Human Rights says Syrian forces “have
systematically attacked doctors and other medical workers in rebel-held areas and are responsible for 90 percent” of
assaults on the country’s healthcare facilities. The group’s executive director, Donna McKay, said, “Syria is among the
worst examples of targeting medical care as a weapon of war.”

MALINOWSKI’S COMMENTS ON RWANDA DRAW ATTENTION TO SYRIAN CRISIS. The New York Times (5/14,
Landler, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports Assistant Secretary of State Tom Malinowski’s comments about Rwanda
at his swearing in on Tuesday prompted comparisons to the Administration’s handling of the Syrian crisis. Malinowski, who
previously served as a speechwriter for Secretary of State Warren Christopher, said he thought at the time that the US
actions related to Rwanda “probably won’t satisfy” the next generation’s questions about efforts made to step the
genocide. The Times notes, in his previous role as a human-rights activist, Malinowski urged the White House to do more
in the Syrian crisis, and his former colleagues indicated Secretary Kerry “has encouraged him to speak out.”

HOMS RESIDENTS RETURNING AFTER REBELS WITHDRAWAL. The Washington Post (5/14, Morris, 4.22M) reports
“displaced residents” of Homs are returning home following last week’s agreement between rebels and the government
which led to the anti-government fighters leaving the city. The Post notes the Syrian flag “is expected to be raised above”
the city on Wednesday, as part of a “government ceremony” of the regime’s “major step in its attempt to secure central
Syria.”

AID AGENCIES CANNOT ACCOMMODATE NUMBER OF REFUGEES IN LEBANON. The Washington Times (5/14,
Hlavaty, 455K) reports “Lebanon has more refugees” in need of aid “than international agencies can accommodate, and
the situation worsens daily” as the Syrian civil war continues. Refugees now make up “one-third of Lebanon’s” population,
putting a strain on “finances and resources” of the country. UN spokeswoman Dana Sleiman said, “The latest numbers are
that 70 percent of refugees in Lebanon are very vulnerable, which leaves 30 percent not receiving aid. For assistance, I
am only talking about food, hygiene and baby kits.”

IGNATIUS: SYRIAN CIVIL WAR BOOSTING DANGEROUS TERRORIST GROUP. In a Washington Post (5/14, 4.22M)
column, David Ignatius argues the Syrian war has “spawned a terrorist group so extreme” that even Al Qaeda “rejected” it.
Ignatius says the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) “is now establishing a safe haven” in the city of Raqqaha,
which “could soon be used to attack foreign targets.”

AfPak News:

DOBBINS: US, ALLIES WILL CONTINUE “SIGNIFICANT” PRESENCE IN AFGHANISTAN. AFP (5/14) reports special
representative James Dobbins said the coalition military presence in Afghanistan will be “significant” despite the
drawdown. While speaking to journalists in Tokyo, Dobbins said he hopes a decision is made “in the next month or two on
the exact size of (the remaining) contingent.” Dobbins added the US and its allies “will be prepared for a continuing
advisory mission, much smaller numbers” than today, but still capable of “improv[ing] the quality of the Afghan security
forces.”

FORMER SOLDIER AWARDED MEDAL OF HONOR FOR ACTIONS IN AFGHANISTAN. NBC Nightly News (5/13, story
7, 2:10, Williams, 7.86M) reported that after years of bureaucratic delays, the President on Tuesday awarded the Medal of
Honor to Army Specialist Kyle White, “whose combat actions in Afghanistan were the definition of courage and sacrifice.”
NBC (Mikaslewski) added that on a “rugged mountain pass in eastern Afghanistan,” White’s platoon “came under heavy
fire in an enemy ambush.” After being wounded himself, White “repeatedly exposed himself to intense enemy fire in an
effort to save” other wounded members of his platoon. ABC World News (5/13, story 5, 0:30, Sawyer) and the CBS
Evening News (5/13, story 10, 3:05, Pelley, 5.08M) ran similar reports on the awarding of the medal to White.

USA Today (5/14, Jackson, 5.82M) reports that although White was “wounded and knocked unconscious at one point,” he
“treated comrades for injuries and radioed for help to evacuate survivors, some off whom attended Tuesday’s ceremony in
the East Room.” USA Today notes that in awarding the medal, the President said, “Today, we pay tribute to a soldier who
embodies the courage of his generation.”

McClatchy (5/13, Ordonez, Subscription Publication, 23K) reports that the President said, “Kyle, members of Chosen
Company, you did your duty, and now it’s time for America to do ours. ... After more than a decade of war, to welcome you
home with the support and the benefits and opportunities that you’ve earned. You make us proud, and you motivate all of
us to be the best we can be.”

The Washington Post (5/14, Jaffe, Wilson, 4.22M) reports that White said the medal “gives him a chance to tell the story of
the five soldiers and one Marine who died in a largely unknown battle in one of the most isolated places on earth.” White
said, “Finally our story can be told and recognized. ... It was just a number at the bottom of the ticker on a news channel.
But these guys were the best of us. I’ll always say that because that’s what I believe. It is important their names are
known.”
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The New York Times (5/14, Joachim, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) notes that White is the “14th recipient of the Medal
of Honor for service in either Afghanistan or Iraq.”

AFGHAN TALIBAN APPOINTS NEW MILITARY COMMANDER. The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Trofimov, Totakhil,
Subscription Publication, 5.51M) reports that Afghan officials say the Afghan Taliban has appointed Ibrahim Sadar, who
was released from Pakistani custody earlier this year, as its new military commander.

JOURNALIST DESCRIBES HIS EXPERIENCE COVERING AFGHAN LANDSLIDES. In a post for the New York Times’
(5/14, 9.65M) “At War” blog, Ali Latifi described his experience covering the back-to-back landslides which struck the
Afghan village of Abi Barik. Latifi noted that on the plateau above the village there was “an odd sense of inertia,” as people
“circled from one location to another while stacks of tents and blankets sat unused.” Latifi noted the frustration “as people
who had lost everything could only stare at supplies that were collecting dust under the blaring sun.” He added that while
the plateau “was awash with sound...the site itself was silent,” as a “community of hundreds of homes, dozens of shops,
thousands of animals and seven mosques was buried.” Latifi added that the “real tragedy” of the disaster is that “the story
of the land and the people who had made a home here had been silenced.”

SIXTY-EIGHT PAKISTANI LAWYERS CHARGED WITH BLASPHEMY. The New York Times (5/14, Masood, Walsh,
Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports that in a case that highlights “growing intolerance in Pakistan,” police in Punjab
Province said Tuesday that they have “filed blasphemy charges against a group of 68 lawyers at the instigation of a Sunni
extremist leader.” The charges stem from a May 7 incident in which “dozens of lawyers, mostly from the country’s Shiite
minority, staged a street protest against a senior police official, Umar Daraz,” who they say “had detained and beaten a
lawyer after arguing with him.” During the protest, the lawyers referred to Daraz “by his first name,” which he shares with
Umar Farooq, “a revered historical figure in Islam who was a companion of the Prophet Muhammad in seventh-century
Arabia.” The leader of Ahle Sunnat Wal Jamaat, Maulana Muhammad Ahmed Ludhianvi, “claimed the lawyers were
shouting and insulting the name of the religious figure, not the police officer” and “one of his associates lodged a formal
blasphemy complaint” against them.

Iraq News:

BOMBINGS IN SHIITE AREAS OF BAGHDAD KILL 28. The AP (5/14) reports that 28 people were killed Tuesday in a
“wave of car bombings in mainly Shiite areas of Baghdad.” The attacks occurred “as Iraqi Shiites were celebrating the
birthday of Imam Ali, the cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet Muhammad and Shiite Islam’s most sacred martyr.”
Although no group “claimed responsibility for the attacks,” they “bore the hallmarks of al-Qaida-inspired Sunni militants
who consider Shiites to be ‘infidels.’”

In its report on the bombings, the Washington Post (5/14, Yacoub, 4.22M) reports that “at least 34 people” were killed in
the “show of force meant to intimidate the majority Shiites as they celebrated what is meant to be a joyous holiday for their
sect.”

FATHER OF SLAIN SOLDIER URGES IRAQI JUDGE TO PROSECUTE INSURGENT. The AP (5/14) reports that Keith
Maupin of Cincinnati, who is the father of a US soldier “whose remains were found near Baghdad in 2008 says he urged
an Iraqi judge at a hearing to fully prosecute the insurgent accused of killing his son.” Maupin “participated by video
teleconference from the Pentagon in the case of a man in Iraqi custody,” who US officials say “confessed to the killing of
Sgt. Matt Maupin, who was kidnapped near Baghdad in 2004.”

Detainee Issues News:

ISLAMIC CLERIC TELLS JURY HE ADMIRED BIN LADEN. Bloomberg News (5/14, Hurtado, 2.76M) reports that Abu
Hamza al-Masri, the Muslim cleric on trial in New York City for supporting the al Qaeda network, told a Federal jury “of his
admiration for Osama bin Laden and said the World Trade Center was blown up by the U.S. government.” Assistant US
Attorney John Cronan on Tuesday questioned Abu Hamza “about statements he made in media interviews as well as
recorded speeches and sermons, expounding his views while preaching in the 1990s at the Finsbury Park Mosque in
London.” Cronan asked Abu Hamza “if he ever said in a television interview that he endorsed bin Laden and that he loved
him for his achievements after 1993, adding: ‘Sheikh bin Laden is not a normal person, he’s an example for all
mujahedeen, for his past experience, goals and achievements.’” and Abu Hamza agreed that he had made those
statements.

The New York Times (5/14, Weiser, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports that Abu Hamza, also known as Mostafa
Kamel Mostafa, “turned combative and defensive” under “a prosecutor’s rigorous cross-examination,” and “even tried to
pose his own questions to the prosecutor, accusing him of taking his statements out of context and telling him at one point
to ‘try to concentrate.’” US District Judge Katherine Forrest told him at one point, “Mr. Mostafa, we do need to obey the
rules of cross-examination, all right? Don’t make speeches.”
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JUDGE TO CONSIDER MOVING TRIAL FOR THREE OF TSARNAEV’S FRIENDS. The New York Times (5/14, Seelye,
Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports from Boston that US District Judge Douglas P. Woodlock on Tuesday “said he
wanted to try to find juries in Boston for the trials of three friends of” Boston Marathon bombing defendant Dzhokhar
Tsarnaev, but he indicated “that if impartial jurors could not be found here, he might seek a jury from Springfield, Mass.,
about 90 miles west.” The three friends are charged with trying to cover up for Tsarnaev “after the authorities released
photographs of him and his brother, Tamerlan, to the public.” Judge Woodlock “ordered the three to face trial separately
and set a trial date of June 30 for Azamat Tazhayakov, Sept. 8 for Dias Kadyrbayev and Sept. 29 for Robel Phillipos.”

Terrorism News:

NATIONAL SEPTEMBER 11 MEMORIAL AND MUSEUM TO BE DEDICATED THIS WEEK. USA Today (5/14, Rick,
Hampson, 5.82M) reports that the National September 11 Memorial and Museum will be dedicated in New York on
Thursday. The museum’s “monumental artifacts” include “a staircase that channeled the imperiled to safety; a column that
refused to yield when others around it fell; a wall that held back the flood; and the cross that materialized in the midst of
chaos.”

The New York Times (5/14, Cotter, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports that the President will attend the dedication of
the museum. The Times describes the museum as “emotionally overwhelming, particularly...for New Yorkers who were in
the city on that apocalyptic September day and the paranoia-fraught weeks that followed, but almost as certainly for the
estimated two billion people around the globe who followed the horror unfolding on television, radio and the Internet.” The
museum will open to the public next Wednesday.

Other National News:

OBAMA TO PUSH FOR INCREASED INFRASTRUCTURE SPENDING TODAY. The Washington Post (5/14, Halsey,
4.22M) reports that on Monday, Sens. Barbara Boxer and David Vitter “released without comment” a “long-awaited
bipartisan” transportation spending bill, which is “pegged at around the current level of $52 billion a year, with an allowance
for inflation.” According to the Post, “the bill was reassuring to state and local transportation officials who feared their
federal funds might be delayed or reduced by mid-summer.” The Post notes that the bill “landed in the middle of what
advocacy groups have dubbed ‘infrastructure week,’ a concerted effort to draw...attention to declining national systems
said to need $3.6 trillion in restoration by 2020.” The Post notes that on Wednesday, President Obama will “visit New
York’s Tappan Zee Bridge” as part of his “latest foray to underscore the infrastructure issue.”

SENATE VOTES 96-3 TO BEGIN DEBATE ON TAX EXTENDERS PACKAGE. The AP (5/14) reports that on Tuesday, “a
bill to renew more than 50 expired tax breaks...cleared a key hurdle in the Senate,” which is “giving hope to millions of
taxpayers who would otherwise be hit with unwelcome tax increases next spring,” but “other hurdles remain.” According to
the AP, “The package includes a business tax credit for research and development and a sales tax deduction for
individuals who live in states without an income tax,” along with “a generous tax credit for using...renewable energy
sources to produce electricity, and several provisions that allow businesses to write off capital investments more quickly.”
The AP says “the tax breaks enjoy broad bipartisan support,” but “some Republican senators want the opportunity to” add
amendments, including “the repeal of a medical device tax that helps fund” the Affordable Care Act, and “it’s not clear
whether” Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid will “allow amendments.”

The New York Times (5/14, Weisman, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) says that when the Senate “vot[ed] 96-3 to take up
a package of business tax breaks without offering any way to pay for them,” they were “shrugg[ing] off the deficit concerns
that were once an animating force” in Congress. According to the Times, “the procedural vote presaged final passage as
early as this week and followed the House’s overwhelming approval last week of legislation that would...raise the deficit by
$156 billion over the next 10 years.” The Times notes that “62 House Democrats joined virtually every Republican in
ignoring President Obama’s veto threat because of the deficit implications.”

ADMINISTRATION MOVING AHEAD WITH PLANS TO SPEND BILLIONS ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY. USA Today (5/14,
Koch, 5.82M) reports that following the Senate’s “failure to approve a bipartisan energy efficiency bill,” the Administration is
“expanding its push to boost the efficiency of appliances, outdoor lights and the buildings of corporate giants.” USA Today
notes that last week, the President “announced the Department of Energy will work to develop stricter building codes” that
“require 8.5% less energy.” USA Today adds that “the federal government will spend an extra $2 billion on upgrades to its
buildings over the next three years.”

GOP Senators, WSJournal Urge Reid To Allow Vote On Keystone XL Pipeline. Bloomberg News (5/13, Snyder,
2.76M), in an article on the energy-efficiency legislation sponsored by Sen. Rob Portman and Jeanne Shaheen that
effectively died in the Senate on Monday, says “deep divisions on issues unrelated to the bill – such as the Keystone XL
pipeline and regulations on the coal industry – doomed it,” which Bloomberg says “underscores that even legislation with
broad support faces an uphill fight as both parties eye midterm elections that will determine control of Congress.”
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The Hill (5/13, Barron-lopez, 237K) reported that on Tuesday, Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell said Majority
Leader Harry Reid “can schedule a vote on the Keystone pipeline at any time,” and noted that Reid “has several members
that would like to have that vote.” The Hill adds that Sen. Lisa Murkowski, “a co-sponsor of the energy efficiency bill that
died Monday, echoed McConnell’s sentiments,” saying, “Sen. Reid’s decision to deny Republicans the ability to offer a
handful of energy-related amendments was a sad milestone in the downward spiral of the Senate, but it doesn’t mean we
can’t have a vote on the Keystone XL pipeline.”

The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Subscription Publication, 5.51M), in an editorial titled, “Harry Reid’s Senate Blockade,”
blames Reid for the demise of the Shaheen-Portman bill, and contends that his refusal to allow votes on amendments is
attributable to his alliance with the White House. According to the Journal, the White House is fearful that centrist
Democrats will join with Republicans to approve the Keystone project and roll back EPA regulations on coal plants.

Meanwhile, in an op-ed for the Wall Street Journal (5/14, Anderson, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) titled, “Stopping
Keystone Ensures More Railroad Tank-Car Spills,” Terry Anderson, president of the Property and Environment Research
Center, makes the case that construction of the Keystone XL pipeline would decrease the oil industry’s reliance on trains to
transport crude and therefore reduce the number of spills that occur when those trains derail.

MILLER URGES OBAMA TO ESTABLISH COMMISSION TO PROBE VA HOSPITALS. USA Today (5/14, Zoroya, 5.82M)
reports that Rep. Jeff Miller, the chairman of the House Veterans Affairs Committee, has sent a letter to President Obama
urging him to “set up a special, bipartisan commission to investigate accumulating allegations of health care delays at VA
hospitals.” According to USA Today, Miller “said an independent commission was necessary ‘to thoroughly investigate
veteran access issues, patient harm and preventable deaths as a result of delays in care across the VA health care
system.’”

On the CBS Evening News (5/13, story 2, 3:00, Pelley, 5.08M), Scott Pelley reported that the VA “is under fire over
allegations that administrators in Phoenix kept a secret waiting list to hide delays in patient care,” and, according to Pelley,
CBS “has discovered the same practice may be happening at another VA hospital,” this one in Chicago.

The Washington Post (5/14, Hicks, 4.22M) reports that VA Secretary Shinseki will testify Thursday before the Senate
Veterans Affairs Committee and senators are “poised to question him about VA health clinics allegedly covering up
treatment delays.” The Post says that senators are likely to “challenge Shinseki over the amount of time he took to order
the preservation of electronic and paper evidence related to the purported treatment delays.”

The Washington Times (5/14, Chasmar, 455K) reports that Sen. Bernie Sanders, who chairs the Senate Veterans Affairs
Committee, has decried what he describes as a “concerted effort to undermine the VA” driven by the “Koch Brothers and
others, who want to radically change the nature of society, and either make major cuts in all of these institutions, or maybe
do away with them entirely.”

DEMOCRATS CRITICIZE OBAMA JUDICIAL NOMINEE’S LEGISLATIVE RECORD. The Washington Post (5/14,
O'Keefe, 4.22M) reports that on Tuesday, Senate Democrats opposed to the nomination of Michael Boggs, “a Georgia
state judge tapped by [President] Obama to serve on a U.S. district court in Georgia,” “sharply questioned” Boggs “about
his previous statements, votes and court decisions related to abortion rights, gay rights and civil rights.” According to the
Post, the White House “has stood by Boggs despite strong opposition from a handful of Democratic senators, members of
the Congressional Black Caucus, civil rights leaders, NARAL Pro-Choice America and gay rights groups.” The Post reports
that “as a state senator from 2000 to 2004, Boggs, a conservative Democrat, supported keeping the Confederate emblem
on the Georgia state flag; supported establishing a...license plate that helped fund antiabortion groups; opposed same-sex
marriage; and supported a law that would require parents to accompany their daughters to abortion clinics if the daughter
is younger than 18.”

The Huffington Post (5/13, Bendery, 11.54M) reported that Sen. Dianne Feinstein “flat-out told Boggs she wasn’t sure she
could support him...given his past votes, despite his assurances that he would follow legal precedent if confirmed as a
federal judge.” The Huffington Post also reports that Sen. Al Franken “said he felt misled by a private conversation he had
with Boggs about his votes for keeping the Confederate insignia on the state flag,” while Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid “declined to back Boggs in a news conference with reporters,” saying, “I’m not going to make a decision on Boggs
until the committee acts on it.”

According to Roll Call (5/13, Sanchez, Subscription Publication, 76K), Boggs’ nomination “was part of a larger deal
between the White House and the two Georgia senators in order to get more important, higher-level circuit court judges
confirmed in the state.”

The Hill (5/13, Lillis, 237K) reports that Sens. Saxby Chambliss and Johnny Isakson “both spoke Tuesday in support of all
seven of those nominees, and the Republicans on the Judiciary Committee appear poised to back the whole slate.” The
Hill reports that also on Tuesday, White House press secretary Jay Carney said, “Based on Judge Boggs’s 10-year track
record as a state trial and appellate court judge, the president believes he is qualified for the federal bench.”
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The Washington Times (5/14, Dinan, Boyer, 455K) reports that “black Democratic leaders in Congress have
criticized...Boggs’ nomination and questioned why the Senate hearing was held while the House was on a weeklong
recess.”

REID SAYS SENATE WILL VOTE SOON ON NOMINEE WHO WROTE OBAMA DRONE POLICY. Roll Call (5/13,
Lesniewski, 76K) reports that on Tuesday, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid indicated that “senators could soon face a
vote on Harvard Law Professor David J. Barron,” who is “the author of legal opinions backing the Obama administration’s
drone policy...to be a federal appeals court judge.” Roll Call notes that Sen. Rand Paul “has contested the continued
secrecy surrounding the legal justification for targeted killing of American citizens using drones.”

WPOST FACT CHECKER: OBAMA OVERSTATED NUMBER OF GOP FILIBUSTERS SINCE 2007. In his “In The Loop”
column for the Washington Post (5/14, Kamen, Itkowitz, 4.22M), A Kamen notes that Glenn Kessler, the Post’s “resident
fact checker” gave President Obama “four Pinocchios” after he claimed last week that “since 2007, Republicans have
filibustered ‘500 pieces of legislation that would help the middle class.’” Kamen adds that, according to Kessler, “the correct
number – generously including nominations as well as ‘pieces of legislation’ – is about 133 ‘successful’ filibusters since
2007.”

NBC’S TODD ON BENGHAZI: “ALL THE QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED.” The Huffington Post (5/14, Fung,
11.54M) reported that on MSNBC’s Morning Joe on Tuesday, NBC political director Chuck Todd said that in regards to the
2012 Benghazi terrorist attacks “all the questions have been answered.” Todd added, “There’s just some people that don’t
like the answers, that wish the answers were somehow more conspiratorial, I guess.”

Portman: Senate Should Have Its Own Select Committee On Benghazi. Sen. Rob Portman, appearing on Fox News’
Special Report (5/13, 2.15M), advocated the establishment of a Senate select committee to investigate the Benghazi
terrorist attacks that would work with the House’s select committee. Portman said, “I would prefer it to be bicameral, in
other words, have a House and Senate committee working together.” Portman added, “Frankly, it’s in the Administration’s
interests to do it more quickly than have it be closer to a 2016 election.”

WTimes Profile: Gowdy Enjoys Bipartisan Respect In Congress. According to the Washington Times (5/14, Sherfinski,
455K), “Republicans and Democrats alike say” Rep. Trey Gowdy (R-SC) “is the right man to head the special
congressional investigation into Benghazi, a job that could springboard him into positions such as attorney general or
service in a Republican presidential administration.” The Times adds that colleagues “also say the forthright former
prosecutor isn’t likely to cut corners on the investigation to score political points or raise his profile.”

WATT ANNOUNCES GSES WILL CONTINUE IN CURRENT ROLE. Media reports are casting the announcement by
Federal Housing Finance Agency head Mel Watt that the GSEs will expand their role in the mortgage markets as a major
change in policy by the Administration. The New York Times (5/14, Lowrey, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports that
Watt, head of the FHFA, which oversees Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, on Tuesday “announced policies that would
maintain the mortgage giants’ role in parts of the housing market, spur more home lending and aid distressed
homeowners.” The Times says that the announcement “is a significant shift in strategy for the mortgage financiers.”
Speaking at the Brookings Institution, Watt said, “Our overriding objective is to ensure that there is broad liquidity in the
housing finance market and to do so in a way that is safe and sound.”

The Los Angeles Times (5/14, Puzzanghera, 3.46M) reports that Watt’s move comes as “the housing market showing
signs of slowing,” and he “doesn’t want the giant mortgage financing firms to start reducing the federal government’s
outsized role in helping borrowers get home loans.” By keeping the pair of GSEs “on course,” Watt “essentially announced
a major shift in direction for the bailed-out companies, one that ensures they will keep playing the main role in housing
finance for the foreseeable future.”

The Washington Post (5/14, Elboghdady, 4.22M) reports that Watt “said that his job is to make sure the mortgage market is
working smoothly until Congress decides what to do next” with Fannie and Freddie. The Post says that several bills
“propose gradually dismantling the companies and shifting mortgage lending risks away from taxpayers to the private
sector.”

The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Timiraos, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) says that the move could boost the stuttering
housing recovery. The Journal also says that the move could result in the GSEs retaining prominence in the mortgage
market despite support in Congress for winding them down.

USA Today (5/14, Korte, 5.82M) reports that Watt’s proposal will “not reduce the size of mortgages Fannie and Freddie will
back” as expected. Watt said that the change “came after the agency heard ‘concerns about how such a reduction could
adversely impact the health of the current housing finance market.’” In addition, the GSEs “will back loans even when a
borrower misses two mortgage payments in the first three years.”
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The Huffington Post (5/14, Gongloff, 11.54M) says that the Federal government “is about to make it easier for you to get a
mortgage,” as Watt has told the two GSEs “to make more credit available to home-buyers, instead of retreating from the
mortgage market as they have been doing since the financial crisis.” As part of that effort, Watt “ordered Fannie and
Freddie to give banks more protection against the risk of being forced to buy back mortgages that go bad,” which could
make banks “more willing to lend to riskier borrowers.”

WPost Criticizes Move, Senate Inaction On GSE Reform. In an editorial, the Washington Post (5/14, 4.22M) says that
reducing the Federal role in the housing market “is not a radical free-market notion,” but in fact has enjoyed support from
within the Obama Administration in the past. However, Watt’s announcement is a “victory for defenders of the status quo.”
The big winners, the Post says, “ironically, may be not the poor and the ‘underserved,’ but a group of giant hedge funds
that snapped up millions of beaten-down Fannie and Freddie shares after the government bailout, and are now lobbying
Congress — as well as suing in federal court — for a return to private ownership.” The Post says that the bailout of the
GSEs will now “pave the way for a colossal windfall for bottom-feeding Wall Street types.”

Rising Home Prices Limiting Properties Available To Middle Class. USA Today (5/14, Davidson, Hoyer, 5.82M)
reports that according to a new study from real estate research firm Trulia, “rising home prices and stagnant incomes are
pushing homeownership beyond the reach of middle-class Americans in more cities.” The study found that in “20 of the
100 largest metro areas, a majority of homes on the market are not affordable for middle-income buyers,” up from only 10
metro areas in 2013.

MONIZ CONSIDERING END TO CRUDE OIL EXPORT BAN. The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Nam, Kent, Subscription
Publication, 5.51M) reports that Energy Secretary Moniz said on Tuesday that his department is considering easing the
ban on crude oil exports. At a media briefing on Tuesday, Moniz said, “The issue of crude oil exports is under
consideration. … A driver for this consideration is that the nature of the oil we’re producing may not be well matched to our
current refinery capacity.”

RETAIL SALES UP SLIGHTLY IN APRIL; HOUSEHOLD DEBT UP IN FIRST QUARTER. Reuters (5/13, Reuters) reports
that retail sales rose just 0.1 percent in April, according to data released Tuesday by the Department of Commerce. That’s
well below the 1.5 percent increase in March, and a disappointment, as economists expected an increase of 0.4 percent.
Reuters says that the data is dampening hopes that growth would accelerate in the 2nd quarter after a very weak 1st
quarter.

The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Shah, Subscription Publication, 5.51M), meanwhile, reports that household debt rose $129
billion in the 1st quarter to $11.65 trillion, according to data released on Tuesday by the New York Fed. The increase was
driven by a $116 billion increase in mortgage debt. The Journal says that the report suggests that consumer spending
remains weak, as credit card debt fell $24 billion to $659 billion.

ABC World News (5/13, story 6, 2:40, Sawyer) reported that the average US family “owes $109,000 if you include
mortgage car loans student loans and credit cards.” Saying, “Imagine being able to climb out of that credit hole for good,”
ABC (Janis) suggests ways for families to reduce their debt, such as ending the use of credit cards and avoiding late fees
at all costs.

UP SLIGHTLY, DOW, S&P AGAIN HIT RECORDS. The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Kilgore, Subscription Publication,
5.51M) reports that both the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the S&P 500 hit new records on Tuesday, driven by better-
than-expected corporate earnings. The Dow rose 19.97 points to 16715.44, while the S&P 500 was up 0.80 points to
1897.45. Meanwhile, the Nasdaq Composite Index fell 13.69 points to 4130.17.

In its lead story, the CBS Evening News (5/13, lead story, 2:05, Pelley, 5.08M) reported that “they were dancing on the
street today to a couple of new records,” as the Dow hits its fourth record close of the year. CBS (Mason) says that “retail
sales barely rose in April, a disappointing sign, but even bad news hasn’t been able to derail this rally.” CBS (Mason) adds,
“Is it a bubble? Price to earnings ratios haven’t been this tie since 2010, but with momentum this strong, some traders, say,
this rally could go on for a while yet.”

WSJournal Analysis: Tech Crash Not Imminent. The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Ovide, Subscription Publication, 5.51M)
reports that concerns have grown in recent months that another meltdown in tech stocks may be in the offing, but an
analysis of tech firms by the paper found that, unlike during the 2000 crash, the firms have significant cash reserves to
carry them forward.

SALLIE MAE REACHES SETTLEMENT WITH DOJ, FDIC. The AP (5/14) reports that student loan provider Sallie Mae
and its loan servicing unit, now known as Navient, “has reached a $60 million settlement with the Justice Department to
resolve allegations that it charged members of the military excessive interest rates on their student loans,” the Federal
government announced on Tuesday. In addition, the FDIC “also announced a $30 million settlement arising from
allegations that the company maximized consumer late fees.”
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Politico (5/13, Grasgreen, Shah, 73K) reports that the DOJ “estimates that about 60,000 servicemembers will split the $60
million.” The FDIC, Politico says, “announced a separate $37 million settlement with Sallie Mae Bank and Navient
Solutions, Inc., over deceptive lending practices and violations of the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act.”

The New York Times (5/14, Bernard, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports that the DOJ “said on Tuesday that
beginning in 2005, the companies failed to cap interest on loans to military personnel at 6 percent — a ceiling they are
entitled to as part of the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act.” In addition, the DOJ “asserted that the companies improperly
obtained default judgments against service members.”

USA Today (5/14, Johnson, 5.82M) reports that Attorney General Eric Holder said, “This alleged overcharging appears to
have been the rule, rather than the exception. According to an audit, excessive rates were charged to 93% of active-duty
servicemembers who had loans owned or serviced by Sallie Mae.” The DOJ settlement “awaits approval by a federal judge
in Delaware.”

Tennessee Promises Free Community College Tuition To All High School Graduates. The CBS Evening News (5/13,
story 8, 2:15, Pelley, 5.08M) reported that Tennessee’s governor has signed a law “that promises free community college
tuition to every high school graduate in the state.” CBS (Arenas) added that he law “will use $34 million dollars a year from
lottery funds” to cover tuition for a two-year degree. While one-third of Tennesseans have a college degree, Gov. Bill
Haslam “wants to raise that to 55 percent.”

CITING EFFECT ON MINORITIES, ACTIVISTS CHALLENGE SCHOOL CLOSINGS NATIONWIDE. The Washington
Post (5/14, Layton, 4.22M) reports that community activists filed three Federal civil rights complaints on Tuesday, arguing
that “school closures in cities across the country disproportionately affect African American students,” challenging school
closures in Newark, New Orleans and Chicago and calling on the Obama Administration “to halt similar efforts elsewhere.”
The complaints, sent to the Justice Department and the Education Department’s Office for Civil Rights, allege that
“students of color from Newark, Chicago and New Orleans have been disproportionately affected by school closures and
charter-school expansions.” Newark has closed 13 public schools since 2009, and in Chicago, 111 schools have closed
since 2001, while in New Orleans, “all the traditional public schools except five have shut down since 2003.” The District of
Columbia has closed 39 traditional public schools since 2008, according to the Post.

Sixty Years Later, SCOTUS Desegregation Ruling Called A Success. In an op-ed for the Wall Street Journal (5/14,
Thernstrom, Thernstrom, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) , Stephan Thernstrom, a history professor at Harvard University,
and Abigail Thernstrom, an adjunct scholar at the American Enterprise Institute, write that on the upcoming 60th
anniversary of the Supreme Court’s ruling in Brown v. Board of Education, American schools have been fully
desegregated, the existence of schools with heavy minority populations notwithstanding.

REUTERS ANALYSIS: NET NEUTRALITY PROPOSAL LIKELY TO SET OFF SERIOUS BATTLE. Reuters (5/14,
Selyukh) reports that FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler’s decision to press ahead with new net neutrality rules is likely to set off
a lengthy battle pitting Republicans and broadband providers, who oppose the rules, against a number of tech companies
and consumer advocates on the others. The rules will formally be presented on Thursday, and Wheeler is still looking to
win over the two Democrats on the five-member committees.

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES DON’T LOSE POSITIONS DESPITE MISCONDUCT. The Washington Times (5/14, Mcelhatton,
455K) reports on cases of flagrant acts of misconduct on the job by Federal employees, who held onto their jobs despite
their actions. The Times says that Federal employees “have come under scrutiny as reports of time and attendance fraud
have mount.” The Times focuses on problems at HUD, listing several examples.

Administration Bringing Back Cash Awards For SES Members. In its “Federal Diary” section, the Washington Post
(5/14, Davidson, 4.22M) reports that after a year’s hiatus, an “awards program for senior level federal executives is stirring
again.” The Presidential Rank Awards was ended due to the sequestration cuts, but the Administration is now bringing
them back. Members of the Senior Executive Service “and their counterparts in scientific fields are eligible for the awards,”
which can range from 20% to 35% of the individuals salary. The Post says that while the awards “have provided large
monetary prizes, potentially more than $63,000, the savings generated by the honored executives have been much
greater.”

MCCONNELL, GRAHAM PUSH ABORTION RESTRICTION LEGISLATION. The Hill (5/14, Bolton, 237K) reports Senate
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell and Sen. Lindsey Graham (R), “who are both facing primaries in the next month, on
Tuesday called for legislation banning abortion after 20 weeks.” In a press conference, the pair called on Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid to schedule a vote on the legislation. Graham said that worldwide, only seven nations, including the US,
allow elective abortions “at the 20-week period and beyond. My goal is to make sure when this is over, there are six.”

WPost Approves Of McAuliffe Move To Roll Back Abortion Clinic Regulations. In an editorial, the Washington Post
(5/14, 4.22M) approves of Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe’s (D) move to “roll back absurd, baldly political rules imposed on
the state’s abortion clinics with the transparent purpose of forcing many of them to close.” The “maneuver may mean a
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reprieve for as many as half” of the 18 remaining clinics, which are “the only convenient option for thousands of women
who seek abortions each year.”

SENATE REPUBLICANS NOT SWAYED BY ROMNEY’S ARGUMENT FOR MINIMUM WAGE HIKE. Politico (5/14,
Everett, Kim, 73K) reports that “Senate Republicans of nearly all stripes are opposed to raising the hourly minimum wage
to $10.10 as Democrats demand,” and “recent public calls for a smaller increase by a trio of 2012 contenders” – Mitt
Romney, Tim Pawlenty and Rick Santorum of Pennsylvania – “have done nothing to make them budge.” According to
Politico, Romney, Santorum and Pawlenty argue that “by refusing to publicly advocate a minimum wage increase,
congressional Republicans are ceding the national dialogue to Democrats on an issue that consistently draws majority
support in polls.”

US CHAMBER LEADING SURGE IN “DARK MONEY” SPENDING IN CONGRESSIONAL RACES. USA Today (5/14,
Schouten, 5.82M) reports that political spending by groups not required to disclose their donors, so-called “dark money,”
“has ballooned to nearly five times the rate of the last election cycle — already topping $23 million this week, new figures
provided to USA TODAY show.” The US Chamber of Commerce “accounts for nearly $12.2 million,” according to the
Center for Responsive Politics.

AFP ANALYSIS: DESPITE EQUALITY PUSH, POOR KENTUCKIANS OPPOSE PRESIDENT. AFP (5/14, Couronne)
reports that poor residents of Kentucky generally oppose President Obama, “who has made the fight against economic
inequality one of his battle cries.” A major reason, AFP says, is the President’s opposition to the coal industry, a mainstay
among the poorer parts of the state. Another motivation is their socially conservative views.

IN “WIN” FOR TEA PARTY, SASSE VICTORIOUS IN NEBRASKA’S GOP SENATE PRIMARY. Midland University
President Ben Sasse (R), a former Bush Administration official, on Tuesday easily won Nebraska’s GOP Senate primary,
and now will be heavily favored over attorney David Domina (D), the Democratic nominee, in the general election to
succeed retiring Sen. Mike Johanns (R). Sasse won nearly 50% of the vote in the primary, easily outpacing banker Sid
Dinsdale (R), state Treasurer Shane Osborn (R), and attorney Bart McLeay.

Sasse’s convincing victory is described in reports this morning as a win for the Tea Party. The AP (5/14), for example,
reports, “The tea party scored a win” with Sasse’s capturing of the GOP nomination. Sasse was backed by several
“outside conservative groups, Sarah Palin and Sen. Ted Cruz,” while Osborn, who finished in third, one point behind
Dinsdale, was supported by “allies of Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.”

Bloomberg News (5/13, McCormick, 4.91M) reports, “The Tea Party scored a victory in” Tuesday’s contest, “a win that
groups tied to the limited-government movement are banking will boost momentum heading into the heart of the 2014
nomination calendar.” The New York Times (5/14, Martin, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports that Tuesday’s outcome
provides “a much-needed victory for” GOP “anti-establishment forces, whose candidate lost in last week’s North Carolina
Senate primary” and “are also expected to come up short next week in primaries in Georgia and Kentucky.”

The Washington Times (5/14, Dinan, 455K) says that Tuesday’s result delivered “a win to insurgent conservative groups
who said it served as a rebuke to GOP power brokers in Washington.” Running on “a campaign message firmly opposing
Obamacare and vowing to fight against the Washington establishment,” Sasse far outpaced Osborn, “who had the backing
of Washington establishment groups,” and Dinsdale.

Under the headline “Tea Party Gets A Win With Ben Sasse In Nebraska GOP Primary,” The Hill (5/14, Jaffe, 237K)
reported on its website that Sasse’s victory gave “national conservative groups a much-needed win as they work to
overcome early disappointments this cycle.” Sasse was backed by, among others, “the Senate Conservatives Fund and
the Club for Growth,” as well as FreedomWorks, which had initially endorsed Osborn, but later withdrew its support after it
was revealed that an organization with links to McConnell was financing ads attacking Sasse.

Politico (5/13, Parti, 73K) reported that Sasse’s win gives “conservative groups a victory in year that isn’t otherwise looking
too promising for tea party candidates.” On its website, the Washington Post (5/13, Sullivan, 4.22M) reported that Sasse’s
win gives “the national tea party groups that backed him a much-needed victory.” The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Epstein,
Subscription Publication, 5.51M) offers similar coverage of Sasse’s win.

CANTOR’S PRIMARY OPPONENT GAINING ATTENTION. The Washington Post (5/14, Portnoy, Costa, 4.22M) reports
that “tea party activist” David Brat may be gaining traction in his primary challenge to VA7 Rep. Eric Cantor (R), the House
Majority Leader. Brat “is gaining national attention as a potential threat to Cantor’s hold on his solidly Republican,
suburban Richmond district,” including support “some big-name conservatives.” While “most Republicans” believe that
Cantor is “safe,” the “prospect of a competitive and bruising challenge to the second-ranking Republican in Congress is
embarrassing to Cantor — and is rattling GOP leaders at a time when the party is trying to unify its divided ranks.”

COTTON-COMMISSIONED POLL SHOWS HIM LEADING PRYOR 42%-40%. On its website, Roll Call (5/13, Levinson,
Subscription Publication, 76K) reported that an OnMessage Inc. (R) survey of 600 Arkansas likely voters, taken May 6-8,
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shows AR4 Rep. Tom Cotton (R) Leading Arkansas Sen. Mark Pryor (D) 42%-40%. The survey, which was commissioned
by Cotton’s campaign, “comes after an NBC/Marist poll released Monday” showed Pryor leading the Congressman
51%-40%

MCCONNELL’S WIFE EXPECTED TO PLAY KEY ROLE IN HUSBAND’S REELECTION RACE. With Senate Minority
Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) expected to beat back a primary challenge from businessman Matt Bevin (R), and then
face Kentucky Secretary of State Alison Lundergan Grimes (D) in this fall’s general election, the New York Times (5/14,
Horowitz, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) says that the senator is likely to rely heavily on campaign help from his wife, ex-
Labor Secretary Elaine Chao, in his bid for another term. The Times says that Chao, who helped McConnell’s “effort to
neutralize” Bevin, “will be more crucial than ever as he turns to face a well-funded female candidate for the first time in his
Senate career.” McConnell aide Josh Holmes said that Chao “would be a key surrogate in ads and at speaking events.”
Holmes is quoted as saying that this would particularly be the case should Grimes seek “to paint a picture of Mitch
McConnell as having some kind of a blind spot for women’s issues.”

AIKEN DECLARED WINNER IN NC2 DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY. Politico (5/13, Parti, 73K) reported that former “American
Idol” contestant Clay Aiken (D) on Tuesday “was declared the winner” in the close NC2 House Democratic primary contest,
one day after the sudden death of his leading opponent, ex-North Carolina Commerce Keith Crisco (D). Aiken led Crisco
“by fewer than 400 votes,” with outstanding ballots to be counted. In the final tally, Aiken wound up with “40.86 percent of
the vote, while Crisco received 39.49 percent.” Crisco, 71, “died Monday after suffering from injuries from a fall.” In the
general election, Aiken will face NC2 Rep. Renee Ellmers (R), who “is favored to keep the seat.”

ELECTION OFFICIAL RULES CONYERS FAILED TO QUALIFY FOR MI13 PRIMARY BALLOT. Yesterday in Michigan, a
Wayne County official ruled that veteran MI13 Rep. John Conyers failed to submit enough valid petitions to qualify for the
Democratic primary ballot. Reports indicate that short of a successful appeal, Conyers’ only hopes of returning to
Congress next year appears to be a write-in candidacy. NBC Nightly News (5/13, story 10, 0:40, Williams, 7.86M) reported
that Conyers “may have to leave Congress because of a screw-up.” The Democrat “is being kept off the ballot in the
primary because of invalid signatures on a petition.”

The Detroit News (5/14, Nichols, Schultz, 643K) reports that Wayne County Clerk Cathy Garrett, a Democrat, on Tuesday
said that Conyers “does not have enough signatures to remain on the Aug. 5 ballot,” a ruling “that puts his half-century
career in Congress at risk.” Garrett’s decision “confirms a staff investigation released Friday that found Conyers had 592
signatures — 408 less than the 1,000 required by state law.” Over “640 signatures” were ruled invalid, “after a challenge by
primary opponent the Rev. Horace Sheffield of Detroit resulted in a clerk office staff’s finding that the petition circulators
were not registered voters as required by state law.”

The Detroit Free Press (5/14, Walker, Gray, 1.02M) reports that Conyers, who is planning “to file an appeal with the state
office,” could be facing “a write-in campaign.” The Free Press added that, among the reasons some of Conyers’ signatures
were ruled invalid, included “petition signers not being registered to vote or not being residents of 13th District, a signature
being improperly dated or having a bad address.”

The AP (5/14) quotes Garrett as saying of her ruling, “It is a very unfortunate circumstance that an issue with a circulator of
a petition would disqualify the signature of valid registered voter. However, I am bound by the current laws and statutes of
the state of Michigan that set forth very specific and narrow instructions regarding candidate petitions.”

The New York Times (5/14, Bosman, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports that state Sen. Bert Johnson (D), “who is
running Mr. Conyers’s campaign,” told the Times on Tuesday “that the campaign was prepared to take legal action to
ensure” the Congressman’s “name would end up on the ballot.” Meanwhile, the American Civil Liberties Union has “filed a
lawsuit in federal court arguing that it is unconstitutional to require that signature collectors for campaigns be registered
voters.” The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Dolan, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) also reports briefly on Conyers’ plight.

COLORADO’S POLIS DRAWING FIRE FOR ANTI-FRACKING EFFORTS. The Washington Times (5/14, Richardson,
455K) reports that Democratic Rep. Jared Polis “has become something of a persona non grata among top Colorado
Democrats for funding an anti-fracking initiative.” In addition, the Log Cabin Republicans, a gay rights group, is targeting
Polis, “the first openly gay man to be elected to Congress,” over the issue in a new ad. Polis originally jumped into the fight
by opposing three wells near his vacation property, and he is now “providing the financial muscle behind Coloradans for
Local Control, which has proposed 15 initiatives for the Nov. 4 ballot, including an environmental bill of rights.”

BARAKA ELECTED MAYOR OF NEWARK. The New York Times (5/14, Chen, Zernike, Subscription Publication, 9.65M)
reports that Councilman Ras Baraka (D) on Tuesday “was elected mayor of Newark.” Baraka’s win over law professor
Shavar Jeffries (D), says the Times signals “a likely shift in the direction that New Jersey’s largest city had embarked upon
for most of the last decade.” Luis Quintana (D), who had been serving as the interim mayor, did not run for a full term. He
replaced Cory Booker (D), who won last year’s special election to succeed the late Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D). In
defeating Jeffries, who “enjoyed a sizable financial advantage thanks to outside groups, Mr. Baraka relied on his family’s
name and fervent union support, while tapping into misgivings about” Booker, who wasn’t able to “erase lingering
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suspicions among some of Newark’s power brokers that he was an outsider.”

ROVE GETS BIPARTISAN PUSHBACK OVER HIS SPECULATION ON HILLARY CLINTON’S HEALTH. Karl Rove’s
speculation last week on former Secretary of State Clinton’s health, in particular his reported suggestion that she may have
“brain damage” as a result of a December 2012 fall – something Rove denies having said – generated a great deal of
coverage on Tuesday, and nearly all of it was extremely critical of Rove’s judgment in broaching the topic.

On NBC Nightly News (5/13, story 8, 2:45, Williams, 7.86M), Brian Williams described Rove’s remarks as “some very
nasty politics” and “a very personal attack.” Williams noted that Newt Gingrich called Rove’s public speculation about
Clinton’s health “the type of thing that weakens the fabric of our democracy.” Chuck Todd went on to note that while the
New York Post (5/12, Smith, 2.77M) initially reported that Rove “went there, using the highly charged phrase ‘brain-
damage’ during a paid speech,” on Tuesday, Rove “disputed that account.” Rove was shown saying, “I didn’t say she had
‘brain-damage.’ She had a serious health episode. This will be an issue in the 2016 race whether she likes it or not.” Todd
went on to report that, “privately, many Republicans admit if [Clinton] runs, she will win,” so they “hope...going nasty early
convinces her not to” actually mount a campaign.

The AP (5/14) reports that in December 2012, Clinton, then serving as secretary of state, “fell ill with a stomach bug...after
returning from a trip to Europe.” According to the AP, Clinton “cancel[led] a planned visit to North Africa and the Middle
East,” and then “while at home, she fainted and fell and suffered a concussion.” The AP goes on to report that “during a
follow up examination...doctors discovered a blood clot in a vein that runs between the skull and the brain,” but Clinton was
“released after a brief hospitalization.”

McClatchy (5/13, Douglas, Subscription Publication, 23K) reports that while the New York Post reported that Rove claimed
Clinton spent “thirty days in the hospital,” Clinton “actually only spent three days in the hospital after the fall.”

Politico (5/13, Topaz, 73K) reported that in an appearance on Fox News Tuesday, Rove “said his main point was that
[Clinton’s] health will invariably come up on the campaign trail if she chooses to run for the Democratic nomination in
2016.” Politico also reports that Rove “accused Clinton’s team of keeping quiet on the issue, saying ‘she’s hidden a lot of
this.’”

Reuters (5/13, Holland) reports that when asked about Rove’s comments on Tuesday, White House press secretary Jay
Carney said, “Here’s what I would say about cognitive capacity, which is that ‘Dr. Rove’ might’ve been the last person in
America on election night to recognize and acknowledge that the president had won re-election, including the state of
Ohio, so we’ll leave it at that.”

Politico (5/13, Mccalmont, 73K) reported that on Tuesday, Newt Gingrich said he is “deeply offended” by Rove’s
“comments questioning whether Hillary Clinton suffered a brain injury.” According to Politico, Gingrich “called on Rove to
apologize and stop discussing Clinton’s health.” The Huffington Post (5/13, Reilly, 11.54M) reported that on MSNBC’s
Morning Joe on Tuesday, former White House Communications Director Nicolle Wallace, “who worked with Rove in the
George W. Bush administration, called Rove’s comments ‘off the wall.’” Wallace is quoted as saying, “This was a deliberate
strategy on his part to raise her health as an issue and, I think in his view, a legitimate line of questioning ahead of the next
campaign.”

Jonathan Allen, in an article for Bloomberg News (5/13, 2.76M), reports that “since Clinton resigned from the State
Department in February 2013, her aides have declined to respond to most Republican attacks,” but “the difference
between Rove’s comments and...others...is that health problems could disqualify a presidential candidate in the minds of
voters.” According to Allen, “For that reason, Clinton had to respond quickly and forcefully.”

Karen Tumulty, in an analysis for the Washington Post (5/14, 4.22M), notes that if elected president in 2016, Clinton “would
be 69, only a little younger than Ronald Reagan when he won his first term in 1980.” Tumulty also reports that “the injury
that Clinton suffered has been the subject of speculation by both her friends and her enemies.” Tumulty points out that in
October of 1992, “New York Times medical writer Lawrence K. Altman noted that...Bill Clinton had been ‘less forthcoming
about his health than any Presidential nominee in the last 20 years.’”

Cathleen Decker, in a piece for the Los Angeles Times (5/14, 3.46M), says Rove’s remarks were “a joint assault on the
minds of voters and the heart of the would-be White House contender, and it probably worked, at least minimally, by
injecting into the conversation something no one had been talking about, and spreading a negative assertion without any
proof.”

Politico (5/13, Levine, 73K) reported that neurologist Alexander Dromerick “said there was no outward sign the former
secretary of State had any permanent injury from her 2012 health problems.”

RUBIO CALLS FOR ACCESS TO FEDERAL RETIREMENT PLAN FOR MORE AMERICANS. McClatchy (5/13, Adams,
Subscription Publication, 23K) reports that in the latest in a series of policy speeches, potential 2016 candidate Sen. Marco
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Rubio (R) “proposed allowing many Americans the option of enrolling in the retirement plan for government workers.”
Rubio said on Tuesday that the Thrift Savings Plan “is one of the most efficient savings plans in America. It charges fees
which are a fraction of those in most private defined-contribution plans, allowing beneficiaries to save more.” Rubio’s move
is driven by “concern that large percentages of Americans have no savings and no access to a retirement plan.”

Reuters (5/14, Debenedetti) reports Rubio said, “I believe the American dream my parents lived is still possible. But among
too many of our people, there is now a nagging sense that achieving it has become more difficult than ever. Financial
security has faded for millions Americans, and with it the hope of a stable and secure retirement.” Rubio made his
announcement at the National Press Club, and adds that the speech is part of an effort to develop his policy priorities.

RUBIO ACCEPTS CLIMATE CHANGE, REJECTS LEGISLATIVE FIXES. The Washington Post (5/14, Lowery, 4.22M)
reports that on Tuesday, Sen. Marco Rubio “acknowledged” that climate change “exists but questioned whether current
legislative proposals could stop it.” On Sunday, Rubio “attracted attention with controversial comments about the
environment.” On Tuesday, he said that “although climate change is a reality, he doesn’t see a solution in existing
legislative proposals.” Rubio said, “Headlines notwithstanding, of course the climate is changing. The climate is always
changing and that is a measurable that you can see. There is climate change.” He added, “The issue is whether there is
legislative proposals before us that can do anything about it. What I have said and what I disagree with is the notion that if
we pass cap and trade, it will stop this from happening.”

In her column for the Washington Post (5/14, 4.22M), Ruth Marcus writes that by questioning whether humans are
responsible for global climate change on Sunday, Rubio undermined “his other assertion, to ABC’s Jonathan Karl: that he
is prepared to be president.” Marcus portrays the move as an effort to position himself for the GOP presidential primaries.

CHRISTIE SPOKESMAN SAYS HE WAS BLINDSIDED BY LANE CLOSURE REVELATIONS. The New York Times
(5/14, Zernike, Santora, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports that Michael Drewniak, the chief spokesman for New
Jersey Gov. Chris Christie (R), on Tuesday testified “that he was misled about why lanes leading to the George
Washington Bridge were closed last September and was ‘shocked and disoriented’ when he learned that the motive
appeared to be political vengeance.” Drewniak, testifying before a state legislative committee investigating the matter, “said
that neither the governor nor any of his closest advisers in his office were involved in the lane closings.”

The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Haddon, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) reports that Drewniak said, “The conduct,
callousness and cavalier attitude expressed in them was like nothing I’ve witnessed in my entire working lifetime, and
certainly not in this administration.”

Reuters (5/14, Cavaliere) reports that Drewniak told the panel that Port Authority official David Wildstein, a Christie
appointee, told him that the lane closures were tied to a legitimate traffic study.

In an earlier preview, Bloomberg News (5/14, Dopp, 2.76M) reports that before the hearing, panel co-chair Loretta
Weinberg (D) said, “We are not going in there with any preconceived notions other than learning the timing, what he did
and when they learned about” the closings.

Christie Facing Difficult Decision On Ammo Restriction Bill. The Washington Times (5/14, Chumley, 455K) reports
that Christie “will face a difficult decision in the coming days over an ammunition restriction bill that’s nearly found its way
to his desk.” The Times says that the pressure from gun-rights activists and gun-control proponents “could very well hang
the fate of his White House aspirations.” The legislation, which reduces the allowed capacity for ammo magazines to 10
rounds from the current 15, has cleared the state Senate and is now heading to the state House, “where support is strong.”

APPEALS PANEL APPEARS SPLIT OVER VIRGINIA SAME-SEX MARRIAGE BAN. The Washington Post (5/14,
Barnes, 4.22M) reports from Richmond, VA that Virginia’s ban on same-sex marriage and civil unions “got an emotional
hearing” before a three-judge panel of the 4th Circuit Court of Appeals on Tuesday, “even as one of the judges described
the court’s deliberations as a likely ‘way station’ on a journey to the Supreme Court.” The Post notes that two judges “with
distinctly different views” on the issue “dominated questioning at the hearing on whether Virginia has a right to ban same-
sex unions or whether marriage is a fundamental right protected by the constitution that must be offered regardless of
sexual orientation.” The judges are “reviewing a February decision of a Norfolk federal district judge that Virginia’s
comprehensive ban – it also bars recognition of same-sex marriages performed in states where it is legal and any legal
arrangement that resembles marriage – violates constitutional guarantees of equal protection and due process.”

The New York Times (5/14, Eckholm, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports that in “sharp exchanges,” the judges
“appeared to be divided on the issues in what legal experts consider a crucial case that could propel the marriage question
to the Supreme Court in the coming year. ‘Is this a constitutional issue of magnitude or a democratic issue that can be
decided by the states?’ asked the presiding judge, Paul V. Niemeyer, in one of several comments that seemed to suggest
support for Virginia’s restrictive law.” Judge Roger L. Gregory “gave strong indications of support for equal treatment of gay
and lesbian couples,” and as attorneys “defended Virginia’s restrictions as a reasonable attempt to foster procreation and
child welfare, Judge Gregory pressed them, asking ‘Do same-sex couples have children? Do you think that child wants
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less of the dignity of marriage than any other child?’” The Times adds that Judge Henry F. Floyd, “who spoke relatively
little, might provide the decisive vote,” but his “few questions” suggest “support for overturning Virginia’s ban.”

The Washington Times (5/14, Sherfinski, 455K) reports that Judge Niemeyer, “whose questioning was predominately
aimed at attorneys supporting dismissal of the ban, at one point said that for argument’s sake he didn’t think it was useful
to compare same-sex marriage to a traditional family unit ‘that has been recognized throughout history.’ ‘To mix the two is
to play with the language, I think,’ he said. ‘I think we have a brand new relationship we have to look at.’” Judge Gregory,
“who took the opposite tack from Judge Niemeyer and engaged state attorneys defending the ban, asked during the
proceedings whether sexual orientation precludes a person from the same right to marry as prisoners or 90-year-old
couples with little chance of producing offspring.”

Reuters (5/14, Robertson) reports that two same-sex couples, one male and one female, brought the initial challenge to
the state’s ban.

JUDGE STRIKES DOWN IDAHO’S SAME-SEX MARRIAGE BAN. The AP (5/14) reports from Boise, ID that US
Magistrate Judge Candy Dale ruled on Tuesday evening that Idaho’s ban on same-sex marriage is unconstitutional. Judge
Dale wrote in the ruling that Idaho’s laws “banning same-sex marriage unconstitutionally deny gay and lesbian citizens of
their fundamental right to marry,” saying that marriage “works a fundamental change on the lives of all who experience it,
and holds immense personal and spiritual significance.” She ruled that Idaho’s laws “wrongly stigmatize gay and lesbian
couples and relegate their families to second-class status without sufficient reason.”

FIFTH CIRCUIT STAYS EXECUTION OF TEXAS INMATE. The New York Times (5/14, Fernandez, Schwartz,
Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports from Huntsville, TX that the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans on
Tuesday “granted a Texas inmate’s request for a stay of execution hours before he was scheduled to die.” The court
granted the request from attorneys for Robert James Campbell, 41, “on the grounds that his execution be stopped
because of intellectual disability.” Campbell’s attorneys “said that new information uncovered in state files showed that he
had an intellectual disability and was ineligible for execution,” arguing that state officials “withheld the results of two I.Q.
tests” given to Campbell, “a 68 when he was a child and a 71 shortly after he arrived on death row at the age of 19.” The
Supreme Court has banned the execution “of those whom the law refers to as mentally retarded, and has said that an I.Q.
score of ‘approximately 70’ indicates retardation.”

The Washington Post (5/14, Berman, 4.22M) reports that the court’s opinion said, “Because of the unique circumstances of
this case, Campbell and his attorneys have not had a fair opportunity to develop Campbell’s claim of ineligibility for the
death penalty. In light of the evidence we have been shown, we believe that Campbell must be given such an opportunity.”
Campbell was sentenced to death in 1992 for murdering Alexandra Rendon, a 20-year-old bank teller, in 1991.

UNFINISHED RECEIVERS BECOME FOCUS OF LATEST GUN DEBATE. The Washington Post (5/13, Horwitz, 4.22M)
reports that that John Zawahri was prevented from buying a firearm in California several years ago, so instead purchased
an “unfinished receiver,” and used that to build an assault rifle himself, which he then took on a killing spree. The Post says
that such receivers are “unregulated and have become readily available for purchase online and at some gun stores.”
BATFE officials “view the spread of the receivers as an effort to get around strict gun-control laws, particularly in
California,” but “also acknowledge that they have no idea how many of the components have been made and sold.”

NEXT GM SENATE HEARING EXPECTED AFTER COMPANY COMPLETES INVESTIGATION. Reuters (5/14) reports
that the next round of hearings on GM’s delayed ignition recalls will likely come after the company completes its internal
probe, according to a Senate aide. The investigation is expected to be completed later this month. A House aide said that
it has not yet set a date for its next hearing.

POLL FINDS LITTLE SUPPORT FOR EMANUEL OR HIS PROPERTY TAX HIKE. The Chicago Sun-Times (5/14,
Spielman, 1.1M) reports that Chicago aldermen say winning City Council approval for a $350 million property tax increase
has become “infinitely more difficult” for Mayor Rah Emanuel in the wake of a Sun-Times poll showing that only one
percent of Chicagoans support the tax increase “as a solution to the city’s pension crisis,” and Emanuel’s has the support
of “a mere 29 percent support of likely Chicago voters.” The Sun-Times notes that the poll gives aldermen “a tangible
reason to fear political fall-out from a property tax increase,” and “fewer reasons to fear retribution” from the mayor.

PROTESTS OF COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS RAISING FREE SPEECH CONCERNS. The Christian Science Monitor
(5/14, Paulson, 566K) reports that decisions by both IMF director Christine Lagarde and Robert Birgeneau, former head of
the University of California, Berkeley, “to withdraw as planned commencement speakers are only the latest in a rash of
controversies this commencement season.” Other high-profile figures have also either been “disinvited from speaking or
withdrew in the face of significant student protest.” It is a “trend that some believe is growing, and that many observers
worry is shifting college campuses away from being a free marketplace of ideas.”

Meanwhile, the New York Times (5/14, Pérez-Peña, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports that on Tuesday, Haverford
College “joined a growing list of schools to lose commencement speakers to protests from the left,” when Birgeneau
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“withdrew from this weekend’s event.” The Times adds that “some students and faculty members” objected “to the
invitation to Mr. Birgeneau to speak and receive an honorary degree because, under him, the University of California police
used batons to break up an Occupy protest in 2011.”

MILITARY TAKING ON JUST ONE-FIFTH OF APPLICANTS. The Washington Times (5/14, Ernst, 455K) reports that
today, the US military “is only taking 20 percent of the applicants who walk into their local recruiter’s office intent on
enlisting in the armed services.” The Army “hopes to hit 57,000 recruits for active duty this year. It’s on pace to do just that,
even while applying a stricter set of standards as it pertains to physical fitness, appearance (i.e., tattoos), intelligence test
results and an applicant’s criminal history.” The “tough environment for potential recruits” is mainly due to “troop reductions
in Iraq and Afghanistan, as well as the Pentagon’s plans to cut the size of the active duty Army.”

CALIFORNIA FACES EXTREME FIRE DANGER AMID HIGH WINDS, DROUGHT, HEAT WAVE. ABC World News (5/13,
story 2, 1:40, Sawyer) reported that Californians are “under a red flag warning about the drought, low humidity and the
wind and a choking heat wave.” ABC (Vega) added that amid “extremely dry conditions, triple digit temperature and heavy
winds, California is bracing for danger.” With winds “expected to reach 50 mph,” red flag warnings are “in effect for more
than 15 million people.”

INMATE SAYS JACKSON DOING A “FASTIDIOUS JOB” SCRUBBING TOILETS IN PRISON. The Chicago Sun-Times
(5/14, 1.1M) reported that an inmate who served time with former Rep. Jesse Jackson, says in a letter that the former
lawmaker “is doing a ‘fastidious job’ scrubbing toilets, showers, and sinks.” The inmate, former Pennsylvania attorney John
Karoly, wrote, “He’s doing a fastidious job — a toothbrush doing wonders on a clogged drain. ... I later learn the inmate
considers this a part of his personal penance. ... But no matter how hard he scrubs, he later tells me that it doesn’t wipe his
slate clean. He has embarrassed himself, his family name, and all those who counted on him to be different. Like the rest
of us, he yearns for the forgiveness that has eluded him.”

BONAMICI INTRODUCES BILL TO CUT AGENCY REPORTS. The Washington Post (5/14, Fahrenthold, 4.22M) reports
that Rep. Suzanne Bonamici (D) “has introduced a bill to fix a problem that Congress itself created — an expensive pileup
of written reports from federal agencies, many of them unnecessary and unread.” Her bill, which she wrote after reading
about the problem in Sunday’s Washington Post, would, every five years, “get rid of almost all the reports and start over.”

STERLING COMMENTS ON JOHNSON, AIDS SEEN AS COMPOUNDING HIS PROBLEMS. All three network news
broadcasts covered LA Clippers owner’s comments during an interview with CNN, in which he lashed out at Magic
Johnson. All three were in agreement that Sterling’s comments only served to make his situation worse.

ABC World News (5/13, story 3, 1:50, Sawyer) reported that LA Clippers owner Donald Sterling “compounded his racist
comments with a random assault on Magic Johnson.” ABC (Smith) added that Johnson “was one of the first to call for the
NBA to ban Sterling after his racist rant.” On Monday, “Sterling was on CNN lashing out at the basketball legend.” Sterling:
“What kind of guy goes over to every city and has sex with every girl and catches HIV? Is that someone we want to respect
and tell our kids about? I say he should be ashamed of himself. ... What has he done? Can you tell me? Big Magic
Johnson. What has he done? He’s got AIDS. Did he do any business? Did he help anybody in south LA?” ABC added that
Johnson “seemed outraged at Sterling’s claim he’s done nothing to help people.” Johnson: “My whole life is dedicated to
urban America, so I just wish he knew the facts when he’s talking.”

The CBS Evening News (5/13, story 7, 1:50, Pelley, 5.08M) reported that Sterling “may have made things worse” with the
interview. CBS (Tracy) added that while Johnson “said he’d rather focus on the play-offs than Donald Sterling’s
comments,” he “did directly respond to Sterling’s allegations that Magic Johnson has not helped black Americans.”
Johnson: “My whole life is devoted to urban youth so, you know, I just wish he knew the facts when he’s talking but he’s a
man who’s upset and he’s reaching. ... He’s trying to find something he can grab on to, to help him save his team, and it’s
not going to happen. And, again, I’m going to pray for the man because even if I see him today, I’m going to say hello to –
hello to Donald, and his wife as well. I’m not a guy who holds grudges and all that. Yes, am I upset, of course. But at the
same time, I’m a God-fearing man. I’m going to pray for him and hope things work out for him.”

NBC Nightly News (5/13, story 3, 2:50, Williams, 7.86M) reported that as Sterling tries “desperately” to “hang on to his
team,” his comments about Johnson and AIDS have him “in more trouble.” Meanwhile, his wife is “speaking out in a new
interview...reacting to her husband’s comments.” NBC (Guthrie) added that in the “puzzling” interview, Sterling “dug the
hole deeper,” offering “extended criticism of NBA legend Magic Johnson.” Sterling’s estranged wife Shelly said of the
interview, “He’s not the man I know or I knew. There’s something wrong. ... I really think personally he has dementia
because I can’t believe anybody would answer questions like that.”

DICK, LYNNE CHENEY LAUNCH TOUR TO PROMOTE BOOK ON MADISON. The Washington Post (5/14, Roberts,
4.22M) reports that former Vice President Dick Cheney and his wife Lynne kicked off a tour to promote Mrs. Cheney’s new
book on James Madison with an event at the American Enterprise Institute. The Cheneys are “scheduled to appear
together at several book signings, including at the Nixon and Reagan presidential libraries, next week.”
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DOWD: BOEHNER ON FUNDRAISING TOUR TO PROTECT GOP MAJORITY. In her column for the New York Times
(5/14, Subscription Publication, 9.65M), Maureen Dowd writes that House Speaker Boehner is on a fundraising tour “to
ensure that Republicans keep the House in November and he keeps his job.” Describing Boehner as the “G.O.P.’s Dean
Martin,” Dowd notes some of the jokes offered by the Speaker during a golf outing with donors.

WSJOURNAL: MICHIGAN UNION MEMBERSHIP LIKELY TO DECLINE WITH RIGHT-TO-WORK LAW. In an editorial,
the Wall Street Journal (5/14, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) notes that membership in Michigan’s SEIU Healthcare
affiliate declined after state lawmakers passed a law excluding home-care workers from the state’s definition of public
employees and opines that union membership in the state will similarly decline since Michigan’s passage of a right-to-work
law in 2012.

WSJOURNAL: ALLOW MERGER DECISIONS TO BE BASED ON BUSINESS INTERESTS. The Wall Street Journal
(5/14, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) editorializes that decisions regarding mergers should be left to shareholders and
directors, who know the business, rather than governments and politicians.

International News:

US BEGINS DRONE FLIGHTS AS NIGERIA SIGNALS OPENNESS TO NEGOTIATIONS WITH BOKO HARAM. NBC
Nightly News (5/13, story 4, 2:15, Williams, 7.86M) reported that a “US military Global Hawk drone flew its first surveillance
mission over Nigeria today in the search for hundreds of kidnapped school girls.” Also Tuesday, the Nigerian government
said that it “might negotiate with the terrorists.”

Hamish MacDonald reported on ABC World News (5/13, story 4, 1:35, Sawyer) that US forces “are peering down tonight
from surveillance craft,” examining “a remote and rugged area the size of New England, in search of the missing girls. The
plane is equipped with powerful cameras that give real time images of the ground as far away as 35,000 feet.” The plane
“can also monitor phone calls below. Tonight, ABC News has learned a long-range US drone has also joined the search.”

On the CBS Evening News (5/13, story 2:20, Pelley, 5.08M), Debora Patta also reported on the US drone flight and noted
that the Nigerian government “appears to be changing its minds on negotiating with Boko Haram. Yesterday, they said they
wouldn’t talk. Today, the minister of special duties said they might. Exchanging the girls for Boko Haram prisoners seems
to be a possible bargaining chip.”

The AP (5/14, Adigun, Umar) too says a “Nigerian government official” said “all options” are on the table, including
negotiations or “a possible military operation with foreign help.” Meanwhile, Africom Commander Gen. David Rodriguez
was in Abuja on Tuesday for talks with officials at the US Embassy.

Minister of Special Duties Tanimu Turaki told Reuters (5/14, Onuah) by telephone, “The window of negotiation is still open.”

But the Washington Post (5/14, Gearan, 4.22M) reports the White House yesterday voiced its “opposition to any offer of
ransom or other concessions.” Press Secretary Jay Carney said, “We, as a matter of policy, deny kidnappers the benefits
of their criminal acts, and that includes ransoms or other concessions.” He acknowledged, however, that the Nigerian
government is leading the search effort.

In a report titled “Doubts Emerge On Pace Of Nigerian Search,” the Wall Street Journal (5/14, Vogt, Subscription
Publication, 5.51M) reports that officials in the Nigerian state of Borno where the girls were taken said Tuesday that no
troops have arrived yet to search the Sambisa Forest, where Boko Haram is widely believed to be hiding them.

Sen. John McCain, McClatchy (5/14, Douglas, Subscription Publication, 23K) reports, said Tuesday that the US should
send troops to rescue the girls, “even if it means doing so without permission from the Nigerian government.” Said the
senator, “I wouldn’t be waiting for some kind of permission from some guy named Goodluck Jonathan.”

On its front page this morning, the Wall Street Journal (5/14, A1, Hinshaw, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) profiles Boko
Haram’s leader, Abubakar Shekau, who it says had become Africa’s most notorious terrorist.

First Lady’s “Headline-Grabbing” Condemnation Of Nigerian Kidnappings Noted. Politico (5/13, Epstein, 73K)
reports that the Administration’s “most headline-grabbing public condemnation” of the kidnapping of Nigerian school girls
came from First Lady Michelle Obama. Politico notes the involvement by the First Lady is “unusual,” because she “selects
her causes carefully” and has “never waded into a truly heated, foreign policy issue before,” and sourced indicated the
“decision to act was her own.” Politico says “if the saga ends in tragedy,” the First Lady’s involvement could “have attracted
more attention to another instance” when President Obama “failed to stop” human rights violations.

Jon Stewart Blasts Limbaugh’s Reaction To Social Media Campaign. Politico (5/13, Topaz, 73K) reports Comedy
Central’s Jon Stewart “criticized” Rush Limbaugh for “his dismissal of the social media campaign that has expressed
outrage” at the kidnappings. During the past week, Limbaugh “has railed against the Twitter campaign,” and “singled out”
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the First Lady’s photo holding a sign that read #BringBackOurGirls as “pathetic.” Stewart said “hashtag activism...cannot
force a crazy person to do something, but it can shame a less crazy person into not doing nothing.”

Milbank: Conservatives Seek To Blame Hillary Clinton. In a Washington Post (5/14, Milbank, 4.22M) column, Dana
Milbank argues that “conservatives have reached the firm conclusion that Hillary Clinton is to blame” for the kidnappings,
but “all they have to do now is fill in the details.” Milbank says the push to blame Clinton is “worth examining, because it
shows how a scandal is born.”

WPost, USA Today Weigh In On Nigerian Girls. The Washington Post (5/14, 4.22M) editorializes that the “social media
campaign in support” of the kidnapped children “is producing results.” The Post notes Nigeria “has been shamed into
accepting” international help in the search and Boko Haram has “shifted from a vow to sell off the girls” to a “proposal to
trade them for prisoners.” The Post says the US should use this incident to “alter Nigeria’s self-defeating response” to
Boko Haram.

USA Today (5/14, Board, 5.82M) editorializes that “educating girls is one of the least expensive and most effective ways to
change” a country, but “in parts of the world this is seen not as progress but as a problem.” USA Today says “educated
girls become more independent and less subservient,” making them a threat to “violent, ultraconservative religious
groups.” According to USA Today, the “war on terrorism will ultimately have to be won one schoolgirl’s mind at a time.”

KERRY REMAINS HOPEFUL FOR MIDDLE EAST PEACE DEAL. In an interview Tuesday with the Boston Globe (5/14,
Viser, 1.62M), Secretary of State Kerry “said...he holds out hope that peace talks can be revived between the Israelis and
Palestinians.” Said Kerry, “There’s always hope. There’s always hope. In the Middle East, the efforts to make peace don’t
end. They take a different shape or they take a different form.” During talks Thursday in London with Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas, Kerry “said he was not planning to make any specific offer, and he would not detail what he will ask of
the Palestinian leader.” Asked whether talks could continue if Abbas forms a unity government with Hamas, Kerry said
Hamas would have to take steps, such as renouncing violence and recognizing Israel’s right to exist.

Palestinians Begin Talks On Forming Unity Government. Reuters (5/14, Al-Mughrabi), meanwhile, reports that officials
from Fatah and Hamas met in Gaza on Tuesday to discuss the formation of a unity government.

Survey: 26% Of Adults Worldwide Hold Anti-Semitic Views. The New York Times (5/14, Gladstone, Subscription
Publication, 9.65M) reports that a survey by the Anti-Defamation League found that 26 percent “of all adults worldwide
harbor anti-Semitic attitudes and nearly half have never heard of the Holocaust.” the League described the survey as an
“unprecedented and sobering” global assessment of “the level and intensity of hostility toward Jews.” According to the
survey, the “highest concentration of anti-Semitic attitudes was found in the Middle East and North Africa...led by the West
Bank and Gaza, where 93 percent of respondents held such views, followed by Iraq at 92 percent, Yemen at 88 percent
and Algeria at 87 percent.”

Former Israeli Prime Minister Olmert Sentenced To Prison. NBC Nightly News (5/13, story 6, 0:35, Williams, 7.86M)
reported that former Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert “was sentenced to six years today for accepting bribes in a real
estate scam before he became prime minister. At sentencing today in Israel the judge said quote, ‘A public servant who
accepts bribes is akin to a traitor.’”

The Washington Post (5/14, Eglash, 4.22M) reports the charges were the result of actions when Olmert was mayor of
Jerusalem. The Post notes this is the “first time such a high-level Israeli official has been found guilty of a breach-of-trust
crime.” Israeli President Shimon Peres said, “This is a sad day for me personally. But this is the legal process which is
custom in democratic states.”

US, IRANIANS WARN OF CHALLENGES AHEAD AS NUCLEAR TALKS RESUME. AFP (5/14, Sturdee) reports US and
Iranian officials in Vienna for a fourth round of nuclear talks “cautioned Tuesday that there was still hard work to be done
before a final deal can be reached.” Arriving in Vienna for talks, Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said “a lot
of effort” was still needed. A “senior US official” too said that the talks would be “very, very difficult.” The official added,
“There are a range of complicated issues to address and we do not know if Iran will be able to make the tough decisions
they must to assure the world that they will not obtain a nuclear weapon and that their program is for entirely peaceful
purposes.”

Reuters (5/14, Charbonneau, Dahl) notes that officials will begin drafting a final agreement this week.

HAGEL ARRIVES IN SAUDI ARABIA FOR TALKS ON IRAN, SYRIA. AFP (5/14) reports Defense Secretary Hagel
arrived Tuesday in Saudi Arabia, the first stop on a “regional tour focusing on Iran’s nuclear program and Syria’s civil war.”
In addition to talks with Saudi officials, Hagel will also attend a Gulf Cooperation Council defense ministers meeting before
traveling to Jordan and Israel.

Also noting Hagel’s arrival in Saudi Arabia, the Washington Post (5/14, Sly, Londoño, 4.22M) reports the kingdom said
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yesterday that it has invited Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif to visit Riyadh, “breaking the ice in one of the
most hostile relationships in the Middle East.” Speaking to reporters, Foreign Minister Saud al-Faisal “said the kingdom
was ready to host...Zarif ‘anytime he sees fit’ and indicated that Riyadh is willing to open negotiations” with Tehran “to
make the region as safe as possible.” Speaking to reporters in Washington, Secretary of State Kerry said the US “played
no role in the Saudi invitation,” but that “we encourage it, we welcome it.”

KERRY, NEW REPORT LINK CLIMATE CHANGE AND NATIONAL SECURITY. The New York Times (5/14, Davenport,
Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports that a study released Tuesday by the Center for Naval Analyses Military Advisory
Board warned that the “accelerating rate of climate change poses a severe risk to national security and acts as a catalyst
for global political conflict.” In an interview, Secretary of State Kerry, who is expected to deliver a “major” speech this
summer of the topic, “signaled that the report’s findings would influence American foreign policy.” Said Kerry, “Tribes are
killing each other over water today. Think of what happens if you have massive dislocation, or the drying up of the waters
of the Nile, of the major rivers in China and India. The intelligence community takes it seriously, and it’s translated into
action.” He also said the Administration is “going to try to lay out to people legitimate options for action that are not bank-
breaking or negative.”

CHINA CRITICIZES US, KERRY FOR ROLE IN SOUTH CHINA SEA CONFLICT. Reuters (5/14) reports China responded
on Tuesday to Secretary of State Kerry’s characterization of its moves in the South China Sea as “provocative,” by blaming
the US for the rising tensions in the disputed territory. The Chinese Foreign Ministry said other parties, rather than China,
are taking provocative actions and the US is encouraging the actions. Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying said,
“We hope the US side can carefully reflect...what kind of role do they actually want to play?” Hua said China urges Kerry to
“objectively and fairly” examine the issue and “act and speak cautiously.”

In a separate story, Reuters (5/14, Mogato) reports the Philippines on Wednesday accused China of claiming land on a
reef in the disputed Spratly Islands, with the intent of building an airstrip. Reuters notes it would be the first airstrip built by
China on any of the land it occupies on the islands. Philippine Foreign Ministry spokesman Charles Jose said China began
initial preparations for the project.

Kerry, Lew Expected To Participate In China Talks. AFP (5/14) reports China and the US “will hold annual strategic
talks” in July, according to US officials. The sixth US-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue will occur in Beijing.
Secretary of State Kerry and Treasury Secretary Lew are “expected to attend.” In a statement, the Treasury Department
said the talks will focus on a “wide range” of areas of “immediate and long-term economic and strategic interest.”

Lew Pushes China To Let Market Determine Exchange Rate. The New York Times (5/14, Perlez, Subscription
Publication, 9.65M) reports Treasury Secretary Lew “pushed China on Tuesday to let market forces decide its exchange
rate,” and also asked China not to help Russia circumvent sanctions over their actions in Ukraine. In comments to Chinese
Vice Premier Wang Yang, Lew said a market-controlled rate “will help provide for more balanced domestic growth, and
global trade.” Lew said he discussed with China “the impact our sanctions are having and the importance that they are not
offset by others’ coming in.”

Report Shows Negative Quarter For Chinese Manufacturing, Property. The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Maginer,
Subscription Publication, 5.51M) reports newly released data indicates a negative first quarter of the year for Chinese
manufacturing and property. The Journal notes home sales decreased, leading to an impact on manufacturing and retail.

The New York Times (5/14, Bradsher, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports “prices are falling” for Chinese apartments,
the “volume of deals is drying up,” and “developers are pulling back.” The Times notes “housing starts plummeted 25
percent in April from a year ago.” The impact of the decreasing real estate market has “broad consequences for the
country’s economy and possibly its politics,” according to the Times.

US SANCTIONS FIVE FORMER CAR OFFICIALS. Reuters (5/14, Rampton) reports the US on Tuesday imposed
sanctions on former Central African Republic President François Bozizé and four other former officials tied to violence and
human rights abuses in the country. Also among those sanctioned was former interim president Michel Djotodia. AFP
(5/14) reports in addition to Bozize and Djotodia, the US targeted “the leader of the anti-Balaka militia, Levy Yakete; the
Seleka militia’s number two Nourredine Adam; and Abdoulaye Miskine, also of the Seleka.”

The AP (5/14) says the move signals a “stepp[ed] up” US response to the crisis in CAR. In an executive order, President
Obama declared a national emergency and “said a breakdown of law and order, widespread atrocities and forced use of
child soldiers threatens security in the Central African Republic as well as in neighboring nations.”

CLAPPER ARRIVES IN SOUTH KOREA. Yonhap (5/14, 441) reports Director of National Intelligence James Clapper
arrived in South Korea on Tuesday for discussions about “security issues, including North Korea’s nuclear programs.” A
South Korea military source said the visit “is mainly to discuss the situation on the Korean Peninsula,” and the sides “are
expected to exchange intelligence.”
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North Korea Threatens To “Wipe Out” South Korea. The AP (5/14, Kim) reports North Korea threatened on Tuesday to
“wipe out” South Korea in a “furious response” to South Korean Defense Ministry spokesman Kim Min-seok saying the
North is not a “real country and existed for the benefit of only one person.” North Korea’s National Defense Commission
said the comments by the South were an “‘intolerable’ provocation that showed the South wants to take over the North.”

ATTACK ON TWO US EMBASSY EMPLOYEES IN SANA’A RAISES SECURITY CONCERNS. On CNN’s Situation
Room (5/13, 554K), Mohammed Jamjoom reported on a recent “brazen attack in which al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula
tried to kidnap two US Embassy employees,” noting that the two Americans were at a local barbershop in Sana’a “when
gunmen attacked them. Had one of the Americans not been carrying a gun, they may not have survived.” The incident “is
still raising questions. Why would US Embassy employees – more a target for terrorists than ever before in Yemen – break
security protocol and venture out of their heavily secured compound for a haircut? Why would a simple State Department
employee have a permit to carry a gun?” Jamjoom added that sources in Yemen are “are concerned that if it is revealed
that these may have been CIA agents or special operations officers in Yemen, that that could cause a lot more questions
by the Yemenis and cause Americans in Yemen be more of a target.”

ICC: LIBYA MUST HAND OVER GADHAFI’S SON. The AP (5/14) reports ICC prosecutor Fatou Bensouda told the UN
Security Council Tuesday that Libya must surrender Moammar Gadhafi’s son, Seif al-Islam, to the court, “despite its
appeal of the handover and legal proceedings under way in Libya.” Bensouda told the Council it was “a source of great
concern” that Libya did not immediately hand over Seif al-Islam “as it was required to do following a ruling by pre-trial
judges last year.”

Jordanian Ambassador Freed By Libyan Kidnappers. The New York Times (5/14, Sweis, Fahim, Subscription
Publication, 9.65M) reports Jordan’s ambassador to Libya, Fawaz al-Itan, was freed Tuesday after being kidnapped in
Tripoli last month. According to Jordanian Foreign Minister Nasser Judeh, Itan’s captors “had ties” to Libyan Mohamed el-
Dressi, “who was convicted in 2007 of plotting to blow up Jordan’s main international airport,” but “did not specify what
those ties were.”

CUBA TO RESUME SOME PASSPORT SERVICES IN WASHINGTON. AFP (5/14) reports the Cuban Interests Section in
Washington said it will “begin renewing some citizens’ expired passports” after halting services in February because it is
“unable to find a US bank able to handle its finances.” The consulate said it will resume renewing passports “that have
expired or are about to expire” for people with trips to Cuba before Aug. 31.

SUDANESE COURT: WOMAN MUST RETURN TO ISLAM OR FACE DEATH PENALTY. Reuters (5/14) reports a
Sudanese court threatened to sentence a woman to death unless she returns to Islam after converting to Christianity.
Mariam Yahya Ibrahim was charged with apostasy and adultery, for marrying a Christian man. The court ordered Ibrahim
to make a decision by Thursday in the fist case of its kind in Sudan.

US BELIEVES THAI COUP IS UNLIKELY. The AP (5/14) reports senior Defense Department official Amy Searight said
the US is “reasonably confident” the Thai military will not engage in a coup, although “analysts warned the nation’s political
crisis could trigger armed conflict.” Searight said, “At this point in time we don’t have reason to expect that the Thai military
will change their current stance,” which is to not intervene. The senior diplomat for Southeast Asia Scot Marciel said the
crisis is “not something that foreigners can come in and magically fix. It has to be a Thai solution.” Marciel added while the
US does not have plans to intervene, the process of reaching a solution should be “constitutional and democratic.”

URUGUAYAN PRISONER GAINS ACCESS TO US AMBASSADOR’S CELLPHONE MESSAGES. The AP (5/14) reports
a prisoner in Uruguay “tapped into” Ambassador Julissa Reynoso’s cellphone “and sent messages to some of her contacts
in an attempt to commit a still undisclosed fraud.” The prisoner gamed access to Reynoso’s “voice mail password” and
“voice messages.” Uruguayan President Jose Mujica told Canal 10 TV that the prisoner “got access to some messages left
by some of my friends. And he was able to...send certain messages from prison to some of my contacts.”

KERRY TO VISIT CYPRUS AMID PEACE PUSH. AFP (5/14) reports Secretary of State Kerry is “planning to dip his toes
into yet another of the world’s intractable conflicts, announcing Tuesday he will visit Cyprus in the coming weeks.” After
talks in Washington with Cypriot Foreign Minister Ioannis Kasoulides, Kerry “praised” the island’s current Greek Cypriot
leadership for trying to reach a “long sought-after resolution” and said the US is “very supportive” of UN-led peace talks.
AFP notes Vice President Biden is to visit Cyprus later this month “as part of efforts to find ways to counter what
Washington sees as Russia’s destabilizing actions in Ukraine.”

NYTIMES ANALYSIS: TUNISIAN PROTESTS ILLUSTRATE CITIZEN’S REMAINING FRUSTRATIONS. The New York
Times (5/14, Gall, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports “protests have idled the phosphate mines” in the Tunisian
towns of Moulares and Redeyef for most of the past three years. The Times notes “citizens regularly block roads and burn
tires,” and police and government officials “are barely tolerated.” According to the Times, the complaints have endured
since the overthrow of former President Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali in 2011 and “point to what many here see as the unfinished
business of their revolution, and...the failure to meet the aspirations of a youthful population.” Protest leader Tarek Halimi
said, “The revolution lost its way....because the demands were mainly social and economic.”
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COURT RULES GOOGLE MUST COMPLY WITH EU’S PRIVACY LAWS. The New York Times (5/14, Kanter, Scott,
Subscription Publication, 9.65M) reports the EU’s high court ruled on Tuesday that “Google must grant users of its search
engine a right to delete links themselves in some cases.” The Times notes the European Court of Justice’s decision “is a
blow for Google, which has sought to avoid the obligation to remove links when requested by European users.” The Times
says that “by ruling that an Internet company...must comply with European privacy laws” in the EU, the court is “indicating
that such companies must operate in a fundamentally different way” than they do in the US.

The Washington Post (5/14, Timberg, Birnbaum, 4.22M) reports the ruling “startled America’s tech industry” and “has
potentially wide-ranging consequences.” The court said Google’s search engine does not serve a “journalistic purpose,”
but rather “processing personal data,” and because “of the massive distribution power of the Internet,” it threatens
“fundamental rights to privacy.” The case “grew from the frustrations of a Spanish man unhappy that searches of his name
featured links to a tax problem from 1998,” and focused on the legal question of “whether the public’s right to know
outweighed a private citizen’s desire to leave behind unpleasant personal history,” otherwise known in Europe as “the right
to be forgotten.”

The AP (5/14, Sterling) reports Google issued a statement saying, “This is a disappointing ruling for search engines and
online publishers in general.” The AP notes the court “provided little guidance on exactly how” to implement the ruling.

The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Robinson, Schechner, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) reports the court’s ruling was
unexpected, because it contradicted an earlier ruling that said search engines are not responsible for personal data that is
found when a user is searching the Internet for information.

USA Today (5/14, Hjelmgaard, 5.82M) reports Trevor Hughes, of the International Association of Privacy Professionals,
said the ruling is “groundbreaking,” because, “Individuals now have the ability to...go in with a virtual black marker and
redact their names.”

NYTimes: Ruling Has Potential To Undermine Free Speech. The New York Times (5/14, Subscription Publication,
9.65M) editorializes the ruling “could undermine press freedoms and free speech,” as it means Internet search companies
“could be forced to remove links even if the information” is “accurate and lawful.” The Times says while “the desire to allow
individuals to erase data they no longer wish to disclose is understandable...lawmakers should not create a right so
powerful” that it acts to “limit press freedoms or allow individuals to demand that lawful information...be hidden.”

TURKISH COAL MINE EXPLOSION LEADS TO CONFUSION ABOUT HOW MANY KILLED. The CBS Evening News
(5/13, story 3, 1:05, Pelley, 5.08M) reported, “Scores are dead after an explosion and fire” at a Syrian coal mine. CBS
(Williams) added “the local mayor is saying tonight that 157 minors have died in this explosion, in this disaster,” but “the
Turkish government so far is saying only that 17 men have lost their lives...They’re saying that around 200 miners are still
trapped. Other people...put the figure at 400 or 600 and the reason for that confusion seems to be” the explosion “occurred
during a change in shift at the mine.”

AFPC’s Berman: US Ties With Turkey Are “On The Downswing.” In a USA Today (5/14, Berman, 5.82M) op-ed, the
vice president of the American Foreign Policy Council, Ilan Berman argues that US ties with Turkey “are unmistakably on
the downswing” because of issues that “promise to keep the once-vibrant relationship at a low ebb...for the foreseeable
future.” USA Today notes that America’s “receding strategic footprint in the Middle East,” a difference in opinion regarding
the Syrian civil war, and Turkey’s “uncertain role in NATO,” all contribute to the worsening relationship.

FRIEDMAN: “NEW GLOBAL FORCE” EMERGING FOR LIBERTY, ECONOMIC JUSTICE. In a New York Times (5/14,
Subscription Publication, 9.65M) column, Thomas Friedman argues that “a new global force” is being created. “The Square
People,” according to Friedman, are “mostly young, aspiring to a higher standard of living and more liberty...connected to
one another either by massing in squares or through virtual squares or both.”

MALAYSIAN PRIME MINISTER DEFENDS EFFORTS TO FIND MISSING PLANE. In an op-ed for the Wall Street Journal
(5/14, Subscription Publication, 5.51M), Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak defends Malaysia’s efforts to find Malaysia
Airlines flight 370, arguing that while it did not do everything right, history will show Malaysia did its best under very difficult
circumstances.

Editorial Wrap-Up:

NEW YORK TIMES. “Ordering Google To Forget.” The New York Times (5/14, Subscription Publication, 9.65M)
editorializes that a ruling by the EU’s high court that Google must allow users to delete links to personal information about
themselves “could undermine press freedoms and free speech,” as it means Internet search companies “could be forced to
remove links even if the information” is “accurate and lawful.” The Times says while “the desire to allow individuals to erase
data they no longer wish to disclose is understandable...lawmakers should not create a right so powerful” that it acts to
“limit press freedoms or allow individuals to demand that lawful information...be hidden.”
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“A Call For Justice For Syrians” The New York Times (5/14, Subscription Publication, 9.65M) editorializes that a
decision to “refer Syria to the International Criminal Court (ICC) for possible prosecution of war crimes,” will not end the
civil war, but it “would underscore the world’s revulsion at atrocities by both sides.” The Times says “there is ample
justification for an investigation,” but “there is no reason to believe Russia....or China will back the referral.”

“Common Sense At The Library.” 

WASHINGTON POST. “Rescue The Girls.” The Washington Post (5/14, 4.22M) editorializes that the “social media
campaign in support” of the kidnapped children “is producing results.” The Post notes Nigeria “has been shamed into
accepting” international help in the search and Boko Haram has “shifted from a vow to sell off the girls” to a “proposal to
trade them for prisoners.” The Post says the US should use this incident to “alter Nigeria’s self-defeating response” to
Boko Haram.

“The Fannie-Freddie Status Quo.” In an editorial, the Washington Post (5/14, 4.22M) says that reducing the Federal role
in the housing market “is not a radical free-market notion,” but in fact has enjoyed support from within the Obama
Administration in the past. However, Watt’s announcement is a “victory for defenders of the status quo.” The big winners,
the Post says, “ironically, may be not the poor and the ‘underserved,’ but a group of giant hedge funds that snapped up
millions of beaten-down Fannie and Freddie shares after the government bailout, and are now lobbying Congress — as
well as suing in federal court — for a return to private ownership.” The Post says that the bailout of the GSEs will now
“pave the way for a colossal windfall for bottom-feeding Wall Street types.”

“Protecting Abortion Access.” In an editorial, the Washington Post (5/14, 4.22M) approves of Virginia Gov. Terry
McAuliffe’s (D) move to “roll back absurd, baldly political rules imposed on the state’s abortion clinics with the transparent
purpose of forcing many of them to close.” The “maneuver may mean a reprieve for as many as half” of the 18 remaining
clinics, which are “the only convenient option for thousands of women who seek abortions each year.”

WALL STREET JOURNAL. “Harry Reid’s Senate Blockade.” The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Subscription Publication,
5.51M), in an editorial blames Senate Majority Leader Reid for the demise of the Shaheen-Portman energy efficiency bill,
and contends that his refusal to allow votes on amendments is attributable to his alliance with the White House. According
to the Journal, the White House is fearful that centrist Democrats will join with Republicans to approve the Keystone
project and roll back EPA regulations on coal plants.

“Pfizer And The Protectionists.” The Wall Street Journal (5/14, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) editorializes that
decisions regarding mergers should be left to shareholders and directors, who know the business, rather than
governments and politicians.

“Michigan Union Collapse.” In an editorial, the Wall Street Journal (5/14, Subscription Publication, 5.51M) notes that
membership in Michigan’s SEIU Healthcare affiliate declined after state lawmakers passed a law excluding home-care
workers from the state’s definition of public employees and opines that union membership in the state will similarly decline
since Michigan’s passage of a right-to-work law in 2012.

The Big Picture:

HEADLINES FROM TODAY’S FRONT PAGES. 

Wall Street Journal:
US Backs Off Tight Mortgage Rules
EU Ruling On Google Could Tip Balance In Privacy Fight
Nigerian Militant Raises Profile Through Terror
Tech Firms’ Cash Piles Cool Fears of Meltdown

New York Times:
The 9/11 Story Told At Bedrock, Powerful As Punch To The Gut
Small Comfort As Parents See Girls On Video
European Court Lets Users Erase Records On Web
Girding For A Fight, McConnell Enlists His Wife
Ex-Israel Leader Is Given 6 Years In Bribery Case
After Booker, Newark’s Voters Choose New Mayor And A New Path

Washington Post:
Gun Part, Sold Separately, Lets Some Get Around Laws
Ruling In E.U. May Roil The Web
A Heart-Rending Homecoming
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http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/14/opinion/a-call-for-justice-for-syrians.html?ref=opinion
http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/rescuing-the-kidnapped-girls-should-be-only-a-first-step-for-nigeria-to-counter-boko-haram/2014/05/13/4fa7ff92-dac0-11e3-8009-71de85b9c527_story.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/this-time-the-left-scuttles-a-viable-alternative-to-fannie-and-freddie/2014/05/13/e5e8200e-dacf-11e3-bda1-9b46b2066796_story.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/terry-mcauliffe-moves-to-protect-virginia-womens-access-to-abortions/2014/05/13/da24bbb4-dae4-11e3-8009-71de85b9c527_story.html
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304081804579560251530777852?mg=reno64-wsj&url=http%3A%2F%2Fonline.wsj.com%2Farticle%2FSB10001424052702304081804579560251530777852.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304081804579559632091354994.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304677904579533701943234122.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303851804579559673037406670.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303851804579559280623224964.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303627504579559612354433836.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303851804579560000486431682.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/14/arts/design/sept-11-memorial-museum-at-ground-zero-prepares-for-opening.html?hp
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/14/world/africa/parents-identify-kidnapped-daughters-in-nigerian-militants-video.html?hpw&rref=world
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/14/technology/google-should-erase-web-links-to-some-personal-data-europes-highest-court-says.html?hpw&rref=technology
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/14/us/politics/girding-for-a-fight-mcconnell-enlists-his-wife.html?hpw&rref=politics
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/14/world/middleeast/court-sentences-former-israeli-prime-minister-ehud-olmert.html?hpw&rref=world
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/14/nyregion/newark-mayoral-race.html?hpw&rref=nyregion
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/unfinished-receivers-that-can-be-used-to-build-guns-pose-problems-for-law-enforcement/2014/05/13/8ec39e9e-da51-11e3-bda1-9b46b2066796_story.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/technology/eu-court-people-entitled-to-control-own-online-histories/2014/05/13/8e4495d6-dabf-11e3-8009-71de85b9c527_story.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/days-after-cease-fire-homs-residents-return-to-sift-through-homes-devastated-by-war/2014/05/13/79ae2f08-dacc-11e3-8009-71de85b9c527_story.html


Tea Party Aftertaste Is Bitter For Cantor
In Shift, A Reprieve For Fannie And Freddie

Financial Times:
Pfizer Admits Astra Deal Would Mean Cuts
Web Groups Set For Flood Of Data Requests
Bloomberg Ally Revives NY Olympic Pitch
US Prosecutors Push For $3.5bn BNP Fine
Goldman’s Twitter Banker Joins Hedge Fund
Clock Ticking On Google’s Driverless Cars
Frontier Markets Storm Ahead

Story Lineup From Last Night’s Network News:
ABC: MERS Virus; California Drought; Donald Sterling Scandal; Nigeria-Kidnapped Girls; Medal Of Honor; American
Debt.
CBS: Stock Market Rally; Veterans Affairs Scandal; Air Traffic Disaster; Turkey-Coal Mine Disaster; West Virginia-Coal
Mine Explosion; Nigeria-Kidnapped Girls; Donald Sterling; Tennessee-Free Community College Tuition Proposal; MERS
Virus; Medal Of Honor.
NBC: MERS Virus; Severe Weather; Air Traffic; Donald Sterling Scandal; Nigeria-Kidnapped Girls; Ukraine Conflict;
Former Israeli Leader Sentenced To Prison; Medal Of Honor; Political Attacks; Russian Economic Sanctions-ISS; Michigan
Democratic Primary.

Story Lineup From This Morning’s Radio News Broadcasts:
ABC: Nebraska-Republican Primary Results; Turkey-Coal Mine Disaster; California-San Diego Wildfire; California-Heat
Wave; Idaho-Same-Sex Marriage Ban;
CBS: California-San Diego Wildfire; California-Heat Wave; California-Santa Barbara Wildfire; Report-Winter Flight
Cancellations; Chicago Airports Temporarily Shut Down; Donald Sterling Scandal; Idaho-Same-Sex Marriage Ban’ Stock
Market Rally.
FOX: California-San Diego Wildfire; California-Santa Barbara Wildfire; Pentagon-Chelsea Manning Relocation; MERS
Virus; Sports-NBA Playoffs.
NPR: California-San Diego Wildfire; California-Santa Barbara Wildfire; Russian Economic Sanctions-ISS; Syria Diplomat
Resigns; Vietnam-Violent Protests; Nebraska-Republican Primary Results; West Virginia-Democratic Primary Results;
New Jersey-Newark Mayoral Election Results; Kentucky-Soldiers Pleads Guilty To Fraud; Turkey-Coal Mine Disaster.

Washington’s Schedule:

TODAY’S EVENTS IN WASHINGTON. 
White House:

PRESIDENT OBAMA — Receives the Presidential Daily Briefing, Oval Office, closed press; depart the White House en
route Joint Base Andrews; arrives in New York; delivers remarks on Infrastructure; attends a DNC event; delivers remarks
and answers questions at a DSCC Event.

VICE PRESIDENT BIDEN — Attends the Presidential Daily Briefing in the Oval Office; meets with President Ivo Josipovif
of Croatia at the White House, closed press; travels to Cleveland, Ohio; delivers remarks on infrastructure investment at
the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority Rail Complex.
US Senate: 9:30 a.m. — The Senate will convene and resume consideration of the motion to proceed to H.R.3474, the
legislative vehicle for the Tax Extenders bill.

9:30 a.m. RULES AND ADMINISTRATION — Hearings to examine a collection, analysis and use of elections data,
focusing on a measured approach to improving election administration. http://www.rules.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?
p=CommitteeHearings&ContentRecord_id=c17675b3-00a6-4ef4-9282-73682b7e703b&ContentType_id14f995b9-dfa5-
407a-9d35-56cc7152a7ed&Group_id1983a2a8-4fc3-4062-a50e-7997351c154b Location: 301 Russell.

10 a.m. APPROPRIATIONS — Defense Subcommittee, “Defense Research and Innovation.” Witnesses: Alan Shaffer,
Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, Department of Defense; Arati Prabhakar, PhD,
Director, DARPA, Department of Defense; David Walker, PhD, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Science,
Technology, and Engineering, U.S. Air Force; Rear Admiral Matthew L. Klunder, Chief of Naval Research, U.S. Navy; Mary
Miller, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Army for Research and Technology, U.S. Army; Terry Rauch, PhD, Director, Medical
Research for the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Department of Defense.
http://www.appropriations.senate.gov/event/defense-subcommittee-defense-research-and-innovation Location: 192
Dirksen.

10 a.m. ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC WORKS — Full Committee Hearing Entitled: “Nuclear Reactor Decommissioning:
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http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/virginia-politics/eric-cantors-tea-party-opponent-in-va-primary-may-be-picking-up-momentum/2014/05/13/1a2d92d0-d9d7-11e3-b745-87d39690c5c0_story.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/housing-regulator-signals-shift-in-policy-on-fannie-freddie/2014/05/13/2370b520-dabd-11e3-bda1-9b46b2066796_story.html
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/c455ba94-da9f-11e3-a448-00144feabdc0.html
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/3324b122-da79-11e3-a448-00144feabdc0.html
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/106bd8b0-da9a-11e3-a448-00144feabdc0.html
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/0395d23a-dab8-11e3-9a27-00144feabdc0.html
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/f0beea62-dabb-11e3-8273-00144feabdc0.html
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/062d0f98-daec-11e3-8273-00144feabdc0.html
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/ae9d6fd6-dabc-11e3-8273-00144feabdc0.html


Stakeholder Views.” Witnesses: Panel 1: Michael F. Weber, Deputy Executive Director for OperationsMaterials, Waste,
Research, State, Tribal, and Compliance Programs, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission; Don Mosier, Council Member,
City of Del Mar, CA; Christopher Recchia, Commissioner, Vermont Public Service Department; Geoffrey H. Fettus, Senior
Attorney, Natural Resources Defense Council; Marvin S. Fertel, President & Chief Executive Officer, Nuclear Energy
Institute. http://www.epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm? FuseAction=Hearings. Hearing&Hearing_id=9db54d8c-c13f-e2da-
d153-defb9e6bee55&CFID127411300&CFTOKEN73295270 Location: 406 Dirksen.

10 a.m. HEALTH, EDUCATION, LABOR, AND PENSIONS — Executive Session to consider legislation to expand access
to high-quality early learning programs as well as the nomination of Jane Chu to serve as National Endowment for the Arts
Chairperson. 1) S.____, the Strong Start for Americas Children Act. 2) Jane Chu, of Missouri, to serve as Chairperson of
the National Endowment for the Arts. 3) Any additional nominations cleared for action.
http://www.help.senate.gov/hearings/hearing/?id=65f69649-5056-a032-5238-b5e6e49b1de5 Location: 430 Dirksen.

10 a.m. HOMELAND SECURITY AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS — Hearings to examine charting a path forward for
the Chemical Facilities Anti-Terrorism Standards Program. Witnesses: Panel I: Suzanne E. Spaulding, Under Secretary,
National Protection and Programs Directorate, U.S. Department of Homeland Security; David M. Wulf, Director,
Infrastructure Security Compliance Division, Office of Infrastructure Protection, National Protection and Programs
Directorate, U.S. Department of Homeland Security; Stephen L. Caldwell, Director, Homeland Security and Justice Issues,
U.S. Government Accountability Office. Panel II: Dana A. Shea, Ph.D., Specialist in Science and Technology Policy,
Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress; Anna Fendley, MPH, Legislative Representative, United
Steelworkers; Timothy J. Scott, Chief Security Officer, The Dow Chemical Company, Appearing on behalf of Dow and the
American Chemistry Council. http://www.hsgac.senate.gov/hearings/charting-a-path-forward-for-the-chemical-facilities-
anti-terrorism-standards-program Location: 342 Dirksen.

10 a.m. JUDICIARY — Hearing on The Bulletproof Vest Partnership Grant Program: Supporting Law Enforcement Officers
When it Matters Most. Witnesses: Officer Ann Carrizales, City of Stafford Police Department, Stafford, TX; Chief Yousry A.
Zakhary, President, International Association of Chiefs of Police, Alexandria, VA.
http://www.judiciary.senate.gov/meetings/the-bulletproof-vest-partnership-grant-program-supporting-law-enforcement-
officers-when-it-matters-most Location: 226 Dirksen.

11 a.m. PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS — Background briefing by the U.S. Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations for their Thursday hearing, “Online Advertising and Hidden Hazards to Consumer Security
and Data Privacy,” Contacts: Brian Rogers (McCain) 202-224-7130 Tara Andringa (Levin) 202-228-2685

2 p.m. APPROPRIATIONS — Financial Services and General Government Subcommittee, “Strengthening Oversight and
Integrity of the Financial Markets: FY 2015 Resource Needs of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and the
U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission.” Witnesses: Mary Jo White, Chairman, U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission; Mark P. Wetjen, Acting Chairman, U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission.
http://www.appropriations.senate.gov/event/fsgg-hearing-fy15-sec-and-cftc-budget-requests-0 Location: 138 Dirksen.

2:15 p.m. FINANCE — Hearings to examine the nomination of Sylvia Mathews Burwell, of West Virginia, to be Secretary of
Health and Human Services. http://www.finance.senate.gov/hearings/hearing/?id=db65b16f-5056-a032-52ae-
4e20f0977c07 Location: 216 Hart.

2:30 p.m. COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION — Full Committee, “Promoting the Well-Being and
Academic Success of College Athletes.” Location: 253 Russell.

2:30 p.m. HOMELAND SECURITY AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS — Subcommittee on Emergency Management,
Intergovernmental Relations, and the District of Columbia hearing on The Role of Mitigation in Reducing Federal
Expenditures for Disaster Response. Witnesses: David Miller, Associate Administrator, Federal Insurance and Mitigation
Administration, Federal Emergency Management Agency, U.S. Department of Homeland Security; Christopher Currie,
Director, Emergency Management and National Preparedness Issues, Government Accountability Office; Chad Berginnis,
Executive Director, Association of State Floodplain Managers; Robert Detlefson, Vice President of Public Policy, National
Association of Mutual Insurance Companies. http://www.hsgac.senate.gov/subcommittees/emdc/hearings/the-role-of-
mitigation-in-reducing-federal-expenditures-for-disaster-response Location: 342 Dirksen.

2:30 p.m. INDIAN AFFAIRS — An oversight hearing to examine wildfires and forest management, focusing on how
prevention is preservation. Witnesses: Panel 1: Kevin Washburn, Assistant Secretary – Indian Affairs-U.S. Department of
the Interior; James Hubbard, Deputy Chief – State and Private Forestry, Forest Service-U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Panel 2: Danny Breuninger Sr., President-Mescalero Apache Nation, Mescalero, NM; Philip Rigdon, President-Intertribal
Timber Council, Portland, OR; Jonathan Brooks, Tribal Forest Manager-White Mountain Apache Tribe, White River, AZ; Dr.
Adrian Leighton, Chair, Natural Resources Department-Salish Kootenai College, Pablo, MT.
http://www.indian.senate.gov/hearing/oversight-hearing-wildfires-and-forest-management-prevention-preservation
Location: 628 Dirksen.
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2:30 p.m. SENATE DRUG CAUCUS — Senate Caucus on International Narcotics Contro hearing on e prescription drug
abuse and the role it plays in the increased use of heroin in the United States, as well as how the federal government can
help reduce opioid abuse. Speakers: Michael Botticelli, acting director of the Office of National Drug Control Policy; Dr.
Nora Volkow, director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse; Dr. H. Westley Clark, director of the Center for Substance
Abuse Treatment, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration; Joseph Rannazzisi, deputy assistant
administrator of the Drug Enforcement Administration; Dr. Andrew Kolodny, chief medical officer of Phoenix House, a
nonprofit drug rehabilitation organization. Location: 192 Dirksen.

10 p.m. FOREIGN RELATIONS — Nominations: Panel One Nominees: Mark Sobel of Virginia, to be United States
Executive Director of the International Monetary Fund for a term of two years; Sunil Sabharwal of California, to be United
States Alternate Executive Director of the International Monetary Fund for a term of two years. Panel Two Nominees:
Matthew T. McGuire of the District of Columbia, to be United States Executive Director of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development for a term of two years; Mileydi Guilarte of the District of Columbia, to be United States
Alternate Executive Director of the Inter-American Development Bank.
http://www.foreign.senate.gov/hearings/nominations/051414 Location: 419 Dirksen.
US House: May 12 – 16. — The House is in District work period for the week.
Other: May 12 – 14. AJC GLOBAL FORUM — The AJC Global Forum is a significant international platform that has been
addressed by many presidents, foreign ministers, Members of Congress, and leading public figures. Speaker will include
Hillary Clinton. http://www.cvent.com/events/ajc-global-forum-2014/event-summary-
b9bc036a00bc43dca76cf3a7f767225c.aspx?msourceGloFo040114 10:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. Closing Plenary Featuring The
Honorable John Baird, Foreign Minister of Canada; Hillary Rodham Clinton, Former Secretary of State. Location: Grand
Hyatt Washington, D.C., 1000 H Street, NW.

PETERSON FOUNDATION FISCAL SUMMIT — 9 a.m. – 3 p.m. The Peter G. Peterson Foundation will convene the 2014
Fiscal Summit: Our Economic Future at the Andrew W. Mellon Auditorium in Washington, DC. Participants include:
President Bill Clinton; New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie; House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi; (2p.m.) Sen. Patty Murray
(D-WA), Chairman of the Senate Budget Committee; Sen. Rob Portman (R-OH); Alan Greenspan, Former Chairman of the
Federal Reserve; Erskine Bowles, President Emeritus of the University of North Carolina and Co-Chair of the National
Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform. http://www.fiscalsummit.org/?
_cldee=c3N0aXBpY2V2aWNAcGdwZi5vcmc%3d Location: 1301 Constitution Avenue NW.

AEI – SEN. CORNYN — 8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m. The consequences of inaction: A conversation with Sen. John Cornyn.
http://aei.org/events/2014/05/14/the-consequences-of-inaction/ Location: AEI, Twelfth Floor, 1150 Seventeenth Street, NW.

DHS AWARD FOR VALOR — 9:30 a.m. Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson will present the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) Award for Valor to employees who have “performed courageously in a dangerous or life-
threatening situation to protect anothers life or to save significant assets or infrastructure from harm”. Credentialed media
planning to attend must RSVP with their social security number, date or birth, country of citizenship, current city/state of
residence and gender to Amanda.degroff@hq.dhs.gov by 5:00 PM EDT May 9, 2014. Location: South Court Auditorium,
Eisenhower Executive Office Building, 1650 Pennsylvania Ave., NW.

WFPG – SUSAN RICE — 1 p.m. – 2 p.m. National Security Advisor Susan Rice to speak on “Major National Security
Challenges Facing the US” at the Women’s Foreign Policy Group Luncheon. Susan Rice, U.S. National Security Advisor
will have a conversation with Judy Woodruff, Co-Anchor and Managing Editor, PBS NewsHour. Media planning on
attending the event should register with Jennifer Schrock or Patricia Ellis at programs@wfpg.org, or call (202) 429-2692.
Location: The Mayflower Renaissance Hotel, 1127 Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, DC (Pre-set time for cameras:
11:00 a.m. from 17th Street loading dock entrance.)

This copy of the White House News Summary was sent to you because you are registered for email notification on our
website. If you would like to cancel email delivery click here.

Copyright 2014 by Bulletin Intelligence, LLC. Reproduction without permission prohibited. Editorial content is drawn
from thousands of newspapers, national magazines, national and local television programs, and radio broadcasts. The
White House News Summary is published seven days a week for the Office of the White House Press Secretary by
Bulletin Intelligence, which creates custom news briefings for government and corporate leaders and also publishes the
White House Bulletin, Frontrunner and Washington Morning Update. We can be found on the Web at
BulletinIntelligence.com, or called at (703) 483-6100.
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Roger Runningen (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:)
Tue, 13 May 2014 10:43:13 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Barkoff, Kendra
Reply-To: Roger Runningen
Kendra: Bloomberg Newsroom got this press release concerning
Attachments: biden for Kendra.docx (16.0 KB)

Kendra:  Bloomberg Newsroom got this press release concerning  
R. Hunter Biden.                                               
      We're not sure it's legitimate. For one thing, the Web   
site can't be accessed.                                        
      Can you advise whether this is real or fake?             
                                                               
  (We haven't run anything so far)   Thanks a bunch, Roger     
Runningen Bloomberg News/White House
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Prescott, Jeffrey
Mon, 12 May 2014 10:04:05 -0400
To: Barkoff, Kendra, Murray, Shailagh, Ricchetti, Steven, Sullivan, Jacob, Ricchetti, Steven, Murray, Shailagh, Barkoff, Kendra,
Sullivan, Jacob
FW: Ukraine headline

Flagging
 
From: Debevoise, Lyn 
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2014 10:01 AM
To: Prescott, Jeffrey; Carpenter, Michael
Subject: Ukraine headline
 
Haven’t read the article, but flagging this:
 
Hunter Biden, Vice President's son, appointed to board of Zlochevskyi's Burisma Holdings that develops gas in
Ukraine
http://economics.lb.ua/business/2014/05/12/266147_sin_vitseprezidenta_ssha_stal.html
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Allen, Jessica
Wed, 14 May 2014 16:56:50 -0400
To: DL-WHO-Press, Aidinoff, Marc, Allen, Jessica, Aniskoff, Paulette, Barkoff, Kendra, Beirne Fallon, Katie, Carney, Jay,
Carroll, Brad, Carson, Crystal, Clavel, Lise, Davidson, Josta, Edelman, R. David, Evans, Bess, Feldman, Stefanie G.,
Foster, Heather, Friedman, Jennifer, Hankins, Hannah R., Hart, Elizabeth, Hertz, Jessica R., Holst, Lindsay, Holzer, Benjamin,
Hunn, Allison, Inouye, Shin, Jencks, Fae, Jenkins, Brad, Joseph, Jeremy, Kahan, Alex, Lachman, Sherry, Lambros, Demetra,
Lawrence, Natasha, Lopez, Rafael, MacFarquhar, Rory, Murray, Shailagh, Palmieri, Jennifer, Parker, Steve, Patterson, Nicholas,
Platkin, Alex, Price, Ryan, Rogers, Melissa, Russo, Bill, Sahgal, Rishi R., Schultz, Greg, Schwartz, Noah, Shoup, Lilly,
Ricchetti, Steven, Trotter, Kingsley, Velz, Peter, Whisenant, Addie, Arguelles, Adam, Asen, Jonathan, Backemeyer, Christopher,
Bartoloni, Kristen, Brookie, Graham, Brown, Sam, Canegallo, Kristie A., Click, John, Cloud, Donald, Coates, Kelsey, Cohen, Ilona,
Cooper, Eric, Costa, Kristina, Dean, Laura, Debevoise, Lyn, Dickinson, Tammy, DMCOS, Earnest, Joshua R., Fenn, Sarah,
Gianotti, Claire, Govashiri, Ferial, Hayden, Caitlin, Hedger, Stephen, Heinzelman, Kate, Jackson, Bartlett, Jimenez, Luis A.,
Kaden, David M., Keenan, Cody, Kim, Andrew, Kirchhoff, Christopher, Lee, Jesse C., Lee, Jonathan, Leweling, Tara,
Lubin, Nathaniel, Lucas Magnuson, Laura, Lundeberg, Greta, McFarlin, Mac, McKeon, Brian P., Meehan, Bernadette,
Moscoso, Patricia, Moussavian, Roxana, O'Connor, Kyle, Ortiz, Michael, Pfeiffer, Dan, Prescott, Jeffrey, Quillian, Natalie,
Rangarajan, Taara, Rangel, Antoinette N., Rhodes, Benjamin J., Robertson, Michael, Rosenberger, Laura,
Schulman, Loren DeJonge, Sherwood-Randall, Liz, Singh, Pavneet, Szuplat, Terry, Wagstaff, Jesica, Wang, Jenny, West, Thomas,
Withers, Anne, Wozniak, Natalie S., Clavel, Marguerite, Jimenez, Luis A., Jenkins, Brad, DL-WHO-Press, Ricchetti, Steven,
Hedger, Stephen, brian_d_highsmith@who.eop.gov, "Quillian, Natalie, kori_s._schulman@who.eop.gov, "Edelman, David,
Meehan, Bernadette, alexander_b_wall@who.eop.gov, "Gianotti, Claire (Intern), carlyn_a_reichel@nsc.eop.gov, "Brookie, Graham,
Holzer, Benjamin, Brown, Sam, Kahan, Alex, patrick_cunnane@who.eop.gov, "Holst, Lindsay,
maurice_m_owens@who.eop.gov, "Earnest, Joshua R., Hertz, Jessica R., McFarlin, Robert, Murray, Shailagh,
howli_j._ledbetter@who.eop.gov, "Hayden, Caitlin, rachel_j_racusen@who.eop.gov, "Lopez, Rafael,
james_r_kvaal@who.eop.gov, megan_e_rooney@who.eop.gov, avra_siegel@who.eop.gov, "Schultz, Gregory,
christina_tchen@who.eop.gov, tyler_a_lechtenberg@who.eop.gov, keith_r_maley@who.eop.gov, "Inouye, Shin, Dean, Laura,
Govashiri, Ferial, Evans, Bess, lisa_o_monaco@who.eop.gov, sarah_k._hurwitz@who.eop.gov, "Ortiz, Michael, O'Connor, Kyle,
caroline_e_adler@who.eop.gov, "Robertson, Michael, Lawrence, Natasha, DMCOS, robert_d_whithorne@who.eop.gov, "Russo, Bill,
david_m_simas@who.eop.gov, "Rogers, Melissa, Foster, Heather, Szuplat, Terence P., Leweling, Tara, Carroll, Bradley,
Patterson, Nicholas, MacFarquhar, Rory, mc_gonzalez@who.eop.gov, "Schwartz, Noah,
anita_j_decker@who.eop.gov, "Allen, Jessica, Fallon, Katherine, and 67 more…
Yahoo: Why did an energy firm with big assets in Ukraine hire Joe Biden’s son?

https://news.yahoo.com/why-did-a-energy-firm-prospecting-for-gas-in-ukraine-hire-joe-biden-s-son-
195339212.html
Why did an energy firm with big assets in Ukraine hire Joe Biden’s son?
Yahoo
May 14
 
In the span of a few weeks, an energy firm little-known inside the United States added two members to its board of
directors — scoring connections to Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joe Biden in the bargain.
 
On April 22, Cyprus-based Burisma announced that financier Devon Archer had joined its board. Archer, who shared
a room in college with Kerry’s stepson, Christopher Heinz, served as national finance co-chair for the former
senator’s 2004 presidential campaign.
 
Then, on Monday, the firm announced that Biden’s younger son, R. Hunter Biden, would join the board of directors.
 
Why would the company, which bills itself as Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, need such powerful friends in
Washington?
 
The answer might be the company’s holdings in Ukraine. They include, according to the firm’s website, permits to
explore in the Dnieper-Donets Basin in the country’s eastern regions, home to an armed pro-Russian separatist
movement. They also include permits to explore in the Azov-Kuban Basin of the strategic Crimean peninsula,
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annexed earlier this year by Moscow.
 
It’s not clear what will happen to energy firms, like Burisma, that aim to explore and exploit potential deposits in
those areas. Neither the Archer nor the Biden announcement explicitly mentions the unrest, and it’s not clear exactly
when their discussions to join the board began. In an April 23 Q&A, the transcript of which appears on Burisma’s
website, Archer said he had been approached “a few months ago” about the opportunity to consult for the oil
company. The announcement of his directorship came less than a month after the disputed vote in Crimea to rejoin
Russia.
 
The White House and the vice president’s office denied there was anything untoward about Biden’s appointment.
 
“Hunter Biden and other members of the Biden family are obviously private citizens and where they work does not
reflect an endorsement by the administration or by the Vice President or President,” said President Barack Obama’s
press secretary, Jay Carney. “But I would refer you to the Vice President’s office.”
 
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer,” the vice president’s press secretary, Kendra Barkoff, said in a
statement. “The vice president does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company.
For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
The person who answered the telephone at Biden’s office in Washington, D.C., on Wednesday cheerfully declared
that Biden was traveling, that his return date was unknown, and that his assistant was also out of pocket.
 
An email to Burisma’s public relations department did not elicit a reply.
 
But Archer coyly acknowledged the potential benefits of having him on the board in the April 23 Q&A.
 
Question: “In the American media you are often linked to the immediate circle of the U.S. Secretary of State Mr.
John Kerry and the Vice-president of the United States Mr. Joe Biden.”
 
Archer: “American journalists really think so (smiles). I do know them.”
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Bulletin Intelligence
15 May 2014 10:13:56
To: Cerda, Jose, Thompson, Kenny, Bianchi, Sarah, O'Brien, Sean, Feldman, Stefanie G., Spector, Stephen, O'Brien, Sean,
>", "Thompson, Kenneth D., >", "Bianchi, Sarah, >", "Spector, Stephen, >", "Cerda, Jose, >", "Feldman, Stefanie G.
Cc: Everett, Aaron, [personal email address], "Escudero, Adrian V., Hornbrook, Alex, Kurren, Amy, Bernal, Anthony R.,
Stackpole, Avra, Woyak, Brian J., Lillard, Brooke, Bolduc, Chad, Fromstein, Charles, Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, Rosenzweig, Dana,
Lienemann, David C., Cloud, Donald, Lambros, Demetra, Zikusoka, Dave, Regoli, Elizabeth A, Hart, Elizabeth, Amin, Faisal,
Picos, Francisco, Person, Fran, Freeman, Gary, Schultz, Greg, Edwards, Hannah E., Lyons, Jamie, Joseph, Jeremy,
Hertz, Jessica R., Doody, Jillian, Montoya, Jordan, Flynn, John S, Tejeda, Jose, Prescott, Jeffrey, Sullivan, Jacob, Donley, Julia M,
Richards, Kitty, Berner, Kate, Trotter, Kingsley, Clark, Katisha A, Barkoff, Kendra, Chung, Kathy,
kcoconnor@whmo.mil", "Pietranton, Kelsey, McNellis, Kerry, Suber, Kellen, Aidinoff, Marc, Clavel, Lise, Carpenter, Michael,
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil", "Kaye, Melanie, Hill, Patty, Lysaght, Patrick J, Timko, Rachel, Ruffner, Richard, Eaton, Sarah,
Baker, Sarah, sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov", "Rosenthal, Lynn, Nix, Sheila, Lachman, Sherry, Murray, Shailagh, Myers, Sam A.,
Ricchetti, Steven, Tennant, Thomas M, McNulty, Thomas P., Williams, Tonya, Reddy, Vinay, Dirksen, Ward, Russo2, Bill,
Clavel, Marguerite, >", "Dirksen, Ward F., >", "Timko, Rachel, >", "Stackpole, Avra, >", "Rosenthal, Lynn, >", "Ricchetti, Steven,
>", "Amin, Faisal, >", "Lienemann, David C., >", "Tejeda, Jose, >", "Kaye, Melanie, >", "Escudero, Adrian V., >", "Hill, Patricia,
>", "Zikusoka, David N., >", "Edwards, Hannah E., >", "Freeman, Gary, >", "Hertz, Jessica R., >", "Murray, Shailagh,
>", "Berner, Katherine, >", "Lysaght, Patrick J, >", "Schultz, Gregory, >", "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez, >", "Donley, Julia M,
>", "McNellis, Kerry, >", "Hornbrook, Alex, >", "Picos, Francisco, >", "Pietranton, Kelsey, >", "Clark, Katisha A, >", "Eaton, Sarah,
>", "Hart, Elizabeth A., >", "Joseph, Jeremy, >", "Richards, Kitty, >", "Carpenter, Michael, >", "McNulty, Thomas P.,
>", "Flynn, John S, >", "Suber, Kellen C., >", "Doody, Jillian, >", "Baker, Sarah, >", "Everett, Aaron, >", "Williams, Tonya,
>", "Aidinoff, Marc, >", "Person, Fran, >", "Reddy, Vinay, >", "Myers, Sam A., >", "Trotter, Katherine K., >", "Woyak, Brian J.,
>", "Barkoff, Kendra, >", "Rosenzweig, Dana, >", "Nix, Sheila, >", "Cloud, Donald, >", "Kurren, Amy, >", "Sullivan, Jacob,
>", "Lyons, Jamie, >", "Tennant, Thomas M, >", "Ruffner, Richard, >", "Fromstein, Charles, >", "Bernal, Anthony R.,
>", "Lambros, Demetra, >", "Prescott, Jeffrey, >", "Bolduc, Chad, >", "Lillard, Brooke, >", "Regoli, Elizabeth A, >", "Chung, Kathy,
>", "Russo, Bill, >", "Orbach Lachman, Sherry, >", "Montoya, Jordan
Bcc:
Vice Presidential News Clips for Thursday, May 15, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET

Date created: Mon Nov 21 14:46:00 EST 2022

Releasability: Withheld In Part

Reasons for Withholding:

------------------------

P6,b(6)

Notes:

-------

redaction of personal email address
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Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F

Additional Information:

------------------------
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 9:40:22 AM
To: "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"

<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <j.534>; "Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>;
"Lambros, Demetra" <d.8b8>

Subject:FW: Hi. Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ?

 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W. [mailto:Ann.W.Compton@abc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:40 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Trotter, Kingsley
Subject: Hi. Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ?
 
Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
 
∙         The Moscow Times 
∙         May. 13 2014 18:49 
∙         Last edited 18:49 
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's largest
private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.
 
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors and head
the company's legal unit.
 
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people
of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.
 
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday. The company
also has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.
 
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine by 35-
40 percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late April.
 
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has pledged
to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
###
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From: Allen, Jessica <jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 1:05:28 PM
To: "DL-WHO-Press" <dl-who-press@dsr.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc" <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Allen, Jessica"

<jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>; "Aniskoff, Paulette" <paulette_l_aniskoff@who.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Beirne Fallon, Katie" <katie_fallon@who.eop.gov>; "Carney, Jay"
<james_f_carney@who.eop.gov>; "Carroll, Brad" <bradley_carroll@who.eop.gov>; "Carson, Crystal"
<crystal_m_carson@who.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Davidson, Josta"
<josta_t_davidson@nsc.eop.gov>; "Edelman, R. David" <ross_d_edelman@ostp.eop.gov>; "Evans, Bess"
<elisabeth_w_evans@ostp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G." <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Foster, Heather"
<heather_j_foster@who.eop.gov>; "Friedman, Jennifer" <jennifer_b_friedman@who.eop.gov>; "Hankins, Hannah R."
<hannah_r_hankins@who.eop.gov>; "Hart, Elizabeth" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Holst, Lindsay" <lindsay_l_holst@who.eop.gov>; "Holzer, Benjamin"
<benjamin_s_holzer@who.eop.gov>; "Hunn, Allison" <allison_d_hunn@who.eop.gov>; "Inouye, Shin" <shin_inouye@who.eop.gov>;
"Jencks, Fae" <fae_m_jencks@ostp.eop.gov>; "Jenkins, Brad" <bradley_l_jenkins@who.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy"
<jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kahan, Alex" <alexandra_l_kahan@nsc.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry"
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lawrence, Natasha"
<natasha_s_lawrence@cea.eop.gov>; "Lopez, Rafael" <rafael_j_lopez@ostp.eop.gov>; "MacFarquhar, Rory"
<rory_macfarquhar@who.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Palmieri, Jennifer"
<jennifer_m_palmieri@who.eop.gov>; "Parker, Steve" <steven_l_parker@who.eop.gov>; "Patterson, Nicholas"
<nicholas_j_patterson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Platkin, Alex" <alexandra_r_platkin@who.eop.gov>; "Price, Ryan"
<ryan_l_price@who.eop.gov>; "Rogers, Melissa" <melissa_rogers@who.eop.gov>; "Russo, Bill" <william_m_russo@nsc.eop.gov>;
"Sahgal, Rishi R." <rishi_r._sahgal@who.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schwartz, Noah"
<noah_l_schwartz@nsc.eop.gov>; "Shoup, Lilly" <lillian_m_shoup@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Whisenant, Addie"
<addie_m_whisenant@who.eop.gov>; "Arguelles, Adam" <adam_j_arguelles@who.eop.gov>; "Asen, Jonathan"
<jonathan_asen@who.eop.gov>; "Backemeyer, Christopher" <christopher_r_backemeyer@nsc.eop.gov>; "Bartoloni, Kristen"
<kristen_a_bartoloni@who.eop.gov>; "Brookie, Graham" <graham_h_brookie@nsc.eop.gov>; "Brown, Sam"
<sam_d_brown@who.eop.gov>; "Canegallo, Kristie A." <kristie_a_canegallo@who.eop.gov>; "Click, John"
<john_s_click@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald" <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Coates, Kelsey" <kelsey_a_coates@who.eop.gov>;
"Cohen, Ilona" <ilona_r_cohen@who.eop.gov>; "Cooper, Eric" <eric_m_cooper@nsc.eop.gov>; "Costa, Kristina"
<kristina_l_costa@who.eop.gov>; "Dean, Laura" <laura_a_dean@who.eop.gov>; "Debevoise, Lyn" <lyn_debevoise@nsc.eop.gov>;
"Dickinson, Tammy" <tamara_l_dickinson@ostp.eop.gov>; "DMCOS" <dmcos@who.eop.gov>; "Earnest, Joshua R."
<joshua_r._earnest@who.eop.gov>; "Fenn, Sarah" <sarah_b._fenn@who.eop.gov>; "Gianotti, Claire"
<claire_gianotti@who.eop.gov>; "Govashiri, Ferial" <ferial_govashiri@nsc.eop.gov>; "Hayden, Caitlin"
<caitlin_m_hayden@nsc.eop.gov>; "Hedger, Stephen" <stephen_c_hedger@who.eop.gov>; "Heinzelman, Kate"
<kate_e_heinzelman@who.eop.gov>; "Jackson, Bartlett" <bartlett_w_jackson@who.eop.gov>; "Jimenez, Luis A."
<luis_a_jimenez@ustr.eop.gov>; "Kaden, David M." <david_m_kaden@nsc.eop.gov>; "Keenan, Cody" <cody_keenan@who.eop.gov>;
"Kim, Andrew" <andrew_kim@nsc.eop.gov>; "Kirchhoff, Christopher" <christopher_m_kirchhoff@who.eop.gov>; "Lee, Jesse C."
<jesse_c._lee@who.eop.gov>; "Lee, Jonathan" <jonathan_l_lee@nsc.eop.gov>; "Leweling, Tara" <tara_a_leweling@nsc.eop.gov>;
"Lubin, Nathaniel" <nathaniel_j_lubin@who.eop.gov>; "Lucas Magnuson, Laura" <laura_d_lucas@nsc.eop.gov>; "Lundeberg,
Greta" <greta_j_lundeberg@nsc.eop.gov>; "McFarlin, Mac" <robert_w_mcfarlin@who.eop.gov>; "McKeon, Brian P."
<brian_p_mckeon@nsc.eop.gov>; "Meehan, Bernadette" <bernadette_m_meehan@nsc.eop.gov>; "Moscoso, Patricia"
<patricia_g_moscoso@who.eop.gov>; "Moussavian, Roxana" <roxana_moussavian@who.eop.gov>; "O'Connor, Kyle"
<koconnor@who.eop.gov>; "Ortiz, Michael" <michael_r_ortiz@nsc.eop.gov>; "Pfeiffer, Dan" <dan_pfeiffer@who.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Quillian, Natalie" <natalie_h_quillian@who.eop.gov>; "Rangarajan,
Taara" <taara_a_rangarajan@nsc.eop.gov>; "Rangel, Antoinette N." <antoinette_n_rangel@who.eop.gov>; "Rhodes, Benjamin J."
<benjamin_j._rhodes@who.eop.gov>; "Robertson, Michael" <michael_j_robertson@who.eop.gov>; "Rosenberger, Laura"
<laura_m_rosenberger@nsc.eop.gov>; "Ruemmler, Kathryn H." <kathryn_h._ruemmler@who.eop.gov>; "Schulman, Loren DeJonge"
<loren_schulman@nsc.eop.gov>; "Sherwood-Randall, Liz" <elizabeth_d._sherwood-randall@nsc.eop.gov>; "Singh, Pavneet"
<pavneet_singh@nsc.eop.gov>; "Szuplat, Terry" <terence_p._szuplat@nsc.eop.gov>; "Velz, Peter" <peter_t_velz@who.eop.gov>;
"Wagstaff, Jesica" <jesica_e_wagstaff@who.eop.gov>; "Wang, Jenny" <ya_w_wang@who.eop.gov>; "West, Thomas"
<thomas_w_west@ovp.eop.gov>; "Withers, Anne" <anne_m_withers@nsc.eop.gov>; "Wozniak, Natalie S."
<natalie_s._wozniak@nsc.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Marguerite" <l.b8f>; "Jimenez, Luis A." <a.1e7>; "Jenkins, Brad"
</cn=recipients/cn=bradley_l_jenkins>; "DL-WHO-Press <" </cn=recipients/cn=dlwhopress21553275>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<j.534>; "Hedger, Stephen" <c.b07>; brian_d_highsmith@who.eop.gov; "Quillian, Natalie" <h.bc8>;
kori_s._schulman@who.eop.gov; "Edelman, David" <d.2e5>; "Meehan, Bernadette" <m.486>; alexander_b_wall@who.eop.gov;
"Gianotti, Claire (Intern)" <claire79d>; carlyn_a_reichel@nsc.eop.gov; "Brookie, Graham" <h.c19>; "Holzer, Benjamin"
</cn=recipients/cn=benjamin_s_holzer>; "Brown, Sam" <d.c8a>; "Kahan, Alex" <l.5fe>; patrick_cunnane@who.eop.gov; "Holst,
Lindsay" <l.288>; maurice_m_owens@who.eop.gov; "Earnest, Joshua R." </cn=recipients/cn=joshuar.earnest67836121>; "Hertz,
Jessica R." <r.562>; "McFarlin, Robert" <w.3d7>; "Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>;
howli_j._ledbetter@who.eop.gov; "Hayden, Caitlin" </cn=recipients/cn=caitlin_m_hayden>; rachel_j_racusen@who.eop.gov;
"Lopez, Rafael" <j.72b>; james_r_kvaal@who.eop.gov; megan_e_rooney@who.eop.gov; avra_siegel@who.eop.gov; "Schultz,
Gregory" <c.084>; christina_tchen@who.eop.gov; tyler_a_lechtenberg@who.eop.gov; keith_r_maley@who.eop.gov; "Inouye, Shin"
</cn=recipients/cn=shininouye75456365>; "Dean, Laura" </cn=recipients/cn=laura_a_dean1>; "Govashiri, Ferial"
</cn=recipients/cn=ferialgovashiri17161561>; "Evans, Bess" </cn=recipients/cn=elisabeth_w_evans>;
lisa_o_monaco@who.eop.gov; sarah_k._hurwitz@who.eop.gov; "Ortiz, Michael" <r.889>; "O'Connor, Kyle"
</cn=recipients/cn=koconnor>; caroline_e_adler@who.eop.gov; "Robertson, Michael" <j.26c>; "Lawrence, Natasha" <s.111>;
"DMCOS <" </cn=recipients/cn=dmcos791>; robert_d_whithorne@who.eop.gov; "Russo, Bill" <m.f22>; david_m_simas@who.eop.gov;
"Rogers, Melissa" <melissaf81>; "Foster, Heather" </cn=recipients/cn=heather_j_foster>; "Szuplat, Terence P."
</cn=recipients/cn=terencep.szuplat27487457>; "Leweling, Tara" <a.aac>; "Carroll, Bradley" <bradley66d>; "Patterson,
Nicholas" <j.7f9>; "MacFarquhar, Rory" </cn=recipients/cn=rory_macfarquhar>; mc_gonzalez@who.eop.gov; "Schwartz, Noah"
<l.845>; anita_j_decker@who.eop.gov; "Allen, Jessica" <l.d4e>; "Fallon, Katherine" <b.311>;
katherine_a_vargas@who.eop.gov; dagoberto_vega@who.eop.gov; "Keenan, Cody" </cn=recipients/cn=codykeenan83443781>;
"Withers, Anne" <m.94a>; mathew_s_nosanchuk@nsc.eop.gov; "Friedman, Jennifer" <b.a17>; "Wozniak, Natalie S."

</cn=recipients/cn=natalies.wozniak52051125>; desiree_n_barnes@who.eop.gov; "Hart, Elizabeth A." <a.ffe>; "Hunn, Allison"
<d.5ee>; "West, Thomas" <w.bf3>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremyc15>; taylor_j_lustig@who.eop.gov; "Carney, Jay"
</cn=recipients/cn=james_f_carney>; "Rhodes, Benjamin J." </cn=recipients/cn=benjaminj.rhodes66704772>; "Kim, Andrew"
<andrewe88>; george_selim@nsc.eop.gov; caitria_l_mahoney@who.eop.gov; "Velz, Peter" <t.3a2>; "Price, Ryan" <l.abd>;
"Whisenant, Addie" <m.03f>; "Rangel, Antoinette N." </cn=recipients/cn=antoinette_n_rangel>; "Fenn, Sarah"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahb.fenn64100553>; jessica_e_schumer@cea.eop.gov; johanna_maska@who.eop.gov; "Aniskoff, Paulette"
<l.c19>; "Dickinson, Tammy" </cn=recipients/cn=tamara_l_dickinson>; shannon_n_green@nsc.eop.gov; "Davidson, Josta"
<t.b87>; "Bartoloni, Kristen" </cn=recipients/cn=kristen_a_bartoloni>; amira_valliani@nsc.eop.gov; "Costa, Kristina"
<l.f71>; "Ruemmler, Kathryn H." </cn=recipients/cn=kathrynh.ruemmler10175027>; david_m_litt@who.eop.gov; "Kaden, David M.
(NSS)" <5a8>; agaarn_y_johnson@nsc.eop.gov; "Hankins, Hannah R." </cn=recipients/cn=hannah_r_hankins>; "Govashiri, Ferial"
<ferial_govashiri@who.eop.gov>; "Cohen, Ilona" <r.76f>; "Platkin, Alexandra" <r.9fd>; "Kirchhoff, Christopher" <m.896>;
"Debevoise, Lyn" <lync5f>; christine_s_abizaid@nsc.eop.gov; "Aidinoff, Marc" <f.f6c>; "Cooper, Eric" <m.43b>;
jeffrey_d._tiller@who.eop.gov; "Lee, Jonathan" <l.f5d>; leah_b_katz-hernandez@who.eop.gov; "McKeon, Brian P." <p.2b3>;
jonathan_p_lalley@nsc.eop.gov; "Singh, Pavneet" </cn=recipients/cn=pavneet_singh>; valerie_jarrett@who.eop.gov;
cecilia_munoz@who.eop.gov; laura_a_schulz@nsc.eop.gov; "Schulman, Loren DeJonge" <loren4d7>; "Jackson, Bartlett" <w.599>;
amy_brundage@who.eop.gov; tara_d_mcguinness@who.eop.gov; "Moscoso, Patricia" </cn=recipients/cn=patricia_g_moscoso>;
joanna_s_rosholm@who.eop.gov; "Trotter, Katherine K." <k.5b4>; "Rangarajan, Taara" <a.29a>; hallie_m_ruvin@who.eop.gov;
matthew_a._lehrich@who.eop.gov; "Parker, Steven" <l.87f>; "Wang, Jenny" <w.eb7>; "Lubin, Nathaniel" <j.d81>;
frances_a_holuba@nsc.eop.gov; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; patrick_h_ventrell@nsc.eop.gov;
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frances_a_holuba@nsc.eop.gov; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; patrick_h_ventrell@nsc.eop.gov;
"Cloud, Donald" <w.359>; eric_h_schultz@who.eop.gov; "Rosenberger, Laura" <m.d7f>; jessica_r_santillo@who.eop.gov; "Lee,
Jesse C." </cn=recipients/cn=jessec.lee74301331>; nathaniel_m_perkins@who.eop.gov; "Jencks, Fae" <m.771>; "Coates, Kelsey"
<a.04d>; "Carson, Crystal" <m.b7f>; "Sahgal, Rishi R." </cn=recipients/cn=rishir.sahgal41360826>;
warren_n_eggleston@who.eop.gov; brett_p_bruen@nsc.eop.gov; "Wagstaff, Jesica" </cn=recipients/cn=jesica_e_wagstaff>;
ezra_l_mechaber@who.eop.gov; "Feldman, Stefanie G." </cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; clay_a_dumas@who.eop.gov;
"Click, John" </cn=recipients/cn=john_s_click>; "Lambros, Demetra" <d.8b8>; melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov; "Prescott,
Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; "Heinzelman, Kate" <e.d3b>; "Asen, Jonathan"
</cn=recipients/cn=jonathanasen37271556>; "Canegallo, Kristie A." <a.068>; "Sherwood-Randall, Liz"
</cn=recipients/cn=elizabethd.sherwoodrandall41217251>; "Pfeiffer, Dan" </cn=recipients/cn=dpfeiffer>; "Lundeberg, Greta"
</cn=recipients/cn=greta_j_lundeberg>; "Lucas, Laura" <d.49e>; "Palmieri, Jennifer" <m.cd6>;
kaelan_e_richards@who.eop.gov; stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov; "Shoup, Lillian" <m.0c8>; clare_e_gallagher@nsc.eop.gov;
"Moussavian, Roxana" <roxanae02>; "Backemeyer, Christopher" <r.073>; "Arguelles, Adam"
</cn=recipients/cn=adam_j_arguelles>; jordan_m_burke@who.eop.gov; "Orbach Lachman, Sherry" <e.5f8>;
allison_b_lessne@who.eop.govSubject: TheHill: WH: Biden's son to Ukraine gas company isn't U.S. endorsement

http://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/205992-white-house-bidens-son-to-ukraine-gas-company-isnt-us-endorsement
WH: Biden's son to Ukraine gas company isn't U.S. endorsement
The Hill // Justin Sink
05/13/14 02:42 PM EDT
 
Ukraine's largest private gas producer has hired Vice President Biden's youngest son, but White House press secretary Jay Carney
insisted on Tuesday the move shouldn't be read as an official endorsement by the U.S. government.
 
"Hunter Biden and other members of the Biden family are obviously private citizens, and where they work does not reflect an
endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or president," Carney told reporters.
 
The vice president's office also defended the hire.
 
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.  For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office," said Kendra Barkoff, spokeswoman for Vice
President Biden.
 
Burisma, which produces the equivalent of 10,500 barrels of oil daily, announced Biden's hire in a statement earlier Tuesday.
 
“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate
practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these goals,” said Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’
chairman of the board of directors.
 
The younger Biden, for his part, said he believed his legal and corporate advice would "contribute to the economy and benefit the
people of Ukraine."
 
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of
a strong economy in Ukraine,” Hunter Biden said.
 
But the hire could raise ethical questions — and diplomatic headaches — for the White House. During a visit to Kiev last month,
the vice president discussed energy security with Ukraine's leaders, including ways the country could produce its own domestic
production of natural gas.
 
"Imagine where you'd be today if you were able to tell Russia: keep your gas. It would be a very different world," the vice
president told Ukrainian lawmakers.
 
The hire also came a day after Russian energy giant Gazprom threatened to halt natural gas shipments to Ukraine unless the country
prepays for its energy. That announcement has sparked fears that energy costs could strain Ukraine's fragile economy.
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From: Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/12/2014 8:07:31 AM
To: "Debevoise, Lyn" <lyn_debevoise@nsc.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael" <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael" <r.7b8>;

"Debevoise, Lyn" <lync5f>
Subject: RE: Ukraine headline

Thanks for the flag
 
From: Debevoise, Lyn 
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2014 10:01 AM
To: Prescott, Jeffrey; Carpenter, Michael
Subject: Ukraine headline
 
Haven’t read the article, but flagging this:
 
Hunter Biden, Vice President's son, appointed to board of Zlochevskyi's Burisma Holdings that develops gas in Ukraine
http://economics.lb.ua/business/2014/05/12/266147_sin_vitseprezidenta_ssha_stal.html
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From: Holzer, Benjamin <benjamin_s_holzer@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 10:06:54 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Platkin, Alex" <alexandra_r_platkin@who.eop.gov>; "Platkin, Alexandra"

<r.9fd>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: Fw: MoscowTimes: Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company

And flagging this too
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:05 PM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie; Carney, Jay; Carroll,
Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess; Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather;
Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison;
Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan, Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha;
Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price,
Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo, Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter,
Kingsley; Velz, Peter; Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie,
Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric;
Costa, Kristina; Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire;
Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.;
Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson,
Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor,
Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes,
Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh,
Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S. 
Subject: MoscowTimes: Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company 
 
DRUDGE REPORT @DRUDGE_REPORT  1m
Son of Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company... http://drudge.tw/1lih37X 
 
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/son-of-us-vice-president-biden-joins-ukraine-gas-company/500062.html
Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
The Moscow Times
May. 13 2014 18:49 Last edited 18:49
 
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's largest
private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.
 
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors and head the
company's legal unit.
 
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people
of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.
 
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday. The company also
has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.
 
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine by 35-40
percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late April.
 
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has pledged to
support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
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From: Gerlach, Alec <gerlachja2@state.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 10:30:24 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine

202-736-4899
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:30 PM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: Re: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
What's your number?
 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:12 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 
Jen doesn’t go out to brief until 1, but she has to staff something at 1230. Is now a good time for some guidance that I can relay
to her?
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:53 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: Re: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Thanks. Trying to get more info over here. Give me a little bit of time. 
 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:50 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 
She’s supposed to go out at 1pm but she’s not around right now. I can give you a ring.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:48 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Thanks
We are just starting hear from press about this.  What time is Jen’s briefing?
Can she call me?
 
 
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov

 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:41 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Hi Kendra,
 
I work with Jen Psaki at the State Dept.
 
Our Fox News correspondent gave me a heads up that he might ask us about Hunter Biden going to a Ukrainian gas company at our
daily press briefing today. Have you gotten any questions on this?
 
Happy to refer him to you or follow your lead.
 
He says: I am sure it is legal, just wanted to ask about optics and timing…
 
 
From: Tomlinson, Lucas [mailto:Lucas.Tomlinson@FOXNEWS.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:13 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Doubt you have seen this, so wanted to pass along….
 
Might ask a question about Hunter Biden joining Ukraine gas company board…
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing on Mr. R Hunter Biden as
a new director.
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R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among international
organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field
of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that
my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the
strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden
is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
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From: Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com>
Sent: 5/13/2014 7:59:09 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: Re: hey

Ok-
What exactly are they asking? For the time being I'd just refer them to my office.  FYI I joined the board of Burisma Holdings
Ltd. (Burisma.com) an independent/ private natural gas producer in Ukraine along with the former president of Poland. I think the
press release is on their web site.

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 4:46 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks for talking to me.  let me know who I should refer folks to.
Kendra
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov
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From: Trotter, Kingsley <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/14/2014 8:33:34 AM
To: "Allen, Elizabeth M" <allenem@state.gov>; "Russo, Bill" <william_m_russo@nsc.eop.gov>; "Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange

administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william" <m.f22>>; >
Subject: RE: POLITICO Playbook, presented by JPMorgan Chase & Co. -- ROVE: 'This will be an issue…whether she likes it or not' --

NICK MERRILL: 'its own form of sickness' -- HRC TO MARTIN O'MALLEY: Do what you need to do – MARK ZUCKERBERG is 30 --
HOWARD WOLFSON b

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 14:27:49 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6) 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal information 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Firsht, Elana (Intern) <elana_l_firsht_intern@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/14/2014 3:37:22 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hart, Elizabeth"

<elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>; "Hart, Elizabeth A." <a.ffe>; "Reddy, Vinay" <c.ad8>; "Trotter,
Katherine K." <k.5b4>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>

Cc: "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; "O'Brien, Sean" <w.93f>

Subject: VPOTUS Afternoon Press Mentions--May 14, 2014
Attachments: VPOTUS PM PRESS--05.14.2014.docx

VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS
Wednesday, May 14, 2014

 
Associated Press
VP Joe BIDEN Talks Infrastructure Funding in CLE Today
May 14, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN is in Cleveland today to stress the importance of the U.S. spending money on infrastructure to keep roads and
bridges safe.
 
Associated Press
BIDEN urges infrastructure spending in Cleveland speech as cities seek help maintaining roads
May 14, 2014
President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN are traveling the country saying the nation needs to invest billions of federal
dollars in highways and bridges, but some Ohio city officials are left to wonder: Where's the money to fix our streets?
 
Bloomberg
Obama to Press for Highway Funds, Expedite Permit Process
By: Roger Runningen / May 14, 2014
… While Obama was in New York, Vice President Joe BIDEN was delivering a similar message at a rail center in Cleveland. He said the
U.S. transportation system is crumbling and the nation is falling far behind.
 
Wall Street Journal
Obama to Speed Infrastructure Permits, Highlights Highway Funding Squeeze
By: Jeffrey Sparshott / May 14, 2014
… Mr. Obama spoke in Tarrytown, N.Y., near the Tappan Zee Bridge, an aging thoroughfare across the Hudson River that will be replaced
with two new spans. The president's remarks, visits to Cleveland and St. Louis by Vice President Joe BIDEN and an earlier White House
report are all meant to ratchet up pressure on lawmakers to approve new transportation funding.
 
Associated Press
Obama to Congress: OK New Cash for Roads, Bridges
May 14, 2014
… Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Cleveland Wednesday with a similar message, noting that the World Economic Forum ranked the United
States 18th in the quality of the nation's roads.
 
WBNS-10TV
VP BIDEN To Speak In Cleveland About Spending For U.S. Infrastructure
May 14, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Cleveland to stress the importance of the U.S. spending money on infrastructure to keep roads and
bridges safe.
 
Cleveland Plain Dealer
Vice President Joe BIDEN at RTA to discuss transit
By: James Ewinger / May 14, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected here today to discuss infrastructure investment.
 
Cleveland Plain Dealer
BIDEN will tout spending for Rapid stations and the Cincinnati streetcar project
By: Stephen Koff / May 14, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN’S Cleveland visit today will put a spotlight on a University Circle rapid transit station being built with
federal dollars. But the vice president could just as well have focused on a streetcar construction project in Cincinnati, a freight
rail project across Ohio, a local bus depot in Kent or another Red Line rapid transit station in Cleveland.
 
Cleveland Plain Dealer
Amanda Berry, Gina DeJesus share White House moment with President Barack Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN
By: Michael Norman / May 14, 2014
Cleveland kidnapping survivors Amanda Berry and Gina DeJesus took a slight detour when they were in Washington, D.C. May 6 to be
honored at the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children HOPE Awards dinner. The two women stopped by the White House earlier
that day for a meeting with Vice President Joe BIDEN. They got a surprise visit from President Barack Obama, too, who dropped by
BIDEN’S office and posed for a photo with the group.
 
People
Amanda Berry and Gina DeJesus Show Off Their White House Photos
By: Sandra Sobieraj Westfall / May 14, 2014
… The two Cleveland kidnap survivors met at the White House on May 6 with Vice President Joe BIDEN, a longtime supporter of
legislation to end violence against women. And President Barack Obama dropped by his VP's West Wing office to say hello.
 
Cyprus Mail
BIDEN to stay in Limassol after football risk in Nicosia
By: Angelos Anastasiou / May 14, 2014
NEXT week’s football cup final shaped decision-making in Tuesday’s kick-off meeting between Cyprus police and members of the US vice-
president’s security detail, leading to a switch in the venue of Joe BIDEN’S stay from the Hilton in Nicosia to a Limassol hotel,
according to reports.
 
PolicyMic
If You Suspected the White House Isn't Giving Us the Full Story on Ukraine, Now We Have Proof
By: Jenna Kagel / May 14, 2014
The U.S. political landscape is looking more like an episode of House of Cards than ever before. Ukraine's largest private gas
provider, Burisma Holdings, announced Tuesday that R. Hunter BIDEN, son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, will be joining the board in
charge of their legal unit. And with the current conflict in Ukraine, which has only been worsening, this announcement seems like a
very curious ploy.
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Al-Jazeera America
White House: No Conflict with BIDEN’S Son Working for Ukraine Gas Company
May 14, 2014
The White House brushed aside questions this week about whether the involvement of Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son in a Ukrainian
natural gas company raised ethical issues at a time when the Obama administration is promoting energy diversity in the country, which
is also currently mired in a gas-price spat with Moscow.
 
NBC
Ukraine Gas Producer Appoints R. Hunter BIDEN to Board
By: Javier David / May 14, 2014
Ukraine's largest private gas producer announced on Tuesday that it added R. Hunter BIDEN — the son of U.S. Vice President Joseph
BIDEN — to its board of directors.
 
Yahoo! News
Why did an energy firm with big assets in Ukraine hire Joe BIDEN’S son?
By: Oliver Knox and Meredith Shiner / May 14, 2014
In the span of a few weeks, an energy firm little-known inside the United States added two members to its board of directors — scoring
connections to Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joe BIDEN in the bargain.
 
Yahoo! News
Rahm Emanuel votes Hillary over BIDEN for 2016
By: Jim Avila, Richard Coolidge and Jordyn Phelps / May 14, 2014
As a former White House insider in both the Clinton and Obama administrations, Rahm Emanuel has worked closely with Hillary Clinton
and Vice President Joe BIDEN. But when it comes to who would be the better Democratic presidential candidate come 2016, his mind is
made up.
 
 
 
Associated Press
VP Joe BIDEN Talks Infrastructure Funding in CLE Today
May 14, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN is in Cleveland today to stress the importance of the U.S. spending money on infrastructure to keep roads and
bridges safe.
 
BIDEN is speaking at a Cleveland Regional Transit Authority rail complex to highlight the reconstruction of a light rail station near
University Circle.
 
The area contains many of Cleveland’s cultural landmarks, such as Severance Hall, the home of the Cleveland Orchestra, and Case
Western Reserve University, a top research institution.
 
President Barack Obama’s administration is highlighting infrastructure investment in the U.S. this week. Obama was scheduled to travel
Wednesday to New York City, where the Tappan Zee Bridge is being replaced using a $1.6 billion federal loan.
 
 
Associated Press
BIDEN urges infrastructure spending in Cleveland speech as cities seek help maintaining roads
May 14, 2014
 
President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN are traveling the country saying the nation needs to invest billions of federal
dollars in highways and bridges, but some Ohio city officials are left to wonder: Where's the money to fix our streets?
 
Making the pitch Wednesday at a rail car repair shop in Cleveland, BIDEN said such investment is necessary for the United States to
remain a pre-eminent economic force.
 
"Those in Congress who lack vision say we can't afford to make these investments," he said. "How can we not afford to make these
investments?"
 
He said one study shows the U.S. needs $3.6 trillion in infrastructure investment by 2020 but spends only 1 percent of its gross
domestic product on infrastructure and ranks 18th in the world for the quality of its roads.
 
BIDEN was in Cleveland to highlight federal investment in a $17.5 million new light rail station that will open in 2015. The president
was in New York City, where the federal government has provided a $1.6 billion loan to rebuild the Tappan Zee Bridge. Their message is
that more money needs to be spent on infrastructure.
 
City officials in Ohio wish that a small share of those billions would trickle down to them for maintenance. Some Ohio cities are
operating on the thinnest of margins as costs rise, tax receipts fall and state funding is reduced. Federal and state governments pay
the lion's share of big road and interstate projects, but routine maintenance of surface streets is typically left to cities to pay.
 
Police and firefighters must continue to be paid, so budget items like street resurfacing are the first to be trimmed, said Paul
Barnett, public works manager for the city of Akron.
 
Akron will spend about $2 million on street resurfacing this year but needs to spend at least $8 million to keep pace, Barnett said.
The city will resurface only 11 of its 2,400 lane miles this year.
 
"It's OK if you plan on resurfacing your streets once every 30 years," he said.
 
The booming city of Columbus will spend $33.5 million on street resurfacing this year. Cleveland will spend $4.4 million. Toledo has
upped its resurfacing budget to $1 million compared with $600,000 in 2013.
 
Still, Columbus is far from immune from the scourge of tire-crunching potholes that appeared like dandelions this spring thanks to
Ohio's weather extremes, heavy rains and the asphalt-chewing phenomenon of freeze-thaw cycles. Bill Tilton, assistant director of
public service for Columbus, said his crews have already repaired 105,000 potholes this year compared with 117,000 for all of 2013.
 
Toledo bought a machine so workers could replace entire stretches of pothole-pocked roadway, said Dave Welch, Toledo's commissioner of
streets, bridges and harbor. "There are roads that are pothole patch after pothole patch," Welch said
 
The inability to properly maintain streets is a problem in smaller cities as well. In Euclid, a suburb east of Cleveland that
stretches along Lake Erie, Mayor Bill Cervenik said the federal government needs to step in.
 
"I certainly believe the federal government has to take a look at communities like ours and understand the problems we're having and
put together policies that help those communities that are built and aging and fix them," Cervenik said.
 
 
Bloomberg
Obama to Press for Highway Funds, Expedite Permit Process
By: Roger Runningen / May 14, 2014
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With New York’s aging and overburdened Tappan Zee Bridge in the background, President Barack Obama said the U.S. risks its economic
supremacy by neglecting to repair and upgrade its transportation system.
 
Obama said his administration is streamlining the permit process for transportation projects to speed up construction even as the
White House and Congress wrangle over how to replenish the Highway Trust Fund.
 
A modern, efficient transportation system is “one of the reasons that American became an economic superpower in the first place,”
Obama said today in Tarrytown, New York. While the U.S. has cut resources for infrastructure, he said, economic competitors such as
European nations and China have been investing heavily.
 
The fast-track approach that Obama announced today would expand the process used for the Tappan Zee. Federal agencies approved plans
to replace the three-mile-long span in 1.5 years, a process that typically takes three to five years, according to a White House
statement.
 
The Highway Trust Fund, which is fed by fuel taxes, will be unable to keep up with all its bills as soon as July and will be down to
$1 billion by the end of September. While Congress is working on a short-term plan to keep it solvent at least through the end of the
year, an interruption in funding would affect more than 112,000 construction projects and the jobs of almost 700,000 workers over a
year, according to a White House analysis.
 
Economic Preeminence
 
While Obama was in New York, Vice President Joe BIDEN was delivering a similar message at a rail center in Cleveland. He said the U.S.
transportation system is crumbling and the nation is falling far behind.
 
If the U.S. can’t provide infrastructure to companies, “we will lose our economic preeminence in the world,” BIDEN said.
 
He criticized members of Congress who opposed more spending on infrastructure, saying they “lack vision” and asking “how can we afford
not to make these investments.”
 
With both the White House and many lawmakers rejecting raising gasoline and diesel taxes, Obama has proposed a four-year, $302 billion
plan. About half the funding would come from the federal excise tax on motor fuels with the rest from revenue obtained by closing tax
breaks for corporations, including taxing overseas earnings.
 
Senate Bill
 
The Senate Environment and Public Works Committee filed a bipartisan bill that would renew highway and transit programs for six years,
while leaving decisions on funding for the measure to the House and Senate’s tax committees. The Senate panel was set to begin
crafting a bill tomorrow.
 
Companies, including Caterpillar Inc. (CAT), United Parcel Service Inc. and Honeywell International Inc. (HON), are pushing for a
long-term solution to infrastructure funding.
 
Business groups and labor unions are stepping up their own efforts starting this week. Most of those organizations favor a boost in
the gasoline tax to finance a long-term highway bill, even though lawmakers in both chambers say that can’t clear Congress in an
election year.
 
The Tappan Zee is one of the nation’s 63,522 bridges classified as “structurally deficient,” according to the Federal Highway
Administration. That means the bridge is safe, though in need of repair, closer monitoring or weight restrictions so that it doesn’t
become unsafe. There are more than 607,000 bridges in the U.S.
 
Replacement Bridge
 
The Tappan Zee is eight years past its designed 50-year lifespan and carries about 40 percent more traffic than intended. A
replacement is scheduled for completion in 2018 at a cost of $3.9 billion.
 
During the past three years, the administration has tried to expedite reviews and permitting for more than 50 projects, including
bridges, mass transit, waterways, roads and railways, the White House fact sheet said. More than 30 of the projects have been given
permits.
 
Later today, Obama turns his attention to fundraising for the midterm elections, beginning with a closed-door session to benefit the
Democratic National Committee. Republicans need to win a net six seats to take control of the Senate.
 
A second fundraiser is hosted by Blair W. Effron, co-founder of investment bank Centerview Partners LLC, and former private-equity
executive Jamie Rubin, son of former Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin. Guests can contribute as much as $32,400, with proceeds going to
the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee.
 
On Thursday the president and the first lady tour the Sept. 11 Memorial and Museum before Obama gives a speech at the dedication
ceremony.
 
 
Wall Street Journal
Obama to Speed Infrastructure Permits, Highlights Highway Funding Squeeze
By: Jeffrey Sparshott / May 14, 2014
 
President Barack Obama on Wednesday said he would cut red tape for projects to build roads, bridges and other major projects, part of
a broader effort to prod Congress toward replenishing the nation's dwindling highway trust fund.
 
Mr. Obama spoke in Tarrytown, N.Y., near the Tappan Zee Bridge, an aging thoroughfare across the Hudson River that will be replaced
with two new spans. The president's remarks, visits to Cleveland and St. Louis by Vice President Joe BIDEN and an earlier White House
report are all meant to ratchet up pressure on lawmakers to approve new transportation funding.
 
"If they don't act by the end of the summer, federal funding for transportation projects will run out," Mr. Obama said Wednesday.
"We'll run out. There will be no money. The cupboard will be bare."
 
The Highway Trust Fund, which pays for building and repairing roads, is expected to run dry as soon as August, a development that
would force the federal government to cut payments to states, putting thousands of projects and nearly 700,000 jobs in jeopardy,
according to the White House.
 
New funding coupled with the latest effort on permitting, designed to speed projects from design to completion by improving
coordination among multiple federal agencies, would create jobs and ultimately encourage businesses to invest in the U.S., Mr. Obama
said.
 
Lawmakers from both parties want to keep funds flowing but disagree over how to raise the money and how much to spend on
infrastructure. Because of the approaching November election, Congress may opt for a short-term fix, effectively punting a broader
debate until next year.
 
Republicans met the latest White House push with skepticism.
 
"It's a real challenge to listen to the president talk about reforming the permitting system when he's been sitting on the permit for
the country's largest shovel-ready infrastructure program, the Keystone XL pipeline, for five years," said Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell (R., Ky.).
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The Keystone pipeline would bring oil from Canada to Gulf Coast refineries, creating jobs and boosting energy production. But it also
has sparked environmental concerns, leading the Obama administration to repeatedly delay any final decision on approval.
 
 
Associated Press
Obama to Congress: OK New Cash for Roads, Bridges
May 14, 2014
 
With New York's aging Tappan Zee Bridge looming behind him, President Barack Obama challenged congressional Republicans to spend more
money on the nation's crumbling roads, see-through bridges and outdated ports or face losing businesses to other countries.
 
"We've got ports that aren't ready for the next generation of cargo ships," Obama said against a backdrop of cranes that are being
used to replace the 58-year-old Tappan Zee. "We've got more than 100,000 bridges that are old enough to qualify for Medicare."
 
Obama used the major Hudson River crossing point north of New York City and its $3.9 billion replacement project to illustrate a fast-
track system he initiated that he said cut the permitting time from five years to 1 1/2 years.
 
He blamed Republicans for not authorizing more money for construction and repairs and warned that without congressional action the
Highway Trust Fund, used to pay for transportation projects, will run dry. He accused Republicans of voting against additional
spending even as they gladly show up at ribbon cutting ceremonies for projects they refused to finance.
 
"They are more interested in saying 'no' because they are worried that maybe they'd have to be at a bill signing with me," Obama said.
 
Republicans contended Obama was hypocritical for claiming credit for the expedited process while his administration has yet to decide
the fate of a proposed Canada-to-Texas oil pipeline. The GOP is using that up-in-the-air project to bash Democrats ahead of the
November elections.
 
"It's a real challenge to listen to the president talk about reforming the permitting system when he's been sitting on the permit for
the country's largest shovel-ready infrastructure program, the Keystone XL pipeline, for five years," said Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.
 
Obama noted that over the last 50 years the United States' spending on transportation as a share of the economy has shrunk by 50
percent while European countries are spending twice as much.
 
"We shouldn't watch the top-rated airports and seaports, or the fastest rail lines or fastest Internet networks get built somewhere
else," he said. "They need to be built right here in New York, right here in the United States."
 
Obama was introduced by New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo, who is high on Democrats' list of potential candidates to succeed Obama in 2016.
Cuomo credited Obama for the advanced work on the bridge replacement, which is being financed largely by bonds paid for through higher
tolls.
 
"This is a bridge that symbolizes what was and what can be," Cuomo said.
 
Obama, who was traveling with first lady Michelle Obama, also was to headline a pair of high-dollar fundraisers benefiting Democratic
candidates in the November elections. On Thursday, the president and first lady planned to attend the dedication ceremony for the
National September 11 Memorial & Museum at the World Trade Center.
 
Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx kicked off the public works push Monday, warning that the Highway Trust Fund, which relies on
gasoline taxes, could run dry in August. Those taxes haven't gone up in 20 years.
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Cleveland Wednesday with a similar message, noting that the World Economic Forum ranked the United
States 18th in the quality of the nation's roads.
 
"Folks, we cannot stand still," BIDEN said. "If we do, we will lose our economic prominence in the world."
 
Half of the administration $302 billion transportation plan would be in addition to the programs paid for with fuel taxes. That extra
spending would come from revenue raised by closing what the administration says are corporate tax loopholes and by making other
changes in business taxes, a long shot in a politically divided Congress.
 
 
WBNS-10TV
VP BIDEN To Speak In Cleveland About Spending For U.S. Infrastructure
May 14, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Cleveland to stress the importance of the U.S. spending money on infrastructure to keep roads and
bridges safe.
 
BIDEN was scheduled to speak Wednesday afternoon at a Cleveland Regional Transit Authority rail complex to highlight the
reconstruction of a light rail station near University Circle.
 
The area contains many of Cleveland's cultural landmarks, such as Severance Hall, the home of the Cleveland Orchestra, and Case
Western Reserve University, a top research institution.
 
President Barack Obama's administration is highlighting infrastructure investment in the U.S. this week.
 
Obama was scheduled to travel Wednesday to New York City, where the Tappan Zee Bridge is being replaced using a $1.6 billion federal
loan.
 
 
Cleveland Plain Dealer
Vice President Joe BIDEN at RTA to discuss transit
By: James Ewinger / May 14, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected here today to discuss infrastructure investment.
 
He will use the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority Rail Complex as his forum, and will talk about the regional significance
of a rebuilt Little Italy-University Circle rapid station, due to open next year.
 
The vice president's appearance here is part of a week-long lobbying effort by the White House to create broad-based support for
federal spending on infrastructure improvement.
 
According to the White House, the condition of 65 percent of the nation's major roadways is considered less than good and fully one
quarter of all bridges will require significant work if they are to continue carrying the current volume of traffic.
 
The concern is that some Republicans in the House of Representative oppose further spending and if they get their way, there could be
less money for much needed future projects.
 
BIDEN is considered a potential Democratic candidate for president in 2016.
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Today he also is expected to meet with business owners and community stakeholders to discuss the local economy, but further details
were not available.
 
 
Cleveland Plain Dealer
BIDEN will tout spending for Rapid stations and the Cincinnati streetcar project
By: Stephen Koff / May 14, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN’S Cleveland visit today will put a spotlight on a University Circle rapid transit station being built with
federal dollars. But the vice president could just as well have focused on a streetcar construction project in Cincinnati, a freight
rail project across Ohio, a local bus depot in Kent or another Red Line rapid transit station in Cleveland.
 
Each of these was built or is being built with money from the same federal program – one that critics want to cut substantially.
 
To supporters, the role of this federal program in paying for mass transit projects is particularly important. They say that Ohio and
other Republican-run states seem more interested in building roads and highways than in supporting transportation that is efficient
and environmentally sustainable.
 
Yet there's another side, from those who say that a disproportionate share of the program's dollars have gone to Democratic
congressional districts – and that the awards have lacked the rigorous economic analysis that a competitive grant program should have.
 
All this, over a measly Red Line stop.
 
BIDEN will tout the Little Italy-University Circle Red Line station, which will open in 2015 with the help of a federal grant from the
Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery, or TIGER, program. TIGER was passed originally as part of the 2009 economic
stimulus act, but Congress so far has kept it going, with $3.5 billion for 270 projects nationwide, including $600 million this year,
the White House says.
 
House of Representatives Republicans want to slice that sum and then restrict it to, in the words of an appropriations proposal,
"projects that will address critical transportation needs, such as road, highway and bridge construction and improvement."
 
But BIDEN and his boss, President Barack Obama, want to expand the TIGER program and make it permanent, proposing to fold it into a
broader transportation reauthorization act that would spend $302 billion over four years for a variety of road, bridge and rail
projects. The Senate is working on its own bill but won't start filling in the blanks – including the sources of money – until later
this week. The Obama-BIDEN package, however, would use federal gasoline tax dollars and money from ending a tax provision that
Democrats say encourages companies to shelter profits overseas.
 
That's the big picture, and BIDEN is likely to discuss it in Cleveland this afternoon. The Plain Dealer laid out the background in a
story on Cleveland.com yesterday. Obama will promote the broader theme today, too, with a visit to the site of a structure to replace
New York's Tappan Zee Bridge, over the Hudson River. Obama will also announce an executive action to streamline the review and
permitting process for projects that involve multiple agencies.
 
Mention the TIGER program and fans and critics alike sound off. According to a U.S. Department of Transportation, or DOT, database,
these Ohio projects have received TIGER money:
 
      The Little Italy-University Circle Red Line station that the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority is building. A 2011
TIGER grant awarded it $12.5 million, according to DOT.
 
      Reconstruction of the University-Cedar RTA station, which DOT describes as the busiest east side bus terminal in Cleveland. It
got $10.5 million in 2010 TIGER funding.
 
      A new bus transfer station in downtown Kent, which got $20 million in s 2009 TIGER award.
 
      Rail corridor improvements in Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Maryland. The $98 million TIGER grant, awarded in 2009, was
to help the CSX corridor accommodate double-stacked rail cars to better connect Midwest manufacturers with mid-Atlantic ports.
 
      The Cincinnati Streetcar Riverfront Loop, which will reintroduce Cincinnati's central core to a form of transportation –
electric streetcars – that went out of fashion five decades ago but are being tried again in a number of cities. DOT awarded a $10.9
TIGER grant for the 3.9-mile project in 2011 – on top of $29 million in other federal transit funding it will get.
 
Are these a good use of taxpayer money? This is where some Democrats and Republicans disagree. The Reason Foundation, a conservative
think tank, has criticized the grants as going disproportionately to Democratic congressional districts. The foundation also says the
TIGER grants have lacked transparency and solid economic analysts.
 
Sen. David Vitter, a Louisiana Republican whose ranking status on a public works committee gives him influence in transportation
bills, has voiced similar complaints.
 
But TIGER defenders say that Democratic districts tend to get more grants because of the very nature of the program, helping to ease
transportation problems in areas with the most congestion and need. Cities tend to vote Democratic while suburbs and rural areas are
more inclined to elect Republicans. The DOT says the grants are awarded competitively and not on the basis of politics.
 
In Ohio, there is an additional defense of the TIGER grants. The state gasoline tax goes for roads, and without TIGER and a few other
federal programs, mass transit would get nothing for capital projects, according to members of a coalition called Ohioans for
Transportation Choice.
 
"These are projects that just would not get funded," said Akshai Singh, a Sierra Club organizer in Northeast Ohio who is involved in
Ohioans for Transportation Choice. "They are doing a really good job here to plug the gap."
 
Amanda Woodrum, a researcher for Policy Matters Ohio, a liberal think tank, and co-chair of Ohioans for Transportation Choice, said
that while Ohio is the seventh most populous state, it ranks 47th when measured by funding for public transportation.
 
"Ohio has a multi-billion-dollar transportation budget, but the vast majority of it goes to roads and highways," she said. "Less than
1 percent goes to public transit."
 
Ohio defends its focus on highways as a matter of priorities. In a 2012 review, it found that if it just built all the roads and
bridges needed, it would have a $1.2 billion budget hole, said Steve Faulkner, spokesmen for the Ohio Department of Transportation.
 
So urban transit is funded locally rather than by the state, and with help from Washington. Without TIGER, the RTA station that BIDEN
is visiting might not be built. And the Cincinnati streetcar project, a source of controversy from the start, might never get in gear.
 
People on either side of the political divide – and ultimately Congress - now must decide if that's good.
 
 
Cleveland Plain Dealer
Amanda Berry, Gina DeJesus share White House moment with President Barack Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN
By: Michael Norman / May 14, 2014
 
Cleveland kidnapping survivors Amanda Berry and Gina DeJesus took a slight detour when they were in Washington, D.C. May 6 to be
honored at the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children HOPE Awards dinner. The two women stopped by the White House earlier
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that day for a meeting with Vice President Joe BIDEN. They got a surprise visit from President Barack Obama, too, who dropped by
BIDEN’S office and posed for a photo with the group.
 
Berry and DeJesus recently shared details of the Washington trip, plus other photos with PEOPLE magazine. 
 
May 6 marked the one-year anniversary of their escape from the Cleveland home of Ariel Castro, who held them captive along with
Michelle Knight, for more than a decade.
 
 
People
Amanda Berry and Gina DeJesus Show Off Their White House Photos
By: Sandra Sobieraj Westfall / May 14, 2014
 
Amanda Berry and Gina DeJesus brought home quite the souvenirs from their whirlwind visit to Washington last week – and are sharing
the most special (photographic) ones with PEOPLE.
 
The two Cleveland kidnap survivors met at the White House on May 6 with Vice President Joe BIDEN, a longtime supporter of legislation
to end violence against women. And President Barack Obama dropped by his VP's West Wing office to say hello.
 
In an email to PEOPLE, DeJesus called it an honor, adding of BIDEN, in particular: "I enjoyed our talk; he is very down-to-earth :-)"
 
Berry, who bought a special White House frame to showcase her presidential and vice-presidential photo op, said she appreciated how
much time BIDEN spent with them. "It was one of the most unbelievable moments in my life," Berry said.
 
"They were just grinning from ear to ear," says Shannon Traore, the family-services specialist from the National Center for Missing
and Exploited Children accompanying the group, which included DeJesus's mom and dad and Berry's older sister, Beth Serrano.
 
Berry, 28, DeJesus, 24, and their families were treated to the trip – including their first plane ride and all the regular D.C.
sightseeing – by donors to the NCMEC. The group honored the women at its annual HOPE Awards dinner on May 6, the one-year anniversary
of their escape – along with Michelle Knight, 33 – from nearly 10 years of captivity. For the emotional, but uplifting, occasion, the
women were also treated to a shopping spree and salon visit.
 
At the dinner, they met Katie Beers, who survived her own kidnapping and imprisonment in a hole for 16 days in 1993, at the age of 10.
 
It was a meaningful connection for DeJesus and Berry, says Traore. "They enjoyed being surrounded by other heroes, other people who
have overcome – to know that they aren't alone but are cared for and valued."
 
Before heading home, they saw the pandas at the National Zoo, visited the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial and National Cathedral, and
took a D.C. tour buzzing by the Capitol, Washington Monument, and Lincoln and Jefferson memorials.
 
"Amanda and Gina are both so well-connected to their families," says Traore, "that it was really special for them to experience the
newness of being just normal tourists together – just people-watching, souvenir-shopping D.C. tourists."
 
 
Cyprus Mail
BIDEN to stay in Limassol after football risk in Nicosia
By: Angelos Anastasiou / May 14, 2014
 
NEXT week’s football cup final shaped decision-making in Tuesday’s kick-off meeting between Cyprus police and members of the US vice-
president’s security detail, leading to a switch in the venue of Joe BIDEN’S stay from the Hilton in Nicosia to a Limassol hotel,
according to reports.
 
In the meeting to devise the security plan for the American number two’s protection during his two-day stay, it was decided that BIDEN
will be given head-of-state protection, meaning that for the duration of his 48-hour visit hundreds of police officers – led by the
elite MMAD riot squad members – will be on red alert.
 
BIDEN will arrive in Cyprus on Wednesday, May 21, in an US government jet, which will carry two bulletproof limos – one for him and
one for his escort.
 
Per head-of-state protocol, he will be accompanied by armed members of his security detail bearing identification badges. His general
safety will be the remit of Cyprus police, it was established during the meeting.
 
Tuesday’s meeting was the first in a series to follow in order to finalise every detail of BIDEN’S itinerary.
 
But Phileleftheros reported that while the visitors were scheduled to stay at the Hilton in Nicosia, it emerged at the meeting that a
Limassol hotel would be best suited to host BIDEN and his entourage.
 
That is because the final whistle at football cup final, scheduled for the evening of May 21 between Nicosia-based APOEL and Aradippou
club Ermis, may well find scores of APOEL’s fans flocking to the club’s headquarters – adjacent to the Hilton – in celebration, and
the gathered crowd has been deemed a potentially serious security risk.
 
Police spokesman Andreas Angelides neither confirmed nor denied the report, and could only offer assurances that “all necessary
security measures are being taken.” But any truth to the paper’s claims would mean the implicit admission by the police of its
inability to control an anticipated crowd of a few hundred football fans, or even block their gathering altogether.
 
Meanwhile, a separate security mission was expected to arrive from the United States yesterday, in order to finalise the schedule for
BIDEN’S two-day visit, while Foreign Minister Ioannis Kasoulides – as part of a four-day official visit to the U.S. – had a meeting
with BIDEN’S National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan, in which issues relating to the visit w [ARTICLE CUTS OFF]
 
 
PolicyMic
If You Suspected the White House Isn't Giving Us the Full Story on Ukraine, Now We Have Proof
By: Jenna Kagel / May 14, 2014
 
The U.S. political landscape is looking more like an episode of House of Cards than ever before. Ukraine's largest private gas
provider, Burisma Holdings, announced Tuesday that R. Hunter BIDEN, son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, will be joining the board in
charge of their legal unit. And with the current conflict in Ukraine, which has only been worsening, this announcement seems like a
very curious ploy.
 
On a global scale, the decision suggests that U.S. governmental arbitration stems from what the U.S. can selfishly procure,
politically and/or financially, through involvement in conflict areas abroad. By bringing the VP's offspring onto the board of a
Ukrainian gas company, there is now strong indication of an affiliation between the U.S. and Ukraine, probably incentivized by both
money and politics.
 
Russia may be Europe's largest supplier of natural gas, but Ukraine is the middle man. More than half of Russia's natural gas enters
Europe through pipelines in Ukraine and then branches off into Germany, Italy and Austria. Through a few degrees of separation, there
is huge potential, monetarily as well as politically, for the U.S. and Ukraine to sync up in the energy industry.
 
Seizing a window of opportunity. The U.S. now has a very tactically capable ally working closely with one of Ukraine's natural gas
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providers. The VP has an essential role in foreign policy at the White House. In April, he traveled to Kiev to discuss how the U.S.
could aid Ukraine in expanding their natural gas resources and avoid relying so heavily on Russia.
 
Russia currently supplies 60% of Ukraine's consumed natural gas. In March, however, the Russian natural gas company Gazprom announced
that it was canceling discounted gas prices to Ukraine, partially to dissuade Ukraine from accepting a trade deal with the EU. And
because of the ongoing strife between Ukraine and Russia, natural gas is a fundamental commodity not just for livelihood but in the
grand scheme of international politics. 
 
A question of ethical politicking. Incidentally, the involvement of the younger BIDEN in a Ukrainian gas company implies a link
between money and U.S. involvement in conflicts. The U.S. government does appear to have more to gain from foreign engagement in
Ukraine, which speaks volumes as to why the U.S. has continued to restrain engagement in Syria's 3-year-old civil war. 
 
One conclusion to draw from this is simply that U.S. foreign policy is based on personal motivations, i.e. they are more enterprising
when it is monetarily advantageous to do so. Money does make the world go round after all. And energy concerns are a growing trend
internationally, which is obviously adding dollar signs to locations with many resources to trade, produce, import or export.
 
Still, the White House is denying any sort of involvement or conflict of interest. White House Press Secretary Jay Carney said during
a briefing Tuesday that "Hunter BIDEN and other members of the BIDEN family are obviously private citizens, and where they work does
not reflect an endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or president."
 
As part of the legal unit, Hunter BIDEN will "provide support for the Company among international organizations," according to Burisma
Holdings' announcement. By joining the board, BIDEN hopes to strengthen the Ukrainian economy and benefit the people through his
consultancy on issues such as corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and transparency.
 
If that is truly what his appointment will entail, then with U.S. motivations aside, popular opinion about BIDEN’S new job would
probably be different. Unfortunately, for now, Burisma's announcement, the timing of BIDEN’S new job and the implications of the union
between these two countries are all smelling pretty fishy. 
 
 
Al-Jazeera America
White House: No Conflict with BIDEN’S Son Working for Ukraine Gas Company
May 14, 2014
 
The White House brushed aside questions this week about whether the involvement of Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son in a Ukrainian
natural gas company raised ethical issues at a time when the Obama administration is promoting energy diversity in the country, which
is also currently mired in a gas-price spat with Moscow.
 
R. Hunter BIDEN, an attorney and chairman of the board of the World Food Program USA, was named this week to the board of directors of
Burisma Holdings, a private company that has drilled for natural gas in Ukraine since 2002.
 
"I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility,
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine," BIDEN said, according
to a statement released by the company.
 
The announcement comes as Ukraine and the U.S. are looking to decrease Ukraine's reliance on Russian energy amid threats from Moscow
to cut Ukraine off if it doesn't pay massive debts. Western countries believe Russia would have less leverage over Ukraine if Europe
were less dependent on Russian gas.
 
Amid the push to make Ukraine less dependent on Moscow, Kyiv is also mired in a conflict with pro-Russian rebels in its eastern region
who voted Sunday for wider autonomy. The U.S. has placed sanctions on Russia for its alleged support of the rebels, but the pressure
has done little to stop activists in the region from seeking more independence.
 
In April, Vice President BIDEN traveled to Kyiv to discuss how the U.S. could help provide technical expertise for expanding domestic
production of natural gas.
 
Asked by a reporter Tuesday whether Hunter BIDEN’S appointment to the company presented a conflict of interest, White House spokesman
Jay Carney said it did not.
 
"Hunter BIDEN and other members of the BIDEN family are obviously private citizens, and where they work does not reflect an
endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or president," Carney said.
 
Kendra Barkoff, a spokeswoman for Vice President BIDEN, said he "does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with
this company."
 
Ukraine-Russia gas spat
 
Ukraine, which depends on Russia for most of its natural gas, has accused Moscow of hiking natural gas prices as punishment for Kyiv's
moving closer to the European Union.
 
On Tuesday, Russia's state-run natural gas company Gazprom demanded a $1.7 billion prepayment from Ukraine for June gas deliveries,
heightening a dispute over price that is pushing the two countries closer to another gas war that could cut supplies.
 
Ukraine also wants to change the conditions of a 2009 contract that locked Kyiv into buying a set volume, whether it needs it or not,
at $485 per 1,000 cubic meters — the highest price paid by any client in Europe.
 
Moscow dropped the price to $268.50 after then-president Viktor Yanukovych turned his back on a trade and association agreement with
the European Union last year, but reinstated the original price after Yanukovych was ousted in February.
 
Kyiv has so far refused to pay the higher price, saying gas is being used as a political tool by Moscow to punish Ukraine's new
leaders for moving closer to the European Union.
 
As for the involvement in Burisma Holdings, Melanie Sloan, the head of Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington, a
watchdog group on government ethics, told Reuters there was no inherent conflict in the younger BIDEN’S job.
 
"It can't be that because your dad is the vice president, you can't do anything," Sloan said. "The most important thing is for BIDEN
not to be speaking about these issues with his dad, and for them to try and draw the lines."
 
 
NBC
Ukraine Gas Producer Appoints R. Hunter BIDEN to Board
By: Javier David / May 14, 2014
 
Ukraine's largest private gas producer announced on Tuesday that it added R. Hunter BIDEN — the son of U.S. Vice President Joseph
BIDEN — to its board of directors.
 
In a statement on its website, Burisma Holdings said the younger BIDEN will be in charge of the company's legal unit, while providing
support "among international organizations."
 
The release quoted Hunter BIDEN as saying that "my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate
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governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of
Ukraine."
 
Large corporations frequently appoint well-connected marquee names of both major U.S. political parties as directors. Yet corporate
governance experts are critical of the process, which can be fraught with conflicts of interests and the appearance of favoritism.
 
The arrangement raised questions about the propriety of his appointment, given the tense political standoff between Russia and the
West over the future status of Ukraine, where fighting has resulted in the deaths of dozens of soldiers and civilians. Natural gas has
factored heavily in tensions between Russia and Ukraine, both of which have political leadership that's intertwined with their
respective energy industries.
 
Until a few years ago, the younger BIDEN was a senior vice president for financial services giant MBNA—an arrangement that drew
criticism during the 2008 elections for potential conflict of interests. As a senator, the elder BIDEN spearheaded legislation that
would have affected MBNA's business. Meanwhile, Vice President BIDEN has been a vocal supporter of a cross-border European natural gas
pipeline.
 
Earlier Tuesday, White House spokesman Jay Carney referred questions on the appointment to the vice president's office.
 
In response to an inquiry from CNBC, a spokesperson for the vice president said, "Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The
vice president does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company."
 
A representative at Rosemont Seneca told CNBC that BIDEN was traveling and not immediately available for comment.
 
With Moscow threatening to cut gas supplies to the former Soviet satellite, some have called for the U.S. to deepen its ties to
Ukraine by shipping its own natural gas bounty to Eastern Europe.
 
Burisma touted BIDEN’S "public service and foreign policy," and is listed as a co-founder of Rosement Seneca Partners, an investment
advisory company. He also served as executive director of E-Commerce Policy Coordination under former Commerce Secretary William
Daley, and co-chaired the 2008 Obama-BIDEN Inaugural Committee.
 
 
Yahoo! News
Why did an energy firm with big assets in Ukraine hire Joe BIDEN’S son?
By: Oliver Knox and Meredith Shiner / May 14, 2014
 
In the span of a few weeks, an energy firm little-known inside the United States added two members to its board of directors — scoring
connections to Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joe BIDEN in the bargain.
 
On April 22, Cyprus-based Burisma announced that financier Devon Archer had joined its board. Archer, who shared a room in college
with Kerry’s stepson, Christopher Heinz, served as national finance co-chair for the former senator’s 2004 presidential campaign.
 
Then, on Monday, the firm announced that BIDEN’S younger son, R. Hunter BIDEN, would join the board of directors.
 
Why would the company, which bills itself as Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, need such powerful friends in Washington?
 
The answer might be the company’s holdings in Ukraine. They include, according to the firm’s website, permits to explore in the
Dnieper-Donets Basin in the country’s eastern regions, home to an armed pro-Russian separatist movement. They also include permits to
explore in the Azov-Kuban Basin of the strategic Crimean peninsula, annexed earlier this year by Moscow.
 
It’s not clear what will happen to energy firms, like Burisma, that aim to explore and exploit potential deposits in those areas.
Neither the Archer nor the BIDEN announcement explicitly mentions the unrest, and it’s not clear exactly when their discussions to
join the board began. In an April 23 Q&A, the transcript of which appears on Burisma’s website, Archer said he had been approached “a
few months ago” about the opportunity to consult for the oil company. The announcement of his directorship came less than a month
after the disputed vote in Crimea to rejoin Russia.
 
The White House and the vice president’s office denied there was anything untoward about BIDEN’S appointment.
 
“Hunter BIDEN and other members of the BIDEN family are obviously private citizens and where they work does not reflect an endorsement
by the administration or by the Vice President or President,” said President Barack Obama’s press secretary, Jay Carney. “But I would
refer you to the Vice President’s office.”
 
“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer,” the vice president’s press secretary, Kendra Barkoff, said in a statement. “The vice
president does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. For any additional questions, I refer you
to Hunter’s office.”
 
The person who answered the telephone at BIDEN’S office in Washington, D.C., on Wednesday cheerfully declared that BIDEN was
traveling, that his return date was unknown, and that his assistant was also out of pocket.
 
An email to Burisma’s public relations department did not elicit a reply.
 
But Archer coyly acknowledged the potential benefits of having him on the board in the April 23 Q&A.
 
Question: “In the American media you are often linked to the immediate circle of the U.S. Secretary of State Mr. John Kerry and the
Vice-president of the United States Mr. Joe BIDEN.”
 
 
Yahoo! News
Rahm Emanuel votes Hillary over BIDEN for 2016
By: Jim Avila, Richard Coolidge and Jordyn Phelps / May 14, 2014
 
As a former White House insider in both the Clinton and Obama administrations, Rahm Emanuel has worked closely with Hillary Clinton
and Vice President Joe BIDEN. But when it comes to who would be the better Democratic presidential candidate come 2016, his mind is
made up.
 
Emanuel votes Hillary.
 
“If she chooses to run, I've already said I'm going to support her,” the mayor of Chicago told “Power Players.”
 
"Joe's a good friend, personally,” said Emanuel. “He's obviously worthy of being considered because he's a great vice president, a
great senator, has something to offer … In this case, so does the former secretary of state, senator, and first lady.”
 
Though Emanuel said he is confident that Clinton would win a hypothetical presidential matchup if she chooses to run, he added that
Clinton is weighing the prospects of a presidential bid against other personal life factors.
 
“She's about to be a grandmother,” he said. “And she cares about that, and making sure she has the time. Being a congressman, being a
mayor, being a president, being a candidate for president, time is not one of the commodities you have a lot of.”
 
Emanuel sat down with “Power Players” along with fellow Illinois Democrat Rep. Luis Gutierrez before a panel discussion on immigration
reform at the Urban Institute in Washington, D.C. He said that the Republican Party cannot survive on the national stage without
changing course on immigration reform.
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“I think the ‘leaders of the Republican Party' know where the future is heading, the current of history is heading,” Emanuel said.
“The problem is to get there, the boat breaks that they're on. In national elections you cannot be a majority party and be hostile to
immigrants.”
 
For the GOP, Emanuel said, it’s no longer a question of “will” the party change course, but “when.”
 
Gutierrez described what he sees as a “fight within the Republican Party” between those who stand starkly in opposition to reform as a
matter of principle and those who want reform for the sake of the party’s national standing. He pointed to former Florida Gov. Jeb
Bush as an example of a pro-reform voice within the GOP.
 
“I think when you hear Jeb Bush and other Republican leaders speak about immigration … I don't want to question their motives of where
their heart is at, many of them have their heart exactly where Rahm Emanuel and I have our heart,” he said. “And that is to do well
and to make sure people have a system that is fair.”
 
Gutierrez also acknowledged that the slow pace of change on the issue and the record number of deportations under President Obama have
not been helpful to Democrats. But, he said, President Obama is preparing to take executive action to reform the country’s immigration
system if Congress does not put forth legislation by the summer’s end.
 
“If Republicans do not act, I assure them that this president will act, in a huge, very broad manner,” Gutierrez said. “If it's the
end of the summer, and, Jim, you look at me and say, ‘Luis, for all your optimism, you know nothing's going to happen,’ the president
is going to act in a very expansive manner.”
 
Emanuel also believes that Obama will “absolutely” act if Congress does not, “because certain issues are so urgent to the nation's
future that a president must act.”
 
“He can't legalize them, but he can stop their deportation, and put them in a safe place,” Gutierrez added. “If they want to simply be
a regional party, a party of little cities, and regions in a few states, okay, because that is your future. Abraham Lincoln … first
Republican president, George Bush, 2004, you watch, he's going to be the last Republican president for a long time.”
 
For more of the interview with Emanuel and Gutierrez, including what sets Chicago apart as a “sanctuary city” for undocumented
immigrants, check out this episode of “Power Players.”
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From: Schrum, Michael <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/16/2014 5:05:51 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: Re: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test

En route 
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 07:02 PM
To: Schrum, Michael 
Subject: Fw: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test 
 

 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 06:55 PM
To: Earnest, Joshua R.; Hayden, Caitlin; Meehan, Bernadette 
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test 
 
http://online.wsj.com/articles/bidens-son-hunter-discharged-from-navy-reserve-after-failing-cocaine-test-1413499657?
mod=WSJ_LatestHeadlinesBiden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve
After Failing Cocaine Test
COLLEEN MCCAIN NELSON And
 
JULIAN E. BARNES
Oct. 16, 2014 6:47 p.m. ET
0 COMMENTS
WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after testing positive for
cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter.

Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been commissioned as an ensign in
the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year, his brief military career ended.

Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission process to become a
public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was to be commissioned—he needed a waiver to
join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a drug-related incident when he was a young man, according to people
familiar with the matter. Military officials say such drug waivers aren’t uncommon.

Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va.,
a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in Norfolk, he was given a drug test, which
turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the situation. Mr. Biden was discharged in February, the Navy
said.

Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed
that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With the love and support of my family, I’m
moving forward.”

The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct commission, but
declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the details of Ens. Biden’s discharge are
not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman, said.

Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable discharges. Most are
given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge Mr. Biden received, and the Navy doesn’t
release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior enlisted personnel.

Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers, according to the Navy. The
direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with needed skills. The program allows civilians who have
not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer training course or officer-candidate school to join the military by attending
only an abbreviated training program.

The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually serve one weekend
a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on active duty.

The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military family, often referring
to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong deployment to Iraq. After Hunter Biden joined the
Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who also served in the Navy.
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“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United States Navy,”
she said in 2012.

In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a lot of bad judgment
in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball. “My son, who is over 40, just
joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an officer, Hunter Biden.”

Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden serves as the
Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill Biden also have a daughter, Ashley,
who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate executive director.

Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with a Ukrainian firm, that
have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer, Burisma Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a
former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted former president. The announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible
for Burisma’s legal unit raised concerns about potential conflicts of interest, because his father, the vice president, was
engaged in diplomatic efforts involving Ukraine.

At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t endorse any particular
company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter.

Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a Washington firm
after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008.

Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves as chairman of World Food
Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency that fights hunger,” and he is an adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown
University.
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 4:29:28 PM
To: "[personal email" <address]>
Subject: Fw: VPOTUS Afternoon Press Mentions--May 13, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 14:08:22 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Zezima, Katie <katie.zezima@washpost.com>
Sent: 5/14/2014 9:39:18 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden and Ukranian gas producer

Thanks, Kendra.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 11:00 AM
To: Zezima, Katie
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden and Ukranian gas producer
 
Thank you for reaching out
Here is my on the record statement:
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
Kendra
 
 
From: Zezima, Katie [mailto:Katie.Zezima@washpost.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 10:50 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Hunter Biden and Ukranian gas producer
 
Hi Kendra,
 
Hope you’re doing well. I’m wondering if you have any comment on Hunter Biden joining the board of directors of Burisma Holdings.
Given that VP Biden has expressed support for pro-Western demonstrators that overthrew Mr. Yanukovych’s government, does the VP
see any conflict? Has the VP had any involvement with the company? Have Hunter Biden and Vice President Biden discussed the move?
 
 
Thanks so much.
 
Katie
 
Katie Zezima
White House reporter
The Washington Post
Office: 202-334-9607
Cell: 617-997-9221
Katie.zezima@washpost.com
@katiezez
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From: Ricchetti, Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/16/2014 5:24:28 PM
To: "DMCOS" <dmcos@who.eop.gov>; "DMCOS <" </cn=recipients/cn=dmcos791>
Subject: FW: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test

Here is the story.
 
From: Murray, Shailagh 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 7:02 PM
To: Ricchetti, Steven
Subject: Fw: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test
 

 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 06:52 PM
To: Murray, Shailagh; Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test 
 Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve
After Failing Cocaine Test
By 
COLLEEN MCCAIN NELSON And
 
JULIAN E. BARNES
Oct. 16, 2014 6:47 p.m. ET
0 COMMENTS
WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after testing positive for
cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter.

Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been commissioned as an ensign in
the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year, his brief military career ended.

Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission process to become a
public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was to be commissioned—he needed a waiver to
join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a drug-related incident when he was a young man, according to people
familiar with the matter. Military officials say such drug waivers aren’t uncommon.

Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va.,
a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in Norfolk, he was given a drug test, which
turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the situation. Mr. Biden was discharged in February, the Navy
said.

Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed
that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With the love and support of my family, I’m
moving forward.”

The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct commission, but
declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the details of Ens. Biden’s discharge are
not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman, said.

Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable discharges. Most are
given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge Mr. Biden received, and the Navy doesn’t
release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior enlisted personnel.

Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers, according to the Navy. The
direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with needed skills. The program allows civilians who have
not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer training course or officer-candidate school to join the military by attending
only an abbreviated training program.

The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually serve one weekend
a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on active duty.

The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military family, often referring
to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong deployment to Iraq. After Hunter Biden joined the
Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who also served in the Navy.
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“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United States Navy,”
she said in 2012.

In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a lot of bad judgment
in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball. “My son, who is over 40, just
joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an officer, Hunter Biden.”

Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden serves as the
Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill Biden also have a daughter, Ashley,
who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate executive director.

Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with a Ukrainian firm, that
have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer, Burisma Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a
former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted former president. The announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible
for Burisma’s legal unit raised concerns about potential conflicts of interest, because his father, the vice president, was
engaged in diplomatic efforts involving Ukraine.

At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t endorse any particular
company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter.

Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a Washington firm
after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008.

Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves as chairman of World Food
Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency that fights hunger,” and he is an adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown
University.
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From: Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/16/2014 5:36:15 AM
To: "Kalishman, David (Intern)" <david_kalishman_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Kalishman, David (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange

administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kalishman, david456>" <Intern)>; >
Subject: RE: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, May 16, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:35:40 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6) 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 10/17/2014 4:14:26 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Mackler, Alexander" <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex"
<alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy" <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Anne Marie" <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra" <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J."
<brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke" <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Twigg, Carri"
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana" <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C."
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Anderson, David" <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Graves, Don"
<donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave" <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A"
<elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco" <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran"
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Gleeson, James" <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Noblitt, Karly" <karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate" <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A" <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey"
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry" <kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen"
<kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern)" <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Stennis, Michael" <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kaye,
Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty" <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J"
<patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel" <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard"
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah" <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Berlenbach, Sarah" <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenthal, Lynn" <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ford, Sarah (Intern)"
<sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry"
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A."
<sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M"
<thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P." <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya"
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nourse, Victoria" <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; "Clavel,
Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen, Ward F.
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Mackler, Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s." <snyder-mackler_a2377>>; >; "Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f>" <Intern)>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=person, anne" <m.aae>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j." <stennis_me93>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Nourse, Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f." <nourse_vb11>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; ">" <Intern)>; "Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m." <schrum_ea9f>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah f." <berlenbach_sf948>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m." <noblitt_ke6e>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Ford, Sarah (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l." <ford_sl264a>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e." <nickoloff_l06d>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=graves, donet" <d.2aa>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Twigg, Carri </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b." <twigg_cb173>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c." <anderson_dc92b>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman,
sherry" <e.5f8>>; >; "Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan"
<r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, October 17, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:48:58 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6) 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Kaye, Melanie <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 9:34:22 AM
To: "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah"

<sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <e.67f>; "Nix, Sheila" <m.d38>; "Bernal, Anthony R."
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>

Subject: fyi
Attachments: image001.png

Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
         The Moscow Times
·         May. 13 2014 18:49
·         Last edited 18:49

Joe Hunter / TwitterJoe Hunter (R) standing alongside his father, U.S. Vice President Joe Biden (L) and Republican lawmaker John
McCain (C).

The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's largest private
gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.

In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors and head
the company's legal unit.

"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate governance
and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,"
Hunter Biden said in the statement.

Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday. The company also has
assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.

Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine by 35-40
percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late April.

Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has pledged
to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 5/16/2014 4:13:28 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex" <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy"
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra"
<avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J." <brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke"
<brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Fromstein, Charles"
<charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana"
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C." <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave"
<david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A" <whca_1323152@dsr.eop.gov>; "Hart, Elizabeth"
<elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco"
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran" <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Richards, Kitty" <katharine_r_richards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate"
<katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A"
<katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>;
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry"
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen" <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Kaye, Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty"
<patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J" <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel"
<rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard" <richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah"
<sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; "Rosenthal, Lynn"
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry" <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A." <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M" <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P."
<thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya" <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; "Russo2, Bill" <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen,
Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Richards, Kitty </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=richards, katharine" <r.889>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles" <a.b6e>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william" <m.11f>>; >;
"Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, sherry" <e.5f8>>; >;
"Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan" <r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, May 16, 2014
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From: Lederman, Josh <jlederman@ap.org>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:45:55 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine

Thanks Kendra. Safe travels
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:45 PM
To: Lederman, Josh
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden/Ukraine
 
Rosemont Seneca Partners, LLC

 
From: Lederman, Josh [mailto:JLederman@ap.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:23 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine 
 
Thanks. That’s on the record, attributable to Kendra Barkoff, right?
 
Also – which of Hunter’s offices are you directing me to? He is involved with a lot of companies.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:22 PM
To: Lederman, Josh
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine
 
Off the record (on the airplane, so having email issues)
 
Here is a statement for your use from me:
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
 
From: Lederman, Josh [mailto:JLederman@ap.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:14 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Hunter Biden/Ukraine
 
Hey Kendra,
 
I’m sure you’re about to get a flood of inquiries on this since it just came up in the briefing, but are you commenting at all on
the news about Hunter Biden and Burisma?
 
Thanks,
Josh
 
--
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing onMr. R Hunter Biden as
a new director.
 
R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among international
organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field
of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that
my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”
 
The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the
strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden
is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
 
R. Hunter Biden is a counsel to Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York, USA, which served in cases
including “Bush vs. Gore”, and “U.S. vs. Microsoft”. He is one of the co-founders and a managing partner of the investment
advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners, as well as chairman of the board of Rosemont Seneca Advisors. He is an Adjunct
Professor at Georgetown University’s Masters Program in the School of Foreign Service.
 
Mr. Biden has experience in public service and foreign policy. He is a director for the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, The
Center for National Policy, and the Chairman’s Advisory Board for the National Democratic Institute. Having served as a Senior
Vice President at MBNA bank, former U.S. President Bill Clinton appointed him an Executive Director of E-Commerce Policy
Coordination under Secretary of Commerce William Daley. Mr. Biden served as Honorary Co-Chair of the 2008 Obama-Biden Inaugural
Committee.
 
Mr. Biden is a member of the bar in the State of Connecticut, and the District of Columbia, the U.S. Supreme Court, and the Court
of Federal Claims. He received a Bachelor’s degree from Georgetown University, and a J.D. from Yale Law School.
 
R. Hunter Biden is also a well-known public figure.He is chairman of the Board of the World Food Programme U.S.A., together with
the world’s largest humanitarian organization, theUnited Nations World Food Programme. In this capacity he offers assistance to
the poor in developing countries, fighting hunger and poverty, and helping to provide food and education to 300 million
malnourished children around the world.
 
Company Background:
Burisma Holdings is a privately owned oil and gas company with assets in Ukraine and operating in the energy market since 2002. To
date, the company holds a portfolio with permits to develop fields in the Dnieper-Donets, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuban
basins. In 2013, the daily gas production grew steadily and at year-end amounted to 11.6 thousand BOE (barrels of oil equivalent –
incl. gas, condensate and crude oil), or 1.8 million m3 of natural gas. The company sells these volumes in the domestic market
through traders, as well as directly to final consumers.
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The information contained in this communication is intended for the use
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 
and delete this email. Thank you.
[IP_US_DISC]
 
msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938
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From: McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/23/2014 5:56:36 AM
To: "[personal email" <address]>
Subject: Fw: Vice Presidential News Clips for Thursday, October 23, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:57:42 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6) 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email addresses 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 10/18/2014 4:02:45 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Mackler, Alexander" <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex"
<alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy" <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Anne Marie" <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra" <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J."
<brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke" <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Twigg, Carri"
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana" <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C."
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Anderson, David" <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Graves, Don"
<donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave" <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A"
<elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco" <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran"
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Gleeson, James" <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Noblitt, Karly" <karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate" <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A" <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey"
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry" <kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen"
<kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern)" <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Stennis, Michael" <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kaye,
Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty" <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J"
<patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel" <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard"
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah" <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Berlenbach, Sarah" <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenthal, Lynn" <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ford, Sarah (Intern)"
<sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry"
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A."
<sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M"
<thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P." <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya"
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nourse, Victoria" <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; "Clavel,
Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen, Ward F.
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Mackler, Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s." <snyder-mackler_a2377>>; >; "Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f>" <Intern)>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=person, anne" <m.aae>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j." <stennis_me93>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Nourse, Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f." <nourse_vb11>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; ">" <Intern)>; "Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m." <schrum_ea9f>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah f." <berlenbach_sf948>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m." <noblitt_ke6e>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Ford, Sarah (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l." <ford_sl264a>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e." <nickoloff_l06d>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=graves, donet" <d.2aa>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Twigg, Carri </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b." <twigg_cb173>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c." <anderson_dc92b>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman,
sherry" <e.5f8>>; >; "Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan"
<r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Saturday, October 18, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:49:16 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Pietranton, Kelsey <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/23/2014 3:07:29 PM
To: "Ford, Sarah (Intern)" <sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Ford, Sarah (Intern)" <ford_sl264a>
Subject: RE: Afternoon Press Clips- October 23, 2014

Clips!
 
From: Ford, Sarah (Intern) 
Sent: Thursday, October 23, 2014 5:01 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Hart, Liz; Murray, Shailagh; O'Brien, Sean; Pietranton, Kelsey; Reddy, Vinay; Schrum, Michael; Spector,
Stephen
Subject: Afternoon Press Clips- October 23, 2014
 

VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS
Thursday, October 23, 2014

KDAL 610
Vice President Visits Duluth To Praise Work Against Domestic Violence
By: Dave Strandberg / October 23, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN made a stop in Duluth on Thursday to congratulate some of the people who developed and implemented a
program to fight domestic violence. 
 
WDIO-TV
BIDEN Praises 'Duluth Model' in Northland Visit
October 23, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN praised the Duluth Model for dealing with domestic violence during a visit to the Northland today.
 
Associated Press
BIDEN To Campaign In Hibbing For Democrat Nolan
October 23, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.
 
KEYC-TV
Hillary Clinton, Joe BIDEN to Campaign in Minnesota
By: Mitch Keegan / October 23, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.
 
CNN
Hillary Clinton to Return to Iowa
October 23, 2014
A number of big name Democrats have come to Iowa to help Braley. Vice President Joe BIDEN will stump for the Senate hopeful at an
event in Davenport on Monday and first lady Michelle Obama stumped for him earlier this week.
 
KSTP-TV
Joe BIDEN, Hillary Clinton Campaign in Minnesota for Fellow Dems.
By: Jennie Olson / October 23, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN and Hillary Rodham Clinton are both visiting Minnesota to give a late boost to Democrats on this fall's
ballot.
BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan. 
 
Queens Chronicle
Cuomo unveils plan to modernize airports
October 23, 2014
LaGuardia Airport may not stay in the third world after all.
On Monday, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Gov. Cuomo unveiled a state plan to modernize and revitalize LaGuardia, JFK, Republic and
Stewart airports.
 
The Daily Beast
Trump Travels to Iowa, Bashes New York
By: Ben Jacobs / October 23, 2014
Trump’s comments echo those made by Joe BIDEN earlier this year in which the Vice President compared LaGuardia to a “third world
country.” BIDEN made the statement at an event in Philadelphia, where he pushed for an increase in federal infrastructure
spending.
 
Huffington Post
Shining Light on Violence Against Women
By: Nancy C. Lee / October 23, 2014
At a recent event celebrating the 20th anniversary of VAWA, Vice President BIDEN (the original author of the law) voiced a goal
that I believe is necessary and attainable: "We are not going to succeed until America embraces the notion... that under no
circumstance does a man ever have a right to raise a hand to a woman other than in self-defense."
 
BCTV
A Tie in the U S Senate: Turning Even into Odd
By: G. Terry Madonna & Michael L. Young / October 23, 2014
The wild card in what is otherwise a horrific scenario is Vice President BIDEN. BIDEN is a creature of the Senate, long a part of
the Senate establishment and someone with close relationships with Senate colleagues on both side of the aisle. BIDEN might make a
tie work if anyone can.
 
ABC News
Bristol Palin Explains Brawl, Blames Media, Attacks BIDENs, Clintons (All In One Note!)
By: Shushannah Walshe / October 23, 2014
In her defense, Sarah Palin’s eldest daughter blamed a liberal media bias for unfair and incorrect reporting on the incident. She
aimed to the set the record straight while also pointing out embarrassing incidents in other political families such as the
Clintons and BIDENs.
 
The Daily Caller
Bristol Palin Claws Media With 10 Perfect Post Brawl Nails
By: Betsy Rothstein / October 23, 2014
She also graciously brings up Veep Joe BIDEN‘s son, who got kicked out the Navy for testing positive for cocaine. She calls him
the “real Vice President’s kid.” A quick Google search turns up more than 380,000 hits. From CNN to The Daily Beast to The
National Enquirer, they all covered Hunter BIDEN’s cocaine scandal.
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http://kdal610.com/news/articles/2014/oct/23/vice-president-visits-duluth-to-praise-work-against-domestic-violence/
http://www.wdio.com/article/stories/S3598910.shtml
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http://kstp.com/news/stories/S3598626.shtml
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http://www.bctv.org/a-tie-in-the-u-s-senate-turning-even-into/article_1873934e-5aed-11e4-b60e-c713f7319959.html
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/bristol-palin-explains-brawl-defends-blames-media-attacks/story?id=26398625
http://dailycaller.com/2014/10/23/bristol-palin-claws-media-with-10-perfect-post-brawl-nails/


 
Columbia Daily Tribune
BIDEN nepotism? Follow your nose
By: Michelle Malkin / October 23, 2014
Everything you need to know about Beltway nepotism, corporate cronyism and corruption can be found in the biography of Robert
Hunter BIDEN. Where are the Occupy Wall Street rabble-rousers and enemies of elitist privilege when you need them? Straining their
neck muscles to look the other way.
 
 
KDAL 610
Vice President Visits Duluth To Praise Work Against Domestic Violence
By: Dave Strandberg / October 23, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN made a stop in Duluth on Thursday to congratulate some of the people who developed and implemented a
program to fight domestic violence.  The program, called the Duluth Model, has since spread around the world as an effective
community tool to deal with the problem.  The Vice President says he contacted some of those people in Duluth when he was a U-S
Senator and authored the Violence Against Women Act.  The Duluth Model recently won the 2014 Future Policy Award from the World
Future Council, UN Women and the Inter Parliamentary Union for its coordinated community response to end the violence against
women and girls.
 
WDIO-TV
BIDEN Praises 'Duluth Model' in Northland Visit
October 23, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN praised the Duluth Model for dealing with domestic violence during a visit to the Northland today.
 
In a midday speech at the Duluth Public Safety Building, BIDEN told people who have worked on the Duluth Model that they "have
awakened the world."  He said he has seen the Duluth Model's visual wheel for intervening in domestic abuse cases on visits to
other countries.
 
The Duluth Model was named the world's best policy last week by the World Future Council, the Inter-Parliamentary Union, and UN
Women.
 
"Because of you, we've made real progress, we've saved lives," BIDEN said. "You made it clear that it is never, never, never,
never the woman's fault.  It is not the woman's fault."
 
BIDEN called on other men to intervene to stop domestic violence, saying, "We have to change the behavior, not only of the abuser,
but of other men."
 
This afternoon, BIDEN will travel to Hibbing for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan at Hibbing Community
College. He's hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic incumbent who's locked in a tight race with GOP candidate
Stewart Mills. It's one of the country's top five races in terms of outside spending.
 
We'll have full coverage of BIDEN's visit on Eyewitness News at 5:00, 6:00, and 10:00 and on wdio.com.
 
Associated Press
BIDEN To Campaign In Hibbing For Democrat Nolan
October 23, 2014
 
HIBBING, Minn. (AP) — Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick
Nolan.
 
BIDEN speaks at Hibbing Community College on Thursday afternoon. He’s hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic
incumbent who’s locked in a tight race with GOP candidate Stewart Mills. It’s one of the country’s top five races in terms of
outside spending.
 
Northeastern Minnesota’s 8th Congressional District was long a Democratic stronghold but redistricting has added more conservative
territory to it, turning it into a swing district.
 
BIDEN will travel to Hibbing after speaking at the Duluth Public Safety Building at an event on domestic violence. The White House
says he’ll highlight “The Duluth Model” of collaboration among domestic abuse intervention programs and government agencies.
 
KEYC-TV
Hillary Clinton, Joe BIDEN to Campaign in Minnesota
By: Mitch Keegan / October 23, 2014
 
Hillary Rodham Clinton will be in Minnesota today to give a boost to Democrats on this fall's ballot and renew ties that could
help her in a possible presidential bid.
 
The former U.S. secretary of state, senator and first lady will headline a rally at Macalester College and hold a fundraiser for
Gov. Mark Dayton.
 
Her appearance is geared toward energizing voters about to decide the re-election fates of Dayton and first-term Sen. Al Franken.
 
Dayton was a vocal Clinton backer when she sought the party's presidential nomination in 2008 and says he'd be in her corner if
she runs in 2016.
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.
 
He's hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic incumbent who's locked in a tight race with GOP candidate Stewart
Mills.
 
It's one of the country's top five races in terms of outside spending.
 
Northeastern Minnesota's 8th Congressional District was long a Democratic stronghold but redistricting has added more conservative
territory to it, turning it into a swing district.
 
CNN
Hillary Clinton to Return to Iowa
October 23, 2014
 
WASHINGTON — Hillary Clinton is heading back to Iowa on October 29, according to a Democratic source with knowledge of the trip.
 
The former first lady’s visit comes just a little more than a month since she returned to Iowa after a six year hiatus. Clinton
stumped for Bruce Braley, Iowa’s Democratic Senate nominee, and other Iowa Democrats at the 37th annual – and final – Harkin Steak
Fry in September. She had last visited the state in 2008.
 
Braley is currently locked in a tight race to succeed Harkin in the Senate with Republican Joni Ernst.
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A number of big name Democrats have come to Iowa to help Braley. Vice President Joe BIDEN will stump for the Senate hopeful at an
event in Davenport on Monday and first lady Michelle Obama stumped for him earlier this week.
 
Any visit Clinton makes to Iowa – the crucially important first-in-the-nation caucus state – is immediately seen through the lens
of 2016 politics given that the former first lady is widely seen as the Democratic frontrunner for president and has admitted that
she is considering a run.
 
Clinton’s October visit to stump for Democrats in Iowa comes near the end of her prolonged push for Democrats across the country.
Clinton has headlined political events in California, Colorado, Michigan, Kentucky, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Illinois and Florida in
the last month. And is expected to return to New Hampshire and Georgia by election day.
 
While all of these events have been for Democrats seeking to win in November, the campaigning is also a way for Clinton to satisfy
Democrats who expect their potential future presidential nominee to help the party in the years before the run.
 
By election day, Clinton is expected to visit over 15 states in her midterm push.
 
KSTP-TV
Joe BIDEN, Hillary Clinton Campaign in Minnesota for Fellow Dems.
By: Jennie Olson / October 23, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN and Hillary Rodham Clinton are both visiting Minnesota to give a late boost to Democrats on this fall's
ballot.
BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.         
 
BIDEN speaks at Hibbing Community College on Thursday afternoon. He's hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic
incumbent who's locked in a tight race with GOP candidate Stewart Mills. It's one of the country's top five races in terms of
outside spending.         
 
Northeastern Minnesota's 8th Congressional District was long a Democratic stronghold, but redistricting has added more
conservative territory to it, turning it into a swing district.         
 
BIDEN will travel to Hibbing after speaking at the Duluth Public Safety Building at an event on domestic violence. The White House
says he'll highlight "The Duluth Model" of collaboration among domestic abuse intervention programs and government agencies.
 
Meanwhile, Clinton is hoping to help fellow Democrats while renewing ties that could help her in a possible presidential
bid.         
 
The former U.S. secretary of state, senator and first lady is headlining a rally Thursday at Macalester College and is later
holding a fundraiser for Democratic Gov. Mark Dayton.         
 
Her appearance was geared toward energizing voters about to decide the re-election fates of Dayton and first-term Democratic Sen.
Al Franken.         
Dayton was a vocal Clinton backer when she sought the party's presidential nomination in 2008 and says he'd be in her corner if
she runs in 2016. In the prior campaign, Clinton lost Minnesota's caucuses to now-President Barack Obama.
 
Queens Chronicle
Cuomo unveils plan to modernize airports
October 23, 2014
 
LaGuardia Airport may not stay in the third world after all.
 
On Monday, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Gov. Cuomo unveiled a state plan to modernize and revitalize LaGuardia, JFK, Republic and
Stewart airports.
 
“The number one job of government is to promote economic growth and prosperity, and one of the best ways to drive commerce is by
investing in infrastructure that connects New York with local, national and international markets,” Cuomo said during a press
conference at Vaughn College in East Elmhurst.
 
Cuomo revealed LaGuardia and JFK airports will partake in separate master plan design competitions.
 
For LaGuardia, designers from across the globe will be asked to envision a complete package of what the facility will look like
and how it will function. Cuomo said the competition should produce a project that will improve transportation to the airport,
including the possibility of a high-speed ferry, a redesigned airport layout to increase access and more resilient infrastructure.
 
For JFK, the competition will call on applicants to submit designs that will enhance the transportation network — including the
AirTrain, improved parking areas and the subway and LIRR — exploring the idea of increasing hotel capacity in the immediate area
and upgrading facilities across the board.
 
Plans for Republic Airport on Long Island and Stewart International Airport in the Hudson Valley are much smaller in scale and
include improving accessibility and utilizing space more efficiently.
 
“Build the greatest infrastructure in the world,” BIDEN, who recently compared LaGuardia Airport to that of a third-world country,
said. “It’s like, build it and they will come. Nobody knows that better than the city of New York. I think this will be, for the
rest of the nation, a blueprint about how they have to move. Thank you for having the courage to step up and think big and move.”
 
In January, Cuomo announced in his State of the State Address that New York needed to assume management responsibility for
construction at LaGuardia and JFK to help break gridlock.
 
“This is more important for New York than ever before, which is why the state is ambitiously investing in roads, bridges and
tunnels on a scale that we haven’t seen in decades,” Cuomo said. “Our airport modernization plan not only enhances how our
individual airports look and act in the 21st century, but addresses how they must fundamentally work together to strategically
grow in New York’s economy.”
 
According to the Governor’s Office, the Port Authority Board of Commissioners will select the best three designs for each airport.
The finalists will receive up to $500,000 to further develop their concept.
 
The contest will begin in 30 days and design firms will have 60 days to develop plans, which must include a project implementation
timeline to ensure that work begins quickly.
 
Funding may come from both private and public sectors, though additional details of the competitions and the end cost were
unavailable as of press time.
 
The governor added that the new design contest would “complement” an existing LaGuardia Airport terminal project put out to bid
this year. In September, officials announced they had not selected a winner yet, but estimated that within the year, a terminal
design would be chosen.
 
“New York is the product of our built environment,” Cuomo said. “We took a very small piece of land that happened to have a great
location as a harbor and a seaport and we built more than was ever imaginable. We just relished in taking engineering feats that
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they said we couldn’t do and doing it just to show that we could.”
 
The Daily Beast
Trump Travels to Iowa, Bashes New York
By: Ben Jacobs / October 23, 2014
 
Donald Trump has gone all the way to Iowa to insult New York.
 
The bombastic New York-based millionaire held a press conference with Iowa Republican Rep. Steve King in Des Moines Tuesday, where
he proclaimed that LaGuardia and JFK were “like third world airports.” In contrast, Trump praised Qatar, Saudi Arabia and China
for having airports “the likes of which we’ve never seen in this country.”
 
Trump’s comments echo those made by Joe BIDEN earlier this year in which the Vice President compared LaGuardia to a “third world
country.” BIDEN made the statement at an event in Philadelphia, where he pushed for an increase in federal infrastructure
spending.
 
In addition to bashing New York’s airports, Trump praised King, notorious for his comments about illegal immigrants with “calves
the size of cantaloupes,” as “a smart person with really the right views on almost everything.”
 
At the time, the Vice President’s comment provoked some backlash from New York Mayor Bill DeBlasio, as well as from the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey, which operates LaGuardia. While there was universal agreement that LaGuardia badly needed
renovation, DeBlasio thought that the phrasing of BIDEN’s critique was “inappropriate.”
 
Unlike BIDEN, Trump wasn’t making a plea for greater federal spending on transportation when he slammed his home state’s two
biggest airports. Instead the reality show star, who flirted with running for Governor of New York earlier this year, had
travelled to Iowa to announce his endorsement of King, a controversial six-term Republican incumbent.
 
In addition to bashing New York’s airports, Trump praised King, notorious for his comments about illegal immigrants with “calves
the size of cantaloupes,” as “a smart person with really the right views on almost everything.”
 
However, for all the controversy around him, King has always been smart enough not to bash his home state’s two biggest airports.
After all, unlike Donald Trump, he’s actually running for office.
 
Huffington Post
Shining Light on Violence Against Women
By: Nancy C. Lee / October 23, 2014
 
Domestic violence has been in the news a lot lately. Intimate partner violence (also known as IPV or domestic violence) is not
new, but it is widespread. New research from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) shows how staggering the problem
is: over 38 million women in the United States experience violence at the hand of a husband, boyfriend, or other partner during
their lifetime. But what many people don't know is that the number declined significantly in the last 20 years, in part because of
the Violence Against Women Act of 1994 (VAWA).
 
Prior to VAWA, in many states physical and sexual violence against a woman by someone she knew was not considered as serious a
crime as was an attack by a stranger. Thinking about it now, it's hard to believe.
 
VAWA was a major national recognition of the severity of partner violence against women and the need for change. Renewed last
year, the law provides funding for criminal investigation, prosecution, and harsher penalties for abusers. It also supports
programs and services such as the National Domestic Violence Hotline, rape crisis centers, violence prevention programs, legal aid
for survivors, and protections for traditionally underserved populations such as Native Americans, undocumented individuals, women
with disabilities, and lesbian, bisexual, and transgender women.
 
VAWA has had a big impact -- IPV declined by 67 percent between 1993 and 2010, due in part to changes like these:
 
All 50 states have updated their laws so that rape is now subject to the same punishment whether or not the victim knows the
perpetrator.
Police, prosecutors, and judges now receive training on handling IPV cases.
 
If police officers have reason to suspect IPV, they may now arrest someone for committing the crime without an arrest warrant.
Victims no longer have to pay for their own rape exams or to have a protection order (also called a restraining order) served to
their abuser.
Perhaps the most important change to come from VAWA was the acknowledgment that domestic violence exists. Historically, we avoided
the topic, preferring to think of it as a "private" or "family" issue that only happens to other people, when it actually affects
people of all ages, races, ethnicities, and educational and socioeconomic backgrounds. The more we talk openly about the reality
of domestic violence -- the more we let sunlight shine on this issue -- the more progress we can make.
 
At a recent event celebrating the 20th anniversary of VAWA, Vice President BIDEN (the original author of the law) voiced a goal
that I believe is necessary and attainable: "We are not going to succeed until America embraces the notion... that under no
circumstance does a man ever have a right to raise a hand to a woman other than in self-defense." In order to reach this goal, we
must start with open, honest discussion about the painful problem of domestic violence. Not only is this discussion good for
society, it can help women caught in violent relationships and the children that live in these abusive homes. When we talk openly
about the many forms abuse can take and deem these actions wrong and criminal, we help others identify abuse in their lives and
show them a path to change.
 
How can you help? Start a dialogue. Share this simple, easy-to-read infographic with friends and family and post it on your social
networks in whatever way feels right for you. Don't be surprised if your doctor asks questions about your relationships and home
life. IPV screening is covered under all Marketplace and most other health coverage plans, at no additional cost. And don't forget
the girls in your life; at least 1 in 10 teens experience physical violence in their relationships. Talk to them about healthy
relationships, abuse, and what they should do if someone hurts them.
 
If we open up this problem to the sunlight, we can make a difference for millions of women.
 
BCTV
A Tie in the U S Senate: Turning Even into Odd
By: G. Terry Madonna & Michael L. Young / October 23, 2014
 
Think things can’t get any worse with the approval rating of Congress polling as low as a 7 percent while national problems pile
up and an increasingly dysfunctional House and Senate continue to set new records for sheer futility?
 
If so, you would be wrong. They can get a lot worse. And they just might after Election Day, Nov. 4th.
 
The problem is the Senate and the issue is whether either party will win the 51 votes minimally needed to organize and operate
that body for the next two years. The prospect for a tied senate at 50 to 50 after Nov. 4 is very real as we enter the final days
of campaigning.
 
Right now, 45 seats are probably safe for Democrats, 47 for Republicans. Another 8 seats are competitive meaning either party
could win. So Republicans have to win 4 of them to win the Senate, while fewer could give the body to Democrats or even produce a
50-50 tie.
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The GOP is well positioned. In fact, most assessments by independent analysts forecast Republican’s will pick up between four and
eight senate seats.
 
The fly in the Republican ointment, however, is that there are two “Independents” with a prospect for victory—Kansas and South
Dakota. If at least one of them is victorious, it becomes dicey – enough so that a 50 to 50 split might occur, producing chaos
across Congress.
 
If a tie should exist after Election Day, Article I, Section 1 of the U.S. Constitution would be invoked giving the vice
president, one Joseph BIDEN, the power to vote and break ties that exist. In normal times the vice president constitutionally
presides over the Senate but does not vote on matters before the Senate unless a tie exists.
 
A constitutional tie in the Senate would be profoundly troubling, given the disarray in national politics. It would either
intensify the extreme polarization already stultifying our politics – or as bad, bring government to even more of a standstill
than already exists.  As a country, the prospects of a Senate tie makes us similar to an already ill patient suddenly faced with
an even more calamitous sickness.
 
The worst precedent in Senate history of a divided chamber occurred after the election of 1880. The possible parallels to 2014 are
chilling. Then the Senate was split 37 Republicans, 37 Democrats, with two Independents. With the new session in 1881,
reorganization of the Senate took place.  The two Independents went their separate ways, Illinois Senator David A. Davis, joined
the Democrats while Virginian William Mahone caucused with the Republicans.
 
The tiebreaker was newly elected Vice President Republican Chester Arthur, but Republicans, lacking sufficient members in the
chamber, were not able to organize properly. Consequently, Democrats maintained control of the committee chairmanships they had
held previously, as the operations of the U.S. Senate descended into a farce.
 
Ultimately, it took the Senate two years to finally resolve its leadership crisis, blessedly ending one of the stranger moments in
Senate history.
The most recent 50 to 50 Senate split occurred in the tumult of January 2001, in the aftermath of the disputed Bush-Gore
presidential election. Al Gore, as Clinton’ outgoing vice president, was the tiebreaker for the first 17 days of the new Congress.
When Dick Cheney became vice president on January 20, he became the tiebreaker. Cheney broke several ties during his years in
office, but only two in the period when the Senate party composition was equally divided.
 
Awkward as that was, some amity still existed in Congress and both sides worked out arrangement to make it all work.
 
If you think a similar tie would work in 2014 then you might be interested in buying a slightly used bridge in Brooklyn.
 
Let’s be clear: given the extreme polarization and excessive partisanship in Washington today, nothing good at all is going to
happen with a 50-50 Senate split. Challenges the Senate will likely confront in the new Congress -- immigration, energy, foreign
policy, amendments to the Affordable Care Act, deciding executive appointments and Supreme court confirmations --are simply not
going to be met with an evenly split Senate.
 
The wild card in what is otherwise a horrific scenario is Vice President BIDEN. BIDEN is a creature of the Senate, long a part of
the Senate establishment and someone with close relationships with Senate colleagues on both side of the aisle. BIDEN might make a
tie work if anyone can.
 
We should all hope he doesn’t need to do it – and we don’t need to find out if he can.
 
ABC News
Bristol Palin Explains Brawl, Blames Media, Attacks BIDENs, Clintons (All In One Note!)
By: Shushannah Walshe / October 23, 2014
 
Two days after audio from a brawl involving the Palin family was released, Bristol Palin has defended herself and her family in
writing, explaining her side of what happened on the evening of Sept. 6.
 
“Instead of listening to all the people who weren’t there ... let me tell you what actually happened,” she writes in a post on
Patheos.
 
In her defense, Sarah Palin’s eldest daughter blamed a liberal media bias for unfair and incorrect reporting on the incident. She
aimed to the set the record straight while also pointing out embarrassing incidents in other political families such as the
Clintons and BIDENs. She alleged coverage of those moments was downplayed because they involved Democratic families.
 
Some details of the Palins' run-in already emerged on that audio earlier this week and in other accounts.
 
But here are the five best parts of Bristol Palin’s new post:
 
Palin Attacks BIDENs and Clintons, Says They Don't Get Same Negative Coverage as Conservative Women
 
Bristol Palin asserted media bias leads to coverage of her family, but claimed there is not the same kind of coverage of
Democratic family scandals:
 
“In the meantime, did you even hear about Vice President Joe BIDEN’s adult son who kicked out of the Navy for cocaine? (That’s the
real Vice President’s kid...) So pause for a moment and consider the hysteria over our stupid 'incident', compared to our actual
Vice President’s son not even being able to hold on to a position in the Navy Reserve.
 
"I’m sure you heard the happy news that Chelsea Clinton had a baby. But did you know her father-in-law and Clinton family pal
Edward Mezvinsky is a convicted felon because of committing bank, wire, and mail fraud? Of course, you didn’t. Because the friends
and family of the revered liberal elite are treated like delicate China. Don’t handle too roughly. They are precious. They are off
limits. Don’t push on them too hard. In the meantime, I was pushed and held down by some guy ... and the media salivates like a
dog that’s just been given a bone,” she wrote.
 
Palin said the tough coverage stems from her being a conservative woman:
 
“Violence against women is never okay,” Palin wrote. “Even if that violence occurs against conservative women. Imagine for a
second the outrage that would happen if Chelsea Clinton had gotten pushed by some guy. Had she tried to defend herself, the
liberal media would’ve held her up as some feminist hero. But it wasn’t Chelsea. It wasn’t Hillary. It wasn’t someone they liked
or someone they agreed with. It was a conservative. And once again, the hypocrisy of the media is laid bare.”
 
The Daily Caller
Bristol Palin Claws Media With 10 Perfect Post Brawl Nails
By: Betsy Rothstein / October 23, 2014
 
Sarah Palin‘s daughter, Bristol, doesn’t just hate the media. She despises it. But today, in a first-person account on the “Palin
family brawl,” she sounded the typical rallying cry of many conservative websites out there: It’s the liberal media — they’re all
biased! Specifically, she claims that the media has revealed its bias against conservative women like herself.
 
Bristol, please.
 
She describes the dramatic battleground in which her little sister, Willow, was knocked to the ground by a grown woman and her
friend got “knocked out” and needed 10 stitches. When she tried to defend her sister, she was also shoved to the ground by a 200-
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pound man who kept her down while she lay there helpless. She wrote that he yelled at her, saying, “You c-nt!”
 
Bristol goes on to correct details she says the media got wrong. No, she says, she didn’t swing at the man seven times, as
evidenced by–no joke–her fingernails: “After this incident, I still had a perfect manicure on all ten of my nails.”
 
She expected the media to sit back and what, not cover this? Is she delusional?
 
And yet she goes to describe a media that would’ve obviously brushed all this off had it been the Clintons.
 
Specifically, Chelsea Clinton.
 
Excuse me, Bristol, but have you read the stories about how bad a job Chelsea did at NBC and the outrage many felt by a $600,000
paycheck they said she didn’t deserve? But even if you don’t think those stories were negative enough, how about Chelsea as a
teenager, when there were stories and late-night jokes about how ugly and awkward she was. Or Chelsea’s father, former President
Bill Clinton, getting impeached because he lied about sexual relations he’d had with an intern named Monica Lewinksy. From start
to finish, the press didn’t ignore the Clintons. Further, Monica blames Matt Drudge, a conservative, for ruining her life. Hillary
Clinton hates the media so much that among the reported reasons why she may not run for President involves having to deal with the
media.
 
Columbia Daily Tribune
BIDEN nepotism? Follow your nose
By: Michelle Malkin / October 23, 2014
 
Everything you need to know about Beltway nepotism, corporate cronyism and corruption can be found in the biography of Robert
Hunter BIDEN. Where are the Occupy Wall Street rabble-rousers and enemies of elitist privilege when you need them? Straining their
neck muscles to look the other way.
 
The youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN made news last week after The Wall Street Journal revealed he had been booted from
the Navy Reserve for cocaine use. His drug abuse was certainly no surprise to the Navy, which issued him a waiver for a previous
drug offense before commissioning him as a public affairs officer at the age of 43. The Navy also bent over backward a second time
with an age waiver so he could secure the cushy part-time job.
 
Papa BIDEN loves to tout his middle-class, “Average Joe” credentials. But rest assured, if his son had been “Hunter Smith” or
“Hunter Jones” or “Hunter Brown,” the Navy’s extraordinary dispensations would be all but unattainable. Oh, and if he had been
“Hunter Palin,” The New York Times would be on its 50th front-page investigative report by now.
 
Despite the disgraceful ejection from our military, Hunter’s Connecticut law license won’t be subject to automatic review.
Because, well, BIDEN.
 
BIDEN’s bennies are not just one-offs. Skating by, flouting rules and extracting favors are the story of Hunter’s life.
 
Hunter’s first job, acquired after Joe BIDEN won his 1996 Senate re-election bid in Delaware, was with MBNA. That’s the credit
card conglomerate and top campaign finance donor that forked over nearly $63,000 in bundled primary and general contributions from
its employees to then Sen. BIDEN. As I’ve reported previously, Daddy BIDEN secured his custom-built, multimillion-dollar house in
Delaware’s ritziest Chateau Country neighborhood with the help of a leading MBNA corporate executive. Average Joe went on to carry
legislative water for MBNA in the Senate for years.
 
Hunter zoomed up to senior vice president by early 1998 and then scored a plum position in the Clinton administration’s Commerce
Department, specializing in “electronic commerce” before returning to MBNA three years later as a high-priced “consultant.” While
he collected those “consulting” (translation: nepotistic access-trading) fees, Hunter became a “founding partner” in the lobbying
firm of Oldaker, BIDEN and Belair in 2002.
 
William Oldaker was Papa BIDEN’s former fundraiser, campaign treasurer and general counsel — a Beltway barnacle whose Democratic
machine days dated back to Teddy Kennedy’s 1980 presidential bid. Under Oldaker’s tutelage, Hunter lobbied for drug companies,
universities and other deep-pocketed clients to the tune of nearly $4 million billed to the company by 2007.
 
Coincidentally, then-Illinois Sen. Barack Obama personally requested and secured cozy taxpayer-subsidized earmarks for several of
Hunter’s clients.
 
Hunter got himself appointed to multiple corporate board positions, including a directorship with Eudora Global. It’s an
investment firm founded by one Jeffrey Cooper, head of one of the biggest asbestos-litigation firms in the country. SimmonsCooper,
based in Madison County, Ill., donated hundreds of thousands of dollars to BIDEN the Elder’s various political campaigns over the
past decade — all while the firm poured $6.5 million into lobbying against a key tort-reform bill, which former Sen. BIDEN worked
hard to defeat. Cooper also contributed to the Delaware attorney-general campaign of Hunter’s older brother, Beau, and paid Beau
for legal work on lucrative asbestos-litigation cases.
 
Hunter also was previously a top official at Paradigm Global Advisors, a hedge fund holding company founded with Vice President
BIDEN’s brother, James, and marketed by convicted finance fraudster Allen Stanford. As Paradigm chairman, Hunter oversaw half a
billion dollars of client money invested in hedge funds while remaining a lobbyist at Oldaker, BIDEN and Belair. Cooper chipped in
$2 million for the ill-fated venture, which went bust amid nasty fraud lawsuits.
 
Continually failing upward, Hunter snagged a seat on the board of directors of taxpayer-subsidized, stimulus-inflated Amtrak,
where he pretended not to be a lobbyist but rather an “effective advocate” for the government railroad system serving the 1
percenters’ D.C.-NYC corridor.
 
So, where does a coke-abusing influence peddler go after raking in gobs of Daddy-enabled dough and abusing the U.S. Navy’s ill-
considered generosity? Back to Cronyland! Hunter joined Ukrainian natural gas company Burisma Holdings — owned by a powerful
Russian government sympathizer who fled to Russia in February — this spring. The hypocritical lobbyist-bashers at the White House
deny he will be lobbying and deny any conflict of interest.
 
Meanwhile, Just Like You Joe was whipping up class envy in South Carolina last week. “Corporate profits have soared,” he railed,
thanks to “these guys running hedge funds in New York,” who are to blame for “income inequality.”
 
You know, like his son and brother and their Beltway back-scratching patrons.
 
The BIDENs: They’re not like us.
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:16:36 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley"

<katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob"
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R." <r.562>; "Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>;
"Trotter, Katherine K." <k.5b4>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <j.6b6>;
"Lambros, Demetra" <d.8b8>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>

Subject: RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis

AP: VP Biden's son joins Ukrainian gas company's board
 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice President Joe Biden's youngest son, Hunter Biden, is joining the board of a gas company operating in
Ukraine.
That's according to Burisma Holdings. The company says Biden will head the company's legal unit and seek support for Burisma among
international organizations.
The announcement comes as Ukraine is looking to decrease its reliance on Russian energy. Western countries believe Russia would
have less leverage in the crisis with Ukraine if Europe was less dependent on Russian gas.
Burisma says it's the largest private gas producer in Ukraine, but a state-owned company controls most gas production there.
Securities and Exchange Commission records show Burisma is based in Cyprus. The vice president will visit Cyprus next week and has
been a key player in the U.S. response to the Ukraine crisis.
 
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:27 PM
To: Spector, Stephen; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra; Hertz, Jessica R.
Subject: RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
 
+ others
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:23 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley
Subject: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
 
Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
http://www.nationaljournal.com/white-house/another-biden-has-waded-into-the-ukraine-crisis-20140513
 
By Marina Koren
 
Joe Biden has been the White House's go-to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring former Soviet republics and reassuring their
concerned leaders. And now, he's not the only Biden involved in the region.
 
The vice president's youngest son, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's largest
private gas producer, The Moscow Times reported Tuesday. Hunter described his new role in a statement on the company's website:
 
As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion, and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people
of Ukraine.
 
The new gig joins several others on Hunter's extensive resume. He currently serves as as managing partner at the Washington-based
investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and counsel at the New York City-based law firm Boies Schiller Flexner. He is
also an adjunct professor at Georgetown University's Foreign Service graduate program.
 
According to Bloomberg Businessweek, Burisma was founded in 2006 and "engages in oil-well drilling, production of liquefied
natural gas, and undertaking geological studies." It is based in Cyprus. It owns several oil and gas companies in Ukraine,
including in the southeastern city of Dnepropetrovsk.
 
Burisma hired another American—and another managing partner of Rosemont Seneca Partners—just last month. Devon Archer joined the
company's board of directors to "focus on the interaction with current investors, as well as involving new investors from the
United States," according to an April 22 press release from the company. Archer served as a senior adviser to John Kerry during
his 2004 presidential campaign.
 
"Today Burisma Holdings reminds me of Exxon Mobil in its wake," Archer said in a recent interview posted on the company's website.
"It has all the chances to be one of the biggest privately owned oil companies in the world."
 
Archer's work focuses heavily on energy independence for Ukraine, a topic that has received much attention in recent months.
Ukraine is dependent on Russia for energy exports, and Moscow has pulled discount agreements during its ongoing standoff with
Kiev. The addition of Hunter to the company masthead suggests Burisma is turning to U.S. talent—and money and name recognition—for
protection against Russia. It also jibes with the Obama administration message that his father has been tasked with spreading.
 
It's unclear whether the entry of another Biden into the fray was meant to send a message to Moscow. But Russian President
Vladimir Putin, eternally leery of American hands in eastern European business, is bound to notice.
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 6/26/2014 8:57:02 AM
To: hbiden@rosemontseneca.com
Bcc: shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov
Subject: Re: hey

Thanks for letting me know. What about tomorrow?
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 26, 2014 10:55 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: hey 
 
K-
I am really sorry but I have to cancel call today.

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 2:23 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Been giving out this statement: 

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no
involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 02:20 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: hey 
 
If anything beyond referring questions to my office is required from you or counsel you can contact Heather King at Boise
Schiller. 

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 6:00 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks

 
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:58 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Cc: Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com> 
Subject: Re: hey 
 
Kendra, I am around the next few days if you need me.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Partners, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
P Consider the environment before printing this email.
On May 13, 2014, at 10:39 AM, Barkoff, Kendra <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks
 
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:39 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Cc: Eric Schwerin
Subject: Re: hey
 
Eric- he's cc'd here

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 5:05 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Just sent you the email
Let me know who in your office.
Thanks!
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
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Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:59 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: hey
 
Ok-
What exactly are they asking? For the time being I'd just refer them to my office.  FYI I joined the
board of Burisma Holdings Ltd. (Burisma.com) an independent/ private natural gas producer in Ukraine
along with the former president of Poland. I think the press release is on their web site.

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 4:46 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks for talking to me.  let me know who I should refer folks to.
Kendra
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov
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From: Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com>
Sent: 6/26/2014 8:55:52 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: Re: hey

K-
I am really sorry but I have to cancel call today.

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 2:23 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Been giving out this statement: 

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no
involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 02:20 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: hey 
 
If anything beyond referring questions to my office is required from you or counsel you can contact Heather King at Boise
Schiller. 

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 6:00 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks

 
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:58 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Cc: Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com> 
Subject: Re: hey 
 
Kendra, I am around the next few days if you need me.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Partners, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
P Consider the environment before printing this email.
On May 13, 2014, at 10:39 AM, Barkoff, Kendra <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks
 
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:39 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Cc: Eric Schwerin
Subject: Re: hey
 
Eric- he's cc'd here

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 5:05 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Just sent you the email
Let me know who in your office.
Thanks!
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:59 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: hey
 
Ok-
What exactly are they asking? For the time being I'd just refer them to my office.  FYI I joined the
board of Burisma Holdings Ltd. (Burisma.com) an independent/ private natural gas producer in Ukraine
along with the former president of Poland. I think the press release is on their web site.

RHB
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202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 4:46 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks for talking to me.  let me know who I should refer folks to.
Kendra
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:33:00 PM
To: "Lucas Magnuson, Laura" <laura_d_lucas@nsc.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter,

Katherine K." <k.5b4>; "Lucas, Laura" <d.49e>
Cc: "Carpenter, Michael" <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael" <r.7b8>
Subject: Re: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites

Thanks
Yes. Answering them now

 
From: Lucas Magnuson, Laura 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:17 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Trotter, Kingsley 
Cc: Carpenter, Michael 
Subject: FW: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites 
 
Want me to have State forward all queries to you?
 
And are you saying anything? Thanks!
 
From: Singer, Matthew A [mailto:SingerMA@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:15 PM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Cc: Ferencevych, Yaryna N; Schtele, Luke A; Sessums, Michael D; Smith, Brian T; Bouldin, Megan T; EUR-PD-Dirs-DL
Subject: FW: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites
 
Hello, Laura,
 
Can we discuss?  Post has gotten an inquiry about this (fortunately, just to confirm whether it’s true, nothing too loaded), and
they need to know if they should forward inquiries to NSC.
 
Thank you,
 
-MS
 
Matthew Singer • Public Diplomacy Desk Officer for Ukraine, Moldova, and Belarus • Bureau of European and Eurasian Affairs • U.S.
Dept. of State
2201 C St NW, Room 4427, Washington, DC 20520 | Direct 202-647-7861 | SingerMA@state.gov
 
 
 
 
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.
 

From: Smith, Brian T 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:13 PM
To: EUR-UMB-DL; EUR-RUS-POL-DL
Cc: Ukraine Neg Narratives; Ukraine-Russia Coordination; Kyiv, PAS FSOs
Subject: RE: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites
 
Now being covered in English by the Moscow Times.
 
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/son-of-us-vice-president-biden-joins-ukraine-gas-company/500062.html
 
 
 
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.
 

From: Smith, Brian T 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:10 AM
To: EUR-UMB-DL; EUR-RUS-POL-DL
Cc: Ukraine Neg Narratives; Ukraine-Russia Coordination
Subject: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites
 
Colleagues – FYSA, The below Russian news article, that VP Biden’s son, Hunter, has been named a board member of the energy
company Burisma, which has rights to hydrocarbon reserves in Ukraine, is being retweeted by Russian elites, including Aleksey
Pushkov and Vladislav Surkov.   It has 100 retweets as of 1100 EST.
 
http://lenta.ru/news/2014/05/13/biden/
 
 
Brian T. Smith
EUR/UMB (TDY)
202.647.2979 | HST 4427A
 
 
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.
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http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/son-of-us-vice-president-biden-joins-ukraine-gas-company/500062.html
http://lenta.ru/news/2014/05/13/biden/


From: Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 10:07:19 AM
To: "Aidinoff, Marc" <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc" <f.f6c>
Subject: Fw: MoscowTimes: Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company

...
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:05 PM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie; Carney, Jay; Carroll,
Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess; Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather;
Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison;
Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan, Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha;
Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price,
Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo, Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter,
Kingsley; Velz, Peter; Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie,
Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric;
Costa, Kristina; Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire;
Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.;
Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson,
Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor,
Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes,
Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh,
Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S. 
Subject: MoscowTimes: Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company 
 
DRUDGE REPORT @DRUDGE_REPORT  1m
Son of Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company... http://drudge.tw/1lih37X 
 
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/son-of-us-vice-president-biden-joins-ukraine-gas-company/500062.html
Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
The Moscow Times
May. 13 2014 18:49 Last edited 18:49
 
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's largest
private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.
 
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors and head the
company's legal unit.
 
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people
of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.
 
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday. The company also
has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.
 
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine by 35-40
percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late April.
 
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has pledged to
support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
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https://twitter.com/DRUDGE_REPORT/status/466247051500453888
http://t.co/CufgHstH4t
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From: Ford, Sarah (Intern) <sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 12/12/2014 3:31:04 PM
To: "FN-OVP-Press" <ovppress@ovp.eop.gov>; "FN-OVP-Press <" </cn=recipients/cn=ovppress>
Subject: Emailing: VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.08.14, VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.09.14, VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.10.14, VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.11.14,

VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.12.14, VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.15.14, VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.16.14, VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.17.14, VPOTUS PM
PRESS- 09.18.14, VP

Attachments:VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.08.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.09.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.10.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.11.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.12.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.15.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.16.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.17.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.18.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.19.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.22.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.23.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.24.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.25.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.26.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.30.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.01.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.02.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.03.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.06.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.07.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.08.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.09.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.14.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.15.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.16.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.17.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.20.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.21.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.22.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.23.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.27.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.28.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.29.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.30.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.31.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.04.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.05.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.06.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.07.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.10.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.12.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.13.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.15.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.17.14.docx
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VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.17.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.18.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.19.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.20.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.21.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.24.2014.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.25.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.01.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.02.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.03.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.04.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.05.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.08.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.09.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.10.14.docx
,
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.11.14.docx

                                                                                                                       
Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments:
 
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.08.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.09.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.10.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.11.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.12.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.15.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.16.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.17.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.18.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.19.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.22.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.23.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.24.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.25.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.26.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 09.30.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.01.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.02.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.03.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.06.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.07.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.08.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.09.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.14.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.15.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.16.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.17.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.20.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.21.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.22.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.23.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.27.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.28.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.29.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.30.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.31.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.04.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.05.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.06.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.07.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.10.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.12.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.13.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.15.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.17.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.18.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.19.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.20.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.21.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.24.2014
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 11.25.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.01.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.02.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.03.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.04.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.05.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.08.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.09.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.10.14
VPOTUS PM PRESS- 12.11.14
 
 
Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain types of file attachments.  Check
your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are handled.
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From: Carpenter, Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:35:49 PM
To: "Ellison, Janine M" <ellisonjm@state.gov>
Cc: "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>
Subject: FW: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites

Just flagging that this is swirling.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:33 PM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura; Trotter, Kingsley
Cc: Carpenter, Michael
Subject: Re: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites
 
Thanks
Yes. Answering them now

 
From: Lucas Magnuson, Laura 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:17 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Trotter, Kingsley 
Cc: Carpenter, Michael 
Subject: FW: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites 
 
Want me to have State forward all queries to you?
 
And are you saying anything? Thanks!
 
From: Singer, Matthew A [mailto:SingerMA@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:15 PM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Cc: Ferencevych, Yaryna N; Schtele, Luke A; Sessums, Michael D; Smith, Brian T; Bouldin, Megan T; EUR-PD-Dirs-DL
Subject: FW: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites
 
Hello, Laura,
 
Can we discuss?  Post has gotten an inquiry about this (fortunately, just to confirm whether it’s true, nothing too loaded), and
they need to know if they should forward inquiries to NSC.
 
Thank you,
 
-MS
 
Matthew Singer • Public Diplomacy Desk Officer for Ukraine, Moldova, and Belarus • Bureau of European and Eurasian Affairs • U.S.
Dept. of State
2201 C St NW, Room 4427, Washington, DC 20520 | Direct 202-647-7861 | SingerMA@state.gov
 
 
 
 
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.
 

From: Smith, Brian T 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:13 PM
To: EUR-UMB-DL; EUR-RUS-POL-DL
Cc: Ukraine Neg Narratives; Ukraine-Russia Coordination; Kyiv, PAS FSOs
Subject: RE: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites
 
Now being covered in English by the Moscow Times.
 
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/son-of-us-vice-president-biden-joins-ukraine-gas-company/500062.html
 
 
 
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.
 

From: Smith, Brian T 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:10 AM
To: EUR-UMB-DL; EUR-RUS-POL-DL
Cc: Ukraine Neg Narratives; Ukraine-Russia Coordination
Subject: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites
 
Colleagues – FYSA, The below Russian news article, that VP Biden’s son, Hunter, has been named a board member of the energy
company Burisma, which has rights to hydrocarbon reserves in Ukraine, is being retweeted by Russian elites, including Aleksey
Pushkov and Vladislav Surkov.   It has 100 retweets as of 1100 EST.
 
http://lenta.ru/news/2014/05/13/biden/
 
 
Brian T. Smith
EUR/UMB (TDY)
202.647.2979 | HST 4427A
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This email is UNCLASSIFIED.
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 5/14/2014 4:13:02 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex" <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy"
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra"
<avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J." <brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke"
<brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Fromstein, Charles"
<charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana"
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C." <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave"
<david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A" <whca_1323152@dsr.eop.gov>; "Hart, Elizabeth"
<elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco"
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran" <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Richards, Kitty" <katharine_r_richards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate"
<katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A"
<katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>;
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry"
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen" <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Kaye, Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty"
<patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J" <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel"
<rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard" <richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah"
<sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; "Rosenthal, Lynn"
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry" <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A." <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M" <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P."
<thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya" <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; "Russo2, Bill" <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen,
Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Richards, Kitty </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=richards, katharine" <r.889>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles" <a.b6e>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william" <m.11f>>; >;
"Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, sherry" <e.5f8>>; >;
"Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan" <r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Wednesday, May 14, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 14:32:13 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/16/2014 4:52:04 PM
To: "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh"

</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test

Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve
After Failing Cocaine Test
By 
COLLEEN MCCAIN NELSON And
 
JULIAN E. BARNES
Oct. 16, 2014 6:47 p.m. ET
0 COMMENTS
WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after testing positive for
cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter.

Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been commissioned as an ensign in
the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year, his brief military career ended.

Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission process to become a
public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was to be commissioned—he needed a waiver to
join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a drug-related incident when he was a young man, according to people
familiar with the matter. Military officials say such drug waivers aren’t uncommon.

Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va.,
a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in Norfolk, he was given a drug test, which
turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the situation. Mr. Biden was discharged in February, the Navy
said.

Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed
that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With the love and support of my family, I’m
moving forward.”

The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct commission, but
declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the details of Ens. Biden’s discharge are
not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman, said.

Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable discharges. Most are
given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge Mr. Biden received, and the Navy doesn’t
release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior enlisted personnel.

Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers, according to the Navy. The
direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with needed skills. The program allows civilians who have
not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer training course or officer-candidate school to join the military by attending
only an abbreviated training program.

The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually serve one weekend
a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on active duty.

The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military family, often referring
to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong deployment to Iraq. After Hunter Biden joined the
Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who also served in the Navy.

“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United States Navy,”
she said in 2012.

In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a lot of bad judgment
in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball. “My son, who is over 40, just
joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an officer, Hunter Biden.”

Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden serves as the
Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill Biden also have a daughter, Ashley,
who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate executive director.
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Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with a Ukrainian firm, that
have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer, Burisma Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a
former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted former president. The announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible
for Burisma’s legal unit raised concerns about potential conflicts of interest, because his father, the vice president, was
engaged in diplomatic efforts involving Ukraine.

At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t endorse any particular
company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter.

Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a Washington firm
after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008.

Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves as chairman of World Food
Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency that fights hunger,” and he is an adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown
University.
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From: Pietranton, Kelsey <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/17/2014 6:10:26 AM
To: "Ford, Sarah (Intern)" <sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Ford, Sarah (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group

/cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l. ford_sl264a>" <Intern)>; >
Subject: Fw: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, October 17, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:49:56 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 10/17/2014 4:14:26 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Mackler, Alexander" <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex"
<alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy" <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Anne Marie" <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra" <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J."
<brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke" <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Twigg, Carri"
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana" <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C."
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Anderson, David" <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Graves, Don"
<donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave" <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A"
<elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco" <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran"
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Gleeson, James" <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Noblitt, Karly" <karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate" <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A" <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey"
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry" <kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen"
<kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern)" <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Stennis, Michael" <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kaye,
Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty" <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J"
<patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel" <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard"
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah" <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Berlenbach, Sarah" <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenthal, Lynn" <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ford, Sarah (Intern)"
<sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry"
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A."
<sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M"
<thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P." <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya"
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nourse, Victoria" <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; "Clavel,
Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen, Ward F.
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Mackler, Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s." <snyder-mackler_a2377>>; >; "Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f>" <Intern)>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=person, anne" <m.aae>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j." <stennis_me93>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Nourse, Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f." <nourse_vb11>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; ">" <Intern)>; "Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m." <schrum_ea9f>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah f." <berlenbach_sf948>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m." <noblitt_ke6e>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Ford, Sarah (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l." <ford_sl264a>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e." <nickoloff_l06d>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=graves, donet" <d.2aa>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Twigg, Carri </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b." <twigg_cb173>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c." <anderson_dc92b>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman,
sherry" <e.5f8>>; >; "Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan"
<r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, October 17, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:48:22 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6) 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 11:00:45 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board

Do we have a response?
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:54 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
 
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:53 PM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie; Carney, Jay; Carroll,
Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess; Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather;
Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison;
Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan, Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha;
Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price,
Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo, Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter,
Kingsley; Velz, Peter; Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie,
Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric;
Costa, Kristina; Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire;
Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.;
Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson,
Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor,
Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes,
Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh,
Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S.
Subject: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter-biden-ukraine-gas-board-106631.html
Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
Politico // Lucy McCalmont
May 13, 2014 12:47 PM EDT

Hunter Biden, the younger son of Vice President Joe Biden, will be
joining Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, the company announced
in a statement

“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of
professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices,
and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve
these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of
directors, said in a statement, which was reported by The Moscow Times
on Tuesday.

Biden, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the
company said and will provide support for Burisma Holdings “among
international organizations.”

Biden said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy.

“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the
field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong
economy in Ukraine,” Biden said in a statement. “As a new member of the
Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on
matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility,
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the
economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White
House Press Secretary Jay Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a
referendum held Sunday in Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-rule in the
region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law.

Vice President Biden also expressed support for Ukraine, when he
visited the country in April and slammed Russia for its role in the
annexation of Crimea.
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From: Nelson, Colleen McCain <colleen.nelson@wsj.com>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:22:01 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: question from The Wall Street Journal on Hunter Biden

Hi Kendra –
 
Thanks so much for getting back to me. Any chance you can tell me any more about Hunter’s role or whether he consulted his father
before taking this appointment?
 
 
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:14 PM
To: Nelson, Colleen McCain
Subject: RE: question from The Wall Street Journal on Hunter Biden
 
Here is a statement for your use from me:
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
 
From: Nelson, Colleen McCain [mailto:Colleen.Nelson@wsj.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:29 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: question from The Wall Street Journal on Hunter Biden
 
Hi Kendra –
 
We’re writing something today about Hunter Biden joining the board of directors of Burisma Holdings. Would you be able to answer a
few questions about this?
 
Thanks so much for your help.
 
Best,
 
Colleen
 
Colleen McCain Nelson
The Wall Street Journal
Office: 202.862.9289
Cell: 214.957.0632
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 10/22/2014 4:12:56 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Mackler, Alexander" <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex"
<alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy" <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Anne Marie" <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra" <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J."
<brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke" <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Twigg, Carri"
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana" <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C."
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Anderson, David" <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Graves, Don"
<donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave" <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A"
<elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco" <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran"
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Gleeson, James" <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Noblitt, Karly" <karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate" <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A" <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey"
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry" <kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen"
<kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern)" <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Stennis, Michael" <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kaye,
Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty" <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J"
<patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel" <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard"
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah" <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Berlenbach, Sarah" <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenthal, Lynn" <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ford, Sarah (Intern)"
<sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry"
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A."
<sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M"
<thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P." <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya"
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nourse, Victoria" <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; "Clavel,
Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen, Ward F.
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Mackler, Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s." <snyder-mackler_a2377>>; >; "Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f>" <Intern)>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=person, anne" <m.aae>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j." <stennis_me93>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Nourse, Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f." <nourse_vb11>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; ">" <Intern)>; "Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m." <schrum_ea9f>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah f." <berlenbach_sf948>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m." <noblitt_ke6e>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Ford, Sarah (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l." <ford_sl264a>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e." <nickoloff_l06d>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=graves, donet" <d.2aa>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Twigg, Carri </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b." <twigg_cb173>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c." <anderson_dc92b>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman,
sherry" <e.5f8>>; >; "Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan"
<r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Wednesday, October 22, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:54:51 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6) 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Max Seddon <max.seddon@buzzfeed.com>
Sent: 5/13/2014 4:25:39 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject:Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

thanks for getting back to me, here's the piece
 
http://www.buzzfeed.com/maxseddon/bidens-son-polish-ex-president-quietly-sign-on-to-ukrainian
 
On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 9:35 PM, Barkoff, Kendra
<Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:
> OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having
> email issues)
> Here is a statement for your use from me:
>
> “Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not
> endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company.
> For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
>
>
> Off the record:
> The VP didn't meet with anyone from Burisma when he was in Ukraine.
>
>
> From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:47 AM
> To: Barkoff, Kendra
> Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas
> company
>
> Hi Kendra,
>
> Am about to get on a plane so just wanted to send you a couple other
> questions: Ukrainian media have reported Mr. Zlochinsky is on a visa ban
> list. Is this true? Did the VP or any of his people meet with Burisma
> representatives while he was in Ukraine and discuss this? Why does the
> Burisma site seem so proud of its apparent connections to the Biden family,
> including from before today's announcement? What, if anything, has the VP
> discussed with Hunter about Burisma, Mr. Zlochinsky, or other matters
> related to the Ukrainian gas industry?
>
> Thanks in advance - will be online again in about two hours or so. Phone is
> +380684586856
>
> Best
>
> Max
>
> On Tuesday, May 13, 2014, Lucas Magnuson, Laura <Laura_D_Lucas@nsc.eop.gov>
> wrote:
>>
>> Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura
>>
>> -----Original Message-----
>> From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
>> Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM
>> To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
>> Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas
>> company
>>
>> Dear Laura,
>>
>> Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press
>> release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian natural gas company,
>> claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of
>> directors:
>>
>> http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
>>
>> The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly
>> glaring conflict of interest given the VP's role on Ukraine policy -
>> particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was
>> energy minister and deputy NSC chief under Yanukovych.
>>
>> Is this true? What exactly is going on here?
>>
>> Thanks and best
>>
>> Max
>>
>>
>> --
>> Max Seddon
>> Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
>> +380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
>> twitter.com/maxseddon
>
>
>
> --
> Sent from Gmail Mobile
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--
Max Seddon
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
twitter.com/maxseddon
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From: Clavel, Lise <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 7/8/2014 11:08:40 AM
To: "Feldman, Stefanie G." <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G." </cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>
Subject: RE: Time: Ukrainian Employer of Joe Biden’s Son Hires a D.C. Lobbyist

Ah. That's who I've been wondering about, probably. But I'm still not sure.
 
From: Feldman, Stefanie G. 
Sent: Tuesday, July 08, 2014 1:08 PM
To: Clavel, Lise
Subject: Fw: Time: Ukrainian Employer of Joe Biden’s Son Hires a D.C. Lobbyist
 
Different chris heinz?

have worked as business partners with Kerry’s son-in-law, Christopher Heinz, the founding partner of Rosemont Capital, a private-
equity company.
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, July 08, 2014 10:12 AM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Camacho, Cara; Carson, Crystal; Clavel,
Lise; Davidson, Josta; Earnest, Joshua R.; Edelman, R. David; Etienne, Ashley; Evans, Bess; Feddersen, Brett; Feldman, Stefanie
G.; Foster, Heather; Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Liz; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn,
Allison; Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha; Lopez,
Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Pietranton, Kelsey; Platkin, Alex; Price, Ryan;
Reddy, Vinay; Rogers, Melissa; Russo, Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven;
Tess, Caroline; Velz, Peter; Whisenant, Addie; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie, Graham;
Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric; Costa, Kristina;
Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett;
Jacob, Susannah; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.; Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; Leweling, Tara;
Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson, Laura; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor, Kyle;
Ortiz, Michael; Peterlin, Katherine; Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette
N.; Rhodes, Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Schulman, Loren; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh, Pavneet; Szuplat,
Terry; Velz, Peter; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S. 
Subject: Time: Ukrainian Employer of Joe Biden’s Son Hires a D.C. Lobbyist 
 
http://time.com/2964493/ukraine-joe-biden-son-hunter-burisma/
Ukrainian Employer of Joe Biden’s Son Hires a D.C. Lobbyist
TIME // Michael Scherer @michaelscherer
July 7, 2014    
 
An obscure private Ukrainian natural gas company has been hiring friends and family of Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice
President Joe Biden, while seeking to influence Congress
 
When Vice President Joe Biden’s son, R. Hunter Biden, joined the board of a private Ukrainian oil and natural gas company this
spring, he explained his new job as a legal one, disconnected from any effort to influence the Obama Administration. In a press
release, the younger Biden boasted of his abilities on issues like improving corporate transparency.
 
But the company, Burisma Holdings, did not disclose at the time the scope of their plans for influencing the U.S. government.
Recently released documents show that Biden’s hiring coincided with the launch of a new effort to lobby members of Congress about
the role of the company in Ukraine and the country’s quest for energy independence.
 
David Leiter, a former Senate chief of staff to Secretary of State John Kerry, signed on to work as a lobbyist for Burisma on May
20, 2014, about a week after Biden announced he was joining the company, according to lobbying disclosures filed this month.
 
Leiter’s involvement in the firm rounds out a power-packed team of politically-connected Americans that also includes a second new
board member, Devon Archer, a Democratic bundler and former adviser to John Kerry’s 2004 presidential campaign. Both Archer and
Hunter Biden have worked as business partners with Kerry’s son-in-law, Christopher Heinz, the founding partner of Rosemont
Capital, a private-equity company.
 
Biden’s office referred questions to a Burisma spokesman, who says Biden has not been involved in contacting members of Congress
or the Obama Administration about the company. “His role, like all board members, is to provide strategic guidance to Burisma,”
said Lawrence Pacheco, who works in Washington D.C. for FTI Consulting, a communications firm that is also employed by Burisma.
 
But Burisma is contacting officials in Washington through Leiter’s lobbying firm, ML Strategies. “ML Strategies is working with
Burisma to educate U.S. officials about the company and its role in creating a stable and secure energy future for Ukraine, not
any specific policy or legislation,” Pacheco said. “Burisma supports energy independence, economic growth, national sovereignty
and regional stability and will engage as needed to encourage efforts to further these goals.”
 
Some Democratic senators, meanwhile, have been working to secure more U.S. funding, either directly or through entities like the
Export-Import Bank, to improve Ukraine’s domestic energy production potential. On June 27, Sen. Edward Markey of Massachusetts,
wrote President Obama a letter with three other Democratic senators calling for increased aid. “We should leverage the full
resources and expertise of the U.S. government to assist Ukraine in improving its energy efficiency, increasing its domestic
production, and reforming its energy markets,” wrote Markey, who has also proposed legislation with about $40 million in
additional aide for Ukranian energy development.
 
Markey’s letter was trumpeted by Burisma Holdings as a commendable move towards securing the future security of Ukraine. “Burisma
Holdings today applauded the range of U.S. legislative support for development of Ukraine’s broad and untapped resources and an
increase in transparency and good governance,” the company said in a statement on the day the letter was released.
 
An aide in Markey’s office told TIME that Leiter, Biden and Archer were not part of discussions that led to the drafting of the
letter or the legislation. Staff for the other senators who signed the letter, Ron Wyden of Oregon, Jeanne Shaheen of New
Hampshire and Christopher Murphy of Connecticut, also said they did not have contact with Leiter, who could not be reached for
comment.
 
Burisma Holdings is owned by a Cypriot holding firm, Brociti Investments Limited, which is controlled Nikolai Zlochevskyi, a
former Ukranian government minister, according to Cypriot records. It controls government development licenses in three regions of
Ukraine, and sells to industrial customers in the country, according to the company.
 
By taking a job with Burisma, the younger Biden has put himself in the middle of a struggle between the United States and Russia,
which currently provides the bulk of the natural gas supplies to Ukraine. Both the White House and European nations have recently
emphasized the strategic interest in making Ukraine less dependent on Russia.
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Since Hunter Biden took the new job, his father, Vice President Joe Biden, has continued to serve as the Obama Administration’s
point person on Ukraine, traveling to the country as recently as June for the inauguration of President Petro Poroshenko and
talking to Poroshenko by phone at least five times in the last month.
 
“I’ve spent a considerable amount of time in the last two months in Ukraine,” the elder Biden said on June 19. “You see what the
Russians are doing relative to using gas as a foreign policy tool to try to alter behavior. And so it’s — around the world in
varying degrees it’s of significant consequence in terms of security, both economic and political security of a nation.”
 
There is no legal barrier to prohibit Hunter Biden from working with a company that can be impacted by the policy decisions of his
father, and the White House has maintained that the Vice President has not been influenced by his son’s employment. “The Vice
President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company,” said his spokeswoman Kendra Barkoff.
 
But Hunter Biden’s new job, along with the association with Burisma of other politically-connected businessmen, has raised
concerns among some Ukraine watchers. “It’s unhelpful when we are trying to get across to the Ukrainians to clean up corruption
and special deals for special folks,” said Ed Chow, a senior fellow at the Center for Strategic and International Studies, a U.S.
think tank. “It maybe sends the wrong message that Westerners are just hypocritical.”
 
Additional reporting by Alex Rogers and Zeke Miller/Washington
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From: Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com>
Sent: 5/13/2014 1:21:20 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: Re: hey

Her email is:
hking@BSFLLP.com

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 6:00 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks

 
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:58 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Cc: Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com> 
Subject: Re: hey 
 
Kendra, I am around the next few days if you need me.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Partners, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
P Consider the environment before printing this email.
On May 13, 2014, at 10:39 AM, Barkoff, Kendra <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks
 
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:39 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Cc: Eric Schwerin
Subject: Re: hey
 
Eric- he's cc'd here

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 5:05 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Just sent you the email
Let me know who in your office.
Thanks!
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:59 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: hey
 
Ok-
What exactly are they asking? For the time being I'd just refer them to my office.  FYI I joined the board of
Burisma Holdings Ltd. (Burisma.com) an independent/ private natural gas producer in Ukraine along with the
former president of Poland. I think the press release is on their web site.

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 4:46 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks for talking to me.  let me know who I should refer folks to.
Kendra
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:41:20 PM
To: stacey.klein@nbcuni.com
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden to Oil Compnay w Holdings in Ukraine?

Sorry. The off the record part was the part about me apologizing for the delay. The part in quotes is on the record from me. Make
sense?

 
From: Klein, Stacey (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Stacey.Klein@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:39 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden to Oil Compnay w Holdings in Ukraine? 
 
Thank you! Safe travels. 
Just to clarify - I can use the comment from you or it's off the record?

Stacey P. Klein
NBC News - The White House
202-573-0328 (cell)
202-885-4363 (office)

On May 13, 2014, at 2:34 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)

 Here is a statement for your use from me:

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no
involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
From: Klein, Stacey (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Stacey.Klein@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:56 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Hunter Biden to Oil Compnay w Holdings in Ukraine? 
 
Hi Kendra,
Wondering if you have any comment on allegations Hunter Biden has taken a seat on the board of an oil and gas company
with holdings in Ukraine?  Carney pushed us all to you all – any comment?
Thanks in advance!
 
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter-biden-ukraine-gas-board-106631.html
 
Here’s their release:
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
 
 
Stacey P. Klein
NBC News – The White House
202-885-4363 (office)
202-573-0328 (cell)
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/14/2014 1:34:50 PM
To: "Gerlach, Alec" <gerlachja2@state.gov>
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine

Do you mind giving me a quick ring when you get this?
Thanks
202-456-4390
 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:30 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
202-736-4899
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:30 PM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: Re: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
What's your number?
 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:12 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 
Jen doesn’t go out to brief until 1, but she has to staff something at 1230. Is now a good time for some guidance that I can relay
to her?
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:53 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: Re: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Thanks. Trying to get more info over here. Give me a little bit of time. 
 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:50 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 
She’s supposed to go out at 1pm but she’s not around right now. I can give you a ring.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:48 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Thanks
We are just starting hear from press about this.  What time is Jen’s briefing?
Can she call me?
 
 
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov

 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:41 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Hi Kendra,
 
I work with Jen Psaki at the State Dept.
 
Our Fox News correspondent gave me a heads up that he might ask us about Hunter Biden going to a Ukrainian gas company at our
daily press briefing today. Have you gotten any questions on this?
 
Happy to refer him to you or follow your lead.
 
He says: I am sure it is legal, just wanted to ask about optics and timing…
 
 
From: Tomlinson, Lucas [mailto:Lucas.Tomlinson@FOXNEWS.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:13 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Doubt you have seen this, so wanted to pass along….
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Might ask a question about Hunter Biden joining Ukraine gas company board…
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing on Mr. R Hunter Biden as
a new director.
 

R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among international
organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field
of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that
my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the
strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden
is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
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From: Bruce, Mary K. <mary.k.bruce@abc.com>
Sent: 10/16/2014 5:11:28 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden

Thank you.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 7:09 PM
To: Bruce, Mary K.
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden
 
Off the record:
I'm going to refer you to Hunter's lawyer Tom Gallagher: gallaghert@pepperlaw.com

 
From: Bruce, Mary K. [mailto:Mary.K.Bruce@abc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 07:08 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Hunter Biden 
 
Any comment? Thanks.
 
Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test
 
>>http://online.wsj.com/articles/bidens-son-hunter-discharged-from-navy-reserve-after-failing-cocaine-test-1413499657<<;
 
 
Lawyer Pursued Military Service Relatively Late as a Public-Affairs Officer
 
Hunter Biden, right, attends a basketball game with his father, Vice President Joe Biden, center, and President Barack Obama in
Washington, D.C., in 2010. ENLARGE
 
Hunter Biden, right, attends a basketball game with his father, Vice President Joe Biden, center, and President Barack Obama in
Washington, D.C., in 2010. ASSOCIATED PRESS
 
By COLLEEN MCCAIN NELSON And  JULIAN E. BARNES
Oct. 16, 2014 6:47 p.m. ET
 
WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after testing positive for
cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter.
 
Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been commissioned as an ensign in
the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year, his brief military career ended.
 
Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission process to become a
public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was to be commissioned—he needed a waiver to
join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a drug-related incident when he was a young man, according to people
familiar with the matter. Military officials say such drug waivers aren’t uncommon.
 
Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va.,
a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in Norfolk, he was given a drug test, which
turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the situation. Mr. Biden was discharged in February, the Navy
said.
 
Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed
that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With the love and support of my family, I’m
moving forward.”
 
The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct commission, but
declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the details of Ens. Biden’s discharge are
not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman, said.
 
Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable discharges. Most are
given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge Mr. Biden received, and the Navy doesn’t
release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior enlisted personnel.
 
Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers, according to the Navy. The
direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with needed skills. The program allows civilians who have
not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer training course or officer-candidate school to join the military by attending
only an abbreviated training program.
 
The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually serve one weekend
a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on active duty.
 
The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military family, often referring
to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong deployment to Iraq. After Hunter Biden joined the
Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who also served in the Navy.
 
“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United States Navy,”
she said in 2012.
 
In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a lot of bad judgment
in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball. “My son, who is over 40, just
joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an officer, Hunter Biden.”
 
Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden serves as the
Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill Biden also have a daughter, Ashley,
who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate executive director.
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Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with a Ukrainian firm, that
have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer, Burisma Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a
former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted former president. The announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible
for Burisma’s legal unit raised concerns about potential conflicts of interest, because his father, the vice president, was
engaged in diplomatic efforts involving Ukraine.
 
At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t endorse any particular
company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter.
 
Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a Washington firm
after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008.
 
Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves as chairman of World Food
Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency that fights hunger,” and he is an adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown
University.
 
Write to Colleen McCain Nelson at colleen.nelson@wsj.com
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From: Franklin, Andrew (Intern) <andrew_l_franklin_intern@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 6/9/2014 11:51:57 AM
To: "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>
Subject: Ukraine Clips
Attachments: Ukraine June 2014 Clips.docx
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Vice President Biden’s trip to Ukraine  
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The Hill 
USA chants welcome Biden to Ukraine 
By Rachel Huggins / June 7, 2014 
 
Vice President Biden and U.S. officials attending inaugural events honoring 
Ukraine's new leader were warmly greeted as they walked the streets of 
Kiev. 
 
After Petro Poroshenko was sworn into office on Saturday, Biden and Sen. 
McCain (R-Ariz.) ditched the presidential motorcade and opted to walk to 
the new president's reception when crowds lined the streets cheering, 
“thank you” and “USA.”  
 
Members of the delegation include: Rep. Marcy Kaptur (D-Ohio), Sen. 
Chris Murphy (D-Conn.), Sen. Ron Johnson (R-Wis.), U.S. Ambassador to 
Ukraine Geoffrey Pyatt, Daniel B. Baer, ambassador to the Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe Victoria Nuland, Assistant Secretary of 
State for European and Eurasian Affairs. 
 
Biden greeted everyone he encountered as he and other presidential 

Source: Reuters 
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delegation members walked the red carpet leading to the ceremony. 
 
“How are you? You’re a handsome boy. I’d like to borrow that tie,” Biden 
told a young boy, according to a White House pool report. He also said 
hello to several officials and introduced McCain, saying, “You know my 
friend the senator.” 
 
Poroshenko and Biden spoke for a few minutes at the reception. 
 
“Mr. President, congratulations,” Biden said before posing for photos. 
McCain embraced the chocolate tycoon-turned president with a hug. 
 
 “It’s wonderful to stand with you,” Murphy told the new president. 
 
 
Radio Free Europe 
Biden Meets Moldovan, Georgian Leaders In Kyiv 
By: RFE/RL / June 9, 2014 
 
U.S. Vice President Joe Biden has met with Moldovan President Nicolae 
Timofti during his visit to Kyiv for the inauguration of new Ukrainian 
President Petro Poroshenko. 
  
The U.S. White House said in a statement that, during the meeting on June 
7, Biden announced an additional $8 million in assistance to Moldova, 
pending consultations with the U.S. Congress.  
  
The assistance is to support Moldova's European choice and mitigate 
vulnerabilities to external pressure. 
  
The White House said the package will build upon $2.7 million in U.S. 
assistance announced on March 3 which is helping Moldovan businesses 
to increase productivity and competiveness so they are better positioned to 
take advantage of European markets.  
  
When added to funds previously budgeted, the United States is providing 
approximately $31 million in assistance to Moldova this year.  
  
While in Kyiv, Biden also met Georgian President Giorgi Margvelashvili. 
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The White House said that, during the meeting, Biden announced an 
additional $5 million in assistance for Georgia, pending consultations with 
the U.S. Congress. 
  
This assistance will help individuals affected by Russia’s "borderization" of 
the Administrative Boundary Lines (ABLs) of Georgia's occupied territories, 
increase access to independent information in the region, promote national 
unity, and help Tbilisi conduct reforms to strengthen justice sector 
institutions. 
  
This follows the $1.5 million ABL assistance announced by Secretary of 
State John Kerry at the U.S.-Georgia Strategic Partnership meeting on 
February 26. 
  
When added to funds previously budgeted, Washington is now providing 
approximately $65 million in assistance to Georgia this year. 
 
 
Bloomberg 
Ukrainian Leader Says Eastern Violence Must End This Week 
By: Daria Marchak, Daryna Krasnolutska and Volodymyr Verbyany / 
June 9, 2014 
 
Ukraine’s new leader, Petro Poroshenko, said the violence that’s rocked 
the former Soviet republic’s easternmost regions must end this week as 
peace talks began involving an envoy of Russian President Vladimir Putin. 
 
Poroshenko, who took the oath of office June 7, said negotiations should 
be held daily. Yesterday’s three-way talks in Kiev included the Ukrainian 
ambassador to Germany, Pavlo Klimkin, the Russian envoy to Ukraine, 
Mikhail Zurabov, and Heidi Tagliavini, a special representative of the 
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe. 
 
“We must stop the violence this week,” Poroshenko said on his website. 
“Every day when people die, every day when Ukraine pays such a high 
price is unacceptable.” 
 
Poroshenko, who was sworn in a day after discussing cease-fire proposals 
with Putin, used his inauguration speech to present a plan to bring peace 
after more than six months of unrest that’s pitted the U.S. and Europe 
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against Russia in the worst standoff since the Cold War. After his May 25 
election victory, the 48-year-old billionaire’s ability to repair relations with 
Russia will be key to success in pacifying the Donetsk and Luhansk 
regions, where the military is battling a separatist insurgency. 
Gas Talks 
 
Talks between Russia’s gas export monopoly, OAO Gazprom (OGZD), and 
Ukraine’s state-run NAK Naftogaz Ukrainy on resolving a dispute over 
prices and money owed for past supplies were set to take place in Brussels 
today, Ukrainian Energy Minister Yuri Prodan said by phone. Russia has 
set a deadline of tomorrow for Ukraine to start pre-paying for gas. Russia’s 
Vedomosti newspaper reported that Ukraine will pay $1 billion today for gas 
supplied in November and December. 
 
Russia’s Micex stock index rose 0.3 percent as of 4:15 p.m. in Moscow. It’s 
climbed more than 20 percent from a March 14 low. The ruble headed for 
the strongest level in two weeks, appreciating 0.4 percent to 39.8907 
against the central bank’s target basket of dollars and euros. 
 
Ukrainian government dollar bonds gained to a five-month high, with the 
yield on debt due in July 2017 falling 13 basis points to 8.84 percent, down 
from 14.7 percent five weeks ago. 
 
Meanwhile, unrest continued in eastern Ukraine. Insurgents attacked a 
military building in Torez, 70 kilometers (45 miles) east of Donetsk, and two 
people died from gas inhalation after a fire broke out, the local Ostrov news 
service reported late yesterday. 
 
Base Attacked 
 
Ukrainian soldiers repelled an insurgent attack on a military base in 
Artemivsk, about 80 kilometers north of Donetsk, Vladyslav Seleznyov, the 
spokesman for the military operation, said on his Facebook page today. 
The rebels have changed tactics and are now working in small groups 
attacking military convoys, he said. 
 
In his speech, Poroshenko switched between languages to address 
Russian speakers in their mother tongue, pledging to “preserve and 
strengthen Ukrainian unity and ensure lasting peace.” He said he’d steer 
the nation toward closer ties with the European Union, create jobs and 
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stamp out graft. 
 
Poroshenko, a businessman with investments including chocolates and 
media who’s Ukraine’s fifth president since the collapse of the Soviet 
Union in 1991, has said he’s not seeking revenge, offering safe corridors 
for “Russian mercenaries” to leave the country and an amnesty for those 
who didn’t kill. He’s said he’ll present a plan to decentralize power and 
urged early parliamentary elections. 
 
Peace Window 
 
“There’s a window for peace now, but it won’t stay indefinitely,” U.S. Vice 
President Joe Biden said at a meeting with Poroshenko. “We look for Mr. 
Putin to meet his end of the commitments and deliver on the pledge to 
actually work with your government.” 
 
Pro-Russian separatist leaders denounced Poroshenko, with Alexander 
Boroday, leader of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic, saying 
he’s the “president of another country,” according to the Russian state-
owned RIA Novosti news service. Boroday and his Luhansk counterpart, 
Valeriy Bolotov, said the Kiev government must withdraw its army before 
any talks are possible, RIA reported. 
 
Putin ordered security services to enforce the border with Ukraine on June 
7, according to RIA. The two countries earlier agreed to close sections of 
the frontier, Poroshenko said June 6. The Foreign Ministry in Moscow said 
it was notified by the authorities in Kiev that eight checkpoints were shut. 
 
Obama Meeting 
 
Poroshenko and Putin had a brief meeting June 6 in France, where the 
Russian president also spoke face-to-face with U.S. President Barack 
Obama for the first time since the crisis in Ukraine escalated in February. 
The U.S. and its European allies say Putin is behind the unrest in eastern 
Ukraine, where hundreds have died. Russia has condemned the 
administration in Kiev’s use of armed forces against its own people. 
 
“The Ukrainian leadership must show its goodwill and wisdom,” Putin said 
at a news conference in Normandy June 6. “They have to immediately stop 
the operation and announce a cease-fire. There is no other way to create 
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the conditions for negotiations.” 
 
 
Bloomberg 
Russia-Ukraine Talks to Start as Poroshenko Seeks Peace 
By: Daryna Krasnolutska and Kateryna Choursina / June 07, 2014 
 
Ukraine’s new leader, Petro Poroshenko, has agreed to start talks with an 
envoy of Russian President Vladimir Putin about ending separatist violence 
in the former Soviet republic’s easternmost regions. 
 
Poroshenko took the oath of office as Ukraine’s president yesterday, a day 
after he discussed with Putin his proposals for the first steps toward a 
cease-fire. In his inauguration speech, he presented a plan to bring peace 
to the nation after more than six months of unrest that’s pitted the U.S. and 
Europe against Russia in the worst standoff since the Cold War. 
 
“I know that peace is the most important thing that Ukrainian people desire 
now,” Poroshenko, 48, said yesterday in parliament in Kiev. 
 
Poroshenko, switching between languages to address Russian speakers in 
their mother tongue, pledged to “preserve and strengthen Ukrainian unity 
and ensure lasting peace” in the country ravaged by separatist violence. 
The billionaire, who said he became a grandfather for the first time 
yesterday, vowed to steer the former Soviet republic toward closer ties with 
the European Union, create jobs and stamp out corruption. 
 
“There’s a window for peace now, but it won’t stay indefinitely,” U.S. Vice 
President Joe Biden said yesterday at a meeting with Poroshenko in Kiev. 
“We look for Mr. Putin to meet his end of the commitments and deliver on 
the pledge to actually work with your government.” 
 
‘Adequate, Realistic’ 
 
After his May 25 landslide election victory, Poroshenko’s ability to repair 
relations with the country’s eastern neighbor will be key to his success in 
pacifying Ukraine’s easternmost regions, where the military is battling a 
separatist insurgency. Ukraine is awaiting the arrival of Putin’s envoy for 
talks, Andriy Zhigulin, Poroshenko’s spokesman, said today by phone. 
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Poroshenko’s speech addressed “all the pressing issues,” Yuriy 
Yakymenko, head of political research at the Razumkov Center, said by 
phone from Kiev. “The plan of action proposed to stabilize the internal 
Ukrainian situation is entirely adequate and realistic. Poroshenko clearly 
prioritized and targeted foreign policy. He also called a spade a spade, 
what really is happening, and this is important.” 
 
Poroshenko promised safe corridors for “Russian mercenaries” to leave the 
country and pledged an amnesty for those who didn’t kill servicemen or 
civilians. The president said he’ll present a plan to decentralize power and 
urged early parliamentary elections. He also vowed to crush the 
insurgency, protect Ukraine as a “unitary state,” while guaranteeing the 
rights of Russian speakers. 
 
‘Authority, Decisiveness’ 
 
“The head of state has a wide spectrum of different instruments to ensure 
territorial integrity and peace,” Poroshenko said. “There will be no shortage 
of authority and decisiveness. I do not seek revenge.” 
 
Pro-Russian separatist leaders denounced Poroshenko, with Alexander 
Boroday, leader of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic, saying 
he’s the “president of another country,” according to the Russian state-
owned RIA Novosti news service. Boroday and his Luhansk counterpart, 
Valeriy Bolotov, said the Kiev government must withdraw its army before 
any talks are possible, according to the news service. 
 
Poroshenko’s remarks “look hopeful” and Russia will continue to have 
working relations with Ukraine, Mikhail Zurabov, Russia’s ambassador in 
Kiev, said yesterday, RIA reported. The issue of Crimea, annexed by 
Russia from Ukraine in March, will be peripheral while the two parties work 
to restore links, Zurabov said, according to RIA. 
 
Border Controls 
 
Putin yesterday ordered security services to enforce the border with 
Ukraine, according to RIA. The two countries earlier agreed to jointly close 
sections of the border in the conflict regions, Poroshenko said June 6 in a 
statement. The Foreign Ministry in Moscow said it received notification by 
the authorities in Kiev of eight checkpoints having been shut. 
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The U.S. yesterday pledged a $48 million assistance package to Ukraine 
for tasks including strengthening the border guard service and “confidence-
building measures that enhance national unity, particularly in the East and 
South,” according to a statement from the White House. 
 
Poroshenko and Putin had a brief meeting June 6 in France, where the 
Russian president also spoke face-to-face with U.S. President Barack 
Obama for the first time since the crisis in Ukraine escalated in February. 
Putin welcomed Poroshenko’s commitment to ending the bloodshed and 
said the government in Kiev must call off its military campaign against pro-
Russian separatists. 
 
Asset Rally 
 
The diplomatic flurry pushed Russian financial markets higher. The 
benchmark stock index jumped 1 percent June 6, extending its gain since a 
mid-March low to 20 percent. The ruble added 0.8 percent against the 
dollar. The Ukrainian hryvnia, this year’s worst performer against the U.S. 
currency with a 30 percent plunge, advanced 0.8 percent. 
 
Meanwhile, unrest continued in Ukraine’s easternmost regions. The army 
open fire on the insurgents’ base in the city of Slovyansk, forcing them to 
move their weapons stocks elsewhere, the local Novosti Donbassa 
newswire reported, without citing anyone. Government forces also used 
artillery on some occupied buildings, it said, without providing details of 
casualties. 
 
Three crew members from a Ukrainian plane shot down near the city of 
Slovyansk two days ago died, three have been hospitalized and two are 
missing, Vladyslav Seleznyov, a Defense Ministry spokesman, said today 
on Facebook. 
 
‘Goodwill, Wisdom’ 
 
The U.S. and its European allies say Putin is behind the unrest in eastern 
Ukraine, where hundreds have died in the separatist insurgency. Russia 
accuses them of backing what it considers an illegitimate administration in 
Kiev that’s using armed force against its own people. 
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“The Ukrainian leadership must show its goodwill and wisdom,” Putin said 
at a news conference in Normandy June 6. “They have to immediately stop 
the operation and announce a cease-fire. There is no other way to create 
the conditions for negotiations.” 
 
Poroshenko, a businessman with investments including chocolates and 
media, became Ukraine’s fifth president since the collapse of the Soviet 
Union. Biden and European Union President Herman Van Rompuy were 
among leaders attending yesterday’s ceremony at parliament in Kiev. 
 
“All neighbors stand to benefit from a return to stability in Ukraine and the 
promotion of growth and development,” Van Rompuy said yesterday in an 
e-mailed statement. “All neighbors also need to respect its sovereign 
choices, including stronger ties with the European Union, and its territorial 
integrity.” 
 
 
The Wall Street Journal 
Petro Poroshenko Sworn In as Ukraine President 
By: Paul Sonne and Colleen McCain Nelson / June 7, 2014 
 
KIEV—Chocolate tycoon Petro Poroshenko reached out to residents of 
Ukraine's restive east on Saturday, promising to end a separatist 
rebellion in their region that has left hundreds dead and pushed the former 
Soviet republic to the edge of civil war. 
 
Mr. Poroshenko's ability to carry through with his promise of peace, to 
salvage Ukraine's economy and push the country toward Europe will 
determine the success of his presidency for the broad mass of pro-Europe 
demonstrators who rallied on Kiev's main square to topple Kremlin-friendly 
President Viktor Yanukovych in late February. 
 
"I don't want war. I don't want revenge. I want peace," Mr. Poroshenko said 
at Ukraine's parliament, after being sworn in as the country's fifth president. 
The 48-year-old billionaire, who supported the anti-Yanukovych protests 
since their start late last year, said he was entering the presidency "to 
preserve and strengthen the unity of the nation." 
 
The challenge facing Mr. Poroshenko comes amid the worst crisis in 
Ukraine's independent history, which has pitted the U.S. and Europe 
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against Russia and driven the widest chasm between Washington and 
Moscow since the Cold War. 
 
It isn't immediately clear how Mr. Poroshenko can stem the violence, 
however, seeing as he has ruled out talks with separatist officials and has 
said there aren't competent regional leaders with whom Kiev can negotiate. 
 
In his speech, Mr. Poroshenko reached out to Ukrainians in the country's 
Russian-speaking Donetsk and Luhansk regions, part of the Donbas basin, 
where armed rebels have declared independent republics and denounced 
Kiev's plans to move toward Europe. Many have demanded to become part 
of Russia. 
 
The separatist rebels have engaged in bloody clashes with the Ukrainian 
army since April, when Kiev launched a military offensive to quell the revolt. 
So far, the offensive has reclaimed some ground but failed to retake the 
bulk of the region. Meanwhile, it has angered locals upset by civilian 
casualties and caused many residents to flee their homes. 
 
Kiev and its Western allies have accused Moscow of fomenting the unrest, 
a charge the Kremlin has denied. Mr. Poroshenko, whose confectionary 
firm Roshen saw its candies banned in Russia last year, hinted at the 
accusation of Russian involvement in his speech. 
 
"On the path to the colossal possibilities that have opened up for the 
European modernization of Ukraine with the fall of tyranny, has arisen a 
real war, instigated and carried out on Ukrainian territory," he said. 
Ukrainians won't be made "slaves of criminality and bureaucracy, the 
servants of colonial authorities," the new president said. He wore a tie the 
colors of the Ukrainian flag. 
 
Switching into Russian during his speech, Mr. Poroshenko made a direct 
plea to residents of the rebel-held areas, calling on all who had taken up 
weapons to lay down their arms and presenting what he called a plan for 
peace. 
 
He promised more powers of self-governance for the regions by reforming 
the constitution and decentralizing control but denied calls, including by the 
Kremlin, to transform Ukraine into a federation of states. He vowed to 
respect easterners' right to speak Russian but said Ukrainian would remain 
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the only official state language. 
 
A former foreign minister, Mr. Poroshenko said rebels had not only 
engaged in looting and abuse of civilians but had also brought the region's 
economy to the "brink of complete catastrophe." He vowed to bring new 
jobs to the region, where the economy relies on coal mines and Soviet-era 
heavy industrial factories. The new president also promised to visit Donbas 
soon but made clear he wouldn't be negotiating with the separatist 
movement's leaders as the Kremlin has proposed. 
 
"Today we need a legitimate partner for dialogue. We will not speak with 
bandits," Mr. Poroshenko said. "But the acting local legislators already don't 
represent anyone. We're prepared to call emergency local elections in 
Donbas." 
 
Separatist leaders denounced Mr. Poroshenko's speech on Saturday. 
Alexander Borodai, a Moscow public-relations consultant leading the self-
proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic, described the new Ukrainian 
president's comments as rhetorical propaganda and said he couldn't 
guarantee Mr. Poroshenko's safety on a trip to the region. 
 
"Why on earth should we guarantee his security if he's the head of an 
enemy state?" Mr. Borodai said in an interview with the Russian tabloid 
website LifeNews. He said he would negotiate with Mr. Poroshenko only if 
he removed the Ukrainian military from Donetsk. 
 
The Donetsk rebel defense commander, Igor Strelkov, told LifeNews he 
expected the violence to grow worse now that Mr. Poroshenko had 
assumed his duties. He said that Kiev had asked its Western allies for 
military aid in a move that the rebel leader said presaged more deaths. 
 
Mr. Poroshenko said Kiev would permit each region to choose its own 
heroes and craft its own historical memory—an implicit reference to the 
general distaste in the country's east for Ukrainian nationalists primarily 
from the country's west. 
 
Mr. Poroshenko guaranteed amnesty for locals without "the blood of 
Ukrainian soldiers and civilians on their hands" or a history of financing the 
separatists. He offered safe passage for rebel fighters from Russia to return 
to their home country. 
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Russia annexed the Black Sea peninsula of Crimea in March in response 
to the toppling of Mr. Yanukovych, provoking sanctions against Russian 
officials by the U.S. and the EU. Russian President Vladimir Putin met Mr. 
Poroshenko briefly Friday at a D-Day remembrance ceremony in 
Normandy, France. The new Ukrainian president said he told Mr. Putin that 
Crimea is Ukrainian but said he wanted to cooperate with Russia. 
 
"There can be no compromises on questions of Crimea, our European 
choice and our structure of government," Mr. Poroshenko said, regarding 
Russia. "But all other things we should discuss and decide at the 
negotiating table." 
 
Mr. Putin, who has pledged to work with Mr. Poroshenko, issued an order 
Saturday to Russia's Federal Security Service to step up controls on the 
country's border with Ukraine and prevent people from crossing illegally, 
according to the Interfax news agency. Ukraine has been forced to 
abandon border posts where the Luhansk and Donetsk regions meet 
Russia because guards there have come under fire by separatists. 
Weapons and reinforcements have flowed over the border, propping up the 
rebel militants. 
 
The U.S. sent Vice President Joe Biden to Saturday's ceremony. Russia, 
meanwhile, sent its ambassador to Ukraine, Mikhail Zurabov. Mr. Biden 
met with Mr. Poroshenko after the speech and pledged $48 million more in 
U.S. aid, bringing the total U.S. assistance to Ukraine this year to more 
than $184 million. The U.S. also has provided a $1 billion loan guarantee to 
help salvage Ukraine's troubled finances. 
 
Mr. Poroshenko spent part of his speech going after his predecessor, Mr. 
Yanukovych, saying the Donetsk native had betrayed his own people, 
robbed the region of its wealth and had turned to financing separatists from 
exile in Russia. 
 
"It's precisely him who carries full responsibility for the political and socio-
economic situation in the region," Mr. Poroshenko said. "And for the 
joblessness, for the poverty, for the refugees. And for the killed citizens and 
the mothers' tears." Mr. Yanukovych, who has been issuing statements 
from exile in the Russian city of Rostov-on-Don, didn't immediately 
respond. 
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During Mr. Yanukovych's inauguration in 2010, the doors to the Ukrainian 
parliament began closing as he tried to walk in the door, an accident many 
Ukrainians later said served as a harbinger of his ultimate rejection by the 
country's people. 
 
On Saturday morning, as Mr. Poroshenko walked up to the same doors, a 
soldier standing guard dropped his gun and stumbled amid the sweltering 
heat, looking as if he was about to faint. Mr. Poroshenko continued on into 
the parliament. On his way out of the building, the new Ukrainian president 
stopped to check on the soldier's health. 
 
During his speech, Mr. Poroshenko pledged to return Ukraine to its natural 
place in Europe, saying he would sign the economic portion of an 
integration pact with the European Union as soon as possible. 
 
"The pen is in my hand," he said. He also vowed to fulfill all necessary 
requirements so Ukrainians can travel to Europe without visas starting in 
January 2015 and one day become citizens of the EU. To do that, he 
promised to snuff out corruption. 
 
"We are a people who were separated from our great homeland of 
Europe," he said. "We are returning. Finally and irrevocably." 
 
The additional U.S. aid will be directed at helping Ukraine make reforms 
necessary to comply with an International Monetary Fund assistance 
package. It will also go to building law enforcement capacity, particularly 
within the State Border Guard Service, among a number of other projects, 
the White House said. 
 
One of those projects is the fight against corruption. Mr. Biden emphasized 
the importance of that fight in joint comments with Mr. Poroshenko on 
Saturday. 
 
"Corruption is cancer," Mr. Biden said. "It eats away at the fabric of 
democracy." He said Mr. Poroshenko has shown the will to deal with the 
problem, as well as the political courage to take necessary steps that may 
prove unpopular on their face. 
 
The U.S. vice president emphasized the need for Russia to help stop 
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border incursions streaming into eastern Ukraine. "There's a window for 
peace," he said, appearing alongside Mr. Poroshenko. "And you know as 
well as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely." 
 
 
The New York Times  
Poroshenko Takes Ukraine Helm With Tough Words for Russia 
By: David Herszenhorn / June 7, 2014 
 
KIEV, Ukraine — Petro Oleksiyovych Poroshenko, a pro-European, 
billionaire confectioner, was sworn in on Saturday as the fifth president of 
Ukraine, promising to put an end to a separatist insurrection in the east that 
has divided the country for months. 
 
He also expressed new resolve, saying Ukraine would never accept 
Russia’s annexation of Crimea, a point he also made in a face-to-face 
meeting with President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia on Friday. 
 
In a forceful inaugural address, Mr. Poroshenko, 48, called on rebel fighters 
in eastern Ukraine to put down their weapons and promised safe passage 
for “Russian mercenaries” who wished to return home. But he said there 
would be no negotiations with armed insurgents, raising the prospect of 
further bloodshed as the Ukrainian military seeks to quash the rebellion. 
 
Though the United States and its Western allies expressed new hope of a 
diplomatic resolution after meetings with Mr. Putin in France at a 
commemoration of the 70th anniversary of D-Day, Russia’s intentions in 
Ukraine remain unclear, and there have been mixed signals on whether 
there is consensus among Western nations over further sanctions if 
diplomatic efforts fail. 
 
Mr. Poroshenko, after being installed in a mostly solemn ceremony at the 
Ukrainian Parliament, said he hoped to mend relations with Russia. 
“Citizens of Ukraine will never enjoy the beauty of peace unless we settle 
down our relations with Russia,” he said. 
 
At the same time, however, he voiced no willingness to tolerate recent 
Russian aggression or the annexation of Crimea, which Mr. Putin has 
described as the righting of a historical accident that separated the 
peninsula from its Russian roots. 
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“Russia occupied Crimea, which was, is and will be Ukrainian soil,” Mr. 
Poroshenko told an audience that included Vice President Joseph R. Biden 
Jr. and other international dignitaries. “Yesterday, in the course of the 
meeting in Normandy, I told this to President Putin: Crimea is Ukraine soil. 
Period. There can be no compromise on the issues of Crimea, European 
choice and state structure.” 
 
Mr. Poroshenko also said he would move swiftly to sign political and 
economic agreements with the European Union that Ukraine’s former 
government, under heavy Russian pressure, backed away from in 
November, setting off the civil unrest. “My pen is in my hands,” he said, 
adding later, “European democracy, for me, is the best form of government 
invented by mankind.” 
 
In a sign of outreach, Russia returned its ambassador, Mikhail Y. Zurabov, 
to Kiev to attend the inaugural festivities. Mr. Zurabov had been recalled to 
Russia after the ouster of the former Ukrainian president, Viktor F. 
Yanukovych. 
 
And a day after President Obama demanded that Russia stop the flow of 
weapons and fighters into Ukraine, Russian news agencies reported that 
Mr. Putin had ordered tighter controls on the border to prevent people from 
crossing illegally. 
 
Still, violence continued to flare in eastern Ukraine. An assassination 
attempt on Denis Pushilin, a pro-Russian, separatist leader in Donetsk, on 
Saturday resulted in the shooting death of an assistant, Maksym Petruhin. 
Photographs on Ukrainian news sites showed Mr. Petruhin, wearing a 
business suit, lying face down on a street alongside a parked car with at 
least seven bullet holes in the rear door panel. 
 
Mr. Poroshenko won the presidency in a landslide on May 25, in a special 
election that was called after months of civil unrest toppled Mr. 
Yanukovych, who fled to Russia. 
 
For many years, Mr. Poroshenko served in Parliament, including a stint as 
speaker. He was foreign minister under President Viktor A. Yushchenko 
and trade and economics minister under Mr. Yanukovych. 
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He earned his fortune making chocolate, and Russia is a major market for 
his company, Roshen, which has factories and other facilities there. His 
deep business ties in Russia and his long experience in Ukrainian politics 
had led to hope that he could negotiate successfully with the Kremlin. 
 
In his inaugural speech, however, he was resolute against Russian 
intervention. “The issue of territorial integrity of Ukraine is not subject to 
discussion,” he said. “I have just sworn ‘with all my deeds to protect the 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine,’ and I will always be faithful to 
this sacred promise.” 
 
The ceremony was imbued with ritual. Mr. Poroshenko swore the oath of 
office with his hand on the 16th-century Peresopnytsia Gospel. He was 
presented with a bejeweled presidential necklace, which framed his tie of 
sky blue and yellow, Ukraine’s national colors. He was also given the 
bulava, a scepter that is a historical symbol of power. 
 
Mr. Poroshenko opened his speech by recognizing the so-called Heavenly 
Hundred demonstrators who were killed in clashes with the police in Kiev in 
the days before Mr. Yanukovych was forced from power. 
 
“Many people thought that we got independence without any difficulty,” he 
said. “It is not true.” 
 
After calling for a moment of silence, he turned his attention to the pro-
Russian violence in the east and switched from speaking Ukrainian to 
Russian. 
 
He promised amnesty for fighters who put down their weapons and safe 
passage for Russian insurgents who wanted to go home. To the peaceful 
citizens of eastern Ukraine, he said he would welcome dialogue. 
 
He offered conciliatory actions, promising to go to eastern Ukraine “with 
peace, with a project of government decentralization, with a guarantee of 
free usage of Russian language in your region, with the strong intention not 
to divide people into right and wrong Ukrainians, with respect for the 
specifics of regions, for the right of local communities to their peculiarities in 
the issues of historic memory, pantheon of heroes, religious traditions.” 
 
Mr. Poroshenko also promised to pursue a jobs program and to fight the 
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corruption that has plagued Ukraine throughout its post-Soviet history. He 
said he would push for parliamentary elections later this year, aiming to 
meet a demand of demonstrators — many of whom are still camping out in 
Independence Square in the center of Kiev — who say that changing 
presidents is not sufficient. 
 
He also acknowledged that the uprising had deeply altered the country. 
“The victorious revolution of dignity not only changed the government,” he 
said. “The country has changed. People have changed.” 
 
In conjunction with Mr. Biden’s visit, the White House announced $48 
million in new aid to Ukraine, as well as $8 million for Moldova and $5 
million for Georgia. Moldova and Georgia are also expected to sign 
agreements with the European Union this month and have come under 
Russian pressure as a result. 
 
Meeting with Mr. Poroshenko, Mr. Biden saluted his efforts to combat 
corruption. “Corruption is a cancer,” he said. “It eats away the fabric of 
democracy.” 
 
He also reiterated American support for Ukraine. 
“America’s with you,” Mr. Biden said. “That is not hyperbole.” 
 
 
Associated Press 
Poroshenko sworn in as Ukraine's president 
By: Laura Mills and Jim Heintz / June 7, 2014 
 
KIEV, Ukraine (AP) — Ukraine’s new president on Saturday called for pro-
Russian rebels in the country’s east to lay down their arms and welcomed 
dialogue with the insurgents, but said he wouldn’t negotiate with those he 
called “gangsters and killers” and struck a defiant tone on the Russian-
annexed Crimean Peninsula. 
 
Petro Poroshenko’s inaugural address after taking the oath of office in 
parliament gave little sign of a quick resolution to the conflict in the east, 
which Ukrainian officials say has left more than 200 people dead. 
 
He also firmly insisted that Crimea, the Black Sea peninsula annexed by 
Russia in March, “was, is and will be Ukrainian.” He gave no indication of 
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how Ukraine could regain control of Crimea, which Russian President 
Vladimir Putin has said was allotted to Ukraine unjustly under Soviet leader 
Nikita Khrushchev. 
 
Hours after the speech, Putin ordered security tightened along Russia’s 
border with Ukraine to prevent illegal crossings, Russian news agencies 
said. Ukraine claims that many of the insurgents in the east have come 
from Russia; Poroshenko on Saturday said he would offer a corridor for 
safe passage of “Russian militants” out of the country. 
 
Rebel leaders in the east dismissed Poroshenko’s speech. 
 
“At the moment it’s impossible for him to come (to Donetsk for talks),” said 
Denis Pushilin, a top figure in the self-declared Donetsk People’s Republic. 
“Perhaps with security, a group, so people won’t tear him to pieces.” 
 
Poroshenko offered amnesty to rebels who “don’t have blood on their 
hands.” But “I don’t believe it,” said Valery Bolotov, the insurgent leader in 
the Luhansk region. Rebels in both Luhansk and Donetsk have declared 
their regions independent. 
 
The new president promised “I will bring you peace,” but did not indicate 
whether Ukrainian forces would scale back their offensives against the 
insurgency, which Ukraine says is fomented by Russia. 
 
Russia has insisted on Ukraine ending its military operation in the east. 
Ambassador Mikhail Zurabov, representing Moscow at the inauguration, 
said Poroshenko’s statements “sound reassuring,” but “for us the principal 
thing is to stop the military operation,” adding that the insurgents should 
also stop fighting in order to bolster the delivery of humanitarian aid, RIA 
Novosti reported. 
 
As president, the 48-year-old Poroshenko is commander-in-chief of the 
military and appoints the defense and foreign ministers. The prime minister 
is appointed by the parliament. 
 
Poroshenko, often called “The Chocolate King” because of the fortune he 
made as a confectionery tycoon, was elected May 25. He replaces 
Oleksandr Turchynov, who served as interim president after Russia-friendly 
president Viktor Yanukovych fled the country in February after months of 
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street protests against him. 
 
The fall of Yanukovych aggravated long-brewing tensions in eastern and 
southern Ukraine, whose majority native Russian speakers denounced the 
new government as a nationalist putsch that aimed to suppress them. 
 
Within a month, the Black Sea peninsula of Crimea was annexed by Russia 
after a secession referendum and an armed insurgency arose in the 
eastern provinces of Donetsk and Luhansk. 
 
In his inaugural address, attended by dignitaries including U.S. Vice 
President Joe Biden, Sen. John McCain and Democratic Rep. Marcy 
Kaptur, Poroshenko promised amnesty “for those who do not have blood 
on their hands” and called for dialogue with “peaceful citizens” in the east. 
 
“I am calling on everyone who has taken arms in their hands — please lay 
down your arms,” he said, according to an interpreter. He also called for 
early regional elections in the east and promised to push for new powers to 
be allotted to regional governments, but he rejected calls for federalization 
of Ukraine, which Moscow has advocated. Federalization would make 
regions more independent of the central government. 
 
Biden later met with Poroshenko and said “there is a window for peace and 
you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely ... America 
is with you.” 
 
He also promised an additional $48 million in US aid to Ukraine to carry out 
economic and constitutional reforms and strengthen the border guard 
service. Washington previously announced $50 million in “crisis response” 
aid and $23 million for security assistance. 
 
Poroshenko also said he would seek early parliamentary elections because 
“the current composition of the parliament is not consistent with the 
aspirations of the nation.” The current parliament, elected in 2012 with a 
large contingent from Yanukovych’s former party, is to stay in place until 
2017. 
 
Poroshenko insisted that Ukrainian would remain the sole state language of 
the country, but promised “the free use of the Russian language.” 
He assumed power a day after meeting Putin at D-Day commemoration 
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ceremonies in France. 
 
Putin has denied allegations by Kiev and the West that Russia has 
fomented the rebellion in the east, and he insisted Friday that Poroshenko 
needs to speak directly to representatives from the east. 
 
After the low-key inauguration ceremony, which included a choir in 
traditional national costume singing the national anthem, Poroshenko went 
to the square outside the landmark Sophia Cathedral for a ceremonial troop 
inspection. 
 
Taras Danchuk, a 37-year-old spectator at the square who was wearing a 
traditional embroidered tunic, said he supported Poroshenko’s strategy for 
trying to negotiate an end the eastern conflict. 
 
“Out of emotion I would like to say that we should destroy the terrorists, but 
that is not possible without sacrificing the civilians who live there, so there 
will have to be negotiations,” he said. 
 
The protests against Yanukovych were set off by his decision to shelve a 
long-anticipated agreement to deepen political and economic ties with the 
European Union and seek closer relations with Russia. The protests grew 
hugely after police violently dispersed some early gatherings. 
 
Poroshenko said Saturday he wants to sign the economic portion of the EU 
“association agreement” in the near future. 
 
No major fighting was reported on Saturday, but the Donetsk People’s 
Republic said one of Pushilin’s aides was fatally shot in Donetsk city, the 
region’s capital. 
 
Also Saturday, Russian officials including the ambassador and Defense 
Minister Sergei Shoigu complained that two journalists from a TV channel 
belonging to the ministry had been detained by national guard forces in 
Ukraine and called for their release. 
 
 
Associated Press 
Poroshenko sworn in as Ukraine's president, welcomes talks with 
insurgents 
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By: Laura Mills and Jim Heintz / June 7, 2014 
 
KIEV, UKRAINE — Petro Poroshenko, Ukraine’s new president, on 
Saturday called for pro-Russian rebels in the country’s east to lay down 
their arms and welcomed dialogue with the insurgents, but he said he 
wouldn’t negotiate with those he called “gangsters and killers” and struck a 
defiant tone on the Russian-annexed Crimean peninsula. 
 
In his inaugural address, attended by dignitaries including Vice President 
Joe Biden, Republican Sen. John McCain and Democratic Rep. Marcy 
Kaptur, Poroshenko promised amnesty “for those who do not have blood 
on their hands” and called for dialogue with “peaceful citizens” in the east. 
Biden later met with Poroshenko and said, “There is a window for peace, 
and you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely. ... 
America is with you.” 
 
Biden also promised an additional $48 million in U.S. aid to Ukraine to carry 
out economic and constitutional reforms and strengthen the border guard 
service. Washington previously announced $50 million in “crisis response” 
aid and $23 million for security assistance. 
 
Crimea in dispute 
 
Poroshenko’s inaugural address after taking the oath of office in parliament 
gave little sign of a quick resolution to the conflict in the east, which 
Ukrainian officials say has left more than 200 people dead. 
 
He also firmly insisted that Crimea, the Black Sea peninsula annexed by 
Russia in March, “was, is and will be Ukrainian.” He gave no indication of 
how Ukraine could regain control of Crimea, which Russian President 
Vladimir Putin has said was allotted to Ukraine unjustly under Soviet leader 
Nikita Khrushchev. 
 
Hours after the speech, Putin ordered security tightened along Russia’s 
border with Ukraine to prevent illegal crossings, Russian news agencies 
said. Ukraine claims that many of the insurgents in the east have come 
from Russia; Poroshenko on Saturday said he would offer a corridor for 
safe passage of “Russian militants” out of the country. 
 
Rebel leaders in the east dismissed Poroshenko’s speech. 
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“At the moment it’s impossible for him to come (to Donetsk for talks),” said 
Denis Pushilin, a top figure in the self-declared Donetsk People’s Republic. 
“Perhaps with security, a group, so people won’t tear him to pieces.” 
 
Biden's son 
 
Biden’s visit Saturday to support Ukraine’s fragile democracy came soon 
after his youngest son was hired by a private Ukrainian company that 
promotes energy independence from Moscow. 
 
Yet that company leases natural gas fields in the breakaway Russian-
backed state of Crimea and is owned by a former government minister with 
ties to Ukraine’s ousted pro-Russian president. 
 
The hiring of Hunter Biden, 44, by Burisma Holdings Limited in April was 
approved by the company’s owner, a former senior minister and political 
ally of Viktor Yanukovych, the exiled Ukrainian president. Yanukovych fled 
to Russia in February after protests erupted over his efforts to establish 
closer economic ties with Moscow. 
 
Hunter Biden’s employment means he will be working as a director and top 
lawyer for a Ukrainian energy company during the period when his father 
and others in the Obama administration attempt to influence the policies of 
Ukraine’s new government, especially on energy issues. 
 
White House officials declined to comment on Hunter Biden’s association 
with Burisma and the company’s holdings in Crimea and east Ukraine. 
 
The vice president’s spokeswoman, Kendra Barkoff, previously said that 
Biden’s son is a private citizen and a lawyer, and that Joe Biden “does not 
endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this 
company.” 
 
Demands on Russia 
 
The U.S-Russian standoff over Ukraine moves into a new phase this 
weekend, with fresh rules and an uncertain path forward. 
 
During this week’s trip to Europe, President Barack Obama and Group of 
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Seven colleagues made new demands on Russian President Putin and 
threatened new sanctions if he did not cut off support for pro-Russian 
separatists in Ukraine. 
 
“They need to stop financing and arming separatists who have been 
wreaking havoc in the eastern part of the country,” Obama told NBC News 
in an interview broadcast Friday. “If Russia begins to act in accordance with 
basic international principles, then I’m confident that the United States-
Russia relationship will improve.” 
 
Putin, who spoke Friday with new Ukrainian President Poroshenko, has 
pledged to seek peace. 
 
Aid to Moldova, Georgia 
 
The U.S. is offering new financial assistance to Moldova and Georgia, two 
former Soviet republics the West seeks to lure toward Europe. 
 
Vice President Biden announced the aid in Kiev during meetings with both 
nations’ presidents on the sidelines of the new Ukrainian president’s 
inauguration. 
 
Both Moldova and Georgia are pursuing association agreements with the 
European Union amid a regional crisis over Russia’s actions in Ukraine. 
 
The White House says an additional $8 million will help Moldova “advance 
its European aspirations.” The U.S. is also sending $5 million to Georgia to 
help economically vulnerable people living near Russian-controlled 
breakaway regions. 
 
The aid follows Obama’s announcement that the U.S. will work to boost the 
military capacity of non-NATO countries near Russia, including Moldova 
and Georgia. 
 
 
Associated Press 
U.S. Pledges Millions More in Aid to Ukraine, Moldova, Georgia 
June 8, 2014 
 
The United States pledged millions of dollars in additional aid to Ukraine, 
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Moldova and Georgia on Saturday, deepening American support to the 
Western-leaning countries on Russia's border. 
 
Vice President Joe Biden announced the extra aid, which must be 
approved by Congress, during a visit to Kiev for the inauguration 
of Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko. 
 
Washington pledged $48 million to Ukraine, $8 million to Moldova and $5 
million to Georgia after Biden met the presidents of the three countries. 
Russia's annexation of the Crimea region from Ukraine in March, after 
weeks of protests ousted Poroshenko's pro-Moscow predecessor Victor 
Yanukovich, has provoked the most serious crisis in relations with the West 
since the end of the Cold War. 
 
As with Ukraine, there are sharp tensions between Moscow and Moldova 
and Georgia, where regions have formed breakaway states in reaction 
to ethnic nationalist regimes, aligning themselves with Russia: Transdnestr 
in the case of Moldova, and Abkhazia and South Ossetia in the case 
of Georgia. 
 
The additional Ukraine aid follows Poroshenko's meeting with U.S. 
President Barack Obama on Wednesday in Warsaw and will go toward 
economic reforms, the White House said in a statement. 
 
In Moldova, the U.S. aid will target programs to democratic institutions 
and the economy as the country implements a trade pact reached with 
the European Union last summer, it said. The new aid is in addition to the 
$2.7 million announced in March. 
 
The collapse of a proposed trade agreement with the European Union has 
been at the heart of Ukraine's political crisis over the past six months as 
Russia and western countries compete to assert dominance in the region. 
The proposed aid packages follow a U.S. announcement Tuesday that it 
would help build the defense capacity of Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia, all 
on Russia's western border. 
 
The new aid also will support better ties between Moldova and Russian-
speaking Transdnestr, the White House said. 
 
Similarly, it said the $5 million to Georgia will help people living along 
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the border with Russia and "increase access to objective information 
by populations in the occupied territories of Abkhazia and South Ossetia." 
 
 
Associated Press 
US to offer financial assistance to Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia 
June 7, 2014  
 
The United States pledged millions of dollars in additional aid to Ukraine, 
Moldova and Georgia on Saturday, deepening American support to the 
Western-leaning countries on Russia's border.  
 
Vice-president Joe Biden announced the extra aid, which must be 
approved by Congress, during a visit to Kiev for the inauguration of 
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko. 
 
Washington pledged $48m to Ukraine, $8m to Moldova and $5m 
to Georgia after Biden met the presidents of the three countries. 
 
Secretary of state John Kerry, meanwhile, said on Saturday he was hoping 
for steps to ease tensions in Ukraine now that the new president has been 
sworn in. 
 
Both Moldova and Georgia are pursuing association agreements with the 
European Union amid a regional crisis over Russia's actions in Ukraine. 
 
The White House says the aid will target programs to demcoratic 
institutions and the economy, which will help Moldova "advance its 
European aspirations”. The new aid is in addition to the $2.7m announced 
in March. The US is also sending $5m to Georgia to help economically 
vulnerable people living near Russian-controlled breakaway regions, and 
"increase access to objective information by populations in the occupied 
territories of Abkhazia and South Ossetia" 
 
The aid follows President Barack Obama's announcement that the US will 
work to boost the military capacity of non-Nato countries near Russia, 
including Moldova and Georgia. 
 
Kerry told reporters in France he was "confident there are ways forward" 
and that included Russia's help in getting separatists to put away their 
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weapons and relinquish buildings they are occupying. 
 
He said the hope was not to impose tougher penalties against Russia over 
its actions in Ukraine. 
 
Earlier Saturday, Ukraine's new president Petro Poroshenko said he 
wanted a dialogue with his country's east, where a separatist insurgency 
has taken hold. 
 
Kerry raised the possibility of a ceasefire and said it's important to begin to 
build Ukraine. 
 
He spoke in the French seaside town of Saint Briac that is home to his 
family's ancestral estate, on the 70th anniversary of D-Day. 
 
A day after attending international ceremonies to mark the allied invasion of 
France in Normandy, Kerry traveled to Saint Briac in the neighboring 
province of Brittany, where his mother's family has long owned property. 
 
Three US soldiers were killed during the liberation of the town in August, 
1944, and Kerry placed a wreath at a monument "To the Americans" that 
overlooks the harbour. 
 
 
Associated Press 
US OFFERS NEW AID TO EX-SOVIET EUROPEAN NATIONS 
June 7, 2014 
 
KIEV, Ukraine (AP) — The United States is offering new financial 
assistance to Moldova (mawl-DOH'-vah) and Georgia, two former Soviet 
nations the West seeks to lure toward Europe. 
 
Vice President Joe Biden announced the aid in Kiev during meetings with 
both nations' presidents on the sidelines of the new Ukrainian president's 
inauguration. 
 
Both Moldova and Georgia are pursuing association agreements with the 
European Union amid a regional crisis over Russia's actions in Ukraine. 
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The White House says an additional $8 million will help Moldova "advance 
its European aspirations." The U.S. is also sending $5 million to Georgia to 
help economically vulnerable people living near Russian-controlled 
breakaway regions. 
 
The aid follows President Barack Obama's announcement that the U.S. will 
work to boost the military capacity of non-NATO countries near Russia, 
including Moldova and Georgia. 
 
 
Press TV 
US stands with new Ukrainian president in talks with Russia, Biden 
says 
June 9, 2014 
 
US Vice President Joe Biden has told Ukraine’s new President Petro 
Poroshenko that the United Sates is standing with him on his efforts to 
bring peace in the country and in talks with Russia, but warning that the 
window for peace will not remain open for ever. 
 
Biden made the remarks on Saturday in Kiev during a meeting with 
Poroshenko at the Presidential Administrative Building, hours after he was 
inaugurated as Ukraine’s fifth president. 
 
"There's a window for peace, and you know as well as anyone, that it will 
not stay open indefinitely," Biden said. 
 
"America's with you," the US vice president added. "That is not hyperbole." 
Biden also promised an additional $48 million in assistance to Ukraine to 
carry out economic and constitutional reforms and strengthen the border 
guard service on top of a previous $1 billion in loan guarantees and $73 
million in security and crisis-response aid. 
 
The financial package must get Congress approval. 
 
Earlier, Poroshenko offered a peace plan to resolve the ongoing crisis in 
Ukraine, but he warned that Russia's “occupation” of Crimea was not 
acceptable. 
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"Russia occupied Crimea, which is and will be Ukrainian," Poroshenko said 
at the inauguration ceremony. "Yesterday during the meeting in Normandy 
[France], I said exactly that to [Russian] President [Vladimir] Putin, that 
Crimea belongs to Ukraine." 
 
"I know that peace is the main thing the Ukrainian people want today," he 
said. "I don't want war. I don't want revenge, despite the massive casualties 
sustained by Ukraine's people.... I want peace, and I will achieve Ukraine's 
unity." 
 
The Autonomous Republic of Crimea declared independence from Ukraine 
on March 17 and formally applied to become part of Russia following a 
referendum a day earlier, in which nearly 97 percent of the participants 
voted in favor of the move. On March 21, Crimea officially became part of 
the Russian territory. 
 
On April 17, Russia, Ukraine, the US and the European Union agreed over 
steps to "de-escalate" the crisis in eastern Ukraine, where anti-Kiev 
protesters seized buildings in several towns and cities. 
 
But, Ukrainian authorities have ordered military operations against pro-
Russian protesters in both eastern and southern Ukraine, claiming that 
Russian special forces are fueling unrest in the country. 
 
Moscow has dismissed as "nonsense" claims that Russian special forces 
are fomenting unrest in Ukraine. 
 
 
The Voice of Russia 
US pledges $48 mln in additional aid to Ukraine 
June 8, 2014 
 
The United States has reaffirmed its commitment to assist Ukraine in 
carrying out drastic democratic reforms and promoting economic 
development, as well as to support the country's "sovereignty and territorial 
integrity," the White House said in a statement. 
 
Consequently, during a visit to Kiev for the inauguration of Ukrainian 
President Petr Poroshenko US Vice President Joe Biden announced that 
Ukraine will receive an additional "to help the Ukrainian Government 
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conduct key reforms, build law enforcement capacity, and strengthen 
national unity." 
 
The new aid package follows the $1 billion loan guarantee, $50 million 
crisis-response package, and $23 million in security assistance. Thus, the 
overall US aid to Ukraine this year exceeds $184 million. 
 
The $48 million assistance package is aimed at economic reforms that will 
ensure that IMF and World Bank programs are successfully implemented 
and put the country "on a path towards economic growth." 
 
Another set of measures involves "constitutional reforms, decentralization, 
and confidence-building" that should "enhance national unity, particularly in 
the East and South." 
 
The package also seeks to strengthen Ukraine's state border guard 
service, to assist the country's government, civil society, and the private 
sector in tackling corruption, as well as diversifying its trade and enhancing 
its energy security. 
 
The additional Ukraine aid follows Poroshenko's meeting with US President 
Barack Obama on Wednesday in Warsaw. 
 
 
Associated Press 
Complex Times for VP's Son to Work at Ukraine Firm 
By: Stephen Braun / June 7, 2014 
 
Vice President Joe Biden's visit Saturday to support Ukraine's fragile 
democracy came soon after his youngest son was hired by a private 
Ukrainian company that promotes energy independence from Moscow. 
 
Yet that company leases natural gas fields in the breakaway Russian-
backed state of Crimea and is owned by a former government minister with 
ties to Ukraine's ousted pro-Russian president. 
 
The hiring of Hunter Biden, 44, by Burisma Holdings Limited in April was 
approved by the company's owner, a former senior minister and political 
ally of Viktor Yanukovych, the exiled Ukrainian president. Yanukovych fled 
to Russia in February after protests erupted over his efforts to establish 
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closer economic ties with Moscow. 
 
Hunter Biden's employment means he will be working as a director and top 
lawyer for a Ukrainian energy company during the period when his father 
and others in the Obama administration attempt to influence the policies of 
Ukraine's new government, especially on energy issues. 
 
There's no indication that Hunter Biden, his father or Burisma is crossing 
any legal or ethical lines, although ethics experts appear divided over the 
implications of Hunter Biden's new job. 
 
American conflict-of-interest laws and federal ethics rules essentially do not 
regulate the business activities of adult relatives of those who work in the 
White House. 
 
"The primary problem here is the fact that Hunter Biden has set up a 
financial arrangement with someone who might have business pending 
before this administration," said Craig Holman, an ethics expert with Public 
Citizen, a Washington-based government reform organization. 
 
Joe Biden led the U.S. delegation at Saturday's inauguration of Ukraine's 
new president, Petro Poroshenko, and announced $48 million in additional 
aid for the Kiev government. Biden met Poroshenko and said "there is a 
window for peace and you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open 
indefinitely ... America is with you." 
 
Ukraine is an important natural-gas and petroleum-liquids transit country. 
Two major pipeline systems carry Russian gas through Ukraine to Western 
Europe. 
 
Burisma is headed by Nikolai Zlochevskyi, who held senior posts over 
natural resources, environment and defense in Ukraine. The company has 
aggressively bought up Ukrainian oil and natural gas leases and 
companies. 
 
Hunter Biden's new company says it aims to reduce Ukraine's dependence 
on Russian gas and oil, a goal that parallels U.S. efforts to aid Ukraine's 
energy industry. 
 
As a Burisma director and the company's top lawyer, the younger Biden 
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has yet to take any public actions on behalf of the company. 
 
But the timing of his hiring is politically awkward for the administration's 
efforts to shore up Ukraine's pro-Western government, and poses potential 
complications from Burisma's growing energy interests and the background 
of Hunter Biden's new boss, Zlochevskyi. 
 
At least two oil and natural gas fields leased by subsidiaries of Burisma are 
in Ukrainian territories where pro-Russian sentiments remain strong, 
according to government and media releases, independent energy maps 
and Burisma's website. 
 
One is in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea; the other is in 
the eastern Ukrainian Kharkiv region. Instability there could force the 
younger Biden's new company to coordinate with pro-Russian separatists 
whom the U.S. considers illegitimate. 
 
White House officials declined to comment on Hunter Biden's association 
with Burisma and the company's holdings in Crimea and east Ukraine. 
The vice president's spokeswoman, Kendra Barkoff, previously said that 
Biden's son is a private citizen and a lawyer, and that Joe Biden "does not 
endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this 
company." 
 
Presidents and vice presidents have long been vexed by relatives 
rewarded for family ties. 
 
Political loan troubles shadowed Vice President Richard Nixon's brother, 
Donald, during the 1960 election, and President Jimmy Carter's brother, 
Billy, who accepted a $220,000 stipend in 1981 from Libya's Moammar 
Gadhafi. 
 
In recent years, several Bush and Clinton relatives were caught in a string 
of murky financial and political dealings. 
 
But "unless there's solid evidence that Hunter Biden got his job to influence 
American foreign policy, there's no clear line that's been crossed," said 
Melanie Sloan, executive director of the Citizens for Responsibility and 
Ethics in Washington. 
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A former Washington lobbyist, the vice president's son is effectively exempt 
from most rules that would require him to describe publicly the legal work 
he does on behalf of Burisma. 
 
Hunter Biden will not lobby for the company, said Lawrence Pacheco, an 
official with FTI Consulting, a Washington government affairs company 
recently hired by Burisma. 
 
Pacheco did not say whether Biden might oversee or advise on any future 
Burisma lobbying strategy in the U.S. Pacheco said the company "does not 
take positions on political matters." 
 
But Biden's company may have to deal with Ukranian enclaves that the 
U.S. does not recognize diplomatically or are threatened by instability. 
One Burisma subsidiary, KrymTopEnergoServis, operates natural gas 
fields and has headquarters in the Crimea, which seceded from Ukraine 
this year and now aligns with Russia. 
 
A second subsidiary, Esco-Pivnich, produces oil and natural gas just west 
of Kharkiv, Ukraine's second-largest city, which was the site of several 
protests and borders on separatist-controlled provinces. The company's 
website confirms that Burisma operates oil and natural gas sites in Crimea 
and east Ukraine, as well as elsewhere in Ukraine. 
 
"While he's just at the beginning of his involvement with this company, 
Ukraine is volatile right now and there are all sorts of problems that might 
crop up down the line," said Bill Allison, the editorial director of the Sunlight 
Foundation, a nonpartisan watchdog group. 
 
Pacheco said the company's western and eastern operations have been 
unaffected by Ukraine's unrest but that its Crimea subsidiary is not 
operating currently. He did not explain further, but confirmed 
KrymTopEnergoServis is based and leases gas deposits in Crimea. 
Hunter Biden, Zlochevskyi and other company officials would not comment 
publicly, Pacheco said. 
 
Hunter Biden is a managing director with Rosemont Seneca Partners, a 
private equity firm, and worked as a Washington lobbyist for seven years 
until his father was elected vice president. He lobbied primarily for colleges, 
hospitals and tech firms. 
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Pacheco said Biden's son came to Burisma's attention after he was 
introduced by Devon Archer, another new Burisma board member, to Alan 
Apter, Burisma's board chairman. Archer works with Hunter Biden at 
Rosemont and was a top fundraiser for now-Secretary of State John Kerry 
when Kerry ran for president in 2004. Zlochevskyi approved Biden's hiring, 
Pacheco said. 
 
Zlochevskyi, 48, worked as minister of natural resources and environment 
under Yanukovych and most recently was deputy secretary of Ukraine's 
national security and defense council, which advised Yanukovych on 
defense matters. 
 
Zlochevskyi also served in the Ukrainian parliament from 2007 to 2011 as a 
member of the Party of Regions, the political party affiliated with 
Yanukovych and traditionally aligned with pro-Russian interests. 
Zlochevskyi's name is missing from Burisma's web site, but financial 
documents in Cyprus as well as U.S. Securities and Exchange records 
show that he owns the bulk of Burisma's shares. Zlochevskyi's Cyprus-
based Brociti Investments Limited controls Burisma. 
 
Hunter Biden joined Burisma in April, the same month his father visited 
Kiev to show support for the new interim government. 
 
 
Fox News 
Ukraine energy firm hiring Biden’s son raises ethical concerns 
June 8, 2014 
 
Vice President Joe Biden’s visit Saturday to Ukraine in support of the 
country's new democratic government is renewing concerns about his 
youngest son being hired by a Ukraine company promoting energy 
independence from Moscow. 
 
Hunter Biden will be working for the company while his father and others in 
the Obama administration attempt to influence energy policies and other 
issues of the new government, which is gripped in a struggle with Russia 
and pro-Russian separatists to control the county. 
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The company, Burisma Holdings Limited, says it wants to reduce Ukraine's 
dependence on Russian gas and oil, a goal that parallels U.S. efforts to aid 
Ukraine's energy industry. 
 
The other major issues are Hunter Biden’s new employer leases natural 
gas fields in Crimea, an eastern Ukraine peninsula being controlled by 
Russia in the country’s months-long political upheaval. And the company is 
owned by a former Ukraine government minister, Nikolai Zlochevskyi, who 
has ties to the country's ousted pro-Russian president, Viktor Yanukovych. 
 
The 44-year-old Biden was hired in April and will be a director and lawyer 
for the company. 
 
American conflict-of-interest laws and federal ethics rules essentially do not 
regulate the business activities of adult relatives of those who work in the 
White House, and there’s no indication that the situation crosses legal or 
ethical lines. 
But ethics experts appear divided over the implications. 
 
"The primary problem here is the fact that Hunter Biden has set up a 
financial arrangement with someone who might have business pending 
before this administration," said Craig Holman, an ethics expert with Public 
Citizen, a Washington-based government reform organization. 
 
Joe Biden led the U.S. delegation at Saturday's inauguration of Ukraine's 
new president, Petro Poroshenko, and announced $48 million in additional 
aid for the Kiev government. Biden met Poroshenko and said "there is a 
window for peace and you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open 
indefinitely ... America is with you." 
 
The Office of the Vice President said some of the money will help Ukraine 
“enhance its energy security.”  
 
Ukraine is an important natural-gas and petroleum-liquids transit country. 
Two major pipeline systems carry Russian gas through Ukraine to Western 
Europe. 
 
At least two oil and natural gas fields leased by subsidiaries of Burisma are 
in Ukrainian territories where pro-Russian sentiments remain strong, 
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according to government and media releases, independent energy maps 
and Burisma's website. 
 
One is in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea. The other is in 
the eastern Ukrainian Kharkiv region. Instability there could force the 
younger Biden's new company to coordinate with pro-Russian separatists 
whom the U.S. considers illegitimate. 
 
White House officials declined to comment on Hunter Biden's association 
with Burisma and the company's holdings in Crimea and east Ukraine. 
The vice president's spokeswoman, Kendra Barkoff, previously said that 
Biden's son is a private citizen and a lawyer, and that Joe Biden "does not 
endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this 
company." 
 
Presidents and vice presidents have long been vexed by relatives 
rewarded for family ties. 
 
Political loan troubles shadowed Vice President Richard Nixon's brother, 
Donald, during the 1960 election, and President Jimmy Carter's brother, 
Billy, who accepted a $220,000 stipend in 1981 from Libya's Moammar 
Gadhafi. 
 
In recent years, several Bush and Clinton relatives were caught in a string 
of murky financial and political dealings. 
 
But "unless there's solid evidence that Hunter Biden got his job to influence 
American foreign policy, there's no clear line that's been crossed," said 
Melanie Sloan, executive director of the Citizens for Responsibility and 
Ethics in Washington. 
 
A former Washington lobbyist, the vice president's son is effectively exempt 
from most rules that would require him to describe publicly the legal work 
he does on behalf of Burisma. 
 
Zlochevskyi's name is missing from Burisma's web site, but financial 
documents in Cyprus as well as U.S. Securities and Exchange records 
show that he owns the bulk of Burisma's shares. Zlochevskyi's Cyprus-
based Brociti Investments Limited controls Burisma. 
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The Wire 
It's Totally Normal That Joe Biden's Son Works for a Ukrainian Energy 
Company 
By: Adam Chandler / June 7, 2014 
 
The inauguration of Petro Poroshenko as Ukraine's new president was 
Europe's biggest story today. The billionaire confectioner promised to bring 
Ukraine closer to Europe and the West. He also had some tough words 
about Crimea, which he delivered in the presence of Mikhail Zurabov, the 
recently restored Russian ambassador to Ukraine. 
 
Russia occupied Crimea, which was, is and will be Ukrainian soil.  
 
Yesterday in the course of the meeting in Normandy, I told this to President 
Putin: Crimea is Ukraine soil. Period. There can be no compromise on the 
issues of Crimea, European choice and state structure.” 
 
Among the dignitaries in attendance was Vice President Joe Biden, which 
is where the story gets interesting. It hardly seems noteworthy that, given 
the scope of the crisis, Biden took his second trip to Ukraine in the past six 
weeks. 
 
However, Biden's trip also coincided with a story about his youngest son. 
Hunter Biden was tapped last month to join the board of Burisma 
Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer. At the time, The 
Guardian wryly explained the oddity of Biden-spawn's new gig.  
 
“Isn't that a bit fishy? Why do you say that? 
Because he's the vice-president's son! That's a coincidence. "This is totally 
based on merit," said Burisma's chairman, Alan Apter. 
He doesn't sound very Ukrainian. He's American, as is the other new board 
member, Devon Archer. 
Who? Devon Archer, who works with Hunter Biden at Rosemont Seneca 
partners, which is half owned by Rosemont Capital, a private equity firm 
founded by Archer and Christopher Heinz. 
Who? Christopher Heinz … John Kerry's stepson.” 
 
As the Associated Press reports today, there is more fishiness yet. While 
Hunter Biden's new company is said to be working to get Ukraine off its 
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dependence on Russia for energy, Burisma also reportedly "leases natural 
gas fields in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea." 
 
The company is also owned by Nikolai Zlochevskyi, whose "ties to 
Ukraine's ousted pro-Russian president" include serving as a senior 
minister in several government posts under Viktor Yanukovych. 
At the time of the appointment, Hunter Biden said this: 
 
“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting 
the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and 
responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to 
the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.” 
 
Said transparency seems to be elusive on the American side of this deal. 
 
Beltway ethicists seem to be mixed about whether this arrangement is 
kosher or not. What is clear is that relatives of high-level American political 
figures have benefited from their ties for generations now. It's practically a 
tradition at this point.  
 
 
Associated Press 
Ukrainian energy firm hires Biden son as lawyer 
June 7, 2014 
 
WASHINGTON — Vice President Joe Biden's weekend trip to support 
Ukraine's fragile democracy comes soon after his youngest son was hired 
by a private Ukrainian company that promotes energy independence from 
Moscow. 
 
The company leases natural gas fields in the breakaway Russian-backed 
state of Crimea. It's owned by a former government minister with ties to 
Ukraine's ousted pro-Russian president. 
 
Hunter Biden will be working as a director and top lawyer for the energy 
company during the period when his father and the Obama administration 
attempt to influence the policies of Ukraine's new government, especially 
on energy issues. 
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There's no indication that Hunter Biden, his father or Burisma are crossing 
any legal or ethical lines. 
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/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Richards, Kitty </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=richards, katharine" <r.889>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
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/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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From: Meehan, Bernadette <bernadette_m_meehan@nsc.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/16/2014 5:00:36 PM
To: "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Earnest, Joshua R." <joshua_r._earnest@who.eop.gov>; "Hayden,

Caitlin" <caitlin_m_hayden@nsc.eop.gov>; "Earnest, Joshua R." </cn=recipients/cn=joshuar.earnest67836121>; "Hayden,
Caitlin" </cn=recipients/cn=caitlin_m_hayden>; "Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>

Cc: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test

Thanks.  We’ll refer any inquiries to you and Kendra.
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 6:56 PM
To: Earnest, Joshua R.; Hayden, Caitlin; Meehan, Bernadette
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test
 
http://online.wsj.com/articles/bidens-son-hunter-discharged-from-navy-reserve-after-failing-cocaine-test-1413499657?
mod=WSJ_LatestHeadlinesBiden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve
After Failing Cocaine Test
COLLEEN MCCAIN NELSON And
 
JULIAN E. BARNES
Oct. 16, 2014 6:47 p.m. ET
0 COMMENTS
WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after testing positive for
cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter.

Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been commissioned as an ensign in
the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year, his brief military career ended.

Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission process to become a
public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was to be commissioned—he needed a waiver to
join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a drug-related incident when he was a young man, according to people
familiar with the matter. Military officials say such drug waivers aren’t uncommon.

Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va.,
a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in Norfolk, he was given a drug test, which
turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the situation. Mr. Biden was discharged in February, the Navy
said.

Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed
that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With the love and support of my family, I’m
moving forward.”

The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct commission, but
declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the details of Ens. Biden’s discharge are
not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman, said.

Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable discharges. Most are
given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge Mr. Biden received, and the Navy doesn’t
release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior enlisted personnel.

Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers, according to the Navy. The
direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with needed skills. The program allows civilians who have
not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer training course or officer-candidate school to join the military by attending
only an abbreviated training program.

The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually serve one weekend
a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on active duty.

The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military family, often referring
to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong deployment to Iraq. After Hunter Biden joined the
Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who also served in the Navy.

“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United States Navy,”
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she said in 2012.

In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a lot of bad judgment
in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball. “My son, who is over 40, just
joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an officer, Hunter Biden.”

Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden serves as the
Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill Biden also have a daughter, Ashley,
who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate executive director.

Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with a Ukrainian firm, that
have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer, Burisma Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a
former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted former president. The announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible
for Burisma’s legal unit raised concerns about potential conflicts of interest, because his father, the vice president, was
engaged in diplomatic efforts involving Ukraine.

At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t endorse any particular
company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter.

Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a Washington firm
after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008.

Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves as chairman of World Food
Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency that fights hunger,” and he is an adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown
University.
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 11:08:55 AM
To: "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board

Can you also keep an eye out on twitter for the state dept briefing?
Twitter isn’t working on my computer right now for some reason
 
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:06 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
nothing
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:06 PM
To: Spector, Stephen
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
Nothing from the briefing yet?
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:03 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
Thanks
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:02 PM
To: Spector, Stephen
Subject: Re: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
Waiting for Jay to brief before I give it out

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:00 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board 
 
Do we have a response?
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:54 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
 
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:53 PM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie; Carney, Jay; Carroll,
Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess; Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather;
Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison;
Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan, Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha;
Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price,
Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo, Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter,
Kingsley; Velz, Peter; Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie,
Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric;
Costa, Kristina; Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire;
Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.;
Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson,
Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor,
Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes,
Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh,
Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S.
Subject: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter-biden-ukraine-gas-board-106631.html
Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
Politico // Lucy McCalmont
May 13, 2014 12:47 PM EDT

Hunter Biden, the younger son of Vice President Joe Biden, will be
joining Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, the company announced
in a statement

“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of
professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices,
and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve
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these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of
directors, said in a statement, which was reported by The Moscow Times
on Tuesday.

Biden, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the
company said and will provide support for Burisma Holdings “among
international organizations.”

Biden said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy.

“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the
field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong
economy in Ukraine,” Biden said in a statement. “As a new member of the
Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on
matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility,
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the
economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White
House Press Secretary Jay Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a
referendum held Sunday in Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-rule in the
region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law.

Vice President Biden also expressed support for Ukraine, when he
visited the country in April and slammed Russia for its role in the
annexation of Crimea.
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From: Franklin, Andrew (Intern) <andrew_l_franklin_intern@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 6/9/2014 11:54:08 AM
To: "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hart, Elizabeth A." <a.ffe>
Subject: Ukraine Clips
Attachments: Ukraine June 2014 Clips.docx
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The Hill 
USA chants welcome Biden to Ukraine 
By Rachel Huggins / June 7, 2014 
 
Vice President Biden and U.S. officials attending inaugural events honoring 
Ukraine's new leader were warmly greeted as they walked the streets of 
Kiev. 
 
After Petro Poroshenko was sworn into office on Saturday, Biden and Sen. 
McCain (R-Ariz.) ditched the presidential motorcade and opted to walk to 
the new president's reception when crowds lined the streets cheering, 
“thank you” and “USA.”  
 
Members of the delegation include: Rep. Marcy Kaptur (D-Ohio), Sen. 
Chris Murphy (D-Conn.), Sen. Ron Johnson (R-Wis.), U.S. Ambassador to 
Ukraine Geoffrey Pyatt, Daniel B. Baer, ambassador to the Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe Victoria Nuland, Assistant Secretary of 
State for European and Eurasian Affairs. 
 
Biden greeted everyone he encountered as he and other presidential 

Source: Reuters 
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delegation members walked the red carpet leading to the ceremony. 
 
“How are you? You’re a handsome boy. I’d like to borrow that tie,” Biden 
told a young boy, according to a White House pool report. He also said 
hello to several officials and introduced McCain, saying, “You know my 
friend the senator.” 
 
Poroshenko and Biden spoke for a few minutes at the reception. 
 
“Mr. President, congratulations,” Biden said before posing for photos. 
McCain embraced the chocolate tycoon-turned president with a hug. 
 
 “It’s wonderful to stand with you,” Murphy told the new president. 
 
 
Radio Free Europe 
Biden Meets Moldovan, Georgian Leaders In Kyiv 
By: RFE/RL / June 9, 2014 
 
U.S. Vice President Joe Biden has met with Moldovan President Nicolae 
Timofti during his visit to Kyiv for the inauguration of new Ukrainian 
President Petro Poroshenko. 
  
The U.S. White House said in a statement that, during the meeting on June 
7, Biden announced an additional $8 million in assistance to Moldova, 
pending consultations with the U.S. Congress.  
  
The assistance is to support Moldova's European choice and mitigate 
vulnerabilities to external pressure. 
  
The White House said the package will build upon $2.7 million in U.S. 
assistance announced on March 3 which is helping Moldovan businesses 
to increase productivity and competiveness so they are better positioned to 
take advantage of European markets.  
  
When added to funds previously budgeted, the United States is providing 
approximately $31 million in assistance to Moldova this year.  
  
While in Kyiv, Biden also met Georgian President Giorgi Margvelashvili. 
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The White House said that, during the meeting, Biden announced an 
additional $5 million in assistance for Georgia, pending consultations with 
the U.S. Congress. 
  
This assistance will help individuals affected by Russia’s "borderization" of 
the Administrative Boundary Lines (ABLs) of Georgia's occupied territories, 
increase access to independent information in the region, promote national 
unity, and help Tbilisi conduct reforms to strengthen justice sector 
institutions. 
  
This follows the $1.5 million ABL assistance announced by Secretary of 
State John Kerry at the U.S.-Georgia Strategic Partnership meeting on 
February 26. 
  
When added to funds previously budgeted, Washington is now providing 
approximately $65 million in assistance to Georgia this year. 
 
 
Bloomberg 
Ukrainian Leader Says Eastern Violence Must End This Week 
By: Daria Marchak, Daryna Krasnolutska and Volodymyr Verbyany / 
June 9, 2014 
 
Ukraine’s new leader, Petro Poroshenko, said the violence that’s rocked 
the former Soviet republic’s easternmost regions must end this week as 
peace talks began involving an envoy of Russian President Vladimir Putin. 
 
Poroshenko, who took the oath of office June 7, said negotiations should 
be held daily. Yesterday’s three-way talks in Kiev included the Ukrainian 
ambassador to Germany, Pavlo Klimkin, the Russian envoy to Ukraine, 
Mikhail Zurabov, and Heidi Tagliavini, a special representative of the 
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe. 
 
“We must stop the violence this week,” Poroshenko said on his website. 
“Every day when people die, every day when Ukraine pays such a high 
price is unacceptable.” 
 
Poroshenko, who was sworn in a day after discussing cease-fire proposals 
with Putin, used his inauguration speech to present a plan to bring peace 
after more than six months of unrest that’s pitted the U.S. and Europe 
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against Russia in the worst standoff since the Cold War. After his May 25 
election victory, the 48-year-old billionaire’s ability to repair relations with 
Russia will be key to success in pacifying the Donetsk and Luhansk 
regions, where the military is battling a separatist insurgency. 
Gas Talks 
 
Talks between Russia’s gas export monopoly, OAO Gazprom (OGZD), and 
Ukraine’s state-run NAK Naftogaz Ukrainy on resolving a dispute over 
prices and money owed for past supplies were set to take place in Brussels 
today, Ukrainian Energy Minister Yuri Prodan said by phone. Russia has 
set a deadline of tomorrow for Ukraine to start pre-paying for gas. Russia’s 
Vedomosti newspaper reported that Ukraine will pay $1 billion today for gas 
supplied in November and December. 
 
Russia’s Micex stock index rose 0.3 percent as of 4:15 p.m. in Moscow. It’s 
climbed more than 20 percent from a March 14 low. The ruble headed for 
the strongest level in two weeks, appreciating 0.4 percent to 39.8907 
against the central bank’s target basket of dollars and euros. 
 
Ukrainian government dollar bonds gained to a five-month high, with the 
yield on debt due in July 2017 falling 13 basis points to 8.84 percent, down 
from 14.7 percent five weeks ago. 
 
Meanwhile, unrest continued in eastern Ukraine. Insurgents attacked a 
military building in Torez, 70 kilometers (45 miles) east of Donetsk, and two 
people died from gas inhalation after a fire broke out, the local Ostrov news 
service reported late yesterday. 
 
Base Attacked 
 
Ukrainian soldiers repelled an insurgent attack on a military base in 
Artemivsk, about 80 kilometers north of Donetsk, Vladyslav Seleznyov, the 
spokesman for the military operation, said on his Facebook page today. 
The rebels have changed tactics and are now working in small groups 
attacking military convoys, he said. 
 
In his speech, Poroshenko switched between languages to address 
Russian speakers in their mother tongue, pledging to “preserve and 
strengthen Ukrainian unity and ensure lasting peace.” He said he’d steer 
the nation toward closer ties with the European Union, create jobs and 
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stamp out graft. 
 
Poroshenko, a businessman with investments including chocolates and 
media who’s Ukraine’s fifth president since the collapse of the Soviet 
Union in 1991, has said he’s not seeking revenge, offering safe corridors 
for “Russian mercenaries” to leave the country and an amnesty for those 
who didn’t kill. He’s said he’ll present a plan to decentralize power and 
urged early parliamentary elections. 
 
Peace Window 
 
“There’s a window for peace now, but it won’t stay indefinitely,” U.S. Vice 
President Joe Biden said at a meeting with Poroshenko. “We look for Mr. 
Putin to meet his end of the commitments and deliver on the pledge to 
actually work with your government.” 
 
Pro-Russian separatist leaders denounced Poroshenko, with Alexander 
Boroday, leader of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic, saying 
he’s the “president of another country,” according to the Russian state-
owned RIA Novosti news service. Boroday and his Luhansk counterpart, 
Valeriy Bolotov, said the Kiev government must withdraw its army before 
any talks are possible, RIA reported. 
 
Putin ordered security services to enforce the border with Ukraine on June 
7, according to RIA. The two countries earlier agreed to close sections of 
the frontier, Poroshenko said June 6. The Foreign Ministry in Moscow said 
it was notified by the authorities in Kiev that eight checkpoints were shut. 
 
Obama Meeting 
 
Poroshenko and Putin had a brief meeting June 6 in France, where the 
Russian president also spoke face-to-face with U.S. President Barack 
Obama for the first time since the crisis in Ukraine escalated in February. 
The U.S. and its European allies say Putin is behind the unrest in eastern 
Ukraine, where hundreds have died. Russia has condemned the 
administration in Kiev’s use of armed forces against its own people. 
 
“The Ukrainian leadership must show its goodwill and wisdom,” Putin said 
at a news conference in Normandy June 6. “They have to immediately stop 
the operation and announce a cease-fire. There is no other way to create 
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the conditions for negotiations.” 
 
 
Bloomberg 
Russia-Ukraine Talks to Start as Poroshenko Seeks Peace 
By: Daryna Krasnolutska and Kateryna Choursina / June 07, 2014 
 
Ukraine’s new leader, Petro Poroshenko, has agreed to start talks with an 
envoy of Russian President Vladimir Putin about ending separatist violence 
in the former Soviet republic’s easternmost regions. 
 
Poroshenko took the oath of office as Ukraine’s president yesterday, a day 
after he discussed with Putin his proposals for the first steps toward a 
cease-fire. In his inauguration speech, he presented a plan to bring peace 
to the nation after more than six months of unrest that’s pitted the U.S. and 
Europe against Russia in the worst standoff since the Cold War. 
 
“I know that peace is the most important thing that Ukrainian people desire 
now,” Poroshenko, 48, said yesterday in parliament in Kiev. 
 
Poroshenko, switching between languages to address Russian speakers in 
their mother tongue, pledged to “preserve and strengthen Ukrainian unity 
and ensure lasting peace” in the country ravaged by separatist violence. 
The billionaire, who said he became a grandfather for the first time 
yesterday, vowed to steer the former Soviet republic toward closer ties with 
the European Union, create jobs and stamp out corruption. 
 
“There’s a window for peace now, but it won’t stay indefinitely,” U.S. Vice 
President Joe Biden said yesterday at a meeting with Poroshenko in Kiev. 
“We look for Mr. Putin to meet his end of the commitments and deliver on 
the pledge to actually work with your government.” 
 
‘Adequate, Realistic’ 
 
After his May 25 landslide election victory, Poroshenko’s ability to repair 
relations with the country’s eastern neighbor will be key to his success in 
pacifying Ukraine’s easternmost regions, where the military is battling a 
separatist insurgency. Ukraine is awaiting the arrival of Putin’s envoy for 
talks, Andriy Zhigulin, Poroshenko’s spokesman, said today by phone. 
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Poroshenko’s speech addressed “all the pressing issues,” Yuriy 
Yakymenko, head of political research at the Razumkov Center, said by 
phone from Kiev. “The plan of action proposed to stabilize the internal 
Ukrainian situation is entirely adequate and realistic. Poroshenko clearly 
prioritized and targeted foreign policy. He also called a spade a spade, 
what really is happening, and this is important.” 
 
Poroshenko promised safe corridors for “Russian mercenaries” to leave the 
country and pledged an amnesty for those who didn’t kill servicemen or 
civilians. The president said he’ll present a plan to decentralize power and 
urged early parliamentary elections. He also vowed to crush the 
insurgency, protect Ukraine as a “unitary state,” while guaranteeing the 
rights of Russian speakers. 
 
‘Authority, Decisiveness’ 
 
“The head of state has a wide spectrum of different instruments to ensure 
territorial integrity and peace,” Poroshenko said. “There will be no shortage 
of authority and decisiveness. I do not seek revenge.” 
 
Pro-Russian separatist leaders denounced Poroshenko, with Alexander 
Boroday, leader of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic, saying 
he’s the “president of another country,” according to the Russian state-
owned RIA Novosti news service. Boroday and his Luhansk counterpart, 
Valeriy Bolotov, said the Kiev government must withdraw its army before 
any talks are possible, according to the news service. 
 
Poroshenko’s remarks “look hopeful” and Russia will continue to have 
working relations with Ukraine, Mikhail Zurabov, Russia’s ambassador in 
Kiev, said yesterday, RIA reported. The issue of Crimea, annexed by 
Russia from Ukraine in March, will be peripheral while the two parties work 
to restore links, Zurabov said, according to RIA. 
 
Border Controls 
 
Putin yesterday ordered security services to enforce the border with 
Ukraine, according to RIA. The two countries earlier agreed to jointly close 
sections of the border in the conflict regions, Poroshenko said June 6 in a 
statement. The Foreign Ministry in Moscow said it received notification by 
the authorities in Kiev of eight checkpoints having been shut. 
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The U.S. yesterday pledged a $48 million assistance package to Ukraine 
for tasks including strengthening the border guard service and “confidence-
building measures that enhance national unity, particularly in the East and 
South,” according to a statement from the White House. 
 
Poroshenko and Putin had a brief meeting June 6 in France, where the 
Russian president also spoke face-to-face with U.S. President Barack 
Obama for the first time since the crisis in Ukraine escalated in February. 
Putin welcomed Poroshenko’s commitment to ending the bloodshed and 
said the government in Kiev must call off its military campaign against pro-
Russian separatists. 
 
Asset Rally 
 
The diplomatic flurry pushed Russian financial markets higher. The 
benchmark stock index jumped 1 percent June 6, extending its gain since a 
mid-March low to 20 percent. The ruble added 0.8 percent against the 
dollar. The Ukrainian hryvnia, this year’s worst performer against the U.S. 
currency with a 30 percent plunge, advanced 0.8 percent. 
 
Meanwhile, unrest continued in Ukraine’s easternmost regions. The army 
open fire on the insurgents’ base in the city of Slovyansk, forcing them to 
move their weapons stocks elsewhere, the local Novosti Donbassa 
newswire reported, without citing anyone. Government forces also used 
artillery on some occupied buildings, it said, without providing details of 
casualties. 
 
Three crew members from a Ukrainian plane shot down near the city of 
Slovyansk two days ago died, three have been hospitalized and two are 
missing, Vladyslav Seleznyov, a Defense Ministry spokesman, said today 
on Facebook. 
 
‘Goodwill, Wisdom’ 
 
The U.S. and its European allies say Putin is behind the unrest in eastern 
Ukraine, where hundreds have died in the separatist insurgency. Russia 
accuses them of backing what it considers an illegitimate administration in 
Kiev that’s using armed force against its own people. 
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“The Ukrainian leadership must show its goodwill and wisdom,” Putin said 
at a news conference in Normandy June 6. “They have to immediately stop 
the operation and announce a cease-fire. There is no other way to create 
the conditions for negotiations.” 
 
Poroshenko, a businessman with investments including chocolates and 
media, became Ukraine’s fifth president since the collapse of the Soviet 
Union. Biden and European Union President Herman Van Rompuy were 
among leaders attending yesterday’s ceremony at parliament in Kiev. 
 
“All neighbors stand to benefit from a return to stability in Ukraine and the 
promotion of growth and development,” Van Rompuy said yesterday in an 
e-mailed statement. “All neighbors also need to respect its sovereign 
choices, including stronger ties with the European Union, and its territorial 
integrity.” 
 
 
The Wall Street Journal 
Petro Poroshenko Sworn In as Ukraine President 
By: Paul Sonne and Colleen McCain Nelson / June 7, 2014 
 
KIEV—Chocolate tycoon Petro Poroshenko reached out to residents of 
Ukraine's restive east on Saturday, promising to end a separatist 
rebellion in their region that has left hundreds dead and pushed the former 
Soviet republic to the edge of civil war. 
 
Mr. Poroshenko's ability to carry through with his promise of peace, to 
salvage Ukraine's economy and push the country toward Europe will 
determine the success of his presidency for the broad mass of pro-Europe 
demonstrators who rallied on Kiev's main square to topple Kremlin-friendly 
President Viktor Yanukovych in late February. 
 
"I don't want war. I don't want revenge. I want peace," Mr. Poroshenko said 
at Ukraine's parliament, after being sworn in as the country's fifth president. 
The 48-year-old billionaire, who supported the anti-Yanukovych protests 
since their start late last year, said he was entering the presidency "to 
preserve and strengthen the unity of the nation." 
 
The challenge facing Mr. Poroshenko comes amid the worst crisis in 
Ukraine's independent history, which has pitted the U.S. and Europe 
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against Russia and driven the widest chasm between Washington and 
Moscow since the Cold War. 
 
It isn't immediately clear how Mr. Poroshenko can stem the violence, 
however, seeing as he has ruled out talks with separatist officials and has 
said there aren't competent regional leaders with whom Kiev can negotiate. 
 
In his speech, Mr. Poroshenko reached out to Ukrainians in the country's 
Russian-speaking Donetsk and Luhansk regions, part of the Donbas basin, 
where armed rebels have declared independent republics and denounced 
Kiev's plans to move toward Europe. Many have demanded to become part 
of Russia. 
 
The separatist rebels have engaged in bloody clashes with the Ukrainian 
army since April, when Kiev launched a military offensive to quell the revolt. 
So far, the offensive has reclaimed some ground but failed to retake the 
bulk of the region. Meanwhile, it has angered locals upset by civilian 
casualties and caused many residents to flee their homes. 
 
Kiev and its Western allies have accused Moscow of fomenting the unrest, 
a charge the Kremlin has denied. Mr. Poroshenko, whose confectionary 
firm Roshen saw its candies banned in Russia last year, hinted at the 
accusation of Russian involvement in his speech. 
 
"On the path to the colossal possibilities that have opened up for the 
European modernization of Ukraine with the fall of tyranny, has arisen a 
real war, instigated and carried out on Ukrainian territory," he said. 
Ukrainians won't be made "slaves of criminality and bureaucracy, the 
servants of colonial authorities," the new president said. He wore a tie the 
colors of the Ukrainian flag. 
 
Switching into Russian during his speech, Mr. Poroshenko made a direct 
plea to residents of the rebel-held areas, calling on all who had taken up 
weapons to lay down their arms and presenting what he called a plan for 
peace. 
 
He promised more powers of self-governance for the regions by reforming 
the constitution and decentralizing control but denied calls, including by the 
Kremlin, to transform Ukraine into a federation of states. He vowed to 
respect easterners' right to speak Russian but said Ukrainian would remain 
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the only official state language. 
 
A former foreign minister, Mr. Poroshenko said rebels had not only 
engaged in looting and abuse of civilians but had also brought the region's 
economy to the "brink of complete catastrophe." He vowed to bring new 
jobs to the region, where the economy relies on coal mines and Soviet-era 
heavy industrial factories. The new president also promised to visit Donbas 
soon but made clear he wouldn't be negotiating with the separatist 
movement's leaders as the Kremlin has proposed. 
 
"Today we need a legitimate partner for dialogue. We will not speak with 
bandits," Mr. Poroshenko said. "But the acting local legislators already don't 
represent anyone. We're prepared to call emergency local elections in 
Donbas." 
 
Separatist leaders denounced Mr. Poroshenko's speech on Saturday. 
Alexander Borodai, a Moscow public-relations consultant leading the self-
proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic, described the new Ukrainian 
president's comments as rhetorical propaganda and said he couldn't 
guarantee Mr. Poroshenko's safety on a trip to the region. 
 
"Why on earth should we guarantee his security if he's the head of an 
enemy state?" Mr. Borodai said in an interview with the Russian tabloid 
website LifeNews. He said he would negotiate with Mr. Poroshenko only if 
he removed the Ukrainian military from Donetsk. 
 
The Donetsk rebel defense commander, Igor Strelkov, told LifeNews he 
expected the violence to grow worse now that Mr. Poroshenko had 
assumed his duties. He said that Kiev had asked its Western allies for 
military aid in a move that the rebel leader said presaged more deaths. 
 
Mr. Poroshenko said Kiev would permit each region to choose its own 
heroes and craft its own historical memory—an implicit reference to the 
general distaste in the country's east for Ukrainian nationalists primarily 
from the country's west. 
 
Mr. Poroshenko guaranteed amnesty for locals without "the blood of 
Ukrainian soldiers and civilians on their hands" or a history of financing the 
separatists. He offered safe passage for rebel fighters from Russia to return 
to their home country. 
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Russia annexed the Black Sea peninsula of Crimea in March in response 
to the toppling of Mr. Yanukovych, provoking sanctions against Russian 
officials by the U.S. and the EU. Russian President Vladimir Putin met Mr. 
Poroshenko briefly Friday at a D-Day remembrance ceremony in 
Normandy, France. The new Ukrainian president said he told Mr. Putin that 
Crimea is Ukrainian but said he wanted to cooperate with Russia. 
 
"There can be no compromises on questions of Crimea, our European 
choice and our structure of government," Mr. Poroshenko said, regarding 
Russia. "But all other things we should discuss and decide at the 
negotiating table." 
 
Mr. Putin, who has pledged to work with Mr. Poroshenko, issued an order 
Saturday to Russia's Federal Security Service to step up controls on the 
country's border with Ukraine and prevent people from crossing illegally, 
according to the Interfax news agency. Ukraine has been forced to 
abandon border posts where the Luhansk and Donetsk regions meet 
Russia because guards there have come under fire by separatists. 
Weapons and reinforcements have flowed over the border, propping up the 
rebel militants. 
 
The U.S. sent Vice President Joe Biden to Saturday's ceremony. Russia, 
meanwhile, sent its ambassador to Ukraine, Mikhail Zurabov. Mr. Biden 
met with Mr. Poroshenko after the speech and pledged $48 million more in 
U.S. aid, bringing the total U.S. assistance to Ukraine this year to more 
than $184 million. The U.S. also has provided a $1 billion loan guarantee to 
help salvage Ukraine's troubled finances. 
 
Mr. Poroshenko spent part of his speech going after his predecessor, Mr. 
Yanukovych, saying the Donetsk native had betrayed his own people, 
robbed the region of its wealth and had turned to financing separatists from 
exile in Russia. 
 
"It's precisely him who carries full responsibility for the political and socio-
economic situation in the region," Mr. Poroshenko said. "And for the 
joblessness, for the poverty, for the refugees. And for the killed citizens and 
the mothers' tears." Mr. Yanukovych, who has been issuing statements 
from exile in the Russian city of Rostov-on-Don, didn't immediately 
respond. 
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During Mr. Yanukovych's inauguration in 2010, the doors to the Ukrainian 
parliament began closing as he tried to walk in the door, an accident many 
Ukrainians later said served as a harbinger of his ultimate rejection by the 
country's people. 
 
On Saturday morning, as Mr. Poroshenko walked up to the same doors, a 
soldier standing guard dropped his gun and stumbled amid the sweltering 
heat, looking as if he was about to faint. Mr. Poroshenko continued on into 
the parliament. On his way out of the building, the new Ukrainian president 
stopped to check on the soldier's health. 
 
During his speech, Mr. Poroshenko pledged to return Ukraine to its natural 
place in Europe, saying he would sign the economic portion of an 
integration pact with the European Union as soon as possible. 
 
"The pen is in my hand," he said. He also vowed to fulfill all necessary 
requirements so Ukrainians can travel to Europe without visas starting in 
January 2015 and one day become citizens of the EU. To do that, he 
promised to snuff out corruption. 
 
"We are a people who were separated from our great homeland of 
Europe," he said. "We are returning. Finally and irrevocably." 
 
The additional U.S. aid will be directed at helping Ukraine make reforms 
necessary to comply with an International Monetary Fund assistance 
package. It will also go to building law enforcement capacity, particularly 
within the State Border Guard Service, among a number of other projects, 
the White House said. 
 
One of those projects is the fight against corruption. Mr. Biden emphasized 
the importance of that fight in joint comments with Mr. Poroshenko on 
Saturday. 
 
"Corruption is cancer," Mr. Biden said. "It eats away at the fabric of 
democracy." He said Mr. Poroshenko has shown the will to deal with the 
problem, as well as the political courage to take necessary steps that may 
prove unpopular on their face. 
 
The U.S. vice president emphasized the need for Russia to help stop 
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border incursions streaming into eastern Ukraine. "There's a window for 
peace," he said, appearing alongside Mr. Poroshenko. "And you know as 
well as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely." 
 
 
The New York Times  
Poroshenko Takes Ukraine Helm With Tough Words for Russia 
By: David Herszenhorn / June 7, 2014 
 
KIEV, Ukraine — Petro Oleksiyovych Poroshenko, a pro-European, 
billionaire confectioner, was sworn in on Saturday as the fifth president of 
Ukraine, promising to put an end to a separatist insurrection in the east that 
has divided the country for months. 
 
He also expressed new resolve, saying Ukraine would never accept 
Russia’s annexation of Crimea, a point he also made in a face-to-face 
meeting with President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia on Friday. 
 
In a forceful inaugural address, Mr. Poroshenko, 48, called on rebel fighters 
in eastern Ukraine to put down their weapons and promised safe passage 
for “Russian mercenaries” who wished to return home. But he said there 
would be no negotiations with armed insurgents, raising the prospect of 
further bloodshed as the Ukrainian military seeks to quash the rebellion. 
 
Though the United States and its Western allies expressed new hope of a 
diplomatic resolution after meetings with Mr. Putin in France at a 
commemoration of the 70th anniversary of D-Day, Russia’s intentions in 
Ukraine remain unclear, and there have been mixed signals on whether 
there is consensus among Western nations over further sanctions if 
diplomatic efforts fail. 
 
Mr. Poroshenko, after being installed in a mostly solemn ceremony at the 
Ukrainian Parliament, said he hoped to mend relations with Russia. 
“Citizens of Ukraine will never enjoy the beauty of peace unless we settle 
down our relations with Russia,” he said. 
 
At the same time, however, he voiced no willingness to tolerate recent 
Russian aggression or the annexation of Crimea, which Mr. Putin has 
described as the righting of a historical accident that separated the 
peninsula from its Russian roots. 
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“Russia occupied Crimea, which was, is and will be Ukrainian soil,” Mr. 
Poroshenko told an audience that included Vice President Joseph R. Biden 
Jr. and other international dignitaries. “Yesterday, in the course of the 
meeting in Normandy, I told this to President Putin: Crimea is Ukraine soil. 
Period. There can be no compromise on the issues of Crimea, European 
choice and state structure.” 
 
Mr. Poroshenko also said he would move swiftly to sign political and 
economic agreements with the European Union that Ukraine’s former 
government, under heavy Russian pressure, backed away from in 
November, setting off the civil unrest. “My pen is in my hands,” he said, 
adding later, “European democracy, for me, is the best form of government 
invented by mankind.” 
 
In a sign of outreach, Russia returned its ambassador, Mikhail Y. Zurabov, 
to Kiev to attend the inaugural festivities. Mr. Zurabov had been recalled to 
Russia after the ouster of the former Ukrainian president, Viktor F. 
Yanukovych. 
 
And a day after President Obama demanded that Russia stop the flow of 
weapons and fighters into Ukraine, Russian news agencies reported that 
Mr. Putin had ordered tighter controls on the border to prevent people from 
crossing illegally. 
 
Still, violence continued to flare in eastern Ukraine. An assassination 
attempt on Denis Pushilin, a pro-Russian, separatist leader in Donetsk, on 
Saturday resulted in the shooting death of an assistant, Maksym Petruhin. 
Photographs on Ukrainian news sites showed Mr. Petruhin, wearing a 
business suit, lying face down on a street alongside a parked car with at 
least seven bullet holes in the rear door panel. 
 
Mr. Poroshenko won the presidency in a landslide on May 25, in a special 
election that was called after months of civil unrest toppled Mr. 
Yanukovych, who fled to Russia. 
 
For many years, Mr. Poroshenko served in Parliament, including a stint as 
speaker. He was foreign minister under President Viktor A. Yushchenko 
and trade and economics minister under Mr. Yanukovych. 
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He earned his fortune making chocolate, and Russia is a major market for 
his company, Roshen, which has factories and other facilities there. His 
deep business ties in Russia and his long experience in Ukrainian politics 
had led to hope that he could negotiate successfully with the Kremlin. 
 
In his inaugural speech, however, he was resolute against Russian 
intervention. “The issue of territorial integrity of Ukraine is not subject to 
discussion,” he said. “I have just sworn ‘with all my deeds to protect the 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine,’ and I will always be faithful to 
this sacred promise.” 
 
The ceremony was imbued with ritual. Mr. Poroshenko swore the oath of 
office with his hand on the 16th-century Peresopnytsia Gospel. He was 
presented with a bejeweled presidential necklace, which framed his tie of 
sky blue and yellow, Ukraine’s national colors. He was also given the 
bulava, a scepter that is a historical symbol of power. 
 
Mr. Poroshenko opened his speech by recognizing the so-called Heavenly 
Hundred demonstrators who were killed in clashes with the police in Kiev in 
the days before Mr. Yanukovych was forced from power. 
 
“Many people thought that we got independence without any difficulty,” he 
said. “It is not true.” 
 
After calling for a moment of silence, he turned his attention to the pro-
Russian violence in the east and switched from speaking Ukrainian to 
Russian. 
 
He promised amnesty for fighters who put down their weapons and safe 
passage for Russian insurgents who wanted to go home. To the peaceful 
citizens of eastern Ukraine, he said he would welcome dialogue. 
 
He offered conciliatory actions, promising to go to eastern Ukraine “with 
peace, with a project of government decentralization, with a guarantee of 
free usage of Russian language in your region, with the strong intention not 
to divide people into right and wrong Ukrainians, with respect for the 
specifics of regions, for the right of local communities to their peculiarities in 
the issues of historic memory, pantheon of heroes, religious traditions.” 
 
Mr. Poroshenko also promised to pursue a jobs program and to fight the 
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corruption that has plagued Ukraine throughout its post-Soviet history. He 
said he would push for parliamentary elections later this year, aiming to 
meet a demand of demonstrators — many of whom are still camping out in 
Independence Square in the center of Kiev — who say that changing 
presidents is not sufficient. 
 
He also acknowledged that the uprising had deeply altered the country. 
“The victorious revolution of dignity not only changed the government,” he 
said. “The country has changed. People have changed.” 
 
In conjunction with Mr. Biden’s visit, the White House announced $48 
million in new aid to Ukraine, as well as $8 million for Moldova and $5 
million for Georgia. Moldova and Georgia are also expected to sign 
agreements with the European Union this month and have come under 
Russian pressure as a result. 
 
Meeting with Mr. Poroshenko, Mr. Biden saluted his efforts to combat 
corruption. “Corruption is a cancer,” he said. “It eats away the fabric of 
democracy.” 
 
He also reiterated American support for Ukraine. 
“America’s with you,” Mr. Biden said. “That is not hyperbole.” 
 
 
Associated Press 
Poroshenko sworn in as Ukraine's president 
By: Laura Mills and Jim Heintz / June 7, 2014 
 
KIEV, Ukraine (AP) — Ukraine’s new president on Saturday called for pro-
Russian rebels in the country’s east to lay down their arms and welcomed 
dialogue with the insurgents, but said he wouldn’t negotiate with those he 
called “gangsters and killers” and struck a defiant tone on the Russian-
annexed Crimean Peninsula. 
 
Petro Poroshenko’s inaugural address after taking the oath of office in 
parliament gave little sign of a quick resolution to the conflict in the east, 
which Ukrainian officials say has left more than 200 people dead. 
 
He also firmly insisted that Crimea, the Black Sea peninsula annexed by 
Russia in March, “was, is and will be Ukrainian.” He gave no indication of 
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how Ukraine could regain control of Crimea, which Russian President 
Vladimir Putin has said was allotted to Ukraine unjustly under Soviet leader 
Nikita Khrushchev. 
 
Hours after the speech, Putin ordered security tightened along Russia’s 
border with Ukraine to prevent illegal crossings, Russian news agencies 
said. Ukraine claims that many of the insurgents in the east have come 
from Russia; Poroshenko on Saturday said he would offer a corridor for 
safe passage of “Russian militants” out of the country. 
 
Rebel leaders in the east dismissed Poroshenko’s speech. 
 
“At the moment it’s impossible for him to come (to Donetsk for talks),” said 
Denis Pushilin, a top figure in the self-declared Donetsk People’s Republic. 
“Perhaps with security, a group, so people won’t tear him to pieces.” 
 
Poroshenko offered amnesty to rebels who “don’t have blood on their 
hands.” But “I don’t believe it,” said Valery Bolotov, the insurgent leader in 
the Luhansk region. Rebels in both Luhansk and Donetsk have declared 
their regions independent. 
 
The new president promised “I will bring you peace,” but did not indicate 
whether Ukrainian forces would scale back their offensives against the 
insurgency, which Ukraine says is fomented by Russia. 
 
Russia has insisted on Ukraine ending its military operation in the east. 
Ambassador Mikhail Zurabov, representing Moscow at the inauguration, 
said Poroshenko’s statements “sound reassuring,” but “for us the principal 
thing is to stop the military operation,” adding that the insurgents should 
also stop fighting in order to bolster the delivery of humanitarian aid, RIA 
Novosti reported. 
 
As president, the 48-year-old Poroshenko is commander-in-chief of the 
military and appoints the defense and foreign ministers. The prime minister 
is appointed by the parliament. 
 
Poroshenko, often called “The Chocolate King” because of the fortune he 
made as a confectionery tycoon, was elected May 25. He replaces 
Oleksandr Turchynov, who served as interim president after Russia-friendly 
president Viktor Yanukovych fled the country in February after months of 
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street protests against him. 
 
The fall of Yanukovych aggravated long-brewing tensions in eastern and 
southern Ukraine, whose majority native Russian speakers denounced the 
new government as a nationalist putsch that aimed to suppress them. 
 
Within a month, the Black Sea peninsula of Crimea was annexed by Russia 
after a secession referendum and an armed insurgency arose in the 
eastern provinces of Donetsk and Luhansk. 
 
In his inaugural address, attended by dignitaries including U.S. Vice 
President Joe Biden, Sen. John McCain and Democratic Rep. Marcy 
Kaptur, Poroshenko promised amnesty “for those who do not have blood 
on their hands” and called for dialogue with “peaceful citizens” in the east. 
 
“I am calling on everyone who has taken arms in their hands — please lay 
down your arms,” he said, according to an interpreter. He also called for 
early regional elections in the east and promised to push for new powers to 
be allotted to regional governments, but he rejected calls for federalization 
of Ukraine, which Moscow has advocated. Federalization would make 
regions more independent of the central government. 
 
Biden later met with Poroshenko and said “there is a window for peace and 
you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely ... America 
is with you.” 
 
He also promised an additional $48 million in US aid to Ukraine to carry out 
economic and constitutional reforms and strengthen the border guard 
service. Washington previously announced $50 million in “crisis response” 
aid and $23 million for security assistance. 
 
Poroshenko also said he would seek early parliamentary elections because 
“the current composition of the parliament is not consistent with the 
aspirations of the nation.” The current parliament, elected in 2012 with a 
large contingent from Yanukovych’s former party, is to stay in place until 
2017. 
 
Poroshenko insisted that Ukrainian would remain the sole state language of 
the country, but promised “the free use of the Russian language.” 
He assumed power a day after meeting Putin at D-Day commemoration 
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ceremonies in France. 
 
Putin has denied allegations by Kiev and the West that Russia has 
fomented the rebellion in the east, and he insisted Friday that Poroshenko 
needs to speak directly to representatives from the east. 
 
After the low-key inauguration ceremony, which included a choir in 
traditional national costume singing the national anthem, Poroshenko went 
to the square outside the landmark Sophia Cathedral for a ceremonial troop 
inspection. 
 
Taras Danchuk, a 37-year-old spectator at the square who was wearing a 
traditional embroidered tunic, said he supported Poroshenko’s strategy for 
trying to negotiate an end the eastern conflict. 
 
“Out of emotion I would like to say that we should destroy the terrorists, but 
that is not possible without sacrificing the civilians who live there, so there 
will have to be negotiations,” he said. 
 
The protests against Yanukovych were set off by his decision to shelve a 
long-anticipated agreement to deepen political and economic ties with the 
European Union and seek closer relations with Russia. The protests grew 
hugely after police violently dispersed some early gatherings. 
 
Poroshenko said Saturday he wants to sign the economic portion of the EU 
“association agreement” in the near future. 
 
No major fighting was reported on Saturday, but the Donetsk People’s 
Republic said one of Pushilin’s aides was fatally shot in Donetsk city, the 
region’s capital. 
 
Also Saturday, Russian officials including the ambassador and Defense 
Minister Sergei Shoigu complained that two journalists from a TV channel 
belonging to the ministry had been detained by national guard forces in 
Ukraine and called for their release. 
 
 
Associated Press 
Poroshenko sworn in as Ukraine's president, welcomes talks with 
insurgents 
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By: Laura Mills and Jim Heintz / June 7, 2014 
 
KIEV, UKRAINE — Petro Poroshenko, Ukraine’s new president, on 
Saturday called for pro-Russian rebels in the country’s east to lay down 
their arms and welcomed dialogue with the insurgents, but he said he 
wouldn’t negotiate with those he called “gangsters and killers” and struck a 
defiant tone on the Russian-annexed Crimean peninsula. 
 
In his inaugural address, attended by dignitaries including Vice President 
Joe Biden, Republican Sen. John McCain and Democratic Rep. Marcy 
Kaptur, Poroshenko promised amnesty “for those who do not have blood 
on their hands” and called for dialogue with “peaceful citizens” in the east. 
Biden later met with Poroshenko and said, “There is a window for peace, 
and you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely. ... 
America is with you.” 
 
Biden also promised an additional $48 million in U.S. aid to Ukraine to carry 
out economic and constitutional reforms and strengthen the border guard 
service. Washington previously announced $50 million in “crisis response” 
aid and $23 million for security assistance. 
 
Crimea in dispute 
 
Poroshenko’s inaugural address after taking the oath of office in parliament 
gave little sign of a quick resolution to the conflict in the east, which 
Ukrainian officials say has left more than 200 people dead. 
 
He also firmly insisted that Crimea, the Black Sea peninsula annexed by 
Russia in March, “was, is and will be Ukrainian.” He gave no indication of 
how Ukraine could regain control of Crimea, which Russian President 
Vladimir Putin has said was allotted to Ukraine unjustly under Soviet leader 
Nikita Khrushchev. 
 
Hours after the speech, Putin ordered security tightened along Russia’s 
border with Ukraine to prevent illegal crossings, Russian news agencies 
said. Ukraine claims that many of the insurgents in the east have come 
from Russia; Poroshenko on Saturday said he would offer a corridor for 
safe passage of “Russian militants” out of the country. 
 
Rebel leaders in the east dismissed Poroshenko’s speech. 
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“At the moment it’s impossible for him to come (to Donetsk for talks),” said 
Denis Pushilin, a top figure in the self-declared Donetsk People’s Republic. 
“Perhaps with security, a group, so people won’t tear him to pieces.” 
 
Biden's son 
 
Biden’s visit Saturday to support Ukraine’s fragile democracy came soon 
after his youngest son was hired by a private Ukrainian company that 
promotes energy independence from Moscow. 
 
Yet that company leases natural gas fields in the breakaway Russian-
backed state of Crimea and is owned by a former government minister with 
ties to Ukraine’s ousted pro-Russian president. 
 
The hiring of Hunter Biden, 44, by Burisma Holdings Limited in April was 
approved by the company’s owner, a former senior minister and political 
ally of Viktor Yanukovych, the exiled Ukrainian president. Yanukovych fled 
to Russia in February after protests erupted over his efforts to establish 
closer economic ties with Moscow. 
 
Hunter Biden’s employment means he will be working as a director and top 
lawyer for a Ukrainian energy company during the period when his father 
and others in the Obama administration attempt to influence the policies of 
Ukraine’s new government, especially on energy issues. 
 
White House officials declined to comment on Hunter Biden’s association 
with Burisma and the company’s holdings in Crimea and east Ukraine. 
 
The vice president’s spokeswoman, Kendra Barkoff, previously said that 
Biden’s son is a private citizen and a lawyer, and that Joe Biden “does not 
endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this 
company.” 
 
Demands on Russia 
 
The U.S-Russian standoff over Ukraine moves into a new phase this 
weekend, with fresh rules and an uncertain path forward. 
 
During this week’s trip to Europe, President Barack Obama and Group of 
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Seven colleagues made new demands on Russian President Putin and 
threatened new sanctions if he did not cut off support for pro-Russian 
separatists in Ukraine. 
 
“They need to stop financing and arming separatists who have been 
wreaking havoc in the eastern part of the country,” Obama told NBC News 
in an interview broadcast Friday. “If Russia begins to act in accordance with 
basic international principles, then I’m confident that the United States-
Russia relationship will improve.” 
 
Putin, who spoke Friday with new Ukrainian President Poroshenko, has 
pledged to seek peace. 
 
Aid to Moldova, Georgia 
 
The U.S. is offering new financial assistance to Moldova and Georgia, two 
former Soviet republics the West seeks to lure toward Europe. 
 
Vice President Biden announced the aid in Kiev during meetings with both 
nations’ presidents on the sidelines of the new Ukrainian president’s 
inauguration. 
 
Both Moldova and Georgia are pursuing association agreements with the 
European Union amid a regional crisis over Russia’s actions in Ukraine. 
 
The White House says an additional $8 million will help Moldova “advance 
its European aspirations.” The U.S. is also sending $5 million to Georgia to 
help economically vulnerable people living near Russian-controlled 
breakaway regions. 
 
The aid follows Obama’s announcement that the U.S. will work to boost the 
military capacity of non-NATO countries near Russia, including Moldova 
and Georgia. 
 
 
Associated Press 
U.S. Pledges Millions More in Aid to Ukraine, Moldova, Georgia 
June 8, 2014 
 
The United States pledged millions of dollars in additional aid to Ukraine, 
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Moldova and Georgia on Saturday, deepening American support to the 
Western-leaning countries on Russia's border. 
 
Vice President Joe Biden announced the extra aid, which must be 
approved by Congress, during a visit to Kiev for the inauguration 
of Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko. 
 
Washington pledged $48 million to Ukraine, $8 million to Moldova and $5 
million to Georgia after Biden met the presidents of the three countries. 
Russia's annexation of the Crimea region from Ukraine in March, after 
weeks of protests ousted Poroshenko's pro-Moscow predecessor Victor 
Yanukovich, has provoked the most serious crisis in relations with the West 
since the end of the Cold War. 
 
As with Ukraine, there are sharp tensions between Moscow and Moldova 
and Georgia, where regions have formed breakaway states in reaction 
to ethnic nationalist regimes, aligning themselves with Russia: Transdnestr 
in the case of Moldova, and Abkhazia and South Ossetia in the case 
of Georgia. 
 
The additional Ukraine aid follows Poroshenko's meeting with U.S. 
President Barack Obama on Wednesday in Warsaw and will go toward 
economic reforms, the White House said in a statement. 
 
In Moldova, the U.S. aid will target programs to democratic institutions 
and the economy as the country implements a trade pact reached with 
the European Union last summer, it said. The new aid is in addition to the 
$2.7 million announced in March. 
 
The collapse of a proposed trade agreement with the European Union has 
been at the heart of Ukraine's political crisis over the past six months as 
Russia and western countries compete to assert dominance in the region. 
The proposed aid packages follow a U.S. announcement Tuesday that it 
would help build the defense capacity of Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia, all 
on Russia's western border. 
 
The new aid also will support better ties between Moldova and Russian-
speaking Transdnestr, the White House said. 
 
Similarly, it said the $5 million to Georgia will help people living along 
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the border with Russia and "increase access to objective information 
by populations in the occupied territories of Abkhazia and South Ossetia." 
 
 
Associated Press 
US to offer financial assistance to Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia 
June 7, 2014  
 
The United States pledged millions of dollars in additional aid to Ukraine, 
Moldova and Georgia on Saturday, deepening American support to the 
Western-leaning countries on Russia's border.  
 
Vice-president Joe Biden announced the extra aid, which must be 
approved by Congress, during a visit to Kiev for the inauguration of 
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko. 
 
Washington pledged $48m to Ukraine, $8m to Moldova and $5m 
to Georgia after Biden met the presidents of the three countries. 
 
Secretary of state John Kerry, meanwhile, said on Saturday he was hoping 
for steps to ease tensions in Ukraine now that the new president has been 
sworn in. 
 
Both Moldova and Georgia are pursuing association agreements with the 
European Union amid a regional crisis over Russia's actions in Ukraine. 
 
The White House says the aid will target programs to demcoratic 
institutions and the economy, which will help Moldova "advance its 
European aspirations”. The new aid is in addition to the $2.7m announced 
in March. The US is also sending $5m to Georgia to help economically 
vulnerable people living near Russian-controlled breakaway regions, and 
"increase access to objective information by populations in the occupied 
territories of Abkhazia and South Ossetia" 
 
The aid follows President Barack Obama's announcement that the US will 
work to boost the military capacity of non-Nato countries near Russia, 
including Moldova and Georgia. 
 
Kerry told reporters in France he was "confident there are ways forward" 
and that included Russia's help in getting separatists to put away their 
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weapons and relinquish buildings they are occupying. 
 
He said the hope was not to impose tougher penalties against Russia over 
its actions in Ukraine. 
 
Earlier Saturday, Ukraine's new president Petro Poroshenko said he 
wanted a dialogue with his country's east, where a separatist insurgency 
has taken hold. 
 
Kerry raised the possibility of a ceasefire and said it's important to begin to 
build Ukraine. 
 
He spoke in the French seaside town of Saint Briac that is home to his 
family's ancestral estate, on the 70th anniversary of D-Day. 
 
A day after attending international ceremonies to mark the allied invasion of 
France in Normandy, Kerry traveled to Saint Briac in the neighboring 
province of Brittany, where his mother's family has long owned property. 
 
Three US soldiers were killed during the liberation of the town in August, 
1944, and Kerry placed a wreath at a monument "To the Americans" that 
overlooks the harbour. 
 
 
Associated Press 
US OFFERS NEW AID TO EX-SOVIET EUROPEAN NATIONS 
June 7, 2014 
 
KIEV, Ukraine (AP) — The United States is offering new financial 
assistance to Moldova (mawl-DOH'-vah) and Georgia, two former Soviet 
nations the West seeks to lure toward Europe. 
 
Vice President Joe Biden announced the aid in Kiev during meetings with 
both nations' presidents on the sidelines of the new Ukrainian president's 
inauguration. 
 
Both Moldova and Georgia are pursuing association agreements with the 
European Union amid a regional crisis over Russia's actions in Ukraine. 
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The White House says an additional $8 million will help Moldova "advance 
its European aspirations." The U.S. is also sending $5 million to Georgia to 
help economically vulnerable people living near Russian-controlled 
breakaway regions. 
 
The aid follows President Barack Obama's announcement that the U.S. will 
work to boost the military capacity of non-NATO countries near Russia, 
including Moldova and Georgia. 
 
 
Press TV 
US stands with new Ukrainian president in talks with Russia, Biden 
says 
June 9, 2014 
 
US Vice President Joe Biden has told Ukraine’s new President Petro 
Poroshenko that the United Sates is standing with him on his efforts to 
bring peace in the country and in talks with Russia, but warning that the 
window for peace will not remain open for ever. 
 
Biden made the remarks on Saturday in Kiev during a meeting with 
Poroshenko at the Presidential Administrative Building, hours after he was 
inaugurated as Ukraine’s fifth president. 
 
"There's a window for peace, and you know as well as anyone, that it will 
not stay open indefinitely," Biden said. 
 
"America's with you," the US vice president added. "That is not hyperbole." 
Biden also promised an additional $48 million in assistance to Ukraine to 
carry out economic and constitutional reforms and strengthen the border 
guard service on top of a previous $1 billion in loan guarantees and $73 
million in security and crisis-response aid. 
 
The financial package must get Congress approval. 
 
Earlier, Poroshenko offered a peace plan to resolve the ongoing crisis in 
Ukraine, but he warned that Russia's “occupation” of Crimea was not 
acceptable. 
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"Russia occupied Crimea, which is and will be Ukrainian," Poroshenko said 
at the inauguration ceremony. "Yesterday during the meeting in Normandy 
[France], I said exactly that to [Russian] President [Vladimir] Putin, that 
Crimea belongs to Ukraine." 
 
"I know that peace is the main thing the Ukrainian people want today," he 
said. "I don't want war. I don't want revenge, despite the massive casualties 
sustained by Ukraine's people.... I want peace, and I will achieve Ukraine's 
unity." 
 
The Autonomous Republic of Crimea declared independence from Ukraine 
on March 17 and formally applied to become part of Russia following a 
referendum a day earlier, in which nearly 97 percent of the participants 
voted in favor of the move. On March 21, Crimea officially became part of 
the Russian territory. 
 
On April 17, Russia, Ukraine, the US and the European Union agreed over 
steps to "de-escalate" the crisis in eastern Ukraine, where anti-Kiev 
protesters seized buildings in several towns and cities. 
 
But, Ukrainian authorities have ordered military operations against pro-
Russian protesters in both eastern and southern Ukraine, claiming that 
Russian special forces are fueling unrest in the country. 
 
Moscow has dismissed as "nonsense" claims that Russian special forces 
are fomenting unrest in Ukraine. 
 
 
The Voice of Russia 
US pledges $48 mln in additional aid to Ukraine 
June 8, 2014 
 
The United States has reaffirmed its commitment to assist Ukraine in 
carrying out drastic democratic reforms and promoting economic 
development, as well as to support the country's "sovereignty and territorial 
integrity," the White House said in a statement. 
 
Consequently, during a visit to Kiev for the inauguration of Ukrainian 
President Petr Poroshenko US Vice President Joe Biden announced that 
Ukraine will receive an additional "to help the Ukrainian Government 
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conduct key reforms, build law enforcement capacity, and strengthen 
national unity." 
 
The new aid package follows the $1 billion loan guarantee, $50 million 
crisis-response package, and $23 million in security assistance. Thus, the 
overall US aid to Ukraine this year exceeds $184 million. 
 
The $48 million assistance package is aimed at economic reforms that will 
ensure that IMF and World Bank programs are successfully implemented 
and put the country "on a path towards economic growth." 
 
Another set of measures involves "constitutional reforms, decentralization, 
and confidence-building" that should "enhance national unity, particularly in 
the East and South." 
 
The package also seeks to strengthen Ukraine's state border guard 
service, to assist the country's government, civil society, and the private 
sector in tackling corruption, as well as diversifying its trade and enhancing 
its energy security. 
 
The additional Ukraine aid follows Poroshenko's meeting with US President 
Barack Obama on Wednesday in Warsaw. 
 
 
Associated Press 
Complex Times for VP's Son to Work at Ukraine Firm 
By: Stephen Braun / June 7, 2014 
 
Vice President Joe Biden's visit Saturday to support Ukraine's fragile 
democracy came soon after his youngest son was hired by a private 
Ukrainian company that promotes energy independence from Moscow. 
 
Yet that company leases natural gas fields in the breakaway Russian-
backed state of Crimea and is owned by a former government minister with 
ties to Ukraine's ousted pro-Russian president. 
 
The hiring of Hunter Biden, 44, by Burisma Holdings Limited in April was 
approved by the company's owner, a former senior minister and political 
ally of Viktor Yanukovych, the exiled Ukrainian president. Yanukovych fled 
to Russia in February after protests erupted over his efforts to establish 
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closer economic ties with Moscow. 
 
Hunter Biden's employment means he will be working as a director and top 
lawyer for a Ukrainian energy company during the period when his father 
and others in the Obama administration attempt to influence the policies of 
Ukraine's new government, especially on energy issues. 
 
There's no indication that Hunter Biden, his father or Burisma is crossing 
any legal or ethical lines, although ethics experts appear divided over the 
implications of Hunter Biden's new job. 
 
American conflict-of-interest laws and federal ethics rules essentially do not 
regulate the business activities of adult relatives of those who work in the 
White House. 
 
"The primary problem here is the fact that Hunter Biden has set up a 
financial arrangement with someone who might have business pending 
before this administration," said Craig Holman, an ethics expert with Public 
Citizen, a Washington-based government reform organization. 
 
Joe Biden led the U.S. delegation at Saturday's inauguration of Ukraine's 
new president, Petro Poroshenko, and announced $48 million in additional 
aid for the Kiev government. Biden met Poroshenko and said "there is a 
window for peace and you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open 
indefinitely ... America is with you." 
 
Ukraine is an important natural-gas and petroleum-liquids transit country. 
Two major pipeline systems carry Russian gas through Ukraine to Western 
Europe. 
 
Burisma is headed by Nikolai Zlochevskyi, who held senior posts over 
natural resources, environment and defense in Ukraine. The company has 
aggressively bought up Ukrainian oil and natural gas leases and 
companies. 
 
Hunter Biden's new company says it aims to reduce Ukraine's dependence 
on Russian gas and oil, a goal that parallels U.S. efforts to aid Ukraine's 
energy industry. 
 
As a Burisma director and the company's top lawyer, the younger Biden 
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has yet to take any public actions on behalf of the company. 
 
But the timing of his hiring is politically awkward for the administration's 
efforts to shore up Ukraine's pro-Western government, and poses potential 
complications from Burisma's growing energy interests and the background 
of Hunter Biden's new boss, Zlochevskyi. 
 
At least two oil and natural gas fields leased by subsidiaries of Burisma are 
in Ukrainian territories where pro-Russian sentiments remain strong, 
according to government and media releases, independent energy maps 
and Burisma's website. 
 
One is in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea; the other is in 
the eastern Ukrainian Kharkiv region. Instability there could force the 
younger Biden's new company to coordinate with pro-Russian separatists 
whom the U.S. considers illegitimate. 
 
White House officials declined to comment on Hunter Biden's association 
with Burisma and the company's holdings in Crimea and east Ukraine. 
The vice president's spokeswoman, Kendra Barkoff, previously said that 
Biden's son is a private citizen and a lawyer, and that Joe Biden "does not 
endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this 
company." 
 
Presidents and vice presidents have long been vexed by relatives 
rewarded for family ties. 
 
Political loan troubles shadowed Vice President Richard Nixon's brother, 
Donald, during the 1960 election, and President Jimmy Carter's brother, 
Billy, who accepted a $220,000 stipend in 1981 from Libya's Moammar 
Gadhafi. 
 
In recent years, several Bush and Clinton relatives were caught in a string 
of murky financial and political dealings. 
 
But "unless there's solid evidence that Hunter Biden got his job to influence 
American foreign policy, there's no clear line that's been crossed," said 
Melanie Sloan, executive director of the Citizens for Responsibility and 
Ethics in Washington. 
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A former Washington lobbyist, the vice president's son is effectively exempt 
from most rules that would require him to describe publicly the legal work 
he does on behalf of Burisma. 
 
Hunter Biden will not lobby for the company, said Lawrence Pacheco, an 
official with FTI Consulting, a Washington government affairs company 
recently hired by Burisma. 
 
Pacheco did not say whether Biden might oversee or advise on any future 
Burisma lobbying strategy in the U.S. Pacheco said the company "does not 
take positions on political matters." 
 
But Biden's company may have to deal with Ukranian enclaves that the 
U.S. does not recognize diplomatically or are threatened by instability. 
One Burisma subsidiary, KrymTopEnergoServis, operates natural gas 
fields and has headquarters in the Crimea, which seceded from Ukraine 
this year and now aligns with Russia. 
 
A second subsidiary, Esco-Pivnich, produces oil and natural gas just west 
of Kharkiv, Ukraine's second-largest city, which was the site of several 
protests and borders on separatist-controlled provinces. The company's 
website confirms that Burisma operates oil and natural gas sites in Crimea 
and east Ukraine, as well as elsewhere in Ukraine. 
 
"While he's just at the beginning of his involvement with this company, 
Ukraine is volatile right now and there are all sorts of problems that might 
crop up down the line," said Bill Allison, the editorial director of the Sunlight 
Foundation, a nonpartisan watchdog group. 
 
Pacheco said the company's western and eastern operations have been 
unaffected by Ukraine's unrest but that its Crimea subsidiary is not 
operating currently. He did not explain further, but confirmed 
KrymTopEnergoServis is based and leases gas deposits in Crimea. 
Hunter Biden, Zlochevskyi and other company officials would not comment 
publicly, Pacheco said. 
 
Hunter Biden is a managing director with Rosemont Seneca Partners, a 
private equity firm, and worked as a Washington lobbyist for seven years 
until his father was elected vice president. He lobbied primarily for colleges, 
hospitals and tech firms. 
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Pacheco said Biden's son came to Burisma's attention after he was 
introduced by Devon Archer, another new Burisma board member, to Alan 
Apter, Burisma's board chairman. Archer works with Hunter Biden at 
Rosemont and was a top fundraiser for now-Secretary of State John Kerry 
when Kerry ran for president in 2004. Zlochevskyi approved Biden's hiring, 
Pacheco said. 
 
Zlochevskyi, 48, worked as minister of natural resources and environment 
under Yanukovych and most recently was deputy secretary of Ukraine's 
national security and defense council, which advised Yanukovych on 
defense matters. 
 
Zlochevskyi also served in the Ukrainian parliament from 2007 to 2011 as a 
member of the Party of Regions, the political party affiliated with 
Yanukovych and traditionally aligned with pro-Russian interests. 
Zlochevskyi's name is missing from Burisma's web site, but financial 
documents in Cyprus as well as U.S. Securities and Exchange records 
show that he owns the bulk of Burisma's shares. Zlochevskyi's Cyprus-
based Brociti Investments Limited controls Burisma. 
 
Hunter Biden joined Burisma in April, the same month his father visited 
Kiev to show support for the new interim government. 
 
 
Fox News 
Ukraine energy firm hiring Biden’s son raises ethical concerns 
June 8, 2014 
 
Vice President Joe Biden’s visit Saturday to Ukraine in support of the 
country's new democratic government is renewing concerns about his 
youngest son being hired by a Ukraine company promoting energy 
independence from Moscow. 
 
Hunter Biden will be working for the company while his father and others in 
the Obama administration attempt to influence energy policies and other 
issues of the new government, which is gripped in a struggle with Russia 
and pro-Russian separatists to control the county. 
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The company, Burisma Holdings Limited, says it wants to reduce Ukraine's 
dependence on Russian gas and oil, a goal that parallels U.S. efforts to aid 
Ukraine's energy industry. 
 
The other major issues are Hunter Biden’s new employer leases natural 
gas fields in Crimea, an eastern Ukraine peninsula being controlled by 
Russia in the country’s months-long political upheaval. And the company is 
owned by a former Ukraine government minister, Nikolai Zlochevskyi, who 
has ties to the country's ousted pro-Russian president, Viktor Yanukovych. 
 
The 44-year-old Biden was hired in April and will be a director and lawyer 
for the company. 
 
American conflict-of-interest laws and federal ethics rules essentially do not 
regulate the business activities of adult relatives of those who work in the 
White House, and there’s no indication that the situation crosses legal or 
ethical lines. 
But ethics experts appear divided over the implications. 
 
"The primary problem here is the fact that Hunter Biden has set up a 
financial arrangement with someone who might have business pending 
before this administration," said Craig Holman, an ethics expert with Public 
Citizen, a Washington-based government reform organization. 
 
Joe Biden led the U.S. delegation at Saturday's inauguration of Ukraine's 
new president, Petro Poroshenko, and announced $48 million in additional 
aid for the Kiev government. Biden met Poroshenko and said "there is a 
window for peace and you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open 
indefinitely ... America is with you." 
 
The Office of the Vice President said some of the money will help Ukraine 
“enhance its energy security.”  
 
Ukraine is an important natural-gas and petroleum-liquids transit country. 
Two major pipeline systems carry Russian gas through Ukraine to Western 
Europe. 
 
At least two oil and natural gas fields leased by subsidiaries of Burisma are 
in Ukrainian territories where pro-Russian sentiments remain strong, 
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according to government and media releases, independent energy maps 
and Burisma's website. 
 
One is in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea. The other is in 
the eastern Ukrainian Kharkiv region. Instability there could force the 
younger Biden's new company to coordinate with pro-Russian separatists 
whom the U.S. considers illegitimate. 
 
White House officials declined to comment on Hunter Biden's association 
with Burisma and the company's holdings in Crimea and east Ukraine. 
The vice president's spokeswoman, Kendra Barkoff, previously said that 
Biden's son is a private citizen and a lawyer, and that Joe Biden "does not 
endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this 
company." 
 
Presidents and vice presidents have long been vexed by relatives 
rewarded for family ties. 
 
Political loan troubles shadowed Vice President Richard Nixon's brother, 
Donald, during the 1960 election, and President Jimmy Carter's brother, 
Billy, who accepted a $220,000 stipend in 1981 from Libya's Moammar 
Gadhafi. 
 
In recent years, several Bush and Clinton relatives were caught in a string 
of murky financial and political dealings. 
 
But "unless there's solid evidence that Hunter Biden got his job to influence 
American foreign policy, there's no clear line that's been crossed," said 
Melanie Sloan, executive director of the Citizens for Responsibility and 
Ethics in Washington. 
 
A former Washington lobbyist, the vice president's son is effectively exempt 
from most rules that would require him to describe publicly the legal work 
he does on behalf of Burisma. 
 
Zlochevskyi's name is missing from Burisma's web site, but financial 
documents in Cyprus as well as U.S. Securities and Exchange records 
show that he owns the bulk of Burisma's shares. Zlochevskyi's Cyprus-
based Brociti Investments Limited controls Burisma. 
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The Wire 
It's Totally Normal That Joe Biden's Son Works for a Ukrainian Energy 
Company 
By: Adam Chandler / June 7, 2014 
 
The inauguration of Petro Poroshenko as Ukraine's new president was 
Europe's biggest story today. The billionaire confectioner promised to bring 
Ukraine closer to Europe and the West. He also had some tough words 
about Crimea, which he delivered in the presence of Mikhail Zurabov, the 
recently restored Russian ambassador to Ukraine. 
 
Russia occupied Crimea, which was, is and will be Ukrainian soil.  
 
Yesterday in the course of the meeting in Normandy, I told this to President 
Putin: Crimea is Ukraine soil. Period. There can be no compromise on the 
issues of Crimea, European choice and state structure.” 
 
Among the dignitaries in attendance was Vice President Joe Biden, which 
is where the story gets interesting. It hardly seems noteworthy that, given 
the scope of the crisis, Biden took his second trip to Ukraine in the past six 
weeks. 
 
However, Biden's trip also coincided with a story about his youngest son. 
Hunter Biden was tapped last month to join the board of Burisma 
Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer. At the time, The 
Guardian wryly explained the oddity of Biden-spawn's new gig.  
 
“Isn't that a bit fishy? Why do you say that? 
Because he's the vice-president's son! That's a coincidence. "This is totally 
based on merit," said Burisma's chairman, Alan Apter. 
He doesn't sound very Ukrainian. He's American, as is the other new board 
member, Devon Archer. 
Who? Devon Archer, who works with Hunter Biden at Rosemont Seneca 
partners, which is half owned by Rosemont Capital, a private equity firm 
founded by Archer and Christopher Heinz. 
Who? Christopher Heinz … John Kerry's stepson.” 
 
As the Associated Press reports today, there is more fishiness yet. While 
Hunter Biden's new company is said to be working to get Ukraine off its 
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dependence on Russia for energy, Burisma also reportedly "leases natural 
gas fields in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea." 
 
The company is also owned by Nikolai Zlochevskyi, whose "ties to 
Ukraine's ousted pro-Russian president" include serving as a senior 
minister in several government posts under Viktor Yanukovych. 
At the time of the appointment, Hunter Biden said this: 
 
“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting 
the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and 
responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to 
the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.” 
 
Said transparency seems to be elusive on the American side of this deal. 
 
Beltway ethicists seem to be mixed about whether this arrangement is 
kosher or not. What is clear is that relatives of high-level American political 
figures have benefited from their ties for generations now. It's practically a 
tradition at this point.  
 
 
Associated Press 
Ukrainian energy firm hires Biden son as lawyer 
June 7, 2014 
 
WASHINGTON — Vice President Joe Biden's weekend trip to support 
Ukraine's fragile democracy comes soon after his youngest son was hired 
by a private Ukrainian company that promotes energy independence from 
Moscow. 
 
The company leases natural gas fields in the breakaway Russian-backed 
state of Crimea. It's owned by a former government minister with ties to 
Ukraine's ousted pro-Russian president. 
 
Hunter Biden will be working as a director and top lawyer for the energy 
company during the period when his father and the Obama administration 
attempt to influence the policies of Ukraine's new government, especially 
on energy issues. 
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There's no indication that Hunter Biden, his father or Burisma are crossing 
any legal or ethical lines. 
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From: Усенко Наталья Валерьевна <nusenko@ntv.ru>
Sent: 5/15/2014 5:13:13 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: Russian Television

Dear Ms. Barkoff,
 
NTV Russian Television and a Central Television program send you best regards and kindly ask your assistance.
 
Central Television program with Vadim Takmenev is the 1st news program combining all TV genres. The program presents the real
life, political, social and cultural events. In our program took part a lot of famous persons of show-business and politics: Tom
Cruise, Angelina Jolie, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Daniel Craig, Lara Fabian, Alain Delon, Jean-Claude Van Damme, Jackie Chan, Benicio
Del Toro, Til Schweiger, Vin Diesel, James Cameron, Lars von Trier, Scarlett Johansson, Daniel Radcliffe, Stephen Fry, Vladimir
Putin, Dmitry Medvedev.
 
Mr. Hunter Biden has recently become a member of Committee of Directors of Burisma company. We would like to congratulate him and
wish him good luck! Would you be so kind to help us to organize an interview with Mr. Joseph  Biden so that he could tell us his
attitude towards and tell us if it will influence the foreign policy of the USA. We would like to organize this shooting this week
(May, 15 – 16) any time and place suitable for Mr. Biden as our program will be on air this Saturday (May, 17).
Thank you and looking forward your answer!
 
Sincerely,
Natalya Usenko
Producer
+7 964 537 38 77(cell)
+7 495 617 90 47(f)
NUsenko@ntv.ru
solinoNU@gmail.com
www.ntv.ru
 
NTV Broadcasting Company is the largest non-governmental TV-network in Russia. It covers the audience of approx. 100 million
people in countries of former Soviet Union. It is also the main Russian language channel broadcasted all over the world via
satellite. NTV journalists interviewed George Bush, Condoleezza Rice, John Ashcroft, James Baker, Mikhail Gorbachev, Mikhail
Khodorkovsky, Ariel Sharon, Mikhail Saakashvili, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Paul McCartney, Madonna, Nicole Kidman and many others.
NTV covers all main political, social and cultural events every day and brings the top news stories from around the world which
are produced by dedicated staff in Moscow working with colleagues at NTV's world bureaus worldwide including New York, London,
Berlin, Brussels, Paris, Kyiv etc.
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 5/14/2014 4:13:02 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex" <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy"
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra"
<avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J." <brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke"
<brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Fromstein, Charles"
<charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana"
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C." <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave"
<david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A" <whca_1323152@dsr.eop.gov>; "Hart, Elizabeth"
<elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco"
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran" <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Richards, Kitty" <katharine_r_richards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate"
<katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A"
<katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>;
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry"
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen" <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Kaye, Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty"
<patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J" <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel"
<rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard" <richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah"
<sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; "Rosenthal, Lynn"
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry" <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A." <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M" <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P."
<thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya" <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; "Russo2, Bill" <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen,
Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Richards, Kitty </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=richards, katharine" <r.889>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles" <a.b6e>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william" <m.11f>>; >;
"Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, sherry" <e.5f8>>; >;
"Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan" <r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Wednesday, May 14, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 14:44:56 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6) 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Gerlach, Alec <gerlachja2@state.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:11:12 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine

FYI – Psaki was just asked about this
 
She was asked a couple times about whether people in the building had concerns of how it would be perceived by Ukrainians – she
said he’s a private citizen and when he asked again, she said ‘nope’
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:30 PM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: Re: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
What's your number?
 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:12 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 
Jen doesn’t go out to brief until 1, but she has to staff something at 1230. Is now a good time for some guidance that I can relay
to her?
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:53 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: Re: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Thanks. Trying to get more info over here. Give me a little bit of time. 
 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:50 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 
She’s supposed to go out at 1pm but she’s not around right now. I can give you a ring.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:48 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Thanks
We are just starting hear from press about this.  What time is Jen’s briefing?
Can she call me?
 
 
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov

 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:41 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Hi Kendra,
 
I work with Jen Psaki at the State Dept.
 
Our Fox News correspondent gave me a heads up that he might ask us about Hunter Biden going to a Ukrainian gas company at our
daily press briefing today. Have you gotten any questions on this?
 
Happy to refer him to you or follow your lead.
 
He says: I am sure it is legal, just wanted to ask about optics and timing…
 
 
From: Tomlinson, Lucas [mailto:Lucas.Tomlinson@FOXNEWS.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:13 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Doubt you have seen this, so wanted to pass along….
 
Might ask a question about Hunter Biden joining Ukraine gas company board…
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing on Mr. R Hunter Biden as
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a new director.
 

R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among international
organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field
of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that
my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the
strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden
is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 7/7/2014 12:23:09 PM
To: zeke.miller@time.com
Subject: RE: burisma

Here is my statement
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
 
               
From: Zeke.Miller@time.com [mailto:Zeke.Miller@time.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 2:06 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: burisma
 
http://burisma.com/burisma-holdings-commends-us-lawmakers-efforts-support-ukrainian-energy-independence/
http://www.markey.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2014-06-27_PresidentObama_Ukraine_energy.pdf
-- 
Zeke Miller
Political Reporter
TIME
@ZekeJMiller
c: 516-581-9301
w: 202-861-4096
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From: Compton, Ann W. <ann.w.compton@abc.com>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:35:12 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector,

Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>; "Trotter, Katherine K." <k.5b4>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>

Cc: "Bruce, Mary K." <mary.k.bruce@abc.com>; "Karl, Jonathan D." <jonathan.d.karl@abc.com>; "Klein, Rick" <rick.klein@abc.com>
Subject:I know you are travellinbg. OFF the record doesnt help. I would however be willing to use this with or without quoting

YOU.

And Hunter's office cannot answer: was the WH counsel's office consulted, or informed as a courtesy?
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:27 PM
To: Compton, Ann W.; Trotter, Kingsley; Spector, Stephen
Cc: Bruce, Mary K.; Karl, Jonathan D.; Klein, Rick
Subject: RE: Kendra - in the WH briefing Jay Carney is referring questions on Hunter Biden to you.
 
OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)
 
Here is a statement for your use from me:
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no
involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W. [mailto:Ann.W.Compton@abc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:16 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Trotter, Kingsley; Spector, Stephen
Cc: Bruce, Mary K.; Karl, Jonathan D.; Klein, Rick
Subject: Kendra - in the WH briefing Jay Carney is referring questions on Hunter Biden to you.
 
Can you tell us whether the WH counsel's office was consulted? Informed? Even as a courtesy?
And was Vice President Biden aware of the hiring when he visited Ukraine April 21-22?
 
Would appreciate a timely  response... Thanks, as always. 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W.
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:50 PM
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov'
Subject: ?? Any reply ?? Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of
interest ?
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W.
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:40 AM
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov'
Subject: Hi. Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ?
 
Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
 
∙         The Moscow Times 
∙         May. 13 2014 18:49 
∙         Last edited 18:49 
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's largest
private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.
 
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors and head
the company's legal unit.
 
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people
of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.
 
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday. The company
also has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.
 
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine by 35-
40 percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late April.
 
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has pledged
to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
###
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From: Highsmith, Brian <brian_d_highsmith@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 10:57:01 AM
To: "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>
Subject: FW: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board

 
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:53 PM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie; Carney, Jay; Carroll,
Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess; Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather;
Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison;
Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan, Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha;
Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price,
Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo, Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter,
Kingsley; Velz, Peter; Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie,
Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric;
Costa, Kristina; Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire;
Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.;
Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson,
Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor,
Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes,
Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh,
Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S.
Subject: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter-biden-ukraine-gas-board-106631.html
Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
Politico // Lucy McCalmont
May 13, 2014 12:47 PM EDT

Hunter Biden, the younger son of Vice President Joe Biden, will be
joining Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, the company announced
in a statement

“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of
professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices,
and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve
these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of
directors, said in a statement, which was reported by The Moscow Times
on Tuesday.

Biden, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the
company said and will provide support for Burisma Holdings “among
international organizations.”

Biden said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy.

“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the
field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong
economy in Ukraine,” Biden said in a statement. “As a new member of the
Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on
matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility,
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the
economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White
House Press Secretary Jay Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a
referendum held Sunday in Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-rule in the
region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law.

Vice President Biden also expressed support for Ukraine, when he
visited the country in April and slammed Russia for its role in the
annexation of Crimea.
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 5/15/2014 4:13:56 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <addres]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex" <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy"
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra"
<avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J." <brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke"
<brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Fromstein, Charles"
<charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana"
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C." <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave"
<david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A" <whca_1323152@dsr.eop.gov>; "Hart, Elizabeth"
<elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco"
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran" <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Richards, Kitty" <katharine_r_richards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate"
<katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A"
<katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>;
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry"
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen" <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Kaye, Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty"
<patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J" <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel"
<rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard" <richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah"
<sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; "Rosenthal, Lynn"
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry" <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A." <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M" <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P."
<thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya" <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; "Russo2, Bill" <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen,
Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Richards, Kitty </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=richards, katharine" <r.889>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles" <a.b6e>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william" <m.11f>>; >;
"Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, sherry" <e.5f8>>; >;
"Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan" <r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Thursday, May 15, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 14:45:25 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 5/16/2014 4:13:28 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex" <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy"
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra"
<avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J." <brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke"
<brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Fromstein, Charles"
<charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana"
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C." <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave"
<david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A" <whca_1323152@dsr.eop.gov>; "Hart, Elizabeth"
<elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco"
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran" <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Richards, Kitty" <katharine_r_richards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate"
<katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A"
<katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>;
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry"
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen" <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Kaye, Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty"
<patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J" <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel"
<rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard" <richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah"
<sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; "Rosenthal, Lynn"
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry" <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A." <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M" <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P."
<thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya" <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; "Russo2, Bill" <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen,
Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Richards, Kitty </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=richards, katharine" <r.889>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles" <a.b6e>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william" <m.11f>>; >;
"Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, sherry" <e.5f8>>; >;
"Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan" <r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, May 16, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 14:47:14 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 4:59:15 PM
To: roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden / Ukraine oil+gas company

Thanks
Otr:
Don't have anything else for you beyond what I sent you earlier 
 
From: roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com [mailto:roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 05:58 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden / Ukraine oil+gas company 
 
Belatedly, thanks for the info.
I wrote a short story (below) – but am now seeing this Buzzfeed story with info about the company’s owners. If you had any info
and comment beyond what you sent earlier, I’m definitely interested.
Thanks / Roberta
 
 
 
White House says no issue with Biden's son, Ukraine gas company - RTRS
13-May-2014 18:28
WASHINGTON, May 13 (Reuters) - The White House on Tuesday brushed aside questions about whether the involvement of Vice President
Joe Biden's son in a Ukrainian natural gas company raised ethical issues at a time when the administration is promoting energy
diversity in the country.
R. Hunter Biden, a lawyer and a partner in an investment firm, was named this week to the board of directors of Burisma Holdings,
a private company that has drilled for natural gas in Ukraine since 2002.
In a statement on Burisma's website, Hunter Biden said he would help the company with "transparency, corporate governance and
responsibility, international expansion," and other issues.
Ukraine depends on Russia for most of its natural gas, and has accused Moscow of hiking natural gas prices as punishment for
moving closer to the European Union. (Full Story)
In April, the vice president traveled to Kiev and discussed how the United States could help provide technical expertise for
expanding domestic production of natural gas. (Full Story)
Asked by a reporter whether Hunter Biden's appointment to the company presented a conflict, White House spokesman Jay Carney said
it did not.
"Hunter Biden and other members of the Biden family are obviously private citizens, and where they work does not reflect an
endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or president," Carney said.
Kendra Barkoff, a spokeswoman for Vice President Biden said he "does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company."
The head of a watchdog group on government ethics said there was no inherent conflict in Biden's job.
"It can't be that because your dad is the vice president, you can't do anything," said Melanie Sloan, executive director of
Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington.
"The most important thing is for Biden not to be speaking about these issues with his dad, and for them to try and draw the
lines," she said.
 
 
(Reporting by Roberta Rampton; Editing by Ken Wills) ((roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com)(Twitter @robertarampton)(+202 898 8392)
(Reuters Messaging: roberta.rampton.reuters.com@reuters.net))
 
 
http://www.buzzfeed.com/maxseddon/bidens-son-polish-ex-president-quietly-sign-on-to-ukrainian
 

Biden’s Son, Polish Ex-President Quietly Sign On To
Ukrainian Gas Company
 
DONETSK, Ukraine — U.S. Vice President Joe Biden’s youngest son has joined the board of a gas company owned by an ally of
Ukraine’s fugitive ex-president Viktor Yanukovych and a key European interlocutor with Kiev who was previously president of
Poland.
 
The move raises questions about a potential conflict of interest for Joe Biden, who was the White House’s main interlocutor with
Yanukovych while the latter was president and has since spearheaded Western efforts to wean Ukraine off Russian gas.
 
Company documents in Cyprus show that Joe Biden’s son, R. Hunter Biden, became a member of the board of directors of Burisma
Holdings, which describes itself as Ukraine’s largest private natural gas producer, on April 18. Burisma announced Hunter Biden’s
appointment in a press release Monday on its website which was quickly picked up by Russian state media.
 
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of
a strong economy in Ukraine,” Hunter Biden said in the statement on Burisma’s website. “As a new member of the Board, I believe
that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”
 
Hunter Biden could not be immediately reached for comment. An assistant at Rosemont Seneca Partners, the investment firm where he
is partner, said he was out of the office. A woman who answered the phone at the London number listed for Burisma on its website
appeared to have no idea who either Biden was. By late Tuesday, however, Burisma had reacted quickly enough to remove a link to
a New York Times story from April, when Biden visited Kiev and urged it to reduce its dependence on Russian gas, from a prominent
position on the homepage.
 
Kendra Barkoff, a spokesperson for Joe Biden, denied to comment on the vice president’s son’s appointment. “Hunter Biden is a
private citizen and a lawyer,” she said. “The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with
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this company.”
 
It proved difficult to discern at first whether the Burisma website carrying the press release was even real. Its photos of Hunter
Biden and Rosemont co-founder Devon Archer, who is listed as a member of the Burisma board, are lifted from Rosemont’s website.
The company site carries a bizarre interview with Archer — apparently firstpublished in the Ukrainian newspaper Kapital, then
translated badly into English with Slavic syntax left intact — in which he tacitly acknowledges his connections to the Biden
family and says Burisma “reminds [him] of Exxon in its early days.” The Burisma site was registered anonymously through the domain
service GoDaddy in 2010, according to the who.is service.
 
Company registration documents for Burisma show, however, that both Hunter Biden and Archer joined its board of directors in
April. Burisma is completely owned by another Cypriot offshore company, Brociti Investments Limited, which, records show, belongs
to Mykola Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy national security council chair under Yanukovych, deposed in February.
While in government, Zlochevsky claimed that he had sold his energy assets, though an investigation in Ukrainian Forbes later
showed this was untrue.
 
As well as the other directors listed on Burisma’s website, Cypriot records list a man named Aleksandr Kwasniewski — the name of
Poland’s president from 1995 to 2005 — as having become a director Jan 2. Kwasniewski was a key figure in the European Union’s
attempts to draw Ukraine closer to Brussels during Yanukovych’s presidency: he and former European Parliament president Pat Cox
visited Kiev 27 times in failed attempts to secure the release of Yanukovych’s rival, former prime minister and current
presidential candidate Yulia Tymoshenko, from prison.
 
While it was not immediately possible to confirm that the Burisma director was the same Kwasniewski, the address provided in the
company documents, Wilanowska 5/2 in Warsaw, matches addresses provided for Kwasniewski’s wife Jolanta’s real estate company,
Royal Wilanow Agency, according to Polish media reports. OtherPolish media reports list the address as the Kwaniewski
family’s private apartment. Jolanta Kwasniewska left the firm while her husband was in office, but returned to manage it after his
term ended.
 
Kremlin spokesperson Dmitry Peskov told BuzzFeed that Russia saw no conflict of interest in Joe Biden working to wean Ukraine off
Russian gas - which makes up about 60 percent of the country’s energy supply - while his son worked in the Ukrainian gas industry.
 
“Anyway, as everyone knows, there’s no gas in Ukraine,” he added. “The gas in Ukraine is Russian.”
 
 
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:34 PM
To: Rampton, Roberta (Reuters News)
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden / Ukraine oil+gas company
 
OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)

 
Here is a statement for your use from me:

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
From: roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com [mailto:roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:59 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Hunter Biden / Ukraine oil+gas company 
 
Hi Kendra – I’m not certain we’re going to be writing about this – but if you have a statement about this, would appreciate it.
Jay referred q on whether it is a conflict to your office in the briefing.
 
Thanks / Roberta
 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
Roberta Rampton
White House Correspondent
Reuters
Phone: 202 898 8392
Mobile: 202 329 3769
roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com

Twitter: @robertarampton

RSS feed: http://blogs.reuters.com/roberta-rampton/feed/
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http://burisma.com/mr-devon-archer-today-burisma-holdings-reminds-me-of-exxon-in-its-early-days-2/
http://www.capital.ua/ru/publication/18766-devon-archer-segodnya-burisma-holdings-napominaet-exxon-na-zare-svoego-stanovleniya
http://who.is/whois/burisma
http://forbes.ua/nation/1340812-rassledovanie-dobycha-nikolaya-zlochevskogo
http://wiadomosci.dziennik.pl/polityka/artykuly/208387,milionowe-inwestycje-jolanty-kwasniewskiej.html
http://ludzie.wprost.pl/sylwetka/Jolanta-Kwasniewska/
http://fakty.interia.pl/polska/news-rmf-firma-kwasniewskiej-rezygnuje,nId,818766
http://www.rp.pl/artykul/352947.html
http://fakty.interia.pl/polska/news-rmf-firma-kwasniewskiej-rezygnuje,nId,818766
mailto:roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com
mailto:roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com
mailto:roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com
http://blogs.reuters.com/roberta-rampton/feed/


From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 1:23:38 PM
To: hbiden@rosemontseneca.com
Subject: Re: hey

Been giving out this statement: 

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 02:20 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: hey 
 
If anything beyond referring questions to my office is required from you or counsel you can contact Heather King at Boise
Schiller. 

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 6:00 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks

 
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:58 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Cc: Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com> 
Subject: Re: hey 
 
Kendra, I am around the next few days if you need me.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Partners, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
P Consider the environment before printing this email.
On May 13, 2014, at 10:39 AM, Barkoff, Kendra <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks
 
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:39 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Cc: Eric Schwerin
Subject: Re: hey
 
Eric- he's cc'd here

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 5:05 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Just sent you the email
Let me know who in your office.
Thanks!
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:59 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: hey
 
Ok-
What exactly are they asking? For the time being I'd just refer them to my office.  FYI I joined the board of
Burisma Holdings Ltd. (Burisma.com) an independent/ private natural gas producer in Ukraine along with the
former president of Poland. I think the press release is on their web site.

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 4:46 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks for talking to me.  let me know who I should refer folks to.
Kendra
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Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 9:50:18 AM
To: "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh"

<shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra"
<demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R." <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <j.534>; "Hertz,
Jessica R." <r.562>; "Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <j.6b6>; "Lambros, Demetra"
<d.8b8>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>

Subject: Fw: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

 
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:47 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company 
 
Hi Kendra,

Am about to get on a plane so just wanted to send you a couple other questions: Ukrainian media have reported Mr. Zlochinsky is on
a visa ban list. Is this true? Did the VP or any of his people meet with Burisma representatives while he was in Ukraine and
discuss this? Why does the Burisma site seem so proud of its apparent connections to the Biden family, including from before
today's announcement? What, if anything, has the VP discussed with Hunter about Burisma, Mr. Zlochinsky, or other matters related
to the Ukrainian gas industry?

Thanks in advance - will be online again in about two hours or so. Phone is +380684586856

Best

Max

On Tuesday, May 13, 2014, Lucas Magnuson, Laura <Laura_D_Lucas@nsc.eop.gov> wrote:
Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura

-----Original Message-----
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

Dear Laura,

Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian natural gas
company, claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of
directors:

http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/

The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of interest given the VP's role on
Ukraine policy - particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy NSC chief
under Yanukovych.

Is this true? What exactly is going on here?

Thanks and best

Max

--
Max Seddon
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
twitter.com/maxseddon

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile O
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 7/25/2014 4:11:59 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex" <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy"
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Anne Marie" <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bernal, Anthony R."
<anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra" <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J."
<brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke" <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad"
<chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana" <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C."
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald" <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra"
<demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave" <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A"
<elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco" <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran"
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie" <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy"
<jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R." <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian"
<jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan" <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>;
"Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob"
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M" <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Noblitt, Karly" <karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Berner, Kate" <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A"
<katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>;
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry"
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen" <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Kaye, Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty"
<patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J" <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel"
<rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard" <richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah"
<sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; "Rosenthal, Lynn"
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry" <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A." <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M" <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P."
<thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya" <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; "Russo2, Bill" <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen,
Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=person, anne" <m.aae>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; >; "Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m." <schrum_ea9f>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m." <noblitt_ke6e>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william" <m.11f>>; >;
"Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, sherry" <e.5f8>>; >;
"Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan" <r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, July 25, 2014
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From: Lambros, Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/14/2014 5:18:58 AM
To: "[personal email" <address]>
Subject: Fw: Vice Presidential News Clips for Wednesday, May 14, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 14:31:47 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Gerlach, Alec <gerlachja2@state.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:13 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine

Jen doesn’t go out to brief until 1, but she has to staff something at 1230. Is now a good time for some guidance that I 
can relay to her? 
 

From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:53 AM 
To: Gerlach, Alec 
Subject: Re: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 
Thanks. Trying to get more info over here. Give me a little bit of time.  
  
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:50 AM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra  
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine  
  
She’s supposed to go out at 1pm but she’s not around right now. I can give you a ring.  
 

From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:48 AM 
To: Gerlach, Alec 
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 
Thanks 
We are just starting hear from press about this.  What time is Jen’s briefing? 
Can she call me? 
 
 
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff 
Press Secretary  
Office of the Vice President 
(202) 456‐4390 (o) | (202) 503‐5285 (c) 
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov 

 

From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:41 AM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: FW: also‐‐Biden/Ukraine 
 
Hi Kendra,  
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I work with Jen Psaki at the State Dept.  
 
Our Fox News correspondent gave me a heads up that he might ask us about Hunter Biden going to a Ukrainian gas 
company at our daily press briefing today. Have you gotten any questions on this?  
 
Happy to refer him to you or follow your lead. 
 

He says: I am sure it is legal, just wanted to ask about optics and timing… 
 
 

From: Tomlinson, Lucas [mailto:Lucas.Tomlinson@FOXNEWS.COM]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:13 AM 
To: Gerlach, Alec 
Subject: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 

Doubt you have seen this, so wanted to pass along…. 
 
Might ask a question about Hunter Biden joining Ukraine gas company board… 
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/ 
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of 

Directors by bringing on Mr. R Hunter Biden as a new director. 

 

R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among 

international organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations 

and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in 

Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of 

transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will 

contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.” 

The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy 

is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, 

and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these goals.” 
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From: Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, July 8, 2014 1:08 PM
To: Clavel, Lise; Clavel, Marguerite
Subject: Fw: Time: Ukrainian Employer of Joe Biden’s Son Hires a D.C. Lobbyist

Different chris heinz? 
 
have worked as business partners with Kerry’s son‐in‐law, Christopher Heinz, the founding partner of Rosemont Capital, 
a private‐equity company. 
  

From: Allen, Jessica  
Sent: Tuesday, July 08, 2014 10:12 AM 
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Camacho, Cara; Carson, Crystal; 
Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Earnest, Joshua R.; Edelman, R. David; Etienne, Ashley; Evans, Bess; Feddersen, Brett; 
Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather; Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Liz; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, 
Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison; Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Lachman, Sherry; 
Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha; Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, 
Steve; Pietranton, Kelsey; Platkin, Alex; Price, Ryan; Reddy, Vinay; Rogers, Melissa; Russo, Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, 
Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Tess, Caroline; Velz, Peter; Whisenant, Addie; Asen, Jonathan; 
Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie, Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Click, John; Cloud, 
Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric; Costa, Kristina; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, 
Claire; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett; Jacob, Susannah; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, 
David M.; Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson, 
Laura; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor, Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; 
Peterlin, Katherine; Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes, 
Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Schulman, Loren; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh, Pavneet; Szuplat, 
Terry; Velz, Peter; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S.  
Subject: Time: Ukrainian Employer of Joe Biden’s Son Hires a D.C. Lobbyist  
  
http://time.com/2964493/ukraine‐joe‐biden‐son‐hunter‐burisma/ 
Ukrainian Employer of Joe Biden’s Son Hires a D.C. Lobbyist 
TIME // Michael Scherer @michaelscherer  
July 7, 2014      
 
An obscure private Ukrainian natural gas company has been hiring friends and family of Secretary of State John Kerry 
and Vice President Joe Biden, while seeking to influence Congress 
 
When Vice President Joe Biden’s son, R. Hunter Biden, joined the board of a private Ukrainian oil and natural gas 
company this spring, he explained his new job as a legal one, disconnected from any effort to influence the Obama 
Administration. In a press release, the younger Biden boasted of his abilities on issues like improving corporate 
transparency. 
 
But the company, Burisma Holdings, did not disclose at the time the scope of their plans for influencing the U.S. 
government. Recently released documents show that Biden’s hiring coincided with the launch of a new effort to lobby 
members of Congress about the role of the company in Ukraine and the country’s quest for energy independence. 
 
David Leiter, a former Senate chief of staff to Secretary of State John Kerry, signed on to work as a lobbyist for Burisma 
on May 20, 2014, about a week after Biden announced he was joining the company, according to lobbying disclosures 
filed this month. 
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Leiter’s involvement in the firm rounds out a power‐packed team of politically‐connected Americans that also includes a 
second new board member, Devon Archer, a Democratic bundler and former adviser to John Kerry’s 2004 presidential 
campaign. Both Archer and Hunter Biden have worked as business partners with Kerry’s son‐in‐law, Christopher Heinz, 
the founding partner of Rosemont Capital, a private‐equity company. 
 
Biden’s office referred questions to a Burisma spokesman, who says Biden has not been involved in contacting members 
of Congress or the Obama Administration about the company. “His role, like all board members, is to provide strategic 
guidance to Burisma,” said Lawrence Pacheco, who works in Washington D.C. for FTI Consulting, a communications firm 
that is also employed by Burisma. 
 
But Burisma is contacting officials in Washington through Leiter’s lobbying firm, ML Strategies. “ML Strategies is working 
with Burisma to educate U.S. officials about the company and its role in creating a stable and secure energy future for 
Ukraine, not any specific policy or legislation,” Pacheco said. “Burisma supports energy independence, economic growth, 
national sovereignty and regional stability and will engage as needed to encourage efforts to further these goals.” 
 
Some Democratic senators, meanwhile, have been working to secure more U.S. funding, either directly or through 
entities like the Export‐Import Bank, to improve Ukraine’s domestic energy production potential. On June 27, Sen. 
Edward Markey of Massachusetts, wrote President Obama a letter with three other Democratic senators calling for 
increased aid. “We should leverage the full resources and expertise of the U.S. government to assist Ukraine in 
improving its energy efficiency, increasing its domestic production, and reforming its energy markets,” wrote Markey, 
who has also proposed legislation with about $40 million in additional aide for Ukranian energy development. 
 
Markey’s letter was trumpeted by Burisma Holdings as a commendable move towards securing the future security of 
Ukraine. “Burisma Holdings today applauded the range of U.S. legislative support for development of Ukraine’s broad 
and untapped resources and an increase in transparency and good governance,” the company said in a statement on the 
day the letter was released. 
 
An aide in Markey’s office told TIME that Leiter, Biden and Archer were not part of discussions that led to the drafting of 
the letter or the legislation. Staff for the other senators who signed the letter, Ron Wyden of Oregon, Jeanne Shaheen of 
New Hampshire and Christopher Murphy of Connecticut, also said they did not have contact with Leiter, who could not 
be reached for comment. 
 
Burisma Holdings is owned by a Cypriot holding firm, Brociti Investments Limited, which is controlled Nikolai Zlochevskyi, 
a former Ukranian government minister, according to Cypriot records. It controls government development licenses in 
three regions of Ukraine, and sells to industrial customers in the country, according to the company. 
 
By taking a job with Burisma, the younger Biden has put himself in the middle of a struggle between the United States 
and Russia, which currently provides the bulk of the natural gas supplies to Ukraine. Both the White House and 
European nations have recently emphasized the strategic interest in making Ukraine less dependent on Russia. 
 
Since Hunter Biden took the new job, his father, Vice President Joe Biden, has continued to serve as the Obama 
Administration’s point person on Ukraine, traveling to the country as recently as June for the inauguration of President 
Petro Poroshenko and talking to Poroshenko by phone at least five times in the last month. 
 
“I’ve spent a considerable amount of time in the last two months in Ukraine,” the elder Biden said on June 19. “You see 
what the Russians are doing relative to using gas as a foreign policy tool to try to alter behavior. And so it’s — around 
the world in varying degrees it’s of significant consequence in terms of security, both economic and political security of a 
nation.” 
 
There is no legal barrier to prohibit Hunter Biden from working with a company that can be impacted by the policy 
decisions of his father, and the White House has maintained that the Vice President has not been influenced by his son’s 
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employment. “The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company,” 
said his spokeswoman Kendra Barkoff. 
 
But Hunter Biden’s new job, along with the association with Burisma of other politically‐connected businessmen, has 
raised concerns among some Ukraine watchers. “It’s unhelpful when we are trying to get across to the Ukrainians to 
clean up corruption and special deals for special folks,” said Ed Chow, a senior fellow at the Center for Strategic and 
International Studies, a U.S. think tank. “It maybe sends the wrong message that Westerners are just hypocritical.” 
 
Additional reporting by Alex Rogers and Zeke Miller/Washington 
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 8:35 PM
To: robinware456@gmail.com
Subject: WSJ story

/articles/bidens-son-hunter-discharged-from-navy-reserve-after-failing-cocaine-test-
1413499657?mod=WSJ_LatestHeadlines 
  
Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test 
  
COLLEEN MCCAIN NELSON And 
  
JULIAN E. BARNES 
Oct. 16, 2014 6:47 p.m. ET 
0 COMMENTS 
WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after 
testing positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter. 
Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been 
commissioned as an ensign in the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year, his brief 
military career ended. 
  
Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission process to 
become a public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was to be 
commissioned—he needed a waiver to join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a drug-related 
incident when he was a young man, according to people familiar with the matter. Military officials say such drug 
waivers aren’t uncommon. 
  
Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support Element 
East in Norfolk, Va., a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in Norfolk, he was 
given a drug test, which turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the situation. Mr. Biden was 
discharged in February, the Navy said. 
  
Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am 
embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With the love and 
support of my family, I’m moving forward.” 
  
The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct 
commission, but declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the details of 
Ens. Biden’s discharge are not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman, said. 
  
Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable 
discharges. Most are given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge Mr. Biden 
received, and the Navy doesn’t release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior enlisted personnel. 
  
Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers, according to 
the Navy. The direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with needed skills. The 
program allows civilians who have not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer training course or officer-
candidate school to join the military by attending only an abbreviated training program. 
  
The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually serve 
one weekend a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on active duty. 
  
The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military family, often 
referring to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong deployment to Iraq. After 
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Hunter Biden joined the Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who also 
served in the Navy. 
  
“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United 
States Navy,” she said in 2012. 
  
In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a lot of 
bad judgment in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball. “My 
son, who is over 40, just joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an officer, Hunter Biden.” 
  
Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden serves 
as the Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill Biden also have 
a daughter, Ashley, who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate executive director. 
  
Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with a 
Ukrainian firm, that have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer, Burisma 
Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted former president. The 
announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible for Burisma’s legal unit raised concerns about potential conflicts 
of interest, because his father, the vice president, was engaged in diplomatic efforts involving Ukraine. 
  
At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t endorse any 
particular company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter. 
  
Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a 
Washington firm after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008. 
  
Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves as 
chairman of World Food Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency that fights hunger,” and he is an 
adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown University. 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: Saturday, October 18, 2014 11:03 AM
To: Cerda, Jose <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; Thompson, Kenny <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Bianchi, Sarah <sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; Spector, Stephen 
<stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean w.93f>; >; Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth d.7a5>; >; Bianchi, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>; >; Spector, 
Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen i.b04>; >; 
Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>; >; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; >

Cc: Everett, Aaron <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; [personal email address]; Escudero, Adrian V. 
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; Mackler, Alexander <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Hornbrook, Alex <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; Kurren, Amy <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Person, Anne Marie <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Bernal, Anthony R. <anthony_r.
_bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; Stackpole, Avra <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; Woyak, Brian J. <brian_j.
_woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; Lillard, Brooke <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; Twigg, Carri 
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; Bolduc, Chad <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; Zeigler-Brown, 
Cortez <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenzweig, Dana 
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; Lienemann, David C. <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; 
Anderson, David <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; Cloud, Donald 
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; Lambros, Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; Graves, 
Don <donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; Zikusoka, Dave <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A <elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; Hart, Liz <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; Schrum, 
Michael <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>; Amin, Faisal <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; Picos, Francisco 
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Fran <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Freeman, Gary 
<gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; Schultz, Greg <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; Edwards, 
Hannah E. <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; Gleeson, James <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; Hertz, 
Jessica R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; Doody, Jillian <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; Montoya, 
Jordan <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; Flynn, John S <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; Tejeda, Jose 
<jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; Sullivan, Jacob 
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; Donley, Julia M <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; Noblitt, Karly 
<karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; Berner, Kate <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; Trotter, Kingsley 
<katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; Clark, Katisha A <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; Barkoff, Kendra 
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Chung, Kathy <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; 
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; Pietranton, Kelsey <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; McNellis, Kerry 
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; Suber, Kellen <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; Nickoloff, Lauren 
(Intern) <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; Aidinoff, Marc <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Clavel, Lise <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; Carpenter, Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; 
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; Stennis, Michael <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; Kaye, 
Melanie <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; Hill, Patty <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; Lysaght, Patrick 
J <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; Timko, Rachel <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; Ruffner, Richard 
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; Eaton, Sarah <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; Baker, Sarah 
<sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; Berlenbach, Sarah <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenthal, 
Lynn <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; Ford, Sarah (Intern) <sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; Nix, 
Sheila <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; Lachman, Sherry <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, 
Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Myers, Sam A. <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; Ricchetti, 
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Cc: Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; Tennant, Thomas M <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; 
McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; Williams, Tonya 
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; Nourse, Victoria <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; Reddy, Vinay 
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; Dirksen, Ward <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; 
william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite l.b8f>; >; Dirksen, Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>; >; Timko, Rachel 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel m.350>; >; Stackpole, 
Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra w.f8f>; >; 
Rosenthal, Lynn </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>; >; 
Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven 
j.534>; >; Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=amin, 
faisalc7c>; >; Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>; >; Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>; >; Kaye, Melanie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>; >; Mackler, 
Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s. 
snyder-mackler_a2377>; >; Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f> ( Intern ); >; Escudero, Adrian V. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>; >; Hill, 
Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia j.6b5>; >; 
Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=person, anne m.aae>; 
>; Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>; >; Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j. stennis_me93>; >; Edwards, Hannah E. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah e.bc9>; >; Nourse, 
Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f. 
nourse_vb11>; >; Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary d.653>; >; Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica r.562>; >; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >; Berner, Katherine 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine k.f0e>; >; Lysaght, 
Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>; >; 
Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory 
c.084>; >; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez r.075>; > ( Intern ); Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m. schrum_ea9f>; >; Donley, Julia M 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>; >; McNellis, 
Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>; >; 
Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah 
f. berlenbach_sf948>; >; Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>; >; Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco c.412>; >; Pietranton, Kelsey 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey l.c25>; >; Clark, 
Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>; >; 
Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>; >; Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth a.ffe>; >; Joseph, Jeremy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=joseph, jeremyc15>; >; Carpenter, 
Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael r.7b8>; 
>; McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>; >; Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>; >; Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
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Cc: administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>; >; Doody, Jillian 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>; >; Baker, 
Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah e.67f>; >; 
Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron r.492>; 
>; Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m. 
noblitt_ke6e>; >; Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>; >; Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc f.f6c>; >; Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>; >; Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay c.ad8>; >; Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>; >; Ford, Sarah (Intern) 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l. ford_sl264a>; >; 
Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, 
katherine k.5b4>; >; Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e. nickoloff_l06d>; >; Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>; >; Barkoff, Kendra 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; >; Rosenzweig, 
Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana e.fc6>; >; 
Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila m.d38>; >; 
Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald 
w.359>; >; Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy 
m.791>; >; Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, 
jacob j.6b6>; >; Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=graves, 
donet d.2aa>; >; Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, 
jamie e.ef0>; >; Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>; >; Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard b.7aa>; >; Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>; >; Twigg, Carri 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b. twigg_cb173>; >; 
Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lambros, 
demetra d.8b8>; >; Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; >; Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>; >; Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c. anderson_dc92b>; >; Lillard, Brooke 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke m.ce1>; >; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>; >; 
Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung, kathy s.3c7>; 
>; Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach 
lachman, sherry e.5f8>; >; Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan r.a75>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Saturday, October 18, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:50:22 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
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Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
b(6),P6 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Lambros, Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:52 PM
To: Murray, Shailagh; Murray, Shailagh
Subject: FW: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

Here is the first reference to Zlochewsky 
  
-----Original Message----- 
From: Barkoff, Kendra  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:15 AM 
To: Murray, Shailagh; Lambros, Demetra 
Subject: Fw: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company 
  
  
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 09:11 AM 
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura 
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company 
  
Thanks! 
  
On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 4:11 PM, Lucas Magnuson, Laura <Laura_D_Lucas@nsc.eop.gov> wrote: 
> Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM 
> To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura 
> Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas  
> company 
> 
> Dear Laura, 
> 
> Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press  
> release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian natural gas company,  
> claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of 
> directors: 
> 
> http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/ 
> 
> The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of interest given the VP's 
role on Ukraine policy - particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was energy minister 
and deputy NSC chief under Yanukovych. 
> 
> Is this true? What exactly is going on here? 
> 
> Thanks and best 
> 
> Max 
> 
> 
> -- 
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> Max Seddon 
> Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed 
> +380 68 558 6856 (Kiev) 
> twitter.com/maxseddon 
  
  
  
-- 
Max Seddon 
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed 
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev) 
twitter.com/maxseddon 
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From: Allen, Jessica <jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 7:38 AM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie; 

Carney, Jay; Carroll, Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess; 
Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather; Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, 
Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison; Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; 
Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan, Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha; Lopez, Rafael; 
MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, 
Alex; Price, Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo, Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, 
Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter, Kingsley; Velz, Peter; Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, 
Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie, Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, 
Kristie A.; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric; Costa, Kristina; Dean, 
Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire; 
Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett; Jimenez, Luis 
A.; Kaden, David M.; Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; 
Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson, Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, 
Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor, Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; 
Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes, 
Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren 
DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh, Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, 
Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S.; Clavel, Marguerite; Jimenez, Luis A.; Jenkins, Brad; DL-
WHO-Press; Ricchetti, Steven; Hedger, Stephen; brian_d_highsmith@who.eop.gov; Quillian, Natalie; 
kori_s._schulman@who.eop.gov; Edelman, David; Meehan, Bernadette; 
alexander_b_wall@who.eop.gov; Gianotti, Claire (Intern); carlyn_a_reichel@nsc.eop.gov; Brookie, 
Graham; Holzer, Benjamin; Brown, Sam; Kahan, Alex; patrick_cunnane@who.eop.gov; Holst, Lindsay; 
maurice_m_owens@who.eop.gov; Earnest, Joshua R.; Hertz, Jessica R.; McFarlin, Robert; Murray, 
Shailagh; howli_j._ledbetter@who.eop.gov; Hayden, Caitlin; rachel_j_racusen@who.eop.gov; Lopez, 
Rafael; james_r_kvaal@who.eop.gov; megan_e_rooney@who.eop.gov; avra_siegel@who.eop.gov; 
Schultz, Gregory; christina_tchen@who.eop.gov; tyler_a_lechtenberg@who.eop.gov; 
keith_r_maley@who.eop.gov; Inouye, Shin; Dean, Laura; Govashiri, Ferial; Evans, Bess; 
lisa_o_monaco@who.eop.gov; sarah_k._hurwitz@who.eop.gov; Ortiz, Michael; O'Connor, Kyle; 
caroline_e_adler@who.eop.gov; Robertson, Michael; Lawrence, Natasha; DMCOS; 
robert_d_whithorne@who.eop.gov; Russo, Bill; david_m_simas@who.eop.gov; Rogers, Melissa; Foster, 
Heather; Szuplat, Terence P.; Leweling, Tara; Carroll, Bradley; Patterson, Nicholas; MacFarquhar, Rory; 
mc_gonzalez@who.eop.gov; Schwartz, Noah; anita_j_decker@who.eop.gov; Allen, Jessica; Fallon, 
Katherine; katherine_a_vargas@who.eop.gov; dagoberto_vega@who.eop.gov; Keenan, Cody; Withers, 
Anne; mathew_s_nosanchuk@nsc.eop.gov; Friedman, Jennifer; Wozniak, Natalie S.; 
desiree_n_barnes@who.eop.gov; Hart, Elizabeth A.; Hunn, Allison; West, Thomas; Joseph, Jeremy; 
taylor_j_lustig@who.eop.gov; Carney, Jay; Rhodes, Benjamin J.; Kim, Andrew; 
george_selim@nsc.eop.gov; caitria_l_mahoney@who.eop.gov; Velz, Peter; Price, Ryan; Whisenant, 
Addie; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Fenn, Sarah; jessica_e_schumer@cea.eop.gov; 
johanna_maska@who.eop.gov; Aniskoff, Paulette; Dickinson, Tammy; 
shannon_n_green@nsc.eop.gov; Davidson, Josta; Bartoloni, Kristen; amira_valliani@nsc.eop.gov; 
Costa, Kristina; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; david_m_litt@who.eop.gov; Kaden, David M. (NSS); 
agaarn_y_johnson@nsc.eop.gov; Hankins, Hannah R.; Govashiri, Ferial; Cohen, Ilona; Platkin, 
Alexandra; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Debevoise, Lyn; christine_s_abizaid@nsc.eop.gov; Aidinoff, Marc; 
Cooper, Eric; jeffrey_d._tiller@who.eop.gov; Lee, Jonathan; leah_b_katz-hernandez@who.eop.gov; 
McKeon, Brian P.; jonathan_p_lalley@nsc.eop.gov; Singh, Pavneet; valerie_jarrett@who.eop.gov; 
cecilia_munoz@who.eop.gov; laura_a_schulz@nsc.eop.gov; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Jackson, 
Bartlett; amy_brundage@who.eop.gov; tara_d_mcguinness@who.eop.gov; Moscoso, Patricia; 
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To: joanna_s_rosholm@who.eop.gov; Trotter, Katherine K.; Rangarajan, Taara; 
hallie_m_ruvin@who.eop.gov; matthew_a._lehrich@who.eop.gov; Parker, Steven; Wang, Jenny; Lubin, 
Nathaniel; frances_a_holuba@nsc.eop.gov; Barkoff, Kendra; patrick_h_ventrell@nsc.eop.gov; Cloud, 
Donald; eric_h_schultz@who.eop.gov; Rosenberger, Laura; jessica_r_santillo@who.eop.gov; Lee, Jesse 
C.; nathaniel_m_perkins@who.eop.gov; Jencks, Fae; Coates, Kelsey; Carson, Crystal; Sahgal, Rishi R.; 
brett_p_bruen@nsc.eop.gov; Wagstaff, Jesica; ezra_l_mechaber@who.eop.gov; Feldman, Stefanie G.; 
clay_a_dumas@who.eop.gov; Click, John; Lambros, Demetra; melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov; Prescott, 
Jeffrey; Heinzelman, Kate; Asen, Jonathan; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Pfeiffer, Dan; 
Lundeberg, Greta; Lucas, Laura; Palmieri, Jennifer; kaelan_e_richards@who.eop.gov; 
stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov; Shoup, Lillian; clare_e_gallagher@nsc.eop.gov; Moussavian, Roxana; 
Backemeyer, Christopher; Arguelles, Adam; jordan_m_burke@who.eop.gov; Orbach Lachman, Sherry; 
allison_b_lessne@who.eop.gov

Subject: WSJ: Biden's Son, Kerry Family Friend Join Ukrainian Gas Producer's Board

http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303851804579560542284706288?mod=WSJ_hp_RightTopSt
ories&mg=reno64‐wsj 
Biden's Son, Kerry Family Friend Join Ukrainian Gas Producer's Board 
Ukraine's Burisma Holdings Is Controlled by Former Energy Official Under Yanukovych 
Wall Street Journal // PAUL SONNE And JAMES V. GRIMALDI  
 
Vice President Joe Biden's son and a close friend of Secretary of State John Kerry's stepson have joined the board of a 
Ukrainian gas producer controlled by a former top security and energy official for deposed President Viktor Yanukovych. 
 
The move has attracted attention given Messrs. Biden's and Kerry's public roles in diplomacy toward Ukraine, where the 
U.S. expressed support for pro‐Western demonstrators who toppled Mr. Yanukovych's Kremlin‐backed government in 
February. The uprising provoked a pro‐Russia backlash that has plunged the post‐Soviet republic into conflict and 
brought it to the brink of civil war. 
 
Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training and the younger of the vice president's two sons, joined the board of directors of 
Ukrainian gas firm Burisma Holdings Ltd. this month and took on responsibility for the company's legal unit, according to 
a statement issued by the closely held gas producer. 
 
His appointment came a few weeks after Devon Archer —college roommate of the secretary of state's stepson, H.J. 
Heinz Co. ketchup heir Christopher Heinz —joined the board to help the gas firm attract U.S. investors, improve its 
corporate governance and expand its operations. A State Department spokesman declined to comment. 
 
"The fact that I joined the board of directors is largely based on the company's will to grow," Mr. Archer said in an 
interview with Ukrainian media published on Burisma's website. "Last year alone witnessed a lot of transformations." He 
vowed to make the company more transparent. 
 
Mr. Biden, 44 years old, and Mr. Archer, 39, work for Rosemont Seneca Partners, a U.S. investment company. It is 
affiliated with Rosemont Capital, a private‐equity firm Mr. Archer co‐founded with Mr. Heinz. 
 
Two people familiar with Mr. Heinz's involvement in the firms said he isn't involved with the day‐to‐day operation of 
Rosemont Seneca, which is 50%‐owned by Rosemont Capital. The people also said there was no financial investment by 
the firms in Burisma, just board memberships for Messrs. Biden and Archer. 
 
Messages were left for Hunter Biden at his offices in Washington and New York and at offices of a law firm where he is 
of counsel. A person answering the phone at his office in Washington said Messrs. Biden and Archer were unavailable 
and promised to pass along a message. 
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The White House press secretary and the vice president's office described Hunter Biden's activities as those of a private 
citizen, bearing no endorsement of the U.S. government. 
 
"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer," said Kendra Barkoff, a spokeswoman for Joe Biden's office. "The vice 
president does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company." 
 
The board appointments come amid a broader push at Burisma to step up standards and investment. Alan Apter, an 
American investment banker who has worked in the former Soviet Union, joined Burisma as chairman of the board last 
year and received a mandate to improve the company's corporate governance and attract foreign capital. He said he 
met Mr. Archer, a longtime financier and entrepreneur, through mutual friends and invited him and later Mr. Biden to 
join the board. 
 
"This is totally based on merit," Mr. Apter said. He said none of the independent directors holds a stake in the company. 
He said they would receive a salary for independent directorship commensurate with world‐class experience but 
declined to name the sum. 
 
Burisma is one of a handful of privately owned gas companies that together account for a little more than 10% of 
Ukraine's domestic production. The rest of the production comes from gas companies fully or partially owned by the 
Ukrainian state. Burisma's biggest subsidiary, Esko Pivnich, pumps gas from the Poltava region east of Kiev. 
 
The gas producer is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, a former member of Parliament for Mr. Yanukovych's Party of 
Regions, according to a person familiar with the matter. He served as Mr. Yanukovych's minister of environmental 
protection from July 2010 and then become minister of ecology and natural resources in December 2010, key positions 
with influence over the oil and gas industry. 
 
Mr. Zlochevsky was removed from the post in April 2012 and appointed deputy secretary of Ukraine's National Security 
and Defense Council, a role he held until Mr. Yanukovych's government collapsed in late February. During his tenure as a 
government minister, Burisma and entities associated with the firm received a large number of permits for oil and gas 
exploration in Ukraine and stepped up their output considerably, according to Ukrainian press reports. 
 
Mr. Zlochevsky couldn't be reached for comment. 
 
Mr. Yanukovych, who was sanctioned by the U.S. in March, has taken refuge in Russia. 
 
Burisma produced about 450 million cubic meters of gas in 2013 and became the largest independent gas producer in 
Ukraine by volume in the first quarter of this year, according to a company spokesman. The production figures couldn't 
be independently verified. 
 
The Ukrainian company sells its gas domestically. It is poised to benefit from the rising gas prices the country is likely to 
see in the future, now that Russia has removed a discount on gas deliveries for Ukraine in response to what it sees as the 
rise of anti‐Kremlin authorities in Kiev. 
 
Ukrainian regulatory authorities cap gas prices for domestic industrial customers. The cap averaged about $425 per 
thousand cubic meters of gas last year. Though Burisma doesn't reveal financial figures, calculations suggest the 
company's production last year would have commanded more than $191 million in revenue on the domestic market at 
those rates. 
 
Mr. Apter said Burisma's expansion could help reduce Ukraine's energy dependence and thereby help ease its political 
problems. 
 
"The country is quite gas dependent and one would expect, like most countries, there is a desire to be independent of 
foreign sources, be they in Russia or elsewhere," Mr. Apter said. "It helps the country." 
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Burisma has now added deep U.S. political connections to its arsenal. 
 
In addition to being Mr. Heinz's college roommate at Yale, Mr. Archer was an adviser to Mr. Kerry's presidential 
campaign in 2004 and co‐chaired his National Finance Committee. According to his biography, he serves as a trustee of 
the Heinz Family Office, which manages the family business. 
 
Hunter Biden's business activities have attracted attention before. 
 
His work as a lobbyist when his father was in the U.S. Senate came under scrutiny. Shortly after his father became 
Barack Obama's running mate in 2008, he gave up his lobbying career and resigned his partnership at a Washington 
lobbying firm. 
 
When he had been senator, Mr. Obama sought more than $3.4 million in earmarks for clients of Hunter Biden, and 
succeeded in getting $192,000 for St. Xavier University near Chicago, according to public disclosure records. 
 
At the time, a spokesman for Mr. Obama said Hunter Biden hadn't met with the senator himself but rather with office 
staff. The spokesman also said it wasn't surprising to see Mr. Obama was fighting for interests and institutions in his 
home state of Illinois. 
 
In early 2009, The Wall Street Journal reported that Hunter Biden and his uncle had run a fund of funds that was being 
marketed exclusively by Texas financier R. Allen Stanford's companies. Mr. Stanford later was sentenced to 110 years in 
prison for masterminding a $7 billion Ponzi scheme. 
 
At the time of the Journal article, a lawyer for the Bidens said the fund terminated the relationship and offered to return 
$2.7 million in investment that companies controlled by Mr. Stanford had given the fund. He said the Bidens had never 
met Mr. Stanford. 
 
—Colleen McCain Nelson contributed to this article. 
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:50 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, 

Demetra; Hertz, Jessica R.; Hertz, Jessica R.; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Katherine K.; Barkoff, Kendra; 
Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra; Prescott, Jeffrey

Subject: WT: Joe Biden’s son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest private gas company

Joe Biden’s son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest 
private gas company 
By Jessica Chasmar 

 

http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/may/13/joe-bidens-son-hunter-head-legal-unit-ukraines-lar/ 

 

The Washington Times 

Vice President Joseph R. Biden’s youngest son, Hunter, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine’s largest private gas 

producer. 

Burisma Holdings said in a statement that Hunter Biden will be in charge of the company’s  legal unit and will provide support for the 

company among international organizations. 

“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong 

economy in Ukraine,” Mr. Biden said. 

“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate 

governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit  the people 

of Ukraine,” he said. 

White House press secretary Jay Carney said Tuesday that Mr. Biden’s new position “does not reflect an endorsement by the 

administration,” Time magazine’s Zeke Miller reported. 

The announcement comes just one day after Russia’s state energy giant Gazprom threatened to halt natural gas shipments 

to Ukraine unless the country pays in advance for supplies. 

The vice president has condemned Russia for its intervention in Ukraine and has pledged to support efforts to reduce its dependency 

on Russian energy, The Moscow Times reported. 
 
 
Read more: http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/may/13/joe-bidens-son-hunter-head-legal-unit-ukraines-lar/#ixzz31cgyEE5E  
Follow us: @washtimes on Twitter 
 

From: Spector, Stephen  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:17 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra; Hertz, 
Jessica R. 
Subject: RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis 
 

AP: VP Biden's son joins Ukrainian gas company's board 
 

WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice President Joe Biden's youngest son, Hunter Biden, is joining the board of a 
gas company operating in Ukraine. 
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That's according to Burisma Holdings. The company says Biden will head the company's legal unit and 
seek support for Burisma among international organizations. 

The announcement comes as Ukraine is looking to decrease its reliance on Russian energy. Western 
countries believe Russia would have less leverage in the crisis with Ukraine if Europe was less dependent 
on Russian gas. 

Burisma says it's the largest private gas producer in Ukraine, but a state-owned company controls most 
gas production there. 

Securities and Exchange Commission records show Burisma is based in Cyprus. The vice president will 
visit Cyprus next week and has been a key player in the U.S. response to the Ukraine crisis. 

 
 

From: Barkoff, Kendra  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:27 PM 
To: Spector, Stephen; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra; Hertz, 
Jessica R. 
Subject: RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis 
 
+ others 
 

From: Spector, Stephen  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:23 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley 
Subject: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis 
 
Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis 
http://www.nationaljournal.com/white‐house/another‐biden‐has‐waded‐into‐the‐ukraine‐crisis‐20140513 
 
By Marina Koren 
 
Joe Biden has been the White House's go‐to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring former Soviet republics and reassuring 
their concerned leaders. And now, he's not the only Biden involved in the region. 
 
The vice president's youngest son, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's 
largest private gas producer, The Moscow Times reported Tuesday. Hunter described his new role in a statement on the 
company's website: 
 
As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, 
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion, and other priorities will contribute to the economy 
and benefit the people of Ukraine. 
 
The new gig joins several others on Hunter's extensive resume. He currently serves as as managing partner at the 
Washington‐based investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and counsel at the New York City‐based 
law firm Boies Schiller Flexner. He is also an adjunct professor at Georgetown University's Foreign Service graduate 
program. 
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According to Bloomberg Businessweek, Burisma was founded in 2006 and "engages in oil‐well drilling, production of 
liquefied natural gas, and undertaking geological studies." It is based in Cyprus. It owns several oil and gas companies in 
Ukraine, including in the southeastern city of Dnepropetrovsk. 
 
Burisma hired another American—and another managing partner of Rosemont Seneca Partners—just last month. Devon 
Archer joined the company's board of directors to "focus on the interaction with current investors, as well as involving 
new investors from the United States," according to an April 22 press release from the company. Archer served as a 
senior adviser to John Kerry during his 2004 presidential campaign. 
 
"Today Burisma Holdings reminds me of Exxon Mobil in its wake," Archer said in a recent interview posted on the 
company's website. "It has all the chances to be one of the biggest privately owned oil companies in the world." 
 
Archer's work focuses heavily on energy independence for Ukraine, a topic that has received much attention in recent 
months. Ukraine is dependent on Russia for energy exports, and Moscow has pulled discount agreements during its 
ongoing standoff with Kiev. The addition of Hunter to the company masthead suggests Burisma is turning to U.S. 
talent—and money and name recognition—for protection against Russia. It also jibes with the Obama administration 
message that his father has been tasked with spreading. 
 
It's unclear whether the entry of another Biden into the fray was meant to send a message to Moscow. But Russian 
President Vladimir Putin, eternally leery of American hands in eastern European business, is bound to notice. 
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:48 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine

Thanks 
We are just starting hear from press about this.  What time is Jen’s briefing? 
Can she call me? 
 
 
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff 
Press Secretary  
Office of the Vice President 
(202) 456‐4390 (o) | (202) 503‐5285 (c) 
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov 

 

From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:41 AM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: FW: also‐‐Biden/Ukraine 
 
Hi Kendra,  
 
I work with Jen Psaki at the State Dept.  
 
Our Fox News correspondent gave me a heads up that he might ask us about Hunter Biden going to a Ukrainian gas 
company at our daily press briefing today. Have you gotten any questions on this?  
 
Happy to refer him to you or follow your lead. 
 

He says: I am sure it is legal, just wanted to ask about optics and timing… 
 
 

From: Tomlinson, Lucas [mailto:Lucas.Tomlinson@FOXNEWS.COM]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:13 AM 
To: Gerlach, Alec 
Subject: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 

Doubt you have seen this, so wanted to pass along…. 
 
Might ask a question about Hunter Biden joining Ukraine gas company board… 
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/ 
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Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of 

Directors by bringing on Mr. R Hunter Biden as a new director. 

 

R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among 

international organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations 

and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in 

Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of 

transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will 

contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.” 

The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy 

is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, 

and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these goals.” 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: Friday, July 25, 2014 11:12 AM
To: Cerda, Jose <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; Thompson, Kenny <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Bianchi, Sarah <sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; Spector, Stephen 
<stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean w.93f>; >; Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth d.7a5>; >; Bianchi, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>; >; Spector, 
Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen i.b04>; >; 
Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>; >; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; >

Cc: Everett, Aaron <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; [personal email address]; Escudero, Adrian V. 
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; Hornbrook, Alex <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; Kurren, Amy 
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Anne Marie <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Bernal, 
Anthony R. <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; Stackpole, Avra <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Woyak, Brian J. <brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; Lillard, Brooke <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Bolduc, Chad <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov; Zeigler-Brown, 
Cortez <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenzweig, Dana 
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; Lienemann, David C. <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; 
Cloud, Donald <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; Lambros, Demetra 
<demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; Zikusoka, Dave <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A <elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; Hart, Liz <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; Schrum, 
Michael <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>; Amin, Faisal <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; Picos, Francisco 
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Fran <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Freeman, Gary 
<gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; Schultz, Greg <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; Edwards, 
Hannah E. <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; Hertz, Jessica R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Doody, Jillian <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; Montoya, Jordan <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Flynn, John S <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; Tejeda, Jose <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; Prescott, Jeffrey 
<jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; Sullivan, Jacob <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; Donley, Julia 
M <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; Noblitt, Karly <karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; Berner, Kate 
<katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; Trotter, Kingsley <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; Clark, 
Katisha A <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Chung, 
Kathy <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; kcoconnor@whmo.mil; Pietranton, Kelsey 
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; McNellis, Kerry <kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; Suber, Kellen 
<kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; Aidinoff, Marc <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Clavel, Lise 
<marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; Carpenter, Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; 
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; Kaye, Melanie <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; Hill, Patty 
<patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; Lysaght, Patrick J <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; Timko, Rachel 
<rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; Ruffner, Richard <richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; Eaton, Sarah 
<sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; Baker, Sarah <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; 
sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; Rosenthal, Lynn <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; Nix, Sheila 
<sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; Lachman, Sherry <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, 
Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Myers, Sam A. <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; Ricchetti, 
Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; Tennant, Thomas M <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; 
McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; Williams, Tonya 
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; Reddy, Vinay <vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; Dirksen, Ward 
<ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; Russo2, Bill <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>; Clavel, Marguerite 
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Cc: </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite l.b8f>; >; Dirksen, 
Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>; >; 
Timko, Rachel </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel m.350>; 
>; Stackpole, Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra 
w.f8f>; >; Rosenthal, Lynn </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>; >; Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven j.534>; >; Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin, faisalc7c>; >; Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>; >; Tejeda, Jose 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>; >; Kaye, 
Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>; >; 
Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>; >; Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia j.6b5>; >; Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=person, anne m.aae>; >; Zikusoka, David N. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>; >; 
Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=edwards, 
hannah e.bc9>; >; Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary d.653>; >; Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica r.562>; >; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >; Berner, Katherine 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine k.f0e>; >; Lysaght, 
Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>; >; 
Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory 
c.084>; >; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez r.075>; >; Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m. schrum_ea9f>; >; Donley, Julia M 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>; >; McNellis, 
Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>; >; 
Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>; >; Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco c.412>; >; Pietranton, Kelsey 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey l.c25>; >; Clark, 
Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>; >; 
Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>; >; Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth a.ffe>; >; Joseph, Jeremy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=joseph, jeremyc15>; >; Carpenter, 
Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael r.7b8>; 
>; McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>; >; Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>; >; Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>; >; Doody, Jillian 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>; >; Baker, 
Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah e.67f>; >; 
Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron r.492>; 
>; Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m. 
noblitt_ke6e>; >; Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>; >; Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc f.f6c>; >; Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>; >; Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay c.ad8>; >; Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>; >; Trotter, Katherine K. 
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Cc: </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine k.5b4>; >; Woyak, 
Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>; >; 
Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; 
>; Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, 
dana e.fc6>; >; Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nix, 
sheila m.d38>; >; Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald w.359>; >; Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy m.791>; >; Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob j.6b6>; >; Lyons, Jamie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie e.ef0>; >; Tennant, 
Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>; >; 
Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard 
b.7aa>; >; Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>; >; Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra d.8b8>; >; Prescott, Jeffrey 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; >; Bolduc, 
Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>; >; Lillard, 
Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke m.ce1>; >; 
Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_
13231520c2>; >; Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=chung, kathy s.3c7>; >; Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=russo, william m.11f>; >; Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, sherry e.5f8>; >; Montoya, Jordan 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan r.a75>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, July 25, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:44:57 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
b(6),P6 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
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Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Matt Schiavenza <m.schiavenza@ibtimes.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 5:05 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Query: Hunter Biden at Burisma

Dear Kendra, 
 
This is Matt Schiavenza, International Business Times at the International Business Times. I’m writing to ask a few 
questions about the news that Hunter Biden has taken a position as the head of legal affairs at Burisma. Here they are: 
 

1. When did the courtship between Burisma and Hunter Biden begin?  
2. Does Hunter Biden represent a White House endorsement in any capacity? 

 
Any response to this would be greatly appreciated! Thanks. 
 
Matt  
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:18 PM
To: Murray, Shailagh; Murray, Shailagh
Subject: FW: Kendra - in the WH briefing Jay Carney is referring questions on Hunter Biden to you.

  
  
-----Original Message----- 
From: Compton, Ann W. [mailto:Ann.W.Compton@abc.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:16 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Trotter, Kingsley; Spector, Stephen 
Cc: Bruce, Mary K.; Karl, Jonathan D.; Klein, Rick 
Subject: Kendra - in the WH briefing Jay Carney is referring questions on Hunter Biden to you. 
  
Can you tell us whether the WH counsel's office was consulted? Informed? Even as a courtesy? 
And was Vice President Biden aware of the hiring when he visited Ukraine April 21-22? 
  
Would appreciate a timely  response... Thanks, as always.   
  
-----Original Message----- 
From: Compton, Ann W.  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:50 PM 
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov' 
Subject: ?? Any reply ?? Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of 
interest ? 
  
  
-----Original Message----- 
From: Compton, Ann W.  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:40 AM 
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov' 
Subject: Hi. Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ? 
  
Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company 
  
∙         The Moscow Times   
∙         May. 13 2014 18:49   
∙         Last edited 18:49   
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs 
at Ukraine's largest private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy. 
  
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors 
and head the company's legal unit. 
  
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, 
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy 
and benefit the people of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement. 
  
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday. 
The company also has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins. 
  
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production 
in Ukraine by 35-40 percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told 
newspaper Capital in late April. 
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Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine 
and has pledged to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy. 
### 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 23, 2014 11:13 AM
To: Cerda, Jose <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; Thompson, Kenny <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Bianchi, Sarah <sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; Spector, Stephen 
<stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean w.93f>; >; Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth d.7a5>; >; Bianchi, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>; >; Spector, 
Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen i.b04>; >; 
Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>; >; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; >

Cc: Everett, Aaron <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; [personal email address]; Escudero, Adrian V. 
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; Mackler, Alexander <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Hornbrook, Alex <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; Kurren, Amy <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Person, Anne Marie <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Bernal, Anthony R. <anthony_r.
_bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; Stackpole, Avra <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; Woyak, Brian J. <brian_j.
_woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; Lillard, Brooke <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; Twigg, Carri 
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; Bolduc, Chad <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; Zeigler-Brown, 
Cortez <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenzweig, Dana 
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; Lienemann, David C. <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; 
Anderson, David <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; Cloud, Donald 
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; Lambros, Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; Graves, 
Don <donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; Zikusoka, Dave <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A <elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; Hart, Liz <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; Schrum, 
Michael <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>; Amin, Faisal <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; Picos, Francisco 
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Fran <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Freeman, Gary 
<gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; Schultz, Greg <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; Edwards, 
Hannah E. <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; Gleeson, James <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; Hertz, 
Jessica R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; Doody, Jillian <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; Montoya, 
Jordan <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; Flynn, John S <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; Tejeda, Jose 
<jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; Sullivan, Jacob 
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; Donley, Julia M <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; Noblitt, Karly 
<karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; Berner, Kate <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; Trotter, Kingsley 
<katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; Clark, Katisha A <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; Barkoff, Kendra 
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Chung, Kathy <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; 
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; Pietranton, Kelsey <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; McNellis, Kerry 
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; Suber, Kellen <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; Nickoloff, Lauren 
(Intern) <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; Aidinoff, Marc <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Clavel, Lise <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; Carpenter, Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; 
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; Stennis, Michael <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; Kaye, 
Melanie <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; Hill, Patty <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; Lysaght, Patrick 
J <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; Timko, Rachel <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; Ruffner, Richard 
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; Eaton, Sarah <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; Baker, Sarah 
<sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; Berlenbach, Sarah <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenthal, 
Lynn <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; Ford, Sarah (Intern) <sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; Nix, 
Sheila <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; Lachman, Sherry <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, 
Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Myers, Sam A. <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; Ricchetti, 
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Cc: Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; Tennant, Thomas M <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; 
McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; Williams, Tonya 
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; Nourse, Victoria <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; Reddy, Vinay 
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; Dirksen, Ward <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; 
william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite l.b8f>; >; Dirksen, Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>; >; Timko, Rachel 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel m.350>; >; Stackpole, 
Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra w.f8f>; >; 
Rosenthal, Lynn </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>; >; 
Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven 
j.534>; >; Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=amin, 
faisalc7c>; >; Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>; >; Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>; >; Kaye, Melanie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>; >; Mackler, 
Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s. 
snyder-mackler_a2377>; >; Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f> ( Intern ); >; Escudero, Adrian V. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>; >; Hill, 
Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia j.6b5>; >; 
Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=person, anne m.aae>; 
>; Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>; >; Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j. stennis_me93>; >; Edwards, Hannah E. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah e.bc9>; >; Nourse, 
Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f. 
nourse_vb11>; >; Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary d.653>; >; Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica r.562>; >; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >; Berner, Katherine 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine k.f0e>; >; Lysaght, 
Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>; >; 
Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory 
c.084>; >; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez r.075>; > ( Intern ); Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m. schrum_ea9f>; >; Donley, Julia M 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>; >; McNellis, 
Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>; >; 
Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah 
f. berlenbach_sf948>; >; Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>; >; Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco c.412>; >; Pietranton, Kelsey 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey l.c25>; >; Clark, 
Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>; >; 
Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>; >; Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth a.ffe>; >; Joseph, Jeremy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=joseph, jeremyc15>; >; Carpenter, 
Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael r.7b8>; 
>; McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>; >; Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>; >; Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
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Cc: administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>; >; Doody, Jillian 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>; >; Baker, 
Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah e.67f>; >; 
Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron r.492>; 
>; Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m. 
noblitt_ke6e>; >; Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>; >; Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc f.f6c>; >; Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>; >; Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay c.ad8>; >; Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>; >; Ford, Sarah (Intern) 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l. ford_sl264a>; >; 
Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, 
katherine k.5b4>; >; Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e. nickoloff_l06d>; >; Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>; >; Barkoff, Kendra 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; >; Rosenzweig, 
Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana e.fc6>; >; 
Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila m.d38>; >; 
Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald 
w.359>; >; Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy 
m.791>; >; Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, 
jacob j.6b6>; >; Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=graves, 
donet d.2aa>; >; Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, 
jamie e.ef0>; >; Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>; >; Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard b.7aa>; >; Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>; >; Twigg, Carri 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b. twigg_cb173>; >; 
Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lambros, 
demetra d.8b8>; >; Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; >; Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>; >; Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c. anderson_dc92b>; >; Lillard, Brooke 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke m.ce1>; >; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>; >; 
Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung, kathy s.3c7>; 
>; Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach 
lachman, sherry e.5f8>; >; Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan r.a75>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Thursday, October 23, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:56:49 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
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Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
b(6),P6 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:27 PM
To: Spector, Stephen; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, 

Demetra; Hertz, Jessica R.; Hertz, Jessica R.; Murray, Shailagh; Spector, Stephen; Trotter, Katherine K.; 
Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra; Prescott, Jeffrey

Subject: RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis

+ others 
 

From: Spector, Stephen  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:23 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley 
Subject: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis 
 
Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis 
http://www.nationaljournal.com/white‐house/another‐biden‐has‐waded‐into‐the‐ukraine‐crisis‐20140513 
 
By Marina Koren 
 
Joe Biden has been the White House's go‐to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring former Soviet republics and reassuring 
their concerned leaders. And now, he's not the only Biden involved in the region. 
 
The vice president's youngest son, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's 
largest private gas producer, The Moscow Times reported Tuesday. Hunter described his new role in a statement on the 
company's website: 
 
As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, 
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion, and other priorities will contribute to the economy 
and benefit the people of Ukraine. 
 
The new gig joins several others on Hunter's extensive resume. He currently serves as as managing partner at the 
Washington‐based investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and counsel at the New York City‐based 
law firm Boies Schiller Flexner. He is also an adjunct professor at Georgetown University's Foreign Service graduate 
program. 
 
According to Bloomberg Businessweek, Burisma was founded in 2006 and "engages in oil‐well drilling, production of 
liquefied natural gas, and undertaking geological studies." It is based in Cyprus. It owns several oil and gas companies in 
Ukraine, including in the southeastern city of Dnepropetrovsk. 
 
Burisma hired another American—and another managing partner of Rosemont Seneca Partners—just last month. Devon 
Archer joined the company's board of directors to "focus on the interaction with current investors, as well as involving 
new investors from the United States," according to an April 22 press release from the company. Archer served as a 
senior adviser to John Kerry during his 2004 presidential campaign. 
 
"Today Burisma Holdings reminds me of Exxon Mobil in its wake," Archer said in a recent interview posted on the 
company's website. "It has all the chances to be one of the biggest privately owned oil companies in the world." 
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Archer's work focuses heavily on energy independence for Ukraine, a topic that has received much attention in recent 
months. Ukraine is dependent on Russia for energy exports, and Moscow has pulled discount agreements during its 
ongoing standoff with Kiev. The addition of Hunter to the company masthead suggests Burisma is turning to U.S. 
talent—and money and name recognition—for protection against Russia. It also jibes with the Obama administration 
message that his father has been tasked with spreading. 
 
It's unclear whether the entry of another Biden into the fray was meant to send a message to Moscow. But Russian 
President Vladimir Putin, eternally leery of American hands in eastern European business, is bound to notice. 
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From: [personal email address]
Sent: Friday, October 17, 2014 11:17 AM
To: Murray, Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 

administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >
Subject: Re: WSJ: Bidenâ€™s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:49:36 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
P6,b(6) 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address and personal information 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2014 11:13 AM
To: Cerda, Jose <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; Thompson, Kenny <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Bianchi, Sarah <sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; Spector, Stephen 
<stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean w.93f>; >; Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth d.7a5>; >; Bianchi, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>; >; Spector, 
Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen i.b04>; >; 
Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>; >; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; >

Cc: Everett, Aaron <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; [personal email address]; Escudero, Adrian V. 
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; Hornbrook, Alex <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; Kurren, Amy 
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; Bernal, Anthony R. <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; Stackpole, 
Avra <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; Woyak, Brian J. <brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; Lillard, 
Brooke <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; Bolduc, Chad <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Fromstein, Charles <charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenzweig, Dana <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; Lienemann, David C. 
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; Cloud, Donald <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; Lambros, 
Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; Zikusoka, Dave <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Regoli, Elizabeth A <whca_1323152@dsr.eop.gov>; Hart, Elizabeth <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Amin, Faisal <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; Picos, Francisco <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Person, Fran <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Freeman, Gary <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; Schultz, 
Greg <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; Edwards, Hannah E. <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; Hertz, 
Jessica R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; Doody, Jillian <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; Montoya, 
Jordan <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; Flynn, John S <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; Tejeda, Jose 
<jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; Sullivan, Jacob 
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; Donley, Julia M <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; Richards, Kitty 
<katharine_r_richards@ovp.eop.gov>; Berner, Kate <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; Trotter, 
Kingsley <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; Clark, Katisha A <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; Barkoff, 
Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Chung, Kathy <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; 
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; Pietranton, Kelsey <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; McNellis, Kerry 
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; Suber, Kellen <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; Aidinoff, Marc 
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Clavel, Lise <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; Carpenter, 
Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; Kaye, Melanie 
<melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; Hill, Patty <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; Lysaght, Patrick J 
<patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; Timko, Rachel <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; Ruffner, Richard 
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; Eaton, Sarah <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; Baker, Sarah 
<sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; Rosenthal, Lynn 
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; Nix, Sheila <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; Lachman, Sherry 
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Myers, Sam 
A. <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; Ricchetti, Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; Tennant, 
Thomas M <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Williams, Tonya <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; Reddy, Vinay <vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Dirksen, Ward <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; Russo2, Bill <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, 
marguerite l.b8f>; >; Dirksen, Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
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Cc: /cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>; >; Timko, Rachel </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel m.350>; >; Stackpole, Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra w.f8f>; >; Rosenthal, Lynn 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>; >; Ricchetti, Steven 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven j.534>; >; Amin, 
Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=amin, faisalc7c>; >; 
Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>; >; Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>; >; Kaye, Melanie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>; >; Escudero, 
Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>; >; Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia j.6b5>; >; Zikusoka, David N. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>; >; 
Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=edwards, 
hannah e.bc9>; >; Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary d.653>; >; Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica r.562>; >; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >; Berner, Katherine 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine k.f0e>; >; Lysaght, 
Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>; >; 
Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory 
c.084>; >; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez r.075>; >; Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>; >; McNellis, Kerry 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>; >; Hornbrook, 
Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>; >; 
Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco 
c.412>; >; Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey l.c25>; >; Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>; >; Eaton, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>; >; Hart, 
Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth a.ffe>; >; 
Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=joseph, jeremyc15>; 
>; Richards, Kitty </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=richards, katharine 
r.889>; >; Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael r.7b8>; >; McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>; >; Flynn, John S 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>; >; Suber, Kellen C. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>; >; Doody, 
Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>; >; 
Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah e.67f>; >; 
Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron r.492>; 
>; Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>; >; Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc f.f6c>; >; Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>; >; Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay c.ad8>; >; Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>; >; Trotter, Katherine K. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine k.5b4>; >; Woyak, 
Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>; >; 
Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; 
>; Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, 
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Cc: dana e.fc6>; >; Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nix, 
sheila m.d38>; >; Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald w.359>; >; Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy m.791>; >; Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob j.6b6>; >; Lyons, Jamie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie e.ef0>; >; Tennant, 
Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>; >; 
Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard 
b.7aa>; >; Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles a.b6e>; >; Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>; >; Lambros, Demetra 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra d.8b8>; >; 
Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; >; Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>; >; Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke m.ce1>; >; Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>; >; Chung, Kathy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung, kathy s.3c7>; >; Russo, Bill 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william m.11f>; >; Orbach 
Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, 
sherry e.5f8>; >; Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan r.a75>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Tuesday, May 20, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:34:35 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
b(6),P6 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: Friday, May 16, 2014 11:13 AM
To: Cerda, Jose <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; Thompson, Kenny <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Bianchi, Sarah <sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; Spector, Stephen 
<stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean w.93f>; >; Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth d.7a5>; >; Bianchi, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>; >; Spector, 
Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen i.b04>; >; 
Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>; >; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; >

Cc: Everett, Aaron <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; [personal email address]; Escudero, Adrian V. 
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; Hornbrook, Alex <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; Kurren, Amy 
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; Bernal, Anthony R. <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; Stackpole, 
Avra <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; Woyak, Brian J. <brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; Lillard, 
Brooke <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; Bolduc, Chad <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Fromstein, Charles <charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenzweig, Dana <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; Lienemann, David C. 
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; Cloud, Donald <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; Lambros, 
Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; Zikusoka, Dave <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Regoli, Elizabeth A <whca_1323152@dsr.eop.gov>; Hart, Elizabeth <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Amin, Faisal <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; Picos, Francisco <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Person, Fran <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Freeman, Gary <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; Schultz, 
Greg <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; Edwards, Hannah E. <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; Hertz, 
Jessica R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; Doody, Jillian <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; Montoya, 
Jordan <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; Flynn, John S <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; Tejeda, Jose 
<jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; Sullivan, Jacob 
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; Donley, Julia M <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; Richards, Kitty 
<katharine_r_richards@ovp.eop.gov>; Berner, Kate <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; Trotter, 
Kingsley <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; Clark, Katisha A <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; Barkoff, 
Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Chung, Kathy <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; 
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; Pietranton, Kelsey <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; McNellis, Kerry 
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; Suber, Kellen <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; Aidinoff, Marc 
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Clavel, Lise <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; Carpenter, 
Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; Kaye, Melanie 
<melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; Hill, Patty <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; Lysaght, Patrick J 
<patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; Timko, Rachel <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; Ruffner, Richard 
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; Eaton, Sarah <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; Baker, Sarah 
<sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; Rosenthal, Lynn 
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; Nix, Sheila <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; Lachman, Sherry 
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Myers, Sam 
A. <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; Ricchetti, Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; Tennant, 
Thomas M <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Williams, Tonya <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; Reddy, Vinay <vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Dirksen, Ward <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; Russo2, Bill <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, 
marguerite l.b8f>; >; Dirksen, Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
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Cc: /cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>; >; Timko, Rachel </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel m.350>; >; Stackpole, Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra w.f8f>; >; Rosenthal, Lynn 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>; >; Ricchetti, Steven 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven j.534>; >; Amin, 
Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=amin, faisalc7c>; >; 
Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>; >; Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>; >; Kaye, Melanie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>; >; Escudero, 
Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>; >; Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia j.6b5>; >; Zikusoka, David N. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>; >; 
Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=edwards, 
hannah e.bc9>; >; Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary d.653>; >; Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica r.562>; >; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >; Berner, Katherine 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine k.f0e>; >; Lysaght, 
Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>; >; 
Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory 
c.084>; >; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez r.075>; >; Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>; >; McNellis, Kerry 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>; >; Hornbrook, 
Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>; >; 
Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco 
c.412>; >; Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey l.c25>; >; Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>; >; Eaton, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>; >; Hart, 
Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth a.ffe>; >; 
Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=joseph, jeremyc15>; 
>; Richards, Kitty </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=richards, katharine 
r.889>; >; Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael r.7b8>; >; McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>; >; Flynn, John S 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>; >; Suber, Kellen C. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>; >; Doody, 
Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>; >; 
Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah e.67f>; >; 
Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron r.492>; 
>; Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>; >; Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc f.f6c>; >; Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>; >; Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay c.ad8>; >; Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>; >; Trotter, Katherine K. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine k.5b4>; >; Woyak, 
Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>; >; 
Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; 
>; Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, 
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Cc: dana e.fc6>; >; Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nix, 
sheila m.d38>; >; Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald w.359>; >; Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy m.791>; >; Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob j.6b6>; >; Lyons, Jamie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie e.ef0>; >; Tennant, 
Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>; >; 
Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard 
b.7aa>; >; Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles a.b6e>; >; Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>; >; Lambros, Demetra 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra d.8b8>; >; 
Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; >; Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>; >; Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke m.ce1>; >; Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>; >; Chung, Kathy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung, kathy s.3c7>; >; Russo, Bill 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william m.11f>; >; Orbach 
Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, 
sherry e.5f8>; >; Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan r.a75>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, May 16, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 14:48:03 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
b(6),P6 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
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Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Rosie Gray <rosie@buzzfeed.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:05 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Hunter Biden

Hi, 
 
I'm a reporter for BuzzFeed. I know my colleague Max Seddon has already reached out to your office but we're looking 
to get answers about whether or not Hunter Biden has joined the board of Burisma. Can you confirm? Is the VP's office 
going to say anything about this?  
 
thanks, 
Rosie  
 
 
‐‐  
Reporter, BuzzFeed 
@rosiegray 
c: 646 369 9351 
rosie@buzzfeed.com 
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:52 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, 

Demetra; Hertz, Jessica R.; Hertz, Jessica R.; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Katherine K.; Barkoff, Kendra; 
Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra; Prescott, Jeffrey

Subject: WE: Jay Carney: Joe Biden's son accepted position with Ukrainian gas company as 'private citizen'

Jay Carney: Joe Biden's son accepted 
position with Ukrainian gas company as 
'private citizen' 
Susan Crabtree 

http://washingtonexaminer.com/carney-bidens-son-accepted-position-with-ukrainian-gas-company-as-private-
citizen/article/2548379 

 

Vice President Joe Biden's son, Hunter Biden, has accepted a position with Ukraine's largest private gas producer, 

but that in no way means the White House signed of on or endorses his hiring, presidential spokesman Jay 

Carney said Tuesday. 

Burisma Holdings announced Tuesday that Hunter Biden, Biden's youngest son, would serve on the company's 

board of directors. 

The company in a news release on its website said Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Burisma's legal unit and 

will “provide support” among international organizations. The Moscow Times first reported the news Tuesday. 

Asked about the hiring by a reporter Tuesday, Carney referred questions about it to the vice president's office and 

noted that it did not indicate that Obama was involved or approved of it. 

“Hunter Biden and other members of the family are obviously private citizens and where they work is not an 

endorsement by the president or vice president,” he said. 

Amid the escalating tensions between Ukraine and Russia in recent weeks, the European Commission, the 

executive body of the European Union, has tried to step in to try to prevent Russia from halting natural 

gas shipments to Ukraine unless it pays $3.5 billion in debts. 

Ukraine has so far refused to pay in protest of Moscow's decision to nearly double the price it charges Kiev for gas 

imports. 
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In the company's release, Alan Apter, the chairman of the company's board of directors, said: “The company’s 

strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, 

and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these goals.” 

Hunter Biden works at Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York. He is also a co-founder 

and a managing partner of investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and serves as director of the 

U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, a network of 400 businesses, nonprofits and foreign policy experts, and the 

chairman of the advisory board for the National Democratic Institute, a non-profit that works to support democratic 

institutions and elections around the world. 

 
 

From: Spector, Stephen  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:50 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra; Hertz, 
Jessica R. 
Subject: WT: Joe Biden’s son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest private gas company 
 

Joe Biden’s son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest 
private gas company 
By Jessica Chasmar 

 

http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/may/13/joe-bidens-son-hunter-head-legal-unit-ukraines-lar/ 

 

The Washington Times 

Vice President Joseph R. Biden’s youngest son, Hunter, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine’s largest private gas 

producer. 

Burisma Holdings said in a statement that Hunter Biden will be in charge of the company’s  legal unit and will provide support for the 

company among international organizations. 

“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong 

economy in Ukraine,” Mr. Biden said. 

“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate 

governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit  the people 

of Ukraine,” he said. 

White House press secretary Jay Carney said Tuesday that Mr. Biden’s new position “does not reflect an endorsement by the 

administration,” Time magazine’s Zeke Miller reported. 

The announcement comes just one day after Russia’s state energy giant Gazprom threatened to halt natural gas shipments 

to Ukraine unless the country pays in advance for supplies. 

The vice president has condemned Russia for its intervention in Ukraine and has pledged to support efforts to reduce its dependency 

on Russian energy, The Moscow Times reported. 
 
 
Read more: http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/may/13/joe-bidens-son-hunter-head-legal-unit-ukraines-lar/#ixzz31cgyEE5E  
Follow us: @washtimes on Twitter 
 

From: Spector, Stephen  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:17 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra; Hertz, 
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Jessica R. 
Subject: RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis 
 

AP: VP Biden's son joins Ukrainian gas company's board 
 

WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice President Joe Biden's youngest son, Hunter Biden, is joining the board of a 
gas company operating in Ukraine. 

That's according to Burisma Holdings. The company says Biden will head the company's legal unit and 
seek support for Burisma among international organizations. 

The announcement comes as Ukraine is looking to decrease its reliance on Russian energy. Western 
countries believe Russia would have less leverage in the crisis with Ukraine if Europe was less dependent 
on Russian gas. 

Burisma says it's the largest private gas producer in Ukraine, but a state-owned company controls most 
gas production there. 

Securities and Exchange Commission records show Burisma is based in Cyprus. The vice president will 
visit Cyprus next week and has been a key player in the U.S. response to the Ukraine crisis. 

 
 

From: Barkoff, Kendra  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:27 PM 
To: Spector, Stephen; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra; Hertz, 
Jessica R. 
Subject: RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis 
 
+ others 
 

From: Spector, Stephen  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:23 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley 
Subject: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis 
 
Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis 
http://www.nationaljournal.com/white‐house/another‐biden‐has‐waded‐into‐the‐ukraine‐crisis‐20140513 
 
By Marina Koren 
 
Joe Biden has been the White House's go‐to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring former Soviet republics and reassuring 
their concerned leaders. And now, he's not the only Biden involved in the region. 
 
The vice president's youngest son, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's 
largest private gas producer, The Moscow Times reported Tuesday. Hunter described his new role in a statement on the 
company's website: 
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As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, 
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion, and other priorities will contribute to the economy 
and benefit the people of Ukraine. 
 
The new gig joins several others on Hunter's extensive resume. He currently serves as as managing partner at the 
Washington‐based investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and counsel at the New York City‐based 
law firm Boies Schiller Flexner. He is also an adjunct professor at Georgetown University's Foreign Service graduate 
program. 
 
According to Bloomberg Businessweek, Burisma was founded in 2006 and "engages in oil‐well drilling, production of 
liquefied natural gas, and undertaking geological studies." It is based in Cyprus. It owns several oil and gas companies in 
Ukraine, including in the southeastern city of Dnepropetrovsk. 
 
Burisma hired another American—and another managing partner of Rosemont Seneca Partners—just last month. Devon 
Archer joined the company's board of directors to "focus on the interaction with current investors, as well as involving 
new investors from the United States," according to an April 22 press release from the company. Archer served as a 
senior adviser to John Kerry during his 2004 presidential campaign. 
 
"Today Burisma Holdings reminds me of Exxon Mobil in its wake," Archer said in a recent interview posted on the 
company's website. "It has all the chances to be one of the biggest privately owned oil companies in the world." 
 
Archer's work focuses heavily on energy independence for Ukraine, a topic that has received much attention in recent 
months. Ukraine is dependent on Russia for energy exports, and Moscow has pulled discount agreements during its 
ongoing standoff with Kiev. The addition of Hunter to the company masthead suggests Burisma is turning to U.S. 
talent—and money and name recognition—for protection against Russia. It also jibes with the Obama administration 
message that his father has been tasked with spreading. 
 
It's unclear whether the entry of another Biden into the fray was meant to send a message to Moscow. But Russian 
President Vladimir Putin, eternally leery of American hands in eastern European business, is bound to notice. 
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From: Allen, Elizabeth M <allenem@state.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 2:13 PM
To: Russo, Bill <william_m_russo@nsc.eop.gov>; Trotter, Kingsley <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william m.f22>; >; 
Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, 
katherine k.5b4>; >

Subject: FW: POLITICO Playbook, presented by JPMorgan Chase & Co. -- ROVE: 'This will be an issueâ
€¦whether she likes it or not' -- NICK MERRILL: 'its own form of sickness' -- HRC TO MARTIN 
O'MALLEY: Do what you need to do â€“ MARK ZUCKERBERG is 30 -- HOWARD WOLFS

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 14:28:07 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
P6,b(6) 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal information 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:34 PM
To: jsink@thehill.com
Subject: Re: hunter / ukraine

OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues) 
 
 Here is a statement for your use from me: 
 
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no 
involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.” 
 
  

From: Justin Sink [mailto:jsink@thehill.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:04 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra  
Subject: hunter / ukraine  
  
Hey‐ 
 
Since Jay kicked to you in the briefing, wondering if you had any comment on the VP's son joining Burisma, and if it 
poses any political risks or conflicts ‐ thanks! 
 
‐Justin 
 
 
‐‐  
Justin Sink 
The Hill | Staff Writer 
o) 202.407.8013 
c) 703.772.1865 
jsink@thehill.com 
Twitter: @JTSTheHill 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2014 11:13 AM
To: Cerda, Jose <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; Thompson, Kenny <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Bianchi, Sarah <sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; Spector, Stephen 
<stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean w.93f>; >; Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth d.7a5>; >; Bianchi, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>; >; Spector, 
Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen i.b04>; >; 
Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>; >; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; >

Cc: Everett, Aaron <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; [personal email address]; Escudero, Adrian V. 
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; Mackler, Alexander <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Hornbrook, Alex <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; Kurren, Amy <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Person, Anne Marie <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Bernal, Anthony R. <anthony_r.
_bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; Stackpole, Avra <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; Woyak, Brian J. <brian_j.
_woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; Lillard, Brooke <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; Twigg, Carri 
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; Bolduc, Chad <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; Zeigler-Brown, 
Cortez <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenzweig, Dana 
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; Lienemann, David C. <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; 
Anderson, David <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; Cloud, Donald 
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; Lambros, Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; Graves, 
Don <donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; Zikusoka, Dave <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A <elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; Hart, Liz <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; Schrum, 
Michael <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>; Amin, Faisal <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; Picos, Francisco 
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Fran <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Freeman, Gary 
<gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; Schultz, Greg <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; Edwards, 
Hannah E. <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; Gleeson, James <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; Hertz, 
Jessica R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; Doody, Jillian <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; Montoya, 
Jordan <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; Flynn, John S <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; Tejeda, Jose 
<jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; Sullivan, Jacob 
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; Donley, Julia M <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; Noblitt, Karly 
<karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; Berner, Kate <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; Trotter, Kingsley 
<katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; Clark, Katisha A <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; Barkoff, Kendra 
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Chung, Kathy <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; 
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; Pietranton, Kelsey <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; McNellis, Kerry 
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; Suber, Kellen <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; Nickoloff, Lauren 
(Intern) <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; Aidinoff, Marc <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Clavel, Lise <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; Carpenter, Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; 
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; Stennis, Michael <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; Kaye, 
Melanie <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; Hill, Patty <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; Lysaght, Patrick 
J <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; Timko, Rachel <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; Ruffner, Richard 
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; Eaton, Sarah <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; Baker, Sarah 
<sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; Berlenbach, Sarah <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenthal, 
Lynn <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; Ford, Sarah (Intern) <sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; Nix, 
Sheila <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; Lachman, Sherry <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, 
Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Myers, Sam A. <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; Ricchetti, 
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Cc: Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; Tennant, Thomas M <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; 
McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; Williams, Tonya 
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; Nourse, Victoria <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; Reddy, Vinay 
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; Dirksen, Ward <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; 
william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite l.b8f>; >; Dirksen, Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>; >; Timko, Rachel 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel m.350>; >; Stackpole, 
Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra w.f8f>; >; 
Rosenthal, Lynn </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>; >; 
Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven 
j.534>; >; Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=amin, 
faisalc7c>; >; Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>; >; Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>; >; Kaye, Melanie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>; >; Mackler, 
Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s. 
snyder-mackler_a2377>; >; Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f> ( Intern ); >; Escudero, Adrian V. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>; >; Hill, 
Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia j.6b5>; >; 
Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=person, anne m.aae>; 
>; Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>; >; Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j. stennis_me93>; >; Edwards, Hannah E. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah e.bc9>; >; Nourse, 
Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f. 
nourse_vb11>; >; Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary d.653>; >; Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica r.562>; >; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >; Berner, Katherine 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine k.f0e>; >; Lysaght, 
Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>; >; 
Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory 
c.084>; >; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez r.075>; > ( Intern ); Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m. schrum_ea9f>; >; Donley, Julia M 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>; >; McNellis, 
Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>; >; 
Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah 
f. berlenbach_sf948>; >; Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>; >; Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco c.412>; >; Pietranton, Kelsey 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey l.c25>; >; Clark, 
Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>; >; 
Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>; >; Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth a.ffe>; >; Joseph, Jeremy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=joseph, jeremyc15>; >; Carpenter, 
Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael r.7b8>; 
>; McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>; >; Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>; >; Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
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Cc: administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>; >; Doody, Jillian 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>; >; Baker, 
Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah e.67f>; >; 
Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron r.492>; 
>; Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m. 
noblitt_ke6e>; >; Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>; >; Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc f.f6c>; >; Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>; >; Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay c.ad8>; >; Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>; >; Ford, Sarah (Intern) 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l. ford_sl264a>; >; 
Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, 
katherine k.5b4>; >; Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e. nickoloff_l06d>; >; Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>; >; Barkoff, Kendra 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; >; Rosenzweig, 
Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana e.fc6>; >; 
Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila m.d38>; >; 
Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald 
w.359>; >; Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy 
m.791>; >; Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, 
jacob j.6b6>; >; Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=graves, 
donet d.2aa>; >; Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, 
jamie e.ef0>; >; Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>; >; Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard b.7aa>; >; Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>; >; Twigg, Carri 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b. twigg_cb173>; >; 
Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lambros, 
demetra d.8b8>; >; Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; >; Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>; >; Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c. anderson_dc92b>; >; Lillard, Brooke 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke m.ce1>; >; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>; >; 
Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung, kathy s.3c7>; 
>; Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach 
lachman, sherry e.5f8>; >; Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan r.a75>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Wednesday, October 22, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:55:07 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
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Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
P6,b(6) 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Lederman, Josh <jlederman@ap.org>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:14 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Hunter Biden/Ukraine

Hey Kendra, 
 
I’m sure you’re about to get a flood of inquiries on this since it just came up in the briefing, but are you commenting at 
all on the news about Hunter Biden and Burisma? 
 
Thanks, 
Josh 
 
‐‐ 
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing onMr. R 
Hunter Biden as a new director. 
 
R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among 
international organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and 
industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a 
new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, 
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy 
and benefit the people of Ukraine.” 
 
The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at 
the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted 
that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these goals.” 
 
R. Hunter Biden is a counsel to Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York, USA, which served in 
cases including “Bush vs. Gore”, and “U.S. vs. Microsoft”. He is one of the co‐founders and a managing partner of the 
investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners, as well as chairman of the board of Rosemont Seneca 
Advisors. He is an Adjunct Professor at Georgetown University’s Masters Program in the School of Foreign Service. 
 
Mr. Biden has experience in public service and foreign policy. He is a director for the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, 
The Center for National Policy, and the Chairman’s Advisory Board for the National Democratic Institute. Having served 
as a Senior Vice President at MBNA bank, former U.S. President Bill Clinton appointed him an Executive Director of E‐
Commerce Policy Coordination under Secretary of Commerce William Daley. Mr. Biden served as Honorary Co‐Chair of 
the 2008 Obama‐Biden Inaugural Committee. 
 
Mr. Biden is a member of the bar in the State of Connecticut, and the District of Columbia, the U.S. Supreme Court, and 
the Court of Federal Claims. He received a Bachelor’s degree from Georgetown University, and a J.D. from Yale Law 
School. 
 
R. Hunter Biden is also a well‐known public figure.He is chairman of the Board of the World Food Programme U.S.A., 
together with the world’s largest humanitarian organization, theUnited Nations World Food Programme. In this capacity 
he offers assistance to the poor in developing countries, fighting hunger and poverty, and helping to provide food and 
education to 300 million malnourished children around the world. 
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Company Background: 
Burisma Holdings is a privately owned oil and gas company with assets in Ukraine and operating in the energy market 
since 2002. To date, the company holds a portfolio with permits to develop fields in the Dnieper‐Donets, the Carpathian 
and the Azov‐Kuban basins. In 2013, the daily gas production grew steadily and at year‐end amounted to 11.6 thousand 
BOE (barrels of oil equivalent – incl. gas, condensate and crude oil), or 1.8 million m3 of natural gas. The company sells 
these volumes in the domestic market through traders, as well as directly to final consumers. 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this  
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please  
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1‐212‐621‐1898  
and delete this email. Thank you. 
[IP_US_DISC] 

 

msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: Saturday, October 18, 2014 11:03 AM
To: Cerda, Jose <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; Thompson, Kenny <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Bianchi, Sarah <sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; Spector, Stephen 
<stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean w.93f>; >; Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth d.7a5>; >; Bianchi, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>; >; Spector, 
Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen i.b04>; >; 
Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>; >; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; >

Cc: Everett, Aaron <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; [personal email address]; Escudero, Adrian V. 
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; Mackler, Alexander <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Hornbrook, Alex <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; Kurren, Amy <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Person, Anne Marie <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Bernal, Anthony R. <anthony_r.
_bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; Stackpole, Avra <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; Woyak, Brian J. <brian_j.
_woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; Lillard, Brooke <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; Twigg, Carri 
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; Bolduc, Chad <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; Zeigler-Brown, 
Cortez <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenzweig, Dana 
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; Lienemann, David C. <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; 
Anderson, David <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; Cloud, Donald 
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; Lambros, Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; Graves, 
Don <donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; Zikusoka, Dave <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A <elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; Hart, Liz <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; Schrum, 
Michael <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>; Amin, Faisal <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; Picos, Francisco 
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Fran <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Freeman, Gary 
<gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; Schultz, Greg <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; Edwards, 
Hannah E. <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; Gleeson, James <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; Hertz, 
Jessica R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; Doody, Jillian <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; Montoya, 
Jordan <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; Flynn, John S <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; Tejeda, Jose 
<jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; Sullivan, Jacob 
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; Donley, Julia M <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; Noblitt, Karly 
<karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; Berner, Kate <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; Trotter, Kingsley 
<katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; Clark, Katisha A <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; Barkoff, Kendra 
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Chung, Kathy <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; 
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; Pietranton, Kelsey <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; McNellis, Kerry 
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; Suber, Kellen <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; Nickoloff, Lauren 
(Intern) <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; Aidinoff, Marc <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Clavel, Lise <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; Carpenter, Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; 
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; Stennis, Michael <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; Kaye, 
Melanie <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; Hill, Patty <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; Lysaght, Patrick 
J <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; Timko, Rachel <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; Ruffner, Richard 
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; Eaton, Sarah <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; Baker, Sarah 
<sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; Berlenbach, Sarah <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenthal, 
Lynn <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; Ford, Sarah (Intern) <sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; Nix, 
Sheila <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; Lachman, Sherry <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, 
Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Myers, Sam A. <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; Ricchetti, 
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Cc: Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; Tennant, Thomas M <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; 
McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; Williams, Tonya 
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; Nourse, Victoria <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; Reddy, Vinay 
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; Dirksen, Ward <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; 
william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite l.b8f>; >; Dirksen, Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>; >; Timko, Rachel 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel m.350>; >; Stackpole, 
Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra w.f8f>; >; 
Rosenthal, Lynn </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>; >; 
Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven 
j.534>; >; Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=amin, 
faisalc7c>; >; Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>; >; Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>; >; Kaye, Melanie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>; >; Mackler, 
Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s. 
snyder-mackler_a2377>; >; Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f> ( Intern ); >; Escudero, Adrian V. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>; >; Hill, 
Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia j.6b5>; >; 
Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=person, anne m.aae>; 
>; Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>; >; Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j. stennis_me93>; >; Edwards, Hannah E. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah e.bc9>; >; Nourse, 
Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f. 
nourse_vb11>; >; Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary d.653>; >; Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica r.562>; >; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >; Berner, Katherine 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine k.f0e>; >; Lysaght, 
Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>; >; 
Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory 
c.084>; >; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez r.075>; > ( Intern ); Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m. schrum_ea9f>; >; Donley, Julia M 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>; >; McNellis, 
Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>; >; 
Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah 
f. berlenbach_sf948>; >; Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>; >; Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco c.412>; >; Pietranton, Kelsey 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey l.c25>; >; Clark, 
Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>; >; 
Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>; >; Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth a.ffe>; >; Joseph, Jeremy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=joseph, jeremyc15>; >; Carpenter, 
Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael r.7b8>; 
>; McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>; >; Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>; >; Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
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Cc: administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>; >; Doody, Jillian 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>; >; Baker, 
Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah e.67f>; >; 
Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron r.492>; 
>; Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m. 
noblitt_ke6e>; >; Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>; >; Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc f.f6c>; >; Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>; >; Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay c.ad8>; >; Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>; >; Ford, Sarah (Intern) 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l. ford_sl264a>; >; 
Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, 
katherine k.5b4>; >; Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e. nickoloff_l06d>; >; Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>; >; Barkoff, Kendra 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; >; Rosenzweig, 
Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana e.fc6>; >; 
Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila m.d38>; >; 
Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald 
w.359>; >; Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy 
m.791>; >; Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, 
jacob j.6b6>; >; Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=graves, 
donet d.2aa>; >; Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, 
jamie e.ef0>; >; Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>; >; Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard b.7aa>; >; Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>; >; Twigg, Carri 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b. twigg_cb173>; >; 
Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lambros, 
demetra d.8b8>; >; Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; >; Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>; >; Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c. anderson_dc92b>; >; Lillard, Brooke 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke m.ce1>; >; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>; >; 
Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung, kathy s.3c7>; 
>; Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach 
lachman, sherry e.5f8>; >; Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan r.a75>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Saturday, October 18, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:50:38 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
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Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
b(6),P6 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:47 PM
To: jlederman@ap.org
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden/Ukraine

Off the record: 
Hunter is not traveling with the vp to Cyprus and Romania. Since the VP has no association with the company it has 
nothing to do with his trip 
 
 
  

From: Lederman, Josh [mailto:JLederman@ap.org]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:47 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra  
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine  
  
Following up on this because the company is based in Cyprus. Two questions for you: 
 

1) Is this related to the vice president’s visit to Cyrpus next week? 
2) Is Hunter Biden traveling on the VP’s trip to Cyrpus? 

 
Thanks, Josh 
 
 
 
 

From: Lederman, Josh  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:14 PM 
To: 'Barkoff, Kendra' 
Subject: Hunter Biden/Ukraine 
 
Hey Kendra, 
 
I’m sure you’re about to get a flood of inquiries on this since it just came up in the briefing, but are you commenting at 
all on the news about Hunter Biden and Burisma? 
 
Thanks, 
Josh 
 
‐‐ 
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing onMr. R 
Hunter Biden as a new director. 
 
R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among 
international organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and 
industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a 
new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, 
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corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy 
and benefit the people of Ukraine.” 
 
The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at 
the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted 
that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these goals.” 
 
R. Hunter Biden is a counsel to Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York, USA, which served in 
cases including “Bush vs. Gore”, and “U.S. vs. Microsoft”. He is one of the co‐founders and a managing partner of the 
investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners, as well as chairman of the board of Rosemont Seneca 
Advisors. He is an Adjunct Professor at Georgetown University’s Masters Program in the School of Foreign Service. 
 
Mr. Biden has experience in public service and foreign policy. He is a director for the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, 
The Center for National Policy, and the Chairman’s Advisory Board for the National Democratic Institute. Having served 
as a Senior Vice President at MBNA bank, former U.S. President Bill Clinton appointed him an Executive Director of E‐
Commerce Policy Coordination under Secretary of Commerce William Daley. Mr. Biden served as Honorary Co‐Chair of 
the 2008 Obama‐Biden Inaugural Committee. 
 
Mr. Biden is a member of the bar in the State of Connecticut, and the District of Columbia, the U.S. Supreme Court, and 
the Court of Federal Claims. He received a Bachelor’s degree from Georgetown University, and a J.D. from Yale Law 
School. 
 
R. Hunter Biden is also a well‐known public figure.He is chairman of the Board of the World Food Programme U.S.A., 
together with the world’s largest humanitarian organization, theUnited Nations World Food Programme. In this capacity 
he offers assistance to the poor in developing countries, fighting hunger and poverty, and helping to provide food and 
education to 300 million malnourished children around the world. 
 
Company Background: 
Burisma Holdings is a privately owned oil and gas company with assets in Ukraine and operating in the energy market 
since 2002. To date, the company holds a portfolio with permits to develop fields in the Dnieper‐Donets, the Carpathian 
and the Azov‐Kuban basins. In 2013, the daily gas production grew steadily and at year‐end amounted to 11.6 thousand 
BOE (barrels of oil equivalent – incl. gas, condensate and crude oil), or 1.8 million m3 of natural gas. The company sells 
these volumes in the domestic market through traders, as well as directly to final consumers. 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this  
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please  
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1‐212‐621‐1898  
and delete this email. Thank you. 
[IP_US_DISC] 

 

msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938 
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From: London, Ref <reflond@state.gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 8:28 AM
To: Adams-Smith, Steven P <adamssmiths@state.gov>; Adelson, Robert <adelsonr@state.gov>; Allen, 

Sara J <allensj@state.gov>; Bazarnic, Zoja <bazarniczd@state.gov>; Brechbill, Alan M 
<brechbill@state.gov>; Breisler, Jodi R <breislerjr@state.gov>; Burton, Taryn E 
<burtonte@state.gov>; Clayton McCleskey <clayton.m.mccleskey.civ@mail.mil>; Coffey, Rachel 
<coffeyr@state.gov>; Coley, Bradley S <coleybs@state.gov>; Colleran, Ellen A 
<colleranea@state.gov>; Connell, Patrick D <connellpd@state.gov>; Cordero, Barbara H 
<corderobh@state.gov>; Curran, Patrick J <curranpj@state.gov>; Deb MacLean [personal email 
address]; Dena Brownlow [personal email address]; Dibble, Elizabeth L <dibbleel@state.gov>; 
Dickerson, Tai A <dickersonta@state.gov>; Dreilinger, David C <dreilingerdc@state.gov>; Dubray, 
Michael R <dubraymr@state.gov>; Evans, John-Paul <evansjp@state.gov>; Fallin, Leanne S 
<fallinls@state.gov>; Garratt, Robert W <garrattrw@state.gov>; Gregory Olsavsky 
<gregory.a.olsavsky@cbp.dhs.gov>; Gresham, Callece V <greshamcv@state.gov>; Halisky, Joseph G 
<haliskyjg@state.gov>; Hamilton, Sharon (Belfast) <hamiltons@state.gov>; Hartnoll, David J 
<hartnolldj@state.gov>; Hidea, Carolina <carolina_hidea@nsc.eop.gov>; Holcombe, A Diane 
<holcombead@state.gov>; Hurwitz, Kyle R <hurwitzkr@state.gov>; jennifer.kane@trade.gov; 
john.breidenstine@trade.gov; Kingham, Sarah L <kinghamsl@state.gov>; Lea, Michael J. 
<leamj@state.gov>; Leary, Thomas M <learytm@state.gov>; Lodinsky, Jeffrey P 
<lodinskyjp@state.gov>; London, Exec <london-executive@state.gov>; LondonEcon 
<londonecon@state.gov>; Lyddall, Martin D <lyddallmd@state.gov>; Macia, Mary X 
<maciamx@state.gov>; MacLean, Deborah <macleanda@state.gov>; Madar, Daniel P 
<madardp@state.gov>; Martin, Jamie <martinj2@state.gov>; Maxfield, Karen B 
<maxfieldkb@state.gov>; May, David N <maydn@state.gov>; Mayhew, Sarah-Jane 
<mayhewsj@state.gov>; McGregor, Robbie <mcgregorr@state.gov>; McKittrick, Peter (Belfast) 
<mckittrickp@state.gov>; McManis, S Lee <mcmanissl@state.gov> ( Belfast ); Carpenter, Michael 
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; Miller, Caroline H <millerch@state.gov>; Miller, Fay K 
<millerfk@state.gov>; Moore, Bradley A <mooreb@state.gov>; Mulley, Matthew S. 
<mulleyms@state.gov>; Mulot, Stephanie M <mulotsm@state.gov>; Nauta, Brian 
<nautab@state.gov>; Nunnink, Tiley R <nunninktr@state.gov>; Nutter, Julie H 
<nutterjh@state.gov>; Parvin, Claire <parvincx@state.gov>; Paschall, Robert D 
<paschallrd@state.gov>; Pease, Leah M <peasel@state.gov>; Peccia, Jonathan R 
<pecciajr@state.gov>; Petersen, Michele L <petersenml@state.gov>; Platt, Lynne G 
<plattlg@state.gov>; Plowden, Marisa L <plowdenml@state.gov>; Poves, Richard J 
<povesrj@state.gov>; Prosser, Michael R <prossermr@state.gov>; Quesada, Monique V 
<quesadamv@state.gov>; Quintas, John T <quintasjt@state.gov>; Rana, Aroosha Z 
<ranaaz@state.gov>; Rapp, Cynthia L <rappcl@state.gov>; Reidhead, Van E 
<reidheadve@state.gov>; Richmond, Lucy V <richmondlv@state.gov>; Richter, Lawrence 
<richterlg@state.gov>; Roundy, Brian A <roundyba@state.gov>; Sanderson de Flores, Mary A 
<sandersonma@state.gov>; stephanie.mulot@trade.gov; Stracener, David A 
<stracenerda@state.gov>; Leweling, Tara <tara_a_leweling@nsc.eop.gov>; 
tom.mcquade@occ.treas.gov; Tomlinson, Christina <tomlinsonc@state.gov>; Traub, Herbert S 
<traubhs@state.gov>; Volk, Carol J <volkcj@state.gov>; Wedlake, Susan J <wedlakesj@state.gov>; 
Willis, Travis A <willista1@state.gov>; Wilson, Sandra F <wilsonsf@state.gov>; Zajac, Wojciech 
<zajacw@state.gov>; Hidea, Carolina </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=hidea, carolina7f5>; >; Leweling, Tara </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=leweling, tara a.aac> ( Belfast ); >; Carpenter, Michael 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael r.7b8>; >

Cc: Yehl, Ashley C <yehlac@state.gov>; Johnson, Glen D  (S) <johnsongd@state.gov>; Turley, Melissa K 
<turleymk@state.gov>
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Subject: UK News Alert May 15th 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 14:33:31 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
b(6),P6 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email addresses 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Kalishman, David (Intern) <david_kalishman_intern@who.eop.gov>
Sent: Friday, May 16, 2014 12:31 PM
To: Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 

group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie e.ef0>; >
Subject: RE: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, May 16, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 14:48:50 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
b(6),P6 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Klein, Stacey (NBCUniversal) <stacey.klein@nbcuni.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:40 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden to Oil Compnay w Holdings in Ukraine?

Thank you! Safe travels.  
Just to clarify ‐ I can use the comment from you or it's off the record? 
 
Stacey P. Klein  
NBC News ‐ The White House 
202‐573‐0328 (cell) 
202‐885‐4363 (office) 
 
On May 13, 2014, at 2:34 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote: 

OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues) 
 
 Here is a statement for your use from me: 
 
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular 
company and has no involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to 
Hunter’s office.” 
  

From: Klein, Stacey (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Stacey.Klein@nbcuni.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:56 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra  
Subject: Hunter Biden to Oil Compnay w Holdings in Ukraine?  
  
Hi Kendra, 
Wondering if you have any comment on allegations Hunter Biden has taken a seat on the board of 
an oil and gas company with holdings in Ukraine?  Carney pushed us all to you all – any comment? 
Thanks in advance! 
  
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter‐biden‐ukraine‐gas‐board‐106631.html 
  
Here’s their release: 
  
http://burisma.com/hunter‐biden‐joins‐the‐team‐of‐burisma‐holdings/ 
  
  
Stacey	P.	Klein 
NBC News – The White House 
202-885-4363 (office) 
202-573-0328 (cell) 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: Friday, October 17, 2014 11:14 AM
To: Cerda, Jose <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; Thompson, Kenny <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Bianchi, Sarah <sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; Spector, Stephen 
<stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean w.93f>; >; Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth d.7a5>; >; Bianchi, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>; >; Spector, 
Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen i.b04>; >; 
Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>; >; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; >

Cc: Everett, Aaron <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; [personal email address]; Escudero, Adrian V. 
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; Mackler, Alexander <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Hornbrook, Alex <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; Kurren, Amy <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Person, Anne Marie <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Bernal, Anthony R. <anthony_r.
_bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; Stackpole, Avra <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; Woyak, Brian J. <brian_j.
_woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; Lillard, Brooke <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; Twigg, Carri 
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; Bolduc, Chad <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; Zeigler-Brown, 
Cortez <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenzweig, Dana 
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; Lienemann, David C. <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; 
Anderson, David <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; Cloud, Donald 
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; Lambros, Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; Graves, 
Don <donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; Zikusoka, Dave <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A <elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; Hart, Liz <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; Schrum, 
Michael <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>; Amin, Faisal <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; Picos, Francisco 
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Fran <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Freeman, Gary 
<gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; Schultz, Greg <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; Edwards, 
Hannah E. <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; Gleeson, James <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; Hertz, 
Jessica R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; Doody, Jillian <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; Montoya, 
Jordan <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; Flynn, John S <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; Tejeda, Jose 
<jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; Sullivan, Jacob 
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; Donley, Julia M <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; Noblitt, Karly 
<karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; Berner, Kate <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; Trotter, Kingsley 
<katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; Clark, Katisha A <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; Barkoff, Kendra 
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Chung, Kathy <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; 
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; Pietranton, Kelsey <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; McNellis, Kerry 
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; Suber, Kellen <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; Nickoloff, Lauren 
(Intern) <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; Aidinoff, Marc <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Clavel, Lise <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; Carpenter, Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; 
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; Stennis, Michael <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; Kaye, 
Melanie <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; Hill, Patty <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; Lysaght, Patrick 
J <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; Timko, Rachel <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; Ruffner, Richard 
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; Eaton, Sarah <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; Baker, Sarah 
<sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; Berlenbach, Sarah <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenthal, 
Lynn <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; Ford, Sarah (Intern) <sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; Nix, 
Sheila <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; Lachman, Sherry <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, 
Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Myers, Sam A. <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; Ricchetti, 
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Cc: Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; Tennant, Thomas M <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; 
McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; Williams, Tonya 
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; Nourse, Victoria <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; Reddy, Vinay 
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; Dirksen, Ward <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; 
william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite l.b8f>; >; Dirksen, Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>; >; Timko, Rachel 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel m.350>; >; Stackpole, 
Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra w.f8f>; >; 
Rosenthal, Lynn </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>; >; 
Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven 
j.534>; >; Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=amin, 
faisalc7c>; >; Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>; >; Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>; >; Kaye, Melanie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>; >; Mackler, 
Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s. 
snyder-mackler_a2377>; >; Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f> ( Intern ); >; Escudero, Adrian V. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>; >; Hill, 
Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia j.6b5>; >; 
Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=person, anne m.aae>; 
>; Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>; >; Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j. stennis_me93>; >; Edwards, Hannah E. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah e.bc9>; >; Nourse, 
Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f. 
nourse_vb11>; >; Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary d.653>; >; Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica r.562>; >; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >; Berner, Katherine 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine k.f0e>; >; Lysaght, 
Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>; >; 
Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory 
c.084>; >; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez r.075>; > ( Intern ); Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m. schrum_ea9f>; >; Donley, Julia M 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>; >; McNellis, 
Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>; >; 
Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah 
f. berlenbach_sf948>; >; Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>; >; Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco c.412>; >; Pietranton, Kelsey 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey l.c25>; >; Clark, 
Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>; >; 
Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>; >; Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth a.ffe>; >; Joseph, Jeremy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=joseph, jeremyc15>; >; Carpenter, 
Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael r.7b8>; 
>; McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>; >; Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>; >; Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
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Cc: administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>; >; Doody, Jillian 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>; >; Baker, 
Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah e.67f>; >; 
Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron r.492>; 
>; Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m. 
noblitt_ke6e>; >; Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>; >; Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc f.f6c>; >; Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>; >; Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay c.ad8>; >; Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>; >; Ford, Sarah (Intern) 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l. ford_sl264a>; >; 
Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, 
katherine k.5b4>; >; Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e. nickoloff_l06d>; >; Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>; >; Barkoff, Kendra 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; >; Rosenzweig, 
Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana e.fc6>; >; 
Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila m.d38>; >; 
Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald 
w.359>; >; Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy 
m.791>; >; Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, 
jacob j.6b6>; >; Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=graves, 
donet d.2aa>; >; Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, 
jamie e.ef0>; >; Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>; >; Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard b.7aa>; >; Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>; >; Twigg, Carri 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b. twigg_cb173>; >; 
Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lambros, 
demetra d.8b8>; >; Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; >; Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>; >; Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c. anderson_dc92b>; >; Lillard, Brooke 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke m.ce1>; >; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>; >; 
Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung, kathy s.3c7>; 
>; Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach 
lachman, sherry e.5f8>; >; Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan r.a75>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, October 17, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:45:31 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
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Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
P6,b(6) 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Hart, Liz <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Saturday, December 20, 2014 1:26 AM
To: [personal email address]
Subject: FW: Ukraine Clips

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:57:12 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
P6,b(6) 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:28 PM
To: Lederman, Josh
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine

Yes, from me 
The one in DC.  Sorry, on the plane give me a few min 
 

From: Lederman, Josh [mailto:JLederman@ap.org]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:23 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine 
 
Thanks. That’s on the record, attributable to Kendra Barkoff, right? 
 
Also – which of Hunter’s offices are you directing me to? He is involved with a lot of companies. 
 

From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:22 PM 
To: Lederman, Josh 
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine 
 
Off the record (on the airplane, so having email issues) 
 
Here is a statement for your use from me: 
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no 
involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.” 
 
 

From: Lederman, Josh [mailto:JLederman@ap.org]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:14 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Hunter Biden/Ukraine 
 
Hey Kendra, 
 
I’m sure you’re about to get a flood of inquiries on this since it just came up in the briefing, but are you commenting at 
all on the news about Hunter Biden and Burisma? 
 
Thanks, 
Josh 
 
‐‐ 
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing onMr. R 
Hunter Biden as a new director. 
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R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among 
international organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and 
industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a 
new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, 
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy 
and benefit the people of Ukraine.” 
 
The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at 
the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted 
that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these goals.” 
 
R. Hunter Biden is a counsel to Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York, USA, which served in 
cases including “Bush vs. Gore”, and “U.S. vs. Microsoft”. He is one of the co‐founders and a managing partner of the 
investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners, as well as chairman of the board of Rosemont Seneca 
Advisors. He is an Adjunct Professor at Georgetown University’s Masters Program in the School of Foreign Service. 
 
Mr. Biden has experience in public service and foreign policy. He is a director for the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, 
The Center for National Policy, and the Chairman’s Advisory Board for the National Democratic Institute. Having served 
as a Senior Vice President at MBNA bank, former U.S. President Bill Clinton appointed him an Executive Director of E‐
Commerce Policy Coordination under Secretary of Commerce William Daley. Mr. Biden served as Honorary Co‐Chair of 
the 2008 Obama‐Biden Inaugural Committee. 
 
Mr. Biden is a member of the bar in the State of Connecticut, and the District of Columbia, the U.S. Supreme Court, and 
the Court of Federal Claims. He received a Bachelor’s degree from Georgetown University, and a J.D. from Yale Law 
School. 
 
R. Hunter Biden is also a well‐known public figure.He is chairman of the Board of the World Food Programme U.S.A., 
together with the world’s largest humanitarian organization, theUnited Nations World Food Programme. In this capacity 
he offers assistance to the poor in developing countries, fighting hunger and poverty, and helping to provide food and 
education to 300 million malnourished children around the world. 
 
Company Background: 
Burisma Holdings is a privately owned oil and gas company with assets in Ukraine and operating in the energy market 
since 2002. To date, the company holds a portfolio with permits to develop fields in the Dnieper‐Donets, the Carpathian 
and the Azov‐Kuban basins. In 2013, the daily gas production grew steadily and at year‐end amounted to 11.6 thousand 
BOE (barrels of oil equivalent – incl. gas, condensate and crude oil), or 1.8 million m3 of natural gas. The company sells 
these volumes in the domestic market through traders, as well as directly to final consumers. 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this  
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please  
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898  
and delete this email. Thank you. 
[IP_US_DISC] 

 

msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938 
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From: Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:30 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

Interesting. Burisma is completely independent of Ukrainian government with an independent board of directors. NZ 
served as Minister of Ecology and resigned in 2010.  I joined the board as legal adviser and Burisma also engaged the law 
firm I am of counsel to Boies Schiller Flexner on matters pertaining to corporate governance, transparency and 
expansion. Alana Apter former head of Morgan Stanley Europe is chairman of the board.  
 
RHB 
202.333.1880 
 
On May 13, 2014, at 5:04 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote: 

  
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM 
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura 
Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company 
  
Dear Laura, 
  
Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press  
 release, supposedly from a Cypriot‐held Ukrainian natural gas company,  
 claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of 
directors.  The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of 
interest given the VP's role on Ukraine policy ‐ particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai 
Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy NSC chief under Yanukovych. 
  
Is this true? What exactly is going on here? 
  
Thanks and best 
  
Max 
  
  
Max Seddon 
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed 
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev) 
twitter.com/maxseddon 
  
  
  
‐‐ 
Max Seddon 
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed 
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+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev) 
twitter.com/maxseddon 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: Sunday, June 8, 2014 11:25 AM
To: Cerda, Jose <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; Thompson, Kenny <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Bianchi, Sarah <sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; Spector, Stephen 
<stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean w.93f>; >; Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth d.7a5>; >; Bianchi, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>; >; Spector, 
Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen i.b04>; >; 
Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>; >; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; >

Cc: Everett, Aaron <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; [personal email address]; Escudero, Adrian V. 
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; Hornbrook, Alex <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; Kurren, Amy 
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Anne Marie <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Bernal, 
Anthony R. <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; Stackpole, Avra <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Woyak, Brian J. <brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; Lillard, Brooke <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Bolduc, Chad <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; Fromstein, Charles 
<charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenzweig, Dana <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; Lienemann, David C. 
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; Cloud, Donald <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; Lambros, 
Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; Zikusoka, Dave <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Regoli, Elizabeth A <whca_1323152@dsr.eop.gov>; Hart, Liz <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; Amin, 
Faisal <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; Picos, Francisco <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Fran 
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Freeman, Gary <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; Schultz, Greg 
<gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; Edwards, Hannah E. <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; Lyons, 
Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; Hertz, Jessica 
R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; Doody, Jillian <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; Montoya, Jordan 
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; Flynn, John S <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; Tejeda, Jose 
<jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; Sullivan, Jacob 
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; Donley, Julia M <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; Berner, Kate 
<katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; Trotter, Kingsley <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; Clark, 
Katisha A <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Chung, 
Kathy <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; kcoconnor@whmo.mil; Pietranton, Kelsey 
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; McNellis, Kerry <kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; Suber, Kellen 
<kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; Aidinoff, Marc <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Clavel, Lise 
<marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; Carpenter, Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; 
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; Kaye, Melanie <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; Hill, Patty 
<patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; Lysaght, Patrick J <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; Timko, Rachel 
<rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; Ruffner, Richard <richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; Eaton, Sarah 
<sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; Baker, Sarah <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; 
sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; Rosenthal, Lynn <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; Nix, Sheila 
<sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; Lachman, Sherry <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, 
Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Myers, Sam A. <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; Ricchetti, 
Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; Tennant, Thomas M <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; 
McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; Williams, Tonya 
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; Reddy, Vinay <vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; Dirksen, Ward 
<ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; Russo2, Bill <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>; Clavel, Marguerite 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite l.b8f>; >; Dirksen, 
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Cc: Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>; >; 
Timko, Rachel </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel m.350>; 
>; Stackpole, Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra 
w.f8f>; >; Rosenthal, Lynn </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>; >; Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven j.534>; >; Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin, faisalc7c>; >; Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>; >; Tejeda, Jose 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>; >; Kaye, 
Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>; >; 
Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>; >; Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia j.6b5>; >; Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=person, anne m.aae>; >; Zikusoka, David N. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>; >; 
Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=edwards, 
hannah e.bc9>; >; Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary d.653>; >; Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica r.562>; >; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >; Berner, Katherine 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine k.f0e>; >; Lysaght, 
Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>; >; 
Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory 
c.084>; >; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez r.075>; >; Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>; >; McNellis, Kerry 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>; >; Hornbrook, 
Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>; >; 
Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco 
c.412>; >; Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey l.c25>; >; Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>; >; Eaton, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>; >; Hart, 
Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth a.ffe>; >; 
Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=joseph, jeremyc15>; 
>; Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, 
michael r.7b8>; >; McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>; >; Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>; >; Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>; >; Doody, Jillian 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>; >; Baker, 
Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah e.67f>; >; 
Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron r.492>; 
>; Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>; >; Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc f.f6c>; >; Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>; >; Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay c.ad8>; >; Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>; >; Trotter, Katherine K. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine k.5b4>; >; Woyak, 
Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>; >; 
Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; 
>; Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, 
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Cc: dana e.fc6>; >; Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nix, 
sheila m.d38>; >; Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald w.359>; >; Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy m.791>; >; Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob j.6b6>; >; Lyons, Jamie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie e.ef0>; >; Tennant, 
Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>; >; 
Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard 
b.7aa>; >; Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles a.b6e>; >; Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>; >; Lambros, Demetra 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra d.8b8>; >; 
Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; >; Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>; >; Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke m.ce1>; >; Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>; >; Chung, Kathy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung, kathy s.3c7>; >; Russo, Bill 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william m.11f>; >; Orbach 
Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, 
sherry e.5f8>; >; Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan r.a75>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Sunday, June 8, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:42:29 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
P6,b(6) 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
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Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Compton, Ann W. <ann.w.compton@abc.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:44 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Trotter, Kingsley; Spector, Stephen; Spector, Stephen; Trotter, Katherine K.; Barkoff, 

Kendra
Cc: Bruce, Mary K.; Karl, Jonathan D.; Klein, Rick
Subject: thank you Kendra.... enjoy St Louis today --

  
  
-----Original Message----- 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:37 PM 
To: Compton, Ann W.; Trotter, Kingsley; Spector, Stephen 
Cc: Bruce, Mary K.; Karl, Jonathan D.; Klein, Rick 
Subject: Re: I know you are travellinbg. OFF the record doesnt help. I would however be willing to use this with or 
without quoting YOU. 
  
Off the record: 
The lawyers weren’t consulted because Hunter is a private citizen and the VP has no association with this company.  
  
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Compton, Ann W. [mailto:Ann.W.Compton@abc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:35 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Trotter, Kingsley; Spector, Stephen 
Cc: Bruce, Mary K. <Mary.K.Bruce@abc.com>; Karl, Jonathan D. <Jonathan.D.Karl@abc.com>; Klein, Rick 
<Rick.Klein@abc.com> 
Subject: I know you are travellinbg.  OFF the record doesnt help. I would however be willing to use this with or  
without quoting YOU. 
  
And Hunter's office cannot answer: was the WH counsel's office consulted, or informed as a courtesy? 
  
-----Original Message----- 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:27 PM 
To: Compton, Ann W.; Trotter, Kingsley; Spector, Stephen 
Cc: Bruce, Mary K.; Karl, Jonathan D.; Klein, Rick 
Subject: RE: Kendra - in the WH briefing Jay Carney is referring questions on Hunter Biden to you. 
  
OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues) 
  
Here is a statement for your use from me: 
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has 
no involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.” 
  
-----Original Message----- 
From: Compton, Ann W. [mailto:Ann.W.Compton@abc.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:16 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Trotter, Kingsley; Spector, Stephen 
Cc: Bruce, Mary K.; Karl, Jonathan D.; Klein, Rick 
Subject: Kendra - in the WH briefing Jay Carney is referring questions on Hunter Biden to you. 
  
Can you tell us whether the WH counsel's office was consulted? Informed? Even as a courtesy? 
And was Vice President Biden aware of the hiring when he visited Ukraine April 21-22? 
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Would appreciate a timely  response... Thanks, as always.   
  
-----Original Message----- 
From: Compton, Ann W.  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:50 PM 
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov' 
Subject: ?? Any reply ?? Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of 
interest ? 
  
  
-----Original Message----- 
From: Compton, Ann W.  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:40 AM 
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov' 
Subject: Hi. Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ? 
  
Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company 
  
∙         The Moscow Times   
∙         May. 13 2014 18:49   
∙         Last edited 18:49   
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs 
at Ukraine's largest private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy. 
  
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors 
and head the company's legal unit. 
  
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, 
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy 
and benefit the people of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement. 
  
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday. 
The company also has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins. 
  
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production 
in Ukraine by 35-40 percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told 
newspaper Capital in late April. 
  
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine 
and has pledged to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy. 
### 
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From: Macdonald, Elizabeth M <macdonalde@state.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 1:32 AM
To: Moscow Ukraine News DL
Subject: May 14 print, social media and TV summary on Ukraine

 
 
 

Print Media Summary, compiled by Consulate Vladivostok 
 
Fire attacks in Slavyansk, Victims in Kramatorsk; Yuriy Lebed Captured by Donetsk self‐defense forces 
 
May 14, 00:46 Ukrainian forces renewed fire attacks in Slavyansk.  Lately, these fire attacks on behalf of Ukrainian 
militants have been happening least once a day, Ria‐Novosti reporters claim.  (http://kommersant.ru/doc/2470126)   
 
Seven Ukrainian soldiers died in Kramatorsk  (http://www.interfax.ru/world/376035, 
http://www.kp.ru/online/news/1734241/ )  
 
May 13, 17:05 Military showdowns between are reported to renew in Kramatorsk neighborhood.  Meanwhile, Ukranian 
media is silent (http://lenta.ru/news/2014/05/13/btr/ ) 
 
Donetsk self‐defense forces informed they captured one of the heads of anti‐terror operations, colonel Yuriy Lebed 
(http://lenta.ru/news/2014/05/13/lebed/, http://www.kp.ru/online/news/1734288/ ) 
 
Self‐defense forces of Donetsk republic kicked out the mayor of Gorlovka from his post 
(http://lenta.ru/news/2014/05/13/gorlovka/ ) 
 
Siloviki started fire attacks again (http://ria.ru/world/20140514/1007669171.html ) 
 
Slavyansk attacks national forces (http://www.kp.ru/daily/26229.5/3112428/ ) 
 
 
“People’s Governor of Lugansk” assassination attempt 
 
“People’s governor” of Lugansk region was wounded in an assassination attempt, which was Kiyev’s response to 
referendum (http://www.interfax.ru/world/375992, http://lenta.ru/news/2014/05/13/bolotov/, 
http://www.kp.ru/daily/26229/3112894/), however he the governor is going to resume his duties soon 
(http://www.interfax.ru/world/376012 ) 
 
Referenda follow‐up, Novorossiya Party establishment, Russian Block closure order 
 
The heads of the self‐styled People’s Republic of Donetsk plan to form a new body entitled to negotiate with Moscow 
and Kiyev about region’s future.  Official authorities of Donetsk region plan to host another referendum on June 15 
about  federalization and status of Russian language. (http://kommersant.ru/doc/2469746)  
 
People’s governor of Donetsk Republic announced about the establishing of a new party “Novorossiya” 
(http://www.interfax.ru/world/376042, http://www.kp.ru/online/news/1734286/ ) 
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Donetsk Republic postponed its plans to enter Russia (http://www.novayagazeta.ru/news/1681977.html) 
 
Kyiv court forbid the party “Russian block” (http://www.interfax.ru/world/376026 ) 
 
Pavel Gubarev will establish a party “Novorossiya” (http://lenta.ru/news/2014/05/14/gubarev/, 
http://ria.ru/world/20140514/1007667864.html ) 
 
Russia hasn’t helped us but we are sure it won’t leave us: Boris Livtinov (http://www.kp.ru/daily/26229/3112907/ ) 
 
GPS stations closure in Russia, International Space Station project closure 
 
In response to the friction between Russia and the USA, Russia might stop all GPS stations on its territory if Washington 
doesn’t agree to locate GLONASS stations on the territory of the USA, missile engine deliveries will be fulfilled only for 
civic purposes under the corresponding legal support, international space station to be closed by 2020 
(http://kommersant.ru/doc/2469806, http://www.vedomosti.ru/tech/news/26449161/rossiya‐grozit‐gps , 
http://www.interfax.ru/russia/376013 ,   ) 
 
UN labeled aircrafts in Ukraine 
 
Ukrainian military uses UN labeled planes in Kramatorsk (http://www.kp.ru/online/news/1734266/ ) 
 
UN: Kiyev broke agreements if used helicopters with UN emblems (http://www.novayagazeta.ru/news/1682009.html ) 
 
Round‐tables 
OSCE plans to establish a dialogue between Kiyev authorities and representatives of the country’s East.  OSCE negotiator 
arrived in Kyiv on May 13.  (http://kommersant.ru/doc/2469700 ) 
 
The first all‐Ukrainian round table will take place on May 14 in Verkhovna Rada (http://www.interfax.ru/world/375990, 
http://ria.ru/world/20140514/1007679032.html  ) 
 
Angela Merkel supported the round‐tables in Ukraine (http://www.kp.ru/online/news/1734292/ ) 
 
Kerry: USA, Russia and Germany try to promote national dialogue in Ukraine.  Ukrainian government suggested “round 
tables”, OSCE send new negotiator. (http://ria.ru/world/20140514/1007679032.html, 
http://www.novayagazeta.ru/news/1681986.html ) 
 
 
Miscellaneous (Crimea, analytics of the referendum and overall situation, international reaction, Berkut, Ukraine 
presidential elections )  
 
Government is ready to sacrifice investors for Crimea: region will get the promised money for the bridge construction 
(http://www.vedomosti.ru/politics/news/26448871/dlya‐kryma‐ne‐zhalko )  
 
Media: Ukraine recognized the fact it cut the water in the North‐Crimea Channel 
(http://ria.ru/world/20140513/1007625574.html) 
 
Where the prepayment for gas takes Ukraine:  Russia and Ukraine survived through two gas wars and the current 
confrontation is a threat for the third conflict. (http://www.vedomosti.ru/opinion/news/26448381/166‐
mlrd#ixzz31e4vovja) 
 
Pseudo‐reaction to pseudo‐referendum: questions regarding Russia’s official reaction on referenda in Southeastern 
Ukraine (http://www.vedomosti.ru/opinion/news/26389261/citata‐nedeli ) 
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Ukrainian militia reported a theft of the voters lists in Lugansk.  (http://www.interfax.ru/world/376046 ) 
 
USA expressed their concerns about the presence of Russian troops by Ukrainian border 
(http://www.interfax.ru/world/376043)  
 
Western Ukraine can follow the Eastern way: address of Hungary regarding the status of Hungarians living in 
Ukraine.  Kiyev doesn’t want to hear anything about federalization (http://www.ng.ru/cis/2014‐05‐14/1_ukraina.html) 
 
Tyranny of the minority: new Kiyev authorities follow the principle of “revolutionary viability” 
(http://www.ng.ru/cis/2014‐05‐14/2_tyrany.html) 
 
US Special Envoy for Anti‐Semitism Ira Forman to visit Ukraine (http://ria.ru/world/20140514/1007679324.html ) 
 
NATO is using situation in Ukraine to rehabilitate itself (http://ria.ru/world/20140513/1007665209.html) 
Polish MFA is ready to introduce visa‐free regime for the citizens of Ukraine 
(http://ria.ru/world/20140514/1007673240.html ) 
 
“Berkut” never shot the “Nebesnaya Sotnya” concluded special commission of Verkhovna Rada.  It looks like Ukrainian 
government will never give a clear answer (http://www.kp.ru/daily/26229/3112844/, 
http://www.novayagazeta.ru/news/1682000.html ) 
 
“West shoots its own foot and recognizes that,” President of “Politica” fund shares his view on Ukrainian referenda 
(http://www.kp.ru/daily/26229/3112786/) 
 
Self‐named President of Ukraine Alexander Turchinov required to punish the communist party for the truth about 
shootings in Mariupol (http://www.kp.ru/daily/26229/3112975/ ) 
 
“Thanks to Yanukovich Europe has learnt to fight money laundering in off‐shores,” says head of Swedish Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs in his interview to “Novaya” and “Independent” (http://www.novayagazeta.ru/news/1681998.html) 
 
 

Social Media Summary Compiled by Yekaterinburg. 
 

News on social media this morning. A group of 10 high-profile Ukrainian  journalists, including editor in chief of the 
“Maidan” website propose that the Ukrainian government should revoke visas of all foreign journalists refusing to 
use the word ‘terrorist’ in their Eastern Ukraine coverage. 
Video and stills from May 9 in Mariupol. Ukrainian army  enters Mariupol. Locals turn out, shout 'fascist' at Ukraine 
army as they move through city Gunfire. Locals allege up to 50 killed inside Mariupol police HQ 
7 Ukrainian soldiers were killed in an ambush near Kramatorsk 
Gunfight in Slavyansk 
Joe Biden's son Hunter is on the board of a company owned by a Yanukovych ally alongside Poland's former 
president 
Rogozin demand for GPS Shut-Down 
Russia says Gazprom Gas Deal with China Almost Done 
Crimea lacks water 
 
Maxim Eristavi @MaximEristavi  3h 
Ukraine: “If you instigate & talk about possible civil war, sooner or later it happens" my latest for @CJR 
http://www.cjr.org/behind_the_news/in_ukrainian_media_an_uncivil.php?page=all … 
Expand 
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GrahamWPhillips @GrahamWP_UK  5h 
First #Mariupol video - around 11.30am on May 9th and the Ukrainian army are moving through the city, gunfire 
heard- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mcxk42pYVcM … 
 View media 

 
GrahamWPhillips @GrahamWP_UK  5h 
Still from May 9 vid to come.Ukr 'army' leave police HQ in #Mariupol- locals allege up to 50 killed inside building. 
pic.twitter.com/b6h669YVHn 

 
 
 Expand 
 
GrahamWPhillips @GrahamWP_UK  8h 
My blog on #Mariupol May 9th will be in 3 parts - 1. What Happened and Who Did It? 2. What Mariupol people think. 
3. My Conclusions. 
Expand 

 
 
 
Olga Tokariuk @olgatokariuk  6h 
Today, 7 Ukrainian soldiers were killed in an ambush near Kramatorsk. If those attacking them are not terrorists, 
then how to call them? 
Expand 

 

GrahamWPhillips @GrahamWP_UK  7h 
Taken less than 5 minutes ago, as a gunfight goes on at north city limits of #Slavyansk - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mT4taQ-x5Y … 
 View media 

 

 
 
max seddon @maxseddon  5h 
Joe Biden's son Hunter is on the board of a company owned by a Yanukovych ally alongside Poland's former 
president: http://www.buzzfeed.com/maxseddon/bidens-son-polish-ex-president-quietly-sign-on-to-ukrainian … 
 View summary 
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Myroslava Petsa @myroslavapetsa  7h 
Hello, #Moscow, it's #Biden speaking http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/ … 
Expand 
 

The Interpreter @Interpreter_Mag  8h 
Russian Industry Minister Surprised at @Rogozin Demand for GPS Shut-Down, Says It's Useful; Russians Slam 
Proposal http://www.interpretermag.com/russia-this-week-what-do-polls-measure-in-russia/#2004 … 
Expand 
 

The Interpreter @Interpreter_Mag  8h 
Ukraine Liveblog: Gazprom Gas Deal with China Almost Done, Says Russia http://bit.ly/1v0HDum  
Expand 
 

Anshel Pfeffer @AnshelPfeffer  8h 
This could be major, Crimea lacks water @MaidanOnline Ukraine Stops Water Supply to Crimea http://wp.me/p4bJDw-
4I0  http://fb.me/1i1sveyer  
Expand 
 
 
 

TV Summary, compiled by Embassy Moscow 
BBC Russia News Service 

13/05/2014 Russian TV news: No let-up in anti-Ukrainian, anti-Western coverage  

Main themes on Russian primetime TV news on Channel One, Rossiya 1 and NTV on 13 
May  

Ukraine still dominated primetime bulletins on the main Russian TV channels on 13 May 
as they continued to drive home the Kremlin propaganda machine's key messages:  

Ukraine's central government is "fascist" and lacks legitimacy; 

the "self-defence forces" that oppose it represent the people of southeast Ukraine; 

the West, especially the United States, is primarily responsible for the Ukrainian crisis. 

Of the three main channels, official state channel Rossiya 1, as usual, made these points 
most stridently, while Gazprom Media-owned NTV was perhaps the least extreme in its 
coverage. 

"Self-defence forces", Ukrainian "reprisals"  

All three channels led with what they called an "assassination attempt" on Valeriy 
Bolotov, the self-proclaimed "people's governor" of Luhansk Region in eastern Ukraine. 
Separatist figures were interviewed blaming the central government for the attack, in 
which Bolotov was reported to have suffered relatively minor gunshot wounds.  
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In these and other reports, the separatists were referred to variously as "self-defence 
forces" and "insurgents". State-controlled Channel One referred to a separatist figure 
released from custody in Kharkiv as a "resistance leader". Channel One's regular 
commentator Mikhail Leontyev announced that the self-rule "referendums" held in parts 
of eastern Ukraine on 11 May were a "political reality", which he suggested should be 
accepted. 

In contrast, various interviewees, including State Duma members and pro-Russian 
deputies of the Ukrainian parliament, called the government in Kiev a "junta" a! nd 
"fascist regime", which was conducting a campaign of "terror" against its own people. 
The Ukrainian government's military operations in the east of the country were 
described as "reprisals". Ukrainian troops were accused of opening fire on "unarmed 
civilians" in the port town of Mariupol last week. After Ukrainian Communist leader Petro 
Symonenko mentioned this in the Ukrainian parliament, the parliament speaker and 
acting president, Oleksandr Turchynov, ordered Symonenko's microphone to be 
switched off and even threatened to have the Communist Party banned, Russian TV 
channels said. 

"Nazis", "fascists"  

Of the three main channels, Rossiya 1 was the most vociferous in its condemnation of 
Ukrainian "fascists". One report revisited the Odessa tragedy of 2 May, in which dozens 
of people were killed in a fire at the Trade Unions House and in clashes between rival 
demonstrators, and suggested that the Ukrainian authorities were responsible for the 
deaths, comparing their actions to Nazi crimes. 

Rossiya 1 drew further parallels between Ukraine and Nazi Germany in a trailer for a film 
by veteran Kremlin propagandist Arkadiy Mamontov. It said that the film was about 
"Ukrainian national socialism" during World War II and Ukraine's modern-day 
"Banderites", a loose term commonly used by the Russian media to attack pro-Kiev 
activists. Its narrow definition covers supporters of wartime Ukrainian nationalist leader 
Stepan Bandera, whom Russia regards as a Nazi collaborator. 

Rossiya 1 mentioned collaboration with the Nazis in anothe! r report, according to which 
"German uniforms" have been delivered to Ukrainian troops carrying out "reprisals" in 
the east of the country. Presenter Ernest Matskyavichyus went on to make an 
outrageous comparison by saying that during World War II, Nazi collaborators in Ukraine 
"also wore German-made uniforms". He ended the report by suddenly announcing that 
"Washington has delivered barbed wire" to the Ukrainian authorities. 

West's role  
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Rossiya 1 was at the forefront of Russian TV's anti-Western rhetoric. Reporting on the 
latest developments in the investigation into the deadly sniper attacks in central Kiev in 
February, Rossiya 1 called the shootings "the first tragic result of Western policy" in 
Ukraine. 

Another anti-US report on Rossiya 1 ridiculed US State Department spokeswoman Jen 
Psaki, who appeared to be unable to explain the meaning of the Russian term 
"carousels" she had used previously while discussing voting irregularities in the 
"referendums" held by pro-Russian separatists in eastern Ukraine. Psaki was also shown 
being repeatedly challenged by a journalist over Ukraine's failure to pay for Russian gas. 

All the main channels covered Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk's visit to 
Brussels, during which he signed a 1.3bn-euro aid deal with the EU. Some of the reports 
took swipe at Yatsenyuk and European officials. They also suggeste! d that the amount 
of EU aid was too small to make a difference to the woeful state of the Ukrainian 
economy. 

In a report about a State Duma statement on Ukraine, Rossiya 1 went off at a tangent 
to attack Conchita Wurst, the Austrian winner of this year's Eurovision Song Contest, 
whom the channel described as a "performer of indeterminate sex". State Duma 
member Oleg Nilov was shown condemning Europe's "dark forces embodied" by Wurst. 
Europe "does not like our girls because they have plaits, but no beard", Nilov told 
parliament before going on to deliver a rousing rendition of a Russian folk song. 
 

   
 

Elizabeth MacDonald 
Consul for Political and Economic Affairs 
United States Consulate General 
Vladivostok, Russia  
32 Pushkinskaya Street 690001 
Vladivostok, Russia 
(423)230‐00‐70 
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From: Kendra Barkoff [personal email address]
Sent: Saturday, June 7, 2014 10:31 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange 

administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; >
Subject: [no subject line]

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:40:12 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
P6,b(6) 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Susan Crabtree <scrabtree@washingtonexaminer.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:58 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Hunter Biden's hiring by Burisma Holdings

Hi there Kendra,  
 
I just posted a story about the brief mention of Hunter Biden's hiring by Jay during the briefing.  

He directed questions to the vice president's office so I am wondering if you can answer a couple.  

Wondering if Hunter talked to Biden about this hiring when he received the offer, how much compensation Hunter 
Biden will receive and whether the vice president gave his seal of approval to the hiring, i.e. whether his son asked for 
Biden's approval before accepting the offer and whether Biden gave it.  

Thanks so much, Kendra. Know you must be inundated with questions about this.  

Thanks,  
 
Susan Crabtree 
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:53 AM
To: gerlachja2@state.gov
Subject: Re: also--Biden/Ukraine

Thanks. Trying to get more info over here. Give me a little bit of time.  
  

From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:50 AM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra  
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine  
  
She’s supposed to go out at 1pm but she’s not around right now. I can give you a ring.  
 

From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:48 AM 
To: Gerlach, Alec 
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 
Thanks 
We are just starting hear from press about this.  What time is Jen’s briefing? 
Can she call me? 
 
 
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff 
Press Secretary  
Office of the Vice President 
(202) 456‐4390 (o) | (202) 503‐5285 (c) 
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov 

 

From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:41 AM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: FW: also‐‐Biden/Ukraine 
 
Hi Kendra,  
 
I work with Jen Psaki at the State Dept.  
 
Our Fox News correspondent gave me a heads up that he might ask us about Hunter Biden going to a Ukrainian gas 
company at our daily press briefing today. Have you gotten any questions on this?  
 
Happy to refer him to you or follow your lead. 
 

He says: I am sure it is legal, just wanted to ask about optics and timing… 
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From: Tomlinson, Lucas [mailto:Lucas.Tomlinson@FOXNEWS.COM]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:13 AM 
To: Gerlach, Alec 
Subject: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 

Doubt you have seen this, so wanted to pass along…. 
 
Might ask a question about Hunter Biden joining Ukraine gas company board… 
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/ 
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of 

Directors by bringing on Mr. R Hunter Biden as a new director. 

 

R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among 

international organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations 

and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in 

Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of 

transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will 

contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.” 

The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy 

is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, 

and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these goals.” 
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:15 AM
To: Murray, Shailagh; Lambros, Demetra; Murray, Shailagh; Lambros, Demetra
Subject: Fw: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

  
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 09:11 AM 
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura 
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company 
  
Thanks! 
  
On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 4:11 PM, Lucas Magnuson, Laura 
<Laura_D_Lucas@nsc.eop.gov> wrote: 
> Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM 
> To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura 
> Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company 
> 
> Dear Laura, 
> 
> Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian 
natural gas company, claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of 
> directors: 
> 
> http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/ 
> 
> The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of interest given the VP's 
role on Ukraine policy - particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was energy minister 
and deputy NSC chief under Yanukovych. 
> 
> Is this true? What exactly is going on here? 
> 
> Thanks and best 
> 
> Max 
> 
> 
> -- 
> Max Seddon 
> Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed 
> +380 68 558 6856 (Kiev) 
> twitter.com/maxseddon 
  
  
  
--  
Max Seddon 
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Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed 
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev) 
twitter.com/maxseddon 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2014 11:13 AM
To: Cerda, Jose <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; Thompson, Kenny <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Bianchi, Sarah <sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; Spector, Stephen 
<stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean w.93f>; >; Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth d.7a5>; >; Bianchi, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>; >; Spector, 
Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen i.b04>; >; 
Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>; >; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; >

Cc: Everett, Aaron <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; [personal email address]; Escudero, Adrian V. 
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; Hornbrook, Alex <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; Kurren, Amy 
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; Bernal, Anthony R. <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; Stackpole, 
Avra <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; Woyak, Brian J. <brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; Lillard, 
Brooke <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; Bolduc, Chad <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Fromstein, Charles <charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenzweig, Dana <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; Lienemann, David C. 
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; Cloud, Donald <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; Lambros, 
Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; Zikusoka, Dave <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Regoli, Elizabeth A <whca_1323152@dsr.eop.gov>; Hart, Elizabeth <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Amin, Faisal <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; Picos, Francisco <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Person, Fran <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Freeman, Gary <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; Schultz, 
Greg <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; Edwards, Hannah E. <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; Hertz, 
Jessica R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; Doody, Jillian <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; Montoya, 
Jordan <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; Flynn, John S <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; Tejeda, Jose 
<jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; Sullivan, Jacob 
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; Donley, Julia M <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; Richards, Kitty 
<katharine_r_richards@ovp.eop.gov>; Berner, Kate <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; Trotter, 
Kingsley <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; Clark, Katisha A <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; Barkoff, 
Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Chung, Kathy <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; 
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; Pietranton, Kelsey <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; McNellis, Kerry 
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; Suber, Kellen <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; Aidinoff, Marc 
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Clavel, Lise <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; Carpenter, 
Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; Kaye, Melanie 
<melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; Hill, Patty <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; Lysaght, Patrick J 
<patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; Timko, Rachel <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; Ruffner, Richard 
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; Eaton, Sarah <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; Baker, Sarah 
<sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; Rosenthal, Lynn 
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; Nix, Sheila <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; Lachman, Sherry 
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Myers, Sam 
A. <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; Ricchetti, Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; Tennant, 
Thomas M <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Williams, Tonya <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; Reddy, Vinay <vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Dirksen, Ward <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; Russo2, Bill <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, 
marguerite l.b8f>; >; Dirksen, Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
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Cc: /cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>; >; Timko, Rachel </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel m.350>; >; Stackpole, Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra w.f8f>; >; Rosenthal, Lynn 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>; >; Ricchetti, Steven 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven j.534>; >; Amin, 
Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=amin, faisalc7c>; >; 
Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>; >; Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>; >; Kaye, Melanie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>; >; Escudero, 
Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>; >; Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia j.6b5>; >; Zikusoka, David N. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>; >; 
Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=edwards, 
hannah e.bc9>; >; Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary d.653>; >; Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica r.562>; >; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >; Berner, Katherine 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine k.f0e>; >; Lysaght, 
Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>; >; 
Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory 
c.084>; >; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez r.075>; >; Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>; >; McNellis, Kerry 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>; >; Hornbrook, 
Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>; >; 
Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco 
c.412>; >; Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey l.c25>; >; Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>; >; Eaton, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>; >; Hart, 
Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth a.ffe>; >; 
Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=joseph, jeremyc15>; 
>; Richards, Kitty </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=richards, katharine 
r.889>; >; Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael r.7b8>; >; McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>; >; Flynn, John S 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>; >; Suber, Kellen C. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>; >; Doody, 
Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>; >; 
Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah e.67f>; >; 
Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron r.492>; 
>; Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>; >; Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc f.f6c>; >; Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>; >; Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay c.ad8>; >; Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>; >; Trotter, Katherine K. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine k.5b4>; >; Woyak, 
Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>; >; 
Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; 
>; Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, 
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Cc: dana e.fc6>; >; Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nix, 
sheila m.d38>; >; Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald w.359>; >; Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy m.791>; >; Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob j.6b6>; >; Lyons, Jamie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie e.ef0>; >; Tennant, 
Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>; >; 
Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard 
b.7aa>; >; Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles a.b6e>; >; Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>; >; Lambros, Demetra 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra d.8b8>; >; 
Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; >; Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>; >; Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke m.ce1>; >; Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>; >; Chung, Kathy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung, kathy s.3c7>; >; Russo, Bill 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william m.11f>; >; Orbach 
Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, 
sherry e.5f8>; >; Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan r.a75>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Tuesday, May 20, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:33:11 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
b(6),P6 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
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Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 8, 2014 11:13 AM
To: Cerda, Jose <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; Thompson, Kenny <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Bianchi, Sarah <sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; Spector, Stephen 
<stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean w.93f>; >; Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth d.7a5>; >; Bianchi, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>; >; Spector, 
Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen i.b04>; >; 
Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>; >; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; >

Cc: Everett, Aaron <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; [personal email address]; Escudero, Adrian V. 
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; Hornbrook, Alex <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; Kurren, Amy 
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Anne Marie <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Bernal, 
Anthony R. <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; Stackpole, Avra <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Woyak, Brian J. <brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; Lillard, Brooke <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Bolduc, Chad <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; Fromstein, Charles 
<charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenzweig, Dana <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; Lienemann, David C. 
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; Cloud, Donald <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; Lambros, 
Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; Zikusoka, Dave <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Regoli, Elizabeth A <elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; Hart, Liz <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Schrum, Michael <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>; Amin, Faisal <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; Picos, 
Francisco <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Fran <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Freeman, 
Gary <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; Schultz, Greg <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; Edwards, 
Hannah E. <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; Hertz, Jessica R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Doody, Jillian <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; Montoya, Jordan <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Flynn, John S <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; Tejeda, Jose <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; Prescott, Jeffrey 
<jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; Sullivan, Jacob <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; Donley, Julia 
M <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; Berner, Kate <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; Trotter, Kingsley 
<katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; Clark, Katisha A <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; Barkoff, Kendra 
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Chung, Kathy <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; 
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; Pietranton, Kelsey <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; McNellis, Kerry 
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; Suber, Kellen <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; Aidinoff, Marc 
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Clavel, Lise <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; Carpenter, 
Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; Kaye, Melanie 
<melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; Hill, Patty <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; Lysaght, Patrick J 
<patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; Timko, Rachel <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; Ruffner, Richard 
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; Eaton, Sarah <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; Baker, Sarah 
<sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; Rosenthal, Lynn 
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; Nix, Sheila <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; Lachman, Sherry 
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Myers, Sam 
A. <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; Ricchetti, Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; Tennant, 
Thomas M <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Williams, Tonya <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; Reddy, Vinay <vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Dirksen, Ward <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; Russo2, Bill <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, 
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Cc: marguerite l.b8f>; >; Dirksen, Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>; >; Timko, Rachel </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel m.350>; >; Stackpole, Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra w.f8f>; >; Rosenthal, Lynn 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>; >; Ricchetti, Steven 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven j.534>; >; Amin, 
Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=amin, faisalc7c>; >; 
Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>; >; Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>; >; Kaye, Melanie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>; >; Escudero, 
Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>; >; Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia j.6b5>; >; Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=person, anne m.aae>; >; Zikusoka, David N. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>; >; 
Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=edwards, 
hannah e.bc9>; >; Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary d.653>; >; Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica r.562>; >; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >; Berner, Katherine 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine k.f0e>; >; Lysaght, 
Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>; >; 
Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory 
c.084>; >; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez r.075>; >; Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m. schrum_ea9f>; >; Donley, Julia M 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>; >; McNellis, 
Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>; >; 
Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>; >; Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco c.412>; >; Pietranton, Kelsey 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey l.c25>; >; Clark, 
Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>; >; 
Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>; >; Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth a.ffe>; >; Joseph, Jeremy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=joseph, jeremyc15>; >; Carpenter, 
Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael r.7b8>; 
>; McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>; >; Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>; >; Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>; >; Doody, Jillian 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>; >; Baker, 
Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah e.67f>; >; 
Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron r.492>; 
>; Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>; >; Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc f.f6c>; >; Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>; >; Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay c.ad8>; >; Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>; >; Trotter, Katherine K. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine k.5b4>; >; Woyak, 
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Cc: Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>; >; 
Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; 
>; Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, 
dana e.fc6>; >; Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nix, 
sheila m.d38>; >; Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald w.359>; >; Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy m.791>; >; Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob j.6b6>; >; Lyons, Jamie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie e.ef0>; >; Tennant, 
Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>; >; 
Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard 
b.7aa>; >; Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles a.b6e>; >; Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>; >; Lambros, Demetra 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra d.8b8>; >; 
Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; >; Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>; >; Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke m.ce1>; >; Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>; >; Chung, Kathy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung, kathy s.3c7>; >; Russo, Bill 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william m.11f>; >; Orbach 
Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, 
sherry e.5f8>; >; Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan r.a75>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Tuesday, July 8, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:43:19 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
b(6),P6 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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redaction of personal email address 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Firsht, Elana (Intern) <elana_l_firsht_intern@who.eop.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 5:49 PM
To: Reddy, Vinay; Reddy, Vinay
Cc: Murray, Shailagh; O'Brien, Sean; Murray, Shailagh; O'Brien, Sean
Subject: VPOTUS Afternoon Press Mentions--May 13, 2014
Attachments: VPOTUS PM PRESS--05.13.2014.docx

VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS 
Tuesday, May 13, 2014 

 
Chicago Sun-Times 
BIDEN headlining Durbin fundraisers today 
By: Lynn Sweet / May 13, 2014 
Vice President Joe BIDEN is headlining two fundraisers in downstate Alton on Tuesday afternoon to 
bolster the campaign warchests Sen. Dick Durbin D-Ill. and the Democratic 
 
KPLR 
Vice President BIDEN to speak at Archgrounds 
By: Anthony Kiekow / May 13, 2014 
Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak in downtown St. Louis Tuesday afternoon at 3:30. 
 
Plains Dealer 
Vice President BIDEN coming to Cleveland to promote transit program the GOP would pare 
back 
By: Stephen Koff / May 13, 2014 
When Vice President Joe BIDEN visits a Cleveland rapid transit station on Mayfield Rd. Wednesday, 
he'll promote a form of federal spending that in its broadest outlines has few opponents. 
 
Associated Press 
VP BIDEN’S son joins Ukraine gas company’s board 
May 13, 2014 
Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, is joining the board of a gas company 
operating in Ukraine, the company announced Tuesday, as the West seeks to help Ukraine wean 
itself off its dependence on Russian energy. 
 
USA Today 
BIDEN’S son joins board of Ukraine gas company 
By: David Jackson / May 13, 2014 
Vice President BIDEN’S son Hunter is joining the board of a gas company that operates in Ukraine. 
 
Politico 
Hunter BIDEN to Ukraine gas board 
By: Lucy McCalmont / May 13, 2014 
Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, will be joining Ukraine’s largest private 
gas producer, the company announced in a statement 
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The Hill 
WH: BIDEN’S son to Ukraine gas company isn't U.S. endorsement 
By: Justin Sink / May 13, 2014 
Ukraine's largest private gas producer has hired Vice President BIDEN’S youngest son, but White 
House press secretary Jay Carney insisted on Tuesday the move shouldn't be read as an official 
endorsement by the U.S. government.  
 
ABC 
BIDEN’S Son Gets Ukrainian Oil Company Gig 
By: Jordyn Phelps / May 13, 2014 
Vice President Joe BIDEN’S youngest son Hunter BIDEN has joined the board of directors of 
Ukraine’s largest oil company at a time that the U.S. is urging Ukraine to develop energy 
independence from Russia and just days after the vice president visited Ukraine. 
 
Washington Times 
Joe BIDEN’S son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest private gas company 
By: Jessica Chasmar / May 13, 2014 
Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN’S youngest son, Hunter, has been appointed head of legal affairs at 
Ukraine’s largest private gas producer. 
 
Washington Examiner 
Jay Carney: Joe BIDEN’S son accepted position with Ukrainian gas company as 'private 
citizen' 
By: Susan Crabtree / May 13, 2014 
Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, has accepted a position with Ukraine's largest 
private gas producer, but that in no way means the White House signed off on or endorses his hiring, 
presidential spokesman Jay Carney said Tuesday. 
 
National Journal 
Another BIDEN Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis 
By: Marina Koren / May 13, 2014 
Joe BIDEN has been the White House's go-to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring former Soviet 
republics and reassuring their concerned leaders. And now, he's not the only BIDEN involved in the 
region. 
 
International Business Times 
Burisma Holdings: BIDEN’S Son Joins Ukraine's Top Private Gas Company 
By: Sophie Song/ May 13, 2014 
The Ukrainian gas company that Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, just joined is a 
growing conglomerate that has been compared to "Exxon in its early days." 
 
Mediaite 
Bad Ideas in Oligarchy: BIDEN’S Son Joins Board of Ukrainian Energy Company 
By: Tina Nguyen / May 13, 2014 
Today, Burisma Holdings, a company that describes itself as “Ukraine’s largest private gas producer,” 
announced the newest member of its Board of Directors: R. Hunter BIDEN, a seasoned lawyer with 
extensive international business experience, will be in charge of the company’s legal unit, as well as 
“provide support for the Company among international organizations.” His end goal: to guide the 
company in a manner that will “contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.” 
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Business Insider 
Joe BIDEN’S Son Is Now On The Board Of One Of Ukraine's Biggest Gas Conglomerates 
By: Brett Logiurato / May 13, 2014 
Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been appointed to the board of 
directors of Ukraine's largest private-gas producer.  
The company, Burisma Holdings, announced BIDEN’S appointment on its website Tuesday. Burisma 
said BIDEN would be the new head of the company's legal unit. 
 
Reuters 
Turkey to ignore court order to pay compensation to Cyprus 
By: Tulay Karadeniz and Ece Toksabay / May 13, 2014 
… A new round of peace talks resumed in February. U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN is expected on 
the island on May 21-23 to try to spur on the process, Cypriot official sources said. 
 
AFP 
Kerry eyes role in Cyprus peace process 
May 13, 2014 
… US Vice President Joe BIDEN is to visit Cyprus later this month as part of efforts to find ways to 
counter what Washington sees as Russia's destabilizing actions in Ukraine. 
 
USA Today 
A view from campus on sexual assaults 
By: Emmaline Campbell / May 13, 2014 
… In light of the department's record of ineptitude, the White House's recent announcement that it 
would take on the issue is reason for hope. It has the clout to blow past the obstacles that have held 
back the Department of Education. The White House can speak directly to college students through 
social media, as it did last month with the YouTube video "1 is 2 Many," featuring celebrities such as 
actor Steve Carelland public figures such as Vice President Joe BIDEN. 
 
 
 

Chicago Sun-Times 
BIDEN headlining Durbin fundraisers today 
By: Lynn Sweet / May 13, 2014 
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN is headlining two fundraisers in downstate Alton on Tuesday afternoon to 
bolster the campaign warchests Sen. Dick Durbin D-Ill. and the Democratic Senatorial Campaign 
Committee. Durbin is flying to Illinois and back to D.C. on BIDEN’S plane, with a stop in St. Louis for 
an official event with the vice president and Interior Sec. Sally Jewell  at the CityArchRiver project at 
the St. Louis Gateway Arch "to discuss the economy and highlight the progress of this future urban 
park site." 
 
Last month, I reported BIDEN will be the draw at the Alton events for Durbin, who faces GOP 
nominee Illinois state Sen. Jim Oberweis R-Sugar Grove in November. DSCC chair Sen. Michael 
Bennet D-Col. will also be attending the high-dollar events. 
 
I posted earlier that President Barack Obama returns to Chicago on May 22 to keynote major donor 
fundraising events for Durbin and the DSCC.  
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Today, BIDEN appears at a reception in Alton followed by a dinner at the home of John and Jayne 
Simmons. 
 
The price points 
 
*$35,000 per couple to co-chair the dinner, with a photo opp. 
 
*$10,000 one ticket to the dinner 
 
*$5,000 to co-chair the general reception with a photo opp. 
 
*$1,000 one ticket to the reception. 
 
 

KPLR 
Vice President BIDEN to speak at Archgrounds 
By: Anthony Kiekow / May 13, 2014 
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak in downtown St. Louis Tuesday afternoon at 3:30. 
 
His speech is about the economy and construction projects. 
 
He will visit the St. Louis Gateway Arch a get a look at the renovations going on in the area. 
 
The $380 Million City-Arch-River project will connect the Gateway Arch to downtown St. Louis. 
 
The new date of completion for the project is 2016. 
 
The project was funded through federal, state, local and private funds. 
 
The Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell will also be in attendance. 
 
BIDEN’S speech could be a glimpse to his platform for a 2016 presidential run. 
 
It would be BIDEN’S third attempt to win the office. 
 
 

Plains Dealer 
Vice President BIDEN coming to Cleveland to promote transit program the GOP would pare 
back 
By: Stephen Koff / May 13, 2014 
 
When Vice President Joe BIDEN visits a Cleveland rapid transit station on Mayfield Rd. Wednesday, 
he'll promote a form of federal spending that in its broadest outlines has few opponents. 
 
Roads need paving. Bridges need fixing. Nearly everyone agrees. 
 
But exactly what else counts as necessary for federal transportation spending, including a Red Line 
rapid station in Cleveland, is another matter. 
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If House of Representatives Republicans prevail, there could be much less money in the future for 
projects like the new Little Italy-University Circle Rapid Station, which is scheduled to open in 2015 
and BIDEN will highlight Wednesday. 
 
BIDEN’S Cleveland visit is part of a broader, week-long lobbying effort by the White House to draw 
attention to a desire to keep spending on improving infrastructure. The overarching issue – keeping 
the nation's roads and bridges open and safe – has wide consensus. 
 
Even the biggest pro-business lobbying groups in Washington, such as the U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce and the National Association of Manufacturers, are spending the week much like BIDEN 
and his boss, President Barack Obama. They're holding forums and other events to tell Congress that 
it's time for a major new transportation bill. 
 
The current bill expires Sept. 30, and the Highway Trust Fund, which provides the money, could run 
short a month earlier. 
 
Obama is going to the construction site of the new structure that will replace the Tappan Zee Bridge, 
spanning New York's Hudson River, the same day as BIDEN’S visit to the new Little Italy-University 
Circle Rapid Station. 
 
But first, BIDEN today will go to St. Louis and highlight a pedestrian bridge being built over a highway 
that separates residents and tourists from the Gateway Arch.  And on Friday, the White House says, 
Obama will meet with workers to discuss infrastructure around Washington, D.C. 
 
The White House says that 65 percent of the nation's major roads are rated as being in "less than 
good" condition and one in four bridges require significant repairs or cannot handle today's traffic. 
 
But agreement on need is not the same as agreement on where to get the money, or on how to 
spend it. 
 
Most current federal transportation projects, including money that gets funneled to state highway 
departments, are funded through a tax on gasoline (18.4 cents per gallon) and diesel fuel (24.4 cents 
per gallon). Those taxes have not been raised since 1993, although from 1993 to 1997, 4.3 cents of 
the gasoline tax was used for deficit reduction before being redirected to transportation projects. 
 
The static tax is just part of the problem. Cars also get better gasoline mileage since the last hike, and 
with inflation, the money doesn't buy as much steel and asphalt.  
 
So Obama would replace the expiring transit bill, called Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st 
Century, or MAP-21, with a $302 billion, four-year bill. Obama's bill would supplement the gas tax with 
money from closing certain corporate tax provisions, including one that the White House and 
Democrats say has led to companies sheltering income overseas. 
 
Republicans such as House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee Chairman Bill Shuster have 
their own ideas -- both for annual transportation appropriations, which last a year at a time, and for a 
longer-term road-and-bridge improvement program. 
 
"While Chairman Shuster respects that the Administration has put forward its own detailed proposal, 
the first time it has done so, he will not agree with it on all the details," said Justin Harclerode, 
Shuster's spokesman. "Thus far, the chairman has not elaborated on any potential differences or 
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areas of agreement as the Transportation Committee continues to develop its surface transportation 
proposal." 
 
The last big highway bill, MAP-21, authorized $105 billion over two years, marking the first agreement 
on a large highway bill since 2005. A series of Band-Aid approaches, as the White House had put it, 
sufficed in the interim. 
 
Many supporters, including Ohio Democratic U.S. Sen. Sherrod Brown, say that spending on roads 
helps the American economy, not only by providing road-building jobs but also by keeping the 
economy moving. 
 
"Road and bridge projects don't just mean safer and less congested roads and construction jobs – 
they also help attract new employers and economic development," Brown said in an email this week. 
 
Brown said that more than 8 percent of Ohio's bridges require major repairs or replacement. He also 
noted the better known projects awaiting funding, such as Route 8 in Akron and the Brent Spence 
Bridge in Cincinnati.  
 
Federal highway spending, however, has become a boondoggle in the eyes of some fiscal 
conservatives. This is where ideological groups split with those who have interests to protect. 
 
Emily Goff, a transportation and infrastructure policy analyst at the conservative Heritage Foundation, 
noted that MAP-21 funds go not only to build roads and bridges but also to build recreation trails and 
bicycle paths. These are important to groups pushing for transportation alternatives, but they siphon 
money that could go for even more roads and bridges to ease considerable traffic congestion, Goff 
says. 
 
Yet MAP-21 requires states to set aside money for these kinds of alternatives, Goff says, to the tune 
of $27.5 million this year in Pennsylvania and $78.9 million in Texas. 
 
"Identifying a connection between these activities and a federal highway program concerned with 
interstate highway system construction and maintenance proves difficult," Goff wrote in a recent 
Heritage blog post. "Indeed, there is nothing federal or highway about bicycle paths, landscaping, or 
any of these local activities." 
 
The RTA station in Cleveland is a project that could raise a similar question, with its emphasis on 
meshing light rail with development around University Circle and Little Italy. The existing station, on 
Euclid Avenue at E. 120th Street, is considered functionally obsolete, so the new station will be 
placed several blocks south, at Mayfield Road at E. 119th Street. 
 
About $8.9 in funding comes from highly competitive U.S. Department of Transportation grants, 
according to the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority. 
 
The grant money did not come MAP-21. Rather, it came from a program created under the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, or the recession-era stimulus act. The transportation 
component of the stimulus act, called Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery 
(TIGER), gets money appropriated annually from Congress -- $3.5 billion so far for 270 projects 
nationwide, including $600 million this year, the White House says. 
 
The TIGER program will end soon, too -- unless Obama and BIDEN get their way. 
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In that case, TIGER would become permanent, greatly expanded to $5 billion over four years. The 
Obama White House wants to fold it into the next iteration of a four-year road-and-bridge bill. 
 
House Republicans are unlikely to go along. The House appropriations subcommittee for 
transportation on May 6 recommended a lower sum of $100 million for TIGER in 2015, and the GOP-
led panel would further restrict TIGER grants to "projects that will address critical transportation 
needs, such as road, highway and bridge construction and improvement." 
 
In other words, while money for the Little Italy-University Circle RTA station appears secure, future 
projects like it could go unfunded. 
 
That is apparently why BIDEN is coming to Cleveland: to highlight what the money has helped build 
and point out what would have happened were it not there. 
 
The White House would not comment on this in advance of the vice president's trip. In an email, 
White House spokesman Keith Maley said, "Members of both parties have put forward their own 
ideas on the Hill, and the most important thing is that we pass a long-term bill that creates jobs and 
provides certainty for cities, states, and businesses. It's time to get the job done." 
 
 
 

Associated Press 
VP BIDEN’S son joins Ukraine gas company’s board 
May 13, 2014 
 
Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, is joining the board of a gas company 
operating in Ukraine, the company announced Tuesday, as the West seeks to help Ukraine wean 
itself off its dependence on Russian energy. 
 
Burisma Holdings said BIDEN, an attorney and chairman of the board of the World Food Program 
USA, will head the Burisma’s legal unit, and will also seek support for the company among 
international organizations. 
 
“I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate 
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the 
economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,” BIDEN said in a statement released by the company. 
 
The announcement comes as Ukraine and the U.S. are looking to decrease Ukraine’s reliance on 
Russian energy amid threats from Moscow to cut Ukraine off if it doesn’t pay massive debts. Western 
countries believe Russia would have less leverage in the crisis with Ukraine if Europe was less 
dependent on Russian gas. 
 
“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer,” said BIDEN spokeswoman Kendra Barkoff. “The 
vice president does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company.” 
 
Still, Vice President BIDEN has spoken frequently about the need to increase Ukraine’s energy 
independence, including during a recent visit to Kiev. He’s also a key interlocutor for the Obama 
administration with Kiev and other anxious nations in the region as the crisis there has unfolded. 
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Copyright 2014 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, 
broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
 
 

USA Today 
BIDEN’S son joins board of Ukraine gas company 
By: David Jackson / May 13, 2014 
 
Vice President BIDEN’S son Hunter is joining the board of a gas company that operates in Ukraine. 
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's largest private gas producer, said Hunter BIDEN -- an attorney -- will be 
in charge of its legal unit and help the company with other international organizations. 
 
"I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate 
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the 
economy and benefit the people of Ukraine," the younger BIDEN said in a statement. 
 
The BIDEN appointment comes as the United States and allied nations try to help Ukraine reduce its 
dependence on Russian energy by developing other sources. 
 
Kendra Barkoff, spokesperson for Vice President BIDEN, said that "Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen 
and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement 
with this company." 
 
 

Politico 
Hunter BIDEN to Ukraine gas board 
By: Lucy McCalmont / May 13, 2014 
 
Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, will be joining Ukraine’s largest private 
gas producer, the company announced in a statement 
 
“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the 
introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is joining us to help us 
achieve these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of directors, said in a 
statement, which was reported by The Moscow Times on Tuesday. 
 
BIDEN, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the company said and will provide 
support for Burisma Holdings “among international organizations.” 
 
BIDEN said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy. 
 
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it 
can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” BIDEN said in a statement. “As a new 
member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of 
transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities 
will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.” 
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The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White House Press Secretary Jay 
Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a referendum held Sunday in Eastern Ukraine aiming for 
self-rule in the region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law. 
 
Vice President BIDEN also expressed support for Ukraine, when he visited the country in April and 
slammed Russia for its role in the annexation of Crimea. 
 
 

The Hill 
WH: BIDEN’S son to Ukraine gas company isn't U.S. endorsement 
By: Justin Sink / May 13, 2014 
 
Ukraine's largest private gas producer has hired Vice President BIDEN’S youngest son, but White 
House press secretary Jay Carney insisted on Tuesday the move shouldn't be read as an official 
endorsement by the U.S. government.  
 
"Hunter BIDEN and other members of the BIDEN family are obviously private citizens, and where 
they work does not reflect an endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or 
president," Carney told reporters. 
 
The vice president's office also defended the hire.  
 
“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular 
company and has no involvement with this company.  For any additional questions, I refer you to 
Hunter’s office," said Kendra Barkoff, spokeswoman for Vice President BIDEN. 
 
Burisma, which produces the equivalent of 10,500 barrels of oil daily, announced BIDEN’S hire in a 
statement earlier Tuesday. 
“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the 
introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is joining us to help us 
achieve these goals,” said Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of directors. 
 
The younger BIDEN, for his part, said he believed his legal and corporate advice would "contribute to 
the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine." 
 
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it 
can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” Hunter BIDEN said. 
 
But the hire could raise ethical questions — and diplomatic headaches — for the White House. 
During a visit to Kiev last month, the vice president discussed energy security with Ukraine's leaders, 
including ways the country could produce its own domestic production of natural gas. 
 
"Imagine where you'd be today if you were able to tell Russia: keep your gas. It would be a very 
different world," the vice president told Ukrainian lawmakers. 
 
The hire also came a day after Russian energy giant Gazprom threatened to halt natural gas 
shipments to Ukraine unless the country prepays for its energy. That announcement has sparked 
fears that energy costs could strain Ukraine's fragile economy. 
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ABC 
BIDEN’S Son Gets Ukrainian Oil Company Gig 
By: Jordyn Phelps / May 13, 2014 
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN’S youngest son Hunter BIDEN has joined the board of directors of 
Ukraine’s largest oil company at a time that the U.S. is urging Ukraine to develop energy 
independence from Russia and just days after the vice president visited Ukraine. 
 
The vice president’s office and the White House rejected any suggestion that there was a conflict of 
interest. 
 
“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer,” Vice President BIDEN’S spokeswoman Kendra 
Barkoff told ABC News. “The vice president does not endorse any particular company and has no 
involvement with this company.” 
 
White House spokesman Jay Carney said, “Hunter BIDEN and other members of the BIDEN family 
are obviously private citizens and where they work … does not reflect an endorsement by the 
administration or by the vice president or president.” 
 
According to a press release from the oil company, Burisma Holdings, BIDEN will help the company 
manage its relationships with “international organizations,” in addition to overseeing the company’s 
legal unit. 
 
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it 
can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” Hunter BIDEN said in a statement. 
 
“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of 
transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities 
will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,” he said. 
 
BIDEN, a graduate of Yale Law School, is a counsel to the New York-based law firm Boies, Schiller & 
Flexner LLP and  serves as an adjunct professor at Georgetown University’s School of Foreign 
Service 
 
 

Washington Times 
Joe BIDEN’S son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest private gas company 
By: Jessica Chasmar / May 13, 2014 
 
Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN’S youngest son, Hunter, has been appointed head of legal affairs at 
Ukraine’s largest private gas producer. 
 
Burisma Holdings said in a statement that Hunter BIDEN will be in charge of the company’s legal unit 
and will provide support for the company among international organizations. 
 
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it 
can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” Mr. BIDEN said. 
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“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters 
of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities 
will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,” he said. 
 
White House press secretary Jay Carney said Tuesday that Mr. BIDEN’S new position “does not 
reflect an endorsement by the administration,” Time magazine’s Zeke Miller reported. 
 
The announcement comes just one day after Russia’s state energy giant Gazprom threatened to halt 
natural gas shipments to Ukraine unless the country pays in advance for supplies. 
 
The vice president has condemned Russia for its intervention in Ukraine and has pledged to support 
efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy, The Moscow Times reported. 
 
 

Washington Examiner 
Jay Carney: Joe BIDEN’S son accepted position with Ukrainian gas company as 'private 
citizen' 
By: Susan Crabtree / May 13, 2014 
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, has accepted a position with Ukraine's largest 
private gas producer, but that in no way means the White House signed off on or endorses his hiring, 
presidential spokesman Jay Carney said Tuesday. 
 
Burisma Holdings announced Tuesday that Hunter BIDEN, BIDEN’S youngest son, would serve on 
the company's board of directors. 
 
The company in a news release on its website said Hunter BIDEN will be in charge of the Burisma's 
legal unit and will “provide support” among international organizations. The Moscow Times first 
reported the news Tuesday. 
 
Asked about the hiring by a reporter Tuesday, Carney referred questions about it to the vice 
president's office and noted that it did not indicate that Obama was involved or approved of it. 
 
“Hunter BIDEN and other members of the family are obviously private citizens and where they work is 
not an endorsement by the president or vice president,” he said. 
 
Kendra Barkoff, a spokeswoman for the vice president, did not respond to questions about whether 
Hunter BIDEN discussed the job with his father or sought his approval before accepting it. 
 
Instead, she echoed Carney's earlier statement and referred questions to Hunter BIDEN’S New York 
law office. 
 
“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer," she said. "The vice president does not endorse any 
particular company and has no involvement with this company. For any additional questions, I refer 
you to Hunter’s office." 
 
A spokeswoman for Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York where 
Hunter BIDEN works, did not immediately respond to a request for comment. 
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Amid the escalating tensions between Ukraine and Russia in recent weeks, the European 
Commission, the executive body of the European Union, has tried to step in to try to prevent Russia 
from halting natural gas shipments to Ukraine unless it pays $3.5 billion in debts. 
 
Ukraine has so far refused to pay in protest of Moscow's decision to nearly double the price it charges 
Kiev for gas imports. 
 
In the company's release, Alan Apter, the chairman of the company's board of directors, said: “The 
company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction 
of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is joining us to help us achieve these 
goals.” 
 
In addition to his work at the New York law firm, Hunter also is a co-founder and a managing partner 
of investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and serves as director of the U.S. 
Global Leadership Coalition, a network of 400 businesses, nonprofits and foreign policy experts, and 
the chairman of the advisory board for the National Democratic Institute, a non-profit that works to 
support democratic institutions and elections around the world. 
 
 

National Journal 
Another BIDEN Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis 
By: Marina Koren / May 13, 2014 
 
Joe BIDEN has been the White House's go-to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring former Soviet 
republics and reassuring their concerned leaders. And now, he's not the only BIDEN involved in the 
region. 
 
The vice president's youngest son, Hunter BIDEN, has been appointed head of legal affairs at 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's largest private gas producer, The Moscow Times reported Tuesday. 
Hunter described his new role in a statement on the company's website: 
 
As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of 
transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion, and other priorities 
will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine. 
 
The new gig joins several others on Hunter's extensive resume. He currently serves as managing 
partner at the Washington-based investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and 
counsel at the New York City-based law firm Boies Schiller Flexner. He is also an adjunct professor at 
Georgetown University's Foreign Service graduate program. 
 
According to Bloomberg Businessweek, Burisma was founded in 2006 and "engages in oil-well 
drilling, production of liquefied natural gas, and undertaking geological studies." It is based in Cyprus. 
It owns several oil and gas companies in Ukraine, including in the southeastern city of 
Dnepropetrovsk. 
 
Burisma hired another American—and another managing partner of Rosemont Seneca Partners—
just last month. Devon Archer joined the company's board of directors to "focus on the interaction with 
current investors, as well as involving new investors from the United States," according to an April 22 
press release from the company. Archer served as a senior adviser to John Kerry during his 2004 
presidential campaign. 
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"Today Burisma Holdings reminds me of Exxon Mobil in its wake," Archer said in a recent interview 
posted on the company's website. "It has all the chances to be one of the biggest privately owned oil 
companies in the world." 
 
Archer's work focuses heavily on energy independence for Ukraine, a topic that has received much 
attention in recent months. Ukraine is dependent on Russia for energy exports, and Moscow has 
pulled discount agreements during its ongoing standoff with Kiev. The addition of Hunter to the 
company masthead suggests Burisma is turning to U.S. talent—and money and name recognition—
for protection against Russia. It also jibes with the Obama administration message that his father has 
been tasked with spreading. 
 
The vice president's office released a statement Tuesday afternoon saying that the elder BIDEN 
"does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company." 
 
It's unclear whether the entry of another BIDEN into the fray was meant to send a message to 
Moscow. But Russian President Vladimir Putin, eternally leery of American hands in eastern 
European business, is bound to notice. 
 
 

International Business Times 
Burisma Holdings: BIDEN’S Son Joins Ukraine's Top Private Gas Company 
By: Sophie Song/ May 13, 2014 
 
The Ukrainian gas company that Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, just joined is a 
growing conglomerate that has been compared to "Exxon in its early days." 
 
Burisma Holdings announced on Tuesday that the younger BIDEN will join the company as the head 
of its legal unit.  
 
“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the 
introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is joining us to help us 
achieve these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of directors, said in a 
statement featured as a top story on the company’s home page. 
 
Burisma is a private oil and gas company founded in 2002, under joint activity agreements with 
Ukrainian state-owned producers, and quickly grew to become the largest private gas producer in 
Ukraine. The company’s output stood at an average daily output of 10.5 million cubic meters barrels 
of oil equivalent per day in September 2013, and could double that figure within two years. All of the 
company’s gas is sold to industrial customers in Ukraine. 
 
BIDEN is not the only well-connected American to join the company - just a few weeks ago, when the 
vice president made an official trip to Ukraine, Burisma appointed one of Hunter’s business partners, 
Devon Archer, to its board. Archer is a wealthy investor and Democratic campaign fundraiser with 
long ties to U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry. Archer was an advisor to Kerry's presidential 
campaign in 2004 and co-chaired Kerry's National Finance Committee. Upon his appointment to 
Burisma, Archer said that the energy conglomerate reminded him of "Exxon in its early days." 
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The company’s portfolio of licenses is well-diversified across all three of Ukraine’s key hydrocarbon 
basins – Dnieper-Donets, Carpathian and Azov-Kuban, and its fields are fully connected to the major 
gas pipelines in the country, allowing Burisma to keep the cost of production relatively efficient. 
 
Natural gas is the largest energy source in Ukraine, accounting for 38 percent of total primary energy 
production during 2011. The country relies on Russia’s gas company Gasprom currently to satisfy its 
energy needs, but will aim to reduce that dependency in coming years, and Burisma is well-
positioned to boost its share of the domestic market.   
 
“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters 
of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities 
will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,” BIDEN said regarding his new 
appointment. 
 
 

Mediaite 
Bad Ideas in Oligarchy: BIDEN’S Son Joins Board of Ukrainian Energy Company 
By: Tina Nguyen / May 13, 2014 
 
Today, Burisma Holdings, a company that describes itself as “Ukraine’s largest private gas producer,” 
announced the newest member of its Board of Directors: R. Hunter BIDEN, a seasoned lawyer with 
extensive international business experience, will be in charge of the company’s legal unit, as well as 
“provide support for the Company among international organizations.” His end goal: to guide the 
company in a manner that will “contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.” 
 
BIDEN also has a prominent dad who’s part of an administration currently embroiled in a conflict with 
Russia over the Ukraine, so, that’s cool too. 
 
And it’s not just that Joe BIDEN is his father, it’s that Joe BIDEN has openly pledged to help Ukraine 
gain “energy independence” from Russia while condemning the latter’s recent annexation of the 
Crimean peninsula. Really, this is an awkward situation. 
 
While it’s normal for the powerful children of powerful people to be pulled onto the boards of vast 
multinational corporations, the fact that BIDEN happened to join a Ukrainian energy company in the 
midst of the conflict in Crimea is probably not a good idea. First, as the Russian media quickly 
proved, it immediately breeds speculation about Americans attempting to secure their energy 
interests in Ukraine. Second, the best way to spark accusations of “conflicts of interest” is by 
appointing a man to your board who is, literally, the spitting image of America’s Vice President. 
 
Nevertheless, the White House shot down any notion that there was a conflict of interest, telling 
Business Insider: “Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not 
endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company.” 
 
The White House has a point, but either way, this is an extremely uncomfortable situation that may 
likely lead to “escalating conflicts” and “disintegrating relationships between Russia and the US.” 
 
 

Business Insider 
Joe BIDEN’S Son Is Now On The Board Of One Of Ukraine's Biggest Gas Conglomerates 
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By: Brett Logiurato / May 13, 2014 
 
Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been appointed to the board of 
directors of Ukraine's largest private-gas producer.  
The company, Burisma Holdings, announced BIDEN’S appointment on its website Tuesday. Burisma 
said BIDEN would be the new head of the company's legal unit. 
 
The White House shot down any notion of a conflict of interest with Hunter BIDEN’S appointment. In 
a statement provided to Business Insider, Joe BIDEN spokesperson Kendra Barkoff said Hunter's 
appointment did not constitute an endorsement by the vice president. 
 
"Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular 
company and has no involvement with this company," Barkoff said. "For any additional questions, I 
refer you to Hunter’s office." 
 
Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, the national law firm for which Hunter BIDEN serves as a counsel, did 
not respond to a request for comment on Tuesday. 
 
During the daily White House press briefing on Tuesday, press secretary Jay Carney said where 
Hunter BIDEN works "does not reflect an endorsement by the administration, by the president or vice 
president." 
 
Hunter BIDEN’S appointment comes as the U.S. and much of the West has sought to help Ukraine 
wean off its dependence on Russia for oil and gas supplies. Last month during a trip to Kiev, the vice 
president pledged U.S. assistance in Ukraine's pursuit of energy independence from Russia. Ukraine 
and the West believe energy independence would serve as a major leverage point for Ukraine in its 
standoff with Russia. 
 
In a statement released by Burisma, Hunter BIDEN said he believes the company will help strengthen 
Ukraine's floundering economy.  
 
"Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it 
can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that 
my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and 
responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit 
the people of Ukraine," Hunter BIDEN said in the statement. 
 
 

Reuters 
Turkey to ignore court order to pay compensation to Cyprus 
By: Tulay Karadeniz and Ece Toksabay / May 13, 2014 
 
Turkey has no plans to pay 90 million euros ($124 million) to Cyprus as ordered by the European 
Court of Human Rights (ECHR), Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoglu said on Tuesday. 
 
The money was ordered in compensation for Turkey's invasion of the island 40 years ago. 
 
The Mediterranean island has been split since 1974 - when Turkey sent in troops after a brief Greek 
Cypriot coup staged by supporters of unification with Greece. It comprises a southern Greek Cypriot 
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state recognized worldwide and a breakaway Turkish Cypriot entity in the north recognized only by 
Ankara. 
 
Davutoglu said Turkey, which is seeking to join the European Union of which Cyprus is a member, 
sees no obligation to pay the compensation to a country that it does not formally recognize. 
 
"In terms of the grounds of this ruling, its method and the fact that it is considering a country that 
Turkey does not recognize as a counterparty, we see no necessity to make this payment," Davutoglu 
told reporters. 
 
"Yesterday's ECHR ruling consists of some legal contradictions and therefore we don't see it as at all 
binding, in terms of payment," he said. 
 
Cyprus brought the case to the Strasbourg-based ECHR 20 years ago, demanding financial 
compensation over missing Greek Cypriots, the property of displaced people and violations of other 
human rights. 
 
The ECHR is responsible for adjudication of the European Convention on Human Rights, to which 
Turkey is a signatory via its membership of the non-EU Council of Europe. 
 
The court ruled largely in Nicosia's favor in 2001, but took more than a decade to decide on the sum 
to be paid, a delay Ankara, whose aspirations to join the European Union have long been frustrated 
by the issue, says is aimed at undermining a fresh peace drive on the island. 
 
"We think that this ruling has been the biggest blow to this process. If a comprehensive solution is 
desired, then everyone should be aware of their responsibilities. When looked at the history of this 
problem, the timing of this case is meaningful," Davutoglu said. 
 
The Cyprus question has defied a small army of mediators over the years, amid disputes between 
estranged Greeks and Turks over power-sharing arrangements and the claims of thousands of 
people from both sides uprooted by the conflict. 
 
A new round of peace talks resumed in February. U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN is expected on the 
island on May 21-23 to try to spur on the process, Cypriot official sources said. 
 
"We think BIDEN’S visit to the island will be important and we view the U.S. interest positively. Turkey 
is ready to discuss this in an open-hearted way," Davutoglu said. 
 
 
 

AFP 
Kerry eyes role in Cyprus peace process 
May 13, 2014 
 
US Secretary of State John Kerry is planning to dip his toes into yet another of the world's intractable 
conflicts, announcing Tuesday he will visit Cyprus in the coming weeks. 
 
Meeting with Cypriot Foreign Minister Ioannis Kasoulides at the State Department, Kerry praised the 
Mediterranean island's current Greek Cypriot leadership for trying to reach a "long sought-after 
resolution" to its four-decade division. 
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"We have been working on the issue of trying to find a peace for Cyprus, a reunification of the island 
on a bizonal, bicommunal federation," Kerry said. 
 
Communal fighting between Greek- and Turkish Cypriots broke out in 1964, culminating 10 years 
later in a Turkish invasion of the northern third after a coup engineered by Greece's military 
dictatorship aimed at reunifying the island. 
 
Turkish Cypriot leaders in 1983 declared a breakaway state which is recognized only by Ankara. 
 
The two sides relaunched peace talks aimed at reunifying Cyprus in February after a two-year hiatus, 
with the US believed to have played a major behind-the-scenes role in helping kickstart the resumed 
negotiations. 
 
But several previous rounds of talks have failed, in part because of still-raw emotions on both sides of 
the UN-patrolled Green Line that divides the two communities. 
 
Kerry said the United States was "very supportive" of the resumed talks held under the auspices of 
the UN. 
 
"It's my hope to be in Nicosia and perhaps in Athens somewhere in the next weeks if not early 
months," announced the top US diplomat, who has made the search for a Middle East peace deal his 
personal quest. 
 
He said of Cyprus that "we want to try to be helpful in this process" and pointed to "new economic 
opportunities in the energy sector." 
 
Kasoulides, holding his second talks at the State Department in the past 12 months, said a resolution 
to the Cyprus problem "is very pertinent." 
 
"We need the assistance and interest of the international community," he stressed, adding he 
believed "the circumstances are appropriate to push in order to find a settlement to this chronic" 
problem. 
 
US Vice President Joe BIDEN is to visit Cyprus later this month as part of efforts to find ways to 
counter what Washington sees as Russia's destabilizing actions in Ukraine. 
 
Cyprus is seen in the White House as one of the European governments most resistant to toughening 
sanctions against Russia, including "sectoral" measures directly targeting Moscow's economy. 
 
Russians have billions of dollars in euros deposited in banks in Cyprus, and the government's 
resistance to further sanctions threatens a joint US-European Union effort to preserve a united front in 
punishing Russia. 
 
 

USA Today 
A view from campus on sexual assaults 
By: Emmaline Campbell / May 13, 2014 
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I know a student at the University of Chicago who was sexually assaulted by someone who lived in 
her dorm but did not report it for months out of fear that he would retaliate. I know another woman 
who was assaulted by her boyfriend and the college refused to take her complaint seriously. 
 
When I started college four years ago, I thought I knew what campus life was all about. What I didn't 
know was that one in five female college students are sexually assaulted before they graduate — the 
estimate in a recent White House report. Sadly, that percentage hasn't changed in 20 years. 
 
To better understand why this problem wasn't being taken more seriously at my college and so many 
others, I decided to explore the topic in my senior thesis. What I learned in my research and as a 
friend of assault victims was deeply disturbing. 
 
On college campuses, it can be hard to find justice when students are assaulted by their classmates, 
their friends, or their boyfriends. While stories of assaults are plentiful, stories of perpetrators who 
have been held accountable are scarce. 
 
At the University of Chicago, survivors of sexual assault have been turned away from pursuing 
disciplinary options against their perpetrators. The school's Disciplinary Committee has rejected other 
claims, leaving perpetrators on campus. Because of systematic problems, the university is under 
investigation by the Department of Education. 
 
None of this should be surprising. 
 
Colleges also can be in the difficult position of being both the prosecutor and defense attorney. If the 
perpetrator is also one of the college's students, the college must also provide him with assistance for 
the disciplinary process. 
 
The federal agency that oversees this issue hasn't done any better. The Department of Education's 
Office of Civil Rights (OCR), which monitors university responses to sexual assault, has been 
unsuccessful because its method of dealing with universities that violate federal requirements is 
inherently flawed. Each investigation can take months, and it culminates in a "letter of finding" which 
reveals all of the violations found and all of the requirements the department will be imposing on the 
university to bring it into compliance. 
 
These letters of finding could be a valuable resource for helping universities to learn from past 
mistakes, but they are not made readily available to the public. The department has refused to 
publish them online. 
 
In light of the department's record of ineptitude, the White House's recent announcement that it would 
take on the issue is reason for hope. It has the clout to blow past the obstacles that have held back 
the Department of Education. The White House can speak directly to college students through social 
media, as it did last month with the YouTube video "1 is 2 Many," featuring celebrities such as actor 
Steve Carelland public figures such as Vice President Joe BIDEN. 
 
The White House can also pressure the Department of Education to finally do its job, as evidenced by 
its directive that the department publish — for the first time — a list of all of the colleges currently 
under investigation. 
 
Those are critical first steps, but even the power of the White House can only begin to chip away at 
the layers of bureaucracy that have worked to silence sexual assault. 
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As I was working on my thesis, I was frustrated that the system was so egregiously ineffective and 
thousands of college students were suffering as a result. It's great to see students speaking up and 
the White House getting involved, but we shouldn't be complacent. We all need to take advantage of 
this moment to keep this issue in the spotlight. 
 
We can't let another 20 years go by without progress. 
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VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS 
Tuesday, May 13, 2014 

 
Chicago Sun-Times 
BIDEN headlining Durbin fundraisers today 
By: Lynn Sweet / May 13, 2014 
Vice President Joe BIDEN is headlining two fundraisers in downstate Alton on Tuesday 
afternoon to bolster the campaign warchests Sen. Dick Durbin D-Ill. and the Democratic 
 
KPLR 
Vice President BIDEN to speak at Archgrounds 
By: Anthony Kiekow / May 13, 2014 
Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak in downtown St. Louis Tuesday afternoon at 3:30. 
 
Plains Dealer 
Vice President BIDEN coming to Cleveland to promote transit program the GOP 
would pare back 
By: Stephen Koff / May 13, 2014 
When Vice President Joe BIDEN visits a Cleveland rapid transit station on Mayfield Rd. 
Wednesday, he'll promote a form of federal spending that in its broadest outlines has 
few opponents. 
 
Associated Press 
VP BIDEN’S son joins Ukraine gas company’s board 
May 13, 2014 
Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, is joining the board of a 
gas company operating in Ukraine, the company announced Tuesday, as the West 
seeks to help Ukraine wean itself off its dependence on Russian energy. 
 
USA Today 
BIDEN’S son joins board of Ukraine gas company 
By: David Jackson / May 13, 2014 
Vice President BIDEN’S son Hunter is joining the board of a gas company that operates 
in Ukraine. 
 
Politico 
Hunter BIDEN to Ukraine gas board 
By: Lucy McCalmont / May 13, 2014 
Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, will be joining Ukraine’s 
largest private gas producer, the company announced in a statement 
 
The Hill 
WH: BIDEN’S son to Ukraine gas company isn't U.S. endorsement 
By: Justin Sink / May 13, 2014 
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Ukraine's largest private gas producer has hired Vice President BIDEN’S youngest son, 
but White House press secretary Jay Carney insisted on Tuesday the move shouldn't 
be read as an official endorsement by the U.S. government.  
 
ABC 
BIDEN’S Son Gets Ukrainian Oil Company Gig 
By: Jordyn Phelps / May 13, 2014 
Vice President Joe BIDEN’S youngest son Hunter BIDEN has joined the board of 
directors of Ukraine’s largest oil company at a time that the U.S. is urging Ukraine to 
develop energy independence from Russia and just days after the vice president visited 
Ukraine. 
 
Washington Times 
Joe BIDEN’S son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest private gas 
company 
By: Jessica Chasmar / May 13, 2014 
Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN’S youngest son, Hunter, has been appointed head of 
legal affairs at Ukraine’s largest private gas producer. 
 
Washington Examiner 
Jay Carney: Joe BIDEN’S son accepted position with Ukrainian gas company as 
'private citizen' 
By: Susan Crabtree / May 13, 2014 
Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, has accepted a position with 
Ukraine's largest private gas producer, but that in no way means the White House 
signed off on or endorses his hiring, presidential spokesman Jay Carney said Tuesday. 
 
National Journal 
Another BIDEN Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis 
By: Marina Koren / May 13, 2014 
Joe BIDEN has been the White House's go-to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring 
former Soviet republics and reassuring their concerned leaders. And now, he's not the 
only BIDEN involved in the region. 
 
International Business Times 
Burisma Holdings: BIDEN’S Son Joins Ukraine's Top Private Gas Company 
By: Sophie Song/ May 13, 2014 
The Ukrainian gas company that Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, just 
joined is a growing conglomerate that has been compared to "Exxon in its early days." 
 
Mediaite 
Bad Ideas in Oligarchy: BIDEN’S Son Joins Board of Ukrainian Energy Company 
By: Tina Nguyen / May 13, 2014 
Today, Burisma Holdings, a company that describes itself as “Ukraine’s largest private 
gas producer,” announced the newest member of its Board of Directors: R. Hunter 
BIDEN, a seasoned lawyer with extensive international business experience, will be in 
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charge of the company’s legal unit, as well as “provide support for the Company among 
international organizations.” His end goal: to guide the company in a manner that will 
“contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.” 
 
Business Insider 
Joe BIDEN’S Son Is Now On The Board Of One Of Ukraine's Biggest Gas 
Conglomerates 
By: Brett Logiurato / May 13, 2014 
Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been appointed to 
the board of directors of Ukraine's largest private-gas producer.  
The company, Burisma Holdings, announced BIDEN’S appointment on its website 
Tuesday. Burisma said BIDEN would be the new head of the company's legal unit. 
 
Reuters 
Turkey to ignore court order to pay compensation to Cyprus 
By: Tulay Karadeniz and Ece Toksabay / May 13, 2014 
… A new round of peace talks resumed in February. U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN is 
expected on the island on May 21-23 to try to spur on the process, Cypriot official 
sources said. 
 
AFP 
Kerry eyes role in Cyprus peace process 
May 13, 2014 
… US Vice President Joe BIDEN is to visit Cyprus later this month as part of efforts to 
find ways to counter what Washington sees as Russia's destabilizing actions in Ukraine. 
 
USA Today 
A view from campus on sexual assaults 
By: Emmaline Campbell / May 13, 2014 
… In light of the department's record of ineptitude, the White House's recent 
announcement that it would take on the issue is reason for hope. It has the clout to blow 
past the obstacles that have held back the Department of Education. The White House 
can speak directly to college students through social media, as it did last month with the 
YouTube video "1 is 2 Many," featuring celebrities such as actor Steve Carelland public 
figures such as Vice President Joe BIDEN. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Chicago Sun-Times 
BIDEN headlining Durbin fundraisers today 
By: Lynn Sweet / May 13, 2014 
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN is headlining two fundraisers in downstate Alton on Tuesday 
afternoon to bolster the campaign warchests Sen. Dick Durbin D-Ill. and the Democratic 
Senatorial Campaign Committee. Durbin is flying to Illinois and back to D.C. on 
BIDEN’S plane, with a stop in St. Louis for an official event with the vice president and 
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Interior Sec. Sally Jewell  at the CityArchRiver project at the St. Louis Gateway Arch "to 
discuss the economy and highlight the progress of this future urban park site." 
 
Last month, I reported BIDEN will be the draw at the Alton events for Durbin, who faces 
GOP nominee Illinois state Sen. Jim Oberweis R-Sugar Grove in November. DSCC 
chair Sen. Michael Bennet D-Col. will also be attending the high-dollar events. 
 
 I posted earlier that President Barack Obama returns to Chicago on May 22 to keynote 
major donor fundraising events for Durbin and the DSCC.  
 
Today, BIDEN appears at a reception in Alton followed by a dinner at the home of John 
and Jayne Simmons. 
 
The price points 
 
*$35,000 per couple to co-chair the dinner, with a photo opp. 
 
*$10,000 one ticket to the dinner 
 
*$5,000 to co-chair the general reception with a photo opp. 
 
*$1,000 one ticket to the reception. 
 
 

KPLR 
Vice President BIDEN to speak at Archgrounds 
By: Anthony Kiekow / May 13, 2014 
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak in downtown St. Louis Tuesday afternoon at 3:30. 
 
His speech is about the economy and construction projects. 
 
He will visit the St. Louis Gateway Arch a get a look at the renovations going on in the 
area. 
 
The $380 Million City-Arch-River project will connect the Gateway Arch to downtown St. 
Louis. 
 
The new date of completion for the project is 2016. 
 
The project was funded through federal, state, local and private funds. 
 
The Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell will also be in attendance. 
 
BIDEN’S speech could be a glimpse to his platform for a 2016 presidential run. 
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It would be BIDEN’S third attempt to win the office. 
 
 

Plains Dealer 
Vice President BIDEN coming to Cleveland to promote transit program the GOP 
would pare back 
By: Stephen Koff / May 13, 2014 
 
When Vice President Joe BIDEN visits a Cleveland rapid transit station on Mayfield Rd. 
Wednesday, he'll promote a form of federal spending that in its broadest outlines has 
few opponents. 
 
Roads need paving. Bridges need fixing. Nearly everyone agrees. 
 
But exactly what else counts as necessary for federal transportation spending, including 
a Red Line rapid station in Cleveland, is another matter. 
 
If House of Representatives Republicans prevail, there could be much less money in 
the future for projects like the new Little Italy-University Circle Rapid Station, which is 
scheduled to open in 2015 and BIDEN will highlight Wednesday. 
 
BIDEN’S Cleveland visit is part of a broader, week-long lobbying effort by the White 
House to draw attention to a desire to keep spending on improving infrastructure. The 
overarching issue – keeping the nation's roads and bridges open and safe – has wide 
consensus. 
 
Even the biggest pro-business lobbying groups in Washington, such as the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce and the National Association of Manufacturers, are spending 
the week much like BIDEN and his boss, President Barack Obama. They're holding 
forums and other events to tell Congress that it's time for a major new transportation bill. 
 
The current bill expires Sept. 30, and the Highway Trust Fund, which provides the 
money, could run short a month earlier. 
 
Obama is going to the construction site of the new structure that will replace the Tappan 
Zee Bridge, spanning New York's Hudson River, the same day as BIDEN’S visit to the 
new Little Italy-University Circle Rapid Station. 
 
But first, BIDEN today will go to St. Louis and highlight a pedestrian bridge being built 
over a highway that separates residents and tourists from the Gateway Arch.  And on 
Friday, the White House says, Obama will meet with workers to discuss infrastructure 
around Washington, D.C. 
 
The White House says that 65 percent of the nation's major roads are rated as being in 
"less than good" condition and one in four bridges require significant repairs or cannot 
handle today's traffic. 
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But agreement on need is not the same as agreement on where to get the money, or on 
how to spend it. 
 
Most current federal transportation projects, including money that gets funneled to state 
highway departments, are funded through a tax on gasoline (18.4 cents per gallon) and 
diesel fuel (24.4 cents per gallon). Those taxes have not been raised since 1993, 
although from 1993 to 1997, 4.3 cents of the gasoline tax was used for deficit reduction 
before being redirected to transportation projects. 
 
The static tax is just part of the problem. Cars also get better gasoline mileage since the 
last hike, and with inflation, the money doesn't buy as much steel and asphalt.  
 
So Obama would replace the expiring transit bill, called Moving Ahead for Progress in 
the 21st Century, or MAP-21, with a $302 billion, four-year bill. Obama's bill would 
supplement the gas tax with money from closing certain corporate tax provisions, 
including one that the White House and Democrats say has led to companies sheltering 
income overseas. 
 
Republicans such as House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee Chairman Bill 
Shuster have their own ideas -- both for annual transportation appropriations, which last 
a year at a time, and for a longer-term road-and-bridge improvement program. 
 
"While Chairman Shuster respects that the Administration has put forward its own 
detailed proposal, the first time it has done so, he will not agree with it on all the details," 
said Justin Harclerode, Shuster's spokesman. "Thus far, the chairman has not 
elaborated on any potential differences or areas of agreement as the Transportation 
Committee continues to develop its surface transportation proposal." 
 
The last big highway bill, MAP-21, authorized $105 billion over two years, marking the 
first agreement on a large highway bill since 2005. A series of Band-Aid approaches, as 
the White House had put it, sufficed in the interim. 
 
Many supporters, including Ohio Democratic U.S. Sen. Sherrod Brown, say that 
spending on roads helps the American economy, not only by providing road-building 
jobs but also by keeping the economy moving. 
 
"Road and bridge projects don't just mean safer and less congested roads and 
construction jobs – they also help attract new employers and economic development," 
Brown said in an email this week. 
 
Brown said that more than 8 percent of Ohio's bridges require major repairs or 
replacement. He also noted the better known projects awaiting funding, such as Route 8 
in Akron and the Brent Spence Bridge in Cincinnati.  
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Federal highway spending, however, has become a boondoggle in the eyes of some 
fiscal conservatives. This is where ideological groups split with those who have interests 
to protect. 
 
Emily Goff, a transportation and infrastructure policy analyst at the conservative 
Heritage Foundation, noted that MAP-21 funds go not only to build roads and bridges 
but also to build recreation trails and bicycle paths. These are important to groups 
pushing for transportation alternatives, but they siphon money that could go for even 
more roads and bridges to ease considerable traffic congestion, Goff says. 
 
Yet MAP-21 requires states to set aside money for these kinds of alternatives, Goff 
says, to the tune of $27.5 million this year in Pennsylvania and $78.9 million in Texas. 
 
"Identifying a connection between these activities and a federal highway program 
concerned with interstate highway system construction and maintenance proves 
difficult," Goff wrote in a recent Heritage blog post. "Indeed, there is nothing federal or 
highway about bicycle paths, landscaping, or any of these local activities." 
 
The RTA station in Cleveland is a project that could raise a similar question, with its 
emphasis on meshing light rail with development around University Circle and Little 
Italy. The existing station, on Euclid Avenue at E. 120th Street, is considered 
functionally obsolete, so the new station will be placed several blocks south, at Mayfield 
Road at E. 119th Street. 
 
About $8.9 in funding comes from highly competitive U.S. Department of Transportation 
grants, according to the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority. 
 
The grant money did not come MAP-21. Rather, it came from a program created under 
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, or the recession-era stimulus 
act. The transportation component of the stimulus act, called Transportation Investment 
Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER), gets money appropriated annually from 
Congress -- $3.5 billion so far for 270 projects nationwide, including $600 million this 
year, the White House says. 
 
The TIGER program will end soon, too -- unless Obama and BIDEN get their way. 
 
In that case, TIGER would become permanent, greatly expanded to $5 billion over four 
years. The Obama White House wants to fold it into the next iteration of a four-year 
road-and-bridge bill. 
 
House Republicans are unlikely to go along. The House appropriations subcommittee 
for transportation on May 6 recommended a lower sum of $100 million for TIGER in 
2015, and the GOP-led panel would further restrict TIGER grants to "projects that will 
address critical transportation needs, such as road, highway and bridge construction 
and improvement." 
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In other words, while money for the Little Italy-University Circle RTA station appears 
secure, future projects like it could go unfunded. 
 
That is apparently why BIDEN is coming to Cleveland: to highlight what the money has 
helped build and point out what would have happened were it not there. 
 
The White House would not comment on this in advance of the vice president's trip. In 
an email, White House spokesman Keith Maley said, "Members of both parties have put 
forward their own ideas on the Hill, and the most important thing is that we pass a long-
term bill that creates jobs and provides certainty for cities, states, and businesses. It's 
time to get the job done." 
 
 
 

Associated Press 
VP BIDEN’S son joins Ukraine gas company’s board 
May 13, 2014 
 
Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, is joining the board of a 
gas company operating in Ukraine, the company announced Tuesday, as the West 
seeks to help Ukraine wean itself off its dependence on Russian energy. 
 
Burisma Holdings said BIDEN, an attorney and chairman of the board of the World 
Food Program USA, will head the Burisma’s legal unit, and will also seek support for the 
company among international organizations. 
 
“I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, 
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will 
contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,” BIDEN said in a 
statement released by the company. 
 
The announcement comes as Ukraine and the U.S. are looking to decrease Ukraine’s 
reliance on Russian energy amid threats from Moscow to cut Ukraine off if it doesn’t pay 
massive debts. Western countries believe Russia would have less leverage in the crisis 
with Ukraine if Europe was less dependent on Russian gas. 
 
“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer,” said BIDEN spokeswoman Kendra 
Barkoff. “The vice president does not endorse any particular company and has no 
involvement with this company.” 
 
Still, Vice President BIDEN has spoken frequently about the need to increase Ukraine’s 
energy independence, including during a recent visit to Kiev. He’s also a key interlocutor 
for the Obama administration with Kiev and other anxious nations in the region as the 
crisis there has unfolded. 
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Copyright 2014 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be 
published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
 
 

USA Today 
BIDEN’S son joins board of Ukraine gas company 
By: David Jackson / May 13, 2014 
 
Vice President BIDEN’S son Hunter is joining the board of a gas company that operates 
in Ukraine. 
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's largest private gas producer, said Hunter BIDEN -- an 
attorney -- will be in charge of its legal unit and help the company with other 
international organizations. 
 
"I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, 
corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will 
contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine," the younger BIDEN said 
in a statement. 
 
The BIDEN appointment comes as the United States and allied nations try to help 
Ukraine reduce its dependence on Russian energy by developing other sources. 
 
Kendra Barkoff, spokesperson for Vice President BIDEN, said that "Hunter BIDEN is a 
private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular 
company and has no involvement with this company." 
 
 

Politico 
Hunter BIDEN to Ukraine gas board 
By: Lucy McCalmont / May 13, 2014 
 
Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, will be joining Ukraine’s 
largest private gas producer, the company announced in a statement 
 
“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff 
and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is 
joining us to help us achieve these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of 
the board of directors, said in a statement, which was reported by The Moscow Times 
on Tuesday. 
 
BIDEN, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the company said and will 
provide support for Burisma Holdings “among international organizations.” 
 
BIDEN said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy. 
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“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas 
means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” BIDEN said in a 
statement. “As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting 
the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, 
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit 
the people of Ukraine.” 
 
The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White House Press 
Secretary Jay Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a referendum held Sunday in 
Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-rule in the region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law. 
 
Vice President BIDEN also expressed support for Ukraine, when he visited the country 
in April and slammed Russia for its role in the annexation of Crimea. 
 
 

The Hill 
WH: BIDEN’S son to Ukraine gas company isn't U.S. endorsement 
By: Justin Sink / May 13, 2014 
 
Ukraine's largest private gas producer has hired Vice President BIDEN’S youngest son, 
but White House press secretary Jay Carney insisted on Tuesday the move shouldn't 
be read as an official endorsement by the U.S. government.  
 
"Hunter BIDEN and other members of the BIDEN family are obviously private citizens, 
and where they work does not reflect an endorsement by the administration or by the 
vice president or president," Carney told reporters. 
 
The vice president's office also defended the hire.  
 
“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse 
any particular company and has no involvement with this company.  For any additional 
questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office," said Kendra Barkoff, spokeswoman for Vice 
President BIDEN. 
 
Burisma, which produces the equivalent of 10,500 barrels of oil daily, announced 
BIDEN’S hire in a statement earlier Tuesday. 
“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff 
and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is 
joining us to help us achieve these goals,” said Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman 
of the board of directors. 
 
The younger BIDEN, for his part, said he believed his legal and corporate advice would 
"contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine." 
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“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas 
means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” Hunter BIDEN 
said. 
 
But the hire could raise ethical questions — and diplomatic headaches — for the White 
House. During a visit to Kiev last month, the vice president discussed energy security 
with Ukraine's leaders, including ways the country could produce its own domestic 
production of natural gas. 
 
"Imagine where you'd be today if you were able to tell Russia: keep your gas. It would 
be a very different world," the vice president told Ukrainian lawmakers. 
 
The hire also came a day after Russian energy giant Gazprom threatened to halt natural 
gas shipments to Ukraine unless the country prepays for its energy. That 
announcement has sparked fears that energy costs could strain Ukraine's fragile 
economy. 
 
 

ABC 
BIDEN’S Son Gets Ukrainian Oil Company Gig 
By: Jordyn Phelps / May 13, 2014 
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN’S youngest son Hunter BIDEN has joined the board of 
directors of Ukraine’s largest oil company at a time that the U.S. is urging Ukraine to 
develop energy independence from Russia and just days after the vice president visited 
Ukraine. 
 
The vice president’s office and the White House rejected any suggestion that there was 
a conflict of interest. 
 
“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer,” Vice President BIDEN’S 
spokeswoman Kendra Barkoff told ABC News. “The vice president does not endorse 
any particular company and has no involvement with this company.” 
 
White House spokesman Jay Carney said, “Hunter BIDEN and other members of the 
BIDEN family are obviously private citizens and where they work … does not reflect an 
endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or president.” 
 
According to a press release from the oil company, Burisma Holdings, BIDEN will help 
the company manage its relationships with “international organizations,” in addition to 
overseeing the company’s legal unit. 
 
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas 
means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” Hunter BIDEN 
said in a statement. 
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“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company 
on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international 
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of 
Ukraine,” he said. 
 
BIDEN, a graduate of Yale Law School, is a counsel to the New York-based law firm 
Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP and  serves as an adjunct professor at Georgetown 
University’s School of Foreign Service 
 
 

Washington Times 
Joe BIDEN’S son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest private gas 
company 
By: Jessica Chasmar / May 13, 2014 
 
Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN’S youngest son, Hunter, has been appointed head of 
legal affairs at Ukraine’s largest private gas producer. 
 
Burisma Holdings said in a statement that Hunter BIDEN will be in charge of the 
company’s legal unit and will provide support for the company among international 
organizations. 
 
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas 
means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” Mr. BIDEN said. 
 
“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the 
Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, 
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit 
the people of Ukraine,” he said. 
 
White House press secretary Jay Carney said Tuesday that Mr. BIDEN’S new position 
“does not reflect an endorsement by the administration,” Time magazine’s Zeke Miller 
reported. 
 
The announcement comes just one day after Russia’s state energy giant Gazprom 
threatened to halt natural gas shipments to Ukraine unless the country pays in advance 
for supplies. 
 
The vice president has condemned Russia for its intervention in Ukraine and has 
pledged to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy, The Moscow 
Times reported. 
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Washington Examiner 
Jay Carney: Joe BIDEN’S son accepted position with Ukrainian gas company as 
'private citizen' 
By: Susan Crabtree / May 13, 2014 
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, has accepted a position with 
Ukraine's largest private gas producer, but that in no way means the White House 
signed off on or endorses his hiring, presidential spokesman Jay Carney said Tuesday. 
 
Burisma Holdings announced Tuesday that Hunter BIDEN, BIDEN’S youngest son, 
would serve on the company's board of directors. 
 
The company in a news release on its website said Hunter BIDEN will be in charge of 
the Burisma's legal unit and will “provide support” among international organizations. 
The Moscow Times first reported the news Tuesday. 
 
Asked about the hiring by a reporter Tuesday, Carney referred questions about it to the 
vice president's office and noted that it did not indicate that Obama was involved or 
approved of it. 
 
“Hunter BIDEN and other members of the family are obviously private citizens and 
where they work is not an endorsement by the president or vice president,” he said. 
 
Kendra Barkoff, a spokeswoman for the vice president, did not respond to questions 
about whether Hunter BIDEN discussed the job with his father or sought his approval 
before accepting it. 
 
Instead, she echoed Carney's earlier statement and referred questions to Hunter 
BIDEN’S New York law office. 
 
“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer," she said. "The vice president does not 
endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. For any 
additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office." 
 
A spokeswoman for Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New 
York where Hunter BIDEN works, did not immediately respond to a request for 
comment. 
 
Amid the escalating tensions between Ukraine and Russia in recent weeks, the 
European Commission, the executive body of the European Union, has tried to step in 
to try to prevent Russia from halting natural gas shipments to Ukraine unless it pays 
$3.5 billion in debts. 
 
Ukraine has so far refused to pay in protest of Moscow's decision to nearly double the 
price it charges Kiev for gas imports. 
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In the company's release, Alan Apter, the chairman of the company's board of directors, 
said: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional 
staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. 
BIDEN is joining us to help us achieve these goals.” 
 
In addition to his work at the New York law firm, Hunter also is a co-founder and a 
managing partner of investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and 
serves as director of the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, a network of 400 businesses, 
nonprofits and foreign policy experts, and the chairman of the advisory board for the 
National Democratic Institute, a non-profit that works to support democratic institutions 
and elections around the world. 
 
 

National Journal 
Another BIDEN Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis 
By: Marina Koren / May 13, 2014 
 
Joe BIDEN has been the White House's go-to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring 
former Soviet republics and reassuring their concerned leaders. And now, he's not the 
only BIDEN involved in the region. 
 
The vice president's youngest son, Hunter BIDEN, has been appointed head of legal 
affairs at Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's largest private gas producer, The Moscow Times 
reported Tuesday. Hunter described his new role in a statement on the company's 
website: 
 
As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company 
on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international 
expansion, and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of 
Ukraine. 
 
The new gig joins several others on Hunter's extensive resume. He currently serves as 
managing partner at the Washington-based investment advisory company Rosemont 
Seneca Partners and counsel at the New York City-based law firm Boies Schiller 
Flexner. He is also an adjunct professor at Georgetown University's Foreign Service 
graduate program. 
 
According to Bloomberg Businessweek, Burisma was founded in 2006 and "engages in 
oil-well drilling, production of liquefied natural gas, and undertaking geological studies." 
It is based in Cyprus. It owns several oil and gas companies in Ukraine, including in the 
southeastern city of Dnepropetrovsk. 
 
Burisma hired another American—and another managing partner of Rosemont Seneca 
Partners—just last month. Devon Archer joined the company's board of directors to 
"focus on the interaction with current investors, as well as involving new investors from 
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the United States," according to an April 22 press release from the company. Archer 
served as a senior adviser to John Kerry during his 2004 presidential campaign. 
 
"Today Burisma Holdings reminds me of Exxon Mobil in its wake," Archer said in a 
recent interview posted on the company's website. "It has all the chances to be one of 
the biggest privately owned oil companies in the world." 
 
Archer's work focuses heavily on energy independence for Ukraine, a topic that has 
received much attention in recent months. Ukraine is dependent on Russia for energy 
exports, and Moscow has pulled discount agreements during its ongoing standoff with 
Kiev. The addition of Hunter to the company masthead suggests Burisma is turning to 
U.S. talent—and money and name recognition—for protection against Russia. It also 
jibes with the Obama administration message that his father has been tasked with 
spreading. 
 
The vice president's office released a statement Tuesday afternoon saying that the 
elder BIDEN "does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with 
this company." 
 
It's unclear whether the entry of another BIDEN into the fray was meant to send a 
message to Moscow. But Russian President Vladimir Putin, eternally leery of American 
hands in eastern European business, is bound to notice. 
 
 

International Business Times 
Burisma Holdings: BIDEN’S Son Joins Ukraine's Top Private Gas Company 
By: Sophie Song/ May 13, 2014 
 
The Ukrainian gas company that Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, just 
joined is a growing conglomerate that has been compared to "Exxon in its early days." 
 
Burisma Holdings announced on Tuesday that the younger BIDEN will join the company 
as the head of its legal unit.  
 
“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff 
and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is 
joining us to help us achieve these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of 
the board of directors, said in a statement featured as a top story on the company’s 
home page. 
 
Burisma is a private oil and gas company founded in 2002, under joint activity 
agreements with Ukrainian state-owned producers, and quickly grew to become the 
largest private gas producer in Ukraine. The company’s output stood at an average 
daily output of 10.5 million cubic meters barrels of oil equivalent per day in September 
2013, and could double that figure within two years. All of the company’s gas is sold to 
industrial customers in Ukraine. 
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BIDEN is not the only well-connected American to join the company - just a few weeks 
ago, when the vice president made an official trip to Ukraine, Burisma appointed one of 
Hunter’s business partners, Devon Archer, to its board. Archer is a wealthy investor and 
Democratic campaign fundraiser with long ties to U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry. 
Archer was an advisor to Kerry's presidential campaign in 2004 and co-chaired Kerry's 
National Finance Committee. Upon his appointment to Burisma, Archer said that the 
energy conglomerate reminded him of "Exxon in its early days." 
 
The company’s portfolio of licenses is well-diversified across all three of Ukraine’s key 
hydrocarbon basins – Dnieper-Donets, Carpathian and Azov-Kuban, and its fields are 
fully connected to the major gas pipelines in the country, allowing Burisma to keep the 
cost of production relatively efficient. 
 
Natural gas is the largest energy source in Ukraine, accounting for 38 percent of total 
primary energy production during 2011. The country relies on Russia’s gas company 
Gasprom currently to satisfy its energy needs, but will aim to reduce that dependency in 
coming years, and Burisma is well-positioned to boost its share of the domestic market.   
 
“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the 
Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, 
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit 
the people of Ukraine,” BIDEN said regarding his new appointment. 
 
 

Mediaite 
Bad Ideas in Oligarchy: BIDEN’S Son Joins Board of Ukrainian Energy Company 
By: Tina Nguyen / May 13, 2014 
 
Today, Burisma Holdings, a company that describes itself as “Ukraine’s largest private 
gas producer,” announced the newest member of its Board of Directors: R. Hunter 
BIDEN, a seasoned lawyer with extensive international business experience, will be in 
charge of the company’s legal unit, as well as “provide support for the Company among 
international organizations.” His end goal: to guide the company in a manner that will 
“contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.” 
 
BIDEN also has a prominent dad who’s part of an administration currently embroiled in 
a conflict with Russia over the Ukraine, so, that’s cool too. 
 
And it’s not just that Joe BIDEN is his father, it’s that Joe BIDEN has openly pledged to 
help Ukraine gain “energy independence” from Russia while condemning the latter’s 
recent annexation of the Crimean peninsula. Really, this is an awkward situation. 
 
While it’s normal for the powerful children of powerful people to be pulled onto the 
boards of vast multinational corporations, the fact that BIDEN happened to join a 
Ukrainian energy company in the midst of the conflict in Crimea is probably not a good 
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idea. First, as the Russian media quickly proved, it immediately breeds speculation 
about Americans attempting to secure their energy interests in Ukraine. Second, the 
best way to spark accusations of “conflicts of interest” is by appointing a man to your 
board who is, literally, the spitting image of America’s Vice President. 
 
Nevertheless, the White House shot down any notion that there was a conflict of 
interest, telling Business Insider: “Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The 
Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with 
this company.” 
 
The White House has a point, but either way, this is an extremely uncomfortable 
situation that may likely lead to “escalating conflicts” and “disintegrating relationships 
between Russia and the US.” 
 
 

Business Insider 
Joe BIDEN’S Son Is Now On The Board Of One Of Ukraine's Biggest Gas 
Conglomerates 
By: Brett Logiurato / May 13, 2014 
 
Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been appointed to 
the board of directors of Ukraine's largest private-gas producer.  
The company, Burisma Holdings, announced BIDEN’S appointment on its website 
Tuesday. Burisma said BIDEN would be the new head of the company's legal unit. 
 
The White House shot down any notion of a conflict of interest with Hunter BIDEN’S 
appointment. In a statement provided to Business Insider, Joe BIDEN spokesperson 
Kendra Barkoff said Hunter's appointment did not constitute an endorsement by the vice 
president. 
 
"Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse 
any particular company and has no involvement with this company," Barkoff said. "For 
any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office." 
 
Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, the national law firm for which Hunter BIDEN serves as a 
counsel, did not respond to a request for comment on Tuesday. 
 
During the daily White House press briefing on Tuesday, press secretary Jay Carney 
said where Hunter BIDEN works "does not reflect an endorsement by the 
administration, by the president or vice president." 
 
Hunter BIDEN’S appointment comes as the U.S. and much of the West has sought to 
help Ukraine wean off its dependence on Russia for oil and gas supplies. Last month 
during a trip to Kiev, the vice president pledged U.S. assistance in Ukraine's pursuit of 
energy independence from Russia. Ukraine and the West believe energy independence 
would serve as a major leverage point for Ukraine in its standoff with Russia. 
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In a statement released by Burisma, Hunter BIDEN said he believes the company will 
help strengthen Ukraine's floundering economy.  
 
"Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas 
means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member 
of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of 
transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and 
other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine," Hunter 
BIDEN said in the statement. 
 
 

Reuters 
Turkey to ignore court order to pay compensation to Cyprus 
By: Tulay Karadeniz and Ece Toksabay / May 13, 2014 
 
Turkey has no plans to pay 90 million euros ($124 million) to Cyprus as ordered by the 
European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoglu said on 
Tuesday. 
 
The money was ordered in compensation for Turkey's invasion of the island 40 years 
ago. 
 
The Mediterranean island has been split since 1974 - when Turkey sent in troops after a 
brief Greek Cypriot coup staged by supporters of unification with Greece. It comprises a 
southern Greek Cypriot state recognized worldwide and a breakaway Turkish Cypriot 
entity in the north recognized only by Ankara. 
 
Davutoglu said Turkey, which is seeking to join the European Union of which Cyprus is 
a member, sees no obligation to pay the compensation to a country that it does not 
formally recognize. 
 
"In terms of the grounds of this ruling, its method and the fact that it is considering a 
country that Turkey does not recognize as a counterparty, we see no necessity to make 
this payment," Davutoglu told reporters. 
 
"Yesterday's ECHR ruling consists of some legal contradictions and therefore we don't 
see it as at all binding, in terms of payment," he said. 
 
Cyprus brought the case to the Strasbourg-based ECHR 20 years ago, demanding 
financial compensation over missing Greek Cypriots, the property of displaced people 
and violations of other human rights. 
 
The ECHR is responsible for adjudication of the European Convention on Human 
Rights, to which Turkey is a signatory via its membership of the non-EU Council of 
Europe. 
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The court ruled largely in Nicosia's favor in 2001, but took more than a decade to decide 
on the sum to be paid, a delay Ankara, whose aspirations to join the European Union 
have long been frustrated by the issue, says is aimed at undermining a fresh peace 
drive on the island. 
 
"We think that this ruling has been the biggest blow to this process. If a comprehensive 
solution is desired, then everyone should be aware of their responsibilities. When 
looked at the history of this problem, the timing of this case is meaningful," Davutoglu 
said. 
 
The Cyprus question has defied a small army of mediators over the years, amid 
disputes between estranged Greeks and Turks over power-sharing arrangements and 
the claims of thousands of people from both sides uprooted by the conflict. 
 
A new round of peace talks resumed in February. U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN is 
expected on the island on May 21-23 to try to spur on the process, Cypriot official 
sources said. 
 
"We think BIDEN’S visit to the island will be important and we view the U.S. interest 
positively. Turkey is ready to discuss this in an open-hearted way," Davutoglu said. 
 
 
 

AFP 
Kerry eyes role in Cyprus peace process 
May 13, 2014 
 
US Secretary of State John Kerry is planning to dip his toes into yet another of the 
world's intractable conflicts, announcing Tuesday he will visit Cyprus in the coming 
weeks. 
 
Meeting with Cypriot Foreign Minister Ioannis Kasoulides at the State Department, 
Kerry praised the Mediterranean island's current Greek Cypriot leadership for trying to 
reach a "long sought-after resolution" to its four-decade division. 
 
"We have been working on the issue of trying to find a peace for Cyprus, a reunification 
of the island on a bizonal, bicommunal federation," Kerry said. 
 
Communal fighting between Greek- and Turkish Cypriots broke out in 1964, culminating 
10 years later in a Turkish invasion of the northern third after a coup engineered by 
Greece's military dictatorship aimed at reunifying the island. 
 
Turkish Cypriot leaders in 1983 declared a breakaway state which is recognized only by 
Ankara. 
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The two sides relaunched peace talks aimed at reunifying Cyprus in February after a 
two-year hiatus, with the US believed to have played a major behind-the-scenes role in 
helping kickstart the resumed negotiations. 
 
But several previous rounds of talks have failed, in part because of still-raw emotions on 
both sides of the UN-patrolled Green Line that divides the two communities. 
 
Kerry said the United States was "very supportive" of the resumed talks held under the 
auspices of the UN. 
 
"It's my hope to be in Nicosia and perhaps in Athens somewhere in the next weeks if 
not early months," announced the top US diplomat, who has made the search for a 
Middle East peace deal his personal quest. 
 
He said of Cyprus that "we want to try to be helpful in this process" and pointed to "new 
economic opportunities in the energy sector." 
 
Kasoulides, holding his second talks at the State Department in the past 12 months, 
said a resolution to the Cyprus problem "is very pertinent." 
 
"We need the assistance and interest of the international community," he stressed, 
adding he believed "the circumstances are appropriate to push in order to find a 
settlement to this chronic" problem. 
 
US Vice President Joe BIDEN is to visit Cyprus later this month as part of efforts to find 
ways to counter what Washington sees as Russia's destabilizing actions in Ukraine. 
 
Cyprus is seen in the White House as one of the European governments most resistant 
to toughening sanctions against Russia, including "sectoral" measures directly targeting 
Moscow's economy. 
 
Russians have billions of dollars in euros deposited in banks in Cyprus, and the 
government's resistance to further sanctions threatens a joint US-European Union effort 
to preserve a united front in punishing Russia. 
 
 

USA Today 
A view from campus on sexual assaults 
By: Emmaline Campbell / May 13, 2014 
 
I know a student at the University of Chicago who was sexually assaulted by someone 
who lived in her dorm but did not report it for months out of fear that he would retaliate. I 
know another woman who was assaulted by her boyfriend and the college refused to 
take her complaint seriously. 
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When I started college four years ago, I thought I knew what campus life was all about. 
What I didn't know was that one in five female college students are sexually assaulted 
before they graduate — the estimate in a recent White House report. Sadly, that 
percentage hasn't changed in 20 years. 
 
To better understand why this problem wasn't being taken more seriously at my college 
and so many others, I decided to explore the topic in my senior thesis. What I learned in 
my research and as a friend of assault victims was deeply disturbing. 
 
On college campuses, it can be hard to find justice when students are assaulted by their 
classmates, their friends, or their boyfriends. While stories of assaults are plentiful, 
stories of perpetrators who have been held accountable are scarce. 
 
At the University of Chicago, survivors of sexual assault have been turned away from 
pursuing disciplinary options against their perpetrators. The school's Disciplinary 
Committee has rejected other claims, leaving perpetrators on campus. Because of 
systematic problems, the university is under investigation by the Department of 
Education. 
 
None of this should be surprising. 
 
Colleges also can be in the difficult position of being both the prosecutor and defense 
attorney. If the perpetrator is also one of the college's students, the college must also 
provide him with assistance for the disciplinary process. 
 
The federal agency that oversees this issue hasn't done any better. The Department of 
Education's Office of Civil Rights (OCR), which monitors university responses to sexual 
assault, has been unsuccessful because its method of dealing with universities that 
violate federal requirements is inherently flawed. Each investigation can take months, 
and it culminates in a "letter of finding" which reveals all of the violations found and all of 
the requirements the department will be imposing on the university to bring it into 
compliance. 
 
These letters of finding could be a valuable resource for helping universities to learn 
from past mistakes, but they are not made readily available to the public. The 
department has refused to publish them online. 
 
In light of the department's record of ineptitude, the White House's recent 
announcement that it would take on the issue is reason for hope. It has the clout to blow 
past the obstacles that have held back the Department of Education. The White House 
can speak directly to college students through social media, as it did last month with the 
YouTube video "1 is 2 Many," featuring celebrities such as actor Steve Carelland public 
figures such as Vice President Joe BIDEN. 
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The White House can also pressure the Department of Education to finally do its job, as 
evidenced by its directive that the department publish — for the first time — a list of all 
of the colleges currently under investigation. 
 
Those are critical first steps, but even the power of the White House can only begin to 
chip away at the layers of bureaucracy that have worked to silence sexual assault. 
 
As I was working on my thesis, I was frustrated that the system was so egregiously 
ineffective and thousands of college students were suffering as a result. It's great to see 
students speaking up and the White House getting involved, but we shouldn't be 
complacent. We all need to take advantage of this moment to keep this issue in the 
spotlight. 
 
We can't let another 20 years go by without progress. 
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From: Murray, Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 8:08 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Ricchetti, Steven; Lambros, Demetra; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Ricchetti, 

Steven; Barkoff, Kendra; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra; Prescott, Jeffrey
Subject: Re: Russian Television

What a charming letter! 
  

From: Barkoff, Kendra  
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 07:55 AM 
To: Murray, Shailagh; Ricchetti, Steven; Lambros, Demetra; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob  
Subject: Fw: Russian Television  
  
 
  

From: Усенко Наталья Валерьевна [mailto:NUsenko@ntv.ru]  
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 07:13 AM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra  
Subject: Russian Television  
  

Dear Ms. Barkoff, 
 
NTV Russian Television and a Central Television program send you best regards and 
kindly ask your assistance. 
 
Central Television program with Vadim Takmenev is the 1st news program combining all 
TV genres. The program presents the real life, political, social and cultural events. In our 
program took part a lot of famous persons of show-business and politics: Tom Cruise, 
Angelina Jolie, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Daniel Craig, Lara Fabian, Alain Delon, Jean-
Claude Van Damme, Jackie Chan, Benicio Del Toro, Til Schweiger, Vin Diesel, James 
Cameron, Lars von Trier, Scarlett Johansson, Daniel Radcliffe, Stephen Fry, Vladimir 
Putin, Dmitry Medvedev.  
 
Mr. Hunter Biden has recently become a member of Committee of Directors of Burisma 
company. We would like to congratulate him and wish him good luck! Would you be so 
kind to help us to organize an interview with Mr. Joseph  Biden so that he could tell us 
his attitude towards and tell us if it will influence the foreign policy of the USA. We would 
like to organize this shooting this week (May, 15 – 16) any time and place suitable for 
Mr. Biden as our program will be on air this Saturday (May, 17). 
Thank you and looking forward your answer! 
 
Sincerely, 
Natalya Usenko 
Producer 
+7 964 537 38 77(cell) 
+7 495 617 90 47(f) 
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NUsenko@ntv.ru 
solinoNU@gmail.com 
www.ntv.ru 
 
NTV Broadcasting Company is the largest non-governmental TV-network in Russia. It 
covers the audience of approx. 100 million people in countries of former Soviet Union. It 
is also the main Russian language channel broadcasted all over the world via satellite. 
NTV journalists interviewed George Bush, Condoleezza Rice, John Ashcroft, James 
Baker, Mikhail Gorbachev, Mikhail Khodorkovsky, Ariel Sharon, Mikhail Saakashvili, 
Arnold Schwarzenegger, Paul McCartney, Madonna, Nicole Kidman and many others. 
NTV covers all main political, social and cultural events every day and brings the top 
news stories from around the world which are produced by dedicated staff in Moscow 
working with colleagues at NTV's world bureaus worldwide including New York, London, 
Berlin, Brussels, Paris, Kyiv etc. 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2014 11:13 AM
To: Cerda, Jose <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; Thompson, Kenny <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Bianchi, Sarah <sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; Spector, Stephen 
<stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean w.93f>; >; Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth d.7a5>; >; Bianchi, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>; >; Spector, 
Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen i.b04>; >; 
Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>; >; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; >

Cc: Everett, Aaron <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; [personal email address]; Escudero, Adrian V. 
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; Mackler, Alexander <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Hornbrook, Alex <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; Kurren, Amy <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Person, Anne Marie <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Bernal, Anthony R. <anthony_r.
_bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; Stackpole, Avra <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; Woyak, Brian J. <brian_j.
_woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; Lillard, Brooke <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; Twigg, Carri 
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; Bolduc, Chad <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; Zeigler-Brown, 
Cortez <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenzweig, Dana 
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; Lienemann, David C. <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; 
Anderson, David <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; Cloud, Donald 
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; Lambros, Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; Graves, 
Don <donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; Zikusoka, Dave <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A <elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; Hart, Liz <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; Schrum, 
Michael <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>; Amin, Faisal <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; Picos, Francisco 
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Fran <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Freeman, Gary 
<gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; Schultz, Greg <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; Edwards, 
Hannah E. <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; Gleeson, James <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; Hertz, 
Jessica R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; Doody, Jillian <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; Montoya, 
Jordan <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; Flynn, John S <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; Tejeda, Jose 
<jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; Sullivan, Jacob 
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; Donley, Julia M <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; Noblitt, Karly 
<karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; Berner, Kate <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; Trotter, Kingsley 
<katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; Clark, Katisha A <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; Barkoff, Kendra 
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Chung, Kathy <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; 
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; Pietranton, Kelsey <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; McNellis, Kerry 
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; Suber, Kellen <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; Nickoloff, Lauren 
(Intern) <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; Aidinoff, Marc <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Clavel, Lise <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; Carpenter, Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; 
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; Stennis, Michael <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; Kaye, 
Melanie <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; Hill, Patty <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; Lysaght, Patrick 
J <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; Timko, Rachel <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; Ruffner, Richard 
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; Eaton, Sarah <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; Baker, Sarah 
<sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; Berlenbach, Sarah <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenthal, 
Lynn <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; Ford, Sarah (Intern) <sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; Nix, 
Sheila <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; Lachman, Sherry <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, 
Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Myers, Sam A. <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; Ricchetti, 
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Cc: Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; Tennant, Thomas M <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; 
McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; Williams, Tonya 
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; Nourse, Victoria <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; Reddy, Vinay 
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; Dirksen, Ward <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; 
william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite l.b8f>; >; Dirksen, Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>; >; Timko, Rachel 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel m.350>; >; Stackpole, 
Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra w.f8f>; >; 
Rosenthal, Lynn </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>; >; 
Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven 
j.534>; >; Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=amin, 
faisalc7c>; >; Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>; >; Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>; >; Kaye, Melanie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>; >; Mackler, 
Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s. 
snyder-mackler_a2377>; >; Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f> ( Intern ); >; Escudero, Adrian V. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>; >; Hill, 
Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia j.6b5>; >; 
Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=person, anne m.aae>; 
>; Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>; >; Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j. stennis_me93>; >; Edwards, Hannah E. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah e.bc9>; >; Nourse, 
Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f. 
nourse_vb11>; >; Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary d.653>; >; Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica r.562>; >; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >; Berner, Katherine 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine k.f0e>; >; Lysaght, 
Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>; >; 
Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory 
c.084>; >; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez r.075>; > ( Intern ); Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m. schrum_ea9f>; >; Donley, Julia M 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>; >; McNellis, 
Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>; >; 
Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah 
f. berlenbach_sf948>; >; Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>; >; Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco c.412>; >; Pietranton, Kelsey 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey l.c25>; >; Clark, 
Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>; >; 
Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>; >; Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth a.ffe>; >; Joseph, Jeremy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=joseph, jeremyc15>; >; Carpenter, 
Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael r.7b8>; 
>; McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>; >; Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>; >; Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
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Cc: administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>; >; Doody, Jillian 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>; >; Baker, 
Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah e.67f>; >; 
Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron r.492>; 
>; Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m. 
noblitt_ke6e>; >; Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>; >; Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc f.f6c>; >; Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>; >; Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay c.ad8>; >; Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>; >; Ford, Sarah (Intern) 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l. ford_sl264a>; >; 
Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, 
katherine k.5b4>; >; Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e. nickoloff_l06d>; >; Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>; >; Barkoff, Kendra 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; >; Rosenzweig, 
Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana e.fc6>; >; 
Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila m.d38>; >; 
Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald 
w.359>; >; Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy 
m.791>; >; Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, 
jacob j.6b6>; >; Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=graves, 
donet d.2aa>; >; Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, 
jamie e.ef0>; >; Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>; >; Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard b.7aa>; >; Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>; >; Twigg, Carri 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b. twigg_cb173>; >; 
Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lambros, 
demetra d.8b8>; >; Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; >; Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>; >; Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c. anderson_dc92b>; >; Lillard, Brooke 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke m.ce1>; >; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>; >; 
Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung, kathy s.3c7>; 
>; Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach 
lachman, sherry e.5f8>; >; Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan r.a75>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Wednesday, October 22, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:54:34 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
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Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
P6,b(6) 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Barry, Benjamin G <barrybg@state.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 6:13 AM
To: Kyiv, Sitrep
Subject: (SBU) Ukraine Crisis Situation Report #289: Wednesday, May 14, 13:00
Attachments: sitrep 289 20140514.docx

(SBU) Ukraine Crisis Situation Report #289:  Wednesday, May 14, 13:00 
***This is an uncleared product.  Some information may be unconfirmed. *** 

 

Summary:  This afternoon, the GOU will launch the first of its national unity roundtables at the 
Rada.  Originally, the GOU wanted to limit foreign representatives but at the last minute extended invites to 
the U.S., EU and Russia.  Luhansk People’s Republic governor Bolotov survived an assassination attempt.  Six 
Ukrainian soldiers were killed and nine wounded on May 13 when their armored column was ambushed by 
pro‐Russian separatists near the eastern Ukrainian town of Kramatorsk.  The Central Election Commission 
disqualified Lesya Orobets and one other candidate from the Kyiv mayor’s race.  End Summary. 
 
National Roundtable 
 
‐‐First national unity roundtable will open at the Rada today at 16:30.  Former presidents of Ukraine Leonid Kravchuk 
and Leonid Kuchma, PM Yatseniuk, ministers and MPs, presidential candidates, heads of the regional administrations 
and regional councils, representatives of the local government agencies, scientists, representatives of the religious 
organizations, public and international organizations and public figures are invited to participate in the work of the 
roundtable.  Former President Yushchenko’s spokesperson complained that the former President was not invited. 
http://lb.ua/news/2014/05/13/266274_rade_vtornik_sostoitsya_krugliy.html 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917407‐zavtra‐v‐rade‐sostoitsya‐zasedanie‐kruglogo‐stola‐natsionalnogo‐edinstva.html 
 
‐‐Merkel says that pro‐Russian separatists may participate in the national dialogue if they stop violence 
http://zn.ua/POLITICS/merkel‐dopuskaet‐uchastie‐separatistov‐v‐kruglom‐stole‐obse‐144965_.html 
 
Eastern Ukraine 
 
‐‐Russian media reports that there was an attempt to kill the leader of Luhansk People’s Republic Bolotov. 
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/05/13/7025222/ 
http://lb.ua/news/2014/05/13/266275_luganske_strelyali_narodnogo.html 
 
‐‐Gunmen force Horlivka Mayor to resign. 
http://korrespondent.net/ukraine/politics/3362251‐vooruzhennye‐luidy‐zastavyly‐mera‐horlovky‐uity‐v‐otstavku 
 
‐‐Self‐proclaimed Governor of Donetsk oblast Gubarev creates his own political party “Novorossia” 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917617‐samoprovozglashennyiy‐gubernator‐gubarev‐sozdaet‐svoyu‐partiyu.html 
 
‐‐PGO granted relief from criminal responsibility to three separatists who voluntarily gave up weapons 
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/05/14/7025300/ 
 
‐‐Lviv journalist Yuriy Leliavsky has been freed following a two week‐long period of captivity in Sloviansk in Ukraine's 
Donetsk region.  https://www.kyivpost.com/content/ukraine/journalist‐leliavsky‐returns‐to‐lviv‐after‐sloviansk‐
captivity‐347587.html 
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‐‐Separatists keep injured representative of presidential candidate Lyashko Oleksiy Demko in captivity and do not 
provide him with medical assistane 
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/05/14/7025296/ 
 
‐‐Slovyansk and Donetsk concerned the cities are running out of food products 
http://society.lb.ua/life/2014/05/14/266340_magazinah_slavyanskaya_zakonchilis.html 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917707‐iz‐za‐deystviy‐terroristov‐donetsk‐mojet‐ostatsya‐bez‐produktov‐mer.html 
 
Anti‐Terrorist Operation 
 
‐‐6 Ukrainian servicemen killed, 9 wounded in a fight with separatists near Kramatorsk. 
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/05/13/7025246/ 
 
‐‐Russia is going to conduct military exercise “Aviadarts – 2014” near Ukrainian borders on May 20‐26 
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/05/13/7025216/ 
 
‐‐Terrorists attack military unit in Budennovsk (Donetsk). 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917733‐terroristyi‐shturmuyut‐voinskuyu‐chast‐v‐donetske.html 
 
‐‐Two militiamen were kidnapped in Artemivsk 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917644‐v‐artemovske‐terroristyi‐pohitili‐dvuh‐militsionerov.html 
 
‐‐Head of anti‐terrorist operation Krutov says that more than 20 thousand former law enforcement officers decided to 
return to military service 
http://lb.ua/news/2014/05/13/266319_krutov_20_tis.html 
 
‐‐The OSCE SMM noticed about 100 Ukrainian military personnel at the Mariupol airport building on the side of the 
airfield. There were about 4 small trucks at the spot. One was parked very close to the airport building.  In 
Krasnoarmiysk (75 km north‐west of Donetsk) SMM noticed two checkpoints manned with Ukrainian armed forces; 
more armoured personal carriers and soldiers were observed. According to the acting Head of the City Police two men 
were shot dead during the incidents near the City Hall on May 11. On the same day the Police Office in Krasnoarmiysk 
was attacked by around 20 unidentified armed men, the Police informed SMM.  In Khartsyzk (20 km east of Donetsk) 
SMM observed the occupied city hall, barricades around the main entrance to the building and the “Donetsk People’s 
Republic” and Russian flags were seen.  Artillery shelling of the northern outskirts of Kramatorsk (105 km north from 
Donetsk) from beside the Sloviansk TV Tower on 12 May was confirmed to SMM by both the Ukrainian military and 
Kramatorsk “People’s Militia” (the latter being a group opposed to the central authorities). Damage caused by the 
shelling was presented to the SMM. It is however impossible to unambiguously identify which side conducted the 
shelling.  (Further reports of shelling at/near civilian 
population:  http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/13/world/europe/in‐one‐eastern‐city‐ukrainians‐find‐battle‐hits‐too‐
close‐to‐home.html?smid=tw‐nytimesworld&_r=0) 
 
‐‐ Ukrainians have donated UAH 119.3 million to the Ukrainian Armed Forces and most of this money will be used to buy 
material and technical equipment. 
http://www.kyivpost.com/content/ukraine/defence‐ministry‐most‐money‐donated‐by‐ukrainians‐to‐be‐used‐to‐
purchase‐body‐armor‐for‐soldiers‐347612.html 
 
Elections 
 
‐‐The Election Commission removed Lesia Orobets and Ivan Saliy as candidates for Kyiv Mayor.   Orobets’ dismissal is 
based on the fact that her mayoral campaign is non‐partisan but she leads the New Life party ticket for the city council 
races.  Orobets is claiming foul play because this violation was not caught on April 29 when her nomination was 
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provisionally accepted and was only noted today (the last day to register) so she would not have time to correct the 
error.  According to Orobets, this “trick” has been used since the Kuchma administration and Klychko is behind the EC’s 
decision.  Orobets will appeal to the CEC and challenge the decision in court. 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917612‐tsik‐snyala‐orobets‐s‐vyiborov‐mera‐stolitsyi.html 
http://podrobnosti.ua/power/2014/05/14/975854.html 
 
‐‐According to Donetsk Oblast governor Serhiy Taruta, Slovyansk is the only place where the government may fail to 
organize the presidential elections. “We have 2425 polling stations and separatists do not have enough resources to 
block them.” He said that Mariupol where employees of Metinvest started patrolling the streets is one example that can 
be used in other cities.  
Taruta said that mobile polling stations are going to be organized for Slovyansk residents.  
http://news.liga.net/news/politics/1720962‐
v_donbasse_podgotovka_k_vyboram_sryvaetsya_tolko_v_slavyanske_oga.htm 
 
‐‐Former Parliamentary Speaker Lytvyn, said the presidential candidates ought to agree that Ukraine's May 25 elections 
should have only one round. http://en.interfax.com.ua/news/general/204521.html 
 
‐‐As of May 13, a total of 812 election observers are registered for the May 25 vote, according to Central Election 
Commission data. Fifty‐six are country representatives, and 758 are from international organizations. 
http://www.kyivpost.com/content/ukraine/election‐observers‐deployed‐for‐may‐25‐election‐amid‐pro‐russian‐
separatist‐movement‐in‐donbas‐347648.html 
 
Constitutional Reform 
 
‐‐The second round of meetings for oblast representatives (two from the west and two from the east) was initially 
scheduled for May 14 has now been postponed. The first meeting of oblast representatives took place at the Ministry of 
Regional Development May 6 and this would have been the second follow up meeting in a series of 6 meetings. 
 
Crimea 
 
‐‐Media report Ukraine stopped the water supply to Crimea.  Post contacts reported earlier that Ukraine intended to 
continue supplying water but in limited quantities that would make its use for irrigation purposes impossible.  Crimea 
says it is ready to pay for the water. 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917613‐ukraina‐prekratila‐postavku‐vodyi‐v‐kryim.html 
http://lb.ua/news/2014/05/14/266371_krim_gotov_platit_bolshe_postavki.html 
 
Petro Poroshenko said Ukraine is preparing 17 international lawsuits with regard to Russia's annexation of 
Crimea.  http://www.kyivpost.com/content/ukraine/poroshenko‐plans‐to‐sue‐russia‐in‐international‐courts‐
347663.html 
 
Odesa 
 
‐‐ The Rada passed a resolution to set up an interim parliamentary commission to investigate the murders of civilians in 
Odesa, Mariupol, Krasnoarmiisk and other cities in the country's 
southeast.  http://www.kyivpost.com/content/ukraine/vekhovna‐rada‐sets‐up‐interim‐commission‐to‐probe‐murders‐
in‐southeast‐ukraine‐347676.html 
 
‐‐An improvised explosive device stuffed with nuts and bolts, destroyed an ATM and the doors of one of the Privat Bank 
offices in Odesa.   http://dumskaya.net/news/v‐odesse‐pytalis‐vzorvat‐esche‐odno‐otdelenie‐pr‐035669/ 
 
Other 
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‐‐Significant media interest in Hunter Biden joining Burisma Holdings. 
https://twitter.com/cjchivers/status/466514461311127552 
 
‐‐Symonenko plans to file a defamation suit against Tuchinov 
http://zn.ua/POLITICS/simonenko‐budet‐suditsya‐s‐turchinovym‐144961_.html 
 
‐‐Turchynov signs law on public television and radio broadcast in Ukraine.  Rada passes four laws (anti‐corruption 
legislation, Human Rights Commissioner, anti‐discrimination, and refugee protections) that move Ukraine closer to visa‐
free travel to Europe. 
http://www.unian.info/politics/917313‐turchynov‐signs‐law‐on‐public‐television‐and‐radio‐broadcast‐of‐ukraine.html 
http://www.kyivpost.com/content/ukraine/ukraine‐adopts‐more‐conditions‐to‐secure‐visa‐free‐travel‐to‐european‐
union‐347687.html 
 
‐‐Approximately 100 people picket the Rada demanding the Law on Lustration 
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/05/14/7025283/ 
 
‐‐"We were concerned to hear the remarks by the head of the Hungarian government regarding autonomy and dual 
citizenship for Hungarians, which goes against Ukrainian law and does not promote de‐escalation and stabilization of the 
situation in our country," Ukrainian Foreign Ministry spokesman Yevhen Perebyinis said at a news conference in Kyiv on 
Tuesday. 
 
‐‐ European Council President Herman Van Rompuy said the EU is planning to speed up the signing of the remaining 
parts of the Association Agreement. http://www.interpressnews.ge/en/politicss/57499‐eu‐to‐speed‐up‐signing‐of‐
remaining‐provisions‐of‐association‐agreement‐van‐rompuy.html 
 
‐‐13 gunmen were detained in Boryspil, Kyiv oblast 
http://society.lb.ua/accidents/2014/05/13/266335_borispole_zaderzhali_vooruzhennih.html 
 
‐‐SBU found a self‐made explosive device and almost 9 kg of TNT downtown Ternopil 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917725‐sbu‐obnarujila‐taynik‐s‐pochti‐9‐kg‐trotila‐v‐starom‐dome‐v‐tsentre‐
ternopolya.html 
 
‐‐European Commissioner for Enlargement and European Neighborhood Policy Stefan Fule will visit Ukraine on May 15. 
 
Key Statistics 

 East Ukraine Building Occupation Update: 28 buildings in Donetsk; 7 buildings in Luhansk. 
o Donetsk: oblast state administration, 13 local councils/admin buildings, 4 SBU HQ, 4 MOI, 2 

PGO, 1 TV/Radio company, 1 post office, 1 TV tower. 
o Luhansk: oblast state administration, 4 local administration buildings, SBU, UAF recruitment 

center. 
Missing/Disappearances/Hostages: 

 Policemen Jaroslav Mezhennaya Leonid Brovkin kidnapped in Artemivsk. 

 National Union of Film Makers of Ukraine reports that their colleague film maker Oleh Sentsov, who 
openly participated in  the protests on Maidan, was detained by Russian special service officers in 
Simferopol at 4 am on May 11. 

 Makiyivka:  Oleksiy Demko, representative of Oleh Tyahnybok presidential’s campaign abducted.(5/8) 

 Luhansk: On April 28, pro‐Russian separatists captured the head of the MOI’s local anti‐terrorism unit, 
Timur Yuldashev; he is held in the Luhansk SBU building.    

 Luhansk:  Mikhail Logvinenko, held in SBU building (5/10) 

 Slavyanoserbsk (Luhansk oblast) head of the police held by pro‐Russian activists (5/5). 

 Krasnoarmeysk: on 4/29, separatists kidnap unnamed council member 
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 Konstantinovka: on 4/29, separatists kidnap council member Yaroslav Malanchuk; his kidnapping 
confirmed by his party Svoboda.  Artem Popyk another Svoboda member also kidnapped 4/30 
according to Svoboda. 

 Kramatorsk: Two policemen released on 4/30 (Andrei Redko and Vladimir Mishchenko).  Chief of 
Police, Interior Minister Col. Vitaliy Kolupai (4/21) 

 Donetsk: A member of the of Donetsk Regional Election Commission (4/30). Mykola Yakubovysch, 
activist and leader of local pro‐Ukraine self‐defense (whereabouts unknown) 5/2. 

 Miner Oleksandr Gurov, a member of the local city council from the Defenders of the Motherland Party 
Kostyantyn Musiyenko and an unknown man, are still being held (5/4) 

 Mykola Yakubovysch, a Donetsk activist and one of the leaders of the local pro‐Ukrainian self‐defense, 
subsequently released. (5/2 – 5/5) 

 Two members of district election commissions: Yaroslav Malanchuk, a member of a district election 
commission Krasnoarmiysk from the right‐wing Svoboda party, and Artem Popyk, head of the local 
Svoboda organization, were kidnapped in Kostiantynivka 

 Kramatorsk chief of police, Interior Ministry Colonel Vitaliy Kolupai (4/21) 

 Two unidentified Ukrainian officers reportedly held by militants (5/7).  Three others reportedly 
released same day.  

 Slovyansk: SBU claims 40 people are in captivity; below is a list gathered from open sources: 
 Police officers Vitaliy Benko and Oleg Zaitsev (4/29).  Kidnapped in Kramatorsk but 

media report they are being held in Slovyansk 
 Three SBU officers: Major Serhiy Potiomsky, Captain Eugeniy Verinsky, Lt. Col. 

Rostyslave Kyjashko (4/27)   
 Journalists: Irma Krat (4/20), Serhiy Shapoval (4/26) 
 Theater Director Pavel Yurov and Denis Grishchyuk (4/25) 
 Slovyansk city councilmen Vadym Sukhonos (4/23) 
 Slovyansk police chief and Lt. Col Oleg Prokhorov (4/19) (no confirmation from 

separatists they are holding him) 

 Released:  
 Artemivsk:  Russian journalist Paul Kanygin (5/11‐5/12) 
 Slovyansk:  Yuriy Leliavsky (4/26‐5/13), 
 7 Red Cross Volunteers (5/9) 
 Swedish member of VDOC team (4/25‐4/28) 
 Two members of the SMM team were detained for three hours in Yenakievo on 4/28 
 Journalist Simon Ostrovsky (4/21‐4/24) 
 Nellya Shtepa, mayor (4/18‐4/30) 
 Journalists Mike Giglio, Olena Glazunova, Clarissa Ward, Erin Lyall, Andy Stevenson, 

Geoff Mabberley, Stuart Ramsay, Barnaby Greem, Oleg Malko and Oleksandr Pustovit. 
(5/2) 

 Journalist Yevhen Hapych (4/22‐4/25) 
 Journalist Sergei Lefter (4/16‐5/7) Artem Deynega (4/13‐5/2) 
 Yuriy Zahrebelny, prosecutor of Slovyansk (4/22) 
 Paul Gogo, Kossimo Attanasio, Dmitry Galko (4/21) 
 Oleksiy Bida and Anna Mokrousova, in Luhansk (5/3 – 5/3) 
 Seven international members of the VDOC observation team (4 Germans, 1 Dane, 1 

Pole, and 1 Czech) (4/25‐5/3)  
 Ukrainian VDOC team: five Ukranian military escorts, one interpreter, one police officer 

(4/25‐5/3) 
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 Donetsk: Oleksandr Vovk, a member of the local city council from the Communist 
party of Ukraine Oleg Bubich and a member of the local city council from the Party 
of Regions Valeriy Pavlyk , were released on May 5. Each of them has the signs of 
torture, according to the press service of the Confederation of Free Trade Unions of 
Ukraine. 

 Andriy Redko and Volodymyr Mischenko, were kidnapped in Kramatorsk by pro‐
Russian militants after they refused to take separatist’s side, according to the 
Ukrainian Interior Ministry’s press office. They were transported to the regional SBU 
headquarters in Sloviansk (4/29‐5/2) 

 Pro‐Russian militants release three unidentified Ukrainian security personnel. 
o Killed:  

 Horlivka councilman Rybak;  
 Maidan activist Yury Popravko;  
 another found later in the same place but as yet unidentified, possibly Yuriy Diadkovsky, 

25‐year old student from Stryi, Lviv Oblast, an active Euromaidan participant 
 EuroMaidan activist Valeriy Salo was burned alive in his car  
 Ukrainian Orthodox Church‐Moscow Patriarchy priest (5/9) 

 
  
SBU  
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.  
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(SBU) Ukraine Crisis Situation Report #289:  Wednesday, May 14, 13:00 
***This is an uncleared product.  Some information may be unconfirmed. *** 

 

Summary:  This afternoon, the GOU will launch the first of its national unity roundtables at the Rada.  
Originally, the GOU wanted to limit foreign representatives but at the last minute extended invites to 
the U.S., EU and Russia.  Luhansk People’s Republic governor Bolotov survived an assassination attempt.  
Six Ukrainian soldiers were killed and nine wounded on May 13 when their armored column was 
ambushed by pro-Russian separatists near the eastern Ukrainian town of Kramatorsk.  The Central 
Election Commission disqualified Lesya Orobets and one other candidate from the Kyiv mayor’s race.  
End Summary. 
 
National Roundtable 
 
--First national unity roundtable will open at the Rada today at 16:30.  Former presidents of Ukraine 
Leonid Kravchuk and Leonid Kuchma, PM Yatseniuk, ministers and MPs, presidential candidates, heads 
of the regional administrations and regional councils, representatives of the local government agencies, 
scientists, representatives of the religious organizations, public and international organizations and 
public figures are invited to participate in the work of the roundtable.  Former President Yushchenko’s 
spokesperson complained that the former President was not invited. 
http://lb.ua/news/2014/05/13/266274_rade_vtornik_sostoitsya_krugliy.html 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917407-zavtra-v-rade-sostoitsya-zasedanie-kruglogo-stola-
natsionalnogo-edinstva.html 
 
--Merkel says that pro-Russian separatists may participate in the national dialogue if they stop violence 
http://zn.ua/POLITICS/merkel-dopuskaet-uchastie-separatistov-v-kruglom-stole-obse-144965_.html 
 
Eastern Ukraine 
 
--Russian media reports that there was an attempt to kill the leader of Luhansk People’s Republic 
Bolotov. 
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/05/13/7025222/ 
http://lb.ua/news/2014/05/13/266275_luganske_strelyali_narodnogo.html 
 
--Gunmen force Horlivka Mayor to resign. 
http://korrespondent.net/ukraine/politics/3362251-vooruzhennye-luidy-zastavyly-mera-horlovky-uity-
v-otstavku 
 
--Self-proclaimed Governor of Donetsk oblast Gubarev creates his own political party “Novorossia” 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917617-samoprovozglashennyiy-gubernator-gubarev-sozdaet-svoyu-
partiyu.html 
 
--PGO granted relief from criminal responsibility to three separatists who voluntarily gave up weapons 
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/05/14/7025300/ 
 
--Lviv journalist Yuriy Leliavsky has been freed following a two week-long period of captivity in Sloviansk 
in Ukraine's Donetsk region.  https://www.kyivpost.com/content/ukraine/journalist-leliavsky-returns-to-
lviv-after-sloviansk-captivity-347587.html 
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--Separatists keep injured representative of presidential candidate Lyashko Oleksiy Demko in captivity 
and do not provide him with medical assistane 
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/05/14/7025296/ 
 
--Slovyansk and Donetsk concerned the cities are running out of food products 
http://society.lb.ua/life/2014/05/14/266340_magazinah_slavyanskaya_zakonchilis.html 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917707-iz-za-deystviy-terroristov-donetsk-mojet-ostatsya-bez-
produktov-mer.html 
 
Anti-Terrorist Operation 
 
--6 Ukrainian servicemen killed, 9 wounded in a fight with separatists near Kramatorsk. 
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/05/13/7025246/ 
 
--Russia is going to conduct military exercise “Aviadarts – 2014” near Ukrainian borders on May 20-26 
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/05/13/7025216/ 
 
--Terrorists attack military unit in Budennovsk (Donetsk). 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917733-terroristyi-shturmuyut-voinskuyu-chast-v-donetske.html 
 
--Two militiamen were kidnapped in Artemivsk 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917644-v-artemovske-terroristyi-pohitili-dvuh-militsionerov.html 
 
--Head of anti-terrorist operation Krutov says that more than 20 thousand former law enforcement 
officers decided to return to military service 
http://lb.ua/news/2014/05/13/266319_krutov_20_tis.html 
 
--The OSCE SMM noticed about 100 Ukrainian military personnel at the Mariupol airport building on the 
side of the airfield. There were about 4 small trucks at the spot. One was parked very close to the airport 
building.  In Krasnoarmiysk (75 km north-west of Donetsk) SMM noticed two checkpoints manned with 
Ukrainian armed forces; more armoured personal carriers and soldiers were observed. According to the 
acting Head of the City Police two men were shot dead during the incidents near the City Hall on May 
11. On the same day the Police Office in Krasnoarmiysk was attacked by around 20 unidentified armed 
men, the Police informed SMM.  In Khartsyzk (20 km east of Donetsk) SMM observed the occupied city 
hall, barricades around the main entrance to the building and the “Donetsk People’s Republic” and 
Russian flags were seen.  Artillery shelling of the northern outskirts of Kramatorsk (105 km north from 
Donetsk) from beside the Sloviansk TV Tower on 12 May was confirmed to SMM by both the Ukrainian 
military and Kramatorsk “People’s Militia” (the latter being a group opposed to the central authorities). 
Damage caused by the shelling was presented to the SMM. It is however impossible to unambiguously 
identify which side conducted the shelling.  (Further reports of shelling at/near civilian population:  
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/13/world/europe/in-one-eastern-city-ukrainians-find-battle-hits-
too-close-to-home.html?smid=tw-nytimesworld&_r=0) 
 
-- Ukrainians have donated UAH 119.3 million to the Ukrainian Armed Forces and most of this money 
will be used to buy material and technical equipment. 
http://www.kyivpost.com/content/ukraine/defence-ministry-most-money-donated-by-ukrainians-to-
be-used-to-purchase-body-armor-for-soldiers-347612.html 
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http://www.unian.net/politics/917644-v-artemovske-terroristyi-pohitili-dvuh-militsionerov.html
http://lb.ua/news/2014/05/13/266319_krutov_20_tis.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/13/world/europe/in-one-eastern-city-ukrainians-find-battle-hits-too-close-to-home.html?smid=tw-nytimesworld&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/13/world/europe/in-one-eastern-city-ukrainians-find-battle-hits-too-close-to-home.html?smid=tw-nytimesworld&_r=0
http://www.kyivpost.com/content/ukraine/defence-ministry-most-money-donated-by-ukrainians-to-be-used-to-purchase-body-armor-for-soldiers-347612.html
http://www.kyivpost.com/content/ukraine/defence-ministry-most-money-donated-by-ukrainians-to-be-used-to-purchase-body-armor-for-soldiers-347612.html


 
Elections 
 
--The Election Commission removed Lesia Orobets and Ivan Saliy as candidates for Kyiv Mayor.   
Orobets’ dismissal is based on the fact that her mayoral campaign is non-partisan but she leads the New 
Life party ticket for the city council races.  Orobets is claiming foul play because this violation was not 
caught on April 29 when her nomination was provisionally accepted and was only noted today (the last 
day to register) so she would not have time to correct the error.  According to Orobets, this “trick” has 
been used since the Kuchma administration and Klychko is behind the EC’s decision.  Orobets will appeal 
to the CEC and challenge the decision in court. 
 http://www.unian.net/politics/917612-tsik-snyala-orobets-s-vyiborov-mera-stolitsyi.html 
http://podrobnosti.ua/power/2014/05/14/975854.html 
 
--According to Donetsk Oblast governor Serhiy Taruta, Slovyansk is the only place where the government 
may fail to organize the presidential elections. “We have 2425 polling stations and separatists do not 
have enough resources to block them.” He said that Mariupol where employees of Metinvest started 
patrolling the streets is one example that can be used in other cities.  
Taruta said that mobile polling stations are going to be organized for Slovyansk residents.  
http://news.liga.net/news/politics/1720962-
v_donbasse_podgotovka_k_vyboram_sryvaetsya_tolko_v_slavyanske_oga.htm 
 
--Former Parliamentary Speaker Lytvyn, said the presidential candidates ought to agree that Ukraine's 
May 25 elections should have only one round. http://en.interfax.com.ua/news/general/204521.html 
 
--As of May 13, a total of 812 election observers are registered for the May 25 vote, according to Central 
Election Commission data. Fifty-six are country representatives, and 758 are from international 
organizations. http://www.kyivpost.com/content/ukraine/election-observers-deployed-for-may-25-
election-amid-pro-russian-separatist-movement-in-donbas-347648.html 
 
Constitutional Reform 
 
--The second round of meetings for oblast representatives (two from the west and two from the east) 
was initially scheduled for May 14 has now been postponed. The first meeting of oblast representatives 
took place at the Ministry of Regional Development May 6 and this would have been the second follow 
up meeting in a series of 6 meetings. 
 
Crimea 
 
--Media report Ukraine stopped the water supply to Crimea.  Post contacts reported earlier that Ukraine 
intended to continue supplying water but in limited quantities that would make its use for irrigation 
purposes impossible.  Crimea says it is ready to pay for the water. 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917613-ukraina-prekratila-postavku-vodyi-v-kryim.html 
http://lb.ua/news/2014/05/14/266371_krim_gotov_platit_bolshe_postavki.html 
 
Petro Poroshenko said Ukraine is preparing 17 international lawsuits with regard to Russia's annexation 
of Crimea.  http://www.kyivpost.com/content/ukraine/poroshenko-plans-to-sue-russia-in-international-
courts-347663.html 
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Odesa 
 
-- The Rada passed a resolution to set up an interim parliamentary commission to investigate the 
murders of civilians in Odesa, Mariupol, Krasnoarmiisk and other cities in the country's southeast.  
http://www.kyivpost.com/content/ukraine/vekhovna-rada-sets-up-interim-commission-to-probe-
murders-in-southeast-ukraine-347676.html 
 
--An improvised explosive device stuffed with nuts and bolts, destroyed an ATM and the doors of one of 
the Privat Bank offices in Odesa.   http://dumskaya.net/news/v-odesse-pytalis-vzorvat-esche-odno-
otdelenie-pr-035669/ 
 
Other 
 
--Significant media interest in Hunter Biden joining Burisma Holdings. 
https://twitter.com/cjchivers/status/466514461311127552 
 
--Symonenko plans to file a defamation suit against Tuchinov 
http://zn.ua/POLITICS/simonenko-budet-suditsya-s-turchinovym-144961_.html 
 
--Turchynov signs law on public television and radio broadcast in Ukraine.  Rada passes four laws (anti-
corruption legislation, Human Rights Commissioner, anti-discrimination, and refugee protections) that 
move Ukraine closer to visa-free travel to Europe. 
http://www.unian.info/politics/917313-turchynov-signs-law-on-public-television-and-radio-broadcast-
of-ukraine.html 
http://www.kyivpost.com/content/ukraine/ukraine-adopts-more-conditions-to-secure-visa-free-travel-
to-european-union-347687.html 
 
--Approximately 100 people picket the Rada demanding the Law on Lustration 
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/05/14/7025283/ 
 
--"We were concerned to hear the remarks by the head of the Hungarian government regarding 
autonomy and dual citizenship for Hungarians, which goes against Ukrainian law and does not promote 
de-escalation and stabilization of the situation in our country," Ukrainian Foreign Ministry spokesman 
Yevhen Perebyinis said at a news conference in Kyiv on Tuesday. 
 
-- European Council President Herman Van Rompuy said the EU is planning to speed up the signing of 
the remaining parts of the Association Agreement. http://www.interpressnews.ge/en/politicss/57499-
eu-to-speed-up-signing-of-remaining-provisions-of-association-agreement-van-rompuy.html 
 
--13 gunmen were detained in Boryspil, Kyiv oblast 
http://society.lb.ua/accidents/2014/05/13/266335_borispole_zaderzhali_vooruzhennih.html 
 
--SBU found a self-made explosive device and almost 9 kg of TNT downtown Ternopil 
http://www.unian.net/politics/917725-sbu-obnarujila-taynik-s-pochti-9-kg-trotila-v-starom-dome-v-
tsentre-ternopolya.html 
 
--European Commissioner for Enlargement and European Neighborhood Policy Stefan Fule will visit 
Ukraine on May 15. 
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Key Statistics 

• East Ukraine Building Occupation Update: 28 buildings in Donetsk; 7 buildings in Luhansk. 
o Donetsk: oblast state administration, 13 local councils/admin buildings, 4 SBU HQ, 4 

MOI, 2 PGO, 1 TV/Radio company, 1 post office, 1 TV tower. 
o Luhansk: oblast state administration, 4 local administration buildings, SBU, UAF 

recruitment center. 
Missing/Disappearances/Hostages: 

• Policemen Jaroslav Mezhennaya Leonid Brovkin kidnapped in Artemivsk. 
• National Union of Film Makers of Ukraine reports that their colleague film maker Oleh Sentsov, 

who openly participated in  the protests on Maidan, was detained by Russian special service 
officers in Simferopol at 4 am on May 11. 

• Makiyivka:  Oleksiy Demko, representative of Oleh Tyahnybok presidential’s campaign 
abducted.(5/8) 

• Luhansk: On April 28, pro-Russian separatists captured the head of the MOI’s local anti-
terrorism unit, Timur Yuldashev; he is held in the Luhansk SBU building.    

• Luhansk:  Mikhail Logvinenko, held in SBU building (5/10) 
• Slavyanoserbsk (Luhansk oblast) head of the police held by pro-Russian activists (5/5). 
• Krasnoarmeysk: on 4/29, separatists kidnap unnamed council member 
• Konstantinovka: on 4/29, separatists kidnap council member Yaroslav Malanchuk; his 

kidnapping confirmed by his party Svoboda.  Artem Popyk another Svoboda member also 
kidnapped 4/30 according to Svoboda. 

• Kramatorsk: Two policemen released on 4/30 (Andrei Redko and Vladimir Mishchenko).  Chief of 
Police, Interior Minister Col. Vitaliy Kolupai (4/21) 

• Donetsk: A member of the of Donetsk Regional Election Commission (4/30). Mykola 
Yakubovysch, activist and leader of local pro-Ukraine self-defense (whereabouts unknown) 5/2. 

• Miner Oleksandr Gurov, a member of the local city council from the Defenders of the 
Motherland Party Kostyantyn Musiyenko and an unknown man, are still being held (5/4) 

• Mykola Yakubovysch, a Donetsk activist and one of the leaders of the local pro-Ukrainian self-
defense, subsequently released. (5/2 – 5/5) 

• Two members of district election commissions: Yaroslav Malanchuk, a member of a district 
election commission Krasnoarmiysk from the right-wing Svoboda party, and Artem Popyk, head 
of the local Svoboda organization, were kidnapped in Kostiantynivka 

• Kramatorsk chief of police, Interior Ministry Colonel Vitaliy Kolupai (4/21) 
• Two unidentified Ukrainian officers reportedly held by militants (5/7).  Three others reportedly 

released same day.  
• Slovyansk: SBU claims 40 people are in captivity; below is a list gathered from open sources: 

 Police officers Vitaliy Benko and Oleg Zaitsev (4/29).  Kidnapped in Kramatorsk 
but media report they are being held in Slovyansk 

 Three SBU officers: Major Serhiy Potiomsky, Captain Eugeniy Verinsky, Lt. Col. 
Rostyslave Kyjashko (4/27)   

 Journalists: Irma Krat (4/20), Serhiy Shapoval (4/26) 
 Theater Director Pavel Yurov and Denis Grishchyuk (4/25) 
 Slovyansk city councilmen Vadym Sukhonos (4/23) 
 Slovyansk police chief and Lt. Col Oleg Prokhorov (4/19) (no confirmation from 

separatists they are holding him) 
• Released:  
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 Artemivsk:  Russian journalist Paul Kanygin (5/11-5/12) 
 Slovyansk:  Yuriy Leliavsky (4/26-5/13), 
 7 Red Cross Volunteers (5/9) 
 Swedish member of VDOC team (4/25-4/28) 
 Two members of the SMM team were detained for three hours in Yenakievo on 

4/28 
 Journalist Simon Ostrovsky (4/21-4/24) 
 Nellya Shtepa, mayor (4/18-4/30) 
 Journalists Mike Giglio, Olena Glazunova, Clarissa Ward, Erin Lyall, Andy 

Stevenson, Geoff Mabberley, Stuart Ramsay, Barnaby Greem, Oleg Malko and 
Oleksandr Pustovit. (5/2) 

 Journalist Yevhen Hapych (4/22-4/25) 
 Journalist Sergei Lefter (4/16-5/7) Artem Deynega (4/13-5/2) 
 Yuriy Zahrebelny, prosecutor of Slovyansk (4/22) 
 Paul Gogo, Kossimo Attanasio, Dmitry Galko (4/21) 
 Oleksiy Bida and Anna Mokrousova, in Luhansk (5/3 – 5/3) 
 Seven international members of the VDOC observation team (4 Germans, 1 

Dane, 1 Pole, and 1 Czech) (4/25-5/3)  
 Ukrainian VDOC team: five Ukranian military escorts, one interpreter, one police 

officer (4/25-5/3) 
 Donetsk: Oleksandr Vovk, a member of the local city council from the 

Communist party of Ukraine Oleg Bubich and a member of the local city 
council from the Party of Regions Valeriy Pavlyk , were released on May 5. 
Each of them has the signs of torture, according to the press service of the 
Confederation of Free Trade Unions of Ukraine. 

 Andriy Redko and Volodymyr Mischenko, were kidnapped in Kramatorsk by 
pro-Russian militants after they refused to take separatist’s side, according 
to the Ukrainian Interior Ministry’s press office. They were transported to 
the regional SBU headquarters in Sloviansk (4/29-5/2) 

 Pro-Russian militants release three unidentified Ukrainian security 
personnel. 

o Killed:  
 Horlivka councilman Rybak;  
 Maidan activist Yury Popravko;  
 another found later in the same place but as yet unidentified, possibly Yuriy 

Diadkovsky, 25-year old student from Stryi, Lviv Oblast, an active Euromaidan 
participant 

 EuroMaidan activist Valeriy Salo was burned alive in his car  
 Ukrainian Orthodox Church-Moscow Patriarchy priest (5/9) Obta
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 6:56 PM
To: Earnest, Joshua R.; Hayden, Caitlin; Meehan, Bernadette; Meehan, Bernadette; Earnest, Joshua R.; 

Hayden, Caitlin
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra; Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test

http://online.wsj.com/articles/bidens‐son‐hunter‐discharged‐from‐navy‐reserve‐after‐failing‐cocaine‐test‐
1413499657?mod=WSJ_LatestHeadlines 

Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From 
Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test 
COLLEEN MCCAIN NELSON And 
  
JULIAN E. BARNES 
Oct. 16, 2014 6:47 p.m. ET 

0 COMMENTS 

WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year 

after testing positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter. 

Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been 

commissioned as an ensign in the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year, his 

brief military career ended. 

Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission 

process to become a public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was to 

be commissioned—he needed a waiver to join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a drug-

related incident when he was a young man, according to people familiar with the matter. Military officials say 

such drug waivers aren’t uncommon. 

Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support 

Element East in Norfolk, Va., a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in 

Norfolk, he was given a drug test, which turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the 

situation. Mr. Biden was discharged in February, the Navy said. 

Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and 

am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With the love 

and support of my family, I’m moving forward.” 
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The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct 

commission, but declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the 

details of Ens. Biden’s discharge are not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy 

spokesman, said. 

Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable 

discharges. Most are given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge Mr. 

Biden received, and the Navy doesn’t release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior enlisted 

personnel. 

Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers, 

according to the Navy. The direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with 

needed skills. The program allows civilians who have not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer 

training course or officer-candidate school to join the military by attending only an abbreviated training 

program. 

The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually 

serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on 

active duty. 

The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military family, 

often referring to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong deployment to 

Iraq. After Hunter Biden joined the Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of two of his 

grandfathers, who also served in the Navy. 

“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the 

United States Navy,” she said in 2012. 

In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a 

lot of bad judgment in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes Inaugural 

Ball. “My son, who is over 40, just joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an officer, 

Hunter Biden.” 

Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden 

serves as the Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill Biden 
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also have a daughter, Ashley, who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate executive 

director. 

Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with a 

Ukrainian firm, that have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer, Burisma 

Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted former 

president. The announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible for Burisma’s legal unit raised concerns 

about potential conflicts of interest, because his father, the vice president, was engaged in diplomatic efforts 

involving Ukraine. 

At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t endorse 

any particular company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter. 

Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a 

Washington firm after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008. 

Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves as 

chairman of World Food Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency that fights hunger,” and he is 

an adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown University. 
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From: Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:43 PM
To: Carpenter, Michael; Ellison, Janine M; Carpenter, Michael
Subject: RE: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites

Thanks. 
 

From: Carpenter, Michael  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:36 PM 
To: Ellison, Janine M 
Cc: Prescott, Jeffrey 
Subject: FW: FYSA: Hunter Biden‐Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites 
 
Just flagging that this is swirling. 
 

From: Barkoff, Kendra  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:33 PM 
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura; Trotter, Kingsley 
Cc: Carpenter, Michael 
Subject: Re: FYSA: Hunter Biden‐Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites 
 
Thanks 
Yes. Answering them now 

 
  

From: Lucas Magnuson, Laura  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:17 PM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Trotter, Kingsley  
Cc: Carpenter, Michael  
Subject: FW: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites  
  
Want me to have State forward all queries to you?  
 
And are you saying anything? Thanks! 
 

From: Singer, Matthew A [mailto:SingerMA@state.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:15 PM 
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura 
Cc: Ferencevych, Yaryna N; Schtele, Luke A; Sessums, Michael D; Smith, Brian T; Bouldin, Megan T; EUR-PD-Dirs-DL 
Subject: FW: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites 
 
Hello, Laura, 
 
Can we discuss?  Post has gotten an inquiry about this (fortunately, just to confirm whether it’s true, nothing too 
loaded), and they need to know if they should forward inquiries to NSC. 
 
Thank you, 
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‐MS 
 

Matthew Singer • Public Diplomacy Desk Officer for Ukraine, Moldova, and Belarus • Bureau of European and Eurasian Affairs 
• U.S. Dept. of State 

2201 C St NW, Room 4427, Washington, DC 20520 | Direct 202-647-7861 | SingerMA@state.gov 

 
 
 

  
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.  

 

From: Smith, Brian T  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:13 PM 
To: EUR-UMB-DL; EUR-RUS-POL-DL 
Cc: Ukraine Neg Narratives; Ukraine-Russia Coordination; Kyiv, PAS FSOs 
Subject: RE: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites 
 
Now being covered in English by the Moscow Times. 
 
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/son‐of‐us‐vice‐president‐biden‐joins‐ukraine‐gas‐
company/500062.html 
 
 

  
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.  

 

From: Smith, Brian T  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:10 AM 
To: EUR-UMB-DL; EUR-RUS-POL-DL 
Cc: Ukraine Neg Narratives; Ukraine-Russia Coordination 
Subject: FYSA: Hunter Biden-Ukraine Story Trending Among Russian Elites 
 
Colleagues – FYSA, The below Russian news article, that VP Biden’s son, Hunter, has been named a board member of the 
energy company Burisma, which has rights to hydrocarbon reserves in Ukraine, is being retweeted by Russian elites, 
including Aleksey Pushkov and Vladislav Surkov.   It has 100 retweets as of 1100 EST. 
 
http://lenta.ru/news/2014/05/13/biden/ 
 
 

Brian T. Smith 
EUR/UMB (TDY) 
202.647.2979 | HST 4427A 
 

  
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.  
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From: Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Friday, July 25, 2014 11:12 AM
To: Reed, Meagan (Intern) <meagan_e_reed_intern@who.eop.gov>; Reed, Meagan (Intern) 

</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=reed, meagan e.fd7> ( Intern ); >
Subject: FW: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, July 25, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:45:21 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
b(6),P6 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 3:21 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: hey

If anything beyond referring questions to my office is required from you or counsel you can contact Heather King at 
Boise Schiller.  
 
RHB 
202.333.1880 
 
On May 13, 2014, at 6:00 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote: 

Thanks 
 
  

From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:58 AM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra  
Cc: Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com>  
Subject: Re: hey  
  
Kendra, I am around the next few days if you need me. 
 

 
Eric D. Schwerin 
Rosemont Seneca Partners, LLC 
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW 
Suite 705 
Washington, DC 20007 
(202) 333-1880 
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com 
 Consider the environment before printing this email. 
 
On May 13, 2014, at 10:39 AM, Barkoff, Kendra <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote: 
 
Thanks 
  
  

From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:39 AM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Cc: Eric Schwerin 
Subject: Re: hey 
  
Eric‐ he's cc'd here 
 
RHB 
202.333.1880 
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On May 13, 2014, at 5:05 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote: 

Just sent you the email 
Let me know who in your office. 
Thanks! 
  

From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:59 AM 
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: hey 
  
Ok‐ 
What exactly are they asking? For the time being I'd just refer them to my office.  FYI I 
joined the board of Burisma Holdings Ltd. (Burisma.com) an independent/ private 
natural gas producer in Ukraine along with the former president of Poland. I think the 
press release is on their web site. 
 
RHB 
202.333.1880 
 
On May 13, 2014, at 4:46 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> 
wrote: 

Thanks for talking to me.  let me know who I should refer folks to. 
Kendra 
  
  
  
Kendra Barkoff 
Press Secretary  
Office of the Vice President 
(202) 456‐4390 (o) | (202) 503‐5285 (c) 
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: Sunday, June 8, 2014 11:25 AM
To: Cerda, Jose <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; Thompson, Kenny <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Bianchi, Sarah <sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; Spector, Stephen 
<stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean w.93f>; >; Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth d.7a5>; >; Bianchi, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>; >; Spector, 
Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen i.b04>; >; 
Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>; >; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; >

Cc: Everett, Aaron <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; [personal email address]; Escudero, Adrian V. 
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; Hornbrook, Alex <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; Kurren, Amy 
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Anne Marie <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Bernal, 
Anthony R. <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; Stackpole, Avra <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Woyak, Brian J. <brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; Lillard, Brooke <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Bolduc, Chad <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; Fromstein, Charles 
<charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenzweig, Dana <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; Lienemann, David C. 
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; Cloud, Donald <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; Lambros, 
Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; Zikusoka, Dave <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Regoli, Elizabeth A <whca_1323152@dsr.eop.gov>; Hart, Liz <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; Amin, 
Faisal <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; Picos, Francisco <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Fran 
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Freeman, Gary <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; Schultz, Greg 
<gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; Edwards, Hannah E. <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; Lyons, 
Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; Hertz, Jessica 
R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; Doody, Jillian <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; Montoya, Jordan 
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; Flynn, John S <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; Tejeda, Jose 
<jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; Sullivan, Jacob 
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; Donley, Julia M <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; Berner, Kate 
<katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; Trotter, Kingsley <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; Clark, 
Katisha A <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Chung, 
Kathy <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; kcoconnor@whmo.mil; Pietranton, Kelsey 
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; McNellis, Kerry <kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; Suber, Kellen 
<kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; Aidinoff, Marc <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Clavel, Lise 
<marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; Carpenter, Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; 
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; Kaye, Melanie <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; Hill, Patty 
<patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; Lysaght, Patrick J <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; Timko, Rachel 
<rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; Ruffner, Richard <richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; Eaton, Sarah 
<sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; Baker, Sarah <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; 
sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; Rosenthal, Lynn <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; Nix, Sheila 
<sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; Lachman, Sherry <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, 
Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Myers, Sam A. <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; Ricchetti, 
Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; Tennant, Thomas M <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; 
McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; Williams, Tonya 
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; Reddy, Vinay <vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; Dirksen, Ward 
<ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; Russo2, Bill <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>; Clavel, Marguerite 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite l.b8f>; >; Dirksen, 
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Cc: Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>; >; 
Timko, Rachel </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel m.350>; 
>; Stackpole, Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra 
w.f8f>; >; Rosenthal, Lynn </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>; >; Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven j.534>; >; Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin, faisalc7c>; >; Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>; >; Tejeda, Jose 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>; >; Kaye, 
Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>; >; 
Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>; >; Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia j.6b5>; >; Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=person, anne m.aae>; >; Zikusoka, David N. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>; >; 
Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=edwards, 
hannah e.bc9>; >; Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary d.653>; >; Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica r.562>; >; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >; Berner, Katherine 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine k.f0e>; >; Lysaght, 
Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>; >; 
Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory 
c.084>; >; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez r.075>; >; Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>; >; McNellis, Kerry 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>; >; Hornbrook, 
Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>; >; 
Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco 
c.412>; >; Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey l.c25>; >; Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>; >; Eaton, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>; >; Hart, 
Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth a.ffe>; >; 
Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=joseph, jeremyc15>; 
>; Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, 
michael r.7b8>; >; McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>; >; Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>; >; Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>; >; Doody, Jillian 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>; >; Baker, 
Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah e.67f>; >; 
Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron r.492>; 
>; Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>; >; Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc f.f6c>; >; Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>; >; Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay c.ad8>; >; Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>; >; Trotter, Katherine K. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine k.5b4>; >; Woyak, 
Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>; >; 
Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; 
>; Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, 
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Cc: dana e.fc6>; >; Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nix, 
sheila m.d38>; >; Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald w.359>; >; Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy m.791>; >; Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob j.6b6>; >; Lyons, Jamie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie e.ef0>; >; Tennant, 
Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>; >; 
Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard 
b.7aa>; >; Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles a.b6e>; >; Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>; >; Lambros, Demetra 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra d.8b8>; >; 
Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; >; Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>; >; Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke m.ce1>; >; Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>; >; Chung, Kathy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung, kathy s.3c7>; >; Russo, Bill 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william m.11f>; >; Orbach 
Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, 
sherry e.5f8>; >; Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan r.a75>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Sunday, June 8, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:35:17 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
b(6),P6 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
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Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Kendra Barkoff [personal email address]
Sent: Saturday, June 7, 2014 10:24 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange 

administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; >
Subject: quick clips

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:37:26 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
 
 
 
 
 
Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
b(6),P6 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 23, 2014 11:13 AM
To: Cerda, Jose <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; Thompson, Kenny <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; 

Bianchi, Sarah <sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; Spector, Stephen 
<stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean w.93f>; >; Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth d.7a5>; >; Bianchi, Sarah 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>; >; Spector, 
Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen i.b04>; >; 
Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>; >; 
Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; >

Cc: Everett, Aaron <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; [personal email address]; Escudero, Adrian V. 
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; Mackler, Alexander <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Hornbrook, Alex <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; Kurren, Amy <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Person, Anne Marie <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Bernal, Anthony R. <anthony_r.
_bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; Stackpole, Avra <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; Woyak, Brian J. <brian_j.
_woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; Lillard, Brooke <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; Twigg, Carri 
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; Bolduc, Chad <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; Zeigler-Brown, 
Cortez <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenzweig, Dana 
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; Lienemann, David C. <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; 
Anderson, David <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; Cloud, Donald 
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; Lambros, Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; Graves, 
Don <donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; Zikusoka, Dave <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A <elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; Hart, Liz <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; Schrum, 
Michael <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>; Amin, Faisal <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; Picos, Francisco 
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; Person, Fran <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; Freeman, Gary 
<gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; Schultz, Greg <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; Edwards, 
Hannah E. <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; Gleeson, James <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; Hertz, 
Jessica R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; Doody, Jillian <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; Montoya, 
Jordan <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; Flynn, John S <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; Tejeda, Jose 
<jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; Sullivan, Jacob 
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; Donley, Julia M <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; Noblitt, Karly 
<karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; Berner, Kate <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; Trotter, Kingsley 
<katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; Clark, Katisha A <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; Barkoff, Kendra 
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; Chung, Kathy <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; 
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; Pietranton, Kelsey <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; McNellis, Kerry 
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; Suber, Kellen <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; Nickoloff, Lauren 
(Intern) <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; Aidinoff, Marc <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; 
Clavel, Lise <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; Carpenter, Michael <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; 
membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; Stennis, Michael <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; Kaye, 
Melanie <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; Hill, Patty <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; Lysaght, Patrick 
J <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; Timko, Rachel <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; Ruffner, Richard 
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; Eaton, Sarah <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; Baker, Sarah 
<sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; Berlenbach, Sarah <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; Rosenthal, 
Lynn <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; Ford, Sarah (Intern) <sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; Nix, 
Sheila <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; Lachman, Sherry <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; Murray, 
Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; Myers, Sam A. <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; Ricchetti, 
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Cc: Steven <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; Tennant, Thomas M <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; 
McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; Williams, Tonya 
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; Nourse, Victoria <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; Reddy, Vinay 
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; Dirksen, Ward <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; 
william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite l.b8f>; >; Dirksen, Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>; >; Timko, Rachel 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel m.350>; >; Stackpole, 
Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra w.f8f>; >; 
Rosenthal, Lynn </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>; >; 
Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven 
j.534>; >; Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=amin, 
faisalc7c>; >; Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>; >; Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>; >; Kaye, Melanie 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>; >; Mackler, 
Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s. 
snyder-mackler_a2377>; >; Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f> ( Intern ); >; Escudero, Adrian V. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>; >; Hill, 
Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia j.6b5>; >; 
Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=person, anne m.aae>; 
>; Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>; >; Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j. stennis_me93>; >; Edwards, Hannah E. 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah e.bc9>; >; Nourse, 
Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f. 
nourse_vb11>; >; Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary d.653>; >; Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica r.562>; >; Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; >; Berner, Katherine 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine k.f0e>; >; Lysaght, 
Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>; >; 
Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory 
c.084>; >; Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez r.075>; > ( Intern ); Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m. schrum_ea9f>; >; Donley, Julia M 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>; >; McNellis, 
Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>; >; 
Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah 
f. berlenbach_sf948>; >; Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>; >; Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco c.412>; >; Pietranton, Kelsey 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey l.c25>; >; Clark, 
Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>; >; 
Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>; >; Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth a.ffe>; >; Joseph, Jeremy 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=joseph, jeremyc15>; >; Carpenter, 
Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael r.7b8>; 
>; McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>; >; Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>; >; Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
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Cc: administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>; >; Doody, Jillian 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>; >; Baker, 
Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah e.67f>; >; 
Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron r.492>; 
>; Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m. 
noblitt_ke6e>; >; Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>; >; Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc f.f6c>; >; Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>; >; Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay c.ad8>; >; Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>; >; Ford, Sarah (Intern) 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l. ford_sl264a>; >; 
Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, 
katherine k.5b4>; >; Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e. nickoloff_l06d>; >; Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>; >; Barkoff, Kendra 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; >; Rosenzweig, 
Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana e.fc6>; >; 
Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila m.d38>; >; 
Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald 
w.359>; >; Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy 
m.791>; >; Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, 
jacob j.6b6>; >; Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=graves, 
donet d.2aa>; >; Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lyons, 
jamie e.ef0>; >; Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>; >; Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard b.7aa>; >; Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>; >; Twigg, Carri 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b. twigg_cb173>; >; 
Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lambros, 
demetra d.8b8>; >; Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; >; Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative 
group /cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>; >; Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange 
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c. anderson_dc92b>; >; Lillard, Brooke 
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke m.ce1>; >; Regoli, 
Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>; >; 
Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung, kathy s.3c7>; 
>; Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach 
lachman, sherry e.5f8>; >; Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group 
/cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan r.a75>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Thursday, October 23, 2014

 
THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:56:02 EST 2022 
 
 
 
Releasability: Withheld In Part 
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Reasons for Withholding: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
P6,b(6) 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
redaction of personal email address 
 
 
 
Case ID: LA 2022‐0121‐F 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 11:12:20 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board

Yes
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:09 PM
To: Spector, Stephen
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
Can you also keep an eye out on twitter for the state dept briefing?
Twitter isn’t working on my computer right now for some reason
 
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:06 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
nothing
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:06 PM
To: Spector, Stephen
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
Nothing from the briefing yet?
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:03 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
Thanks
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:02 PM
To: Spector, Stephen
Subject: Re: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
Waiting for Jay to brief before I give it out

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:00 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board 
 
Do we have a response?
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:54 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
 
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:53 PM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie; Carney, Jay; Carroll,
Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess; Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather;
Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison;
Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan, Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha;
Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price,
Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo, Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter,
Kingsley; Velz, Peter; Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie,
Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric;
Costa, Kristina; Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire;
Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.;
Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson,
Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor,
Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes,
Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh,
Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S.
Subject: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter-biden-ukraine-gas-board-106631.html
Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
Politico // Lucy McCalmont
May 13, 2014 12:47 PM EDT
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http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter-biden-ukraine-gas-board-106631.html


Hunter Biden, the younger son of Vice President Joe Biden, will be
joining Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, the company announced
in a statement

“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of
professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices,
and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve
these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of
directors, said in a statement, which was reported by The Moscow Times
on Tuesday.

Biden, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the
company said and will provide support for Burisma Holdings “among
international organizations.”

Biden said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy.

“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the
field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong
economy in Ukraine,” Biden said in a statement. “As a new member of the
Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on
matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility,
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the
economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White
House Press Secretary Jay Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a
referendum held Sunday in Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-rule in the
region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law.

Vice President Biden also expressed support for Ukraine, when he
visited the country in April and slammed Russia for its role in the
annexation of Crimea.
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http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/son-of-us-vice-president-biden-joins-ukraine-gas-company/500062.html


From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 10/23/2014 4:12:30 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Mackler, Alexander" <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex"
<alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy" <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Anne Marie" <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra" <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J."
<brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke" <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Twigg, Carri"
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana" <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C."
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Anderson, David" <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Graves, Don"
<donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave" <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A"
<elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco" <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran"
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Gleeson, James" <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Noblitt, Karly" <karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate" <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A" <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey"
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry" <kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen"
<kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern)" <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Stennis, Michael" <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kaye,
Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty" <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J"
<patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel" <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard"
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah" <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Berlenbach, Sarah" <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenthal, Lynn" <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ford, Sarah (Intern)"
<sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry"
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A."
<sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M"
<thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P." <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya"
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nourse, Victoria" <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; "Clavel,
Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen, Ward F.
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Mackler, Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s." <snyder-mackler_a2377>>; >; "Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f>" <Intern)>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=person, anne" <m.aae>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j." <stennis_me93>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Nourse, Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f." <nourse_vb11>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; ">" <Intern)>; "Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m." <schrum_ea9f>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah f." <berlenbach_sf948>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m." <noblitt_ke6e>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Ford, Sarah (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l." <ford_sl264a>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e." <nickoloff_l06d>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=graves, donet" <d.2aa>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Twigg, Carri </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b." <twigg_cb173>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c." <anderson_dc92b>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman,
sherry" <e.5f8>>; >; "Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan"
<r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Thursday, October 23, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:55:41 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6) 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Klein, Stacey (NBCUniversal) <stacey.klein@nbcuni.com>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:43:19 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden to Oil Compnay w Holdings in Ukraine?

No worries!  That’s what I figured but wanted to be sure – all good.  Thanks again!
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:41 PM
To: Klein, Stacey (NBCUniversal)
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden to Oil Compnay w Holdings in Ukraine?
 
Sorry. The off the record part was the part about me apologizing for the delay. The part in quotes is on the record from me. Make
sense?

 
From: Klein, Stacey (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Stacey.Klein@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:39 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden to Oil Compnay w Holdings in Ukraine? 
 
Thank you! Safe travels. 
Just to clarify - I can use the comment from you or it's off the record?

Stacey P. Klein
NBC News - The White House
202-573-0328 (cell)
202-885-4363 (office)

On May 13, 2014, at 2:34 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)

 Here is a statement for your use from me:

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no
involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
From: Klein, Stacey (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Stacey.Klein@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:56 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Hunter Biden to Oil Compnay w Holdings in Ukraine? 
 
Hi Kendra,
Wondering if you have any comment on allegations Hunter Biden has taken a seat on the board of an oil and gas company
with holdings in Ukraine?  Carney pushed us all to you all – any comment?
Thanks in advance!
 
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter-biden-ukraine-gas-board-106631.html
 
Here’s their release:
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
 
 
Stacey P. Klein
NBC News – The White House
202-885-4363 (office)
202-573-0328 (cell)
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From: Lucas Magnuson, Laura <laura_d_lucas@nsc.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 7:11:16 AM
To: "Max Seddon" <max.seddon@buzzfeed.com>
Cc: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject:RE: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
Dear Laura,
 
Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian natural gas
company, claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of
directors:
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
 
The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of interest given the VP's role on
Ukraine policy - particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy NSC chief
under Yanukovych.
 
Is this true? What exactly is going on here?
 
Thanks and best
 
Max
 
 
--
Max Seddon
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
twitter.com/maxseddon
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/16/2014 5:02:04 PM
To: "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Evan" <schrum_ea9f>
Subject: Fw: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test

 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 06:55 PM
To: Earnest, Joshua R.; Hayden, Caitlin; Meehan, Bernadette 
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test 
 
http://online.wsj.com/articles/bidens-son-hunter-discharged-from-navy-reserve-after-failing-cocaine-test-1413499657?
mod=WSJ_LatestHeadlinesBiden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve
After Failing Cocaine Test
COLLEEN MCCAIN NELSON And
 
JULIAN E. BARNES
Oct. 16, 2014 6:47 p.m. ET
0 COMMENTS
WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after testing positive for
cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter.

Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been commissioned as an ensign in
the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year, his brief military career ended.

Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission process to become a
public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was to be commissioned—he needed a waiver to
join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a drug-related incident when he was a young man, according to people
familiar with the matter. Military officials say such drug waivers aren’t uncommon.

Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va.,
a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in Norfolk, he was given a drug test, which
turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the situation. Mr. Biden was discharged in February, the Navy
said.

Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed
that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With the love and support of my family, I’m
moving forward.”

The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct commission, but
declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the details of Ens. Biden’s discharge are
not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman, said.

Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable discharges. Most are
given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge Mr. Biden received, and the Navy doesn’t
release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior enlisted personnel.

Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers, according to the Navy. The
direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with needed skills. The program allows civilians who have
not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer training course or officer-candidate school to join the military by attending
only an abbreviated training program.

The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually serve one weekend
a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on active duty.

The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military family, often referring
to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong deployment to Iraq. After Hunter Biden joined the
Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who also served in the Navy.

“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United States Navy,”
she said in 2012.

In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a lot of bad judgment
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in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball. “My son, who is over 40, just
joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an officer, Hunter Biden.”

Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden serves as the
Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill Biden also have a daughter, Ashley,
who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate executive director.

Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with a Ukrainian firm, that
have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer, Burisma Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a
former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted former president. The announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible
for Burisma’s legal unit raised concerns about potential conflicts of interest, because his father, the vice president, was
engaged in diplomatic efforts involving Ukraine.

At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t endorse any particular
company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter.

Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a Washington firm
after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008.

Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves as chairman of World Food
Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency that fights hunger,” and he is an adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown
University.
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From: Lambros, Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 9:51:22 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"

<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <j.534>; "Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>;
"Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>

Cc: "Hertz, Jessica R." <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R." <r.562>
Subject:RE: Hi. Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ?

Picture has been pulled down.
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Barkoff, Kendra
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:40 AM
To: Murray, Shailagh; Lambros, Demetra; Ricchetti, Steven
Subject: FW: Hi. Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ?
 
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W. [mailto:Ann.W.Compton@abc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:40 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Trotter, Kingsley
Subject: Hi. Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ?
 
Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
 
∙         The Moscow Times 
∙         May. 13 2014 18:49 
∙         Last edited 18:49 
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's largest
private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.
 
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors and head
the company's legal unit.
 
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people
of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.
 
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday. The company
also has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.
 
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine by 35-
40 percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late April.
 
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has pledged
to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
###
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From: Ford, Sarah (Intern) <sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/17/2014 11:53:16 AM
To: "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group

/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >
Subject: RE: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, October 17, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:50:11 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6) 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Joseph, Jeremy <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 7/8/2014 4:12:51 AM
To: "Reed, Meagan (Intern)" <meagan_e_reed_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Reed, Meagan (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative

group /cn=recipients/cn=reed, meagan e.fd7>" <Intern)>; >
Subject: FW: Vice Presidential News Clips for Tuesday, July 8, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:44:43 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 6/8/2014 4:25:25 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex" <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy"
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Anne Marie" <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bernal, Anthony R."
<anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra" <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J."
<brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke" <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad"
<chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Fromstein, Charles" <charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez"
<cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana" <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C."
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald" <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra"
<demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave" <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A"
<whca_1323152@dsr.eop.gov>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos,
Francisco" <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran" <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary"
<gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Edwards, Hannah E."
<hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie" <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Hertz, Jessica R." <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Berner, Kate" <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley"
<katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A" <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey"
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry" <kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen"
<kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc" <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise"
<marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael" <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Kaye,
Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty" <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J"
<patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel" <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard"
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah" <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>;
sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; "Rosenthal, Lynn" <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Lachman, Sherry" <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A."
<sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M"
<thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P." <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya"
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay" <vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Russo2, Bill" <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen, Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=person, anne" <m.aae>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles" <a.b6e>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william" <m.11f>>; >;
"Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, sherry" <e.5f8>>; >;
"Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan" <r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Sunday, June 8, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:42:05 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 6/9/2014 8:34:04 AM
To: "Franklin, Andrew (Intern)" <andrew_l_franklin_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Franklin, Andrew (Intern)" <l.2d0>
Cc: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Pietranton, Kelsey"

<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <l.c25>; "Hart, Elizabeth A." <a.ffe>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>

Subject: Ukraine clips
Attachments:Ukraine clips.docx

Andrew -- Can you see if there are any clips from the VP's visit to Ukraine that are not already in this roundup? If there are,
please add them to the roundup.
 
Thanks,
Stephen
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 10/19/2014 3:59:29 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Mackler, Alexander" <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex"
<alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy" <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Anne Marie" <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra" <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J."
<brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke" <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Twigg, Carri"
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana" <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C."
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Anderson, David" <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Graves, Don"
<donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave" <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A"
<elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco" <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran"
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Gleeson, James" <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Noblitt, Karly" <karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate" <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A" <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey"
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry" <kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen"
<kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern)" <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Stennis, Michael" <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kaye,
Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty" <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J"
<patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel" <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard"
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah" <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Berlenbach, Sarah" <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenthal, Lynn" <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ford, Sarah (Intern)"
<sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry"
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A."
<sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M"
<thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P." <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya"
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nourse, Victoria" <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; "Clavel,
Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen, Ward F.
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Mackler, Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s." <snyder-mackler_a2377>>; >; "Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f>" <Intern)>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=person, anne" <m.aae>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j." <stennis_me93>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Nourse, Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f." <nourse_vb11>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; ">" <Intern)>; "Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m." <schrum_ea9f>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah f." <berlenbach_sf948>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m." <noblitt_ke6e>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Ford, Sarah (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l." <ford_sl264a>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e." <nickoloff_l06d>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=graves, donet" <d.2aa>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Twigg, Carri </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b." <twigg_cb173>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c." <anderson_dc92b>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman,
sherry" <e.5f8>>; >; "Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan"
<r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Sunday, October 19, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:52:15 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6) 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 10:29:37 AM
To: gerlachja2@state.gov
Subject: Re: also--Biden/Ukraine

What's your number?
 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:12 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 
Jen doesn’t go out to brief until 1, but she has to staff something at 1230. Is now a good time for some guidance that I can relay
to her?
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:53 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: Re: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Thanks. Trying to get more info over here. Give me a little bit of time. 
 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:50 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 
She’s supposed to go out at 1pm but she’s not around right now. I can give you a ring.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:48 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Thanks
We are just starting hear from press about this.  What time is Jen’s briefing?
Can she call me?
 
 
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov

 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:41 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Hi Kendra,
 
I work with Jen Psaki at the State Dept.
 
Our Fox News correspondent gave me a heads up that he might ask us about Hunter Biden going to a Ukrainian gas company at our
daily press briefing today. Have you gotten any questions on this?
 
Happy to refer him to you or follow your lead.
 
He says: I am sure it is legal, just wanted to ask about optics and timing…
 
 
From: Tomlinson, Lucas [mailto:Lucas.Tomlinson@FOXNEWS.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:13 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Doubt you have seen this, so wanted to pass along….
 
Might ask a question about Hunter Biden joining Ukraine gas company board…
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing on Mr. R Hunter Biden as
a new director.
 

R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among international
organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field
of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that
my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”
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The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the
strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden
is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 7/8/2014 4:12:33 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex" <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy"
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Anne Marie" <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bernal, Anthony R."
<anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra" <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J."
<brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke" <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad"
<chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Fromstein, Charles" <charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez"
<cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana" <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C."
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald" <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra"
<demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave" <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A"
<elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco" <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran"
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie" <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy"
<jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R." <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian"
<jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan" <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>;
"Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob"
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M" <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Berner, Kate"
<katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A"
<katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>;
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry"
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen" <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Kaye, Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty"
<patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J" <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel"
<rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard" <richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah"
<sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; "Rosenthal, Lynn"
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry" <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A." <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M" <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P."
<thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya" <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; "Russo2, Bill" <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen,
Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=person, anne" <m.aae>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; >; "Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m." <schrum_ea9f>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles" <a.b6e>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william" <m.11f>>; >;
"Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, sherry" <e.5f8>>; >;
"Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan" <r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Tuesday, July 8, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:43:00 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Lederman, Josh <jlederman@ap.org>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:23:22 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine

Thanks. That’s on the record, attributable to Kendra Barkoff, right?
 
Also – which of Hunter’s offices are you directing me to? He is involved with a lot of companies.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:22 PM
To: Lederman, Josh
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine
 
Off the record (on the airplane, so having email issues)
 
Here is a statement for your use from me:
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
 
From: Lederman, Josh [mailto:JLederman@ap.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:14 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Hunter Biden/Ukraine
 
Hey Kendra,
 
I’m sure you’re about to get a flood of inquiries on this since it just came up in the briefing, but are you commenting at all on
the news about Hunter Biden and Burisma?
 
Thanks,
Josh
 
--
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing onMr. R Hunter Biden as
a new director.
 
R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among international
organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field
of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that
my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”
 
The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the
strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden
is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
 
R. Hunter Biden is a counsel to Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York, USA, which served in cases
including “Bush vs. Gore”, and “U.S. vs. Microsoft”. He is one of the co-founders and a managing partner of the investment
advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners, as well as chairman of the board of Rosemont Seneca Advisors. He is an Adjunct
Professor at Georgetown University’s Masters Program in the School of Foreign Service.
 
Mr. Biden has experience in public service and foreign policy. He is a director for the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, The
Center for National Policy, and the Chairman’s Advisory Board for the National Democratic Institute. Having served as a Senior
Vice President at MBNA bank, former U.S. President Bill Clinton appointed him an Executive Director of E-Commerce Policy
Coordination under Secretary of Commerce William Daley. Mr. Biden served as Honorary Co-Chair of the 2008 Obama-Biden Inaugural
Committee.
 
Mr. Biden is a member of the bar in the State of Connecticut, and the District of Columbia, the U.S. Supreme Court, and the Court
of Federal Claims. He received a Bachelor’s degree from Georgetown University, and a J.D. from Yale Law School.
 
R. Hunter Biden is also a well-known public figure.He is chairman of the Board of the World Food Programme U.S.A., together with
the world’s largest humanitarian organization, theUnited Nations World Food Programme. In this capacity he offers assistance to
the poor in developing countries, fighting hunger and poverty, and helping to provide food and education to 300 million
malnourished children around the world.
 
Company Background:
Burisma Holdings is a privately owned oil and gas company with assets in Ukraine and operating in the energy market since 2002. To
date, the company holds a portfolio with permits to develop fields in the Dnieper-Donets, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuban
basins. In 2013, the daily gas production grew steadily and at year-end amounted to 11.6 thousand BOE (barrels of oil equivalent –
incl. gas, condensate and crude oil), or 1.8 million m3 of natural gas. The company sells these volumes in the domestic market
through traders, as well as directly to final consumers.
The information contained in this communication is intended for the use
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 
and delete this email. Thank you.
[IP_US_DISC]
 
msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 9:30:39 AM
To: "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"

<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Prescott, Jeffrey"
<jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <j.534>; "Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>;
"Sullivan, Jacob" <j.6b6>; "Lambros, Demetra" <d.8b8>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>

Subject: Moscow Times: Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
Attachments: image001.png

Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
* The Moscow Times
* May. 13 2014 18:49
* Last edited 18:49

Joe Hunter / TwitterJoe Hunter (R) standing alongside his father, U.S. Vice President Joe Biden and Republican lawmaker John McCain.
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's largest private
gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.

In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors and head the
company's legal unit.

"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate governance
and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,"
Hunter Biden said in the statement.

Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday. The company also has
assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.

Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine by 35-40
percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late April.

Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has pledged to
support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
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From: zeke.miller <zeke.miller@time.com>
Sent: 7/7/2014 12:23:55 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: Re: burisma

Thanks!
-- 
Zeke Miller
Political Reporter
TIME
@ZekeJMiller
c: 516-581-9301
w: 202-861-4096

From: <Barkoff>, Kendra Barkoff <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Date: Monday, July 7, 2014 2:23 PM
To: Zeke Miller <zeke.miller@time.com>
Subject: RE: burisma
Here is my statement
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement 
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
 
               
From: Zeke.Miller@time.com [mailto:Zeke.Miller@time.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 2:06 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: burisma
 
http://burisma.com/burisma-holdings-commends-us-lawmakers-efforts-support-ukrainian-energy-independence/
http://www.markey.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2014-06-27_PresidentObama_Ukraine_energy.pdf
-- 
Zeke Miller
Political Reporter
TIME
@ZekeJMiller
c: 516-581-9301
w: 202-861-4096

Please be alert for any emails that may ask you for login information or directs you to login via a link. If you believe this message is a phish 
or aren't sure whether this message is trustworthy, please send the original message as an attachment to 'phishing@timeinc.com'. 
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 10:53:37 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: FW: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board

 
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:53 PM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie; Carney, Jay; Carroll,
Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess; Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather;
Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison;
Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan, Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha;
Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price,
Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo, Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter,
Kingsley; Velz, Peter; Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie,
Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric;
Costa, Kristina; Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire;
Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.;
Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson,
Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor,
Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes,
Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh,
Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S.
Subject: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter-biden-ukraine-gas-board-106631.html
Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
Politico // Lucy McCalmont
May 13, 2014 12:47 PM EDT

Hunter Biden, the younger son of Vice President Joe Biden, will be
joining Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, the company announced
in a statement

“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of
professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices,
and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve
these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of
directors, said in a statement, which was reported by The Moscow Times
on Tuesday.

Biden, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the
company said and will provide support for Burisma Holdings “among
international organizations.”

Biden said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy.

“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the
field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong
economy in Ukraine,” Biden said in a statement. “As a new member of the
Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on
matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility,
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the
economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White
House Press Secretary Jay Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a
referendum held Sunday in Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-rule in the
region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law.

Vice President Biden also expressed support for Ukraine, when he
visited the country in April and slammed Russia for its role in the
annexation of Crimea.
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 7/25/2014 4:11:59 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex" <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy"
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Anne Marie" <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bernal, Anthony R."
<anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra" <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J."
<brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke" <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad"
<chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana" <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C."
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald" <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra"
<demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave" <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A"
<elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco" <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran"
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie" <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy"
<jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R." <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian"
<jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan" <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>;
"Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob"
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M" <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Noblitt, Karly" <karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Berner, Kate" <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A"
<katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>;
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry"
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen" <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Kaye, Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty"
<patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J" <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel"
<rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard" <richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah"
<sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; "Rosenthal, Lynn"
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry" <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A." <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M" <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P."
<thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya" <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; "Russo2, Bill" <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen,
Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=person, anne" <m.aae>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; >; "Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m." <schrum_ea9f>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m." <noblitt_ke6e>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william" <m.11f>>; >;
"Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, sherry" <e.5f8>>; >;
"Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan" <r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, July 25, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:47:32 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/14/2014 3:00:38 PM
To: "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob"

<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra"
<demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <j.534>;
"Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; "Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <j.6b6>; "Lambros,
Demetra" <d.8b8>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>

Subject: Yahoo!: Why did an energy firm with big assets in Ukraine hire Joe Biden’s son?
Attachments: image001.jpg

Why did an energy firm with big assets in Ukraine hire Joe
Biden’s son?

By Olivier Knox, Yahoo News52 minutes agoYahoo News
0shares
U.S. Vice President Joe Biden (L) waves as he walks out of Air Force Two with his granddaughter Finnegan …
In the span of a few weeks, an energy firm little-known inside the United States added two members to its board of directors — scoring
connections to Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joe Biden in the bargain.
On April 22, Cyprus-based Burisma announced that financier Devon Archer had joined its board. Archer, who shared a room in college
with Kerry’s stepson, Christopher Heinz, served as national finance co-chair for the former senator’s 2004 presidential campaign.
Then, on Monday, the firm announced that Biden’s younger son, R. Hunter Biden, would join the board of directors.
Why would the company, which bills itself as Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, need such powerful friends in Washington?
The answer might be the company’s holdings in Ukraine. They include, according to the firm’s website, permits to explore in the
Dnieper-Donets Basin in the country’s eastern regions, home to an armed pro-Russian separatist movement. They also include permits to
explore in the Azov-Kuban Basin of the strategic Crimean peninsula, annexed earlier this year by Moscow.
It’s not clear what will happen to energy firms, like Burisma, that aim to explore and exploit potential deposits in those areas.
Neither the Archer nor the Biden announcement explicitly mentions the unrest, and it’s not clear exactly when their discussions to
join the board began. In an April 23 Q&A, the transcript of which appears on Burisma’s website, Archer said he had been approached “a
few months ago” about the opportunity to consult for the oil company. The announcement of his directorship came less than a month
after the disputed vote in Crimea to rejoin Russia.
The White House and the vice president’s office denied there was anything untoward about Biden’s appointment.
“Hunter Biden and other members of the Biden family are obviously private citizens and where they work does not reflect an endorsement
by the administration or by the Vice President or President,” said President Barack Obama’s press secretary, Jay Carney. “But I would
refer you to the Vice President’s office.”
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer,” the vice president’s press secretary, Kendra Barkoff, said in a statement. “The vice
president does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. For any additional questions, I refer you
to Hunter’s office.”
The person who answered the telephone at Biden’s office in Washington, D.C., on Wednesday cheerfully declared that Biden was
traveling, that his return date was unknown, and that his assistant was also out of pocket.
An email to Burisma’s public relations department did not elicit a reply.
But Archer coyly acknowledged the potential benefits of having him on the board in the April 23 Q&A.
Question: “In the American media you are often linked to the immediate circle of the U.S. Secretary of State Mr. John Kerry and the
Vice-president of the United States Mr. Joe Biden.”
Archer: “American journalists really think so (smiles). I do know them.”
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http://news.yahoo.com/author/olivier-knox/
http://news.yahoo.com/author/olivier-knox/
http://burisma.com/company/our-business/
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
http://burisma.com/production/
http://burisma.com/mr-devon-archer-today-burisma-holdings-reminds-me-of-exxon-in-its-early-days-2/
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/17/world/europe/crimea-ukraine-secession-vote-referendum.html
http://burisma.com/mr-devon-archer-today-burisma-holdings-reminds-me-of-exxon-in-its-early-days-2/


From: Lambros, Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 7:16:46 AM
To: "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>
Cc: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject:FW: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

Hey Jeff:
 
Do you have a minute to talk about this?
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Barkoff, Kendra
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:15 AM
To: Murray, Shailagh; Lambros, Demetra
Subject: Fw: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
 
 
----- Original Message -----
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 09:11 AM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
Thanks!
 
On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 4:11 PM, Lucas Magnuson, Laura <Laura_D_Lucas@nsc.eop.gov> wrote:
> Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM
> To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
> Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas
> company
>
> Dear Laura,
>
> Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press
> release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian natural gas company,
> claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of
> directors:
>
> http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
>
> The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of interest given the VP's role on
Ukraine policy - particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy NSC chief
under Yanukovych.
>
> Is this true? What exactly is going on here?
>
> Thanks and best
>
> Max
>
>
> --
> Max Seddon
> Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
> +380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
> twitter.com/maxseddon
 
 
 
--
Max Seddon
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
twitter.com/maxseddon
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From: Allen, Jessica <jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 6/8/2014 9:13:42 AM
To: "DL-WHO-Press" <dl-who-press@dsr.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc" <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Allen, Jessica"

<jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>; "Aniskoff, Paulette" <paulette_l_aniskoff@who.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Beirne Fallon, Katie" <katie_fallon@who.eop.gov>; "Carney, Jay"
<james_f_carney@who.eop.gov>; "Carson, Crystal" <crystal_m_carson@who.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise"
<marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Davidson, Josta" <josta_t_davidson@nsc.eop.gov>; "Edelman, R. David"
<ross_d_edelman@ostp.eop.gov>; "Evans, Bess" <elisabeth_w_evans@ostp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Foster, Heather" <heather_j_foster@who.eop.gov>; "Friedman, Jennifer"
<jennifer_b_friedman@who.eop.gov>; "Hankins, Hannah R." <hannah_r_hankins@who.eop.gov>; "Hart, Liz"
<elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R." <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Holst, Lindsay"
<lindsay_l_holst@who.eop.gov>; "Holzer, Benjamin" <benjamin_s_holzer@who.eop.gov>; "Hunn, Allison"
<allison_d_hunn@who.eop.gov>; "Inouye, Shin" <shin_inouye@who.eop.gov>; "Jencks, Fae" <fae_m_jencks@ostp.eop.gov>;
"Jenkins, Brad" <bradley_l_jenkins@who.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry"
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lawrence, Natasha"
<natasha_s_lawrence@cea.eop.gov>; "Lopez, Rafael" <rafael_j_lopez@ostp.eop.gov>; "MacFarquhar, Rory"
<rory_macfarquhar@who.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Palmieri, Jennifer"
<jennifer_m_palmieri@who.eop.gov>; "Parker, Steve" <steven_l_parker@who.eop.gov>; "Patterson, Nicholas"
<nicholas_j_patterson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Platkin, Alex"
<alexandra_r_platkin@who.eop.gov>; "Price, Ryan" <ryan_l_price@who.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay" <vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Rogers, Melissa" <melissa_rogers@who.eop.gov>; "Russo, Bill" <william_m_russo@nsc.eop.gov>; "Sahgal, Rishi R."
<rishi_r._sahgal@who.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schwartz, Noah"
<noah_l_schwartz@nsc.eop.gov>; "Shoup, Lilly" <lillian_m_shoup@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Velz, Peter" <peter_t_velz@who.eop.gov>; "Whisenant, Addie"
<addie_m_whisenant@who.eop.gov>; "Arguelles, Adam" <adam_j_arguelles@who.eop.gov>; "Asen, Jonathan"
<jonathan_asen@who.eop.gov>; "Backemeyer, Christopher" <christopher_r_backemeyer@nsc.eop.gov>; "Bartoloni, Kristen"
<kristen_a_bartoloni@who.eop.gov>; "Brookie, Graham" <graham_h_brookie@nsc.eop.gov>; "Brown, Sam"
<sam_d_brown@who.eop.gov>; "Canegallo, Kristie A." <kristie_a_canegallo@who.eop.gov>; "Click, John"
<john_s_click@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald" <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Coates, Kelsey" <kelsey_a_coates@who.eop.gov>;
"Cohen, Ilona" <ilona_r_cohen@who.eop.gov>; "Cooper, Eric" <eric_m_cooper@nsc.eop.gov>; "Costa, Kristina"
<kristina_l_costa@who.eop.gov>; "Debevoise, Lyn" <lyn_debevoise@nsc.eop.gov>; "Dickinson, Tammy"
<tamara_l_dickinson@ostp.eop.gov>; "DMCOS" <dmcos@who.eop.gov>; "Earnest, Joshua R." <joshua_r._earnest@who.eop.gov>;
"Fenn, Sarah" <sarah_b._fenn@who.eop.gov>; "Gianotti, Claire" <claire_gianotti@who.eop.gov>; "Hayden, Caitlin"
<caitlin_m_hayden@nsc.eop.gov>; "Hedger, Stephen" <stephen_c_hedger@who.eop.gov>; "Heinzelman, Kate"
<kate_e_heinzelman@who.eop.gov>; "Jackson, Bartlett" <bartlett_w_jackson@who.eop.gov>; "Jimenez, Luis A."
<luis_a_jimenez@ustr.eop.gov>; "Kaden, David M." <david_m_kaden@nsc.eop.gov>; "Keenan, Cody" <cody_keenan@who.eop.gov>;
"Kim, Andrew" <andrew_kim@nsc.eop.gov>; "Lee, Jesse C." <jesse_c._lee@who.eop.gov>; "Lee, Jonathan"
<jonathan_l_lee@nsc.eop.gov>; "Leweling, Tara" <tara_a_leweling@nsc.eop.gov>; "Lubin, Nathaniel"
<nathaniel_j_lubin@who.eop.gov>; "Lucas Magnuson, Laura" <laura_d_lucas@nsc.eop.gov>; "Lundeberg, Greta"
<greta_j_lundeberg@nsc.eop.gov>; "McFarlin, Mac" <robert_w_mcfarlin@who.eop.gov>; "McKeon, Brian P."
<brian_p_mckeon@nsc.eop.gov>; "Meehan, Bernadette" <bernadette_m_meehan@nsc.eop.gov>; "Moscoso, Patricia"
<patricia_g_moscoso@who.eop.gov>; "Moussavian, Roxana" <roxana_moussavian@who.eop.gov>; "O'Connor, Kyle"
<koconnor@who.eop.gov>; "Ortiz, Michael" <michael_r_ortiz@nsc.eop.gov>; "Pfeiffer, Dan" <dan_pfeiffer@who.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Quillian, Natalie" <natalie_h_quillian@who.eop.gov>; "Rangarajan,
Taara" <taara_a_rangarajan@nsc.eop.gov>; "Rangel, Antoinette N." <antoinette_n_rangel@who.eop.gov>; "Rhodes, Benjamin J."
<benjamin_j._rhodes@who.eop.gov>; "Robertson, Michael" <michael_j_robertson@who.eop.gov>; "Rosenberger, Laura"
<laura_m_rosenberger@nsc.eop.gov>; "Schulman, Loren" <loren_schulman@nsc.eop.gov>; "Sherwood-Randall, Liz"
<elizabeth_d._sherwood-randall@nsc.eop.gov>; "Singh, Pavneet" <pavneet_singh@nsc.eop.gov>; "Szuplat, Terry"
<terence_p._szuplat@nsc.eop.gov>; "Wagstaff, Jesica" <jesica_e_wagstaff@who.eop.gov>; "Wang, Jenny"
<ya_w_wang@who.eop.gov>; "West, Thomas" <thomas_w_west@ovp.eop.gov>; "Withers, Anne" <anne_m_withers@nsc.eop.gov>;
"Wozniak, Natalie S." <natalie_s._wozniak@nsc.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Marguerite" <l.b8f>; "Jimenez, Luis A." <a.1e7>;
"Jenkins, Brad" </cn=recipients/cn=bradley_l_jenkins>; "DL-WHO-Press <" </cn=recipients/cn=dlwhopress21553275>;
"Ricchetti, Steven" <j.534>; "Hedger, Stephen" <c.b07>; brian_d_highsmith@who.eop.gov; "Quillian, Natalie" <h.bc8>;
kori_s._schulman@who.eop.gov; "Edelman, David" <d.2e5>; "Meehan, Bernadette" <m.486>; alexander_b_wall@who.eop.gov;
"Gianotti, Claire (Intern)" <claire79d>; carlyn_a_reichel@nsc.eop.gov; "Brookie, Graham" <h.c19>; "Holzer, Benjamin"
</cn=recipients/cn=benjamin_s_holzer>; "Brown, Sam" <d.c8a>; patrick_cunnane@who.eop.gov; "Holst, Lindsay" <l.288>;
maurice_m_owens@who.eop.gov; "Earnest, Joshua R." </cn=recipients/cn=joshuar.earnest67836121>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<r.562>; "McFarlin, Robert" <w.3d7>; "Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>;
howli_j._ledbetter@who.eop.gov; "Hayden, Caitlin" </cn=recipients/cn=caitlin_m_hayden>; edward_c_price@nsc.eop.gov;
rachel_j_racusen@who.eop.gov; "Lopez, Rafael" <j.72b>; james_r_kvaal@who.eop.gov; megan_e_rooney@who.eop.gov;
avra_siegel@who.eop.gov; "Schultz, Gregory" <c.084>; christina_tchen@who.eop.gov; tyler_a_lechtenberg@who.eop.gov;
keith_r_maley@who.eop.gov; "Inouye, Shin" </cn=recipients/cn=shininouye75456365>; "Evans, Bess"
</cn=recipients/cn=elisabeth_w_evans>; lisa_o_monaco@who.eop.gov; sarah_k._hurwitz@who.eop.gov; "Ortiz, Michael" <r.889>;
"O'Connor, Kyle" </cn=recipients/cn=koconnor>; caroline_e_adler@who.eop.gov; "Robertson, Michael" <j.26c>; "Lawrence,
Natasha" <s.111>; "DMCOS <" </cn=recipients/cn=dmcos791>; robert_d_whithorne@who.eop.gov; "Russo, Bill" <m.f22>;
david_m_simas@who.eop.gov; "Rogers, Melissa" <melissaf81>; "Foster, Heather" </cn=recipients/cn=heather_j_foster>;
"Szuplat, Terence P." </cn=recipients/cn=terencep.szuplat27487457>; "Leweling, Tara" <a.aac>; "Patterson, Nicholas"
<j.7f9>; "MacFarquhar, Rory" </cn=recipients/cn=rory_macfarquhar>; mc_gonzalez@who.eop.gov; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <l.c25>;
"Schwartz, Noah" <l.845>; anita_j_decker@who.eop.gov; "Allen, Jessica" <l.d4e>; "Fallon, Katherine" <b.311>;
katherine_a_vargas@who.eop.gov; dagoberto_vega@who.eop.gov; "Keenan, Cody" </cn=recipients/cn=codykeenan83443781>;
"Withers, Anne" <m.94a>; mathew_s_nosanchuk@nsc.eop.gov; "Friedman, Jennifer" <b.a17>; "Wozniak, Natalie S."
</cn=recipients/cn=natalies.wozniak52051125>; desiree_n_barnes@who.eop.gov; "Hart, Elizabeth A." <a.ffe>; "Hunn, Allison"
<d.5ee>; "West, Thomas" <w.bf3>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremyc15>; taylor_j_lustig@who.eop.gov; "Carney, Jay"
</cn=recipients/cn=james_f_carney>; david_l_hudson@who.eop.gov; "Rhodes, Benjamin J."

</cn=recipients/cn=benjaminj.rhodes66704772>; "Kim, Andrew" <andrewe88>; george_selim@nsc.eop.gov;
caitria_l_mahoney@who.eop.gov; "Velz, Peter" <t.3a2>; "Price, Ryan" <l.abd>; "Whisenant, Addie" <m.03f>; "Rangel,
Antoinette N." </cn=recipients/cn=antoinette_n_rangel>; "Fenn, Sarah" </cn=recipients/cn=sarahb.fenn64100553>;
jessica_e_schumer@cea.eop.gov; johanna_maska@who.eop.gov; "Aniskoff, Paulette" <l.c19>; "Dickinson, Tammy"
</cn=recipients/cn=tamara_l_dickinson>; shannon_n_green@nsc.eop.gov; "Davidson, Josta" <t.b87>; "Bartoloni, Kristen"
</cn=recipients/cn=kristen_a_bartoloni>; "Costa, Kristina" <l.f71>; david_m_litt@who.eop.gov; "Kaden, David M. (NSS)"
<5a8>; agaarn_y_johnson@nsc.eop.gov; "Hankins, Hannah R." </cn=recipients/cn=hannah_r_hankins>; "Govashiri, Ferial"
<ferial_govashiri@who.eop.gov>; "Cohen, Ilona" <r.76f>; "Platkin, Alexandra" <r.9fd>; "Debevoise, Lyn" <lync5f>;
christine_s_abizaid@nsc.eop.gov; "Aidinoff, Marc" <f.f6c>; "Cooper, Eric" <m.43b>; jeffrey_d._tiller@who.eop.gov; "Lee,
Jonathan" <l.f5d>; leah_b_katz-hernandez@who.eop.gov; "McKeon, Brian P." <p.2b3>; "Singh, Pavneet"
</cn=recipients/cn=pavneet_singh>; valerie_jarrett@who.eop.gov; cecilia_munoz@who.eop.gov; laura_a_schulz@nsc.eop.gov;
"Schulman, Loren DeJonge" <loren4d7>; "Reddy, Vinay" <c.ad8>; "Jackson, Bartlett" <w.599>; amy_brundage@who.eop.gov;
tara_d_mcguinness@who.eop.gov; "Moscoso, Patricia" </cn=recipients/cn=patricia_g_moscoso>; joanna_s_rosholm@who.eop.gov;
"Rangarajan, Taara" <a.29a>; hallie_m_ruvin@who.eop.gov; matthew_a._lehrich@who.eop.gov; "Parker, Steven" <l.87f>; "Wang,
Jenny" <w.eb7>; "Lubin, Nathaniel" <j.d81>; frances_a_holuba@nsc.eop.gov; neema_hakim@who.eop.gov; "Barkoff, Kendra"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; patrick_h_ventrell@nsc.eop.gov; "Cloud, Donald" <w.359>; eric_h_schultz@who.eop.gov;
"Rosenberger, Laura" <m.d7f>; jessica_r_santillo@who.eop.gov; "Lee, Jesse C." </cn=recipients/cn=jessec.lee74301331>;
nathaniel_m_perkins@who.eop.gov; "Jencks, Fae" <m.771>; "Coates, Kelsey" <a.04d>; "Carson, Crystal" <m.b7f>; "Sahgal,
Rishi R." </cn=recipients/cn=rishir.sahgal41360826>; brett_p_bruen@nsc.eop.gov; dominique_j_mann@who.eop.gov; "Wagstaff,
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Rishi R." </cn=recipients/cn=rishir.sahgal41360826>; brett_p_bruen@nsc.eop.gov; dominique_j_mann@who.eop.gov; "Wagstaff,
Jesica" </cn=recipients/cn=jesica_e_wagstaff>; ezra_l_mechaber@who.eop.gov; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; clay_a_dumas@who.eop.gov; "Click, John" </cn=recipients/cn=john_s_click>;
"Lambros, Demetra" <d.8b8>; melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov; "Prescott, Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>;
"Heinzelman, Kate" <e.d3b>; "Asen, Jonathan" </cn=recipients/cn=jonathanasen37271556>; "Canegallo, Kristie A." <a.068>;
"Sherwood-Randall, Liz" </cn=recipients/cn=elizabethd.sherwoodrandall41217251>; "Pfeiffer, Dan"
</cn=recipients/cn=dpfeiffer>; "Lundeberg, Greta" </cn=recipients/cn=greta_j_lundeberg>; "Lucas, Laura" <d.49e>;
"Palmieri, Jennifer" <m.cd6>; kaelan_e_richards@who.eop.gov; stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov; "Shoup, Lillian" <m.0c8>;
clare_e_gallagher@nsc.eop.gov; "Moussavian, Roxana" <roxanae02>; "Backemeyer, Christopher" <r.073>; "Arguelles, Adam"
</cn=recipients/cn=adam_j_arguelles>; jordan_m_burke@who.eop.gov; "Orbach Lachman, Sherry" <e.5f8>;
katherine_b_aitken_intern@who.eop.gov; allison_b_lessne@who.eop.govSubject: AP: Complex times for VP's son to work at Ukraine firm

http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/U/US_BIDENS_SON_UKRAINE?SITE=AP&SECTION=HOME&TEMPLATE=DEFAULT
Complex times for VP's son to work at Ukraine firm
Associated Press // STEPHEN BRAUN
3:39 PM
 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Vice President Joe Biden's visit Saturday to support Ukraine's fragile democracy came soon after his youngest
son was hired by a private Ukrainian company that promotes energy independence from Moscow.
Yet that company leases natural gas fields in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea and is owned by a former government
minister with ties to Ukraine's ousted pro-Russian president.
The hiring of Hunter Biden, 44, by Burisma Holdings Limited in April was approved by the company's owner, a former senior minister
and political ally of Viktor Yanukovych, the exiled Ukrainian president. Yanukovych fled to Russia in February after protests
erupted over his efforts to establish closer economic ties with Moscow.
Hunter Biden's employment means he will be working as a director and top lawyer for a Ukrainian energy company during the period
when his father and others in the Obama administration attempt to influence the policies of Ukraine's new government, especially
on energy issues.
There's no indication that Hunter Biden, his father or Burisma is crossing any legal or ethical lines, although ethics experts
appear divided over the implications of Hunter Biden's new job.
American conflict-of-interest laws and federal ethics rules essentially do not regulate the business activities of adult relatives
of those who work in the White House.
"The primary problem here is the fact that Hunter Biden has set up a financial arrangement with someone who might have business
pending before this administration," said Craig Holman, an ethics expert with Public Citizen, a Washington-based government reform
organization.
Joe Biden led the U.S. delegation at Saturday's inauguration of Ukraine's new president, Petro Poroshenko, and announced $48
million in additional aid for the Kiev government. Biden met Poroshenko and said "there is a window for peace and you know as well
as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely ... America is with you."
Ukraine is an important natural-gas and petroleum-liquids transit country. Two major pipeline systems carry Russian gas through
Ukraine to Western Europe.
Burisma is headed by Nikolai Zlochevskyi, who held senior posts over natural resources, environment and defense in Ukraine. The
company has aggressively bought up Ukrainian oil and natural gas leases and companies.
Hunter Biden's new company says it aims to reduce Ukraine's dependence on Russian gas and oil, a goal that parallels U.S. efforts
to aid Ukraine's energy industry.
As a Burisma director and the company's top lawyer, the younger Biden has yet to take any public actions on behalf of the company.
But the timing of his hiring is politically awkward for the administration's efforts to shore up Ukraine's pro-Western government,
and poses potential complications from Burisma's growing energy interests and the background of Hunter Biden's new boss,
Zlochevskyi.
At least two oil and natural gas fields leased by subsidiaries of Burisma are in Ukrainian territories where pro-Russian
sentiments remain strong, according to government and media releases, independent energy maps and Burisma's website.
One is in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea; the other is in the eastern Ukrainian Kharkiv region. Instability there
could force the younger Biden's new company to coordinate with pro-Russian separatists whom the U.S. considers illegitimate.
White House officials declined to comment on Hunter Biden's association with Burisma and the company's holdings in Crimea and east
Ukraine.
The vice president's spokeswoman, Kendra Barkoff, previously said that Biden's son is a private citizen and a lawyer, and that Joe
Biden "does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company."
Presidents and vice presidents have long been vexed by relatives rewarded for family ties.
Political loan troubles shadowed Vice President Richard Nixon's brother, Donald, during the 1960 election, and President Jimmy
Carter's brother, Billy, who accepted a $220,000 stipend in 1981 from Libya's Moammar Gadhafi.
In recent years, several Bush and Clinton relatives were caught in a string of murky financial and political dealings.
But "unless there's solid evidence that Hunter Biden got his job to influence American foreign policy, there's no clear line
that's been crossed," said Melanie Sloan, executive director of the Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington.
A former Washington lobbyist, the vice president's son is effectively exempt from most rules that would require him to describe
publicly the legal work he does on behalf of Burisma.
Hunter Biden will not lobby for the company, said Lawrence Pacheco, an official with FTI Consulting, a Washington government
affairs company recently hired by Burisma.
Pacheco did not say whether Biden might oversee or advise on any future Burisma lobbying strategy in the U.S. Pacheco said the
company "does not take positions on political matters."
But Biden's company may have to deal with Ukranian enclaves that the U.S. does not recognize diplomatically or are threatened by
instability.
One Burisma subsidiary, KrymTopEnergoServis, operates natural gas fields and has headquarters in the Crimea, which seceded from
Ukraine this year and now aligns with Russia.
A second subsidiary, Esco-Pivnich, produces oil and natural gas just west of Kharkiv, Ukraine's second-largest city, which was the
site of several protests and borders on separatist-controlled provinces. The company's website confirms that Burisma operates oil
and natural gas sites in Crimea and east Ukraine, as well as elsewhere in Ukraine.
"While he's just at the beginning of his involvement with this company, Ukraine is volatile right now and there are all sorts of
problems that might crop up down the line," said Bill Allison, the editorial director of the Sunlight Foundation, a nonpartisan
watchdog group.
Pacheco said the company's western and eastern operations have been unaffected by Ukraine's unrest but that its Crimea subsidiary
is not operating currently. He did not explain further, but confirmed KrymTopEnergoServis is based and leases gas deposits in
Crimea.
Hunter Biden, Zlochevskyi and other company officials would not comment publicly, Pacheco said.
Hunter Biden is a managing director with Rosemont Seneca Partners, a private equity firm, and worked as a Washington lobbyist for
seven years until his father was elected vice president. He lobbied primarily for colleges, hospitals and tech firms.
Pacheco said Biden's son came to Burisma's attention after he was introduced by Devon Archer, another new Burisma board member, to
Alan Apter, Burisma's board chairman. Archer works with Hunter Biden at Rosemont and was a top fundraiser for now-Secretary of
State John Kerry when Kerry ran for president in 2004. Zlochevskyi approved Biden's hiring, Pacheco said.
Zlochevskyi, 48, worked as minister of natural resources and environment under Yanukovych and most recently was deputy secretary
of Ukraine's national security and defense council, which advised Yanukovych on defense matters.
Zlochevskyi also served in the Ukrainian parliament from 2007 to 2011 as a member of the Party of Regions, the political party
affiliated with Yanukovych and traditionally aligned with pro-Russian interests.
Zlochevskyi's name is missing from Burisma's web site, but financial documents in Cyprus as well as U.S. Securities and Exchange
records show that he owns the bulk of Burisma's shares. Zlochevskyi's Cyprus-based Brociti Investments Limited controls Burisma.
Hunter Biden joined Burisma in April, the same month his father visited Kiev to show support for the new interim government.
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From: zeke.miller <zeke.miller@time.com>
Sent: 7/7/2014 11:54:03 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: Ukraine Energy

Hey – we're working up a Burisma/Hunter Biden/Hill Lobbying/Ukraine story and wanted to give you all a chance to have input. Got a 
few minutes to chat?
-- 
Zeke Miller
Political Reporter
TIME
@ZekeJMiller
c: 516-581-9301
w: 202-861-4096
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From: Lyons, Jamie <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/16/2014 4:55:37 AM
To: "Kalishman, David (Intern)" <david_kalishman_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Kalishman, David (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange

administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=kalishman, david456>" <Intern)>; >
Subject: Fw: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, May 16, 2014
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/16/2014 5:07:13 PM
To: "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Evan" <schrum_ea9f>
Subject: Re: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test

Ok. Secretary Hagel is at the door waiting for him 
 
From: Schrum, Michael 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 07:05 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test 
 
En route 
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 07:02 PM
To: Schrum, Michael 
Subject: Fw: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test 
 

 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 06:55 PM
To: Earnest, Joshua R.; Hayden, Caitlin; Meehan, Bernadette 
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test 
 
http://online.wsj.com/articles/bidens-son-hunter-discharged-from-navy-reserve-after-failing-cocaine-test-1413499657?
mod=WSJ_LatestHeadlinesBiden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve
After Failing Cocaine Test
COLLEEN MCCAIN NELSON And
 
JULIAN E. BARNES
Oct. 16, 2014 6:47 p.m. ET
0 COMMENTS
WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after testing positive for
cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter.

Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been commissioned as an ensign in
the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year, his brief military career ended.

Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission process to become a
public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was to be commissioned—he needed a waiver to
join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a drug-related incident when he was a young man, according to people
familiar with the matter. Military officials say such drug waivers aren’t uncommon.

Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va.,
a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in Norfolk, he was given a drug test, which
turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the situation. Mr. Biden was discharged in February, the Navy
said.

Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed
that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With the love and support of my family, I’m
moving forward.”

The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct commission, but
declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the details of Ens. Biden’s discharge are
not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman, said.

Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable discharges. Most are
given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge Mr. Biden received, and the Navy doesn’t
release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior enlisted personnel.

Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers, according to the Navy. The
direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with needed skills. The program allows civilians who have
not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer training course or officer-candidate school to join the military by attending
only an abbreviated training program.

The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually serve one weekend
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a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on active duty.

The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military family, often referring
to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong deployment to Iraq. After Hunter Biden joined the
Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who also served in the Navy.

“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United States Navy,”
she said in 2012.

In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a lot of bad judgment
in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball. “My son, who is over 40, just
joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an officer, Hunter Biden.”

Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden serves as the
Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill Biden also have a daughter, Ashley,
who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate executive director.

Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with a Ukrainian firm, that
have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer, Burisma Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a
former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted former president. The announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible
for Burisma’s legal unit raised concerns about potential conflicts of interest, because his father, the vice president, was
engaged in diplomatic efforts involving Ukraine.

At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t endorse any particular
company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter.

Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a Washington firm
after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008.

Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves as chairman of World Food
Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency that fights hunger,” and he is an adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown
University.
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:45:17 PM
To: rosie@buzzfeed.com
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden

Rosemont Seneca Partners, LLC

 
From: Rosie Gray [mailto:rosie@buzzfeed.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:40 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden 
 
Which office do you mean, for Hunter? 

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 2:39 PM, Rosie Gray <rosie@buzzfeed.com> wrote:
Thank you Kendra

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 2:39 PM, Barkoff, Kendra <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:
OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)
Here is a statement for your use from me:

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no
involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Rosie Gray [mailto:rosie@buzzfeed.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:04 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Hunter Biden 
 
Hi,

I'm a reporter for BuzzFeed. I know my colleague Max Seddon has already reached out to your office but we're looking to get
answers about whether or not Hunter Biden has joined the board of Burisma. Can you confirm? Is the VP's office going to say
anything about this? 

thanks,
Rosie 

-- 
Reporter, BuzzFeed
@rosiegray
c: 646 369 9351
rosie@buzzfeed.com

-- 
Reporter, BuzzFeed
@rosiegray
c: 646 369 9351
rosie@buzzfeed.com

-- 
Reporter, BuzzFeed
@rosiegray
c: 646 369 9351
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From: Russo, Bill <william_m_russo@nsc.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/14/2014 8:34:22 AM
To: "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Allen, Elizabeth M" <allenem@state.gov>; "Trotter, Katherine K.

</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >
Subject: RE: POLITICO Playbook, presented by JPMorgan Chase & Co. -- ROVE: 'This will be an issue…whether she likes it or not' --

NICK MERRILL: 'its own form of sickness' -- HRC TO MARTIN O'MALLEY: Do what you need to do – MARK ZUCKERBERG is 30 --
HOWARD WOLFSON b
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From: Gerlach, Alec <gerlachja2@state.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 8:41:05 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: FW: also--Biden/Ukraine

Hi Kendra,
 
I work with Jen Psaki at the State Dept.
 
Our Fox News correspondent gave me a heads up that he might ask us about Hunter Biden going to a Ukrainian gas company at our
daily press briefing today. Have you gotten any questions on this?
 
Happy to refer him to you or follow your lead.
 
He says: I am sure it is legal, just wanted to ask about optics and timing…
 
 
From: Tomlinson, Lucas [mailto:Lucas.Tomlinson@FOXNEWS.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:13 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Doubt you have seen this, so wanted to pass along….
 
Might ask a question about Hunter Biden joining Ukraine gas company board…
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing on Mr. R Hunter Biden as
a new director.
 

R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among international
organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field
of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that
my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the
strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden
is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 10/17/2014 4:14:26 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Mackler, Alexander" <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex"
<alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy" <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Anne Marie" <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra" <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J."
<brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke" <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Twigg, Carri"
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana" <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C."
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Anderson, David" <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Graves, Don"
<donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave" <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A"
<elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco" <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran"
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Gleeson, James" <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Noblitt, Karly" <karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate" <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A" <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey"
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry" <kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen"
<kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern)" <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Stennis, Michael" <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kaye,
Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty" <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J"
<patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel" <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard"
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah" <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Berlenbach, Sarah" <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenthal, Lynn" <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ford, Sarah (Intern)"
<sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry"
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A."
<sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M"
<thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P." <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya"
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nourse, Victoria" <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; "Clavel,
Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen, Ward F.
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Mackler, Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s." <snyder-mackler_a2377>>; >; "Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f>" <Intern)>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=person, anne" <m.aae>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j." <stennis_me93>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Nourse, Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f." <nourse_vb11>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; ">" <Intern)>; "Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m." <schrum_ea9f>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah f." <berlenbach_sf948>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m." <noblitt_ke6e>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Ford, Sarah (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l." <ford_sl264a>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e." <nickoloff_l06d>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=graves, donet" <d.2aa>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Twigg, Carri </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b." <twigg_cb173>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c." <anderson_dc92b>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman,
sherry" <e.5f8>>; >; "Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan"
<r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, October 17, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:48:42 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6) 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Compton, Ann W. <ann.w.compton@abc.com>
Sent: 5/13/2014 10:58:36 AM
To: "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>
Subject:Stephen - I did nt get any response from the usually prompt Kendra -- who else could help on this below...

 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W.
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:50 PM
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov'
Subject: ?? Any reply ?? Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of
interest ?
 
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Compton, Ann W.
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:40 AM
To: 'Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Katherine_K_Trotter@ovp.eop.gov'
Subject: Hi. Did the VP's legal staff have to vett this or sign off in any way? Is it any kind of conflict of interest ?
 
Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
 
∙         The Moscow Times 
∙         May. 13 2014 18:49 
∙         Last edited 18:49 
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's largest
private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.
 
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors and head
the company's legal unit.
 
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people
of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.
 
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday. The company
also has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.
 
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine by 35-
40 percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late April.
 
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has pledged
to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
###
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From: Ford, Sarah (Intern) <sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/23/2014 3:00:36 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh"

<shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Pietranton, Kelsey"
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay" <vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael"
<evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; "O'Brien, Sean" <w.93f>; "Schrum, Evan" <schrum_ea9f>; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <l.c25>;
"Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>; "Hart, Elizabeth A." <a.ffe>; "Reddy, Vinay" <c.ad8>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>

Bcc: asra_najam_intern@who.eop.gov
Subject: Afternoon Press Clips- October 23, 2014
Attachments: VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.23.14.docx

VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS
Thursday, October 23, 2014

KDAL 610
Vice President Visits Duluth To Praise Work Against Domestic Violence
By: Dave Strandberg / October 23, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN made a stop in Duluth on Thursday to congratulate some of the people who developed and implemented a program
to fight domestic violence. 
 
WDIO-TV
BIDEN Praises 'Duluth Model' in Northland Visit
October 23, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN praised the Duluth Model for dealing with domestic violence during a visit to the Northland today.
 
Associated Press
BIDEN To Campaign In Hibbing For Democrat Nolan
October 23, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.
 
KEYC-TV
Hillary Clinton, Joe BIDEN to Campaign in Minnesota
By: Mitch Keegan / October 23, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.
 
CNN
Hillary Clinton to Return to Iowa
October 23, 2014
A number of big name Democrats have come to Iowa to help Braley. Vice President Joe BIDEN will stump for the Senate hopeful at an
event in Davenport on Monday and first lady Michelle Obama stumped for him earlier this week.
 
KSTP-TV
Joe BIDEN, Hillary Clinton Campaign in Minnesota for Fellow Dems.
By: Jennie Olson / October 23, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN and Hillary Rodham Clinton are both visiting Minnesota to give a late boost to Democrats on this fall's
ballot.
BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan. 
 
Queens Chronicle
Cuomo unveils plan to modernize airports
October 23, 2014
LaGuardia Airport may not stay in the third world after all.
On Monday, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Gov. Cuomo unveiled a state plan to modernize and revitalize LaGuardia, JFK, Republic and
Stewart airports.
 
The Daily Beast
Trump Travels to Iowa, Bashes New York
By: Ben Jacobs / October 23, 2014
Trump’s comments echo those made by Joe BIDEN earlier this year in which the Vice President compared LaGuardia to a “third world
country.” BIDEN made the statement at an event in Philadelphia, where he pushed for an increase in federal infrastructure spending.
 
Huffington Post
Shining Light on Violence Against Women
By: Nancy C. Lee / October 23, 2014
At a recent event celebrating the 20th anniversary of VAWA, Vice President BIDEN (the original author of the law) voiced a goal that I
believe is necessary and attainable: "We are not going to succeed until America embraces the notion... that under no circumstance does
a man ever have a right to raise a hand to a woman other than in self-defense."
 
BCTV
A Tie in the U S Senate: Turning Even into Odd
By: G. Terry Madonna & Michael L. Young / October 23, 2014
The wild card in what is otherwise a horrific scenario is Vice President BIDEN. BIDEN is a creature of the Senate, long a part of the
Senate establishment and someone with close relationships with Senate colleagues on both side of the aisle. BIDEN might make a tie
work if anyone can.
 
ABC News
Bristol Palin Explains Brawl, Blames Media, Attacks BIDENs, Clintons (All In One Note!)
By: Shushannah Walshe / October 23, 2014
In her defense, Sarah Palin’s eldest daughter blamed a liberal media bias for unfair and incorrect reporting on the incident. She
aimed to the set the record straight while also pointing out embarrassing incidents in other political families such as the Clintons
and BIDENs.
 
The Daily Caller
Bristol Palin Claws Media With 10 Perfect Post Brawl Nails
By: Betsy Rothstein / October 23, 2014
She also graciously brings up Veep Joe BIDEN‘s son, who got kicked out the Navy for testing positive for cocaine. She calls him the
“real Vice President’s kid.” A quick Google search turns up more than 380,000 hits. From CNN to The Daily Beast to The National
Enquirer, they all covered Hunter BIDEN’s cocaine scandal.
 
Columbia Daily Tribune
BIDEN nepotism? Follow your nose
By: Michelle Malkin / October 23, 2014
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http://kdal610.com/news/articles/2014/oct/23/vice-president-visits-duluth-to-praise-work-against-domestic-violence/
http://www.wdio.com/article/stories/S3598910.shtml
http://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2014/10/23/biden-to-campaign-in-hibbing-for-democrat-nolan/
http://www.keyc.com/story/26875681/hillary-clinton-joe-biden-to-campaign-in-minnesota
http://whotv.com/2014/10/23/hillary-clinton-to-return-to-iowa/
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Everything you need to know about Beltway nepotism, corporate cronyism and corruption can be found in the biography of Robert Hunter
BIDEN. Where are the Occupy Wall Street rabble-rousers and enemies of elitist privilege when you need them? Straining their neck
muscles to look the other way.
 
 
KDAL 610
Vice President Visits Duluth To Praise Work Against Domestic Violence
By: Dave Strandberg / October 23, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN made a stop in Duluth on Thursday to congratulate some of the people who developed and implemented a program
to fight domestic violence.  The program, called the Duluth Model, has since spread around the world as an effective community tool to
deal with the problem.  The Vice President says he contacted some of those people in Duluth when he was a U-S Senator and authored the
Violence Against Women Act.  The Duluth Model recently won the 2014 Future Policy Award from the World Future Council, UN Women and
the Inter Parliamentary Union for its coordinated community response to end the violence against women and girls.
 
WDIO-TV
BIDEN Praises 'Duluth Model' in Northland Visit
October 23, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN praised the Duluth Model for dealing with domestic violence during a visit to the Northland today.
 
In a midday speech at the Duluth Public Safety Building, BIDEN told people who have worked on the Duluth Model that they "have
awakened the world."  He said he has seen the Duluth Model's visual wheel for intervening in domestic abuse cases on visits to other
countries.
 
The Duluth Model was named the world's best policy last week by the World Future Council, the Inter-Parliamentary Union, and UN Women.
 
"Because of you, we've made real progress, we've saved lives," BIDEN said. "You made it clear that it is never, never, never, never
the woman's fault.  It is not the woman's fault."
 
BIDEN called on other men to intervene to stop domestic violence, saying, "We have to change the behavior, not only of the abuser, but
of other men."
 
This afternoon, BIDEN will travel to Hibbing for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan at Hibbing Community
College. He's hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic incumbent who's locked in a tight race with GOP candidate
Stewart Mills. It's one of the country's top five races in terms of outside spending.
 
We'll have full coverage of BIDEN's visit on Eyewitness News at 5:00, 6:00, and 10:00 and on wdio.com.
 
Associated Press
BIDEN To Campaign In Hibbing For Democrat Nolan
October 23, 2014
 
HIBBING, Minn. (AP) — Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick
Nolan.
 
BIDEN speaks at Hibbing Community College on Thursday afternoon. He’s hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic
incumbent who’s locked in a tight race with GOP candidate Stewart Mills. It’s one of the country’s top five races in terms of outside
spending.
 
Northeastern Minnesota’s 8th Congressional District was long a Democratic stronghold but redistricting has added more conservative
territory to it, turning it into a swing district.
 
BIDEN will travel to Hibbing after speaking at the Duluth Public Safety Building at an event on domestic violence. The White House
says he’ll highlight “The Duluth Model” of collaboration among domestic abuse intervention programs and government agencies.
 
KEYC-TV
Hillary Clinton, Joe BIDEN to Campaign in Minnesota
By: Mitch Keegan / October 23, 2014
 
Hillary Rodham Clinton will be in Minnesota today to give a boost to Democrats on this fall's ballot and renew ties that could help
her in a possible presidential bid.
 
The former U.S. secretary of state, senator and first lady will headline a rally at Macalester College and hold a fundraiser for Gov.
Mark Dayton.
 
Her appearance is geared toward energizing voters about to decide the re-election fates of Dayton and first-term Sen. Al Franken.
 
Dayton was a vocal Clinton backer when she sought the party's presidential nomination in 2008 and says he'd be in her corner if she
runs in 2016.
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.
 
He's hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic incumbent who's locked in a tight race with GOP candidate Stewart Mills.
 
It's one of the country's top five races in terms of outside spending.
 
Northeastern Minnesota's 8th Congressional District was long a Democratic stronghold but redistricting has added more conservative
territory to it, turning it into a swing district.
 
CNN
Hillary Clinton to Return to Iowa
October 23, 2014
 
WASHINGTON — Hillary Clinton is heading back to Iowa on October 29, according to a Democratic source with knowledge of the trip.
 
The former first lady’s visit comes just a little more than a month since she returned to Iowa after a six year hiatus. Clinton
stumped for Bruce Braley, Iowa’s Democratic Senate nominee, and other Iowa Democrats at the 37th annual – and final – Harkin Steak Fry
in September. She had last visited the state in 2008.
 
Braley is currently locked in a tight race to succeed Harkin in the Senate with Republican Joni Ernst.
 
A number of big name Democrats have come to Iowa to help Braley. Vice President Joe BIDEN will stump for the Senate hopeful at an
event in Davenport on Monday and first lady Michelle Obama stumped for him earlier this week.
 
Any visit Clinton makes to Iowa – the crucially important first-in-the-nation caucus state – is immediately seen through the lens of
2016 politics given that the former first lady is widely seen as the Democratic frontrunner for president and has admitted that she is
considering a run.
 
Clinton’s October visit to stump for Democrats in Iowa comes near the end of her prolonged push for Democrats across the country.
Clinton has headlined political events in California, Colorado, Michigan, Kentucky, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Illinois and Florida in the
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last month. And is expected to return to New Hampshire and Georgia by election day.
 
While all of these events have been for Democrats seeking to win in November, the campaigning is also a way for Clinton to satisfy
Democrats who expect their potential future presidential nominee to help the party in the years before the run.
 
By election day, Clinton is expected to visit over 15 states in her midterm push.
 
KSTP-TV
Joe BIDEN, Hillary Clinton Campaign in Minnesota for Fellow Dems.
By: Jennie Olson / October 23, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN and Hillary Rodham Clinton are both visiting Minnesota to give a late boost to Democrats on this fall's
ballot.
BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.         
 
BIDEN speaks at Hibbing Community College on Thursday afternoon. He's hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic
incumbent who's locked in a tight race with GOP candidate Stewart Mills. It's one of the country's top five races in terms of outside
spending.         
 
Northeastern Minnesota's 8th Congressional District was long a Democratic stronghold, but redistricting has added more conservative
territory to it, turning it into a swing district.         
 
BIDEN will travel to Hibbing after speaking at the Duluth Public Safety Building at an event on domestic violence. The White House
says he'll highlight "The Duluth Model" of collaboration among domestic abuse intervention programs and government agencies.
 
Meanwhile, Clinton is hoping to help fellow Democrats while renewing ties that could help her in a possible presidential bid.         
 
The former U.S. secretary of state, senator and first lady is headlining a rally Thursday at Macalester College and is later holding a
fundraiser for Democratic Gov. Mark Dayton.         
 
Her appearance was geared toward energizing voters about to decide the re-election fates of Dayton and first-term Democratic Sen. Al
Franken.         
Dayton was a vocal Clinton backer when she sought the party's presidential nomination in 2008 and says he'd be in her corner if she
runs in 2016. In the prior campaign, Clinton lost Minnesota's caucuses to now-President Barack Obama.
 
Queens Chronicle
Cuomo unveils plan to modernize airports
October 23, 2014
 
LaGuardia Airport may not stay in the third world after all.
 
On Monday, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Gov. Cuomo unveiled a state plan to modernize and revitalize LaGuardia, JFK, Republic and
Stewart airports.
 
“The number one job of government is to promote economic growth and prosperity, and one of the best ways to drive commerce is by
investing in infrastructure that connects New York with local, national and international markets,” Cuomo said during a press
conference at Vaughn College in East Elmhurst.
 
Cuomo revealed LaGuardia and JFK airports will partake in separate master plan design competitions.
 
For LaGuardia, designers from across the globe will be asked to envision a complete package of what the facility will look like and
how it will function. Cuomo said the competition should produce a project that will improve transportation to the airport, including
the possibility of a high-speed ferry, a redesigned airport layout to increase access and more resilient infrastructure.
 
For JFK, the competition will call on applicants to submit designs that will enhance the transportation network — including the
AirTrain, improved parking areas and the subway and LIRR — exploring the idea of increasing hotel capacity in the immediate area and
upgrading facilities across the board.
 
Plans for Republic Airport on Long Island and Stewart International Airport in the Hudson Valley are much smaller in scale and include
improving accessibility and utilizing space more efficiently.
 
“Build the greatest infrastructure in the world,” BIDEN, who recently compared LaGuardia Airport to that of a third-world country,
said. “It’s like, build it and they will come. Nobody knows that better than the city of New York. I think this will be, for the rest
of the nation, a blueprint about how they have to move. Thank you for having the courage to step up and think big and move.”
 
In January, Cuomo announced in his State of the State Address that New York needed to assume management responsibility for
construction at LaGuardia and JFK to help break gridlock.
 
“This is more important for New York than ever before, which is why the state is ambitiously investing in roads, bridges and tunnels
on a scale that we haven’t seen in decades,” Cuomo said. “Our airport modernization plan not only enhances how our individual airports
look and act in the 21st century, but addresses how they must fundamentally work together to strategically grow in New York’s
economy.”
 
According to the Governor’s Office, the Port Authority Board of Commissioners will select the best three designs for each airport. The
finalists will receive up to $500,000 to further develop their concept.
 
The contest will begin in 30 days and design firms will have 60 days to develop plans, which must include a project implementation
timeline to ensure that work begins quickly.
 
Funding may come from both private and public sectors, though additional details of the competitions and the end cost were unavailable
as of press time.
 
The governor added that the new design contest would “complement” an existing LaGuardia Airport terminal project put out to bid this
year. In September, officials announced they had not selected a winner yet, but estimated that within the year, a terminal design
would be chosen.
 
“New York is the product of our built environment,” Cuomo said. “We took a very small piece of land that happened to have a great
location as a harbor and a seaport and we built more than was ever imaginable. We just relished in taking engineering feats that they
said we couldn’t do and doing it just to show that we could.”
 
The Daily Beast
Trump Travels to Iowa, Bashes New York
By: Ben Jacobs / October 23, 2014
 
Donald Trump has gone all the way to Iowa to insult New York.
 
The bombastic New York-based millionaire held a press conference with Iowa Republican Rep. Steve King in Des Moines Tuesday, where he
proclaimed that LaGuardia and JFK were “like third world airports.” In contrast, Trump praised Qatar, Saudi Arabia and China for
having airports “the likes of which we’ve never seen in this country.”
 
Trump’s comments echo those made by Joe BIDEN earlier this year in which the Vice President compared LaGuardia to a “third world
country.” BIDEN made the statement at an event in Philadelphia, where he pushed for an increase in federal infrastructure spending.
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In addition to bashing New York’s airports, Trump praised King, notorious for his comments about illegal immigrants with “calves the
size of cantaloupes,” as “a smart person with really the right views on almost everything.”
 
At the time, the Vice President’s comment provoked some backlash from New York Mayor Bill DeBlasio, as well as from the Port Authority
of New York and New Jersey, which operates LaGuardia. While there was universal agreement that LaGuardia badly needed renovation,
DeBlasio thought that the phrasing of BIDEN’s critique was “inappropriate.”
 
Unlike BIDEN, Trump wasn’t making a plea for greater federal spending on transportation when he slammed his home state’s two biggest
airports. Instead the reality show star, who flirted with running for Governor of New York earlier this year, had travelled to Iowa to
announce his endorsement of King, a controversial six-term Republican incumbent.
 
In addition to bashing New York’s airports, Trump praised King, notorious for his comments about illegal immigrants with “calves the
size of cantaloupes,” as “a smart person with really the right views on almost everything.”
 
However, for all the controversy around him, King has always been smart enough not to bash his home state’s two biggest airports.
After all, unlike Donald Trump, he’s actually running for office.
 
Huffington Post
Shining Light on Violence Against Women
By: Nancy C. Lee / October 23, 2014
 
Domestic violence has been in the news a lot lately. Intimate partner violence (also known as IPV or domestic violence) is not new,
but it is widespread. New research from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) shows how staggering the problem is: over
38 million women in the United States experience violence at the hand of a husband, boyfriend, or other partner during their lifetime.
But what many people don't know is that the number declined significantly in the last 20 years, in part because of the Violence
Against Women Act of 1994 (VAWA).
 
Prior to VAWA, in many states physical and sexual violence against a woman by someone she knew was not considered as serious a crime
as was an attack by a stranger. Thinking about it now, it's hard to believe.
 
VAWA was a major national recognition of the severity of partner violence against women and the need for change. Renewed last year,
the law provides funding for criminal investigation, prosecution, and harsher penalties for abusers. It also supports programs and
services such as the National Domestic Violence Hotline, rape crisis centers, violence prevention programs, legal aid for survivors,
and protections for traditionally underserved populations such as Native Americans, undocumented individuals, women with disabilities,
and lesbian, bisexual, and transgender women.
 
VAWA has had a big impact -- IPV declined by 67 percent between 1993 and 2010, due in part to changes like these:
 
All 50 states have updated their laws so that rape is now subject to the same punishment whether or not the victim knows the
perpetrator.
Police, prosecutors, and judges now receive training on handling IPV cases.
 
If police officers have reason to suspect IPV, they may now arrest someone for committing the crime without an arrest warrant.
Victims no longer have to pay for their own rape exams or to have a protection order (also called a restraining order) served to their
abuser.
Perhaps the most important change to come from VAWA was the acknowledgment that domestic violence exists. Historically, we avoided the
topic, preferring to think of it as a "private" or "family" issue that only happens to other people, when it actually affects people
of all ages, races, ethnicities, and educational and socioeconomic backgrounds. The more we talk openly about the reality of domestic
violence -- the more we let sunlight shine on this issue -- the more progress we can make.
 
At a recent event celebrating the 20th anniversary of VAWA, Vice President BIDEN (the original author of the law) voiced a goal that I
believe is necessary and attainable: "We are not going to succeed until America embraces the notion... that under no circumstance does
a man ever have a right to raise a hand to a woman other than in self-defense." In order to reach this goal, we must start with open,
honest discussion about the painful problem of domestic violence. Not only is this discussion good for society, it can help women
caught in violent relationships and the children that live in these abusive homes. When we talk openly about the many forms abuse can
take and deem these actions wrong and criminal, we help others identify abuse in their lives and show them a path to change.
 
How can you help? Start a dialogue. Share this simple, easy-to-read infographic with friends and family and post it on your social
networks in whatever way feels right for you. Don't be surprised if your doctor asks questions about your relationships and home life.
IPV screening is covered under all Marketplace and most other health coverage plans, at no additional cost. And don't forget the girls
in your life; at least 1 in 10 teens experience physical violence in their relationships. Talk to them about healthy relationships,
abuse, and what they should do if someone hurts them.
 
If we open up this problem to the sunlight, we can make a difference for millions of women.
 
BCTV
A Tie in the U S Senate: Turning Even into Odd
By: G. Terry Madonna & Michael L. Young / October 23, 2014
 
Think things can’t get any worse with the approval rating of Congress polling as low as a 7 percent while national problems pile up
and an increasingly dysfunctional House and Senate continue to set new records for sheer futility?
 
If so, you would be wrong. They can get a lot worse. And they just might after Election Day, Nov. 4th.
 
The problem is the Senate and the issue is whether either party will win the 51 votes minimally needed to organize and operate that
body for the next two years. The prospect for a tied senate at 50 to 50 after Nov. 4 is very real as we enter the final days of
campaigning.
 
Right now, 45 seats are probably safe for Democrats, 47 for Republicans. Another 8 seats are competitive meaning either party could
win. So Republicans have to win 4 of them to win the Senate, while fewer could give the body to Democrats or even produce a 50-50 tie.
 
The GOP is well positioned. In fact, most assessments by independent analysts forecast Republican’s will pick up between four and
eight senate seats.
 
The fly in the Republican ointment, however, is that there are two “Independents” with a prospect for victory—Kansas and South Dakota.
If at least one of them is victorious, it becomes dicey – enough so that a 50 to 50 split might occur, producing chaos across
Congress.
 
If a tie should exist after Election Day, Article I, Section 1 of the U.S. Constitution would be invoked giving the vice president,
one Joseph BIDEN, the power to vote and break ties that exist. In normal times the vice president constitutionally presides over the
Senate but does not vote on matters before the Senate unless a tie exists.
 
A constitutional tie in the Senate would be profoundly troubling, given the disarray in national politics. It would either intensify
the extreme polarization already stultifying our politics – or as bad, bring government to even more of a standstill than already
exists.  As a country, the prospects of a Senate tie makes us similar to an already ill patient suddenly faced with an even more
calamitous sickness.
 
The worst precedent in Senate history of a divided chamber occurred after the election of 1880. The possible parallels to 2014 are
chilling. Then the Senate was split 37 Republicans, 37 Democrats, with two Independents. With the new session in 1881, reorganization
of the Senate took place.  The two Independents went their separate ways, Illinois Senator David A. Davis, joined the Democrats while
Virginian William Mahone caucused with the Republicans.
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The tiebreaker was newly elected Vice President Republican Chester Arthur, but Republicans, lacking sufficient members in the chamber,
were not able to organize properly. Consequently, Democrats maintained control of the committee chairmanships they had held
previously, as the operations of the U.S. Senate descended into a farce.
 
Ultimately, it took the Senate two years to finally resolve its leadership crisis, blessedly ending one of the stranger moments in
Senate history.
The most recent 50 to 50 Senate split occurred in the tumult of January 2001, in the aftermath of the disputed Bush-Gore presidential
election. Al Gore, as Clinton’ outgoing vice president, was the tiebreaker for the first 17 days of the new Congress. When Dick Cheney
became vice president on January 20, he became the tiebreaker. Cheney broke several ties during his years in office, but only two in
the period when the Senate party composition was equally divided.
 
Awkward as that was, some amity still existed in Congress and both sides worked out arrangement to make it all work.
 
If you think a similar tie would work in 2014 then you might be interested in buying a slightly used bridge in Brooklyn.
 
Let’s be clear: given the extreme polarization and excessive partisanship in Washington today, nothing good at all is going to happen
with a 50-50 Senate split. Challenges the Senate will likely confront in the new Congress -- immigration, energy, foreign policy,
amendments to the Affordable Care Act, deciding executive appointments and Supreme court confirmations --are simply not going to be
met with an evenly split Senate.
 
The wild card in what is otherwise a horrific scenario is Vice President BIDEN. BIDEN is a creature of the Senate, long a part of the
Senate establishment and someone with close relationships with Senate colleagues on both side of the aisle. BIDEN might make a tie
work if anyone can.
 
We should all hope he doesn’t need to do it – and we don’t need to find out if he can.
 
ABC News
Bristol Palin Explains Brawl, Blames Media, Attacks BIDENs, Clintons (All In One Note!)
By: Shushannah Walshe / October 23, 2014
 
Two days after audio from a brawl involving the Palin family was released, Bristol Palin has defended herself and her family in
writing, explaining her side of what happened on the evening of Sept. 6.
 
“Instead of listening to all the people who weren’t there ... let me tell you what actually happened,” she writes in a post on
Patheos.
 
In her defense, Sarah Palin’s eldest daughter blamed a liberal media bias for unfair and incorrect reporting on the incident. She
aimed to the set the record straight while also pointing out embarrassing incidents in other political families such as the Clintons
and BIDENs. She alleged coverage of those moments was downplayed because they involved Democratic families.
 
Some details of the Palins' run-in already emerged on that audio earlier this week and in other accounts.
 
But here are the five best parts of Bristol Palin’s new post:
 
Palin Attacks BIDENs and Clintons, Says They Don't Get Same Negative Coverage as Conservative Women
 
Bristol Palin asserted media bias leads to coverage of her family, but claimed there is not the same kind of coverage of Democratic
family scandals:
 
“In the meantime, did you even hear about Vice President Joe BIDEN’s adult son who kicked out of the Navy for cocaine? (That’s the
real Vice President’s kid...) So pause for a moment and consider the hysteria over our stupid 'incident', compared to our actual Vice
President’s son not even being able to hold on to a position in the Navy Reserve.
 
"I’m sure you heard the happy news that Chelsea Clinton had a baby. But did you know her father-in-law and Clinton family pal Edward
Mezvinsky is a convicted felon because of committing bank, wire, and mail fraud? Of course, you didn’t. Because the friends and family
of the revered liberal elite are treated like delicate China. Don’t handle too roughly. They are precious. They are off limits. Don’t
push on them too hard. In the meantime, I was pushed and held down by some guy ... and the media salivates like a dog that’s just been
given a bone,” she wrote.
 
Palin said the tough coverage stems from her being a conservative woman:
 
“Violence against women is never okay,” Palin wrote. “Even if that violence occurs against conservative women. Imagine for a second
the outrage that would happen if Chelsea Clinton had gotten pushed by some guy. Had she tried to defend herself, the liberal media
would’ve held her up as some feminist hero. But it wasn’t Chelsea. It wasn’t Hillary. It wasn’t someone they liked or someone they
agreed with. It was a conservative. And once again, the hypocrisy of the media is laid bare.”
 
The Daily Caller
Bristol Palin Claws Media With 10 Perfect Post Brawl Nails
By: Betsy Rothstein / October 23, 2014
 
Sarah Palin‘s daughter, Bristol, doesn’t just hate the media. She despises it. But today, in a first-person account on the “Palin
family brawl,” she sounded the typical rallying cry of many conservative websites out there: It’s the liberal media — they’re all
biased! Specifically, she claims that the media has revealed its bias against conservative women like herself.
 
Bristol, please.
 
She describes the dramatic battleground in which her little sister, Willow, was knocked to the ground by a grown woman and her friend
got “knocked out” and needed 10 stitches. When she tried to defend her sister, she was also shoved to the ground by a 200-pound man
who kept her down while she lay there helpless. She wrote that he yelled at her, saying, “You c-nt!”
 
Bristol goes on to correct details she says the media got wrong. No, she says, she didn’t swing at the man seven times, as evidenced
by–no joke–her fingernails: “After this incident, I still had a perfect manicure on all ten of my nails.”
 
She expected the media to sit back and what, not cover this? Is she delusional?
 
And yet she goes to describe a media that would’ve obviously brushed all this off had it been the Clintons.
 
Specifically, Chelsea Clinton.
 
Excuse me, Bristol, but have you read the stories about how bad a job Chelsea did at NBC and the outrage many felt by a $600,000
paycheck they said she didn’t deserve? But even if you don’t think those stories were negative enough, how about Chelsea as a
teenager, when there were stories and late-night jokes about how ugly and awkward she was. Or Chelsea’s father, former President Bill
Clinton, getting impeached because he lied about sexual relations he’d had with an intern named Monica Lewinksy. From start to finish,
the press didn’t ignore the Clintons. Further, Monica blames Matt Drudge, a conservative, for ruining her life. Hillary Clinton hates
the media so much that among the reported reasons why she may not run for President involves having to deal with the media.
 
Columbia Daily Tribune
BIDEN nepotism? Follow your nose
By: Michelle Malkin / October 23, 2014
 
Everything you need to know about Beltway nepotism, corporate cronyism and corruption can be found in the biography of Robert Hunter
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BIDEN. Where are the Occupy Wall Street rabble-rousers and enemies of elitist privilege when you need them? Straining their neck
muscles to look the other way.
 
The youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN made news last week after The Wall Street Journal revealed he had been booted from the
Navy Reserve for cocaine use. His drug abuse was certainly no surprise to the Navy, which issued him a waiver for a previous drug
offense before commissioning him as a public affairs officer at the age of 43. The Navy also bent over backward a second time with an
age waiver so he could secure the cushy part-time job.
 
Papa BIDEN loves to tout his middle-class, “Average Joe” credentials. But rest assured, if his son had been “Hunter Smith” or “Hunter
Jones” or “Hunter Brown,” the Navy’s extraordinary dispensations would be all but unattainable. Oh, and if he had been “Hunter Palin,”
The New York Times would be on its 50th front-page investigative report by now.
 
Despite the disgraceful ejection from our military, Hunter’s Connecticut law license won’t be subject to automatic review. Because,
well, BIDEN.
 
BIDEN’s bennies are not just one-offs. Skating by, flouting rules and extracting favors are the story of Hunter’s life.
 
Hunter’s first job, acquired after Joe BIDEN won his 1996 Senate re-election bid in Delaware, was with MBNA. That’s the credit card
conglomerate and top campaign finance donor that forked over nearly $63,000 in bundled primary and general contributions from its
employees to then Sen. BIDEN. As I’ve reported previously, Daddy BIDEN secured his custom-built, multimillion-dollar house in
Delaware’s ritziest Chateau Country neighborhood with the help of a leading MBNA corporate executive. Average Joe went on to carry
legislative water for MBNA in the Senate for years.
 
Hunter zoomed up to senior vice president by early 1998 and then scored a plum position in the Clinton administration’s Commerce
Department, specializing in “electronic commerce” before returning to MBNA three years later as a high-priced “consultant.” While he
collected those “consulting” (translation: nepotistic access-trading) fees, Hunter became a “founding partner” in the lobbying firm of
Oldaker, BIDEN and Belair in 2002.
 
William Oldaker was Papa BIDEN’s former fundraiser, campaign treasurer and general counsel — a Beltway barnacle whose Democratic
machine days dated back to Teddy Kennedy’s 1980 presidential bid. Under Oldaker’s tutelage, Hunter lobbied for drug companies,
universities and other deep-pocketed clients to the tune of nearly $4 million billed to the company by 2007.
 
Coincidentally, then-Illinois Sen. Barack Obama personally requested and secured cozy taxpayer-subsidized earmarks for several of
Hunter’s clients.
 
Hunter got himself appointed to multiple corporate board positions, including a directorship with Eudora Global. It’s an investment
firm founded by one Jeffrey Cooper, head of one of the biggest asbestos-litigation firms in the country. SimmonsCooper, based in
Madison County, Ill., donated hundreds of thousands of dollars to BIDEN the Elder’s various political campaigns over the past decade —
all while the firm poured $6.5 million into lobbying against a key tort-reform bill, which former Sen. BIDEN worked hard to defeat.
Cooper also contributed to the Delaware attorney-general campaign of Hunter’s older brother, Beau, and paid Beau for legal work on
lucrative asbestos-litigation cases.
 
Hunter also was previously a top official at Paradigm Global Advisors, a hedge fund holding company founded with Vice President
BIDEN’s brother, James, and marketed by convicted finance fraudster Allen Stanford. As Paradigm chairman, Hunter oversaw half a
billion dollars of client money invested in hedge funds while remaining a lobbyist at Oldaker, BIDEN and Belair. Cooper chipped in $2
million for the ill-fated venture, which went bust amid nasty fraud lawsuits.
 
Continually failing upward, Hunter snagged a seat on the board of directors of taxpayer-subsidized, stimulus-inflated Amtrak, where he
pretended not to be a lobbyist but rather an “effective advocate” for the government railroad system serving the 1 percenters’ D.C.-
NYC corridor.
 
So, where does a coke-abusing influence peddler go after raking in gobs of Daddy-enabled dough and abusing the U.S. Navy’s ill-
considered generosity? Back to Cronyland! Hunter joined Ukrainian natural gas company Burisma Holdings — owned by a powerful Russian
government sympathizer who fled to Russia in February — this spring. The hypocritical lobbyist-bashers at the White House deny he will
be lobbying and deny any conflict of interest.
 
Meanwhile, Just Like You Joe was whipping up class envy in South Carolina last week. “Corporate profits have soared,” he railed,
thanks to “these guys running hedge funds in New York,” who are to blame for “income inequality.”
 
You know, like his son and brother and their Beltway back-scratching patrons.
 
The BIDENs: They’re not like us.
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From: Gerlach, Alec <gerlachja2@state.gov>
Sent: 5/14/2014 2:22:44 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine

Just tried you. I’m at 202-736-4899 – will be at my desk for a while
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 3:35 PM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Do you mind giving me a quick ring when you get this?
Thanks
202-456-4390
 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:30 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
202-736-4899
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:30 PM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: Re: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
What's your number?
 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:12 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 
Jen doesn’t go out to brief until 1, but she has to staff something at 1230. Is now a good time for some guidance that I can relay
to her?
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:53 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: Re: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Thanks. Trying to get more info over here. Give me a little bit of time. 
 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:50 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine 
 
She’s supposed to go out at 1pm but she’s not around right now. I can give you a ring.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:48 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Thanks
We are just starting hear from press about this.  What time is Jen’s briefing?
Can she call me?
 
 
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov

 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:41 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Hi Kendra,
 
I work with Jen Psaki at the State Dept.
 
Our Fox News correspondent gave me a heads up that he might ask us about Hunter Biden going to a Ukrainian gas company at our
daily press briefing today. Have you gotten any questions on this?
 
Happy to refer him to you or follow your lead.
 
He says: I am sure it is legal, just wanted to ask about optics and timing…
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From: Tomlinson, Lucas [mailto:Lucas.Tomlinson@FOXNEWS.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:13 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Doubt you have seen this, so wanted to pass along….
 
Might ask a question about Hunter Biden joining Ukraine gas company board…
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing on Mr. R Hunter Biden as
a new director.
 

R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among international
organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field
of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that
my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the
strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden
is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
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From: Lambros, Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:56:40 PM
To: "Hertz, Jessica R." <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."

<r.562>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremyc15>
Subject:FW: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

fyi
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Lambros, Demetra
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:52 PM
To: Murray, Shailagh
Subject: FW: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
Here is the first reference to Zlochewsky
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Barkoff, Kendra
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:15 AM
To: Murray, Shailagh; Lambros, Demetra
Subject: Fw: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
 
 
----- Original Message -----
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 09:11 AM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
Thanks!
 
On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 4:11 PM, Lucas Magnuson, Laura <Laura_D_Lucas@nsc.eop.gov> wrote:
> Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM
> To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
> Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas
> company
>
> Dear Laura,
>
> Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press
> release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian natural gas company,
> claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of
> directors:
>
> http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
>
> The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of interest given the VP's role on
Ukraine policy - particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy NSC chief
under Yanukovych.
>
> Is this true? What exactly is going on here?
>
> Thanks and best
>
> Max
>
>
> --
> Max Seddon
> Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
> +380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
> twitter.com/maxseddon
 
 
 
--
Max Seddon
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
twitter.com/maxseddon
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From: Gerlach, Alec <gerlachja2@state.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 8:50:00 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine

She’s supposed to go out at 1pm but she’s not around right now. I can give you a ring.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:48 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: RE: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Thanks
We are just starting hear from press about this.  What time is Jen’s briefing?
Can she call me?
 
 
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov

 
From: Gerlach, Alec [mailto:GerlachJA2@state.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:41 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Hi Kendra,
 
I work with Jen Psaki at the State Dept.
 
Our Fox News correspondent gave me a heads up that he might ask us about Hunter Biden going to a Ukrainian gas company at our
daily press briefing today. Have you gotten any questions on this?
 
Happy to refer him to you or follow your lead.
 
He says: I am sure it is legal, just wanted to ask about optics and timing…
 
 
From: Tomlinson, Lucas [mailto:Lucas.Tomlinson@FOXNEWS.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:13 AM
To: Gerlach, Alec
Subject: also--Biden/Ukraine
 
Doubt you have seen this, so wanted to pass along….
 
Might ask a question about Hunter Biden joining Ukraine gas company board…
 
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing on Mr. R Hunter Biden as
a new director.
 

R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among international
organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field
of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that
my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the
strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden
is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
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From: Ford, Sarah (Intern) <sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 12/16/2014 11:02:33 AM
To: "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group

/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >
Subject: More Documents

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Tue Feb 28 16:32:45 EST 2023 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6),P5 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal information and advisory information 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Bruce, Mary K. <mary.k.bruce@abc.com>
Sent: 10/16/2014 5:08:29 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: Hunter Biden

Any comment? Thanks.
 
Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test
 
>http://online.wsj.com/articles/bidens-son-hunter-discharged-from-navy-reserve-after-failing-cocaine-test-1413499657<
 
 
Lawyer Pursued Military Service Relatively Late as a Public-Affairs Officer
 
Hunter Biden, right, attends a basketball game with his father, Vice President Joe Biden, center, and President Barack Obama in
Washington, D.C., in 2010. ENLARGE
 
Hunter Biden, right, attends a basketball game with his father, Vice President Joe Biden, center, and President Barack Obama in
Washington, D.C., in 2010. ASSOCIATED PRESS
 
By COLLEEN MCCAIN NELSON And  JULIAN E. BARNES
Oct. 16, 2014 6:47 p.m. ET
 
WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after testing positive for
cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter.
 
Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been commissioned as an ensign in
the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year, his brief military career ended.
 
Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission process to become a
public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was to be commissioned—he needed a waiver to
join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a drug-related incident when he was a young man, according to people
familiar with the matter. Military officials say such drug waivers aren’t uncommon.
 
Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va.,
a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in Norfolk, he was given a drug test, which
turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the situation. Mr. Biden was discharged in February, the Navy
said.
 
Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed
that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With the love and support of my family, I’m
moving forward.”
 
The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct commission, but
declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the details of Ens. Biden’s discharge are
not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman, said.
 
Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable discharges. Most are
given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge Mr. Biden received, and the Navy doesn’t
release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior enlisted personnel.
 
Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers, according to the Navy. The
direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with needed skills. The program allows civilians who have
not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer training course or officer-candidate school to join the military by attending
only an abbreviated training program.
 
The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually serve one weekend
a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on active duty.
 
The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military family, often referring
to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong deployment to Iraq. After Hunter Biden joined the
Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who also served in the Navy.
 
“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United States Navy,”
she said in 2012.
 
In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a lot of bad judgment
in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball. “My son, who is over 40, just
joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an officer, Hunter Biden.”
 
Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden serves as the
Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill Biden also have a daughter, Ashley,
who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate executive director.
 
Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with a Ukrainian firm, that
have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer, Burisma Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a
former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted former president. The announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible
for Burisma’s legal unit raised concerns about potential conflicts of interest, because his father, the vice president, was
engaged in diplomatic efforts involving Ukraine.
 
At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t endorse any particular
company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter.
 
Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a Washington firm
after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008.
 
Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves as chairman of World Food
Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency that fights hunger,” and he is an adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown
University.
 
Write to Colleen McCain Nelson at colleen.nelson@wsj.com
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From: Hart, Liz <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 12/19/2014 7:25:43 PM
To: "[personal email" <address]>
Subject: FW: Clips

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:57:26 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6) 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email addresses 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Allen, Jessica <jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:46:55 PM
To: "DL-WHO-Press" <dl-who-press@dsr.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc" <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aniskoff, Paulette"

<paulette_l_aniskoff@who.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Beirne Fallon, Katie"
<katie_fallon@who.eop.gov>; "Carney, Jay" <james_f_carney@who.eop.gov>; "Carroll, Brad" <bradley_carroll@who.eop.gov>;
"Carson, Crystal" <crystal_m_carson@who.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Davidson, Josta"
<josta_t_davidson@nsc.eop.gov>; "Edelman, R. David" <ross_d_edelman@ostp.eop.gov>; "Evans, Bess"
<elisabeth_w_evans@ostp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G." <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Foster, Heather"
<heather_j_foster@who.eop.gov>; "Friedman, Jennifer" <jennifer_b_friedman@who.eop.gov>; "Hankins, Hannah R."
<hannah_r_hankins@who.eop.gov>; "Hart, Elizabeth" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Holst, Lindsay" <lindsay_l_holst@who.eop.gov>; "Holzer, Benjamin"
<benjamin_s_holzer@who.eop.gov>; "Hunn, Allison" <allison_d_hunn@who.eop.gov>; "Inouye, Shin" <shin_inouye@who.eop.gov>;
"Jencks, Fae" <fae_m_jencks@ostp.eop.gov>; "Jenkins, Brad" <bradley_l_jenkins@who.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy"
<jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kahan, Alex" <alexandra_l_kahan@nsc.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry"
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lawrence, Natasha"
<natasha_s_lawrence@cea.eop.gov>; "Lopez, Rafael" <rafael_j_lopez@ostp.eop.gov>; "MacFarquhar, Rory"
<rory_macfarquhar@who.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Palmieri, Jennifer"
<jennifer_m_palmieri@who.eop.gov>; "Parker, Steve" <steven_l_parker@who.eop.gov>; "Patterson, Nicholas"
<nicholas_j_patterson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Platkin, Alex" <alexandra_r_platkin@who.eop.gov>; "Price, Ryan"
<ryan_l_price@who.eop.gov>; "Rogers, Melissa" <melissa_rogers@who.eop.gov>; "Russo, Bill" <william_m_russo@nsc.eop.gov>;
"Sahgal, Rishi R." <rishi_r._sahgal@who.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schwartz, Noah"
<noah_l_schwartz@nsc.eop.gov>; "Shoup, Lilly" <lillian_m_shoup@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Velz, Peter"
<peter_t_velz@who.eop.gov>; "Whisenant, Addie" <addie_m_whisenant@who.eop.gov>; "Arguelles, Adam"
<adam_j_arguelles@who.eop.gov>; "Asen, Jonathan" <jonathan_asen@who.eop.gov>; "Backemeyer, Christopher"
<christopher_r_backemeyer@nsc.eop.gov>; "Bartoloni, Kristen" <kristen_a_bartoloni@who.eop.gov>; "Brookie, Graham"
<graham_h_brookie@nsc.eop.gov>; "Brown, Sam" <sam_d_brown@who.eop.gov>; "Canegallo, Kristie A."
<kristie_a_canegallo@who.eop.gov>; "Click, John" <john_s_click@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald" <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Coates, Kelsey" <kelsey_a_coates@who.eop.gov>; "Cohen, Ilona" <ilona_r_cohen@who.eop.gov>; "Cooper, Eric"
<eric_m_cooper@nsc.eop.gov>; "Costa, Kristina" <kristina_l_costa@who.eop.gov>; "Dean, Laura" <laura_a_dean@who.eop.gov>;
"Debevoise, Lyn" <lyn_debevoise@nsc.eop.gov>; "Dickinson, Tammy" <tamara_l_dickinson@ostp.eop.gov>; "DMCOS"
<dmcos@who.eop.gov>; "Earnest, Joshua R." <joshua_r._earnest@who.eop.gov>; "Fenn, Sarah" <sarah_b._fenn@who.eop.gov>;
"Gianotti, Claire" <claire_gianotti@who.eop.gov>; "Govashiri, Ferial" <ferial_govashiri@nsc.eop.gov>; "Hayden, Caitlin"
<caitlin_m_hayden@nsc.eop.gov>; "Hedger, Stephen" <stephen_c_hedger@who.eop.gov>; "Heinzelman, Kate"
<kate_e_heinzelman@who.eop.gov>; "Jackson, Bartlett" <bartlett_w_jackson@who.eop.gov>; "Jimenez, Luis A."
<luis_a_jimenez@ustr.eop.gov>; "Kaden, David M." <david_m_kaden@nsc.eop.gov>; "Keenan, Cody" <cody_keenan@who.eop.gov>;
"Kim, Andrew" <andrew_kim@nsc.eop.gov>; "Kirchhoff, Christopher" <christopher_m_kirchhoff@who.eop.gov>; "Lee, Jesse C."
<jesse_c._lee@who.eop.gov>; "Lee, Jonathan" <jonathan_l_lee@nsc.eop.gov>; "Leweling, Tara" <tara_a_leweling@nsc.eop.gov>;
"Lubin, Nathaniel" <nathaniel_j_lubin@who.eop.gov>; "Lucas Magnuson, Laura" <laura_d_lucas@nsc.eop.gov>; "Lundeberg,
Greta" <greta_j_lundeberg@nsc.eop.gov>; "McFarlin, Mac" <robert_w_mcfarlin@who.eop.gov>; "McKeon, Brian P."
<brian_p_mckeon@nsc.eop.gov>; "Meehan, Bernadette" <bernadette_m_meehan@nsc.eop.gov>; "Moscoso, Patricia"
<patricia_g_moscoso@who.eop.gov>; "Moussavian, Roxana" <roxana_moussavian@who.eop.gov>; "O'Connor, Kyle"
<koconnor@who.eop.gov>; "Ortiz, Michael" <michael_r_ortiz@nsc.eop.gov>; "Pfeiffer, Dan" <dan_pfeiffer@who.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Quillian, Natalie" <natalie_h_quillian@who.eop.gov>; "Rangarajan,
Taara" <taara_a_rangarajan@nsc.eop.gov>; "Rangel, Antoinette N." <antoinette_n_rangel@who.eop.gov>; "Rhodes, Benjamin J."
<benjamin_j._rhodes@who.eop.gov>; "Robertson, Michael" <michael_j_robertson@who.eop.gov>; "Rosenberger, Laura"
<laura_m_rosenberger@nsc.eop.gov>; "Ruemmler, Kathryn H." <kathryn_h._ruemmler@who.eop.gov>; "Schulman, Loren DeJonge"
<loren_schulman@nsc.eop.gov>; "Sherwood-Randall, Liz" <elizabeth_d._sherwood-randall@nsc.eop.gov>; "Singh, Pavneet"
<pavneet_singh@nsc.eop.gov>; "Szuplat, Terry" <terence_p._szuplat@nsc.eop.gov>; "Wagstaff, Jesica"
<jesica_e_wagstaff@who.eop.gov>; "Wang, Jenny" <ya_w_wang@who.eop.gov>; "West, Thomas" <thomas_w_west@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Withers, Anne" <anne_m_withers@nsc.eop.gov>; "Wozniak, Natalie S." <natalie_s._wozniak@nsc.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Marguerite"
<l.b8f>; "Jimenez, Luis A." <a.1e7>; "Jenkins, Brad" </cn=recipients/cn=bradley_l_jenkins>; "DL-WHO-Press <"
</cn=recipients/cn=dlwhopress21553275>; jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov; "Ricchetti, Steven" <j.534>; "Hedger, Stephen"
<c.b07>; brian_d_highsmith@who.eop.gov; "Quillian, Natalie" <h.bc8>; kori_s._schulman@who.eop.gov; "Edelman, David"
<d.2e5>; "Meehan, Bernadette" <m.486>; alexander_b_wall@who.eop.gov; "Gianotti, Claire (Intern)" <claire79d>;
carlyn_a_reichel@nsc.eop.gov; "Brookie, Graham" <h.c19>; "Holzer, Benjamin" </cn=recipients/cn=benjamin_s_holzer>; "Brown,
Sam" <d.c8a>; "Kahan, Alex" <l.5fe>; patrick_cunnane@who.eop.gov; "Holst, Lindsay" <l.288>; maurice_m_owens@who.eop.gov;
"Earnest, Joshua R." </cn=recipients/cn=joshuar.earnest67836121>; "Hertz, Jessica R." <r.562>; "McFarlin, Robert" <w.3d7>;
"Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; howli_j._ledbetter@who.eop.gov; "Hayden, Caitlin"
</cn=recipients/cn=caitlin_m_hayden>; rachel_j_racusen@who.eop.gov; "Lopez, Rafael" <j.72b>; james_r_kvaal@who.eop.gov;
megan_e_rooney@who.eop.gov; avra_siegel@who.eop.gov; "Schultz, Gregory" <c.084>; christina_tchen@who.eop.gov;
tyler_a_lechtenberg@who.eop.gov; keith_r_maley@who.eop.gov; "Inouye, Shin" </cn=recipients/cn=shininouye75456365>; "Dean,
Laura" </cn=recipients/cn=laura_a_dean1>; "Govashiri, Ferial" </cn=recipients/cn=ferialgovashiri17161561>; "Evans, Bess"
</cn=recipients/cn=elisabeth_w_evans>; lisa_o_monaco@who.eop.gov; sarah_k._hurwitz@who.eop.gov; "Ortiz, Michael" <r.889>;
"O'Connor, Kyle" </cn=recipients/cn=koconnor>; caroline_e_adler@who.eop.gov; "Robertson, Michael" <j.26c>; "Lawrence,
Natasha" <s.111>; "DMCOS <" </cn=recipients/cn=dmcos791>; robert_d_whithorne@who.eop.gov; "Russo, Bill" <m.f22>;
david_m_simas@who.eop.gov; "Rogers, Melissa" <melissaf81>; "Foster, Heather" </cn=recipients/cn=heather_j_foster>;
"Szuplat, Terence P." </cn=recipients/cn=terencep.szuplat27487457>; "Leweling, Tara" <a.aac>; "Carroll, Bradley"
<bradley66d>; "Patterson, Nicholas" <j.7f9>; "MacFarquhar, Rory" </cn=recipients/cn=rory_macfarquhar>;
mc_gonzalez@who.eop.gov; "Schwartz, Noah" <l.845>; anita_j_decker@who.eop.gov; "Fallon, Katherine" <b.311>;
katherine_a_vargas@who.eop.gov; dagoberto_vega@who.eop.gov; "Keenan, Cody" </cn=recipients/cn=codykeenan83443781>;
"Withers, Anne" <m.94a>; mathew_s_nosanchuk@nsc.eop.gov; "Friedman, Jennifer" <b.a17>; "Wozniak, Natalie S."
</cn=recipients/cn=natalies.wozniak52051125>; desiree_n_barnes@who.eop.gov; "Hart, Elizabeth A." <a.ffe>; "Hunn, Allison"
<d.5ee>; "West, Thomas" <w.bf3>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremyc15>; taylor_j_lustig@who.eop.gov; "Carney, Jay"

</cn=recipients/cn=james_f_carney>; "Rhodes, Benjamin J." </cn=recipients/cn=benjaminj.rhodes66704772>; "Kim, Andrew"
<andrewe88>; george_selim@nsc.eop.gov; caitria_l_mahoney@who.eop.gov; "Velz, Peter" <t.3a2>; "Price, Ryan" <l.abd>;
"Whisenant, Addie" <m.03f>; "Rangel, Antoinette N." </cn=recipients/cn=antoinette_n_rangel>; "Fenn, Sarah"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahb.fenn64100553>; jessica_e_schumer@cea.eop.gov; johanna_maska@who.eop.gov; "Aniskoff, Paulette"
<l.c19>; "Dickinson, Tammy" </cn=recipients/cn=tamara_l_dickinson>; shannon_n_green@nsc.eop.gov; "Davidson, Josta"
<t.b87>; "Bartoloni, Kristen" </cn=recipients/cn=kristen_a_bartoloni>; amira_valliani@nsc.eop.gov; "Costa, Kristina"
<l.f71>; "Ruemmler, Kathryn H." </cn=recipients/cn=kathrynh.ruemmler10175027>; david_m_litt@who.eop.gov; "Kaden, David M.
(NSS)" <5a8>; agaarn_y_johnson@nsc.eop.gov; "Hankins, Hannah R." </cn=recipients/cn=hannah_r_hankins>; "Govashiri, Ferial"
<ferial_govashiri@who.eop.gov>; "Cohen, Ilona" <r.76f>; "Platkin, Alexandra" <r.9fd>; "Kirchhoff, Christopher" <m.896>;
"Debevoise, Lyn" <lync5f>; christine_s_abizaid@nsc.eop.gov; "Aidinoff, Marc" <f.f6c>; "Cooper, Eric" <m.43b>;
jeffrey_d._tiller@who.eop.gov; "Lee, Jonathan" <l.f5d>; leah_b_katz-hernandez@who.eop.gov; "McKeon, Brian P." <p.2b3>;
jonathan_p_lalley@nsc.eop.gov; "Singh, Pavneet" </cn=recipients/cn=pavneet_singh>; valerie_jarrett@who.eop.gov;
cecilia_munoz@who.eop.gov; laura_a_schulz@nsc.eop.gov; "Schulman, Loren DeJonge" <loren4d7>; "Jackson, Bartlett" <w.599>;
amy_brundage@who.eop.gov; tara_d_mcguinness@who.eop.gov; "Moscoso, Patricia" </cn=recipients/cn=patricia_g_moscoso>;
joanna_s_rosholm@who.eop.gov; "Trotter, Katherine K." <k.5b4>; "Rangarajan, Taara" <a.29a>; hallie_m_ruvin@who.eop.gov;
matthew_a._lehrich@who.eop.gov; "Parker, Steven" <l.87f>; "Wang, Jenny" <w.eb7>; "Lubin, Nathaniel" <j.d81>;
frances_a_holuba@nsc.eop.gov; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; patrick_h_ventrell@nsc.eop.gov;
"Cloud, Donald" <w.359>; eric_h_schultz@who.eop.gov; "Rosenberger, Laura" <m.d7f>; jessica_r_santillo@who.eop.gov; "Lee,
Jesse C." </cn=recipients/cn=jessec.lee74301331>; nathaniel_m_perkins@who.eop.gov; "Jencks, Fae" <m.771>; "Coates, Kelsey"
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Jesse C." </cn=recipients/cn=jessec.lee74301331>; nathaniel_m_perkins@who.eop.gov; "Jencks, Fae" <m.771>; "Coates, Kelsey"
<a.04d>; "Carson, Crystal" <m.b7f>; "Sahgal, Rishi R." </cn=recipients/cn=rishir.sahgal41360826>;
warren_n_eggleston@who.eop.gov; brett_p_bruen@nsc.eop.gov; "Wagstaff, Jesica" </cn=recipients/cn=jesica_e_wagstaff>;
ezra_l_mechaber@who.eop.gov; "Feldman, Stefanie G." </cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; clay_a_dumas@who.eop.gov;
"Click, John" </cn=recipients/cn=john_s_click>; "Lambros, Demetra" <d.8b8>; melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov; "Prescott,
Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; "Heinzelman, Kate" <e.d3b>; "Asen, Jonathan"
</cn=recipients/cn=jonathanasen37271556>; "Canegallo, Kristie A." <a.068>; "Sherwood-Randall, Liz"
</cn=recipients/cn=elizabethd.sherwoodrandall41217251>; "Pfeiffer, Dan" </cn=recipients/cn=dpfeiffer>; "Lundeberg, Greta"
</cn=recipients/cn=greta_j_lundeberg>; "Lucas, Laura" <d.49e>; "Palmieri, Jennifer" <m.cd6>;
kaelan_e_richards@who.eop.gov; stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov; "Shoup, Lillian" <m.0c8>; clare_e_gallagher@nsc.eop.gov;
"Moussavian, Roxana" <roxanae02>; "Backemeyer, Christopher" <r.073>; "Arguelles, Adam"
</cn=recipients/cn=adam_j_arguelles>; jordan_m_burke@who.eop.gov; "Orbach Lachman, Sherry" <e.5f8>;
allison_b_lessne@who.eop.govSubject: RE: MoscowTimes: Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company

Olivier Knox @OKnox  1m
.@VP spox Kendra Barkoff statement re: Ukraine energy firm: "Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer." (1/3)
 
Olivier Knox @OKnox  1m
(cont'd 2/3) "The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company."
 
Olivier Knox @OKnox  1m
(3/3) "For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office."
 
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:05 PM
To: 'DL-WHO-Press' (DL-WHO-Press@dsr.eop.gov); Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon,
Katie; 'Carney, Jay'; Carroll, Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess; Feldman,
Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather; 'Friedman, Jennifer'; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay;
Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison; Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan, Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros,
Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha; Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steven; Patterson,
Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price, Ryan; 'Rogers, Melissa'; 'Russo, Bill'; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup,
Lilly; 'Steve Ricchetti'; Trotter, Kingsley; 'Velz, Peter'; 'Whisenant, Addie'; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer,
Christopher; 'Bartoloni, Kristen'; Brookie, Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald;
Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric; Costa, Kristina; Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; 'DMCOS@who.eop.gov';
Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire; Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson,
Bartlett; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.; Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan;
Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson, Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette;
Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor, Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie;
Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes, Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.;
Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh, Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas;
Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S.
Subject: MoscowTimes: Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
 
DRUDGE REPORT @DRUDGE_REPORT  1m
Son of Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company... http://drudge.tw/1lih37X 
 
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/son-of-us-vice-president-biden-joins-ukraine-gas-company/500062.html
Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
The Moscow Times
May. 13 2014 18:49 Last edited 18:49
 
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's largest
private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.
 
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors and head the
company's legal unit.
 
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people
of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.
 
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday. The company also
has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.
 
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine by 35-40
percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late April.
 
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has pledged to
support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
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https://twitter.com/OKnox
https://twitter.com/OKnox/status/466288031495106560
https://twitter.com/VP
https://twitter.com/OKnox
https://twitter.com/OKnox/status/466288094485155840
https://twitter.com/OKnox
https://twitter.com/OKnox/status/466288155378073600
https://twitter.com/DRUDGE_REPORT
https://twitter.com/DRUDGE_REPORT/status/466247051500453888
http://t.co/CufgHstH4t
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/son-of-us-vice-president-biden-joins-ukraine-gas-company/500062.html


From: Firsht, Elana (Intern) <elana_l_firsht_intern@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/15/2014 4:42:17 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hart, Elizabeth"

<elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>; "Hart, Elizabeth A." <a.ffe>; "Reddy, Vinay" <c.ad8>; "Trotter,
Katherine K." <k.5b4>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>

Cc: "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; "O'Brien, Sean" <w.93f>

Subject: VPOTUS Afternoon Press Mentions--May 15, 2014
Attachments: VPOTUS PM PRESS--05 15 2014.docx

VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS
Thursday, May 15, 2014

 
Associated Press
Obamas list assets between $1.8M and $7M
May 15, 2014
… Vice President Joe BIDEN reported 2013 assets of between $276,000 and $940,000, including a rental property owned jointly with his
wife, Jill, in Wilmington, Delaware.
 
USA Today
Obama's assets estimated at $2 million to $7 million
By: David Jackson / May 15, 2014
… Vice President BIDEN also filed his annual financial disclosure statement and listed assets valued at $276,000 to $940,000,
including a rental property owned jointly with his wife, Jill.
 
Roll Call
BIDEN Refinances Mortgage, Saves a Bundle
By: Steven Dennis / May 15, 2014
Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. refinanced his home and two home equity lines of credit in 2013, securing super-low mortgage rates
that will save him thousands of dollars a year.
 
Washington Post
President Obama, first lady disclose assets worth between $1.95 million and $7.15 million
By: David Nakamura / May 15, 2014
… Vice President BIDEN and wife Jill listed assets worth between $276,000 and $940,000, including a rental property in Wilmington,
Del., worth between $100,000 and $250,000, according to the disclosures.
 
Wall Street Journal
BIDEN Refinances Mortgage but Obama Stands Pat
By: Jeffrey Sparshott and Eric Morath / May 15, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN jumped on lower mortgage rates last year, his boss didn’t.
 
Washington Times
As author, BIDEN distant second to Obama
By: Ben Wolfgang / May 15, 2014
Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN’S success as an author pales in comparison to that of his boss, according to financial records released
Thursday by the White House.
 
Associated Press
Senate panel approves 6-year highway bill
May 15, 2014
… Obama carried his plea for more money to replace aging infrastructure on Wednesday to New York, where the federal government has
provided a $1.6 billion loan to rebuild the busy Tappan Zee Bridge. Vice President Joe BIDEN traveled to Cleveland to highlight
federal investment in a $17.5 million new light rail station that will open in 2015.
 
The Hill
House silent on highway funding
By: Keith Laing / May 15, 2014
…Meanwhile, the administration is pressing for action after releasing its own plan for a four-year, $302 billion transportation
measure. President Obama and Vice President BIDEN both delivered speeches Wednesday to tout the proposal.
 
Better Roads
Obama, BIDEN call for infrastructure investment
By: Amanda Bayhi / May 15, 2014
President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN pushed for transportation infrastructure investment during their respective trips
to New York’s Tappan Zee Bridge and Ohio’s Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority this week.
 
TIME
Joe BIDEN to Colleges: ‘Step Up. It’s Time’
By: Joe BIDEN / May 15, 2014
I believe that the vast majority of college presidents are right minded and like stockholders putting pressure on CEOs, the White
House wants to put pressure on them to change. You don’t want to be a school that mishandles rape. Guess what? Step up. It’s time.
It’s absolutely time because the moral disapprobation of society is the most powerful tool for effecting change in the cultural norms
that doggedly hang on.
 
The Wire
Time Tackles the College Rape 'Debate' with a Rah-Rah Pennant
By: Allie Jones / May 15, 2014
… Time features essays from Vice President Joe BIDEN, who leads the White House task force on the issue, and Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand,
who's been working with Sen. Claire McCaskill over the past year to force universities to be accountable for sex crimes occurring on
campus. BIDEN and Gillibrand argue that it's time to do something, while Law and Order: SVU's Mariska Hartigay writes about victim
blaming, and Gloria Allred puts the debate in legal context: "The Battle Over Sexual Assault Is the Civil Rights Movement of Our
Time."
 
TIME
Russia Pours Scorn on News of Hunter BIDEN’S New Job
By: Leonid Ragozin / May 15, 2014
The news that Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son Hunter had taken a job with the Ukrainian gas company Burisma has been met in Russia with
malicious glee. “Ahaha,” tweeted Member of Parliament Alexander Sidyakin, reacting to the White House statement that there was no
conflict of interest after the news of Hunter BIDEN’S new role was made public on Tuesday. “Joe BIDEN is a good dad – took the trouble
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of going across the ocean to secure a job for his son,” the pro-Kremlin website politrussia.ru commented in its Twitter feed,
referring to Vice President’s recent trip to Ukraine.
 
Huffington Post
Following the Clintons, the BIDENS Cash in on Ukraine
By: Innokenty Grekov / May 15, 2014
Perhaps Hunter BIDEN doesn't get his marching orders from the White House, nor does he carry enough swag to influence U.S.-Ukrainian
relations. None of this will matter as the White House suffered another foreign-policy setback when Joe BIDEN’S youngest son joined
the board of directors of Ukraine's largest oil company.
 
 
Associated Press
Obamas list assets between $1.8M and $7M
May 15, 2014
 
President Barack Obama and first lady Michelle Obama reported assets worth between $1.8 million and $7 million for last year, little
changed from their previous year’s holdings, according to financial disclosure forms released Thursday.
 
The forms, required by law, permit public officials to list their assets in broad ranges. As a result, a precise net worth is
difficult to ascertain.
 
The forms show the largest jointly owned assets by the president and the first lady were Treasury notes worth between $1 million and
$5 million. While the value of their assets is certainly higher than that of most Americans, their mix reflects the financial demands
of a 50-something couple with two daughters. Their assets include Vanguard retirement funds and college savings plans.
 
Royalties in 2013 from Obama’s books, “Dreams From My Father,” ‘’The Audacity of Hope” and “Of Thee I Sing,” totaled between $70,000
and $165,000. In 2011, they totaled between $250,000 and $2.1 million.
 
The Obamas also have a 30-year mortgage on their Chicago home worth between $500,000 and $1 million with an interest rate of 5.625
percent.
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN reported 2013 assets of between $276,000 and $940,000, including a rental property owned jointly with his
wife, Jill, in Wilmington, Delaware.
 
Unlike the Obamas, BIDEN has taken advantage of lower mortgage rates and refinanced his mortgage last year. He listed a 30-year
mortgage on his principal residence and his rental property worth between $500,000 and $1 million with an interest rate of 3.375
percent.
 
BIDEN also reported making $25,000 donations to each of two Pennsylvania anti-domestic violence groups. The $50,000 came from an award
BIDEN received from the Pennsylvania Society, which honored BIDEN last year with its gold medal for distinguished achievement,
 
Last month, the Obamas released their 2013 tax returns and reported paying $98,169 in taxes on $481,098 in adjusted income.
 
The BIDENS reported paying $96,378 in federal taxes last year on adjusted gross income of $407,009.
 
 
USA Today
Obama's assets estimated at $2 million to $7 million
By: David Jackson / May 15, 2014
 
President Obama and first lady Michelle Obama listed assets valued at about $2 million to $7 million, according to a financial
disclosure report released Thursday.
 
Vice President BIDEN also filed his annual financial disclosure statement and listed assets valued at $276,000 to $940,000, including
a rental property owned jointly with his wife, Jill.
 
"The Ethics in Government Act of 1978 requires high-level federal officials to publicly disclose their personal financial interests,"
said a White House blog post by spokesman Jay Carney. "The public filing system serves to prevent financial conflicts of interest by
providing for a systematic review of the finances of government officials."
 
Presidents and other officeholders are required to list assets, but the form provides wide ranges on the values of those assets.
 
In declaring "U.S. Treasury notes," Obama checked the box valuing them at $1,000,001 to $5 million.
 
In addition to various bank accounts, index funds and college savings plans, Obama declared royalties from his books Dreams From My
Father, The Audacity of Hope and Of Thee I Sing: A Letter To My Daughters.
 
The asset ranges added up to $1.95 million to $7.15 million for the president.
 
The Obamas listed only one liability, the mortgage on their home in Chicago.
 
 
Roll Call
BIDEN Refinances Mortgage, Saves a Bundle
By: Steven Dennis / May 15, 2014
 
Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. refinanced his home and two home equity lines of credit in 2013, securing super-low mortgage rates
that will save him thousands of dollars a year.
 
BIDEN was generally been among the poorer senators, but his family finances appear to have improved of late, judging by a review of
his financial disclosure forms.
 
In 2013, he paid off a mortgage on his Delaware home with a 4.625 percent interest rate with a new, 30-year mortgage with a super-low
3.375 percent rate from TD Bank, which has a Canadian parent company.
 
The mortgage is somewhere between $500,000 and $1 million, and includes a rental property. Saving 1.25 percent on $500,000 would
amount to more than $6,000 in savings a year, although after-tax savings would be less because of the mortgage interest deduction.
 
He also paid off two home equity lines of credit each worth more than $100,000 and took out a new home equity line of credit worth
more than $250,000.
 
The old home equity lines featured interest rates of 4.49 percent and a prime interest rate, respectively.
 
The new home equity line features a super-low 2.75 percent interest rate and a 20-year term, also from TD Bank. That should save BIDEN
thousands more each year.
 
BIDEN, 71, would be more than 100 years old when the 30-year mortgage is paid off, if it isn’t paid off early.
 
Obama, meanwhile, continues to pay above-market interest rates on his mortgage on his Chicago home — 5.625 percent. We noted a few
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years back that while Obama had urged a massive refinancing program to bolster the economy, he hadn’t yet taken advantage of low
interest rates to refinance himself.
 
 
Washington Post
President Obama, first lady disclose assets worth between $1.95 million and $7.15 million
By: David Nakamura / May 15, 2014
 
President Obama and first lady Michelle Obama listed assets worth between $1.95 million and $7.15 million, according to financial
disclosure forms released by the White House on Thursday.
 
The disclosures, required by law, show that the first family holds U.S. Treasury bonds worth between $1 million and $5 million, the
largest single portion of their assets. The forms allow public officials to list their holdings in broad ranges. The Obama family's
total assets were similar to their 2013 disclosures.
 
Vice President BIDEN and wife Jill listed assets worth between $276,000 and $940,000, including a rental property in Wilmington, Del.,
worth between $100,000 and $250,000, according to the disclosures.
 
 
Wall Street Journal
BIDEN Refinances Mortgage but Obama Stands Pat
By: Jeffrey Sparshott and Eric Morath / May 15, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN jumped on lower mortgage rates last year, his boss didn’t.
 
Mr. BIDEN in 2013 took out a 30-year mortgage from TD Bank on his principal residence, including rental property, with an interest
rate of 3.375%, according to his financial disclosure form released Thursday. The loan, valued at between $500,000 and $1 million,
replaced his previous mortgage from Wilmington Saving Fund Society, which he took out in 2010. That loan came with a 4.625% interest
rate.
 
The vice president also took out a 20-year home equity line of credit at a 2.75% interest rate from TD Bank. He paid off two other
lines of credit from Wilmington Saving Fund.
 
Interest on 30-year fixed-rate mortgages hovered near historic lows in in 2012 and early 2013, a result of Federal Reserve policies,
broad uncertainty and lackluster economic growth. For the week ending May 8, the rates stood at 4.21%, the lowest level so far this
year, according to Freddie Mac.
 
That hasn’t been enough to entice Mr. Obama, who is perhaps a little busy, to refinance. Mr. Obama has a home loan of between $500,001
and $1 million with Northern Trust. He took the 30-year mortgage out in 2005 and it carries an interest rate of 5.625%.
 
The Obamas might benefit from some extra cash. The first couple’s income dropped to $481,098 last year from $608,000 in 2012,
according to tax forms released last month, hurt by declining income from the president’s books. The president reported roughly
$250,000 in royalties in 2012, and about $110,000 in 2013, according to the returns.
 
Mr. Obama, a best-selling author, has penned three books. Royalties from his first, “Dreams from My Father,” ranged between $50,001
and $100,000 in 2013,down from a range of $100,001 to $1 million in 2012, according to the disclosure form.
 
His follow-up, “Audacity of Hope,” garnered $15,001 to $50,000 last year, down from $50,001 to $100,000 the prior year.  And “Of Thee
I Sing: A Letter to My Daughters” brought in between $5,001 and $15,000, down from $100,001 to $1 million a year earlier.
 
Mr. Obama donates after-tax proceeds from “Of Thee I Sing,” a children’s book first published in 2010, to a scholarship fund for the
children of fallen and disabled soldiers, according to the disclosure forms. For “Dreams,” he earns 15% of U.S. hardcover sales and up
to 10% for paperback sales. Other terms weren’t disclosed in the latest forms.
 
The White House annually releases financial forms for Messrs. Obama and BIDEN. The forms offer ranges for their income and assets, not
specific amounts.
 
Despite diminished royalties, the Obamas appear to be in solid financial shape. Mr. Obama had more than $1 million in U.S. Treasury
notes listed among his assets, alongside sizable sums in retirement funds, college savings plans and checking accounts.
 
Mr. BIDEN listed dozens of assets in investment funds and other accounts, most with a value of less than $15,000 each. His most
valuable asset is a Wilmington, Del., rental property worth between $100,001 and $250,000. He also listed two certificates of deposit
worth between $50,001 and $100,000.
 
Mr. BIDEN also reported making receiving $50,000 in an award, which was donated to the Pennsylvania Coalition Against Domestic
Violence and Women Against Abuse, of Philadelphia.
 
 
Washington Times
As author, BIDEN distant second to Obama
By: Ben Wolfgang / May 15, 2014
 
Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN’S success as an author pales in comparison to that of his boss, according to financial records released
Thursday by the White House.
 
Financial disclosure reports for both Mr. BIDEN and President Obama, required by law each year, detail the investments and outside
income for both men.
 
The documents show Mr. Obama continues to enjoy royalties from his three books. “Dreams From My Father” generated between $50,001 and
$100,000 for the president last year, while “The Audacity of Hope” pulled in between $15,001 and $50,000, according to the records.
 
The president’s other work, “Of Thee I Sing: A Letter To My Daughters,” brought in between $5,001 and $15,000 in royalties.
 
By contrast, Mr. BIDEN made less than $201 last year from his memoir, “Promises To Keep,” the records show.
 
The president, vice president and other high-ranking government officials are required to submit the reports each year under the 1978
Ethics in Government Act. The act is meant to ensure no officials have financial conflicts of interest.
 
“Neither the president nor the vice president has any conflicts of interest, and their reports have been reviewed and certified by the
independent Office of Government Ethics,” White House press secretary Jay Carney said Thursday. “We are continuing this
administration’s practice of posting these forms online here in the interests of transparency.”
 
 
Associated Press
Senate panel approves 6-year highway bill
May 15, 2014
 
A Senate panel on Thursday approved a bill to keep federal highway programs going for the next six years, but it remained unclear
whether Congress would act in time to prevent a disruption in transportation aid to states this summer.
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The Environment and Public Works Committee approved a bill that would keep transportation spending at current levels, plus inflation,
in a rare burst of bipartisan bonhomie, with Democrats and Republicans lavishing praise on each other. No one spoke against the
measure, which passed on a voice vote.
 
“I never remember a transportation bill that went through this way without any controversial amendments even offered and withdrawn,”
said Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., the panel’s chairman.
 
But the bill doesn’t address the biggest transportation question facing Congress: how to find an extra $100 billion to close the gap
between what lawmakers want to spend on highway and transit programs and how much revenue federal gas and diesel taxes and other user
fees bring into the federal Highway Trust Fund.
 
Finding the money is the responsibility of the Senate Finance Committee, but its chairman, Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., hasn’t signaled how
he plans to do that. The White House and Congress have been unwilling thus far to raise the 18.4-cents-a-gallon gasoline tax and the
24.4-cents-a-gallon diesel tax, which haven’t been increased since 1993.
 
The Department of Transportation estimates the federal Highway Trust Fund will go broke on Aug. 29, but disruptions in payments to
states could happen as early as July, when the balance in that account is expected to drop below $4 billion. Without that cushion, it
becomes difficult to ensure incoming revenues can keep up with outgoing aid to states.
 
The bill largely maintains the status quo and avoids controversial new proposals. Democrats made concessions aimed at ensuring that
rural states share in federal aid for major projects in order to win GOP support.
 
One significant new program in the bill is aimed at eliminating bottlenecks that hinder the transportation of freight. The bill
authorizes $400 million for that next year, gradually increasing to $1 billion in the last year of the bill.
 
Transportation officials in several states are already making plans to delay commitments to new construction projects because of the
uncertainty over the flow of federal dollars. Should the federal government be forced to slow down or cancel payments to states, it
could result in the shutdown of projects across the country and widespread layoffs of construction workers.
 
That would have “a domino effect that will be felt throughout our economy,” Boxer said.
 
Most transportation experts say that’s unlikely to happen. They expect Congress will wind up doing what it has done repeatedly since
2008, which is dipping into the general treasury for enough money to keep transportation aid flowing for a few weeks or a few months,
and then repeat the exercise all over again.
 
Keeping transportation programs continually on the edge of insolvency makes it difficult for states to plan, especially for more
costly, major projects that take several years to complete. The White House and lobbying groups representing interests ranging from
the asphalt industry and construction workers to local transit agencies and bus drivers are spending this week — which they dubbed
“infrastructure week” — trying to raise public support for a long-term transportation bill that would provide funding certainty to
states and increase overall transportation spending.
 
Obama carried his plea for more money to replace aging infrastructure on Wednesday to New York, where the federal government has
provided a $1.6 billion loan to rebuild the busy Tappan Zee Bridge. Vice President Joe BIDEN traveled to Cleveland to highlight
federal investment in a $17.5 million new light rail station that will open in 2015.
 
 
The Hill
House silent on highway funding
By: Keith Laing / May 15, 2014
 
The House is staying quiet in the debate over a new transportation funding bill despite a flurry of action by senators and the Obama
administration.
Senate leaders this week unveiled a six-year, $265 billion road and transit funding package bill that will be marked up in committee
on Thursday morning.
 
Meanwhile, the administration is pressing for action after releasing its own plan for a four-year, $302 billion transportation
measure. President Obama and Vice President BIDEN both delivered speeches Wednesday to tout the proposal.
 
"If they don't act by the end of the summer, federal funding for transportation projects will run out," Obama said in front of the
Tappan Zee Bridge in New York.
 
"There will be no money. The cupboard will be bare. And all told, nearly 700,000 jobs would be at risk over the next year — that's
like the population of Tampa and St. Louis combined."
 
The House has stayed out of the fray, focusing instead on a recent agreement it reached with the Senate on a smaller $8.2 billion bill
to boost U.S. port and waterways. 
 
Transportation advocates say it’s time for House Republicans to get engaged in the debate.
 
"We're now into mid-May, and if the CBO is correct, we're facing an insolvency," AFL-CIO Transportation Trades Department President Ed
Wytkind told The Hill. "There isn't a big vision out of the House and we need one."
 
Wytkind was referencing a recent projection from the Congressional Budget Office that the trust fund that is used to pay for road and
transit will run out of money by the end of this summer.
 
The labor leader said the House's inactivity is dampening an otherwise positive week for the funding push.
"The administration is clearly all in, not only on having a bill, but they're using the powerful voices of the president, the vice-
president and the [Transportation] secretary to go around the country taking the case to voters," Wytkind said.
 
Wytkind noted there are big differences between Obama's transportation proposal and the Senate's, including the fact that the
president is calling for lawmakers to spend approximately $25 billion per year more on road and transit projects than the upper
chamber is suggesting.
 
But Wytkind said he was glad the Senate was staking out a position.
"The Senate is finally doing a bill, but it doesn't reflect the administration's priorities because the administration's bill is a
significant expansion," he said. "The Senate bill is just adjusted for inflation. It's basically a flat line bill. If combine those
two facts, I think it's time for the House to get moving and hopefully they can come up with something big."
 
The key figure in the House is Rep. Bill Shuster (R-Pa.), the chairman of the Transportation Committee. Shuster is facing his primary
on Thursday, and is working to fend off challenges from businessman Art Halvorson and U.S. Army veteran Travis Schooley.
 
Shuster's opponents have attacked his past work on pricey transportation bills.
 
Shuster is expected to survive the primary, but transportation advocates are worried that too much time has been lost to pass a large
bill before the projected bankruptcy date for the Highway Trust Fund.
"Certainly, I would like to see the House come up with something because my expectation is that whenever Shuster does come up with
something, he's going to have a very different perspective [than Senate Environment and Public Works Committee Chairman Barbara Boxer
(D-Calif.)]," said Joshua Schank, who is president of the independent Eno Center for Transportation in Washington.
 
Schank said he had "no doubt" that Shuster wants to pass a significant transportation bill during his tenure as House Transportation
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Committee Chairman. Shuster’s father once held the same position in Congress.
But Schank said Shuster is unlikely to go along with anything similar to Boxer's plan.
 
"It's my impression that he had the intention of making an imprint when he took the [Transportation Committee] chairmanship," Schank
said. "I don't think his goal is just 'let's pass another six years of MAP-21, which basically what Boxer is proposing."
 
Shuster’s office declined to comment on the highway bill, pointing instead to the upcoming vote on final passage of the port and
waterways measure.
 
Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio) has said that the lower chamber is waiting to identify a funding mechanism to help pay for
transportation projects before it releases a draft of its bill.
 
The traditional source for transportation funding has been the federal gas tax, which is now set at 18.4 cents-per-gallon. The gas tax
has not been increased since 1993, however, and infrastructure expenses are now outpacing receipts by about $16 billion per year.
The gas tax brings in approximately $34 billion per year, but the current transportation bill includes more than $50 billion in road
and transit spending. Transportation advocates have said the current funding level is the bare minimum that can be spent to maintain
the nation's infrastructure.
The CBO has projected that lawmakers will have to find $100 billion in revenue, in addition to the gas tax funding, to approve a new
six-year transportation bill this year.
Transportation advocates have pushed for a bill that lasts for at least six years because lawmakers approved only a two-year measure
in 2012 that is expiring in the fall.
Senators this week said their $265 billion transportation bill would last six years, but have not yet decided how to pay for it.
 
 
Better Roads
Obama, BIDEN call for infrastructure investment
By: Amanda Bayhi / May 15, 2014
 
President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN pushed for transportation infrastructure investment during their respective trips
to New York’s Tappan Zee Bridge and Ohio’s Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority this week.
 
While at the site of the $3.9 billion Tappan Zee Bridge project in Tarrytown, New York, Obama urged Congress to pass the
administration’s $302 billion, four-year bill, Newsday reports.
 
He proposed the bill in February, and Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx presented the bill to Congress last month.
 
During his trip, Obama also unveiled plans to expedite projects such as the Tappan Zee Bridge replacement. He noted that a similar
action brought the bridge’s permitting process from 3-5 years down to 1 1/2 years.
 
The president also called for more infrastructure investment, pointing out that “building a world class transportation system is one
of the reasons America became an economic superpower in the first place,” according to Newsday.
 
While Obama was in New York pushing for transportation investment, BIDEN was doing the same while visiting the Greater Cleveland
Regional Transit Authority in Cleveland, Ohio.
 
Much like Obama, BIDEN mentioned the effects of transportation on the nation’s economy, Ohio.com reports.
 
He pointed to an ASCE report that notes the U.S. will need to invest $3.6 trillion in infrastructure by 2020 to maintain existing
facilities.
 
However, he pointed out that nation isn’t investing nearly what is needed. The U.S. only spends 1 percent of its gross domestic
product on infrastructure, BIDEN said, and ranks 18th globally for the quality of its highways.
 
“Those in Congress who lack vision say we can’t afford to make these investments,” BIDEN said in the report. “How can we not afford to
make these investments?”
 
After both trips, the White House shared a blog about the importance of rebuilding highways and bridges in the U.S.
 
The blog notes that 65 percent of U.S. “are rated in less than good condition” and about 25 percent of the nation’s bridges “need
significant repair or can’t handle today’s traffic.” Also noted is the 700,000 jobs that are at risk if federal transportation funding
runs out.
 
Visit WhiteHouse.gov to read the full blog, which includes an infographic outlining what could happen if Congress doesn’t reauthorize
transportation spending before the current highway bill, MAP-21, expires on September 30.
 
 
TIME
Joe BIDEN to Colleges: ‘Step Up. It’s Time’
By: Joe BIDEN / May 15, 2014
 
I believe that the vast majority of college presidents are right minded and like stockholders putting pressure on CEOs, the White
House wants to put pressure on them to change. You don’t want to be a school that mishandles rape. Guess what? Step up. It’s time.
It’s absolutely time because the moral disapprobation of society is the most powerful tool for effecting change in the cultural norms
that doggedly hang on.
 
 
The Wire
Time Tackles the College Rape 'Debate' with a Rah-Rah Pennant
By: Allie Jones / May 15, 2014
 
Time's May 26th issue is all about rape on campus, and the illustration on the magazine's cover is a spirited pennant with the word
RAPE embroidered on it. If you can get past the jarring image (especially as it's placed next to the coverline "My Kid Hates Frozen,
By Joel Stein"), there's a lot of debate within the magazine about how college campuses should be handling the sexual assault crisis.
 
Time features essays from Vice President Joe BIDEN, who leads the White House task force on the issue, and Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand,
who's been working with Sen. Claire McCaskill over the past year to force universities to be accountable for sex crimes occurring on
campus. BIDEN and Gillibrand argue that it's time to do something, while Law and Order: SVU's Mariska Hartigay writes about victim
blaming, and Gloria Allred puts the debate in legal context: "The Battle Over Sexual Assault Is the Civil Rights Movement of Our
Time."
 
Then, Time offers us the "but what about men?" contingent. Christina Hoff Sommers, who is convinced that sexual assault numbers are
overblown, writes that false rape accusations "are proliferating" on campus. This is based on anecdotal evidence. Matthew Kaiser, a
white collar criminal defense attorney who represents college men accused of rape, argues that consent rules are "unfair to male
students." He claims he's more worried about his son being falsely accused of rape than he is about his daughter getting raped.
 
The fact that Time chose to include these essays shows there's still a way to go in terms of advancing the conversation about sexual
assault (on campus and elsewhere). False accusations do happen, but suggesting that men are more likely to be falsely accused of rape
than women are likely to get raped is patently untrue and offensive. As much as Summers would like to pretend the research doesn't
exist/is wrong, 1 in 5 women will be sexually assaulted by the time they leave college. That's a problem that deserves honest
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examination, not two essays about how women lie.
 
 
TIME
Russia Pours Scorn on News of Hunter BIDEN’S New Job
By: Leonid Ragozin / May 15, 2014
 
The news that Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son Hunter had taken a job with the Ukrainian gas company Burisma has been met in Russia with
malicious glee. “Ahaha,” tweeted Member of Parliament Alexander Sidyakin, reacting to the White House statement that there was no
conflict of interest after the news of Hunter BIDEN’S new role was made public on Tuesday. “Joe BIDEN is a good dad – took the trouble
of going across the ocean to secure a job for his son,” the pro-Kremlin website politrussia.ru commented in its Twitter feed,
referring to Vice President’s recent trip to Ukraine.
 
Rossiya TV channel’s commentator Andrey Arkhipov said the appointment was “in line with Washington’s plan to gain control over global
energy resources.” Dubbing Joe BIDEN “the curator of the military coup in Ukraine” – a reference to the ousting of pro-Russian
President Viktor Yanukovych in February following months of public protests – Arkhipov ridiculed the idea that no U.S. lobbying was
involved in the appointment.
 
Top TV and radio anchor Vladimir Solovyov speculated about the fact that Burisma owned licenses for shale gas deposits in the areas of
eastern Ukraine, where armed conflict between government forces and separatist insurgents is now flaring. “Let me remind you what the
U.S. keeps telling Europe: Reject Russian gas. We’ll provide as much gas as you need. We have shale gas technology,” he said, without
developing his conspiracy theory any further. Ukraine’s and Europe’s dependence on Russian gas supplies is a major factor in the
Ukrainian geopolitical equation.
 
Russian media has been picturing Joe BIDEN as the Ukrainian government’s puppeteer ever since last month’s visit, which was aimed at
demonstrating American support for the interim Ukrainian government. While in Kiev, BIDEN was filmed taking the chairperson’s seat at
a meeting with Ukrainian ministers. That footage featured prominently in Russian TV bulletins as an illustration of Ukraine allegedly
turning into a U.S. colony.
 
The incident prompted a vitriolic comment by Russian Foreign Minster Sergey Lavrov, who said that “Joe BIDEN was conducting a meeting
with the Ukrainian leadership essentially in the capacity of the head of state, presiding over the table, with Ukrainian officials on
his side.”
 
 
Huffington Post
Following the Clintons, the BIDENS Cash in on Ukraine
By: Innokenty Grekov / May 15, 2014
 
Perhaps Hunter BIDEN doesn't get his marching orders from the White House, nor does he carry enough swag to influence U.S.-Ukrainian
relations. None of this will matter as the White House suffered another foreign-policy setback when Joe BIDEN’S youngest son joined
the board of directors of Ukraine's largest oil company.
 
Joe BIDEN visited Ukraine in April, reiterating Washington's support for the interim government in Kyiv. It looks like Hunter BIDEN
will travel there often to carry out his duties for Burisma Holdings, a leading Ukrainian energy company incorporated in Cyprus.
 
Companies operating headquatered in Cyprus have long been the but of jokes in Russia and Ukraine, as money-laundering schemes prevail
in those murky Meditarrenian waters, allowing big-ticket oligarchs and minor crooks and thieves alike to operate their corrupt schemes
with no oversight and very little transparency. There's a lot of Russian money in Cyprus, folks.
 
Hunter BIDEN is mainly known as a lawyer and investor, but he is also an advocate for humanitarian causes and even a HuffPost blogger.
He also sits on the Advisory Board for the National Democratic Institute (NDI), a D.C.-based outlet that runs democracy promotion and
civil society development programs all over the world, including Ukraine. NDI is chiefly funded by the U.S. government, and the
Kremlin's contempt for organizations like this is well-documented: after USAID's forced departure from Moscow, NDI moved its staff out
of Russia. According to senior State Department official Victoria Nuland, U.S. government's democracy programming in Ukraine, run
through organizations like NDI, cost U.S. tax payers 5 billion dollars since the fall of the Soviet Union.
 
The Kremlin must be well aware of Hunter BIDEN’S family ties (duh!) and NDI credentials. No matter what the White House says about the
inability of Joe BIDEN to influence his son's work in Ukraine, the U.S. government has already lost this PR battle. Just as Washington
is unable to persuade the American people that the United States has national security interests in Ukraine; nobody in Europe, Russia,
or Ukraine will believe that there is no conflict of interest in Hunter BIDEN’S appointment.
 
There are more intriguing connections between Ukrainian oligarchs and U.S. elites. In February, the New York Times profiled the
relationship between Bill and Hillary Clinton and steel magnate Victor Pinchuk, who was in frequent contact with Hillary Clinton's
State Department, for more than a decade paid a hefty $40,000 monthly retainer to a Bill Clinton-affiliated DC lobbyist, and donated
roughly 13.1 million to the Bill, Hillary, & Chelsea Clinton Foundation.
 
Steelworkers in Pennsylvania and Ohio are vocally unhappy about this relationship, and American steel makers are currently pursuing a
case alleging:
 
Ukraine -- and by extension Mr. Pinchuk's company, Interpipe Ltd. -- and eight other countries had illegally dumped a type of steel
tube used in natural gas extraction, an industry whose growth has provided one of the few bright spots in the United States
manufacturing sector.
The Clintons' involvement with Mr. Pinchuk and the appointment of Hunter BIDEN adds to the Kremlin's arsenal of weapons for the
"information war" between Russia and the West, which the Kremlin is winning by a landslide right now. It's winning the real war, too.
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:34:15 PM
To: scrabtree@washingtonexaminer.com
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden's hiring by Burisma Holdings

OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)

 Here is a statement for your use from me:

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Susan Crabtree [mailto:scrabtree@washingtonexaminer.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:58 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Hunter Biden's hiring by Burisma Holdings 
 
Hi there Kendra, 

I just posted a story about the brief mention of Hunter Biden's hiring by Jay during the briefing. 

He directed questions to the vice president's office so I am wondering if you can answer a couple. 

Wondering if Hunter talked to Biden about this hiring when he received the offer, how much compensation Hunter Biden will receive
and whether the vice president gave his seal of approval to the hiring, i.e. whether his son asked for Biden's approval before
accepting the offer and whether Biden gave it. 

Thanks so much, Kendra. Know you must be inundated with questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Susan Crabtree
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 10/22/2014 4:12:56 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Mackler, Alexander" <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex"
<alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy" <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Anne Marie" <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra" <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J."
<brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke" <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Twigg, Carri"
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana" <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C."
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Anderson, David" <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Graves, Don"
<donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave" <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A"
<elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco" <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran"
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Gleeson, James" <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Noblitt, Karly" <karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate" <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A" <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey"
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry" <kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen"
<kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern)" <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Stennis, Michael" <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kaye,
Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty" <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J"
<patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel" <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard"
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah" <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Berlenbach, Sarah" <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenthal, Lynn" <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ford, Sarah (Intern)"
<sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry"
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A."
<sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M"
<thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P." <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya"
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nourse, Victoria" <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; "Clavel,
Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen, Ward F.
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Mackler, Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s." <snyder-mackler_a2377>>; >; "Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f>" <Intern)>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=person, anne" <m.aae>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j." <stennis_me93>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Nourse, Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f." <nourse_vb11>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; ">" <Intern)>; "Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m." <schrum_ea9f>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah f." <berlenbach_sf948>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m." <noblitt_ke6e>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Ford, Sarah (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l." <ford_sl264a>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e." <nickoloff_l06d>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=graves, donet" <d.2aa>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Twigg, Carri </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b." <twigg_cb173>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c." <anderson_dc92b>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman,
sherry" <e.5f8>>; >; "Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan"
<r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Wednesday, October 22, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:54:15 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/12/2014 8:07:22 AM
To: "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti,

Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <j.534>;
"Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <j.6b6>; "Prescott, Jeffrey"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>

Subject: Re: Ukraine headline

Can someone translate it?

 
From: Prescott, Jeffrey 
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2014 10:04 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Ricchetti, Steven; Sullivan, Jacob 
Subject: FW: Ukraine headline 
 
Flagging
 
From: Debevoise, Lyn 
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2014 10:01 AM
To: Prescott, Jeffrey; Carpenter, Michael
Subject: Ukraine headline
 
Haven’t read the article, but flagging this:
 
Hunter Biden, Vice President's son, appointed to board of Zlochevskyi's Burisma Holdings that develops gas in Ukraine
http://economics.lb.ua/business/2014/05/12/266147_sin_vitseprezidenta_ssha_stal.html
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 3:09:45 PM
To: m.schiavenza@ibtimes.com
Subject: Re: Query: Hunter Biden at Burisma

Here is a statement for your use from me:
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 

 
From: Matt Schiavenza [mailto:m.schiavenza@ibtimes.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 04:04 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Query: Hunter Biden at Burisma 
 
Dear Kendra,
 
This is Matt Schiavenza, International Business Times at the International Business Times. I’m writing to ask a few questions
about the news that Hunter Biden has taken a position as the head of legal affairs at Burisma. Here they are:
 

1.       When did the courtship between Burisma and Hunter Biden begin?
2.       Does Hunter Biden represent a White House endorsement in any capacity?

 
Any response to this would be greatly appreciated! Thanks.
 
Matt
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 10:48:29 AM
To: "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>
Subject: Fw: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

I need to respond to some of these. 

 
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:47 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company 
 
Hi Kendra,

Am about to get on a plane so just wanted to send you a couple other questions: Ukrainian media have reported Mr. Zlochinsky is on
a visa ban list. Is this true? Did the VP or any of his people meet with Burisma representatives while he was in Ukraine and
discuss this? Why does the Burisma site seem so proud of its apparent connections to the Biden family, including from before
today's announcement? What, if anything, has the VP discussed with Hunter about Burisma, Mr. Zlochinsky, or other matters related
to the Ukrainian gas industry?

Thanks in advance - will be online again in about two hours or so. Phone is +380684586856

Best

Max

On Tuesday, May 13, 2014, Lucas Magnuson, Laura <Laura_D_Lucas@nsc.eop.gov> wrote:
Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura

-----Original Message-----
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

Dear Laura,

Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian natural gas
company, claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of
directors:

http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/

The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of interest given the VP's role on
Ukraine policy - particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy NSC chief
under Yanukovych.

Is this true? What exactly is going on here?

Thanks and best

Max

--
Max Seddon
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
twitter.com/maxseddon

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 7/25/2014 4:11:59 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex" <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy"
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Anne Marie" <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bernal, Anthony R."
<anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra" <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J."
<brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke" <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad"
<chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana" <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C."
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald" <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra"
<demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave" <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A"
<elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco" <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran"
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie" <jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy"
<jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R." <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian"
<jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan" <jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>;
"Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob"
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M" <julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Noblitt, Karly" <karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Berner, Kate" <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A"
<katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>;
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry"
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen" <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Kaye, Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty"
<patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J" <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel"
<rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard" <richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah"
<sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; "Rosenthal, Lynn"
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry" <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A." <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M" <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P."
<thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya" <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; "Russo2, Bill" <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen,
Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=person, anne" <m.aae>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; >; "Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m." <schrum_ea9f>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m." <noblitt_ke6e>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william" <m.11f>>; >;
"Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, sherry" <e.5f8>>; >;
"Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan" <r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Friday, July 25, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:47:11 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Ames, Ali (Intern) <alexandra_e_ames_intern@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/17/2014 7:45:07 AM
To: "Gleeson, James" <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Gleeson, James" <gleeson_j20f>
Subject: Weekly Press Report 10.10.14-10.17.14
Attachments: Press Weekly Report 10.10.14-17.10.14.doc

Hi James,
 
Attached is an unfinished weekly press report. I’m about to do an OVP intern East Wing tour, so I won’t be able to finish it for a
couple hours (there were a lot of stories published last night). But I wanted you to be able to start reading it earlier. I’ll send
the final report later this morning.
 
Thanks,
 
Ali Ames
Intern, Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4808
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From: Lederman, Josh <jlederman@ap.org>
Sent: 5/13/2014 11:47:19 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine

Following up on this because the company is based in Cyprus. Two questions for you:
 

1)      Is this related to the vice president’s visit to Cyrpus next week?
2)      Is Hunter Biden traveling on the VP’s trip to Cyrpus?

 
Thanks, Josh
 
 
 
 
From: Lederman, Josh 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:14 PM
To: 'Barkoff, Kendra'
Subject: Hunter Biden/Ukraine
 
Hey Kendra,
 
I’m sure you’re about to get a flood of inquiries on this since it just came up in the briefing, but are you commenting at all on
the news about Hunter Biden and Burisma?
 
Thanks,
Josh
 
--
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing onMr. R Hunter Biden as
a new director.
 
R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among international
organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field
of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that
my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”
 
The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the
strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden
is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
 
R. Hunter Biden is a counsel to Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York, USA, which served in cases
including “Bush vs. Gore”, and “U.S. vs. Microsoft”. He is one of the co-founders and a managing partner of the investment
advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners, as well as chairman of the board of Rosemont Seneca Advisors. He is an Adjunct
Professor at Georgetown University’s Masters Program in the School of Foreign Service.
 
Mr. Biden has experience in public service and foreign policy. He is a director for the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, The
Center for National Policy, and the Chairman’s Advisory Board for the National Democratic Institute. Having served as a Senior
Vice President at MBNA bank, former U.S. President Bill Clinton appointed him an Executive Director of E-Commerce Policy
Coordination under Secretary of Commerce William Daley. Mr. Biden served as Honorary Co-Chair of the 2008 Obama-Biden Inaugural
Committee.
 
Mr. Biden is a member of the bar in the State of Connecticut, and the District of Columbia, the U.S. Supreme Court, and the Court
of Federal Claims. He received a Bachelor’s degree from Georgetown University, and a J.D. from Yale Law School.
 
R. Hunter Biden is also a well-known public figure.He is chairman of the Board of the World Food Programme U.S.A., together with
the world’s largest humanitarian organization, theUnited Nations World Food Programme. In this capacity he offers assistance to
the poor in developing countries, fighting hunger and poverty, and helping to provide food and education to 300 million
malnourished children around the world.
 
Company Background:
Burisma Holdings is a privately owned oil and gas company with assets in Ukraine and operating in the energy market since 2002. To
date, the company holds a portfolio with permits to develop fields in the Dnieper-Donets, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuban
basins. In 2013, the daily gas production grew steadily and at year-end amounted to 11.6 thousand BOE (barrels of oil equivalent –
incl. gas, condensate and crude oil), or 1.8 million m3 of natural gas. The company sells these volumes in the domestic market
through traders, as well as directly to final consumers.
The information contained in this communication is intended for the use
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 
and delete this email. Thank you.
[IP_US_DISC]

msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938
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From: Max Seddon <max.seddon@buzzfeed.com>
Sent: 5/13/2014 9:47:07 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

Hi Kendra,

Am about to get on a plane so just wanted to send you a couple other questions: Ukrainian media have reported Mr. Zlochinsky is on
a visa ban list. Is this true? Did the VP or any of his people meet with Burisma representatives while he was in Ukraine and
discuss this? Why does the Burisma site seem so proud of its apparent connections to the Biden family, including from before
today's announcement? What, if anything, has the VP discussed with Hunter about Burisma, Mr. Zlochinsky, or other matters related
to the Ukrainian gas industry?

Thanks in advance - will be online again in about two hours or so. Phone is +380684586856

Best

Max

On Tuesday, May 13, 2014, Lucas Magnuson, Laura <Laura_D_Lucas@nsc.eop.gov> wrote:
Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura

-----Original Message-----
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

Dear Laura,

Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian natural gas
company, claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of
directors:

http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/

The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of interest given the VP's role on
Ukraine policy - particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy NSC chief
under Yanukovych.

Is this true? What exactly is going on here?

Thanks and best

Max

--
Max Seddon
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
twitter.com/maxseddon

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile
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From: Murray, Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/16/2014 8:29:53 PM
To: "[personal email" <address]>
Subject: Fw: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:48:06 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6) 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address and personal information 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/12/2014 8:07:52 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: Ukraine headline

Google translate will give you the gist.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2014 10:07 AM
To: Prescott, Jeffrey; Murray, Shailagh; Ricchetti, Steven; Sullivan, Jacob
Subject: Re: Ukraine headline
 
Can someone translate it?

 
From: Prescott, Jeffrey 
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2014 10:04 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Ricchetti, Steven; Sullivan, Jacob 
Subject: FW: Ukraine headline 
 
Flagging
 
From: Debevoise, Lyn 
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2014 10:01 AM
To: Prescott, Jeffrey; Carpenter, Michael
Subject: Ukraine headline
 
Haven’t read the article, but flagging this:
 
Hunter Biden, Vice President's son, appointed to board of Zlochevskyi's Burisma Holdings that develops gas in Ukraine
http://economics.lb.ua/business/2014/05/12/266147_sin_vitseprezidenta_ssha_stal.html
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:35:04 PM
To: max.seddon@buzzfeed.com
Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)
Here is a statement for your use from me:

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

Off the record:
The VP didn't meet with anyone from Burisma when he was in Ukraine. 

 
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:47 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company 
 
Hi Kendra,

Am about to get on a plane so just wanted to send you a couple other questions: Ukrainian media have reported Mr. Zlochinsky is on
a visa ban list. Is this true? Did the VP or any of his people meet with Burisma representatives while he was in Ukraine and
discuss this? Why does the Burisma site seem so proud of its apparent connections to the Biden family, including from before
today's announcement? What, if anything, has the VP discussed with Hunter about Burisma, Mr. Zlochinsky, or other matters related
to the Ukrainian gas industry?

Thanks in advance - will be online again in about two hours or so. Phone is +380684586856

Best

Max

On Tuesday, May 13, 2014, Lucas Magnuson, Laura <Laura_D_Lucas@nsc.eop.gov> wrote:
Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura

-----Original Message-----
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

Dear Laura,

Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian natural gas
company, claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of
directors:

http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/

The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of interest given the VP's role on
Ukraine policy - particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy NSC chief
under Yanukovych.

Is this true? What exactly is going on here?

Thanks and best

Max

--
Max Seddon
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
twitter.com/maxseddon

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile
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From: Mackler, Alexander <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/22/2014 9:17:28 AM
To: "McGrail, John" <john_p_mcgrail@ovp.eop.gov>; "McGrail, John </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group

/cn=recipients/cn=mcgrail, john p." <mcgrail_jf85>>; >
Subject: FW: Vice Presidential News Clips for Wednesday, October 22, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:55:28 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Eric Schwerin <eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
Sent: 5/13/2014 8:58:55 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Cc: "Hunter Biden" <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com>
Subject: Re: hey

Kendra, I am around the next few days if you need me.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Partners, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
P Consider the environment before printing this email.
On May 13, 2014, at 10:39 AM, Barkoff, Kendra <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks
 
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:39 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Cc: Eric Schwerin
Subject: Re: hey
 
Eric- he's cc'd here

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 5:05 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Just sent you the email
Let me know who in your office.
Thanks!
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:59 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: hey
 
Ok-
What exactly are they asking? For the time being I'd just refer them to my office.  FYI I joined the board of Burisma 
Holdings Ltd. (Burisma.com) an independent/ private natural gas producer in Ukraine along with the former president of 
Poland. I think the press release is on their web site.

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 4:46 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks for talking to me.  let me know who I should refer folks to.
Kendra
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov
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From: Max Seddon <max.seddon@buzzfeed.com>
Sent: 5/13/2014 7:11:58 AM
To: "Lucas Magnuson, Laura" <laura_d_lucas@nsc.eop.gov>; "Lucas, Laura" <d.49e>
Cc: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject:Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

Thanks!
 
On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 4:11 PM, Lucas Magnuson, Laura
<Laura_D_Lucas@nsc.eop.gov> wrote:
> Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM
> To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
> Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
>
> Dear Laura,
>
> Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian natural
gas company, claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of
> directors:
>
> http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
>
> The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of interest given the VP's role on
Ukraine policy - particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy NSC chief
under Yanukovych.
>
> Is this true? What exactly is going on here?
>
> Thanks and best
>
> Max
>
>
> --
> Max Seddon
> Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
> +380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
> twitter.com/maxseddon
 
 
 
--
Max Seddon
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
twitter.com/maxseddon
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/14/2014 8:59:40 AM
To: "Zezima, Katie" <katie.zezima@washpost.com>
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden and Ukranian gas producer

Thank you for reaching out
Here is my on the record statement:
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
Kendra
 
 
From: Zezima, Katie [mailto:Katie.Zezima@washpost.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 10:50 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Hunter Biden and Ukranian gas producer
 
Hi Kendra,
 
Hope you’re doing well. I’m wondering if you have any comment on Hunter Biden joining the board of directors of Burisma Holdings.
Given that VP Biden has expressed support for pro-Western demonstrators that overthrew Mr. Yanukovych’s government, does the VP
see any conflict? Has the VP had any involvement with the company? Have Hunter Biden and Vice President Biden discussed the move?
 
 
Thanks so much.
 
Katie
 
Katie Zezima
White House reporter
The Washington Post
Office: 202-334-9607
Cell: 617-997-9221
Katie.zezima@washpost.com
@katiezez
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 6/7/2014 3:31:46 PM
To: "Aidinoff, Marc" <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group

/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >
Cc: "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Pietranton, Kelsey"

<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >

Subject: Clips

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:41:17 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 10/23/2014 4:12:30 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Mackler, Alexander" <alexander_s_mackler@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex"
<alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy" <amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Anne Marie" <anne_m_person@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra" <avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J."
<brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke" <brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Twigg, Carri"
<carri_b_twigg@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-
brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana" <dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C."
<david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Anderson, David" <david_c_anderson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Graves, Don"
<donet_d_graves@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave" <david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A"
<elizabeth.regoli@whmo.mil>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael" <evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco" <francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran"
<fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Gleeson, James" <james_m_gleeson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Noblitt, Karly" <karly_m_noblitt@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate" <katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A" <katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>; kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey"
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry" <kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen"
<kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern)" <lauren_e_nickoloff_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Stennis, Michael" <michael_j_stennis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kaye,
Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty" <patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J"
<patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel" <rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard"
<richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah" <sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Berlenbach, Sarah" <sarah_f_berlenbach@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenthal, Lynn" <slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ford, Sarah (Intern)"
<sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry"
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A."
<sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M"
<thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P." <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya"
<tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nourse, Victoria" <victoria_f_nourse@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov; "Clavel,
Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen, Ward F.
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Mackler, Alexander </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=mackler, alexander s." <snyder-mackler_a2377>>; >; "Gleeson, James </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=gleeson, james m. gleeson_j20f>" <Intern)>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Person, Anne </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=person, anne" <m.aae>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Stennis, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=stennis, michael j." <stennis_me93>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Nourse, Victoria </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nourse, victoria f." <nourse_vb11>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; ">" <Intern)>; "Schrum, Evan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schrum, evan m." <schrum_ea9f>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Berlenbach, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berlenbach, sarah f." <berlenbach_sf948>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Noblitt, Karly </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=noblitt, karly m." <noblitt_ke6e>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Ford, Sarah (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ford, sarah l." <ford_sl264a>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Nickoloff, Lauren (Intern) </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nickoloff, lauren e." <nickoloff_l06d>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Graves, Don </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=graves, donet" <d.2aa>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Twigg, Carri </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=twigg, carri b." <twigg_cb173>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Anderson, David </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=anderson, david c." <anderson_dc92b>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman,
sherry" <e.5f8>>; >; "Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan"
<r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Thursday, October 23, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:56:20 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/16/2014 5:04:54 PM
To: "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Meehan, Bernadette" <bernadette_m_meehan@nsc.eop.gov>; "Earnest,

Joshua R." <joshua_r._earnest@who.eop.gov>; "Hayden, Caitlin" <caitlin_m_hayden@nsc.eop.gov>; "Meehan, Bernadette"
<m.486>; "Earnest, Joshua R." </cn=recipients/cn=joshuar.earnest67836121>; "Hayden, Caitlin"
</cn=recipients/cn=caitlin_m_hayden>; "Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>

Subject: Re: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test

Yes thank you

 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 07:04 PM
To: Meehan, Bernadette; Earnest, Joshua R.; Hayden, Caitlin 
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test 
 
Thanks
 
From: Meehan, Bernadette 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 7:01 PM
To: Spector, Stephen; Earnest, Joshua R.; Hayden, Caitlin
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: RE: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test
 
Thanks.  We’ll refer any inquiries to you and Kendra.
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 6:56 PM
To: Earnest, Joshua R.; Hayden, Caitlin; Meehan, Bernadette
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test
 
http://online.wsj.com/articles/bidens-son-hunter-discharged-from-navy-reserve-after-failing-cocaine-test-1413499657?
mod=WSJ_LatestHeadlinesBiden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve
After Failing Cocaine Test
COLLEEN MCCAIN NELSON And
 
JULIAN E. BARNES
Oct. 16, 2014 6:47 p.m. ET
0 COMMENTS
WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after testing positive for
cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter.

Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been commissioned as an ensign in
the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year, his brief military career ended.

Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission process to become a
public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was to be commissioned—he needed a waiver to
join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a drug-related incident when he was a young man, according to people
familiar with the matter. Military officials say such drug waivers aren’t uncommon.

Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va.,
a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in Norfolk, he was given a drug test, which
turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the situation. Mr. Biden was discharged in February, the Navy
said.

Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed
that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With the love and support of my family, I’m
moving forward.”

The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct commission, but
declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the details of Ens. Biden’s discharge are
not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman, said.

Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable discharges. Most are
given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge Mr. Biden received, and the Navy doesn’t
release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior enlisted personnel.

Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers, according to the Navy. The
direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with needed skills. The program allows civilians who have
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not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer training course or officer-candidate school to join the military by attending
only an abbreviated training program.

The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually serve one weekend
a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on active duty.

The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military family, often referring
to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong deployment to Iraq. After Hunter Biden joined the
Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who also served in the Navy.

“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United States Navy,”
she said in 2012.

In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a lot of bad judgment
in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball. “My son, who is over 40, just
joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an officer, Hunter Biden.”

Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden serves as the
Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill Biden also have a daughter, Ashley,
who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate executive director.

Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with a Ukrainian firm, that
have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer, Burisma Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a
former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted former president. The announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible
for Burisma’s legal unit raised concerns about potential conflicts of interest, because his father, the vice president, was
engaged in diplomatic efforts involving Ukraine.

At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t endorse any particular
company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter.

Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a Washington firm
after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008.

Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves as chairman of World Food
Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency that fights hunger,” and he is an adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown
University.
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From: Murray, Shailagh <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/12/2014 8:06:04 AM
To: "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti,

Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra"
<demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <j.534>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>;
"Sullivan, Jacob" <j.6b6>; "Lambros, Demetra" <d.8b8>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>

Subject: Re: Ukraine headline

+Demetra
 
From: Prescott, Jeffrey 
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2014 10:04 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Ricchetti, Steven; Sullivan, Jacob 
Subject: FW: Ukraine headline 
 
Flagging
 
From: Debevoise, Lyn 
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2014 10:01 AM
To: Prescott, Jeffrey; Carpenter, Michael
Subject: Ukraine headline
 
Haven’t read the article, but flagging this:
 
Hunter Biden, Vice President's son, appointed to board of Zlochevskyi's Burisma Holdings that develops gas in Ukraine
http://economics.lb.ua/business/2014/05/12/266147_sin_vitseprezidenta_ssha_stal.html
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/21/2014 10:09:24 AM
To: "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hart, Liz"

<elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <j.534>; "Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>;
"Pietranton, Kelsey" <l.c25>; "Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>; "Hart, Elizabeth A." <a.ffe>

Subject: Daily Beast: Where There’s Trouble, You’ll Usually Find Joe Biden

 

Where There’s Trouble, You’ll Usually Find Joe Biden
Daily Beast
By: Lloyd Green

His crisis-creating remarks and his son’s drug-related discharge from the Navy are just the beginning. This guy’s a train wreck.
According to the polls, Joe Biden doesn’t have a prayer in 2016. And according to former Secretary of Defense Robert Gates, Biden
“has been wrong on nearly every major foreign-policy and national-security issue over the past four decades.”
But two things are also certain: First, Biden is still Barack Obama’s go-to-guy when partisan loyalty is at a premium. Faced with
rising concern and criticism over the outbreak of Ebola, Obama tapped Ron Klain, Biden’s former chief of staff, to be America’s
Ebola czar. Second, Biden’s friends and family have not hesitated to profit from their ties to the vice president. Biden’s
brother, James, and his son, Hunter, have cashed in on the family name, whether it be in Iraq or Ukraine. Biden may have the mien
of the crazy uncle in the basement, but he is also a real reminder of what is wrong with politics.
Let’s start with Klain. Like Biden, Klain is a consummate fixer, with Georgetown and Harvard Law School degrees thrown in for good
measure. But for his political pedigree, Klain would have no business being Ebola coordinator. Ebola is not just another messaging
problem.
Klain was the aide to Al Gore who was memorialized by Kevin Spacey in the HBO movie Recount as pushing for a more aggressive
approach to, well, the 2000 Florida recount. Then, after failing in Florida, Klain became a Fannie Mae lobbyist who helped
convince Congress and Fannie Mae’s regulators that all was well with the world, even as Fannie Mae was inflating what would prove
to be a catastrophic housing bubble.
And yet, Biden and Obama now seek to again unleash Klain on America. To be sure, Klain’s public-health credentials are invisible,
a fact that Obama himself has tacitly acknowledged. In announcing Klain’s selection, Obama framed things this way: “Klain comes to
the job with extensive experience in overseeing complex governmental operations and has good working relationships with leading
members of Congress as well as senior administration officials.” Not one word about Klain, medicine, and immunology.
In that sense, Klain is all too reminiscent of Harriet Miers, George W. Bush’s White House counsel and his personal lawyer. Bush
nominated Miers to the Supreme Court but was then compelled to pull her nomination after it became clear that Miers’ loyalty to
the president far exceeded her legal chops.
What prevented Miers from joining the court was the fact that she would have to run the gantlet of Senate confirmation, which is
something that Klain, the Ebola czar, will not need to do. He is a creature of the White House, cloaked in executive privilege.

R o n  K l a i n  i s  c u t  f r o m  t h e  s a m e  m o l d  a s  T o m  D o n i l o n ,  O b a m a ’ s
f o r m e r  n a t i o n a l  s e c u r i t y  a d v i s e r ,  w h o ,  l i k e  K l a i n ,  a l s o  s e r v e d  a t

F a n n i e  M a e .
Klain is not the first to crawl out of the swamp of Biden World on to the larger stage. He is cut from the same mold as Tom
Donilon, Obama’s former national security adviser, who, like Klain, also served at Fannie Mae; had his own ties to Biden; and
worked in a job in which he was over his head. For the record, Donilon’s brother, Mike, was Biden’s counselor between 2009 and
2013.
According to The Nation, “Fannie Mae paid Donilon, a longtime Democratic Party operative, $15 million to lobby Congress to gut the
power of government regulators.” He was “a top executive at Fannie Mae during the period when cooking the books to increase
executive compensation would later lead to a $400 million fine.”
More disturbingly, Donilon took center stage as national security adviser despite the fact that he was lightly regarded in
national-security circles. In Bob Woodward’s telling, Gen. Jim Jones, Donilon’s predecessor at NSA, said to Donilon, “You have no
credibility with the military…. you frequently pop off with absolute declarations about places you’ve never been, leaders you’ve
never met, or colleagues you work with.” Donilon was also Obama’s guy while the president was laying out imaginary red lines to
Syria.
But it’s not just Biden placing loyalty over competence that makes him who he is, his tropism toward plagiarism, or even his
tendency to say the wrong thing at the wrong time. It’s Biden’s willingness to turn a blind eye in the face of his family members
trading on Biden’s job as vice president for fun, profit, and disgrace that completes the picture.
Take Hunter Biden, the veep’s younger son. Just last week, it was reported that the 44-year-old Hunter was discharged from the
Navy after testing positive for cocaine. But here’s the thing. To get into the Navy, Hunter needed a separate waiver on account of
his prior drug use. History does repeat itself.
And then there’s that matter of Hunter and Ukraine. Back in May, Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private natural-gas producer,
announced that Hunter had joined its board. To which the White House could only reply, “Hunter Biden and other members of the
Biden family are obviously private citizens, and where they work does not reflect an endorsement by the administration or by the
vice president or president.”
And then there’s James Biden, the vice president’s brother, who made a go at winning public-housing contracts in Iraq. As reported
in the waning days of the 2012 presidential campaign, after Joe became vice president, James joined New Jersey-based Hill
International as its executive vice president.
So what? So this. Hill’s business is managing construction projects in the Middle East and the United States, and lo and behold,
six months after James joined Hill in 2010, the company won a $1.5 billion contract to build at least 100,000 affordable homes in
Iraq. Talk about coincidence.
Or not. According to published reports, the State Department, then run by Hillary Clinton, and the Iraqi government were
instrumental in Hill winning the contract. Also at the time, Biden was Obama’s point person on Iraq, and like Klain, who is no
expert on public health, James Biden was no maven on public housing.
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The White House may have contemplated dumping Joe Biden from the ticket. But that was then. These days, it is Biden who again
finds himself at the center of all things Obama.
Even as the United States struggles to build a coalition against ISIS, it is Biden who tweaks Turkey, Qatar, and the United Arab
Emirates, without appreciating the havoc that he would wreak, tweaks for which he would ultimately be forced to apologize. We have
seen the diplomatic crises Biden can stir up. But sadly, it’s hardly the worst of Biden’s handiwork.
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 11:48:29 AM
To: "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"

<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <j.534>; "Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>;
"Lambros, Demetra" <d.8b8>

Subject: FW: Hunter Biden/Ukraine

 
 
From: Lederman, Josh [mailto:JLederman@ap.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:47 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine
 
Following up on this because the company is based in Cyprus. Two questions for you:
 

1)      Is this related to the vice president’s visit to Cyrpus next week?
2)      Is Hunter Biden traveling on the VP’s trip to Cyrpus?

 
Thanks, Josh
 
 
 
 
From: Lederman, Josh 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:14 PM
To: 'Barkoff, Kendra'
Subject: Hunter Biden/Ukraine
 
Hey Kendra,
 
I’m sure you’re about to get a flood of inquiries on this since it just came up in the briefing, but are you commenting at all on
the news about Hunter Biden and Burisma?
 
Thanks,
Josh
 
--
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing onMr. R Hunter Biden as
a new director.
 
R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among international
organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field
of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that
my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”
 
The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the
strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden
is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
 
R. Hunter Biden is a counsel to Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York, USA, which served in cases
including “Bush vs. Gore”, and “U.S. vs. Microsoft”. He is one of the co-founders and a managing partner of the investment
advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners, as well as chairman of the board of Rosemont Seneca Advisors. He is an Adjunct
Professor at Georgetown University’s Masters Program in the School of Foreign Service.
 
Mr. Biden has experience in public service and foreign policy. He is a director for the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, The
Center for National Policy, and the Chairman’s Advisory Board for the National Democratic Institute. Having served as a Senior
Vice President at MBNA bank, former U.S. President Bill Clinton appointed him an Executive Director of E-Commerce Policy
Coordination under Secretary of Commerce William Daley. Mr. Biden served as Honorary Co-Chair of the 2008 Obama-Biden Inaugural
Committee.
 
Mr. Biden is a member of the bar in the State of Connecticut, and the District of Columbia, the U.S. Supreme Court, and the Court
of Federal Claims. He received a Bachelor’s degree from Georgetown University, and a J.D. from Yale Law School.
 
R. Hunter Biden is also a well-known public figure.He is chairman of the Board of the World Food Programme U.S.A., together with
the world’s largest humanitarian organization, theUnited Nations World Food Programme. In this capacity he offers assistance to
the poor in developing countries, fighting hunger and poverty, and helping to provide food and education to 300 million
malnourished children around the world.
 
Company Background:
Burisma Holdings is a privately owned oil and gas company with assets in Ukraine and operating in the energy market since 2002. To
date, the company holds a portfolio with permits to develop fields in the Dnieper-Donets, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuban
basins. In 2013, the daily gas production grew steadily and at year-end amounted to 11.6 thousand BOE (barrels of oil equivalent –
incl. gas, condensate and crude oil), or 1.8 million m3 of natural gas. The company sells these volumes in the domestic market
through traders, as well as directly to final consumers.
The information contained in this communication is intended for the use
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 
and delete this email. Thank you.
[IP_US_DISC]
 
msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/14/2014 10:11:22 AM
To: "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra"

<demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R." <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob"
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <j.534>; "Hertz, Jessica R." <r.562>; "Murray, Shailagh"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; "Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <j.6b6>; "Lambros, Demetra" <d.8b8>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>

Subject: The Guardian: Why shouldn't Hunter Biden join the board of a gas company in Ukraine?
Attachments: image001.png

,
image002.jpg

Why shouldn't Hunter Biden join the board of a gas company in Ukraine?
The son of the US vice-president has been chosen to take charge of energy firm Burisma's legal unit – a decision based purely on
merit, of course

         Share 0
          
          
          
         inShare0
         Email

Hunter Biden, with his father, US vice-president Joe Biden. Photograph: Charles Dharapak/Associated Press
Name: Hunter Biden.
Age: 44.
Appearance: Chip off the old block.
His names rings a bell. Is he related to someone famous? He's the son of Joe Biden, the US vice president.
What is he, sort of a wayward, ne'er-do-well playboy type? Not really. He's a graduate of Yale Law School and a former senior vice-
president at MBNA America Bank.
Good for him. During the Clinton administration he worked in the US Department of Commerce. He's presently a partner in an investment
firm. And counsel for a national law firm. And an adjunct professor at Georgetown University.
I get it: he likes to keep busy. He has even found the time to join the board of a gas company called Burisma Holdings Ltd.
Never heard of it. Perhaps that's because it's a Ukrainian gas company; Ukraine's largest private gas producer, in fact. He's taking
charge of the company's legal unit.
Isn't that a bit fishy? Why do you say that?
Because he's the vice-president's son! That's a coincidence. "This is totally based on merit," said Burisma's chairman, Alan Apter.
He doesn't sound very Ukrainian. He's American, as is the other new board member, Devon Archer.
Who? Devon Archer, who works with Hunter Biden at Rosemont Seneca partners, which is half owned by Rosemont Capital, a private equity
firm founded by Archer and Christopher Heinz.
Who? Christopher Heinz … John Kerry's stepson.
I think Putin's propaganda people can take a long weekend; their work is being done for them. What do you mean?
Hasn't Joe Biden pledged to help Ukraine become more energy independent in the wake of its troubles with Russia? Well, yes.
And isn't Burisma, as a domestic producer, well positioned to profit from rising gas prices caused by the conflict? Possibly, but
Hunter Biden is a salaried board member, not an investor. According to anonymous sources in the Wall Street Journal, neither Rosemont
Seneca nor Rosemont Capital has made any financial investment in Burisma.
So it's not fishy at all? No one's saying that.
Do say: "Somebody needs to get involved in Ukraine's corporate governance, and it might as well be a clutch of rich, well-connected
American dudes with weird first names."
Don't say: "Thanks, Dad."
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:52:51 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley"

<katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob"
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R." <r.562>; "Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>;
"Trotter, Katherine K." <k.5b4>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <j.6b6>;
"Lambros, Demetra" <d.8b8>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>

Subject: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
Attachments: image001.png

Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
By: Lucy McCalmont
May 13, 2014 12:47 PM EDT
http://dyn.politico.com/printstory.cfm?uuid=E0720EFC-048D-45F0-B3A3-
EC67457DEBB7
Hunter Biden, the younger son of Vice President Joe Biden, will be
joining Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, the company announced
in a statement
“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of
professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices,
and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve
these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of
directors, said in a statement, which was reported by The Moscow Times
on Tuesday.
Biden, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the
company said and will provide support for Burisma Holdings “among
international organizations.”
Biden said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy.
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the
field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong
economy in Ukraine,” Biden said in a statement. “As a new member of the
Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on
matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility,
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the
economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”
The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White
House Press Secretary Jay Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a
referendum held Sunday in Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-rule in the
region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law.
Vice President Biden also expressed support for Ukraine, when he
visited the country in April and slammed Russia for its role in the
annexation of Crimea.
 
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:52 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra; Hertz, Jessica R.
Subject: WE: Jay Carney: Joe Biden's son accepted position with Ukrainian gas company as 'private citizen'
 

Jay Carney: Joe Biden's son accepted position with
Ukrainian gas company as 'private citizen'
Susan Crabtree

http://washingtonexaminer.com/carney-bidens-son-accepted-position-with-ukrainian-gas-company-as-private-citizen/article/2548379

 

Vice President Joe Biden's son, Hunter Biden, has accepted a position with Ukraine's largest private gas producer, but that in no way
means the White House signed of on or endorses his hiring, presidential spokesman Jay Carney said Tuesday.

Burisma Holdings announced Tuesday that Hunter Biden, Biden's youngest son, would serve on the company's board of directors.

The company in a news release on its website said Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Burisma's legal unit and will “provide
support” among international organizations. The Moscow Times first reported the news Tuesday.

Asked about the hiring by a reporter Tuesday, Carney referred questions about it to the vice president's office and noted that it did
not indicate that Obama was involved or approved of it.

“Hunter Biden and other members of the family are obviously private citizens and where they work is not an endorsement by the
president or vice president,” he said.

Amid the escalating tensions between Ukraine and Russia in recent weeks, the European Commission, the executive body of the European
Union, has tried to step in to try to prevent Russia from halting natural gas shipments to Ukraine unless it pays $3.5 billion in
debts.

Ukraine has so far refused to pay in protest of Moscow's decision to nearly double the price it charges Kiev for gas imports.
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The Washington Times

In the company's release, Alan Apter, the chairman of the company's board of directors, said: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the
strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is
joining us to help us achieve these goals.”

Hunter Biden works at Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York. He is also a co-founder and a managing
partner of investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and serves as director of the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, a
network of 400 businesses, nonprofits and foreign policy experts, and the chairman of the advisory board for the National Democratic
Institute, a non-profit that works to support democratic institutions and elections around the world.

 
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:50 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra; Hertz, Jessica R.
Subject: WT: Joe Biden’s son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest private gas company
 

Joe Biden’s son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest private gas company
By Jessica Chasmar

http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/may/13/joe-bidens-son-hunter-head-legal-unit-ukraines-lar/

 
Vice President Joseph R. Biden’s youngest son, Hunter, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine’s

largest private gas producer.
Burisma Holdings said in a statement that Hunter Biden will be in charge of the company’s  legal unit and will provide support for the
company among international organizations.
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a
strong economy in Ukraine,” Mr. Biden said.
“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance
and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit  the people of Ukraine,”
he said.
White House press secretary Jay Carney said Tuesday that Mr. Biden’s new position “does not reflect an endorsement by the
administration,” Time magazine’s Zeke Miller reported.
The announcement comes just one day after Russia’s state energy giant Gazprom threatened to halt natural gas shipments
to Ukraine unless the country pays in advance for supplies.
The vice president has condemned Russia for its intervention in Ukraine and has pledged to support efforts to reduce its dependency on
Russian energy, The Moscow Times reported.

Read more: http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/may/13/joe-bidens-son-hunter-head-legal-unit-ukraines-lar/#ixzz31cgyEE5E 
Follow us: @washtimes on Twitter
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:17 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra; Hertz, Jessica R.
Subject: RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
 

AP: VP Biden's son joins Ukrainian gas company's board
 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice President Joe Biden's youngest son, Hunter Biden, is joining the board of a gas company operating in Ukraine.
That's according to Burisma Holdings. The company says Biden will head the company's legal unit and seek support for Burisma among
international organizations.
The announcement comes as Ukraine is looking to decrease its reliance on Russian energy. Western countries believe Russia would have
less leverage in the crisis with Ukraine if Europe was less dependent on Russian gas.
Burisma says it's the largest private gas producer in Ukraine, but a state-owned company controls most gas production there.
Securities and Exchange Commission records show Burisma is based in Cyprus. The vice president will visit Cyprus next week and has
been a key player in the U.S. response to the Ukraine crisis.
 
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:27 PM
To: Spector, Stephen; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley; Prescott, Jeffrey; Sullivan, Jacob; Lambros, Demetra; Hertz, Jessica R.
Subject: RE: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
 
+ others
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:23 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra; Murray, Shailagh; Trotter, Kingsley
Subject: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
 
Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
http://www.nationaljournal.com/white-house/another-biden-has-waded-into-the-ukraine-crisis-20140513
 
By Marina Koren
 
Joe Biden has been the White House's go-to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring former Soviet republics and reassuring their
concerned leaders. And now, he's not the only Biden involved in the region.
 
The vice president's youngest son, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's largest
private gas producer, The Moscow Times reported Tuesday. Hunter described his new role in a statement on the company's website:
 
As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate governance
and responsibility, international expansion, and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.
 
The new gig joins several others on Hunter's extensive resume. He currently serves as as managing partner at the Washington-based
investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and counsel at the New York City-based law firm Boies Schiller Flexner. He is
also an adjunct professor at Georgetown University's Foreign Service graduate program.
 
According to Bloomberg Businessweek, Burisma was founded in 2006 and "engages in oil-well drilling, production of liquefied natural
gas, and undertaking geological studies." It is based in Cyprus. It owns several oil and gas companies in Ukraine, including in the
southeastern city of Dnepropetrovsk.
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http://www.washingtontimes.com/staff/jessica-chasmar/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/may/13/joe-bidens-son-hunter-head-legal-unit-ukraines-lar/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/joseph-r-biden/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/ukraine/
http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/joseph-r-biden/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/may/13/joe-bidens-son-hunter-head-legal-unit-ukraines-lar/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/ukraine/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/joseph-r-biden/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/may/13/joe-bidens-son-hunter-head-legal-unit-ukraines-lar/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/ukraine/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/joseph-r-biden/
https://twitter.com/ZekeJMiller/status/466265066082291712
http://www.bbc.com/news/business-27374070
http://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/ukraine/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/ukraine/
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/son-of-us-vice-president-biden-joins-ukraine-gas-company/500062.html
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/may/13/joe-bidens-son-hunter-head-legal-unit-ukraines-lar/#ixzz31cgyEE5E
http://ec.tynt.com/b/rw?id=ctd-fI3Dar4z1uacwqm_6r&u=washtimes
http://www.nationaljournal.com/white-house/another-biden-has-waded-into-the-ukraine-crisis-20140513


 
Burisma hired another American—and another managing partner of Rosemont Seneca Partners—just last month. Devon Archer joined the
company's board of directors to "focus on the interaction with current investors, as well as involving new investors from the United
States," according to an April 22 press release from the company. Archer served as a senior adviser to John Kerry during his 2004
presidential campaign.
 
"Today Burisma Holdings reminds me of Exxon Mobil in its wake," Archer said in a recent interview posted on the company's website. "It
has all the chances to be one of the biggest privately owned oil companies in the world."
 
Archer's work focuses heavily on energy independence for Ukraine, a topic that has received much attention in recent months. Ukraine
is dependent on Russia for energy exports, and Moscow has pulled discount agreements during its ongoing standoff with Kiev. The
addition of Hunter to the company masthead suggests Burisma is turning to U.S. talent—and money and name recognition—for protection
against Russia. It also jibes with the Obama administration message that his father has been tasked with spreading.
 
It's unclear whether the entry of another Biden into the fray was meant to send a message to Moscow. But Russian President Vladimir
Putin, eternally leery of American hands in eastern European business, is bound to notice.
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From: Rosie Gray <rosie@buzzfeed.com>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:40:10 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden

Which office do you mean, for Hunter? 

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 2:39 PM, Rosie Gray <rosie@buzzfeed.com> wrote:
Thank you Kendra

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 2:39 PM, Barkoff, Kendra <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:
OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)
Here is a statement for your use from me:

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no
involvement with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Rosie Gray [mailto:rosie@buzzfeed.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:04 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Hunter Biden 
 
Hi,

I'm a reporter for BuzzFeed. I know my colleague Max Seddon has already reached out to your office but we're looking to get
answers about whether or not Hunter Biden has joined the board of Burisma. Can you confirm? Is the VP's office going to say
anything about this? 

thanks,
Rosie 

-- 
Reporter, BuzzFeed
@rosiegray
c: 646 369 9351
rosie@buzzfeed.com

-- 
Reporter, BuzzFeed
@rosiegray
c: 646 369 9351
rosie@buzzfeed.com

-- 
Reporter, BuzzFeed
@rosiegray
c: 646 369 9351
rosie@buzzfeed.com
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 5/15/2014 4:13:56 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex" <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy"
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra"
<avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J." <brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke"
<brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Fromstein, Charles"
<charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana"
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C." <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave"
<david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A" <whca_1323152@dsr.eop.gov>; "Hart, Elizabeth"
<elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco"
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran" <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Richards, Kitty" <katharine_r_richards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate"
<katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A"
<katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>;
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry"
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen" <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Kaye, Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty"
<patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J" <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel"
<rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard" <richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah"
<sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; "Rosenthal, Lynn"
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry" <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A." <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M" <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P."
<thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya" <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; "Russo2, Bill" <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen,
Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Richards, Kitty </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=richards, katharine" <r.889>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles" <a.b6e>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william" <m.11f>>; >;
"Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, sherry" <e.5f8>>; >;
"Montoya, Jordan </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=montoya, jordan" <r.a75>>; >

Subject: Vice Presidential News Clips for Thursday, May 15, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 14:46:53 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
P6,b(6) 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email address 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Allen, Jessica <jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 10:53:00 AM
To: "DL-WHO-Press" <dl-who-press@dsr.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc" <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Allen, Jessica"

<jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>; "Aniskoff, Paulette" <paulette_l_aniskoff@who.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Beirne Fallon, Katie" <katie_fallon@who.eop.gov>; "Carney, Jay"
<james_f_carney@who.eop.gov>; "Carroll, Brad" <bradley_carroll@who.eop.gov>; "Carson, Crystal"
<crystal_m_carson@who.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Davidson, Josta"
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Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
Politico // Lucy McCalmont
May 13, 2014 12:47 PM EDT

Hunter Biden, the younger son of Vice President Joe Biden, will be
joining Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, the company announced
in a statement

“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of
professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices,
and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve
these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of
directors, said in a statement, which was reported by The Moscow Times
on Tuesday.

Biden, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the
company said and will provide support for Burisma Holdings “among
international organizations.”

Biden said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy.

“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the
field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong
economy in Ukraine,” Biden said in a statement. “As a new member of the
Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on
matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility,
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the
economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White
House Press Secretary Jay Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a
referendum held Sunday in Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-rule in the
region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law.

Vice President Biden also expressed support for Ukraine, when he
visited the country in April and slammed Russia for its role in the
annexation of Crimea.
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From: roberta.rampton <roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com>
Sent: 5/13/2014 4:58:04 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden / Ukraine oil+gas company

Belatedly, thanks for the info.
I wrote a short story (below) – but am now seeing this Buzzfeed story with info about the company’s owners. If you had any info
and comment beyond what you sent earlier, I’m definitely interested.
Thanks / Roberta
 
 
 
White House says no issue with Biden's son, Ukraine gas company - RTRS
13-May-2014 18:28
WASHINGTON, May 13 (Reuters) - The White House on Tuesday brushed aside questions about whether the involvement of Vice President
Joe Biden's son in a Ukrainian natural gas company raised ethical issues at a time when the administration is promoting energy
diversity in the country.
R. Hunter Biden, a lawyer and a partner in an investment firm, was named this week to the board of directors of Burisma Holdings,
a private company that has drilled for natural gas in Ukraine since 2002.
In a statement on Burisma's website, Hunter Biden said he would help the company with "transparency, corporate governance and
responsibility, international expansion," and other issues.
Ukraine depends on Russia for most of its natural gas, and has accused Moscow of hiking natural gas prices as punishment for
moving closer to the European Union. (Full Story)
In April, the vice president traveled to Kiev and discussed how the United States could help provide technical expertise for
expanding domestic production of natural gas. (Full Story)
Asked by a reporter whether Hunter Biden's appointment to the company presented a conflict, White House spokesman Jay Carney said
it did not.
"Hunter Biden and other members of the Biden family are obviously private citizens, and where they work does not reflect an
endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or president," Carney said.
Kendra Barkoff, a spokeswoman for Vice President Biden said he "does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company."
The head of a watchdog group on government ethics said there was no inherent conflict in Biden's job.
"It can't be that because your dad is the vice president, you can't do anything," said Melanie Sloan, executive director of
Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington.
"The most important thing is for Biden not to be speaking about these issues with his dad, and for them to try and draw the
lines," she said.
 
 
(Reporting by Roberta Rampton; Editing by Ken Wills) ((roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com)(Twitter @robertarampton)(+202 898 8392)
(Reuters Messaging: roberta.rampton.reuters.com@reuters.net))
 
 
http://www.buzzfeed.com/maxseddon/bidens-son-polish-ex-president-quietly-sign-on-to-ukrainian
 

Biden’s Son, Polish Ex-President Quietly Sign On To
Ukrainian Gas Company
 
DONETSK, Ukraine — U.S. Vice President Joe Biden’s youngest son has joined the board of a gas company owned by an ally of
Ukraine’s fugitive ex-president Viktor Yanukovych and a key European interlocutor with Kiev who was previously president of
Poland.
 
The move raises questions about a potential conflict of interest for Joe Biden, who was the White House’s main interlocutor with
Yanukovych while the latter was president and has since spearheaded Western efforts to wean Ukraine off Russian gas.
 
Company documents in Cyprus show that Joe Biden’s son, R. Hunter Biden, became a member of the board of directors of Burisma
Holdings, which describes itself as Ukraine’s largest private natural gas producer, on April 18. Burisma announced Hunter Biden’s
appointment in a press release Monday on its website which was quickly picked up by Russian state media.
 
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of
a strong economy in Ukraine,” Hunter Biden said in the statement on Burisma’s website. “As a new member of the Board, I believe
that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”
 
Hunter Biden could not be immediately reached for comment. An assistant at Rosemont Seneca Partners, the investment firm where he
is partner, said he was out of the office. A woman who answered the phone at the London number listed for Burisma on its website
appeared to have no idea who either Biden was. By late Tuesday, however, Burisma had reacted quickly enough to remove a link to
a New York Times story from April, when Biden visited Kiev and urged it to reduce its dependence on Russian gas, from a prominent
position on the homepage.
 
Kendra Barkoff, a spokesperson for Joe Biden, denied to comment on the vice president’s son’s appointment. “Hunter Biden is a
private citizen and a lawyer,” she said. “The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with
this company.”
 
It proved difficult to discern at first whether the Burisma website carrying the press release was even real. Its photos of Hunter
Biden and Rosemont co-founder Devon Archer, who is listed as a member of the Burisma board, are lifted from Rosemont’s website.
The company site carries a bizarre interview with Archer — apparently firstpublished in the Ukrainian newspaper Kapital, then
translated badly into English with Slavic syntax left intact — in which he tacitly acknowledges his connections to the Biden
family and says Burisma “reminds [him] of Exxon in its early days.” The Burisma site was registered anonymously through the domain
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service GoDaddy in 2010, according to the who.is service.
 
Company registration documents for Burisma show, however, that both Hunter Biden and Archer joined its board of directors in
April. Burisma is completely owned by another Cypriot offshore company, Brociti Investments Limited, which, records show, belongs
to Mykola Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy national security council chair under Yanukovych, deposed in February.
While in government, Zlochevsky claimed that he had sold his energy assets, though an investigation in Ukrainian Forbes later
showed this was untrue.
 
As well as the other directors listed on Burisma’s website, Cypriot records list a man named Aleksandr Kwasniewski — the name of
Poland’s president from 1995 to 2005 — as having become a director Jan 2. Kwasniewski was a key figure in the European Union’s
attempts to draw Ukraine closer to Brussels during Yanukovych’s presidency: he and former European Parliament president Pat Cox
visited Kiev 27 times in failed attempts to secure the release of Yanukovych’s rival, former prime minister and current
presidential candidate Yulia Tymoshenko, from prison.
 
While it was not immediately possible to confirm that the Burisma director was the same Kwasniewski, the address provided in the
company documents, Wilanowska 5/2 in Warsaw, matches addresses provided for Kwasniewski’s wife Jolanta’s real estate company,
Royal Wilanow Agency, according to Polish media reports. OtherPolish media reports list the address as the Kwaniewski
family’s private apartment. Jolanta Kwasniewska left the firm while her husband was in office, but returned to manage it after his
term ended.
 
Kremlin spokesperson Dmitry Peskov told BuzzFeed that Russia saw no conflict of interest in Joe Biden working to wean Ukraine off
Russian gas - which makes up about 60 percent of the country’s energy supply - while his son worked in the Ukrainian gas industry.
 
“Anyway, as everyone knows, there’s no gas in Ukraine,” he added. “The gas in Ukraine is Russian.”
 
 
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:34 PM
To: Rampton, Roberta (Reuters News)
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden / Ukraine oil+gas company
 
OFF THE RECORD (sorry about the delay, I am flying with the VP and having email issues)

 
Here is a statement for your use from me:

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
From: roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com [mailto:roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:59 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: Hunter Biden / Ukraine oil+gas company 
 
Hi Kendra – I’m not certain we’re going to be writing about this – but if you have a statement about this, would appreciate it.
Jay referred q on whether it is a conflict to your office in the briefing.
 
Thanks / Roberta
 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
Roberta Rampton
White House Correspondent
Reuters
Phone: 202 898 8392
Mobile: 202 329 3769
roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com

Twitter: @robertarampton

RSS feed: http://blogs.reuters.com/roberta-rampton/feed/
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 8:50:25 AM
To: "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>
Subject: Fw: Kendra: Bloomberg Newsroom got this press release concerning
Attachments:biden for Kendra.docx

Hearing from others
 
----- Original Message -----
From: Roger Runningen (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:) [mailto:rrunningen@bloomberg.net]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:43 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Kendra:  Bloomberg Newsroom got this press release concerning
 
Kendra:  Bloomberg Newsroom got this press release concerning  
R. Hunter Biden.                                               
      We're not sure it's legitimate. For one thing, the Web   
site can't be accessed.                                        
      Can you advise whether this is real or fake?             
                                                               
  (We haven't run anything so far)   Thanks a bunch, Roger     
Runningen Bloomberg News/White House
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From: Baker, Sarah <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 9:35:16 AM
To: "Kaye, Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kaye, Melanie" </cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>
Subject: RE: fyi
Attachments: image001.png

Hm
 
From: Kaye, Melanie 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:34 AM
To: Nix, Sheila; Bernal, Anthony R.; Baker, Sarah
Subject: fyi
 Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company

         The Moscow Times
·         May. 13 2014 18:49
·         Last edited 18:49

Joe Hunter / TwitterJoe Hunter (R) standing alongside his father, U.S. Vice President Joe Biden (L) and Republican lawmaker John
McCain (C).

The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's largest private
gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.

In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors and head
the company's legal unit.

"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate governance
and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,"
Hunter Biden said in the statement.

Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday. The company also has
assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.

Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine by 35-40
percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late April.

Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has pledged
to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
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From: Ford, Sarah (Intern) <sarah_l_ford_intern@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/17/2014 4:24:39 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hart, Liz" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh"

<shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Pietranton, Kelsey"
<kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay" <vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schrum, Michael"
<evan_m_schrum@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; "O'Brien, Sean" <w.93f>; "Schrum, Evan" <schrum_ea9f>; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <l.c25>;
"Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>; "Hart, Elizabeth A." <a.ffe>; "Reddy, Vinay" <c.ad8>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>

Subject: Afternoon Press Clips- October 17, 2014
Attachments: VPOTUS PM PRESS- 10.17.14.docx

VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS
Friday, October 17, 2014

Huffington Post
Joe BIDEN, Mariska Hargitay Team Up To Help Domestic Abuse Victims
By: Robbie Couch / October 17, 2014
On Sunday, Americans' love for television binge-watching will end up helping fight domestic abuse -- at least, that's what Vice
President Joe BIDEN and actress Mariska Hargitay are hoping for.
 
Northlands News Center
Vice President Joe BIDEN to attend Domestic Violence event in Duluth
By: Kevin Jacobsen / October 17, 2014
Duluth, MN (NNCNOW.com) - Vice President Joe BIDEN has added an extra stop to visit to the Northland next Thursday.
 
Associated Press
VP BIDEN Coming To Minnesota Next Week
October 17, 2014
The White House says Vice President Joe BIDEN is coming to Minnesota next week.
 
Bangor Daily News
Obama, George Mitchell to campaign for Michaud on Oct. 30 in Portland
October 17, 2014
Former President Bill Clinton came to Portland for a rally in early September, Vice President Joe BIDEN surrounded himself with
Democratic politicians when he visited Kittery in early September, and first lady Michelle Obama was at the University of Maine in
Orono two weeks ago to endorse Michaud.
 
Star Tribune
Hillary Clinton coming to Minnesota to rally Democrats
By: Rachel E. Stassen-Berger / October 17, 2014
President Bill Clinton, First lady Michelle Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN, Sen. Elizabeth Warren and other Democratic stars have had
or are making Minnesota travel plans.
 
MPR News
White House details Tuesday's Michelle Obama visit
By: Time Nelson / October 17, 2014
First Lady Michelle Obama is coming to the Twin Cities on Tuesday afternoon to campaign for DFLers ahead of the November elections.
 
Associated Press
Former BIDEN Chief Of Staff Appointed Ebola Czar
October 17, 2014
President Barack Obama is naming Ron Klain, a former chief of staff to Vice President Joe BIDEN and a trusted adviser at the Obama
White House, as the point man on the U.S. government’s response to the Ebola crisis.
 
Patch
Vice President Joe BIDEN Stumps for Aimee Belgard at Fundraiser in Burlington County
By: Anthony Bellano / October 17, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Burlington County on Thursday to stump for Aimee Belgard at a private fundraiser, the Burlington
County Times reports.
 
Huffington Post
Hunter BIDEN's Cocaine Use and Vice President BIDEN's Evolving Perspective on the Drug War
By: Tony Newman / October 17, 2014
The Vice President's son, Hunter BIDEN is making worldwide news after the Wall Street Journal reported that he was discharged from the
Navy in February after testing positive for cocaine use.
 
AlterNet
4 Ways Drug Use in the BIDEN Family Reflects an Evolving Perspective on the Drug War
By: Tony Newman / October 17, 2014
The Vice President’s son, Hunter BIDEN is making worldwide news after the Wall Street Journal reported that he was discharged from the
Navy in February after testing positive for cocaine use.
 
The Associated Press
BIDEN's son faces no bar review after discharge
By: Stephen Braun / October 17, 2014
Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, faces no automatic review of his law license in Connecticut following his
discharge from the U.S. Navy Reserve after testing positive for cocaine use, Connecticut legal authorities said Friday.
 
The Christian Science Monitor
BIDEN son booted from Navy. What's the backstory?
By: Peter Grier / October 17, 2014
Joe BIDEN’s son Hunter has been kicked out of the Navy for drug use, according to a report in The Wall Street Journal. Cocaine was the
controlled substance in question: The younger BIDEN tested positive for the drug last year and was subsequently discharged from the
Navy Reserve, where he served as an ensign in a public affairs unit based in Norfolk, Va.
 
McLatchy
Navy’s discharge of BIDEN’s son sheds light on military discipline
By: Michael Doyle / October 17, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN’s son Hunter forfeited certain veterans benefits as well as some privacy and pride when he was booted from
the Navy, reportedly after testing positive for cocaine.
 
USA Today
BIDEN's son fails drug test, is discharged from Navy
By: William H. McMichael and Jonathan Starkey / October 17, 2014
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The younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN failed a drug test for cocaine, a month after his commissioning last year into the Navy
Reserve and was discharged.
 
Associated Press
Joe BIDEN's son expelled from Navy after failed drug test
October 17, 2014
Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been expelled from the military after testing positive for cocaine,
two people familiar with the matter say.
 
CNN
Who is Hunter BIDEN?
By: Justin Peligri / October 17, 2014
Hunter BIDEN, Vice President Joe BIDEN's son, was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after failing a drug test, The Wall
Street Journal reported Thursday night.
 
Huffington Post
Joe BIDEN, Mariska Hargitay Team Up To Help Domestic Abuse Victims
By: Robbie Couch / October 17, 2014
 
On Sunday, Americans' love for television binge-watching will end up helping fight domestic abuse -- at least, that's what Vice
President Joe BIDEN and actress Mariska Hargitay are hoping for.
 
BIDEN will appear alongside Hargitay in a PSA addressing domestic violence scheduled to air during a "Law and Order: Special Victims
Unit" marathon on USA Network, The Washington Post reported. Maile Zambuto, who is the chief executive of Hargitay’s foundation for
survivors of sexual assault, domestic violence and child abuse, Joyful Heart, told the outlet that episodes set to air during the
marathon will focus on different aspects of the issue, including "teen dating violence, campus sexual assault, male sexual abuse [and]
the cycle of violence.”
 
The duo, who are supporting the No More campaign, aim to provide victims and their loved ones with the resources to access help.
 
In one of three spots that will air on Sunday, BIDEN and Margitay point out the difference between how domestic violence is treated
on-screen and off.
 
"On Law and Order: SVU, witnesses frequently come forward to help detectives track down offenders," Hargitay said in the PSA.
 
"But in real life, too often, people look the other way," BIDEN continued, noting that "domestic violence is never the victim's
fault."
 
About 1 in 4 women and 1 in 7 men have been the victim of severe physical violence by an intimate partner in the U.S., according to a
2010 survey by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
 
BIDEN, who spearheaded the Violence Against Women Act as a senator in 1994, teamed up with Hargitay last year at a news conference in
Maryland. The event addressed the need to reduce domestic violence deaths in the U.S. Each year, 1,300 people die from intimate
partner victimizations, according to the CDC.
 
Northlands News Center
Vice President Joe BIDEN to attend Domestic Violence event in Duluth
By: Kevin Jacobsen / October 17, 2014
 
Duluth, MN (NNCNOW.com) - Vice President Joe BIDEN has added an extra stop to visit to the Northland next Thursday.
 
Aside from stumping for Representative Rick Nolan in Hibbing, the White House says the VP will make a stop in Duluth.
 
While details are limited, officials say BIDEN will be in the city for an event focusing on Domestic Violence.
 
Associated Press
VP BIDEN Coming To Minnesota Next Week
October 17, 2014
 
DULUTH, Minn. (AP) — The White House says Vice President Joe BIDEN is coming to Minnesota next week.
 
BIDEN will appear at an event on domestic violence in Duluth on Thursday. More details will be released later.
 
Minnesota also gets a visit from first lady Michelle Obama next week as the campaigns enter the home stretch.
 
The Minnesota DFL Party says Mrs. Obama will campaign for Democratic Gov. Mark Dayton and Sen. Al Franken at a get-out-the-vote rally
Tuesday at Patrick Henry High School in north Minneapolis.
 
Bangor Daily News
Obama, George Mitchell to campaign for Michaud on Oct. 30 in Portland
October 17, 2014
 
PORTLAND, Maine — President Barack Obama will come to Maine on Oct. 30 to campaign for Democrat Mike Michaud, who is locked in a tight
race for governor.
 
The Michaud campaign announced late Friday afternoon that Obama will stump for Michaud during a rally at the Portland Exposition
Building. The campaign did not announce the time or other details about the event.
 
Former U.S. Sen. George Mitchell also will appear at the rally, according to a release from the campaign.
 
The president, who is known for using his fundraising prowess across the country, is the latest member of Democratic royalty to come
to Maine to support Michaud, who is giving up his congressional seat to run for governor. Former President Bill Clinton came to
Portland for a rally in early September, Vice President Joe BIDEN surrounded himself with Democratic politicians when he visited
Kittery in early September, and first lady Michelle Obama was at the University of Maine in Orono two weeks ago to endorse Michaud.
 
Among the Democrats’ top two couples, that leaves only former first lady and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, who is a leading
hopeful to run for president, absent from rallies for Michaud. Reinholt said there are no plans for Hillary Clinton to come to Maine.
 
Although recent polling shows the Democratic president’s popularity sagging in Maine, Obama handily won Maine’s popular vote and four
Electoral College votes in 2008 and 2012.
 
A spate of polls in the past 10 days shows Michaud locked in a close race with Republican Gov. Paul LePage, with independent Eliot
Cutler trailing the two major-party candidates by a wide margin.
 
The three candidates will debate at 7 p.m. Monday in a televised event co-sponsored by the BDN and CBS 13.
 
Star Tribune
Hillary Clinton coming to Minnesota to rally Democrats
By: Rachel E. Stassen-Berger / October 17, 2014
 
Former U.S. Sen. and former and possible future presidential candidate Hillary Clinton will be in Minnesota on Oct. 23 to support Gov.
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Mark Dayton's re-election bid.
 
Clinton will rally Democrats at a dinner and reception at St. Paul's RiverCentre.
 
Clinton is one of a long line of Democrats visiting the state to lend help to the Minnesota's Democratic incumbents.
 
President Bill Clinton, First lady Michelle Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN, Sen. Elizabeth Warren and other Democratic stars have had
or are making Minnesota travel plans.
 
Tickets for the Hillary Clinton event start at $150 and go up to $2,500.
 
MPR News
White House details Tuesday's Michelle Obama visit
By: Time Nelson / October 17, 2014
 
First Lady Michelle Obama is coming to the Twin Cities on Tuesday afternoon to campaign for DFLers ahead of the November elections.
 
She'll stand with U.S. Sen. Al Franken and Gov. Mark Dayton at a 2 p.m. rally in Minneapolis at Patrick Henry High School. The event
is free and open to the public, although tickets will be required.
 
The DFL is telling people interested in attending to RSVP through the party website.
 
Obama's visit is the latest in a series of high profile political appearances. New Jersey governor and possible GOP presidential
contender Chris Christie was in Minnesota on Monday stumping for Republican gubernatorial contender Jeff Johnson and GOP senate
candidate Mike McFadden.
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to campaign for DFL Congressman Rick Nolan in northern Minnesota, possibly on Thursday, although
details on that visit haven't been announced.
 
Associated Press
Former BIDEN Chief Of Staff Appointed Ebola Czar
October 17, 2014
 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Barack Obama is naming Ron Klain, a former chief of staff to Vice President Joe BIDEN and a trusted
adviser at the Obama White House, as the point man on the U.S. government’s response to the Ebola crisis.
 
Obama has been under pressure to name an Ebola “czar” to oversee health security in the U.S. and actions to help stem the outbreak in
West Africa.
 
Klain has been out of government since leaving BIDEN’s office during the Obama’s first term. The White House said that Klain would
report to national security adviser Susan Rice and to homeland security and counterterrorism adviser Lisa Monaco.
 
Klain, a lawyer, also served as chief of staff for Vice President Al Gore. He previously served under Attorney General Janet Reno in
the Clinton administration.
 
In Dallas, the epicenter of Ebola in the U.S., officials took a tougher approach toward monitoring dozens of health care workers who
were exposed to the virus while treating an infected patient who later died. The health care workers were asked to sign legally
binding documents agreeing not to go to public places or use public transportation.
 
Those who break the agreement could face undisclosed sanctions.
The move came after two nurses who had treated Thomas Eric Duncan at Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital were diagnosed with Ebola and
the disclosure that one of them had flown roundtrip between the Dallas area and Cleveland before her diagnosis.
 
Self-monitoring was extended Thursday to people who took the same outbound flight as nurse Amber Vinson; it had been imposed earlier
for passengers on the return trip. Another group being contacted: shoppers at the Akron bridal shop Vinson visited that Saturday.
 
Both nurses have been transferred from the Texas hospital where they treated Duncan and became infected. Nina Pham was transferred on
Thursday to the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland, and Vinson on Wednesday to Emory University Hospital in Atlanta.
The two facilities are among four in the United States that have specialized isolation units.
 
A video released by Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital showed Pham in her hospital isolation ward before her transfer, speaking to her
physician, Dr. Gary Weinstein. At one point Pham begins crying, and Weinstein, dressed in full personal protection gear hands her a
tissue. “I love you guys,” she says. “We love you, Nina,” responds Weinstein.
 
The two nurses have been the only cases of transmission in the U.S. Duncan was exposed to the virus in Liberia and was diagnosed after
traveling to Texas.
 
Government officials said early Friday that a Dallas health care worker who handled a lab specimen from Duncan is on a Caribbean
cruise ship where she has self-quarantined and is being monitored for any signs of infection. State Department spokeswoman Jen Psaki
said in a statement that the woman had shown no signs of the disease.
 
The government is working to return the woman and her husband to the U.S. before the ship completes its cruise. When the woman left
the U.S. on the cruise health officials were requiring only self-monitoring, Psaki said.
The magnitude of the Ebola outbreak continues to grow in Africa; the World Health Organization forecast the death toll would surpass
4,500 by the end of the week.
 
In Geneva, the U.N. high commissioner for human rights, Zeid Raad al-Hussein, paired the Ebola outbreak and the Islamic State group as
“twin plagues” that will cost the world many billions of dollars to overcome, and the United Nations made an urgent appeal for more
money to fight the disease.
 
Canceling a campaign fundraising trip for the second straight day, Obama met into the evening with top aides and health officials. The
White House said Obama also placed calls to Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper and Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Lofven to discuss
the need for an international response to the outbreak in West Africa.
 
Obama authorized a call-up of reserve and National Guard troops in case they are needed. His executive order would allow more forces
than the up-to-4,000 already planned to be sent to West Africa, and allow for longer periods of time. Speaking to reporters at the
White House, Obama said several people leading the government’s Ebola response also have other priorities.
 
“It may make sense for us to have one person … so that after this initial surge of activity we can have a more regular process just to
make sure we are crossing all the T’s and dotting all the I’s,” he said.
 
He said he had no “philosophical objection” to imposing a travel ban on West Africa if it would keep Americans safe but had been told
by health and security experts that it would be less effective than measures already in place.
 
Earlier in the day, during a contentious congressional hearing, Republican after Republican demanded that Obama impose a travel ban.
When federal health officials stressed the importance of stopping the outbreak at its source, Rep. Fred Upton, R-Mich., responded,
“You’re right, it needs to be solved in Africa. But until it is, we should not be allowing these folks in, period.”
 
“People’s lives are at stake, and the response so far has been unacceptable,” declared Upton, chairman of the Energy and Commerce
Committee. A handful of congressional Democrats also have endorsed the travel ban that’s mainly been pushed by Republicans.
 
About 100 to 150 people fly into the U.S. each day from Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea, the three nations hit hardest by Ebola.
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Rep. Tim Murphy, R-Pa., said the “American public loses confidence each day” — a result of the failure to protect the two nurses and
other mistakes.
Dr. Tom Frieden, director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, told lawmakers that the investigation into how the nurses
became infected with Ebola was ongoing.
 
Even as he urged calm, he said the nation’s hospitals must watch for people who might have been infected in West Africa. He said the
CDC has fielded more than 300 calls from concerned doctors and public health officials, with no new Ebola cases uncovered.
 
Patch
Vice President Joe BIDEN Stumps for Aimee Belgard at Fundraiser in Burlington County
By: Anthony Bellano / October 17, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Burlington County on Thursday to stump for Aimee Belgard at a private fundraiser, the Burlington
County Times reports.
 
Belgard, a Democrat, is running against Republican Tom MacArthur in the race for the Third Congressional District seat being vacated
by Jon Runyan. The district covers parts of Burlington and Ocean counties.
 
Belgard called BIDEN an inspiration and praised his commitment to working class families, according to the report.
 
BIDEN appeared in Burlington County one day after MacArthur spoke to the Moorestown Business Association (MBA). Belgard spoke to the
MBA last month.
 
The two also debated at Moorestown High School earlier this month.
 
According to a Monmouth University poll released this week, MacArthur leads Belgard by 10 points among likely voters. About 51 percent
of likely voters said they will vote for MacArthur, compared to 41 percent for Belgard.
 
Huffington Post
Hunter BIDEN's Cocaine Use and Vice President BIDEN's Evolving Perspective on the Drug War
By: Tony Newman / October 17, 2014
 
The Vice President's son, Hunter BIDEN is making worldwide news after the Wall Street Journal reported that he was discharged from the
Navy in February after testing positive for cocaine use.
 
I have spent the last 15 years working at the Drug Policy Alliance trying to end our country's insane war on drugs. Here are some of
my reflections on the BIDEN family.
 
Drug use touches most families.
 
Hunter BIDEN, Noelle Bush, Al Gore III and Chiara de Blasio remind us that both drug use and abuse touch most families, including
those running our country. Despite a $40 billion a year "war on drugs" and political speeches about a "drug-free society," our society
is swimming in drugs. Virtually all of us take drugs every single day. Caffeine, sugar, alcohol, marijuana, Prozac, cocaine, Ritalin,
opiates and nicotine are just some of the substances that Americans use on a regular basis.
 
Drug abuse does not discriminate, but our drug policies do.
 
While drug abuse doesn't discriminate, it is clear that our drug policies do. Despite similar rates of drug use and drug sales across
races, African Americans are 13 times more likely to go to prison for drugs. I don't think Vice President BIDEN's son should be in
jail for his cocaine use but neither should so many others who are currently behind bars for drug use or possession.
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN's Role in Expanding Drug War
 
As a Senator in the late 1980s, Mr. BIDEN was a cheerleader for the drug war. He played a major role in creating the Drug Czar's
office and in enacting the draconian mandatory minimum sentences that have filled our prisons with nonviolent drug law offenders. To
the Vice President's credit, he has "evolved" a bit on the issue. In recent years, Mr. BIDEN has championed a number of progressive
drug policy reforms -- like introducing legislation to completely eliminate the 100-to-1 crack/powder cocaine sentencing disparity and
rolling back the mandatory minimums he favored in the late 1980s. The crack/powder disparity wasn't completely eliminated, but was
reformed under President Obama.
 
How Will the BIDEN Family Move Forward on This Issue?
 
Optimistically, I would like to envision Mr. BIDEN, realizing that drug use is so widespread that it even touches his son, would
become more sympathetic to other people who use drugs. There are hundreds of thousands of people behind bars serving long prison
sentences on drug charges. The realization that other people's kids are living behind bars for doing the same thing that his son did
could be a transformative experience. Perhaps Hunter's experience will strengthen his resolve.
 
Vice President BIDEN and his son's response should be to join the millions of people who are challenging the ignorance and
irrationality of locking up hundreds of thousands of our fellow citizens because of a nonviolent drug offense. If Hunter and Joe BIDEN
can use this experience to become involved in changing our inhumane polices, then the BIDEN family and our country will be better for
it.
 
AlterNet
4 Ways Drug Use in the BIDEN Family Reflects an Evolving Perspective on the Drug War
By: Tony Newman / October 17, 2014
 
The Vice President’s son, Hunter BIDEN is making worldwide news after the Wall Street Journal reported that he was discharged from the
Navy in February after testing positive for cocaine use.
 
I have spent the last 15 years working at the Drug Policy Alliance trying to end our country’s insane war on drugs. Here are some of
my reflections on the BIDEN family.
 
Drug use touches most families.
 
Hunter BIDEN, Noelle Bush, Al Gore III and Chiara de Blasio remind us that both drug use and abuse touch most families, including
those running our country. Despite a $40 billion a year "war on drugs" and political speeches about a "drug-free society," our society
is swimming in drugs. Virtually all of us take drugs every single day. Caffeine, sugar, alcohol, marijuana, Prozac, cocaine, Ritalin,
opiates and nicotine are just some of the substances that Americans use on a regular basis.
 
Drug abuse does not discriminate, but our drug policies do.
 
While drug abuse doesn’t discriminate, it is clear that our drug policies do. Despite similar rates of drug use and drug sales across
races, African Americans are 13 times more likely to go to prison for drugs. I don’t think Vice President BIDEN’s son should be in
jail for his cocaine use but neither should so many others who are currently behind bars for drug use or possession.
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN’s role in expanding drug war.
As a Senator in the late 1980s, Mr. BIDEN was a cheerleader for the drug war. He played a major role in creating the Drug Czar’s
office and in enacting the draconian mandatory minimum sentences that have filled our prisons with nonviolent drug law offenders. To
the Vice President’s credit, he has “evolved” a bit on the issue. In recent years, Mr. BIDEN has championed a number of progressive
drug policy reforms -- like introducing legislation to completely eliminate the 100-to-1 crack/powder cocaine sentencing disparity and
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rolling back the mandatory minimums he favored in the late 1980s. The crack/ powder disparity wasn’t completed eliminated, but was
reformed under President Obama.
 
How will the BIDEN family move forward on this issue?
 
Optimistically, I would like to envision Mr. BIDEN, realizing that drug use is so wide spread that it even touches his son, would
become more sympathetic to other people who use drugs. There are hundreds of thousands people behind bars serving long prison
sentences on drug charges. The realization that other people’s kids are living behind bars for doing the same thing that his son did
could be a transformative experience. Perhaps Hunter’s experience will strengthen his resolve.
 
Vice President BIDEN and his son’s response should be to join the millions of people who are challenging the ignorance and
irrationality of locking up hundreds of thousands of our fellow citizens because of a nonviolent drug offense.  If Hunter and Joe
BIDEN can use this experience to become involved in changing our inhumane polices, then the BIDEN family and our country will be
better for it.
 
The Associated Press
BIDEN's son faces no bar review after discharge
By: Stephen Braun / October 17, 2014
 
Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, faces no automatic review of his law license in Connecticut following his
discharge from the U.S. Navy Reserve after testing positive for cocaine use, Connecticut legal authorities said Friday.
 
Hunter BIDEN works in Washington as a private equity executive and board director of an international energy firm, but he is admitted
to practice law in Connecticut, where attorneys' privileges can be examined under a disciplinary review system. Legal clients, state
lawyers, judges and any citizen can file grievances, but as of Friday, none had been filed, authorities said.
 
Lawyers in Connecticut face automatic review of their bar admission only when they have been convicted of a crime, said Michael P.
Bowler, Connecticut's Statewide Bar Counselor, who heads a team of lawyers that investigate attorney grievances. Criminal convictions
have to be reviewed by a statewide grievance committee, as do other complaints, which can range from drug and alcohol abuse to
inadequate legal representation.
 
"At this point, I'm not aware that Mr. BIDEN has been arrested for anything, and certainly not convicted," Bowler said. The Navy's
brief confirmation of BIDEN's discharge did not cite any arrest or charges. Two people familiar with the matter told The Associated
Press he was kicked out after testing positive for cocaine, confirming what was first reported by The Wall Street Journal.
 
Bowler added that BIDEN had told state authorities in 2007 that he was also admitted to the bar in Washington, D.C. Current District
of Columbia bar records do not show BIDEN as member.
 
The Navy said Thursday that BIDEN was discharged in February from a part-time position as a public affairs officer in the Navy Reserve
but did not provide a reason. BIDEN released a statement through his attorney saying, "I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my
actions led to my administrative discharge."
 
BIDEN, 44, a former Washington lobbyist, is a managing partner at the Rosemont Seneca Partners investment firm and a director at
Burisma Holdings, a Ukraine-based energy company. A Washington lobbyist for Burisma, David Leiter, did not respond to requests for
comment from The Associated Press.
 
Mark Dubois, the president of the Connecticut Bar Association, said that state bar and ethics officials are sensitive to news accounts
involving misbehavior of lawyers admitted to practice in the state, but he said, "They have to be judicious about starting the
process."
 
Dubois, who formerly investigated and prosecuted ethical misconduct as Connecticut Disciplinary Counsel, said authorities have
initiated cases in the past involving drug and alcohol abuse by attorneys, but "only when it's a fairly extensive record of abuse."
 
The Christian Science Monitor
BIDEN son booted from Navy. What's the backstory?
By: Peter Grier / October 17, 2014
 
WASHINGTON — Joe BIDEN’s son Hunter has been kicked out of the Navy for drug use, according to a report in The Wall Street Journal.
Cocaine was the controlled substance in question: The younger BIDEN tested positive for the drug last year and was subsequently
discharged from the Navy Reserve, where he served as an ensign in a public affairs unit based in Norfolk, Va.
 
Thus ends an unusual, or at least unusually timed, military career. A lawyer by training who has worked as a lobbyist and currently
serves as a managing partner at an investment firm, Hunter BIDEN began the process of joining the military in 2012, when he was 42.
Most reservists sign up when they’re younger and still building families and careers.
 
In 2013, Mr. BIDEN was commissioned an ensign through the Direct Commission Officer Program, which each year selects a small number of
applicants with civilian skills applicable to military needs. He received a waiver for his age and a second waiver for a drug-related
incident in his youth, according to multiple news reports.
 
Recommended: How much do you know about marijuana? Take the quiz
In June of last year, BIDEN failed a urinalysis after reporting to his Norfolk unit. He was formally discharged this past February,
according to The Wall Street Journal.
 
“It was the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my
administrative discharge,” he said in a statement.
 
A few BIDEN family biographical notes might be apropos here. The first is that Hunter’s older brother, Beau, has had a successful
military reservist career. It’s entirely possible Hunter was hoping to follow in his bro’s footsteps.
 
Beau BIDEN, also a lawyer, joined the Delaware Army National Guard in 2003 as a member of the Judge Advocate General's Corps. He was
subsequently promoted to major and served a tour of duty in Iraq in 2008-2009.
 
Currently, Beau BIDEN is Delaware’s attorney general. He was elected to that post in 2006. In 2008, there was talk in the state that
he would run for his dad’s old Senate seat, but the BIDEN son declined to pursue the position.
 
Second, VP Joe BIDEN does not have a soft-on-drugs reputation. If anything, he is seen in the White House as someone arguing against
wider legalization of marijuana.
 
“The former Delaware senator has a harsh record when it comes to the drug war,” wrote Nick Wing of The Huffington Post in 2012.
 
Third, for those of a certain age in Washington, the BIDEN boys, both of them, are remembered for the tragedy of their early years.
 
On Dec. 18, 1972, Joe BIDEN’s first wife, Neilia, and his year-old daughter Naomi were killed in an auto accident in exurban
Wilmington, Del., after Christmas shopping. Beau and Hunter were in the car but survived with injuries. Joe BIDEN had just won
election to the Senate the preceding month.
 
He considered resigning but did not. Both boys were able to attend his swearing-in. Mr. BIDEN commuted home from Washington each night
on the train to be with Beau and Hunter, a practice he continued throughout his Senate career.
 
McLatchy
Navy’s discharge of BIDEN’s son sheds light on military discipline
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By: Michael Doyle / October 17, 2014
 
WASHINGTON — Vice President Joe BIDEN’s son Hunter forfeited certain veterans benefits as well as some privacy and pride when he was
booted from the Navy, reportedly after testing positive for cocaine.
 
Other servicemembers have fared arguably worse for similar offenses, including sailors sentenced to jail time after testing positive.
But BIDEN’s newly revealed Navy separation, while higher profile than most, also appears to be within the general range of expected
outcomes given the alleged offense.
 
“It’s not uncommon,” attorney Philip D. Cave, a military law specialist who represents many servicemembers, but who was not involved
in BIDEN’s case, said in an interview Friday. “I don’t see anything unusual.”
 
William Cassara, another experienced military law practitioner, agreed Friday that “in the Navy, administrative discharge is the norm,
although I did have a petty officer court-martialed for a one-time positive urinalysis for cocaine several years ago.”
 
That sailor, whose initials are J.W.R., was sentenced to 90 days in the brig, a reduction in rank and forfeiture of three months pay
after a court-martial panel convicted him on one count of wrongful use of a controlled substance. At the time, the enlisted man had
nearly 19 years of active-duty service in the Navy.
 
In April 2013, the U.S. Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals reversed the conviction.
 
BIDEN’s administrative discharge, first reported by the Wall Street Journal, came after the vice president’s son reported for duty to
Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va. Now 44, BIDEN had enlisted in the Navy Reserves in 2012.
 
“It was the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my
administrative discharge,” BIDEN said in a prepared statement provided to the media.
 
Vice President BIDEN’s office on Friday declined to comment, and the Navy has declined to offer further details about Hunter BIDEN’s
discharge.
 
Cave noted that considerable leeway is left up to commanding officers to resolve individual fates following what amounts to a routine
drug offense. Different branches can also take different approaches. The Reserves, for instance, tend to “handle things a little
easier,” Cave said, while the Air Force has a reputation in some circles for taking drug suspects to court martial.
 
A key question, whose answer is still not publicly known, is exactly what type of administrative discharge BIDEN received. An
administrative discharge might be classified as either “general” or as “other than honorable.”
 
“An otherwise good sailor would be more likely to get a general discharge,” Cave said. “It’s fairly quick to do.”
 
An other-than-honorable discharge, by contrast, could take longer as it could be contested before a three-member administrative board.
 
Besides the taint, the other-than-honorable discharge carries several additional disadvantages compared to a general discharge. A
veteran with a general discharge, for instance, is still eligible for civil service hiring preference ; the veteran with an other-
than-honorable discharge is not. Both kinds of discharge render the veteran ineligible for GI Bill and VA housing benefits.
 
When the Navy pursues a court martial related to drug charges, records show, the allegations typically go beyond simple use.
 
In Everett, Wash., for instance, an Aviation Electronics Technician Airman was sentenced to eight months and a bad conduct discharge
last February after pleading guilty to possession and intent to distribute, in addition to use of cocaine. The next month, at the
Washington Navy Yard, an Electronics Technician 1st Class was sentenced to 45 days and a bad conduct discharge after pleading guilty
to false statements and wrongful use of a controlled substance.
 
USA Today
BIDEN's son fails drug test, is discharged from Navy
By: William H. McMichael and Jonathan Starkey / October 17, 2014
 
The younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN failed a drug test for cocaine, a month after his commissioning last year into the Navy
Reserve and was discharged.
 
Hunter BIDEN, an ensign, had been selected for commission as a reserve officer through the Direct Commission Officer program in 2012,
according to Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman. He was commissioned into the Navy Reserve unit for Navy Public Affairs Support
Element East in Norfolk, Va. BIDEN, who had no prior military experience, was one of six officers commissioned nationally into the
Navy Reserve public affairs division.
 
"It was the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my
administrative discharge," BIDEN said in statement issued through his lawyer. "I respect the Navy's decision. With the love and
support of my family, I'm moving forward."
 
The incident was first reported late Thursday in The Wall Street Journal. Citing "people familiar with the matter," it reported that
BIDEN was given a drug test in June 2013 that tested positive for cocaine.
 
BIDEN, 44, was discharged from the Navy Reserve in February. He has worked as a lawyer, lobbyist and managing partner at the
investment firm Rosemont Seneca Partners in Washington. He was hired in May to join the board of Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's largest
private oil and gas producer, and be in charge of its legal department.
 
A spokeswoman for the vice president declined to comment.
 
The term "administrative discharge" can cover several types of military discharges from honorable to general to other-than-honorable
conditions. Perry would provide no other details.
 
"Like other junior officers, the details of Ensign BIDEN's discharge are not releasable under the Privacy Act," he said.
 
Asked whether BIDEN's commissioning had anything to do with his father's high position in the government, Perry said, "No, it didn't.
 
"All candidates were considered based on the merits of their application, and Mr. BIDEN met the qualifications for commission," Perry
said.
 
BIDEN also is the brother of Delaware Attorney General Beau BIDEN.
 
Applicants to the direct commissioning program for the Public Affairs Reserve must hold a baccalaureate degree or higher from an
accredited institution, preferably in the fields of communication, English, journalism, broadcasting, public relations,
rhetoric/speech, marketing, international studies or public administration. Applicants may not have passed their 42nd birthday at time
of commissioning or an age waiver is required. The board meets twice annually and, on average, about 35 people apply, Ryan said.
 
Hunter BIDEN sought and received a waiver to join the service because of his age.
 
Hunter BIDEN received a second waiver because of a "drug-related incident when he was a young man," The Wall Street Journal reported.
The report added that such waivers are not uncommon.
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN joked in January 2013 about his younger son's decision to join the military late in life during a speech at
the American Legion's Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball, which honors Medal of Honor recipients.
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"We have a lot of bad judgment in my family. "My son, who is over 40, just joined the United States Navy. He's about to be sworn in as
an officer," Joe BIDEN said.
 
But Hunter BIDEN joining the military was a source of pride for the BIDENs, and military service runs in the family.
 
Beau BIDEN is a major in the Delaware Army National Guard and served in Iraq from October 2008 to September 2009.
 
Jill BIDEN talked about Hunter BIDEN joining the Navy during a November 2012 event with Navy Secretary Ray Mabus.
 
"I'm looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United States Navy," Jill BIDEN
said at the time, according to a Navy transcript. "He follows in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who have also served in the
Navy."
 
Associated Press
Joe BIDEN's son expelled from Navy after failed drug test
October 17, 2014
 
Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been expelled from the military after testing positive for cocaine,
two people familiar with the matter say.
 
The Navy said that BIDEN, a former lobbyist who works at a private equity firm, was discharged in February -- barely a year after he
was selected for the part-time position as a public affairs officer in the Navy Reserve. Citing privacy laws, the Navy did not give a
reason for the discharge, which was not disclosed until it emerged in the media on Thursday.
 
In a statement released by his attorney, BIDEN said he respected the Navy's decision and was moving forward with his family's love and
support. He did not give a reason for his discharge.
 
"It was the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy," BIDEN said. "I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my
administrative discharge."
 
The vice president's office declined to comment. Hunter BIDEN's attorney didn't respond to inquiries about whether BIDEN had used
cocaine.
 
Two people familiar with the situation said BIDEN, 44, was discharged because he failed a drug test last year. They weren't authorized
to discuss the incident by name and requested anonymity. The Wall Street Journal first reported BIDEN's discharge and failed drug
test.
 
An attorney by training, BIDEN applied to join the Navy Reserve as a public affairs officer and was selected in 2012 -- one of seven
candidates recommended for a direct commission for public affairs. A board of senior Navy officers interviewed BIDEN before making the
recommendation.
 
Because he was 42 at the time, he needed a special waiver to be accepted. Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a spokesman for the Navy, said BIDEN had
been assigned to the Navy Public Affairs Support Element East, based in Norfolk, Virginia.
 
The terms of BIDEN's separation from the Navy were unclear. Typically, military members discharged for failing drug tests don't
receive an honorable discharge.
 
The vice president speaks about his children frequently during public appearances. In December, Hunter BIDEN and one of his daughters
accompanied the elder BIDEN on a trip to Asia, where the vice president praised his son's work around the world as the chairman of the
World Food Program USA.
 
"I'm so incredibly proud of him," Vice President BIDEN said.
 
Earlier this year, Hunter BIDEN raised eyebrows when he joined the board of a private Ukrainian gas company, just as his father and
the Obama administration were working to wean Ukraine off Russian energy. At the time, the vice president's office brushed aside
questions about the arrangement by saying that the younger BIDEN was a "private citizen."
 
BIDEN, a managing partner at investment firm Rosemont Seneca Partners, has three children. His older brother, Beau BIDEN, is
Delaware's attorney general and an Army National Guard member who served a yearlong deployment in Iraq.
 
Connecticut legal authorities say the Hunter BIDEN does not face automatic review of his state law license following his discharge
from the Navy Reserve. He works in Washington as a private equity executive and board director of an international energy firm. But he
is admitted to practice law in Connecticut, where attorneys' privileges can be examined under a disciplinary review system.
 
Legal clients, state lawyers, judges and any citizen can file grievances, but as of Friday, none had been filed.
 
CNN
Who is Hunter BIDEN?
By: Justin Peligri / October 17, 2014
 
Washington (CNN) -- Hunter BIDEN, Vice President Joe BIDEN's son, was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after failing a drug
test, The Wall Street Journal reported Thursday night.
 
BIDEN, who got the boot after testing positive for cocaine, served part time in the reserves in Norfolk, Va. while also working as a
partner at an investment firm.
 
Who is Hunter BIDEN?
 
Hunter graduated from Georgetown University and earned a law degree from Yale. After graduation he was a member of the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps Northwest.
 
He's lesser known than his older brother, Beau BIDEN, now the Delaware attorney general, who served a year-long deployment in Iraq and
has announced plans for a 2016 gubernatorial run in the state.
 
BIDEN's son discharged from Navy after testing positive for cocaine
 
What did he do in the military?
 
Hunter's membership in the American armed forces was brief: He enlisted in the Navy Reserves less than two years ago.
 
In January 2013, the Vice President joked about his son's decision to join the military later in life. "We have a lot of bad judgment
in my family," BIDEN said.
 
The Vice President's office has not yet released a comment about Hunter's discharge. But the announcement might not fare well for the
Second Family, which touts their status as a military family in speeches and public appearances.
 
Best of the vice president's 'BIDENisms' BIDEN regrets saying allies helped ISIS
 
Hunter BIDEN said in a statement that it was "the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed
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that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy's decision. With the love and support of my family, I'm moving
forward."
 
Does he have much experience in politics or Washington?
 
Yes -- both in the public and private sectors.
 
He was appointed by President Bill Clinton to serve as a director in the Department of Commerce handling ecommerce policy issues, a
post he held from 1998 to 2001.
 
From 2001 to 2008, he worked as a lawyer and federal lobbyist at a firm he co-founded. He resigned from this post when his father was
asked by then-Senator Barack Obama, who at the time refused donations from lobbyists, to join his presidential ticket.
 
Along the way, he's enjoyed stints as chairman of PARADIGM, a hedge fund agency. He also held a job as senior vice president at MBNA
Corporation, the world's largest independent credit-card issuer at the time.
In 2006, President George Bush nominated Hunter to serve on the Amtrak board of directors. He served a five-year term after a
unanimous confirmation by the U.S. Senate.
 
What has he been up to recently?
 
In May 2014, Hunter signed on as a lawyer and board member of Burisma Holdings Ltd., a large Ukrainian gas production company.
 
The appointment caused a stir, given that it occurred around the same time that his father and the White House were engaged in
diplomatic missions in the region to wean Ukraine off Russian energy sources. Critics argued that Hunter's work for a country
promoting Ukrainian energy independence was a blatant conflict of interest.
 
But, the Vice President's office brushed off the controversy, insisting that Hunter is a private citizen whose actions don't represent
the views of the government
 
That brings us to the present day. Hunter may no longer be in the Navy, but he still has his hands in public service. He's the board
chairman at World Food Program USA, an organization fighting poverty and hunger, and he serves on the President's Advisory board of
the Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Washington
 
Hunter also has a job at his alma mater as an adjunct professor at Georgetown's School of Foreign Service. He is married and has three
daughters.
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:14:24 PM
To: "Nelson, Colleen McCain" <colleen.nelson@wsj.com>
Subject: RE: question from The Wall Street Journal on Hunter Biden

Here is a statement for your use from me:
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
 
From: Nelson, Colleen McCain [mailto:Colleen.Nelson@wsj.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:29 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: question from The Wall Street Journal on Hunter Biden
 
Hi Kendra –
 
We’re writing something today about Hunter Biden joining the board of directors of Burisma Holdings. Would you be able to answer a
few questions about this?
 
Thanks so much for your help.
 
Best,
 
Colleen
 
Colleen McCain Nelson
The Wall Street Journal
Office: 202.862.9289
Cell: 214.957.0632
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From: Allen, Jessica <jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 10:05:09 AM
To: "DL-WHO-Press" <dl-who-press@dsr.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc" <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Allen, Jessica"

<jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>; "Aniskoff, Paulette" <paulette_l_aniskoff@who.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Beirne Fallon, Katie" <katie_fallon@who.eop.gov>; "Carney, Jay"
<james_f_carney@who.eop.gov>; "Carroll, Brad" <bradley_carroll@who.eop.gov>; "Carson, Crystal"
<crystal_m_carson@who.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Davidson, Josta"
<josta_t_davidson@nsc.eop.gov>; "Edelman, R. David" <ross_d_edelman@ostp.eop.gov>; "Evans, Bess"
<elisabeth_w_evans@ostp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G." <stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Foster, Heather"
<heather_j_foster@who.eop.gov>; "Friedman, Jennifer" <jennifer_b_friedman@who.eop.gov>; "Hankins, Hannah R."
<hannah_r_hankins@who.eop.gov>; "Hart, Elizabeth" <elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Holst, Lindsay" <lindsay_l_holst@who.eop.gov>; "Holzer, Benjamin"
<benjamin_s_holzer@who.eop.gov>; "Hunn, Allison" <allison_d_hunn@who.eop.gov>; "Inouye, Shin" <shin_inouye@who.eop.gov>;
"Jencks, Fae" <fae_m_jencks@ostp.eop.gov>; "Jenkins, Brad" <bradley_l_jenkins@who.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy"
<jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kahan, Alex" <alexandra_l_kahan@nsc.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry"
<sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lawrence, Natasha"
<natasha_s_lawrence@cea.eop.gov>; "Lopez, Rafael" <rafael_j_lopez@ostp.eop.gov>; "MacFarquhar, Rory"
<rory_macfarquhar@who.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Palmieri, Jennifer"
<jennifer_m_palmieri@who.eop.gov>; "Parker, Steve" <steven_l_parker@who.eop.gov>; "Patterson, Nicholas"
<nicholas_j_patterson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Platkin, Alex" <alexandra_r_platkin@who.eop.gov>; "Price, Ryan"
<ryan_l_price@who.eop.gov>; "Rogers, Melissa" <melissa_rogers@who.eop.gov>; "Russo, Bill" <william_m_russo@nsc.eop.gov>;
"Sahgal, Rishi R." <rishi_r._sahgal@who.eop.gov>; "Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Schwartz, Noah"
<noah_l_schwartz@nsc.eop.gov>; "Shoup, Lilly" <lillian_m_shoup@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Velz, Peter"
<peter_t_velz@who.eop.gov>; "Whisenant, Addie" <addie_m_whisenant@who.eop.gov>; "Arguelles, Adam"
<adam_j_arguelles@who.eop.gov>; "Asen, Jonathan" <jonathan_asen@who.eop.gov>; "Backemeyer, Christopher"
<christopher_r_backemeyer@nsc.eop.gov>; "Bartoloni, Kristen" <kristen_a_bartoloni@who.eop.gov>; "Brookie, Graham"
<graham_h_brookie@nsc.eop.gov>; "Brown, Sam" <sam_d_brown@who.eop.gov>; "Canegallo, Kristie A."
<kristie_a_canegallo@who.eop.gov>; "Click, John" <john_s_click@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald" <donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Coates, Kelsey" <kelsey_a_coates@who.eop.gov>; "Cohen, Ilona" <ilona_r_cohen@who.eop.gov>; "Cooper, Eric"
<eric_m_cooper@nsc.eop.gov>; "Costa, Kristina" <kristina_l_costa@who.eop.gov>; "Dean, Laura" <laura_a_dean@who.eop.gov>;
"Debevoise, Lyn" <lyn_debevoise@nsc.eop.gov>; "Dickinson, Tammy" <tamara_l_dickinson@ostp.eop.gov>; "DMCOS"
<dmcos@who.eop.gov>; "Earnest, Joshua R." <joshua_r._earnest@who.eop.gov>; "Fenn, Sarah" <sarah_b._fenn@who.eop.gov>;
"Gianotti, Claire" <claire_gianotti@who.eop.gov>; "Govashiri, Ferial" <ferial_govashiri@nsc.eop.gov>; "Hayden, Caitlin"
<caitlin_m_hayden@nsc.eop.gov>; "Hedger, Stephen" <stephen_c_hedger@who.eop.gov>; "Heinzelman, Kate"
<kate_e_heinzelman@who.eop.gov>; "Jackson, Bartlett" <bartlett_w_jackson@who.eop.gov>; "Jimenez, Luis A."
<luis_a_jimenez@ustr.eop.gov>; "Kaden, David M." <david_m_kaden@nsc.eop.gov>; "Keenan, Cody" <cody_keenan@who.eop.gov>;
"Kim, Andrew" <andrew_kim@nsc.eop.gov>; "Kirchhoff, Christopher" <christopher_m_kirchhoff@who.eop.gov>; "Lee, Jesse C."
<jesse_c._lee@who.eop.gov>; "Lee, Jonathan" <jonathan_l_lee@nsc.eop.gov>; "Leweling, Tara" <tara_a_leweling@nsc.eop.gov>;
"Lubin, Nathaniel" <nathaniel_j_lubin@who.eop.gov>; "Lucas Magnuson, Laura" <laura_d_lucas@nsc.eop.gov>; "Lundeberg,
Greta" <greta_j_lundeberg@nsc.eop.gov>; "McFarlin, Mac" <robert_w_mcfarlin@who.eop.gov>; "McKeon, Brian P."
<brian_p_mckeon@nsc.eop.gov>; "Meehan, Bernadette" <bernadette_m_meehan@nsc.eop.gov>; "Moscoso, Patricia"
<patricia_g_moscoso@who.eop.gov>; "Moussavian, Roxana" <roxana_moussavian@who.eop.gov>; "O'Connor, Kyle"
<koconnor@who.eop.gov>; "Ortiz, Michael" <michael_r_ortiz@nsc.eop.gov>; "Pfeiffer, Dan" <dan_pfeiffer@who.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Quillian, Natalie" <natalie_h_quillian@who.eop.gov>; "Rangarajan,
Taara" <taara_a_rangarajan@nsc.eop.gov>; "Rangel, Antoinette N." <antoinette_n_rangel@who.eop.gov>; "Rhodes, Benjamin J."
<benjamin_j._rhodes@who.eop.gov>; "Robertson, Michael" <michael_j_robertson@who.eop.gov>; "Rosenberger, Laura"
<laura_m_rosenberger@nsc.eop.gov>; "Ruemmler, Kathryn H." <kathryn_h._ruemmler@who.eop.gov>; "Schulman, Loren DeJonge"
<loren_schulman@nsc.eop.gov>; "Sherwood-Randall, Liz" <elizabeth_d._sherwood-randall@nsc.eop.gov>; "Singh, Pavneet"
<pavneet_singh@nsc.eop.gov>; "Szuplat, Terry" <terence_p._szuplat@nsc.eop.gov>; "Wagstaff, Jesica"
<jesica_e_wagstaff@who.eop.gov>; "Wang, Jenny" <ya_w_wang@who.eop.gov>; "West, Thomas" <thomas_w_west@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Withers, Anne" <anne_m_withers@nsc.eop.gov>; "Wozniak, Natalie S." <natalie_s._wozniak@nsc.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Marguerite"
<l.b8f>; "Jimenez, Luis A." <a.1e7>; "Jenkins, Brad" </cn=recipients/cn=bradley_l_jenkins>; "DL-WHO-Press <"
</cn=recipients/cn=dlwhopress21553275>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <j.534>; "Hedger, Stephen" <c.b07>;
brian_d_highsmith@who.eop.gov; "Quillian, Natalie" <h.bc8>; kori_s._schulman@who.eop.gov; "Edelman, David" <d.2e5>;
"Meehan, Bernadette" <m.486>; alexander_b_wall@who.eop.gov; "Gianotti, Claire (Intern)" <claire79d>;
carlyn_a_reichel@nsc.eop.gov; "Brookie, Graham" <h.c19>; "Holzer, Benjamin" </cn=recipients/cn=benjamin_s_holzer>; "Brown,
Sam" <d.c8a>; "Kahan, Alex" <l.5fe>; patrick_cunnane@who.eop.gov; "Holst, Lindsay" <l.288>; maurice_m_owens@who.eop.gov;
"Earnest, Joshua R." </cn=recipients/cn=joshuar.earnest67836121>; "Hertz, Jessica R." <r.562>; "McFarlin, Robert" <w.3d7>;
"Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; howli_j._ledbetter@who.eop.gov; "Hayden, Caitlin"
</cn=recipients/cn=caitlin_m_hayden>; rachel_j_racusen@who.eop.gov; "Lopez, Rafael" <j.72b>; james_r_kvaal@who.eop.gov;
megan_e_rooney@who.eop.gov; avra_siegel@who.eop.gov; "Schultz, Gregory" <c.084>; christina_tchen@who.eop.gov;
tyler_a_lechtenberg@who.eop.gov; keith_r_maley@who.eop.gov; "Inouye, Shin" </cn=recipients/cn=shininouye75456365>; "Dean,
Laura" </cn=recipients/cn=laura_a_dean1>; "Govashiri, Ferial" </cn=recipients/cn=ferialgovashiri17161561>; "Evans, Bess"
</cn=recipients/cn=elisabeth_w_evans>; lisa_o_monaco@who.eop.gov; sarah_k._hurwitz@who.eop.gov; "Ortiz, Michael" <r.889>;
"O'Connor, Kyle" </cn=recipients/cn=koconnor>; caroline_e_adler@who.eop.gov; "Robertson, Michael" <j.26c>; "Lawrence,
Natasha" <s.111>; "DMCOS <" </cn=recipients/cn=dmcos791>; robert_d_whithorne@who.eop.gov; "Russo, Bill" <m.f22>;
david_m_simas@who.eop.gov; "Rogers, Melissa" <melissaf81>; "Foster, Heather" </cn=recipients/cn=heather_j_foster>;
"Szuplat, Terence P." </cn=recipients/cn=terencep.szuplat27487457>; "Leweling, Tara" <a.aac>; "Carroll, Bradley"
<bradley66d>; "Patterson, Nicholas" <j.7f9>; "MacFarquhar, Rory" </cn=recipients/cn=rory_macfarquhar>;
mc_gonzalez@who.eop.gov; "Schwartz, Noah" <l.845>; anita_j_decker@who.eop.gov; "Allen, Jessica" <l.d4e>; "Fallon,
Katherine" <b.311>; katherine_a_vargas@who.eop.gov; dagoberto_vega@who.eop.gov; "Keenan, Cody"
</cn=recipients/cn=codykeenan83443781>; "Withers, Anne" <m.94a>; mathew_s_nosanchuk@nsc.eop.gov; "Friedman, Jennifer"
<b.a17>; "Wozniak, Natalie S." </cn=recipients/cn=natalies.wozniak52051125>; desiree_n_barnes@who.eop.gov; "Hart,

Elizabeth A." <a.ffe>; "Hunn, Allison" <d.5ee>; "West, Thomas" <w.bf3>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremyc15>;
taylor_j_lustig@who.eop.gov; "Carney, Jay" </cn=recipients/cn=james_f_carney>; "Rhodes, Benjamin J."
</cn=recipients/cn=benjaminj.rhodes66704772>; "Kim, Andrew" <andrewe88>; george_selim@nsc.eop.gov;
caitria_l_mahoney@who.eop.gov; "Velz, Peter" <t.3a2>; "Price, Ryan" <l.abd>; "Whisenant, Addie" <m.03f>; "Rangel,
Antoinette N." </cn=recipients/cn=antoinette_n_rangel>; "Fenn, Sarah" </cn=recipients/cn=sarahb.fenn64100553>;
jessica_e_schumer@cea.eop.gov; johanna_maska@who.eop.gov; "Aniskoff, Paulette" <l.c19>; "Dickinson, Tammy"
</cn=recipients/cn=tamara_l_dickinson>; shannon_n_green@nsc.eop.gov; "Davidson, Josta" <t.b87>; "Bartoloni, Kristen"
</cn=recipients/cn=kristen_a_bartoloni>; amira_valliani@nsc.eop.gov; "Costa, Kristina" <l.f71>; "Ruemmler, Kathryn H."
</cn=recipients/cn=kathrynh.ruemmler10175027>; david_m_litt@who.eop.gov; "Kaden, David M. (NSS)" <5a8>;
agaarn_y_johnson@nsc.eop.gov; "Hankins, Hannah R." </cn=recipients/cn=hannah_r_hankins>; "Govashiri, Ferial"
<ferial_govashiri@who.eop.gov>; "Cohen, Ilona" <r.76f>; "Platkin, Alexandra" <r.9fd>; "Kirchhoff, Christopher" <m.896>;
"Debevoise, Lyn" <lync5f>; christine_s_abizaid@nsc.eop.gov; "Aidinoff, Marc" <f.f6c>; "Cooper, Eric" <m.43b>;
jeffrey_d._tiller@who.eop.gov; "Lee, Jonathan" <l.f5d>; leah_b_katz-hernandez@who.eop.gov; "McKeon, Brian P." <p.2b3>;
jonathan_p_lalley@nsc.eop.gov; "Singh, Pavneet" </cn=recipients/cn=pavneet_singh>; valerie_jarrett@who.eop.gov;
cecilia_munoz@who.eop.gov; laura_a_schulz@nsc.eop.gov; "Schulman, Loren DeJonge" <loren4d7>; "Jackson, Bartlett" <w.599>;
amy_brundage@who.eop.gov; tara_d_mcguinness@who.eop.gov; "Moscoso, Patricia" </cn=recipients/cn=patricia_g_moscoso>;
joanna_s_rosholm@who.eop.gov; "Trotter, Katherine K." <k.5b4>; "Rangarajan, Taara" <a.29a>; hallie_m_ruvin@who.eop.gov;
matthew_a._lehrich@who.eop.gov; "Parker, Steven" <l.87f>; "Wang, Jenny" <w.eb7>; "Lubin, Nathaniel" <j.d81>;
frances_a_holuba@nsc.eop.gov; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; patrick_h_ventrell@nsc.eop.gov;
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frances_a_holuba@nsc.eop.gov; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>; patrick_h_ventrell@nsc.eop.gov;
"Cloud, Donald" <w.359>; eric_h_schultz@who.eop.gov; "Rosenberger, Laura" <m.d7f>; jessica_r_santillo@who.eop.gov; "Lee,
Jesse C." </cn=recipients/cn=jessec.lee74301331>; nathaniel_m_perkins@who.eop.gov; "Jencks, Fae" <m.771>; "Coates, Kelsey"
<a.04d>; "Carson, Crystal" <m.b7f>; "Sahgal, Rishi R." </cn=recipients/cn=rishir.sahgal41360826>;
warren_n_eggleston@who.eop.gov; brett_p_bruen@nsc.eop.gov; "Wagstaff, Jesica" </cn=recipients/cn=jesica_e_wagstaff>;
ezra_l_mechaber@who.eop.gov; "Feldman, Stefanie G." </cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>; clay_a_dumas@who.eop.gov;
"Click, John" </cn=recipients/cn=john_s_click>; "Lambros, Demetra" <d.8b8>; melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov; "Prescott,
Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>; "Heinzelman, Kate" <e.d3b>; "Asen, Jonathan"
</cn=recipients/cn=jonathanasen37271556>; "Canegallo, Kristie A." <a.068>; "Sherwood-Randall, Liz"
</cn=recipients/cn=elizabethd.sherwoodrandall41217251>; "Pfeiffer, Dan" </cn=recipients/cn=dpfeiffer>; "Lundeberg, Greta"
</cn=recipients/cn=greta_j_lundeberg>; "Lucas, Laura" <d.49e>; "Palmieri, Jennifer" <m.cd6>;
kaelan_e_richards@who.eop.gov; stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov; "Shoup, Lillian" <m.0c8>; clare_e_gallagher@nsc.eop.gov;
"Moussavian, Roxana" <roxanae02>; "Backemeyer, Christopher" <r.073>; "Arguelles, Adam"
</cn=recipients/cn=adam_j_arguelles>; jordan_m_burke@who.eop.gov; "Orbach Lachman, Sherry" <e.5f8>;
allison_b_lessne@who.eop.govSubject: MoscowTimes: Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company

DRUDGE REPORT @DRUDGE_REPORT  1m
Son of Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company... http://drudge.tw/1lih37X 
 
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/son-of-us-vice-president-biden-joins-ukraine-gas-company/500062.html
Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
The Moscow Times
May. 13 2014 18:49 Last edited 18:49
 
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's largest
private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.
 
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors and head the
company's legal unit.
 
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people
of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.
 
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday. The company also
has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.
 
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine by 35-40
percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late April.
 
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has pledged to
support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
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From: Lambros, Demetra <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 9:59:58 AM
To: "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>
Subject:RE: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company

Actually, Jeff, this message was from this morning....
 
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Prescott, Jeffrey
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:58 AM
To: Lambros, Demetra
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: RE: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
Yeah, will be out of mtg at 12:30 or so
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Lambros, Demetra
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:17 AM
To: Prescott, Jeffrey
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
Hey Jeff:
 
Do you have a minute to talk about this?
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Barkoff, Kendra
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:15 AM
To: Murray, Shailagh; Lambros, Demetra
Subject: Fw: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
 
 
----- Original Message -----
From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 09:11 AM
To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas company
 
Thanks!
 
On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 4:11 PM, Lucas Magnuson, Laura <Laura_D_Lucas@nsc.eop.gov> wrote:
> Hi, Max. Adding the VP's office to respond to your query. Best, Laura
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Max Seddon [mailto:max.seddon@buzzfeed.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:10 AM
> To: Lucas Magnuson, Laura
> Subject: Joe Biden's son joining the board of a Ukrainian natural gas
> company
>
> Dear Laura,
>
> Hope this finds you well. Russian state media is loving this press
> release, supposedly from a Cypriot-held Ukrainian natural gas company,
> claiming that the Vice President's son has joined its board of
> directors:
>
> http://burisma.com/hunter-biden-joins-the-team-of-burisma-holdings/
>
> The news seems rather odd on its face and, if true, would present a fairly glaring conflict of interest given the VP's role on
Ukraine policy - particularly since the company is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, who was energy minister and deputy NSC chief
under Yanukovych.
>
> Is this true? What exactly is going on here?
>
> Thanks and best
>
> Max
>
>
> --
> Max Seddon
> Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
> +380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
> twitter.com/maxseddon
 
 
 
--
Max Seddon
Foreign affairs reporter, BuzzFeed
+380 68 558 6856 (Kiev)
twitter.com/maxseddon
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 12:45:27 PM
To: jlederman@ap.org
Subject: Re: Hunter Biden/Ukraine

Rosemont Seneca Partners, LLC

 
From: Lederman, Josh [mailto:JLederman@ap.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:23 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine 
 
Thanks. That’s on the record, attributable to Kendra Barkoff, right?
 
Also – which of Hunter’s offices are you directing me to? He is involved with a lot of companies.
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra [mailto:Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 2:22 PM
To: Lederman, Josh
Subject: RE: Hunter Biden/Ukraine
 
Off the record (on the airplane, so having email issues)
 
Here is a statement for your use from me:
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”
 
 
From: Lederman, Josh [mailto:JLederman@ap.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:14 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Hunter Biden/Ukraine
 
Hey Kendra,
 
I’m sure you’re about to get a flood of inquiries on this since it just came up in the briefing, but are you commenting at all on
the news about Hunter Biden and Burisma?
 
Thanks,
Josh
 
--
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing onMr. R Hunter Biden as
a new director.
 
R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among international
organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field
of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that
my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international
expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”
 
The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the
strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden
is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
 
R. Hunter Biden is a counsel to Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York, USA, which served in cases
including “Bush vs. Gore”, and “U.S. vs. Microsoft”. He is one of the co-founders and a managing partner of the investment
advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners, as well as chairman of the board of Rosemont Seneca Advisors. He is an Adjunct
Professor at Georgetown University’s Masters Program in the School of Foreign Service.
 
Mr. Biden has experience in public service and foreign policy. He is a director for the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, The
Center for National Policy, and the Chairman’s Advisory Board for the National Democratic Institute. Having served as a Senior
Vice President at MBNA bank, former U.S. President Bill Clinton appointed him an Executive Director of E-Commerce Policy
Coordination under Secretary of Commerce William Daley. Mr. Biden served as Honorary Co-Chair of the 2008 Obama-Biden Inaugural
Committee.
 
Mr. Biden is a member of the bar in the State of Connecticut, and the District of Columbia, the U.S. Supreme Court, and the Court
of Federal Claims. He received a Bachelor’s degree from Georgetown University, and a J.D. from Yale Law School.
 
R. Hunter Biden is also a well-known public figure.He is chairman of the Board of the World Food Programme U.S.A., together with
the world’s largest humanitarian organization, theUnited Nations World Food Programme. In this capacity he offers assistance to
the poor in developing countries, fighting hunger and poverty, and helping to provide food and education to 300 million
malnourished children around the world.
 
Company Background:
Burisma Holdings is a privately owned oil and gas company with assets in Ukraine and operating in the energy market since 2002. To
date, the company holds a portfolio with permits to develop fields in the Dnieper-Donets, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuban
basins. In 2013, the daily gas production grew steadily and at year-end amounted to 11.6 thousand BOE (barrels of oil equivalent –
incl. gas, condensate and crude oil), or 1.8 million m3 of natural gas. The company sells these volumes in the domestic market
through traders, as well as directly to final consumers.
The information contained in this communication is intended for the use
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 
and delete this email. Thank you.
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 11:02:59 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board

Thanks
 
From: Barkoff, Kendra 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:02 PM
To: Spector, Stephen
Subject: Re: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
Waiting for Jay to brief before I give it out

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.   For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 01:00 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra 
Subject: RE: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board 
 
Do we have a response?
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:54 PM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: FW: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
 
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:53 PM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie; Carney, Jay; Carroll,
Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess; Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather;
Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison;
Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan, Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha;
Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price,
Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo, Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter,
Kingsley; Velz, Peter; Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie,
Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric;
Costa, Kristina; Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire;
Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.;
Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson,
Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor,
Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes,
Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh,
Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S.
Subject: Politico: Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
 
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/hunter-biden-ukraine-gas-board-106631.html
Hunter Biden to Ukraine gas board
Politico // Lucy McCalmont
May 13, 2014 12:47 PM EDT

Hunter Biden, the younger son of Vice President Joe Biden, will be
joining Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, the company announced
in a statement

“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of
professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices,
and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve
these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of
directors, said in a statement, which was reported by The Moscow Times
on Tuesday.

Biden, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the
company said and will provide support for Burisma Holdings “among
international organizations.”

Biden said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy.

“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the
field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong
economy in Ukraine,” Biden said in a statement. “As a new member of the
Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on
matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility,
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the
economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”

The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White
House Press Secretary Jay Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a
referendum held Sunday in Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-rule in the
region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law.

Vice President Biden also expressed support for Ukraine, when he
visited the country in April and slammed Russia for its role in the
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annexation of Crimea.
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From: Firsht, Elana (Intern) <elana_l_firsht_intern@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 3:45:29 PM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hart, Elizabeth"

<elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>; "Hart,
Elizabeth A." <a.ffe>; "Trotter, Katherine K." <k.5b4>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>

Subject: VPOTUS Afternoon Press Mentions--May 13, 2014
Attachments: VPOTUS PM PRESS--05.13.2014.docx

VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS
Tuesday, May 13, 2014

 
Chicago Sun-Times
BIDEN headlining Durbin fundraisers today
By: Lynn Sweet / May 13, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN is headlining two fundraisers in downstate Alton on Tuesday afternoon to bolster the campaign warchests Sen.
Dick Durbin D-Ill. and the Democratic
 
KPLR
Vice President BIDEN to speak at Archgrounds
By: Anthony Kiekow / May 13, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak in downtown St. Louis Tuesday afternoon at 3:30.
 
Plains Dealer
Vice President BIDEN coming to Cleveland to promote transit program the GOP would pare back
By: Stephen Koff / May 13, 2014
When Vice President Joe BIDEN visits a Cleveland rapid transit station on Mayfield Rd. Wednesday, he'll promote a form of federal
spending that in its broadest outlines has few opponents.
 
Associated Press
VP BIDEN’S son joins Ukraine gas company’s board
May 13, 2014
Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, is joining the board of a gas company operating in Ukraine, the company
announced Tuesday, as the West seeks to help Ukraine wean itself off its dependence on Russian energy.
 
USA Today
BIDEN’S son joins board of Ukraine gas company
By: David Jackson / May 13, 2014
Vice President BIDEN’S son Hunter is joining the board of a gas company that operates in Ukraine.
 
Politico
Hunter BIDEN to Ukraine gas board
By: Lucy McCalmont / May 13, 2014
Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, will be joining Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, the company
announced in a statement
 
The Hill
WH: BIDEN’S son to Ukraine gas company isn't U.S. endorsement
By: Justin Sink / May 13, 2014
Ukraine's largest private gas producer has hired Vice President BIDEN’S youngest son, but White House press secretary Jay Carney
insisted on Tuesday the move shouldn't be read as an official endorsement by the U.S. government.
 
ABC
BIDEN’S Son Gets Ukrainian Oil Company Gig
By: Jordyn Phelps / May 13, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN’S youngest son Hunter BIDEN has joined the board of directors of Ukraine’s largest oil company at a time that
the U.S. is urging Ukraine to develop energy independence from Russia and just days after the vice president visited Ukraine.
 
Washington Times
Joe BIDEN’S son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest private gas company
By: Jessica Chasmar / May 13, 2014
Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN’S youngest son, Hunter, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine’s largest private gas
producer.
 
Washington Examiner
Jay Carney: Joe BIDEN’S son accepted position with Ukrainian gas company as 'private citizen'
By: Susan Crabtree / May 13, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, has accepted a position with Ukraine's largest private gas producer, but that in no way
means the White House signed off on or endorses his hiring, presidential spokesman Jay Carney said Tuesday.
 
National Journal
Another BIDEN Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
By: Marina Koren / May 13, 2014
Joe BIDEN has been the White House's go-to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring former Soviet republics and reassuring their
concerned leaders. And now, he's not the only BIDEN involved in the region.
 
International Business Times
Burisma Holdings: BIDEN’S Son Joins Ukraine's Top Private Gas Company
By: Sophie Song/ May 13, 2014
The Ukrainian gas company that Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, just joined is a growing conglomerate that has been
compared to "Exxon in its early days."
 
Mediaite
Bad Ideas in Oligarchy: BIDEN’S Son Joins Board of Ukrainian Energy Company
By: Tina Nguyen / May 13, 2014
Today, Burisma Holdings, a company that describes itself as “Ukraine’s largest private gas producer,” announced the newest member of
its Board of Directors: R. Hunter BIDEN, a seasoned lawyer with extensive international business experience, will be in charge of the
company’s legal unit, as well as “provide support for the Company among international organizations.” His end goal: to guide the
company in a manner that will “contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”
 
Business Insider
Joe BIDEN’S Son Is Now On The Board Of One Of Ukraine's Biggest Gas Conglomerates
By: Brett Logiurato / May 13, 2014
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Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been appointed to the board of directors of Ukraine's largest private-
gas producer.
The company, Burisma Holdings, announced BIDEN’S appointment on its website Tuesday. Burisma said BIDEN would be the new head of the
company's legal unit.
 
Reuters
Turkey to ignore court order to pay compensation to Cyprus
By: Tulay Karadeniz and Ece Toksabay / May 13, 2014
… A new round of peace talks resumed in February. U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN is expected on the island on May 21-23 to try to spur
on the process, Cypriot official sources said.
 
AFP
Kerry eyes role in Cyprus peace process
May 13, 2014
… US Vice President Joe BIDEN is to visit Cyprus later this month as part of efforts to find ways to counter what Washington sees as
Russia's destabilizing actions in Ukraine.
 
USA Today
A view from campus on sexual assaults
By: Emmaline Campbell / May 13, 2014
… In light of the department's record of ineptitude, the White House's recent announcement that it would take on the issue is reason
for hope. It has the clout to blow past the obstacles that have held back the Department of Education. The White House can speak
directly to college students through social media, as it did last month with the YouTube video "1 is 2 Many," featuring celebrities
such as actor Steve Carelland public figures such as Vice President Joe BIDEN.
 
 
 
Chicago Sun-Times
BIDEN headlining Durbin fundraisers today
By: Lynn Sweet / May 13, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN is headlining two fundraisers in downstate Alton on Tuesday afternoon to bolster the campaign warchests Sen.
Dick Durbin D-Ill. and the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee. Durbin is flying to Illinois and back to D.C. on BIDEN’S plane,
with a stop in St. Louis for an official event with the vice president and Interior Sec. Sally Jewell  at the CityArchRiver project at
the St. Louis Gateway Arch "to discuss the economy and highlight the progress of this future urban park site."
 
Last month, I reported BIDEN will be the draw at the Alton events for Durbin, who faces GOP nominee Illinois state Sen. Jim Oberweis
R-Sugar Grove in November. DSCC chair Sen. Michael Bennet D-Col. will also be attending the high-dollar events.
 
I posted earlier that President Barack Obama returns to Chicago on May 22 to keynote major donor fundraising events for Durbin and the
DSCC.
 
Today, BIDEN appears at a reception in Alton followed by a dinner at the home of John and Jayne Simmons.
 
The price points
 
*$35,000 per couple to co-chair the dinner, with a photo opp.
 
*$10,000 one ticket to the dinner
 
*$5,000 to co-chair the general reception with a photo opp.
 
*$1,000 one ticket to the reception.
 
 
KPLR
Vice President BIDEN to speak at Archgrounds
By: Anthony Kiekow / May 13, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak in downtown St. Louis Tuesday afternoon at 3:30.
 
His speech is about the economy and construction projects.
 
He will visit the St. Louis Gateway Arch a get a look at the renovations going on in the area.
 
The $380 Million City-Arch-River project will connect the Gateway Arch to downtown St. Louis.
 
The new date of completion for the project is 2016.
 
The project was funded through federal, state, local and private funds.
 
The Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell will also be in attendance.
 
BIDEN’S speech could be a glimpse to his platform for a 2016 presidential run.
 
It would be BIDEN’S third attempt to win the office.
 
 
Plains Dealer
Vice President BIDEN coming to Cleveland to promote transit program the GOP would pare back
By: Stephen Koff / May 13, 2014
 
When Vice President Joe BIDEN visits a Cleveland rapid transit station on Mayfield Rd. Wednesday, he'll promote a form of federal
spending that in its broadest outlines has few opponents.
 
Roads need paving. Bridges need fixing. Nearly everyone agrees.
 
But exactly what else counts as necessary for federal transportation spending, including a Red Line rapid station in Cleveland, is
another matter.
 
If House of Representatives Republicans prevail, there could be much less money in the future for projects like the new Little Italy-
University Circle Rapid Station, which is scheduled to open in 2015 and BIDEN will highlight Wednesday.
 
BIDEN’S Cleveland visit is part of a broader, week-long lobbying effort by the White House to draw attention to a desire to keep
spending on improving infrastructure. The overarching issue – keeping the nation's roads and bridges open and safe – has wide
consensus.
 
Even the biggest pro-business lobbying groups in Washington, such as the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the National Association of
Manufacturers, are spending the week much like BIDEN and his boss, President Barack Obama. They're holding forums and other events to
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tell Congress that it's time for a major new transportation bill.
 
The current bill expires Sept. 30, and the Highway Trust Fund, which provides the money, could run short a month earlier.
 
Obama is going to the construction site of the new structure that will replace the Tappan Zee Bridge, spanning New York's Hudson
River, the same day as BIDEN’S visit to the new Little Italy-University Circle Rapid Station.
 
But first, BIDEN today will go to St. Louis and highlight a pedestrian bridge being built over a highway that separates residents and
tourists from the Gateway Arch.  And on Friday, the White House says, Obama will meet with workers to discuss infrastructure around
Washington, D.C.
 
The White House says that 65 percent of the nation's major roads are rated as being in "less than good" condition and one in four
bridges require significant repairs or cannot handle today's traffic.
 
But agreement on need is not the same as agreement on where to get the money, or on how to spend it.
 
Most current federal transportation projects, including money that gets funneled to state highway departments, are funded through a
tax on gasoline (18.4 cents per gallon) and diesel fuel (24.4 cents per gallon). Those taxes have not been raised since 1993, although
from 1993 to 1997, 4.3 cents of the gasoline tax was used for deficit reduction before being redirected to transportation projects.
 
The static tax is just part of the problem. Cars also get better gasoline mileage since the last hike, and with inflation, the money
doesn't buy as much steel and asphalt.
 
So Obama would replace the expiring transit bill, called Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century, or MAP-21, with a $302
billion, four-year bill. Obama's bill would supplement the gas tax with money from closing certain corporate tax provisions, including
one that the White House and Democrats say has led to companies sheltering income overseas.
 
Republicans such as House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee Chairman Bill Shuster have their own ideas -- both for annual
transportation appropriations, which last a year at a time, and for a longer-term road-and-bridge improvement program.
 
"While Chairman Shuster respects that the Administration has put forward its own detailed proposal, the first time it has done so, he
will not agree with it on all the details," said Justin Harclerode, Shuster's spokesman. "Thus far, the chairman has not elaborated on
any potential differences or areas of agreement as the Transportation Committee continues to develop its surface transportation
proposal."
 
The last big highway bill, MAP-21, authorized $105 billion over two years, marking the first agreement on a large highway bill since
2005. A series of Band-Aid approaches, as the White House had put it, sufficed in the interim.
 
Many supporters, including Ohio Democratic U.S. Sen. Sherrod Brown, say that spending on roads helps the American economy, not only by
providing road-building jobs but also by keeping the economy moving.
 
"Road and bridge projects don't just mean safer and less congested roads and construction jobs – they also help attract new employers
and economic development," Brown said in an email this week.
 
Brown said that more than 8 percent of Ohio's bridges require major repairs or replacement. He also noted the better known projects
awaiting funding, such as Route 8 in Akron and the Brent Spence Bridge in Cincinnati.
 
Federal highway spending, however, has become a boondoggle in the eyes of some fiscal conservatives. This is where ideological groups
split with those who have interests to protect.
 
Emily Goff, a transportation and infrastructure policy analyst at the conservative Heritage Foundation, noted that MAP-21 funds go not
only to build roads and bridges but also to build recreation trails and bicycle paths. These are important to groups pushing for
transportation alternatives, but they siphon money that could go for even more roads and bridges to ease considerable traffic
congestion, Goff says.
 
Yet MAP-21 requires states to set aside money for these kinds of alternatives, Goff says, to the tune of $27.5 million this year in
Pennsylvania and $78.9 million in Texas.
 
"Identifying a connection between these activities and a federal highway program concerned with interstate highway system construction
and maintenance proves difficult," Goff wrote in a recent Heritage blog post. "Indeed, there is nothing federal or highway about
bicycle paths, landscaping, or any of these local activities."
 
The RTA station in Cleveland is a project that could raise a similar question, with its emphasis on meshing light rail with
development around University Circle and Little Italy. The existing station, on Euclid Avenue at E. 120th Street, is considered
functionally obsolete, so the new station will be placed several blocks south, at Mayfield Road at E. 119th Street.
 
About $8.9 in funding comes from highly competitive U.S. Department of Transportation grants, according to the Greater Cleveland
Regional Transit Authority.
 
The grant money did not come MAP-21. Rather, it came from a program created under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009,
or the recession-era stimulus act. The transportation component of the stimulus act, called Transportation Investment Generating
Economic Recovery (TIGER), gets money appropriated annually from Congress -- $3.5 billion so far for 270 projects nationwide,
including $600 million this year, the White House says.
 
The TIGER program will end soon, too -- unless Obama and BIDEN get their way.
 
In that case, TIGER would become permanent, greatly expanded to $5 billion over four years. The Obama White House wants to fold it
into the next iteration of a four-year road-and-bridge bill.
 
House Republicans are unlikely to go along. The House appropriations subcommittee for transportation on May 6 recommended a lower sum
of $100 million for TIGER in 2015, and the GOP-led panel would further restrict TIGER grants to "projects that will address critical
transportation needs, such as road, highway and bridge construction and improvement."
 
In other words, while money for the Little Italy-University Circle RTA station appears secure, future projects like it could go
unfunded.
 
That is apparently why BIDEN is coming to Cleveland: to highlight what the money has helped build and point out what would have
happened were it not there.
 
The White House would not comment on this in advance of the vice president's trip. In an email, White House spokesman Keith Maley
said, "Members of both parties have put forward their own ideas on the Hill, and the most important thing is that we pass a long-term
bill that creates jobs and provides certainty for cities, states, and businesses. It's time to get the job done."
 
 
 
Associated Press
VP BIDEN’S son joins Ukraine gas company’s board
May 13, 2014
 
Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, is joining the board of a gas company operating in Ukraine, the company
announced Tuesday, as the West seeks to help Ukraine wean itself off its dependence on Russian energy.
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Burisma Holdings said BIDEN, an attorney and chairman of the board of the World Food Program USA, will head the Burisma’s legal unit,
and will also seek support for the company among international organizations.
 
“I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility,
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,” BIDEN said in a
statement released by the company.
 
The announcement comes as Ukraine and the U.S. are looking to decrease Ukraine’s reliance on Russian energy amid threats from Moscow
to cut Ukraine off if it doesn’t pay massive debts. Western countries believe Russia would have less leverage in the crisis with
Ukraine if Europe was less dependent on Russian gas.
 
“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer,” said BIDEN spokeswoman Kendra Barkoff. “The vice president does not endorse any
particular company and has no involvement with this company.”
 
Still, Vice President BIDEN has spoken frequently about the need to increase Ukraine’s energy independence, including during a recent
visit to Kiev. He’s also a key interlocutor for the Obama administration with Kiev and other anxious nations in the region as the
crisis there has unfolded.
 
Copyright 2014 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
 
 
USA Today
BIDEN’S son joins board of Ukraine gas company
By: David Jackson / May 13, 2014
 
Vice President BIDEN’S son Hunter is joining the board of a gas company that operates in Ukraine.
 
Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's largest private gas producer, said Hunter BIDEN -- an attorney -- will be in charge of its legal unit and
help the company with other international organizations.
 
"I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility,
international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine," the younger BIDEN said
in a statement.
 
The BIDEN appointment comes as the United States and allied nations try to help Ukraine reduce its dependence on Russian energy by
developing other sources.
 
Kendra Barkoff, spokesperson for Vice President BIDEN, said that "Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President
does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company."
 
 
Politico
Hunter BIDEN to Ukraine gas board
By: Lucy McCalmont / May 13, 2014
 
Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, will be joining Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, the company
announced in a statement
 
“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate
practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is joining us to help us achieve these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of
the board of directors, said in a statement, which was reported by The Moscow Times on Tuesday.
 
BIDEN, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the company said and will provide support for Burisma Holdings “among
international organizations.”
 
BIDEN said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy.
 
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a
strong economy in Ukraine,” BIDEN said in a statement. “As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the
Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will
contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”
 
The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White House Press Secretary Jay Carney said the U.S. would not
recognize a referendum held Sunday in Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-rule in the region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law.
 
Vice President BIDEN also expressed support for Ukraine, when he visited the country in April and slammed Russia for its role in the
annexation of Crimea.
 
 
The Hill
WH: BIDEN’S son to Ukraine gas company isn't U.S. endorsement
By: Justin Sink / May 13, 2014
 
Ukraine's largest private gas producer has hired Vice President BIDEN’S youngest son, but White House press secretary Jay Carney
insisted on Tuesday the move shouldn't be read as an official endorsement by the U.S. government.
 
"Hunter BIDEN and other members of the BIDEN family are obviously private citizens, and where they work does not reflect an
endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or president," Carney told reporters.
 
The vice president's office also defended the hire.
 
“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.  For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office," said Kendra Barkoff, spokeswoman for Vice President
BIDEN.
 
Burisma, which produces the equivalent of 10,500 barrels of oil daily, announced BIDEN’S hire in a statement earlier Tuesday.
“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate
practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is joining us to help us achieve these goals,” said Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’
chairman of the board of directors.
 
The younger BIDEN, for his part, said he believed his legal and corporate advice would "contribute to the economy and benefit the
people of Ukraine."
 
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a
strong economy in Ukraine,” Hunter BIDEN said.
 
But the hire could raise ethical questions — and diplomatic headaches — for the White House. During a visit to Kiev last month, the
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vice president discussed energy security with Ukraine's leaders, including ways the country could produce its own domestic production
of natural gas.
 
"Imagine where you'd be today if you were able to tell Russia: keep your gas. It would be a very different world," the vice president
told Ukrainian lawmakers.
 
The hire also came a day after Russian energy giant Gazprom threatened to halt natural gas shipments to Ukraine unless the country
prepays for its energy. That announcement has sparked fears that energy costs could strain Ukraine's fragile economy.
 
 
ABC
BIDEN’S Son Gets Ukrainian Oil Company Gig
By: Jordyn Phelps / May 13, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN’S youngest son Hunter BIDEN has joined the board of directors of Ukraine’s largest oil company at a time that
the U.S. is urging Ukraine to develop energy independence from Russia and just days after the vice president visited Ukraine.
 
The vice president’s office and the White House rejected any suggestion that there was a conflict of interest.
 
“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer,” Vice President BIDEN’S spokeswoman Kendra Barkoff told ABC News. “The vice president
does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company.”
 
White House spokesman Jay Carney said, “Hunter BIDEN and other members of the BIDEN family are obviously private citizens and where
they work … does not reflect an endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or president.”
 
According to a press release from the oil company, Burisma Holdings, BIDEN will help the company manage its relationships with
“international organizations,” in addition to overseeing the company’s legal unit.
 
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a
strong economy in Ukraine,” Hunter BIDEN said in a statement.
 
“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate governance
and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,” he
said.
 
BIDEN, a graduate of Yale Law School, is a counsel to the New York-based law firm Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP and  serves as an
adjunct professor at Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service
 
 
Washington Times
Joe BIDEN’S son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest private gas company
By: Jessica Chasmar / May 13, 2014
 
Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN’S youngest son, Hunter, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine’s largest private gas
producer.
 
Burisma Holdings said in a statement that Hunter BIDEN will be in charge of the company’s legal unit and will provide support for the
company among international organizations.
 
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a
strong economy in Ukraine,” Mr. BIDEN said.
 
“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance
and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,” he
said.
 
White House press secretary Jay Carney said Tuesday that Mr. BIDEN’S new position “does not reflect an endorsement by the
administration,” Time magazine’s Zeke Miller reported.
 
The announcement comes just one day after Russia’s state energy giant Gazprom threatened to halt natural gas shipments to Ukraine
unless the country pays in advance for supplies.
 
The vice president has condemned Russia for its intervention in Ukraine and has pledged to support efforts to reduce its dependency on
Russian energy, The Moscow Times reported.
 
 
Washington Examiner
Jay Carney: Joe BIDEN’S son accepted position with Ukrainian gas company as 'private citizen'
By: Susan Crabtree / May 13, 2014
 
Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, has accepted a position with Ukraine's largest private gas producer, but that in no way
means the White House signed off on or endorses his hiring, presidential spokesman Jay Carney said Tuesday.
 
Burisma Holdings announced Tuesday that Hunter BIDEN, BIDEN’S youngest son, would serve on the company's board of directors.
 
The company in a news release on its website said Hunter BIDEN will be in charge of the Burisma's legal unit and will “provide
support” among international organizations. The Moscow Times first reported the news Tuesday.
 
Asked about the hiring by a reporter Tuesday, Carney referred questions about it to the vice president's office and noted that it did
not indicate that Obama was involved or approved of it.
 
“Hunter BIDEN and other members of the family are obviously private citizens and where they work is not an endorsement by the
president or vice president,” he said.
 
Kendra Barkoff, a spokeswoman for the vice president, did not respond to questions about whether Hunter BIDEN discussed the job with
his father or sought his approval before accepting it.
 
Instead, she echoed Carney's earlier statement and referred questions to Hunter BIDEN’S New York law office.
 
“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer," she said. "The vice president does not endorse any particular company and has no
involvement with this company. For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office."
 
A spokeswoman for Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York where Hunter BIDEN works, did not immediately
respond to a request for comment.
 
Amid the escalating tensions between Ukraine and Russia in recent weeks, the European Commission, the executive body of the European
Union, has tried to step in to try to prevent Russia from halting natural gas shipments to Ukraine unless it pays $3.5 billion in
debts.
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Ukraine has so far refused to pay in protest of Moscow's decision to nearly double the price it charges Kiev for gas imports.
 
In the company's release, Alan Apter, the chairman of the company's board of directors, said: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the
strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is
joining us to help us achieve these goals.”
 
In addition to his work at the New York law firm, Hunter also is a co-founder and a managing partner of investment advisory company
Rosemont Seneca Partners and serves as director of the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, a network of 400 businesses, nonprofits and
foreign policy experts, and the chairman of the advisory board for the National Democratic Institute, a non-profit that works to
support democratic institutions and elections around the world.
 
 
National Journal
Another BIDEN Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
By: Marina Koren / May 13, 2014
 
Joe BIDEN has been the White House's go-to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring former Soviet republics and reassuring their
concerned leaders. And now, he's not the only BIDEN involved in the region.
 
The vice president's youngest son, Hunter BIDEN, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's largest
private gas producer, The Moscow Times reported Tuesday. Hunter described his new role in a statement on the company's website:
 
As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate governance
and responsibility, international expansion, and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.
 
The new gig joins several others on Hunter's extensive resume. He currently serves as managing partner at the Washington-based
investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and counsel at the New York City-based law firm Boies Schiller Flexner. He is
also an adjunct professor at Georgetown University's Foreign Service graduate program.
 
According to Bloomberg Businessweek, Burisma was founded in 2006 and "engages in oil-well drilling, production of liquefied natural
gas, and undertaking geological studies." It is based in Cyprus. It owns several oil and gas companies in Ukraine, including in the
southeastern city of Dnepropetrovsk.
 
Burisma hired another American—and another managing partner of Rosemont Seneca Partners—just last month. Devon Archer joined the
company's board of directors to "focus on the interaction with current investors, as well as involving new investors from the United
States," according to an April 22 press release from the company. Archer served as a senior adviser to John Kerry during his 2004
presidential campaign.
 
"Today Burisma Holdings reminds me of Exxon Mobil in its wake," Archer said in a recent interview posted on the company's website. "It
has all the chances to be one of the biggest privately owned oil companies in the world."
 
Archer's work focuses heavily on energy independence for Ukraine, a topic that has received much attention in recent months. Ukraine
is dependent on Russia for energy exports, and Moscow has pulled discount agreements during its ongoing standoff with Kiev. The
addition of Hunter to the company masthead suggests Burisma is turning to U.S. talent—and money and name recognition—for protection
against Russia. It also jibes with the Obama administration message that his father has been tasked with spreading.
 
The vice president's office released a statement Tuesday afternoon saying that the elder BIDEN "does not endorse any particular
company and has no involvement with this company."
 
It's unclear whether the entry of another BIDEN into the fray was meant to send a message to Moscow. But Russian President Vladimir
Putin, eternally leery of American hands in eastern European business, is bound to notice.
 
 
International Business Times
Burisma Holdings: BIDEN’S Son Joins Ukraine's Top Private Gas Company
By: Sophie Song/ May 13, 2014
 
The Ukrainian gas company that Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, just joined is a growing conglomerate that has been
compared to "Exxon in its early days."
 
Burisma Holdings announced on Tuesday that the younger BIDEN will join the company as the head of its legal unit.
 
“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate
practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is joining us to help us achieve these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of
the board of directors, said in a statement featured as a top story on the company’s home page.
 
Burisma is a private oil and gas company founded in 2002, under joint activity agreements with Ukrainian state-owned producers, and
quickly grew to become the largest private gas producer in Ukraine. The company’s output stood at an average daily output of 10.5
million cubic meters barrels of oil equivalent per day in September 2013, and could double that figure within two years. All of the
company’s gas is sold to industrial customers in Ukraine.
 
BIDEN is not the only well-connected American to join the company - just a few weeks ago, when the vice president made an official
trip to Ukraine, Burisma appointed one of Hunter’s business partners, Devon Archer, to its board. Archer is a wealthy investor and
Democratic campaign fundraiser with long ties to U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry. Archer was an advisor to Kerry's presidential
campaign in 2004 and co-chaired Kerry's National Finance Committee. Upon his appointment to Burisma, Archer said that the energy
conglomerate reminded him of "Exxon in its early days."
 
The company’s portfolio of licenses is well-diversified across all three of Ukraine’s key hydrocarbon basins – Dnieper-Donets,
Carpathian and Azov-Kuban, and its fields are fully connected to the major gas pipelines in the country, allowing Burisma to keep the
cost of production relatively efficient.
 
Natural gas is the largest energy source in Ukraine, accounting for 38 percent of total primary energy production during 2011. The
country relies on Russia’s gas company Gasprom currently to satisfy its energy needs, but will aim to reduce that dependency in coming
years, and Burisma is well-positioned to boost its share of the domestic market. 
 
“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance
and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,”
BIDEN said regarding his new appointment.
 
 
Mediaite
Bad Ideas in Oligarchy: BIDEN’S Son Joins Board of Ukrainian Energy Company
By: Tina Nguyen / May 13, 2014
 
Today, Burisma Holdings, a company that describes itself as “Ukraine’s largest private gas producer,” announced the newest member of
its Board of Directors: R. Hunter BIDEN, a seasoned lawyer with extensive international business experience, will be in charge of the
company’s legal unit, as well as “provide support for the Company among international organizations.” His end goal: to guide the
company in a manner that will “contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”
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BIDEN also has a prominent dad who’s part of an administration currently embroiled in a conflict with Russia over the Ukraine, so,
that’s cool too.
 
And it’s not just that Joe BIDEN is his father, it’s that Joe BIDEN has openly pledged to help Ukraine gain “energy independence” from
Russia while condemning the latter’s recent annexation of the Crimean peninsula. Really, this is an awkward situation.
 
While it’s normal for the powerful children of powerful people to be pulled onto the boards of vast multinational corporations, the
fact that BIDEN happened to join a Ukrainian energy company in the midst of the conflict in Crimea is probably not a good idea. First,
as the Russian media quickly proved, it immediately breeds speculation about Americans attempting to secure their energy interests in
Ukraine. Second, the best way to spark accusations of “conflicts of interest” is by appointing a man to your board who is, literally,
the spitting image of America’s Vice President.
 
Nevertheless, the White House shot down any notion that there was a conflict of interest, telling Business Insider: “Hunter BIDEN is a
private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company.”
 
The White House has a point, but either way, this is an extremely uncomfortable situation that may likely lead to “escalating
conflicts” and “disintegrating relationships between Russia and the US.”
 
 
Business Insider
Joe BIDEN’S Son Is Now On The Board Of One Of Ukraine's Biggest Gas Conglomerates
By: Brett Logiurato / May 13, 2014
 
Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been appointed to the board of directors of Ukraine's largest private-
gas producer.
The company, Burisma Holdings, announced BIDEN’S appointment on its website Tuesday. Burisma said BIDEN would be the new head of the
company's legal unit.
 
The White House shot down any notion of a conflict of interest with Hunter BIDEN’S appointment. In a statement provided to Business
Insider, Joe BIDEN spokesperson Kendra Barkoff said Hunter's appointment did not constitute an endorsement by the vice president.
 
"Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company," Barkoff said. "For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office."
 
Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, the national law firm for which Hunter BIDEN serves as a counsel, did not respond to a request for
comment on Tuesday.
 
During the daily White House press briefing on Tuesday, press secretary Jay Carney said where Hunter BIDEN works "does not reflect an
endorsement by the administration, by the president or vice president."
 
Hunter BIDEN’S appointment comes as the U.S. and much of the West has sought to help Ukraine wean off its dependence on Russia for oil
and gas supplies. Last month during a trip to Kiev, the vice president pledged U.S. assistance in Ukraine's pursuit of energy
independence from Russia. Ukraine and the West believe energy independence would serve as a major leverage point for Ukraine in its
standoff with Russia.
 
In a statement released by Burisma, Hunter BIDEN said he believes the company will help strengthen Ukraine's floundering economy.
 
"Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a
strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of
transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and
benefit the people of Ukraine," Hunter BIDEN said in the statement.
 
 
Reuters
Turkey to ignore court order to pay compensation to Cyprus
By: Tulay Karadeniz and Ece Toksabay / May 13, 2014
 
Turkey has no plans to pay 90 million euros ($124 million) to Cyprus as ordered by the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), Foreign
Minister Ahmet Davutoglu said on Tuesday.
 
The money was ordered in compensation for Turkey's invasion of the island 40 years ago.
 
The Mediterranean island has been split since 1974 - when Turkey sent in troops after a brief Greek Cypriot coup staged by supporters
of unification with Greece. It comprises a southern Greek Cypriot state recognized worldwide and a breakaway Turkish Cypriot entity in
the north recognized only by Ankara.
 
Davutoglu said Turkey, which is seeking to join the European Union of which Cyprus is a member, sees no obligation to pay the
compensation to a country that it does not formally recognize.
 
"In terms of the grounds of this ruling, its method and the fact that it is considering a country that Turkey does not recognize as a
counterparty, we see no necessity to make this payment," Davutoglu told reporters.
 
"Yesterday's ECHR ruling consists of some legal contradictions and therefore we don't see it as at all binding, in terms of payment,"
he said.
 
Cyprus brought the case to the Strasbourg-based ECHR 20 years ago, demanding financial compensation over missing Greek Cypriots, the
property of displaced people and violations of other human rights.
 
The ECHR is responsible for adjudication of the European Convention on Human Rights, to which Turkey is a signatory via its membership
of the non-EU Council of Europe.
 
The court ruled largely in Nicosia's favor in 2001, but took more than a decade to decide on the sum to be paid, a delay Ankara, whose
aspirations to join the European Union have long been frustrated by the issue, says is aimed at undermining a fresh peace drive on the
island.
 
"We think that this ruling has been the biggest blow to this process. If a comprehensive solution is desired, then everyone should be
aware of their responsibilities. When looked at the history of this problem, the timing of this case is meaningful," Davutoglu said.
 
The Cyprus question has defied a small army of mediators over the years, amid disputes between estranged Greeks and Turks over power-
sharing arrangements and the claims of thousands of people from both sides uprooted by the conflict.
 
A new round of peace talks resumed in February. U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN is expected on the island on May 21-23 to try to spur on
the process, Cypriot official sources said.
 
"We think BIDEN’S visit to the island will be important and we view the U.S. interest positively. Turkey is ready to discuss this in
an open-hearted way," Davutoglu said.
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AFP
Kerry eyes role in Cyprus peace process
May 13, 2014
 
US Secretary of State John Kerry is planning to dip his toes into yet another of the world's intractable conflicts, announcing Tuesday
he will visit Cyprus in the coming weeks.
 
Meeting with Cypriot Foreign Minister Ioannis Kasoulides at the State Department, Kerry praised the Mediterranean island's current
Greek Cypriot leadership for trying to reach a "long sought-after resolution" to its four-decade division.
 
"We have been working on the issue of trying to find a peace for Cyprus, a reunification of the island on a bizonal, bicommunal
federation," Kerry said.
 
Communal fighting between Greek- and Turkish Cypriots broke out in 1964, culminating 10 years later in a Turkish invasion of the
northern third after a coup engineered by Greece's military dictatorship aimed at reunifying the island.
 
Turkish Cypriot leaders in 1983 declared a breakaway state which is recognized only by Ankara.
 
The two sides relaunched peace talks aimed at reunifying Cyprus in February after a two-year hiatus, with the US believed to have
played a major behind-the-scenes role in helping kickstart the resumed negotiations.
 
But several previous rounds of talks have failed, in part because of still-raw emotions on both sides of the UN-patrolled Green Line
that divides the two communities.
 
Kerry said the United States was "very supportive" of the resumed talks held under the auspices of the UN.
 
"It's my hope to be in Nicosia and perhaps in Athens somewhere in the next weeks if not early months," announced the top US diplomat,
who has made the search for a Middle East peace deal his personal quest.
 
He said of Cyprus that "we want to try to be helpful in this process" and pointed to "new economic opportunities in the energy
sector."
 
Kasoulides, holding his second talks at the State Department in the past 12 months, said a resolution to the Cyprus problem "is very
pertinent."
 
"We need the assistance and interest of the international community," he stressed, adding he believed "the circumstances are
appropriate to push in order to find a settlement to this chronic" problem.
 
US Vice President Joe BIDEN is to visit Cyprus later this month as part of efforts to find ways to counter what Washington sees as
Russia's destabilizing actions in Ukraine.
 
Cyprus is seen in the White House as one of the European governments most resistant to toughening sanctions against Russia, including
"sectoral" measures directly targeting Moscow's economy.
 
Russians have billions of dollars in euros deposited in banks in Cyprus, and the government's resistance to further sanctions
threatens a joint US-European Union effort to preserve a united front in punishing Russia.
 
 
USA Today
A view from campus on sexual assaults
By: Emmaline Campbell / May 13, 2014
 
I know a student at the University of Chicago who was sexually assaulted by someone who lived in her dorm but did not report it for
months out of fear that he would retaliate. I know another woman who was assaulted by her boyfriend and the college refused to take
her complaint seriously.
 
When I started college four years ago, I thought I knew what campus life was all about. What I didn't know was that one in five female
college students are sexually assaulted before they graduate — the estimate in a recent White House report. Sadly, that percentage
hasn't changed in 20 years.
 
To better understand why this problem wasn't being taken more seriously at my college and so many others, I decided to explore the
topic in my senior thesis. What I learned in my research and as a friend of assault victims was deeply disturbing.
 
On college campuses, it can be hard to find justice when students are assaulted by their classmates, their friends, or their
boyfriends. While stories of assaults are plentiful, stories of perpetrators who have been held accountable are scarce.
 
At the University of Chicago, survivors of sexual assault have been turned away from pursuing disciplinary options against their
perpetrators. The school's Disciplinary Committee has rejected other claims, leaving perpetrators on campus. Because of systematic
problems, the university is under investigation by the Department of Education.
 
None of this should be surprising.
 
Colleges also can be in the difficult position of being both the prosecutor and defense attorney. If the perpetrator is also one of
the college's students, the college must also provide him with assistance for the disciplinary process.
 
The federal agency that oversees this issue hasn't done any better. The Department of Education's Office of Civil Rights (OCR), which
monitors university responses to sexual assault, has been unsuccessful because its method of dealing with universities that violate
federal requirements is inherently flawed. Each investigation can take months, and it culminates in a "letter of finding" which
reveals all of the violations found and all of the requirements the department will be imposing on the university to bring it into
compliance.
 
These letters of finding could be a valuable resource for helping universities to learn from past mistakes, but they are not made
readily available to the public. The department has refused to publish them online.
 
In light of the department's record of ineptitude, the White House's recent announcement that it would take on the issue is reason for
hope. It has the clout to blow past the obstacles that have held back the Department of Education. The White House can speak directly
to college students through social media, as it did last month with the YouTube video "1 is 2 Many," featuring celebrities such as
actor Steve Carelland public figures such as Vice President Joe BIDEN.
 
The White House can also pressure the Department of Education to finally do its job, as evidenced by its directive that the department
publish — for the first time — a list of all of the colleges currently under investigation.
 
Those are critical first steps, but even the power of the White House can only begin to chip away at the layers of bureaucracy that
have worked to silence sexual assault.
 
As I was working on my thesis, I was frustrated that the system was so egregiously ineffective and thousands of college students were
suffering as a result. It's great to see students speaking up and the White House getting involved, but we shouldn't be complacent. We
all need to take advantage of this moment to keep this issue in the spotlight.
 
We can't let another 20 years go by without progress.
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From: Prescott, Jeffrey <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 1:12:56 PM
To: "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <j.6b6>
Subject: FW: TheHill: WH: Biden's son to Ukraine gas company isn't U.S. endorsement

 
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 3:05 PM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie; Carney, Jay; Carroll,
Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess; Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather;
Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison;
Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan, Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha;
Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price,
Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo, Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter,
Kingsley; Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie, Graham; Brown,
Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric; Costa, Kristina;
Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire; Govashiri, Ferial;
Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.; Keenan, Cody; Kim,
Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson, Laura; Lundeberg,
Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor, Kyle; Ortiz, Michael;
Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes, Benjamin J.; Robertson,
Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh, Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry;
Velz, Peter; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S.
Subject: TheHill: WH: Biden's son to Ukraine gas company isn't U.S. endorsement
 
http://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/205992-white-house-bidens-son-to-ukraine-gas-company-isnt-us-endorsement
WH: Biden's son to Ukraine gas company isn't U.S. endorsement
The Hill // Justin Sink
05/13/14 02:42 PM EDT
 
Ukraine's largest private gas producer has hired Vice President Biden's youngest son, but White House press secretary Jay Carney
insisted on Tuesday the move shouldn't be read as an official endorsement by the U.S. government.
 
"Hunter Biden and other members of the Biden family are obviously private citizens, and where they work does not reflect an
endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or president," Carney told reporters.
 
The vice president's office also defended the hire.
 
“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement
with this company.  For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office," said Kendra Barkoff, spokeswoman for Vice
President Biden.
 
Burisma, which produces the equivalent of 10,500 barrels of oil daily, announced Biden's hire in a statement earlier Tuesday.
 
“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate
practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these goals,” said Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’
chairman of the board of directors.
 
The younger Biden, for his part, said he believed his legal and corporate advice would "contribute to the economy and benefit the
people of Ukraine."
 
“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of
a strong economy in Ukraine,” Hunter Biden said.
 
But the hire could raise ethical questions — and diplomatic headaches — for the White House. During a visit to Kiev last month,
the vice president discussed energy security with Ukraine's leaders, including ways the country could produce its own domestic
production of natural gas.
 
"Imagine where you'd be today if you were able to tell Russia: keep your gas. It would be a very different world," the vice
president told Ukrainian lawmakers.
 
The hire also came a day after Russian energy giant Gazprom threatened to halt natural gas shipments to Ukraine unless the country
prepays for its energy. That announcement has sparked fears that energy costs could strain Ukraine's fragile economy.
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/16/2014 5:04:18 PM
To: "Meehan, Bernadette" <bernadette_m_meehan@nsc.eop.gov>; "Earnest, Joshua R." <joshua_r._earnest@who.eop.gov>; "Hayden,

Caitlin" <caitlin_m_hayden@nsc.eop.gov>; "Meehan, Bernadette" <m.486>; "Earnest, Joshua R."
</cn=recipients/cn=joshuar.earnest67836121>; "Hayden, Caitlin" </cn=recipients/cn=caitlin_m_hayden>

Cc: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: RE: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test

Thanks
 
From: Meehan, Bernadette 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 7:01 PM
To: Spector, Stephen; Earnest, Joshua R.; Hayden, Caitlin
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: RE: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test
 
Thanks.  We’ll refer any inquiries to you and Kendra.
 
From: Spector, Stephen 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 6:56 PM
To: Earnest, Joshua R.; Hayden, Caitlin; Meehan, Bernadette
Cc: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: WSJ: Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test
 
http://online.wsj.com/articles/bidens-son-hunter-discharged-from-navy-reserve-after-failing-cocaine-test-1413499657?
mod=WSJ_LatestHeadlinesBiden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve
After Failing Cocaine Test
COLLEEN MCCAIN NELSON And
 
JULIAN E. BARNES
Oct. 16, 2014 6:47 p.m. ET
0 COMMENTS
WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after testing positive for
cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter.

Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been commissioned as an ensign in
the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year, his brief military career ended.

Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission process to become a
public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was to be commissioned—he needed a waiver to
join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a drug-related incident when he was a young man, according to people
familiar with the matter. Military officials say such drug waivers aren’t uncommon.

Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va.,
a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in Norfolk, he was given a drug test, which
turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the situation. Mr. Biden was discharged in February, the Navy
said.

Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed
that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With the love and support of my family, I’m
moving forward.”

The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct commission, but
declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the details of Ens. Biden’s discharge are
not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman, said.

Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable discharges. Most are
given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge Mr. Biden received, and the Navy doesn’t
release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior enlisted personnel.

Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers, according to the Navy. The
direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with needed skills. The program allows civilians who have
not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer training course or officer-candidate school to join the military by attending
only an abbreviated training program.

The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually serve one weekend
a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on active duty.
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The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military family, often referring
to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong deployment to Iraq. After Hunter Biden joined the
Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who also served in the Navy.

“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United States Navy,”
she said in 2012.

In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a lot of bad judgment
in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball. “My son, who is over 40, just
joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an officer, Hunter Biden.”

Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden serves as the
Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill Biden also have a daughter, Ashley,
who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate executive director.

Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with a Ukrainian firm, that
have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer, Burisma Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a
former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted former president. The announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible
for Burisma’s legal unit raised concerns about potential conflicts of interest, because his father, the vice president, was
engaged in diplomatic efforts involving Ukraine.

At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t endorse any particular
company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter.

Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a Washington firm
after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008.

Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves as chairman of World Food
Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency that fights hunger,” and he is an adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown
University.
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From: Allen, Jessica <jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>
Sent: 7/8/2014 8:12:08 AM
To: "DL-WHO-Press" <dl-who-press@dsr.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc" <marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Allen, Jessica"

<jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>; "Aniskoff, Paulette" <paulette_l_aniskoff@who.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra"
<kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Camacho, Cara" <cara_v_camacho@nsc.eop.gov>; "Carson, Crystal"
<crystal_m_carson@who.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Davidson, Josta"
<josta_t_davidson@nsc.eop.gov>; "Earnest, Joshua R." <joshua_r._earnest@who.eop.gov>; "Edelman, R. David"
<ross_d_edelman@ostp.eop.gov>; "Etienne, Ashley" <ashley_d_etienne@who.eop.gov>; "Evans, Bess"
<elisabeth_w_evans@who.eop.gov>; "Feddersen, Brett" <brett_j_feddersen@nsc.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Foster, Heather" <heather_j_foster@who.eop.gov>; "Friedman, Jennifer"
<jennifer_b_friedman@who.eop.gov>; "Hankins, Hannah R." <hannah_r_hankins@who.eop.gov>; "Hart, Liz"
<elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R." <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Holst, Lindsay"
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Ukrainian Employer of Joe Biden’s Son Hires a D.C. Lobbyist
TIME // Michael Scherer @michaelscherer
July 7, 2014    
 
An obscure private Ukrainian natural gas company has been hiring friends and family of Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice
President Joe Biden, while seeking to influence Congress
 
When Vice President Joe Biden’s son, R. Hunter Biden, joined the board of a private Ukrainian oil and natural gas company this
spring, he explained his new job as a legal one, disconnected from any effort to influence the Obama Administration. In a press
release, the younger Biden boasted of his abilities on issues like improving corporate transparency.
 
But the company, Burisma Holdings, did not disclose at the time the scope of their plans for influencing the U.S. government.
Recently released documents show that Biden’s hiring coincided with the launch of a new effort to lobby members of Congress about
the role of the company in Ukraine and the country’s quest for energy independence.
 
David Leiter, a former Senate chief of staff to Secretary of State John Kerry, signed on to work as a lobbyist for Burisma on May
20, 2014, about a week after Biden announced he was joining the company, according to lobbying disclosures filed this month.
 
Leiter’s involvement in the firm rounds out a power-packed team of politically-connected Americans that also includes a second new
board member, Devon Archer, a Democratic bundler and former adviser to John Kerry’s 2004 presidential campaign. Both Archer and
Hunter Biden have worked as business partners with Kerry’s son-in-law, Christopher Heinz, the founding partner of Rosemont
Capital, a private-equity company.
 
Biden’s office referred questions to a Burisma spokesman, who says Biden has not been involved in contacting members of Congress
or the Obama Administration about the company. “His role, like all board members, is to provide strategic guidance to Burisma,”
said Lawrence Pacheco, who works in Washington D.C. for FTI Consulting, a communications firm that is also employed by Burisma.
 
But Burisma is contacting officials in Washington through Leiter’s lobbying firm, ML Strategies. “ML Strategies is working with
Burisma to educate U.S. officials about the company and its role in creating a stable and secure energy future for Ukraine, not
any specific policy or legislation,” Pacheco said. “Burisma supports energy independence, economic growth, national sovereignty
and regional stability and will engage as needed to encourage efforts to further these goals.”
 
Some Democratic senators, meanwhile, have been working to secure more U.S. funding, either directly or through entities like the
Export-Import Bank, to improve Ukraine’s domestic energy production potential. On June 27, Sen. Edward Markey of Massachusetts,
wrote President Obama a letter with three other Democratic senators calling for increased aid. “We should leverage the full
resources and expertise of the U.S. government to assist Ukraine in improving its energy efficiency, increasing its domestic
production, and reforming its energy markets,” wrote Markey, who has also proposed legislation with about $40 million in
additional aide for Ukranian energy development.
 
Markey’s letter was trumpeted by Burisma Holdings as a commendable move towards securing the future security of Ukraine. “Burisma
Holdings today applauded the range of U.S. legislative support for development of Ukraine’s broad and untapped resources and an
increase in transparency and good governance,” the company said in a statement on the day the letter was released.
 
An aide in Markey’s office told TIME that Leiter, Biden and Archer were not part of discussions that led to the drafting of the
letter or the legislation. Staff for the other senators who signed the letter, Ron Wyden of Oregon, Jeanne Shaheen of New
Hampshire and Christopher Murphy of Connecticut, also said they did not have contact with Leiter, who could not be reached for
comment.
 
Burisma Holdings is owned by a Cypriot holding firm, Brociti Investments Limited, which is controlled Nikolai Zlochevskyi, a
former Ukranian government minister, according to Cypriot records. It controls government development licenses in three regions of
Ukraine, and sells to industrial customers in the country, according to the company.
 
By taking a job with Burisma, the younger Biden has put himself in the middle of a struggle between the United States and Russia,
which currently provides the bulk of the natural gas supplies to Ukraine. Both the White House and European nations have recently
emphasized the strategic interest in making Ukraine less dependent on Russia.
 
Since Hunter Biden took the new job, his father, Vice President Joe Biden, has continued to serve as the Obama Administration’s
point person on Ukraine, traveling to the country as recently as June for the inauguration of President Petro Poroshenko and
talking to Poroshenko by phone at least five times in the last month.
 
“I’ve spent a considerable amount of time in the last two months in Ukraine,” the elder Biden said on June 19. “You see what the
Russians are doing relative to using gas as a foreign policy tool to try to alter behavior. And so it’s — around the world in
varying degrees it’s of significant consequence in terms of security, both economic and political security of a nation.”
 
There is no legal barrier to prohibit Hunter Biden from working with a company that can be impacted by the policy decisions of his
father, and the White House has maintained that the Vice President has not been influenced by his son’s employment. “The Vice
President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company,” said his spokeswoman Kendra Barkoff.
 
But Hunter Biden’s new job, along with the association with Burisma of other politically-connected businessmen, has raised
concerns among some Ukraine watchers. “It’s unhelpful when we are trying to get across to the Ukrainians to clean up corruption
and special deals for special folks,” said Ed Chow, a senior fellow at the Center for Strategic and International Studies, a U.S.
think tank. “It maybe sends the wrong message that Westerners are just hypocritical.”
 
Additional reporting by Alex Rogers and Zeke Miller/Washington
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/14/2014 5:43:56 AM
To: "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra"

<demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob"
<jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven" <j.534>; "Murray,
Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; "Spector, Stephen" <i.b04>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <j.6b6>; "Lambros, Demetra"
<d.8b8>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>

Subject: Fw: WSJ: Biden's Son, Kerry Family Friend Join Ukrainian Gas Producer's Board

 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 07:37 AM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie; Carney, Jay; Carroll,
Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess; Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather;
Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison;
Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan, Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha;
Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price,
Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo, Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter,
Kingsley; Velz, Peter; Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie,
Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric;
Costa, Kristina; Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire;
Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.;
Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson,
Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor,
Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes,
Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh,
Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S. 
Subject: WSJ: Biden's Son, Kerry Family Friend Join Ukrainian Gas Producer's Board 
 
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303851804579560542284706288?mod=WSJ_hp_RightTopStories&mg=reno64-wsj
Biden's Son, Kerry Family Friend Join Ukrainian Gas Producer's Board
Ukraine's Burisma Holdings Is Controlled by Former Energy Official Under Yanukovych
Wall Street Journal // PAUL SONNE And JAMES V. GRIMALDI
 
Vice President Joe Biden's son and a close friend of Secretary of State John Kerry's stepson have joined the board of a Ukrainian
gas producer controlled by a former top security and energy official for deposed President Viktor Yanukovych.
 
The move has attracted attention given Messrs. Biden's and Kerry's public roles in diplomacy toward Ukraine, where the U.S.
expressed support for pro-Western demonstrators who toppled Mr. Yanukovych's Kremlin-backed government in February. The uprising
provoked a pro-Russia backlash that has plunged the post-Soviet republic into conflict and brought it to the brink of civil war.
 
Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training and the younger of the vice president's two sons, joined the board of directors of Ukrainian
gas firm Burisma Holdings Ltd. this month and took on responsibility for the company's legal unit, according to a statement issued
by the closely held gas producer.
 
His appointment came a few weeks after Devon Archer —college roommate of the secretary of state's stepson, H.J. Heinz Co. ketchup
heir Christopher Heinz —joined the board to help the gas firm attract U.S. investors, improve its corporate governance and expand
its operations. A State Department spokesman declined to comment.
 
"The fact that I joined the board of directors is largely based on the company's will to grow," Mr. Archer said in an interview
with Ukrainian media published on Burisma's website. "Last year alone witnessed a lot of transformations." He vowed to make the
company more transparent.
 
Mr. Biden, 44 years old, and Mr. Archer, 39, work for Rosemont Seneca Partners, a U.S. investment company. It is affiliated with
Rosemont Capital, a private-equity firm Mr. Archer co-founded with Mr. Heinz.
 
Two people familiar with Mr. Heinz's involvement in the firms said he isn't involved with the day-to-day operation of Rosemont
Seneca, which is 50%-owned by Rosemont Capital. The people also said there was no financial investment by the firms in Burisma,
just board memberships for Messrs. Biden and Archer.
 
Messages were left for Hunter Biden at his offices in Washington and New York and at offices of a law firm where he is of counsel.
A person answering the phone at his office in Washington said Messrs. Biden and Archer were unavailable and promised to pass along
a message.
 
The White House press secretary and the vice president's office described Hunter Biden's activities as those of a private citizen,
bearing no endorsement of the U.S. government.
 
"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer," said Kendra Barkoff, a spokeswoman for Joe Biden's office. "The vice president
does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company."
 
The board appointments come amid a broader push at Burisma to step up standards and investment. Alan Apter, an American investment
banker who has worked in the former Soviet Union, joined Burisma as chairman of the board last year and received a mandate to
improve the company's corporate governance and attract foreign capital. He said he met Mr. Archer, a longtime financier and
entrepreneur, through mutual friends and invited him and later Mr. Biden to join the board.
 
"This is totally based on merit," Mr. Apter said. He said none of the independent directors holds a stake in the company. He said
they would receive a salary for independent directorship commensurate with world-class experience but declined to name the sum.
 
Burisma is one of a handful of privately owned gas companies that together account for a little more than 10% of Ukraine's
domestic production. The rest of the production comes from gas companies fully or partially owned by the Ukrainian state.
Burisma's biggest subsidiary, Esko Pivnich, pumps gas from the Poltava region east of Kiev.
 
The gas producer is controlled by Nikolai Zlochevsky, a former member of Parliament for Mr. Yanukovych's Party of Regions,
according to a person familiar with the matter. He served as Mr. Yanukovych's minister of environmental protection from July 2010
and then become minister of ecology and natural resources in December 2010, key positions with influence over the oil and gas
industry.
 
Mr. Zlochevsky was removed from the post in April 2012 and appointed deputy secretary of Ukraine's National Security and Defense
Council, a role he held until Mr. Yanukovych's government collapsed in late February. During his tenure as a government minister,
Burisma and entities associated with the firm received a large number of permits for oil and gas exploration in Ukraine and
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stepped up their output considerably, according to Ukrainian press reports.
 
Mr. Zlochevsky couldn't be reached for comment.
 
Mr. Yanukovych, who was sanctioned by the U.S. in March, has taken refuge in Russia.
 
Burisma produced about 450 million cubic meters of gas in 2013 and became the largest independent gas producer in Ukraine by
volume in the first quarter of this year, according to a company spokesman. The production figures couldn't be independently
verified.
 
The Ukrainian company sells its gas domestically. It is poised to benefit from the rising gas prices the country is likely to see
in the future, now that Russia has removed a discount on gas deliveries for Ukraine in response to what it sees as the rise of
anti-Kremlin authorities in Kiev.
 
Ukrainian regulatory authorities cap gas prices for domestic industrial customers. The cap averaged about $425 per thousand cubic
meters of gas last year. Though Burisma doesn't reveal financial figures, calculations suggest the company's production last year
would have commanded more than $191 million in revenue on the domestic market at those rates.
 
Mr. Apter said Burisma's expansion could help reduce Ukraine's energy dependence and thereby help ease its political problems.
 
"The country is quite gas dependent and one would expect, like most countries, there is a desire to be independent of foreign
sources, be they in Russia or elsewhere," Mr. Apter said. "It helps the country."
 
Burisma has now added deep U.S. political connections to its arsenal.
 
In addition to being Mr. Heinz's college roommate at Yale, Mr. Archer was an adviser to Mr. Kerry's presidential campaign in 2004
and co-chaired his National Finance Committee. According to his biography, he serves as a trustee of the Heinz Family Office,
which manages the family business.
 
Hunter Biden's business activities have attracted attention before.
 
His work as a lobbyist when his father was in the U.S. Senate came under scrutiny. Shortly after his father became Barack Obama's
running mate in 2008, he gave up his lobbying career and resigned his partnership at a Washington lobbying firm.
 
When he had been senator, Mr. Obama sought more than $3.4 million in earmarks for clients of Hunter Biden, and succeeded in
getting $192,000 for St. Xavier University near Chicago, according to public disclosure records.
 
At the time, a spokesman for Mr. Obama said Hunter Biden hadn't met with the senator himself but rather with office staff. The
spokesman also said it wasn't surprising to see Mr. Obama was fighting for interests and institutions in his home state of
Illinois.
 
In early 2009, The Wall Street Journal reported that Hunter Biden and his uncle had run a fund of funds that was being marketed
exclusively by Texas financier R. Allen Stanford's companies. Mr. Stanford later was sentenced to 110 years in prison for
masterminding a $7 billion Ponzi scheme.
 
At the time of the Journal article, a lawyer for the Bidens said the fund terminated the relationship and offered to return $2.7
million in investment that companies controlled by Mr. Stanford had given the fund. He said the Bidens had never met Mr. Stanford.
 
—Colleen McCain Nelson contributed to this article.
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 11:22:49 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley"

<katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh" </cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; "Trotter, Katherine K."
<k.5b4>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>

Subject: NJ: Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis

Another Biden Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis
http://www.nationaljournal.com/white-house/another-biden-has-waded-into-the-ukraine-crisis-20140513
 
By Marina Koren
 
Joe Biden has been the White House's go-to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring former Soviet republics and reassuring their
concerned leaders. And now, he's not the only Biden involved in the region.
 
The vice president's youngest son, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's largest
private gas producer, The Moscow Times reported Tuesday. Hunter described his new role in a statement on the company's website:
 
As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion, and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people
of Ukraine.
 
The new gig joins several others on Hunter's extensive resume. He currently serves as as managing partner at the Washington-based
investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and counsel at the New York City-based law firm Boies Schiller Flexner. He is
also an adjunct professor at Georgetown University's Foreign Service graduate program.
 
According to Bloomberg Businessweek, Burisma was founded in 2006 and "engages in oil-well drilling, production of liquefied
natural gas, and undertaking geological studies." It is based in Cyprus. It owns several oil and gas companies in Ukraine,
including in the southeastern city of Dnepropetrovsk.
 
Burisma hired another American—and another managing partner of Rosemont Seneca Partners—just last month. Devon Archer joined the
company's board of directors to "focus on the interaction with current investors, as well as involving new investors from the
United States," according to an April 22 press release from the company. Archer served as a senior adviser to John Kerry during
his 2004 presidential campaign.
 
"Today Burisma Holdings reminds me of Exxon Mobil in its wake," Archer said in a recent interview posted on the company's website.
"It has all the chances to be one of the biggest privately owned oil companies in the world."
 
Archer's work focuses heavily on energy independence for Ukraine, a topic that has received much attention in recent months.
Ukraine is dependent on Russia for energy exports, and Moscow has pulled discount agreements during its ongoing standoff with
Kiev. The addition of Hunter to the company masthead suggests Burisma is turning to U.S. talent—and money and name recognition—for
protection against Russia. It also jibes with the Obama administration message that his father has been tasked with spreading.
 
It's unclear whether the entry of another Biden into the fray was meant to send a message to Moscow. But Russian President
Vladimir Putin, eternally leery of American hands in eastern European business, is bound to notice.
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From: Barkoff, Kendra <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 8:39:59 AM
To: "Hunter Biden" <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com>
Cc: "Eric Schwerin" <eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
Subject: RE: hey

Thanks
 
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:39 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Cc: Eric Schwerin
Subject: Re: hey
 
Eric- he's cc'd here

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 5:05 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Just sent you the email
Let me know who in your office.
Thanks!
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:59 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: hey
 
Ok-
What exactly are they asking? For the time being I'd just refer them to my office.  FYI I joined the board of Burisma
Holdings Ltd. (Burisma.com) an independent/ private natural gas producer in Ukraine along with the former president of
Poland. I think the press release is on their web site.

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 4:46 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks for talking to me.  let me know who I should refer folks to.
Kendra
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov
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From: Hertz, Jessica R. <jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/13/2014 10:06:35 AM
To: "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <d.8b8>
Subject: FW: MoscowTimes: Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company

 
 
From: Allen, Jessica 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:05 PM
To: DL-WHO-Press; Aidinoff, Marc; Allen, Jessica; Aniskoff, Paulette; Barkoff, Kendra; Beirne Fallon, Katie; Carney, Jay; Carroll,
Brad; Carson, Crystal; Clavel, Lise; Davidson, Josta; Edelman, R. David; Evans, Bess; Feldman, Stefanie G.; Foster, Heather;
Friedman, Jennifer; Hankins, Hannah R.; Hart, Elizabeth; Hertz, Jessica R.; Holst, Lindsay; Holzer, Benjamin; Hunn, Allison;
Inouye, Shin; Jencks, Fae; Jenkins, Brad; Joseph, Jeremy; Kahan, Alex; Lachman, Sherry; Lambros, Demetra; Lawrence, Natasha;
Lopez, Rafael; MacFarquhar, Rory; Murray, Shailagh; Palmieri, Jennifer; Parker, Steve; Patterson, Nicholas; Platkin, Alex; Price,
Ryan; Rogers, Melissa; Russo, Bill; Sahgal, Rishi R.; Schultz, Greg; Schwartz, Noah; Shoup, Lilly; Ricchetti, Steven; Trotter,
Kingsley; Velz, Peter; Whisenant, Addie; Arguelles, Adam; Asen, Jonathan; Backemeyer, Christopher; Bartoloni, Kristen; Brookie,
Graham; Brown, Sam; Canegallo, Kristie A.; Carney, Jay; Click, John; Cloud, Donald; Coates, Kelsey; Cohen, Ilona; Cooper, Eric;
Costa, Kristina; Dean, Laura; Debevoise, Lyn; Dickinson, Tammy; DMCOS; Earnest, Joshua R.; Fenn, Sarah; Gianotti, Claire;
Govashiri, Ferial; Hayden, Caitlin; Hedger, Stephen; Heinzelman, Kate; Jackson, Bartlett; Jimenez, Luis A.; Kaden, David M.;
Keenan, Cody; Kim, Andrew; Kirchhoff, Christopher; Lee, Jesse C.; Lee, Jonathan; Leweling, Tara; Lubin, Nathaniel; Lucas Magnuson,
Laura; Lundeberg, Greta; McFarlin, Mac; McKeon, Brian P.; Meehan, Bernadette; Moscoso, Patricia; Moussavian, Roxana; O'Connor,
Kyle; Ortiz, Michael; Pfeiffer, Dan; Prescott, Jeffrey; Quillian, Natalie; Rangarajan, Taara; Rangel, Antoinette N.; Rhodes,
Benjamin J.; Robertson, Michael; Rosenberger, Laura; Ruemmler, Kathryn H.; Schulman, Loren DeJonge; Sherwood-Randall, Liz; Singh,
Pavneet; Szuplat, Terry; Wagstaff, Jesica; Wang, Jenny; West, Thomas; Withers, Anne; Wozniak, Natalie S.
Subject: MoscowTimes: Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
 
DRUDGE REPORT @DRUDGE_REPORT  1m
Son of Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company... http://drudge.tw/1lih37X 
 
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/business/article/son-of-us-vice-president-biden-joins-ukraine-gas-company/500062.html
Son of U.S. Vice President Biden Joins Ukraine Gas Company
The Moscow Times
May. 13 2014 18:49 Last edited 18:49
 
The youngest son of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine's largest
private gas producer — a move he said would benefit Ukrainians and the country's economy.
 
In a statement published on its website, Burisma Holdings announced Hunter Biden would join its board of directors and head the
company's legal unit.
 
"As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate
governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people
of Ukraine," Hunter Biden said in the statement.
 
Burisma owns several Ukrainian oil and gas companies, including Esko Pivnich and Pari, Lenta.ru reported Tuesday. The company also
has assets in Ukraine's Dnepr-Donetsk, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuvan basins.
 
Burisma produced 11,600 barrels of oil equivalent, or boe, in 2013 and was planning to increase its production in Ukraine by 35-40
percent in 2014, U.S. financier and member of the board of directors Devon Archer told newspaper Capital in late April.
 
Hunter's father, as U.S. Vice President, has repeatedly rebuked Russia for its reported involvement in Ukraine and has pledged to
support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy.
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/22/2014 3:45:33 PM
To: "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh"

</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: Fw: Washington Examiner: The Hunter Biden Chronicles

 
From: Pietranton, Kelsey 
Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2014 04:42 PM
To: Murray, Shailagh; Barkoff, Kendra; Spector, Stephen; Hart, Liz 
Subject: Washington Examiner: The Hunter Biden Chronicles 
 
Washington Examiner : The Hunter Biden Chronicles
By: Michele Malkin
October 22, 2014
 
Everything you need to know about Beltway nepotism, corporate cronyism and corruption can be found in the biography of Robert
Hunter Biden. Where are the Occupy Wall Street rabble-rousers and enemies of elitist privilege when you need them? Straining their
neck muscles to look the other way.
 
The youngest son of Vice President Joe Biden made news last week after the Wall Street Journal revealed he had been booted from
the Navy Reserve for cocaine use. His drug abuse was certainly no surprise to the Navy, which issued him a waiver for
aprevious drug offense before commissioning him as a public affairs officer at the age of 43. The Navy also bent over backward
a second time with an age waiver so he could secure the cushy part-time job.
 
Papa Biden loves to tout his middle-class, "Average Joe" credentials. But rest assured, if his son had been "Hunter Smith" or
"Hunter Jones" or "Hunter Brown," the Navy's extraordinary dispensations would be all but unattainable. Oh, and if he had been
"Hunter Palin," The New York Times would be on its 50th front-page investigative report by now.
 
Despite the disgraceful ejection from our military, Hunter's Connecticut law license won't be subject to automatic review.
Because, well, Biden.
 
Biden's bennies are not just one-offs. Skating by, flouting rules and extracting favors are the story of Hunter's life.
 
Hunter's first job, acquired after Joe Biden won his 1996 Senate re-election bid in Delaware, was with MBNA. That's the credit
card conglomerate and top campaign finance donor that forked over nearly $63,000 in bundled primary and general contributions from
its employees to then Sen. Biden. As I've reported previously, Daddy Biden secured his custom-built, multimillion-dollar house in
Delaware's ritziest Chateau Country neighborhood with the help of a leading MBNA corporate executive. Average Joe went on to carry
legislative water for MBNA in the Senate for years.
 
Hunter zoomed up to senior vice president by early 1998 and then scored a plum position in the Clinton administration's Commerce
Department, specializing in "electronic commerce" before returning to MBNA three years later as a high-priced "consultant." While
he collected those "consulting" (translation: nepotistic access-trading) fees, Hunter became a "founding partner" in the lobbying
firm of Oldaker, Biden and Belair in 2002.
 
William Oldaker was Papa Biden's former fundraiser, campaign treasurer and general counsel — a Beltway barnacle whose Democratic
machine days dated back to Ted Kennedy's 1980 presidential bid. Under Oldaker's tutelage, Hunter lobbied for drug companies,
universities and other deep-pocketed clients to the tune of nearly $4 million billed to the company by 2007.
Coincidentally, then-Illinois Sen. Barack Obama personally requested and secured cozy taxpayer-subsidized earmarks for several of
Hunter's clients.
 
Hunter got himself appointed to multiple corporate board positions, including a directorship with Eudora Global. It's an
investment firm founded by one Jeffrey Cooper, head of one of the biggest asbestos-litigation firms in the country. SimmonsCooper,
based in Madison County, Ill., donated hundreds of thousands of dollars to Biden the Elder's various political campaigns over the
past decade — all while the firm poured $6.5 million into lobbying against a key tort-reform bill, which former Sen. Biden worked
hard to defeat. Cooper also contributed to the Delaware attorney general campaign of Hunter's older brother, Beau, and paid Beau
for legal work on lucrative asbestos-litigation cases.
 
Hunter also was previously a top official at Paradigm Global Advisors, a hedge fund holding company founded with Vice President
Biden's brother, James, and marketed by convicted finance fraudster Allen Stanford. As Paradigm chairman, Hunter oversaw half a
billion dollars of client money invested in hedge funds while remaining a lobbyist at Oldaker, Biden and Belair. Cooper chipped in
$2 million for the ill-fated venture, which went bust amid nasty fraud lawsuits.
 
Continually failing upward, Hunter snagged a seat on the board of directors of taxpayer-subsidized, stimulus-inflated Amtrak,
where he pretended not to be a lobbyist, but rather an "effective advocate" for the government railroad system serving the 1
percenters' D.C.-NYC corridor.
 
So, where does a coke-abusing influence peddler go after raking in gobs of Daddy-enabled dough and abusing the U.S. Navy's ill-
considered generosity? Back to Cronyland! Hunter joined Ukrainian natural gas company Burisma Holdings — owned by a powerful
Russian government sympathizer who fled to Russia in February — this spring. The hypocritical lobbyist-bashers at the White House
deny he will be lobbying and deny any conflict of interest.
 
Meanwhile, Just Like You Joe was whipping up class envy in South Carolina last week. "Corporate profits have soared," he railed,
thanks to "these guys running hedge funds in New York," who are to blame for "income inequality." You know, like his son and
brother and their Beltway back-scratching patrons.
 
The Bidens: They're not like us.
 
MICHELLE MALKIN, a Washington Examiner columnist, is nationally syndicated by Creators Syndicate.
 
###
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From: Spector, Stephen <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/17/2014 2:24:38 PM
To: "Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Murray, Shailagh"

</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Subject: AP: Biden's Son Faces No Bar Review After Discharge

Biden's Son Faces No Bar Review After Discharge
By STEPHEN BRAUN Associated Press
 
Hunter Biden, the youngest son of Vice President Joe Biden, faces no automatic review of his law license in Connecticut following
his discharge from the U.S. Navy Reserve after testing positive for cocaine use, Connecticut legal authorities said Friday.

Hunter Biden works in Washington as a private equity executive and board director of an international energy firm, but he is
admitted to practice law in Connecticut, where attorneys' privileges can be examined under a disciplinary review system. Legal
clients, state lawyers, judges and any citizen can file grievances, but as of Friday, none had been filed, authorities said.

Lawyers in Connecticut face automatic review of their bar admission only when they have been convicted of a crime, said Michael P.
Bowler, Connecticut's Statewide Bar Counselor, who heads a team of lawyers that investigate attorney grievances. Criminal
convictions have to be reviewed by a statewide grievance committee, as do other complaints, which can range from drug and alcohol
abuse to inadequate legal representation.

"At this point, I'm not aware that Mr. Biden has been arrested for anything, and certainly not convicted," Bowler said. The Navy's
brief confirmation of Biden's discharge did not cite any arrest or charges. Two people familiar with the matter told The
Associated Press he was kicked out after testing positive for cocaine, confirming what was first reported by The Wall Street
Journal.

Bowler added that Biden had told state authorities in 2007 that he was also admitted to the bar in Washington, D.C. Current
District of Columbia bar records do not show Biden as member.

The Navy said Thursday that Biden was discharged in February from a part-time position as a public affairs officer in the Navy
Reserve but did not provide a reason. Biden released a statement through his attorney saying, "I deeply regret and am embarrassed
that my actions led to my administrative discharge."

Biden, 44, a former Washington lobbyist, is a managing partner at the Rosemont Seneca Partners investment firm and a director at
Burisma Holdings, a Ukraine-based energy company. A Washington lobbyist for Burisma, David Leiter, did not respond to requests for
comment from The Associated Press.

Mark Dubois, the president of the Connecticut Bar Association, said that state bar and ethics officials are sensitive to news
accounts involving misbehavior of lawyers admitted to practice in the state, but he said, "They have to be judicious about
starting the process."

Dubois, who formerly investigated and prosecuted ethical misconduct as Connecticut Disciplinary Counsel, said authorities have
initiated cases in the past involving drug and alcohol abuse by attorneys, but "only when it's a fairly extensive record of
abuse."
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From: Debevoise, Lyn <lyn_debevoise@nsc.eop.gov>
Sent: 5/12/2014 8:00:50 AM
To: "Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael" <mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"

<r.7b8>; "Prescott, Jeffrey" </cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>
Subject: Ukraine headline

Haven’t read the article, but flagging this:
 
Hunter Biden, Vice President's son, appointed to board of Zlochevskyi's Burisma Holdings that develops gas in Ukraine
http://economics.lb.ua/business/2014/05/12/266147_sin_vitseprezidenta_ssha_stal.html
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From: Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com>
Sent: 5/13/2014 8:39:03 AM
To: "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Barkoff, Kendra" </cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>
Cc: "Eric Schwerin" <eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
Subject: Re: hey

Eric- he's cc'd here

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 5:05 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Just sent you the email
Let me know who in your office.
Thanks!
 
From: Hunter Biden [mailto:hbiden@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:59 AM
To: Barkoff, Kendra
Subject: Re: hey
 
Ok-
What exactly are they asking? For the time being I'd just refer them to my office.  FYI I joined the board of Burisma
Holdings Ltd. (Burisma.com) an independent/ private natural gas producer in Ukraine along with the former president of
Poland. I think the press release is on their web site.

RHB
202.333.1880

On May 13, 2014, at 4:46 PM, "Barkoff, Kendra" <Kendra_A_Barkoff@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thanks for talking to me.  let me know who I should refer folks to.
Kendra
 
 
 
Kendra Barkoff
Press Secretary 
Office of the Vice President
(202) 456-4390 (o) | (202) 503-5285 (c)
kbarkoff@ovp.eop.gov
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From: McNulty, Thomas P. <thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: 10/23/2014 5:33:48 AM
To: "[personal email" <address]>
Subject: Fw: Vice Presidential News Clips for Thursday, October 23, 2014

THIS RECORD IS A WITHDRAWAL SHEET 
Date created: Mon Nov 21 18:57:57 EST 2022 

Releasability: Withheld In Part 

Reasons for Withholding: 
------------------------ 
b(6),P6 

Notes: 
------- 
redaction of personal email addresses 

Case ID: LA 2022-0121-F 

Additional Information: 
------------------------ 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence <vp@bulletinintelligence.com>
Sent: 5/20/2014 4:13:22 AM
To: "Cerda, Jose" <jose_cerda@ovp.eop.gov>; "Thompson, Kenny" <kenneth_d_thompson@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bianchi, Sarah"

<sarah_a_bianchi@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean" <sean_w_obrien@ovp.eop.gov>; "Feldman, Stefanie G."
<stefanie_g_feldman@ovp.eop.gov>; "Spector, Stephen" <stephen_i_spector@ovp.eop.gov>; "O'Brien, Sean </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=obrien, sean" <w.93f>>; >; "Thompson, Kenneth D. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=thompson, kenneth" <d.7a5>>; >; "Bianchi, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarah_a_bianchi>>; >; "Spector, Stephen </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=spector, stephen" <i.b04>>; >; "Cerda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jose_cerda>>; >; "Feldman, Stefanie G. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=stefanie_g_feldman1>>; >

Cc: "Everett, Aaron" <aaron_r_everett@ovp.eop.gov>; "[personal email" <address]>; "Escudero, Adrian V."
<adrian_v._escudero@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hornbrook, Alex" <alex_hornbrook@ovp.eop.gov>; "Kurren, Amy"
<amy_m_kurren@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bernal, Anthony R." <anthony_r._bernal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Stackpole, Avra"
<avra_w_stackpole@ovp.eop.gov>; "Woyak, Brian J." <brian_j._woyak@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lillard, Brooke"
<brooke_m_lillard@ovp.eop.gov>; "Bolduc, Chad" <chad_m_bolduc@ovp.eop.gov>; "Fromstein, Charles"
<charles_a_fromstein@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez" <cortez_r_zeigler-brown@ovp.eop.gov>; "Rosenzweig, Dana"
<dana_e_rosenzweig@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lienemann, David C." <david_c._lienemann@who.eop.gov>; "Cloud, Donald"
<donald_w_cloud@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lambros, Demetra" <demetra_d_lambros@ovp.eop.gov>; "Zikusoka, Dave"
<david_n._zikusoka@ovp.eop.gov>; "Regoli, Elizabeth A" <whca_1323152@dsr.eop.gov>; "Hart, Elizabeth"
<elizabeth_a_hart@ovp.eop.gov>; "Amin, Faisal" <faisal_amin@ovp.eop.gov>; "Picos, Francisco"
<francisco_c_picos@ovp.eop.gov>; "Person, Fran" <fran_person@ovp.eop.gov>; "Freeman, Gary" <gary_d_freeman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Schultz, Greg" <gregory_c_schultz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Edwards, Hannah E." <hannah_e_edwards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lyons, Jamie"
<jamie_e_lyons@ovp.eop.gov>; "Joseph, Jeremy" <jeremy_joseph@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hertz, Jessica R."
<jessica_r_hertz@ovp.eop.gov>; "Doody, Jillian" <jillian_doody@ovp.eop.gov>; "Montoya, Jordan"
<jordan_r_montoya@ovp.eop.gov>; "Flynn, John S" <john.flynn@whmo.mil>; "Tejeda, Jose" <jose_tejeda@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Prescott, Jeffrey" <jeffrey_m_prescott@ovp.eop.gov>; "Sullivan, Jacob" <jacob_j_sullivan@ovp.eop.gov>; "Donley, Julia M"
<julia.donley@whmo.mil>; "Richards, Kitty" <katharine_r_richards@ovp.eop.gov>; "Berner, Kate"
<katherine_k_berner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Trotter, Kingsley" <katherine_k_trotter@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clark, Katisha A"
<katisha.clark@whmo.mil>; "Barkoff, Kendra" <kendra_a_barkoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Chung, Kathy" <kathy_s_chung@ovp.eop.gov>;
kcoconnor@whmo.mil; "Pietranton, Kelsey" <kelsey_l_pietranton@ovp.eop.gov>; "McNellis, Kerry"
<kerry_j_mcnellis@ovp.eop.gov>; "Suber, Kellen" <kellen_c._suber@ovp.eop.gov>; "Aidinoff, Marc"
<marc_f_aidinoff@ovp.eop.gov>; "Clavel, Lise" <marguerite_l_clavel@ovp.eop.gov>; "Carpenter, Michael"
<mcarpenter@ovp.eop.gov>; membersovpvpmilaide@whmo.mil; "Kaye, Melanie" <melanie_a_kaye@ovp.eop.gov>; "Hill, Patty"
<patricia_j_hill@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lysaght, Patrick J" <patrick.lysaght@whmo.mil>; "Timko, Rachel"
<rachel_m_timko@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ruffner, Richard" <richard_b_ruffner@ovp.eop.gov>; "Eaton, Sarah"
<sarah_a_eaton@ovp.eop.gov>; "Baker, Sarah" <sarah_e_baker@ovp.eop.gov>; sarah_fletcher@ovp.eop.gov; "Rosenthal, Lynn"
<slrosenthal@ovp.eop.gov>; "Nix, Sheila" <sheila_m_nix@ovp.eop.gov>; "Lachman, Sherry" <sherry_e_lachman@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Murray, Shailagh" <shailagh_murray@ovp.eop.gov>; "Myers, Sam A." <sam_a._myers@ovp.eop.gov>; "Ricchetti, Steven"
<steven_j_ricchetti@ovp.eop.gov>; "Tennant, Thomas M" <thomas.tennant@whmo.mil>; "McNulty, Thomas P."
<thomas_p._mcnulty@ovp.eop.gov>; "Williams, Tonya" <tonya_n_williams@ovp.eop.gov>; "Reddy, Vinay"
<vinay_c_reddy@ovp.eop.gov>; "Dirksen, Ward" <ward_f._dirksen@ovp.eop.gov>; "Russo2, Bill" <william_m_russo@ovp.eop.gov>;
"Clavel, Marguerite </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=clavel, marguerite" <l.b8f>>; >; "Dirksen,
Ward F. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=wardf.dirksen10472133>>; >; "Timko, Rachel
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=timko, rachel" <m.350>>; >; "Stackpole, Avra
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=stackpole, avra" <w.f8f>>; >; "Rosenthal, Lynn
</o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group" </cn=recipients/cn=slrosenthal>>; >; "Ricchetti, Steven </o=eop/ou=exchange
administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=ricchetti, steven" <j.534>>; >; "Amin, Faisal </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative
group /cn=recipients/cn=amin," <faisalc7c>>; >; "Lienemann, David C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidc.lienemann27685035>>; >; "Tejeda, Jose </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=josetejeda55772522>>; >; "Kaye, Melanie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=melanie_a_kaye>>; >; "Escudero, Adrian V. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=adrianv.escudero11120257>>; >; "Hill, Patricia </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hill, patricia" <j.6b5>>; >; "Zikusoka, David N. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=davidn.zikusoka74383180>>; >; "Edwards, Hannah E. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=edwards, hannah" <e.bc9>>; >; "Freeman, Gary </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=freeman, gary" <d.653>>; >; "Hertz, Jessica R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hertz, jessica" <r.562>>; >; "Murray, Shailagh </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=shailagh_murray>>; >; "Berner, Katherine </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=berner, katherine" <k.f0e>>; >; "Lysaght, Patrick J </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13193785c4>>; >; "Schultz, Gregory </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=schultz, gregory" <c.084>>; >; "Zeigler-Brown, Cortez </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=zeigler-brown, cortez" <r.075>>; >; "Donley, Julia M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_132187096e>>; >; "McNellis, Kerry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kerry_j_mcnellis1>>; >; "Hornbrook, Alex </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=alexhornbrook51765131>>; >; "Picos, Francisco </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=picos, francisco" <c.412>>; >; "Pietranton, Kelsey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=pietranton, kelsey" <l.c25>>; >; "Clark, Katisha A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13209188d2>>; >; "Eaton, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sarahfletcher70386533>>; >; "Hart, Elizabeth A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=hart, elizabeth" <a.ffe>>; >; "Joseph, Jeremy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=joseph," <jeremyc15>>; >; "Richards, Kitty </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=richards, katharine" <r.889>>; >; "Carpenter, Michael </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=carpenter, michael" <r.7b8>>; >; "McNulty, Thomas P. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=thomasp.mcnulty41242486>>; >; "Flynn, John S </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_1318036>>; >; "Suber, Kellen C. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kellenc.suber67657165>>; >; "Doody, Jillian </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jilliandoody82705650>>; >; "Baker, Sarah </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=baker, sarah" <e.67f>>; >; "Everett, Aaron </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=everett, aaron" <r.492>>; >; "Williams, Tonya </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=tonya_n_williams>>; >; "Aidinoff, Marc </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=aidinoff, marc" <f.f6c>>; >; "Person, Fran </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=franperson76671426>>; >; "Reddy, Vinay </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=reddy, vinay" <c.ad8>>; >; "Myers, Sam A. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=sama.myers20454560>>; >; "Trotter, Katherine K. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=trotter, katherine" <k.5b4>>; >; "Woyak, Brian J. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=brianj.woyak46686068>>; >; "Barkoff, Kendra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=kendra_a_barkoff>>; >; "Rosenzweig, Dana </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=rosenzweig, dana" <e.fc6>>; >; "Nix, Sheila </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=nix, sheila" <m.d38>>; >; "Cloud, Donald </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=cloud, donald" <w.359>>; >; "Kurren, Amy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
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/cn=recipients/cn=kurren, amy" <m.791>>; >; "Sullivan, Jacob </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=sullivan, jacob" <j.6b6>>; >; "Lyons, Jamie </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lyons, jamie" <e.ef0>>; >; "Tennant, Thomas M </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13140822>>; >; "Ruffner, Richard </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=ruffner, richard" <b.7aa>>; >; "Fromstein, Charles </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=fromstein, charles" <a.b6e>>; >; "Bernal, Anthony R. </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=anthonyr.bernal72748266>>; >; "Lambros, Demetra </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lambros, demetra" <d.8b8>>; >; "Prescott, Jeffrey </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=jeffrey_m_prescott>>; >; "Bolduc, Chad </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=chad_m_bolduc>>; >; "Lillard, Brooke </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group
/cn=recipients/cn=lillard, brooke" <m.ce1>>; >; "Regoli, Elizabeth A </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group"
</cn=recipients/cn=whca_13231520c2>>; >; "Chung, Kathy </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=chung,
kathy" <s.3c7>>; >; "Russo, Bill </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=russo, william" <m.11f>>; >;
"Orbach Lachman, Sherry </o=eop/ou=exchange administrative group /cn=recipients/cn=orbach lachman, sherry" <e.5f8>>; >;
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VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS

Monday, November 24, 2014

Reuters

Ukraine leader, under pressure from West, pledges new government soon

By: Richard Balmforth / November 24, 2014

Last week, U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN became the latest Western politician to express concern at Kiev's slowness in forming a new government team, without which new International Monetary Fund credits and other Western assistance cannot be released.



Reuters

Turkey to host training for 2,000 Syrian rebels – official

November 24, 2014

The announcement comes after US Vice President Joe BIDEN met with Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan in Istanbul over the weekend to discuss Turkey's role in the military coalition against Islamic State insurgents.



Today’s Zaman

BIDEN’s visit to Turkey: With friends like this, who needs enemies?

By: Ali H. Aslan / November 24, 2014

I don't know whether US Vice President Joe BIDEN was aware of it or not, but during his joint press conference with President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, the only press members in the salon with the two men were those from media organizations approved by Erdogan himself.



Associated Press

Obama: Americans want 'new car smell' in 2016

November 24, 2014

One of them is Vice President Joe BIDEN, who has not ruled out a third run for the White House. Eight in 10 Democrats held positive views of Clinton in an Associated Press-GfK poll conducted in late July. BIDEN had a 71 percent favorable rating in the survey.



MSNBC

Obama’s ‘new car smell’ problem

By: Alex Seitz-Wald / November 24, 2014

“It’s not just a matter of age,” Washington Examiner columnist Byron York wrote of Clinton and Vice President Joe BIDEN. “The two will also have been on the national political stage for an enormous length of time… New, they’re not.”



Washington Post

Hillary Clinton leads big among New Hamsphire Democrats but Mitt Romney has considerable support

By: Jose A. DelReal / November 24, 2014

Vice President BIDEN comes in fourth among New Hampshire Democratic voters, taking just 5 percent support.



Reuters

Turkey to host training for 2,000 Syrian rebels: official

November 24, 2014

The announcement comes after U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN met with Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan in Istanbul over the weekend to discuss Turkey's role in the military coalition against Islamic State insurgents.



The Weekly Standard

BIDEN's Hotel Bill for Turkey Visit: $625K

By: Jeryl Bier / November 24, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN just returned Sunday from a three-nation trip that concluded with a 48 hour visit to Turkey.



Frontpage Magazine

Is There Any Country Where Joe BIDEN is Welcome?

By: Daniel Greenfield / November 24, 2014

Joe BIDEN visited Turkey and they weren’t exactly happy to see him. But then again they’re Turks. They’re not exactly happy to see anyone.



The Global Dispatch

Turkey: Protesters Rally Against Joe BIDEN, Signs Say ‘Yankee Go Home’

By Brandon Jones / November 24, 2014

Turkish protesters rallied against the visit of US Vice President Joe BIDEN, most waving banners saying ‘Yankee Go Home’. In Istanbul, BIDEN was set to speak on reducing the energy dependence on Russia and announced aid to Syrian refugees.



Washington Post

Obama praises Hagel as ‘exemplary’ defense secretary

By: Katie Zezima / November 24, 2014

"I will continue to support you, Mr. President, and the men and women who serve this country every day," Hagel said. He repeatedly thanked Obama and BIDEN, who somberly stood next to him as he spoke.



New York Times

Hagel Resigns Under Pressure as Global Crises Test Pentagon

By: Helene Cooper / November 24, 2014

In announcing Mr. Hagel’s resignation from the State Dining Room on Monday, the president, flanked by Mr. Hagel and Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr., called Mr. Hagel critical to ushering the military “through a significant period of transition” and lauded “a young Army sergeant from Vietnam who rose to serve as America’s 24th secretary of defense.”



Reuters

Obama announces Hagel's resignation

November 24, 2014

At a White House event in the State Dining Room, Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN gave Hagel a warm sendoff.



Associated Press

Glass Shattering? Flournoy Tops Pentagon Shortlist

By: Bradley Klapper / November 24, 2014

Always loyal to the president publicly, Flournoy often played the role of principled objector in closed-doors meetings, differing on matters such as the size and scope of the Afghan surge with Vice President Joe BIDEN and Tom Donilon, Obama's former national security adviser. Her suggestions were often more muscular in approach than those Obama authorized.



UPI

Defense Secretary Hagel steps down, pending replacement

By: Matt Bradwell / November 24, 2014

"As our country prepares to celebrate Thanksgiving, I want to acknowledge what [President Obama and Vice President BIDEN] have done and how thankful I am for you," Hagel replied, turning to Obama and BIDEN individually as he delivered his remarks.



The Hill

LaGuardia Airport voted most frustrating

By: Keith Laing / November 24, 2014

LaGuardia, which has been targeted repeatedly for its condition by Vice President BIDEN, topped Newark Liberty International and Washington Dulles International on the list. 



Bloomberg

‘Leave it to Beaver’ at LaGuardia Spurs Caisse Investment

By: Scott Deveau and Frederic Tomesco / November 24, 2014

LaGuardia would be a natural fit. The airport, which opened in 1939, is notoriously rundown, drawing the ire of U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN this year when he said landing there feels like being “in some third-world country.”



The Inquirer and Mirror

BIDEN watch begins

By: Joshua Balling / November 24, 2014

A massive government C-17 cargo plane touched down at Nantucket Memorial Airport Monday afternoon, delivering equipment, personnel and vehicles in advance of vice president Joe BIDEN's expected arrival on the island Tuesday for his family's annual Thanksgiving visit.

 







Reuters

Ukraine leader, under pressure from West, pledges new government soon

By: Richard Balmforth / November 24, 2014



(Reuters) - Ukraine will take the first steps this week towards forming a new government, President Petro Poroshenko said on Monday, seeking to assuage concern among his Western allies that the delay is holding up reform and imperilling Western assistance.



The U.S. and other Western governments are criticising Kiev's tardiness in putting together a government following October elections - with suspicions that the delay is due to rivalry between Poroshenko and Prime Minister Arseny Yatseniuk over control of key portfolios.



"We hope that the process (of forming a government) will begin this week," Poroshenko said at a news conference with visiting Lithuanian President Dalia Grybauskaite, apparently referring to the first session of the new parliament on Thursday.



Separately, Poroshenko also announced that Lithuania would provide Ukraine with some military aid to help Kiev in its fight against pro-Russian separatists in the east of the country.



"We have agreed on supplies of concrete elements of concrete armaments for the Ukrainian armed forces. This is real help," Poroshenko said standing alongside Grybauskaite.



It was not clear, however, if Lithuania was following fellow NATO member the United States in providing non-lethal military equipment or whether it was supplying weaponry - something NATO countries have so far been reluctant to do in case arming a non-member prompts a conflict with Russia.



Ukraine has pressed NATO countries to provide weapons to help it defend itself against attacks by well armed Russian-backed separatists who, before a ceasefire came into effect, inflicted heavy losses on government forces in their fight to hive off parts of Ukraine's east.



Despite the ceasefire, three more Ukrainian soldiers were killed overnight into Monday, the Kiev military said.



Kiev says more than 150 government troops have died since the truce came into force on Sept 5. The United Nations says more than 4,300 people have been killed overall in the conflict.



Asked whether Ukraine would seek to join NATO, Poroshenko held out the prospect of a referendum in several years' time, but said attempts to join now would cause "more harm than good".



Before the confrontation with Russia, Ukrainians showed little interest in joining NATO, and the country's constitution specifies a "non-bloc", unaligned status.



But since Russia's annexation of Crimea in March and Moscow's open backing for the pro-Russian rebellions, popular support for joining the Alliance has shot up.



Last week, U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN became the latest Western politician to express concern at Kiev's slowness in forming a new government team, without which new International Monetary Fund credits and other Western assistance cannot be released.



"Form a new government as quickly as possible. It should be done in days not weeks," BIDEN said in Kiev. He said a new government was vitally needed to form stronger democratic institutions, enhance integration with Europe and fight "the cancer of corruption".



Poroshenko, elected in May after "Euromaidan" street protests overthrew Moscow-backed Viktor Yanukovich, did not volunteer any explanation for the delay in forming a government which may now emerge early next week.



But commentators say Poroshenko wants his candidate in the sensitive post of interior minister - though filling this post falls within the prerogative of the Prime Minister rather than that of the President.



With the country at war, this would give Poroshenko, rather than Yatseniuk, control over a post which directs the National Guard and volunteer battalions fighting alongside government forces against the separatists.



Yatseniuk, however, is said to be insisting that he keep the right to appoint the post, and keep his man Arsen Avakov in situ.



Yatseniuk has steadily taken on the role of a hawk in Poroshenko's administration with strongly-worded attacks on Russia and Russia's Vladimir Putin.



This contrasts with the smoother, more pragmatic style of Poroshenko who is insisting that there can be no military solution to the conflict and stresses the validity of the Sept. 5 peace deal even though both sides accuse the other of violating it.



Poroshenko, a confectionery tycoon who was elected by a landslide last May, was on the receiving end of public anger for the first time last Friday when he was heckled by a crowd of aggrieved relatives as he paid his respects to the 100 or so people killed in the "Euromaidan" upheaval.



They complained he had not fulfilled a pledge to make their dead kinsmen national heroes - something which brings financial benefits to the families. Poroshenko stepped away and later returned to announce that he would fulfill his promise after all.



Reuters

Turkey to host training for 2,000 Syrian rebels – official

November 24, 2014



ANKARA - Turkish and US forces will train 2,000 moderate Syrian rebel fighters at a base in the central Turkish city of Kirsehir as part of the campaign against Islamic State insurgents, a Turkish Foreign Ministry official said on Monday.

 

Turkey had agreed in principle to train and equip Syrian rebel forces as part of the US-led military campaign against Islamic State, but details on the numbers involved and where the training would take place had yet to be announced.

 

The announcement comes after US Vice President Joe BIDEN met with Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan in Istanbul over the weekend to discuss Turkey's role in the military coalition against Islamic State insurgents.

 

The Turkish official said the 2,000 Syrian rebel fighters would be among a total of 5,000 being trained in several countries as part of the US-led campaign.



Today’s Zaman

BIDEN’s visit to Turkey: With friends like this, who needs enemies?

By: Ali H. Aslan / November 24, 2014



I don't know whether US Vice President Joe BIDEN was aware of it or not, but during his joint press conference with President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, the only press members in the salon with the two men were those from media organizations approved by Erdogan himself. And so it was that many independent and opposition media groups, including of course Zaman, were robbed of the right to follow this piece of news.



Climbing the podium to stand next to Erdoğan, BIDEN -- whether knowingly or not -- became part of this little bit of theater, clothed in all the trappings of a normal press conference. The theatricality of this press conference derived not only from the fact that there is a significant faction of Turkish media on which an “embargo” has been placed by Erdoğan, but also because the reporters who were actually present weren't even given the opportunity to ask questions. Though perhaps this doesn't matter at all since even had such an opportunity been provided, none of those present would ever dream of asking anything that might make life difficult for Erdoğan.



When Erdoğan spoke about how Turkish-American relations are built on a foundation of “shared values,” he seemed to literally be mocking our intelligence.

For even those with their heads buried deep in the sand these last few years know that Turkey, under a Justice and Development Party (AK Party) monopoly, is one in which press freedoms, a whole raft of democratic practices and principles, and human rights of all sorts, have been trampled. And so how could the head architect of this political regime be praised for “shared values” with the US?

THEY CRY FOR İNCİRLİK



I am quite sure that though BIDEN knows all this, he decided to dodge the issue rather than having to slap Erdoğan 's face with the facts. Because at the top of the list of things BIDEN came to press Turkey for, was not democracy but in fact more Incirlik. That the Obama administration, which embraces one of the coldest and most pragmatic versions of realpolitik that we have seen, is ambivalent when it comes to democracy is certainly not surprising. While Washington sheds a lot of alligator tears over Turkey's dubious slide into an autocracy, it weeps real tears of grief when it comes to Ankara's hesitancy to allow the use of Incirlik. After all, in the fight against the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), the US needs Turkey. Which is why they feel obliged to work with whoever holds the stamp of power in their hands, no matter how distasteful they may find this to be.



And so we spent the better part of these last few days listening to BIDEN and his Turkish counterparts talk on and on about how strong the Turkish-American alliance is these days. These are the white lies of diplomacy at their best. The truth is that Washington is hugely irritated with Ankara, as Ankara is with Washington. But if you don't believe me, listen to the experts on this front. One, former US ambassador to Ankara, Robert Pearson, works as an analyst now for the Middle East Institute (MEI) think tank and comments, “Since 2003, and some would say since 1974 [the invasion of Cyprus], these two capitals have not perceived the same crisis so differently.” Interestingly, Bulent Aliriza, an expert with the Strategic and International Studies Center (CSIS), notes that despite the fact that Turkish contributions to the international coalition against ISIL are lower than what the Washington administration would like to see, the American government is generally “unwilling” to share their full disappointment with the public on this issue. He notes that this is because they don't want to see the channels of communication completely shut down.



I do not know whether BIDEN was able to convince Erdoğan on the Incirlik front, or whether Erdoğan was able to persuade BIDEN that Assad needs to be toppled. None of the experts with whom I spoke last week in Washington were hopeful that any real mutual agreements would emerge from these meetings. Quite to the contrary, relations between Ankara and Washington at this point are beginning to more and more resemble the developments in the run-up to the 2003 US invasion of Iraq. During that infamous period, Ankara got into the habit of telling Washington to, “go home, come back tomorrow.” And it was the Pentagon that was most angry with Ankara at that time, as it is now too. During those days, the US made an effort to engage with the new AK Party government, which was insisting it had “removed its Islamicist shirt.” In doing so, Washington managed to alienate and disappoint large factions of secular Turkish citizens. Today, we see the US helping boost the AK Party's international legitimacy, despite the ruling party's oppressive tactics against any faction of society opposing it and turning the state practically upside down in efforts to cover up its corrupt activities.

BIDEN's symbolic messages



In short, until the US gets the level of support it wants from Turkey in the fight against ISIL, it will continue to play “see no evil, hear no evil” when it comes to democracy here.

And if it does ultimately receive the support it needs, it will continue to treat Turkey with kid gloves so as not to jeopardize this support. After all, the sacrifice of values to realpolitik is an old American foreign policy tradition. And in truth, for as long as Turkey's security-related dependence on Turkey continues, it looks unlikely that its contributions to Turkish democracy will go much beyond the symbolic level, like BIDEN's participation in a civil society conference called “Checks and Balances” where he underscored the importance of the principle of separation of powers. Or consider the symbolism visible in the fact that BIDEN met with Erdoğan not in his much-lambasted new “Ak Saray” in Ankara, but rather in Istanbul. Of course, it is only when real messages carrying real weight are relayed face to face that such a serious anti-democratic journey can be slowed down or stopped.



The influence that Incirlik holds in US relations with Turkey is similar to the influence petrol holds over US relations with autocratic regimes throughout the Middle East. Both factors—Incirlik and petrol—tend to put a damper on any criticism that might otherwise seep through. But in the end, the West's overlooking of Turkey's slide into autocracy in the name of trying to gain a tactical victory over ISIL could open the way towards significant strategic losses in the long term, for both Turkey and the West. For to wit, as the anti-democratic tendencies in Turkey take root deeper and deeper, this country may well become even more distanced from its alliance with NATO as well as the US and the EU. And as this happens, it may create the political and social groundwork that is perfect for a faster and stronger spread of radicalism.

When I write about topics related to the importance of international support for democracy in this country, fanatic AK Party supporters tend to accuse me of “telling on” Ankara to foreigners. But in all fairness, I recall criticizing the American government of not proffering up enough support when there was an undemocratic move at hand to try and force the AK Party to shut down. In the end, democracy and the supremacy of justice are not just domestic matters when you are talking about a country that is a candidate for full European Union membership, or has signed off on the European Human Rights Agreement, or is a member of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe. And those leading Turkey are not only beholden to the country's constitution and its laws, but they also shoulder international responsibilities. The real friends and allies of this country are those who remind us all of these realities, using the proper language and occasions to do so.



Associated Press

Obama: Americans want 'new car smell' in 2016

November 24, 2014



HENDERSON, Nev. –  President Barack Obama says voters want a "new car smell" in the 2016 White House race and that Hillary Rodham Clinton would be "a great president."



But would Clinton pass that particular smell test?



In a nationally televised interview broadcast Sunday, Obama seemed to suggest that any Democrat other than him would provide the turn of the page that he says voters are interested in. He acknowledged the "dings" to his own political standing during nearly six years of sometimes bruising battles with Congress and said Americans will want something new.



"They want to drive something off the lot that doesn't have as much mileage as me," Obama said in the interview with ABC's "This Week," which was taped Friday in Las Vegas following a public appearance there by the president.



He said a number of possible Democratic candidates would make "terrific presidents," but Hillary Clinton is the only one he mentioned by name. He said she would be a "formidable candidate" and make "a great president" if she decides to run a second time.



But if she does run -- which she is considering, with a decision expected to be announced early next year -- would she have that "new car" scent for voters?



Clinton spokesman Nick Merrill declined to comment on the ABC interview.



Hillary Clinton has been a powerful force in Democratic politics for many years, beginning as Arkansas' first lady before she became America's first lady after her husband, Bill Clinton, was elected president in 1992. When his two terms were up, she ran for and won a U.S. Senate seat from New York.



She later sought and lost the 2008 Democratic presidential nomination to Obama, then cemented her worldwide profile by serving Obama as secretary of state in his first term. The Democratic political establishment is now awaiting word on whether she will take on the challenge of another national political campaign.



New car smell or not, Democratic voters hold her in such high regard that she outdistances anyone else in polling of possible Democratic candidates for 2016. One of them is Vice President Joe BIDEN, who has not ruled out a third run for the White House.



Eight in 10 Democrats held positive views of Clinton in an Associated Press-GfK poll conducted in late July. BIDEN had a 71 percent favorable rating in the survey.



Obama acknowledged that Hillary Clinton won't agree with him on everything, suggesting that such a stance would be a welcome break for voters after eight years of Obama. A benefit of running for president, he said, "is you can stake out your own positions."



The 2016 presidential race could feature a repeat face-off between a Clinton and a member of another leading American political family: former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush, who is considering entering the 2016 race. His father and brother both were elected president.



Three of the past four presidents dating to the 1988 election have been named Bush or Clinton.



Jeb Bush's father, George H. W. Bush, was elected president in 1988. He lost re-election in 1992 to Bill Clinton, who served two terms. Jeb Bush's brother, George W., then defeated Clinton's vice president, Al Gore, in 2000 and was re-elected in 2004. The elder Bush also served two terms as vice president to Ronald Reagan.



In the AP-GfK survey, Jeb Bush was most popular among potential 2016 GOP presidential candidates, with 56 percent of Republicans viewing him favorably. Majorities also held positive views of outgoing Texas Gov. Rick Perry and Kentucky Sen. Rand Paul.



MSNBC

Obama’s ‘new car smell’ problem

By: Alex Seitz-Wald / November 24, 2014



President Obama’s honesty may have just proven politically damaging for his party.



Asked about the race to replace him in 2016, the president said Sunday that he’ll probably stay on the sidelines and not campaign much for whomever is the Democratic nominee, because the American people want, “you know, that new car smell.”



“They want to drive something off the lot that doesn’t have as much mileage as me,” Obama told ABC’s George Stephanopoulos.



Analytically speaking, Obama was almost certainly right. Voters hardly ever elect a president of the same party of a president who just served two terms. And the last time that happened, in 1988, voters threw out President George H.W. Bush after only one term.



But while accurate, Obama’s self-deprecating (if even passive-aggressive) joke about how Democrats are running away from him has the unfortunate consequence of highlighting perhaps the biggest weakness of his most likely Democratic successor, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.



Clinton has one of the longest resumes of any presidential contender in memory, which is both a strength, and a liability. As Obama himself knows from using this playbook to beat Clinton in the 2008 Democratic primary, she’s vulnerable to charges that she’s been around Washington too long and should be sidelined by a fresher face. In other words, that she doesn’t have “the new car smell” that, say, a young upstart Illinois senator had.



Obama’s comments were almost certainly not intended as a swipe at Clinton, but Republicans pounced on them nonetheless, hoping to solidify the interpretation that the president was criticizing Clinton.



The Republican National Committee sent out not one but two emails to reporters highlighting the clip. If voters want a fresh candidate, RNC Raffi WIlliams spokesperson said, “I guess that disqualifies all the leading Democratic contenders.”



Party Chairman Reince Priebus tweeted, “Obama admits that Hillary’s bid to be his third term isn’t the freshest concept.”



America Rising, the opposition research super PAC that has been slinging dirt at Clinton for months, noted that Clinton was “criticized by Obama in 2008 as being part of the politics of the past,” the group wrote.



“It’s not just a matter of age,” Washington Examiner columnist Byron York wrote of Clinton and Vice President Joe BIDEN. “The two will also have been on the national political stage for an enormous length of time… New, they’re not.”



In context, it seems Obama meant no harm to Clinton – whom he called a friend and a potential “great president” – but was rather making a joke at his own expense. “I am very interested in making sure that I’ve got a Democratic successor,” he said.



But of all people, Obama should know by that now that his opponents will find the least charitable meaning of his words if he’s not absolutely clear about his intentions.



Ahead of the 2014 midterm elections, when every Democrat was running from the president, it seemed he couldn’t help but insert himself in an election that everyone in his party wanted to stay away from. “[My] policies are on the ballot,” Obama said in a speech in early October, when ended up in GOP campaign ads and earned a wince from a longtime adviser, David Axelrod.



2016 will be likely be very similar. As Obama himself acknowledged in the interview, the Democratic nominee will have to distance themselves from the unpopular president both for political reasons and because they’ll have genuine policy disagreements. But his comments Sunday “didn’t do Hillary Clinton any favors,” as NBC’s Mark Murray writes. 



In both the 2014 and 2016 comments, Obama seemed to be expressing displeasure about being sidelined by his own party. But both times hw ended up causing only more headaches for Democrats, thus perhaps making them to want to sideline him even more. This could be a problematic virtuous cycle in next presidential election, where Obama will be sensitive about preserving his legacy.



The question is whether the president and his protective team will allow Clinton or whoever wins the nomination to do what they need to do to win, or if they’ll undermine the nominee by reminding voters of their connection to Obama. After Clinton criticized the president in an interview this summer, there was a brief spat between the two camps.



It’s another example of the complicated dance Clinton and Obama will have to do heading into 2016. At a gathering of Clinton allies in New York Friday, they acknowledged the delicacy of being pegged as Obama’s third term. “If she decides to run, she should not run as a third Bill Clinton term, nor a third Barack Obama term. She should run as Hillary Clinton,” said former Clinton political director Craig Smith, a senior advisor to pro-Clinton super PAC Ready for Hillary.



“I’m going do everything I can, obviously, to make sure that whoever the nominee is is successful,” Obama told Stephanopoulos. The problem is that might mean not doing much.



Washington Post

Hillary Clinton leads big among New Hamsphire Democrats but Mitt Romney has considerable support

By: Jose A. DelReal / November 24, 2014



Former secretary of state Hillary Rodham Clinton has a sizable lead over her potential Democratic presidential primary rivals in New Hampshire, according to a new poll released Monday. But even though the GOP field is considerably more scattered, the survey shows that former Massachusetts governor Mitt Romney could give Clinton a run for her money should both decide to run again.



The Bloomberg Politics/Saint Anselm College poll has Clinton with 62 percent support among Democratic primary voters, a 49-point lead against the second-place finisher, Sen. Elizabeth Warren (Mass.). For her part, Warren takes 13 percent support while Sen. Bernard Sanders (Vt.), an independent who caucuses with Democrats, trails at third, with 6 percent support. Vice President BIDEN comes in fourth among New Hampshire Democratic voters, taking just 5 percent support.



The GOP primary landscape is significantly less defined but a lot of energy is behind Romney. On a list of candidates, he comes out on top, with 30 percent of likely GOP voters supporting him. In that scenario, Sen. Rand Paul (Ky.) is second, with 11 percent support.



Romney, who won a competitive GOP primary in 2012 but lost in the general election to President Obama, has said that he is not interested in running in 2016 but hasn't completely ruled out the possibility.



When Romney is not listed as a candidate, Paul and New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie tie at 16 percent among GOP primary voters. Former Florida governor Jeb Bush follows, with 14 percent.



Interestingly, Romney seems the best poised to square off against Clinton. In a head-to-head hypothetical matchup between the two, Clinton takes 46 percent to Romney’s 45 percent. Nine percent say they are unsure whom they would vote for. Clinton does much better against Bush; in that situation, 47 percent say they would vote for her while 39 percent say they would vote for him.



Games - Click Here for More!

New Hampshire is traditionally the first state to hold a presidential primary election. Success among Granite State voters can give candidates momentum through the primaries and into the general election. Because of that, political watchers frequently look to the state for early clues about how presidential races might stack up.



The telephone survey of 989 New Hampshire voters was conducted by landline and cellular telephones between Nov. 12 and Nov. 18. The margin of error is plus or minus 4.4 percentage points.



Reuters

Turkey to host training for 2,000 Syrian rebels: official

November 24, 2014



(Reuters) - Turkish and U.S. forces will train 2,000 moderate Syrian rebel fighters at a base in the central Turkish city of Kirsehir as part of the campaign against Islamic State insurgents, a Turkish Foreign Ministry official said on Monday.



Turkey had agreed in principle to train and equip Syrian rebel forces as part of the U.S.-led military campaign against Islamic State, but details on the numbers involved and where the training would take place had yet to be announced.



The announcement comes after U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN met with Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan in Istanbul over the weekend to discuss Turkey's role in the military coalition against Islamic State insurgents.



The Turkish official said the 2,000 Syrian rebel fighters would be among a total of 5,000 being trained in several countries as part of the U.S.-led campaign.



The Weekly Standard

BIDEN's Hotel Bill for Turkey Visit: $625K

By: Jeryl Bier / November 24, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN just returned Sunday from a three-nation trip that concluded with a 48 hour visit to Turkey. The vice president, his wife, and his entourage arrived in Turkey via Ukraine Friday evening around 7:30 local time for meetings with President Erdogan and other government officials. BIDEN departed for Washington, D.C. Sunday after meeting with Patriarch Bartholomew of the Eastern Orthodox Church. The stay in Turkey alone racked up a hotel bill of approximately $624,734.



The notice of the hotel contract was posted online uncharacteristically quickly, appearing on the very day of BIDEN's departure from Turkey. The documents called for 200 rooms and one large conference room at the Hilton Harbiye in Istanbul:



Numerous other hotels were considered but not deemed suitable due to various reasons including lack of sufficient rooms, distance from planned events, and even ongoing renovations at one facility.



Documents related to lodging for the the Moroccan and Ukrainian legs of BIDEN's trip have not yet been posted.



Frontpage Magazine

Is There Any Country Where Joe BIDEN is Welcome?

By: Daniel Greenfield / November 24, 2014



Joe BIDEN visited Turkey and they weren’t exactly happy to see him. But then again they’re Turks. They’re not exactly happy to see anyone.



About 300 people have protested U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN’s visit to Turkey, chanting: “BIDEN get out. This country is ours.”



The demonstration occurred on the European side of Istanbul on Saturday, as BIDEN was on his way to a meeting with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on the Asian side of the city.



BIDEN didn’t see the protest, which was organized by the Youth Association of Turkey, the same group that roughed up three U.S. Navy sailors while chanting “Yankee, go home!” a week ago in Istanbul.



Then Joe went to Ukraine and…. still no luck.



Joe BIDEN retreats from angry crowd in Ukraine



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN retreated from an angry crowd in Kiev Friday when his Secret Service agents decided the situation was not safe.



According to a pool reporter traveling with Mr. BIDEN, the Secret Service “decided [it] wasn’t a good idea for BIDEN to wade in” to the crowd.



“A crowd of about 100, mostly elderly men and women, had gathered around a collection of photographs, placed on the ground in front of a large wooden cross,” the pool report said. “These, they said, were pictures of their slain children.”

 

It no doubt took extraordinary measures to get Joe BIDEN away from a crowd, any crowd. What a waste of his new hairplugs.



But at least the good news is that some people around the world recognize him. That’s more than can be said for most Americans.



The Global Dispatch

Turkey: Protesters Rally Against Joe BIDEN, Signs Say ‘Yankee Go Home’

By Brandon Jones / November 24, 2014



Turkish protesters rallied against the visit of US Vice President Joe BIDEN, most waving banners saying ‘Yankee Go Home’. In Istanbul, BIDEN was set to speak on reducing the energy dependence on Russia and announced aid to Syrian refugees.



Around 300 people chanting “BIDEN get out. The country is ours,” took to the streets in Istanbul on Saturday. The event had been organized by the Youth Association of Turkey which also “greeted” three US Navy sailors last week stating a similar “Yankee, go home!”.



Speaking at the Atlantic Council’s energy security summit in Istanbul on Saturday, BIDEN called on Europe to continue diversifying its energy supplies to reduce dependence on Russia.



“Now, now, now is the time to act,” BIDEN said according to AP. “We have been aware that this single source of energy has been a problem for a long time… But my message is not that Europe can or should do away with Russian imports.”



“Russia can and should be a player, but Russia has to play by the rules,” BIDEN stated, while Turkish PM Ahmet Davutoglu said vaguely that “energy is a tool for peace.”



Students staged the protest as BIDEN was meeting with Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan after the summit and announced nearly $135 million of extra humanitarian aid to the country to cope with the influx of civilians on account of ongoing turmoil in neighboring Syria.



Turkey has some 1.6 million refugees within its borders from Syria.



Among them are more than 190,000 Syrians from Kobani which has been the site of ongoing battles between predominantly-Kurdish forces and Islamic State militants who have been attempting to seize the area.



We need Turkey, and I think that Turkey believes that it needs us as well,” BIDEN said.



Turkey has been somewhat reluctant to fully engage against the Islamic State. Erdogan has resisted over fears of empowering Kurdish factions in his own country that could push for independence.



Washington Post

Obama praises Hagel as ‘exemplary’ defense secretary

By: Katie Zezima / November 24, 2014



At a White House event Monday morning, President Obama praised Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel, who had earlier submitted his resignation under pressure.



"Over nearly two years, Chuck has been an exemplary defense secretary," Obama said of Hagel, a Republican former senator and Vietnam veteran.



"We come from different parties, but in accepting this position you sent a powerful message," Obama said, flanked by both Hagel and Vice President Joe BIDEN. "When caring about national security and our troops and their families, we are all Americans first."



Obama thanked the outgoing defense secretary for his candor. "You’ve always given it to me straight, and for that I will always be grateful.”



An emotional Hagel said that serving as Secretary of Defense had "been the greatest privilege of my life."



"I will continue to support you, Mr. President, and the men and women who serve this country every day," Hagel said. He repeatedly thanked Obama and BIDEN, who somberly stood next to him as he spoke.



Obama said he spoke with Hagel last month and Hagel determined that it would be an “appropriate time for him to complete his service.”



"This decision does not come easily to him," Obama said.



Obama praised Hagel for modernizing alliances in the Asia-Pacific region, strengthening the NATO alliance, helping to improve security at military installations, managing the war in Afghanistan and the drawdown of troops and confronting the Islamic State and Ebola.Obama also said Hagel was able to launch new reforms in the face of tight budgets.



Hagel will stay on as secretary until Obama picks a successor, who must be confirmed by the Senate. Possible contenders include Michele Flournoy and Ashton Carter, former high-ranking defense officials during Obama’s first term who were passed over for the top job in favor of Hagel two years ago.



Games - Click Here for More!

Obama recounted a visit by Hagel to Korea last year, when a soldier asked Hagel about his favorite college football team, a question Obama said many troops may have been reluctant to ask former secretaries of defense. Hagel, a Nebraska native, said he has no choice but to root for the University of Nebraska Cornhuskers.



"He understands our men and women like few others because he's stood where they've stood. He's been in the dirt," Obama said. "He sees himself in them and they see themselves in him."



New York Times

Hagel Resigns Under Pressure as Global Crises Test Pentagon

By: Helene Cooper / November 24, 2014



WASHINGTON — Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel handed in his resignation under pressure on Monday, the first cabinet-level casualty of the collapse of President Obama’s Democratic majority in the Senate and the struggles of his national security team to respond to an onslaught of global crises.



In announcing Mr. Hagel’s resignation from the State Dining Room on Monday, the president, flanked by Mr. Hagel and Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr., called Mr. Hagel critical to ushering the military “through a significant period of transition” and lauded “a young Army sergeant from Vietnam who rose to serve as America’s 24th secretary of defense.”



Mr. Obama called Mr. Hagel “no ordinary secretary of defense,” adding that he had “been in the dirt” of combat like no other defense chief. He said that Mr. Hagel would remain in the job until his successor is confirmed by the Senate.



Pentagon Studies Reveal Major Nuclear ProblemsNOV. 13, 2014

Administration officials said that Mr. Obama made the decision to remove Mr. Hagel, the sole Republican on his national security team, last Friday after a series of meetings between the two men over the past two weeks.



The officials characterized the decision as a recognition that the threat from the militant group Islamic State will require different skills from those that Mr. Hagel, who often struggled to articulate a clear viewpoint and was widely viewed as a passive defense secretary, was brought in to employ.



Mr. Hagel, a combat veteran who was skeptical about the Iraq war, came in to manage the Afghanistan combat withdrawal and the shrinking Pentagon budget in the era of budget sequestrations.



Now, however, the American military is back on a war footing, although it is a modified one. Some 3,000 American troops are being deployed in Iraq to help the Iraqi military fight the Sunni militants of the Islamic State, even as the administration struggles to come up with, and articulate, a coherent strategy to defeat the group in both Iraq and Syria.



“The next couple of years will demand a different kind of focus,” one administration official said, speaking on the condition of anonymity. He insisted that Mr. Hagel was not fired, saying that the defense secretary initiated discussions about his future two weeks ago with the president, and that the two men mutually agreed that it was time for him to leave.



But Mr. Hagel’s aides had maintained in recent weeks that he expected to serve the full four years as defense secretary. His removal appears to be an effort by the White House to show that it is sensitive to critics who have pointed to stumbles in the government’s early response to several national security issues, including the Ebola crisis and the threat posed by the Islamic State.



Even before the announcement of Mr. Hagel’s removal, Obama officials were speculating on his possible replacement. At the top of the list were Michèle A. Flournoy, a former under secretary of defense, and Ashton B. Carter, a former deputy secretary of defense.



Senator Jack Reed, Democrat of Rhode Island and a former officer with the Army’s 82nd Airborne, was also considered to be a contender, but a spokesman said that the senator was not in the running. “Senator Reed loves his job and does not wish to be considered for secretary of defense or any other cabinet post,” the spokesman said.



Mr. Hagel, a respected former senator who struck a friendship with Mr. Obama when they were both critics of the Iraq war from positions on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, has nonetheless had trouble penetrating the tight team of former campaign aides and advisers who form Mr. Obama’s closely knit set of loyalists. Senior administration officials have characterized him as quiet during cabinet meetings; Mr. Hagel’s defenders said that he waited until he was alone with the president before sharing his views, the better to avoid leaks.



Whatever the case, Mr. Hagel struggled to fit in with Mr. Obama’s close circle and was viewed as never gaining traction in the administration after a bruising confirmation fight among his old Senate colleagues, during which he was criticized for seeming tentative in his responses to sharp questions.



He never really shed that pall after arriving at the Pentagon, and in the past few months he has largely ceded the stage to the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Martin E. Dempsey, who officials said initially won the confidence of Mr. Obama with his recommendation of military action against the Islamic State.



In Mr. Hagel’s less than two years on the job, his detractors said he struggled to inspire confidence at the Pentagon in the manner of his predecessors, especially Robert M. Gates. But several of Mr. Obama’s top advisers over the past few months have also acknowledged privately that the president did not want another high-profile defense secretary in the mold of Mr. Gates, who went on to write a memoir of his years with Mr. Obama in which he sharply criticized the president. Mr. Hagel, they said, in many ways was exactly the kind of defense secretary whom the president, after battling the military during his first term, wanted.



Mr. Hagel, for his part, spent his time on the job largely carrying out Mr. Obama’s stated wishes on matters like bringing back American troops from Afghanistan and trimming the Pentagon budget, with little pushback. He did manage to inspire loyalty among enlisted soldiers and often seemed at his most confident when talking to troops or sharing wartime experiences as a Vietnam veteran.



But Mr. Hagel has often had problems articulating his thoughts — or administration policy — in an effective manner, and has sometimes left reporters struggling to describe what he has said in news conferences. In his side-by-side appearances with both General Dempsey and Secretary of State John Kerry, Mr. Hagel, a decorated Vietnam veteran and the first former enlisted combat soldier to be defense secretary, has often been upstaged.



He raised the ire of the White House in August as the administration was ramping up its strategy to fight the Islamic State, directly contradicting the president, who months before had likened the Sunni militant group to a junior varsity basketball squad. Mr. Hagel, facing reporters in his now-familiar role next to General Dempsey, called the Islamic State an “imminent threat to every interest we have,” adding, “This is beyond anything that we’ve seen.” White House officials later said they viewed those comments as unhelpful, although the administration still appears to be struggling to define just how large is the threat posed by the Islamic State.



Reuters

Obama announces Hagel's resignation

November 24, 2014



(Reuters) - President Barack Obama accepted Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel's resignation on Monday, saying Hagel had approached him last month to say it was time for him to leave.



At a White House event in the State Dining Room, Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN gave Hagel a warm sendoff.



He said Hagel will stay on until a successor is confirmed by the Senate.



He said Hagel has been candid with his advice and counsel and has "always given it to me straight."



Associated Press

Glass Shattering? Flournoy Tops Pentagon Shortlist

By: Bradley Klapper / November 24, 2014



Michele Flournoy, formerly the Pentagon's policy chief and among President Barack Obama's more hawkish advisers, could be in line to become the first woman to lead the U.S. military after Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel's resignation.



Passed over by Obama for the job 20 months ago, Flournoy heads a short list of candidates to direct the war against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, and help Afghanistan fight the Taliban insurgency.



Other contenders include Ashton Carter, until last year the Pentagon's No. 2-ranked official, and Robert Work, Hagel's current deputy.



Sen. Jack Reed isn't interested in the job, a spokesman said Monday. Obama had mentioned Reed on Monday as he recounted a 2008 trip to Afghanistan with the Rhode Island Democrat and Hagel, then a Republican senator from Nebraska.



At the White House, Obama said Hagel would stay on until the Senate confirms a successor. No timeframe for the transition was given.



Flournoy, among the most senior female officials in Pentagon history, has a long history with Obama. After winning the 2008 election, President-elect Obama asked her to co-lead his transition team at the Defense Department. She then kept a relatively low profile as undersecretary of defense for policy, engaged in efforts to end the war in Iraq, reinvigorate the military campaign in Afghanistan and redesign U.S. defense strategy to deal with severe budget cuts.



Always loyal to the president publicly, Flournoy often played the role of principled objector in closed-doors meetings, differing on matters such as the size and scope of the Afghan surge with Vice President Joe BIDEN and Tom Donilon, Obama's former national security adviser. Her suggestions were often more muscular in approach than those Obama authorized.



When she left office in December 2011, Flournoy cited strains on her family life after three years in one of the most demanding national security jobs in Washington. She is married and has three children.



At the same time, Flournoy, who is now 53, said she hoped to return to government service one day. And when Defense Secretary Leon Panetta stepped down after Obama's re-election, she was among those mentioned for the post. Obama opted for Hagel, however. Flournoy would likely have a relatively easy confirmation in the new Republican-led Senate.



For the last three years, Flournoy has served as chief executive of the Center for a New American Security, a think tank she co-founded in 2007. Through a spokesman Monday, she declined a request for an interview.



A person close to Flournoy said she wants to be defense secretary, but has some concerns about the job. Obama and a small group of White House advisers have kept tight control over matters of national security, often frustrating more apolitical figures such as former Defense Secretary Bob Gates. The person wasn't authorized to speak publicly about Flournoy's thinking and demanded anonymity.



Also factoring into Flournoy's decision is the prospect of getting the top job if Hillary Rodham Clinton were to become president, according to the individual. Flournoy got her start in government in the 1990s as a Pentagon expert on strategy under President Bill Clinton.



Like Hagel, Panetta and Gates, Flournoy has railed against the military funding cuts known as "sequestration," urging significant new investments in the armed forces.



UPI

Defense Secretary Hagel steps down, pending replacement

By: Matt Bradwell / November 24, 2014



WASHINGTON, Nov. 24 (UPI) -- Amid mounting criticism, increasing international volatility and a lame-duck Democratic majority in the Senate, U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel has resigned.



"When it matters most, behind closed doors, you've always given it to me straight," President Barack Obama told Hagel from the White House State Dining Room before formally announcing Hagel's resignation.



"On behalf of a grateful nation, thank you, Chuck."



Hagel, the only Republican member of the administration's national security team, will surrender his post to allow Obama to install a more aggressive secretary in the face of the Islamic State's ongoing surge in Iraq and Syria.



"The next couple of years will demand a different kind of focus," an unnamed administration official told the New York Times.



A conservative who has always openly opposed the war in Iraq, Hagel was tapped to oversee the stabilization of and withdrawal from Afghanistan, and administer the Pentagon's smallest budget in history.



"As our country prepares to celebrate Thanksgiving, I want to acknowledge what [President Obama and Vice President BIDEN] have done and how thankful I am for you," Hagel replied, turning to Obama and BIDEN individually as he delivered his remarks.



"It's a team effort."



According the Times, the administration's list of potential replacements is led by Michèle Flournoy, a former undersecretary of defense; Sen. Jack Reed, D-R.I., a former officer with the Army's 82nd Airborne; and Ashton B. Carter, a former deputy secretary of defense.



Hagel's resignation will be the latest in a string of high-profile personnel changes in the White House in recent months. In May, then-Press Secretary Jay Carney stepped down while national attention was focused on the forced resignation of Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki. Attorney General Eric Holder has also announced his intentions to resign, but not until Congress appoints a replacement. Like Holder, Hagel will remain at his post his successor is appointed.









The Hill

LaGuardia Airport voted most frustrating

By: Keith Laing / November 24, 2014



New York’s LaGuardia Airport has been voted the most frustrating airport in the U.S. and Canada, according to Bloomberg Businessweek’s Airport Frustration Index. 



LaGuardia, which has been targeted repeatedly for its condition by Vice President BIDEN, topped Newark Liberty International and Washington Dulles International on the list. 



LaGuardia had a frustration score, which was based on its location, security wait times, terminal amenities and on-time flight performance, of 91 out of a possible 100 points. 



LaGuardia was followed closely by Newark, which had a frustration score of 90.1 and Dulles, which scored an 87.5. 

Topping the airport frustration list is not the first time LaGuardia has received unwanted attention. Vice President BIDEN compared to the airport to a “third world” facility on two occasions.



"If I blindfolded someone and took them at 2:00 in the morning into the airport in Hong Kong and said, where do you think you are, they'd say, this must be America; it's a modern airport. If I took you and blindfolded you and took you to LaGuardia Airport in New York, you must think, I must be in some third world country," BIDEN said in a speech about the lack of U.S. infrastructure funding in February.



The least frustrating airport according to the list is Vancouver’s International Airport, which received a 17.6 frustration score. The most stress free airport in the U.S. according to the list is Portland International Airport, which scored an 18.4 on the frustration index. 



The full list of airport rankings can be read here.



Bloomberg

‘Leave it to Beaver’ at LaGuardia Spurs Caisse Investment

By: Scott Deveau and Frederic Tomesco / November 24, 2014



Michael Sabia, who runs Canada’s second-biggest pension fund manager, says it feels like he’s in a “Leave it to Beaver” episode when he lands at New York’s LaGuardia airport. It’s right out of the 1950s.



“America is a great country, but God you need infrastructure investment here,” Sabia, chief executive officer of the Caisse de Depot et Placement du Quebec, said in a Nov. 20 interview at Bloomberg’s New York headquarters.



Sabia, whose fund oversees C$215 billion ($191 billion), would love to pour some of that money into U.S. assets like airports because they meet his needs for long-term, stable cash flow. Yet many state and municipal governments have been reluctant to open their roadways, airports and transit systems to outside investors like the Caisse.



“For the land of the free and the home of the brave, America is still a country that thinks that a lot of this stuff is the responsibility of government,” said Sabia, 61, who estimates there are “trillions” of dollars waiting to be invested in these assets by global pension and sovereign wealth funds.



Sabia is targeting infrastructure and real estate in the U.S. and countries such as Mexico and Australia as the Montreal-based fund manager cuts its holdings of public equities and government bonds. It’s part of an overhaul of the Caisse, which lost C$40 billion on commercial paper and other investments a year before he took over in 2009.



LaGuardia would be a natural fit. The airport, which opened in 1939, is notoriously rundown, drawing the ire of U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN this year when he said landing there feels like being “in some third-world country.”



Feeding Frenzy



There is a reluctance in the U.S. to raise taxes to fund these much-needed projects and an unwillingness from state governments to work with outside investors to develop them, Sabia said.



Bidding to redevelop the New York-area airports would provoke a “feeding frenzy” among investors, he said -- and the Caisse would be one of them.



U.S. President Barack Obama’s administration, which had resisted private financing for public works, has signaled a shift in strategy because of the many cash-strapped state governments.



U.S. Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx put it more bluntly when he announced the Build America Investment Initiative in July.



“There will always be a substantial role for public investment,” Foxx said. “But the reality is we have trillions of dollars internationally on the sidelines that are not being put to work.” 



The shift is good news for Sabia and the Caisse.



Unlike private equity pools, which typically look for a three- or five-year return on their investments, pension funds seek long-term holds and are capitalized enough to help build up these assets, he said.



Sabia pointed to countries like Australia, where the Caisse is a partial owner of the Port of Brisbane, or the U.K., where it owns part of London’s Heathrow airport, as examples for the U.S. to follow.



Investing in these sorts of projects will be key to bolstering returns because Sabia sees more volatility in 2015 and 2016 as central banks withdraw stimulus. That contrasts with the last four or five years when “if you woke up, you made money,” he said.



Sabia has been critical of the volatility in public markets and the “short-termist” approach preferred by many shareholders. Investors such as the Caisse have come to the conclusion that markets are no longer a good gauge of value.



Fund Returns



He describes the Caisse as a builder and an active investor -- as opposed to activist investors, who put the emphasis on short-term profit. One of his favorite books about investment is Albert Hirschman’s “Exit, Voice and Loyalty,” which he often cites.



The Caisse has returned 10 percent annually in the four-year period ended in 2013, beating the 8.8 percent return of its benchmark, according to the asset manager’s 2013 annual report. Sabia, appointed to a second five-year mandate in 2013, was awarded C$1.9 million in total compensation last year. Mark Wiseman, CEO of Canada Pension Plan Investment Board, which manages the country’s largest pension fund, had total compensation of C$3.6 million in the fiscal year ended March 31.



Since his hiring, the Yale University economics and politics graduate has taken steps to strengthen risk-management practices, scale back the use of derivatives and increase investments in Quebec-based companies.



The Ontario native is the first CEO born outside Quebec in the history of the Caisse, which was formed in 1965.



Keystone Debate



Sabia has earned a reputation for his brashness in Canada’s business community. He doesn’t shy away from big issues, including the debate around TransCanada Corp. (TRP)’s Keystone XL pipeline.



The Caisse holds stakes in Canadian pipeline operators Enbridge Inc. (ENB) and TransCanada. The way Sabia sees it, Keystone XL pipeline is the right choice for Canada and the U.S., though there are other ways to get Canada’s oil to market.



“If, for whatever reason, Keystone is not approved, there will be other answers,” Sabia said, citing the proposed Energy East line and moving crude by rail.



Sabia is critical of both pipeline companies for the way they’ve handled the debate around their proposals, saying they have not been good at winning the necessary “social license.”



“If you’re not good at getting the social license then you never get to run the pipeline,” he said.



Corporate Experience



Sabia’s career includes stints as CEO of BCE Inc., Canada’s biggest telecommunications firm, and an executive with Canadian National Railway Co. (CNR)



He draws on his corporate background to guide the Caisse’s investment strategies.



“Because I haven’t spent my life in the institutional investing business, I come at it with a business operator’s frame of mind,” he said.



Now that it is on more solid footing, the Caisse is expanding its reach globally, announcing this year it would open offices in Washington, Mexico City and Singapore. Emerging markets like Colombia also offer significant opportunity, Sabia said.



“We’re trying to build an organization that thinks and invests like a business owner,” Sabia said, meaning its staff must delve deeper into a business before deploying capital.



If the investment team wants to invest in a railway, for example, they need to know what sort of grease is used on the wheels.



Manhattan Tower



The Caisse is looking at real estate assets in the U.S. and in particular Manhattan and has started to sell off its hotels.



The Caisse’s Ivanhoe Cambridge real-estate arm this month agreed to purchase a Manhattan office tower from Blackstone Group LP for $2.25 billion, according to people familiar with the deal. Sabia declined to comment on the purchase.



The building at 1095 Avenue of the Americas, a 42-story tower on Bryant Park, is a “great building” in a “great place in Manhattan,” Sabia said.



For Related News and Information: Caisse Sours on Debt With Yields at Record Lows Blackstone Said to Sell Tower to Ivanhoe for $2.25 Billion Caisse’s Sabia Says Markets, Central Bankers Co-Dependent.



The Inquirer and Mirror

BIDEN watch begins

By: Joshua Balling / November 24, 2014



A massive government C-17 cargo plane touched down at Nantucket Memorial Airport Monday afternoon, delivering equipment, personnel and vehicles in advance of vice president Joe BIDEN's expected arrival on the island Tuesday for his family's annual Thanksgiving visit.

 

This year will mark the 37th time the BIDEN family has traveled to Nantucket for the holiday, including every year of his vice presidency. BIDEN is a visible figure around town during his stay, graciously agreeing to pose for pictures and shake hands on Main Street, and twice participating in the Nantucket Atheneum's Cold Turkey Plunge fundraiser.



For complete coverage of BIDEN's arrival, pick up Wednesday's Inquirer and Mirror, publishing a day early due to Thanksgiving.
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Associated Press

BIDEN seeks accord with Turkey

By: Deb Riechmann / November 21, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN today will become the latest in a parade of U.S. officials trying to push Turkey to step up its role in the international coalition’s fight against Islamic State extremists.



Reuters

Turkey, U.S. play down differences on fight against Islamic State

By: Dasha Afanasieva and Humeyra Pamuk

Turkey and the United States played down differences in the fight against Islamic State on Friday, but Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu made clear Ankara would keep pressing for a no-fly zone in Syria and President Bashar al-Assad's removal.



The Daily Star

Jihadis launch major assault on Ramadi, BIDEN visits Turkey

November 21, 2014

The Al-Qaeda splinter group ISIS launched a major attack on the Iraqi city of Ramadi Friday, attempting to seize one of the last urban pockets under government control in troubled Anbar province.



VICE News

Joe BIDEN Visits Turkey in Attempt to Heal Rift on Fighting the Islamic State

By: John Beck / November 21, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN is traveling to Turkey today in an attempt to repair an increasingly strained relationship between the countries and persuade Ankara to play a larger role in the fight against Islamic State militants in neighboring Syria.



Hurriyet Daily

US wants Turkey’s boots on the ground

By: Verda Ozer / November 21, 2014

Turkey has been hosting three key Americans over the last three days. One is Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Kuwait News Agency

US VP in Turkey to discuss anti-ISIL int'l coalition expansion

November 21, 2014

US Vice-President Jeo BIDEN arrived in Istanbul Friday, the third leg of a tour that included Morocco and Ukraine, for talks with Turkish leaders on expanding an international coalition against ISIL.



Daily Sabah

US VICE PRESIDENT BIDEN IN ISTANBUL FOR OFFICIAL TALKS OVER SYRIA CRISIS

November 21, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN arrived in Istanbul on Friday for official talks with Turkish officials amid strained relations over the Syria crisis.



AFP

BIDEN visits Turkey pushing for help in anti-IS campaign

November 21, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday (Nov 21) arrived in Turkey for a three day visit aimed at persuading Turkish leaders to play a bigger role in the coalition against Islamic State (IS) militants.



Turkish Weekly

‘What do you want me to tell Ankara?’ BIDEN asks Greek Cypriot leader before visit

By: Yorgo Kırbaki / November 21, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN has reportedly called Greek Cypriot President Nicos Anastasiades to ask if he wants him to convey any messages to Ankara ahead of his visit three-day visit to Turkey.



Today’s Zaman

US, Turkey still not in sync on Syria as BIDEN begins visit

November 21, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday will become the latest in a parade of US officials trying to push Turkey to step up its role in the international coalition's fight against Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) extremists.



Hurriyet Daily News

Nothing personal, Mr BIDEN

By: Guven Sak / November 21, 2014

Have you seen the latest Pew Attitudes Survey on Turkey? Only 19 percent of Turks have a favorable opinion of the United States.



The New York Times

BIDEN Assails Russian Intervention in Ukraine as ‘Unacceptable’

By: Andrew Roth / November 21, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. in Kiev on Friday condemned Russia for its “unacceptable” military intervention in Ukraine, while exhorting Ukraine’s newly elected government to complete its democratic and anticorruption reforms.



Bloomberg

BIDEN Is Right to Be Scared of Ukraine

By: Leonid Bershidsky / November 21, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit to Kiev today was timed to coincide with the first anniversary of the Maidan protests that eventually toppled Ukraine's  corrupt regime.



The Washington Post

Crowds in Ukraine show lingering tensions amid BIDEN visit to back pro-West officials

By: Karen DeYoung/ November 21, 2014

Vice President BIDEN abruptly canceled a wreath-laying ceremony Friday at a memorial marking Ukraine’s pro-Western revolution after an angry crowd gathered to demand justice for those killed in the unrest.



Bloomberg

BIDEN Visits Ukraine as NATO Accuses Russia Over Weapons

By: Kateryna Choursina, Daryna Krasnolutska and Milda Seputyte / November 21, 2014

Russia’s military intervention in Ukraine is “unacceptable” and separatist elections earlier this month were a “Kremlin-orchestrated farce,” U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN said during a visit to Kiev.



Wall Street Journal

BIDEN Warns Russia of Greater Isolation if It Fails to Foster Peace in Ukraine

By: Nick Shchetko / November 21, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN warned Russia of further isolation should the Kremlin fail to encourage peace in eastern Ukraine, but he stopped short of announcing lethal military aid for Kiev.



Associated Press

BIDEN Urges Russia to Uphold East Ukraine Truce

By: Dmytro Vlasov / November 21, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN criticized Russia on Friday for its role in eastern Ukraine, urging Moscow to uphold a cease-fire in the war-torn region as he visited Kiev on the anniversary of the country's anti-government protests.



Reuters

BIDEN voices support for Ukraine, denounces Russia's Putin

By: Alessandra Prentice / November 21, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday condemned Russia's behaviour in Ukraine as "unacceptable" and said Moscow should abide by a September peace deal and pull its military forces out of the country.



Politico

BIDEN dodges angry mob in Ukraine

By: Lucy McCalmont / November 21, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN backed out from appearing with President Petro Poroshenko of Ukraine at a memorial ceremony in Kiev on Friday, when the Secret Service determined it “wasn’t a good idea” after a crowd became “unruly,” a pool report said.



Bloomberg

Ukraine’s Poroshenko Jeered at Ceremony Missed by BIDEN

By: Daryna Krasnolutska and Aaron Eglitis / November 21, 2014

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko said he would sign a decree today naming people who died in clashes with security forces in Kiev as heroes of Ukraine, after demands made by an angry crowd at a memorial.



Voices of America

BIDEN Denounces Putin's Actions in Ukraine

November 21, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday condemned Russian behavior in Ukraine as "unacceptable" and urged it to abide by a September peace deal by adhering to a cease-fire and removing military forces from the country.



TIME

U.S. To Give Ukraine More Non-Lethal Aid, Report Claims

By: David Stout / November 21, 2014

The Obama Administration is ready to increase its delivery of nonlethal aid to the Ukrainian government, but will refrain from furnishing Kiev with weapons to use in its fight against pro-Russian forces in the country’s southeast, according to a new report.



The Washington Times

Joe BIDEN retreats from angry crowd in Ukraine

By: Dave Boyer / November 21, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN retreated from an angry crowd in Kiev Friday when his Secret Service agents decided the situation was not safe.



AFP

Ukraine accuses Russia of cross-border shelling

By: Katherine Haddon / November 22, 2014

Ukraine accused Russia of shelling from across the border Friday, stepping up tensions as U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN visited Kiev on the first anniversary of mass protests which triggered a year of turmoil.



Al-Jazeera

BIDEN visits Ukraine on Maidan anniversary

November 21, 2014

Ukraine has accused Russia of shelling the country from across the border as US Vice President Joe BIDEN visited Kiev on the first anniversary of mass protests which triggered the past year of turmoil.



BBC

Ukraine crisis: Joe BIDEN warns Russia faces 'isolation'

November 21, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN has warned that Russia faces "rising costs and greater isolation" if it fails to respect peace deals in Ukraine.



UPI

BIDEN pushes Ukraine PM to form government during meeting in Kiev

By: JC Finley / November 21, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN met with Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk in Kiev on Friday.



AFP

US Vice President Joe BIDEN in Ukraine talks as Kiev marks Maidan anniversary 

November 21, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN will meet Ukraine's leaders Friday as the ex-Soviet country marks a year since the start of protests that toppled a pro-Russia regime and sparked the conflict ravaging the nation's east. 



AFP

BIDEN warns Russia over Ukraine on Maidan anniversary

November 21, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN told Russia on Friday (Nov 21) it faced paying an ever-higher price over Ukraine as tensions ratcheted up on the first anniversary of mass protests which unleashed a year of turmoil.



Financial Times

BIDEN promises to support Kiev – but not with heavy weapons

By: Geoff Dyer and Roman Olearchyk / November 21, 2014

Joe BIDEN, the US vice-president, told an audience in Kiev on Friday that Washington would always support a democratic, reformist Ukraine but he did not offer the one thing his hosts most desired: a promise of heavy weapons to counter a Russian-backed insurgency.



The Guardian

Ukraine president heckled at tribute to Kiev protesters as BIDEN visits

November 21, 2014

The Ukrainian president has been heckled by relatives of 100 protesters killed in Kiev’s Euromaidan revolution at a memorial ceremony for the victims.



Irish Times

Joe BIDEN visits Kiev as pro-EU parties sign coalition deal

By: Daniel McLaughlin / November 21, 2014

The United States and Nato have joined Kiev in condemning Russia’s alleged build-up of military forces in rebel-held eastern Ukraine, as the country marked one year since the start of protests that ousted its old Moscow-backed regime.



November 21, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN arrived in Ukraine on Friday to hold talks with Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko over the increasing tension in the country's embattled east.



Macedonian International News Agency

Poroshenko Heckled, BIDEN Escapes Angry Protesters in Kiev

November 21, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN backed out from appearing with Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko at a memorial ceremony in Kiev on Friday, when the US Secret Service determined it “wasn’t a good idea” after a crowd became “unruly,” a pool report said.



Euro News

BIDEN and Poroshenko discuss reform, corruption and democracy

November 21, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN and Ukraine President Petro Poroshenko discussed a range of subjects in bilateral talks in Kyiv. They took place to the background of the first anniversary of the Maidan protests.



Euro News

Russia’s behaviour in Ukraine a ‘flagrant violation’, says BIDEN

November 21, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN held bilateral talks in Kyiv with Ukraine President Petro Poroshenko to the backdrop of two national anniversaries.



Interfax- Ukraine News Agency

Poroshenko, BIDEN view Minsk format as most acceptable in settling Ukraine crisis

November 21, 2014

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko views the Minsk format of negotiations on resolving the situation in southeastern Ukraine as the most acceptable one, which he made clear at a joint press conference with U.S. Vice President Joseph BIDEN in Kyiv on Friday.



The Weekly Standard

'Sheriff BIDEN' Versus The Weed Agency

By: Jeryl Bier / November 21, 2014

In a 2011 blog post titled "There's a New Sheriff in Town," the White House announced that Vice President Joe BIDEN was spearheading a new "effort to root out wasteful spending at every agency and department in the Federal Government" called the Campaign to Cut Waste.



Entertainment Tonight Online

'Parks and Rec' Boss Explains Recurring Joe BIDEN Joke

By: Ashley Crossan / November 21, 2014

Parks and Recreation fans know that Leslie Knope has only one man she loves more than her husband Ben Wyatt… Joe BIDEN. Yes, Joe BIDEN.





Associated Press

BIDEN seeks accord with Turkey

By: Deb Riechmann / November 21, 2014



ISTANBUL — Vice President Joe BIDEN today will become the latest in a parade of U.S. officials trying to push Turkey to step up its role in the international coalition’s fight against Islamic State extremists.



His visit follows weeks of public bickering between the two NATO allies.

The Turkish president insists that if the U.S. wants his help, it must focus less on fighting IS and more on toppling Syrian President Bashar Assad. Erdogan wants the U.S.-led coalition to set up a security zone in northern Syria to give moderate fighters a place to recoup and launch attacks.

The U.S. has no appetite to go to war against Assad and has said a no-fly zone against Syria’s air force is a no-go.



Turkey has pledged to train and equip moderate Syrian forces on its soil, but no details have been announced by either side. U.S. and Turkish officials have discussed the coalition’s desire to use Turkey’s Incirlik Air Base for U.S.-led operations against IS militants, but Turkey has made no public decision about Incirlik.



“From the no-fly zone to the safety zone and training and equipping — all these steps have to be taken now,” Erdogan said on Wednesday. Then he echoed the same line he’s been saying all along: “The coalition forces have not taken those steps we asked them for. ... Turkey’s position will be the same as it is now.”



That’s after a U.S. military delegation spent two days in Ankara last week trying to hammer out details to implement Turkey’s pledge to train and equip moderate fighters and top U.S. military officials visited Incirlik. It follows two visits in two months by retired Marine Gen. John Allen, the U.S. envoy for the international coalition.



Allen told the Turkish daily Milliyet on Wednesday in Ankara that fighting extremists in Iraq was the “main effort” right now, but that’s not the only effort and “we’ll be doing that in Syria as well.”



“Eventually, of course, our policy intent for the U.S. is that there be a political outcome in Syria that does not include Bashar Assad,” said Allen, who left Turkey for NATO headquarters in Brussels.

Now it’s BIDEN’s turn.



He plans a dinner meeting today with Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu. On Saturday, BIDEN is to have an extended meeting with Erdogan, and plans to fly back to Washington on Sunday.



The obvious compromise would be if Washington shifted its policy on Syria to do more to force out Assad, and Turkey agreed to do more against IS, said James Jeffrey, former U.S. ambassador to Turkey and Iraq who is now at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy. Jeffrey is not holding his breath.



“Erdogan is a tough customer to reason with, but Turkey is already a major source of stability and support in region and could be better if we play cards right,” Jeffrey said. “But Erdogan is, at this point, troublingly unpredictable.”

Turkish officials say Turkey is an active partner in the coalition.



Besides pledging to train moderate Syrian forces, Turkey gave Kurdish fighters from Iraq permission to traverse its soil on their way to help Kurdish fighters in the besieged Syrian town of Kobani near Turkey’s border. That was an unprecedented step for Erdogan, but Turkey’s military has been inactive regarding the IS advance on the town.



Turkey has good relations with the Kurds in Iraq, but it views the Kurds in Syria as an extension of the Kurdistan Worker’s Party.



The party has waged a 30-year insurgency against the Turkish government and is designated as a terrorist group by the U.S. and NATO.



Asked if more Kurdish fighters from Iraq would be moving through Turkey, a Turkish official said: “Yes, we might see them again.” He spoke on condition of anonymity because he wasn’t authorized to speak publicly about Turkey’s policy on Syria.



Turkey also is hosting 1.6 million Syrian refugees. Washington acknowledges that Ankara has worked to stem the flow of foreign fighters into Syria, although it’s still easy in some places to move across for a price. U.S. officials also say Turkey has cracked down on oil smugglers.



Analysts estimate that IS earns up to $3 million a day in revenue from oil fields captured in Iraq and Syria.



Still, the U.S. and Turkey are not in sync about Syria, and BIDEN’s visit follows weeks of misunderstandings and harsh rhetoric emanating from both capitals.



Reuters

Turkey, U.S. play down differences on fight against Islamic State

By: Dasha Afanasieva and Humeyra Pamuk



ISTANBUL (Reuters) - Turkey and the United States played down differences in the fight against Islamic State on Friday, but Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu made clear Ankara would keep pressing for a no-fly zone in Syria and President Bashar al-Assad's removal.



Turkey has been a reluctant partner in the U.S.-led coalition against the Islamic State (IS) insurgents. Ankara argues that the coalition's air strikes in Iraq and Syria are not enough and it has pushed for a more comprehensive strategy involving Assad's departure and the creation of a buffer zone inside Syria to protect displaced civilians.



Ankara has in turn drawn criticism for letting thousands of foreign rebels cross its borders and for doing little to end the IS siege of the Syrian border town of Kobani, a battle that has raged for months within sight of Turkish military positions.



"We've been friends for a long time and one of the great advantages of being back in Turkey with a friend and NATO ally is we're always direct with one another," U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN told a joint news conference with Davutoglu.



"We have tackled a number of very contentious issues regionally and internationally and we've always eventually come out on the same side," he said.



Speaking just before BIDEN's arrival in Istanbul, Davutoglu, who has spent the last two days in Iraq, said there could be no sustainable peace in Syria while Assad remained in power.



"Look at how things are getting better in Iraq after a government chosen by the people is in place," he told reporters at Istanbul airport.



"But in Syria, you can’t bring peace trying to destroy a terrorist organization on one side of the country, while a regime in Damascus is using all sorts of weapons to exterminate a portion of its own people on the other."



BIDEN will discuss Turkey's role in the coalition with Davutoglu and President Tayyip Erdogan. Their talks are also expected to focus on Turkish efforts to stop the flow of foreign jihadists joining Islamic State via Turkey, and Ankara's assistance to the more than 1.6 million refugees on its soil.



Davutoglu said that while Turkey and Washington may differ in their methods, they had common aims, with the United States also wanting to see Assad gone.



The Daily Star

Jihadis launch major assault on Ramadi, BIDEN visits Turkey

November 21, 2014



BAGHDAD/ISTANBUL: The Al-Qaeda splinter group ISIS launched a major attack on the Iraqi city of Ramadi Friday, attempting to seize one of the last urban pockets under government control in troubled Anbar province.



The attack came as U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN arrived in Istanbul for a three-day visit that will focus on confronting the extremist group and reconciling Washington and Ankara’s differing views over how to approach the conflict in Syria, where ISIS also holds territory.



Parts of the Anbar capital Ramadi and all of Fallujah to its east fell to anti-government forces in January.



“ISIS launched a surprise attack from four directions – north, west, east and south of Ramadi,” a police first lieutenant in the city told AFP by telephone.



“A series of mortar attacks have targeted areas inside the city, including provincial council buildings and a police post,” the officer added.



Police Capt. Qusay al-Dulaimi said “the mortar fire has been continuous since midnight.”



Unlike in the past, mosque loudspeakers called on people to fight ISIS rather than resist government forces.



Soldiers, police and tribal fighters were able to retake one area the militants had seized and hold off attacks on others, deputy provincial council chief Faleh al-Essawi and tribal leader Sheikh Rafa Abdulkarim said.



But the sound of gunfire could still be heard in the city early Friday evening, indicating that fighting in the area was not over.



The attacks killed at least six people, including police Col. Majid al-Fahdawi, security and medical sources said.



Essawi said 12 militants died in the fighting.



A fresh spate of attacks in recent weeks has seen the jihadis extend their grip over the province, where only a handful of pockets remain under the control of Iraqi security forces backed by Shiite militias and Sunni tribal fighters.



But there is still little threat of a direct assault on Baghdad, as militants would have to gain much more ground for one to be viable.



The United States and its allies have staged 30 airstrikes on ISIS targets in Syria and Iraq since Wednesday, the U.S. Central Command said Friday.



The 23 strikes in Iraq included six near Beiji that hit ISIS-controlled buildings, vehicles and tactical units, while buildings, vehicles, a guard post and two tactical units were destroyed near Sinjar in four airstrikes, Central Command said. Similar targets were destroyed or damaged west of Kirkuk, near Mosul and Ramadi and in Tal Afar. In Syria, six strikes near the border town of Ain al-Arab, also known by its Kurdish name Kobani, destroyed staging areas, buildings and two tactical units. Another strike, near the group’s stronghold in the city of Raqqa damaged an ISIS barracks, Central Command said.



Since the beginning of the year, violence in Iraq has forced hundreds of thousands of people to flee their homes, and they now face a harsh winter in makeshift shelters or camps.



Cooperation on the campaign against ISIS will also top the discussions that BIDEN holds in Istanbul over the weekend.



BIDEN is scheduled to hold meetings with President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and senior officials, including Prime Minister Ahmed Davutoglu.



The White House said BIDEN’s meetings would focus on the campaign against ISIS and dealing with the humanitarian crisis in Syria, which has sent hundreds of thousands of refugees fleeing across the border to Turkey in the last several years.



BIDEN is visiting the NATO member for the first time since he criticized Turkish officials’ stance on Syria in early October.



BIDEN was forced to issue a public apology after enraging Erdogan by stating that Turkey, as an ally of Washington, had facilitated the rise of ISIS and extremists in Syria.



Despite the incident, both BIDEN and Davutoglu greeted reporters with broad smiles at the prime minister’s working residence in Istanbul.



BIDEN said the two had known each other – and have been friends – for a long time and can be direct with one another.



“Friends don’t let friends wonder about what they’re thinking,” BIDEN said.



Davutoglu called the U.S a strategic ally and called the two nations’ relationship “deep rooted.”



BIDEN’s visit offered a chance to have a broader discussion on the issues before them, he said.



VICE News

Joe BIDEN Visits Turkey in Attempt to Heal Rift on Fighting the Islamic State

By: John Beck / November 21, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN is traveling to Turkey today in an attempt to repair an increasingly strained relationship between the countries and persuade Ankara to play a larger role in the fight against Islamic State militants in neighboring Syria.



BIDEN will spend 48 hours in Turkey and is scheduled to meet Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu.



The vice president's trip is the latest in a number of American delegations to visit Turkey after major disagreements over the countries' respective Syria strategies.



Washington would like Turkey to play a more active role in the broad anti-Islamic State coalition it assembled in Paris in September. 



Ankara has been criticized for not doing enough to stop the Islamic State — which has been able to bring weapons and fighters in, and oil out, from its Syrian territory across Turkish borders — as well for its reluctance to intervene in the group's offensive on majority Kurdish Kobane, also known as Ayn al Arab, on the Syrian-Turkish border. This is likely because the People's Protection Units (YPG) defending the city have links to the Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK), a group that fought for more than 30 years for greater autonomy within Turkey and is considered by authorities to be a terrorist organization.



Turkey has now tightened border controls, allowed peshmerga fighters from Iraqi Kurdistan to move across Turkish territory to reinforce the YPG in Kobane and pledged to allow moderate Syrian rebels to be trained on its territory. But the US wants more, including allowing coalition aircraft to operate from Turkish bases such as Incirlik, around 100 miles from the Syrian border.



The US Marine Corps is trying to get smarter, not more expensive. Read more here.



However Turkish President Erdogan insists that in exchange for the use of its bases, the coalition also works towards removing Syrian President Bashar Assad from power and implement a no-fly zone in northern Syria. The US has repeatedly said the latter is not an option, and while it is opposed to Assad, has shown little desire to take further action against his forces, instead focussing on the Islamic State.



The split has resulted in public bickering over the past few weeks and BIDEN will be hoping to smooth over a split with a key regional ally.



Also today, Turkish Prime Minister Davutoglu met Iraq's Kurdish officials in the regional capital of Erbil, in talks which included discussion on military cooperation between the two governments.



Turkish special forces have already begun setting up a training program for peshmerga forces in Iraqi Kurdistan, the English language Hurriyet Daily News reported.



Davutoglu had previously visited the central government in Baghdad, where his Iraqi counterpart Haidar al-Abadi said during a joint press conference that Turkey had offered military assistance to Iraq.



Hurriyet Daily

US wants Turkey’s boots on the ground

By: Verda Ozer / November 21, 2014



Turkey has been hosting three key Americans over the last three days. One is Vice President Joe BIDEN. The second is John Allen, the U.S. Special Envoy for the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) strategy. The third is General James Jones, the U.S.’s former National Security Adviser and currently the chairman of the American-Turkish Council. General Jones is in Istanbul to attend the Atlantic Council Summit, where BIDEN is also giving a speech.



I had the chance to have a one-hour tete-a-tete conversation with General Jones and ask him the key questions in my mind.



First of all, why does Washington not make a commitment that Bashar al-Assad must go? Does it not want to topple him anymore? “No” Jones replied. “Our objectives with Turkey are the same. We both want to see al-Assad leave, ISIL to be defeated and Iraq to survive as a unified country. Those objectives are clear and common. We are now working on how we get to those objectives.”



Jones continued: “As long as both sides think the relationship is essential, they will find the path to accommodate. Since they agree on the objectives, they will agree on the methods as well. That we have different views right now doesn’t mean that in six months from now we won’t find accommodation.” 



He also engaged in some self-criticism of the U.S.’s Syria policy. “When al-Assad crossed the red line [referring to al-Assad's use of chemical weapons], we should have taken stronger action. Then ISIL would not have grown this much. The message then transmitted to the region and Russia was very unfortunate. Had we acted then with Turkey, Turkey’s refugee problem would not be this big. And the Free Syrian Army [FSA] would be stronger. For a lot of reasons that was a mistake," he said.



What is the method the U.S. suggests today with regard to Syria? “To expel ISIL, you have to be completely engaged. Not just with airpower, but also on the ground. You can’t solve ISIL and al-Assad without Syria’s boots on the ground. You have to have commitment from Syrians themselves, because on a strategic level to affect change in a country you have to have support of its own people and military. But larger organizations like NATO and neighbor countries also need to join. Ultimately you have to do it," Jones said. 



So, I asked whether BIDEN and Allen are trying to convince Turkey right now to put its forces on the ground. Jones’ reply was quite striking “It would be inconceivable to me if Vice President BIDEN comes here and does not talk about that," he said.



So is this the reason why the U.S. isn’t accepting Turkey’s demand for a no-fly zone in Syria? In other words, does the U.S. want Turkish soldiers to be deployed instead of its own? Jones responded: “To be perfectly honest with you, the American public is tired of wars, as well as fighting other peoples’ wars. Why would it have to be our ground troops?” So would the U.S. accept a no-fly zone if Turkey accepts sending its own soldiers? “The U.S. would welcome anything Turkey would want to contribute militarily,” he said. 



When I asked Jones about the reciprocal statements made by both countries’ officials on the matter of the no-fly zone, he said: “I think people talk too much. They broadcast what they will or won’t do. However six months later you might wish you hadn’t said that. You should not telegraph your intentions, especially to your enemies. You should speak softly, but act very decisively.”



Jones thinks the U.S. will need to contribute more on the ground at some point. “In order to be successful, we have to do more than we are doing now. Now we have 3,000 soldiers in Iraq as advisors. We are taking a step by step approach. This is safe but longer. Next level could be Special Forces for special missions. And then the next one would be conventional forces. BIDEN is in Turkey. There is military to military level talk. This is an evolutionary process,” he said.



What is the status of bilateral relations between Ankara and Washington? “This is a central relationship. It is not something you can just turn on and off. It is essential and long-lasting,” Jones said. He told me that in his meeting with President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan the previous day, Erdoğan was very sincere about closer ties on a broader, multi-dimensional scale. “At a time when there is so much trouble in the region, they will find the path to be strategically aligned,” he said.



Last but not least, Jones added: “When Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu was chief advisor of President Erdoğan, I was Obama’s national security advisor. We talked all the time. We met all the time.” Does this mean that this is not the case anymore? He replied simply: “I know that my successors in Washington very much want to find a common path with Turkey.”



Kuwait News Agency

US VP in Turkey to discuss anti-ISIL int'l coalition expansion

November 21, 2014



ISTANBUL, Nov 21 (KUNA) -- US Vice-President Jeo BIDEN arrived in Istanbul Friday, the third leg of a tour that included Morocco and Ukraine, for talks with Turkish leaders on expanding an international coalition against ISIL.



BIDEN will begin his visit with a meeting with Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu, and is due to meet President Recep Tayyip Erdogan tomorrow, Ihlas news agency reported.



Erdogan wants to establish a security zone in northern Syria to allow so-called moderate opposition to organize themselves.



BIDEN will also give a lecture in the Atlantic Council and meet representatives of civil service organizations.



Daily Sabah

US VICE PRESIDENT BIDEN IN ISTANBUL FOR OFFICIAL TALKS OVER SYRIA CRISIS

November 21, 2014



ISTANBUL — U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN arrived in Istanbul on Friday for official talks with Turkish officials amid strained relations over the Syria crisis.



After his trips to Morocco and Ukraine, BIDEN met with Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu within the framework of a working dinner at the prime ministry office in Besiktas district of the city.



The talks with Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davotoglu and President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan will focus on "cooperation in fighting the Islamic State of Iraq and the al-Sham in Syria and Iraq; and coping with the humanitarian crisis caused by the conflicts on the other side of Turkey's southern border," a statement from the White House said on Tuesday.



It is BIDEN's first visit to Turkey since he criticized the country, in a speech at Harvard University on Oct. 2, for inaction against ISIS.



His comments angered Erdogan, who said at the time, "BIDEN has to apologize for his statements," or become "history to me."



On Oct. 4, the White House released a statement saying, "The vice president apologized for any implication that Turkey or other allies and partners in the region had intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth of ISIS or other violent extremists in Syria."



BIDEN -- who landed at Ataturk Airport, after his trips to Morocco and Ukraine, along with his wife Jill -- will attend a working dinner with the prime minister at the prime ministry office in Besiktas district of the city.



On Saturday, BIDEN will attend the sixth annual Energy and Economic Summit hosted by the Atlantic Council in the city, and deliver a speech at the closing session of the summit. Then the vice president is to meet with the "Checks and Balances Network," a group funded by the National Democratic Institute.



He is to meet with President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan for a working lunch at the Beylerbeyi Palace.



Joe BIDEN is to leave Turkey for Washington on Sunday after a meeting with Istanbul-based Greek Orthodox Patriarch Bartholomew I, spiritual leader of the world's Eastern Orthodox churches.



AFP

BIDEN visits Turkey pushing for help in anti-IS campaign

November 21, 2014



ISTANBUL: US Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday (Nov 21) arrived in Turkey for a three day visit aimed at persuading Turkish leaders to play a bigger role in the coalition against Islamic State (IS) militants.



BIDEN is expected to seek to soothe tensions that have emerged between the two NATO members, traditionally strong allies, over Turkey's reluctance to play a major role in the fight against the militants who have captured swathes of Iraq and Syria.



The US number two on Friday evening landed at Istanbul airport and immediately went into dinner talks with Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu. On Saturday, he will address a conference before a key meeting with President Recep Tayyip Erdogan. He is due to leave Istanbul on Sunday.



Ties between the United States and Turkey have strained in recent months over the unwillingness of Turkish leaders to become militarily involved in the US-led campaign against the militants.



But in the remarks at the start of their meeting, both BIDEN and Davutoglu were keen to play up the importance of the US-Turkey relationship. Praising a "deep-rooted" relationship that has "faced many challenges together", Davutoglu said the two countries were working together on several crises, including Syria.



'BIDEN'S VISIT IS IMPORTANT'



He alluded to recent discussions between top US and Turkish military figures over Turkey's possible role in the coalition. "Mr BIDEN's visit is very important for us to have a wider discussion on this preparatory work," he added, without giving further details.



BIDEN indicated he would not by shy about making clear the demands of the United States, saying: "Friends don't let the other wonder about what they are thinking." In a show of good humour, he also quipped about Davutoglu's recent move from foreign minister to premier. "He got a promotion and I am still vice president!" said BIDEN.



So far, Turkey's sole contribution to the coalition has been allowing a contingent of Iraqi peshmerga Kurdish fighters to transit Turkish soil to fight IS militants for control of the Syrian border town of Kobane. The government has also so far refused to allow US forces to stage bombing raids from the Incirlik air base in southern Turkey, forcing them to make far longer sorties from the Gulf.



Turkey has set several conditions for playing a greater role in the coalition. It wants a clear coordinated strategy to overthrow President Bashar al-Assad, a major training and equipping programme for the anti-regime Free Syrian Army and a security zone, backed by a no-fly area, to be set up in northern Syria along the Turkish border.



However, US officials indicated in the run-up to the trip that while they are prepared to discuss a security zone it was not an idea that was currently on the table.



BIDEN and Erdogan were involved in a highly-publicised spat last month after the US vice president suggested Ankara had changed its Syria policy after realising it had encouraged the growth of IS. Erdogan promptly declared that his relationship with BIDEN would be "history" for him had he said such a thing and the two sides even argued over whether there had been an apology.



The president earlier this week criticised the lack of progress by the United States in meeting Turkey's demands, saying the coalition "had not made the steps we asked them for".



Turkish Weekly

‘What do you want me to tell Ankara?’ BIDEN asks Greek Cypriot leader before visit

By: Yorgo Kırbaki / November 21, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN has reportedly called Greek Cypriot President Nicos Anastasiades to ask if he wants him to convey any messages to Ankara ahead of his visit three-day visit to Turkey.



BIDEN telephoned Anastasiades to ask him, “What do you want me to tell Ankara?” amid strained ties between the Turkish and Greek Cypriot sides over rights on the energy resources of the divided island.



According to sources close to the Greek Cypriot government, Anastasiades told BIDEN, “I want to solve the Cyprus issue as soon as possible. Convey this.”



BIDEN, who is set to hold a three-day visit to Turkey between Nov. 21 and 23, reportedly told the Greek Cyprus leader that he will call again to inform him about his talks with Turkish authorities.



BIDEN’s Ankara visit comes ahead of a visit from Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu to Athens, scheduled for Dec. 5 and 6.



Last month, Greek Cyprus suspended its participation in the U.N.-led peace talks with Turkey amid tensions over Ankara’s determination to search for oil and gas in the same region where the Greek Cypriot government has licensed exploratory drills in an exclusive economic zone.



Ankara opposes the Cypriot government’s exploitation of offshore energy reserves before a deal is reached to solve the decades-long division of the east Mediterranean island and argues the resources belong to both governments on the island.



Along this line, a Turkish survey vessel has been encroached on Cyprus’ exclusive economic zone off the island’s southern coast since Oct. 20.



Ankara had also issued a notice that a Turkish seismic vessel would carry out a survey until Dec. 30 in the same area where the Italian-Korean energy consortium ENI-Kogas is operating.



BIDEN had earlier called Anastasiades on Nov. 1, to express his concerns over the tension between the two parties.



BIDEN stressed that the U.S. respects Greek Cyprus’ sovereignty and the right to develop resources in an exclusive economic zone, expressing hope that diplomatic efforts will help reduce tensions with Turkey.



Today’s Zaman

US, Turkey still not in sync on Syria as BIDEN begins visit

November 21, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday will become the latest in a parade of US officials trying to push Turkey to step up its role in the international coalition's fight against Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) extremists.

 

His visit comes after weeks of public bickering between the two NATO allies. Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan insists that if the US wants his help, it must focus less on fighting ISIL and more on toppling Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. Erdoğan wants the US-led coalition to set up a security zone in northern Syria to give moderate fighters a place to recoup and launch attacks.



The US has no appetite to go to war against Assad and has said a no-fly zone against Syria's air force is a no-go.



Turkey has pledged to train and equip moderate Syrian forces on its soil, but no details have been announced by either side. US and Turkish officials have discussed the coalition's desire to use Turkey's İncirlik Air Base for US-led operations against ISIL militants, but Turkey has made no public decision about İncirlik.



"From the no-fly zone to the safety zone and training and equipping -- all these steps have to be taken now," Erdoğan said on Wednesday. Then he echoed the same line he's been saying all along: "The coalition forces have not taken those steps we asked them for. … Turkey's position will be the same as it is now."



That's after a US military delegation spent two days in Ankara last week trying to hammer out details to implement Turkey's pledge to train and equip moderate fighters. That's after top US military officials visited İncirlik in the past few weeks. And it follows two visits in two months by retired Marine Gen. John Allen, the US envoy for the international coalition.



Allen told the Turkish daily Milliyet on Wednesday in Ankara that fighting extremists in Iraq was the "main effort" right now, but that's not the only effort and "we'll be doing that in Syria as well."



"Eventually, of course, our policy intent for the US is that there be a political outcome in Syria that does not include Bashar Assad," said Allen, who left Turkey for NATO headquarters in Brussels.



Now it's BIDEN's turn.



He plans a dinner meeting Friday with Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu. On Saturday, BIDEN is to have an extended meeting with Erdoğan, and plans to fly back to Washington on Sunday.



The obvious compromise would be if Washington shifted its policy on Syria to do more to force out Assad, and Turkey agreed to do more against ISIL, said James Jeffrey, former US ambassador to Turkey and Iraq, who is now at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy. Jeffrey is not holding his breath.



"Erdoğan is a tough customer to reason with, but Turkey is already a major source of stability and support in the region and could be better if we play the cards right," Jeffrey said. "But Erdoğan is, at this point, troublingly unpredictable."



Turkish officials say Turkey is an active partner in the coalition.

Besides pledging to train moderate Syrian forces, Turkey gave Kurdish fighters from Iraq permission to traverse its soil on their way to help Kurdish fighters in the besieged Syrian town of Kobani near Turkey's border. That was an unprecedented step for Erdoğan, but Turkey's military has been inactive regarding the ISIL advance on the town.



Turkey has good relations with the Kurds in Iraq, but it views the Kurds in Syria as an extension of the Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK). The party has waged a 30-year insurgency against the Turkish government and is designated as a terrorist group by the US and NATO. Asked if more Kurdish fighters from Iraq would be moving through Turkey, a Turkish official said, "Yes, we might see them again." He spoke on condition of anonymity because he wasn't authorized to speak publicly about Turkey's policy on Syria.



Turkey is also hosting 1.6 million Syrian refugees. Washington acknowledges that Ankara has worked to stem the flow of foreign fighters into Syria, although it's still easy in some places to move across for a price. US officials also say Turkey has cracked down on oil smugglers. Analysts estimate ISIL earns up to $3 million a day in revenue from oil fields captured in Iraq and Syria.



Still, the US and Turkey are not in sync about Syria, and BIDEN's visit follows weeks of misunderstandings and harsh rhetoric emanating from both capitals.



Locals in İstanbul have dubbed one spat the "apology-no apology," which began over something BIDEN said in a speech at Harvard University.

BIDEN said that early in the Syrian conflict, Turkey assisted extremists because they were seeking to depose Assad. Erdoğan demanded an apology; the White House said BIDEN called Erdoğan to apologize, but BIDEN said he did not.



There was more disagreement over whether Turkey had decided to let the US use the İncirlik base for operations against extremists in Syria and Iraq.



Hurriyet Daily News

Nothing personal, Mr BIDEN

By: Guven Sak / November 21, 2014



Have you seen the latest Pew Attitudes Survey on Turkey? Only 19 percent of Turks have a favorable opinion of the United States. The Americans I talk to appear to be offended by this. No need. Just read on in the same survey. Only 14 percent of Turks have a favorable opinion of Iran. China? 21 percent. 



And only 20 percent harbor pleasant feelings for Brazil. So our American friends can find solace in knowing that Turks don’t have anything against them in particular. It turns out we are "equal opportunities misanthropes," disliking everyone across the world more or less equally. 



Does that mean that Turks enjoy the company of other Turks? Not really. Just look at the figures of the World Values Survey. “Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted or that you need to be very careful when dealing with other people?” goes one question. People can answer with either (a) Most people can be trusted or (b) you can never be too careful in dealing with others.  

According to the survey, less than 5 percent of Turks said (a). In the “most people can be trusted” list, Turkey is the third to last country, out-pessimized only by Trinidad & Tobago and Cape Verde. Turks even have a hard time trusting each other, according to the survey. Norway, Sweden and Denmark lead the “most people can be trusted” camp, and before you say it’s a per-capita income thing, consider that China ranks fourth. 



So why don’t we like others? Is it that we feel threatened, or is it about Turkey’s rule of law deficit?  I will argue the latter case. 



If it was about feeling threatened, we would have seen precautionary measures to counter the threat. Instead, Turks have a constructive attitude when under militarily threat, according to a 2012 study by Philippe Aghion et al. According to the study, countries revert to education reforms when they feel foreign military threats. The number of students enrolled in the education system increases after the country faces a military defeat or feels under military threat. Enrollment in the Ottoman education system peaked between 1886 and 1906 and the second Russo-Turkish war was between 1877 and 1878. It was a traumatic time for the Empire – we lost Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia, Montenegro and Bosnia. The Russian armies advanced all the way to Ayastefanos, today known as Yeşilköy, where Istanbul’s Atatürk Airport is located. That means hostile foreign forces just a few kilometers outside the Ottoman capital. It was the last time we really felt the heat, and it led to a significant increase in primary school enrollment in the country, according to the paper.  



When we felt foreign rivalry in the past, we did something. Today, we are fearless in the face of our exorbitant current account deficit. We should consider that our fiscal deficit could be linked to our trust deficit, each pulling the other down. The lack of a collaborative culture means fewer firms work together and learn less from one other. Only 3.6 of firms in Turkey have reported that they collaborate with other Turkish firms on innovation. This is the lowest rate among OECD countries, except for Luxembourg.



Why? It is the rule of law deficit in the country, if you ask me. If a modern economy tries to function without a system to enforce contracts in a timely and appropriate fashion, people are going to have bad experiences. Go ahead ask any Turkish entrepreneur how he gets paid for his projects, but make sure to set aside a chunk of time, because it will take him a while. I bet the other countries in the “you-can-never-be-too-careful-when-dealing-with-others” list aren’t too different in that regard. 



Mr. BIDEN should not take it personally if his visit doesn’t run as smoothly as planned.



The New York Times: BIDEN Assails Russian Intervention in Ukraine as ‘Unacceptable’

By: Andrew Roth / November 21, 2014



MOSCOW — Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. in Kiev on Friday condemned Russia for its “unacceptable” military intervention in Ukraine, while exhorting Ukraine’s newly elected government to complete its democratic and anticorruption reforms.



During a joint news conference, Mr. BIDEN urged Ukraine’s president, Petro O. Poroshenko, to form a new government “in days, not weeks,” and to champion economic reforms, promote further economic integration with the West and root out what Mr. BIDEN called “the cancer of corruption.”



“Even if the guns in the east fell silent tomorrow, Ukraine would still face a struggle for its democratic and economic future here in Kiev,” Mr. BIDEN said on the first anniversary of the beginning of public protests that led to the former government’s ouster in February. “There is a lot of work to do in Kiev.”



One year after the Maidan, as the popular revolution is called in the country, Ukraine is mired in economic and military crises. Amid soaring inflation and capital flight, the $17 billion in loans promised to Ukraine by the International Monetary Fund “appears insufficient to close the external financing gap,” Timothy Ash, head of emerging-market research at Standard Bank, said in an investor’s note on Thursday.



Meanwhile, international diplomatic efforts to halt the conflict in Ukraine’s southeast have faltered, with the West accusing Russia of continuing to supply men, money and weapons to the pro-Russian separatists.



Mr. BIDEN called Moscow’s annexation of the Crimean Peninsula a “flagrant violation of the bedrock principles of the international system” and condemned the rebel-held elections on Nov. 2 as a “Kremlin-orchestrated farce.”



He also demanded that President Vladimir V. Putin cease backing the separatists.



“Do what you agreed to do, Mr. Putin,” Mr. BIDEN said.



More than 1,000 people have died since a cease-fire accord was signed on Sept. 5, according to new data released by the United Nations on Thursday. The conflict has left 4,317 dead and 9,921 wounded since mid-April, the report said.



With NATO reporting that Russia is moving tanks, artillery and air-defense systems into the country, Ukrainian officials say they are prepared to repulse a new offensive.



A Ukrainian military spokesman on Friday accused Russia of resuming shelling over the border for the first time since the cease-fire was signed.



The Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung reported Friday that a separatist leader in Donetsk, Igor Martinov, had confirmed that, since the summer, the separatists had received “a lot” of Russian money to help finance public services and pay wages and pensions that the Ukrainian government had cut off. He did not give a figure.



Asked about the report, a German government spokesman, Steffen Seibert, said that the remarks confirmed the Western view of the Kremlin’s role in the crisis, despite Moscow’s denials of involvement.



“Without Russia’s military and financial support we simply wouldn’t have the violent separatism that we are currently experiencing in these regions,” Mr. Seibert said.



Russia strongly denies providing material support to the rebels. It has also issued stern warnings to the West about delivering weapons to the Ukrainian government.



“I believe that the United States is one of the initiators of this conflict,” Nikolai Patrushev, the secretary of Russia’s Security Council, said on Thursday. “If it sells weapons to them, the conflict will grow.”



President Obama declined to supply lethal aid when Mr. Poroshenko requested it during his visit to Washington in September. But on Wednesday, the deputy national security adviser, Tony Blinken, said that lethal aid “remains on the table. It is something we are looking at.”



Mr. BIDEN did not address lethal aid during his remarks on Friday, announcing only a further $20 million in aid for law enforcement and judicial reform.



Also on Friday, the Dutch government announced that it had found new human remains and secured more wreckage from the Malaysia Airlines flight shot down in July. The crash killed all 298 people aboard. The situation at the wreckage site remained unstable, a statement on a government website said, and a team at the site would need several more days to complete its work.



Bloomberg: BIDEN Is Right to Be Scared of Ukraine

By: Leonid Bershidsky / November 21, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit to Kiev today was timed to coincide with the first anniversary of the Maidan protests that eventually toppled Ukraine's  corrupt regime. Still, BIDEN decided against attending a ceremony commemorating victims of the unrest, the so-called "Heavenly Hundred." His Secret Service escort said it would be too risky. That's a metaphor for what's going on in Ukraine today: The country is in chaos a year after its people decided to win freedom from oppressive corruption and stifling Russian influence.



Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko attended the ceremony anyway, only to be heckled by the victims' relatives. He had promised to declare the dead protesters national heroes and and pay pensions to their surviving relatives, but failed to deliver. An investigation of the death of more than 100 people in late February went nowhere, and no one was punished. Former President Viktor Yanukovych, along with his closest aides and some odious businessmen who got rich during his rule, escaped. Most went to Russia, and little of their plundered wealth has been found, let alone recovered. 



For Ukrainians, the Maidan anniversary is a day of both sadness and pride. They argue hotly about whether life has gotten better. In an interesting Facebook thread, two prominent Kiev journalists, Darina Marchak and Oksana Mitnitska, disagree on the general mood of Ukrainian business: Marchak maintains that legitimate entrepreneurs are relieved, encouraged and ready to capitalize on the high tide of patriotism; Mitnitska sees hopelessness, closing stores and restaurants, a rise in emigration. 



Both are right to some degree. Despite a 46 percent currency devaluation this year, the loss of Crimea, military defeats in the country's industrial east, about thousands of violent deaths, the never-ending wrangling of clueless politicians and the continuing depredations of a hidebound bureaucracy, I have yet to meet a Ukrainian who misses the Yanukovych regime, though they undoubtedly exist somewhere. It's hard to recall a single redeeming feature of that three-year period of boredom and despair. "If the question is whether you want to live minus a few limbs or die, the answer is obvious," the pessimist Mitnitska wrote. 



Still, Kiev's main square, where the protests unfolded last winter, is not safe enough for BIDEN. Poroshenko had to promise financial aid to the grieving families before he beat a retreat. Whether Ukraine itself will get funding from its Western donors depends on whether it's going to get serious about economic reforms, BIDEN told the Ukrainian president, stressing the need for the country to form a new government "within days, not weeks." 



The four pro-Western parties that got into the Ukrainian parliament in the Oct. 26 election did their best to please BIDEN: As he landed in Kiev, they signed off on a lengthy coalition agreement, a necessary step for forming a cabinet. The reform program it outlines, however, betrays a lack of understanding of what is required to fix Ukraine's moribund economy. The VoxUkraine expert group, which includes some of the country's top economists, said in a recent analysis of the document that only the national security, law enforcement and energy parts were well thought-out and market-oriented, while the rest of the program was either empty rhetoric or evidence of the drafters' Soviet training. The agreement, for example, stops short of calling for a free land market and has the government deciding which sectors of the economy to develop.



"On the whole, the ideology of the draft coalition agreement is rooted in the command economy and far removed from free-market principles, which partially explains the insignificance of progress in Ukrainian reforms," the economists wrote. 



An International Monetary Fund mission has been working in Kiev since Nov. 11, assessing the country's progress to decide whether to release the next tranche of the $17 billion bailout agreed earlier this year. It will end its work on Nov. 25, and it's unclear whether the new government will be in place by then. Still, that is not the biggest uncertainty facing both Kiev and its Western allies. 



The fighting in the east has recently flared up, and if the Russian-backed rebels or even Russian troops go on the offensive, the Ukrainian government will again have a pretext for concentrating on security rather than on building a new, European country in the areas where no fighting is going on. The biggest challenge for Kiev now is to stay focused on that, not on holding onto bits of the eastern territories. 



One assumes Poroshenko and Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk must have talked to BIDEN about U.S. help in arming Ukraine against Russian interference -- something that my colleague Marc Champion eloquently explained is a bad idea. They may even have made some progress: After talks with BIDEN, Foreign Minister Pavlo Klimkin talked of "lots of agreements that it's not accepted practice to discuss at press conferences." That kind of aid, however, can only give false hopes to Ukrainian politicians and their voters. Ukraine will never be fit to fight the Russian military with any amount of Western support short of NATO boots on the ground.  



The West must concentrate its efforts on rebuilding the peaceful part of Ukraine -- still a country of 40 million, whose vast territory, even without Crimea and the two easternmost regions, makes it the second biggest in Europe after France. The Ukrainian government needs a lot of external expertise and money for that. If Ukraine ever hopes to recover the lost areas, it must first become economically viable and a good country to live in. Concentrating on war will not make Ukrainians regret what they did last winter -- but it's not going to make them happier about it, either, or make the squares safer for visiting politicians.



The Washington Post: Crowds in Ukraine show lingering tensions amid BIDEN visit to back pro-West officials

By: Karen DeYoung/ November 21, 2014



KIEV, Ukraine — Vice President BIDEN abruptly canceled a wreath-laying ceremony Friday at a memorial marking Ukraine’s pro-Western revolution after an angry crowd gathered to demand justice for those killed in the unrest.



The change of plans — forced when BIDEN’s Secret Service escort decided that the scene was too risky — underscored the turbulence in Ukraine after a year of political upheavals and a separatist rebellion by factions allied with Moscow.



BIDEN’s two-day visit, which began Thursday, was designed to demonstrate support for Ukraine’s Western-looking government a year after the beginning of an uprising that toppled former president Viktor Yanukovych, a Moscow ally.



At the memorial event, Ukraine’s new president, Petro Poroshenko, was quickly surrounded by elderly women, saying their sons were among the dead in the clashes that ousted the Russian-allied government.



“Shame, shame,” some men chanted at Poroshenko.



Uniformed soldiers and presidential security at the scene did not attempt to hold back the protesters at the edge of cobblestone Institutka Street, near the center of last winter’s revolution.



“My son died right here,” said Antonia Chaplinska. “He was 44 years old, and he had a wife and two kids.”



Roman Savchak, 29, said the families wanted to ask Poroshenko “what has been done a year after all these people died. . . . We want those responsible to be tried.”



When BIDEN’s motorcade arrived, his Secret Service escort decided it was unsafe for him to leave his vehicle. Instead, BIDEN waited for Poroshenko to emerge, then greeted the Ukrainian president in the street before driving a block away to a meeting with Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk.



The Obama administration is considering expanding its aid to Ukraine with what officials called “defensive” lethal military equipment as a tenuous cease-fire between government troops and heavily-armed separatists rapidly unravels.



The United Nations said Friday that nearly 1,000 people have been killed since the cease-fire was negotiated between Poroshenko and Russia in September.

 

“The list of victims keeps growing,” the U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights, Zeid Ra’ad Al Hussein, said in a statement from Geneva. “Civilians, including women, children, minorities and a range of vulnerable individuals and groups, continue to suffer the consequences of the political stalemate in Ukraine.”



A senior U.S. official traveling with BIDEN said that the Obama administration is prepared to “bring more resources to bear” to help Ukraine. But Washington and allies are looking for more momentum from Kiev in finalizing a new government following elections last month and implementing promised reforms, the official added.



BIDEN’s “number one message is, ‘We’ve got your back,’ ” said the official, who spoke on condition of anonymity to discuss the high-level talks. The other message to Ukraine, the official said, is that “we’re committed to helping you, but we can’t do it alone, so you have to help us help you.”



The West has charged Russia with a rapid escalation in the flow of weapons and troops to the separatists in recent weeks. Moscow has denied sending heavy weaponry and Russian troops across the Ukrainian border. Earlier this year, Russia annexed Ukraine’s Crimea peninsula.



During his September visit to Washington, Poroshenko asked for lethal military aid and more economic help as the fighting continued and winter neared.



U.S. lawmakers also have pressed for more aid to Kiev.



Antony Blinken, President Obama’s deputy national security adviser, told Congress on Wednesday that “the question of defensive lethal assistance has never been off the table. It remains on the table. It’s something that we’re looking at and, indeed, the vice president will be in Ukraine in the next few days, and I’m sure that will be a topic of discussion.” Blinken was testifying at a Senate hearing on his nomination to be deputy secretary of state.



Russia responded angrily to his comments, saying Thursday that they sent a “very serious signal.”



Foreign Ministry spokesman Alexander Lukashevich said that any arms shipments would constitute “a major change in policy of the administration in regard to the conflict” in Ukraine, the Reuters news agency reported.



The United States has provided only nonlethal military assistance, including vehicles and night-vision goggles, to Ukraine.



In one step to address Western demands for greater political stability, Poroshenko and prime minister Yatsenyuk agreed Friday to form a broad coalition. The delay in forming the coalition after Oct. 26 elections was a reminder of Ukraine’s competing political personalities even as a strong majority of parliament favors a pro-European path.



Local media reported that the agreement committed Ukraine to try to join the European Union and to take steps to combat corruption, such as ending parliamentary immunity.



Former prime minister Yulia Tymoshenko said she wanted BIDEN to acknowledge the West’s “obligations” to Ukraine.



Following the fall of the Soviet Union and Ukrainian independence, Kiev dismantled its Soviet-era weapons in exchange for a 1994 agreement in which the world promised to guarantee its sovereignty.



“The United States and Europe should not ask Ukraine what it is going to do against Russia. Putin should be stopped immediately by the Western world, which has all the tools to do it.”



Bloomberg: BIDEN Visits Ukraine as NATO Accuses Russia Over Weapons

By: Kateryna Choursina, Daryna Krasnolutska and Milda Seputyte / November 21, 2014



Russia’s military intervention in Ukraine is “unacceptable” and separatist elections earlier this month were a “Kremlin-orchestrated farce,” U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN said during a visit to Kiev.



Russia shelled Ukrainian territory for the first time since a Sept. 5 cease-fire agreement was signed in Minsk, Belarus, military spokesman Andriy Lysenko said in Kiev today. Russia is moving tanks, artillery and air-defense systems into Ukraine “in blatant violation of international law,” North Atlantic Treaty Organization Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg said during a visit to Kaunas, Lithuania.



BIDEN condemned “the threat to Ukrainian sovereignty and territorial integrity posed by Russian aggression,” in a speech after meeting Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko. “It is simply not acceptable in the 21st century for countries to attempt to redraw borders by force in Europe or anywhere, or to intervene militarily because they don’t like decisions their neighbor has made,” he said.



BIDEN’s visit coincided with the first anniversary of the start of the “Euromaidan” protests that ousted President Viktor Yanukovych in February and triggered the conflict. Authorities in Kiev named Nov. 21 a new national holiday, the Day of Dignity and Freedom. Poroshenko’s political bloc and four other pro-European Union parties signed a ruling coalition agreement following Oct. 26 elections. The president reiterated an ambition to apply for membership in the block by 2020.



Fueling Conflict



“Reforms must be started immediately,” Poroshenko said today in a national address on state television. “Their aim is to reach European standards of living gradually so that in 2020 we will be able to apply for EU membership. That is what the draft coalition agreement is about.”



Thousands of people gathered, many wrapped in Ukrainian flags and bearing candles and flowers, at a monument in central Kiev where about 100 protesters were killed in violent clashes with police before Yanukovych’s ouster.



Russia, which denies involvement in the conflict, is opposed to Ukraine deepening ties with the EU, while the government in Kiev and its U.S. and European allies accuse Russian President Vladimir Putin’s government of supporting the separatists with cash, weapons and fighters.



Kremlin-Orchestrated



The conflict has intensified since rebels in the breakaway regions of Donetsk and Luhansk held elections earlier this month, which BIDEN condemned along with Russia’s March annexation of the Crimea peninsula.



“They were not democratic elections,” he said. “They were a Kremlin-orchestrated farce. Let me say as clearly as I can: America does not and will not recognize the Russian occupation and annexation of Crimea.”



One Ukrainian soldier was killed and 18 wounded in exchanges of fire during the past 24 hours, the National Security and Defense Council in Kiev said in a statement on Facebook. Separatists attacked Ukrainian positions 39 times and the military fired 18 times to repel rebel attacks, it said.



Stoltenberg called on Putin’s government to “pull back its troops from eastern Ukraine.”



“This is very serious because it is totally against the Minsk agreement and it’s fueling the conflict, and contributing to new violations,” Stoltenberg said.



BIDEN also demanded Russia adhere to the cease-fire, remove illegal military formations and restore control over its border with Ukraine, all parts of the Minsk agreement.



‘Mr. Putin’



“But that is not what has happened,” BIDEN said. “Instead we’ve seen more provocative action, more blatant disregard for the agreement signed not long ago by Russia. As long as that continues Russia will face rising cost greater isolation. There is way to change all that. Do what you agreed to do, Mr. Putin.”



Russia accused the U.S. of instigating the violence yesterday, when Nikolai Patrushev, State Security Council secretary, called the U.S. “one of the initiators of the conflict in Ukraine.”



The United Nations linked Russian fighters to human-rights violations in a report yesterday that cited a “total breakdown of law and order” in eastern Ukraine. It raised its estimate of the death toll there to least 4,317 people, with 9,921 wounded and 466,829 displaced.



Coalition Agreement



Poroshenko’s political party said that it had signed a coalition agreement with four other pro-European parties following the Oct. 26 parliamentary elections. Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk’s People’s Front, the Samopomich Party, the Radical Party, and Yulia Tymoshenko’s Batkivshchyna party also signed the draft document today, according to a statement on the Poroshenko Bloc’s website.



BIDEN didn’t join Poroshenko and other political leaders at a ceremony to honor more than 100 people killed in clashes with security forces in February near Kiev’s Independence Square, known as Maidan. A group of people heckled the president, shouting “shame on you,” and said they were relatives of the dead who wanted them recognized as national heroes.



Poroshenko left the event and then returned a short time later promising to “sign a decree tonight that those people are heroes of Ukraine,” prompting applause and tears in the crowd.



Wall Street Journal: BIDEN Warns Russia of Greater Isolation if It Fails to Foster Peace in Ukraine

By: Nick Shchetko / November 21, 2014



KIEV, Ukraine—U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN warned Russia of further isolation should the Kremlin fail to encourage peace in eastern Ukraine, but he stopped short of announcing lethal military aid for Kiev.



Mr. BIDEN’s visited the Ukrainian capital on the anniversary of the country’s pro-Europe protest movement. The trip came as five Ukrainian political parties, including President Petro Poroshenko’s faction, on Friday signed an accord to form a coalition in the Ukrainian parliament nearly a month after the pro-Western parties swept the Oct. 26 elections.



Mr. Poroshenko promised the new government would be named in a matter of days. The pact is subject to a vote when parliament opens next week.



Progress on resolving the conflict in eastern Ukraine has stalled since the sides agreed to a September cease-fire that began fraying almost immediately. As skirmishes continue in the region, Ukrainian officials have refused further negotiations with Russian-backed rebel leaders, saying it is up to Moscow to negotiate and end the fighting.



“Do what you agreed to do, Mr. Putin,” Mr. BIDEN said in pointed remarks to Russia during his appearance in Kiev on Friday. He called on the Kremlin to respect the cease-fire accord and remove any illegal military units from Ukraine.



The U.S. vice president also said Ukraine should form its new government “in days, not weeks,” and urged the country’s politicians to push ahead with badly-needed economic and political reforms.



Weeks of negotiation over a ruling coalition have raised worries that reform efforts could fall victim to political gridlock among Ukraine’s pro-Western parties. Mr. Poroshenko’s bloc joined forces with four parties led by Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk, Lviv Mayor Andriy Sadovyi, radical populist politician Oleh Lyashko and former Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko.



Since April, Ukraine conflict has claimed at least 4,317 lives, with 9,921 people wounded, according to the United Nations. There have been 957 fatalities since the Sept. 5 cease-fire.

Together, the coalition will have enough seats to change the Ukrainian constitution. But the large size of the coalition and the differing political viewpoints within it, immediately have led analysts to question how long it would last. So far, no cabinet appointments have been announced, though Mr. Yatsenyuk is widely expected to stay on as prime minister.



The International Monetary Fund’s local mission needs the new cabinet in place to disburse forthcoming tranches of a previously agreed $17 billion financial aid program and to negotiate Ukraine’s desire to expand the scale of IMF help. Kiev has been calling for an expansion of the program because of the economic blow delivered by the protracted conflict in the country’s largely Russian-speaking east. The hryvnia, Ukraine’s currency, has lost nearly half of its value against the dollar since the beginning of the year.



The U.S. will continue supporting Ukraine both financially and politically, Mr. BIDEN said. “We’re working closely with international institutions to make sure Ukraine has the financial resources to support its needs,” he said.



The U.S. on Friday also announced an additional $20 million for Ukrainian law enforcement and justice reforms, pending approval from Congress, and said it would direct an extra $3 million to a United Nations food assistance program helping people displaced by the conflict. According to the statement, the new measures bring the total amount of U.S. assistance offered to Ukraine this year to nearly $320 million, in addition to a $1 billion sovereign-loan guarantee.



While the U.S. has provided some equipment, ready-to-eat rations for Ukrainian troops and border guards, as well as money for civil-society groups, it has declined to offer lethal military aid to Ukraine’s beleaguered army.



U.S. Deputy national security adviser Antony Blinken said on Wednesday that Washington continues to look at its aid policy, raising the possibility of future U.S. lethal aid. Russia’s Foreign Ministry spokesman called the potential shift “a very serious signal” and a potentially destabilizing factor in the region.



Since April, Ukraine conflict has claimed the lives of at least 4,317 people and wounded 9,921, the United Nations reported this week. The organization recorded 957 fatalities since the cease-fire was signed in Minsk on Sept. 5, underscoring the frayed nature of the peace.



Mr. BIDEN’s visit coincided with the anniversary of the pro-Europe protest movement that erupted on Kiev’s Independence Square, known as the maidan. At the time, activists gathered to protest a pivot by former Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych away from an agreement with Europe toward closer ties with neighboring Russia. The demonstrations kicked off a series of events that led to the pro-Moscow Mr. Yanukovych’s ouster and consequently Russia’s annexation of Crimea, as well as the separatist conflict in Ukraine’s east.



Associated Press: BIDEN Urges Russia to Uphold East Ukraine Truce

By: Dmytro Vlasov / November 21, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN criticized Russia on Friday for its role in eastern Ukraine, urging Moscow to uphold a cease-fire in the war-torn region as he visited Kiev on the anniversary of the country's anti-government protests.



BIDEN said Western sanctions against Russia would not be lifted until Moscow does more to enforce the cease-fire. Over 900 people have been killed and fighting has continued in eastern Ukraine since a truce began in September, and the conflict has claimed at least 4,300 lives since April, according to the U.N.



"If Russia were to fulfill these commitments and respect Ukrainian sovereignty and territorial integrity, we could begin a rational discussion about sanctions," BIDEN said. "But that's not what has happened. Instead we've seen more provocative actions, more blatant disregard for the agreement."



In a meeting with Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk, BIDEN said the United States and its allies in Europe and the G-7 would work "to increase the costs to Russia if it continues on its current course of blatantly violating Ukraine's sovereignty and territorial integrity."



BIDEN stopped short of announcing that the United States would provide lethal military aid to Ukraine. The U.S. has already given $53 million in non-lethal aid.



Pentagon spokesman Col. Steve Warren said BIDEN delivered three counter-mortar radar systems, the first of a total of 20, on a C-17 transport plane that accompanied BIDEN.



The protests that began a year ago in Kiev led to the ouster of Ukraine's former pro-Russian president in February. Russia then annexed the Black Sea peninsula of Crimea in March and began backing a pro-Russian insurgency in eastern Ukraine.



Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko and Yatsenyuk were shouted at Friday when they laid a wreath at a memorial to victims of the February sniper attacks at the end of the former president's reign. The protesters demanded a full government investigation into the deaths.



BIDEN later made an unscheduled visit to a separate memorial to the victims, a fence that has photos of dozens of those killed.



Reuters: BIDEN voices support for Ukraine, denounces Russia's Putin

By: Alessandra Prentice / November 21, 2014



(Reuters) - U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday condemned Russia's behaviour in Ukraine as "unacceptable" and said Moscow should abide by a September peace deal and pull its military forces out of the country.



Addressing himself rhetorically to Russian leader Vladimir Putin after holding talks with Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko, BIDEN said: "Do what you agreed to do, Mr. Putin."



The high-level U.S. visit to Kiev took place with diplomatic efforts stalled on ways of restarting the peace deal signed by Ukraine, Russia and pro-Moscow separatists fighting in the east.



Russia says it supports the rebel cause but denies Ukrainian and Western accusations that it has sent in its own regular troops and armour to bolster the separatists. Moscow says any Russians taking part are volunteer fighters.



Both sides have also accused each other of violating the ceasefire and Ukraine said on Friday that its territory had come under cross-border artillery fire from inside Russia for the first time since the truce came into force.



BIDEN's visit to Kiev took place on the first anniversary of a decision by the government of Ukraine's then-president Viktor Yanukovich to ditch a political and trade pact with the European Union in favour of closer ties with Russia.



The move provoked protests from tens of thousands of Ukrainians and led to the ousting of the Moscow-backed Yanukovich in February. It triggered the worst confrontation between Russia and the West since the Cold War after Russia annexed Crimea in March and backed the eastern separatists.



PROTESTS



Thousands gathered on Kiev's Independence Square on Friday in remembrance of the start of the protests, holding a candle-lit minute's silence, many decked out in the blue and yellow colours of the Ukrainian flag.



Poroshenko, a former confectionary magnate who was elected president in May, said his country's future remained at risk.



"More than ever we need national unity or else the conflict within the country will destroy us," he said in a statement to the nation posted on his website.



Tensions still simmering in Ukraine's war-racked society came to the surface when Poroshenko went to pay tribute to the 100 or so protesters who were killed in February by police snipers before Yanukovich fled into exile in Russia.



Relatives of those killed, frustrated by the government's failure to bring officials of the Yanukovich government to book, shouted, "Where are their killers?" and "Down with Poroshenko!" and also condemned him for failing to keep a promise to confer the title of national hero on the victims.



Poroshenko later returned to the scene to pledge that he would sign a decree to officially designate the victims as national heroes as promised.



BIDEN, appearing alongside Poroshenko, condemned Russia's annexation of Crimea and backing for the separatists and said Washington would always support a democratic, reformist Ukraine.



However he made no mention of fresh military aid which Kiev has appealed for. BIDEN's office said about $118 million in U.S. aid had been committed to Ukraine's security forces but did not specify how much was new.



Non-lethal aid, the statement said, includes "body armor, helmets, vehicles, night and thermal vision devices, heavy engineering equipment, advanced radios, patrol boats, rations, tents, (and) counter-mortar radars."



The first three of 20 counter-mortar radar systems were flown to Ukraine aboard a cargo aircraft accompanying BIDEN’s flight, the Pentagon said on Friday.



Pending Congressional approval, the White House will commit $20 million to supporting reform of Ukraine's law enforcement and justice sectors, BIDEN's office added.



Politico: BIDEN dodges angry mob in Ukraine

By: Lucy McCalmont / November 21, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN backed out from appearing with President Petro Poroshenko of Ukraine at a memorial ceremony in Kiev on Friday, when the Secret Service determined it “wasn’t a good idea” after a crowd became “unruly,” a pool report said.



“When BIDEN’s motorcade arrived on outskirts of what had become very large and somewhat unruly gathering, many chanting ‘shame’ at Poroshenko. … [U.S.] [S]ecret [S]ervice decided wasn’t a good idea for BIDEN to wade in,” according to the pool report.

Story Continued Below



At that point, the report said, BIDEN’s “[m]otorcade turned around.”



BIDEN, who has been in Ukraine with his wife, Dr. Jill BIDEN, was in Kiev on Friday morning to participate in a wreath-laying ceremony for people killed in demonstrations earlier this year. However, a crowd that was first around 100 people, mostly elderly men and women, quickly grew at Poroshenko’s arrival. The pool report said there was “little apparent interference” by Ukrainian security for Poroshenko.



BIDEN later got out of his car and shook Poroshenko’s hand after the Ukrainian president emerged on foot. BIDEN’s motorcade then drove to another location a short distance away for a bilateral meeting with Ukraine Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk.



BIDEN eventually made an unscheduled stop to a separate memorial later in the day, according to a pool report. Laying flowers at the memorial, the vice president asked to be accompanied by Myroslava Gongadze, a Voice of America correspondent and Ukrainian, who is part of the traveling pool. Gongadze’s husband, an investigative journalist, was killed by government police at the location over a decade ago. The pair stood together at the memorial for about five minutes before BIDEN invited her to join him in the limo as they departed for the next stop.



BIDEN is in Ukraine as part of a five-day trip that began in Morocco and will end in Turkey. While in Ukraine, BIDEN is to talk to Ukrainian leaders about their election as they begin to set up a new government.



Bloomberg: Ukraine’s Poroshenko Jeered at Ceremony Missed by BIDEN

By: Daryna Krasnolutska and Aaron Eglitis / November 21, 2014



Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko said he would sign a decree today naming people who died in clashes with security forces in Kiev as heroes of Ukraine, after demands made by an angry crowd at a memorial.



Poroshenko made the announcement after being met with shouted abuse and cries of “shame on you” at the memorial to more than 100 people who died during clashes with security services that led to the ousting of former President Viktor Yanukovych in February. He was visiting the memorial on the first anniversary of the start of the “Euromaidan” protests.



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN, who is in Kiev today, was scheduled to attend the event with Poroshenko, though he was not present during the protest. Poroshenko arrived with Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk, Speaker of Parliament Oleksandr Turchynov and former prime minister Yulia Tymoshenko and placed a candle at the memorial, which comprises a cross and pictures of the dead surounded by flowers and candles.



The Ukrainian President last week revoked a law on greater autonomy to rebel-held areas and cut off links with the eastern Luhansk and Donetsk regions after they held elections Nov. 2 that Ukraine considers illegitimate. Even so, he’s been criticized by some opposition groups for negotiating with the Kremlin while blaming Russian President Vladimir Putin for supporting separatists and stoking a conflict that has killed at least 4,317 people, according to United Nations estimates.



Ukraine, the U.S. and the European Union have accused Russia of sending troops and weapons to support the separatists. Russia denies involvement in the conflict.



Voices of America: BIDEN Denounces Putin's Actions in Ukraine

November 21, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday condemned Russian behavior in Ukraine as "unacceptable" and urged it to abide by a September peace deal by adhering to a cease-fire and removing military forces from the country.



Addressing himself rhetorically to Kremlin leader Vladimir Putin after holding talks with Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko, BIDEN said: "Do what you agreed to do, Mr. Putin."

        

Referring to Russia's annexation of the Crimea in March and its backing for separatist rebels in eastern Ukraine, BIDEN, in a statement to the press alongside Poroshenko, said Russian behavior was a "flagrant violation of the bedrock principles of the international system."



BIDEN said the United States would always support a democratic, reformist Ukraine,  but he made no specific mention of any fresh aid.



Russia denies arming the separatists or sending its troops across the border.



BIDEN's visit comes amid disagreement in Washington over whether to supply arms to the Ukrainian military, which at times has appeared outgunned by the rebels.



VOA's Myroslava Gongadze, who is traveling with BIDEN, said Kyiv hopes to convince the White House to overcome its reluctance to provide the lethal, defensive aid.



"The Ukrainian leaders are hoping to get assurances that the United States will stand with Ukraine," she said. "They need real help, and that includes lethal defense weapons to defend their territory. ... White House officials are telling us that it's on the table, that they are discussing the issue."



Military equipment considered



Earlier this week, President Barack Obama's nominee to fill the No. 2 post at the State Department said the White House should consider providing Ukraine with lethal military equipment.



Tony Blinken told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee that arming Ukraine's military could force Russia to rethink its alleged role in supporting the rebellion.



On Thursday, the senior White House official said the United States still does not see a military solution to the crisis, which began in April and has killed more than 4,300 people.



Russia, which denies supporting the rebels, says U.S. lethal aid would further destabilize the crisis. Top-ranking Russian security official Nikolai Patrushev warned Thursday that "the conflict will grow" if U.S. aid materializes.



Encouraging financial aid



Another main focus of BIDEN's talks on Friday is how to extend further U.S. support for Ukraine's economy, which has been battered by the unrest. U.S. officials say they understand Kyiv needs more financial support and say Washington is working with the European Union, International Monetary Fund and other organizations on the matter.



In other developments, the United Nations released a new report Thursday saying nearly 1,000 people have been killed since Kyiv and rebel leaders signed a cease-fire agreement September 5. It also cites numerous incidents of killings, detentions and torture.



The document says on average 13 people each day have been killed since the cease-fire deal.



TIME: U.S. To Give Ukraine More Non-Lethal Aid, Report Claims

By: David Stout / November 21, 2014



The Obama Administration is ready to increase its delivery of nonlethal aid to the Ukrainian government, but will refrain from furnishing Kiev with weapons to use in its fight against pro-Russian forces in the country’s southeast, according to a new report.



Citing unnamed U.S. officials, Reuters says that Vice President Joe BIDEN will discuss the aid with Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko’s administration during his trip to Kiev, where he landed Thursday.

The new nonlethal aid is said to include surplus supplies from the Pentagon’s inventory, including Humvees and radar systems.



BIDEN’s arrival in the Ukrainian capital coincides with the release of a new U.N. report claiming that at least 1,000 people have been killed in the country since the government and separatists signed a cease-fire deal in September.



The Washington Times: Joe BIDEN retreats from angry crowd in Ukraine

By: Dave Boyer / November 21, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN retreated from an angry crowd in Kiev Friday when his Secret Service agents decided the situation was not safe.



Mr. BIDEN was to meet with Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko at a site in central Kiev where demonstrators were killed earlier this year during the country’s revolution. But his motorcade encountered a large and “unruly” crowd, many of whom were shouting “shame” at Mr. Poroshenko for failing to prosecute those responsible for the killings.



According to a pool reporter traveling with Mr. BIDEN, the Secret Service “decided [it] wasn’t a good idea for BIDEN to wade in” to the crowd.



“A crowd of about 100, mostly elderly men and women, had gathered around a collection of photographs, placed on the ground in front of a large wooden cross,” the pool report said. “These, they said, were pictures of their slain children.”



The vice president’s motorcade turned around and met Mr. Poroshenko a short while later after the Ukrainian president emerged from the crowd.



Mr. BIDEN was to have laid flowers at the site of the memorial. He later met with Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk.



Later in the day, Mr. BIDEN paid tribute to the fallen of the revolution at a different memorial near the Ukrainian Parliamentary Library in Kiev. He asked to be accompanied to the site by Voice of America correspondent Miroslava Gongadze, a Ukrainian journalist who is part of the traveling press aboard Air Force Two with Mr. BIDEN.



Mrs. Gongadze’s late husband, an investigative journalist, was killed by government police in Kiev more than a decade ago.



Mr. BIDEN set down a bouquet of flowers, and the two stood together at the memorial for about five minutes, after which Mr. BIDEN invited her to join him in his limousine for the brief ride to his next stop.



AFP: Ukraine accuses Russia of cross-border shelling

By: Katherine Haddon / November 22, 2014



KIEV--Ukraine accused Russia of shelling from across the border Friday, stepping up tensions as U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN visited Kiev on the first anniversary of mass protests which triggered a year of turmoil.



On a frantic day of diplomacy, Ukraine's leaders also announced the formation of a five-party parliamentary coalition involving the groupings of President Petro Poroshenko, Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk and former premier Yulia Tymoshenko.



The coalition will, for the first time, be strong enough to pass amendments to the constitution and comes after elections in October.



Ukraine's government hopes BIDEN will use his visit to announce further U.S. assistance for its forces, locked in a drawn-out struggle with pro-Moscow separatists in eastern Ukraine.



The U.S. has so far limited its support to non-lethal security assistance but Kiev wants it to go further and offer weapons and ammunition.



As BIDEN met Poroshenko and Yatsenyuk, Kiev claimed that shelling was taking place from across the Russian border for the first time since a tattered cease-fire was signed in September.



Ukrainian military spokesman Andriy Lysenko said that in the past day, artillery was fired at a border post in Lugansk region from the direction of Manotsky in Russia's Rostov region.



In Kiev, dozens of people gathered at the iconic Independence Square, known locally as Maidan, laying flowers at shrines to the more than 100 people who died in protests that started on Nov. 21 last year.



Some mourners wept or crossed themselves as they remembered the dead while others said fresh protests were needed to bring real change to Ukraine, where corruption is rife.



Petro Runkiv, a 58-year-old civil engineer, left his wife, children and grandchildren in western Ukraine to join the protests last year.



“Of course, we are disappointed. Nothing changed,” he said. “We need reforms and we are here to let our government know that we are ready for one more Maidan.”



The protests started last year after then president Viktor Yanukovych suddenly scrapped a deal for closer ties with Europe.



They eventually led to his ousting in February which prompted Moscow to seize Ukraine's Crimea peninsula and later triggered separatist unrest in the industrial east which has killed more than 4,300 people since mid-April.



Shouts of 'Shame!'



Poroshenko was heckled by relatives of the Maidan dead shouting “Shame!” over authorities' failure to convict anyone in connection with the deaths when he laid a candle at the shrines Friday.



He and BIDEN had been due to lay a wreath at the memorials together but instead met up nearby and shook hands before the U.S. vice-president went into a meeting with Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk.



During his visit, the U.S. vice-president is expected to try to shore up a tattered cease-fire in the east, which has been in place since Sept. 5 but failed to prevent almost 1,000 people from dying in fighting since, according to the United Nations.



One more Ukrainian soldier and two civilians were killed in the region in the last 24 hours, Ukrainian security officials said Friday.



Yatsenyuk said Thursday he hoped for an announcement on further U.S. assistance to Ukraine during BIDEN's visit following a US$53 million package announced in September, which included US$46 million of security assistance.



That included non-lethal military equipment such as night vision goggles, body armor and radios. But Kiev wants Washington to provide lethal assistance.



Al-Jazeera: BIDEN visits Ukraine on Maidan anniversary

November 21, 2014



Ukraine has accused Russia of shelling the country from across the border as US Vice President Joe BIDEN visited Kiev on the first anniversary of mass protests which triggered the past year of turmoil.



During his visit on Friday, BIDEN warned that Moscow was risking isolation over its "unacceptable" aggression in Ukraine.



"It's simply unacceptable in the 21st century for countries to attempt to redraw borders by force ... because they don't like a decision their neighbour has made," he said after meeting Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko.



BIDEN, who left for Turkey a few hours after his arrival in Kiev, warned that the Kremlin had failed to fulfil its commitments under agreements struck in September, adding: "So long as that continues, Russia will face rising costs, greater isolation."



Ukraine's government hoped BIDEN would use his visit to announce further US assistance for its forces, locked in a drawn-out struggle with pro-Moscow separatists in eastern Ukraine.



The US has so far limited its support to non-lethal security assistance but Kiev wants it to go further and offer weapons and ammunition.

Luhansk shelling



As BIDEN met Poroshenko and Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk on Friday, Kiev claimed that shelling was taking place from across the Russian border for the first time since a tattered ceasefire was signed in September.



Ukrainian military spokesman Andriy Lysenko said that in the past day, artillery was fired at a border post in Luhansk region from the direction of Manotsky, in Russia's Rostov region.



In Kiev, dozens of people gathered at the iconic Independence Square, known locally as Maidan, laying flowers at shrines to the more than 100 people who died in protests that started on November 21 last year.



The demonstrations started last year after then President Viktor Yanukovych scrapped a deal for closer ties with Europe.



The protests eventually led to his fall in February which prompted Moscow to seize Ukraine's Crimea peninsula and later triggered separatist unrest in the industrial east which has killed more than 4,300 people since mid-April.



Al Jazeera's Harry Fawcett, reporting from Donetsk, said there was no sign of the day being marked in the separatist region.



"People here are gathering for humanitarian aid," he said. "They are non-plussed by the idea of this being commemorated in this way.



"The leadership here is saying the visit of Joe BIDEN undermines the Minsk truce and risks re-escalating the conflict."



Poroshenko was heckled by relatives of the Maidan dead shouting "Shame!" over authorities' failure to convict anyone in connection with the deaths when he laid a candle at the shrines on Friday.



Non-lethal aid



Yatsenyuk said on Thursday he hoped for an announcement on further US assistance to Ukraine during BIDEN's visit following a $53m package announced in September, which included $46m of security assistance.



That included non-lethal military equipment such as night vision goggles, body armour and radios, but Kiev wants Washington to provide lethal assistance.



Pentagon spokesman Rear Admiral John Kirby told reporters on Thursday that the US was "still focused on non-lethal assistance right now".



Russia has warned against the US arming Ukrainian forces, with the secretary of Russia's national security council, Nikolai Patrushev, saying the conflict in eastern Ukraine "will grow" if this happened. Moscow denies arming the separatists.



BBC: Ukraine crisis: Joe BIDEN warns Russia faces 'isolation'

November 21, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN has warned that Russia faces "rising costs and greater isolation" if it fails to respect peace deals in Ukraine.



Mr BIDEN, on a visit to Ukraine, said Russia continued to violate ceasefires.



He was speaking after holding talks with President Petro Poroshenko.



Some 4,300 people are thought to have died in eastern Ukraine's conflict since April. Russia is regularly accused of arming separatist rebels, but its officials deny the allegations.



Mr BIDEN is in Kiev on the first anniversary of the start of mass protests that culminated in President Viktor Yanukovych relinquishing power.



An appeal on social media is credited by many with starting the wave of protests one year ago which ended in the overthrow of President Viktor Yanukovych.



Mustafa Nayyem, a Ukrainian investigative journalist of Afghan origin, asked people on Twitter and Facebook to spread his call to meet that night on Independence Square - the space at the heart of the Ukrainian capital affectionately known as the Maidan ("square" in Ukrainian).



"We're meeting at 22:30 by the Independence Monument," he wrote in Russian. "Dress up warm. Bring umbrellas, coffee, tea and friends." Turn out they did and the Maidan quickly became the focus of protests against Mr Yanukovych's political turn towards Russia.



A year later, the Yanukovych administration is gone and pro-Western revolutionaries have consolidated their hold on Kiev through elections.



Mr Nayyem himself, to the consternation of many former allies, went into mainstream politics and is now an MP for the party of the new President, Petro Poroshenko. But in a recent BBC interview, he said he wanted to pave the way for a new kind of transparent, honest politics. "I want to be honest and I want to be free," he said.



Restore control

After stressing the danger posed to Ukraine by Russian aggression, the US vice president said there was a "different path for Russia and her proxies".



He said Russia should respect the ceasefire, restore Ukrainian control over its own borders and remove "illegal military formations, military equipment and militants".



He said Russian President Vladimir Putin had agreed to carry out all of those actions, but none had occurred.



In the run-up to Mr BIDEN's visit, Russian officials warned the US against selling arms to the government in Kiev.



American officials told the Reuters news agency that Mr BIDEN would announce an increase in supplies including radars and vehicles, but



Figures released by the UN human rights office on Thursday showed that an average of 13 people have been killed daily in eastern Ukraine since the 5 September ceasefire came into place.



A report by the UN described a total breakdown of law and order in the rebel-held Donetsk and Luhansk regions. It also highlighted allegations of abuses by government forces.



The anniversary of the start of protests that removed President Yanukovych is being celebrated in Kiev.



But President Putin told an audience in Moscow that popular uprisings in Ukraine, Georgia and Kyrgyzstan had yielded "tragic consequences".



Conflict broke out in eastern Ukraine when the government in Kiev launched an operation to recapture areas seized by pro-Russian rebels, weeks after Russia had annexed Ukraine's Crimea region.



By early August, Ukrainian forces looked to have captured much of the territory held by the rebels.



But the rebels made a dramatic turnaround, apparently with direct help from Russia, pushing Ukrainian troops out of their territory.



On 5 September, the sides agreed a ceasefire and promised to pull military forces out of the area.



UPI: BIDEN pushes Ukraine PM to form government during meeting in Kiev

By: JC Finley / November 21, 2014



KIEV, Ukraine, Nov. 21 (UPI) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN met with Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk in Kiev on Friday.



Prior to the meeting, BIDEN was expected to join President Petro Poroshenko at a wreath-laying ceremony Friday morning near Independence Square but an unruly crowd, angered by the president's failure to prosecute those responsible for deaths during the revolution, forced the motorcade to turn around. The motorcade stopped briefly during its exit so that BIDEN could step out to greet the president before departing.



A U.S. administration official accompanying the vice president's delegation said Thursday that BIDEN's agenda includes pushing Ukraine's leaders to form a government, a move necessary for Ukraine's economic vitality.



"The Ukrainians had a very successful election. ... But the government hasn't been formed yet. And I think that the international community, financial markets, international institutions, everybody is going to be looking at the government being formed...

"We believe that President Poroshenko wants to do this. ... But we need to be able to make the case to the international community that the government is committed to a reform trajectory such that its financial aid will go in a direction to actually make things better."



During BIDEN's meeting with Yatsenyuk at the Cabinet of Ministers Club, the prime minister informed BIDEN that a government coalition agreement was in the works, a development BIDEN said was encouraging.



"For the whole world, it is important to see that you have completed this process, appointed all ministers and proceeded to business. And demonstrated that what people wanted on the Maidan is a freely elected Government that does its job."



"You have already made significant steps in the fight against corruption, trying to stabilize the economy in this very difficult position," BIDEN told Yatsenyuk, adding "We want to help."



BIDEN's trip is intended to deliver two messages, the senior U.S. administration official said Thursday.



"The No. 1 message is: We've got your back. Because we know that it's a trying -- we know that it's a hard time. It's a hard time because of the military, economic and other activities. ... But the other message is we're coming in to help, but we can't do it alone. And so you have to have to help us help you."



AFP: US Vice President Joe BIDEN in Ukraine talks as Kiev marks Maidan anniversary 

November 21, 2014



KIEV: US Vice President Joe BIDEN will meet Ukraine's leaders Friday as the ex-Soviet country marks a year since the start of protests that toppled a pro-Russia regime and sparked the conflict ravaging the nation's east. 



The Ukrainian government hopes BIDEN will make an announcement on further US assistance to help Kiev forces locked in a drawn-out struggle for territory against pro-Kremlin separatists. 



The US has so far limited its support to non-lethal security assistance but Kiev wants it to go further. 



Russia, which denies providing military support to the separatists, has warned that if the US were to arm Ukrainian forces, the conflict in eastern Ukraine "will grow". 



In Kiev, dozens of people started gathering at the Maidan, the city's main square, laying flowers at shrines to the more than 100 people who died in protests that started on November 21 last year. Some mourners wept or crossed themselves as they remembered the dead. 



Olga Kalinik, a 20-year-old student who took part in the months of demonstrations from day one, predicted more protests to come as Ukraine struggles for unity. 



"I think it's not the end because it was Maidan, the revolution, and now it's war," she said. 



"People will again and again travel to the Maidan and I think we must together talk about what happened here because we must understand why and see our mistakes." 



The protests erupted after then president Viktor Yanukovych suddenly scrapped a deal for closer ties with Europe and eventually led to his ouster in February, which prompted Moscow to seize Ukraine's Crimea peninsula and eventually triggered separatist unrest in Ukraine's industrial east that has killed more than 4,300 people since mid-April. 



President Petro Poroshenko has declared Friday a Day of Dignity and Freedom and a series of memorial ceremonies are planned. 



BIDEN, along with Poroshenko and Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk, is due to lay a wreath at the memorials to the dead. He will later hold meetings with the two leaders before they issue a joint statement. 



During his visit, the US vice-president is expected to try and shore up a tattered ceasefire in the east, which has been in place since September 5 but which has failed to prevent almost 1,000 people from dying in the fighting since, according to the United Nations. 



One more Ukrainian soldier and two civilians were killed in the east in the last 24 hours, Ukrainian security officials said Friday. 



Yatsenyuk said Thursday he hoped for an announcement on further US assistance to Ukraine during BIDEN's visit following a $53 million (42 million euro) package announced in September which included $46 million of security assistance. 



That included non-lethal military equipment such as night vision goggles, body armour and radios. But Kiev wants Washington to go further and provide lethal assistance. 



Pentagon spokesman Rear Admiral John Kirby told reporters Thursday that the US was "still focused on non-lethal assistance right now". 



Russia has warned against the US arming Ukrainian forces, with the secretary of Russia's national security council, Nikolai Patrushev, saying the conflict in eastern Ukraine "will grow" if this happened. 



The Kremlin denies Western and Ukrainian accusations that it is backing the rebels with troops and military equipment but diplomatic relations have plunged to a low not seen since the Cold War over the seven-month conflict. 



In an interview with Kiev's The Day newspaper published Thursday, BIDEN stressed there was "no military solution to this crisis" and accused Russia of "interfering in the affairs of a sovereign state". 



He added: "I will be bringing a strong message of support to the Ukrainian people and government". 



AFP: BIDEN warns Russia over Ukraine on Maidan anniversary

November 21, 2014



KIEV: US Vice President Joe BIDEN told Russia on Friday (Nov 21) it faced paying an ever-higher price over Ukraine as tensions ratcheted up on the first anniversary of mass protests which unleashed a year of turmoil.



BIDEN described as "unacceptable" the Kremlin's role in the crisis in eastern Ukraine, where Moscow denies giving military assistance to pro-Russian separatists in a seven-month conflict which has killed 4,300 people.



Hinting at possible new sanctions, he warned Russia had failed to fulfil its commitments under a September peace plan, adding: "So long as that continues, Russia will face rising costs, greater isolation."



Meanwhile, crowds gathered in Kiev's Independence Square, known as Maidan, to remember the more than 100 people who died in demonstrations that started on Nov 21 last year. Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko was heckled by relatives of the dead shouting "Shame!" over the authorities' failure to convict anyone over the deaths as he laid a candle at the shrines.



Mourners left flowers and wept or crossed themselves, while others said fresh protests were needed to bring real change to Ukraine, where corruption is rife. "Of course, we are disappointed. Nothing changed," said Petro Runkiv, a 58-year-old civil engineer who took part in the protests. "We need reforms and we are here to let our government know that we are ready for one more Maidan."



On a frantic day of diplomacy, Ukraine's leaders also announced the formation of a five-party parliamentary coalition comprising the groupings of President Petro Poroshenko, Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk and former premier Yulia Tymoshenko. The coalition will, for the first time, be strong enough to pass amendments to the constitution and comes after elections in October.



UKRAINE HOPED FOR MORE US AID



As BIDEN met Poroshenko and Yatsenyuk, Kiev claimed that shelling was taking place from across the Russian border for the first time since a tattered ceasefire was signed in September. Ukrainian military spokesman Andriy Lysenko said that in the past day, artillery was fired at a border post in the Lugansk area from the direction of Manotsky in Russia's Rostov region.



Ukraine's government has for months urged the US to give it weapons and ammunition to fight pro-Moscow forces in the east. Ministers had hoped BIDEN would use his visit to announce further US assistance for its forces but his office announced only US$23 million (€18 million) to support justice reforms and food rations.



That brings to nearly US$320 million the US has committed this year, including US$46 million of non-lethal security assistance for equipment such as night vision goggles, body armour and radios announced in September.



Russia has warned against the US arming Ukrainian forces, with the secretary of its national security council, Nikolai Patrushev, saying the conflict in eastern Ukraine "will grow" if this happened. Pentagon spokesman Rear Admiral John Kirby told reporters on Thursday that the US was "still focused on non-lethal assistance right now".



The ceasefire in place in eastern Ukraine since Sep 5 has failed to prevent almost 1,000 people from dying in fighting since, according to the United Nations. One more Ukrainian soldier and two civilians were killed in the region in the last 24 hours, Ukrainian security officials said on Friday.



The unrest in Ukraine's industrial east dates back to April and follows Russia's annexation of Crimea earlier this year. That in turn came after Ukraine's pro-Moscow president Viktor Yanukovych was ousted in February following the deaths at Maidan.



Financial Times: BIDEN promises to support Kiev – but not with heavy weapons

By: Geoff Dyer and Roman Olearchyk / November 21, 2014



Joe BIDEN, the US vice-president, told an audience in Kiev on Friday that Washington would always support a democratic, reformist Ukraine but he did not offer the one thing his hosts most desired: a promise of heavy weapons to counter a Russian-backed insurgency.



Mr BIDEN was visiting Ukraine on the one-year anniversary of the Maidan protests that toppled a Moscow-friendly president and triggered a revolt by pro-Russian rebels in the eastern part of the country that has resulted in more than 4,000 deaths.



As he arrived in Kiev, debate has intensified within the Obama administration about whether to send arms to Ukraine in response to a Russia’s military build-up in the region.



US officials insist that the policy remains to provide only non-lethal military aid to Ukraine, such as night-vision goggles. However the latest tensions in the eastern part of the country and the prospect of a broader confrontation with Moscow have sharpened the calls for the US to do more to deter Russia.



The UN said on Thursday that nearly 1,000 people have died since Kiev and the rebels the signed a ceasefire in Minsk on September 5.



Speculation about a potential shift in US policy was heightened by the Republicans’ victory this month in midterm elections, giving them control of both the house and senate, as well as comments this week by Anthony Blinken, the deputy national security adviser who has been nominated to be deputy secretary of state.



Accusing Russia of a “blatant violation” of the September truce agreement, Mr Blinken said: “One element that could hopefully get them to think twice and deter them from further action is strengthening the capacity of the Ukrainian forces, including with defensive lethal equipment. So that’s why I think that’s something that we should be looking at.”



Mr Blinken was speaking at a confirmation hearing and was under pressure from Republican senators to make a clearer statement in favour of sending heavy weapons to Ukraine. Bob Corker, the incoming chairman of the Senate foreign relations committee, suggested that Mr Blinken’s views had been stronger in private. “That’s not as satisfactory as our conversation the other day, but I understand we’re in a public setting,” he told the hearing.

In depth



Chuck Hagel, the defence secretary, said on Thursday that he had received a new request from Ukraine for additional military assistance two weeks ago, which was still under review. He said that ultimately there would not be a “military solution” to the conflict, but gave a blunt warning about the intentions of Vladimir Putin, Russia’s president.



“He’s challenging a world order that has been pretty important the last few years,” Mr Hagel said. “He’s got a different view of a Russian empire and I think he’s going to continue to challenge us in the west in a lot of areas.”

One former senior administration official said that the debate about whether to send heavy weapons to Ukraine had been bubbling for several months within the administration, with some officials in the state department strongly in favour. However, the White House had so far balked.



Speaking on Mr BIDEN’s trip to Ukraine, a senior administration official warned about the risks of the US trying to shape the conflict with weapons transfers. “For a while we have looked at the conflict and saw that no matter how many weapons we provided to Ukraine, they were going to get outgunned by the Russians,” the official said. “And you have to calibrate assistance versus your judgment about does it help escalate or de-escalate the crisis.”



Alexander Lukashevich, a Russian foreign ministry spokesman, said that a US decision to send heavy weapons to Ukraine would be “a serious destabilising factor that can seriously impact the balance of forces in this region”.



In a speech in Kiev on Friday, Mr BIDEN warned Russia that further “aggression” towards Ukraine would come with “rising cost and greater isolation.” Standing alongside Petro Poroshenko, Ukraine’s president, Mr BIDEN urged Russia’s president to uphold the truce by halting shipments of arms to eastern Ukraine separatists and helping Ukraine regain control over its separatist controlled far-eastern border.



“Do what you agreed to do, Mr Putin,” he said.



Minutes before Mr BIDEN spoke, the Ukrainian army spokesman said that domestic forces holding positions along breakaway eastern regions had faced artillery fire from Russian territory.



“Over the past day, for the first time since the signing of the Minsk [truce] agreement, the shooting of Ukrainian territory restarted from the side of the Russian Federation,” Col. Andriy Lysenko said.



The Guardian: Ukraine president heckled at tribute to Kiev protesters as BIDEN visits

November 21, 2014



The Ukrainian president has been heckled by relatives of 100 protesters killed in Kiev’s Euromaidan revolution at a memorial ceremony for the victims.



The relatives, frustrated by Petro Poroshenko’s failure to bring officials of the previous government to justice, shouted: “Who is a hero for you, Poroshenko?”, “Where are their killers?” and “Down with Poroshenko!” They also attacked him for failing to keep a promise to confer the title of national hero on the victims, which would bring financial benefits to their families.



It was the first real public display of anger against Poroshenko, who was elected in May after the pro-Moscow Viktor Yanukovich fled the country.



The US vice-president, Joe BIDEN cancelled a planned visit to the area off Kiev’s Independence Square, apparently for security reasons.



Poroshenko and BIDEN had been due to lay a wreath together at the memorial but instead met nearby and shook hands before the US vice president headed for talks with the prime minister, Arseniy Yatsenyuk.



Speaking afterwards, BIDEN condemned Russian behaviour in Ukraine as “unacceptable” and urged it to abide by a September peace deal by adhering to a ceasefire and removing military forces from the country.



Addressing himself rhetorically to Kremlin leader Vladimir Putin, BIDEN said: “Do what you agreed to do, Mr Putin.”



Referring to Russia’s annexation of the Crimea in March and its backing for separatist rebels in eastern Ukraine, BIDEN, in a statement to the press alongside Poroshenko, said Russian behaviour was a “flagrant violation of the bedrock principles of the international system”.



BIDEN said the United States would always support a democratic, reformist Ukraine, but he made no specific mention of any fresh aid.



Russia denies arming the separatists or sending its troops across the border.



During his visit, BIDEN is expected to try to breathe new life into a tattered ceasefire in the east. Since the peace pact was declared on 5 September, more than 1,000 people have been killed in fighting between government forces and Russia-backed separatists, according to the UN.



Yatsenyuk said on Thursday he hoped for an announcement on further US assistance to Ukraine during BIDEN’s visit after a $53m package announced in September, which included non-lethal military equipment such as night-vision goggles, body armour and radios. But Kiev wants Washington to provide lethal assistance.



Russia has warned against the US arming Ukrainian forces, with the secretary of Russia’s national security council, Nikolai Patrushev, saying the conflict in eastern Ukraine “will grow” if this happened.



Friday marked the first anniversary of the decision by the Yanukovich government to ditch a political and free trade agreement with the EU in favour of renewed trade ties with Kiev’s old Soviet master, Russia.



The move triggered protests from tens of thousands who see Ukraine’s future in the European mainstream. After Yanukovich fled in February, Russia annexed Crimea and backed separatists in the east in a conflict which has killed more than 4,300.



Before the confrontation with the relatives, Poroshenko laid candles with other members of the government on a hill off Independence Square, known as the Maidan, where more than 50 of the estimated 100 dead were killed in late February.



The president was barely audible as he addressed the hostile crowd. “If shouting like this continues, everything we did on the Maidan will have been in vain,” he said.



Poronshenko later returned to pledge that he would sign a decree to officially designate the victims, known as the Heaven’s Hundred, as national heroes.



Elena, 65, whose husband was one of the Heaven’s Hundred, burst into tears. “I don’t know why it’s taken so long, but now at last they’ve been recognised … They died so Ukraine could live.”



Irish Times: Joe BIDEN visits Kiev as pro-EU parties sign coalition deal

By: Daniel McLaughlin / November 21, 2014



The United States and Nato have joined Kiev in condemning Russia’s alleged build-up of military forces in rebel-held eastern Ukraine, as the country marked one year since the start of protests that ousted its old Moscow-backed regime.



Ukraine’s military said yesterday that Russia had fired artillery over the border at its troops for the first time since a September 5th ceasefire deal, signed in Minsk, that reduced but failed to halt fighting that has killed more than 4,300 people in seven months.

Nato secretary general Jens Stoltenberg accused Russia of sending tanks, artillery and air-defence systems into separatist-controlled parts of Luhansk and Donetsk regions “in blatant violation of international law”.



“This is very serious because it is totally against the Minsk agreement and it’s fuelling the conflict,” Mr Stoltenberg said, urging Moscow to “pull back its troops from eastern Ukraine”.



US vice-president Joe BIDEN visited Kiev on the anniversary of the start of huge anti-corruption and pro-western protests, triggered by the decision of Ukraine’s then leaders to reject a landmark trade and political deal with the European Union.



The uprising ended in the deaths of more than 100 people in shooting around Kiev’s Independence Square. Former president Viktor Yanukovich and his allies later fled to Russia in February this year.



Subsequent elections gave power to a pro-EU president and political parties in Ukraine. The new leaders belatedly signed the historic pact with Brussels, defying an angry Russia that has annexed Crimea and fomented the insurgency in the east.



After meeting Ukrainian president Petro Poroshenko, Mr BIDEN condemned the policies of Kremlin leader Vladimir Putin and “the threat to Ukrainian sovereignty and territorial integrity posed by Russian aggression”.



“It is simply not acceptable in the 21st century for countries to attempt to redraw borders by force in Europe or anywhere, or to intervene militarily because they don’t like decisions their neighbour has made,” Mr BIDEN said.



During a strong show of US support for an uprising Moscow claims was led by Russia-hating “fascists”, Mr BIDEN said Russia had not fulfilled pledges made in Minsk to secure its border with Ukraine and rein in the rebels.

“As long as that continues, Russia will face rising costs, greater isolation,” Mr BIDEN said. “There is a way to change all that: do what you agreed to do, Mr Putin.”



Moscow insists it is not sending arms or troops to the militants, but Mr Putin has said he will not allow Kiev to “destroy” pro-Russian elements in eastern Ukraine that oppose the country’s tilt towards the West.



Five pro-EU parties signed a preliminary deal to form Ukraine’s new government yesterday, and said they wanted the country eventually to join Nato – a move Russia bitterly opposes.



Many Ukrainians are frustrated with the pace of change after the revolution, and some booed Mr Poroshenko when he visited Independence Square yesterday but was later cheered when he announced that protesters who died during the uprising would be honoured as “heroes of Ukraine”.



Daily Sabah: RUSSIA-US RELATIONS FURTHER STRAINED AS BIDEN VISITS UKRAINE

November 21, 2014



ISTANBUL — U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN arrived in Ukraine on Friday to hold talks with Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko over the increasing tension in the country's embattled east. Amid an impending proxy war between the U.S. and Russia over the crisis in Ukraine, Russia warned the U.S. of increasing arms supply to Ukrainian combat forces fighting Russian-backed separatists in rebel-held areas. Russia and pro-Russian separatists consider BIDEN's visit to Kiev as escalating the tension between Russian and the West while also damaging the already fragile peace process.



"The aim of BIDEN's visit to Kiev is the disruption of the peace process. Washington's proposals to change the Minsk format of talks for some other may lead to re-escalation of the conflict. Americans want to get into the process themselves to weaken the European Union's peacemaking positions," said deputy chairman of the people's council of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic (DPR), Denis Pushilin, on Friday, as reported by Russian Itar-Tass state-run news agency.



"Washington openly states that it is necessary to supply lethal weaponry to Kiev. Thus, the United States proposes a new war instead of Minsk talks," added Pushilin.



U.S. authorities neither accepted nor denied the possibility of providing lethal aid to Ukraine, stating that the U.S. would "continue to assess" Ukraine "to defend itself against this continued aggression."



"Well, our position on lethal aid has not changed. Nothing is off the table, and we continue to believe there is no military solution. But we, in light of Russia's actions, as [the U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Nominee Anthony Blinken] mentioned yesterday in his testimony, this is – as he indicated – this is something that we should be looking at," U.S. State Department spokesman Jeff Rathke said in a daily press briefing on November 20. The statement comes after Blinken's claims over possible U.S. assistance to supply defensive lethal equipment to Ukraine. "One element that could hopefully get [Russia] to think twice and deter them from further action is strengthening the capacity of the Ukrainian forces, including with defensive lethal equipment," Blinken said on September 19 at the U.S. Senate hearing.



He also announced that about $116 million would be provided in security assistance to the Ukrainian government forces. This would include advising and training to Ukrainian combat troops, "send[ing] advisory teams to Kiev to help improve Ukraine's combat medical care and to identify areas for additional security assistance."



Meanwhile, Russia denied charges over sending illegal alleged humanitarian aid convoys to provide lethal assistance to pro-Russian separatists, while claiming that it disbursed $1 million for humanitarian aid to eastern Ukraine in order to finance the activities of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in southeastern Ukraine, according to Itar-Tass news agency.



However, Russia's increased militarization of the rebel-held areas in the Donbass region and its explicit support of pro-Russian separatists seeking a regional leadership close to Russia was criticized by the West and NATO, who warned that a full-scale war is at the border. Tension in the restive eastern part of Ukraine increased after the arrival of columns of Russian military reinforcements in the east of the country, which led to deterioration in the relations between the West and Russia.



Macedonian International News Agency: Poroshenko Heckled, BIDEN Escapes Angry Protesters in Kiev

November 21, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN backed out from appearing with Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko at a memorial ceremony in Kiev on Friday, when the US Secret Service determined it “wasn’t a good idea” after a crowd became “unruly,” a pool report said.



“When BIDEN’s motorcade arrived on outskirts of what had become very large and somewhat unruly gathering, many chanting ‘shame’ at Poroshenko. … [U.S.] [S]ecret [S]ervice decided wasn’t a good idea for BIDEN to wade in,” according to the pool report.

Cans were thrown at Poroshenko at which point BIDEN's motorcade decided to quickly turn around and flee the scene.



BIDEN, who has been in Ukraine with his wife, Dr. Jill BIDEN, was in Kiev on Friday morning to participate in a wreath-laying ceremony for people killed in demonstrations earlier this year. However, a crowd that was first around 200 people quickly grew at Poroshenko’s arrival. The pool report said there was “little apparent interference” by Ukrainian security for Poroshenko.



The crowd frustrated by Petro Poroshenko’s failure to stabilize the country in any shape or form asked: “Who is a hero for you, Poroshenko?”, “Who killed the protesters?” and “Down with Poroshenko!” They also attacked him for failing to keep a promise to confer the title of national hero on the victims, which would bring financial benefits to their families.



There has been several public displays of anger against Poroshenko, who was elected in May after Viktor Yanukovich was forced out in a coup.



BIDEN is in Ukraine as part of a five-day trip that began in Morocco and will end in Turkey. While in Ukraine, BIDEN is to talk to Ukrainian leaders about their election as they begin to set up a new government. 



Euro News: BIDEN and Poroshenko discuss reform, corruption and democracy

November 21, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN and Ukraine President Petro Poroshenko discussed a range of subjects in bilateral talks in Kyiv. They took place to the background of the first anniversary of the Maidan protests.



It had been reported the US Vice President would visit the area but it’s claimed he called it off due to security fears.



The Ukraine president welcomed the support and backing of the US and promised government reform.



The Vice President took the opportunity to strongly criticise Russia’s action in the east of Ukraine and said “Do what you agreed to do Mr. Putin,” referring to elements of the Minsk agreement between Moscow and Kyiv.



But he also laid down the challenge to President Poroshenko. Reform he said should lead to a new government, “in days” he called for the development of democratic institutions and greater integration with Europe. He stressed Kyiv must “route out the cancer of corruption.”



Euro News: Russia’s behaviour in Ukraine a ‘flagrant violation’, says BIDEN

November 21, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN held bilateral talks in Kyiv with Ukraine President Petro Poroshenko to the backdrop of two national anniversaries.



It was expected the US Vice President would announce a package of fresh aid for Kyiv. Instead the focus of both men turned to the conflict with Moscow.



“Ukraine marks the first anniversary of our Revolution of Dignity and the tenth anniversary of the beginning of the Orange revolution. I think these two events have played a significant role in forming a new country. Now when Ukraine is at war for its independence, our country as never before needs wisdom and consolidation,” said Ukraine President Petro Poroshenko.



The US Vice President laid down a challenge to the Ukraine leaders calling for a new government “within days” and stressed the need to “route out the cancer of corruption”. But his strongest words were aimed at the Kremlin.



“Russian behaviour represents a flagrant violation of the bedrock principles of an international system, which is why the international community has responded with one voice. Amplifying your voice, Mr President; the voice of all Ukrainians. Helping Ukrainians defend their sovereignty and security of their nation,” said Vice President Joe BIDEN.



The vice president added Russia should respect the Minsk peace agreement, restore Ukrainian control over its own borders and remove “illegal military formations, military equipment and militants”.



Interfax- Ukraine News Agency: Poroshenko, BIDEN view Minsk format as most acceptable in settling Ukraine crisis

November 21, 2014



Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko views the Minsk format of negotiations on resolving the situation in southeastern Ukraine as the most acceptable one, which he made clear at a joint press conference with U.S. Vice President Joseph BIDEN in Kyiv on Friday.



"We have come to an absolute agreement that the most acceptable basic format for ensuring a peace process is the Minsk negotiating format, a trilateral contact group in which we should implement several key provisions of the Minsk peace plan," Poroshenko said at a joint press conference with BIDEN in Kyiv on Friday.



He noted that these key provisions involved immediate ceasefire, the creation of a buffer zone, the immediate withdrawal of the Russian-led militants from the front line, the closure of borders, the withdrawal of military and armored vehicles and the immediate start of a political process through the holding of local elections according to the Ukrainian legislation in the temporarily occupied territory of Donetsk and Luhansk regions.



The Weekly Standard

'Sheriff BIDEN' Versus The Weed Agency

By: Jeryl Bier / November 21, 2014



In a 2011 blog post titled "There's a New Sheriff in Town," the White House announced that Vice President Joe BIDEN was spearheading a new "effort to root out wasteful spending at every agency and department in the Federal Government" called the Campaign to Cut Waste. As if to emphasize the urgency of the situation, another post went up on the White House blog just fifty-six minutes later entitled TooManyWebsites.gov (a tongue-in-cheek title). Then-director of digital strategy Macon Phillips singled out several websites on Sheriff BIDEN's most wanted list:



As the President points out in this video, our government doesn't need a website dedicated to foresters who play the fiddle. We also don’t need multiple sites dealing with invasive plants (here and here).  And I‘m pretty sure the website dedicated to the Centennial of Flight can come down... particularly since the Centennial was in 2003.



Here's where reality runs smack into fiction, or vice versa. In 2014, National Review's Jim Geraghty released his novel The Weed Agency. His book chronicles the saga of the fictional USDA Agency of Invasive Species, a zombie-like government entity that refuses to quit. In a parallel with Geraghty's book that almost seems like a promotional stunt, the two real-life "invasive plant" websites showcased by the White House more than three years ago as examples of redundancy that we "don't need"... both still exist today (here and here, and pictured below):



As you might imagine, Geraghty wasn't exactly caught flat-footed by this revelation.  When asked for comment, he responded:



Somehow I am less than stunned to see that bold promises about cutting waste have not been kept. Barack Obama and Joe BIDEN, like Bill Clinton and Al Gore before them, and Jimmy Carter before them, knew that a key part of the progressive agenda requires restoring people's faith in government, including its efficiency and effectiveness. Thus, they contend - and fool themselves into thinking -- they have some magic formula for getting large bureaucracies with many layers of middle management, widely dispersed accountability, and a culture of complacency - and turning them into cost-efficient well-oiled machines. The forces of the status quo nods, smiles and carries on as if nothing changed. The difference between the Right and the Left is that this drives us bonkers, while the Left eventually shrugs its shoulders and accepts it as part of the price of doing business, so to speak.



The invasive plant websites were not the only ones to evade, at least initially, BIDEN's Campaign to Cut Waste. As Macon Phillips points out in his blog post, President Obama himself recorded a video in which he derided the notion that the federal government needed "a website dedicated to foresters who play the fiddle." Here's a screen capture of the website from the president's video:



Entertainment Tonight Online

'Parks and Rec' Boss Explains Recurring Joe BIDEN Joke

By: Ashley Crossan / November 21, 2014



Parks and Recreation fans know that Leslie Knope has only one man she loves more than her husband Ben Wyatt… Joe BIDEN. Yes, Joe BIDEN.



The vice president turned 72 on Thursday, and while Leslie is likely showering him with gifts – ET got the backstory behind our favorite running TV gag.



ET caught up with Parks and Rec co-creator Mike Schur who told us how our favorite quip came about.



"It was a very casual joke pitched in the writers room one day a long time ago," said Schur. "It just sort of took hold, and once you give a writers room a bone like that, they are just going to chew it forever."



After five seasons of persistent BIDEN references, the VP finally made a cameo on the series.



The lovebirds appeared together on the series premiere of Late Night With Seth Meyers in February, where BIDEN revealed that it was Amy Poehler who improved the end of their scene.



"She turned to the Secret Service Agent, who didn't know what the hell to do, grabbed him by the lapel and said 'You take care of him!' "



BIDEN is not the first politician to appear on the series. John McCain, Newt Gingrich, Barbara Boxer, Olympia Snowe and even First Lady Michelle Obama have all made cameos on the show.



This leaves us with the burning question, will President Barack Obama show up in the final season? Schur tells us, it probably won't happen.



"He's a little busy these days running the free world, so I don't think you're going to see the president on the show."



Bummer!



Parks and Recreation returns to NBC in 2015 for its final season.



Watch this video celebrating Leslie's undying love for Joe.
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Associated Press

Obamas list assets between $1.8M and $7M

May 15, 2014

… Vice President Joe BIDEN reported 2013 assets of between $276,000 and $940,000, including a rental property owned jointly with his wife, Jill, in Wilmington, Delaware.



USA Today

Obama's assets estimated at $2 million to $7 million

By: David Jackson / May 15, 2014

… Vice President BIDEN also filed his annual financial disclosure statement and listed assets valued at $276,000 to $940,000, including a rental property owned jointly with his wife, Jill.



Roll Call

BIDEN Refinances Mortgage, Saves a Bundle

By: Steven Dennis / May 15, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. refinanced his home and two home equity lines of credit in 2013, securing super-low mortgage rates that will save him thousands of dollars a year.



Washington Post

President Obama, first lady disclose assets worth between $1.95 million and $7.15 million

By: David Nakamura / May 15, 2014

… Vice President BIDEN and wife Jill listed assets worth between $276,000 and $940,000, including a rental property in Wilmington, Del., worth between $100,000 and $250,000, according to the disclosures.



Wall Street Journal

BIDEN Refinances Mortgage but Obama Stands Pat

By: Jeffrey Sparshott and Eric Morath / May 15, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN jumped on lower mortgage rates last year, his boss didn’t.



Washington Times

As author, BIDEN distant second to Obama

By: Ben Wolfgang / May 15, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN’S success as an author pales in comparison to that of his boss, according to financial records released Thursday by the White House.



Associated Press

Senate panel approves 6-year highway bill

May 15, 2014

… Obama carried his plea for more money to replace aging infrastructure on Wednesday to New York, where the federal government has provided a $1.6 billion loan to rebuild the busy Tappan Zee Bridge. Vice President Joe BIDEN traveled to Cleveland to highlight federal investment in a $17.5 million new light rail station that will open in 2015.



The Hill

House silent on highway funding

By: Keith Laing / May 15, 2014

…Meanwhile, the administration is pressing for action after releasing its own plan for a four-year, $302 billion transportation measure. President Obama and Vice President BIDEN both delivered speeches Wednesday to tout the proposal.



Better Roads

Obama, BIDEN call for infrastructure investment

By: Amanda Bayhi / May 15, 2014

President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN pushed for transportation infrastructure investment during their respective trips to New York’s Tappan Zee Bridge and Ohio’s Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority this week. 



TIME

Joe BIDEN to Colleges: ‘Step Up. It’s Time’

By: Joe BIDEN / May 15, 2014

I believe that the vast majority of college presidents are right minded and like stockholders putting pressure on CEOs, the White House wants to put pressure on them to change. You don’t want to be a school that mishandles rape. Guess what? Step up. It’s time. It’s absolutely time because the moral disapprobation of society is the most powerful tool for effecting change in the cultural norms that doggedly hang on.



The Wire

Time Tackles the College Rape 'Debate' with a Rah-Rah Pennant

By: Allie Jones / May 15, 2014

… Time features essays from Vice President Joe BIDEN, who leads the White House task force on the issue, and Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand, who's been working with Sen. Claire McCaskill over the past year to force universities to be accountable for sex crimes occurring on campus. BIDEN and Gillibrand argue that it's time to do something, while Law and Order: SVU's Mariska Hartigay writes about victim blaming, and Gloria Allred puts the debate in legal context: "The Battle Over Sexual Assault Is the Civil Rights Movement of Our Time." 



TIME

Russia Pours Scorn on News of Hunter BIDEN’S New Job

By: Leonid Ragozin / May 15, 2014

The news that Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son Hunter had taken a job with the Ukrainian gas company Burisma has been met in Russia with malicious glee. “Ahaha,” tweeted Member of Parliament Alexander Sidyakin, reacting to the White House statement that there was no conflict of interest after the news of Hunter BIDEN’S new role was made public on Tuesday. “Joe BIDEN is a good dad – took the trouble of going across the ocean to secure a job for his son,” the pro-Kremlin website politrussia.ru commented in its Twitter feed, referring to Vice President’s recent trip to Ukraine.



Huffington Post

Following the Clintons, the BIDENS Cash in on Ukraine

By: Innokenty Grekov / May 15, 2014

Perhaps Hunter BIDEN doesn't get his marching orders from the White House, nor does he carry enough swag to influence U.S.-Ukrainian relations. None of this will matter as the White House suffered another foreign-policy setback when Joe BIDEN’S youngest son joined the board of directors of Ukraine's largest oil company.



---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Associated Press

Obamas list assets between $1.8M and $7M

May 15, 2014



President Barack Obama and first lady Michelle Obama reported assets worth between $1.8 million and $7 million for last year, little changed from their previous year’s holdings, according to financial disclosure forms released Thursday.



The forms, required by law, permit public officials to list their assets in broad ranges. As a result, a precise net worth is difficult to ascertain.



The forms show the largest jointly owned assets by the president and the first lady were Treasury notes worth between $1 million and $5 million. While the value of their assets is certainly higher than that of most Americans, their mix reflects the financial demands of a 50-something couple with two daughters. Their assets include Vanguard retirement funds and college savings plans.



Royalties in 2013 from Obama’s books, “Dreams From My Father,” ‘’The Audacity of Hope” and “Of Thee I Sing,” totaled between $70,000 and $165,000. In 2011, they totaled between $250,000 and $2.1 million.



The Obamas also have a 30-year mortgage on their Chicago home worth between $500,000 and $1 million with an interest rate of 5.625 percent.



Vice President Joe BIDEN reported 2013 assets of between $276,000 and $940,000, including a rental property owned jointly with his wife, Jill, in Wilmington, Delaware.



Unlike the Obamas, BIDEN has taken advantage of lower mortgage rates and refinanced his mortgage last year. He listed a 30-year mortgage on his principal residence and his rental property worth between $500,000 and $1 million with an interest rate of 3.375 percent.



BIDEN also reported making $25,000 donations to each of two Pennsylvania anti-domestic violence groups. The $50,000 came from an award BIDEN received from the Pennsylvania Society, which honored BIDEN last year with its gold medal for distinguished achievement,



Last month, the Obamas released their 2013 tax returns and reported paying $98,169 in taxes on $481,098 in adjusted income.



The BIDENS reported paying $96,378 in federal taxes last year on adjusted gross income of $407,009.





USA Today

Obama's assets estimated at $2 million to $7 million

By: David Jackson / May 15, 2014



President Obama and first lady Michelle Obama listed assets valued at about $2 million to $7 million, according to a financial disclosure report released Thursday.



Vice President BIDEN also filed his annual financial disclosure statement and listed assets valued at $276,000 to $940,000, including a rental property owned jointly with his wife, Jill.



"The Ethics in Government Act of 1978 requires high-level federal officials to publicly disclose their personal financial interests," said a White House blog post by spokesman Jay Carney. "The public filing system serves to prevent financial conflicts of interest by providing for a systematic review of the finances of government officials."



Presidents and other officeholders are required to list assets, but the form provides wide ranges on the values of those assets.



In declaring "U.S. Treasury notes," Obama checked the box valuing them at $1,000,001 to $5 million.



In addition to various bank accounts, index funds and college savings plans, Obama declared royalties from his books Dreams From My Father, The Audacity of Hope and Of Thee I Sing: A Letter To My Daughters.



The asset ranges added up to $1.95 million to $7.15 million for the president.



The Obamas listed only one liability, the mortgage on their home in Chicago.





Roll Call

BIDEN Refinances Mortgage, Saves a Bundle

By: Steven Dennis / May 15, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. refinanced his home and two home equity lines of credit in 2013, securing super-low mortgage rates that will save him thousands of dollars a year.



BIDEN was generally been among the poorer senators, but his family finances appear to have improved of late, judging by a review of his financial disclosure forms.



In 2013, he paid off a mortgage on his Delaware home with a 4.625 percent interest rate with a new, 30-year mortgage with a super-low 3.375 percent rate from TD Bank, which has a Canadian parent company.



The mortgage is somewhere between $500,000 and $1 million, and includes a rental property. Saving 1.25 percent on $500,000 would amount to more than $6,000 in savings a year, although after-tax savings would be less because of the mortgage interest deduction.



He also paid off two home equity lines of credit each worth more than $100,000 and took out a new home equity line of credit worth more than $250,000.



The old home equity lines featured interest rates of 4.49 percent and a prime interest rate, respectively.



The new home equity line features a super-low 2.75 percent interest rate and a 20-year term, also from TD Bank. That should save BIDEN thousands more each year.



BIDEN, 71, would be more than 100 years old when the 30-year mortgage is paid off, if it isn’t paid off early.



Obama, meanwhile, continues to pay above-market interest rates on his mortgage on his Chicago home — 5.625 percent. We noted a few years back that while Obama had urged a massive refinancing program to bolster the economy, he hadn’t yet taken advantage of low interest rates to refinance himself.





Washington Post

President Obama, first lady disclose assets worth between $1.95 million and $7.15 million

By: David Nakamura / May 15, 2014



President Obama and first lady Michelle Obama listed assets worth between $1.95 million and $7.15 million, according to financial disclosure forms released by the White House on Thursday.



The disclosures, required by law, show that the first family holds U.S. Treasury bonds worth between $1 million and $5 million, the largest single portion of their assets. The forms allow public officials to list their holdings in broad ranges. The Obama family's total assets were similar to their 2013 disclosures.



Vice President BIDEN and wife Jill listed assets worth between $276,000 and $940,000, including a rental property in Wilmington, Del., worth between $100,000 and $250,000, according to the disclosures.





Wall Street Journal

BIDEN Refinances Mortgage but Obama Stands Pat

By: Jeffrey Sparshott and Eric Morath / May 15, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN jumped on lower mortgage rates last year, his boss didn’t.



Mr. BIDEN in 2013 took out a 30-year mortgage from TD Bank on his principal residence, including rental property, with an interest rate of 3.375%, according to his financial disclosure form released Thursday. The loan, valued at between $500,000 and $1 million, replaced his previous mortgage from Wilmington Saving Fund Society, which he took out in 2010. That loan came with a 4.625% interest rate.



The vice president also took out a 20-year home equity line of credit at a 2.75% interest rate from TD Bank. He paid off two other lines of credit from Wilmington Saving Fund.



Interest on 30-year fixed-rate mortgages hovered near historic lows in in 2012 and early 2013, a result of Federal Reserve policies, broad uncertainty and lackluster economic growth. For the week ending May 8, the rates stood at 4.21%, the lowest level so far this year, according to Freddie Mac.



That hasn’t been enough to entice Mr. Obama, who is perhaps a little busy, to refinance. Mr. Obama has a home loan of between $500,001 and $1 million with Northern Trust. He took the 30-year mortgage out in 2005 and it carries an interest rate of 5.625%.



The Obamas might benefit from some extra cash. The first couple’s income dropped to $481,098 last year from $608,000 in 2012, according to tax forms released last month, hurt by declining income from the president’s books. The president reported roughly $250,000 in royalties in 2012, and about $110,000 in 2013, according to the returns.



Mr. Obama, a best-selling author, has penned three books. Royalties from his first, “Dreams from My Father,” ranged between $50,001 and $100,000 in 2013,down from a range of $100,001 to $1 million in 2012, according to the disclosure form.



His follow-up, “Audacity of Hope,” garnered $15,001 to $50,000 last year, down from $50,001 to $100,000 the prior year.  And “Of Thee I Sing: A Letter to My Daughters” brought in between $5,001 and $15,000, down from $100,001 to $1 million a year earlier.



Mr. Obama donates after-tax proceeds from “Of Thee I Sing,” a children’s book first published in 2010, to a scholarship fund for the children of fallen and disabled soldiers, according to the disclosure forms. For “Dreams,” he earns 15% of U.S. hardcover sales and up to 10% for paperback sales. Other terms weren’t disclosed in the latest forms.



The White House annually releases financial forms for Messrs. Obama and BIDEN. The forms offer ranges for their income and assets, not specific amounts.



Despite diminished royalties, the Obamas appear to be in solid financial shape. Mr. Obama had more than $1 million in U.S. Treasury notes listed among his assets, alongside sizable sums in retirement funds, college savings plans and checking accounts.



Mr. BIDEN listed dozens of assets in investment funds and other accounts, most with a value of less than $15,000 each. His most valuable asset is a Wilmington, Del., rental property worth between $100,001 and $250,000. He also listed two certificates of deposit worth between $50,001 and $100,000.



Mr. BIDEN also reported making receiving $50,000 in an award, which was donated to the Pennsylvania Coalition Against Domestic Violence and Women Against Abuse, of Philadelphia.





Washington Times

As author, BIDEN distant second to Obama

By: Ben Wolfgang / May 15, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN’S success as an author pales in comparison to that of his boss, according to financial records released Thursday by the White House.



Financial disclosure reports for both Mr. BIDEN and President Obama, required by law each year, detail the investments and outside income for both men.



The documents show Mr. Obama continues to enjoy royalties from his three books. “Dreams From My Father” generated between $50,001 and $100,000 for the president last year, while “The Audacity of Hope” pulled in between $15,001 and $50,000, according to the records.



The president’s other work, “Of Thee I Sing: A Letter To My Daughters,” brought in between $5,001 and $15,000 in royalties.



By contrast, Mr. BIDEN made less than $201 last year from his memoir, “Promises To Keep,” the records show.



The president, vice president and other high-ranking government officials are required to submit the reports each year under the 1978 Ethics in Government Act. The act is meant to ensure no officials have financial conflicts of interest.



“Neither the president nor the vice president has any conflicts of interest, and their reports have been reviewed and certified by the independent Office of Government Ethics,” White House press secretary Jay Carney said Thursday. “We are continuing this administration’s practice of posting these forms online here in the interests of transparency.”





Associated Press

Senate panel approves 6-year highway bill

May 15, 2014



A Senate panel on Thursday approved a bill to keep federal highway programs going for the next six years, but it remained unclear whether Congress would act in time to prevent a disruption in transportation aid to states this summer.



The Environment and Public Works Committee approved a bill that would keep transportation spending at current levels, plus inflation, in a rare burst of bipartisan bonhomie, with Democrats and Republicans lavishing praise on each other. No one spoke against the measure, which passed on a voice vote.



“I never remember a transportation bill that went through this way without any controversial amendments even offered and withdrawn,” said Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., the panel’s chairman.



But the bill doesn’t address the biggest transportation question facing Congress: how to find an extra $100 billion to close the gap between what lawmakers want to spend on highway and transit programs and how much revenue federal gas and diesel taxes and other user fees bring into the federal Highway Trust Fund.



Finding the money is the responsibility of the Senate Finance Committee, but its chairman, Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., hasn’t signaled how he plans to do that. The White House and Congress have been unwilling thus far to raise the 18.4-cents-a-gallon gasoline tax and the 24.4-cents-a-gallon diesel tax, which haven’t been increased since 1993.



The Department of Transportation estimates the federal Highway Trust Fund will go broke on Aug. 29, but disruptions in payments to states could happen as early as July, when the balance in that account is expected to drop below $4 billion. Without that cushion, it becomes difficult to ensure incoming revenues can keep up with outgoing aid to states.



The bill largely maintains the status quo and avoids controversial new proposals. Democrats made concessions aimed at ensuring that rural states share in federal aid for major projects in order to win GOP support.



One significant new program in the bill is aimed at eliminating bottlenecks that hinder the transportation of freight. The bill authorizes $400 million for that next year, gradually increasing to $1 billion in the last year of the bill.



Transportation officials in several states are already making plans to delay commitments to new construction projects because of the uncertainty over the flow of federal dollars. Should the federal government be forced to slow down or cancel payments to states, it could result in the shutdown of projects across the country and widespread layoffs of construction workers.



That would have “a domino effect that will be felt throughout our economy,” Boxer said.



Most transportation experts say that’s unlikely to happen. They expect Congress will wind up doing what it has done repeatedly since 2008, which is dipping into the general treasury for enough money to keep transportation aid flowing for a few weeks or a few months, and then repeat the exercise all over again.



Keeping transportation programs continually on the edge of insolvency makes it difficult for states to plan, especially for more costly, major projects that take several years to complete. The White House and lobbying groups representing interests ranging from the asphalt industry and construction workers to local transit agencies and bus drivers are spending this week — which they dubbed “infrastructure week” — trying to raise public support for a long-term transportation bill that would provide funding certainty to states and increase overall transportation spending.



Obama carried his plea for more money to replace aging infrastructure on Wednesday to New York, where the federal government has provided a $1.6 billion loan to rebuild the busy Tappan Zee Bridge. Vice President Joe BIDEN traveled to Cleveland to highlight federal investment in a $17.5 million new light rail station that will open in 2015.





The Hill

House silent on highway funding

By: Keith Laing / May 15, 2014



The House is staying quiet in the debate over a new transportation funding bill despite a flurry of action by senators and the Obama administration.

 

Senate leaders this week unveiled a six-year, $265 billion road and transit funding package bill that will be marked up in committee on Thursday morning.



Meanwhile, the administration is pressing for action after releasing its own plan for a four-year, $302 billion transportation measure. President Obama and Vice President BIDEN both delivered speeches Wednesday to tout the proposal.



"If they don't act by the end of the summer, federal funding for transportation projects will run out," Obama said in front of the Tappan Zee Bridge in New York.



"There will be no money. The cupboard will be bare. And all told, nearly 700,000 jobs would be at risk over the next year — that's like the population of Tampa and St. Louis combined." 



The House has stayed out of the fray, focusing instead on a recent agreement it reached with the Senate on a smaller $8.2 billion bill to boost U.S. port and waterways.  

 

Transportation advocates say it’s time for House Republicans to get engaged in the debate.



"We're now into mid-May, and if the CBO is correct, we're facing an insolvency," AFL-CIO Transportation Trades Department President Ed Wytkind told The Hill. "There isn't a big vision out of the House and we need one." 

 

Wytkind was referencing a recent projection from the Congressional Budget Office that the trust fund that is used to pay for road and transit will run out of money by the end of this summer. 

 

The labor leader said the House's inactivity is dampening an otherwise positive week for the funding push.

"The administration is clearly all in, not only on having a bill, but they're using the powerful voices of the president, the vice-president and the [Transportation] secretary to go around the country taking the case to voters," Wytkind said.



Wytkind noted there are big differences between Obama's transportation proposal and the Senate's, including the fact that the president is calling for lawmakers to spend approximately $25 billion per year more on road and transit projects than the upper chamber is suggesting. 

 

But Wytkind said he was glad the Senate was staking out a position.

 

"The Senate is finally doing a bill, but it doesn't reflect the administration's priorities because the administration's bill is a significant expansion," he said. "The Senate bill is just adjusted for inflation. It's basically a flat line bill. If combine those two facts, I think it's time for the House to get moving and hopefully they can come up with something big." 

 

The key figure in the House is Rep. Bill Shuster (R-Pa.), the chairman of the Transportation Committee. Shuster is facing his primary on Thursday, and is working to fend off challenges from businessman Art Halvorson and U.S. Army veteran Travis Schooley.



Shuster's opponents have attacked his past work on pricey transportation bills. 

 

Shuster is expected to survive the primary, but transportation advocates are worried that too much time has been lost to pass a large bill before the projected bankruptcy date for the Highway Trust Fund.

 

"Certainly, I would like to see the House come up with something because my expectation is that whenever Shuster does come up with something, he's going to have a very different perspective [than Senate Environment and Public Works Committee Chairman Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.)]," said Joshua Schank, who is president of the independent Eno Center for Transportation in Washington. 

 

Schank said he had "no doubt" that Shuster wants to pass a significant transportation bill during his tenure as House Transportation Committee Chairman. Shuster’s father once held the same position in Congress.

 

But Schank said Shuster is unlikely to go along with anything similar to Boxer's plan. 

 

"It's my impression that he had the intention of making an imprint when he took the [Transportation Committee] chairmanship," Schank said. "I don't think his goal is just 'let's pass another six years of MAP-21, which basically what Boxer is proposing." 

 

Shuster’s office declined to comment on the highway bill, pointing instead to the upcoming vote on final passage of the port and waterways measure. 

 

Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio) has said that the lower chamber is waiting to identify a funding mechanism to help pay for transportation projects before it releases a draft of its bill. 

 

The traditional source for transportation funding has been the federal gas tax, which is now set at 18.4 cents-per-gallon. The gas tax has not been increased since 1993, however, and infrastructure expenses are now outpacing receipts by about $16 billion per year.

 

The gas tax brings in approximately $34 billion per year, but the current transportation bill includes more than $50 billion in road and transit spending. Transportation advocates have said the current funding level is the bare minimum that can be spent to maintain the nation's infrastructure.

 

The CBO has projected that lawmakers will have to find $100 billion in revenue, in addition to the gas tax funding, to approve a new six-year transportation bill this year.

 

Transportation advocates have pushed for a bill that lasts for at least six years because lawmakers approved only a two-year measure in 2012 that is expiring in the fall.

 

Senators this week said their $265 billion transportation bill would last six years, but have not yet decided how to pay for it.





Better Roads

Obama, BIDEN call for infrastructure investment

By: Amanda Bayhi / May 15, 2014



President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN pushed for transportation infrastructure investment during their respective trips to New York’s Tappan Zee Bridge and Ohio’s Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority this week. 



While at the site of the $3.9 billion Tappan Zee Bridge project in Tarrytown, New York, Obama urged Congress to pass the administration’s $302 billion, four-year bill, Newsday reports. 



He proposed the bill in February, and Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx presented the bill to Congress last month. 



During his trip, Obama also unveiled plans to expedite projects such as the Tappan Zee Bridge replacement. He noted that a similar action brought the bridge’s permitting process from 3-5 years down to 1 1/2 years. 



The president also called for more infrastructure investment, pointing out that “building a world class transportation system is one of the reasons America became an economic superpower in the first place,” according to Newsday. 



While Obama was in New York pushing for transportation investment, BIDEN was doing the same while visiting the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority in Cleveland, Ohio.



Much like Obama, BIDEN mentioned the effects of transportation on the nation’s economy, Ohio.com reports. 



He pointed to an ASCE report that notes the U.S. will need to invest $3.6 trillion in infrastructure by 2020 to maintain existing facilities. 



However, he pointed out that nation isn’t investing nearly what is needed. The U.S. only spends 1 percent of its gross domestic product on infrastructure, BIDEN said, and ranks 18th globally for the quality of its highways. 



“Those in Congress who lack vision say we can’t afford to make these investments,” BIDEN said in the report. “How can we not afford to make these investments?” 



After both trips, the White House shared a blog about the importance of rebuilding highways and bridges in the U.S. 



The blog notes that 65 percent of U.S. “are rated in less than good condition” and about 25 percent of the nation’s bridges “need significant repair or can’t handle today’s traffic.” Also noted is the 700,000 jobs that are at risk if federal transportation funding runs out. 



Visit WhiteHouse.gov to read the full blog, which includes an infographic outlining what could happen if Congress doesn’t reauthorize transportation spending before the current highway bill, MAP-21, expires on September 30.





TIME

Joe BIDEN to Colleges: ‘Step Up. It’s Time’

By: Joe BIDEN / May 15, 2014



I believe that the vast majority of college presidents are right minded and like stockholders putting pressure on CEOs, the White House wants to put pressure on them to change. You don’t want to be a school that mishandles rape. Guess what? Step up. It’s time. It’s absolutely time because the moral disapprobation of society is the most powerful tool for effecting change in the cultural norms that doggedly hang on.





The Wire

Time Tackles the College Rape 'Debate' with a Rah-Rah Pennant

By: Allie Jones / May 15, 2014



Time's May 26th issue is all about rape on campus, and the illustration on the magazine's cover is a spirited pennant with the word RAPE embroidered on it. If you can get past the jarring image (especially as it's placed next to the coverline "My Kid Hates Frozen, By Joel Stein"), there's a lot of debate within the magazine about how college campuses should be handling the sexual assault crisis.



Time features essays from Vice President Joe BIDEN, who leads the White House task force on the issue, and Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand, who's been working with Sen. Claire McCaskill over the past year to force universities to be accountable for sex crimes occurring on campus. BIDEN and Gillibrand argue that it's time to do something, while Law and Order: SVU's Mariska Hartigay writes about victim blaming, and Gloria Allred puts the debate in legal context: "The Battle Over Sexual Assault Is the Civil Rights Movement of Our Time." 



Then, Time offers us the "but what about men?" contingent. Christina Hoff Sommers, who is convinced that sexual assault numbers are overblown, writes that false rape accusations "are proliferating" on campus. This is based on anecdotal evidence. Matthew Kaiser, a white collar criminal defense attorney who represents college men accused of rape, argues that consent rules are "unfair to male students." He claims he's more worried about his son being falsely accused of rape than he is about his daughter getting raped. 



The fact that Time chose to include these essays shows there's still a way to go in terms of advancing the conversation about sexual assault (on campus and elsewhere). False accusations do happen, but suggesting that men are more likely to be falsely accused of rape than women are likely to get raped is patently untrue and offensive. As much as Summers would like to pretend the research doesn't exist/is wrong, 1 in 5 women will be sexually assaulted by the time they leave college. That's a problem that deserves honest examination, not two essays about how women lie.





TIME

Russia Pours Scorn on News of Hunter BIDEN’S New Job

By: Leonid Ragozin / May 15, 2014



The news that Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son Hunter had taken a job with the Ukrainian gas company Burisma has been met in Russia with malicious glee. “Ahaha,” tweeted Member of Parliament Alexander Sidyakin, reacting to the White House statement that there was no conflict of interest after the news of Hunter BIDEN’S new role was made public on Tuesday. “Joe BIDEN is a good dad – took the trouble of going across the ocean to secure a job for his son,” the pro-Kremlin website politrussia.ru commented in its Twitter feed, referring to Vice President’s recent trip to Ukraine.



Rossiya TV channel’s commentator Andrey Arkhipov said the appointment was “in line with Washington’s plan to gain control over global energy resources.” Dubbing Joe BIDEN “the curator of the military coup in Ukraine” – a reference to the ousting of pro-Russian President Viktor Yanukovych in February following months of public protests – Arkhipov ridiculed the idea that no U.S. lobbying was involved in the appointment.



Top TV and radio anchor Vladimir Solovyov speculated about the fact that Burisma owned licenses for shale gas deposits in the areas of eastern Ukraine, where armed conflict between government forces and separatist insurgents is now flaring. “Let me remind you what the U.S. keeps telling Europe: Reject Russian gas. We’ll provide as much gas as you need. We have shale gas technology,” he said, without developing his conspiracy theory any further. Ukraine’s and Europe’s dependence on Russian gas supplies is a major factor in the Ukrainian geopolitical equation.



Russian media has been picturing Joe BIDEN as the Ukrainian government’s puppeteer ever since last month’s visit, which was aimed at demonstrating American support for the interim Ukrainian government. While in Kiev, BIDEN was filmed taking the chairperson’s seat at a meeting with Ukrainian ministers. That footage featured prominently in Russian TV bulletins as an illustration of Ukraine allegedly turning into a U.S. colony.



The incident prompted a vitriolic comment by Russian Foreign Minster Sergey Lavrov, who said that “Joe BIDEN was conducting a meeting with the Ukrainian leadership essentially in the capacity of the head of state, presiding over the table, with Ukrainian officials on his side.”





Huffington Post

Following the Clintons, the BIDENS Cash in on Ukraine

By: Innokenty Grekov / May 15, 2014



Perhaps Hunter BIDEN doesn't get his marching orders from the White House, nor does he carry enough swag to influence U.S.-Ukrainian relations. None of this will matter as the White House suffered another foreign-policy setback when Joe BIDEN’S youngest son joined the board of directors of Ukraine's largest oil company.



Joe BIDEN visited Ukraine in April, reiterating Washington's support for the interim government in Kyiv. It looks like Hunter BIDEN will travel there often to carry out his duties for Burisma Holdings, a leading Ukrainian energy company incorporated in Cyprus.



Companies operating headquatered in Cyprus have long been the but of jokes in Russia and Ukraine, as money-laundering schemes prevail in those murky Meditarrenian waters, allowing big-ticket oligarchs and minor crooks and thieves alike to operate their corrupt schemes with no oversight and very little transparency. There's a lot of Russian money in Cyprus, folks.



Hunter BIDEN is mainly known as a lawyer and investor, but he is also an advocate for humanitarian causes and even a HuffPost blogger. He also sits on the Advisory Board for the National Democratic Institute (NDI), a D.C.-based outlet that runs democracy promotion and civil society development programs all over the world, including Ukraine. NDI is chiefly funded by the U.S. government, and the Kremlin's contempt for organizations like this is well-documented: after USAID's forced departure from Moscow, NDI moved its staff out of Russia. According to senior State Department official Victoria Nuland, U.S. government's democracy programming in Ukraine, run through organizations like NDI, cost U.S. tax payers 5 billion dollars since the fall of the Soviet Union.



The Kremlin must be well aware of Hunter BIDEN’S family ties (duh!) and NDI credentials. No matter what the White House says about the inability of Joe BIDEN to influence his son's work in Ukraine, the U.S. government has already lost this PR battle. Just as Washington is unable to persuade the American people that the United States has national security interests in Ukraine; nobody in Europe, Russia, or Ukraine will believe that there is no conflict of interest in Hunter BIDEN’S appointment.



There are more intriguing connections between Ukrainian oligarchs and U.S. elites. In February, the New York Times profiled the relationship between Bill and Hillary Clinton and steel magnate Victor Pinchuk, who was in frequent contact with Hillary Clinton's State Department, for more than a decade paid a hefty $40,000 monthly retainer to a Bill Clinton-affiliated DC lobbyist, and donated roughly 13.1 million to the Bill, Hillary, & Chelsea Clinton Foundation.



Steelworkers in Pennsylvania and Ohio are vocally unhappy about this relationship, and American steel makers are currently pursuing a case alleging:



Ukraine -- and by extension Mr. Pinchuk's company, Interpipe Ltd. -- and eight other countries had illegally dumped a type of steel tube used in natural gas extraction, an industry whose growth has provided one of the few bright spots in the United States manufacturing sector.

The Clintons' involvement with Mr. Pinchuk and the appointment of Hunter BIDEN adds to the Kremlin's arsenal of weapons for the "information war" between Russia and the West, which the Kremlin is winning by a landslide right now. It's winning the real war, too.
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The Telegraph

No haven for Syrian refugees as US refuses to support buffer zones

By: Richard Spencer and Peter Foster / November 18, 2014

The Obama administration is to risk the anger of Turkey and the Syrian “moderate” opposition by turning down pleas for a safe haven for refugees during a visit to the Middle East by the vice-president, Joe BIDEN, this weekend.



The Daily Beast
Kissy-Face The Nation: Washington’s Power Elite Smooch Bob Schieffer
By: Lloyd Grove / November 18, 2014
At Face The Nation’s 60th anniversary party, love for host Bob Schieffer ran wild. Joe BIDEN was there to ‘kiss the ring,’ while John McCain boasted of a record 101 appearances.



The Washington Post
Congress turns out for CBS celebration of 60 years of ‘Face the Nation’
By: Emily Heil / November 18, 2014
Looking for hints about common-ground issues for both parties in the newly Republican-led Congress? Here’s one: Being on CBS’s “Face the Nation” is kind of a big deal.



Ms. Magazine

Sexual Assault Awareness Events Are Taking Place Throughout the Country This Week For

November 18, 2014

The It's On Us campaign, coordinated by Generation Progress, was launched in September by President Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN, and builds on the White House's campaign against college sexual assault.



FactCheck.Org
BIDEN’s Boasts
By: Lori Robertson and D’Angelo Gore / November 18, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN went too far in boasts about job growth and deficit reduction.



The Hill
White House: BIDEN's relationship with Turkey 'is in a good place'
By: David McCabe / November 18, 2014
As Vice President BIDEN prepares to leave for a trip that will take him to Turkey this weekend, White House officials insist that there is no tension between BIDEN and the country's president.



Daily Sabah

BIDEN'S RELATIONS WITH ERDOĞAN ARE IN GOOD PLACE: WHITE HOUSE

November 18, 2014

Reconciliation is not needed between Vice President Joe BIDEN and Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan as relations are "in a good place," White House officials said just days before the leaders are to meet.



Delaware Online
VP BIDEN’s daughter Ashley new director of Center for Justice
November 18, 2014
Ashley BIDEN, the daughter of Vice President Joe BIDEN and his wife, Jill, has been named executive director of the Delaware Center for Justice, the nonprofit advocacy group announced Tuesday in an email newsletter.



NBC Bay Area
"Rosie the Riveter Day": California Democrats Push For National Celebration to Honor Women
By: Lisa Fernandez / November 18, 2014
As if it couldn't get better for 93-year-old Phyllis Gould and her small band of Rosie the Riveters.



Smithsonian
How the Office of the Vice Presidency Evolved from Nothing to Something
By: Beth Py-Lieberman / November 18, 2014
Vice President John Adams once said "In this I am nothing, But I may be everything." A new book tells how the office has moved from irrelevance to power








The Telegraph

No haven for Syrian refugees as US refuses to support buffer zones

By: Richard Spencer and Peter Foster / November 18, 2014



The Obama administration is to risk the anger of Turkey and the Syrian “moderate” opposition by turning down pleas for a safe haven for refugees during a visit to the Middle East by the vice-president, Joe BIDEN, this weekend.



Ahmed Saleh Touma, the prime minister of Syria’s western-backed opposition “shadow” government told The Telegraph in an interview he had been informed Washington was at last considering the proposal – which has been a central demand of the Turkish authorities and the rebels for years.



France has already backed the idea, and the Turkish foreign minister also yesterday(tue) said he feared two to three million more refugees might head to Turkey if Aleppo fell to regime forces, as seems possible.



But in a briefing, senior Obama administration officials suggested the policy had not changed. “As you know, the Turkish government has been raising the concept of a no-fly zone and associated buffer zones for a long time now, this is not a new idea,” one said.



“We continue to have conversations with Turkey about how best to bolster security in the region, including along the Turkey-Syria border to take the fight to Isil, but at the moment we’re not considering a no-fly zone or a buffer zone.”



An image made available on the jihadist website Welayat Salahuddin on June 11, 2014 shows a militant of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) posing with the trademark Islamists flag after they allegedly seized an Iraqi army checkpoint in the northern Iraqi province of Salahuddin. Jihadists are pushing toward Baghdad on June 12, 2014 after capturing a town just hours to the north, as the US mulled air strikes in a bid to bolster 

Washington is believed to be reconsidering its strategy on Syria, which was only announced by President Obama in September. It is also reviewing its policy on how to deal with hostages after the murder of Peter Kassig, the third American to be beheaded by Isil.



Mr Obama’s plan to confront Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant first, and only then back the “moderate” rebels to take on the Assad regime, seemed to have backfired this month when the most prominent western-backed group in the north was over-run by al-Qaeda’s local offshoot, Jabhat al-Nusra.



Isil already controls most of north-east Syria, including half the Aleppo countryside.



Mr Touma said that Mr BIDEN, the vice-president, would be discussing a safe haven on a visit to Turkey at the weekend.



“The US have told us they are discussing this with the Turks at the highest level possible,” he said.



The opposition government has little authority, and even less since many of the local councils it funded inside rebel-held territory were forced to flee either the regime’s barrel bombs or Isil. The man who led the council in Isil-controlled Raqqa was kidnapped last year and has not been seen since.

However, it still channels some aid money from the West, including Britain, and believes that it would win more credibility from Syrians if it were able to operate safely inside the country.



“If the decision for a safe haven does not come soon, the extremists will take over all the north of Syria,” Mr Touma said.



“Then the situation will be really difficult, and for us as a government, we really need it – we could then go inside Syria and start to operate, we can work directly with the people, and with the FSA battalions that are fighting inside.



“Also we can help bring medical assistance, education and work directly with the civilian councils inside.”



The safe haven is one of two main ideas proposed by Turkey ever since the Syrian uprising turned into a bloody civil war three years ago, the other being the no-fly zone. There is still no will in Washington for the latter, which would be interpreted by Syria as a declaration of war and is fiercely opposed by the regime’s backers Iran and Russia.



However, John Kerry, the US secretary of state, said last month that a safe haven was an idea “worth thinking about”, even though it has been rejected in the past.



That seemed to be quashed by the administration officials, Fred Hof, an administration envoy to the Syrian opposition until two years ago, said that a buffer zone was the “only live alternative in town” to the current strategy.

He said he favoured a safe haven being protected against both the regime and Isil by Turkish troops on the ground and American air power, but acknowledged that risked an escalation into war.



“The price of avoiding these risks is seeing the Assad regime and Isil as essentially the only parties left standing in Syria,” he said.



“This would be a major Isil victory – Assad is a tremendous recruiting asset for them.”



Western diplomatic sources said that the buffer zone option was being appraised, but that concerns remained about how it would work and what would happen if it was used by opposition groups to rearm and regroup, making the zone a potential legitimate military target.



“At the moment I think it is fair to say there are at least as many questions as answers,” the source added.



The Hill

Washington toasts 'Face the Nation'

By: Megan R. Wilson / November 18, 2014



If there’s one man in Washington that can make Republicans and Democrats unite for an evening, it’s Bob Schieffer.





The host of CBS’s “Face the Nation” celebrated with journalists, executives and politicians on Monday evening to mark the show’s 60th year on the air – making it one of the longest-running television programs ever.

It also garners the highest ratings of its Sunday political show counterparts, something many in the crowd at the Newseum on Monday attributed to his dedication, kindness and honesty.



“I don’t believe it’s an accident that he remains the No. 1 show on Sunday morning,” said Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.), who has appeared on the show 101 times – more than any other guest.



Vice President Joe BIDEN has tallied up the second-highest visits to “Face the Nation,’ with 55 appearances, though he expressed disappointment with his record since taking higher office.



“Once you become vice president, you can’t make it 101 times. In the last six years, I’ve been on the show twice, I think,” BIDEN told guests, ribbing the former GOP presidential candidate. “John, I might be close to you if I hadn’t taken this job.”



BIDEN added of Schieffer: “This is the most trusted, respected man or woman in journalism, and I’ve been hanging around a long, long time.”



Those spotted included Reps. Michael McCaul (R-Texas), Darrell Issa (R-Calif.), Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.), Elijah Cummings (D-Md.), John Lewis (D-Ga.), Joaquín Castro (D-Texas) and his brother, Julián Castro, the secretary of the Department of Housing and Urban Development.



The Castro brothers have only accrued a couple of visits to the “Face the Nation” set, most notably, an appearance from the twins on Jan. 20, the day before Obama’s second inaugural ceremony.



“It was just incredible, the way they set up the set, overlooking at the Capitol. To be with Bob on Face the Nation that day was just very special,” Rep. Joaquín told The Hill. “I remember it very fondly.”



Senators also came out in bipartisan force, such as Sens. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.), Claire McCaskill (D-Mo.), Rob Portman (R-Ohio) and Rand Paul (R-Ky.).



Paul noted that he too has had “slightly less” than McCain’s 101 appearances.



“The mark of a great journalist,” Paul said, “is if you’re unaware what his politics are.”



“It’s extraordinary to have hosted the program for so long and to have a voice that both sides have thought is objective – anymore that’s pretty rare,” he said.



“I am the single luckiest person in the world,” Schieffer, who has hosted the program since 1991, told the crowd. “When I was a little boy, this is what I wanted to do. … Not many people get to say that, and I am very grateful.”



Schieffer says that the formula for making a good show “isn’t rocket science.”



“Are we old fashioned? Well yeah, we’re old fashioned. But I think, in this case, old fashioned works. We still invite ‘em in, sit ‘em down, turn on the lights, ask them questions – and, give them a chance to answer,” he said.



“That’s all people want -- they want their chance to get their side of the story in there,” he told The Hill.



While addressing the packed house, Schieffer also reflected on how the political culture has changed.



“When I came to Washington, Republicans and Democrats used to act like that. And it was really fun,” he said of BIDEN and McCain, who each traded as many jokes as compliments with each other on stage. “I know there are a lot of senators out there and members of Congress. I want you all to think about this tonight.”



“This is a lot of fun, but tomorrow morning they’re going to be on their separate sides of the street, their separate sides of the aisle,” he said. “They used to know each other. What’s different now, is that so many of our politicians just don’t know each other anymore, and that is not a good thing.”



Many journalists also showed up to honor Schieffer and the weekly program: Gwen Ifill, David Corn of “Mother Jones,” Luke Russert of NBC and CNN’s Jake Tapper and Peter Hamby. Many of Schieffer’s colleagues showed up, including staff from “Face the Nation” and CBS News correspondents Margaret Brennan, Major Garrett, Nancy Cordes, CBS’s Washington Bureau Chief Chris Isham and the anchor of CBS Evening News, Scott Pelley. CBS’s chief executive, Leslie Moonves, also made an appearance.



The Daily Beast
Kissy-Face The Nation: Washington’s Power Elite Smooch Bob Schieffer
By: Lloyd Grove / November 18, 2014


At Face The Nation’s 60th anniversary party, love for host Bob Schieffer ran wild. Joe BIDEN was there to ‘kiss the ring,’ while John McCain boasted of a record 101 appearances.



That giant sucking sound emanating from Washington’s Newseum Monday night had nothing to with nutty billionaire (and almost-president) Ross Perot’s famous prophesy of jobs draining south to Mexico, and everything to do with the collective moist, noisy smooch being planted by one Washington power cluster on another, perhaps higher, Washington power cluster.        



“I’m here to suck up to Bob,” Sen. Lindsey Graham, Republican of South Carolina, declared as he arrived at the 60th anniversary celebration of CBS News’s Face the Nation and the Sunday public affairs show’s longtime host, Bob Schieffer.         



“I came down to kiss the ring,” Vice President Joe BIDEN told the Daily Beast, a few minutes after his motorcade--a terrifying assault of roaring police choppers and shrieking sirens--descended on the media museum like a squadron of flying monkeys. “This,” BIDEN added, “is about acknowledging the most trusted man in journalism.”         



“I’m here because this is a guy where you never have to kiss the ring,” argued Sen. Claire McCaskill, Democrat of Missouri. “I mean, he’s not that type. He is just kind and smart, and it’s hard to believe he’s been around Washington as long as he has, because he doesn’t have any of Washington’s bad habits.”        



“Everybody showed up tonight,” theorized PBS anchor Gwen Ifill, half in jest and wholly in earnest, “because they know better than to tick Bob Schieffer off.”        



“One of the reasons why I think people respect him so much is it is impossible to detect a political bias,” said Sen. John McCain, the 2008 Republican presidential nominee. “I’ve been on 101 times--the Face the Nation record—and still don’t know if he’s a Republican, Democrat, Libertarian or Vegetarian.”        



CBS Chairman and CEO Leslie Moonves echoed McCain’s appreciation for Schieffer’s lack of ideological identification. “I’ve known Schieffer for more than 20 years,” Moonves confided. “I have no idea how he feels about anybody or anything, if he’s a Democrat or a Republican, a liberal or a conservative. It doesn’t matter. That’s what a spectacular journalist he is. And he’s adored. He’s adored internally and externally. And that’s important.”        



Sen. Rand Paul, however, resisted gushing--in keeping with his contrarian brand. “Not everything has a divine plan or anything,” the independent-minded Kentucky Republican demurred. “My wife’s here in town. We got an invitation. We decided to come.”        



“It’s Washington,” said Sean Spicer, communications director of the Republican National Committee. “Everyone wants to be where everyone else is going to be.”        



Indeed, the ground floor of the Newseum on Pennsylvania Avenue, almost equidistant between the White House and the Capitol, had been transformed into a buzzing, undulating hive of vaguely familiar faces. Washington waxworks and stars of the C-SPAN firmament jostled one another, climbed over one another or simply pushed past whatever human obstruction was blocking access to the next plate of sushi, miniature cheeseburger, free drink, or VIP, in the age-old (or old-age) orgy of schmoozing and boozing.        



“It’s hard to believe he’s been around Washington as long as he has, because he doesn’t have any of Washington’s bad habits.”

General Brent Scowcroft, national security adviser to the first President Bush, shuffled head-down through the mob. Lobbyist Lloyd Hand, a former aide to Lyndon Johnson, flitted from conversation to conversation. Washington lawyer-agent Bob Barnett, confidant of everyone from Hillary Clinton to Sarah Palin, surveyed a roomful of once-and-future clients.        

At the center of it all was the 77-year-old Schieffer, who has presided for the past 23 years over the program launched on Nov. 7, 1954 by legendary CBS President Frank Stanton, when the broadcast outlet was dominant in the newsbiz and as well as entertainment programming, and frequently referred to--it sounds quaint now--as “The Tiffany Network.”        



“We had a good turnout tonight,” Schieffer told The Daily Beast with an ear-to-ear grin, exaggerated understatement and his trademark bowl-of-warm-soup tone that seems to spring more from Fort Worth, Texas, than from Washington, D.C. “I’m wearing my old TCU ring,” he added, offering a finger to show off the class ring  of his alma mater, Texas Christian University. Nobody, at this particularly moment anyway, was literally kissing it. “We don’t take anything for granted,” Schieffer added. “So far, so good.”        



A three-piece band--electric keyboard, bass fiddle and drums--stopped playing the Roberta Flack hit Killing Me Softly (With His Song) long enough for the evening’s formal remarks to be delivered beneath a gigantic television screen where various Face the Nation newsmakers through history (a slim Al Gore, a matinee idol-ish Bibi Netanyahu, a reptilian-looking Henry Kissinger, a youthful Lesley Stahl, who hosted the show for eight years prior to Schieffer’s reign) appeared and vanished like ghosts in the night.        



Joe BIDEN and John McCain professed undying love and loyalty for each other, even though, as BIDEN noted, “I drive him crazy.”

Earlier, the vice president had lamented that his current job had prevented him from even hoping to match McCain’s record of 101 Face the Nation appearances. “My staff told me I’ve been on 55 times,” he confided. “That’s one of the reasons you shouldn’t run for vice president, because had I stayed in the Senate I would have been at 112. You know what I mean? What the hell! You run for vice president and you lose your opportunity.” 



Because for every television appearance, he has to secure permission from his Obama White House minders?



“Yeah,” BIDEN agreed with a laugh.        



CBS News President David Rhodes heaped praise on Schieffer, as did Rhodes’s boss, CBS News Chairman (and 60 Minutes executive producer) Jeff Fager, who proclaimed that the program was beating its competitors in the ratings, and took a none-too-veiled swipe at NBC’s Meet the Press.

“I wouldn’t want to be going up against him [Schieffer] every Sunday. No wonder they’re talking to Jon Stewart,” Fager told the crowd, referring to reports that NBC News President Deborah Turness wooed the Comedy Central star for MTP before settling for Chuck Todd.        



Schieffer, by contrast, was more magnanimous and respectful. “The competition is very fierce, we have very good competitors,” he told the Daily Beast. “There’s no dumbos at this level, so we have to pay attention to what we’re doing and go out there and play our best game.”        



Lindsey Graham said the secret of Schieffer’s success is “he asks you the hardest question in politics--which is, ‘What do you think?’ Then he listens to your answer, and when he says, ‘that makes no sense,’ you don’t know what to say next. So he asks simple questions and he actually listens to your answer--which is devastating.” 



McCain, who will become chairman of the Armed Service Committee when the new Congress convenes in January and the Republican majority assumes control of the Senate, said that Face the Nation and its rivals remain important, even at a moment when the Internet and social media are as powerful as traditional television.        



“Even though the viewership shrinks, the proliferation of an appearance on the Internet is even greater in many respects than in the old days when, if you missed the Sunday appearance, you missed it,” McCain argued. “Whenever I see Lindsey, who is very good at the soundbite, on a Sunday show, I’ll see that for the next several days…So, yeah, they still have a significant impact.”        



Meanwhile, McCain--the off-again, on-again “maverick” of American politics--predicted that bipartisan behavior in Washington will ultimately prevail, not just the bipartisan eating and drinking going on around him.        



“Our approval ratings are in the tank. We crave approval,” he said. “The only way you’re gonna get that is by showing the American people that you can get things done. And that requires bipartisanship. If we [the Republicans] want to win in 2016, with a majority in both the House and the Senate, we better show the American people that we know how to govern.”        



Maybe, maybe not. In the crowd was Maryland Democratic Rep. Elijah Cummings, ranking member of the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee who has clashed repeatedly with departing Chairman Darrell Issa, who--in a moment that went beyond viral--notoriously prevented Cummings from speaking, cutting off his microphone during a particularly contentious hearing.        



“The other day, they had the unveiling of Issa’s official portrait and they probably didn’t think I would show up, but I was invited, so I came,” Cummings recounted. “And I said, ‘I just want you to know that my mother, a former sharecropper, has told me I should never be mad at you.’ And he looks at me and says, ‘Really.’ And I said, ‘Yes, my mother said, don’t me mad at that man because he done made you famous!’ ”        



Chatting with Schieffer a few yards away, the normally publicity-loving Issa was decidedly snappish when approached by the Daily Beast. “This is off the record. Put that away,” he ordered, scowling at this reporter’s digital recorder. “I don’t want to be interviewed, unsolicited.”        



But his ranking Democratic member just told an amusing story about Issa. “He made a quote and he gave you the quote. Good. Then you have it,” Issa said irritably.        



Such prickly behavior tended to contradict the expressed hopes of many people at the party, including Bob Schieffer, that Republicans and Democrats will actually try to work together next year.        



“I hope for the best,” Schieffer said. “It’s a long-shot though.”



The Washington Post
Congress turns out for CBS celebration of 60 years of ‘Face the Nation’
By: Emily Heil / November 18, 2014



Looking for hints about common-ground issues for both parties in the newly Republican-led Congress? Here’s one: Being on CBS’s “Face the Nation” is kind of a big deal.



More than a dozen members of Congress, R’s and D’s alike, along with a who’s who of Washington TV news, turned up at a splashy fete Monday night to mark the Sunday show’s 60th birthday. Sen. John McCain boasted to the crowd at the Newseum that he had been a guest 101 times. Vice President BIDEN lamented that he’d been on only twice since taking office.

Green-room regulars and wannabe guests (that would be them pressing business cards into bookers’ hands over the mini-burger station) included House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.); Sens. Rob Portman (R-Ohio), Rand Paul (R-Ky.), Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.), Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.), Amy Klobuchar (D-Minn.), Kirsten Gillibrand (D-N.Y.) and Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.); Reps. Mike McCaul (R-Tex.), Peter King (R-N.Y.), Marsha Blackburn (R-Tenn.), Darrell Issa (R-Calif.) and John Lewis (D-Ga.). Also in attendance were the Castro twins (Democratic congressman Joaquin and HUD secretary Julian); CBS’s Major Garrett, Nancy Cordes and Scott Pelley; CNN’s Jake Tapper; Mark Shields of PBS; and MSNBC’s Luke Russert.



Bob Schieffer, the show’s host for nearly the past quarter-century, took the boldface crowd in stride, holding court until the catering crew began carting the cocktail tables out of the room. In between greeting the stream of well-wishers (Russert dropped by on his way out the door to thank the longtime host and fellow Nats fan for his advice, a year ago, that the TV news business was a “162-game season”), he took a moment to reflect on his years hosting the show known in Washington shorthand as “Face.”



Biggest bomb of an interview? Janet Reno, he said, who, despite being the “nicest person,” had the habit of starting every sentence with, “As I have said many times before…”



“You could practically hear toilets flushing and refrigerators opening all across America,” Schieffer said.



Dream interview? He paused a moment: “The pope.”



And advice for prospective guests? That answer came easy to the veteran journalist: “Come with some news.”



Ms. Magazine

Sexual Assault Awareness Events Are Taking Place Throughout the Country This Week For

November 18, 2014



"It's On Us" launched a nationwide Week of Action yesterday, with students at campuses throughout the country hosting events calling on everyone to play a role in ending campus sexual violence.



The It's On Us campaign, coordinated by Generation Progress, was launched in September by President Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN, and builds on the White House's campaign against college sexual assault. Various universities, non-profit organizations, sports teams, and women's rights organizations have joined the campaign as partners, including the Feminist Majority Foundation, the American Association of University Women, and the National Alliance to End Sexual Violence



The focus of It's On Us is bystander intervention, which was spotlighted in the "Not Alone" report issued by the White House Task Force to Prevent Campus Sexual Assault as a successful tool for shifting cultural norms around sexual violence and engaging individuals in creating safe spaces. Bystander intervention efforts, often targeted at men, empower individuals to speak up when they see violence or abuse, and intervene in high-risk situations where sexual assault might occur.



During the Week of Action, student activists will be encouraging individuals to take the pledge to recognize campus sexual assault, intervene when necessary, and help create an environment where sexual assault is unacceptable and survivors are supported. Activists are also hosting self-defense seminars, bystander intervention training, and creating their own Public Service Announcements on campus sexual assault.



"The Week of Action is building on the momentum from this fall and getting more people involved so we can include them next year and in the spring," said Generation Progress' It's On Us campaign manager Kristin Avery. "Our goal is to really spark as many conversations as we can."



Under the leadership of President Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN, the White House has made ending campus sexual assault a leading priority. In addition to creating the White House Task Force to Prevent Campus Sexual Assault, the White House has created a website, www.notalone.gov, where survivors can locate resources and learn how to take action against universities that failed to protect them.



One in five women are sexually assaulted in college. Despite the overwhelming prevalence of sexual violence on campuses, only 12 percent of campus sexual assault survivors report their assault to authorities or administrators. Dozens of schools are currently under investigation for mishandling sexual assault cases, and a rising tide of student activism has compelled legislators and community members to mobilize in recent years around awareness and prevention efforts.



FactCheck.Org
BIDEN’s Boasts
By: Lori Robertson and D’Angelo Gore / November 18, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN went too far in boasts about job growth and deficit reduction.



BIDEN was the keynote speaker at the AFL-CIO and American Federation of Teachers Summit on Career and Technical Education and Workforce Development on Nov. 13. His comments centered on job opportunities and education, and they included some exaggerations.



BIDEN said manufacturing jobs were expected to grow by 1.8 million, but the Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates they will decline by 73,100 between 2010 and 2020.



He said the administration had reduced the federal deficit, as a share of GDP, more quickly than at any time since World War II. Not true. The deficit shrank at a faster rate in the 1990s.



BIDEN said the unemployment rate was 10 percent “when we took office.” It was 7.8 percent.



Manufacturing Jobs



BIDEN overstated manufacturing job growth, something we caught the vice president doing two years ago as well.



BIDEN: Manufacturing jobs are not only back 728,000 since we’ve been in office, in the last five years, but it’s expected to grow by another million, 800 thousand manufacturing jobs – more than any time, including in the 90s, if we meet the projections that are ahead of us. (Listen at the 1:05:20 mark.)



Manufacturing jobs haven’t gone up by 728,000 “since we’ve been in office,” but they have gone up that much in the “last five years” or nearly five years.



According to BLS data, there were 12.56 million manufacturing employees in January 2009, compared with 12.18 million manufacturing workers in October 2014, for a net loss of 379,000 jobs. BIDEN is measuring job growth from the low point in February 2010 — when there were 11.45 million manufacturing jobs. Since then, 728,000 manufacturing jobs have been added.



More puzzling is BIDEN’s claim that manufacturing jobs are “expected to grow” by another 1.8 million.



We’re not sure where BIDEN gets his statistic, and his office did not respond to our questions. One possible source is a 2012 study by the Information Technology & Innovation Foundation, a bipartisan think tank, which said then that if the pace of manufacturing job growth continued, “it would take until 2020 to return to where the economy was in terms of manufacturing jobs at the end of 2007.” The think tank was calling the pace of growth too slow. It said the U.S. had gained back about 166,000 of the 2 million manufacturing jobs that were lost during the Great Recession. That left another 1.8 million jobs to be gained by 2020.



A 2012 report from BLS, however, estimated that manufacturing employment would shrink — not grow — from 2010 to 2020, with a net loss of 73,100 jobs (see Table 1). That report is another possible source for the 1.8 million statistic, but it contradicts BIDEN’s claim.



While BLS estimated manufacturing jobs would drop, it projected a nearly 1.8 million increase in jobs in the “goods-producing sectors.” Manufacturing is the “dominant industry,” the report says, among those sectors. But manufacturing jobs are still expected to decrease. The growth in “goods-producing sectors” is expected to come mostly from the construction industry.



Deficit Reduction



The administration has reduced the yearly federal deficits — the 2009 deficit was running at $1.2 trillion the day Obama took office, and this year’s deficit is projected to be $483 billion. But the rate of reduction is not as quick BIDEN claimed.



BIDEN: We’ve reached a federal deficit as a share of GDP; we’ve reduced it by 70 percent — the fastest reduction since World War II. (1:05:10 mark.)



BIDEN’s half right. The deficit was 9.8 percent of GDP in fiscal year 2009. It declined by 6 percentage points to 2.8 percent of GDP in fiscal year 2014. That’s a 71 percent reduction, but it’s not the fastest rate of reduction since the 1940s.



Looking at the six years from 1992 to 1997, the deficit as a percentage of GDP went from 4.5 percent to 0.3 percent (Table H-1). That’s a 93 percent reduction. There were also six-year periods during the 1990s and early 2000s when budget deficits became surpluses.



We checked a similar statement from President Obama in August 2013. Back then, the White House was looking at the four-year period from 2009 to 2012.



Job Growth

BIDEN correctly said the unemployment rate “is down to 5.8 percent,” but then added, “It was at 10 percent when we took office” (1:05:05 mark). No, it wasn’t. It was 7.8 percent when Obama and BIDEN took office in January 2009, and it climbed to 10 percent by October of that year.



He also exaggerated the job growth under this presidency by cherry-picking his numbers.



BIDEN: There have been 10.6 million jobs created in the private sector. Fifty-six straight months — the longest streak of constant employment in the history of the United States of America. (1:04:50 mark.)



That’s correct, at least since 1939, which is the earliest year for which we have Bureau of Labor Statistics data. From February 2010 through October 2014, there were 56 months of private-sector job growth and 10.6 million private jobs created. But there hasn’t been consecutive growth for 56 months for all jobs. BIDEN ignores government jobs.



Total nonfarm employment declined from June through September 2010. In terms of all jobs, 9.4 million have been created over 49 straight months, which is still the longest streak of continuous employment growth since BLS data was first collected.



His figures leave out all of 2009, which consisted entirely of monthly job losses. All told under the Obama presidency, 5.7 million jobs have been created.



The Hill
White House: BIDEN's relationship with Turkey 'is in a good place'
By: David McCabe / November 18, 2014



Earlier this month, BIDEN claimed in a speech that Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan had admitted to him that Turkey had accidently aided Islamic State of Iraq and Syria extremists while supporting foreign fighters looking to oust the Assad regime in Syria.



The White House said the vice president apologized to Erdoğan. But days later, BIDEN said he had not.



“There’s no need for reconciliation,” said a senior administration official who was speaking on background. “The relationship between the vice president and Erdoğan is in a good place.”



Turkey, which borders Syria and has been dealing for years with refugees fleeing violent clashes in that country, is part of the coalition the U.S. has built to fight ISIS. The Turkish government favors imposing a no-fly zone over Syria.



While the senior administration official said that while the no-fly zone was not “off the table” and discussions of the tactic will likely evolve, “at the moment we are not contemplating putting in place a no fly zone."

Before traveling to Turkey, the vice president will visit Morocco and Ukraine.



The trip to Ukraine comes as U.S. and European officials claim that they will increase pressure on Russia for its actions in the eastern part of the country — where it is supporting separatist groups.



A second senior administration official said that officials in the European Union and the administration are considering whether to turn their rhetoric into action.



“The question of an intensification of the sanctions is under discussion at this point,” said the official, noting that President Barack Obama met with EU leaders while at the G20 summit in Australia to discuss how to increase pressure on Russia and bolster Ukraine.



BIDEN will also discuss Ukraine’s transition to a new government with the newly-elected president and prime minister and chair in a round table on anti-corruption.



While in Morocco, BIDEN address an entrepreneurship conference and meet with the country’s king to discuss the ISIS fight.



Daily Sabah

BIDEN'S RELATIONS WITH ERDOĞAN ARE IN GOOD PLACE: WHITE HOUSE

November 18, 2014



WASHINGTON — Reconciliation is not needed between Vice President Joe BIDEN and Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan as relations are "in a good place," White House officials said just days before the leaders are to meet.



BIDEN will meet Nov. 21 with Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu in Istanbul. He will then participate in an extended meeting with Erdoğan the next day, following a diplomatic gaffe earlier this year. 



During an Oct. 2 speech at Harvard University, BIDEN said that Turkey and other U.S. allies in the region supplied or facilitated the development of ISIS and other extremist groups fighting the Syrian government.



But two days later during a telephone conversation with Erdogan, BIDEN "apologized for any implication that Turkey or other Allies and partners in the region had intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth of ISIS or other violent extremists in Syria," according to an Oct. 4 readout provided by the vice president's office.



In an interview with CNN a month later, BIDEN denied that he apologized to Erdogan. "I never apologized to [Turkish President Erdoğan]," BIDEN said. "I know him well. I've dealt with him. I called him and said, 'Look, what was reported was not accurate to what I said. Here's what I said.'"



Asked if the trip would serve as an opportunity for the two leaders to mend ties, the senior officials who spoke to reporters Tuesday said, "There's no need for reconciliation."



The officials spoke to reporters on the condition that their names not be made public.



"The relationship between the vice president and Erdogan is in a good place. They have a very close, good, professional relationship," they added.



The bulk of BIDEN's talks with Turkish officials are set to focus on U.S.-led efforts to combat ISIS in Iraq and Syria.



"When it comes to combatting ISIS, and stabilizing the situation in Iraq, and standing up the moderate opposition in Syria, these are all areas in which we and the Turks have a considerable overlap in our strategic view," the officials said.



The U.S. has been engaged in leading an international coalition of more than 50 member states to beat back ISIS since August. The coalition has carried out numerous airstrikes against the militants, and destroyed key infrastructure while training partner forces in Iraq, and is planning to do the same for vetted Syrian forces.



While Turkey has offered to host training facilities for Syrian rebels, it has refused to become militarily engaged in the coalition unless buffer zones and a no fly zone are established in northern Syria.



"We continue to have conversations with Turkey about how best to bolster security in the region, including along the Turkey-Syria border to take the fight to ISIS, but at the moment we're not considering a no-fly zone or a buffer zone," the officials said. "I don't think that anybody has taken anything off the table as it relates to the Turks."



BIDEN's visit to Turkey is part of a three-country tour from Nov. 19 - 23 that also includes Morocco and Ukraine.



He will meet Nov. 23 with Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew.



Delaware Online
VP BIDEN’s daughter Ashley new director of Center for Justice
November 18, 2014



Ashley BIDEN, the daughter of Vice President Joe BIDEN and his wife, Jill, has been named executive director of the Delaware Center for Justice, the nonprofit advocacy group announced Tuesday in an email newsletter.

BIDEN, 33, was associate director under Joanna Champney, who directed the agency for about three years. Champney on Tuesday was named chief of the Planning and Research Unit for the state Department of Corrections.

The Delaware Center for Justice pursues issues related to corrections, alternatives to incarceration, re-entry for those incarcerated, crime prevention, and the needs of victims.



BIDEN’s appointment was effective Nov. 13, the newsletter said. She will oversee service programs - including victim services, dispute resolution through court case mediation, youth diversion and intervention, and prisoner re-entry case management, and focus on fundraising efforts and community relations, the newsletter said. The center plans to hire a deputy director to oversee administration and supervise policy and legislative advocacy.



BIDEN was a social worker for the state Department of Services for Children, Youth and their Families before joining the Center for Justice in 2013. Her half-brother, Beau, is Delaware’s attorney general.



NBC Bay Area
"Rosie the Riveter Day": California Democrats Push For National Celebration to Honor Women
By: Lisa Fernandez / November 18, 2014



As if it couldn't get better for 93-year-old Phyllis Gould and her small band of Rosie the Riveters.



Not only did she and a handful of octogenarians meet President Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN at the White House in April. Now, there's a push in Congress to turn one day of the year into "National Rosie the Riveter Day." 



"I thought of the idea while I was in the shower one morning," the Fairfax woman told NBC Bay Area on Tuesday. "And it just started rolling."



She initially contacted U.S. Rep. Jared Huffman. And the idea grew. U.S. Rep. Jackie Speier then enlisted the help of Huffman and outgoing U.S. Rep. George Miller – all Democrats from California – to draft a formal letter to request a day be marked on the U.S. calendar to honor the women who are "among our nation's greatest living heroines."



So far, the request has about 30 co-signers, and the deadline to sign before sending it to the White House is Wednesday. There is no required number for the president to act. And no specific date has been set or suggested.



The congressional letter highlights the role women played during World War II, when six million women went to work, "literally providing the weaponry and ammunition to end the war."



For her part, Gould was a welder during World War II. And she was one of six Rosie the Riveters, all in their 70s, 80, and 90s, from the San Francisco Bay Area who flew to Washington, D.C. at Joe BIDEN’s special invitation, after Gould had written one of her many letters to the White House seeking recognition for the role of women during the war. BIDEN didn't ignore her, and in a conversation captured in a radio chat, invited her and her pals to D.C.



For Gould and her friends, it was a trip of a lifetime. She hugged the leaders of the free world, and felt that she finally got respect from the very top.



But, Gould said, she's still not completely done with her mission. She now wants every city to post Rosie the Riveter acknowledgements at veteran memorials throughout the country.



"I'm obsessed with women being recognized," she said. "Because it won't happen once we're gone."



Smithsonian
How the Office of the Vice Presidency Evolved from Nothing to Something
By: Beth Py-Lieberman / November 18, 2014

Vice President John Adams once said "In this I am nothing, But I may be everything." A new book tells how the office has moved from irrelevance to power.



The office of the vice president has an underwhelming past. The country's founders saw it as a backstop measure. The VP would be a kind of president-in-waiting, should the president die or become disabled. But the founders concluded that the officeholder would be short on duties, or as one constitutional convention delegate noted "without employment." So they devised one extra role, to serve as the president of the Senate with just one task—cast the final tie-breaking vote.



In the early years of the young republic, the vice president was often the subject of lame jokes and ridicule, and with reason, says renowned political journalist Jules Witcover. The position, he writes, held "little significance or utility in governing the nation's affairs."



Witcover’s new encyclopedic volume The American Vice Presidency: From Irrelevance to Power, published by Smithsonian Books, traces the evolution of the office and features 47 biographical essays, one for each American vice president. Though many of them like Aaron Burr, Spiro Agnew, Adlai Stevenson or Nelson Rockefeller, are well-remembered for either notorious or distinguished careers, many others, like William R. King of Alabama and William A. Wheeler of New York, are now largely forgotten.



The author’s interviews with Walter Mondale, Al Gore, Joe BIDEN and Dick Cheney offer insightful commentary on the modern vice presidency. Says BIDEN: “The way the world has changed, the breadth and the scope of the responsibility an American president has virtually requires a vice president to handle serious assignments, just because the president’s plate is so very full.”



We asked Witcover to detail some of the backstories of the nation's vice presidents. to explain how the role of the vice president has changed, and to offer some advice for the next president in selecting the 48th.



Why did you want to write this book?


As a longtime reporter on presidents I came to appreciate the importance of presidential succession and the wise selection of running mates. I personally witnessed one assassination of a presidential candidate, Robert Kennedy in 1968 in Los Angeles, the attempted assassination of President Gerald Ford in 1975 in Sacramento, and an assassination hoax against Ronald Reagan three months later in Miami, as well as standing a death watch for George Wallace in 1972 at a hospital in Silver Spring, Maryland. These experiences, and traveling with and reporting on every vice president starting with Richard Nixon brought home the same conviction, along with reflections on some of the least impressive choices. From all this I concluded that the selection of a vice presidential nominee, the first and most important decision a presidential nominee faces, should be examined in terms of the qualifications of the presidential nominee himself.



The office of the vice presidency was an afterthought. Why was it created?  


In creating the Electoral College to choose a president, the founding fathers decided each elector should submit two names, with the runner-up becoming vice president. In the period before the creation of parties, no consideration was given to the possibility of the two winners reflecting rival views and policies, as happened in the third election with John Adams, nominally a  Federalist, as president and Thomas Jefferson, known as an anti-Federalist, as vice president, serving together. The problem was corrected in the 12th Amendment, providing for separate nomination and election of each office.



Why did vice presidents serve for so many years without much of importance to do?


With only two Constitutional functions, to replace the president in the event of death, disability or resignation and to preside over the Senate, they had no governing duties in the executive branch, and in fact were considered part of the legislative branch for purposes of salary. Presidents were uninclined or unwilling to delegate governing roles to them, and the office was not often sought after. Adams wrote Abigail: “In this I am nothing. But I may be everything.”



When did this situation begin to change? When did presidential nominees choose their running mates?  


President Jackson in 1832 personally chose his chief political strategist, Martin Van Buren, as his vice president and relied heavily on his counsel. The next time a president chose his running mate was in 1864 when Abraham Lincoln chose to drop Hannibal Hamlin, his first-term vice president, in favor of Andrew Johnson, a War Democrat, to strengthen his chances of reelection. In 1940, FDR demanded under threat of not seeking a third term that Henry Wallace be his running mate. Four years later, he acquiesced in Harry Truman on the advice of political advisers. President Eisenhower was not aware at the time he had a voice in the selection and followed the advice of Thomas E. Dewey and Herbert Brownell.



When did vice presidents first take on serious governing responsibilities?


In 1972, Democratic presidential nominee George McGovern's chosen running mate, Sen. Thomas Eagleton of Missouri, was found to have a history of medical illness and was dropped from the ticket. Four years later, Democratic presidential nominee Jimmy Carter, not wanting a repetition, had all prospective vice presidential nominees more thoroughly interrogated and he interviewed six or seven himself, choosing Sen. Walter Mondale of Minnesota for his experience in the Senate and for their compatibility. Mondale had prepared a paper on how he visualized the role of the vice president and was the first to be given an office in West Wing and total access to the Oval Office as a general presidential adviser and partner. The pattern was followed notably by President Bill Clinton with Al Gore, George W. Bush with Dick Cheney, and Barack Obama with Joe BIDEN. 



Who in your opinion have been the best and the worst choices?


Cheney has been the most influential and involved of the vice presidents, but his influence in war-making and expanding presidential powers also were the most controversial. Mondale and BIDEN particularly have been the most effective in assuming responsibilities assigned by their presidents and maintaining strong personal and constructive relationships with them.

To my mind, the worst and indefensible choice was that by the first President George Bush of Sen. Dan Quayle, who had a mediocre record in the Senate, was given to numerous gaffes as nominee and as vice president, and inspired little confidence as a prospective president. What made his selection particularly irresponsible was the fact that Bush had come close to assuming the presidency himself only ten weeks after becoming vice president, with the assassination attempt on President Reagan. Even in the wake of this choice, in 2008, Republican nominee John McCain chose little-known Gov. Sarah Palin of Alaska, having met her only briefly once before. She was a charismatic candidate but proved to have a serious lack of sophistication concerning major issues of the day. Nixon, unhappy with Agnew, on one occasion considered appointing him to the Supreme Court to get him out of the line of presidential succession! Nixon later regarded him as an "insurance policy" against his own removal in the Watergate scandal, arguing no one would want to elevate Agnew to the presidency. Still later, when Agnew was approaching indictment for taking bribes as governor of Maryland, he was forced to resign to escape jail time in a plea bargain. So Agnew arguably was the worst vice president.



And who in your estimation has been the most consequential vice presidential selection?   


In 1864, Lincoln secretly dropped his first vice president, Hannibal Hamlin, a strong foe of slavery, in favor of Andrew Johnson, a defender of the Union in the Civil War to form a unity ticket that would assure his reelection and ability to end the war. As president, Johnson’s reconstruction policies, seen by northern critics as restoring the social order of the old South, complicated the postwar period, which might well have seen more healing policies under Hamlin.



Who was the most selfless, yet also the most mistreated, vice president?


Thomas Marshall under President Woodrow Wilson was kept in the dark about the serious nature of Wilsons’ health after his collapse in 1919 as he sought support for ratification of the Versailles Treaty.  He was denied access to Wilson by the president’s wife but resisted advice to seek the presidency on the basis of presidential disability.



Has the vice presidency really been a steppingstone to the presidency?


After the first two vice presidents, Adams and Jefferson, were elected president under the original double-balloting system, Van Buren was the first elected president directly from the office of the vice president, and no other was so elected until George H. W. Bush in 1980. In all, eight of the 47 have ascended by virtue of a presidential death and one, Gerald Ford, in the resignation of Richard Nixon, and none since. The office has on occasion been a steppingstone to a presidential nomination, but none of these vice presidents beyond the senior Bush was ever elected president.



There have been various proposals that vice presidential nominees should be chosen in separate primaries, by party caucus or convention rather than leaving the selection to one person—the presidential nominee. Is this a good idea?


In my mind it’s a very flawed idea. For one thing, the best candidates would seek the presidential nomination. For another, the prospect of a poor match with the presidential nominee would remain present. Finally, recent history has demonstrated that personal and ideological compatibility between president and vice president is critical for a smooth and productive working relationship. The presidential nominee will be best positioned to judge which running mate has the potential to be an effective governing partner. But there is no guarantee that a chosen running mate will work out well. That’s why I believe a presidential nominee’s choice should be yardstick for voters in assessing the qualifications of the presidential nominee himself at the ballot box.



Any advice to our next president on choosing a vice president?
Follow the Mondale model and select a running mate you can be proud of, confident he or she will fill your shoes in a manner that will justify your choice.
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Yahoo News

As GOP-led Congress and White House brace for battle, some see Joe BIDEN as the last hope

By: Holly Bailey / November 17, 2014

A few hours later, he found one in Vice President Joe BIDEN, a Democrat with whom he’d sparred for nearly three decades. They were fierce political rivals who were polar opposites on every front, save one: BIDEN, like McConnell, was a creature of the Senate.



CNN

BIDEN stresses rising income inequality to liberal power brokers

By: Kevin Bohn / November 17, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN emphasized the issue of income inequality to a gathering of major donors and activists Friday night, telling them Democrats will work to address it to help working people, an attendee at the event told CNN.



The Washington Post

Want to understand why nothing gets done in Washington? It’s a trust thing

By: Chris Cillizza / November 17, 2014

There is no trust between Obama, McConnell and House Speaker John A. Boehner (R-Ohio). None. There's a reason why when the fiscal cliff deal was cut, it was Vice President BIDEN in the room with McConnell. Although McConnell and BIDEN are far from ideological allies, they have known each other for a very long time and trust that the other will deliver on promises made in the negotiating process.



Reuters

White House turns climate change spotlight to U.S. cities, towns

By: Valerie Volcovici / November 17, 2014

On Monday, a task force of eight governors, 16 mayors and two tribal leaders will meet with Vice President Joe BIDEN and senior White House officials to present recommendations on how they can help local communities deal with extreme weather.



The Hill

Obama turns climate focus to cities, towns

By: Laura Barron-Lopez / November 17, 2014

The task force, which consists of eight governors, 16 mayors and two tribal leaders will meet with BIDEN and other officials to present recommendations on how the federal government can best help them respond to extreme weather and other climate change impacts in communities across the U.S.



Newsmax

Obama's Immigration Plan Includes Amnesty

By: James Walsh / November 17, 2014

On Nov. 15, 2014, Guatemala’s PrensaLibre newspaper reported a statement by Vice-President Joseph BIDEN that the United States would grant refugee status to Central American children because of poverty and violence. BIDEN did so at an Inter-American Development Bank meeting on migration.



Reuters

Brazil's Rousseff tries to boost U.S. ties but state visit up in the air

By: Anthony Boadle / November 17, 2014

Shortly after being re-elected to a second term on Oct. 26, Rousseff told U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN by phone that she wanted to restart discussions "right away" for a formal state visit, according to a statement from her office.



Breitbart News

OBAMA BOASTS 'MOMENTUM' AHEAD OF EXECUTIVE AMNESTY DECISION

By: Charlie Spiering / November 17, 2014

President Obama is huddling with Vice President Joe BIDEN and top staff as he prepares his executive action on immigration reform. Aides tell reporters he will act soon. 



Daily Sabah

US VICE PRESIDENT BIDEN TO VISIT TURKEY

November 17, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Turkey this Friday as part of a trip including Morocco and Ukraine. During his two-day visit to Istanbul, BIDEN will meet with President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu, Patriarch Bartholomew of Constantinople and a number of nongovernmental representatives.



Jewish Times

BIDEN Pledges Continued Support for Israel

November 17, 2014

Among the many personal connections Vice President Joe BIDEN has made in the Jewish community, he holds that of Elie Wiesel close to his heart. The Holocaust survivor, author, activist and professor said something that has stuck with BIDEN for a long time.



Fashion Times

Al Roker Sets Guinness World Record With 34-Hour Weather Forecast On NBC's 'Today Show'

By: Brittany McSorley / November 17, 2014

He received a surprise phone call from Vice President Joe BIDEN, congratulating him on his accomplishment. "All that money for the USO!" BIDEN said. "Thanks buddy! But you should have spoken to me earlier about live mics. I could have told you something."



Hollister Free Lance

Local superintendent meets vice president on trip

November 17, 2014

Zepeda was invited to Washington D.C. to Vice President Joe BIDEN’s residence in celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month, which runs from Sept. 15 to Oct. 15.







Yahoo News

As GOP-led Congress and White House brace for battle, some see Joe BIDEN as the last hope

By: Holly Bailey / November 17, 2014



It was the day before New Year’s Eve two years ago, and Mitch McConnell was suddenly in search of, as he put it, someone to dance with.



Talks had collapsed between McConnell, the Republican Senate minority leader, and his Democratic colleagues over a deal to ward off major tax increases and automatic spending cuts that threatened to send the nation’s economy off what officials apocalyptically described as a “fiscal cliff.” With the clock ticking, the staid Kentuckian and consummate behind-the-scenes legislator known for rarely showing his cards in public went to the Senate floor and made an unusually vivid appeal. “I am willing to get this done, but I need a dance partner,” McConnell declared.



A few hours later, he found one in Vice President Joe BIDEN, a Democrat with whom he’d sparred for nearly three decades. They were fierce political rivals who were polar opposites on every front, save one: BIDEN, like McConnell, was a creature of the Senate. He’d represented Delaware for nearly 36 years before relocating down Pennsylvania Avenue as Barack Obama’s No. 2, and, like his GOP colleague, he appreciated the fine art of dealmaking.



In the first of what would be more than a dozen phone conversations between the two over the next 24 hours, McConnell asked BIDEN, according to a GOP aide, “Does anyone down there know how to make a deal?” BIDEN, according to a Democrat familiar with the talks, coyly replied, “I think I might know someone.”



The back and forth produced an agreement that averted the crisis — though one that neither party was entirely thrilled with. Both McConnell and BIDEN were accused by their ranks of giving up too much. Still, it was a rare example of compromise in bitterly divided Washington, where partisan rancor between Obama and Republicans in Congress has left the city largely paralyzed.



Vice President Joe BIDEN applauds and Speaker of the House John Boehner looks on as President Barack Obama delivers …

But with the GOP set to take over the Senate next year, giving the party control of both chambers of Congress, Obama and congressional Republicans have pledged anew in recent days to find common ground. Central to those efforts could be BIDEN, a gregarious lawmaker who enjoys the often tedious, incremental game of legislating in a way that many politicians — his boss included — do not. He could emerge as an important bridge between Obama and GOP leaders like McConnell and House Speaker John Boehner, with whom the president’s relationships have been perennially strained.



“This is a situation where someone like BIDEN thrives,” said Ted Kaufman, a former Delaware senator and longtime friend and adviser to the vice president. “Legislating, figuring out how you can agree with someone without compromising your principles… It’s like playing three-dimensional chess. There are so many moving parts, and BIDEN loves it and is good at it. And he has good relationships with everybody involved, the president, McConnell and Boehner.”



The biggest unknown is whether Obama will use him — and if he does, how. While BIDEN has been central to the handful of deals the White House has been able to strike with Republicans in Congress — including the fiscal cliff and raising the debt ceiling — some close to the vice president, both Democrats and Republicans, suggest he hasn’t been used enough.



But others in the White House have questioned whether BIDEN is a help or a hindrance. He has long had a complicated relationship with Obama aides, who have sometimes been exasperated with the vice president’s love of the spotlight and tendency to go off message. In the aftermath of the fiscal-cliff talks, Senate Democrats, including Majority Leader Harry Reid, were furious that BIDEN — as one Democratic aide put it — “swooped in” and worked with GOP leadership who, in the Democrats' view, have made it their job to be “completely obstructionist” to Obama’s agenda. It’s unclear exactly what Obama thinks, but BIDEN has been largely sidelined as the budget and government-shutdown fights have dragged on over the past year.



Already, reports suggest that the VP’s role with the new Congress has gotten off to a bumpy start. During a Nov. 7 lunch at the White House with Obama and congressional leaders from both parties, the president “angrily cut BIDEN off” when the vice president asked Boehner how long congressional Republicans would need to pass an immigration bill, an unnamed House GOP aide told the Associated Press. Another told Reuters that Obama was “visibly irritated” with the vice president.

BIDEN’s questioning ran counter to Obama’s position that he is tired of waiting for Republicans to vote on a bill and might use an executive order to act on the issue as early as this week. BIDEN’s office declined to comment, but a Democratic source disputed the reports, saying Obama was not angry or upset but “firm” in stating his position.



In a subsequent interview with Bloomberg’s Al Hunt, Denis McDonough, Obama’s chief of staff, dodged the question when asked if BIDEN would play a “more active” role in the Senate, saying only that the vice president is regarded as a “huge asset” at the White House.



The question over what BIDEN’s role might be comes at an interesting juncture for Obama and Republicans — who, as bitterly divided as they are, need each other. House and Senate Republicans, eager to show they can get things done, will feel pressure to cut deals with the president, who still has veto power over their legislation. Meanwhile, Obama, with just two years left in office, has an eye on his legacy, including preventing Republicans from gutting his key policy achievement: the 2010 Affordable Care Act, also known as Obamacare.



The vice president could be central to both of those efforts. It comes at a crucial moment for BIDEN, as he begins to consider his own political future. The vice president, who turns 72 on Nov. 20, is weighing a run for the presidency in 2016. While BIDEN, according to those close to him, would relish the idea of being a dealmaker for Obama, there are pluses and minuses to being cast in such a high-profile role. On one hand, BIDEN’s reputation would benefit if real bipartisan progress is made in Washington. But it might not help with members of his own party to be seen as working with Republicans — much less McConnell, who has been cast as a GOP bogeyman among Democrats.



And it’s the relationship between BIDEN and McConnell that is likely to be at the center of any White House deals with Republicans on the Hill. Those close to both men use the same terms to describe their relationship: BIDEN and McConnell are friendly, but not actually friends. “I don’t think they agree on one thing, except that they both love the Senate,” Kaufman said. “They have a relationship that is based more on experience and knowledge and mutual respect and, more than anything, trust. McConnell may not agree with him, but he knows he can trust him — and BIDEN believes that about McConnell.”



In 2011, BIDEN spoke on bipartisanship at the University of Louisville’s McConnell Center, named after the GOP senator, where he praised McConnell’s negotiating skills and observed that he’s never overpromised more than he knew his caucus was willing to deliver. “He has never once been wrong in what he’s told me,” BIDEN declared.



But the first challenge will be getting to the point where BIDEN and McConnell can actually sit down and try to make a deal. So far, BIDEN has been most successful in moments of crisis and brinkmanship, like the fiscal cliff. He has been less tested in negotiating other thorny pieces of legislation, like immigration or tax reform.



The trick, said Bruce Reed, a Democratic strategist who was BIDEN’s chief of staff from 2011 to 2013, is getting negotiations close enough that the vice president can come in and make a difference. If that happens, Reed said, “Joe BIDEN is the Mariano Rivera of legislative dealmakers, a Hall of Fame closer."



Republicans, for their part, have made clear they view BIDEN as someone they are willing to deal with — as long as the White House will allow him to engage. “Everybody likes Joe,” Sen. Lindsey Graham, a Republican from South Carolina who is personally close to the vice president, said through a spokesperson. Obama, he added, needs to “let Joe BIDEN out of the house.”



CNN

BIDEN stresses rising income inequality to liberal power brokers

By: Kevin Bohn / November 17, 2014



(CNN) — Vice President Joe BIDEN emphasized the issue of income inequality to a gathering of major donors and activists Friday night, telling them Democrats will work to address it to help working people, an attendee at the event told CNN.



The remarks came during a reception for a coalition of liberal organizations called Democracy Alliance.



BIDEN told the gathering that income in the United States is the most unequal it has been since the 1920s, according to an attendee, who spoke to CNN on the condition he not be identified since it was a private event. Income inequality appeared to be a priority for this audience, and has been a key focus for such leaders as Sen. Elizabeth Warren, D-Massachusetts, who received a warm welcome when she spoke to the group Thursday.



The vice president said key Democratic policies and philosophies resonate among Americans. The party had a good message ahead of the most recent election, which ended with Democrats losing seats in the House and losing control of the Senate, but its leaders didn't speak loudly enough to push it, BIDEN said, according to the source.



Not all of the vice president's remarks went over well, including his telling the group that Americans still prefer Democrats despite the electoral drubbing.



"No one responded," said the source.



Much of BIDEN's talk Friday was personal in nature. He got emotional, according to the participant, when he recounted how his father could not get a loan for him to attend an Ivy League university -- and he said people in such situations need the country's help.



BIDEN talked about how his children have followed him into public service, despite it not being not the most lucrative profession. He joked he almost wishes he had a Republican kid so that "his retirement would include a window with a view," the attendee quoted him saying.



He also got some laughs and applause recounting how he told then-Sen. Barack Obama -- when he accepted his offer to be his running mate in 2008 -- that he would not change his brand, a seeming reference to his reputation for outspokenness and occasional verbal missteps. The former Delaware senator said he speaks his mind and will continue to do so.



BIDEN did not talk about whether he'd run for president, something that he has been openly considering. Nor did he mention the hot-button issue of immigration reform, even as the Obama administration prepares executive action to prevent the deportation of millions of illegal immigrants.



The Washington Post

Want to understand why nothing gets done in Washington? It’s a trust thing

By: Chris Cillizza / November 17, 2014



Twelve days ago -- and one day after winning the Senate majority -- soon-to-be Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) held a post-election news conference in which he sounded a distinctly bipartisan note. "I think there are a lot of people who believe that just because you have divided government doesn't mean you don't accomplish anything," he said. "We ought to see what areas of agreement there are and see if we can make some progress for the country."



Fast forward to today. The Washington Post is running a story headlined: "GOP leaders set sights on tax reform but fret over newly combative Obama." The news over the weekend was dominated by threats and counter-threats by congressional Republicans and the White House about the reverberations from President Obama's expected decision to sign an executive order to stop the deportation of millions of illegal immigrants as soon as this week.



What the heck happened? How did we go from, "We are going to work together to get things done," on Nov. 5 to the verge of a(nother) political nuclear war on Nov. 17?  Here's my one-word answer: Trust. Or, maybe better put, a total lack of trust.



There is no trust between Obama, McConnell and House Speaker John A. Boehner (R-Ohio). None. There's a reason why when the fiscal cliff deal was cut, it was Vice President BIDEN in the room with McConnell. Although McConnell and BIDEN are far from ideological allies, they have known each other for a very long time and trust that the other will deliver on promises made in the negotiating process. (Read this great Paul Kane article for a refresher on how BIDEN and McConnell got to "yes" on the fiscal cliff.)



That relationship between McConnell and BIDEN -- and the lack of one between McConnell and Obama and Boehner and Obama -- provides a central insight into how Washington really works. Although most outsiders believe fights over immigration, climate and so on don't get resolved because of deep policy differences, it's actually the lack of any trust in the relationship between the White House and Congress that makes any sort of progress on big-ish issues impossible. Politics, like the rest of life, starts with relationships. If trust doesn't exist, neither does the possibility of productive relationships.



Yes, McConnell and Boehner absolutely have different views than Obama on the right next steps on immigration policy. But the sticking point is, really, the fact that they don't trust each other to make good on promises made during negotiations. Here's Boehner in February explaining the increasing likelihood that no immigration measure would move through the House: “One of the biggest obstacles we face is the one of trust. There’s widespread doubt about whether this administration can be trusted to enforce our laws."



What Boehner is saying is that he -- and, by extension, congressional Republicans -- simply doubt Obama's willingness to negotiate in good faith. And, given that they don't think Obama will make good on any promises made in a negotiation, why engage in a negotiation at all? (Looking for the origin of this lack of trust? Go back to the collapse of the "grand bargain" in the summer of 2011; at the time, Boehner accused Obama of "moving the goalposts" on a long-term fiscal deal. In the summer of 2013, Boehner said he "absolutely" trusted Obama. But that seemed to be more of a bow to rhetorical niceties than anything else.)



From Obama, the lack of trust is rooted in his belief that Boehner and, to a lesser extent, McConnell can't deliver on any promise they make because they aren't really in charge of their rank-and-file members. Repeatedly over the past two years -- from the farm bill to the fiscal cliff to immigration -- the White House believes, Boehner has been shown to be a speaker in name only, holding the title of the top Republican in the House but without the ability to bend the GOP conference to his will. From Obama's perspective, there's no point in dealing with congressional Republicans because no one can actually deliver the votes to make good on any sort of deal. Hence, according to the White House, the necessity of executive action on things such as climate change and immigration.



Those executive actions, of course, set off House and Senate Republicans' trust alarm -- further convincing them that Obama wants to use them as a rhetorical tackling dummy, not engage in serious conversations about compromise. And so turns the vicious cycle of Washington inaction.



In a news conference in Burma over the weekend, Obama emphasized that "the one thing that I think is going to be important for us to have a successful partnership over the next couple of years is not making disagreements on a single issue suddenly a deal-breaker on every issue."



That's a misunderstanding of what's at work here. The disagreements over policy are one thing; the two parties -- even in the gloried Ronald Reagan-Tip O'Neill deal-making days -- have always had deep disagreements on policy. The deal-breaker isn't issue-based. It's all about trust. And where none exists, nothing of consequence will happen.



Reuters

White House turns climate change spotlight to U.S. cities, towns

By: Valerie Volcovici / November 17, 2014



After announcing a major deal with China to curb emissions and a $3 billion pledge into a fund to help poor countries fight climate change last week, the Obama administration will turn its focus to American towns and cities to help them adapt to the impacts of global warming.



On Monday, a task force of eight governors, 16 mayors and two tribal leaders will meet with Vice President Joe BIDEN and senior White House officials to present recommendations on how they can help local communities deal with extreme weather.



White House officials will also unveil a set of measures, including a Web-based climate resilience toolkit, to help local leaders adopt measures to prepare municipalities for rising sea levels, droughts, diseases and other climate impacts.



The recommendations come as Congress engages in sharp partisan debate over whether to approve the Keystone XL oil sands pipeline, and as new Republican leadership eyes reining in the executive actions in President Barack Obama's Climate Action Plan.



The task force, appointed last November by Obama, said recommendations focus on how Washington can modernize programs and policies to incorporate climate change, remove barriers to community resilience and provide tools to help local communities better design their own adaptation measures.



One example cited by the task force calls for climate-sensitive health-tracking tools to limit climate change-caused diseases.



Another calls on Washington to integrate climate resilience planning criteria in all federal programs, such as those that provide transportation funding, "to ensure these projects will last as long as intended."



The recommendations don't require federal funds for recommended programs, but would "reorient" existing resources.



Seeking new funding for climate programs would be problematic in Congress since the new leadership has said it would use federal purse strings to weaken the president's climate plan.



"At the local level, we just shake our heads at Washington. The Congressional dialogue seems to be a fight over ideology rather than the realities on the ground which we deal with every day," said task force member Ralph Becker, mayor of Salt Lake City, Utah.



Another task force participant, Republican Mayor Jim Brainard of Carmel, Indiana, added since local leaders interact more frequently with their communities, they are better in touch with climate change concerns than Washington lawmakers.



"Neither party should want to be the party for dirty water or dirty air," Brainard said.



The Hill

Obama turns climate focus to cities, towns

By: Laura Barron-Lopez / November 17, 2014



On the heels of forging a momentous climate change deal with China and pledging ambitious action at the G-20 summit of global leaders, President Obama is shifting his focus toward the fight against global warming at home.



Senior administration officials and Vice President BIDEN will meet with state, local and tribal leaders who sit on the president’s Task Force on Climate Preparedness and Resilience on Monday.



The task force, which consists of eight governors, 16 mayors and two tribal leaders will meet with BIDEN and other officials to present recommendations on how the federal government can best help them respond to extreme weather and other climate change impacts in communities across the U.S.

Alongside the meeting, the White House will unveil new actions to help state, local and tribal leaders build healthy and resilient towns, and fight climate change.



The new initiatives include a Web-based climate resilience toolkit that helps planners and decisions makers easily access federal tools to better prepare communities for droughts, rising sea levels, harsher storms and other climate change impacts, according to a White House fact sheet.



In addition to the toolkit, the administration is announcing an online training program for local leaders that helps them craft resiliency plans tailored to their specific communities and regions, and an education and literacy initiative that provides information and data on climate change to students and the public. 



The education and literacy initiative is meant to prepare the next generation with scientific data and tools to “grasp the climate-change challenge,” the White House said. 



The meeting and actions come as the White House is embroiled in a debate surrounding energy policy with the incoming GOP Senate majority, which has vowed to attack his climate agenda, arguing it is a hindrance to the nation’s oil and gas boom.



Despite a number of newly elected Republican senators having run on promises to approve the Keystone XL oil pipeline and delay the administration's carbon pollution standards, Obama has doubled down on climate change since the election, apologizing to no one and vowing continued action on global warming.



Newsmax

Obama's Immigration Plan Includes Amnesty

By: James Walsh / November 17, 2014



In June 2014, President Barack Obama addressed his intention to bypass the U.S. Congress, the legislative branch of the nation, to issue an executive order granting some form of amnesty to undocumented foreign nationals residing in the United States. 



In response to requests by Democrat candidates, he agreed to postpone his executive order on immigration until after the November 2014 elections. 



Those elections are over, and the bludgeoning Obama, the Clintons, and the Democrat candidates took on Election Day enraged the president. The Republican victories appear to have stiffened his resolve to follow through with an Executive Order on immigration. 



Members of his administration suggested that he sign the proposed order to distract Americans from the recent election results, an escalating ISIS war, Obamacare legislative machinations, and the president’s sinking approval rating.



Back on March 18, 2009, in a California speech, President Obama reaffirmed his pre-election stance on a “pathway to citizenship,” as if saying would make it so. Whether he believed that blanket amnesty legislation was doable or not, Obama was playing to his base. His promises have kept Hispanic voters (legal and illegal) in the hip pocket of the Democrats. 



During the 2009-2010 congressional session, Obama and the Democrats hoodwinked pliant Hispanics. Democrats then had an overwhelming majority in the U.S. Senate and in the U.S. House of Representatives. 



As the nation watched, no effort was made to pass comprehensive immigration reform  —not by Obama, not by Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, and not by House Speaker Nancy Pelosi. They sought to string out Hispanic support with promises of immigration reform.



The Obama cultists and immigration agent-provocateurs benefit from Democratic procrastination. By keeping Hispanics beholden to them and by receiving financial and voter support from limousine liberals, Obamaites keep Republicans on political defense. 



The summer of 2014 saw the surge of Central American children crashing the Mexican-U.S. border. It was a reflex action to Obama’s repeated promise to bypass Congress and make major immigration change by executive order.



The 2011 and 2012 Department of Homeland Security (DHS) memoranda on prosecutorial discretion and temporary legalization of illegal alien children (known as the DREAMers and up to 31 years of age!) made foreign nationals understand that the United States was welcoming all comers.



Americans may not realize it, but undocumented immigrants, especially from Mexico, Central America, Africa, China, and India, stay current on U.S. immigration policy and administrative opinions, news accounts, and which states permit undocumented immigrants to pay in-state college tuition. 



They know that DHS employees are demoralized by the agency’s failure to enforce current immigration law and that illegal alien prisoners being released in the United States are eligible for free healthcare, education, and housing. 



They also know that former Florida Gov. Charlie Crist, in his most recent unsuccessful campaign as a Democrat, said that the Obama administration should not require proof of immigration status for Obamacare sign-ups.



On Nov. 15, 2014, Guatemala’s PrensaLibre newspaper reported a statement by Vice-President Joseph BIDEN that the United States would grant refugee status to Central American children because of poverty and violence. 



BIDEN did so at an Inter-American Development Bank meeting on migration. His statement was in response to questions regarding an Obama promise to use his executive authority to entitle illegal aliens to American residency and work permits.



Meanwhile, poverty and violence among undocumented foreign nationals continue in the United States; one need only look at Chicago and its daily killings and shootings. By disregarding U.S. immigration laws, President Obama possibly imports more poverty and violence and chooses to ignore the regular legislative order. 



Currently, some U.S. children, now the minority in some classrooms, are ignored by teachers busy coping with immigrant children who speak no English. 



At the same time, the World Bank estimates that $414 billion was sent by foreigners in the United States to their homelands in 2013, including $23.17 billion to Mexico, $60.7 billion to China, and $61.8 billion to India. By 2016, such remittances may reach $540 billion, while the U.S. economy is projected to remain stagnant.



Concern regarding unchecked immigration is exemplified by Oregon, a very blue state, where on Nov. 4, 2014, a majority (66.6 percent) of the voters cast their ballots to cancel Measure 88, a new state law permitting illegal aliens to obtain driver licenses.



Reuters

Brazil's Rousseff tries to boost U.S. ties but state visit up in the air

By: Anthony Boadle / November 17, 2014



Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff, who canceled a White House trip last year in anger over U.S. spying revelations, now wants to improve ties and reschedule the state visit - but some U.S. officials warn it might not be that easy.



A debate in Washington over whether and when to re-extend the invitation to Rousseff reflects persistent diplomatic strains between the Americas' two largest economies, which have long struggled with different philosophies on trade how to handle regional flashpoints such as Venezuela and Cuba.



Shortly after being re-elected to a second term on Oct. 26, Rousseff told U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN by phone that she wanted to restart discussions "right away" for a formal state visit, according to a statement from her office.



Such an event includes a banquet at the White House, and there are typically only one or two a year.



Some U.S. officials told Reuters they are eager to go ahead with Rousseff's trip, which was originally conceived as a way to celebrate Brazil's robust democracy and help pry open its $2.1 trillion economy, one of the world's most closed to trade.



Yet others argue that the leftist Rousseff must first show she is willing to advance on trade and investment treaties, since state visits are almost always accompanied by a robust flurry of bilateral deals.



"There's just so little substance to hang this on," one U.S. official said on condition of anonymity. "Until we advance on that, I don't think you'll see us set a date."



Rousseff became one of the only leaders ever to cancel a state visit to Washington in October 2013, following revelations that the U.S. National Security Agency spied on her and millions of other Brazilians.



The scandal also led Rousseff to abandon plans to buy F-18 jets from Boeing Co. Brazil purchased $5.4 billion in planes from Sweden instead.



Since then, diplomats on both sides have worked to ease tensions. Brazil's stagnant economy, which has suffered from falling investor confidence and a rising trade deficit, has also given Rousseff greater incentive to try to improve ties with the country's second-biggest trade partner behind China.



BIDEN is expected to interrupt his vacation to attend Rousseff's inauguration on Jan. 1.



"Relations have gone from cold to tepid, and are warming now," a Brazilian government official said.



CONFLICTS



Foreign policy is not a top priority for Rousseff. Since taking office in 2011, she has spent less energy than her predecessor on building ties with Africa and other Latin American countries.



In fact, before last year's clash, her efforts to improve ties with Washington were arguably her main accomplishment abroad. She often told U.S. officials that their country had the kind of middle-class society she wanted Brazil to emulate, and that U.S. technology and investment could help.



Yet Rousseff has made decisions that antagonized the United States. She ordered Brazilian diplomats in March to abstain on a United Nations resolution that criticized Russian annexation of Crimea. In September, she criticized U.S. air strikes against the Islamic State because they were not authorized by the U.N.



Those positions have fed a belief that Brazil is more aligned with leftist, anti-U.S. countries in Latin America such as Venezuela and Argentina. Many in Brasilia, meanwhile, grumble that the United States will never treat Brazil as an equal partner or negotiate deals accordingly.



The biggest sticking point, as well as the area that holds the most promise, is trade.



Brazil and the United States traded $71 billion in goods last year, small considering that Brazil has some 200 million people and a voracious consumer class.



Brazil's membership of South American trade bloc Mercosur, which also includes Argentina and Venezuela, prevents it from seeking trade pacts on its own with other nations.



Many Brazilian executives want Rousseff to boost trade and believe a visit to Washington is the best way to do so.



"We hope the state visit happens sooner rather than later because it will be a catalyst for improved relations," said Frederico Curado, CEO of Embraer SA, the world's third-largest commercial planemaker. The U.S. market accounts for one third of Embraer's sales.



In signs of thawing ties, the countries signed a long-awaited tax information exchange agreement in September. Washington also agreed to pay Brazilian cotton producers $300 million to end a dispute over subsidies.



Michael Shifter, of the InterAmerican Dialogue think tank in Washington, said the two countries are unlikely to become strategic partners soon.



"But Rousseff understands the relationship got off track and became very sour," he said, "and that is not helpful for what she needs to do to jumpstart the Brazilian economy."



Breitbart News

OBAMA BOASTS 'MOMENTUM' AHEAD OF EXECUTIVE AMNESTY DECISION

By: Charlie Spiering / November 17, 2014



President Obama is huddling with Vice President Joe BIDEN and top staff as he prepares his executive action on immigration reform. Aides tell reporters he will act soon. 



"I can’t wait in perpetuity when I have authorities that, at least for the next two years, can improve the system, can allow us to shift more resources to the border rather than separating families; improve the legal immigration system," he told reporters. "I would be derelict in my duties if I did not try to improve the system that everybody acknowledges is broken."



Obama appears delighted about the results of his trip to Asia from which he just returned. Shaking off his party's dismal showing in the midterm elections, Obama spent a week visiting Australia, China, and Myanmar, as well as attending meetings with world leaders.



During a news conference, Obama noted his accomplishments on trade, the fights against ISIS and Ebola, and the “historic” agreement with China on climate change. The President claimed he has political momentum as he returns to Washington.



“If you ask me, I’d say that’s a pretty good week. The American people can be proud of the progress that we’ve made,” he said. “I intend to build on that momentum when I return home tomorrow.”



The President has three meetings at the White House, all closed to the press. There will be no White House press briefing on Monday.



Daily Sabah

US VICE PRESIDENT BIDEN TO VISIT TURKEY

November 17, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Turkey this Friday as part of a trip including Morocco and Ukraine. During his two-day visit to Istanbul, BIDEN will meet with President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu, Patriarch Bartholomew of Constantinople and a number of nongovernmental representatives. BIDEN will also deliver the closing speech of the Atlantic Council Energy and Economic Summit in Istanbul.



According to diplomatic sources, the U.S.-led coalition's fight against the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS) and the latest development in Iraq will be on the top of BIDEN's agenda during his bilateral meetings with the Turkish leaders. 



In October BIDEN apologized to Erdoğan for saying Erdoğan had conceded that his country mistakenly assisted foreign fighters, including ISIS while seeking to depose the Syrian regime. After BIDEN's call to Erdoğan, the White house said that BIDEN "apologized for any implication that Turkey or other allies and partners in the region had intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth of [ISIS] or other violent extremists in Syria." However, earlier this month BIDEN said that he never apologized to Turkey's president for claiming last month that the country's mistakes helped foreign fighters enter Syria, contradicting what the White House said about the incident.



As such, diplomatic circles consider BIDEN's visit an important sign to demonstrate that he and Erdoğan have overcome the apology issue and are working closely on common issues. Last weekend Davutoğlu discussed the crisis in Syria and Iraq with U.S. President Barack Obama during the G20 summit in Brisbane, Australia and it has been announced that the divergence between Turkey and the U.S. on how to tackle the war in Syria is getting narrower. Details of U.S aid to the Free Syrian Army will also be discussed during BIDEN's visit.



Jewish Times

BIDEN Pledges Continued Support for Israel

November 17, 2014



Among the many personal connections Vice President Joe BIDEN has made in the Jewish community, he holds that of Elie Wiesel close to his heart. The Holocaust survivor, author, activist and professor said something that has stuck with BIDEN for a long time.



“Silence encourages the tormentor, never the tormented,” Wiesel told BIDEN, who recalled the encounter during a speech before Jewish community officials Monday. Those words have inspired BIDEN in how he teaches his family about the Holocaust, and they have provided a foundation to his foreign policy in regard to Israel and Iran, said BIDEN.

The vice president spoke at the Jewish Federations of North America’s General Assembly after being introduced by Holocaust survivor and advocate Nesse Godin.



BIDEN, one of several Democrats among a slate of presidential hopefuls who could be on the ballot in 2016, began by referencing his early connections to the Jewish community, including campaigning for the Delaware state Senate out of the Wilmington JCC. His unwavering support for the Jewish community began at age 13, he said, when he learned about the Holocaust at the family dinner table.



“[I was] never fully understanding why there was even a debate in the Jewish community about why there should be a State of Israel,” he said.

He now teaches his children similar lessons and has taken all three of them to Europe for their 15th birthdays with the first stop being the Dachau concentration camp in Germany “to not only show them what man and humanity is capable of, but also more importantly to let them witness the incredible resilience of the human spirit,” BIDEN said.



He credited Jewish federations across the United States with continuing to bear witness, something he said is getting harder, as the Holocaust becomes more distant.



“Silence is never acceptable,” he said.



To that end, BIDEN is working to address the needs of Holocaust survivors in America, 25 percent of whom live below the federal poverty line, he said, and has held hearings about anti-Semitism in Europe despite criticism. He noted that anti-Semitic speech all too often gets disguised as opposition to Israeli policies.



“Too often in too many countries, opposition to Israel’s military operation crosses the line,” he said. “The president and I stand with you. … We make it clear that Israel’s legitimacy is not a matter of debate. It is not negotiable.”

BIDEN said he and President Barack Obama will continue to support Israel’s security, something he sees as necessary for the security of the United States.



“Were there not an Israel, the United States would have to invent one. It’s more than an obligation we have, it’s a security necessity,” he said. “We will never, ever abandon Israel out of our own self-interest.”



As he spoke of Israel, which he said has no friend like the U.S., and vice-versa, he turned to Iran and used the opportunity to refute critics of the Obama administration’s overtures to Tehran to achieve a deal on the

Islamic republic’s nuclear program.



“I’ve heard so much malarkey about our position on Iran, let me say to you clearly in a ‘BIDEN-esque’ way: We will not let Iran acquire a nuclear weapon. Period,” he said.



He assured the audience that as the Nov. 24 deadline for signing a nuclear agreement approaches, the U.S. will not sign a bad deal.



Of course, no discussion of Israel’s security would be complete without addressing the ongoing conflict with Palestinians. While BIDEN said part of securing Israel’s safety includes a two-state solution, he also sees opportunity for Israel and its Arab neighbors to battle emerging and longtime common threats together. And he is hopeful that it could change the political landscape of the Middle East.



“Israel and nearly all its Arab neighbors … find themselves on the same side in a fight against violent Islamist extremists like [the so-called Islamic State] as well as a regional struggle against Iran,” he said. “They have all this in common and shame on us if we are not as nimble and as capable as our grandparents [in] taking advantage of this.”



Fashion Times

Al Roker Sets Guinness World Record With 34-Hour Weather Forecast On NBC's 'Today Show'

By: Brittany McSorley / November 17, 2014



NBC weatherman Al Roker broke a world record Friday when he completed the longest uninterrupted weather forecast on record. Roker reported the weather around the world live for a whopping 34 hours before he stopped. The marathon has been certified by Guinness World Records as the longest continuous live weather broadcast.



The previous title of longest live forecast was held by a Norwegian television personality named Eli Kari Gjengedal, who broadcast for 33 hours straight in September.



During his record-breaking endeavor, nicknamed "Rokerthon" by his coworkers at NBC, Roker raised roughly $70,000 for the USO. The entire broadcast was streamed live online, and Roker appeared in live shots for almost 300 news outlets all over the world, including some in Australia.



Roker even took a bathroom break with his microphone still on, quipping, "Live stream has a new meaning." He also posted pictures to Twitter, hosted guests during the broadcast, and had fun with the Guinness representatives there to watch his feat.



Many fellow NBC personalities came to wish Roker good luck, including Matt Lauer, Sam Champion and Tamron Hall. Among his celebrity guests were Aaron Sorkin, Nick Lachey, Ryan Eggold and Diego Klattenhoff.



When hour 34 had finally passed, Roker celebrated as best he could. He was tired and loopy, and his voice had been diminished to a croak after speaking for so long.



He received a surprise phone call from Vice President Joe BIDEN, congratulating him on his accomplishment. "All that money for the USO!" BIDEN said. "Thanks buddy! But you should have spoken to me earlier about live mics. I could have told you something."



When the fellow members of his "Today Show" team asked Roker if he wanted to break his own record next year, he replied only, "I've done this once. That's it."



Hollister Free Lance

Local superintendent meets vice president on trip

November 17, 2014



Aromas-San Juan Unified School District Superintendent Dr. Ruben Zepeda recently traveled to Washington D.C. and San Jose meetings with policy makers and advocacy groups to improve educational opportunities for English learners, Latinos and other minority students while supporting parents, according to a statement released on his visits.



Zepeda was invited to Washington D.C. to Vice President Joe BIDEN’s residence in celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month, which runs from Sept. 15 to Oct. 15. The reception guest list included Housing and Urban Development Secretary Julian Castro, voter advocate Henry Munoz and Sonia Hernandez Rodriguez of the Parent Institute for Quality Education. President Obama even made a surprise visit. In speaking with Zepeda, the vice president acknowledged the enormous difficulties that superintendents confront on a daily basis as they lead school districts and educate students from diverse backgrounds. BIDEN honored Hispanic education administrators, teachers, counselors and education leaders calling them “heroes in the classroom and community.”  



Then on Oct. 11, Zepeda took a bus load of Aromas-San Juan district Spanish-speaking parents and students to a San Jose forum sponsored by Education Trust West, California PTA and Univision. The forum was the first statewide meeting aimed at educating and engaging Latino parents. Workshop leaders informed parents of their rights and responsibilities and to know, understand and participate in California’s new funding formula in their local districts. They also spoke about the new Common Core State Standards and what teaching and learning will look like under the new standards.



A third workshop shared with parents how to help support children at home and prepare them for college. Zepeda believes deeply in the power of parent participation and used the opportunity to start building a leadership team of Spanish-speaking families who can reach out and engage other parents.
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Reuters

Russia warns U.S. against arms to Ukraine as BIDEN due in Kiev

By: Thomas Grove and Richard Balmforth / November 20, 2014

Russia warned the United States on Thursday against supplying arms to Ukrainian forces fighting pro-Russian separatists in eastern Ukraine, hours before U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN was due to arrive in Kiev.



Reuters

Exclusive: U.S. increasing non-lethal military aid to Ukraine

By: Warren Strobel and Patricia Zengerle / November 20, 2014

The United States plans to increase non-lethal military assistance to Ukraine, including deliveries of the first Humvee vehicles, having decided for now not to provide weapons, U.S. officials said.



Interfax- Ukraine News Agency

BIDEN: U.S. will help Ukraine strengthen its security

November 20, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN has said that the U.S. will assist Ukraine in strengthening its security.



BuzzFeed

Ukraine Wants The Weapons The U.S. Has Promised

By: Max Seddon / November 20, 2014

As U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN arrived in Kiev on Thursday to commemorate the one year anniversary of pro-democracy protests, hopes are high that things are different.



Voices of America

Russia Warns US on Ukraine Arms Supply

November 20, 2014

Russia said on Thursday that the United States providing weapons to Ukraine’s government to fight separatists in the country’s east would have a “serious destabilizing” effect and would be in violation of a number of agreements.



Pravda

Russia warns USA against supplies of lethal weapons to Ukraine

November 20, 2014

The Russian administration has responded to US plans to supply "lethal defensive weapons" to Ukraine. Spokespeople for the Russian Foreign Ministry said that such a move would violate the agreements that had been reached at the meeting of representatives of the United States, Ukraine, EU and Russia in Geneva on April 17, RIA Novosti reports.



International Business Times

Russia Warns US Over Arming Ukraine

By: Nigel Wilson / November 20, 2014

Russia has warned the United States not to supply arms to Ukrainian government forces fighting pro-Russian separatists in eastern Ukraine.



Business Insider

The US Should Walk Away From Arming Ukraine

By: Sean Guillory / November 20, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN is due to land in Kiev and one topic that the Ukrainians will surely bring up is whether the US will provide weapons to fend off a Russian incursion.



The Washington Times

BIDEN arrives In Ukraine; nonlethal aid announcement expected

By: Douglas Ernst / November 20, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN arrived Thursday in Ukraine, where he is expected to announce an increase in U.S. nonlethal aid for the nation’s fight against pro-Russian separatists.



AFP

BIDEN arrives in Kiev for Ukraine talks

November 20, 2014

US Vice-President Joe BIDEN landed in Ukraine Thursday, US diplomats in Kiev said, ahead of talks with the country's president and prime minister over possible increased assistance amid conflict in the east.



Russian News Agency

US Vice-President arrives on visit in Ukraine

November 20, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joseph BIDEN arrived on a visit in Ukraine on Friday night. The working part of his visit that includes a meeting with Prime Minister Arseny Yatsenyuk and a working dinner with President Pyotr Poroshenko is scheduled for Friday.



Kyiv Post

BIDEN: US ready for further measures if Russia ignores its Minsk commitments

November 20, 2014

The United States is prepared to consider additional measures of influence if Russia does not comply with its commitments under the Minsk agreements, US Vice President Joe BIDEN has said. 



Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty

BIDEN Arrives In Ukraine Amid Reports Of Boost In Nonlethal Military Aid

November 20, 2014

U.S. President Joe BIDEN has arrived in Kyiv for a visit amid expectations he will announce an increase nonlethal military assistance to Ukraine.



ZIK TV

Joe BIDEN’s visit to Kyiv: important declarations

November 20, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN said US is committed to strengthen Ukraine’s defense capacity. Speaking to The Day Nov. 20, Joe BIDEN said, “Ukraine has a full right to defend itself against the Russian aggression. We will give Ukraine defense assistance. 



Associated Press

US promotes entrepreneurship to counter extremism

November 20, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN has urged the governments in the developing world to encourage entrepreneurship as a way of combating extremism at a conference in Morocco.



Morocco World News

Marrakech GES-2014: BIDEN Launches J. Christopher Stevens Virtual Exchange Initiative

November 20, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN announced, here Thursday, the launch of the J. Christopher Stevens Virtual Exchange Initiative to promote exchanges between American and MENA region youth.



Morocco World News

Corruption, Worst Enemy For Entrepreneurship: Joe BIDEN

November 20, 2014

U.S. vice president Joseph BIDEN said that corruption is the worst enemy of entrepreneurship.



Middle East Online

BIDEN: You cannot think free where you cannot challenge orthodoxy

By: Saad Guerraoui / November 20, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN gave Thursday a powerful speech about creating the right conditions for successful entrepreneurship and Washington’s initiatives to boost young talents in Morocco at the fifth edition of the Global Entrepreneurship Summit held19-21 Novemberin Marrakech.



Morocco World News

Marrakech: Joe BIDEN Reaffirms U.S’ Determination To Strengthen Partnership With Morocco

November 20, 2014

US vice president Joe BIDEN reiterated on Thursday in Marrakech his country’s determination to strengthen partnership relations with Morocco, particularly in promoting entrepreneurship and innovation.



The North Africa Post

Morocco, USA Agree Social Inclusion and Economic Opportunity are a Compelling Alternative to Extremism

November 20, 2014

Morocco and the United States agree on the importance of the non-military aspects of the struggle against violent extremism and on social and political inclusion and economic opportunity as a compelling alternative to extremism.



Morocco News Review

KICKING-OFF THE MOROCCO’S FIFTH GLOBAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP SUMMIT

November 20, 2014

The fifth annual Global Entrepreneurship Summit (GES 2014) opened this Wednesday in Morocco’s resort city of Marrakech.



The Washington Post

BIDEN in Morocco lauds U.S. diversity, but urges youths to build their own countries

By: Karen DeYoung / November 20, 2014

Vice President BIDEN told Muslim youths gathered here Thursday that those who bring their intellect and skills to the United States are welcome, but U.S. interests are better served if they stay and contribute to their own countries.



Washington Examiner

WH Press Bows To Moroccan King’s Ban On BIDEN Notes

By: Eddie Scarry / November 20, 2014

White House Correspondents’ Association President Christi Parsons said it was “unacceptable” for Moroccan King Mohammed VI to ask U.S. news reporters not to take notes on a meeting between him and Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Morocco World News

GES Summit: US Vice-President Celebrates 72th Birthday in Marrakech

November 20, 2014

The official opening session of the 5th Global Entrepreneurship Summit that is taking place in Marrakech was marked by the celebration of the birthday of US Vice President Joseph BIDEN who turns 72 on Thursday.



AFP

BIDEN, Morocco king focus on non-military aspects of terror war

November 20, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN and Moroccan King Mohammed VI discussed Wednesday their countries' strategic alliance and efforts to achieve peace and security in Africa and the Middle East, BIDEN's office said.



Al Arabiya News

U.S. gives boost to young Moroccan entrepreneurs

By: Mustapha Ajbaili / November 20, 2014

The United States plans to invest an estimated $50 million in public-private partnerships to support young entrepreneurs in Morocco, U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN said Thursday.



Al Arabiya News

Moroccan king: Islam ‘does not object to profit’

By: Mustapha Ajbaili / November 20, 2014

Addressing the fifth Global Entrepreneurship Summit in Marrakech, King Mohammed VI urged young entrepreneurs to make use of technology to create new business initiatives.



Voice of America

VP BIDEN to Visit Turkey to Mend Ties

By: Dorian Jones / November 20, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN is traveling to Turkey Friday for talks with President Recep Tayyip Erdogan - their first meeting since the vice president criticized Turkey for allowing foreign recruits to cross into Syria from Turkish territory and join extremist groups.



Today’s Zaman

BIDEN expected in Turkey amid tense Turkey-US relations

November 20, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to arrive in İstanbul on Friday to pressure the US's reluctant ally to contribute more to the fight against the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), a request which includes allowing expanded access to the İncirlik Air Base and the finalization of a deal on Turkey providing training and equipment to the Syrian opposition.



Today’s Zaman

US-Turkey relationship is ’on the skids’ before BIDEN’s visit, experts

By: Ali H. Aslan / November 20, 2014

A senior fellow for Middle Eastern studies at the US-based think tank Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), Steven Cook, has said there is a real sense in Washington that the US-Turkey relationship is “on the skids” as Turkey is getting ready to host US Vice President Joe BIDEN this weekend.



Czech News Agency

Bloom wears off Czech–US relations

November 20, 2014

Czech-U.S. relations have entered an “uncertain age” now and they are not as idyllic as it may seem from the broad smiles which U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN and Czech PM Bohuslav Sobotka exchanged in Washington this week, Jiří Roskot writes in daily Právo today.



The Hill

Name recognition lacking for many potential Republican candidates

By: Jonathan Easley / November 20, 2014

Republicans may have a big field of potential 2016 presidential candidates, but a new NBC News-Wall Street Journal poll shows that many of them remain unknown to the general public.



The Hill

Warren trounces Clinton in poll of liberal group

By: Peter Sullivan / November 20, 2014

Thousands of members of the liberal group Democracy for America (DFA) prefer Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) for president over former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, according to a new poll. 



The Washington Post

Happy 72nd Birthday, Joe BIDEN! We made you a quiz.

By: Jaime Fuller / November 20, 2014

Today is Vice President Joe BIDEN's 72nd birthday. We celebrated by re-upping a quiz we made this summer, "Is this headline from a real story about Joe BIDEN, or the Onion?"



Bloomberg

Here’s What Joe BIDEN, Birthday Boy, Says About Running for President

By: Arit John / November 20, 2014

Thursday is Vice President Joe BIDEN's 72nd birthday, meaning he’ll be 74 when the next president of the United States is sworn into office.



JD Supra Business Advisor

VP BIDEN Calls for Greater Investment in Port Infrastructure

By: Brandon Davis / November 20, 2014

On November 12, during a keynote address at the annual convention of the American Association of Port Authorities in Houston, Vice President BIDEN issued a call to action for greater investment in U.S. port facilities.



The Oregonian

Call Joe BIDEN -- Salt & Straw's Thanksgiving-themed ice cream flavors are back

By: Michael Russell / November 20, 2014

For people who love Thanksgiving dinner, but wish it weren't so warm, a Portland ice cream shop is ready to answer your call.



The Onion

BIDEN Tossed Out Of Car Passing By White House

November 20, 2014

At approximately 2 a.m. Thursday morning, White House sources confirmed that Vice President Joe BIDEN was forcibly pushed out the rear door of a moving 1980 Lincoln Town Car onto the curb outside 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.







Reuters

Russia warns U.S. against arms to Ukraine as BIDEN due in Kiev

By: Thomas Grove and Richard Balmforth / November 20, 2014



(Reuters) - Russia warned the United States on Thursday against supplying arms to Ukrainian forces fighting pro-Russian separatists in eastern Ukraine, hours before U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN was due to arrive in Kiev.



Ukraine accused President Vladimir Putin of treating its territory like a "playing field", trying to unleash a full-scale war that would pose a broader threat to NATO countries.



Russian Foreign Ministry spokesman Alexander Lukashevich said in Moscow that a U.S. official's suggestion Washington should consider sending arms to Ukraine, where pro-Russian rebels have been fighting government forces since April, sent a "very serious signal".



Lukashevich cautioned against "a major change in policy of the (U.S.) administration in regard to the conflict" in Ukraine.



"That (would be) a direct violation of agreements reached, including (agreements reached) with the participation of the United States," he said.



Washington backs Kiev in its struggle against the pro-Russian separatists in two eastern regions and has imposed sanctions on Russia over its policies.



Moscow supports the separatists but denies it is backing the rebels with arms and troops in a conflict which the United Nations says has killed more than 4,300 since mid-April.



The UN said the death rate in the conflict had grown in the past eight weeks despite a ceasefire underpinned by the Minsk Accord, signed on Sept. 5 by Russia, Ukraine and rebels from the Ukrainian separatist regions of Donetsk and Luhansk.



Swiss diplomat Heidi Tagliavini, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe's envoy to a Trilateral Contact Group on Ukraine, cited reports of new military buildup. "The outlook is still bleak," she said.



U.S. President Barack Obama's choice to fill the number two spot at the State Department, Anthony Blinken, told a congressional hearing on Wednesday:



"I believe that, given the serious Russian violations of the agreement that they signed...that one thing that could hopefully get them to think twice and deter them from further action is strengthening the capacity of the Ukrainian forces, including with defensive lethal equipment."



Blinken said he was sure provision of lethal assistance would come up for discussion during BIDEN's visit to Kiev.



Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseny Yatseniuk said the West and Ukraine had a common interest in preventing a large-scale war.



"Putin's actions are a threat to everyone, the global order, global peace, a direct threat to the EU and NATO member countries," he told a news conference.



Reuters

Exclusive: U.S. increasing non-lethal military aid to Ukraine

By: Warren Strobel and Patricia Zengerle / November 20, 2014



(Reuters) - The United States plans to increase non-lethal military assistance to Ukraine, including deliveries of the first Humvee vehicles, having decided for now not to provide weapons, U.S. officials said.



The increase in non-lethal aid to Ukraine, which is grappling with a Russian-backed separatist movement in its east, is expected to be announced on Thursday during a visit to Kiev by Vice President Joe BIDEN.



The officials, who spoke to Reuters on condition of anonymity, described it as an expansion of U.S. support for Ukraine's armed forces, but one that was unlikely to significantly alter the conflict.



The aid falls short of what Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko requested during a visit to Washington in September when he appealed for lethal aid - a request echoed by some U.S. lawmakers in response to what NATO allies say is Russia's movement of tanks and troops into eastern Ukraine.



Officials in the Obama administration had said Washington believed Ukraine had enough lethal aid and the types of weaponry requested for Ukraine would be of only marginal value. They had also emphasized the need for a diplomatic outcome.



The United States and its European allies have imposed several rounds of economic sanctions on Russia for its seizure of Crimea and incursion into eastern Ukraine.



The new non-lethal aid BIDEN will present in Kiev includes Humvees from excess supplies in the Pentagon's inventory, as well as the delivery of previously promised radars that can detect the location of enemy mortars, officials said. They did not specify a dollar value for the assistance.



Previous non-lethal aid to Ukraine includes $53 million announced in September for military equipment such as counter-mortar detection units, body armor, binoculars, small boats and other gear for Ukraine's security forces and border guards in the east.



LONG DEBATE



President Barack Obama's administration has long debated providing weapons to the Kiev government, but has so far concluded that it might only prompt Russia to escalate its aid to the separatist rebels.



Lethal assistance "remains on the table. It's something that we're looking at," Obama's deputy national security adviser and nominee for deputy secretary of state, Tony Blinken, said at his Senate confirmation hearing on Wednesday.



In response to Blinken's comment, Russia warned the United States on Thursday against supplying arms to Ukrainian forces.



Hours before BIDEN was due to arrive in Kiev, Russian Foreign Ministry spokesman Alexander Lukashevich cautioned against "a major change in policy of the (U.S.) administration in regard to the conflict" in Ukraine.



U.S. Senator John McCain, an Arizona Republican, said he had not been briefed on the new non-lethal aid but called it "a continuation of the ridiculous."



"They are fighting against people with lethal weapons. They need lethal weapons to fight back. It is disgraceful and shameful that we won’t give them lethal weapons," McCain told Reuters.



Interfax- Ukraine News Agency

BIDEN: U.S. will help Ukraine strengthen its security

November 20, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN has said that the U.S. will assist Ukraine in strengthening its security.



"Ukraine has every right to defend itself against this continued aggression and we are providing security assistance to help Ukraine in this effort," BIDEN told the Day, a Ukrainian newspaper, on the eve of his visit to Ukraine.



According to him, the U.S. has worked closely with its allies and partners around the world to condemn Russia's aggression, and with its European and G7 partners have imposed serious costs on Russia's economy.



"As Ukraine demonstrates its own force of will, in standing up to defend its sovereignty and territorial integrity, in pushing through difficult reforms, in developing its democracy and undertaking to combat corruption, and restoring economic health, we will continue to stand with the people of Ukraine," the U.S. vice president said.



"We have been clear from the beginning that there is no military solution to this crisis – despite the fact that this is obviously what Russia is trying to impose through its proxies in eastern Ukraine," BIDEN said.



He said that the conflict in Ukraine was directly caused by Russian aggression. "We know that the separatists – many of whom are recruited in Russia – receive heavy military equipment, training, and financing from the Russian government. In addition, Russian combat forces with Russian weapons and Russian tanks crossed the border into Ukraine and have directly assisted separatists fighting Ukrainian forces," the vice president said.



BIDEN also expressed the hope that necessary reforms will be conducted in Ukraine and that the United States will help the Ukrainian people in their implementation.



"In the coming days, as a newly elected Rada prepares for its first session, it is vital that it deliver on reforms in various sectors – energy, agriculture, and business regulation for example," he said adding that Washington will stand with Ukraine and support it in this effort, and that the U.S. is working to provide additional support for Ukraine's economy, for the implementation of reforms, and also for your security.



BuzzFeed

Ukraine Wants The Weapons The U.S. Has Promised

By: Max Seddon / November 20, 2014



KIEV, Ukraine — The conflict between Russia and Ukraine would be a classic David and Goliath tale if the scales didn’t tip so heavily towards Vladimir Putin’s Goliath. Ukraine’s army is hopelessly ill-equipped to take Russia on, and the U.S. — cast as the higher power in this version of the story — has steadfastly refused to intervene.



As U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN arrived in Kiev on Thursday to commemorate the one year anniversary of pro-democracy protests, hopes are high that things are different. Tony Blinken, up for the position of deputy secretary of state, told a Senate confirmation hearing on Wednesday that providing Ukraine with defensive weapons was “something that we should be looking at.”



BIDEN remained tight-lipped ahead of his visit, promising only to help Ukraine “defend itself against this continued aggression.” Reuters reported Thursday afternoon, citing unnamed US officials, that the package that BIDEN will present will be devoid of weapons. But the fact that lethal aid is on the table so soon after President Petro Poroshenko left Washington empty-handed in September despite an emotional appeal that “it is America’s war too” marks a significant shift in thinking.



Previously, there was little obvious upside. The White House was wary of getting embroiled in a fresh theater of war. Moscow, too, was obviously prepared always to go one step further than Ukraine’s Western allies, who urged Poroshenko to sue for peace.



But there is now a sense that something has to give.



After suffering catastrophic losses during Russia’s counter-offensive in late August, Kiev wants improved hardware to prevent that happening again. The White House’s current $116 million non-lethal aid package is hardly a panacea for Ukraine’s hollowed-out, demoralized, underfunded army. Much of its supplies come from crowdfunding. Soviet-era equipment, weapons, and even rations dating back decades have quite literally been dusted off. Endemic corruption and incompetence mean that significant sums are squandered.



Nearly three months after a shaky ceasefire deal was struck in Minsk, the resumption of full hostilities looks closer than ever. Nearly 1,000 people have died in the fighting since. Poroshenko says the country is “ready for total war” not just against the rebels, but also the 40,000 Russian regular troops and numerous armored columns that Ukrainian officials and NATO claim are regularly crossing the border.



“What it looks like they are talking about is that providing more defensive weapons may deter further Russian military action,” Steven Pifer, a fellow at the Brookings Institution and a former U.S. ambassador to Ukraine, told BuzzFeed News. “The view in the government now is that the Russians have done absolutely nothing to implement those parts of the agreement that required Russian action. The calculus has changed.”



Ukrainian officials consider the lack of U.S. support a particular slight. Some frame the conflict as an existential one for the West. And they smart at the sales made to other, decidedly less democratic states. Others feel Washington had effectively promised to arm Kiev by saying it would help Ukraine “build a capable army,” as senior State Department official Victoria Nuland put it in the spring, but then left it in the lurch. Igor Smeshko, head of Ukrainian military intelligence, complained at a conference on Wednesday that U.S. and European officials had urged Kiev to hold off airstrikes when the first Russian armored columns crossed the border in the summer, then.



“The West made us lose this war,” a Ukrainian official involved in discussions with the U.S. told BuzzFeed News recently, speaking on condition of anonymity. “They promised they would help our army, and then they stabbed us in the back,” he added, weeping slightly and tapping his fist on the table.



What does arrive — there is particular hope for Javelin anti-tank weapons — won’t be enough to turn the tide. The Ukrainian army is so ragtag and so incompetently run that providing it with sophisticated equipment requiring lengthy training would be useless. Nor has it exactly covered itself in glory in recent weeks, when troops have shot at foreign observers, probably shelled civilian areas, and deployed cluster munitions and incendiary bombs.



But supporters of a Senate bill aimed at arming Ukraine hope that American weapons could at least steam a potential advance.



“I don’t think anybody thinks, by the way that, you know, us providing lethal weaponry to Ukraine is going to change the balance,” a Republican member of Congress said at a background briefing with reporters on Thursday. “We all understand Russia can crush Ukraine whenever it decides to do so. All it does is raise the price […] that Putin will pay if he chooses to do this,” the member said, speaking on the condition of anonymity.



The danger for a more active U.S. policy in Ukraine, on the other hand, is that it will simply antagonize the Kremlin further and deepen Putin’s resolve to get his way.



Moscow has long hinted that it sees the Ukrainian conflict as a proxy battle between Russia and the U.S., which it blames for organizing the pro-European Maidan revolution that began a year ago on Friday. Then, grandstanding appearances in Kiev by prominent U.S. diplomats and politicians helped convince the Kremlin that Washington was hell-bent on organizing a “color revolution” to overthrow its client president. When he fled in February, Putin responded by seizing Crimea.



Six months of continually deteriorating relations have only raised the risks of engagement. At a Russian security council meeting in Moscow on Thursday, Nikolai Patrushev, its secretary, blamed the U.S. for starting the Ukrainian conflict, which he said “would only deepen if they start selling weapons there.”



Putin, for his part, railed against “color revolutions” and vowed to “do everything necessary so that nothing similar ever happens in Russia.” With Crimea gone and half of industrial east Ukraine in ruins, one can only wonder what that might be. Supporters of a U.S.-armed Ukraine are betting it won’t come to that.



Voices of America

Russia Warns US on Ukraine Arms Supply

November 20, 2014



Russia said on Thursday that the United States providing weapons to Ukraine’s government to fight separatists in the country’s east would have a “serious destabilizing” effect and would be in violation of a number of agreements.



The statement by Foreign Ministry Spokesman Alexander Lukashevich comes a day after a ranking U.S. official suggested Washington should consider offering lethal assistance to Ukraine, in addition to the non-lethal aid it is already providing.



“If there is a change of policy [of providing only non-lethal assistance to Ukraine], then we can speak of a serious destabilizing factor that can seriously impact the balance of forces in this region,” Lukashevich told a news conference in Moscow.



Speaking before lawmakers Wednesday, U.S. Deputy National Security Adviser Tony Blinken said that arming Ukraine's military could force Russia to rethink its role in the conflict gripping eastern Ukraine. Blinken’s statement came during Senate hearings on his confirmation as deputy secretary of state.



Lukashevich, who spoke ahead of U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN’s planned arrival in Kyiv for talks with Ukrainian officials, cautioned against “a major change in policy of the [U.S.] administration in regard to the conflict” in Ukraine.



“That [would be] a direct violation of agreements reached, including [agreements reached] with the participation of the United States,” he said.



BIDEN is due to arrive in Kyiv Thursday evening.



Lawmakers in both houses of Congress have signaled support for lethal aid to Ukraine but the Obama administration has so far stopped short of providing such assistance.



The Kyiv government and a host of Western nations have accused Moscow of fueling the separatist conflict in east Ukraine by directly supporting rebels with manpower and arms, including heavy weapons.



The Kremlin has repeatedly denied direct involvement, and says Russian soldiers who might be fighting alongside rebels in east Ukraine are doing so of their own volition and on their own time.



New casualty figures



Meanwhile, the United Nations says in a new human rights monitoring report released Thursday that 4,317 people have been killed and 9,921 wounded in the conflict in east Ukraine since mid-April.



The report says that nearly a 1,000 people have been killed and serious human rights violations committed in the weeks since representatives of Ukraine's government and the rebels signed a cease-fire agreement September 5.



The U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights Zeid Ra'ad Al Hussein says civilians have been killed, illegally detained, tortured and have continued to disappear since the agreement was signed.



Nearly a million people have fled the area, with numbers surging in the past two months, the U.N. says.



Pravda

Russia warns USA against supplies of lethal weapons to Ukraine

November 20, 2014



The Russian administration has responded to US plans to supply "lethal defensive weapons" to Ukraine. Spokespeople for the Russian Foreign Ministry said that such a move would violate the agreements that had been reached at the meeting of representatives of the United States, Ukraine, EU and Russia in Geneva on April 17, RIA Novosti reports.



Deputy National Security Advisor Tony Blinken said on November 19 that Vice President Joe BIDEN may discuss the provision of "lethal defensive weapons" to Ukraine with Ukrainian officials during his upcoming visit to Kiev.



The Russian Foreign Ministry criticized Washington's intentions. "We paid attention not only to such statements, but also to the trip of representatives of Ukrainian volunteer battalions to Washington, who try to win support of the US administration," spokesman for the Russian Foreign Ministry Alexander Lukashevich said.



"If Mr. Blinken, who is said to take office as Undersecretary of State, said that publicly, and if it is linked to the forthcoming visit of Vice President BIDEN to Ukraine, one may talk about a fundamental change in the policy of the US administration," said Lukashevich.



"This is a very serious signal for several reasons. Firstly, this is a direct violation of agreements, including the ones achieved in partnership with the United States. I mean the Geneva Declaration from 17 April," said the Russian Foreign Ministry spokesman.



Tony Blinken made the statement about possible supplies of lethal weapons to Ukraine at a hearing before the Senate Committee for Foreign Affairs. Senator Robert Menendez raised the question of the need to arm Ukraine. Blinken tried to answer cautiously. He said that the issue of supplies of lethal weapons remains on the agenda. He also said that the question would most likely be discussed during Joe BIDEN's upcoming visit to Kiev in several days.



In early September, Yuri Lutsenko, an adviser to Ukrainian President Poroshenko, said that the Ukrainian authorities agreed the supplies of modern weapons with France, Italy, Poland, Norway and the United States . In late October, US ambassador to Ukraine Jeffrey Payette stated that the US would be supplying high-precision defense technologies to Ukraine.

 

The armed conflict in the Donbas region continues since April 2014. In the middle of the same month, an international meeting of representatives of the United States, Ukraine, EU and Russia took place in Geneva. To regulate the Ukrainian crisis, an agreement was signed, according to which it was necessary to disarm illegal formations on the territory of Ukraine, vacate illegally occupied buildings and begin a national dialogue on the subject of a  constitutional reform.



Meanwhile, Russian President Vladimir Putin urged to take into account the lessons of so-called "color revolutions" in other countries to exclude a possibility for such a scenario to develop in Russia, TASS reports. Speaking at a meeting of the Russian Security Council, Putin stressed out that the struggle against extremism was not a struggle against dissent.



"Extremism is a threat to national security. It is capable of undermining political, economic and social systems radically. The most dangerous type of extremism is nationalism, religious intolerance and political extremism," Putin said addressing the Security Council.



"In today's world, extremism is used as a tool of geopolitics and repartition of spheres of influence. We can see the tragic consequences from a wave of so-called color revolutions, the tribulations of the peoples, who had to experience irresponsible experiments of hidden and sometimes coarse interference in their lives," said the President of the Russian Federation.



Thus Putin assured that the fight against extremism in Russia had nothing to do with the struggle against dissent. "Countering extremism has nothing to do with the struggle against dissent. We live in a free and democratic country, and its citizens have the right to have an opinion and express that opinion. They have a right to be in opposition to the government," - said Putin, adding that all political forces have the right to struggle for power within legal framework.



The president of the Russian Federation warned that one would have to answer for extremist activities to the fullest extent of the law. "Defending the freedom of choice, meetings, marches, rallies, one should not forget about responsibility for their words and actions," he said.



"One must realize and understand that fueling conflicts between peoples of different nationalities and faiths, promoting of nationalist ideology, committing mass violations of public order, calling for the violent toppling of the existent order - this is a direct manifestation of anti-people thinking and direct manifestation of extremism," said Putin. "One will have to answer for such acts," he added.



International Business Times

Russia Warns US Over Arming Ukraine

By: Nigel Wilson / November 20, 2014



Russia has warned the United States not to supply arms to Ukrainian government forces fighting pro-Russian separatists in eastern Ukraine.



Russia's foreign ministry spokesman Alexander Lukashevich said a US official's suggestion that Washington should send arms to Kiev sent a "very serious signal" according to a report by Reuters news agency.



The foreign ministry warned against a "major shift in policy of the (US) administration in regard to the conflict" that would constitute a "direct violation of agreements reached, including with the participation of the United States".



The spokesman made the comments as US Vice President Joe BIDEN was set to arrive in the Ukrainian capital Kiev.



Washington has thrown its weight behind Kiev as it battles a pro-Russian insurgency in the east of the country. For its part, Moscow has backed the separatist rebels, although it denies sending weapons and forces to fight its neighbours.



The United Nations said more than 4,300 people have been killed in the conflict since April.



The incoming no 2 at the State Department, Anthony Blinken, told a congressional hearing on Wednesday that sending weapons to Ukraine could cause Russia to back down in eastern Ukraine.



"One thing that could hopefully get them to think twice and deter them from further action is strengthening the capacity of the Ukrainian forces, including with defensive lethal equipment."



The subject will be discussed between BIDEN and Ukraine's leadership in Kiev, Blinken added.



Business Insider

The US Should Walk Away From Arming Ukraine

By: Sean Guillory / November 20, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN is due to land in Kiev and one topic that the Ukrainians will surely bring up is whether the US will provide weapons to fend off a Russian incursion.



After all, Poroshenko asked for weapons when he spoke in front of the US Congress in September when he famously declared, “blankets [and] night-vision goggles are also important.



But one cannot win a war with blankets.” He went home with more blankets. Surely he’ll again bring the issue of up with BIDEN, especially as Russia arms the separatists and rumors swirl of a rebel offensive.



Already anticipating such a discussion, Moscow has stated that giving Kiev weapons would further destabilize the situation. Russian Foreign Ministry spokesman Alexander Lukashevich warned against “a major change in policy of the [U.S.] administration in regard to the conflict” in Ukraine, adding that sending arms would be “a direct violation of agreements reached, including [agreements reached] with the participation of the U.S.”



Now putting aside the sheer cynicism of such statements, considering Russia has itself destabilized Ukraine by supplying the separatists with weapons, Lukashevich is sending a clear warning: arming Ukraine would certainly cause the Russians to double down and treat the conflict as the proxy war with the West it already thinks it is.



This war is not one Ukraine can ultimately win. Weapons will only exacerbate the bloodletting, further crystallize the new “iron curtain” in eastern Ukraine, and perhaps even drawn the United States into another conflict it neither wants nor needs. Arming Ukraine would be a disaster.



There is already evidence that some of the United States supplied “meals ready to eat” ended up being sold on black market websites. Could American weapons see a similar fate?

Yet there’s a chorus of politicians and pundits who think arming Ukraine is a grand idea.



Over the last few days, the White House has been getting Congressional pressure to supply Ukraine with weapons.



In a joint statement on Tuesday, Sen. John McCain and Sen. Lindsey Graham said in the joint statement that “The Obama Administration’s policy in Ukraine effectively amounts to an arms embargo on victims of aggression,” and that “the United States and the European Union must provide Ukraine with the arms and related military and intelligence support that its leaders have consistently sought and desperately need.”



McCain and Graham essentially want to turn the conflict into an open proxy war between the United States and Russia. “Providing Ukrainians with the ability to defend themselves,” they wrote, “would impose a far greater cost on Putin than he has paid thus far.”



Pundits have also been weighing on the issue. Writing in the LA Times, Bennett Ramber, who served in the State Department’s Bureau of Politico-Military Affairs under George H.W. Bush, argues that the United States has an obligation to defend Ukraine based on the 1994 Budapest Memorandum on Security Assurances. He writes:



History provides two other options: Sit back, pout and watch, the strategy Washington applied to Soviet interventions in Hungary and Czechoslovakia. The approach concedes Ukraine as part of Moscow’s sphere in influence or more.



Or the U.S. can bleed the separatists and Russian intervenors by providing Ukraine with lethal weapons, and not just nonlethal aid, repeating the successful strategy the U.S. applied to Afghanistan during the Soviet occupation.



“Taking the second option, arming Ukraine, he continues, “would not cross World War I’s mobilization threshold but still overcome the appeasement policy of pre-World War II, and thus presents a prudent path giving Ukraine a better chance to defend itself. It also would restore Washington’s credibility that it will go to bat for countries that, under its imprimatur, give up the bomb and find a tiger — or in this case, a bear — at the gates threatening its survival.”



In an op-ed in USA Today, Ilan Berman, the Vice President of the American Foreign Policy Council, argues that time is running out to take action and arm Ukraine.



“The window to do so is narrow indeed. Congress has mere weeks to conduct real work ahead of the coming winter recess. And with other pressing issues, such as a reauthorization of the federal budget, now on the legislative agenda, there is a real danger that foreign affairs matters (Ukraine among them) will get crowded out of the deliberations completely. Should that happen, it would be nothing short of a geopolitical victory for Russia, and a moral and operational defeat for Ukraine’s beleaguered pro-Western government.”



Indeed, Congress is ready to arm Ukraine. It just has to vote. There are two bills before it that have broad bi-partisan support: the Ukraine Freedom Support Act of 2014 and the Ukraine Security Assistance Act of 2014.



The first, which has already passed the Foreign Relations Committee, allows for the provision of “defense articles, defense services, and training to the Government of Ukraine for the purpose of countering offensive weapons and reestablishing the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Ukraine, including anti-tank and anti-armor weapons; crew weapons and ammunition; counter-artillery radars to identify and target artillery batteries; fire control, range finder, and optical and guidance and control equipment; tactical troop-operated surveillance drones, and secure command and communications equipment.”



The latter provides “Ukraine with appropriate intelligence and other information to determine the location, strength, and capabilities of the military and intelligence forces of the Russian Federation located on Ukraine’s eastern border and within its territorial borders, including Crimea; and take steps to ensure that such intelligence information is protected from further disclosure.”



It’s unclear which way Obama would go if presented with these bills. It will be really hard for him to veto legislation that has such bi-partisan support. It just doesn’t happen to him very often.



But this doesn’t make arming Ukraine a good idea. First, it just demonstrates again that Congress only sees throwing guns at a problem is the only viable solution. After all, what do the politicians have to lose? They can all stand up, puff out their chests and say they were tough on Russia. Forget the Ukrainian citizens who will experience the full fury of an escalated conflict.



Second, Ukraine being as corrupt as it is, there are real concerns how many of these weapons will actually end up in soldiers’ hands and not pilfered and sold on the black market. There is already evidence that some of the United States supplied “meals ready to eat” ended up being sold on black market websites. Could American weapons see a similar fate?



Third, as I said above, this is a war Ukraine can’t win. Weapons won’t turn the tide of the war in Ukraine’s favor. Sure it will, as John McCain put it, “impose a far greater cost on Putin than he has paid thus far,” but presented with such a challenge Putin will surely double down and commit more to the rebels.



Ukrainian Interior Ministry security forces members block participants of a rally outside a city police department in the Black Sea port of Odessa on May 4, 2014.



This would give Putin reason to push not only to Mariupol, Kharkiv, and Odessa, but perhaps to Kiev and beyond. He would not only dismember Ukraine, he would swallow it. Then what would the US do? It would either have to back down or commit more, sending the situation into a spiral downward to hell.



Fourth, given this year is the centennial of WWI, many have characterized the tensions between the US, the EU, and Russia as a recipe for another world war. Arming Ukraine has the potential to get that ball rolling. And from there who knows where things will end up.



I can understand the frustration many feel as they watch Russia flood the east with weapons. Sanctions work slow and don’t really exert the immediate necessary pressure. Also, it’s apparent that the Obama Administration doesn’t have a clear policy concerning Russia. Is it an adversary or enemy? How much does the US need Russia when it comes to Syria and Iran?



These questions don’t have clear answers. But throwing more weapons into the mix will only make things worse. The only answer is diplomacy, something both sides have yet to seriously consider. If the United States wants to do something and show its leadership, perhaps it’s time to set aside egos and bring everyone to the table for a serious hammering out of issues.



A first step would be to silence the hawks in Washington and the “war party” in Kiev.



The Washington Times

BIDEN arrives In Ukraine; nonlethal aid announcement expected

By: Douglas Ernst / November 20, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN arrived Thursday in Ukraine, where he is expected to announce an increase in U.S. nonlethal aid for the nation’s fight against pro-Russian separatists.



Mr. BIDEN’s trip to Kiev comes just one day after its National Security and Defense Council announced that Russian MiG-31 fighter jets were being positioned near Ukraine’s eastern border.



U.S. officials told Reuters Thursday that some of the nonlethal aid that would be sent to Ukraine includes Humvees and radar equipment that can pinpoint the location of mortars.



Russian Foreign Ministry spokesman Aleksandr Lukashevich warned against “a major change in policy of the [U.S.] administration in regard to the conflict” in Ukraine, a Europe news organization reported Thursday.



Previous nonlethal aid sent to Ukraine on behalf of the U.S. government included body armor, binoculars, small boats and other equipment, the organization reported.



AFP

BIDEN arrives in Kiev for Ukraine talks

November 20, 2014



Kiev (AFP) - US Vice-President Joe BIDEN landed in Ukraine Thursday, US diplomats in Kiev said, ahead of talks with the country's president and prime minister over possible increased assistance amid conflict in the east.



Fears of all-out Ukraine war grow as MH17 families mourn AFP

BIDEN will meet President Petro Poroshenko and Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk on Friday, the one-year anniversary of the Maidan protests.



Yatsenyuk said earlier Thursday that he hoped for an announcement on fresh US assistance to Ukraine during BIDEN's visit.



In September, the US announced a fresh $53 million (42 million euro) aid package, including non-lethal military equipment, but Kiev wants Washington to go further and provide lethal assistance.



The secretary of Russia's national security council, Nikolai Patrushev, warned ahead of the trip that the conflict in east Ukraine "will grow" if America supplies Ukraine with weapons.



The Maidan protests on Kiev's main square for closer ties with Europe led to the overthrow of then-president Viktor Yanukovych, prompting Russia to seize Ukraine's Crimean peninsula and eventually triggering unrest in the east.



Pro-Moscow separatist rebel and Ukrainian forces are fighting a drawn-out battle for territory in eastern Ukraine despite a tattered ceasefire agreed in September.



Russia denies giving military support to the separatists but relations between the Kremlin and the West have plunged to a post-Cold War low over the conflict.



In an interview with Kiev's The Day newspaper published Thursday, BIDEN stressed there was "no military solution to this crisis" and accused Russia of "interfering in the affairs of a sovereign state".



He added: "I will be bringing a strong message of support to the Ukrainian people and government, about which I will have more to say when I am in Kiev."



Russian News Agency

US Vice-President arrives on visit in Ukraine

November 20, 2014



KIEV, November 20. /TASS/. U.S. Vice President Joseph BIDEN arrived on a visit in Ukraine on Friday night. The working part of his visit that includes a meeting with Prime Minister Arseny Yatsenyuk and a working dinner with President Pyotr Poroshenko is scheduled for Friday.



After the talks the sides will make public a joint statement.



BIDEN is expected to take part in a roundtable conference on fighting with corruption.



Yevgeny Perebeinos, the Ukrainian Foreign Ministry's official spokesman said on the eve of the visit BIDEN and his Ukrainian interlocutors would discuss an expansion of political and economic cooperation and further all-embracing aid on the part of the EU in the matters of security, including the energy sector.



Kyiv Post

BIDEN: US ready for further measures if Russia ignores its Minsk commitments

November 20, 2014



The United States is prepared to consider additional measures of influence if Russia does not comply with its commitments under the Minsk agreements, US Vice President Joe BIDEN has said. 



"I believe that sanctions have been impactful and continue to be a useful tool for raising the costs to Russia for interfering in the affairs of a sovereign state. No matter what its leadership may claim, the Russian state is integrated into the global economy and sanctions have had a powerful effect, which will be amplified over time," he said on the eve of his visit to Ukraine in an interview with Ukraine's Day newspaper, which was published on its website on Nov. 20.



He said that Russia still had the option of fulfilling its commitments under the Minsk agreements, which would lead to the rolling back of some of the sanctions.



"If it does not do so, however, we are fully prepared to intensify the costs for Russia's aggressive actions in Ukraine. I also want to again condemn Russia's occupation and attempted annexation of Crimea, and the United States, in consultation with our allies, is prepared to consider additional measures to make clear Russia's actions are unacceptable," BIDEN said.



Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty

BIDEN Arrives In Ukraine Amid Reports Of Boost In Nonlethal Military Aid

November 20, 2014



U.S. President Joe BIDEN has arrived in Kyiv for a visit amid expectations he will announce an increase nonlethal military assistance to Ukraine.



Reuters quoted U.S. officials as saying privately that the nonlethal aid BIDEN would announce in Kyiv included Humvees from excess supplies in the Pentagon's inventory, as well as the delivery of previously promised radars that can detect the location of enemy mortars.



The reports do not specify a dollar value for the assistance.



Russia warned the United States on November 20 against supplying arms to Ukrainian forces.



Russian Foreign Ministry spokesman Aleksandr Lukashevich cautioned against "a major change in policy of the [U.S.] administration in regard to the conflict" in Ukraine.



Previous nonlethal aid to Ukraine includes $53 million announced in September for military equipment such as mortar-detection units, body armor, binoculars, small boats, and other gear for Ukraine's security forces and border guards in the east.



The United States and NATO allies have accused Russia of supplying troops and heavy weaponry to pro-Russian separatists fighting against the Ukrainian government.



ZIK TV

Joe BIDEN’s visit to Kyiv: important declarations

November 20, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN said US is committed to strengthen Ukraine’s defense capacity. Speaking to The Day Nov. 20, Joe BIDEN said, “Ukraine has a full right to defend itself against the Russian aggression. We will give Ukraine defense assistance. 



We will also take other steps. We are closely cooperating with our allies around the world in the bid to make Russia’s economy pay a serious price. It will have a far-reaching effect for Russia unless it changes its course,” BIDEN said. 



The present conflict in Donbas is the result of Russia’s direct aggression, the US vice president said.



 “We know that the separatists, many of them Russian mercenaries, get heavy weapons, training and funding from the Russian government.



Moreover, Russian troops with Russian tanks crossed the border into Ukraine to help the separatists fight the Ukrainian army,” he said.



BIDEN expected that important reforms will be started in Ukraine, assuring they will get the support of the US government.



Associated Press

US promotes entrepreneurship to counter extremism

November 20, 2014



MARRAKECH, Morocco (AP) — Vice President Joe BIDEN has urged the governments in the developing world to encourage entrepreneurship as a way of combating extremism at a conference in Morocco.



The 5th annual Global Entrepreneurship Summit brought together thousands of officials, businessmen and young entrepreneurs from around the region over the need to encourage young people to start businesses.



BIDEN said: "In the Middle East and Africa, for example, there is a race to create tens of millions of jobs just to break even as the demographic wave of young people enters the labor force."



Middle Eastern economies are dominated by government companies and large family-owned conglomerates and young entrepreneurs receive little encouragement.



High youth unemployment has been cited as one reason citizens of countries like Morocco and Tunisia often join extremist groups.



Morocco World News

Marrakech GES-2014: BIDEN Launches J. Christopher Stevens Virtual Exchange Initiative

November 20, 2014



Marrakech-  US Vice President Joe BIDEN announced, here Thursday, the launch of the J. Christopher Stevens Virtual Exchange Initiative to promote exchanges between American and MENA region youth.



Launched in honor of Christopher Stevens, former US ambassador to Libya killed in September 2012 in Benghazi, the initiative, which will kick off in Morocco with the launch of a pilot project early 2015, aims to enhance the capacity of young people to take up local and global challenges through promoting their connectivity, BIDEN said in a speech at the opening ceremony of the 5th Global entrepreneurship summit, held in Marrakech on November 19-21.



 The United States are committed to the emergence of a new generation of open and future-oriented young people, the US vice-president said, adding that this initiative, the result of a multilateral partnership between private and public sectors, will contribute to consolidating bonds between young people in the USA and the MENA region, building on the valuable contribution of new information technologies.



In this respect, the program will strive to lay the groundwork for exchanges between young people especially in the field of education. More than a million young people will benefit from this initiative whose ultimate goal is to overcome the problems related to misunderstanding.



The US vice-president said, in this context, that a number of countries have expressed their desire to partner with the United States in this initiative.



So far, Morocco, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates have signed financial commitments totaling more than $ 31 million over the next five years as part of the initiative, which will involve foundations and private sector partners, BIDEN said.



Joe BIDEN, who led the US delegation to the 5th Global Entrepreneurship Summit, had also met with young entrepreneurs taking part in this international summit on the challenges of innovation, free enterprise and sustainable development.



Morocco World News

Corruption, Worst Enemy For Entrepreneurship: Joe BIDEN

November 20, 2014



Marrakesh – U.S. vice president Joseph BIDEN said that corruption is the worst enemy of entrepreneurship.



 “Corruption is threat not only to economic growth but to security and sovereignty not just good governance. Fighting corruption is self-defense, it is patriotism,” BIDEN said during the fifth Global Entrepreneurship Summit in Marrakech on Thursday.

 

BIDEN also said that “a lot of nations are struggling to decide whether they are competent enough to trust their people to follow that path.”

“To the extent they do, they have prospered. To the extent they don’t, they haven’t,” he emphasized.

 

The US vice president said that the diversity of the United States is the reason of its strength, noting that in 2017 and for the first time ever in the United States, Caucasians from European descent will be a minority.

 

BIDEN revealed that the United States is working on providing funds to small and medium sized companies, adding that his country has launched a program with a budget of $3.2 billion to support the establishment of small and medium sized private companies in emerging countries.



Middle East Online

BIDEN: You cannot think free where you cannot challenge orthodoxy

By: Saad Guerraoui / November 20, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN gave Thursday a powerful speech about creating the right conditions for successful entrepreneurship and Washington’s initiatives to boost young talents in Morocco at the fifth edition of the Global Entrepreneurship Summit held19-21 Novemberin Marrakech.



“What most people don’t realise is that Morocco holds a special place among Americans. It if the first nation in the world to recognise the United States of America,” said BIDEN after the audience sang him happy birthday.



“You and I are concerned about terrorism. But outside the conflict zone, what we are really concerned about is how our children will find jobs,” said the outgoing BIDEN.



“People everywhere in the world are hungry for economic opportunities. The challenges ahead of all of us are immense: Developing economies and rapidly growing populations.



Africa is in a race to create tens of millions of jobs just to break even.



“How do we help entrepreneurship take even deeper route? Entrepreneurship is about creating an entire climate for innovation and ideas,” he noted.



The US Vice President says that it takes an education system that universal and open to all, including girls and women in order to prosper in the 21st century.



However, BIDEN emphasised that ambition is also key to success in entrepreneurship, citing the example of a young US billionaire who dropped out of Stanford University and who is working on finding a cure to Ebola.



“It seems to me that the road to success is dropping out of Stanford,” he told the laughing crowd.



“Challenging orthodoxy”



BIDEN called for young entrepreneurs to challenge orthodoxy in order to succeed and thrive.



You cannot think free where you cannot challenge orthodoxy. You cannot think different where you cannot speak your mind.



Those who think the same do not hold promise to progress because the only way to change commons is to think different.



He warned against corruption which “is not only a threat to economic growth but also to security and sovereignty.



BIDEN said that by 2017 Caucasians of European decent like him would be an absolute minority in the US.



“Our diversity is the reason for our incredible strength because it welcomes the greatest risk-takers who can flourish where they can’t live, citing the example of Albert Einstein who fled Nazi Germany,” he noted



BIDEN called on governments to remove excessive regulations and barriers to access the capital for talents in order to boost entrepreneurship.



“US helping Morocco boost its young entrepreneurs”



BIDEN said that the US was helping the North African kingdom boost young entrepreneurs though various initiatives.



“The US Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) has invested almost 700 million dollars in Morocco and is going 50 million more in public private partnership in vocational technical training to equip young Moroccans with the skills they need,” he said.



MCC is a bilateral US foreign aid agency established by the US Congress in 2004, applying a new philosophy toward foreign aid. It is an independent agency that is helping lead the fight against global poverty.



The US is also partnering with Swedish car and truck maker Volvo to establish a vocational training academy in Morocco which will train 150 students from the North African kingdom, Ivory Coast and Senegal, ever year on maintaining industrial and commercial equipment.



Volvo seeks to contribute to sustainable growth in countries in which it operates through training local manpower.



BIDEN also said the US government, in partnership with Spain, will provide a $7 million credit guarantee to help finance a state-of-the-art cold storage facility at the Tanger-Med port in Morocco which will support the country’s agriculture value chain by enabling increased agricultural exports to key markets and facilitating job creation across the sector.



Moroccan PM: Humans were not born entrepreneurs



Earlier, Morocco’s Prime Minister Abdelilah Benkirane officially launched on Thursday the fifth edition of the Global Entrepreneurship Summit in Marrakech amid the presence of heads of states and top officials.



“Morocco is proud to host the Summit which was launched by US President Barak Obama in 2009 for the first time in Africa, underlining the Morocco’s ambition as strategic business partner in Africa,” said Benkirane



Benkirane: People who take initiatives in entrepreneurship are those who do not take the usual paths	



“Humans were not born entrepreneurs. They become so through integrating into the success path thanks to their ceaseless efforts and avid appetite for success and overcoming obstacles.



“People who take initiatives in entrepreneurship are those who do not take the usual paths. Initiative and innovation are two key elements that lead to freedom, social development and prosperity if the business environment and conditions are rife," he said.



The Prime Minster highlighted the importance of education in entrepreneurship especially among the coming generations.



“Education is a primordial element to human development and self-accomplishment that allows future entrepreneurs to seize available opportunities,” he said, pointing out the importance of the new media technologies that provide a huge wealth of priceless knowledge to the youth across the world.



At the time the internet is being used for wicked purposes such as terrorism and fundamentalism, Benkirane called for the development of new media technologies in order to reinforce positive competitiveness through cooperation with the civil society.



Morocco World News

Marrakech: Joe BIDEN Reaffirms U.S’ Determination To Strengthen Partnership With Morocco

November 20, 2014



Marrakesh – US vice president Joe BIDEN reiterated on Thursday in Marrakech his country’s determination to strengthen partnership relations with Morocco, particularly in promoting entrepreneurship and innovation.



The United States stands ready to strengthen partnership with Morocco, BIDEN said in his remarks at the official opening of the 5th annual Global Entrepreneurship Summit (2014 Marrakesh GES), recalling that Morocco was the first country to recognize the United States of America back in 1777.



US Vice-President announced the US government decision to invest nearly $ 50 million under the Millennium Challenge programme to support Morocco’s strategy in vocational training.



The Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) will invest nearly $ 50 million to support Morocco’s strategy in vocational training as part of public-private partnerships, BIDEN said, noting that this new project aims to develop the skills of young people and help them meet the job market needs.



To date, some $ 700 million have been invested in projects in Morocco through the MCC, the US vice president recalled, noting that the Moroccan government and MCC will begin next January exploring new public-private partnerships in the area of training.



BIDEN also announced the creation in Morocco of an academy for entrepreneurs training, a partnership between the US government and the Volvo company to train annually 150 entrepreneurs from Morocco, Cote d’Ivoire and Senegal.



Training will focus mainly on technology and industry in order to appropriately prepare future entrepreneurs to meet the new challenges of the job market.



The US vice president also revealed that his government, in partnership with Spain, will provide Morocco with a $ 7 million credit guarantee to fund a new storage facility project in the Tanger-Med port in order to boost Morocco’s agricultural exports to key markets.



Regarding the first operations of the new Global Entrepreneurship Network which will be launched in Morocco, the US official said Washington will dedicate $ 1 billion to support the private sector in several countries over the next three years and expand economic opportunities, particularly for women and young people.



Held under the Patronage of HM King Mohammed VI, the 5th GES is held under the theme “Harnessing the Power of Technology for Innovation and Entrepreneurship”.



The North Africa Post

Morocco, USA Agree Social Inclusion and Economic Opportunity are a Compelling Alternative to Extremism

November 20, 2014



Morocco and the United States agree on the importance of the non-military aspects of the struggle against violent extremism and on social and political inclusion and economic opportunity as a compelling alternative to extremism.



This was stated at a meeting held on Wednesday in Fez between King Mohammed VI and U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN who is visiting Morocco to take part in the 5th Global Entrepreneurship Summit held in Marrakesh this November 19-21.



King Mohammed VI and Vice-President BIDEN discussed at their meeting their countries’ joint efforts part of the international coalition against ISIL and “agreed on the importance of the non-military aspects of the struggle against violent extremism, including exposing and discrediting violent extremist recruitment and providing a compelling alternative through social and political inclusion and economic opportunity,” says the White House in a press release.



Although Morocco is not participating in the military operations spearheaded by the United States against the Islamic State group in Iraq and Syria, it is actively struggling against the jihadist phenomenon as more than 2,000 Moroccans –including bi-nationals—have reportedly been recruited by jihadist groups and sent to fight in Iraq and Syria.



The North African country has dismantled several “terrorist cells” in recent months and has also helped foil terrorist plots in some European and African States.



Washington deems Morocco as one of its closest counterterrorism partners in the Middle East and North Africa region and one of the most active members of the Global Counterterrorism Forum (GCTF.) Washington also hails the North African country’s comprehensive counterterrorism strategy, which reflects technical expertise as well as leadership in the religious and cultural dimensions of countering violent extremism.



The King and the Vice-President discussed a wide range of global, regional, and bilateral issues on which Morocco and the United States are partners, including efforts to advance the shared priority of achieving a secure, stable, and prosperous Maghreb, Africa, and Middle East.



They agreed on the need for the international community to help Libyans unite behind a peaceful path forward.



The King and the Vice President also discussed Morocco’s important role as a gateway for trade and investment in sub-Saharan Africa.



The Vice President thanked King Mohammed VI for hosting the 5th Global Entrepreneurship Summit in Marrakech, and both agreed on the importance of promoting economic opportunity, especially for women and young people. They also discussed how best to support Morocco’s success, and reaffirmed their dedication to work together to promote human and economic development, including through vocational training and educational exchange.



Regarding the Western Sahara, the Vice President reaffirmed the text of the Joint Statement between the United States and Morocco released at the end of the King’s meeting with President Barack Obama in Washington in November 2013.



The United States has repeatedly made it clear that Morocco’s autonomy plan is serious, realistic, and credible, and that it represents a potential approach that could satisfy the aspirations of the people in the Sahara to run their own affairs in peace and dignity. Washington has also reaffirmed on many occasions commitment to a peaceful, sustainable, mutually agreed-upon solution to the Sahara question.



Morocco News Review

KICKING-OFF THE MOROCCO’S FIFTH GLOBAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP SUMMIT

November 20, 2014



The fifth annual Global Entrepreneurship Summit (GES 2014) opened this Wednesday in Morocco’s resort city of Marrakech.



This three-day summit, held in partnership between Morocco and the United States, brought together more than 3,000 business leaders and politicians from around the world, with a focus on the role of technology in innovation and entrepreneurship.The holding of this Summit was decided by HM the King and President Obama during the Sovereign’s visit to Washington in November 2013, the aim being to set innovation, an essential source of competitiveness, as a top priority of this Initiative and encourage the establishment of a strategy for inclusive growth.



It is also part of the willingness of both Heads of State to develop a strategic triangular cooperation in Africa, particularly in the fields of access to energy and food security.



The fifth annual Global Entrepreneurship Summit opened with a special tribute to women entrepreneurs by celebrating the “Women’s Entrepreneurship Day” (WED/Nov. 19), a global movement to celebrate, empower and support women entrepreneurs worldwide.



Speaking on the sidelines of the 5th edition Global Entrepreneurship Summit, US Secretary of Commerce Penny Pritzker hailed the leadership of HM King Mohammed VI in encouraging entrepreneurship and women entrepreneurs, noting that Morocco’s achievements in  this area are “truly fantastic”.



Pritzker said she was “delighted” to take part in this international event, the first of its kind in the African continent. The US senior official also welcomed the efforts made by Morocco to enhance business climate as part of an “absolutely attractive approach” for the  American business community, especially in light of the 2006 free trade  agreement between Rabat and Washington which is a foundation for further  business partnerships.



US Secretary of Commerce highlighted US businesses readiness to invest in Morocco, a country with favorable business environment, as evidenced by the  presence in the Kingdom of some 150 US companies which ensure around 100,000  jobs.



In this respect, she noted that Morocco attracts both large multinational corporations and small US companies that provide their services and expertise.



Concerning Morocco’s win-win partnership strategy in Africa, Pritzker said  that Morocco and the US can “certainly” work together in order to strengthen  this virtuous circle, thanks to HM the King’s vision to make the Kingdom  Africa’s hub and a gateway.



US Secretary of Commerce added that she appreciates the role of Moroccan women  entrepreneurs as evidenced by the strong female participation in the GES in  Marrakesh, recalling in this context that the Obama administration works to  promote entrepreneurship and innovation in the world.



The opening of Fifth Global Entrepreneurship Summit in Marrakech at which US Vice President Joe BIDEN is slated to deliver the keynote address, coincided with a meeting at the Royal Palace in Fez between HM King Mohammed VI and the US Vice President at an audience attended by diplomatic and political leaders from both countries.



The talks between HM the King and the US Vice President focused on strengthening the strategic partnership between Morocco and the USA.



The talks also touched on the latest developments of the Moroccan Sahara issue, as well as regional and international issues, particularly the situation in the Sahel and the Middle East, including the Arab-Israeli conflict.



The Washington Post

BIDEN in Morocco lauds U.S. diversity, but urges youths to build their own countries

By: Karen DeYoung / November 20, 2014



MARRAKESH, Morocco— Vice President BIDEN told Muslim youths gathered here Thursday that those who bring their intellect and skills to the United States are welcome, but U.S. interests are better served if they stay and contribute to their own countries.



Just hours before President Obama was to deliver a major speech on immigration, BIDEN noted that “in 2017, in the United States for the first time, Caucasians of European descent will be in the absolute minority. The secret people don’t know is that our diversity is the reason for our incredible strength.”



But the world and the United States will be more peaceful and prosperous, BIDEN said, when “the brightest, the most innovative, the greatest risk takers” believe they can reach their potential at home.



He called on governments and societies to create “the climate in which ideas flourish,” including access to education, equality for women and an end to official corruption.



BIDEN, who celebrated his 72nd birthday Thursday, was serenaded with a chorus of “Happy Birthday” by the several thousand mostly youthful Muslims attending the fifth annual Global Entrepreneurship Summit. The three-day summit is part of an initiative announced by President Obama in Cairo in 2009 to deepen business, education and technology ties with Muslim-majority countries.



Although the summits were begun at a time when Obama hoped to create what he called a “new beginning” between the United States and Muslims around the world, the relationship has continued to be dominated by anti-terrorism concerns.



With U.S. military operations broadening in Iraq and Syria, BIDEN’s speech was seen as “an opportunity to remind the region and the world of some of the values that America stands for, above all the political and economic openness that fuel our innovation,” said a senior administration official traveling with the vice president. The official spoke on condition of anonymity in advance of BIDEN’s remarks.



The two-day summit is jointly sponsored by the United States and Morocco, which constructed a tent city to house it on the outskirts of this city. BIDEN was accompanied by Commerce Secretary Penny Pritzker and Maria Contreras-Sweet, head of the Small Business Administration.



In some cases, the State Department reached out to young Muslim entrepreneurs and financed their attendance here. Ridwan Hafez, 28, who runs a software start-up in Dhaka, Bangladesh, said he was contacted there by the U.S. consulate.



“I’m trying to take my business overseas,” Hafez said. “This is a networking opportunity.” Despite what he called “negative energy” toward the United States in much of the Muslim world, he said, “this is one of the best things of Obama.”



Morocco was the first stop on a trip that will also take BIDEN to Ukraine and Turkey this week.



Washington Examiner

WH Press Bows To Moroccan King’s Ban On BIDEN Notes

By: Eddie Scarry / November 20, 2014



White House Correspondents’ Association President Christi Parsons said it was “unacceptable” for Moroccan King Mohammed VI to ask U.S. news reporters not to take notes on a meeting between him and Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Parsons’ reaction came Wednesday after a White House reporter said in a pool report that journalists were not allowed to take notes while they were admitted to view roughly 30 seconds of the king’s encounter with BIDEN.

Pool reports are write-ups of public events by individual reporters selected to represent the regular White House press corps. The pool reports are sent out to an extensive list of media professionals.



“It’s totally unacceptable,” Parsons said in a statement to the Washington Examiner. “ We appreciate that different nations have different customs, but journalists shouldn’t be hamstrung in performing their duties, even if the setting is a brief photo op.”



BIDEN was in Morocco as part of a five-day trip to the region. BIDEN spoke with Mohammed VI about U.S. cooperation with Morocco on economic development and mutual plans to combat the Islamic State terrorist network, according to the White House.



Karen DeYoung, a Washington Post reporter traveling with BIDEN, said in her report that media were allowed to briefly take photos of BIDEN and the king but were asked by the king’s security not to take notes. She obliged.

When asked what the proper protocol is for a reporter when he or she is placed in such a situation, Parsons said, “We trust our colleagues’ judgment in situations like these.”



“I’ve never heard of that,” said Jen Bendery, a White House reporter for the Huffington Post. “Not taking notes? Why is a pool reporter even there?”

Julie Mason, a former Examiner White House reporter who now hosts Sirius XM’s “Press Pool,” also said she had never heard of a reporter being told not to take notes.



“Mostly we concern ourselves with just getting into events,” she added. “I am not sure that a restriction on note-taking would necessarily raise too many eyebrows.”



Morocco World News

GES Summit: US Vice-President Celebrates 72th Birthday in Marrakech

November 20, 2014



Marrakech – The official opening session of the 5th Global Entrepreneurship Summit that is taking place in Marrakech was marked by the celebration of the birthday of US Vice President Joseph BIDEN who turns 72 on Thursday.



Joseph BIDEN, who was born in November 20, 1942 in Pennsylvania, jokingly said in the beginning of his speech that it is a nice gesture of his majesty King Mohammed VI “who assembled this crowd for my birthday.”



The crowd, consisted of high dignitaries, ministers, economic operators, civil society representatives in addition to young entrepreneurs from all over the world, started singing a mass ‘happy birthday to you’ song to the Vice President of the United States of America.



“I appreciate it,” he added.



BIDEN delivered his speech after Moroccan Prime Minister Abdelillah Benkirane read a letter addressed by King Mohammed VI to the conference.



The US Vice President expressed his happiness to be in Marrakech and in Morocco, saying that “what most people do not realize is that Morocco holds a special place in the hearts of Americans.”



“Morocco is the first nation in the world to recognize the United States of America 237 years ago in December 17, 1777, and I come here to say thank you,” he added.



Joseph BIDEN also said that he came to Morocco, a Muslim nation at the crossroads of Africa, the Arab world and Europe, to talk about ‘what it takes to succeed in the 21st century, and what is required to create thriving, innovative societies worthy of the talents of their young people.’



AFP

BIDEN, Morocco king focus on non-military aspects of terror war

November 20, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN and Moroccan King Mohammed VI discussed Wednesday their countries' strategic alliance and efforts to achieve peace and security in Africa and the Middle East, BIDEN's office said.

 

The vice president arrived in Morocco earlier Wednesday for bilateral talks and to attend the Global Entrepreneurship Summit being held in Marrakesh.

 

The two men met at a royal palace in the city of Fez and spoke about a wide range of issues, including efforts to advance achieve "a secure, stable, and prosperous Maghreb, Africa, and Middle East".

 

In particular, they discussed joint efforts by the international military coalition against the Islamic State (IS) group.

 

While Rabat is not part of the coalition, it is deeply concerned about the more than 2,000 Moroccans, including those with dual nationalities, that have joined such groups as IS.

 

On Saturday it arrested five people in Marrakesh on suspicion of seeking to join jihadists in Iraq and Syria and of aiding terrorist activities.

 

Three of those arrested were "preparing to join terrorist organisations in Syria and Iraq, in particular the Islamic State" group, the interior ministry said.

 

The other two were suspected of involvement in terrorist propaganda, with one of them calling for suicide attacks to be carried out in Morocco.

 

BIDEN's office said he and the king "agreed on the importance of the non-military aspects of the struggle against violent extremism".

 

These included "exposing and discrediting violent extremist recruitment and providing a compelling alternative through social and political inclusion and economic opportunity."

 

In August, Rabat put in place reinforced security measures to counter the terror threat.



Al Arabiya News

U.S. gives boost to young Moroccan entrepreneurs

By: Mustapha Ajbaili / November 20, 2014



The United States plans to invest an estimated $50 million in public-private partnerships to support young entrepreneurs in Morocco, U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN said Thursday.



BIDEN made the announcement on the second day of the fifth Global Entrepreneurship Summit being held in Marrakech.



The investment will be made through the Millennium Challenge Corp., which had previously invested close to $700 million in the North African kingdom.



Pending MCC board approval and congressional notification, the new investment will be made as part of an agreement that is expected to be signed in 2015, the White House said.



BIDEN said the United States and Swedish automobile manufacturer Volvo are working together to establish a training academy for entrepreneurs in Morocco.



The academy will train 150 students each year from Morocco, Ivory Coast and Senegal, focusing on maintaining industrial and commercial equipment.



The training will also include developing technology and business skills to prepare students to meet the demands of the job market or establish their own free enterprises.



BIDEN also said the U.S. government, in partnership with Morocco’s northern neighbor Spain, will provide a $7 million credit guarantee to help finance a state-of-the-art cold storage facility at the Tanger-Med port in Morocco.



The cold storage facility seeks to support Morocco’s agriculture value chain by enabling increased agricultural exports to key markets and facilitating job creation across the sector.



Morocco has had a free-trade agreement with the United States since 2004. The White House said the planned investment is designed to support that agreement.



During his speech, BIDEN focused on the importance of a fair education system, empowering women to boost the spirit of entrepreneurship, and combating corruption.



“Around the world we work to connect entrepreneurs. This includes promoting transparency and fighting corruption,” he said.



“It takes a universal education system, a value system that gives people the freedom to try and fail, a society that empowers women,” BIDEN added.



“Without empowering women, everything else we want to achieve is exponentially harder.”



Al Arabiya News

Moroccan king: Islam ‘does not object to profit’

By: Mustapha Ajbaili / November 20, 2014



Addressing the fifth Global Entrepreneurship Summit in Marrakech, King Mohammed VI urged young entrepreneurs to make use of technology to create new business initiatives.



Islam “does not object to profit,” he said in a statement read by Prime Minister Abdelilah Benkirane.



“On the contrary, [Islam] encourages the entrepreneurial spirit, personal fulfilment and promotion based on merit,” the king added.



“The institution of the waqf [endowment] is an original form of entrepreneurship, which is rooted in our tradition of inter-generational solidarity.”



Addressing an audience of more than 3,000 entrepreneurs, as well as world business and political leaders, the king noted the importance of empowering youths to realize their aspirations in a region plagued by religious extremism and poverty.



“To overcome the pessimism that has plagued our continent, our governments should instil self-confidence in our young people so that they can believe in their ability to learn and to become entrepreneurs,” he said.



“To this end, we need to nurture positive examples and turn success stories into models to emulate.”



He said modern means of communication, which are “sometimes perverted to serve reprehensible causes, such as religious radicalization or the promotion of deviant ideologies,” should be harnessed for “the benefit of positive emulation and citizens’ initiatives.”



Morocco was the host nation of this year’s Global Entrepreneurship Summit, which was announced by U.S. President Barack Obama during his landmark visit to Egypt in 2009.



The first summit was held in Washington in 2010, and subsequently in Dubai, Istanbul, Kuala Lumpur and now Marrakech.



Voice of America

VP BIDEN to Visit Turkey to Mend Ties

By: Dorian Jones / November 20, 2014



ISTANBUL—U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN is traveling to Turkey Friday for talks with President Recep Tayyip Erdogan - their first meeting since the vice president criticized Turkey for allowing foreign recruits to cross into Syria from Turkish territory and join extremist groups.



BIDEN said Ankara's policies had effectively aided the Islamic State group and other enemies of the West.



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN's three-day visit to Istanbul comes amid strained relations between the NATO partners over Syria.



Vice President Joe BIDEN, Nov. 19, oversea itinerary

Vice President Joe BIDEN, Nov. 19, oversea itinerary

BIDEN added to the strain last month when he said Turkey's support for all opponents of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad has effectively helped Islamic extremists who are battling the West and Iraq as much as they fighting against the Syrian regime.



Erdogan said the vice president apologized for his remarks. But days later, BIDEN said he had not.



Diplomatic columnist Semih Idiz of the Turkish newspaper Taraf and the website Al-Monitor said both sides are keen to put the spat over BIDEN's remarks behind them. However, he warned, fundamental differences over Syria remain.



"I think they will put a brave face on everything and try to present a unified front in the fight against the Islamic State," Idiz said. "But I think the priority that the American side will be pushing for will concern the fight against Islamic State. And the Turkish side, while acknowledging that, will want to bring in an Assad dimension to it."



Seeks access to bases



BIDEN is due to meet late Friday with Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu and then have lunch with Erdogan on Saturday.



Washington is pressing Turkey to open up its key bases to the U.S.-led anti-Islamic State coalition.



Erdogan has said that will only happen if the war against the militants is extended to include the Assad regime. But the chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Martin Dempsey, appeared to rule out any change in policy when he discussed the issue on Wednesday.



"The mission I’ve been given is ISIL (an acronym for the Islamic State group). [The mission] is not nation building, it‘s not overthrowing the Syrian regime," Dempsey said.



Observers said BIDEN will find Turkey’s political leadership equally resolute.



Sinan Ulgen, a visiting scholar of the Carnegie Institute in Brussels, said Ankara believes the tide is turning in its favor in Washington after this month’s U.S. congressional elections.



"There is certainly is an expectation that now, after the mid-terms and the Republican dominated congress, the U.S. administration will be more forthcoming in terms of its approach toward Syria and to giving more support to the regime-change agenda championed by the government in Ankara," Ulgen said.



Observers said common ground is likely to be found in talks about assistance for the growing numbers of Iraqi and Syrian refugees in Turkey.



Improving relations



A more difficult agenda item will be the issue of Ankara’s commitment to train Syrians to fight against Islamic State forces. Ankara is pressing for those who are trained to be used against Assad's army.



Few analysts predict any major developments during the BIDEN visit.



Diplomatic columnist Idiz said the trip is more about creating a better working relationship.



"I don't think it’s going to be a major-breakthrough visit. It will try and disperse some of the negative energy in the air between the two countries," Idiz said.



While in Turkey, BIDEN also is scheduled to meet with the head of the Orthodox church, His Holiness the Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew, before returning to Washington on Sunday.



Today’s Zaman

BIDEN expected in Turkey amid tense Turkey-US relations

November 20, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to arrive in İstanbul on Friday to pressure the US's reluctant ally to contribute more to the fight against the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), a request which includes allowing expanded access to the İncirlik Air Base and the finalization of a deal on Turkey providing training and equipment to the Syrian opposition.



BIDEN, along with his wife Jill, is coming to İstanbul after trips to Morocco and Ukraine earlier this week. US Assistant Secretary of State for European and Eurasian Affairs Victoria Nuland will accompany BIDEN.



The US and Turkey have different opinions on how to deal with the ISIL threat in the region and these differences have been causing tension in their relationship for some time. BIDEN's visit will provide a chance to look for ways to bring the two allies' positions closer together.



Turkey insists on the establishment of a no-fly zone and a safe zone inside Syria to curb the refugee influx and is also pushing for the overthrow of the regime of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. US officials have been reiterating that removing Assad from power is not a priority and that it is more important to focus on defeating the immediate threat of ISIL.



Main opposition Republican People's Party (CHP) Adana deputy and former diplomat Faruk Loğoğlu has criticized the “obsession” of Turkey with removing Assad from power. “The core dilemma is that [US President Barack] Obama's priority is to defeat ISIL, while [President Recep Tayyip] Erdoğan and [Prime Minister Ahmet] Davutoğlu are still obsessed with the toppling of the regime of Bashar al-Assad. The US seeks to connect and integrate Turkish logistics into its plan for the international coalition to fight ISIL and to continue its air strikes in Syria but will not in return agree to Turkish demands for a no-fly zone or safe havens there,” Loğoğlu told Today's Zaman on Thursday.



“The US can go it alone without Turkish help if need be,” he added.

In the meantime, speaking at a conference on Wednesday, Chairman of the Joints Chiefs of Staff Gen. Martin Dempsey said that his task is not about toppling the Assad regime in Syria but defeating ISIL. The top US general said his focus is on defeating ISIL and that the way to do it is to word towards ensuring that Sunni Muslims do not support the terrorist organization.



He also said that from the US's strategic military perspective, battling ISIL in Iraq is the priority, rather than Syria. With the support of the US-led coalition forces, Dempsey said that local forces in Iraq have become a more reliable partner for the US. Dempsey also stressed that the US has a more consistent military strategy in Iraq than in Syria.



When asked about what he thinks of Turkey's idea of establishing a no-fly zone and a safe zone inside Syria, Dempsey said the US is considering its ally's suggestion but that these ideas are still not part of US plans.



Faruk Loğoğlu warned that Turkey's insistence on certain preconditions may backfire and damage Turkey's interests. “Turkish insistence on certain preconditions might also be perceived as reluctance to go after ISIL. Given the fact that parliamentary elections are coming up soon in Turkey and given the fact that the centennial of the Armenian claims in 2015 is fast approaching, we will have to wait and see if Prime Minister Davutoğlu might be tempted to give in to American demands to avoid a full confrontation with the US Congress and administration,” he said.

 

Senator McCain calls Erdoğan a dictator

 

In the meantime, US Republican Party Arizona Senator Joe McCain has called President Erdoğan a “dictator.” Speaking on MSNBC television's “Morning Joe” program on Wednesday, McCain claimed that Erdoğan has turned into an Islamist and an oppressive dictator and that this is a huge disappointment to him. Speaking about the pressures that Turkish media have been exposed to, McCain said there are more imprisoned journalists in Turkey than in Iran.



BIDEN is expected to arrive in İstanbul on Friday and start his visit by having a working dinner with Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu. According to a White House statement on Nov. 18, BIDEN will meet with President Erdoğan and Prime Minister Davutoğlu in İstanbul.



BIDEN will also address the Atlantic Council Energy and Economic Summit "where he'll discuss energy security challenges and the American strategic vision of a Europe that's whole, free, and at peace," the White House said.



The US vice president is also expected to meet with a group of nongovernmental leaders to discuss “how to sustain institutional and political reform that promotes checks and balances,” according to the statement.



During his visit, BIDEN is also scheduled to meet with Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew I to discuss “religious freedom and interfaith dialogue.” The Ecumenical Patriarchate, based in İstanbul, has been widely recognized as “ecumenical” for centuries, with the prominent exception of Turkey. Turkey has long objected to the patriarch's title of “ecumenical” -- which means “universal” in Greek -- saying it has political overtones that could undermine Turkish sovereignty. The Patriarchate says the term is purely an internal church designation and has no political implications.



On Saturday, BIDEN will attend a meeting of the National Democratic Institute's Checks and Balances Network, after which he will have lunch with President Erdoğan at Beylerbeyi Palace.



BIDEN is expected to meet with Bartholomew I on Sunday morning, and in the afternoon he will leave İstanbul for Washington, D.C.



Today’s Zaman

US-Turkey relationship is ’on the skids’ before BIDEN’s visit, experts

By: Ali H. Aslan / November 20, 2014



A senior fellow for Middle Eastern studies at the US-based think tank Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), Steven Cook, has said there is a real sense in Washington that the US-Turkey relationship is “on the skids” as Turkey is getting ready to host US Vice President Joe BIDEN this weekend.

Speaking to Today's Zaman, Cook said, “The controversy over Kobani [a Syrian town bordering Turkey] has revealed deep fissures and a fair amount of mistrust between Washington and Ankara. No one can argue that Turkey is not getting high-level attention with Vice President BIDEN's visit, but he is somewhat a curious choice given [President Recep Tayyip] Erdoğan's well-known hard feelings toward the vice president.”



Kurdish forces in Kobani have been fighting against the radical Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) for months now and Turkey has been the target of criticism due to its reluctance to provide help to these forces.



BIDEN indicated in a speech at Harvard University in October that Turkey contributed to the rise of ISIL and accused Turkey of supporting anyone who would fight against President Bashar al-Assad in Syria. He also said that Erdoğan had told him that Turkey had “let too many people through,” even though Turkey is now trying to secure its border.



Erdoğan denied ever making such a statement and told reporters in İstanbul before BIDEN's reported apology that the vice president would "be history for me if he has indeed used such expressions."



The White House later issued a statement saying that BIDEN called Erdoğan and apologized to him. But recently, speaking to a television channel, BIDEN said he had never apologized to Erdoğan.



Cook said he doesn't expect much to change, although the Turks believe Washington is moving in Ankara's direction on Assad. Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu recently said he is getting signals that the US is getting closer to Turkey's position on Assad.



Cook also said the US is reviewing its current policy of Syria and it will likely result in no actual change in policy. “Bringing down Assad will likely turn the country over to ISIL, which is a non-starter from Washington's perspective” he said.



Speaking to Today's Zaman, senior fellow at the Center for American Progress, a US-based think tank, Michael Werz said that BIDEN is traveling to Turkey to push for greater support for US policy in the region.



He said, “It will be Turkey's task to redefine a constructive role in this dynamic environment.”



With regard to the “apology crisis,” Werz said it is important to note that the US government has been forced for the second time to correct the public presentation of confidential conversations with senior leaders of a NATO ally -- a very unusual occurrence.



Back in March, Obama had to state that then-Prime Minister Erdoğan's public version of their phone conversation was not accurate. “Now, Vice President BIDEN has found himself in a similar situation,” said Werz.



He also stated that from the US perspective, it's difficult to tell why Turkey is insisting on the establishment of no-fly zone over Syria. He pointed out that there are de facto no-fly zones in northern Syria at the moment, with only US aircraft active in the region.



Werz said, “Certainly, the anti-ISIL coalition will have to grapple with the fate of Assad, but what is interesting is that none of the steps Turkey has proposed -- no-fly zones and safe zones -- are likely to in fact result in the fall of Assad.”



He added that the US would like to see Turkey play an active role when it comes to training moderate Syrian opposition, overcoming what is seen in Washington as a “problematic bias” towards Islamic organizations.



Czech News Agency

Bloom wears off Czech–US relations

November 20, 2014



Prague, Nov 20 (ČTK) — Czech-U.S. relations have entered an “uncertain age” now and they are not as idyllic as it may seem from the broad smiles which U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN and Czech PM Bohuslav Sobotka exchanged in Washington this week, Jiří Roskot writes in daily Právo today.

 

Sobotka’s description of his and BIDEN’s consensus on human rights and nuclear energy, and BIDEN’s praise of Prague’s promise to finally start increasing its defense spending indicated that Sobotka (Social Democrats, ČSSD) was not rebuked by BIDEN, though many commentators expected him to be, Roskot writes.



As an argument, the commentators used Sobotka’s statement in June that the Czech Republic neither needs nor calls for NATO’s military presence on its territory, and Czech President Milos Zeman’s repeated challenging of the Western anti-Russian sanctions, both at variance with the U.S. policy, Roskot writes.



Nevertheless, using one’s own head is quite legitimate. After all, other EU and NATO countries, too, tried to avoid joining the sanctions and the confrontation with Russia, Roskot says.



From this point of view, the question is whether Sobotka really went to the White House to correct Prague’s allegedly shaken reputation, Roskot says.

On the other hand, in the White House they usually do not settle discords with allies by making warning gestures or statements. The U.S. has lower-ranking officials to do this. They include presidential adviser Susan Rice, who in April rebuked Czech Defense Minister Martin Stropnický, telling him that Washington would no longer consider Czechs its ally unless they raise their defense spending appropriately, Roskot writes.



Besides, BIDEN is known as a friendly and good-humored man. In April, he and Sobotka discussed the anti-Russian sanctions by phone, Roskot writes.



However, behind-the-scenes debates show that from the U.S. point of view, relations with Prague are not as cloudless as it may seem from officials’ broad smiles during Sobotka’s U.S. trip, Roskot continues.



Washington is disappointed at Prague’s decision to scrap the giant tender for the extension of the Temelín nuclear power plant, south Bohemia, in which the Japanese-U.S. Westinghouse company was one of the bidders, Roskot writes.



U.S. diplomacy is also worried about the new approach to the human rights issue formulated at the Czech Foreign Ministry, he writes.



He alludes to what some observers describe as Prague’s trend to put business relations above human rights promotion abroad.



In addition, Washington considers the Czech plan for raising defense spending insufficient, Roskot says.



Sobotka’s NATO-related statements and mainly the statements of Zeman earlier this year embarrassed U.S. leaders and made them uncertain about the level on which they should receive Sobotka, Roskot writes.



Out of all Czech prime ministers who visited Washington, Sobotka is the first whom the U.S. president did not receive. Before, the respective U.S. presidents welcomed Czech prime ministers Miloš Zeman, Vladimír Špidl (both ČSSD), Mirek Topolánek and Petr Nečas (both Civic Democrats, ODS), Roskot writes.



On Tuesday, when BIDEN received Sobotka, U.S. President Barack Obama had a briefing, a consultation on how to fight Ebola, a meeting with the winners of young businessmen’s competition and the reception of credentials from new ambassadors, according to the White House’s website.



Of course, no “ice age” has afflicted U.S.-Czech relations now, similar to that in the early 2000s when the then Czech president Vaclav Klaus reportedly challenged Washington’s assertion about the presence of mass destruction weapons in Iraq, Roskot says.

From Washington’s point of view, U.S.-Czech relations have entered an “uncertain age,” he concludes.



The Hill

Name recognition lacking for many potential Republican candidates

By: Jonathan Easley / November 20, 2014



Republicans may have a big field of potential 2016 presidential candidates, but a new NBC News-Wall Street Journal poll shows that many of them remain unknown to the general public.



A majority of the public have never heard of Ohio Gov. John Kasich, Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker or Dr. Ben Carson, all of whom are believed to be weighing runs for the GOP nomination. And Sens. Ted Cruz (Texas) and Marco Rubio (Fla.) aren’t far behind, with 40 percent of the public saying they don’t know who Cruz is, and 39 saying the same about Rubio.

Former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush is far and away the most recognized potential GOP candidate, with only 14 percent saying they don’t know his name. Trailing him are New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie at 18 percent unknown, former Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee at 22 percent, Sen. Rand Paul (Ky.) at 25 percent and Texas Gov. Rick Perry at 27 percent.



Bush might be the best known, but he has one of the worst favorability ratings of all the potential GOP candidates, with only 26 percent having a positive view of him against 33 percent negative.



While he’s largely unknown, Carson has the best favorability rating in the field, with 17 percent having a positive view of him, against only 7 percent negative. He’s followed by Paul, Rubio, Huckabee, Walker and Kasich, all of whom have net positive favorability ratings.



Christie breaks even at 29 to 29 percent, while Bush, Perry and Cruz are under water.



The poll shows that while the GOP bench in 2016 is deep, there are still significant inroads to be made with the public, even for candidates that are at the forefront of the political scene in Washington.



Conversely, Hillary Clinton, the front-runner for the Democratic nomination, is almost universally recognized, with only 1 percent saying they don’t know her name. Only 5 percent say they don’t recognize Vice President BIDEN.



The potential Democratic candidate with the worst name recognition is Sen. Elizabeth Warren (Mass.), at 39 percent unknown. But Warren has the best favorability rating of that bunch, coming in at 23 percent positive and 17 percent negative.



Clinton is above water on favorability, with 43 percent having a positive view against 40 percent negative. That’s slightly better than President Obama, who gets one of his few positive favorability ratings in this poll with a 45 to 43 percent split.



BIDEN is underwater at 35 percent positive to 38 percent negative.



The NBC News-Wall Street Journal poll of 1,000 adults was conducted between Nov. 14 and Nov. 17 and has a margin of error of plus or minus 3 percentage points.



The Hill

Warren trounces Clinton in poll of liberal group

By: Peter Sullivan / November 20, 2014



Thousands of members of the liberal group Democracy for America (DFA) prefer Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) for president over former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, according to a new poll. 



Warren receives 42 percent, Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) gets 24 percent and Clinton gets 23 percent in the DFA poll of its members. 



The DFA poll also holds even worse news for Vice President BIDEN. He comes in at just 2 percent, behind former Clinton administration Labor Secretary Robert Reich, at 3 percent.



The group says that 164,733 votes were cast by its members across the country, with each voter able to rank their choices. 

Despite the liberal enthusiasm for Warren, she has repeatedly insisted she is not running and given few indications of planning for a run. Sanders has said he is considering a run, though he is seen as having extremely long odds. 



Still, the poll results could indicate that Clinton has work to do with the liberal base. 



"If you only listened to Washington pundits, you'd wonder why Democrats are even bothering holding primaries and caucuses, but the results from our first 2016 presidential pulse poll indicates that progressives want to hear from many candidates during the nomination process and that the fight for the support Democrats' grassroots base is far from over," the group's executive director, Charles Chamberlain, said in a statement. 



There has been talk of a possible meeting between the Clinton camp and DFA, as well as another liberal group enthusiastic about Warren, the Progressive Change Campaign Committee.



Also featured in the DFA poll: former Sen. Jim Webb (D-Va.), who announced an exploratory committee on Wednesday night, got just 0.69 percent.



Even if Clinton does not face a real challenge, liberal groups are making clear they will be pressuring her to speak out on income inequality. 



"No matter who runs for president," the group wrote in an email to supporters, "DFA will be pushing every candidate to boldly tackle income inequality and other critical issues that will decide the 2016 election."



The Washington Post

Happy 72nd Birthday, Joe BIDEN! We made you a quiz.

By: Jaime Fuller / November 20, 2014



Today is Vice President Joe BIDEN's 72nd birthday. We celebrated by re-upping a quiz we made this summer, "Is this headline from a real story about Joe BIDEN, or the Onion?"



We even updated it with new headlines! (Internet articles about Joe BIDEN are one of America's greatest exports, and there is never a shortage.)



It's harder than you'd think; we didn't include, "Shirtless BIDEN Washes Trans Am In White House Driveway" or "BIDEN To Honor Fallen Soldiers By Jumping Motorcycle Over Vietnam Memorial" or "Here is a photo of Joe BIDEN eating ice cream in his aviators while flashing cash."



Bloomberg

Here’s What Joe BIDEN, Birthday Boy, Says About Running for President

By: Arit John / November 20, 2014



Thursday is Vice President Joe BIDEN's 72nd birthday, meaning he’ll be 74 when the next president of the United States is sworn into office.



Much of the political world is at best skeptical of a potential presidential bid by BIDEN, and his age is one reason. A recent story by the New Yorker's Ryan Lizza on potential Democratic challengers to Hillary Clinton didn’t even mention him. But doubters seldom stop BIDEN, and he even joked about his age on Thursday as he addressed the Global Entrepreneurship Summit in Marrakech, Morocco. 



“I am getting to the age where I don't look forward to my birthdays,” he said to applause.



(For the record, the oldest president to assume office was Ronald Reagan, who was about to turn 70 at his first inauguration.)



In honor of BIDEN's birthday, and looking ahead to what the next few years might bring, here are the best quotes from BIDEN and others on his presidential ambitions. 



“I think Joe would be a superb president.”



—President Barack Obama in an interview with the New Yorker's Evan Osnos, published in July 2014.



After singing his praises, the president added that the only question for BIDEN, and Clinton, is whether they want to go through the whole process again. “You have to have that fire in the belly, which is a question that only Joe can answer himself,” Obama said.   



“My mother believed and my father believed that if I wanted to be president of the United States, I could be. I could be vice president.”



—BIDEN at a campaign event in Youngstown, Ohio, in May 2012. 



The awkwardness of that quote, of course, pales to what BIDEN jokingly said last month to the vice president of Harvard University's student body: “Isn’t that a bitch … the vice president thing.” 



“I’ve twice been a presidential candidate, and I hope you do better than I did.” 



—BIDEN in April 2014, speaking to then-Ukranian presidential candidate Petro Poroshenko, who won.



“BIDEN is Ridin' High: Approval Ratings of 200%”



Last May, BIDEN appeared with Julia Louis-Dreyfus, the fictional vice president-turned-president in HBO’s Veep, in a skit for the White House Correspondents Association dinner. The two bounce around the White House and get matching “45” tattoos. In one scene, the two write headlines for major newspapers about how awesome BIDEN is, including “BIDEN Is Ridin’ High.”



“The judgment I’ll make is, first of all, am I still as full of as much energy as I have now—do I feel this?”



—BIDEN in an story by GQ's Jeanne Marie Laskas, published in July 2013.



The story focused on why someone with such an impressive foreign policy resume and an understanding of politics struggles so much to be taken seriously as a presidential candidate. While several commenters have said BIDEN will run if Clinton doesn’t, he has his own conditions: first, whether he has the energy. “Number two,” he said, “do I think I’m the best person in the position to move the ball? And, you know, we’ll see where the hell I am.”



“I think I’m qualified by the record I have demonstrated over the years, by the experience I have, by the significant knowledge I have of not only foreign policy but individual leaders in foreign countries and domestically as well.”



—BIDEN in a story by Glenn Thrush published in Politico Magazine's March/April 2014 edition, talking about why he's qualified for the job.



“I can die a happy man not being president.”



—BIDEN in the July 2014 New Yorker story.



A year earlier he said the same thing to GQ, but added, “It doesn’t mean I won’t run.” 



Honorary mention: “I’d rather be at home making love to my wife while my children are asleep.”



—BIDEN in 2006—before his unsuccessful 2008 run, and well before the 2016 talk began in earnest—speaking to supporters at his leadership PAC about his interest in running, according to The Hill.



JD Supra Business Advisor

VP BIDEN Calls for Greater Investment in Port Infrastructure

By: Brandon Davis / November 20, 2014



On November 12, during a keynote address at the annual convention of the American Association of Port Authorities in Houston, Vice President BIDEN issued a call to action for greater investment in U.S. port facilities.



“We are investing less than one percent of our GDP in transportation infrastructure . . . ranking 28th in the world among advanced nations.  That is simply unacceptable.”



The Vice President stated that after years of underinvestment, more than $90 billion in port improvements are needed by 2020.  In part, these improvements are needed to prepare for a significant increase in shipping over the next several years.  The Vice President projected that “Ports can expect to ship 50% more cargo by 2020 than they do now, and that’s probably a low estimate.”



With this desperate need to improve port facilities, Vice President BIDEN noted the opportunity ports have to deliver projects through public-private partnerships (PPPs), acknowledging that ports have experience in using PPPs to deliver projects.  Further to this point, the Vice President praised the recently enacted Water Resources Reform and Development Act, which received bipartisan support in Congress and provides both funding and a low-cost credit program for water projects.



The Oregonian

Call Joe BIDEN -- Salt & Straw's Thanksgiving-themed ice cream flavors are back

By: Michael Russell / November 20, 2014



For people who love Thanksgiving dinner, but wish it weren't so warm, a Portland ice cream shop is ready to answer your call.



Salt & Straw -- makers of Vice President Joe BIDEN's go-to Portland ice cream -- has once again unleashed their lineup of ice cream flavors based on Thanksgiving dinner. Yup, even the "salted caramel turkey" with "turkey skin brittle" that Serious Eats liked so much.



More palatable flavors, each based on a traditional side or dessert, from sweet potato casserole with maple pecans to hazelnut rosemary stuffing to spiced chevre pumpkin pie.



Pick up a pint at one of Salt & Straw's three Portland-area stores between now and Nov. 29, or order a full set of five pints online for $65.



The Onion

BIDEN Tossed Out Of Car Passing By White House

November 20, 2014



WASHINGTON—At approximately 2 a.m. Thursday morning, White House sources confirmed that Vice President Joe BIDEN was forcibly pushed out the rear door of a moving 1980 Lincoln Town Car onto the curb outside 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. “Whoa, those hombres were not fucking around,” said BIDEN, assuring a small group of onlookers that he was fine as he climbed to his feet and dusted himself off. “Being in the hole 50-large ain’t no joke, but no need to worry about me. Not the first time I’ve had my ass in a sling. And if there’s anything Diamond Joe knows, it’s how to rake in some quick green.” At press time, witnesses confirmed seeing BIDEN walking out of the Oval Office with Rembrandt Peale’s 1823 portrait of George Washington tucked into his jacket.
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AFP

Erdogan raps US on Syria ahead of BIDEN visit

By: Fulya Ozerkan / November 19, 2014

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Wednesday chided the United States for failing to meet Turkey's conditions to play a bigger role in the anti-jihadist coalition in Syria, in a new sign of strains ahead of a visit by US Vice President Joe BIDEN.



UPI

BIDEN to hold 'extensive' discussions with Ukraine leaders in Kiev

By: JC Finley / November 19, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to travel to Ukraine later this week as part of a multi-leg trip.



Today’s Zaman

BIDEN will pressure Turkey for İncirlik

November 19, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN will be paying a visit to Turkey on Friday to pressure the Turkish leadership to do more in the fight against the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), 



Morocco World News

US Vice President in Marrakesh to Participate in 5th Global Entrepreneurship Summit

November 19, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN arrived Wednesday in Marrakech to take part in the fifth annual Global Entrepreneurship Summit.



Morocco World News

King Mohammed VI Receives US Vice President Joseph BIDEN

November 19, 2014

King Mohammed VI received, Wednesday at the Royal Palace in Fez, US Vice-President Joseph BIDEN on a visit to Morocco to take part in the 5th Global Entrepreneurship Summit, The King’s Office said in a statement.



Naharnet News

BIDEN, Morocco King Focus on Non-Military Aspects of Terror War

November 19, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN and Moroccan King Mohammed VI discussed Wednesday their countries' strategic alliance and efforts to achieve peace and security in Africa and the Middle East, BIDEN's office said.



APA

US vice president arrives in Morocco for global entrepreneurship summit

November 19, 2014

United States Vice President, Joe BIDEN arrived on Wednesday in Morocco to take part in the 5th edition of the Global Entrepreneurship Summit (GES) taking place in Marrakesh.



Xinhua 

BIDEN in Morocco to attend global entrepreneurship summit

November 19, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN arrived Wednesday at the Morocco resort Marrakech on the first leg of his five-day tour that will also take him to Ukraine and Turkey.



Interfax- Ukraine News Agency

BIDEN to visit Ukraine, to hold talks with Poroshenko, Yatseniuk

November 19, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN and his wife Jill BIDEN will visit Ukraine on November 20-21, the U.S. embassy to Kyiv reported.



Interfax- Ukraine News Agency

BIDEN to signal U.S. support for Ukraine's territorial integrity – Pyatt

November 19, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN, during his visit to Ukraine, will give a signal to the Ukrainian authorities on continuing U.S. support for the Ukrainian authorities and the territorial integrity of Ukraine, U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Geoffrey Pyatt has said.



African-Bulletin

Joe BIDEN: Extensive talks with The King Mohammed VI

November 19, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN arrives on Wednesday in Morocco, where he and King Mohammed VI will discuss “the range of issues in the strategic partnership between the United States and Morocco,” a senior Obama administration official said on Tuesday.



Daily Sabah

TURKEY SET ON BROAD SYRIA STRATEGY AS BIDEN COMES WITH NOTHING NEW TO OFFER

By: Ragip Soylu / November 19, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Turkey tomorrow, but Turkish leaders who are predicting a comprehensive change of policy from the administration of U.S. President Barack Obama to be more in line with Turkey's stance on Syria, might have misplaced hopes.



World Bulletin

Reconciliation not needed as BIDEN prepares to meet Erdogan

November 19, 2014

Reconciliation is not needed between Vice President Joe BIDEN and Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan as relations are "in a good place," senior administration officials said just days before the leaders are to meet.



Kathimerini English Edition

BIDEN heads to Istanbul amid tension over Cyprus EEZ violation

November 19, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to meet with Turkey's President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu and Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew during a visit to Istanbul this weekend, according to a report by the Athens News Agency on Wednesday.



The Hill

To help Central America, send smarter aid, not just more aid

By: Mauricio Vivero / November 19, 2014

Announced alongside Vice President Joe BIDEN and Inter-American Development Bank President Moreno, the plan focuses on development and job opportunities for youth, providing security through prevention and better law enforcement, and improving governance.



NYU Local

WILL WE SEE A BUSH VS. CLINTON RACE IN 2016?

By: Tyler Bray / November 19, 2014

The gaffe-master from the small land of Delaware, Joe BIDEN has been the quintessential Vice President–smile and wave, Joe. His run for the presidency is more than likely, but the question remains, will BIDEN be able to attain President Barack Obama’s endorsement for the party nomination?



Grand Rapids Business Journal

Mayor Heartwell meets with Vice President BIDEN

By: Charlsie Dewey / November 19, 2014

Grand Rapids Mayor George Heartwell was in Washington, D.C. yesterday with other local, state and tribal leaders from across the country to talk about climate change with Vice President Joe BIDEN.



PanArmenian Network

U.S. Vice President prepares to visit Turkey

November 19, 2014

As U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN prepares to leave for a trip to Turkey this weekend, White House officials insist that there is no tension between BIDEN and the country's president, The Hill reports.



The National Radio Company of Ukraine

BIDEN to visit Ukraine, to hold talks with Poroshenko, Yatseniuk

November 19, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN and his wife Jill BIDEN will visit Ukraine on November 20-21, the U.S. embassy to Kyiv reported.



Advantage Business Media

White House Capitalizes on Web Intelligence to Support New Climate Initiative

November 19, 2014

Following a presentation by U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN, the White House has just released the Climate Resilience Toolkit, a new decision support initiative that makes use of the innovative text analysis and knowledge visualization services of webLyzard technology.



Greece Post

Commentary/Richard Hermann: Not-so-great expectations for Washington over the next two years

By: Richard Hermann / November 19, 2014

First, reforming the 37, 49 or 56 (no one knows the actual number) federal training and retraining programs. Vice President Joe BIDEN’s recent task force report on federal training programs proposed some solid reforms.







AFP

Erdogan raps US on Syria ahead of BIDEN visit

By: Fulya Ozerkan / November 19, 2014



Ankara (AFP) - President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Wednesday chided the United States for failing to meet Turkey's conditions to play a bigger role in the anti-jihadist coalition in Syria, in a new sign of strains ahead of a visit by US Vice President Joe BIDEN.



BIDEN arrives in Istanbul on Friday for a key three-day visit aimed at finding some common ground with Turkey in the fight against Islamic State (IS) militants who have captured swathes of Iraq and Syria.



Relations between the United States and Turkey, NATO's sole Muslim-majority member state, have hit a rocky period amid divergences on how best to resolve Syria's civil war.



Speaking to reporters at Ankara airport before leaving for a trip to Africa, Erdogan said the coalition "had not made the steps we asked them for".



Turkey has insisted it will only play a major role in the coalition against IS if there is a coherent strategy to remove Syrian President Bashar al-Assad from power and if a security zone is set up along its 911-kilometre (566-mile) border with Syria.



The government also so far has refused to allow US forces to carry out bombing raids from the Incirlik air base in southern Turkey, forcing them to make far longer sorties from the Gulf.



Ankara also wants the United States to help train and equip a large contingent of rebel Free Syrian Army (FSA) forces to fight against the Assad regime.



Erdogan said that the "parties have not taken any decisive steps towards the train-and-equip plan" for FSA fighters.



"From the no-fly zone to the safety zone, and training and equipping, all these steps have to be taken now.



"But the coalition forces haven't taken the steps we asked them for or suggested to them."



-'Not considering buffer zone'-



US Secretary of State John Kerry had heartened Turkey on October 8 by declaring that a buffer zone was an idea "worth looking at very, very closely".



But in an indication that little progress may be made on the issue during BIDEN's visit, a senior US administration official said the idea was off the table for now.



"At the moment, we're not considering a no-fly zone or a buffer zone," said the official in comments posted on the White House website.



But the official played down the divergences between Washington and Ankara, saying these were merely "different ways of achieving our common end."



In Istanbul, BIDEN will meet individually with Erdogan and Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu to discuss cooperation in fighting IS.



Talks will centre on "coping with the humanitarian crisis caused by the conflicts on Turkey's southern border," according to a statement from the White House, as well as "countering the threat posed by foreign fighters."



Erdogan however signalled Turkey would not change its position unless its conditions were fulfilled. "Of course Turkey will maintain its stance until this process has been completed."



So far, Turkey's sole contribution to the coalition has been allowing a contingent of Iraqi peshmerga Kurdish fighters to transit Turkish soil to fight IS militants for the Syrian border town of Kobane.



Meanwhile, a spokesman for the US Embassy in Ankara confirmed that retired General John Allen, coordinator of the US-led coalition against IS forces in Iraq and Syria, was visiting Ankara on Wednesday on a previously unannounced trip.



"He is meeting with senior Turkish officials as part of ongoing discussions about countering the ISIL threat," the official said.



BIDEN and Erdogan were involved in a highly-publicised spat last month after the US vice president suggested Ankara had changed its Syria policy after realising it had encouraged the growth of IS.



Erdogan promptly declared that his relationship with BIDEN would be "history" for him had he said such a thing and the two sides even argued over whether there had been an apology.



But the US official said: "It's our view that there's no need for reconciliation," describing the relationship between the pair as "close".



UPI

BIDEN to hold 'extensive' discussions with Ukraine leaders in Kiev

By: JC Finley / November 19, 2014



WASHINGTON, Nov. 19 (UPI) -- U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to travel to Ukraine later this week as part of a multi-leg trip.

Following day-long meetings in Morocco concerning efforts to counter the Islamic State, the vice president will head to Kiev, where he will meet with Ukrainian leaders on Friday and chair a roundtable on anti-corruption and rule of law reforms.



According to a senior U.S. administration official, BIDEN's conversations with Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko and Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk are expected to be "extensive."



In addition to offering his congratulations to the president and prime minister for Ukraine's successful democratic elections Oct. 26, "the vice president will also note the need to quickly move ahead with forming a new government to get on with the business of implementing important reforms," and "discuss, I'm sure at length, concerns that all of us have regarding Russia's ongoing violations of the September 5th Minsk agreement with Ukraine."



According to the Minsk Protocol, all parties to the Ukraine conflict agreed on Sept. 5 to deescalate the crisis through the institution of an immediate cease-fire and the withdrawal of illegal armed groups, mercenaries and military equipment -- two stipulations that have largely been ignored.



BIDEN "will reaffirm our support for the Minsk agreement and the need for all parties to comply with it, but also stand firm on Ukraine's right to defend itself," the official said.



The U.S. and European Union are considering "an intensification of the sanctions" imposed on Russia, another U.S. official acknowledged. On the sidelines of the G-20 Summit in Brisbane last weekend, the leaders also discussed "next steps to provide additional financial support to Ukraine."



Today’s Zaman

BIDEN will pressure Turkey for İncirlik

November 19, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN will be paying a visit to Turkey on Friday to pressure the Turkish leadership to do more in the fight against the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), particularly to provide expanded access to İncirlik Air Base, which is in close proximity to ISIL targets inside Iraq and Syria, but the establishment of a no-fly zone over Syria is not on his agenda.



After visiting Morocco and Ukraine, BIDEN is expected to arrive in İstanbul on Friday and start his visit by having a working dinner with Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu. According to a White House statement on Nov. 18, BIDEN will meet with President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu in İstanbul.



“In these meetings, the Vice President will discuss our cooperation in fighting ISIL in Syria and Iraq; coping with the humanitarian crisis caused by the conflicts on Turkey's southern border; countering the threat posed by foreign fighters; promoting the Cyprus settlement process; and other regional issues,” said the White House in a written statement.



BIDEN will also address the Atlantic Council Economic and Energy Summit, "where he'll discuss energy security challenges and the American strategic vision of a Europe that's whole, free, and at peace," the White House said.

The US vice president is also expected to meet with a group of nongovernmental leaders to discuss “how to sustain institutional and political reform that promotes checks and balances,” the White House statement said.



During his visit, BIDEN is also scheduled to meet with the ecumenical patriarch to discuss “religious freedom and interfaith dialogue.”

On Saturday, BIDEN will attend a meeting of the National Democratic Institute's Checks and Balances Network and later he will be having lunch with President Erdoğan at Beylerbeyi Palace.



BIDEN is expected to meet with the Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew on Sunday morning, and in the afternoon he will depart İstanbul en route Washington, D.C.



According to White House sources, the trip is not about a “reconciliation” between BIDEN and President Erdoğan.



In a speech at Harvard University on Oct. 2, BIDEN accused Turkey of supporting anyone who would fight against Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's regime. Later, he made a personal phone call to clarify his comments. The White House, in its initial statement, said that BIDEN called to extend his apologies to Erdoğan. But in a recent interview with the CNN television network, BIDEN said he never apologized.



White House sources, speaking on condition of anonymity before BIDEN's trip to Turkey, said that “there's no need for reconciliation” and the close and professional relationship between BIDEN and Erdoğan is “in a good place.”



Recalling that Turkey is already an active member in the anti-ISIL coalition and had agreed to host one of the training facilities for the moderate Syrian opposition, White House sources said that they will discuss ways to deepen cooperation on ISIL.



When asked about the US position on the establishment of a no-fly zone in Syria, as Turkey is pushing for, White House sources said the US is in constant discussion on a full range of possible ways Turkey can contribute to the anti-ISIL coalition and reiterated that at the moment, the US is not considering a no-fly zone or the establishment of a buffer zone.



Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu on Tuesday had said that the US position on the no-fly zone issue is shifting closer to Turkey's.



The White House sources said that at the macro level, Turkey and US interests in Iraq and Syria are quite similar and even overlapping. They both aim to degrade ISIL and get to a point where Assad leaves power.

Turkey is pushing for removing the Assad regime as a priority, while the US focus is on defeating the immediate threat of ISIL.



One of the issues that BIDEN will be discussing during his visit to Turkey is the issue of ethnically divided Cyprus. According to White House sources, BIDEN will highlight that the main objective in Cyprus is to put the peace talks on track and that all actors should avoid other action.

 

Gen. Allen is in Turkey

 

In the meantime, a US military delegation has been in Ankara since the weekend, discussing the details of the project to train and equip the moderate Syrian opposition.



Retired Marine Gen. John Allen, the US envoy for the international coalition to counter ISIL, met with Turkish officials in Ankara on Wednesday.

Speaking to journalists before leaving for a visit to Algeria, President Erdoğan said no final decision has been made for Turkey to start training rebels fighting ISIL or Assad forces.



Morocco World News

US Vice President in Marrakesh to Participate in 5th Global Entrepreneurship Summit

November 19, 2014



Marrakech – US Vice President Joe BIDEN arrived Wednesday in Marrakech to take part in the fifth annual Global Entrepreneurship Summit.



US vice president, accompanied by his wife Jill BIDEN, was welcomed at the airport by Morocco’s head of government Abdelilah Benkirane and US ambassador to Morocco Dwight Bush.



BIDEN is leading a very important US delegation to the fifth edition of GES held under the High Patronage of HM King Mohammed VI.



US president Barack Obama had announced the holding of this forum for the first time on African soil, during his speech at the US Africa Business Forum last August as part of the first USA-Africa Summit.



Morocco World News

King Mohammed VI Receives US Vice President Joseph BIDEN

November 19, 2014



Fez- King Mohammed VI received, Wednesday at the Royal Palace in Fez, US Vice-President Joseph BIDEN on a visit to Morocco to take part in the 5th Global Entrepreneurship Summit, The King’s Office said in a statement.



The holding in Marrakech of this Summit was decided by the King and US President Barack Obama during the Sovereign’s visit to Washington in November 2013, the aim being to set innovation, an essential source of competitiveness, as a top priority of this Initiative and encourage the establishment of a strategy for inclusive growth, the statement added.



It is also part of the willingness of both Heads of State to develop a strategic triangular cooperation in Africa, particularly in the fields of access to energy and food security.



The talks between the King and the US Vice President focused on strengthening the strategic partnership between Morocco and the USA, which draws its strength from its longstanding roots, its base of shared values and its adaptation and renewal ability.



 King Mohammed VI’s recent visit to Washington has opened new prospects for closer cooperation that would meet the shared will for substantial development of bilateral relations and provide efficient answers to the many challenges that threaten regional peace and stability.



The talks also touched on the latest developments of the Moroccan Sahara issue, as well as regional and international issues, particularly the situation in the Sahel and the Middle East, including the Arab-Israeli conflict.



Naharnet News

BIDEN, Morocco King Focus on Non-Military Aspects of Terror War

November 19, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN and Moroccan King Mohammed VI discussed Wednesday their countries' strategic alliance and efforts to achieve peace and security in Africa and the Middle East, BIDEN's office said.



The vice president arrived in Morocco earlier Wednesday for bilateral talks and to attend the Global Entrepreneurship Summit being held in Marrakesh.



The two men met at a royal palace in the city of Fez and spoke about a wide range of issues, including efforts to advance achieve "a secure, stable, and prosperous Maghreb, Africa, and Middle East".



In particular, they discussed joint efforts by the international military coalition against the Islamic State (IS) group.



While Rabat is not part of the coalition, it is deeply concerned about the more than 2,000 Moroccans, including those with dual nationalities, that have joined such groups as IS.



On Saturday it arrested five people in Marrakesh on suspicion of seeking to join jihadists in Iraq and Syria and of aiding terrorist activities.



Three of those arrested were "preparing to join terrorist organisations in Syria and Iraq, in particular the Islamic State" group, the interior ministry said.



The other two were suspected of involvement in terrorist propaganda, with one of them calling for suicide attacks to be carried out in Morocco.



BIDEN's office said he and the king "agreed on the importance of the non-military aspects of the struggle against violent extremism".



These included "exposing and discrediting violent extremist recruitment and providing a compelling alternative through social and political inclusion and economic opportunity."



In August, Rabat put in place reinforced security measures to counter the terror threat.



APA

US vice president arrives in Morocco for global entrepreneurship summit

November 19, 2014



United States Vice President, Joe BIDEN arrived on Wednesday in Morocco to take part in the 5th edition of the Global Entrepreneurship Summit (GES) taking place in Marrakesh.



BIDEN, who was accompanied by his wife Jill, was welcomed on his arrival by head of the government, Abdelilah Benkirane.



Under the theme â€œExploit the power of technology in the service of innovation and entrepreneurshipâ€� (GES-2014) is being held for the first time in an Arab-African country and expects the participation of nearly 3,000 entrepreneurs, senior government officials and young business executives from the world.



The Global Entrepreneurship Summit which is launched in 2009 by US President Barack Obama, is a global forum aimed at creating bridges between entrepreneurs, banks, sponsors, investors and others in the United States and Muslim communities worldwide.



After a first edition held in Washington in 2010, followed successively by those in Dubai, Istanbul and Kuala Lumpur, Marrakesh was chosen to host the fifth GES from 19 to 21 November.



Over the years, the Global Entrepreneurship Summit (GES) has become a key rendezvous for young leaders and entrepreneurs around the world.



At its 5th edition, Marrakesh offers varied and convivial spaces for a global brainstorming on innovative entrepreneurship and opportunities of meetings and alliances for project bearers from about fifty countries.



Xinhua 

BIDEN in Morocco to attend global entrepreneurship summit

November 19, 2014



RABAT, Nov. 19 (Xinhua) -- U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN arrived Wednesday at the Morocco resort Marrakech on the first leg of his five-day tour that will also take him to Ukraine and Turkey.



BIDEN will meet Wednesday with Moroccan king Mohammed VI in the central city of Fez to discuss a number of issues, a statement from the U.S. embassy in Rabat said.



On Thursday, BIDEN will deliver remarks to the Global Entrepreneurship Summit in Marrakesh. This is the fifth Global Entrepreneurship Summit since President Obama first announced the program in a speech at Cairo University in 2009, the statement added.



This summit is a way to bring together world leaders to identify how we can deepen ties between business leaders, foundations and social entrepreneurs in the United States and Muslim communities around the world.



BIDEN is expected to depart Marrakech en route to Kyiv, Ukraine on Thursday.



Interfax- Ukraine News Agency

BIDEN to visit Ukraine, to hold talks with Poroshenko, Yatseniuk

November 19, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN and his wife Jill BIDEN will visit Ukraine on November 20-21, the U.S. embassy to Kyiv reported.



A statement available on the embassy website says that BIDEN will meet with Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko and Prime Minister Arseniy Yatseniuk on November 21.



"In these meetings, the Vice President will convey his congratulations for Ukraine's successful democratic elections while also noting the need to quickly move ahead with forming a new government. The Vice President will also discuss Russia's ongoing violations of the September 5th Minsk agreement," it said.



Before departing the country, BIDEN will take part in an anti-corruption roundtable with Verkhovna Rada and civil society members "to discuss the challenges of fighting corruption in Ukraine," it said.



The vice president's wife, Dr. Jill BIDEN, will visit a local Adventist Development and Relief Agency ("ADRA") site, where she will meet with internally displaced persons. "Then, she will drop by and deliver brief remarks at a Humanitarian Assistance Working Group meeting," it said.



Jill BIDEN and First Lady of Ukraine Maryna Poroshenko also plan to visit wounded Ukrainian soldiers at a military hospital in Kyiv.



Interfax- Ukraine News Agency

BIDEN to signal U.S. support for Ukraine's territorial integrity – Pyatt

November 19, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN, during his visit to Ukraine, will give a signal to the Ukrainian authorities on continuing U.S. support for the Ukrainian authorities and the territorial integrity of Ukraine, U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Geoffrey Pyatt has said.



He told reporters in Kyiv on Wednesday that BIDEN would focus on a decisive signal on continuing to express U.S. support for the Ukrainian people, the president and the Ukrainian government.



Pyatt said that BIDEN's visit would also be dedicated to cases of the constant violation by Russia of the territorial integrity of Ukraine, the holding by the Ukrainian authorities of economic reform and the fight against corruption.



As reported, U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN and his wife Jill BIDEN will visit Ukraine on November 20-21. He will meet with Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko and Prime Minister Arseniy Yatseniuk on November 21. BIDEN will also take part in an anti-corruption roundtable with Verkhovna Rada and civil society members to discuss the challenges of fighting corruption in Ukraine.



The U.S. Department of State reported that BIDEN, during his trip to Kyiv and Istanbul on November 20-23, would be accompanied by Assistant Secretary of State for European and Eurasian Affairs Victoria Nuland.



African-Bulletin

Joe BIDEN: Extensive talks with The King Mohammed VI

November 19, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN arrives on Wednesday in Morocco, where he and King Mohammed VI will discuss “the range of issues in the strategic partnership between the United States and Morocco,” a senior Obama administration official said on Tuesday.



“Morocco is a very important partner in the anti-ISIL coalition, and the Vice President will discuss with the King the ongoing mission of the coalition in Iraq and Syria,” the official said in a conference call to preview BIDEN’s trip to Morocco, Ukraine and Turkey.



BIDEN will also “be eager to hear the King’s thoughts on the broader efforts to counter violent extremism, an area where Morocco has a lot of experience,” the official said. The Vice President will also underscore U.S. support for Morocco’s efforts to achieve progress and stability through political and economic reform, the official said. Since the beginning of the Arab Spring, Morocco has been “kind of at the leading edge of getting out in front of regional unrest through political reform efforts,” the official said.



On Thursday, BIDEN will deliver the keynote address at the fifth Global Entrepreneurship Summit in Marrakesh. This is the fifth Global Entrepreneurship Summit since President Barack Obama first announced the program in his Cairo speech in 2009.



After visiting Ukraine for talks with President Petro Poroshenko and Prime Minister Aresniy Yatsenyuk, BIDEN will arrive on Friday evening in Istanbul for a “working dinner” with Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu, the official said.



On Saturday, the Vice President will address an economic and energy summit hosted by the Atlantic Council, then have an “extended” meeting with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, the official said.



The agenda for BIDEN’s discussions with Davutoglu and Erdogan will include “cooperation in fighting ISIL in Syria and Iraq; coping with the humanitarian crisis caused by the conflicts on the other side of Turkey’s southern border; countering the threat posed by foreign fighters; promoting the Cyprus settlement process,” and other regional issues, the official said.



At the Atlantic Council Economic and Energy Summit, BIDEN “will speak about some of the challenges to our strategic vision of a Europe that is whole, free and at peace — including security, political, economic — and in this context, energy security — challenges,” the official said.



Daily Sabah

TURKEY SET ON BROAD SYRIA STRATEGY AS BIDEN COMES WITH NOTHING NEW TO OFFER

By: Ragip Soylu / November 19, 2014



WASHINGTON, D.C. — U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Turkey tomorrow, but Turkish leaders who are predicting a comprehensive change of policy from the administration of U.S. President Barack Obama to be more in line with Turkey's stance on Syria, might have misplaced hopes. Since CNN's much discussed story two weeks ago on a formal review of the U.S.'s strategy for the fight against the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS) that may result in the inclusion of a possible no-fly zone or even a safe zone in Syria for refugees, Turkish officials have been hoping that Obama had finally understood the crucial importance Ankara has put on the removal of Syrian President Bashar Assad. Turkish officials have described Assad as the disease while ISIS, which has wreaked havoc in Iraq and Syria, is just a symptom.



However, the Obama administration has rebuffed such a description, opting to inform the Assad regime of its entering Syrian airspace for its anti-ISIS air missions prior to strikes, at once saying the Assad regime has forfeited legitimacy yet treating it as a sovereign state.



Although CNN's story was based on quotes by senior administration officials, Deputy National Security Adviser Ben Rhodes quickly refuted the reported claims and said that there was no formal review of the anti-ISIS strategy. While for a time the Obama administration seemed divided in its set of priorities concerning Syria, it took an unequivocal statement by Obama to put the speculation to rest. When a reporter asked him during a G20 press conference in Brisbane, Australia whether the U.S. was actively discussing ways to remove Assad as a part of a political transition in Syria, Obama simply said "no." Commenting on BIDEN's visit to Turkey, senior Obama administration officials also dismissed the possibility of a safe or no-fly zone in Syria. "We continue to have conversations with Turkey about how best to bolster security in the region, including along the Turkey-Syria border to take the fight to ISIS. But at the moment, we're not considering a no-fly zone or a buffer-zone," one unnamed official said.



Şaban Kardaş, president of the Center for Middle Eastern Strategic Studies (ORSAM), said that the U.S. is unable to make substantial gains with the current policy it is pursuing on Syria and is on the edge of reviewing its own policy independently of Ankara's demands.



Kardaş, noting that the U.S policy is mostly based on struggling with the ISIS threat in Syria rather than removing Assad from power, said that the U.S. is coming to realize that no achievement has been reached so far in the fight against ISIS with its current policies. Kardaş also added that the U.S. has also realized they are "indirectly" strengthening the Syrian regime.



"There is a possibility that Turkey and the U.S. will reach an agreement in the talks held between BIDEN and Ankara," Kardaş said, but unless the U.S. leans toward fighting Assad along with ISIS, Turkey will be reluctant to step up its support in the coalition.



Can Acun, a Middle Eastern politics researcher at the SETA Foundation, voiced similar pessimism for the talks between BIDEN and Ankara set to take place on Friday. Apart from the U.S. adopting policy that also covers fighting the Assad regime, he sees little possibility that the talks will results in an agreement.



Acun also added that the failure of the U.S. strategy in Syria derives from the fact that Obama is stuck in limbo between pursuing the right policy on ISIS to achieve tangible results and abiding by promises made to the public.



"Obama finally understood that a ground operation is necessary to support the fighting, but he is growing inconsistent as he is in a dilemma over what step to take next. He must keep in mind the promise he made to public that no U.S. soldier will be sent to fight in Syria," Acun said.



He further added that he has little belief that BIDEN will be likely to entertain Turkey's demands, and will rather only propose medium-term promises, as Acun asserted that the U.S. still needs support from Turkey.



While BIDEN is in Istanbul he will give a speech at the Atlantic Council's Economy and Energy Summit, meet with nongovernmental organization leaders and Patriarch Bartholomew.



Stephen Larrabee from the influential Rand Corporation said that the purpose of BIDEN's visit was to consult with high-level Turkish officials and try to ease recent strains in U.S.-Turkish relations caused by the differences in policy on Syria and Iraq. Some analysts previously suggested that BIDEN included Turkey in his trip to smooth relations with President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. BIDEN's remarks at a Harvard University speech where he blamed Turkey for the rise of ISIS had sparked a furious response from Erdoğan, who demanded an apology. Reports said BIDEN afterward had called Erdoğan to apologize, which was confirmed by the White House, but the vice president later rejected the claim.



"The flap about BIDEN's apology is not the reason for the visit. BIDEN has responsibility for and long involvement in Iraq policy at the White House. So it is natural that he would be sent to try to ease the tensions in U.S.-Turkish relations over policy toward ISIS and Syria," Larrabee said.



Michael Werz, a senior fellow at the Center for American Progress, which is well-known for its close ties to Obama administration, agreed that BIDEN is traveling to Turkey to push for greater support for U.S. policy in the region. "It will be Turkey's task to re-redefine a constructive role in this dynamic environment."



Still, a senior Obama administration official argued that bilateral discussions with Turkish officials were continuing and no issue or suggestion was off the table. "But what I said before stands, which is we've had repeated conversations at all levels on the no-fly zone and buffer zone concepts. As the concept gets refined, I imagine those conversations will continue."



BIDEN will arrive in Istanbul on Nov. 21 and will have a working dinner with Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu and a working lunch is scheduled between BIDEN and Erdoğan for the next day. The meeting at the Beylerbeyi Palace will also probably be attended by Assistant Secretary of State Victoria Nuland, who will be accompanying BIDEN during the visit.



World Bulletin

Reconciliation not needed as BIDEN prepares to meet Erdogan

November 19, 2014



Reconciliation is not needed between Vice President Joe BIDEN and Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan as relations are "in a good place," senior administration officials said just days before the leaders are to meet.

BIDEN will meet Nov. 21 with Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu in Istanbul. He will then participate in an extended meeting with Erdogan the next day, following a diplomatic gaffe earlier this year. 



During an Oct. 2 speech at Harvard University, BIDEN said that Turkey and other U.S. allies in the region supplied or facilitated the development of ISIL and other extremist groups fighting the Syrian government.



But two days later during a telephone conversation with Erdogan, BIDEN “apologized for any implication that Turkey or other Allies and partners in the region had intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth of ISIL or other violent extremists in Syria,” according to an Oct. 4 readout provided by the vice president's office.



In an interview with CNN a month later, BIDEN denied that he apologized to Erdogan. "I never apologized to [Turkish President Erdogan]," BIDEN said. "I know him well. I've dealt with him. I called him and said, 'Look, what was reported was not accurate to what I said. Here's what I said.'"



Asked if the trip would serve as an opportunity for the two leaders to mend ties, the senior officials who spoke to reporters Tuesday said, “There’s no need for reconciliation.”



The officials spoke to reporters on the condition that their names not be made public.



“The relationship between the vice president and Erdogan is in a good place. They have a very close, good, professional relationship,” they added.



The bulk of BIDEN’s talks with Turkish officials are set to focus on U.S.-led efforts to combat ISIL in Iraq and Syria.



“When it comes to combatting ISIL, and stabilizing the situation in Iraq, and standing up the moderate opposition in Syria, these are all areas in which we and the Turks have a considerable overlap in our strategic view,” the officials said.



The U.S. has been engaged in leading an international coalition of more than 50 member states to beat back ISIL since August. The coalition has carried out numerous airstrikes against the militants, and destroyed key infrastructure while training partner forces in Iraq, and is planning to do the same for vetted Syrian forces.



While Turkey has offered to host training facilities for Syrian rebels, it has refused to become militarily engaged in the coalition unless buffer zones and a no fly zone are established in northern Syria.



“We continue to have conversations with Turkey about how best to bolster security in the region, including along the Turkey-Syria border to take the fight to ISIL, but at the moment we’re not considering a no-fly zone or a buffer zone,” the officials said. “I don’t think that anybody has taken anything off the table as it relates to the Turks.”



BIDEN’s visit to Turkey is part of a three-country tour from Nov. 19 - 23 that also includes Morocco and Ukraine.



He will meet Nov. 23 with Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew.



Kathimerini English Edition

BIDEN heads to Istanbul amid tension over Cyprus EEZ violation

November 19, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to meet with Turkey's President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu and Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew during a visit to Istanbul this weekend, according to a report by the Athens News Agency on Wednesday.



Talks are expected to focus on the Cyprus issue and developments in the eastern Mediterranean region.



Speaking ahead of the trip, an unnamed senior White House official told reporters that it was important that the two sides on the island resume peace negotiations and avoid actions that would result into tension, the report said.



President Nicos Anstasiades suspended peace talks with Turkish-Cypriots last month after Ankara violated Cyprus's exclusive economic zone (EEZ).



On Tuesday, Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu criticized Nicosia for carrying out hydrocarbon explorations off Cyprus at a time when reunification talks with Turkish Cypriots are still in progress.



Cavusoglu said this was not a “goodwill gesture” on Nicosia’s part but he played down the significance of Turkey sending the Barbaros seismic research vessel into Cyprus’s EEZ.



The Cypriot government, however, was unmoved by Cavusoglu’s comments and a meeting of the National Council, chaired by Anastasiades, led to Nicosia rejecting a suggestion by United Nations mediator Espen Barth Eide for a technical committee consisting of Greek and Turkish Cypriots to be created to manage the island’s hydrocarbon reserves.



Eide had proposed the panel as one of several measures aimed at getting peace talks restarted. Instead, Anastasiades will propose steps that had been previously agreed by Greek and Turkish Cypriot leaders to defuse tension. These include the creation of a common fund for revenues from any gas or oil sold.



The Hill

To help Central America, send smarter aid, not just more aid

By: Mauricio Vivero / November 19, 2014



The plan announced last week by the presidents of Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras is a promising start toward addressing the issues causing so many people to flee those countries.  



Announced alongside Vice President Joe BIDEN and Inter-American Development Bank President Moreno, the plan focuses on development and job opportunities for youth, providing security through prevention and better law enforcement, and improving governance. But it’s going to take more than rhetoric to attack the problems driving migration. The governments of Central America and their private sectors, the United States government and U.S. philanthropic community, and other international donors are going to have to provide resources to turn the rhetoric into reality. 



Securing funding from the United States government, other countries, and the private sector will be only the first step. We must also make sure the money is spent wisely. Congress and the Administration should take an active role in helping to facilitate these smart investments. 

Yesterday, in fact, the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on the Western Hemisphere heard from Administration officials about their plan to deal with the surge in migration of unaccompanied children from Central America to the U.S. Both Administration officials and subcommittee members expressed a mutual interest in addressing the root causes of the issues plaguing the region. 



One common-sense approach would be to make sure new aid builds on the decades of support and investments made by U.S. foundations and other nonprofits working to help the region. A new report commissioned and released today by the Seattle International Foundation shows that between 2010 and 2012, 138 foundations awarded 909 grants for Central America totaling $488.4 million. However, there is poor coordination between the U.S. government, private philanthropy, and other donors. The problems of Central America are complex, and to succeed we need to foster collective action and work to maximize and align the investments of key stakeholders. 



The Obama Administration has an important role to play in helping shape a regional strategy that can leverage private resources and ensure the federal government’s dollars are maximized. 



The U.S. government and other nations have poured billions into these countries over the decades, but state institutions remain fragile and unable to deliver basic services to the majority of the population or guarantee human security. Conditions are so poor that in the past year, we saw more than 60,000 unaccompanied children fleeing Central America and arriving at the U.S. border. They are fleeing extreme poverty, conscription into criminal gangs, and the highest murder rates in the world. But perhaps most importantly, they are fleeing societies where the governments are incapable of protecting their citizens or their economies leave too many without a chance to earn a basic income. 



The people of Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras need support that can boost their economies and strengthen their state institutions. But they also need smart aid that helps improve basic government functions and encourages the private sector to create new jobs for millions of disenfranchised youth. 



Vice President BIDEN rightly points out the dire infrastructure needs in this region for roads, bridges and electrical grid improvements. But its people need jobs, and the training and education necessary to do those jobs. As we build roads and bridges, we must also work to prepare the craftsmen and engineers who will build and maintain that infrastructure, and the entrepreneurs and workers who will use it to build more inclusive economies. 



This region needs strong, accountable government institutions. The three countries must tackle organized crime, street gangs, and pervasive insecurity. That requires solid criminal investigations, professional police forces, and effective criminal justice systems. Community policing and special criminal investigation units are models that show promise, so aid should be targeted at improving civilian law enforcement and court systems. 



The people of this region need support in combating corruption and increasing the accountability of their elected leaders and public officials. Accordingly, support should flow to governments and agencies where leaders are committed to strengthening civilian-led law enforcement, criminal justice systems, and the rule of law. 



Most agree on the issues; these are complex problems that require a smart, long term commitment and the political will to change the status quo. We need to also remember that help is not enough. Let’s make sure we send smart help. This is a rare opportunity for the U.S. to lead, improve millions of lives, and increase our standing in Latin America.



Grand Rapids Business Journal

Mayor Heartwell meets with Vice President BIDEN

By: Charlsie Dewey / November 19, 2014



Grand Rapids Mayor George Heartwell was in Washington, D.C. yesterday with other local, state and tribal leaders from across the country to talk about climate change with Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Heartwell — who was appointed to President Barack Obama’s State, Local and Tribal Leaders Task Force on Climate Preparedness and Resilience — met with BIDEN and senior White House officials to discuss the issues of carbon pollution and climate resilience and deliver their recommendations.



Collaboration



Although carbon-pollution reduction has often been the main focus of government intervention, communities across the U.S. have already felt the impact of the changing climate and are in need of government and infrastructure modernization to reduce that impact now and in the future.



Federal, state, and local governments need to work together to reduce the impact of extreme weather events, rising temperatures and other negative effects of climate change.



“Cities are at the frontlines of climate change and must deal with its consequences through effective actions,” Heartwell said. “Grand Rapids has faced the impacts of floods, heat waves and snow blizzards in the last three years. State and federal governments need to provide support to local governments and ensure coordinated efforts to address climate change effects.”



Recommendations



Task force members presented their recommendations on how the federal government can aid communities nationwide that are dealing with the impacts of extreme weather and the changing climate.



The task force recommendations were based on one year of soliciting input from citizens, governments, trade organizations, academic institutions, civilians and various other stakeholders.



The resulting information was incorporated into the final report and will be used to improve the climate preparedness and resiliency of U.S. communities. These recommendations provide guidance on how the federal government should modernize policies and programs to include climate change, promote and incentivize community resilience and offer pertinent and actionable information and tools.



The implementation of the task force report recognizes that although governments must continue to act on the carbon pollution, which drives climate change, they must also prepare communities for the impacts of climate change already being experienced.



“The continued adoption of renewable energy sources and implementation of energy-efficiency practices is extremely important to the long-term sustainability and climate resiliency of communities across the nation and the world," said Haris Alibasic, director of the Office of Energy & Sustainability, city of Grand Rapids.



The administration has already begun to make some changes, announcing new tools and actions yesterday to help leaders build more climate-resilient communities.



One of these tools is the Climate Resilience Toolkit, a web-based application that provides easy access to federal tools, which will assist city planners and decision makers in incorporating climate change in their visions for the future.



NYU Local

WILL WE SEE A BUSH VS. CLINTON RACE IN 2016?

By: Tyler Bray / November 19, 2014



Just two weeks after the midterm elections, fervor is building in anticipation of what will be the longest and assuredly most expensive presidential election in American history.



Here is a rundown of the candidates that may be interrupting your Kardashians marathon come next year.



Potential Republican Candidates:



Governor Chris Christie (New Jersey): Putting the big stick ideology to the test, Christie is one of the most outspoken leaders this country has seen in recent years. After rising to political fame for his gubernatorial command during Hurricane Sandy, he has become popular among minority voters and anyone in search of an affirmative, pragmatic leader. Christie will likely face criticism for his recent neglect of his home state, which has been subject to a hampering credit crisis, largely due to the governor’s pension cuts and budget reform.



Former Gov. Jeb Bush (Florida): The potential third member of one of America’s most controversial political dynasties, Jeb Bush has all the components to make a serious run for the presidency: gubernatorial experience, swing state voter base, and a name rivaled only by Hillary Clinton in familiarity. He would suffer heavily however, from a splintered Republican party, as his major policy intentions such as Common Core and complete immigration reform are too moderate for the party’s conservative base. Above all else, the question looms over whether or not the country is ready for another Bush to take the reigns–it may be too soon.



Senator Marco Rubio (Florida): Senator Rubio has something no one else in the Republican Party can boast: the hispanic vote. Many are looking to him as the candidate that will bridge the party’s moderate wing with the conservative establishment. His kryptonite? He supports an unpopular liberal immigration policy that could hinder support from true conservatives.



Senator Ted Cruz (Texas): A rather, run-of-the-mill conservative with a high national profile, Ted Cruz is poised to be this year’s token Republican candidate. His personality isn’t boisterously outspoken enough to gain headline attention, but solid debate performance and wise articulation could land Cruz closer to the G.O.P. bid for president than anyone is predicting.



Senator Rand Paul (Kentucky): Carrying on the libertarian ideals of his father under the name of the Republican party, the Senator from Kentucky may have more success than expected of him. Paul has been outspoken in the media against the NSA, advocating for strong, individual rights. He has gained a following of liberal-democratic supporters, which could be a rallying point for the Republican candidate. Still, the idea of electing a junior senator remains unpopular, as Barack Obama’s performance in the White House stains the thought.



Congressman Paul Ryan (Wisconsin): Having gone on record stating that he would not run for president in 2016 if Mitt Romney were to run, Paul Ryan holds an apparent, valuable innocence that seems to be missing from politics today. He may be one of the few Republicans who will actually prove themselves in the upcoming two year period. As the new chair to the House Ways and Means Committee, Ryan recently proposed a bill to fight American poverty in urban environments by increasing budget neutral opportunities.



Former Gov. Mitt Romney (Massachusetts): Most of Mitt Romney’s success in 2016, if he even decides to run, would largely derive from his residual popularity from 2012. Romney’s liberality would do him little to no good if facing a female candidate, and his social conservatism would only hurt him in that regard as well. Still, if he could gain the full backing of a unified Republican party, with the experience he has, former Gov. Romney could make a formidable run.



Among other possibilities are: Governor Bobby Jindal (Louisiana), Governor Rick Perry (Texas), Former Gov. Mike Huckabee (Arkansas), Former Sen. Rick Santorum (PA), M.D. Ben Carson (Maryland), Former Gov. Sarah Palin (Alaska), and Congresswoman Michelle Bachman (Minnesota).



Potential Democratic Candidates:



Former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton (New York): The strongest candidate heading into the 2016 race, former Secretary Clinton is poised to make history. Not only does she have an extremely strong resume in the White House, touting her tenure as Secretary of State and First Lady, she has the unwavering support of one of the most popular presidents in modern American history, who would serve as the nation’s first First Gentleman. Hillary Clinton hasn’t won the presidency just yet; she will still have to face attacks from the right on her actions regarding the Benghazi attacks, something that plagued her final year as Secretary of State. If elected, Hillary would be one of two presidents to live in the White House at the same time. That’s history.



Governor Martin O’Mally (Maryland): Governor O’Mally has been the most open candidate about a 2016 run for the presidency. He is clear and confident in his decision to run in opposition of Hillary Clinton (whom he endorsed in 2008), even if that is all he may achieve. Nonetheless, O’Mally is young with a relatively clean slate and a strong base of fundraising, which may not only make him a strong candidate in 2016, but also years to come thereafter.



Senator Bernard Sanders (Vermont): A 73 year old, self-proclaimed independent that caucuses with the Democrats, Senator Sanders is not expected to make much headway if he were to run for the presidency in 2016. He would run a campaign of policy, primarily trying to influence the major talking points that rule the the election. A champion of the people, Sanders could potentially bring Hillary Clinton (if nominated) to advocate for more populist measures on the tax code and federal economic policy.



Vice President Joe BIDEN (Delaware): The gaffe-master from the small land of Delaware, Joe BIDEN has been the quintessential Vice President–smile and wave, Joe. His run for the presidency is more than likely, but the question remains, will BIDEN be able to attain President Barack Obama’s endorsement for the party nomination? Or, to take it one further, will Joe BIDEN want to gain President Obama’s endorsement? What would be worse — to be endorsed by an unpopular president, or to not be endorsed at all? The latter would effectively make BIDEN’s historical importance equitable to that of  V.P. Jim Matthews in House of Cards–get ready, new season is set to come out in the new year.



Other possibilities include Gov. Andrew Cuomo (New York), Senator Elizabeth Warren (Massachussetts), Former Senator Jim Webb (Virginia), and Senator Joe Manchin (West Virginia).



We can expect an arduous, dirty battle in the trenches of Capitol Hill. With their newly acquired Congressional majority, the Republicans look to prove themselves worthy in Washington, while the Democrats face the struggle of distancing themselves from one of the most unpopular presidents in history.



If the Republicans are to fumble the popularity that has been, essentially, handed to them by Barack Obama, (as they have fumbled everything else the past eight years), it would derive from the lack of party unity. Just a week into the lame duck session, Republicans clashed with one another over the prospect of Obama ordering his own immigration reform; some calling for a government shutdown, and others pushing for legislative action.



The likelihood of seeing a Bush versus a Clinton largely rests upon Jeb Bush’s ability to distance himself from the residing, negative sentiment that endures for his brother, while still maintaining support from his party’s base. Such an election would be terribly ironic, given how close of friends the two families remain to this day.



All seriousness aside, who’s ready to potentially watch Joe BIDEN, Chris Christie, Rick Perry, AND Sarah Palin in one grand season of primary elections?



Oh, imagine the gaffes.



PanArmenian Network

U.S. Vice President prepares to visit Turkey

November 19, 2014



PanARMENIAN.Net - As U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN prepares to leave for a trip to Turkey this weekend, White House officials insist that there is no tension between BIDEN and the country's president, The Hill reports.



Earlier this month, BIDEN claimed in a speech that Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan had admitted to him that Turkey had accidently aided Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (IS or ISIS) extremists while supporting foreign fighters looking to oust the Assad regime in Syria.



The White House said the vice president apologized to Erdoğan. But days later, BIDEN said he had not.



“There’s no need for reconciliation,” said a senior administration official who was speaking on background. “The relationship between the vice president and Erdoğan is in a good place.”



Turkey, which borders Syria and has been dealing for years with refugees fleeing violent clashes in that country, is part of the coalition the U.S. has built to fight ISIS. The Turkish government favors imposing a no-fly zone over Syria.



While the senior administration official said that while the no-fly zone was not “off the table” and discussions of the tactic will likely evolve, “at the moment we are not contemplating putting in place a no fly zone."

Before traveling to Turkey, the vice president will visit Morocco and Ukraine.



The trip to Ukraine comes as U.S. and European officials claim that they will increase pressure on Russia for its actions in the eastern part of the country.



A second senior administration official said that officials in the European Union and the administration are considering whether to turn their rhetoric into action.



“The question of an intensification of the sanctions is under discussion at this point,” said the official, noting that President Barack Obama met with EU leaders while at the G20 summit in Australia to discuss how to increase pressure on Russia and bolster Ukraine.



BIDEN will also discuss Ukraine’s transition to a new government with the newly-elected president and prime minister and chair in a round table on anti-corruption.



While in Morocco, BIDEN will address an entrepreneurship conference and meet with the country’s king to discuss the ISIS fight.



The National Radio Company of Ukraine

BIDEN to visit Ukraine, to hold talks with Poroshenko, Yatseniuk

November 19, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN and his wife Jill BIDEN will visit Ukraine on November 20-21, the U.S. embassy to Kyiv reported.



A statement available on the embassy website says that BIDEN will meet with Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko and Prime Minister Arseniy Yatseniuk on November 21. "In these meetings, the Vice President will convey his congratulations for Ukraine's successful democratic elections while also noting the need to quickly move ahead with forming a new government. The Vice President will also discuss Russia's ongoing violations of the September 5th Minsk agreement," it said. Before departing the country, BIDEN will take part in an anti-corruption roundtable with Verkhovna Rada and civil society members "to discuss the challenges of fighting corruption in Ukraine," it said. The vice president's wife, Dr. Jill BIDEN, will visit a local Adventist Development and Relief Agency ("ADRA") site, where she will meet with internally displaced persons. "Then, she will drop by and deliver brief remarks at a Humanitarian Assistance Working Group meeting," it said. Jill BIDEN and First Lady of Ukraine Maryna Poroshenko also plan to visit wounded Ukrainian soldiers at a military hospital in Kyiv.



Advantage Business Media

White House Capitalizes on Web Intelligence to Support New Climate Initiative

November 19, 2014



Following a presentation by U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN, the White House has just released the Climate Resilience Toolkit, a new decision support initiative that makes use of the innovative text analysis and knowledge visualization services of webLyzard technology.



The Toolkit provides expert knowledge and a suite of analytic components to help citizens and communities manage climate-related risks and opportunities.



The webLyzard platform allows users to identify the most relevant online content across all agencies of the U.S. Global Change Research Program as well as regional climate science centers.



The development of the Toolkit was led by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), which has been using webLyzard’s web intelligence technologies for more than six years.



The Climate Resilience Toolkit was developed in response to President Obama’s Climate Action Plan and Executive Order to help U.S. communities, businesses, and state, local, and tribal governments prepare for, and build resilience to, climate-related changes and extreme events.



Greece Post

Commentary/Richard Hermann: Not-so-great expectations for Washington over the next two years

By: Richard Hermann / November 19, 2014



Don’t expect much of value to come out of the Dickensian world that passes for a central government in Washington in the next two years. Even in the unlikely event the two parties actually work together on the issues mentioned by the few responsible legislators in each party since the mid-term Republican rout — corporate tax reform; trade promotion authority; perhaps the Keystone pipeline (we built 4,000 miles of new pipelines last year; why all the Democratic angst over this one?) — left unmentioned is the key issue obsessing Americans for the last six years: the revival of the good-paying middle class jobs that provided the fertile soil in which American prosperity grew and flourished in the post-World War II era.



This should have been President Obama’s and Congress’ top priority on January 20, 2009, a month in which 900,000 people lost their jobs. Instead, it got shoved aside in order to focus on healthcare and financial regulatory reform, each important but both of which should have waited their turn once good-paying job creation was underway. Inattention to this core issue — which exit-polled voters said was, by far, their number 1 concern — is largely what caused Democrats to get shellacked on Nov. 4.



While there are things Washington could do to create these jobs, don’t hold your breath.



For example, this is the ideal time for government to invest in infrastructure. Interest rates cannot go any lower, making borrowing for public works improvements a no-brainer. There are plenty of potential Treasury bond buyers out there, given the dollar’s premier position as the global reserve currency. The federal deficit has been cut by almost two-thirds. 



Infrastructure investment means a big payoff in future years in terms of job creation and economic growth. Inexplicably, both parties are disinclined to do anything of this sort.



The administration brags that the economy has been creating more than 200,000 jobs each month for the past nine months. What it does not say is that: (1) these are overwhelmingly low-end jobs that don’t pay a living wage, and (2) a large number are part-time jobs occupied by unemployed people seeking full-time work.



There are, however, two things government could do right now that could make a big difference without getting bogged down in political gamesmanship. Both address job training and retraining:



First, reforming the 37, 49 or 56 (no one knows the actual number) federal training and retraining programs. Vice President Joe BIDEN’s recent task force report on federal training programs proposed some solid reforms. Unfortunately, in the months since the report, nothing has happened, even with respect to reforms that do not need congressional approval. Moreover, the BIDEN report omitted a key reform, without which these programs have little chance of success: providing relocation expenses for newly-trained and retrained individuals who don’t have the resources to move to where the jobs for which they have been trained are located. Absent that, federal training is a waste of money.



Second, facilitating the spread of proven great training programs. The unmet demand for advanced manufacturing jobs is approaching 1 million, according to recent employer surveys. Meanwhile, there are great advanced manufacturing training programs taking place in a handful of community colleges around the country, many of them successful collaborations between academia and industry. The U.S. government could easily and inexpensively (1) spread the word about them to the rest of our 2,500 strong colleges and universities, and (2) provide the template for launching them nationwide by sending their originators around the country to assist other institutions to establish them.



Both proposals are easy, quick and cheap to implement, and promise a huge payoff greater than any Washington job creation efforts thus far.

Richard Hermann is a law professor, legal blogger, author of seven books, and experienced “Washington hand” who is a part-time resident of the Finger Lakes. He is a U.S. Army veteran and served as an advisor and consultant to numerous government agencies and major corporations.
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AFP

Joe BIDEN: Tying immigration to US budget would be mistake 

December 2, 2014

US Republicans would be making a "mistake" if they use last-minute budget negotiations this month as leverage against the White House's controversial immigration order, Vice President Joe BIDEN warned on Tuesday. 



AFP

US Senate leader suggests opening in budget talks

December 2, 2014

But it crucially would resolve a simmering budget battle in coming days and avert a perilous government shutdown, as Vice President Joe BIDEN warned Republicans not to use last-minute budget negotiations as leverage against Obama's unilateral action.



The Hill

Lawmakers question Turkey’s efforts to stop foreign ISIS fighters

By: David McCabe / December 2, 2014

The lawmakers’ questions come after Vice President BIDEN said in October that Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan admitted to him that Ankara had been too lax securing its border and preventing fighters from going to Syria.



UPI

Ukraine moves forward with government formation

December 2, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN applauded the formation of a new Ukrainian government.



DOD News

Slotkin Vows to Address Global Security Challenges

By: Jim Garamone / December 2, 2014

She noted Vice President Joe BIDEN talked about the proposal with Turkish authorities during his visit to the country last week.



The Hill

GOP leader 'perplexed' by Obama's defiance

By: Alexander Bolton / December 2, 2014

The GOP leader noted that he and Vice President BIDEN negotiated the most significant bipartisan bills to pass Congress since the Republican takeover of the House in 2010. One such bill made permanent most of the tax rates established under former President George W. Bush but allowed the top rates to rise.



DNA Info

De Blasio Calls Deaths of Young Men of Color by Police a 'Scourge'

By: Jeff Mays / December 2, 2014

De Blasio then headed to Washington, D.C., where he was one of the elected and law enforcement officials from around the country to meet with the president and Vice President Joseph BIDEN.



Washington Free Beacon

Teachers Union Bigwig’s Gun Control Hypocrisy

By: Bill McMorris / December 2, 2014

“We applaud President Obama and Vice President BIDEN for heeding this call for action with a series of common-sense, balanced proposals that will make our nation safer.”



National Journal

Joe BIDEN's Route to the Democratic Nomination

By: Rebecca Nelson / December 2, 2014

According to a new CNN/ORC International poll, Joe BIDEN is in a solid position to fill her shoes. Without the option of supporting Clinton, the vice president garnered 41 percent support among Democrats and left-leaning independents.



Wall Street Journal

Elizabeth Warren Still a Longshot in Possible 2016 Matchup

By: Peter Nicholas / December 2, 2014

Should Mrs. Clinton decide not to run, Mr. BIDEN stands the most to gain.  The poll showed that if Mrs. Clinton were to bow out, 41% of Democrats and those who lean that way would favor Mr. BIDEN. By contrast, 20% would support Ms. Warren, the survey shows.



The Hill

BIDEN swears in Sens. Scott, Schatz

By: Ramsey Cox / December 2, 2014

Vice President BIDEN presided over the Senate on Tuesday morning, while the lawmakers took their oath of office.



Associated Press

Scott makes history as he is sworn into Senate

December 2, 2014

The Republican lawmaker was sworn in Tuesday by Vice President Joe BIDEN at the U.S. Capitol.



The Post and Courier

Tim Scott takes historic oath, puts limit on serving in U.S. Senate

By: Schuyler Kropf / December 2, 2014

BIDEN told the pair to raise "your right hand, guys," before delivering the oath. Afterward all three signed a registry showing the task had been completed.



The Greenville News

South Carolina Sen. Tim Scott makes history

By: Mary Troyan / December 2, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN first administered the official oath on the Senate floor, then the ceremony was re-created in the Old Senate Chamber, last used in the 19th century when slavery was the dominant issue of the day.



WLTX-TV Columbia, SC

Historic Perspective on Tim Scott's Swearing In

By: Scott Cooke / December 2, 2014

Republican Tim Scott has made history as the first black U.S. Senator elected from the South since Reconstruction. Vice President Joe BIDEN swore Scott in Tuesday morning.



Hilton Head Island Packet

U.S. Sen. Tim Scott sworn in, not eying governor’s office

By: Jamie Self / December 2, 2014

Scott was in Washington Monday with family – including his mother – for his swearing in. The event was “an emotional time for her” and her first time sharing the stage with Vice President Joe BIDEN and other members of the state’s legislative delegation, the North Charleston Republican said.



Associated Press

Wolf to visit Obama, BIDEN at White House

December 2, 2014

Pennsylvania's Democratic Gov.-elect Tom Wolf will be at the White House to meet with President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN.



The Boston Herald

Gov.-elect Baker to meet with Obama at White House

By: Matt Stout / December 2, 2014

The group will also meet with BIDEN, according to a White House official, who billed it as a summit so “the administration can partner with states in promoting economic opportunity and expanding security for middle class Americans.”



The Boston Globe

Charlie Baker planning to meet with President Obama Friday

By: Matt Viser / December 2, 2014

Baker and the other newly-elected governors will also meet with Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Chicago Sun-Times

Obama to meet with Rauner, five other new governors

By: Lynn Sweet / December 2, 2014

The incoming governors will also meet with Vice President Joe BIDEN.



The Houston Chronicle

Abbott to meet with Obama at White House

By: Patrick Svitek / December 2, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will have a chance to meet the governors as well, according to the official.



The Baltimore Sun

Hogan to meet with Obama

By John Fritze / December 2, 2014

The White House meeting will also include the newly elected governors of Alaska, Illinois, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and Texas. Vice President Joe BIDEN will also attend.



Al-Monitor

Pope Francis hopes for better ties between Turks, Armenians

By: Semih Idiz / December 2, 2014

“There are tensions between Turkey and the US, especially on Syria, at the present time. Vice President [Joe] BIDEN’s recent visit to Turkey reduced these a little, but serious differences remain.



Imperial Valley News

Investing in a Power Grid to Connect Communities Across Central America

By: Roberta S. Jacobson / December 2, 2014

President Obama and Vice President BIDEN have engaged the region’s leaders to build support for energy integration, especially in Central America and the Caribbean. As President Obama told leaders in Costa Rica last year, everybody stands to benefit from a more free flow of electricity across borders.



Jewish Business News

BIDEN, Hillary, Netanyahu, To Appear Together In Saban Forum

By: Lily Bethlehem / December 2, 2014

Hilary Clinton, the potential candidate Haim Saban said he would back should she run in 2016, and Vice President Joe BIDEN will attend the annual Saban Forum this weekend to discuss U.S. Israel relations.







AFP

Joe BIDEN: Tying immigration to US budget would be mistake 

December 2, 2014



WASHINGTON: US Republicans would be making a "mistake" if they use last-minute budget negotiations this month as leverage against the White House's controversial immigration order, Vice President Joe BIDEN warned on Tuesday. 



US lawmakers must strike a spending deal by December 11 in order to avoid a government shutdown, which would begin the following day if Congress does not act. 



Some conservative House Republicans are urging party leaders to put up a fight over the next nine days by finding ways to rein in President Barack Obama's recent executive order shielding up to five million undocumented immigrants from deportation. 



But BIDEN warned against tactics that could cause another potentially devastating government shutdown. 



"I think that's a mistake for the country," BIDEN told AFP in the US Capitol. 



The House of Representatives is likely to initiate the legislation to keep government running, and Congress could end up passing what is known as a continuing resolution that funds government for a few months at current levels. 



House Speaker John Boehner suggested that his caucus would not force a shutdown over immigration this month, but act on the issue once Republicans gain control of the Senate in January. 



"Frankly we have limited options and limited ability to deal with it directly, but that's why we're continuing to talk to our members," Boehner said. 



"We've not made decisions about how we're going to proceed, but we are, in fact, going to proceed." 



Some House conservatives signaled they were ready to avoid a December showdown but take action in the new year, when the Senate and House are under Republican control. 



"We should send the Senate a bill that funds the government but also... restricts what the president did in his executive order," Republican congressman Jim Jordan told reporters. 



"And then if (Democratic Senate Majority Leader) Harry Reid and and the Senate don't pass that, then OK, let's do something very short-term and wait for the majority in the Senate to change." 



In a Tuesday caucus meeting, Boehner put forward a two-step plan to fund government but also criticize Obama's immigration action, The Hill website reported. 



The House could first opt for a largely symbolic bill that would stress that the executive branch has no authority to delay deportations, the newspaper said. 



It could then pass an "omnibus" spending package that funds most of government through September 2015, along with a shorter-term measure funding the agency that oversees immigration-related services, allowing the new Congress to tackle the issue early next year. 



AFP

US Senate leader suggests opening in budget talks

December 2, 2014



Washington (AFP) - The Senate's top Democrat signalled Tuesday he would support a Republican plan that funds nearly the entire US government through September but limits the agency overseeing President Barack Obama's immigration action.



Stymied? Republicans seek immigration response Associated Press

Obama May Have Tied the GOP’s Hands on Immigration The Fiscal Times

The deal would set up a potential battle early next year over Obama's controversial order that shields up to five million undocumented immigrants from deportation.



But it crucially would resolve a simmering budget battle in coming days and avert a perilous government shutdown, as Vice President Joe BIDEN warned Republicans not to use last-minute budget negotiations as leverage against Obama's unilateral action.



"I think that's a mistake for the country," BIDEN told AFP in the US Capitol.



Lawmakers must strike a spending deal by December 11 in order to avoid a government shutdown, which would begin the following day if Congress does not act.



Some conservative House Republicans are urging party leaders to put up a fight over the next nine days by finding ways to rein in Obama's executive order.



But House Speaker John Boehner, the top Republican in Congress, is considering a more moderate approach.



The plan would fund all of government through September, with the exception of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) which would be funded for just a few months.



Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, who turns over leadership of the chamber to Republicans in January after last month's congressional elections handed them the majority, said he has long sought a year-long "omnibus" bill that funds all portions of government.



On Tuesday he signalled that passing legislation funding 11 of 12 departments would be a political victory in today's highly partisan environment.



"That would be a big accomplishment if we could get the bill over here that funds all the appropriate subcommittees except one," Reid told reporters.



It would be "unfortunate" to fund DHS for just the short term, "but I understand why they're doing it, and I'll take a look at it," Reid added.



- Cliffhanger potentially averted -



It remained unclear exactly how any defunding of immigration action would work, especially because DHS, which would carry out most of Obama's plan, would charge fees to cover the costs.



The budget deal would be considered progress over what many lawmakers were expecting: a short-term "continuing resolution" that would fund government for a few months into the new year, at which point the budget battle would rage anew.



Like BIDEN, Reid spoke out against the "extreme measures" Republicans might take to sabotage a broad funding deal in order to make a political point over immigration.



"No one wants the kind of cliffhanger fights we've had again and again and again," Reid said.



Boehner signalled his caucus had little chance of rolling back Obama's order while Democrats control the Senate.



"Frankly we have limited options and limited ability to deal with it directly, but that's why we're continuing to talk to our members," the speaker said.



"We've not made decisions about how we're going to proceed, but we are, in fact, going to proceed."



In exchange for conservatives' support on the broader budget legislation, Boehner reportedly plans to allow a largely symbolic vote on a bill stressing that the executive branch has no authority to delay deportations.



The Hill

Lawmakers question Turkey’s efforts to stop foreign ISIS fighters

By: David McCabe / December 2, 2014



House lawmakers pressed administration officials on Tuesday over whether Turkey is doing enough to stem the flow of foreign fighters joining the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS).



ISIS fighters have been using the Turkey-Syria border as a point of entry into the conflict zone.



At a House Foreign Affairs Committee hearing on foreign ISIS fighters, some members alleged that Turkey is not securing the border — perhaps because the government hopes to see the terror group counter Syrian leader Bashar Assad and local Kurds.



“We have to urge Turkey to seal its borders to prevent foreign fighters from joining ISIS,” said Rep. Brad Sherman (D-Calif.). “But the Turks seem much more focused on what they see as their enemies — Assad and many of the Kurdish fighters.”



Asked if Turkey was “complicit” in the influx of foreign fighters, administration officials at the hearing defended the partner in the anti-ISIS coalition.



“My answer is they’re not complicit,” said Robert Bradtke, senior adviser for partner engagement on Syrian foreign fighters at the State Department.



“We believe Turkey is taking steps to try and deal with the flow of foreign fighters,” he continued.



Bradtke said Turkey has a list of those who have been “denied entry” in the border region. Turkey has also had to deal with an influx of refugees fleeing Syria’s civil war.



The lawmakers’ questions come after Vice President BIDEN said in October that Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan admitted to him that Ankara had been too lax securing its border and preventing fighters from going to Syria.



Erdoğan denied BIDEN’s account. The White House said BIDEN had apologized for the remarks, but the vice president later said he had not apologized.



The White House has sought to downplay the controversy.



"The relationship between the vice president and Erdoğan is in a good place," said a senior administration official last month.



BIDEN has also been a part of the administration’s efforts to bolster its relationship with Turkey, seen as a crucial ally in the fight against ISIS.



Last month, he traveled to the country and met with leaders there to discuss the partnership. The Turks have been pushing for a no-fly zone to be implemented over their border with Syria — which would have to be enforced by American airpower — but the U.S. has resisted that plan.



While Bradtke acknowledged on Tuesday that Turkey viewed Assad as a significant threat, he said he believed that the U.S. had a shared interest with the country in the fight against ISIS.



“But at the same time they [Turkey] recognize that [ISIS] is also a threat to Turkey itself,” he said.



UPI

Ukraine moves forward with government formation

December 2, 2014



KIEV, Ukraine -- Ukraine's Verkhovna Rada voted Tuesday evening to approve the appointment of cabinet ministers put forth by the majority coalition.



A total of 288 members of Parliament endorsed the list of nominees.

Among the candidates, Arsen Avakov (People's Front) was appointed interior minister, Pavlo Petrenko (People's Front) as justice minister, Valeriy Vorschevsky (Liashko's Radical Party) as deputy prime minister and Hanna Onyschenko (People's Bloc) as minister of the Cabinet of Ministers.



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN applauded the formation of a new Ukrainian government.



"The Ukrainian people demonstrated their clear preference for democracy, political and economic reform, and self-determination at the ballot box during the October 26 parliamentary elections. Today's announcement on the formation of a new government sets the stage for the difficult but necessary process of implementing reforms and delivering results.



"The United States will support Ukraine's new government to stabilize its economy, strengthen democratic institutions, and fight corruption. We will also continue to stand for Ukraine's sovereignty and territorial integrity in the face of Russian aggression, and support the aspirations of Ukraine's citizens for a secure, democratic, prosperous, European future."



Three of the newly appointed ministers did not initially hold Ukrainian citizenship but were granted citizenship status by presidential decree on Tuesday. Finance Minister Natalie Jaresko held American citizenship, Education Minister Alexander Kvitashvili was a citizen of Georgia, and Economy Minister Aivaras Abromavicius was Lithuanian.



DOD News

Slotkin Vows to Address Global Security Challenges

By: Jim Garamone / December 2, 2014



WASHINGTON, Dec. 2, 2014 – If confirmed as the next assistant secretary of defense for international security affairs, Elissa Slotkin told a Senate panel today that she’d develop U.S. policies and partnerships to address security challenges in an increasingly complex world.



Slotkin, currently the principal deputy assistant secretary of defense for international security affairs, testified before the Senate Armed Services Committee. The assistant secretary of defense for international security affairs is the principal adviser to the defense secretary and the undersecretary of defense for policy on security policy and strategy involving Europe -- including NATO -- the Middle East and Africa.



“America’s security interests in these parts of the world are as profound as they are vast,” she said.



NATO Alliance



The United States needs to ensure the NATO alliance is prepared to meet the challenge Russia poses with its aggressive behavior, Slotkin said. The U.S., she added, must also meet the threats emanating from the Middle East and North Africa and proliferating extremist groups in both Central Asia and Africa. There is also the challenge posed by transnational criminal gangs in the Western Hemisphere.



Slotkin spoke about a Turkish request to create a no-fly zone or a buffer zone against the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant inside Syria along its border with Turkey.



“The idea of a safe zone or a buffer zone or a no-fly zone is something the Turks have been talking to us about for a couple of years now,” she said. “We’re in regular discussion about their proposal.”



She noted Vice President Joe BIDEN talked about the proposal with Turkish authorities during his visit to the country last week.



“We currently don’t think a no-fly zone fits the bill, but it is something that the elements of which we are looking at very closely to see if there is a proposal that advances our combined objectives,” she said. “The proposal involves a full range of air and land elements.”

Assistance for Ukraine



On Ukraine, U.S. officials are looking at proposals to provide lethal defense assistance.



“I think it is important to note that we have provided over $116 million worth of security assistance to the Ukrainians,” she said. “More important than that is the joint commission we have set up with the Ukrainians, the 25 visits that our generals have made from U.S. European Command to work on the medium and long-terms of the Ukrainian military to build them into a truly substantial force.”



In Iraq, Prime Minister Haydar al-Abadi “is saying the right things and starting to do the right things on the critical issue of reform and reconciliation in Iraq,” Slotkin said.



“This is different than what Prime Minister (Nouri al-) Maliki did, particularly after 2011,” she added. “In fact, Prime Minister Abadi has been deconstructing some of the things that Maliki did during his time.”



Abadi removed 20-plus Ministry of Interior officials today for corruption and mismanagement, Slotkin said.



If confirmed, Slotkin said she’d push to build capabilities and capacity for allies worldwide.



“We’ve all talked about the complexities of the world problems, the unpredictability of the world and there is nothing more important than the capacity and capabilities of partners in addressing those common threats,” she said.



The Hill

GOP leader 'perplexed' by Obama's defiance

By: Alexander Bolton / December 2, 2014



Incoming Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) says he is perplexed by President Obama’s defiant attitude after a “butt-kicking” for Democrats in the midterm elections.



“By any objective standard, the president got crushed in this election, so I’ve been perplexed by the reaction since the election, the sort of in-your-face, dramatic move to the left,” McConnell said Tuesday at an event sponsored by The Wall Street Journal CEO Council.



Obama issued an executive order last month protecting as many as 5 million illegal residents from deportation, one in a series of moves since the elections that have been cheered by his liberal base.

McConnell expressed surprise over “the way the president has reacted to what can only be described as a butt-kicking election.”



He dismissed the Democrats’ argument that they lost control of the Senate because of an unfavorable map that required them to defend seats in states carried by Mitt Romney in the 2012 presidential campaign.



“Maybe you could explain away us winning red states with Senate races. How do you explain the governor of Maryland, the governor of Massachusetts, the governor of Illinois?” he asked.



McConnell said he is willing to work with Obama but acknowledged what he called deep philosophical differences.



“I don’t know what we can expect in terms of reaching bipartisan agreement. That’s my first choice, to look for the things we actually agree on, if there are any,” he said.



He suggested that Republicans could break up the Senate’s comprehensive immigration reform bill and pass it piecemeal in the next Congress.



He said Obama could have a chance to sign into law measures strengthening border security and expanding visas for tech and agricultural workers.



The GOP leader noted that he and Vice President BIDEN negotiated the most significant bipartisan bills to pass Congress since the Republican takeover of the House in 2010. One such bill made permanent most of the tax rates established under former President George W. Bush but allowed the top rates to rise.



DNA Info

De Blasio Calls Deaths of Young Men of Color by Police a 'Scourge'

By: Jeff Mays / December 2, 2014



HARLEM — Mayor Bill de Blasio said President Barack Obama's summit to address police and community relations was a necessary step to deal with the racist "scourge" of young men of color being killed by police.



"We’ve lost so many young men of color — young men who should still be alive and with us today — and it’s clawing at us," the mayor said at the Apollo Theater in Harlem after giving a speech at a World AIDS Day event.



"It’s clawing at people of all backgrounds. There’s a sense that something is wrong in this country that’s going unaddressed."



De Blasio then headed to Washington, D.C., where he was one of the elected and law enforcement officials from around the country to meet with the president and Vice President Joseph BIDEN.



The meeting comes in the wake of a grand jury decision in Ferguson, Mo., not to indict police officer Darren Wilson in the killing of unarmed man Michael Brown.



Protests against the decision in Ferguson turned violent.



Here in New York City, de Blasio has had to reckon with the death of Eric Garner, who was placed in an apparent chokehold by police, and the recent unprovoked shooting death of Akai Gurley, an unarmed man who was shot in the stairwell of a Brooklyn public housing complex by a rookie cop on patrol.



Garner's case is being heard by a Staten Island grand jury and Brooklyn District Attorney Kenneth Thompson is investigating Gurley's shooting death.



De Blasio said racism was also an issue.



"We know these problems are based in not just decades, but centuries of racism, but we have to take responsibility," the mayor said. "That’s what our generation has to resolve. We have to find a way to end this cycle."



Obama announced Monday that he was requesting $263 million to purchase body cameras for 50,000 police officers around the country. The equipment would provide insight into police and community interactions, according to the White House.



Public Advocate Letitia James, a vocal advocate for police body cameras in New York City, heralded the announcement.



"Police-worn cameras are also the single most effective way to enhance accountability and transparency in policing," James said in a statement.



"I call on all policy-makers nationwide to move swiftly to make body-worn cameras a reality."



De Blasio said the city is making changes to improve police and community relations, including moving toward police body cameras.



"We’re strengthening our oversight mechanisms like the CCRB (Civilian Complaint Review Board) and the (NYPD) inspector general," de Blasio said. "We’re reducing marijuana arrests. We’re moving towards body cameras. There’s so many things we have to do, but it’s still just the beginning."



Washington Free Beacon

Teachers Union Bigwig’s Gun Control Hypocrisy

By: Bill McMorris / December 2, 2014



Teachers union honcho Randi Weingarten will meet with Newtown teachers to commemorate the victim’s of America’s deadliest school shooting just months after campaigning for anti-gun control Democrats.



The American Federation of Teachers spent big money to help elect embattled Democratic Sens. Mark Begich (D., Alaska) and Mark Pryor (D., Ark.) despite the fact that they oppose gun control.



Those union endorsements are at odds with Weingarten’s own reaction to the 2012 school shooting that left more than 25 elementary school teachers and students dead. Weingarten quickly endorsed President Obama’s gun control proposals issued in the aftermath of the shooting.



“The tragic events of Newtown must serve as a clarion call for immediate action to keep our communities safe from gun violence and ensure schools are the safe sanctuaries our children need to learn and grow,” she said in a statement. “We applaud President Obama and Vice President BIDEN for heeding this call for action with a series of common-sense, balanced proposals that will make our nation safer.”



She told pro-union publication In These Times that the nation needed to ban assault weapons to address mass shooting.



“We should be getting guns out of society,” Weingarten said. “If someone wants to hunt, they can hunt. The Second Amendment allows people to bear arms, and they should be able to, but we need reasonable common sense gun control.”



Weingarten’s commitment to gun control wavered during the 2014 campaign, as AFT dedicated resources to a number of candidates who support Second Amendment rights, including Begich and Pryor.



The union gave Begich and Pryor $10,000 each in their losing reelection bids. Weingarten also appeared on the campaign trail with Begich, who bragged about owning guns since his teenage years. Begich and Pryor voted against the 2013 assault weapons ban that Weingarten supported.



Weingarten has been a strong critic of the NRA, even going so far as to link the gun rights group to the Ebola virus outbreak and the Newtown shooting.



The fact that Begich is lifetime member of the NRA who said he would “very likely” oppose gun critic Vivek Murphy’s surgeon general nomination, did not seem to bother Weingarten.



The union bigwig also gave a stirring endorsement to New York Lieutenant Governor-elect Kathy Hochul over her liberal competitors during the Democratic primary.



“Hi, this is Randi Weingarten—you may know me as the president of the American Federation of Teachers but I’m calling today as a fellow Democrat and delegate to the Democratic National Committee, to urge you to vote for Kathy Hochul for Lieutenant Governor in Tuesday’s Democratic Primary,” she said in a primary robo-call. “Her 100 percent pro-choice, pro-equality, pro-worker pro public school record is exactly what we need in our next Lieutenant Governor.”



Weingarten failed to mention that Hochul also enjoys an A rating from the NRA.



The AFT did not respond to request for comment.



Weingarten will present a collage honoring the six educators killed by mentally ill shooter Adam Lanza at a Newtown school board meeting on Tuesday evening.



National Journal

Joe BIDEN's Route to the Democratic Nomination

By: Rebecca Nelson / December 2, 2014



Though Hillary Clinton hasn't announced her candidacy, she's considered the clear front-runner for the 2016 Democratic nomination for president. But who will take up the mantle if she doesn't run?



According to a new CNN/ORC International poll, Joe BIDEN is in a solid position to fill her shoes. Without the option of supporting Clinton, the vice president garnered 41 percent support among Democrats and left-leaning independents.



Sen. Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts, beloved among progressives, trails BIDEN by double digits, with just 20 percent support, while New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo and Sen. Bernie Sanders of New York took 7 percent each. Former Sen. Jim Webb of Virginia, the only politician who has made any real moves to join the race, got 3 percent support.



Although these polls are good measures of where the electorate currently stands, they aren't always indicative of the race's outcome—a test nearly two years away. In the run-up to the 2012 election, various Republican candidates had their 15 minutes at the top of the polls before eventually flaming out. A year before that race, business mogul Herman Cain led the pack, with 27 percent support. That snapshot didn't end up being quite as prescient as he would've liked.



For the past year, BIDEN has hedged on whether he'd make a third run for the presidency. In February, he told Politico Magazine that as far as 2016 goes, "it's either going to be me or someone else who is going to make this argument in the Democratic Party."



That argument, he said, is one on behalf of workers—fighting for income equality, a higher minimum wage. He's more of a populist than President Obama, the story quoted him as saying.



Prominent Democrats are pushing for economic populism to take center stage in the party's hurtle toward 2016. In a visit to Washington last month, New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio urged Democrats to forcefully address the economy.



"The Democrat should speak to income inequality," de Blasio said of whoever runs. "The Democrat should be willing to challenge the status quo, should be willing to challenge wealthy and powerful interests, and should marry that with the grassroots organizing strategy that epitomizes the message."



Warren and Sanders have both enjoyed grassroots support for their messages of income equality, firing up their progressive bases on an issue de Blasio says gets Democratic voters to the polls. But BIDEN has long promoted similar issues, too. In a September speech in Iowa, he preached the virtues of populism, disputing corporate tax inversions, and calling for reforms to aid the middle class.



Should Clinton abstain from 2016, BIDEN's double-digit lead over Warren and Sanders in this latest poll shows he has the most to gain. He may just be warming up.



Wall Street Journal

Elizabeth Warren Still a Longshot in Possible 2016 Matchup

By: Peter Nicholas / December 2, 2014



No other prospective Democratic candidate comes close to threatening a Hillary Clinton bid for the party’s presidential nomination, a new poll shows.



A CNN/ORC survey shows that Mrs. Clinton commands 65% support from Democrats and independents who lean Democratic. Far behind was Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D., Mass.), whose support stood at 10%. Ms. Warren is a favorite of the Democrats’ liberal wing. Only 9% backed Vice President Joe BIDEN.



The poll underscores the hard reality of 2016 Democratic presidential politics: Though the party has a long history of contested nominations, no one at this stage seems positioned to mount a serious challenge to Mrs. Clinton.



Ms. Warren, for her part, has said she won’t jump in the race. Mr. BIDEN has said he is considering a run.



Mrs. Clinton said she will announce her plans in the new year, though she is widely expected to enter the race.



Democrats who seem more inclined to run trail Mrs. Clinton by even wider margins. Former U.S. Sen. Jim Webb, a Virginia Democrat, announced last month he was setting up a presidential exploratory committee. Mr. Webb notched only 1% in the CNN/ORC poll. Maryland Gov. Martin O’Malley, who has made repeated trips to Iowa and New Hampshire and is also mulling a presidential bid, is actually losing ground, the poll shows. He had 2% support in three different polls over the past year, but wound up with less than 1% in the latest survey.



Should Mrs. Clinton decide not to run, Mr. BIDEN stands the most to gain.  The poll showed that if Mrs. Clinton were to bow out, 41% of Democrats and those who lean that way would favor Mr. BIDEN. By contrast, 20% would support Ms. Warren, the survey shows.



Mrs. Clinton is in a more dominant position than was the case eight years ago, when she was also  seen as the inevitable nominee (only to lose the nomination to then-Sen. Barack Obama of Illinois).



In the summer of 2006, a Gallup survey of Democrats showed Mrs. Clinton with 36% support.  Ranking second was former Vice President Al Gore, at 16%.



As strong as Mrs. Clinton now appears, some  Clinton loyalists worry that her public image is more blemished now than was the case when she served as secretary of state.



A Wall Street Journal-NBC News poll from September, for example, showed that her favorability rating had fallen 16 percentage points over the past five years.



“It’s all well and good to be the front-runner, but that pales in comparison to being the front-runner on election day,” said Doug Schoen, a former pollster for ex-President Bill Clinton. “And right now her numbers are not going in the right direction.”



The CNN/ORC poll interviewed a total of 457 Democrats and had a margin of error of +/- 4.5 points. The survey was conducted Nov. 21-23.



The Hill

BIDEN swears in Sens. Scott, Schatz

By: Ramsey Cox / December 2, 2014



Sens. Tim Scott (R-S.C.) and Brian Schatz (D-Hawaii) were formally sworn in to serve the remainder of their current terms. 



Vice President BIDEN presided over the Senate on Tuesday morning, while the lawmakers took their oath of office.



Scott was appointed by Gov. Nikki Haley (R) to fill Sen. Jim DeMint's (R-S.C.) seat, when DeMint announced in 2012 that he'd retire to lead the Heritage Foundation. 



Gov. Neil Abercrombie (D) appointed Schatz, despite former Sen. Daniel Inouye’s (D-Hawaii) dying wish that Rep. Colleen Hanabusa (D-Hawaii) replace him.



In November, voters in both states decided to allow Scott and Schatz to finish their full terms. 



Scott is the only Republican African-American serving in the Senate.



BIDEN stuck around the Senate floor for about 10 minutes shaking hands with Senate pages from both sides of the aisle.



Associated Press

Scott makes history as he is sworn into Senate

December 2, 2014



COLUMBIA, S.C. — Tim Scott has made history in Washington as he was sworn in as the first black U.S. senator elected from the South since Reconstruction after the Civil War.



The Republican lawmaker was sworn in Tuesday by Vice President Joe BIDEN at the U.S. Capitol.



Scott has served in the U.S. Senate since January 2013. He was appointed to the post by Gov. Nikki Haley after Jim DeMint resigned.



Last month, Scott was elected to the remaining two years of DeMint's term. In doing so, he also became the first black to win a statewide race in South Carolina since the Reconstruction era. Scott faces re-election to a full term in 2016.



The Post and Courier

Tim Scott takes historic oath, puts limit on serving in U.S. Senate

By: Schuyler Kropf / December 2, 2014



Tim Scott's oath of office Tuesday on the floor of the U.S. Senate took on a historic significance - the swearing in of the first black senator from the South since Reconstruction.



That was followed later by Scott's revelation that he didn't plan to make the Senate a lifelong career.



Scott, R-S.C., who was elected in November to finish out the final two years of former Sen. Jim DeMint's term, told reporters from his home state during a conference call that he hopes to be re-elected to two, full six-year terms and then plans to leave Washington.



Scott was appointed by Gov. Nikki Haley in late 2012 after DeMint left the Senate to head up a conservative think tank.



He also ruled out leaving the Senate early to run for governor in 2018, as some Republicans have been urging.



"I have no actual desire to run for governor as far as I can see," he said. "2018 is not in my sights, whatsoever."



Tuesday's swearing-in was actually two events, one in which the ceremony was held in the presence of his family and members of the state's D.C. delegation; the other was on the Senate floor. Both were led by Vice President Joe BIDEN.



During the family session Scott's mother held the Bible that he used to take the oath. Scott said she struggled to hold back her emotions.



"She said 'I think I'm gonna cry,'" Scott related during the conference call. "I said, 'Not now, Mom,'" adding that he then asked her to hold on for another 10 minutes.



During the Senate floor ceremony, Scott shared the oath with Sen. Brian Schatz, D-Hawaii, Both won special elections in November.



BIDEN told the pair to raise "your right hand, guys," before delivering the oath. Afterward all three signed a registry showing the task had been completed.



Scott has been in the Senate since January 2013, appointed to the spot by Gov. Nikki Haley after DeMint quit to run the Heritage Foundation. Scott said this election was more special than that selection because he was picked by a majority of the state's voters.



Scott won in November over Democrat Joyce Dickerson. The state's other senator, Republican Lindsey Graham, will be sworn-in in January.



The Greenville News

South Carolina Sen. Tim Scott makes history

By: Mary Troyan / December 2, 2014



WASHINGTON – Sen. Tim Scott, the first African-American elected to the Senate from the Deep South since Reconstruction, took the oath of office Tuesday, surrounded by his South Carolina Republican colleagues.



Vice President Joe BIDEN first administered the official oath on the Senate floor, then the ceremony was re-created in the Old Senate Chamber, last used in the 19th century when slavery was the dominant issue of the day.



Scott, a 49-year-old conservative from North Charleston, noted the significance.



"I call it the nation of second chances," he said afterward. "I think the good Lord has given the nation a second chance. And I think many people in this country have had a second chance, like myself."



Scott's mother, Frances Scott, who raised him alone after a divorce, held the Bible during the ceremony. Scott credits her hard work and firm discipline for pulling the family through poverty and keeping him from failing out of high school.



He was a member of the U.S. House from South Carolina's 1st District when Gov. Nikki Haley appointed him in December 2012 to fill the unexpired term of Republican Sen. Jim DeMint. Scott won a special election this year — a landslide victory over a Democratic challenger — to finish the term. He is up for re-election again in 2016 for a full six-year term.



"I think when you're able to start at the bottom and work your way up, it's hopefully a sign or a signal to so many other young kids growing up in difficult circumstances that all things are possible," Scott said.



Also attending both ceremonies Tuesday were Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., Rep. Mark Sanford, R-Mount Pleasant, and Rep. Trey Gowdy, R-Spartanburg.



"One of the happiest days of my life is what I just saw," Gowdy said after the ceremony. "It's important for South Carolina. To see good things happen to him and correspondingly good things happen for our state, especially by someone who is that humble — I can't think of anybody I'd rather have representing me."



Scott also was congratulated on the Senate floor by Sen. Cory Booker, D-N.J. Booker and Scott are the fourth and fifth African-Americans to be elected to the Senate by popular vote. This is the first time in history that two elected black senators have served at the same time.



WLTX-TV Columbia, SC

Historic Perspective on Tim Scott's Swearing In

By: Scott Cooke / December 2, 2014



Columbia, SC (WLTX) -- Republican Tim Scott has made history as the first black U.S. Senator elected from the South since Reconstruction. Vice President Joe BIDEN swore Scott in Tuesday morning.



Before Scott was appointed to the office in 2013, an African-American had not represented a Southern state in the U.S. Senate since 1881.



The first African American to serve in the Senate was Hiram Revels of Mississippi, who took the oath of office on February 25, 1870. The Mississippi legislature appointed Revels to Senate after the state's readmission to presentation during Reconstruction. Revels used his one year in the Senate fighting against segregation laws. According to his Congressional biography, Revels was born in Fayetteville, North Carolina. When the Civil War broke out he recruited two black regiments that fought in Mississippi.



The only other African American to serve during Reconstruction was Blanche Bruce, also of Mississippi. The Mississippi state legislature elected him to serve from 1875-1881. Bruce was born in Virginia and moved to Mississippi after the Civil War to become a planter. He was the first African American to serve a full term in the U.S. Senate. He was also appointed as Register of the Treasury by President James Garfield in 1881. He later served in that same position in 1897 until his death in Washington, D.C. in 1898.



Another African American would not serve in the U.S. Senate until Massachusetts voters elected Edward Brooke who served from 1967 to 1979.



Hilton Head Island Packet

U.S. Sen. Tim Scott sworn in, not eying governor’s office

By: Jamie Self / December 2, 2014



Political prognosticators can cross one GOP rising star off their list of politicos who might by eying the 2018 S.C. governor’s race.



U.S. Sen. Tim Scott, who was sworn Monday morning to finish a two-year unexpired term, said he plans to run again for the Senate seat in 2016 and has no plans or desire to run for governor two years later when the seat opens up.



“Never say never,” Scott said on a conference call with reporters. But, he added, “If there is a plan that is very close to never, this is it.”



Since Scott won election to the U.S. Senate seat in November, he has said he plans to run again for the seat in 2016. He likely would stay no longer than two full terms. Scott also has said that he has considered becoming a minister if and when he leaves politics.



Scott was in Washington Monday with family – including his mother – for his swearing in. The event was “an emotional time for her” and her first time sharing the stage with Vice President Joe BIDEN and other members of the state’s legislative delegation, the North Charleston Republican said.



For Scott, who was appointed to the Senate in December 2012, following Jim DeMint’s resignation, this swearing in was more meaningful, he said, because of the “decision of the electorate to place me there.”



Scott said when he was younger, he “didn’t think the American Dream was possible for me,” but his election to the U.S. Senate, has “crystallized” the opportunity that exists for people.



Associated Press

Wolf to visit Obama, BIDEN at White House

December 2, 2014



HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) - Pennsylvania's Democratic Gov.-elect Tom Wolf will be at the White House to meet with President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN.



The White House says Friday's meeting will be with five other governors-elect from around the country. Wolf is the only Democrat among them.



The White House says the discussion will revolve around how to improve the economy and opportunities for people to succeed.



Wolf defeating outgoing Republican Gov. Tom Corbett on Nov. 4. Wolf takes office Jan. 20.



The Boston Herald

Gov.-elect Baker to meet with Obama at White House

By: Matt Stout / December 2, 2014



Gov.-elect Charlie Baker will huddle with President Barack Obama at the White House on Friday in a roundtable with a half-dozen — mostly Republican — newly named governors.



The visit marks Baker’s first with the president since his Nov. 4 election victory over Attorney General Martha Coakley. Obama himself never appeared on the campaign trail for the Democratic nominee but first lady Michelle Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN stumped or raised money for her in separate events, as did former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.



Baker will join governors-elect from Alaska, Illinois, Maryland, Pennsylvania and Texas, all but one of whom are Republican; Tom Wolf of Pennsylvania is a Democrat.



The group will also meet with BIDEN, according to a White House official, who billed it as a summit so “the administration can partner with states in promoting economic opportunity and expanding security for middle class Americans.”



Aides to Baker did not immediately respond to questions about the visit.



Obama has enjoyed a tight relationship with Baker’s predecessor, Gov. Deval Patrick, who has often dined with the president, both in Washington and when Obama has vacationed on Martha’s Vineyard in past years. Patrick also has actively campaigned for Obama during his White House bids.



The Boston Globe

Charlie Baker planning to meet with President Obama Friday

By: Matt Viser / December 2, 2014



WASHINGTON -- Massachusetts Governor-elect Charlie Baker is planning to meet with President Obama on Friday at the White House, one of his most high-profile meetings since being elected last month.



Baker is one of six incoming governors planning to attend the meeting, which the White House says will address ways in which the Obama administration can work with the governors on improving the economy.



Baker and the other newly-elected governors will also meet with Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Obama has shared a long warm relationship with Baker’s predecessor, Deval Patrick, who has been at the White House numerous times and shared dinner with the president on Martha’s Vineyard. But there appears to be little relationship between Obama and Baker.



Obama supported Baker’s Democratic opponent, Martha Coakley, and BIDEN and First Lady Michelle Obama held several fundraisers for her.



Baker has tried to showcase a bipartisan approach, hiring Democrats to serve as his chief of staff and secretary of housing and economic development. He has also played down interest in national politics, or ties to national Republicans.



When the Globe asked Baker shortly after he won whether his campaign provided lessons for the national Republican Party, he said, “I don’t view myself as a national anything.”



A spokesman for Baker did not immediately respond to requests for comment, or questions about whether Baker is planning any other meetings in Washington.



The other governors planning to attend the meeting include Bill Walker of Alaska; Bruce Rauner of Illinois; Larry Hogan of Maryland; Tom Wolf of Pennsylvania; and Greg Abbott of Texas.



Wolf is the only Democrat, and several of the incoming governors have spoken out strongly against Obama.



The incoming governor of Texas, for example, has sued the Obama administration over health care and is now planning a lawsuit over its new immigration policies.



Chicago Sun-Times

Obama to meet with Rauner, five other new governors

By: Lynn Sweet / December 2, 2014



SHINGTON--Gov.-elect Bruce Rauner and five other newly elected governors - a mix of Democrats and Republicans -  will meet with President Barack Obama Friday at the White House to discuss federal-state partnerships to "promote economic opportunity." The incoming governors will also meet with Vice President Joe BIDEN.



A White House official told the Sun-Times, "on Friday, the President will meet with newly-elected Governors from across the country to discuss the ways in which the administration can partner with states in promoting economic opportunity and expanding security for middle class Americans. The President and the incoming Governors will discuss how we can build on our growing economy by creating more jobs and ensuring that every American who works hard has an opportunity to succeed."



Having the economy the meeting topic with the governors - rather than on divisive topics where state and federal interests intersect, such as immigration or Obamacare- will make it easier for Obama and this new crop of governors to find common ground. 



The expected group...



Governor Bill Walker of Alaska

Governor-elect Bruce Rauner of Illinois

Governor-elect Larry Hogan of Maryland

Governor-elect Charlie Baker of Massachusetts

Governor-elect Tom Wolf of Pennsylvania

Governor-elect Greg Abbot of Texas



The Houston Chronicle

Abbott to meet with Obama at White House

By: Patrick Svitek / December 2, 2014



AUSTIN — As he prepares his 31st lawsuit against Barack Obama, Gov.-elect Greg Abbott is heading to the White House to meet the president in person.



Abbott is among six newly elected governors who are scheduled to talk about job creation with Obama on Friday, according to a White House official.



The governors and president will “discuss the ways in which the administration can partner with states in promoting economic opportunity and expanding security for middle class Americans,” the official said Tuesday afternoon. “The President and the incoming Governors will discuss how we can build on our growing economy by creating more jobs and ensuring that every American who works hard has an opportunity to succeed.”



Vice President Joe BIDEN will have a chance to meet the governors as well, according to the official.



It will not be the first time Abbott and Obama have talked since Election Day. The president called the incoming governor on Nov. 5 to congratulate him on his victory.



The meeting could come as Abbott, the outgoing attorney general, files his latest lawsuit against Obama, this time over the president’s executive action on immigration. Abbott said Monday evening the legal challenge is coming “any day now.”



The other incoming governors slated to attend the meeting are Independent Bill Walker of Alaska, Republican Bruce Rauner of Illinois, Republican Larry Hogan of Maryland, Republican Charlie Baker of Massachusetts and Democrat Tom Wolf of Pennsylvania.



The Baltimore Sun

Hogan to meet with Obama

By John Fritze / December 2, 2014



President Barack Obama will meet with Maryland Gov.-elect Larry Hogan on Friday to discuss the ways that the administration can partner with states on economic issues, the White House said Tuesday.



The White House meeting will also include the newly elected governors of Alaska, Illinois, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and Texas. Vice President Joe BIDEN will also attend.



Hogan is the first Republican elected to lead the state since Robert L. Ehrlcih Jr. won the governor's race in 2002.



Al-Monitor

Pope Francis hopes for better ties between Turks, Armenians

By: Semih Idiz / December 2, 2014



Turkish-Armenian relations were back on the agenda again, if only momentarily, after Pope Francis expressed his “dream” last week of seeing the border between the two countries reopened to contribute to reconciliation between the two estranged nations.



Prospects for the pope’s dream, however, looked dim as Turkish analysts indicated that little progress has been made in resolving the issues that divided the sides. Meanwhile, Ankara is bracing itself against the campaign by the Armenian diaspora in the United States to make 2015 the year when the mass killing of Armenians in 1915 under the Ottoman Turkish government is finally recognized by Washington as genocide.



Remarks by Turkish officials show that there is real concern in Ankara that these efforts may succeed on the centenary of the killings. Armenians, with significant international support, say the events of 1915 amounted to a genocide resulting in the death of 1.5 million Armenians in Anatolia, a claim that Turkey rejects.



Although it acknowledges that hundreds of thousands of Armenians died during World War I, Turkey says millions of Muslims, including Turks, Kurds and Arabs, also lost their lives during the war.



Aboard the papal flight from Istanbul, after completing his three-day trip to Turkey, the pope was asked why he had not brought up the Armenian issue during his visit, the pope responded only by referring to the message of condolence to the Armenian president that Recep Tayyip Erdogan issued in 2013 while he was still prime minister.



Erdogan's message, which was issued on April 24, the date when Armenians commemorate the 1915 killings, was a first for Turkey. In an indication of how sensitive the topic still is in Turkey, though, Erdogan was lambasted by nationalists for allegedly playing into the hands of the country’s enemies, and reinforcing a major calumny against the Turkish nation.



Francis said some found Erdogan’s message, which avoids any reference to genocide, to be insufficient, but added that he considered this to be an "extended hand," and therefore a positive development.



“What lies in my heart, however, concerns the Turkish-Armenian border. If only that border was opened, it would be wonderful. I am aware that there are geopolitical problems that make the opening of the border difficult, but we must pray for reconciliation between these nations,” the pope said.



He went on to declare his hope that 2015 would be the year when steps are taken for this reconciliation. Among the “geopolitical problems” he mentioned is the continuing state of war between Armenia and Azerbaijan. Turks and Azerbaijanis are closely related.



Although it was among the first countries to recognize Armenian independence in 1991 — even though it did not establish diplomatic ties — Turkey closed its border with Armenia in 1993 after Armenian forces overran the predominantly Armenian enclave of Nagorno-Karabakh within Azerbaijan.



The border has been closed since, although it came close to being opened in 2009, following talks mediated by Switzerland that produced a road map for normalizing ties between Ankara and Yerevan.



The “Zurich Protocols” comprising this road map, however, were stillborn due to intractable differences over the events of 1915 and the status of the Turkish-Armenian border. Yerevan refuses to endorse the 1921 Kars Treaty, signed between Ankara and Moscow, which establishes this border.



Meanwhile, Baku succeeded in agitating Turkish opposition parties and nationalist organizations against the Zurich Protocols by arguing that the opening of the Turkish-Armenian border would mean a strategic defeat for Azerbaijan.



Unable to withstand the pressure, Erdogan traveled to Baku in May 2010 and in an address to the Azeri parliament vowed that the border with Armenia would remain closed until the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute is resolved.



International efforts since, under the auspices of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), to negotiate a peace agreement between Azerbaijan and Armenia have failed to produce results. There are those, however, who argue that the Turkish-Armenian border will remain closed even if there is peace between these two countries.



Kamer Kasim, an analyst from the Ankara-based International Strategic Research Organization (USAK), who focuses on the Caucasus, believes that the problem relating to the Kars Treaty will ensure that the border remains closed, even though it was open prior to 1993.



“Armenia has not officially recognized the Kars Treaty, which means its position on Turkey’s territorial integrity remains unclear,” Kasim told Al-Monitor. Reminded about Armenian efforts to pressure Turkey in 2015 on the genocide issue, and asked if opening the border could help counter this, Kasim said this would not make much of a difference.



“Armenia’s position on genocide recognition is ambivalent. It appears to push for it at times, and withdraws at other times. But the Armenian diaspora is determined on the genocide issue. It will not give up on its efforts even if Turkey and Armenia were to overcome their differences and become strategic partners,” Kasim said.



He also argued against those who say that the Turkish-Armenian border should be opened in the name of realpolitik. “Realpolitik tells us that relations between Ankara and Baku are far more strategic than trying to please Armenia or the Armenian diaspora, because of the vast investments by Azerbaijan in Turkey, and the massive energy project underway between the two countries,” Kasim said.



He also maintained that Turkish-Armenian relations are not a priority issue for the international community currently given what is taking place in the Middle East and the Black Sea region with regard to Ukraine.



This does not mean, of course, that the powerful Armenian diaspora will be less determined to use the 100th anniversary of the 1915 killings to get the United States to recognize officially that genocide was perpetrated by Turks against Armenians. It tried this for years, but has failed so far due to the strategic importance Washington attaches to Turkey.



Mehmet Yegin, USAK’s expert on Turkish-American relations, nevertheless sees a possibility that the Armenian lobby may succeed this time, based on the state of affairs between Ankara and Washington with regard to Syria and other issues in the Middle East.



“There are tensions between Turkey and the US, especially on Syria, at the present time. Vice President [Joe] BIDEN’s recent visit to Turkey reduced these a little, but serious differences remain. If these continue, the Republicans, who recently strengthened their position in Congress, may change their traditional stance of opposing Armenian resolutions against Turkey in order to punish Ankara,” Yegin told Al-Monitor.



There are also officials in Ankara who openly declare that the Armenian lobby might be successful in 2015. Altay Cengizer, who heads the policy planning department at the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, said in an interview with the daily Hurriyet that one of Ankara’s “nightmare scenarios” was that the Armenian lobby may succeed in getting the US to officially recognize the Armenian Genocide in 2015.



“I just returned from Washington. I saw the preparations there. Their intention is to leave Turkey facing a past that it can not live down. This is their aim for 2015,” Cengizer said in his Nov. 10 interview. He went on to declare that if the Armenian lobby is successful in this effort, then Turkey will have no choice but to develop a “post-2015 strategy.”



While it is not clear what this strategy might be, it is clear that any recognition by Washington of the events of 1915 as genocide will make normalized ties between Turkey and Yerevan almost impossible, because most Turks believe, rightly or wrongly, that it is Armenia that is really driving the diaspora today.



None of this augurs well for Pope Francis’s dream.



Imperial Valley News

Investing in a Power Grid to Connect Communities Across Central America

By: Roberta S. Jacobson / December 2, 2014



Washington, DC - Western Hemisphere energy markets are in a period of profound transformation, as the United States and partners throughout the region seize opportunities to reform and expand energy production, integrate economies, create jobs, and enhance stability and citizen security. U.S. leadership in the energy sector is helping to catalyze and support more sustained and equitable economic growth.



Nowhere does this prospect of energy-led economic growth offer greater potential than in Central America’s electricity sector, where countries have the opportunity to build a future of clean, reliable, and affordable electricity by connecting power grids across borders and developing a regional electricity market.



Those of us who enjoy reliable access to affordable electricity are prone to take it for granted. However, without it, businesses of all sizes cannot compete in today’s global economy, pushing prosperity out of reach for too many workers and their families.



With this in mind, President Obama, Colombia’s President Santos and the region’s other leaders agreed at the 2012 Summit of the Americas to make electricity supplies cleaner, more reliable, and affordable by expanding electrical interconnections and scaling up low-carbon power generation. They set a ten-year deadline under the initiative Connecting the Americas 2022, or Connect 2022.



In the two years since, the United States, Central American countries, Colombia, and Mexico have worked to advance the Connect 2022 vision. President Obama and Vice President BIDEN have engaged the region’s leaders to build support for energy integration, especially in Central America and the Caribbean. As President Obama told leaders in Costa Rica last year, everybody stands to benefit from a more free flow of electricity across borders.



Through our energy diplomacy, we have brought Central American policymakers together with the private sector to identify a clear path forward. Through U.S.-funded technical assistance, we are helping Central American regulators and grid operators meet their power sector investment requirements and clean energy goals.



The results are promising. Last year, the Central American Electricity Interconnection System (SIEPAC) adopted rules for cross-border power trade that unleashed impressive growth in the regional electricity market. A more active market will make it easier to replace expensive, dirty oil-fired generation with cleaner, cheaper sources of power, whether renewable energy or natural gas.



And last month, the final stretch of the SIEPAC regional transmission line was completed. This is a milestone achievement that links six Central American countries and forms the backbone of the regional market. Countries have already used the SIEPAC line to swap power in times of shortage, keeping schools and businesses open, instead of suffering through blackouts due to droughts.



As a result of these efforts, power infrastructure is now connected from Canada to Panama.



Yet there is more to be done. Central Americans still pay the second highest electricity rates in the Americas, second only to the Caribbean. These high prices constrain needed economic development and direct foreign investment that can create new opportunities for families and businesses alike.



Central America needs to upgrade and better integrate national and regional transmission capacity, improve market rules, and attract investment. If Colombia and Panama move forward with the planned interconnection, Andean markets would connect to Central America, increasing the market size and investment opportunity for all. If the region introduces natural gas, it will need to set clear and predictable rules.



These changes are not easy; some will require tough political decisions. But the result will be worth it: greater competition, increased efficiency, and reduced prices for consumers. It will create attractive new opportunities for investment and increase overall competitiveness.



It will also affect millions of lives throughout the region in real and immediate ways. Children will be able to do school work or read at night by electric light. Once towns are connected to the power grid, those children will be able to teach their parents how to use a computer and introduce them to the limitless opportunities of the internet. Health clinics will maintain cold chains for vaccines, and electric cooking will improve indoor air quality and the health of families.



On November 4, President Otto Perez Molina of Guatemala hosts energy policymakers, regulators, and private sector representatives at the Connect 2022 Mesoamerican Energy Investment Summit in Guatemala City.



The United States strongly supports this Investment Summit, in collaboration with the Inter-American Development Bank and World Bank. We urge policymakers from the region to use the Summit to demonstrate progress on regional integration and showcase the opportunities that are emerging as a result of increased electricity trade and new interconnections. We encourage the private sector to convey clearly what policymakers and regulators still need to do to attract private capital. We look forward to a successful Investment Summit that motivates all who participate to work hard to advance Connect 2022 goals and give Central America’s citizens the opportunity for prosperity that we all deserve.



Central America has set a strong example for the hemisphere by completing the SIEPAC line. Now it must take the next steps to allow energy to flow across the line in ways that reduce prices, spur economic growth, attract needed investment, and lead to broader regional integration. We congratulate the region and look forward to working together to achieve our Presidents’ vision for Connecting the Americas by 2022.



Jewish Business News

BIDEN, Hillary, Netanyahu, To Appear Together In Saban Forum

By: Lily Bethlehem / December 2, 2014



Hilary Clinton, the potential candidate Haim Saban said he would back should she run in 2016, and Vice President Joe BIDEN will attend the annual Saban Forum this weekend to discuss U.S. Israel relations.



The keynote speakers will be Vice President BIDEN and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, who will give an address via satellite. Secretary of State John Kerry will also speak.



According to The Hill, those attending will engage in a “candid, closed-door dialogue between U.S. and Israeli officials, policymakers, journalists and business leaders.”



The main topics that will be discussed include the policy of the West concerning Iran’s development of nuclear capabilities, and an increase in violence in Israel in the wake of a terrorist attack in an Jerusalem synagogue that killed three Americans.
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The Washington Post

Hillary Clinton’s inevitability has relatively little to do with Hillary Clinton

By: Aaron Blake / December 1, 2014

She's at 57 percent, compared to Sen. Elizabeth Warren's (D-Mass.) 13 percent and Vice President BIDEN's 9 percent. Nobody else is above 4 percent. Watch what happens, though, when you subtract Clinton from the mix. Basically all of her support goes to Warren -- who has been adamant that she isn't running -- and to BIDEN -- who isn't really seen as presidential timbre, even by many in his own party.



The Hill

Clinton, BIDEN to appear at DC event on Israel

By: David McCabe / December 1, 2014

Hillary Clinton and Vice President BIDEN will be among the attendees at a Washington forum on Israeli-U.S. relations this weekend.



Washington Post

U.S. weighs a new front to create safe zone in Syria

By: Karen DeYoung / December 1, 2014

The plan, which was developed over the past several weeks during extensive meetings between U.S. and Turkish diplomatic and military officials, also was a subject of discussion between Vice President BIDEN and Turkey’s top political leaders during BIDEN’s visit to Istanbul 10 days ago.



Reuters

The US May Be Close To A Deal With Turkey Over The ISIS And Syria Fights

By: Susan Heavey / December 1, 2014

BIDEN had concluded two-days of meetings, including one with Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan, with no guarantee of Turkey’s military cooperation.



Wall Street Journal

U.S., Turkey Narrow Differences on Islamic State Fight

By: Adam Entous / December 1, 2014

U.S. and Turkish officials have narrowed their differences over a joint military mission in Syria that would give the U.S. and its coalition partners permission to use Turkish air bases to launch strike operations against Islamic State targets across northern Syria, according to officials in both countries.



AFP

U.S. not ready to enforce Syria no-fly zone

December 1, 2014

U.S. media reports over the weekend suggested that the U.S. stance was shifting after a visit to Turkey last month by Vice President Joe BIDEN, but Earnest insisted that this was not the case.



AFP

Putin scraps South Stream gas pipeline on Turkey visit

December 1, 2014

Putin's visit came just over a week after talks between US Vice President Joe BIDEN and key NATO ally Turkey failed to reach a breakthrough on cooperating over Syria.



Daily Sabah

MEDIA CLAIMS TURKEY, US AGREE ON SAFE AND NO-FLY ZONES IN SYRIA

December 1, 2014

Analysts say that during U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit to Turkey last week, Turkish leaders reiterated their concerns over a possible influx of refugees from war-torn Syria and that ousting President Bashar Assad is key to fighting extremists in the region and to bring peace and stability to Syria.



New York Times

Is the Cyprus Issue Insoluble?

By: Nikos Konstandaras / December 1, 2014

A measure of Washington’s concern is the fact that Vice President Joe BIDEN, during a recent visit to Istanbul, stressed the need for a solution on Cyprus. “Right now that requires a focus on de-escalating tensions and returning to the negotiating table in Cyprus,” Mr. BIDEN said after talks with President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Nov. 22.



Today’s Zaman

Pope Francis: back to the Middle East

By: Robert Olson / December 1, 2014

Not coincidentally, it seems, US Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Ankara shortly before Pope Francis. BIDEN was seeking the support of Turkey to defeat ISIL and to negotiate the demise of the al-Assad regime. Nothing was said, publicly at least, about the fact that vast number of Christians support the regime.



Newsmax

Turkey Expected to Open Air Bases to US, Allies in ISIS Fight

By: Drew MacKenzie / December 1, 2014

The possible agreement comes a week after Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan met with Vice President Joe BIDEN in Ankara and called on the Obama administration to crack down on Assad’s regime, according to the Journal.



Wall Street Journal

Obama to Call for Policing Standards, Funding in Wake of Ferguson

By: Byron Tau and Colleen McCain Nelson / December 1, 2014

Mr. Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN are scheduled to attend three meetings at the White House on Monday related to the shooting in Ferguson and the violent protests that have followed.



Wall Street Journal

New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio Meets with President Obama Over Ferguson, Policing Issues

By: Michael Howard Saul / December 1, 2014

As part of a series of meetings on Monday, Messrs. Obama and BIDEN are sitting down with civil-rights leaders in the Oval Office. Later in the afternoon, the president is to meet with the group of officials that include Mr. de Blasio, chief executive of the nation’s largest city.



Business Insider

Obama Is Spending His Afternoon Focusing On Ferguson

By: Colin Campbell / December 1, 2014

President Barack Obama is spending a good portion of his afternoon on Monday dealing with the ongoing fallout from the protests in Ferguson, Missouri.



Talk Radio News Service

White House Hosting Ferguson Meetings

December 1, 2014

Later in the afternoon, Obama and the Vice President Joe BIDEN are meeting with young civil rights leaders. Obama and BIDEN will cap the day with a separate meeting with elected officials, community and faith leaders and law enforcement officials “to discuss how communities and law enforcement can work together to build trust to strengthen neighborhoods across the country.”



The Hill

Pursuing prosperity and stability in the Northern Triangle

By: Ambs. Julio Ligorria, Jorge Milla and Francisco Altschul / December 1, 2014

As BIDEN expressed during his remarks at the IDB, “I see no reason whatsoever why Central America cannot become the next great success story in the hemisphere”. Let us all join, then, in this strategic Plan, so that this aspiration of the Northern Triangle can become a reality for the benefit and prosperity of our people.



The Christian Science Monitor

Mitch McConnell's big test

By: Francine Kiefer / December 1, 2014

“Does anyone down there know how to do a deal?” drawled the Senate’s top Republican, Mitch McConnell, over the phone to Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Bloomberg

Who Wants to be Veep in 2016?

By: Jonathan Bernstein / December 1, 2014

It’s notable, too, that Joe BIDEN flamed out in 1988 and failed in Iowa in 2008 before getting the call.



ATD

What Can Be Done About the U.S. Talent Crisis?

By: Edward E. Gordon / December 1, 2014

As the U.S. labor economy continues its massive transformation of jobs and careers, a White House initiative led by Vice President Joe BIDEN is seeking ways to better match the skills of Americans with jobs that need filling today.



Brooklyn Daily News

A little of this, and a little of that

By: Stanley P. Gershbein / December 1, 2014

Filling in at a White House event while the president was in Asia, Vice President Joe BIDEN said “The United States should have a hospital capable of treating Ebola in every state of the union.



The Durham News

Donors keep Blue Coffee in downtown Durham

By: Matt Goad / December 1, 2014

Blue welcomed another famous visitor in 2012, when Vice President Joe BIDEN stopped in. This time she had more warning about the visit. BIDEN was conducting a contest called Cup a Joe with Joe in which BIDEN spoke to winners from all over the country at the Durham Armory and then came over to Blue Coffee for a while.









The Washington Post

Hillary Clinton’s inevitability has relatively little to do with Hillary Clinton

By: Aaron Blake / December 1, 2014



First came President Obama's quip about the desire for a "new car smell" in the next president. Then came Massachusetts Gov. Deval Patrick (D) saying the idea of a presidential candidate being inevitable is "off-putting."



Yes, with the passing of the 2014 election comes the next big electoral story (and really, it was the big electoral story all along): Hillary Clinton's supposed inevitability -- and comments that might or might not be targeted at said inevitability.



But lost in much of this talk about Clinton's inevitability is this: Her inevitability -- which is significantly more of a *thing* this year than it was in 2008 -- has relatively little to do with her. She is strong, yes, but it has as much or more to do with the competition (or lack thereof).



Witness this new Quinnipiac University poll.



It shows, as every other poll does, that Clinton holds a massive lead in the Democratic primary and is well over 50 percent. She's at 57 percent, compared to Sen. Elizabeth Warren's (D-Mass.) 13 percent and Vice President BIDEN's 9 percent. Nobody else is above 4 percent.



Watch what happens, though, when you subtract Clinton from the mix. Basically all of her support goes to Warren -- who has been adamant that she isn't running -- and to BIDEN -- who isn't really seen as presidential timbre, even by many in his own party.



From there, nobody else gains more than two points, and the undecided column doubles, from 14 percent all the way to 28 percent.



None of this is to say that the Democratic field is devoid of potential nominees. But it's illustrative that basically nobody besides BIDEN and Warren -- who, again, don't really seem like nominee material for different reasons -- can gain traction in a Clinton-less race. And it speaks to the fact that nobody has heard of any of the other candidates.





A Gallup poll in July, for instance, showed just 16 percent of Democrats and Democratic leaners could muster a favorable or unfavorable opinion of Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley (D). And a Q poll that same month showed fewer than 10 percent of all Americans could rate either O'Malley or former Montana governor Brian Schweitzer (D). That's even less than the lesser-known GOP hopefuls.



As for the other two candidates in the above graphic -- Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) and former senator Jim Webb (D-Va.) -- very few analysts see either as big-time potential contenders. Sanders's status as a kind-of-sort-of-socialist would make him an unlikely nominee for the Democratic party, and there are all kinds of problems with Webb's path to victory -- the greatest of which is his apparent aversion to politics.



That's a pretty undistinguished, unknown crew of opponents for Clinton. And it's a big reason she leads by 40-plus points and has been tagged with the "inevitable" label. There's nobody else in the mix who is a) leaning into a presidential run, b) well-known, and c) viewed as presidential material (sorry, Joe). There is no Barack Obama or John Edwards. And there's arguably not even a Chris Dodd or a Bill Richardson.



If any of those folks were in the mix right now, Clinton's lead would be less than it is today. She would probably still be leading by a significant margin, but her nomination wouldn't seem like such a foregone conclusion.



That massive lead made sense when she was a hugely popular outgoing secretary of state; but today Clinton is a modestly popular national politician -- much like she was in 2008 when she wasn't seen as nearly as "inevitable."



That's not to say someone couldn't emerge to beat Clinton. They could. But the cupboard on the Democratic side seems abnormally bare right now. And that's turning Clinton the Favorite into Clinton the Inevitable.



The Hill

Clinton, BIDEN to appear at DC event on Israel

By: David McCabe / December 1, 2014



Hillary Clinton and Vice President BIDEN will be among the attendees at a Washington forum on Israeli-U.S. relations this weekend.



Both will speak to the Saban Forum, an annual event organized by the Brookings Institution and entertainment mogul Haim Saban. Saban is also a major political donor who has pledged to support the former secretary of State should she run for president in 2016.



The event will also feature Secretary of State John Kerry and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. Netanyahu will appear via sattalite.



BIDEN and Netanyahu will be the meeting's keynote speakers.



Attendees will discuss the relationship between the U.S. and Israel "via candid closed-door dialogue between U.S. and Israeli officials, policymakers, journalists and business leaders."



The meeting occurs as debate continues over a potential deal between Western countries and Iran on the latter's nuclear program. Israel has been skeptical of a deal, but is reportedly pleased that an extension in negotiations might yield a more favorable accord.



It will also come amid an uptick in violence in Israel, including an attack by two Palestinians on an orthodox synogogue in Jeruselum that claimed the lives of three Americans.



Clinton has said she will make a decision about whether to run for president next year. She has appeared regularly in the press this year while promoting a new memoir about her time at the State Department and stumping for Democratic candidates.



Washington Post

U.S. weighs a new front to create safe zone in Syria

By: Karen DeYoung / December 1, 2014



The Obama administration is weighing the opening of a new front in the air war against the Islamic State in Syria, part of an offensive to push back militants along the western portion of Syria’s border with Turkey and create a relatively safe zone for U.S.-backed Syrian rebel forces to move in.



Under the plan, U.S. aircraft flying from Turkey’s Incirlik air base would target positions the militants currently hold along the border north of Aleppo, eastward toward the besieged town of Kobane. Turkish special forces would move into the area to assist targeting and help Syrian opposition fighters consolidate their hold on the territory.



President Obama, who has not yet approved the proposal, was briefed on its parameters at a meeting with his senior national security advisers last Wednesday.



The plan, which was developed over the past several weeks during extensive meetings between U.S. and Turkish diplomatic and military officials, also was a subject of discussion between Vice President BIDEN and Turkey’s top political leaders during BIDEN’s visit to Istanbul 10 days ago.



The proposal at least partly addresses Turkey’s long-standing desire for a protected buffer zone inside Syria along the entire 511-mile border, while providing the faltering rebel fighters with a much-needed boost.



In exchange, U.S. access to Incirlik for use of manned warplanes and armed drones throughout Syria would add as many as six hours to the amount of time that individual strike aircraft could spend “on station,” locating and reaching targets. Aircraft currently striking Islamic State positions in northern and eastern Syria fly from bases in the Persian Gulf, a distance of about 1,000 miles.



“That access is huge,” a U.S. official said. At the same time, having Turkish special forces on the ground inside Syria would not only “breathe life into the Free Syrian Army,” but also provide “more capable folks to help with targeting” for airstrikes.



Right now, the official said, targets are pinpointed with short-term aerial surveillance and friendly Syrian “dudes with cellphones” on the ground. The official was one of several who described the plan on the condition of anonymity because they were not authorized to discuss it. A spokesman for the National Security Council declined to comment on the proposal.



If implemented, the plan would require significantly more resources than are now devoted to the fight against the Islamic State in Syria, including more planes and more money. Turkey and retired Gen. John Allen, the administration’s chief envoy to the U.S.-led coalition against the Islamic State, have assessed that the Free Syrian Army, despite its disorganized and depleted state, can marshal sufficient trained forces to gradually move eastward into the zone.



Although officials said the proposal is not intended to establish a traditional no-fly zone requiring constant patrols against other aircraft entering the area — potentially up to 100 miles long and 20 miles deep inside Syria — its proponents recognize the potential for a “slippery slope” into a far more major operation.



Part of the administration’s risk assessment is whether Syrian President Bashar al-Assad will continue to allow overflights of his territory without activating Syrian air defenses, as he has with American aircraft now striking the Islamic State in areas largely to the east of the proposed new front.



“Up to now, it’s been uncoordinated deconfliction,” the U.S. official said. “It’s not as though Centcom calls up the Syrians every morning and says, ‘Don’t go where we’re going.’ ” The U.S. Central Command is in charge of American military operations in Syria and Iraq.



Administration officials watched with concern last week as Syrian government aircraft bombed the north-central Syrian city of Raqqah, the center of Islamic State operations in the country. U.S. strikes have been targeting the militants in and around the city since September.



U.S. attacks in the proposed new corridor north of Aleppo would bring American aircraft into far more consistent contact with Syrian aircraft, which regularly strike that city. Top Pentagon officials have said that any attempt by Assad to interfere with U.S. aircraft would bring a broad attack on Syria’s air force and air defense system.



Many officials, particularly in the White House and within the military, remain distrustful of Turkey’s desire to draw the United States into a direct confrontation with Assad.



After months of resisting joining the U.S.-led coalition against the Islamic State, Turkey this fall agreed to allow the establishment of a training base for Free Syrian Army fighters inside its territory. Turkey is training about 1,300 Iraqi Kurdish fighters, called the peshmerga, to fight against the Islamic State.



The Turkish parliament has given President Recep Tayyip Erdogan permission to allow Turkish forces to enter Syria, but he has not used that authority. Although Turkey allows unarmed U.S. surveillance aircraft to fly from Incirlik, it has refused until now to allow the facility to be used as a base for strike aircraft flying missions inside Syria.



Officials described the plan, some elements of which were reported online Monday by the Wall Street Journal and Bloomberg News, as still in the planning stages. “There is nothing imminent, and a lot of details still to come,” the U.S. official said.



Reuters

The US May Be Close To A Deal With Turkey Over The ISIS And Syria Fights

By: Susan Heavey / December 1, 2014



WASHINGTON (Reuters) – The United States and Turkey are closing in on a deal that will allow the U.S. military and allied forces to use Turkish air bases in their campaign against Islamic State militants in Syria, the Wall Street Journal reported on Monday.



The newspaper, citing U.S. and Turkish officials, said the agreement could include a safe zone along a portion of the Syrian border to protect refugees and certain opposition forces that would also “be off-limits” to aircraft from Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s government.



Allowing the United States and its allies to use Turkey’s bases would allow the coalition forces another foothold from which to launch continued strikes against the militants.



Turkey has agreed to allow 2,000 opposition fighters to be trained within its borders and has sent Turkish special forces to Iraq to train Kurdish peshmerga fighters, the report said.



The potential deal represents a narrowing of differences between the two sides as the United States and its coalition of allies continue to launch air strikes against Islamic State militants in Syria and Iraq.



According to the WSJ, the agreement moves away from a larger formal “no fly” zone sought by Turkish officials covering a wider swath of northern Syria.



A protected zone along the Turkish-Syrian border would help safeguard opposition fighters being trained in Syria and shield opposition supply lines, the report said.



Under the deal, the U.S.-led coalition “could send a quiet warning to the Assad regime to stay away from the zone or risk retaliation,” the WSJ said.



The report follows U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN’s visit to Turkey last week that aimed to smooth differences in the fight against Islamic State militants, who have declared an Islamic “caliphate” in the parts of Iraq and Syria where they have seized control.



BIDEN had concluded two-days of meetings, including one with Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan, with no guarantee of Turkey’s military cooperation.



The paper said Turkish officials are considering invoking Ankara’s right to self defence under the United Nations charter by writing to the U.N. in order to justify the use of its bases. That could allow other North Atlantic Treaty Organisation allies to join the fight against Islamic State militants, it said.



Wall Street Journal

U.S., Turkey Narrow Differences on Islamic State Fight

By: Adam Entous / December 1, 2014



WASHINGTON—U.S. and Turkish officials have narrowed their differences over a joint military mission in Syria that would give the U.S. and its coalition partners permission to use Turkish air bases to launch strike operations against Islamic State targets across northern Syria, according to officials in both countries.



As part of the deal, U.S. and Turkish officials are discussing the creation of a protected zone along a portion of the Syrian border that would be off-limits to Assad regime aircraft and would provide sanctuary to Western-backed opposition forces and refugees.



U.S. and coalition aircraft would use Incirlik and other Turkish air bases to patrol the zone, ensuring that rebels crossing the border from Turkey don’t come under attack there, officials said.



Turkey had proposed a far more extensive no-fly zone across one-third of northern Syria, according to officials. That idea was, however, a nonstarter for the Obama administration, which told Ankara that something so invasive would constitute an act of war against the Assad regime.



In contrast to a formal no-fly zone, the narrower safe zone along the border under discussion wouldn’t require any strikes to take out Syrian air defenses. Instead, the U.S. and its coalition partners could send a quiet warning to the Assad regime to stay away from the zone or risk retaliation.



From Ankara’s perspective, another impetus for a safe zone along the border would be to protect opposition fighters who will be trained in Turkey, as well as to safeguard opposition supply lines into northern Syria, officials said.



Turkey has agreed to allow the training of an initial 2,000 opposition fighters on Turkish soil and has sent Turkish special forces to northern Iraq to train Peshmerga fighters there.



The U.S. doesn’t envisage any air exclusionary zone going as far south as the city of Aleppo, a stronghold of the opposition Free Syrian Army, at least initially.



Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan met with Vice President Joe BIDEN in Ankara a week ago and urged the Obama administration to do more to rein in Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, according to U.S. and Turkish officials.



At the same time, Mr. Erdogan made clear that Turkey was increasingly worried about Islamic State advances in northern Syria, which could, within hours, push hundreds of thousands of additional Syrian refugees across the border into Turkey.



In response to a major new offensive by Islamic State, Turkey could face a flood of two million or three million additional refugees, far more than Ankara can absorb, Turkish officials have told their American counterparts. Turkey is already hosting between 1.5 million and 1.8 million Syrian refugees.



The narrowing of differences between the U.S. and Turkey was discussed last week during a White House National Security Council meeting, though U.S. officials stressed that talks were still at a preliminary stage and could take weeks or longer.



U.S. and Turkish officials said the two sides are no longer discussing creation of the large no-fly zone that was initially proposed by Ankara, stretching from the Iraqi border to northern Latakia on the Mediterranean coast.



To justify opening its bases to the U.S. and its coalition partners for strikes against Islamic State, Turkey is considering following Iraq’s lead by writing a letter to the United Nations invoking its right to collective self-defense under Article 51 of the U.N. charter, North Atlantic Treaty Organization officials said.



Such a letter from Turkey could clear the way for some NATO allies to join the military campaign in Syria, the officials said.



Most coalition airstrikes in Syria are, by definition, being carried out in support of operations in Iraq based on Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi ’s Article 51 letter invoking collective self-defense.



U.S. and Turkish officials said a more limited air exclusionary zone along the border with Turkey could be similar to the de facto no-fly zone that has taken shape over the Syrian city of Kobani, where U.S. war planes are supporting Kurdish fighters battling Islamic State militants.



Turkey has signaled that it could insert forces on the ground in northern Syria to help identify Islamic State targets, but U.S. officials aren’t sure if the Turkish military has that capability.



For the U.S., the risk in creating even a small de facto no-fly zone would be the possibility of a challenge by the Assad regime. The U.S. passed messages to the Assad regime not to contest coalition aircraft at the start of the airstrikes in Syria in September. So far, the regime hasn’t challenged U.S. aircraft, according to U.S. officials.



Turkey presented its most detailed blueprint yet for creation of an air exclusionary zone during recent talks with retired Marine Gen. John Allen, the U.S. special presidential envoy for the global coalition to counter Islamic State militant group, according to U.S. and Turkish officials.



Officials at the White House and the Pentagon have long resisted the idea of a no-fly zone because of concerns that it could lead to conflict with Mr. Assad, who uses his fleet of helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft to attack Aleppo and other population centers in northern Syria.



So far, Turkey has only allowed the U.S. military to fly unmanned surveillance flights out of Incirlik, according to U.S. officials.



Syrian opposition officials said the new proposal wouldn’t require the U.S. to neutralize Syria’s integrated air defense system. If Syria challenged the zone, then the U.S. and its coalition partners could use so-called standoff weapons, fired from outside Syrian territory, to keep Syrian regime aircraft out, opposition officials said.



In a 2013 letter to congressional leaders, the chairman of the U.S. military’s Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Martin Dempsey, said establishing a no-fly zone would require the U.S. to shoot down Syrian aircraft and to strike airfields.



The regime could then compensate for the loss of airspace by relying more heavily on surface-to-surface weaponry, such as artillery and rockets, to attack anti-Assad rebels, Gen. Dempsey wrote.



AFP

U.S. not ready to enforce Syria no-fly zone

December 1, 2014



The United States is not ready to enforce a no-fly zone over Syria, the White House said Monday, after reports it was in talks with Turkey about setting up a refugee safe haven in the north of the country.



White House spokesman Josh Earnest told reporters that Washington was “open to discussing a range of options with the Turks” but that a no-fly zone over Syria was not on the table “at this point.”



Turkey has long supported the idea of creating a buffer zone inside Syria to accommodate refugees from the three-way fight between Bashar al-Assad’s regime, rebels and Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) jihadists.



But Ankara, which has seen fighting on its southern frontier, has so far failed to persuade its NATO ally Washington, despite U.S. jets already hitting IS targets inside Syria, to put its might behind the plan.



U.S. media reports over the weekend suggested that the U.S. stance was shifting after a visit to Turkey last month by Vice President Joe BIDEN, but Earnest insisted that this was not the case.



AFP

Putin scraps South Stream gas pipeline on Turkey visit

December 1, 2014



Ankara (AFP) - President Vladimir Putin on Monday unexpectedly announced Russia was shelving the multi-billion dollar South Stream pipeline project to deliver Russian gas to the Europe, blaming the EU for throwing obstacles in its path.



Putin revealed on a visit to Ankara that Russia was drawing the curtain on what for half-a-decade has been one of the Kremlin's flagship projects, saying Turkey in the future could play an important role as a gas hub.



The Russian leader -- whose relations with Europe have nosedived over the Ukraine crisis -- warned the European Union now risked receiving less Russian gas and Moscow would look to new markets.



He said construction of the pipeline was not possible as the European Commission had forced Bulgaria to stop work under its territorial waters.



"Taking account of the fact that until now we have not received permission from Bulgaria, we believe that in the current conditions Russia cannot continue with the realisation of this project," Putin said at a news conference alongside Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan in Ankara.



The chief executive of state Russian gas giant Gazprom Alexei Miller was quoted as saying by Russian news agencies: "That's it, the project is closed."



Playing up Russia's close ties to Turkey, Putin also announced that Russia had agreed to increase gas exports to Turkey by 3 billion cubic metres and that gas prices for Turkey would be cut by six percent.



Turkey is the second-largest European importer of Russian gas after Germany and Putin said Russia was even willing to build an entirely new pipeline to satisfy the demands of Turkish consumers.



Russia could also create a new energy hub on Turkey's border with Greece that could serve consumers in southern Europe, he added.



- 'Europe will get less' -



Russian news agencies said Russian gas giant Gazprom had already invested almost $4.7 billion (3.7 billion euros) in the South Stream project. Some estimates had put the total cost of construction at around $20 billion.



The pipeline was to flow underneath Turkey's waters in the Black Sea and through the Balkans, crossing Bulgaria, Serbia, Hungary and Slovenia and then Austria to connect with the main European pipeline network.



EU member Bulgaria, once a strong backer of South Stream, changed its mind on the pipeline in June under heavy and public pressure from the EU and the United States.



"Don't you understand that it is ridiculous for us to put hundreds of millions of dollars into a project to go through all the Black Sea and then come to the surface before the Bulgarian shore?" Putin asked.



He slammed the "unconstructive position" of the European Commission, saying it had encouraged Bulgaria to block South Stream.



"If Europe does not want the pipeline to be realised then that means that it will not be realised," said Putin, adding that Russia could look to deliver gas to other markets including LNG (liquefied natural gas) deliveries to Asia.



He warned that Russia could now lower gas volumes delivered to Europe.



"We will orientate our energy resources to other regions of the world," he said. "And Europe will not receive those volumes (that it had) from Russia."



"But that is the choice of our European friends," he added acidly.



- Close ties -



Erdogan had personally welcomed Putin, on a one-day state visit, at the gates of his controversial new presidential palace in Ankara. The Russian leader was only the second world dignitary to visit the grandiose complex after Pope Francis on Friday.



The two countries agreed to realise the aim of tripling bilateral trade to a target of $100 billion in the next years from $32.7 billion in 2013, a goal some analysts see as wildly over-ambitious.



They reaffirmed their committment to Russia building Turkey's first nuclear power plant in Akkuyu in a $20 billion project.



Russia and Turkey appear so far to have successfully shielded their close relations from potentially damaging disputes over the crises in Syria and Ukraine.



Putin's visit came just over a week after talks between US Vice President Joe BIDEN and key NATO ally Turkey failed to reach a breakthrough on cooperating over Syria.



Commentators often note the similarities between Erdogan, 60, and Putin, 62, both charismatic strongmen accused abroad of authoritarianism, while retaining significant support at home.



Russia, isolated by the West over its role in the Ukraine conflict, is also looking for close cooperation with Ankara as it takes over the G20 presidency in 2015.



Daily Sabah

MEDIA CLAIMS TURKEY, US AGREE ON SAFE AND NO-FLY ZONES IN SYRIA

December 1, 2014



ISTANBUL — Up until now the U.S. has demonstrated consistent reluctance to set up a safe zone and no-fly zone in Syria despite repeated calls from Turkey. It is now reportedly finally working on a new plan to establish the zones, Bloomberg claimed on Monday.



According to regional experts, the timing of the reports is not a coincidence as the anti-Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) coalition leader is not happy that its NATO ally strengthening ties with Russia, which has had sanctions levied against it by the EU and U.S. for its role in the Ukrainian crisis and its annexation of Crimea. Analysts say that during U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit to Turkey last week, Turkish leaders reiterated their concerns over a possible influx of refugees from war-torn Syria and that ousting President Bashar Assad is key to fighting extremists in the region and to bring peace and stability to Syria. 



Bloomberg reported on Monday that a new proposal is being discussed by U.S. officials under the name "air-exclusion zone," which would be established as a buffer area inside Syria along the Turkish border that would be manned by Turkish soldiers and protected by U.S. air power. The purpose of establishing the zone would reportedly be to ensure protection for some Syrian rebels along with civilians who are escaping ISIS, which has taken over large parts in Syria and Iraq, and the Assad regime. The zone, if implemented, would also increase the safe flow of humanitarian supplies to Syria.



Furthermore, The Wall Street Journal reported on Monday that the U.S. and Turkey are close to an agreement on a joint military action against ISIS in northern Syria. The Wall Street Journal, citing officials from both countries, reported that the proposed deal would allow the U.S. and its coalition partners access to Turkish air bases to use as launch points for air campaigns. The agreement would also include a protected zone along part of the Syria-Turkey border that would be off limits to Syrian government aircraft and provide protection for moderate Syrian rebels and refugees fleeing the country's bloody, three-year civil war. U.S. officials told the paper that talks between the two nations were still in the preliminary stage and a final deal may not be agreed upon for weeks.



Since civil war broke out in Syria in 2011, U.S. President Barack Obama's administration has not been in favor of establishing a safe zone for several reasons, the most apparent being hesitation that the U.S. might be dragged into a war with the Syrian regime. The ever present threat of ISIS in Syria was also not enough for the U.S. to favor the zone, despite repeated calls from the Turkish government. Ankara has highlighted at every opportunity its conditions for stepping up its efforts with the U.S.-led anti-ISIS coalition, the most important of which is the removal of Assad from power. President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan has made it clear that if Turkey's aid and support is demanded in the fight against ISIS, a safe zone and a no-fly zone should be established in Syria and the Syrian regime should be targeted along with ISIS as he deems Assad to be the root of the turmoil in the area.



The Bloomberg article claimed that top officials have tipped that a shift may take place in Obama's previously staunch position on establishing a safe zone in the fight against ISIS. The speculation came following BIDEN's visit to Turkey to discuss the issues concerning the coalition of which Turkey is a part. During the meeting, the two leaders focused on cooperation in fighting ISIS in Syria and Iraq as well as coping with the humanitarian crisis caused by the conflicts on the other side of Turkey's southern border.



The three officials reportedly said that John Allen, the U.S. special envoy for the anti-ISIS U.S.-led coalition, had discussed the establishment of an 'air exclusion zone' with senior Turkish officials during a trip he paid to Turkey earlier in November. If the plan negotiated by Allen is approved by Obama, it will mark an alteration of his earlier strategy, which has ignored many calls up until now.



According to top officials, Allen discussed the proposal as part of a package that would also include Turkey expanding its support in its fight against ISIS in other ways, including using "Turkish troops inside Syria to spot for U.S. airstrikes," and "allowing U.S. manned planes to fly anti-ISIS missions from Turkey's İncirlik Air Base." Turkey has thus far only permitted the U.S. to fly drones from the İncirlik air base.



The November elections in the U.S. that will put Republicans in power in the U.S. Senate and extended their majority in the House of Representatives in 2015 is seen by some to have crippled Obama's authority regarding decisions on Syria. If the speculation that Turkey and the U.S. have finally reached a consensus on establishing a no-fly zone turns out to be accurate, Republicans are thought to be behind Obama's shift in policy given that since 2012 he has resisted calls from both parties of Congress to establish protected areas in Syria.



New York Times

Is the Cyprus Issue Insoluble?

By: Nikos Konstandaras / December 1, 2014



In the powder keg of the Middle East’s religious and ethnic conflicts, the 40-year-long division of Cyprus between Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots shouldn’t rank high on the list of dangers to defuse. This does not make the issue less relevant — nor less dangerous.



Turkey, already unsettled by the surge in Islamist extremism and Kurdish nationalism in the region, has now raised the stakes in the eastern Mediterranean. Demanding that the Republic of Cyprus, a member of the European Union, stop exploring for gas and oil in the island’s offshore economic zone, on Oct. 20 Ankara sent an exploratory vessel into the same waters — accompanied by a warship. This prompted the Greek-Cypriot president to walk out of United Nations-mediated efforts to reunify the island.



Turkey is also angry that Cyprus and Greece plan to exploit the region’s energy resources in cooperation with Israel and Egypt. (Both were once close allies of Turkey but are now estranged as Ankara’s pro-Islamic rhetoric has become more strident.) As tensions rise between Greece and Turkey, the two nations’ warships have increasingly shadowed each other. Things could get worse before they improve.



Perhaps potential danger will concentrate minds. The Greek and Turkish prime ministers are to meet in Athens this Friday and Saturday. They must ask themselves whether Turkey, Greece and Cyprus will cooperate, or focus only on their differences and risk being sucked into the region’s morass of self-justifying conflicts.



A measure of Washington’s concern is the fact that Vice President Joe BIDEN, during a recent visit to Istanbul, stressed the need for a solution on Cyprus. “Right now that requires a focus on de-escalating tensions and returning to the negotiating table in Cyprus,” Mr. BIDEN said after talks with President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Nov. 22. “Given the significant energy potential in the Eastern Mediterranean, the rewards to both communities on Cyprus of finding a cooperative path forward has never been greater.”



Such cooperation could take the form of a bicommunal committee to handle the exploitation of any oil and gas finds. Greek Cypriots have consistently rejected calls by Turkish Cypriots and the United Nations for such a body, saying that a future federal government will share out the profits.



Cyprus, with a population of about one million, has long been a volatile object of contention between Greece and Turkey, to the detriment of both the Greek-Cypriot majority and the Turkish Cypriots. Turkey invaded and occupied the northern part of Cyprus in 1974, in response to a coup by Greek Cypriots who wanted union with Greece. Before that, when Greek Cypriots rebelled against British rule in 1955, an anti-Greek pogrom in Istanbul (with rioters carrying placards proclaiming “Cyprus is Turkish”) and mass deportations in 1964 eradicated that city’s flourishing Greek community. Disputes in the Aegean Sea brought the two countries to the brink of conflict in 1987 and again in 1996. The year before that, Turkey’s Parliament had authorized military action if Athens exercised its right under the international law of the sea to extend its territorial waters beyond the current six miles.



The international community regards the Greek-Cypriot government in Nicosia as the island’s sole legitimate representative, while Turkey recognizes only the state Turkish Cypriots declared unilaterally in 1983; it is the only country to do so. Turkish Cypriots say Greek Cypriots claim to be “masters” of the island, while Greek Cypriots object to any development that could be seen as recognizing the Turkish-Cypriot state as a legal entity. Other contentious issues are the rights of more than 160,000 Greek Cypriots who were displaced from the north in 1974, along with some 50,000 Turkish Cypriots from the south. And during the violence of 1963-4 and 1974, 1,493 Greek Cypriots and 502 Turkish Cypriots disappeared; in 2007, a bicommunal committee began to find, identify and return their remains.



In 2004, a referendum was held on a United Nations reunification plan, with 65 percent of Turkish Cypriots approving but 76 percent of Greek Cypriots rejecting. The Greek-Cypriot vote angered many European Union members, who had hoped that Cyprus would be reunified prior to accession. (The international community does not press Turkey too hard to recognize Cyprus because Ankara is not shy about punishing governments and companies that cross it. Its occupation of northern Cyprus involves about 30,000 troops, financial support, large numbers of settlers from the mainland and forceful diplomacy.)



Throughout its history, Cyprus has been the plaything of greater forces. Strategically situated between Europe, Africa, Asia Minor and the Middle East, it was settled by Greeks, Phoenicians, Assyrians, Egyptians and Persians, and Hellenized by Alexander the Great and his successor Ptolemy of Egypt. Later it was ruled by Rome and its successor in the east, Byzantium. Crusaders, Franks and Venetians held it for nearly 400 years before the Ottoman Turks took the island in the 1570-73 war with Venice. It became a British protectorate in 1878 and a crown colony in 1925.



At independence in 1960, Greek Cypriots accounted for 77 percent of the population and Turkish Cypriots 18 percent. A complex power-sharing arrangement allowed Britain, Greece and Turkey to intervene unilaterally if the constitution was threatened. Tensions between Greek and Turkish Cypriots, and between Greece and Turkey, erupted in violence in 1963, when the republic’s president called for constitutional changes. In 1964, more strife resulted in Turkish planes bombing Greek-Cypriot towns, but pressure from the United States prevented an invasion. United Nations forces have been on the island since.



Today, both Cypriot communities feel that they are victims, and can find ample evidence in the other side’s past behavior to be wary of making concessions. Nicosia remains the last divided capital in Europe. Although border controls were relaxed in 2003, interest in bicommunal activities is low. Decades of separation seem to have worn away at the desire for a solution — yet it’s a status quo with no real winners.



Today’s Zaman

Pope Francis: back to the Middle East

By: Robert Olson / December 1, 2014



Unlike Pope Francis' first visit to the Middle East on May 24-26 during which he visited Jordan, the West Bank and Jerusalem, this time he limited his visit to Turkey and not just to İstanbul, but to meet Turkey's powerful president, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, in Ankara, the capital.



The fact that the pontiff, the global leader of 1.2 billion Catholics, would visit the Middle East twice within a space of six months indicates the Vatican's view of the dire straits of Christians and Christianity in the Middle East.



It also demonstrates the existential concerns the Vatican has about the future of Christians in the central lands of the Middle East.



Christians living in the Holy Land -- Jordan (240,000); Israel (161,000); the West Bank (40,000); and Gaza (2,000) -- comprise 370,000 of a total population of 17-18 million. This population, in spite of duress, has managed to remain somewhat vibrant.



The concerns of the pontiff and other Christian leaders, both in the West and in other parts of the world, are that the growth of Israel and its expansion and potential annexation of the West Bank might induce a further exodus of Christians, leaving empty churches and lifeless shrines, a prospect Christian leaders think will diminish worldwide the appeal of Christianity.



Pope Francis made it clear to Israel's governing class during his May 2014 visit to Jerusalem that he very much wanted a resolution to the Palestine-Israel conflict. Implicit in his appeal was that a failure of resolution and any further conflict would jeopardize Christianity itself.



The situation for Christianity has become more dire in the six months since Francis' first visit. The rise of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) coupled with the prior expulsion of Christians in Iraq has resulted in the dwindling of Christians in Iraq from an estimated 1.2 million to 700,000. There has also been a fall in the number of Christians in Syria from an estimated 2.2 million to possibly 2 million or less. Many have fled to Lebanon, Jordan and Turkey and to Christian communities in diaspora; many seek to leave the Middle East.



Pope Francis is desperately attempting to preserve Christianity as a viable faith in Iraq, Syria and Lebanon. He realizes that it is vital that he and Christians have the support of the Turkish government and its Islamist president in this endeavor.



Christian clergy in the Middle East, the West and globally realize that Turkey will be the strongest country in Syria and an important player in Iraq after the “great shakeout” that is taking place and in the reconfiguration of ethnic, religious and tribal entities within current borders.

Turkey's position toward peoples of Iraq and Syria



Turkey's position toward the peoples of Iraq and Syria in the aftermath of the “great shakeout” will be of prime importance. The main reason for this is that Turkey has supported resistance forces to Bashar al-Assad's Alawite-Shiite-led regime, whether jihadist, secularist, nationalist or Islamist. The challenge to this position is that the majority of the some 2 million Christians in Syria support the regime as they believe a victory by the resistance, however characterized, will be anti-Christian and will confront Christians with an existential threat to their lives, religion, culture and civilization.



On Nov. 27, just one day prior to Francis' arrival, President Erdoğan, speaking before members of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), the largest Muslim political and economic organization in the world, stated: “I speak clearly. Those who come from outside [the Muslim world] only like the oil, gold, diamonds, cheap workforce, conflicts and disputes of the lands of Islam. Believe me, they do not like us. They [the non-Muslim world] like seeing us, our children die. How long we will continue to tolerate this?”



Not coincidentally, it seems, US Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Ankara shortly before Pope Francis. BIDEN was seeking the support of Turkey to defeat ISIL and to negotiate the demise of the al-Assad regime. Nothing was said, publicly at least, about the fact that vast number of Christians support the regime. Moreover, BIDEN's remarks were made by the same man who advocated vociferously as early as 2006 that Iraq should be broken up into three different regions. This was a position that contributed to the sectarian war that commenced in 2009 which, in turn, led to the ethnic cleansing of Christians, Yazidis and others.



Nothing could make clearer the clash of politics, religion, cultures and civilization between the objectives of the US government, the EU and Latin American countries and those of Pope Francis and other Christian leaders, especially Patriarch Bartholomew, the spiritual leader of the 300-million-strong Orthodox Christian communities with whom Francis met on Nov. 30 in İstanbul and who is the spiritual leader of the majority of Christians in Syria and many in Iraq.



The pope and the patriarch have much to consider.



Newsmax

Turkey Expected to Open Air Bases to US, Allies in ISIS Fight

By: Drew MacKenzie / December 1, 2014



The United States and Turkey are close to signing a joint action military agreement against the Islamic State (ISIS) terror group, according to The Wall Street Journal.



The proposed deal would allow the U.S. and its coalition partners access to Turkish air bases to launch air strikes against the terrorists in northern Syria.



The plans also include a protected zone along the Syrian border that would be off limits to Syrian fighter jets and provide a safe harbor for moderate Syrian rebels and refugees fleeing the country's civil war, reported the Journal.



Citing officials from both countries, the report said U.S. and coalition aircraft would use Turkish air bases to patrol the zone, preventing Syrian President Bashar Assad’s aircraft from attacking rebels crossing the border back into Syria.



Turkey has allowed 2,000 moderate Syrian rebels to be trained on its own soil, and has sent its special forces to northern Iraq to train Kurdish peshmerga fighters, according to Fox News.



The Obama administration had balked at a proposal from Turkey’s government in Ankara that included an extensive no-fly zone across one-third of northern Syria, arguing it would have been tantamount to an act of war with Assad’s regime.



Currently, Turkey only allows the U.S. military to fly unmanned surveillance flights out of the Incirlik air base, the Journal said, citing U.S. officials.



The possible agreement comes a week after Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan met with Vice President Joe BIDEN in Ankara and called on the Obama administration to crack down on Assad’s regime, according to the Journal.



Erdogan also told BIDEN that Turkey was concerned that the Islamic State’s advances in northern Syria could lead to two million more Syrian refugees being forced to cross the border into Turkey, which has already taken in more than 1.5 million Syrians who have fled the brutal ISIS fighters.



The proposed deal came to light just as Syrian moderates revealed that the U.S.-led coalition targeted the terror group’s de facto capital of Raqqa in northeastern Syria on Sunday with more than two dozen airstrikes.



The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said the strikes included an attack on the Division 17 air base, which ISIS had seized from Iraqi government forces, Fox News reported.



Wall Street Journal

Obama to Call for Policing Standards, Funding in Wake of Ferguson

By: Byron Tau and Colleen McCain Nelson / December 1, 2014



WASHINGTON—President Barack Obama will call for new standards for federal programs that equip local police departments with military gear, which had drawn criticism amid the police response to protests in Ferguson, Mo., senior administration officials said Monday.



Mr. Obama will also ask lawmakers for funding for body-worn cameras and other community policing initiatives at a three-year cost of $263 million, the officials said.



The steps come on a day that Mr. Obama was devoting much of his time to grappling with the fallout of a grand jury’s decision not to indict a white police officer for the fatal shooting in August of an unarmed, black 18-year-old in the St. Louis suburb of Ferguson.



The police response to protests and unrest after the shooting drew attention to federal programs that outfit police with military gear, with critics saying they sow mistrust between law enforcement and the communities they serve. Supporters said the programs provided useful equipment to police departments that are often strapped for funds.



Mr. Obama had ordered a review of the programs, and on Monday the administration released the result. It reported that the equipment is provided by programs spread across five agencies, which are governed by a variety of policies, and that they do little to coordinate efforts and often lack mechanisms to hold police departments accountable for misusing equipment.



Mr. Obama will direct his staff to draft an executive order to develop common standards for these programs to ensure more accountability, senior administration officials said.



The president also plans to issue an executive order creating a task force on 21st century policing, officials said. Philadelphia Police Commissioner Charles Ramsey and Laurie Robinson, a professor at George Mason University and a former assistant attorney general, will lead the task force, officials said.



In addition, Mr. Obama also plans to ask Congress for funding to increase the use of body-worn cameras, expand training for law-enforcement agencies and take other steps aimed at improving community policing, senior administration officials said. The administration will ask for the money to be included as part of an omnibus spending bill that would keep the government running after its current funding expires on Dec. 11.



Leaders of both parties had hoped to pass the omnibus bill, which ties together 12 individually tailored spending bills that would fund agencies through September 2015, but it wasn’t clear that they had the votes to do so in the GOP-controlled House. Some Republicans want to use the spending bills as leverage to resist Mr. Obama’s plans to shield millions of illegal immigrants from deportation.



Mr. Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN are scheduled to attend three meetings at the White House on Monday related to the shooting in Ferguson and the violent protests that have followed.



Early in the afternoon, Messrs. Obama and BIDEN will huddle with members of the cabinet to discuss the programs that provide surplus military equipment to state and local police departments.



Messrs. Obama and BIDEN will then meet with young people involved in civil rights issues.



Finally, they will meet with elected officials, religious leaders, community members and law-enforcement officials about how police departments and citizens can work together to improve relations. New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio is among the elected leaders set to meet with Mr. Obama.



A grand jury cleared Ferguson police officer Darren Wilson last week in an investigation into the shooting death of Michael Brown in August. Mr. Wilson resigned from the force over the weekend.



According to witnesses, Messrs. Brown and Wilson scuffled before Mr. Brown was shot and killed. Witness accounts differ on whether Mr. Brown was attempting to surrender when he was shot or moving toward Mr. Wilson to confront him.



Mr. Obama has taken a cautious line on the protests that followed the shooting and the grand jury decision, emphasizing that the grievances in communities around the country toward the police are real, while keeping his distance from the specifics of the case. A federal investigation continues into whether Mr. Wilson or the Ferguson Police Department violated federal civil-rights laws.



“The fact is, in too many parts of this country, a deep distrust exists between law enforcement and communities of color,” Mr. Obama said last week at the White House after the grand jury decision.



One day later at a rally in Chicago, he said that “it’s not my job as president to comment on ongoing investigations and specific cases” and repeated his call to work constructively toward better relations between the police and communities.



Wall Street Journal

New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio Meets with President Obama Over Ferguson, Policing Issues

By: Michael Howard Saul / December 1, 2014



New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio plans Monday to join President Barack Obama and other officials in Washington to discuss how law-enforcement agencies can build trust with minority communities nationwide after the violent protests in Ferguson, Mo.



Mr. de Blasio didn’t take a position on a Missouri grand jury’s decision not to indict Officer Darren Wilson in the shooting death of 18-year-old Michael Brown in Ferguson but he called the violence and property destruction that followed “very sad.” The decision has sparked a wave of other protests across the country, including in New York, though the demonstrations weren’t as violent as those in Missouri. Officer Wilson has resigned.



On Monday, Mr. de Blasio is to be among a group of elected officials, community leaders and members of faith-based groups who are scheduled to meet with Mr. Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN at the Eisenhower Executive Office Building at 2:50 p.m.



The Democratic mayor campaigned for City Hall on a pledge to repair the New York Police Department’s relationship with minority communities and has pushed for changes in police policy–such as not making arrests for possession of small amounts of marijuana–favored by civil-rights leaders.



As part of a series of meetings on Monday, Messrs. Obama and BIDEN are sitting down with civil-rights leaders in the Oval Office. Later in the afternoon, the president is to meet with the group of officials that include Mr. de Blasio, chief executive of the nation’s largest city.



Mr. de Blasio has been outspoken on improving police-community relations, winning election in part on the issue and making it a centerpiece of his first year in office.



“We have to reform the relationship between police and community–and we have to do it very deeply, we have to do it over the country,” Mr. de Blasio said last week following the announcement of the Missouri grand jury decision.



In New York, Mr. de Blasio is confronting two racially charged cases that have ended in the deaths of two black men at the hands of police officers.



A grand jury on Staten Island is reviewing evidence in the July 17 death of Eric Garner, 43 years old, an unarmed black man who died from an apparent police choke hold. Last month, a probationary police officer fatally shot Akai Gurley, a 28-year-old unarmed black man in a darkened housing project stairwell during an incident the mayor described as a tragic accident.



The mayor hasn’t taken a position on whether the Garner case should result in criminal charges, saying he doesn’t believe it is the role of the mayor to opine on such matters.



Business Insider

Obama Is Spending His Afternoon Focusing On Ferguson

By: Colin Campbell / December 1, 2014



President Barack Obama is spending a good portion of his afternoon on Monday dealing with the ongoing fallout from the protests in Ferguson, Missouri.



Obama was set to gather with Vice President Joe BIDEN and cabinet officials "to discuss federal programs and funding that provide equipment to state and local law enforcement agencies," according to the White House.



Afterwards, the president was to hold meetings with civil-rights activists and elected officials, including Rev. Al Sharpton and New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio (D). 



Some have criticized the deployment of military-style equipment and uniforms in Ferguson when the protests began last August after 18-year-old Michael Brown was shot and killed by a white police officer. A new wave of violent demonstrations hit the city last Monday after a grand jury decided to not indict the officer.



Obama has struck a cautious tone on the Ferguson protests thus far and focused his comments on the broader issue of police-community relations rather than the specifics of Brown's case. His next two meetings on Monday will likely address that issue.



After the 12 p.m. Oval Office meeting, Obama will gather with "young local and national civil rights leaders." The White House didn't say what would be discussed, but a spokeswoman for Sharpton, an ally of the Brown family, confirmed he would attend.



Next, Obama is set to powwow with "elected officials, community and faith leaders, along with law enforcement officials, to discuss how communities and law enforcement can work together to build trust to strengthen neighborhoods across the country." De Blasio, who is also dealing with a controversial death of an African-American man during a police arrest, is scheduled to attend.



Talk Radio News Service

White House Hosting Ferguson Meetings

December 1, 2014



(TRNS)- President Barack Obama is holding a series of meetings Monday on the response to the controversial grand jury decision to not indict Officer Darren Wilson for killing black teenager Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri.



According to the schedule released by the White House, the President is meeting at noon with members of his cabinet on programs that provide state and local law enforcement agencies with federal funds to purchase equipment.



The police response to a streak of protests in response to Brown’s death featured military style vehicles and equipment, prompting the President to state in August that the militarization of local police forces will be reviewed.



“There is a big difference between our military and our local law enforcement and we don’t want those,” Obama said in a press conference.



Later in the afternoon, Obama and the Vice President Joe BIDEN are meeting with young civil rights leaders.



Obama and BIDEN will cap the day with a separate meeting with elected officials, community and faith leaders and law enforcement officials “to discuss how communities and law enforcement can work together to build trust to strengthen neighborhoods across the country.”



The grand jury decision has prompted a series of protests across the country, including an initial period of unrest in Ferguson.



The Hill

Pursuing prosperity and stability in the Northern Triangle

By: Ambs. Julio Ligorria, Jorge Milla and Francisco Altschul / December 1, 2014



This year, an unprecedented number of children and teenagers left the so-called “Northern Triangle” of Central America. Most of them traveled to the United States unaccompanied, unsecure and in dangerous conditions. The reasons why they took this risky journey are various, such as the search for better economic opportunities, fleeing from organized crime-related violence and the desire to reunite with their families.



The presidents of El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras met last summer with President Barack Obama to discuss this situation and to identify a path that could provide medium and long-term solutions to the increasing flow of undocumented Central American migrants to the United States, particularly that of unaccompanied children.



As stated by our dignitaries, it is crucial to provide viable options to our citizen’s aspirations so that migration is not perceived as their only option. It is therefore imperative that we continue improving the economic, social and security environment of our countries to generate additional local opportunities to our population.



That is why, in an unprecedented effort, our presidents presented the “Plan of the Alliance for Prosperity in the Northern Triangle”, which was prepared with the support of the Inter American Development Bank (IDB) and officially launched in Washington D.C. last week in the frame of a conference that gathered the leadership of the private sector of our countries, US investors, stakeholders and key policy makers of the U.S. administration. Vice President Joseph BIDEN spoke at that conference about the Plan and invited the three heads of state to continue their conversation at a lunch at the White House premises.



The Plan aims at channeling resources in order to create development conditions in this geographic area of Central America under four fundamental pillars: stimulating the productive sector to create economic opportunities; investments in human capital; improving public safety and enhancing access to the legal system; and strengthening institutions to increase people’s trust. Based on these strategic areas of action, our countries will promote projects that will complement our own development plans, focusing particularly on those territories where major migration flows are identified.  



It should be mentioned that the implementation of the Plan will be possible –in part- by allocating ample national resources, some of which will proceed from our internal revenues and from new or improved fiscal strategies. Nevertheless, the collaboration of the international community and that of the private sector –both national and international - is vital to the success of such challenge. That is why the reiterated support of the vice president of the United States and the willingness of collaboration conveyed by the governments of Colombia and Mexico is so important.



 The Plan must rest on clear and transparent mechanisms for a credible and trustable implementation to leverage financial support. It is important to stress that the Plan also calls for actions aimed at strengthening our fiscal capacities, improving spending efficiency and increasing transparency and accountability.



As BIDEN expressed during his remarks at the IDB, “I see no reason whatsoever why Central America cannot become the next great success story in the hemisphere”. Let us all join, then, in this strategic Plan, so that this aspiration of the Northern Triangle can become a reality for the benefit and prosperity of our people.



The Christian Science Monitor

Mitch McConnell's big test

By: Francine Kiefer / December 1, 2014



“Does anyone down there know how to do a deal?” drawled the Senate’s top Republican, Mitch McConnell, over the phone to Vice President Joe BIDEN.



It was Sunday afternoon on Dec. 30, 2012, with less than 34 hours to go before the United States would careen over the “fiscal cliff.” President Obama and House Speaker John Boehner (R) of Ohio had tried, and failed, to negotiate a deal to avert the steep tax hikes and brutal spending cuts scheduled to kick in on New Year’s Day. The challenge had fallen to Senate majority leader Harry Reid (D) of Nevada and Mr. McConnell, the minority leader from Kentucky.



McConnell was prepared. Having anticipated the breakdown, he had already consulted his caucus and knew how far he could go. But that Sunday Senator Reid had suddenly broken off talks. Suspecting that Reid was willing to go over the cliff – but that the White House actually wanted a deal before then – McConnell bypassed him. Thus the overture to Mr. BIDEN. 



The two men had brokered deals before, extending the George W. Bush-era tax cuts in 2010 and raising the debt ceiling in 2011 – ending a game of brinkmanship that had turned the financial markets and the country into a nervous wreck. Now here was the vice president – a former senator known around the White House as the “McConnell whisperer” – returning the minority leader’s call. BIDEN had the approval of his boss to start bargaining.



Over the next 24 hours or so, about a dozen phone calls were placed between the two men. They worked past midnight Sunday, with McConnell’s aides roasting hot dogs in an office fireplace for sustenance. 



On New Year’s Eve, as revelers scurried about Washington, the minority leader and vice president reached a modest but psychologically significant deal. Each side got something, and each side gave up something. The deal was vintage McConnell. 



Now that Republicans have trounced Democrats in the midterm elections, strengthening their grip on the House and retaking control of the Senate, the tough negotiator from Kentucky says he is ready to deal again. When the 114th Congress convenes in January, McConnell will finally reach his goal of majority leader – a job that has taken him three decades in the Senate to achieve and for which he has been preparing seemingly since grade school.



But will this be McConnell’s moment? Can he overcome the gridlock, work with the president, and prove that Republicans can govern – as he has said he wants to do? It is the question of the hour, and yet, like the Capitol Dome currently imprisoned by scaffolding, the answer seems locked up tight. At least for now.



Among the troika of power brokers in Washington – the president, the speaker of the House, and the Senate majority leader – McConnell’s jowly face is the only “new” one. He says he wants to “work together” with the president on important areas such as trade and tax reform. A master of Senate history and rules, he promises to return the gridlocked chamber to an institution of open debate and respect. He brings decades of determination, finely honed political instincts, and unmatched tactical skill to his job.



Despite years spent blocking the president’s agenda – and campaigning against it – he has also stepped in to end several high-stakes crises, including last year’s partial government shutdown. John Feehery, who was once the spokesman for former GOP House Speaker Dennis Hastert of Illinois, called McConnell “the indispensable man” in those late-night fiscal cliff negotiations with BIDEN.



And yet, the unflappable McConnell now faces a president who seems to have peeled off the “no drama Obama” label. His prime-time brandishing of his executive action powers on immigration – granting a deportation reprieve to millions of undocumented immigrants – enraged Republicans on Capitol Hill and will likely make it harder for McConnell to act or sound conciliatory as he prepares to put his stamp on the Senate. Rather than getting off to a smooth start, Washington may be headed for another showdown.



Beneath it all the question looms: Even if McConnell is inclined to, can he make a difference in this kind of climate, or will he get pulled by Obama or members of his own party into two years of partisan sniping – the making of a movie trailer for 2016?



“In theory, this is precisely the type of legislator one might want heading the Senate if we’re looking to reach deals in a period of divided government,” says Sarah Binder, a congressional expert at the Brookings Institution in Washington. In theory.



In his first press conference after the elections, McConnell said that one message from voters was to do something about dysfunction in Washington. “I think there are a lot of people who believe that just because you have divided government, that doesn’t mean you don’t accomplish anything.”



He and others have pointed to the Reagan and Clinton presidencies – two times when Congress and the White House were occupied by opposing parties. President Reagan and Democrats in the House agreed on tax reform and a way to shore up Social Security; President Clinton and congressional Republicans agreed on welfare reform and a balanced budget.



But Ms. Binder and others note that these are different times. First, there are fewer moderates in Congress with whom a president can cut deals. Second, the polarization that was once focused in Washington has gone national, fueled by 24/7 news coverage and social media, partisan bloggers and talk-show hosts.



“The building material of Clinton’s [time] doesn’t exist,” says Ross Baker, a political scientist at Rutgers University in New Brunswick, N.J. And Mr. Obama is not Bill Clinton. “The fact is this is not a natural politician. This is somebody who is intelligent and eloquent, but probably the worst retail politician since Calvin Coolidge.”



Not only that, Obama seems delighted to tap his executive powers after years of being beat up by Republicans like McConnell and Speaker Boehner. Remember, it was McConnell who famously told the National Journal that “the single most important thing we want to achieve is for President Obama to be a one-term president.”



Still, says former Senate majority leader Trent Lott (R) of Mississippi, don’t underestimate McConnell. “The wheels could come off,” he admits. On the other hand, heading up the Senate “is something Mitch has been working toward for close to 50 years,” he says. “This is a lifetime work, and he’s not going to let this opportunity fritter away.”



•     •     • 



McConnell’s political instincts were evident as early as his teenage years. An only child born in Alabama in 1942, he moved with his parents first to Georgia and then to Kentucky at age 13, when his father, a manager at DuPont, was transferred. The family settled in a middle-class neighborhood in Louisville’s south end.



Young Mitch’s interests turned from baseball to politics. Though he could swing a bat pretty well, he would prove far more adept at the game of electioneering. In junior high, he became vice president of the student council, but, as he commented wryly later in life, “I never liked being vice president of anything.”



In high school, he moved one notch higher: He was elected student-body president by outmaneuvering a formidable rival. He secured “celebrity” endorsements from popular athletes, leafleted every locker in the large Gothic school, and reached down into the ignored lower grades for votes, according to a biography of McConnell, “Republican Leader,” by John David Dyche.



He continued his political involvement at the University of Louisville, but the terrain was complex when he went there in the early 1960s. The urban university was mostly a commuter school, and Mitch lived with his parents at home, where the family Oldsmobile sported, at his doing, a Richard Nixon bumper sticker. He lost several campus leadership races until he realized the importance of the fraternities and sororities, which acted like competing political parties.



McConnell joined one of the leading fraternities, Phi Kappa Tau. In his junior year, he masterminded a campaign to support a slate of candidates for the College of Arts & Sciences student council – with himself at the top for president.



David Huber, who was a year behind McConnell and in the same fraternity, remembers his friend’s get-out-the-vote strategy: “He instructed me and others to go to as many people within the sororities and fraternities and get as many people to vote for them [as possible].” Each person would be responsible for reaching out to five or 10 others, who would be encouraged to deliver the message to five or 10 more. This time he won.



McConnell’s focus wasn’t on ideology, says Mr. Huber, it was on winning. “Putting together coalitions was what he did in college.”



And that’s what he’s done just about ever since – from his student-government days at the University of Kentucky College of Law, to his first election to public office as judge executive of Jefferson County (which includes Louisville), to winning a US Senate seat in 1984 (the only Republican to unseat a Democratic incumbent senator that year). He has become Kentucky’s longest serving senator, and, along the way, almost single-handedly rebuilt the state’s GOP.



McConnell’s ideology has traveled a considerable distance, too. Before entering law school, the 22-year-old interned with Kentucky’s moderate GOP Sen. John Sherman Cooper, who was instrumental in passing the Civil Rights Act of 1964. McConnell admired the stand Mr. Cooper took on the legislation. Cooper turned from hawk to dove on the Vietnam War, which McConnell opposed, too.



As a county executive, McConnell – by then a husband and father – was a moderate Republican, promoting historical preservation, abortion rights, and the environment. He reformed a system rife with cronyism by putting professionals in managerial jobs and worked with Democrats in the Louisville and county governments. “He set a standard that all the mayors and judge executives have since followed,” says Keith Runyon, a writer and editor for The Courier-Journal for 43 years.



As the party evolved, so did McConnell. Now he’s firmly antiabortion and wants to roll back federal environmental regulations that he says are killing Kentucky’s coal industry. In the most recent election, he hammered his Democratic opponent, Alison Lundergan Grimes, incessantly tying her to an unpopular Obama. The candidates started out the race even in the polls. He ended up topping her by nearly 16 points. 



“Mitch grew up in an era when Republicans were in a permanent minority,” says Mr. Runyon. “They had not controlled Congress since he was a boy in the ’40s.” That gave Republicans an inferiority complex, and “Mitch has that built into him a little bit,” Runyon notes. He coped with his underdog political status through deft use of the media and well-funded campaigns. Over the years, he has become one of Washington’s most ardent foes of campaign finance restrictions, which he equates with the suppression of free speech.



Those who know McConnell describe him as very methodical. He has an ability to find allies, relies on a loyal network of supporters from whom he expects no drama and no mistakes, and possesses singular political instincts. In negotiations, he plots carefully, waiting for the right time to move. “He will be very patient,” says Mr. Feehery, the former aide to Speaker Hastert. “He’s a tough negotiator. He knows his caucus.”



McConnell’s former chief of staff, Billy Piper, calls him the best he’s seen at thinking through all the options and consequences. He always has a plan and is never hasty. He never makes unforced errors. “It’s not even chess,” he says. “It’s three-dimensional chess.”



College friend Huber, who was Jefferson County’s chief administrative officer when McConnell was county judge executive, recalls how his boss would get lost in thought when they would occasionally walk to lunch.



“We’d be walking down the street. He’d be looking down and thinking – not looking at people. He wasn’t ignoring them. He was thinking,” says Huber. “That’s why he is where he is. I’d nudge him as people passed, and he’d say ‘Hi’ to them. I’d have to explain to people, ‘Well, he isn’t stuck up. It’s not that.’ He was just always focused on what was next.”



McConnell once said “focus” was “the most important word in the English language.” It’s right up there with determination and tenacity, qualities that he credits to his mother when she helped him fight polio as a boy.



Mitch contracted the disease as a 2-year-old in the summer of 1944. His mother took him to a polio-treatment center in Warm Springs, Ga., founded by Franklin D. Roosevelt. The staff showed her how to give her son physical therapy, which she carried out every day for two years, even as her husband was away in the Army. She also kept him off his feet, at the doctors’ request, by reading to him and drawing and playing with toys with him on his bed.



“The example of incredible discipline that she was teaching me during this period, I always felt had an impact on the rest of my life in terms of whatever discipline I may have been able to bring to bear on things I have been involved in,” said McConnell in 2005 on the 50th anniversary of the polio vaccine. 



•     •     • 



In his expansive Capitol Hill office, McConnell keeps a portrait on the wall of one of his heroes and, notably, another lawmaker from Kentucky: Henry Clay. McConnell admires the 19th-century senator and statesman, known as the “great compromiser,” so much that he has had congressional resolutions passed mandating that Clay’s desk on the Senate floor always go to a lawmaker from Kentucky. 



McConnell also reveres another former senator, this one a Democrat from Montana and the 20th century – Mike Mansfield, the upper chamber’s longest-serving majority leader. “There are many well-known stories about Mansfield’s fairness and equanimity as leader,” McConnell said in a floor speech last January. “They all seem to come down to one thing, and that was his unbending belief that every senator should be treated as an equal.”



McConnell’s admiration for both men offers some insight into where he wants to take the Senate as majority leader – and perhaps the nation. Indeed, in his January speech, which offered a road map to a GOP-run chamber, McConnell said he wanted to bring back the five-day workweek, return the power of legislating to committees, and allow amendments from both sides to come up for debate. This is in sharp contrast to Reid’s tight control of the legislative process – which, in turn, was a response to McConnell’s heavy use of the filibuster as a blocking mechanism.



These mechanical changes might seem arcane to many Americans, but their point is to lubricate the lawmaking process. Mc- Connell believes that if debate is allowed and amendments are voted on – even ones that may hurt individual Republican senators or the party – the best ideas will rise to the top and eventually become law. Senators will at least be allowed their say. America’s great debates, from the Civil War to civil rights, have gone through the Senate, the place where America finds its footing, he says. The nation’s problems can’t be solved without open debate.



Former majority leader Lott says that starting with even small bipartisan agreements can “be contagious” and lead to other agreements. Can McConnell pull it off in a chamber of big egos and sharp elbows, where it only takes one senator to bring things to a halt and 60 to restart it?



“This is his biggest test,” says Jim Manley, a former aide to Reid. For a minority leader, “stopping deals is easy.” As majority leader, McConnell now has to juggle tea party renegades, GOP presidential aspirants, and Senate Democrats who will want to pin a “do nothing” label on Republicans as they head into the next election.





Democrats remember well McConnell as chief blocker – leading more than 500 filibusters after Obama became president, shutting down the “public option” in health care and carbon cap-and-trade legislation. McConnell has made it clear that he still knows how to play rough. He intends to use budget measures that require only a majority vote to roll back regulations such as those on carbon emissions. And he’s looking at a “buffet” of options to repeal the Affordable Care Act in its entirety, or parts of it, says McConnell spokesman Don Stewart.



The conventional wisdom is that McConnell’s more open Senate will close like a drawbridge as soon as Democrats attach amendments designed to wound Republicans in the 2016 election – things such as a minimum wage hike or a pay-equity bill – which many in the GOP oppose. Members of McConnell’s caucus will pressure him to keep those bills off the floor, just as Reid suppressed GOP initiatives. Similarly, Democrats will seek to protect the president and themselves from legislation they deem harmful. The Senate will seize up, again.



Not everyone buys into this narrative, though. “Those prognosticators who say this will work for only a week are dead wrong,” says Sen. Bob Corker (R) of Tennessee, known as a bridge-builder on the Hill. “Not only is Mitch committed, but there’s a large group of people from both sides of the aisle who are really frustrated with the way the Senate has been run.”



At least six Democrats, for instance, voted against Reid when he stood for reelection as party leader Nov. 13. His bottling-up of amendments never allowed Democrats to go on record for positions that differed from the president’s.



One who voted against Reid was Sen. Heidi Heitkamp, from the energy state of North Dakota, a big proponent of the Keystone XL pipeline. “The American people are tired of gridlock and so am I,” she said in a statement to the Monitor. “For months, I have been working to bring together some Republican and Democratic senators to try to get the Senate working again.” She says she’ll continue that effort.



Yet Democrats are not McConnell’s only worry. Tea partyers such as Sen. Ted Cruz (R) of Texas, who led the way last year to a partial government shutdown over “Obamacare,” may not want to compromise. He and other senators have already been advocating a funding showdown and blocking some of Obama’s nominations in the new year over the immigration issue. 



The threat from McConnell’s right, to be sure, was ameliorated somewhat by the GOP establishment’s defeat of many tea party candidates in this year’s primary contests. He may also be aided by his tight relationship with fellow Kentuckian Sen. Rand Paul, a tea party darling who could prove useful in dealing with conservatives, despite his presidential ambitions and independent streak. 



Of course, even if McConnell succeeds in coordinating with the House, with all its rebels, and letting the Senate “work its will,” there’s still the president to consider. The trick here is whether he and Obama can still do business – say, on reducing the corporate tax rate or finding a way to pay for America’s sagging infrastructure – even as each takes actions the other finds hostile.



It’s doubtful that they will suddenly develop a cozy relationship, with or without the so-called bourbon summit, the shared drink McConnell has said he will have with Obama (no time announced yet). But for the Senate’s supreme tactician, that may not be so important. With him, it’s all about business.



“He really does look at politics as a business, as a profession – as opposed to personality, sentiment, like or dislike of individuals,” says Al Cross, director of the Institute for Rural Journalism and Community Issues at the University of Kentucky in Lexington. 



That no-nonsense sentiment may have been no more evident than at a football game in 2004. McConnell had flown to New Orleans to watch his beloved University of Louisville Cardinals take on Tulane University at the Superdome. Then-Kentucky state Senate President David Williams had arranged for McConnell to attend a reception hosted by Louisiana Republicans and supporters in a well-stocked luxury suite. Partway through the first half, Mr. Williams noticed McConnell was gone.



He eventually found the senator across the Superdome in a small room furnished with only four metal folding chairs.



“Well,” Williams said McConnell told him, “I could see we weren’t going to make any attempt to watch the game over there.”



Bloomberg

Who Wants to be Veep in 2016?

By: Jonathan Bernstein / December 1, 2014



Is Senator Rob Portman running for vice president?



That’s what Politico claimed yesterday. The presidential prospects of the Ohio Republican are dim, yet he has (supposedly) emerged as an early veepstakes favorite.



The punditry about who will be chosen for the second slot on a 2016 ticket is way beyond premature at this point, but this raises a reasonable question: If a politician wants to be vice president, is it smart to run for president?



It turns out it isn't a bad idea at all, and it probably doesn’t have to progress far for it to be an asset. Counting 1976 as the beginning of the modern era for choosing vice presidents, we can divide presidential campaign experience into five categories:



Two VP picks had been runners-up for the presidential nomination.

Two had progressed past New Hampshire and Iowa but never seriously threatened to win.

One had dropped out after Iowa and New Hampshire.

Three ran proto-candidacies but dropped out long before the Iowa caucuses. 

Six had never run for president when they were asked to join the ticket.



Before you stop me on the last fact, remember, there's a funnel here: Far more politicians have never run for president than have been runners-up for nominations. So, yes, six out of 14 had lightning strike despite having never sought national office, but that’s out of hundreds of eligible people, while two (George H.W. Bush and John Edwards) out of only a handful of runners-up over the years were able to get the prize.   



Then again, veepstakes is going to be a minor consideration for anyone with a strong chance of getting nominated. What is intriguing about the results is that three early dropouts -- Walter Mondale, Lloyd Bentsen and Dick Cheney -- wound up as vice-presidential selections. In the latter two cases, it took a while: Bentsen’s presidential campaign was in 1976 (and the vice-presidential nod didn't come until 1988), and Cheney’s flirtation with one was in 1996. It’s notable, too, that Joe BIDEN flamed out in 1988 and failed in Iowa in 2008 before getting the call.



There's no way to know if those semi-candidacies and flops help secure future spots on national tickets. Mondale and Cheney had national profiles before their aborted presidential runs. And causation could be the other way around: The same things that made them good VP candidates also made them newsworthy enough that their musings about the presidency easily advanced to the Thinking About Running stage.



Still, I suspect Portman has advanced his chances of reaching No. 2 by the things he’s been doing to achieve No. 1. And given that the costs of floating one’s name early aren’t onerous, it isn't a bad strategic move.



This ignores the question of whether the “prize” is one a sane politician should want in the first place. But for those who want to be vice president, it may be possible to upgrade their chances, at least a little, by building and then dismantling a quickie presidential effort.



ATD

What Can Be Done About the U.S. Talent Crisis?

By: Edward E. Gordon / December 1, 2014



As the U.S. labor economy continues its massive transformation of jobs and careers, a White House initiative led by Vice President Joe BIDEN is seeking ways to better match the skills of Americans with jobs that need filling today. As part of this initiative, a June 2014 event called The Future of Workforce Development was organized by Third Way, a Washington think tank.



During this event, U.S. Secretary of Labor Thomas Perez led a panel discussion of trainers, educators, entrepreneurs, and administrators from a wide variety of backgrounds and areas of the nation. Although some economists still contest that a jobs-skills disconnect exists, none of the panelists and government representatives doubted its reality.



Broken education-employment link



According to the Third Way report The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Workforce Programs, "to succeed, workforce development providers must work hand-in-glove with local businesses to ensure that their students gain skills that employers want." The business community shares culpability for this problem because "companies have cut their internal training budgets while demanding more skilled performance from their employees."



The discussion's aim during the Third Way event was to elicit replicable, scalable training programs to help fill vacant jobs across America's diverse geographic regions. The panelists' contributions are summarized in The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Workforce Programs. According to the report, the seven habits that are needed to re-establish this broken link between education and employment are:



· actively engage local businesses

· use labor market data to drive decisions

· treat education like a job

· connect people to careers

· provide wraparound student services

· tap innovative funding sources

· embrace evaluation.



The panelists discussed programs that have proved effective in implementing these habits in varied U.S. communities. They included career education and information throughout a student's school years, career academy high schools, partnerships between businesses and community and technical colleges, early college high school programs, expansion of apprenticeship and internship education, and customization of adult training and education programs. Specific examples follow.



Lake Area Technical Institute in Brookings, South Dakota, has developed multifaceted programs with the local business community to ensure its degree programs are meeting current and developing employer needs.

Wisconsin Regional Training Partnership/BIG STEP in Milwaukee provides training for careers in the construction and manufacturing industries. Its members include contractors, apprenticeship programs, trade associations, and unions that can request specific training services from this nonprofit.



Pathways in Technology Early College High School in Brooklyn, New York, is providing a model for similar STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) academies in other cities. Developed by IBM in partnership with New York City public schools and the City University of New York, its students can earn a high school diploma and an associate's degree in an IT area in six years or less.



Ready to Work, a subsequent report issued by BIDEN, advocates giving government agencies more flexibility in collaborating with businesses or organizations on training, education, internship, and apprentice programs that promote talent creation. Further, the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act, which was signed by President Barack Obama on July 22, 2014, provides greater scope for the expansion of public-private partnerships.



By the numbers



A 2014 Manpower survey found that 40 percent of U.S. employers reported difficulty filling jobs and 56 percent of such employers reported that the talent shortage had a medium to high impact on their ability to meet client needs. A 2014 BMO Outlook report confirmed these results. Its findings indicate that 41 percent of the surveyed business owners said that they were having a hard time finding candidates who met their job requirements.

According to Harvard Business School's 2013-14 Survey on U.S. Competitiveness, respondents indicated that they found U.S. business competitiveness improving, but they also reported that K-12 education and worker skills were deteriorating.



Echoing this finding, a July 2014 survey by the National Federation of Independent Business found that 53 percent of the responding small businesses hired or tried to hire workers in the prior three months, but 81 percent of those trying to hire reported few or no qualified applicants for open positions.



It is quite evident that the business community is currently seeking more workers who are "job ready" on day one. An Economy Doing Half Its Job reveals that the Harvard Business School survey did find that some businesses are "already involved in an array of internal and collaborative efforts to develop skills." However, the report also indicates that the study "uncovered tendencies in firms to hire in ways that discourage skills investment; poor information flows along the â€˜supply chain' for talent; and inadequate collaboration among companies, educational institutions, and government."



Impetus of the talent crisis



The cost of training seems to be a major factor deterring small businesses from hiring workers who do not precisely fit their skill qualifications. In fact, training currently seems to be an activity that many in the U.S. business community would prefer to avoid, as illustrated by this July 17, 2014, Wall Street Journal headline: "Just Whose Job Is It to Train Workers?" A brief review of how we have arrived at the current talent crisis might provide some answers.



The economic impetus unleashed by the end of World War II enabled the United States to expand a well-educated middle class who had the skills needed to develop U.S. products and services. A resulting economic boom greatly increased American incomes. This rise of the middle class also led to greater wage equality across the economy, an issue that is frequently in today's headlines.



Then why has the proportion of Americans earning a middle-class income shrunk so drastically during the past decade? The worldwide recession led to a loss of millions of jobs. But the spread of automation and computerization in all business sectors eliminated many lower-skill and, more recently, middle-skill jobs. This has moved the U.S. labor market into a new era that I term the "cyber-mental age."



The United States will continue to create new jobs, but most will require higher skills, especially in technical areas. Here is the dilemma: Neither the U.S. education-to-employment system nor the U.S. business community has faced up to the challenges of reskilling many more Americans for this new labor era.



As we move from the computer age into this new cyber-mental age, the real issue is no longer talent management; it is talent creation. In many ways business owns this problem.



For the past 25 years, most managers have tried to offshore many higher-skill jobs, outsource jobs and training to external contractors, or empower their employees by telling them it is their responsibility to get further training and education on their own time and at their own expense. Now the cumulative effect of business failure to face up to their human capital needs has backfired across the economy.



A threat to economic stability



These quick fixes did not address the underlying structural deficits of talent in the economy. Instead they have contributed to the gradual hollowing out of the overall education and skill levels of both the current and future U.S. talent pool. As a result, during the next 10 to 20 years a severe talent mismatch threatens the survival of many companies and America's overall economic stability.



Businesses rely on prosperous consumers for their sales. If their communities are shrinking, the survival of local companies is threatened. Until U.S. talent creation expands, America will not pull out of the current economic stagnation.



These talent deficits are now set to worsen. Boston Consulting's 2014 report, The Global Workforce Crisis, predicts a 2020 labor surplus in the United States of between 17.1 million and 22 million people. Unfortunately, the number of workers with low skill levels is likely to greatly exceed the number of lower-skilled jobs then available. At the same time, analysis shows that by 2020 a net shortage of 14 million to 24 million skilled U.S. workers will expand the jobs-skills disconnect already under way.



The Global Workforce Crisis also predicts that Germany, Brazil, Russia, and South Korea will experience significant labor shortages by 2020; the shrinkage of their labor forces will accelerate between 2020 and 2030; and other nations will be added to these ranks.



What this means for U.S. businesses is that the competition for skilled workers among nations will intensify. It will become harder for them to recruit enough foreign talent to make the U.S. workforce competitive.

Urgent need for a solution



This new cyber-mental age urgently calls for a renewed business investment in developing skilled talent. But where will these investments come from?



Profit margins of U.S. companies are extremely high. In 2013 after-tax corporate profits were $1.7 trillion, according to the U.S. Department of Commerce. This was a record share of the gross domestic product. Profit levels are projected to be even higher in 2014.



Much of these earnings have been used to fund mergers, stock buybacks, and raise dividend payments. Also, companies are sitting on record amounts of cash. Business capital investment in plants and equipment or "capex" has remained depressed. Investment in human capital through training and development generally has been weak as well.



Because technological change is advancing so rapidly and Baby Boomer retirements will be creating a significant number of job openings, there is ever more urgency for expanding training and education options.



Regional partnerships are gaining momentum as a way of accomplishing this. I term them RETAINs, or Regional Talent Innovation Networks. In these broad partnership hubs, businesses of all sizes work together with education providers and other community agencies to create programs that equip people with skills that employers need currently and foresee needing in the future. They help spur the recognition that regional workforce development and regional economic development have now merged.



RETAINs provide an impetus to pool financial resources to expand training opportunities for small or large companies. They are particularly effective in helping small businesses meet their talent needs. RETAINs help businesses share ideas and best practices. This structural renewal of education-to-employment systems benefits everyone across a region.



The bottom line is that the U.S. knowledge-based economy requires a huge expansion in the number of workers with up-to-date skills. Business talent creation in 21st century America needs both internal and external training and education solutions. This has become a business operational necessity, not an option.



Brooklyn Daily News

A little of this, and a little of that

By: Stanley P. Gershbein / December 1, 2014



Filling in at a White House event while the president was in Asia, Vice President Joe BIDEN said “The United States should have a hospital capable of treating Ebola in every state of the union. Great idea Mr. Veep, but I have a better one. Why not prevent the infected passengers from coming to the United States in the first place by doing what other countries do? Get them to a local hospital – quarantine them and treat them before they even get on an airplane.



I am not an Obama fan but I do pray for his good health. If something was to happen to him, look who becomes president. No! No! No!



The Durham News

Donors keep Blue Coffee in downtown Durham

By: Matt Goad / December 1, 2014



DURHAM — After a successful online Kickstarter campaign raised more than $35,000, Blue Coffee Cafe, which has become a downtown landmark, will be able to stay in downtown Durham.



Developer Austin Lawrence Partners will be renovating the Jack Tar building where the popular coffee shop is located and building a new high-rise across the street.



The company suggested Blue scale back to a smaller deli/convenience store and stay at the corner of Corcoran and Parrish streets, but owner Gwen Matthews preferred to move and keep serving breakfast, lunch and dinner.



She found a 28,000-square-foot location at the corner of Church and Main – 107 N. Church St. – that meets her requirements – except that it has no kitchen.



“It’s just a shell,” she said.



So, Matthews started the Kickstarter campaign to put in a kitchen, as well as another bathroom and a bar and take-out counter.



As of Sunday morning the effort had raised $36,629, enough to successfully fund the move.



“We want to stay downtown, and our customers want us to stay downtown,” Matthews said. “These people think Blue Coffee has a story, and this story belongs on Main Street.”



Blue Coffee’s place in Durham lore grew in 2008, when Barack Obama, who was campaigning for president, made a stop there.



Obama was at a nearby voter registration drive that day, Matthews said. She had already gone home for the day, but when she got a call from the Secret Service, she headed back.



Obama showed up 10 minutes later, and spent about an hour signing autographs and visiting with folks.



“He’s very down to earth,” Matthews said, “and was concerned that my business was getting everything it needed.”



Blue welcomed another famous visitor in 2012, when Vice President Joe BIDEN stopped in.



This time she had more warning about the visit. BIDEN was conducting a contest called Cup a Joe with Joe in which BIDEN spoke to winners from all over the country at the Durham Armory and then came over to Blue Coffee for a while.



“We’ve always been deemed the community coffee shop,” Matthews said.



Matthews has owned the shop for nine years. She originally moved to Durham from Northern Virginia as a Verizon employee.



She accepted an early-retirement package from Verizon after moving to Durham, and operated a candy and ice cream shop in northern Durham for a while.



When the cafe’s original owners decided to sell, she put in an offer and came away the new owner.



The shop was named for the owners’ daughter, but since Matthews’s middle name, Azure, is a shade of blue, she decided to keep the name.



Blue Coffee has steadily expanded its food offerings, offering breakfast, lunch and after 5 menus. The shop sells a variety of sandwiches, as well as hot dogs, hamburgers and blue plate specials such as macaroni and cheese, meatloaf and barbecue chicken.



“We’ve evolved into a full cafe,” Matthews said.



Amanda Smith, a regular who lives a block away in the Kress building, was one of the first to donate to the Kickstarter campaign.



“She’s invested in Durham,” Smith said of Matthews, “and it makes sense to me that Durham should invest in her.”



Smith, who has lived downtown since 2008, said Blue Coffee was one of the few bright spots downtown when she moved there. There were a lot of boarded-up storefronts at the time, she said.



Blue has to leave its current location by the end of the year. Matthews plans to reopen at the new location in January or early February.




VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS

Monday, September 22, 2014



The Hill

BIDEN: 'Politics has become too personal'

By: Justin Sink / September 22, 2014

Gridlock in Washington is largely the byproduct of politics becoming “too personal,” Vice President BIDEN said in an interview Monday.



Breitbart News

BIDEN: THE TEA PARTY IS NOT RIGHT OR LEFT, THEY JUST HATE GOVERNMENT

September 22, 2014

Monday in an interview with The New York Times' First Draft, Vice President Joe BIDEN said the Tea Party is to blame for Washington D.C. gridlock because their anti-government views stops lawmakers from "arriving at a consensus."



New York Times

First Draft Video: BIDEN on Fixing Washington

By: Carl Hulse / September 22, 2014

As a four-decade veteran of the Senate and now the White House, Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. has been in the middle of plenty of political scuffles and has seen Washington at its worst up close.



USA Today

BIDEN: 'Politics has become too personal'

By: David Jackson / September 22, 2014

Vice President BIDEN has a diagnosis for Washington dysfunction. "Politics has become too personal," BIDEN tells The New York Times.



USA Today

Punchlines: In your dreams, BIDEN

September 22, 2014

Did Vice President Joe BIDEN ever really have a chance at the Democratic Party nomination for president in 2016? Well, some would argue that the chances were always pretty slim.



The Washington Times

Joe BIDEN pines that politics are now ‘too personal’

By: Cheryl K. Chumley / September 22, 2014

Politics have become “too personal” and that much of the fault is due to the tea party, said Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN in an interview with The New York Times for its new website, First Draft.



Associated Press

Sheriffs unhappy about BIDEN Aspen security costs

September 22, 2014

ASPEN, Colo. (AP) — Two Colorado sheriffs aren't happy about the security costs of vice president Joe BIDEN's short weekend visit to Aspen.



The Clinton Herald

Do BIDEN's gaffes matter anymore?

September 22, 2014

Our famously gaffe-prone vice president, Joe BIDEN, has outdone himself. He stumbled through not one, not two, but three gaffes in less than 24 hours. For him, that’s a personal best, or, more accurately, a personal worst.



The Inquisitr

New York Times Launches ‘First Draft’ Site And Newsletter, Joe BIDEN Says ‘Politics Has Become Too Personal’

September 22, 2014

One of the first big stories to pop out of the First Draft news feed was an interview with Vice President Joe BIDEN who claims that politics has become completely dysfunctional.



Capital New York

Times launches Washington tip sheet ‘First Draft’

By: Jeremy Barr / September 22, 2014

Feeding it today is a video of an interview with Vice President Joe BIDEN about Washington dysfunction—teased in the newsletter (the better to make you come back and look at the blog).



The Washington Post

Chuck Todd’s ‘afraid’ segment on ‘Meet the Press’ must be killed

By: Erik Wemple / September 22, 2014

The Erik Wemple Blog is just going to say it: Joe BIDEN is not going to run against Hillary Rodham Clinton in 2016.



The Huffington Post

Partnerships That Put America Back to Work

By: Fred Dedrick / September 22, 2014

The National Fund was also present for the recent release of a White House report, "Ready to Work: Job-Driven Training and American Opportunity," outlining findings from a review of federal workforce programs by Vice President Joe BIDEN. The report contains a range of recommendations to improve the accountability and effectiveness of these workforce programs.



Christian Science Monitor

Who called Senator Gillibrand 'chubby'? His identity matters.

By: Linda Feldmann / September 22, 2014

Vice President BIDEN’s recent comment on Bob Packwood has brought back the story of the Oregon Republican senator’s political demise in 1995. He was drummed out of the Senate after 10 women accused him of sexual abuse and assault.  



Jezebel

Report: One of Kirsten Gillibrand's Harassers Was Senator Daniel Inouye

By: Kate Dries / September 22, 2014

When Inouye died, President Obama, Vice President BIDEN and former President Clinton spoke at his funeral. "I think it's fair to say that Danny Inouye was perhaps my earliest political inspiration," Obama said.



PSFK

White House, Celebrities Collaborate on Anti-Sexual Assault Campaign

By: Ryan Gerhardt / September 22, 2014

This past January, in response to sexual assault on campuses, President Obama and Vice President BIDEN established the White House Task Force to Protect Students from Sexual Assault. In an effort to improve enforcement, transparency, and accountability of prevention practices, the Task Force assists schools by providing practical tools.



Collegian Central

It’s On Us: Fighting Sexual Assault on College Campuses

By: Madeline Gallegos / September 22, 2014

While both President Obama and Vice President BIDEN spoke on behalf of the initiative, The White House also released a Public Service Announcement to accompany it, featuring celebrities such as Jon Hamm, Joel McHale, Connie Britton, and Kerry Washington. The PSA explains that sexual assault is something that can be prevented, because, as the name implies, this crime isn’t just a women’s problem, it’s a problem everyone should be combatting because sexual assault isn’t sex specific.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN to visit Norfolk International Terminal

September 22, 2014

WASHINGTON, DC – Vice President BIDEN will travel to Norfolk Wednesday to visit The Port of Virginia’s Norfolk International Terminals.  



Laredo Sun

Mayor Salinas Accepts Vice-President’s Invitation

September 22, 2014

LAREDO, TEXAS- City of Laredo Mayor Raul G. Salinas will meet with Vice President Joe BIDEN this afternoon in Washington, D.C. to once again celebrate National Hispanic Heritage Month.



The New York Times

In a Mattress, a Fulcrum of Art and Political Protest

By: Roberta Smith / September 22, 2014

The subject of sexual assault on campuses surfaced on the national stage Friday, when President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN announced the formation of "It's On Us," a national campaign on this issue.



The Hill

New mental health grants announced post-Newtown

By: Elise Viebeck / September 22, 2014

The Obama administration has already spent at least $100 million on mental health programs specifically because of the shooting. In one case, Vice President BIDEN announced new funds for establishing community health centers through the Department of Agriculture.












The Hill

BIDEN: 'Politics has become too personal'

By: Justin Sink / September 22, 2014



Gridlock in Washington is largely the byproduct of politics becoming “too personal,” Vice President BIDEN said in an interview Monday.



BIDEN said previous generations also confronted highly divisive issues like civil rights, women’s issues, and the war in Vietnam. But what has changed, the vice president said, is “we spend more time today questioning motive than we do judgment.”



The vice president sat for the interview for a new New York Times website called First Draft, which is running an ongoing series in which it asks politicians how Washington could be fixed.



BIDEN said he liked to look to the late Sen. Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.) when working with the other side over a tough issue.



“He said it is always appropriate to question a man or woman’s judgment, never their motive,” BIDEN said.



But the vice president also suggested that the Tea Party could be partially to blame. BIDEN said, “there are a lot of good people involved in the Tea Party,” but “their ends are met best when nothing happens” because they oppose the government.



Breitbart News

BIDEN: THE TEA PARTY IS NOT RIGHT OR LEFT, THEY JUST HATE GOVERNMENT

September 22, 2014



Monday in an interview with The New York Times' First Draft, Vice President Joe BIDEN said the Tea Party is to blame for Washington D.C. gridlock because their anti-government views stops lawmakers from "arriving at a consensus."



BIDEN said, “There are a lot of good people involved in the Tea Party but their objective is they don't want the government involved in anything. They are not liberal or conservative they are anti government ” he explained.  “Their ends are met best when nothing happens,” which he concluded means, "You cannot sustain a democracy without arriving at a consensus."

The vice president believes politics has gotten to personal lately saying, "It is always appropriate to question a man or woman’s judgment, never their motive.”  He added, “We spend more time today questioning motive than we do judgment.”



New York Times

First Draft Video: BIDEN on Fixing Washington

By: Carl Hulse / September 22, 2014



As a four-decade veteran of the Senate and now the White House, Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. has been in the middle of plenty of political scuffles and has seen Washington at its worst up close.



But he thinks there is a different element in the dysfunction that plagues the nation’s capital.



“Politics has become too personal,” Mr. BIDEN said in an interview in the White House complex. He noted that he came up in the Senate under the late Senator Mike Mansfield, who offered some lasting advice. “He said it is always appropriate to question a man or woman’s judgment, never their motive.”



This video is the first in a series about fixing Washington that will be on First Draft.



USA Today

BIDEN: 'Politics has become too personal'

By: David Jackson / September 22, 2014



Vice President BIDEN has a diagnosis for Washington dysfunction. 



"Politics has become too personal," BIDEN tells The New York Times.



In an interview for the Times' new site, First Draft, BIDEN recalls the words of long-time Senate leader Mike Mansfield.



"He said it is always appropriate to question a man or woman's judgment, never their motive," BIDEN says.



The Times bills the interview as "the first in a series about fixing Washington that will be on First Draft."



USA Today

Punchlines: In your dreams, BIDEN

September 22, 2014



Did Vice President Joe BIDEN ever really have a chance at the Democratic Party nomination for president in 2016? Well, some would argue that the chances were always pretty slim. But the fact that BIDEN put his foot in his mouth again (actually two times to be precise) just this month, caused others to think that former secretary of State Hillary Clinton has the nomination in the bag.



When speaking to a group of lawyers, he used a term that stereotypes Jews. And after apologizing for that remark, he referred to Asia as "the Orient" when speaking in Iowa. But not to worry, BIDEN, one late-night comic has a remedy. Use Twitter to apologize for your blunders. Find out how, in this webisode of Punchlines.



After you watch our favorite jokes about BIDEN's hopeless foot-in-mouth disease, vote for yours in the quick poll to the right. Watching from your smartphone or tablet? Then visit opinion.usatoday.com to cast your vote.



The Washington Times

Joe BIDEN pines that politics are now ‘too personal’

By: Cheryl K. Chumley / September 22, 2014



Politics have become “too personal” and that much of the fault is due to the tea party, said Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN in an interview with The New York Times for its new website, First Draft.



“There are a lot of good people involved in the tea party,” Mr. BIDEN said, in the interview, but “their ends are met best when nothing happens” because their gist is to oppose the government, he added, The Hill reported.



And their means have been most successful, he said.



The current state of gridlock in Washington, D.C., is due in large part because politics are “too personal” and most politicians “spend more time today questioning motive [rather than] … judgment,” he said, The Hill reported.



The First Draft website is aimed at asking politicians how to fix Washington.



Associated Press

Sheriffs unhappy about BIDEN Aspen security costs

September 22, 2014



ASPEN, Colo. (AP) — Two Colorado sheriffs aren't happy about the security costs of vice president Joe BIDEN's short weekend visit to Aspen.



The Aspen Daily News reports that BIDEN was in town for less than 24 hours to speak at an annual event hosted by the private equity firm Forstmann Little & Co. His 40-car motorcade caused temporary closures along its 70-mile route from the Eagle County airport to Aspen Friday and Saturday.



Pitkin County Sheriff Joe DiSalvo says the visit required him to increase staffing beyond the normal three or four deputies he normally has on duty during a shift. He plans to send a bill to Forstmann Little.



Neighboring Garfield County also provided some deputies. Sheriff Lou Vallario says local communities shouldn't have to foot the bill for presidential security.



The Clinton Herald

Do BIDEN's gaffes matter anymore?

September 22, 2014



Our famously gaffe-prone vice president, Joe BIDEN, has outdone himself. He stumbled through not one, not two, but three gaffes in less than 24 hours. For him, that’s a personal best, or, more accurately, a personal worst.



Yet, if it is better to be criticized than ignored in politics, he can take little comfort from the way that hardly anyone outside of the Republican National Committee, whose website called it “Gaffetastic,” seemed to care.



Although BIDEN has not announced whether he might run for his boss’s job in 2016, it seems more than coincidence that his latest dustups occurred on a speaking tour in Iowa, a big pond these days for presidential hopefuls testing the water for 2016.



In a Tuesday speech, he made unfortunate news by referring to unscrupulous lenders of bad loans to military service members as “Shylocks.” That term, derived from a Jewish character in Shakespeare’s “The Merchant of Venice,” has long been viewed as an ethnic slur.



The next day in Des Moines, only hours after apologizing for the Shylock remark, he referred to Asia as “the Orient.” Among others, Ninio Fetalvo, the Republican National Committee Asian American and Pacific Islander spokesman, denounced that usage as “offensive to both Asian-Americans and our Asian allies abroad” for its “ disrespectful” and “unacceptable imperialist undertones.”



Later that day, as reports of his two-in-one-day gaffe-fest streamed out, he made a third. Answering a reporter’s question, he raised the possibility that the United States might commit ground troops, also called “boots on the ground,” and not just airstrikes to fight the Islamic State in Iraq. “We’ll determine that,” he told a reporter, “based on how the effort goes.”



With that, he rhetorically opened a door of military possibilities that the Obama administration has tried mightily to keep shut.



Yet major TV newscasts ignored these controversial eruptions, according to conservative media watchdogs. The conservative NewsBusters site quoted commentators on liberal-leaning MSNBC who seemed to excuse BIDEN’s gaffes as sounding “real” and “authentic,” raising charges of a double standard by the usual suspects in the allegedly liberal mainstream media.



“Why didn’t the media dismiss (former Republican vice presidential candidate Sarah) Palin’s faux pas as just part of her ‘being real’?” one viewer commented.



The Inquisitr

New York Times Launches ‘First Draft’ Site And Newsletter, Joe BIDEN Says ‘Politics Has Become Too Personal’



The New York Times is one of the most successful traditional and online newspapers of all time, but has failed to keep up with the modern digital age, according to The New York Times veteran Carl Hulse.



“We haven’t had sort of a running daily political news feed,” Hulse told The Huffington Post. “We’re trying to fill that void now. We may be late to the game, but we’re trying to do it in our own distinctive way.”



In response to the increasing need for a constant news feed, The New York Times is launching a new email newsletter and website called First Draft. The website will exist within The New York Times‘ website as a subsection for users to get instant news updates exclusively about politics. First Draft will also send news stories directly to the email accounts of subscribers. The First Draft newsletter will include political news that appeared in The New York Times that day, as well as some aggregation and links to competitors. According to Capital New York, the feed will be updated continually throughout the day with more laid-back and “loose” language than typical New York Times stories.



“Readers can come to First Draft throughout the day for breaking political news, campaign color, expert analysis and lighter takes on Washington personalities,” Hulse said in the site’s welcome note.



But First Draft will also have exclusive content that won’t appear in The New York Times paper, at least not right away. Carl Hulse is currently working as managing editor of the First Draft newsletter alongside reporter Alan Rappeport, producer Nicholas Corasaniti and editor Paul Volpe. Hulse says that the First Draft feed will include in depth political analysis and commentary about certain stories that could later develop into full New York Times stories on later dates, but subscribers of First Draft will get the news first.



“Everyone here knows we need to be engaging in new ways with readers,” said Carl Hulse. “And everyone here has stuff in their notebooks and knows things and runs across things that we’re really not reporting now.”



Subscribing to the First Draft newsletter is free, but after clicking through 10 news stories, users will have to pay to see more. Currently, The New York Times hasn’t set up a launch sponsor for First Draft, but advertising opportunities are expected to show up further down the line.



One of the first big stories to pop out of the First Draft news feed was an interview with Vice President Joe BIDEN who claims that politics has become completely dysfunctional. When discussing the words of Senator leader Mike Mansfield, BIDEN said:



“Politics has become too personal. [Mansfield] said it is always appropriate to question a man or woman’s judgment, never their motive.”



To check out The New York Times new political news feed First Draft, click here.



The New York Times was recently in the news for having its paywall easily hacked, despite having spent $40 million to set it up.



Capital New York

Times launches Washington tip sheet ‘First Draft’

By: Jeremy Barr / September 22, 2014



There are two pretty nice scoops at the top of The New York Times’ “First Draft,” the new morning email newsletter from the paper’s Washington bureau.



The first identifies the person who Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand says told her, “Don’t lose too much weight now. I like my girls chubby!” The man was identified by the Senator only as “one of my favorite older members of the Senate,” but this morning’s inaugural “First Draft” identified him as the late Hawaii senator Daniel Inouye, citing anonymous sources.



The second broke the news that White House efforts to put Michael Boggs on the federal bench in Georgia are at an end; the scoop comes courtesy Sen. Patrick Leahy, who tells “First Draft” Boggs, who faced opposition from Georgia Democrats for some conservative positions, “doesn’t have the votes.”



If Times chief Washington correspondent Carl Hulse, who is leading the “First Draft” effort under the supervision of bureau chief Carolyn Ryan, wanted to position his newsletter as a purveyor of Washington scoops both dishy and nerdy, the two lead items in this morning’s newsletter couldn’t have positioned it better.



The newsletter is supported by a blog that Hulse has said will be updated throughout the day—the first post after the newsletter was already up by 8:20 a.m.—and is described in a news release from the Times in language a little less loose and free than the newsletter itself as a “lively feed.”



Feeding it today is a video of an interview with Vice President Joe BIDEN about Washington dysfunction—teased in the newsletter (the better to make you come back and look at the blog).



"Readers can come to First Draft throughout the day for breaking political news, campaign color, expert analysis and lighter takes on Washington personalities," Hulse said in a welcome note.



Hulse spoke in advance of this morning’s launch to The Huffington Post’s Michael Calderone, saying: “We haven't had sort of a running daily political news feed. We're trying to fill that void now. We may be late to the game, but we're trying to do it in our own distinctive way."



That running feed will require contributions from across the bureau, Hulse said, a result he hoped to achieve last week when the in-house demo of the newsletter and blog were presented to his colleagues along with two kegs of Heineken beer.



Plans for a morning politics newsletter were first announced by former executive editor Jill Abramson last fall.



Capital's Joe Pompeo reported the name of the project in April, as well as the first details. POLITICO's Dylan Byers and Hadas Gold reported in June that a planned soft-launch of the tip sheet was delayed as a result of Abramson's departure; Hulse tells Calderone rather that the project was put on hold for more substantive market analysis and reader research to figure out exactly what people wanted from it.



In addition to Hulse, Times reporter Alan Rappeport and editors Nicholas Corasaniti and Paul Volpe will be pitching in on the project.



The first edition of "First Draft" features both scoops and recommended articles from other outlets, "Our Favorite Reads From Elsewhere," with links surrounded by short summaries.



"Journalism has long been known as the first draft of history," Hulse wrote in his welcome note. "This is our First Draft of that first draft."



The Washington Post

Chuck Todd’s ‘afraid’ segment on ‘Meet the Press’ must be killed

By: Erik Wemple / September 22, 2014



The Erik Wemple Blog is just going to say it: Joe BIDEN is not going to run against Hillary Rodham Clinton in 2016.



Phfew, what courage!



We just said something that, according to “Meet the Press” host Chuck Todd, “everybody in Washington knows but is afraid to say.” That’s the title of a segment that Todd kicked off early this month in his debut as the face of “Meet the Press.” This blog has chronicled all three of the weekly segments, and so far, here’s the inventory of things that everybody in Washington knows but is afraid to say:



*Sept. 7: Hillary Rodham Clinton is running for president.

*Sept. 14: Hillary Rodham Clinton and other Democrats wouldn’t mind seeing the Senate go Republican in 2014.

*Yesterday: Joe BIDEN isn’t challenging Hillary Rodham Clinton but the media insists on teasing the possibility anyhow.



On that last front, consider that MSNBC last week published a story titled, “BIDEN tamps down 2016 speculation during Iowa visit.” Wrote Alex Seitz-Wald, “BIDEN’s appearance in Iowa – the first in the nation caucus state – so soon after Clinton’s raised obvious questions about a potential presidential run in 2016. BIDEN, a former Delaware senator, also sought the Democratic nomination in 2008 but dropped out after receiving less than one percent of the vote in Iowa.”



The upshot is that BIDEN is playing coy; he has what one wag calls “presidential-itis“; and, yes, beating Clinton in a presidential primary would be hard.



Yet really: It requires no courage whatsoever to say that BIDEN is running or that he is not running. No one is “afraid” to engage in conventional political speculation. To Todd’s marginal credit, he verbally introduced this segment by saying, “All right, very quickly before we go, time for our fun segment here. What everyone in Washington knows, but isn`t saying.” He left out the “afraid” part, but there it was on a background screen on set — and he used the “afraid” word at the top of the show to tease the segment.



The Huffington Post

Partnerships That Put America Back to Work

By: Fred Dedrick / September 22, 2014



At a time when the dysfunction in Washington, D.C. is at its highest and public approval of Congress is at its lowest, it is heartening to see some renewed focus on significant workforce development issues. Just recently, the National Fund for Workforce Solutions (National Fund) witnessed the signing by President Obama of the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA), which reauthorizes The Workforce Investment Act from 1994. While not perfect, this legislation's becoming law shows that Congress can work in a bipartisan and bicameral manner when necessary to support workforce policy. The National Fund was also present for the recent release of a White House report, "Ready to Work: Job-Driven Training and American Opportunity," outlining findings from a review of federal workforce programs by Vice President Joe BIDEN. The report contains a range of recommendations to improve the accountability and effectiveness of these workforce programs.



These measures acknowledge the need to create industry partnerships that are key to providing workers and jobseekers with demand-driven training. These actions are welcomed at a time when too many low-wage workers and jobseekers struggle to pay for training that doesn't lead to a good job with a career pathway.



A growing national partnership of communities, employers, workers and philanthropy, the National Fund can attest to the power of collaborative partnerships with employers. National Fund investments in innovative and evidence-based, employer-led training and credentialing programs have been paying off for thousands of Americans since 2007, as more than 37,000 degrees and credentials have been received. National Fund-supported industry partnerships across the country are closing skills gaps -- the extent of which are a chokehold to achieving sustained economic growth.



It is instructive to show how industry partnerships can effectively strengthen local economies by closing skills gaps and putting more people back to work. A recently completed impact analysis, "Quasi-Experimental Impact Study of National Fund for Workforce Solutions/Social Innovation Fund Workforce Partnership Programs," tracked unemployed individuals who participated in three National Fund-supported programs in Cincinnati, Ohio.



Results from this study show that unemployed individuals participating in programs supported by the National Fund were more likely to obtain employment, retain jobs and earn better pay compared to similar individuals who participated in other workforce development programs during the same period. Results were tracked in three sectors:



	Health care: Participants in National Fund-supported programs had 40 percent higher employment rates after one year and 58 percent higher earnings than similar individuals.



	Advanced Manufacturing: National Fund-supported participants realized 40 percent higher employment rates and 42 percent higher earnings after one year.



	Construction: Those participating in the construction sector training saw much smaller, but still positive, employment outcomes.



Local employers contend that new hires from industry-focused training programs make for better hires. This message has been heard loud and clear in Washington. Provisions contained in the WIOA legislation and Vice President BIDEN's report offer good starting points.



When done right, investing in public-private partnerships show that cross-sector collaboration between business, government and community organizations have the potential to generate deep impact in our communities by connecting unemployed and underemployed workers to career pathways that lead to family-supporting wages while increasing our economic competitiveness.



Christian Science Monitor

Who called Senator Gillibrand 'chubby'? His identity matters.

By: Linda Feldmann / September 22, 2014



WASHINGTON — The New York Times has sussed out the identity of the senator who once squeezed Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand (D) of New York and called her “chubby.” It was the late Sen. Daniel Inouye (D) of Hawaii, a legend in Hawaii politics who served 48 years in the Senate and passed away in 2012, the Times reported, citing sources familiar with the incident.



Somehow, that’s not terribly surprising. Senator Inouye was from a different generation, where the norms for interaction between men and women were much more lopsided. It might be akin to one’s grandparents, back in the 1970s, referring to “colored” people or using unflattering terms for people of certain religious or ethnic groups. Grandma and Grandpa weren’t bad people – they were just using the vernacular of the day, at least for people of their generation.



When Senator Gillibrand refused to identify Inouye as the culprit on “chubby,” and others who made inappropriate comments, she told Time magazine, "It’s less important who they are than what they said.”



Recommended: So you think you know Congress? Take our quiz.

In her new book “Off the Sidelines,” where she revealed the “chubby” remark, she identified the perpetrator only as “one of my favorite older members of the Senate.”



Basically, he was a grandpa who didn’t mean any harm. And as any woman knows, it’s much easier to laugh off a sexist comment than to make a federal case out of it. Had it been a younger member teasing her, someone closer to her age, the uproar over Gillibrand’s book revelation – and the pressure to name names – would have been greater.



But there’s more to the story of Inouye and women. In 1992, his hairdresser accused him of forcing her to have sex with him.



“Her accusations exploded into a campaign issue that year, and one Hawaii state senator announced that she had heard from nine other women who said they had been sexually harassed by Mr. Inouye,” the Times recalls. “But the women did not want to go forward with their claims.”



Some say, let sleeping dogs lie. Inouye is no longer alive, and let’s remember him for his service. He was a decorated World War II veteran; he lost an arm in the war. He was the first Japanese-American to serve in Congress. He was a champion of civil rights and supporter of women’s rights.



When the elderly Inouye grabbed Gillibrand’s waist and said, “Don’t lose too much weight now. I like my girls chubby!” Gillibrand was in the classic bind. Older man, younger woman, don’t make waves. She was also new to the Senate, having just been appointed to fill the seat of the new secretary of State, Hillary Rodham Clinton. But clearly Inouye’s comment stuck with her.



And, it turns out, Inouye apparently had a history of inappropriate behavior toward women, which, back in the day, wasn’t exactly unique. Vice President BIDEN’s recent comment on Bob Packwood has brought back the story of the Oregon Republican senator’s political demise in 1995. He was drummed out of the Senate after 10 women accused him of sexual abuse and assault.  



In Sunday’s New York Times, Matt Bai’s piece on Gary Hart chronicles the moment in history when the downfall of a rising Democratic star over marital infidelity “forever changed American politics.”



Now the memory of Daniel Inouye has also been changed forever, if only slightly. But the larger point is clear: The norms of male behavior toward women have changed, both inside the Senate and outside. Gillibrand’s story is just the latest reminder.



Jezebel

Report: One of Kirsten Gillibrand's Harassers Was Senator Daniel Inouye

By: Kate Dries / September 22, 2014



Senator Kirsten Gillibrand has stayed silent regarding the names of the now-infamous congressmen — who, as she wrote in her new book — have harassed her while in office. On Monday, the New York Times reported that one of those men was the late Senator Daniel Inouye (D-Hawaii).



The Times writes that Inouye was the man who told her "Don't lose too much weight now. I like my girls chubby!" Senator Inouye was a long-serving, highly regarded World War II veteran who had a history of supporting women's issues, at least politically speaking. He died in 2012.



But as the Times points out, Inouye's personal life told a different story. During a 1992 reelection campaign, Inouye's opponent Senator Rick Reed ran an ad accusing the Inouye of raping and harassing his hairdresser. Inouye denied those claims, but a Times article from that same year entitled "Accusations Against Hawaii Senator Meet a Silence in His Seat of Power" outlines how few of his colleagues would speak on the matter – on both sides of the aisle, men and women alike. At that time, the Anita Hill hearings had just finished, and so the silence was considered surprising:



"It is quite remarkable," said Brian Nakamura, staff counsel to Lieut. Gov. Benjamin J. Cayetano, a Democrat, as is the Governor, Senator Daniel K. Akaka, the rest of the Congressional delegation and 69 of 76 state lawmakers. "Anybody would be hard-pressed to name another Federal officeholder who could stand up to the firestorm he stood up to. Senator Inouye is an institution."



After the ads ran and Inouye's hairdresser confirmed the story, according to the AP, Hawaiian Representative Anelle Amaral said that, "nine women had called her with stories of sexual harassment and abuse by Inouye, ranging from touching to sexual intercourse." Inouye was married to Margaret Shinobu Awamura from 1948 until her death in 2006.



Gillibrand would not confirm or deny the claims that Inouye was responsible for the "chubby" comment, but in her book, she wrote that the man in question was one of her "favorite older members of the Senate." When Inouye died, President Obama, Vice President BIDEN and former President Clinton spoke at his funeral. "I think it's fair to say that Danny Inouye was perhaps my earliest political inspiration," Obama said.





PSFK

White House, Celebrities Collaborate on Anti-Sexual Assault Campaign

By: Ryan Gerhardt / September 22, 2014



This past January, in response to sexual assault on campuses, President Obama and Vice President BIDEN established the White House Task Force to Protect Students from Sexual Assault. In an effort to improve enforcement, transparency, and accountability of prevention practices, the Task Force assists schools by providing practical tools.



Following on the heels of April’s “1is2many” PSA, which carried the message that one victim is too many and resulted in the “Not Alone” report to better equip student and administrative bodies for assault prevention, the Task Force launched the “It’s On Us” campaign last week.



The new campaign is positioned to engage college students and the campus community – men and women – to help prevent sexual assault. “It’s On Us” departs from the fundamental thinking surrounding sexual assault by placing the onus on everyone to do their part, large or small, to help prevent it. According to an official statement from the White House, “It’s On Us”



…reflects the belief that sexual assault isn’t just an issue involving a crime committed by a perpetrator against a victim, but one in which the rest of us also have a role to play. We are committed to creating an environment – be it a dorm room, a party, a bar or club, or the greater college campus – where sexual assault is unacceptable and survivors are supported.



“It’s On Us” is particularly focused on involving college men in the prevention process to help counter pervading norms that may keep them from speaking out. This is extremely important to the success of prevention measures, as research has shown that bystander intervention is a very effective way to stop sexual assault before it happens. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reports that “population-based strategies like bystander intervention…have the greatest potential to effect positive and meaningful change.”



In its simplest form, “It’s On Us” has a four-step process to educate and evoke change.



A major piece contributing to the potential success of this campaign is that it supports student-led efforts already in place on campuses across the U.S. The campaign uses information available on NotAlone.gov to complement efforts that hold perpetrators accountable and help students who have experienced sexual assault. In addition, the Department of Justice’s Office on Violence Against Women will award over $6 million in grants to 18 colleges for the development of comprehensive prevention and response programs.



The Task Force is also working to identify educational measures for K-12 schools, and going forward will work to engage all Americans to prevent sexual assault.



“It’s On Us” is being launched in partnership with the Center for American Progress’ Generation Progress. Additionally, student body leadership from nearly 200 U.S. educational institutions, the NCAA, and private companies have come onboard to join the fight. Notable campaign partners include:



- Electronic Arts, to carry the message across social media and gaming platforms



- PVBLIC Foundation, to aggregate donated advertising and media space to support “It’s On Us”



- Mekanism, the advertising agency responsible for the campaign’s concept, creative, and design



- The Mill and Park Pictures for creating the campaigns PSA’s



- 14Four for developing the website



- The American Association of University Women (AAUW)



- Viacom and Participant Media for campaign placement and support



The “It’s On Us” campaign hopefully signals a significant step forward in the prevention of sexual assault following so many weak or indifferent approaches. In light of recent events covered in the media, including the many scandals that have rocked the NFL, the “It’s On Us” campaign is poised to strike a chord when awareness of the issue is on the tip of everyone’s tongue.



As a reminder, anyone in need of help can call the National Sexual Assault Hotline at 1-800-656-4673.



Collegian Central

It’s On Us: Fighting Sexual Assault on College Campuses

By: Madeline Gallegos / September 22, 2014



Every two minutes, someone in the United States is sexually assaulted, adding up to over 230,000 people each year (RAINN, 2014). Even in places that should be safe places for men and women, such as college campuses, sexual assaults are occurring at alarming rates. For people of both sexes and all genders, staying late at the library or even walking across campus at night unaccompanied is a more dangerous act than it should be. Even though most colleges provide drug, alcohol, and sexual assault awareness programs for first year students, sexual assault on campus isn’t addressed as much as it should be. However, The White House has taken a stand against sexual assault on college campuses and has created a new campaign to educate and help protect people affected by sexual assault.



It’s On Us is the newest initiative developed by the White House that is trying to combat sexual assault on college campuses. It’s estimated that one in five women will be sexually assaulted during her college career, making it even more imperative that we find a solution and put an end to it. It’s On Us was created in order to change the way that universities, colleges, and society view sexual assault and how they handle it once it has occurred (White House, 2014).



With the release of It’s On Us, President Obama reminded his audience why the campaign is and has become a necessity for modern society: “As far as we’ve come, the fact is that from sports leagues to pop culture to politics, our society still does not sufficiently value women. We still don’t condemn sexual assault as loudly as we should. We make excuses. We look the other way. The message that sends can have a chilling effect” (White House, 2014).



While both President Obama and Vice President BIDEN spoke on behalf of the initiative, The White House also released a Public Service Announcement to accompany it, featuring celebrities such as Jon Hamm, Joel McHale, Connie Britton, and Kerry Washington. The PSA explains that sexual assault is something that can be prevented, because, as the name implies, this crime isn’t just a women’s problem, it’s a problem everyone should be combatting because sexual assault isn’t sex specific. The PSA reminds viewers that the responsibility is on us all to prevent sexual assault- whether it’s getting a friend home safe or standing up for victims. We have the potential to change the way that sexual assault is seen.



In addition to the star-studded public service announcement, the Obama Administration has taken additional steps to address the way that sexual assault is handled on college campuses around the country. According to the White House website, the It’s On Us initiative includes sending all federally funded school district, college, and university guidelines on “their legal obligations to prevent and respond to sexual assault” (White House, 2014). There has also been the additional creation of the White House Task Force to Protect Students from Sexual Assault, which is designed to create dialogue between the government and universities on how to best respond to and prevent sexual assault (White House, 2014). Finally, the White House has spent time reviewing and revising laws to make sure they provide proper protection for victims in the event of assault.



Sexual assault is a serious issue that can’t be ignored, especially since twenty percent of women, along with some men, will be directly affected by it while they are at university. The White House is stepping up by creating a dialogue and sparking actions to prevent sexual assault. Even though the rest of us may not have the power to revise laws or film celebrity advertisements, we can join the movement by adding our voices, taking action, and changing the way we think about sexual assault, because when we come together to fight sexual assault, we have the power to change the world.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN to visit Norfolk International Terminal

September 22, 2014



WASHINGTON, DC – Vice President BIDEN will travel to Norfolk Wednesday to visit The Port of Virginia’s Norfolk International Terminals.



The Vice President is expected to deliver remarks on the importance of investing in infrastructure to grow the economy and create jobs. 



The Port of Virginia recently received a $15 million TIGER VI Grant from the U.S. Department of Transportation, which will increase the Port’s capacity and also reduce the number of trucks driving through neighboring residential streets. 



The Vice President will be joined by U.S. Department of Transportation Maritime Administrator Paul Jaenichen to highlight the TIGER award.



Laredo Sun

Mayor Salinas Accepts Vice-President’s Invitation

September 22, 2014



LAREDO, TEXAS- City of Laredo Mayor Raul G. Salinas will meet with Vice President Joe BIDEN this afternoon in Washington, D.C. to once again celebrate National Hispanic Heritage Month.



“I was humbled by the invitation am grateful to Vice President BIDEN for his leadership in celebrating the significant contributions Hispanics have made to America,” said Mayor Salinas. “It is rare for a mayor to have the opportunity to speak with the vice-president one-on-one. I will use that time to encourage Vice President BIDEN to continue to champion comprehensive immigration reform that allows millions to come out of the shadows. I also welcome any and all opportunities to remind senior officials in Washington of the role that Laredo plays in the economic health of the nation. We would be honored to have President Obama or Vice President BIDEN visit us on the border.”



The New York Times

In a Mattress, a Fulcrum of Art and Political Protest

By: Roberta Smith / September 22, 2014



NEW YORK:  You can, for the moment, call Emma Sulkowicz a typically messianic artist, and she won't object. I used the phrase, sitting in her tiny studio at Columbia University on Thursday, as we discussed "Carry That Weight." This is the succinct and powerful performance piece that is her senior art thesis as well as her protest against sexual assault on campus, especially the one she says she endured. 



"Carry that Weight," which is beginning its fourth week, involves Sulkowicz carrying a 50-pound mattress wherever she goes on campus (but not off campus). Analogies to the Stations of the Cross may come to mind, especially when friends or strangers spontaneously step forward and help her carry her burden, which is both actual and symbolic. Of course another analogy is to Hester Prynne and her scarlet letter, albeit an extra heavy version that Sulkowicz has taken up by choice, to call attention to her plight and the plight of other women who feel university officials have failed to deter or adequately punish such assaults. The carried mattress also implies disruption and uprootedness, which call to mind refugees or homeless people. 



The subject of sexual assault on campuses surfaced on the national stage Friday, when President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN announced the formation of "It's On Us," a national campaign on this issue. They addressed it in blunt and unequivocal terms. 



"Society still does not sufficiently value women," the president said. 



Sulkowicz spoke of her interest in the kind of art that elicits a powerful response, whether negative or positive. Freshly painted on the walls around us loomed big black letters spelling out the "rules of engagement," the guidelines to her performance: One states that she will continue the piece until the man she accuses of attacking her is no longer on campus, whether he leaves or is expelled or graduates, as she also will next spring. (If need be, she plans to attend commencement carrying the mattress.) She said the performance is giving her new muscles and an inner strength she didn't know she had, and is attracting many different kinds of attention, some of it hard to take. 



"Carry That Weight" is both singular and representative of a time of strongly held opinions and objections and righteous anger on all sides, a time when, not surprisingly, political protest and performance art are intersecting in increasingly adamant ways. 



You can see this merging in the Guy Fawkes masks worn by members of Anonymous, a loose international network of activists, at protests against, for example, the Church of Scientology or the killing of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri. You can also see it in some of the performance-like protests that greeted the opening this month of the David H. Koch Plaza at the Metropolitan Museum of Art or those that were carried out last spring in the rotunda of the Guggenheim Museum to call attention to the general plight of laborers in the United Arab Emirates who are expected to build its latest outpost there. There are numerous other instances: Protests in London in 2011 against the Tate's accepting sponsorship from BP included a performer splashed with oil, lying naked on the floor of the great hall of Tate Britain like a bird caught in an oil spill. 



Sulkowicz's effort is somewhere near this intersection, but not at its center. Combining aspects of endurance, body and protest art and participatory relational aesthetics, it is a highly specific work of art in its own right, carefully conceived and carried out by one person expending considerable thought, time and energy for a very long time (up to eight months). It comes from a history that includes the relatively solitary ordeals of Vito Acconci, Tehching Hsieh and Marina Abramovic, but also relates tangentially to more extreme physical acts of political resistance - the fasts of jailed suffragists in early-20th-century Britain come to mind. 



"Carry That Weight" might be called an artwork of last resort. It is the culmination of two years of pain, humiliation, frustration and righteous anger that began in 2012. On the evening of the first day of classes of her sophomore year, Sulkowicz said, she was anally raped in her dorm room by a fellow student with whom she had had consensual sex twice before, according to the police report. 



In the aftermath, Sulkowicz suffered in silence, then filed a complaint with the university. This led to a hearing before a panel that found him not responsible, according to a campus newspaper report in The Columbia Spectator, a decision that was upheld upon appeal. After that disappointment, she said, a trip last May to file a report with the police was so upsetting she didn't follow through, although she secretly recorded it on her cellphone. 



The performance piece began to take shape in Sulkowicz's mind during a residency at Yale Summer School of Art and Music in Norfolk, Connecticut, this past summer. First she made a short a video that showed her dismantling a bed, with the police station tape as audio. But soon she focused on the mattress alone and using it on campus, with the simplest, most public action being to carry it. The foam mattress and its dark blue cover are identical to the standard issue one on which she said the rape occurred and were not easy to track down and purchase; the rules of engagement similarly took a lot of refinement and every day still present her with new logistical problems to work out. (For example, going to the subway requires walking a few extra blocks since she can't cut across campus without the mattress.) 



One of the most effective aspects of the piece is the way it fluctuates between private and public, and solitary and participatory. She said she rarely walks very far without someone lending a hand and entering into what she calls "the space of performance." Indeed, shortly after leaving her studio on Thursday afternoon, she ran into her best friend, Gabriela Pelsinger, who took over one end of the mattress, in effect becoming one of the performers. (One of the rules is that Sulkowicz cannot ask for help, but she can accept it.) 



Pelsinger, like Sulkowicz, is among a group of more than 20 men and women who have joined in a Title IX complaint with the federal government's Education Department against Columbia, charging that it mishandled their individual gender-based misconduct or sexual assault cases. 



Suzanne B. Goldberg, director of the Columbia Center for Gender & Sexuality Law, said in a statement, "As the university has made clear in many different ways during the past month, major steps have been taken to enhance the gender-based misconduct policy and resources available to all Columbia University students." 



Goldberg said the university does not comment on individual cases. 



She added, "The university embraces the attention that students and others have brought to the issue." 



As Sulkowicz and Pelsinger proceeded across campus, some people smiled while others looked puzzled. There were comments. "There she goes again," one woman said to her companion as they walked past me. Midway through the journey, a young man joined the task, keeping a cellphone cradled to his ear until he left, at the front door of Sulkowicz's dorm. 



It is hard to fathom the effect "Carry That Weight" will have as it proceeds - on Columbia, on Sulkowicz, on the consciousness of sexual assault on campus, or on the thinking of people who encounter her performance. But it seems certain that the piece has set a very high standard for any future work she'll do as an artist and will also earn her a niche in the history of intensely personal yet aggressively political performance art. 



It is so simple: A woman with a mattress, refusing to keep her violation private, carrying with her a stark reminder of where it took place. The work Sulkowicz is making is strict and lean, yet inclusive and open ended, symbolically laden yet drastically physical. All of this determines its striking quality as art, which in turn contributes substantially to its effectiveness as protest.



The Hill

New mental health grants announced post-Newtown

By: Elise Viebeck / September 22, 2014



Federal health officials announced nearly $100 million in new grants to boost mental health services for young people, nearly two years after a school shooting in Newtown, Conn. prompted a national debate on the issue. 



Health and Human Services (HHS) Secretary Sylvia Burwell said the money would be divided between training new mental health professionals to work with youth, educating teachers about signs of mental illness, and widening access to treatment for high-risk groups.



"The administration is committed to increasing access to mental health services to protect the health of children and communities," Burwell said in a statement. 



The grants mark the latest stage in a federal effort to reduce gun violence and mental illness following the 2012 Newtown shooting. 



The White House shifted its focus to executive and administrative actions after Congress failed to approve new firearm regulations following the tragedy, in which 20 children and six teachers died. 



The Obama administration has already spent at least $100 million on mental health programs specifically because of the shooting. In one case, Vice President BIDEN announced new funds for establishing community health centers through the Department of Agriculture. 



Monday's awards went to colleges, state agencies, school districts and non-profit groups. The largest grants cost roughly $1,950,000.
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The Washington Post

BIDEN celebrates ‘new vision’ as work begins on Kennedy Center expansion

By: Peggy McGlone / December 4, 2014

Vice President BIDEN joined Kennedy Center President Deborah Rutter and Chairman David Rubenstein on Thursday for a groundbreaking of the arts center’s $100 million expansion.



Associated Press

BIDEN Breaks Ground for Kennedy Center Expansion

By: Brett Zongker / December 4, 2014

The first major expansion of the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts has commenced nearly 50 years after construction began on the cultural center, with a ceremonial groundbreaking led by Vice President Joe BIDEN.



CBS News

BIDEN to Break Ground for Kennedy Center Expansion

December 4, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will preside over a ceremonial groundbreaking for the first major expansion of the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts nearly 50 years after construction began on the cultural center.



Architecture News Daily

Vice President Joe BIDEN to Break Ground on Steven Holl’s Kennedy Center Expansion Today

By: Rory Stott / December 4, 2014

Almost 50 years to the day after President Lyndon B Johnson broke ground on Edward Durell Stone‘s design for the John F Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington DC, today Vice President Joe BIDEN will do the same for Steven Holl Architects‘ design of the Kennedy Center Expansion, a largely below-ground addition that will add an extra 60,000 square feet to the Center.



Associated Press

Ukraine rebel: Residential areas used as cover

December 4, 2014

In a phone call on Thursday, U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN told Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko that the U.S. and Europe would continue to provide money to help Ukraine stabilize its economy, BIDEN's office said.



Indian Country Today

Obama Puts Native Youth Front and Center at 2014 White House Tribal Nations Conference

By: Vincent Schilling / December 4, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN touched on the importance of reaching out to Native youth but placed most emphasis on the importance of preventing violence against women.



Cronkite News Service

Gila River teen joins hundreds at White House tribal conference

By: Laurie Liles / December 4, 2014

“I met Joe BIDEN, shook his hand,” said Jackson, a member of the Gila River tribe. “I stood toe-to-toe with the vice president of the United States … that was a great experience.”



Belvoir Eagel

Student’s decoration adorns vice president’s Christmas tree

By: Adrienne Anderson / December 4, 2014

Children from military Families were invited to make Christmas tree decorations for Vice President Joe BIDEN and his wife, Dr. Jill BIDEN.







The Washington Post

BIDEN celebrates ‘new vision’ as work begins on Kennedy Center expansion

By: Peggy McGlone / December 4, 2014



Vice President BIDEN joined Kennedy Center President Deborah Rutter and Chairman David Rubenstein on Thursday for a groundbreaking of the arts center’s $100 million expansion. The ceremonial shovel was the same one used by President Lyndon B. Johnson 50 years ago this month to break ground for the national arts center’s initial construction.



“This new vision,” BIDEN said of the project, “is bound to inspire imagination and creativity and awaken in scores of young people a yearning and talent many don’t know resides in them.”



The 60,000-square-foot expansion project, designed by architect Steven Holl, will feature three pavilions — including one on the Potomac River — that will provide much-needed classroom, rehearsal and event space and finally connect the marble structure honoring former President John F. Kennedy to the riverfront and Rock Creek Park.



Pending approvals, construction is expected to begin in March and be completed in time to open on the 100th anniversary of JFK’s birth — May 29, 2017.



Kennedy’s granddaughter Rose Kennedy Schlossberg, a new member of center’s board, was on hand for the festivities.



“We are here to celebrate an expansion that will be a place where new things can be dreamed up,” she said. “This building will provide space for people to inspire and reimagine their work.”



A key component of the project, which includes an additional $25 million for new programming, is the River Pavilion, a wharf-like structure on the Potomac that will feature an intimate performance space and a cafe. The 4.6-acre plot, which also will include a park with walking paths, meeting areas and places for quiet reflection, will be connected to the center by a series of pathways.



Announced almost two years ago, the expansion also will create a visitors center, as well as a rehearsal and education building with walls of windows that will allow the public to peek into rehearsals and take in the creative process. One wall of the second pavilion could be used as a screen to broadcast performances going on inside the arts center.



Holl designed the acclaimed expansion of the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art in Kansas City, as well as the Herning Museum of Contemporary Arts in Herning, Denmark, and a new building at the Glasgow School of Art in Scotland.



Associated Press

BIDEN Breaks Ground for Kennedy Center Expansion

By: Brett Zongker / December 4, 2014



The first major expansion of the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts has commenced nearly 50 years after construction began on the cultural center, with a ceremonial groundbreaking led by Vice President Joe BIDEN.



At the Thursday ceremony, BIDEN said Kennedy let people imagine what was possible and that the arts were part of Kennedy's vision for America. BIDEN said the expansion will reimagine what the living monument can be.



The expansion will add new space for arts education, programs, rehearsals and interaction between artists and audience members.



It will also add some new memorial elements in a park honoring the 35th president.



President Lyndon B. Johnson originally broke ground for the Kennedy Center in December 1964. It opened to the public in 1971.



CBS News

BIDEN to Break Ground for Kennedy Center Expansion

December 4, 2014



WASHINGTON — Vice President Joe BIDEN will preside over a ceremonial groundbreaking for the first major expansion of the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts nearly 50 years after construction began on the cultural center.



BIDEN will speak at a groundbreaking Thursday. The expansion will add new space for arts education, programs and rehearsals, as well as interaction between artists and audience members.



The project will also add some new memorial elements in a park to honor the 35th president. The arts center was created as a living memorial to Kennedy.



President Lyndon B. Johnson originally broke ground for the Kennedy Center in December 1964. It opened to the public in 1971.



Architecture News Daily

Vice President Joe BIDEN to Break Ground on Steven Holl’s Kennedy Center Expansion Today

By: Rory Stott / December 4, 2014



Almost 50 years to the day after President Lyndon B Johnson broke ground on Edward Durell Stone‘s design for the John F Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington DC, today Vice President Joe BIDEN will do the same for Steven Holl Architects‘ design of the Kennedy Center Expansion, a largely below-ground addition that will add an extra 60,000 square feet to the Center.



Consisting of three pavilions, set in a verdant public park and connected to the main building by the subterranean addition, the expansion will add new classrooms, rehearsal and multipurpose rooms, along with lecture and office space to complement the existing building. The three pavilions will be clad in translucent Okalux, glass, and Carrara marble to further blend in with the original design, while one of the pavilions will extend out into the Potomac River to create an outdoor stage at the water’s edge. The $100 million expansion “will allow the Center to continue to play a national and global leadership role in providing artistic, cultural, and enrichment opportunities for all,” say Steven Holl Architects.



Starting at 10.30am EST, speakers at the ceremony will include BIDEN, Kennedy Center Chairman David M. Rubenstein, Kennedy Center President Deborah F. Rutter, Kennedy Center Trustee Rose Kennedy Schlossberg, and Steven Holl. After the ground-breaking ceremony itself, Holl and Senior Partner Chris McVoy will give an overview of the project’s design, after which an exhibition of the design will be instated in the Kennedy Center’s Grand Foyer.



In addition to the main ceremony at the Center’s Lower South Plaza & Grand Foyer, the public is invited to attend a livestream of the event at Kennedy Center Millennium Stage North. This livestream feed will also be accessible through the Kennedy Center’s Expansion Website from 10.30am.



Associated Press

Ukraine rebel: Residential areas used as cover

December 4, 2014



DONETSK, Ukraine (AP) — A top separatist commander in eastern Ukraine admitted Thursday that rebels have mounted rocket attacks against government troops from within residential areas but says the practice is being halted.



Vostok Battalion commander Alexander Khodakovsky said fighters using residential neighborhoods as for cover for shelling attacks will now face arrest, but he denied that the practice was commonplace.



"If there are one-off instances, believe me when I say that we will tackle this very strongly," Khodakovsky said.



A large number of homes in the eastern city of Donetsk, a main rebel stronghold, have been hit by rockets believed to be fired by government troops responding to attacks by pro-Russian rebels. Separatists have accused government forces of attacking civilians indiscriminately.



A video surfaced online this week showing rebels firing an intense barrage from a Grad multiple rocket launcher parked next to several high-rise apartment buildings. Ukrainian officials cited the amateur footage as evidence that separatists were using civilians as human shields.



Outgoing rocket fire is heard daily in the center of Donetsk, a city that once held 1 million people before hundreds of thousands fled the fighting. Those attacks were especially intense Wednesday.



A cease-fire took effect in September but it has not halted daily fighting in some key areas. The U.N. says more than 4,300 people have been killed in eastern Ukraine since the conflict began in mid-April. Ukraine has accused Russia of supplying the rebels, a charge Russia denies.



Ukrainian security officials said Monday that a truce had been forged in the bitter fight for Donetsk airport, which remains under partial government control. Explosions can still heard from that area, however.



Khodakovsky accused the government of failing to keep its side of the bargain by constantly resupplying the airport troops.



"For all combat operations to end, the garrison there should abandon the positions that they hold," he said.



Separately, international monitors said Ukrainian troops and separatists in the neighboring Luhansk region had agreed to a new cease-fire beginning Friday along the line of contact.



In a phone call on Thursday, U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN told Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko that the U.S. and Europe would continue to provide money to help Ukraine stabilize its economy, BIDEN's office said.



It also said they discussed "the fact that Russia and its proxies continue to block delivery of humanitarian aid from entering the conflict-affected regions of eastern Ukraine, and that Russia's actions in Ukraine have created a lawless environment where separatists are robbing pensioners and other citizens of their social benefits payments."



Indian Country Today

Obama Puts Native Youth Front and Center at 2014 White House Tribal Nations Conference

By: Vincent Schilling / December 4, 2014



During Wednesday’s Sixth Annual 2014 White House Tribal Nations Conference in Washington, D.C., President Barack Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN, Dept. of the Interior Secretary Sally Jewell, Attorney General Eric Holder and other Senior Administration officials addressed a number of relevant issues to Indian country such as the Violence Against Women Act, treaty rights, transportation, Indian health, housing, business and the environment.



However, the main emphasis of the conference was a clear dedication to the health and welfare of the needs of Native youth.



In President Obama’s closing speech, which was met with lively applause, laughter and appreciative exclamations, the President spoke of his previous historic visit to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. After his visit, he and the first lady met privately with Native youth from the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe.



During his remarks to a room filled with several hundred tribal leaders and Native youth Obama said he was profoundly affected by the stories he was told.



“Michelle and I ended up staying longer than we had planned, and we got a lot of hugs in, and we walked away shaken because some of these kids were carrying burdens no young person should ever have to carry. And it was heartbreaking,” Obama said.



“And we told them, because they were such extraordinary young people – strong and talented and courageous – we said, you've got to believe in yourselves because we believe in you. We want to give those young people and young Native Americans like them the support they deserve. We have to invest in them, and believe in them, and love them.



“And if we do, there’s no question of the great things they can achieve – not just for their own families, but for their nation and for the United States.”



After massive applause from the audience, the President then explained how that when he returned to Washington, he talked with Sally Jewell, Arne Duncan and other staff responsible for youths, education and job training in order to create opportunity for Native young people.



“They knew I was serious because it’s not very often where I tear up in the Oval Office. I deal with a lot of bad stuff in this job. It is not very often where I get choked up, so they knew I was serious about this,” Obama said.



On the tail of his remarks, the president then announced important items to benefit Native youth. The first is a comprehensive report just released on the issues and challenges faced by Native youth, second were the instructions that every one of Obama’s cabinet members should sit down with Native young people to hear firsthand accounts.



Obama also discussed a Department of Education initiative called Native Youth Community Projects in which schools would more strongly support culturally relevant curriculum, the creation of a National Network called Generation Indigenous and a National Tribal Youth Network to connect and support tribal youth from all Nations. Native Youth Community Projects, Generation Indigenous, National Tribal Youth Network, White House Tribal Youth Gathering,



“And next year, we will hold the first White House Tribal Youth Gathering.  It will look a lot like this conference – only younger,” Obama said to a round of laughter.



Prior to President Obama’s speech, Secretary Jewell delivered the opening remarks at the conference and highlighted trust responsibilities, educational reform and climate adaptation. Jewell also indicated the importance of paving a positive road for the youth in Indian country.



“All of the work we are undertaking in partnership with tribes – whether on education, tackling climate change, or upholding trust reforms and treaty obligations – is with an eye toward the health and prosperity of the next generation,” she said.



“The White House Tribal Nations Conference is one piece of President Obama’s commitment to make meaningful and lasting progress in support of American Indians’ and Alaska Natives’ vision for a strong and successful future.”



“The heart of the matter is that no one cares more, or knows more about what’s right for young people, than their parents and their community,” Jewell said. Jewell then noted that the BIE recently awarded copy.2 million to tribes to promote tribal control of BIE-funded schools on their reservations.



Vice President Joe BIDEN touched on the importance of reaching out to Native youth but placed most emphasis on the importance of preventing violence against women. He said people are obligated to help if a woman is in danger and no man ever has a right to raise his hand to a woman unless it is self-defense.



BIDEN also talked about changing laws so that tribes would be able to prosecute non-Native offenders.



Cronkite News Service

Gila River teen joins hundreds at White House tribal conference

By: Laurie Liles / December 4, 2014



WASHINGTON – Darius Jackson wants to make a difference for the people of the Gila River Indian Community – and meeting with the vice president of the United States on Wednesday wasn’t a bad place to start.



“I met Joe BIDEN, shook his hand,” said Jackson, a member of the Gila River tribe. “I stood toe-to-toe with the vice president of the United States … that was a great experience.”



The 18-year-old high school senior from Blackwater is one of 36 youth ambassadors chosen to represent their tribes at the 2014 White House Tribal Nations Conference in Washington on Wednesday. While the conference is in its sixth year, this was the first in which native teens were given a voice through the ambassadors program.



This year’s conference – which Jackson called “the highlight of my life so far” – featured meetings with President Barack Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN and numerous Cabinet officials.



Representatives of all 566 federally recognized tribes were invited to the meeting, which had a special focus this year on social, economic and educational issues facing American Indian youth.



Those issues trouble Jackson, who runs easily through the list of issues he hopes to change.



“Youth suicide is an upcoming issue in my tribal community,” he said. “Young people are taking their lives at a young age, and we’re trying to get that to decrease.”



According to a report the White House released Wednesday, suicide is the second-leading cause of death for native youth age 15-24, who take their lives at 2.5 times the national rate.



Jackson’s efforts to combat problems among young people in his tribe began well before he traveled to the nation’s capital.



President of the Coolidge High School National Honor Society and a top student in his class, he serves on the Akimel O’Odham/Pee Posh Youth Council, also known as the Gila River Youth Council. The 26-year-old organization works to strengthen communication between youth and adults in the tribe.



Gila River Indian Community member Michael Preston is a full-time adviser to the youth council. He trains the teens on meeting management, including parliamentary procedure, and educates them on the relationships among tribal, state and federal governments.



“They also learn to practice the songs and dances, to keep the tribe’s traditions alive, and do community service,” said Preston, who was on hand as a chaperon at Wednesday’s conference. “They’re public servants. They don’t get paid for what they do.”



Through his involvement in the council, Jackson met Gila River Indian Community Gov. Gregory Mendoza, who selected him to serve as a youth ambassador. Jackson, in turn, said Mendoza has “been a great role model for me.”



“As the youngest governor of the Gila River Indian Community, he has shown that age is just a number,” Jackson said.



Suicide was just one of the problems cited in the White House report, which said the high rate among native youth nationwide is closely linked to an elevated rate of substance use. In 2013, the rate of substance dependence or abuse among those age 12 or older was higher among American Indians and Alaska Natives than any other population group.



It’s a problem on the Gila River Indian Community as well, Jackson said, but something he has avoided. “I don’t want to be part of it,” he said.



Jackson said he hoped to meet Obama on Wednesday. If he did, he said he would ask the president to share with native youth the value of education and how it helped Obama get where he is now.



“A lot of people on my reservation, they don’t really take advantage of opportunities,” Jackson said. “If Obama could come and talk to my tribe … he could really motivate them to not only go to college, but to get a better living themselves.”



Thanks to our donors and sponsors for their support of local independent reporting. Join Suzanne Horst, George Frantziskonis, and Jake Jacob and contribute today!



Jackson is already looking forward to college, and said he has a clear vision for his future. He has been accepted at Arizona State University, where he plans to major in exercise and wellness so he can ultimately tackle another health problem facing his tribe.



“Obesity is a big problem in the community, as well as diabetes,” Jackson said. “Once I get my degree, I want to go back to my community and change that, try to make an impact.”



Belvoir Eagel

Student’s decoration adorns vice president’s Christmas tree

By: Adrienne Anderson / December 4, 2014



Children from military Families were invited to make Christmas tree decorations for Vice President Joe BIDEN and his wife, Dr. Jill BIDEN. One Army dependent student from Walt Whitman Middle School, whose Family lives in the Fort Belvoir area, was one of those selected to participate.

Twelve-year-old Kate Wharton said she was honored and didn’t expect to be selected.



The BIDEN Family had military Family members decorate five trees at the vice president’s official residence with handmade ornaments. The five trees represent each of the military branches: Army, Air Force, Coast Guard, Marines and Navy.



“It seemed like a cool idea and my mom had the supplies, so we just decided to do it,” Kate said.



Her mother, Rebekah Wharton, said the school sent out an email to students asking them to participate.



The participating military Families, including Kate and her Family, were invited to watch the unveiling of the Christmas trees, Wednesday at the BIDEN residence.



The ornament Kate turned in was inspired by a Korean craft, known as Hanji art. The craft uses Korean paper to create two or three-dimensional objects. Rebekah Wharton said she learned how to do the Korean craft while her father was stationed in Korea.



“They were asking for a contribution from military Families, I thought it was a nice tie-in because she was born in Korea,” Rebekah Wharton said.



Kate’s father, Maj. Gen. John Wharton, commander of the U.S. Army Research, Development and Engineering Command, said the ornament holds a special meaning for the Family.



“I was stationed as a brigade commander in Korea at the time Kate was born… and it really represents her being born in Korea and the really strong relationship that we have with the Republic of Korea,” he said. “She was born in the local hospital, not even in the military hospital … in Taegu.”

John Wharton said he appreciates the attention the administration pays to military Families.



“It’s really speaks highly of the vice president and Mrs. BIDEN who are taking their time to recognize the service of military Families,” he said. “We talk in the military about the toughest job in the Army is that of the military spouse. You could probably say the second toughest job is that of those military children.”



John Wharton added there have been occasions when he’s been away from his Family for more than a year.



“I think it’s important for them to recognize how the spouses and the kids feel because their parents go away for a long time and don’t have a dad or a mom for awhile,” Kate said.



John Wharton said Kate was a wonderful daughter and very giving of herself.



“There is the sincerity from her that speaks to her as a person in wanting to participate and recognize that it’s not just the ornament she’s putting on the tree. It’s recognizing all military children and that’s something Kate has always been so wonderful at whether it’s been helping wounded warriors or volunteering within the community,” he said. “She’s always been wonderful and giving first to those in need versus herself.”
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Washington Post

BIDEN: Violence against women is an ‘epidemic’

By: Katie Zezima / December 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said Wednesday called violence against women an "epidemic" that "cuts to the very core of how we measure ourselves as a society."



CNN

BIDEN takes 'It's on Us' to Native Americans

By: Jeremy Diamond / December 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN called on Native American leaders to continue fighting what he called an "epidemic" of domestic violence on tribal lands and throughout the United States.



Washington Times

Joe BIDEN: Domestic violence, sexual abuse ‘an epidemic’ on Native American lands

By: Ben Wolfgang / December 3, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN pledged Wednesday that the federal government will continue working to protect Native American women from rape, abuse and domestic violence.



Associated Press

Obama unveils plan to help young American Indians

December 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said in a morning appearance before the conference that for Obama, helping Indian youth is “something that he came back from his June visit fired up about doing something about.”



Crowdfund Insider

The Obama White House’s Global Entrepreneurial Summit – America’s Answer to the Great Recession?

By: Samuel Guzik / December 3, 2014

And to showcase the importance of the Fifth Entrepreneurial Summit, attended by nearly 4,000 people, was a slew of U.S. dignitaries, including Vice President Joe BIDEN, SBA Administrator Maria Contreras-Sweet and a host of cabinet members, senior U.S. Government officials and other heads of U.S. agencies – paid for by “ours truly” – the American taxpayer.



Associated Press

Obama Hosts Pentagon Brass at Time of Uncertainty

By: Josh Lederman / December 3, 2014

Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN will host the leaders, including the general and admirals in charge of U.S military commands, for a meeting in the Cabinet Room.



Christian Science Monitor

Obama and McConnell, one on one: Can they get business done?

By: Francine Kiefer / December 3, 2014

His talking partner was not Obama, but Vice President Joe BIDEN – a former senator known around the White House as the “McConnell whisperer.” Of course, Mr. BIDEN also needs Obama's sign-off on deals.



Bloomberg

Ukraine's Truly Foreign Ministers

By: Leonid Bershidsky / December 3, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN, who visited Kiev two weeks ago, told President Petro Poroshenko that Ukraine needed to form a new government "within days, not weeks."



CNN

The plight of the Southern Democrat

By: Peter Hamby / December 3, 2014

Would Joe BIDEN be helpful? Yes he would. I don't agree with this whole notion that it has to Hillary Clinton or it won't be a positive. I don't think that's the case at all. A presidential year is going to be helpful for us."



New York Post

Why Hillary’s walk to the Democratic nomination is a sign of the party’s weakness

By: John Podhoretz / December 3, 2014

Democrats aren’t stupid; they may be amused by BIDEN or even admire his passion, but they know he’d likely embarrass them as their nominee.



The Jewish Voice

BIDEN, Netanyahu, Kerry to Address Saban Forum in DC

December 3, 2014

Vice President Joseph BIDEN and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu (via satellite) will keynote the 2014 Saban Forum.



World Politics Review

Strategic Ambiguity Fail: When ‘All Options’ Are Not on the Table

By: Nikolas Gvosdev / December 3, 2014

Neither significant economic and military aid nor NATO prospects are in the cards. Yet U.S. politicians, especially Vice President Joe BIDEN during his recent visit to Kiev, are unwilling to level with the Ukrainians, at least in public, about what precisely they can expect from the West.







Washington Post

BIDEN: Violence against women is an ‘epidemic’

By: Katie Zezima / December 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN said Wednesday called violence against women an "epidemic" that "cuts to the very core of how we measure ourselves as a society."



Speaking before the White House Tribal Nations Conference, the vice president focused on the plague of violence against Native American women, who face the highest rates of domestic violence and abuse in America. Nearly one in three Native American women will be raped, he said.



"The most horrific prison on Earth is the four walls of an abused woman’s home. And far too many Native American women -- for far too many, that’s a daily reality, the four walls of their own home," BIDEN said.



BIDEN said that men have an obligation to step in and stop domestic violence when they see it in their homes, families and communities.



"It’s not about vigilantism. It’s about intervening," BIDEN said. "If you can stop it, stop it when you see it. To me, it’s the definition of manhood. It’s not about standing by and saying, well, that’s a family affair.



In March, tribal governments will gain the ability to investigate and prosecute non-Indians who abuse women on tribal land, a historic provision of the Violence Against Women Reauthorization in 2013.  The provision, which was opposed by most Republican lawmakers, extended tribal prosecution authority over certain non-Indian perpetrators of domestic violence for the first time in more than 35 years.



"Once this authority is restored, tribes have a responsibility to use it, have a responsibility to use it, to enforce it, enforce the law, prosecute, stand for the women who have for too long endured not just injustice but indifference," said the vice president.



BIDEN referenced anecdotes in a series of Washington Post stories about crime and justice in Indian country, including that of a woman named Lisa Brunner, who at age 4 saw her white stepfather beat her mother, and later suffered abuse at the hands of her own white husband. Brunner painted a picture of three women standing under a full moon, and said the new law is the "first sliver of the full moon" to protect Native women. 



BIDEN said that moon must be enlarged.



"We need to expand the moon, changing the culture that tolerates the abuse of woman by a man, Native or non-Native. We need to expand the moon, fundamentally changing the way domestic violence is talked about Indian country," he said. 



BIDEN is spearheading the White House's "It's on Us" effort to stop sexual assault on college and university campuses, speaking about it around the country.



The issue of violence against women is one the former Delaware senator has been working on since the 1970s. In 1990, he introduced the Violence Against Women Act, which President Bill Clinton signed into law in 1994. BIDEN has called the law his "proudest legislative accomplishment."



"Without consent, no man has a right to touch a woman," BIDEN said in Denver in September. "We can change this culture."



Since three pilot projects began on the Pascua Yaqui, Tulalip Tribes and Umatilla reservations, more than 20 criminal cases have been charged by tribal prosecutors against non-Indian domestic violence offenders and several have been convicted.



But the federal government did not provide any additional funding to the tribes to take all the measures required to update their court systems to implement the new law, according to tribal leaders. The vice president called on Congress Wednesday to appropriate the money that the law provided to tribes.



"I’m calling on Congress to make good on the $25 million pledge in tribal grants authorized under the law, so we can make this work," BIDEN said.



For now, tribes are on their own.



"We pay for our own police, we pay for our own members to be incarcerated. We're paying for non-Indians to be incarcerated, said Deborah Parker, a board member of the Tulalip Tribe in Washington state. "We're paying for prosecutors and public defenders."



CNN

BIDEN takes 'It's on Us' to Native Americans

By: Jeremy Diamond / December 3, 2014



WASHINGTON (CNN) —Vice President Joe BIDEN called on Native American leaders to continue fighting what he called an "epidemic" of domestic violence on tribal lands and throughout the United States.



BIDEN tailored the message of the White House's "It's On Us" campaign against sexual assault to address the disproportionately high rate of domestic violence in Native American communities, emphasizing the need for bystander intervention and community action during the White House Tribal Nations Conference. Native American women face the highest rate of domestic violence and abuse in the U.S.



"It's not about vigilantism, it's about intervening," BIDEN said. "To me it's the definition of manhood. It's not standing by and saying, 'Well, it's a family affair.'"



BIDEN's remarks come as tribal authorities prepare to take on new authority in March 2015 to prosecute non-Native Americans who perpetrate domestic violence on tribal lands, which was included in the reauthorization of the Violence Against Women Act last year.



The Vice President emphasized that it's now up to tribal governments to use their new authority to "enforce the law, prosecute and stand for the women who have for too long endured not just injustice, but indifference."



Attorney General Eric Holder, who spoke after BIDEN at the conference, said already three tribes are part of a pilot program this year that has charged more than 20 non-Indians in domestic violence cases and touted increased collaboration between federal officials and tribal authorities.



BIDEN spoke passionately about domestic violence and even reenacted calls he said he heard while visiting the National Domestic Violence Hotline.



"The most horrific prison on earth is the four walls of an abused woman's home. And far too many Native American women, for far too many, that's a daily reality," BIDEN said. "I apologize for it taking so long, so many women damaged in the meantime."



Washington Times

Joe BIDEN: Domestic violence, sexual abuse ‘an epidemic’ on Native American lands

By: Ben Wolfgang / December 3, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN pledged Wednesday that the federal government will continue working to protect Native American women from rape, abuse and domestic violence.



Speaking at the annual Tribal Nations Conference in Washington, Mr. BIDEN said great strides have been made since the Violence Against Women Act was signed into law in 1994, including last year’s reauthorization that extended new protections to women on tribal lands.



But the vice president said much more must be done, pointing to troubling statistics such as one in three Native American women reporting they have been raped.



“It’s an epidemic … an epidemic that cuts to the very core of how we measure ourselves as a society,” Mr. BIDEN said. “It’s on all of us to change the culture — a culture that asks the wrong questions. It’s never the right question for a woman to ask, ‘What did I do?’ It’s never appropriate. The question should be, ‘Why was it done to me and will someone do something about it?’”



Last year’s reauthorization put in place new provisions allowing tribal governments to investigate and prosecute cases of domestic violence or sexual abuse perpetrated by non-Native American men against Native American women.



Associated Press

Obama unveils plan to help young American Indians

December 3, 2014



BISMARCK, N.D. (AP) — President Barack Obama announced an initiative Wednesday aimed at improving conditions and opportunities for American Indian youth, more than a third of whom live in poverty.



Obama’s Generation Indigenous initiative calls for programs focused on better preparing young American Indians for college and careers, and developing leadership skills through the Department of Education and the Aspen Institute’s Center for Native American Youth. Members of the president’s staff also plan to visit reservations next year.



The White House did not provide a cost estimate for the initiative, but a spokeswoman said the administration plans to fund it with existing money and the help of nonprofit and philanthropic organizations.



The announcement, made as part of the White House Tribal Nations Conference that Obama is hosting on Wednesday, comes five months after the president and his wife visited the impoverished Standing Rock Indian Reservation in the Dakotas.



The 3,600-square-mile reservation is home to about 8,500 people, many of whom live in run-down homes, and where the unemployment rate runs as high as 20 percent. The suicide rate for American Indians aged 15 to 24 is more than twice the national rate.



Cecilia Munoz, director of the White House Domestic Policy Council, said the president and first lady “were deeply moved” after listening to children’s stories about challenges they faced on the reservation, such as depression and alcohol abuse. Vice President Joe BIDEN said in a morning appearance before the conference that for Obama, helping Indian youth is “something that he came back from his June visit fired up about doing something about.”



Wednesday’s conference involves leaders from 566 federally recognized tribal nations, along with 36 White House Youth Ambassadors chosen from around the country through an essay contest.



“People who grow up in a poverty culture sometimes need guidance, need values, need a little bit of structure,” said Chase Iron Eyes, an attorney and Native American rights activist from Standing Rock who is attending the conference.



“Through some of the things the administration is doing, it looks like they’re trying to do that,” he said. “Youth — they just need the right tools, and maybe they can empower themselves.”



The White House also released a report Wednesday acknowledging failures in federal policy and highlighting the need for more tribal help in the areas of economic development, health and education. Slightly more than two-thirds of Native youth graduate from high school, according to the 2014 Native Youth Report.



One of the report’s recommendations is to strengthen tribal control of the education system on reservations. Officials are working to overhaul the Bureau of Indian Education, which is responsible for educating 48,000 Indian students in 23 states, Interior Secretary Sally Jewell said.



Jewell estimated it would cost more than $1 billion to fix schools with crumbling infrastructures. Officials are pursuing money through Congress, existing government programs and philanthropic organizations.



“We have to get creative,” Jewell said.



Crowdfund Insider

The Obama White House’s Global Entrepreneurial Summit – America’s Answer to the Great Recession?

By: Samuel Guzik / December 3, 2014



Meanwhile, back in 2010 it seems that the average American worker (or would be worker) fared no better at the White House than it did with Dodd-Frank in the halls of a Democratically controlled Congress. Though the rhetoric of President Barack Obama emanating from the White House was hopeful, like Dodd-Frank it was focused on the wrong place – and at the wrong time. Indeed, it seemed as though while Rome was burning – Nero was fiddling – with the wrong tune.



It was April 2010, where President Obama proudly presided over the inaugural Global Entrepreneurship Summit at The White House – something he considered one of his first signature accomplishments of his nascent presidency. Surely our President would understand the need to re-grow our sagging economy “from the bottom up,” expanding the opportunity of the average American to receive a paycheck instead of a handout – and pursue the American Dream. Indeed, his words were inspirational:



“We’re forging new partnerships in which high-tech leaders from Silicon Valley will share their expertise — in venture capital, mentorship, and technology incubators . . . .



And tonight, I can report that the Global Technology and Innovation Fund that I announced . . . will potentially mobilize more than $2 billion in investments.  This is private capital, and it will unlock new opportunities for people . . . in sectors like telecommunications, health care, education, and infrastructure.



And finally, I’m proud that we’re creating here at this summit not only these programs that I’ve just mentioned, but it’s not going to stop here.  Together, we’ve sparked a new era of entrepreneurship — with events all over Washington this week, and upcoming regional conferences . . .”



President Barack Obama Giving A SpeechAnd as to the rhetorical question posed by the President: “why a summit on entrepreneurship? “ In his words: “The answer is simple”.



“Entrepreneurship — because you told us that this was an area where we can learn from each other; where America can share our experience as a society that empowers the inventor and the innovator; where men and women can take a chance on a dream — taking an idea that starts around a kitchen table or in a garage, and turning it into a new business and even new industries that can change the world.”



“Entrepreneurship — because throughout history, the market has been the most powerful force the world has ever known for creating opportunity and lifting people out of poverty.”



“And social entrepreneurship — because, as I learned as a community organizer in Chicago, real change comes from the bottom up, from the grassroots, starting with the dreams and passions of single individuals serving their communities.”



Leaving no doubt that this intense focus on entrepreneurship borne back in the spring of 2010 was an overwhelming success, The White House had this to say on the eve of the fifth World Entrepreneurship Summit in November 2014:



“President Obama elevated entrepreneurship to the forefront of the United States’ engagement agenda . . ..  The Administration has delivered on this commitment, greatly expanding support for entrepreneurship and economic opportunity . . ..  Signature achievements in the past five years include:

“The Administration has committed roughly $3.2 billion to support micro, small, and medium sized enterprises and mobilized $80 million in private capital for startup accelerators . . . .”



$50 GrantAnd to showcase the importance of the Fifth Entrepreneurial Summit, attended by nearly 4,000 people, was a slew of U.S. dignitaries, including Vice President Joe BIDEN, SBA Administrator Maria Contreras-Sweet and a host of cabinet members, senior U.S. Government officials and other heads of U.S. agencies – paid for by “ours truly” – the American taxpayer.



Vice President BIDEN’s words to the audience captured the importance of the entrepreneurial undertakings:



“The single most valuable resource on this planet I think we could all agree on in this room is not what’s in the ground, but what’s in the mind.  It’s the single least explored part of the world, the mind.  The things that are going to happen in the next two, five, 10, 15 years are breathtaking.  Investors, they have to be willing to expand the horizon and invest in early stage entrepreneurs — not only in Silicon Valley — but . . . everywhere, everywhere where there’s talent.”



“Governments have to unlock the marketplace of ideas by allowing people to express their views openly about what they’re thinking and what they’re trying.”



“They must unlock the commercial marketplace by eliminating barriers to access to capital; ensuring that rules are fair and predictable, removing excessive cumbersome regulations.”



“The government can’t grow the economy by itself.  As a matter of fact, it’s not the major reason.  It’s a catalyst for growth — no matter how big the megaproject.  To prosper in the 21st century, you also need to grow from the bottom up, allowing your people to unlock their talents through private enterprise and political and economic freedom and action”

Joe BIDENSadly, however, neither our President nor our Vice-President was addressing the American Dream – rather, they were addressing another dream: to export American entrepreneurialism, and capital, to countries around the World. However noble these aspirations may have been, they were focused on the wrong place – and at the wrong time.



And four and one half years later, at practically the same moment that Vice President BIDEN was addressing the Fifth Global Entrepreneurial Summit, in Marakech, Morocco, Commissioner Gallagher made his plea for economic and regulatory sanity at the SEC’s 2014 Annual Small Business Forum, in the shiny glass headquarters of the SEC, within arm’s reach of Chair Mary Jo White, and with more than enough empty seats to accommodate the President’s entire Cabinet and Senior Economic Advisors. He did so by seemingly dismissing the importance of an issue which, according to Dodd-Frank, the SEC was duty bound to reconsider – every four years – who would qualify as an accredited investor? And he did so in front of a gathering of people who had come from across the country to discuss and debate regulatory impediments to small business capital formation – with the definition of accredited investor being one of the three issues teed up by the Commission for discussion at the Forum. Yet instead of being met by jeers from the throngs that had gathered from across the country to discuss and debate this seemingly important issue – he was met with a round of applause.



SEC view of the US Capitol Washington DCTo Commissioner Gallagher, the real issue was not simply the wisdom of spending Commission resources on revisiting the definition of “accredited investor.” Rather, the issue was one of priorities: Ought the Commission’s resources be overburdened with rulemaking dictated by Dodd-Frank, which had already overwhelmed the limited resources of the SEC – estimated to take at least an additional five years to complete? Or should the Commission be able to maintain its focus on protecting investors, maintaining orderly capital markets, and facilitating the flow of capital to those in the U.S. who needed it most in the midst and aftermath of The Great Recession – especially those businesses who are widely viewed as being the engine for job creation and economic growth – the American small business.



In Gallagher’s view, it was the American small business which was most in need of the Commission’s resources and Congresses’ attention. And unlike the audience of thousands gathered in Marakech, Morocco for the Fifth Global Entrepreneurial Summit, judging by the applause those in the audience in the basement of 100 F Street, like Commissioner Gallagher, this Washington, D.C. audience grasped both the immediate mission at hand and its importance to the U.S. economy.



Associated Press

Obama Hosts Pentagon Brass at Time of Uncertainty

By: Josh Lederman / December 3, 2014



President Barack Obama is convening top military leaders on Wednesday for an evening at the White House at a time of deep uncertainty for the Pentagon, where the defense secretary is on his way out and the military faces tough questions about its strategy in the Middle East.



Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN will host the leaders, including the general and admirals in charge of U.S military commands, for a meeting in the Cabinet Room. Then they'll walk a few steps across Pennsylvania Avenue to Blair House, the president's official state guest house. First lady Michelle Obama plans to join them for dinner.



The meeting comes at an awkward time for Obama, whose strained relationship with the Pentagon has been on full display since Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel resigned last month under pressure from the president.



The White House's search for a nominee to replace him has repeatedly been impeded by his preferred candidates taking themselves out of the running, underscoring concerns about White House micromanaging that leaves Pentagon chiefs little room to maneuver. It's a criticism that has been echoed by Obama's former defense secretaries, who have complained that centralized decision-making within a tight group of White House advisers has sometimes stalled or scuttled quick, aggressive action to deal with global crises.



Ashton Carter, a little-known former Pentagon official, has emerged as the latest leading candidate to replace Hagel. But Obama hasn't made any announcement, with officials saying they're still tying up loose ends before making his nomination official.



Obama's sit-down with the top military brass also highlights persistent questions about the U.S. strategy to combat the Islamic State group. Although Obama has authorized airstrikes in Iraq and Syria and sent about 3,000 troops to Iraq to help Iraqi forces, he's resisted calls to send ground troops into combat there.



"I am confident about our ability to push ISIL back in Iraq. Syria, I think, is a more difficult, long-term proposition, in part because the civil war has gotten so bad," Obama told a group of CEOs on Wednesday, using an acronym of the Islamic State group. "But obviously, we're very active not just militarily but diplomatically."



Although the U.S. blames Syrian President Bashar Assad's assault on Syrian civilians for helping create the conditions that led to the Islamic State group's rise, Obama has insisted the military effort isn't designed to oust Assad, preferring to focus on the political situation in neighboring Iraq. That approach led Hagel to write a memo earlier this year to Obama's national security adviser questioning the wisdom of a policy that doesn't deal explicitly with Assad's future.



Christian Science Monitor

Obama and McConnell, one on one: Can they get business done?

By: Francine Kiefer / December 3, 2014



WASHINGTON — At President Obama’s invitation, incoming Republican Senate majority leader Mitch McConnell heads to the White House Wednesday afternoon for a rare one-on-one meeting to discuss legislative priorities.



For Senator McConnell of Kentucky, who has been bashing Mr. Obama for most of his presidency, it’s not a matter of like or dislike of the president. It’s about whether they can do business, and there, the menu of options seems limited: perhaps something on trade or tax reform.



“We don’t have any personal problems,” McConnell said Tuesday about his relationship with the president. “There is, however, a deep philosophical difference.”



Recommended: Could you pass a US citizenship test?

Speaking at a Wall Street Journal forum, the Kentuckian said he was “perplexed” by Obama’s “dramatic move to the left” since a “butt-kicking election” that was a referendum on his presidency.



In just a few weeks, Obama has announced a sweeping executive action to protect millions of immigrants from deportation, a climate-change deal with China, and proposed regulations curbing ozone pollution and restricting Internet broadband providers – all cutting against the grain for McConnell.



“So I don’t know what we can expect in terms of reaching bipartisan agreement,” McConnell continued. “That’s my first choice, to look at things we agree on – if there are any.”



Actually, the senator has been at the center of several high-profile deals between the GOP and White House in the past few years: a 2010 agreement to extend the Bush-era tax cuts; a 2011 pact to raise the debt ceiling; a New Year’s Eve bargain in 2012 that averted the so-called fiscal cliff.



His talking partner was not Obama, but Vice President Joe BIDEN – a former senator known around the White House as the “McConnell whisperer.” Of course, Mr. BIDEN also needs Obama's sign-off on deals.



A former aide to the vice president, speaking on background, describes McConnell as being “all business” when it comes to negotiations. “He’s very matter of fact. He only negotiates when he wants to reach an agreement,” and he’s been careful “not to get at odds” with the GOP-controlled House.



The immediate test for McConnell and his House partner, Speaker John Boehner (R) of Ohio, comes next week. On Dec. 11, the federal government runs out of money, and both men have vowed that the era of government shutdowns is over – despite rebels in their caucuses who don’t agree.



Besides trade and taxes, one issue that may well be discussed at Wednesday's meeting is immigration. McConnell said on Tuesday that after the new Republican-controlled Congress is seated in January, he’s inclined to bring up immigration reform in pieces – starting with tighter border security, expansion of visas for high-tech workers, and provisions for agricultural workers.



These are all areas that have bipartisan agreement, but the White House has insisted that a path to citizenship for undocumented workers already in the United States be part of reform – which is anathema to many Republicans. 



At a recent Monitor breakfast with reporters, Dan Pfeiffer, senior adviser to the president, said, "I don't want to rule anything in or out" about step-by-step immigration reform. He said the White House wants to hear from Republicans first before "we start making ultimatums" about vetoing piecemeal bills.



McConnell has also made clear that he’ll be working with moderate Senate Democrats who may not agree with the president, bringing to the floor legislation that Obama could sign – or veto. That would include changes to the Affordable Care Act and energy legislation, such as approval of the controversial Keystone XL pipeline.



Former Senate majority leader Trent Lott of Mississippi says it’s crucial that McConnell stay in touch with the White House. The ex-senator recalls picking up the phone and calling President Clinton, and sometimes he would cut deals without bringing his Senate staff into it – simply working with the president.



“I can’t see Barack Obama being able to do that with Mitch McConnell right now,” he adds. “Mitch will have the challenge of running the Senate, keeping the cats in a group, dealing with a president who doesn’t want to and doesn’t like to deal with the Congress.”



But if Obama is smart, he says, he’ll take advantage of the BIDEN-McConnell pipeline.



Maybe the next private meeting will be with the McConnell whisperer.



Bloomberg

Ukraine's Truly Foreign Ministers

By: Leonid Bershidsky / December 3, 2014



Ukraine's new finance minister is a former U.S. State Department employee who graduated from Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of Government. Even though the struggling country's new cabinet now contains three high-profile foreigners, it remains the focus of a crude internal power struggle that will hamper crucial economic changes and could lead to a financial meltdown.



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN, who visited Kiev two weeks ago, told President Petro Poroshenko that Ukraine needed to form a new government "within days, not weeks." After an International Monetary Fund mission concluded its work Nov. 25, the IMF stated that "discussions will continue after the new Ukrainian government is formed." That meant Ukraine wouldn't find out when it might receive the much-needed next tranche of an IMF bailout package until Poroshenko complied with BIDEN's wishes.



Pro-European politicians who form the ruling coalition rushed to find a compromise on the attribution of cabinet portfolios. The resulting lineup is a motley crew. 



Arseniy Yatsenyuk, whose party performed unexpectedly well in October's parliamentary elections, remains prime minister. The coalition parties distributed the rest of the 19 posts on a quota system, and Poroshenko had the parliament approve the lineup en bloc, avoiding individual votes for each minister.



Poroshenko's party proposed three foreigners:  Natalie Jaresko, a U.S. citizen, for finance minister, Lithuanian Aivaras Abromavicius for economics minister and Georgian Alexander Kvitashvili for health minister. Poroshenko granted them Ukrainian citizenship yesterday, hours before the parliamentary vote that approved the appointments. The nationalities of the three officials sent a clear message: Ukraine aspires to be a U.S. ally and a good IMF client, and it admires the reforms that rid Lithiuania and Georgia of their Soviet economic and cultural heritage. The choice of personalities, however, is less straightforward.



Jaresko, who grew up in a Ukrainian family in Chicago, has lived in Kiev for 20 years. She started her career in Ukraine distributing U.S. government aid to small and medium-sized businesses, then co-founded a small private equity firm, Horizon Capital, which has invested $255 million in Ukrainian companies. She has a few successful exits under her belt and an untarnished reputation as a thorough and enthusiastic manager, as well as a competent financier. She has no experience of the convoluted Ukrainian budget, however, and the finance minister will have to cut spending by about 10 percent of gross domestic product within weeks, a group of international economists recently concluded. Jaresko will need to learn quickly and act decisively in an unfamiliar, antiquated bureaucratic environment with elaborate, ritualistic paper-based procedures and lots of political traps.



Abromavicius, too, was living in Kiev at the time of his appointment. A partner at the Swedish investment company East Capital, he is married to a Ukrainian. But he also was responsible for managing East Capital's Russian investments, the core of the company's business. East Capital Russia Fund has been underperforming for a while: Its five-year return is minus 6.63 percent, according to data compiled by Bloomberg, and the fund's net asset value is down 55 percent from its 2007 peak. 



Kvitashvili, who has a U.S. master's degree in public management, ran the Georgian Health Ministry for almost three years under former President Mikheil Saakashvili. Yet, according to Larisa Burakova, who wrote a book about Saakashvili's libertarian reforms, Kvitashvili had no part in designing and implementing the large-scale privatization of Georgia's health care system. 



Kakha Bendukidze, the real architect of Georgia's economic transformation, told me in one of his last interviews before he died last month that Ukraine had to get rid of many of its ministries and state agencies. "Who needs them when the government's sole function these days is to take money from the International Monetary Fund and pass them on in payment for Russian gas?" he asked.



The Vox Ukraine group of pro-Western experts recently suggested cutting at least 20 ministries and agencies. Doing that, however, would have made it difficult for coalition parties to reach a compromise because there would have been fewer portfolios to hand out. 



The new cabinet even added one portfolio -- an Information Ministry. It will be headed By Yuri Stets, who ran Poroshenko's Channel 5 TV and is a close friend of the president. Stets had recently vowed not to accept any appointment from Poroshenko because it would be seen as a conflict of interest. Now he is setting up an agency whose goal will be to counter Russia's anti-Ukrainian propaganda. 



The new appointment created a furor among Ukrainian journalists, who fear Poroshenko has created a ministry for censorship and propaganda. Even a top Poroshenko administration official recently said Ukraine "doesn't earn enough" to set up another ministry.  



There was another reason for Poroshenko's dismissal of legislators' requests that each minister be approved separately: Such a procedure would have buried the coalition compromise. The populist Radical Party, for example, proposed Valery Voshchevsky, the former chief of Ukraine's perennially corrupt road construction and maintenance agency under deposed President Viktor Yanukovich, for deputy prime minister. Voshchevsky's chances of separate approval would have been slim, but now he has the job.



Some pro-European legislators, including those elected on Poroshenko's party ticket, were openly dismayed at this heavy-handedness. Borys Filatov, a close ally of billionaire Igor Kolomoiskiy, called the vote a "disgrace" and an example of "non-transparent Byzantian policies." "It's a great way to mess up something the country badly needs, no matter what pretty words are used to cover it up," he wrote on Facebook. 



An official in Poroshenko's party told me the president's plan was to undermine Yatsenyuk's power over the cabinet and perhaps allow him to fail before Team Poroshenko moved in. At the same time, Poroshenko faces a growing rift with Kolomoiskiy, who runs the important Dnepropetrovsk region and finances much of Ukraine's war effort in the rebellious eastern regions. This political maneuvering has nothing to do with driving down Ukraine's 20 percent inflation, cutting exorbitant government spending on pensions and energy subsidies and eliminating corruption. According to Transparency International's 2014 Corruption Perceptions Index, Ukraine is the 142nd most corrupt of 175 countries, up just two spots from 2013, when Yanukovych's shameless regime ran the country for personal enrichment. Pro-European Ukraine, according to the index, is more corrupt than Vladimir Putin's Russia, in 136th place.



Although the new cabinet lineup makes the requisite symbolic nods to Ukraine's Western orientation, and provides the IMF with a comfortable negotiating partner in Jaresko, it is another step toward turning Ukraine into a failed state. The "revolution of dignity" that freed many Ukrainians from a feeling of inferiority early this year will probably need to continue before the country finally sheds the burden of its Soviet past.



CNN

The plight of the Southern Democrat

By: Peter Hamby / December 3, 2014



New Orleans (CNN) -- The 2014 elections seemed like the final reckoning for Southern Democrats, the culmination of a political metamorphosis that began in the Civil Rights era and concluded under the nation's first black President.



Wiped out in governors' races, clobbered in Senate contests, irrelevant in many House districts and boxed out of state legislatures, Democrats in the South today look like a rump party consigned to a lifetime of indignity.

"I can't remember it being any gloomier for Democrats in the South than it is today," said Curtis Wilkie, the longtime journalist and observer of Southern life who lectures at the University of Mississippi. "The party has been demonized by Republicans. It's very bleak. I just don't see anything good for them on the horizon."
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Democrats are looking everywhere for solutions to their Southern problem. They hope population changes will make states such as Georgia and North Carolina more hospitable. They want more financial help from the national party. Some are even clinging to the dim hope that Hillary Clinton might help make inroads with white working class voters in Arkansas in 2016.

Success here is crucial for the party. There's virtually no way for Democrats to win back a majority in the Senate -- much less the House -- without finding a way to compete more effectively in the South. But the truth is there are no easy answers for a party so deep in the hole.



White voters have abandoned Democrats for decades, and the flight has only hastened under President Barack Obama. The migration has created a troublesome math problem: Democrats across the region now depend on African-American voters and not much else.



It's a disastrous formula in low-turnout midterms dominated by white voters. In Louisiana, Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu won only 18% of white voters on Election Day. She won't do much better in what's expected to be another knife-twisting loss for Democrats in the state's runoff election here on Saturday. If she loses, there won't be a single Democratic senator or governor anywhere south of Virginia.



"Lyndon Johnson made it very clear when he signed the Civil Rights Act back in 1964 what the impact was going to be on his party, the Democrats, and their relationship with southern white voters," said South Carolina Rep. James Clyburn, the House's highest-ranking African-American and the only Democrat from his state in Congress.



Lost for a generation



After signing the Civil Rights Act, Johnson is reputed to have said that Democrats have lost the South for a generation. Whether Johnson actually uttered those words is in question — but the Democratic Party's fading fortunes are not.



In South Carolina, Democrats lost every race for statewide office and won only a single House seat — the reliably-blue, majority-African-American district represented by Clyburn. In Georgia, even with Peach State brand names like Nunn and Carter on the ballot, Democrats only mustered support from a quarter of white voters in the contested Senate and governor's races. In Arkansas, Republicans gained total control of the governor's mansion and the state legislature for the first time since Reconstruction.



Sorting through the post-election wreckage, Democratic leaders across the region are pessimistic about the party ever re-claiming its status as the majority party. The challenge of reclaiming state legislatures, race-by-race, is a particularly daunting one.



But Democrats also dismiss the funereal commentary about their party, often pegged to the 10-point loss of Georgia's resilient, gun-brandishing John Barrow, the last remaining white Democrat from the deep South in the House.



"I don't think you can make generalizations," said Arkansas Sen. Mark Pryor, who was thumped by nearly 20 points despite his two-terms in the Senate, deep roots in the state and the Bible he wielded in a campaign ad. "Every state is different."



In states with changing demographics and thriving urban centers like Virginia, North Carolina and Georgia, Democrats are optimistic the states will grow ever friendlier by the next election cycle. South Carolina and Tennessee are more difficult hills to climb, but both states are seeing urban population growth and a continual influx of out-of-staters seeking warmer climates and friendlier tax rates. The forecast is grimmer in more rural, conservative states — like Mississippi and Alabama — with negligible growth rates.



Wherever they stood, 2014 was a uniquely bad cycle for Southern Democrats.



A stew of toxic factors wreaked havoc on the party's candidates: narrowly-focused campaign messages that did little to address economic anxieties, historic voter apathy, the cyclical second-term drag of a party in power, and an unpopular President who not only struggled to sell his economic achievements but has proven singularly incapable of connecting with white Southerners.



"Obama was a huge drag on the party, not just in the South, but across much of the country," said William Winter, the former Democratic governor of Mississippi. "He was not articulating a message that I think people respond to. He was well-meaning in his efforts, but he is not in touch with people in the country, and especially in the South."



Winter, a moderate whose 1980 election is still remembered fondly by Mississippi Democrats who were struggling to move past their party's ugly racial history, said Obama's skin color is "unfortunately" a driver of his unpopularity in the South. But he said the national party's dismal standing had more to do with a message that focused on small-bore issues like contraception or minimum wage increases rather than a unifying, big-picture theme that focuses on middle-class economics.



Democrats should embrace a pro-business mentality, Winter said, singling out "the ideas that Bill Clinton was selling." He bristled at the Elizabeth Warren-style confrontational populism that's taken hold among Democrats elsewhere in the country.



"I don't think we can win on that," Winter said. "If we are not perceived as too far to the left, we can win. I think the South wants to be a part of mainstream America, politically and in every every other way. I think we play on that and let common sense dictate our positions. And it has to be done in concert with the business community. We have alienated a lot of the business community. The business community has a huge stake in maintaining a stable economic and social and educational environment."

READ: 2016 is everywhere this week. Here's why.



The clash between the center and the left mirrors a larger national debate within the Democratic Party — and it also reflects a schism among Democrats in different parts of Dixie.



In the deeper South, it's impossible for Democrats to win without persuading a respectable slice of moderate or conservative white voters. The challenge there is more existential.



"We have to find a way to re-connect" 



Clarke Tucker, a newly-elected Democratic member of the Arkansas House of Represenatives, "We have to find a way to reconnect," said Clarke Tucker, a newly-elected Democratic member of the Arkansas House of Representatives. "A lot of the policies that we are pushing help everyone, including the white population."



In his Little Rock district, the 33-year old Tucker said he campaigned on "the issues that are going to move us forward as Democrats in the South, and those are growing the economy, creating jobs and improving education."



 Louisiana Senate race will go to a runoff



His Republican opponent, he said with a hint of relief, did not try to tie him to Obama.



North Carolina



It's a different story in North Carolina, where Democratic Sen. Kay Hagan was defeated despite running a near-perfect campaign and driving up turnout among non-white voters. Her Republican opponent Thom Tillis relentlessly linked Hagan with Obama, whose job approval in North Carolina exit polls was 43% — better than in other Southern states, but still ugly.



Democrats in North Carolina are grumpy about the outcome -- but they aren't writing their obituaries yet.



Both the Charlotte and Raleigh-Durham areas continue to grow at a rapid clip, attracting affluent, educated voters from other parts of the country who aren't beholden to the state's conservative traditions. In just four years, the Research Triangle hub of Wake County has added almost 100,000 new residents and now has a population of over 1 million people.



That makes for an electorate closely resembling the national Democratic coalition under Obama in 2008 and 2012, made up of urbanized young professionals, including unmarried women, as well as African-Americans and Hispanics. In higher-turnout presidential years, North Carolina is just as winnable for Democrats as it was when Obama won the state's 15 electoral votes in 2008 — even as rural whites flee the party.

Midterms, though, remain a challenge.



"The landscape has shifted dramatically over the last six years for Democrats in the South," said Morgan Jackson, a Raleigh-based Democratic strategist. "Since the 1960s, Democrats ran for cover during presidential election years and used the midterm elections to reclaim seats and expand the majorities. The new math is that Southern Democrats fully embrace the expanded presidential election turnout in order to win races. In the midterms, the goal is survival, period."



GOP state house dominance



After the Republican wave of 2010, the GOP gained a chokehold on state houses that gave them the power to shape state legislative and congressional districts in their favor, drawing advantageous lines for Republican incumbents and jamming Democrats into heavily African-American districts, drastically reducing the number of competitive seats in state and federal races.



Their strength grew in 2014: The GOP now has total control of both legislative chambers in every state in the South, with the exception of the border state of Kentucky. Republicans also have veto-proof supermajorities in Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, North Carolina and Tennessee — putting added pressure on Democrats to fight for seats at the local level before the next round of redistricting in 2020.



"We have got to have a 2020 plan going forward, and that 2020 plan must start in 2015," Clyburn said. "This country is moving to the right and it's going to keep moving to the right unless the voters intervene."

Republican dominance at the state level has raised questions about whether Democrats will be able to groom candidates for higher office in the future. While it's true that their farm team has been drastically reduced over the last four years, a younger generation of Democrats say the worries are overblown.



"I think candidates can emerge from all sorts of places," said Tucker, the Arkansas state legislator. He pointed to Dale Bumpers, the former Arkansas governor and senator who was an unknown lawyer before he came out of nowhere to win the governorship in 1970. Arkansas, Tucker said, has a populist streak that rewards big personalities no matter where they come from.



In Louisiana, Democratic Party Chairwoman Karen Carter Peterson pointed to a roster of successful mayors in New Orleans, Baton Rouge, Shreveport and other cities as possible future statewide candidates.

"These are strong Democratic mayors who have been re-elected without problems," Peterson said. "We feel like that is a strong bench for us moving forward to change the tide of the state."



As for the Landrieu's long odds in her runoff race, Peterson was tirelessly on message: "We are fully engaged," she said. "We are still in the game."

Some Democrats are calling on the national party structure to pay more attention to the South — and spend more money on party staffers and developing down-ballot talent.



Several longingly invoked former Democratic National Committee chairman Howard Dean's "50-state strategy," a program that placed Democratic staffers in even the reddest of states with the goal of re-building the party after the 2004 election. It paid off in the 2006 midterms, when Democrats in traditionally Republican states including Kansas and Montana rode a national wave into office.



South Carolina state Rep. Bakari Sellers, who faltered in his bid for lieutenant governor this year, pointedly criticized the DNC for leaving candidates in his state adrift this year "without a raft or a lifeboat, expecting us to swim." He said the Republican National Committee has "done a diligent job with fund-raising, candidate cultivation, helping people with consultants and building a bench for the future."



Sellers said he received more help from political groups associated with Hillary Clinton and Martin O'Malley, two potential presidential candidates, than from the DNC.



"For many of us who were running statewide and have been plowing the soil of the South, we feel like the national party didn't do much to help us at all," Sellers said. "We oftentimes try to push and promote the policies of the White House and the national Democrats, but there is no reciprocation. There is a still great deal of hope that's associated with the president of the United States. But people aren't sure what Debbie Wasserman Schultz and the DNC stand for. That was apparent on Nov. 4."



Michael Czin, a spokesman for the DNC, disputed the characterization, saying that state party leaders are "critical partners."



"For a decade, the DNC has invested in all of our state parties year in, and year out, including those in the South," he said. "Whether it's working with state parties to build our voter file, investing in our State Party Partnership which funds staff on the ground, or our voter expansion and protection programs, the DNC is there to support state parties across the South. We have a lot of work to do, but we are proud of our investments in southern states over the last decade."



Last white Democrat from Deep South loses Congressional seat



The Hillary question



And there is the Hillary question. If Clinton runs for the White House, some hopeful Democrats wonder if working-class whites might be more willing to return to the party once Obama is out of the picture.

 

Winter believes Clinton would help Democrats down the ballot even if she doesn't win any Southern states. "Bill and Hillary Clinton are part of the South," he said. "They understand the South and they understand the use of political strategies that will bring people in. They are moderate people, and most people in the South are moderate."



Some Clinton supporters have speculated that she might even put her former home state of Arkansas in play come November 2016. The possibility was floated earlier this month by Mitch Stewart, a numbers-crunching former Obama strategist who advises the Ready For Hillary super PAC.



Stewart said Clinton could favorably alter the post-Obama presidential map by making Arkansas, Missouri and Indiana competitive in 2016.

"Where I think Secretary Clinton has more appeal than any other Democrat looking at running is that with white working-class voters, she does have a connection," Stewart told Talking Points Memo. "I think she's best positioned to open those states."



The idea seems plausible enough in Missouri and Indiana, two states with large urban centers, but less so in Arkansas. The Clintons' travel schedule in 2014 spoke volumes: Bill campaigned relentlessly in the state this year for Pryor and Democratic gubernatorial candidate Mike Ross — but the more polarizing Hillary was kept at a safe distance. She never set foot in Arkansas in 2014, opting instead to raise money for Pryor from a safe distance, at a fundraiser in Manhattan.



What seems more likely is that North Carolina and perhaps Georgia, with their ever-mutating demographics, would be on the early map should Clinton decide to run for the White House.



Clyburn, though, waved off the Clinton-specific theories, saying that southern Democrats will get a built-in turnout boost no matter who is on the White House ticket, given the turnout spike that usually occurs in presidential years.



"Would be Hillary be helpful? Yes she would," Clyburn said. "But she is not the only one who would help. There are a lot of Democrats at the top of the ticket who would be helpful. Would Elizabeth Warren be helpful. Yes she would. Would Joe BIDEN be helpful? Yes he would. I don't agree with this whole notion that it has to Hillary Clinton or it won't be a positive. I don't think that's the case at all. A presidential year is going to be helpful for us."

To others, that all seems like happy talk.



Wilkie, speaking over the phone from his office at Ole Miss, was less charitable than Clyburn.



"Good luck finding a silver lining in your story," he said in his honeyed drawl. "I'm not sure you'll be able to."



New York Post

Why Hillary’s walk to the Democratic nomination is a sign of the party’s weakness

By: John Podhoretz / December 3, 2014



You’d have to be crazy, right now, to run for the Democratic nomination against Hillary Clinton — but it would say something terrible about the condition of the American polity if she doesn’t face a serious challenge going into 2016 from within her party.



You’d have to be crazy because, according to the latest CNN poll, Hillary is 55 points ahead — yes, I said 55 points ahead — of her closest rival. She gets 65 percent to Sen. Elizabeth Warren’s 10 percent.



We’ve never seen numbers like this for any putative presidential candidate before.



Even when Hillary herself seemed like a prohibitive front-runner for the 2008 nomination, she only led Barack Obama 33 percent to 15 percent in a comparably early CNN poll (taken in the third week of November 2006).

What’s striking about 2016 is that Hillary’s service in the Obama administration allowed her effectively to steal away the veep slot from Joe BIDEN, who’s only five years older than she.



In the CNN poll, he gets only 9 percent, a vertigo-inducing 56-point margin for Hillary.



Democrats aren’t stupid; they may be amused by BIDEN or even admire his passion, but they know he’d likely embarrass them as their nominee.

They admire Hillary, not least because she is so roundly disliked by the very people they dislike so much.



More important, her vote for the Iraq war, which gave Barack Obama the opening he needed against her in 2007, will have been 14 years past by the time 2016 rolls around.



What accounts for her colossal lead? Two decades as one of the world’s most famous people, for one thing. Mrs. Clinton will be the best-known person to run for the presidency since Dwight David Eisenhower decided to go for it in 1952.



At the time, Ike was the most revered figure in American public life after commanding the Allied forces in Europe in the Second World War and leading the West to its victory over Nazi Germany.



Hillary is no Eisenhower, to put it mildly. Her tenure as secretary of state featured no signature accomplishments and was marred (by her own admission) by the security failures that contributed to the slaughter of four Americans at the Benghazi consulate in 2012.



No matter, to Democrats at least.



In contrast to 2008, when she consciously chose not to trumpet her position as the first serious female candidate for the nation’s highest office, Hillary and her people are making it clear that her 2016 candidacy will provide Democrats with a second historic opportunity to cast votes representing social change, comparable to their votes for an African-American in 2008.



So she’s golden.



And yet there’s something undeniably discomfiting about the ease with which she’s sliding straight into the nomination without any evident friction.

Even Eisenhower faced a competitive field that included the governors of California (Earl Warren) and Minnesota (Harold Stassen). Ike was never assured of the nomination, and was challenged all the way to the national convention in Chicago by Sen. Robert Taft of Ohio.



The presidency was up for grabs in 1952, since Harry Truman had chosen not to run for re-election.



There have been five such open elections since. In all save the 2008 race, vice presidents were in the running.



If one considers her the equivalent to Obama’s vice president, that too should make her supporters confident: Her four “veep” predecessors all secured their party’s nomination.



But they faced challenges.



Richard Nixon faced down Henry Cabot Lodge in 1960. Hubert Humphrey was nearly toppled by Eugene McCarthy and might have been taken by Robert F. Kennedy had RFK not been assassinated in June 1968. George H.W. Bush had seven rivals in 1988 and lost Iowa and several more states to Bob Dole.



Only Al Gore skated into the nomination in 2000 after facing what turned out to be a lifeless challenge from Bill Bradley.



Right now, Hillary’s token challenger is James Webb, a fascinating gadfly with no known constituency in the Democratic Party. She might have another in Sen. Bernie Sanders — who isn’t even a Democrat, but a Socialist. Neither is a remotely serious rival.



This is disturbing because Hillary Clinton has no natural claim to her party’s nomination.



She’s not even an especially gifted politician. Aside from the spectacular incompetence of her 2008 campaign, she is as gaffe-prone as Dan Quayle and as awkward as Bob Dole.



It doesn’t speak well of the health of the Democratic Party that she and its voters seem to think she does have that claim. Rather, it’s a mark of lifelessness, of a hardening of the party’s arteries.



The Jewish Voice

BIDEN, Netanyahu, Kerry to Address Saban Forum in DC

December 3, 2014



Vice President Joseph BIDEN and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu (via satellite) will keynote the 2014 Saban Forum. Entitled “Stormy Seas: The United States and Israel in a Tumultuous Middle East,” the Saban Forum will take place Friday, December 5 through Sunday, December 7 at the Willard Hotel in Washington, D.C.



Secretary of State John Kerry, former U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, Jordanian Foreign Minister Nasser Judeh, U.S. Special Presidential Envoy for the Global Coalition to Counter ISIL General John Allen (USMC, Ret.), and Senator Lindsey Graham amongst other dignitaries and elected officials will also address the 2014 Saban Forum.



Israel will be represented by an unprecedented number of high-level officials including: Foreign Minister Avigdor Lieberman; Opposition Leader Isaac Herzog; Minister of Finance Yair Lapid; Justice Minister Tzipi Livni; Minister of Economy Naftali Bennett; Minister of Intelligence, International Relations and Strategic Affairs Yuval Steinitz; and Chairwoman Zehava Gal-On of the Meretz Party. Together, these figures lead six of Israel’s major political parties across the political spectrum.



“The 2014 Saban Forum comes at a critical juncture in U.S.-Israeli relations, and the dialogue is more important than ever,” said Haim Saban, chairman of the Saban Capital Group, Brookings Trustee and chairman of the Saban Forum. “I am proud to partner once again with the Center for Middle East Policy at Brookings to convene this unique high-level U.S.-Israel dialogue.”



Brookings Vice President for Foreign Policy Martin Indyk, noted, “Israeli-Palestinian tensions, nuclear negotiations with Iran, the rise of the Islamic State and the collapse of order in much of the region present complex challenges to the U.S.-Israel relationship. This is an important moment to discuss the way forward.”



As in past years, the eleventh annual Saban Forum will address these important issues via candid closed-door dialogue between U.S. and Israeli officials, policymakers, journalists, and business leaders.  This year’s sessions will focus on the future of the two-state solution, the Iran nuclear negotiations, energy security, and Middle East regional turmoil.



“The 2014 Saban Forum will bring together key players responsible for the advancement of peace and security in Israel and the wider Middle East,” said Tamara Cofman Wittes, director of the Center for Middle East Policy at Brookings. “At a time when the old Middle East order is collapsing, the Forum provides a unique platform for discussion between U.S. and Israeli policy, intellectual and business communities.”



The Saban Forum is an annual dialogue between American and Israeli leaders from across the political and social spectrum, organized by Haim Saban and the Center for Middle East Policy at the Brookings Institution.  Because past gatherings have allowed for an unparalleled level of dialogue, the Saban Forum has become a seminal event allowing government officials, policymakers and policy researchers, journalists and business leaders to engage in a candid exchange of views and generate creative ideas to address the multiple challenges that confront the United States and Israel in the Middle East.



World Politics Review

Strategic Ambiguity Fail: When ‘All Options’ Are Not on the Table

By: Nikolas Gvosdev / December 3, 2014



I have a modest proposal: I would like to see all U.S. government representatives cease and desist from any further use of the phrase, “all options are on the table.” Initially, these six words did serve a useful purpose: During a crisis situation, assuming an administration practiced strict message discipline without being beset by leaks and second-guessing by anonymous officials in the media, they introduced sufficient doubt among adversaries and challengers as to what the U.S. response might actually be—raising the possibility that the United States might choose to react more forcefully than anticipated.

 

Over the past few years, however, the purpose of the phrase has shifted. It is no longer about communicating strategic ambiguity to throw a potential opponent off balance as much as it is about ensuring domestic political cover. In particular, it is about disguising a sub rosa refusal to do something without owning up to the costs of actually saying “no” by maintaining the fiction that a particular option is, in fact, still being considered.

 

The misuse of these six words has been most pronounced when it comes to dealing with Iran and its efforts to develop an advanced nuclear program. In the aftermath of the 2003 Iraq invasion, it became clear that a massive conventional assault on Iran would be highly costly, with no guarantee of success. Furthermore, intelligence revelations showed that Iran had learned the lessons of the 1981 Israeli raid on the Iraqi reactor at Osirak by dispersing their facilities, which rendered useless the low-cost, low-risk strategy of relying solely on one massive airstrike to eliminate the Iranian program. Thus, policymakers in U.S. President George W. Bush’s administration realized that the military option would probably not be feasible.



Senior U.S. military officials subsequently highlighted the many problems that even a limited military campaign might produce for U.S. interests without any guarantee that Iranian efforts to develop its nuclear program would be destroyed or permanently ended. The consensus was that the U.S. should focus on utilizing diplomatic and economic levers of power in an effort to change the decision calculus of the Iranian leadership, with military force only as an option should Iran take overly hostile action.

 

American politicians, however, have always been concerned about being seen as vulnerable to the charges of weakness and appeasement. This has made it difficult to acknowledge the reality that, barring some unexpected and particularly stupid Iranian act of provocation, military force would not be a useful tool to settle the nuclear issue. Hence, Bush administration officials took to repeating the mantra, with regard to Iran, that “all options are on the table.”



Once coming into office, President Barack Obama also wanted some political cover for his twin-track strategy of diplomatic engagement with Tehran, combined with the tightening of economic sanctions. He created a self-imposed deadline for these measures to work and maintained the fiction that American ships, planes and ground forces were on standby ready to move if Iran was not prepared to make concessions at the bargaining table.



But as various deadlines have passed and extensions to diplomacy have consistently been granted, the “all options” mantra lost some of its compelling force. At the same time, the continued invocation of the possibility of military action has been used by opponents of diplomacy within the Iranian establishment to argue that Tehran should not engage in any negotiation under the threat of force. 



But the reality is that there isn’t much strategic ambiguity at work here. No one is expecting that U.S. forces will be on the move, especially not when talks have been extended once again. Yet American political leaders do not want to admit that this option has in fact been taken off the table.

 

This tendency is also visible in U.S. policy toward the Ukraine crisis. No American politician wants to be seen as an “appeaser” in the wake of Russian President Vladimir Putin’s annexation of Crimea and support for separatists in Donetsk and Luhansk. The fledgling coalition government in Ukraine has been interested in receiving much more financial help from the West, including both military aid and a guaranteed path to membership in NATO.



Neither significant economic and military aid nor NATO prospects are in the cards. Yet U.S. politicians, especially Vice President Joe BIDEN during his recent visit to Kiev, are unwilling to level with the Ukrainians, at least in public, about what precisely they can expect from the West. Another post-Soviet leader, former President Mikheil Saakashvili of Georgia, discovered the disastrous consequences of overestimating Western support when he stumbled into a war with Russia in August 2008 under the false impression that the Bush administration would come to his aid.



American political leaders, accustomed to Washington Beltway speak, have an obligation to clarify to Ukrainian politicians that “all options are on the table” does not necessarily mean that there may yet be a chance for significant Western aid, nor that Washington will move heaven and earth to overcome the stated objections of many European states to extending NATO membership to Kiev.



Strategic ambiguity can be a very useful tool of statecraft. But it loses its potency when it is used in a narrowly legalistic fashion to insulate politicians from the charge of being soft when faced with challenges from states like Iran or Russia. The Obama administration has decided to use diplomatic and economic means for resolving the crises in Ukraine and over Iran’s nuclear program. It should be prepared, even against inevitable criticism, to justify why these are the options it has chosen.
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ABC News

Why Turkey Isn't So Crazy About The U.S. Anymore

By: Sebastian Martinez / November 25, 2014

Joe BIDEN's visit to Turkey this weekend was met with protests, but where is it all coming from? 



Forbes

BIDEN Goes To Bat For Eastern Mediterranean Energy, Again

By: Christopher Coats / November 25, 2014

As much of Europe struggles to find their energy footing, U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN again set his sights on the industry potential of the Eastern Mediterranean during a visit to the 6th Annual Atlantic Council Energy and Economic Forum in Istanbul.



Cihan News Agency

BIDEN visit indicative of ‘strong alliance' between US, Turkey

November 25, 2014

White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest has said that US Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit to Turkey and the long meetings BIDEN had with both President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu are indicative of a strong alliance between the US and Turkey. 



National Review Online

BIDEN ‘Ticked Off’ by Obama’s Harsh Hagel Firing

By: Brendan Bordelon / November 25, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is less-than-pleased with the way President Obama handled the very-public firing of defense secretary Chuck Hagel.



Dalje News

Croatia could become regional energy hub, BIDEN says

November 25, 2014

Croatia could become a regional energy hub, US Vice President Joe BIDEN has said at an Atlantic Council Energy and Economic Summit in Istanbul, the White House has said on its website.



Daily Sabah 

RE-LAUNCHING PEACE TALKS IN CYPRUS SEEMS TO BE A REMOTE POSSIBILITY

November 25, 2014

The prospects for the resumption of the stalled peace talks on Cyprus and the issue of energy security were among the matters discussed BIDEN and Turkish government officials during his visit to Istanbul last weekend. BIDEN met President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu to discuss the developments on Cyprus.



FT

Egypt and Cyprus freeze out Turkey in possible gas deal

Daniel Dombey, Heba Saleh, and John Reed / November 25, 2014

“It holds the promise of enhancing stability and prosperity by bringing together Israel, Turkey, Egypt, Greece, Cyprus and hopefully one day Lebanon,” Joe BIDEN, US vice-president, said at the weekend, as he called for a de-escalation of tensions. “It also has the potential to bring new supplies into Europe, to increase its energy security.”



Famagusta Gazette Cyprus

BIDEN says US, Turkey need each other despite differences

November 25, 2014

THE US Vice President Joe BIDEN has stressed that the US needs Turkey and it seems that Turkey believes it needs the US, reports daily Zaman.



UPI

VICE PRESIDENT BIDEN ANNOUNCES NEW HUMANITARIAN AID FOR SYRIAN CIVILIANS

November 25, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN announced Saturday the United States will send $135 million more in humanitarian aid to Syrian civilians.



VOA

Political pressure mounts on Ukraine’s Poroshenko

By: Jamie Dettmer / November 25, 2014

The delay due to political jockeying over cabinet positions has attracted the irritation of visiting foreign leaders, including U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN. During a trip last week to Kyiv, he urged Ukraine’s political establishment to form a new government soon.







ABC News

Why Turkey Isn't So Crazy About The U.S. Anymore

By: Sebastian Martinez / November 25, 2014



Joe BIDEN's visit to Turkey this weekend was met with protests, but where is it all coming from? 



Well, there are a lot of answers to that question, but two things are pretty clear: The frustration at the U.S. has been building for a while now, and it's spread across Turkish society. 



Crowds of protesters chanted, "Yankee go home" and "BIDEN get out" near where BIDEN met with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan in Istanbul Saturday. (Video via Fox News)



BIDEN's meeting with the Turkish president was ostensibly to discuss both countries' response to ISIS in neighboring Iraq and Syria, but many observers saw the visit as an effort to mend relations with Erdogan after BIDEN suggested Turkey allowed ISIS fighters to cross its border. (Video via Euronews)



As The Washington Post writes, the alliance between Turkey and the U.S. goes back some 60 years to the middle of the Cold War, when Turkey joined NATO with support from the U.S. 



"So let me be clear: The U.S. strongly supports Turkey's bid to join the European Union."



That was President Obama addressing Turkish parliament in 2009 — pushing for Turkey to join the E.U., despite E.U. members' reluctance to accept its bid. 



And as recently as August, the U.S. cleared a potential arms deal with Turkey to sell the country medium-range air-to-air missiles. 



But a Pew poll from last year showed most Turks already didn't like the U.S., long before BIDEN made those comments. Then, only 21 percent of those polled had a favorable opinion of the U.S. 



In fact, if you want to find an origin to the animosity, you'd likely have to go back more than a decade.



Veteran journalist Patrick B. Pexton points to Turkish opposition to the Iraq War as one of the primary reasons for anti-American sentiment in Turkey. "Turks feared two things: a destabilized Iraq on their long southern border, and that any U.S. action there would strengthen the hands of Kurds in Iraq."



The Turkish government especially didn't want the latter to happen because the Kurdish goal of forming its own state has manifested itself through terrorist attacks in Turkey. (Video via Vice)



The U.S. has supported the Kurds in northern Iraq since the Gulf War, and the Kurds have been on the front lines of the fight against ISIS over the past months. (Video via RT)



So BIDEN's comments about Turkey tacitly allowing ISIS to grow while the U.S. actively supports one of Turkey's enemies helps put the anger in perspective.



And that helps explain incidents like this one earlier this month, when two American sailors were attacked by a mob of angry nationalists. (Video via ABC)



The attackers put bags over the sailors' heads, referencing another sticking point in U.S.-Turkey relations — an incident in 2003 when the U.S. military detained and hooded a number of Turkish special forces.



Forbes

BIDEN Goes To Bat For Eastern Mediterranean Energy, Again

By: Christopher Coats / November 25, 2014



As much of Europe struggles to find their energy footing, U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN again set his sights on the industry potential of the Eastern Mediterranean during a visit to the 6th Annual Atlantic Council Energy and Economic Forum in Istanbul.



Highlighting the region’s offshore possibilities and proximity to export-dependent markets in Eastern and Southern Europe, BIDEN focused on the potential of Cyprus and Turkey, suggesting that energy could serve as a tool for “cooperation, stability, security and prosperity”, according to local media reports. Coming six months after similar comments during a visit to Cyprus, the vice president’s remarks reflect continued American support for a regional energy hub – something that would provide some welcome relief for European consumers currently at the mercy of unstable or unsustainable oil and gas producers



Since confronting the effects of a halt in Russian gas through Ukraine in 2009, amid a pricing dispute, Europe has made a concerted effort to diversify its natural gas supply options. Efforts have included increasing cooperation with North African producers, increasing renewable alternatives, modest domestic exploration and infrastructure investment to close transport deficits between member states. However, despite lowering its dependence on Russian gas from 45 to 30 percent, Europe’s push has been limited by a series of setbacks on all fronts, not least the impact of instability across North Africa on hydrocarbon production and output.



Europe’s limited progress was highlighted at a gathering of G7 ministers in Rome in May, concluding that despite the region’s recent focus on diversification, Europe remains years away from being able to close the door on Russian gas reserves.



This, it would seem, is where the Eastern Mediterranean comes in. Since a 2011 discovery, Cyprus has sought to establish itself as an energy hub in the region, joining new industry actors like Israel in promoting the potential of the Eastern Mediterranean’s new-found offshore reserves. However, progress has been slow, as the country’s weakened economic standing has made it difficult to nail down the financing needed to pursue exploration, production and export options. Although Cyprus currently lays claim to an estimated 50 to 60 trillion cubic feet of gas and 1.7 billion barrels of crude in waters off its southeastern coast, the country faces substantial financial challenges associated with export options, such as pipeline projects or possible Liquefied Natural Gas plants.





However, in recent months, the country’s path towards an energy future has faced significant challenges from an increasingly annoyed Ankara who view the country’s offshore potential as something that should – or must – be shared with the Turkish-occupied section of the country. This, it would seem, is where supporters of regional cooperation like BIDEN would come in.



So far, the vice-president’s influence appears modest, with representatives from both sides of the debate downplaying the diplomatic influence of energy cooperation and offering increasingly terse comments about their counterparts. Late last month, a representative of the Cypriot government close to the energy discussion went so far as to call Turkey’s approach to the situation, including sending ships closer and closer to Cypriot offshore exploration efforts, the equivalent of blackmail.



Cihan News Agency

BIDEN visit indicative of ‘strong alliance' between US, Turkey

November 25, 2014



White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest has said that US Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit to Turkey and the long meetings BIDEN had with both President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu are indicative of a strong alliance between the US and Turkey. 



Speaking at the daily press conference, Earnest said on Monday that the visit is indicative of a couple of things.



“First, it's indicative of the strong alliance that exists between the United States and Turkey. It also is indicative of the strong relationships that the vice president personally has with those two leaders. It's also indicative of the significant stake that Turkey has in the outcome in Syria, and in degrading and ultimately destroying ISIL [the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant],” said Earnest. 



He recalled that Turkey shares a long border with Syria and made mention of the humanitarian situation that has arisen due to a massive refugee influx to Turkey from the Syrian border. 



Earnest said that BIDEN's visit was just the latest in what will continue to be “extensive consultations” between US and Turkish officials regarding operations against ISIL. 



“In terms of any agreements or progress on those conversations, I'd refer you to the vice president's office for more details,” he said. 



The US has been pushing Turkey to approve expanded access for US-led coalition forces to İncirlik Air Base, which is in close proximity to ISIL targets in both Syria and Iraq. The US administration also wants to use Turkish air space for military air strikes. 



Turkey, for its part, has pushed for the removal from power of the Bashar al-Assad regime, while the US says Assad is not a priority and that coalition forces need to tackle the immediate threat of ISIL. Turkey also supports the establishment of an internationally accepted no-fly or safe zone inside Syria to curb the refugee influx. The idea hasn't received support from the US. 



Despite positive official statements given by Turkey and the US, the two allies have not been able to make much progress on the issues on which they have different views. BIDEN returned to Washington empty-handed, without receiving any guarantees from the Turkish government over the use of Turkish air space or expanded access to the İncirlik Air Base. And Turkey was not given positive signals regarding the removal of the Assad regime or on the establishment of a no-fly zone inside Syria. 



BIDEN met with Erdoğan for almost four hours on Saturday. According to a senior administration official, half of the meeting was one-on-one, with no other officials in attendance from either side. 



"They didn't sit there and sign their names on the bottom line on a whole host of agreements. But actually, I think we came to a much greater clarity about where we need to go from here," a senior US official said after the meeting between the two leaders.



Erdoğan: 'They have only one sensitivity: oil'



According to a Reuters report, Turkish and US forces will train 2,000 moderate Syrian rebels at a base in the central city of Kırşehir as part of an agreement between Turkey and the US, a Turkish Foreign Ministry official said. The Foreign Ministry has not returned calls from Today's Zaman on the matter as part of a not-openly-declared media ban that has been in effect for almost a month now. 



Ankara and Washington were in “complete agreement” about the threat of ISIL, according to the senior US official. 



The US reluctance to confront Assad, who is backed by Iran, stems from the fear of derailing negotiations over Iran's nuclear program. Iran and six Western powers failed to reach an agreement on Monday on the nuclear talks.



Due to these difficulties, Turkey and US cooperation will focus on the training of Syrian moderate opposition forces. The training is expected to start within months, Reuters reported. Turkey insists that the trained Syrian opposition should fight not only against ISIL but also Assad's forces as well, while Washington wants the focus to remain on ISIL. 



Following BIDEN's visit, President Erdoğan signaled on Monday that the two allies were not able to come to an agreement over their differences regarding Syria policies. 



“I'm always meeting with them but I stick to what I've said,” Erdoğan said on Monday at a conference for a women's advocacy group in İstanbul. 



“They have only one sensitivity: oil,” he added. 



The ruling Justice and Development Party (AK Party) foreign policy chief, Yasin Aktay, echoed Erdoğan's remarks on Monday. During an interview with A Haber television, Aktay said: “When oil comes up, then the West starts to raise its voice.” He also claimed that US policy in the region has been a “complete fiasco.”



Aktay also said previous US interventions in the region have failed and that “everyone wants Turkey to be more effective in the region, because those who've intervened have done nothing good.”



He claimed that using the wrong approach in the region will create more organizations like ISIL.



National Review Online

BIDEN ‘Ticked Off’ by Obama’s Harsh Hagel Firing

By: Brendan Bordelon / November 25, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is less-than-pleased with the way President Obama handled the very-public firing of defense secretary Chuck Hagel.



As a long-time colleague and friend of Hagel from their days in the Senate, BIDEN appeared frustrated and upset during Hagel’s unusual Monday morning termination at the White House. An administration official told Politico the vice president was “ticked off” by the humiliating way Obama gave his defense secretary the boot.



The former Nebraska senator lasted less than two years at the Defense Department, with President Obama recently concluding that Hagel ”just wasn’t the man for the job” after his dispassionate performance in meetings to determine U.S. strategy against the Islamic State. 



Hagel recently broke with the White House on that strategy, penning an October memo described as “sharply critical” of the administration’s plans in Syria. The defense secretary was concerned that the administration’s failure to prevent attacks against moderate rebels by Syrian dictator Bashar Assad could imperil U.S. plans in the entire region.



Administration officials also downplayed the notion that Hagel’s firing was part of a broader White House shake-up following the disastrous Democratic showing in this year’s midterms. “There is no shake-up,” a senior administration official told Politico. “For good or ill, this is it.”



Dalje News

Croatia could become regional energy hub, BIDEN says

November 25, 2014



Croatia could become a regional energy hub, US Vice President Joe BIDEN has said at an Atlantic Council Energy and Economic Summit in Istanbul, the White House has said on its website.



"Croatia is another country with potential to become a regional energy hub if it makes smart investments now, with EU support, and works collaboratively with its neighbors," BIDEN said.



He recalled that President Barack Obama visited Poland in June and Estonia in September and that "he called on leaders across Europe to do far more to expand and diversify their energy supplies and to work closely with one another."



Daily Sabah 

RE-LAUNCHING PEACE TALKS IN CYPRUS SEEMS TO BE A REMOTE POSSIBILITY

November 25, 2014



ANKARA — While the U.N. and U.S. are increasing pressure on Greek Cyprus to come back to the table after they announced the suspension of negotiations on reunification with Turkish Cyprus on Oct. 6 in protest over the presence of Turkish naval vessels in its exclusive economic zone, the latest signals coming from the south side of the island indicate that Greek Cyprus will continue its uncompromising attitude and it seems like re-launching the peace talks is a remote possibility unless they change their position in the coming days.



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN, who a paid historic visit to the divided island last May, tried to bring the Greek and Turkish Cypriots back to the table to find a solution to the long-standing dispute. The prospects for the resumption of the stalled peace talks on Cyprus and the issue of energy security were among the matters discussed BIDEN and Turkish government officials during his visit to Istanbul last weekend. BIDEN met President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu to discuss the developments on Cyprus. Just after his meeting with BIDEN, Erdoğan met Turkish Cypriot president, Derviş Eroğlu, and evaluated the latest developments. Meanwhile, BIDEN called Greek Cypriot President Nicos Anastasiades, and updated him about his recent conversations with Turkish leaders. According to the transcript published by the White House, BIDEN emphasized the need to de-escalate tensions in order to get back to a more constructive track in the U.N.-mediated settlement talks on Cyprus and reinvigorate efforts to seek mutually beneficial solutions. "Both leaders emphasized their commitment in reunifying the island as a bi-zonal, bi-communal federation," the transcript read.



In the meantime, U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon's special adviser for Cyprus, Espen Barth Eide, started his visit to Cyprus on Monday. He will meet with Anastasiades today and Cypriot Eroğlu on Wednesday morning. According to sources on the island, Espen will propose resuming the U.N.-led talks, and will suggest a twin-track process parallel to the peace negotiations as well as set up an advisory panel to deal with technical aspects of managing natural gas and energy on a reunified island. 



After these meetings, Eide expects to get an official response to his proposal with regard to the management of the issue of hydrocarbons. However, U.N. spokesman on Cyprus, Michel Bonnardeaux, told the Cyprus News Agency on Monday that the Greek Cypriot side has already rejected the proposal. "It's been rejected publicly, but nobody sat down and explained to him, so I think he'll be looking for that," Bonnardeaux added. 



Days after Greek Cyprus left the negotiating table in September, Eroğlu sent a letter to U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon calling for the resumption of negotiations. Likewise, Espen said in early November that they are working hard to see how they can develop conditions for going back to the table. However, Greek Cyprus's rejection to the new U.N. proposal is blocking prospects for the restarting peace talks.



FT

Egypt and Cyprus freeze out Turkey in possible gas deal

Daniel Dombey, Heba Saleh, and John Reed / November 25, 2014



Egypt and Cyprus are deepening energy co-operation, as an apparent anti-Turkey bloc emerges in the Eastern Mediterranean – potentially undermining US hopes that the area’s gas finds could reduce regional tensions.



At a tripartite Egyptian-Cypriot-Greek meeting in Nicosia on Tuesday, Sherif Ismail, Egypt’s petroleum minister, said Cairo would speed up talks to pipe Cypriot gas for domestic needs and possible re-export.



The use of the gas is a point of heated dispute between Cyprus and Ankara. “They should know that if they try to search for oil, natural gas, south of Cyprus we will not allow this,” Ahmet Davutoglu, Turkish prime minister, said on Tuesday. “The Mediterranean is also our sea – if necessary, we too will drill.”



But the ministers’ meeting in Nicosia was only the latest such gathering at a time when Turkey’s relations with many of its neighbours have deteriorated.

Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, Egypt’s president, held a summit with Nicos Anastasiades, the Cypriot president, and Antonis Samaras, Greece’s prime minister, in Cairo earlier this month. Cyprus and Egypt have both also strengthened ties with Israel, whose own relations with Turkey have become increasingly frayed as Ankara has increasingly championed the causes of the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas.



“This is an indication of how weakened Turkey’s ability is to form alliances in the region,” said Sinan Ulgen at Carnegie Europe, who added that Ankara’s ties with Islamist movements are seen as a threat to the status quo in several countries. “There is certainly an element of an anti-Turkey coalition forming here, although I see it as fragile and ineffective.”

Relations between Cairo and Ankara have deteriorated sharply since the Egyptian military ousted the elected Islamist government last year. Cairo said recently that it would not renew a 2012 three-year transit trade agreement with Turkey that provided an alternative to routes through war-torn Syria.



Meanwhile, Israel has drawn closer to Egypt, while its own relations with Turkey have grown increasingly bitter despite a bid to restore full diplomatic ties last year.



Cyprus denies seeking to establish an anti-Turkey coalition, but tensions between it and Ankara have risen noticeably in recent weeks because of the gas dispute.



Turkey last month dispatched an exploration vessel of its own to the waters off southern Cyprus – with a military escort – causing Cyprus to break off talks on the unification of the island.



“It’s an incursion, totally illegal . . . done through the use of force against a republic that’s not in any position to respond,” Ioannis Kasoulides, Cyprus’s foreign minister, said at the time.



Ankara, which has no diplomatic relations with Nicosia, argues that the exploitation of gas should be agreed with the Turkish Cypriot minority on the divided island and that Turkey itself is the most logical market for Cypriot gas.



But Egypt is experiencing gas shortages and has emerged as an alternative market. Cairo is also looking at transporting natural gas from Israel through a new underwater pipeline.



Mr Kasoulides told the Financial Times last month that Cyprus was in negotiations to “combine forces and pipelines” to go directly to liquefied natural gas stations in Egypt.



The Obama administration still holds out hope that the Eastern Mediterranean’s gas finds could bring the region together – and in particular act as a spur to the negotiations to reunify Cyprus.



“It holds the promise of enhancing stability and prosperity by bringing together Israel, Turkey, Egypt, Greece, Cyprus and hopefully one day Lebanon,” Joe BIDEN, US vice-president, said at the weekend, as he called for a de-escalation of tensions. “It also has the potential to bring new supplies into Europe, to increase its energy security.”



Famagusta Gazette Cyprus

BIDEN says US, Turkey need each other despite differences

November 25, 2014



THE US Vice President Joe BIDEN has stressed that the US needs Turkey and it seems that Turkey believes it needs the US, reports daily Zaman.



This despite the major differences on ways and means of dealing with the threat of the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) and Bashar al-Assad's regime in Syria.



Arriving in Istanbul on Friday evening, BIDEN had a working dinner with Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu and on Saturday he met with President Recep Tayyip Erdogan at Beylerbeyi Palace for a lengthy conversation, which lasted close to four hours, even though it was planned to last 45 minutes.



BIDEN and Erdogan held a joint press conference, but after making statements the leaders left without taking any questions from journalists.



During the press conference in Istanbul, BIDEN said: "We need Turkey. And I think Turkey believes that they need us, as well. We are close. We are going to continue to discuss how to approach each of these problems in the region.” 



He also strongly emphasized that the US-Turkish partnership is "as strong as it ever has been”, adding: "Today we're working closely together once again to meet the very pressing challenges of this moment and to further strengthen the strategic partnership between Turkey and America”.



The US is pushing Turkey to allow expanded access to the coalition forces to Incirlik Air Base in Adana province, which is in close proximity to ISIL targets inside both Syria and Iraq.



A senior US administration official told journalists en route to Turkey on Friday that the US has an "ISIL first, Iraq first strategy,” Today's Zaman reported. 



Turkey insists on removing the Assad regime from power as a priority and pushes for the establishment of an internationally accepted safe zone inside Syria.



"We agree with the Turks that there needs to be a political transition away from Assad as part of the endgame here. So we don't disagree with them on that. But at the moment our highest priority in Iraq and Syria is degrading and eventually defeating ISIL. We've stated that explicitly. We have an ISIL-first, Iraq-first strategy. But not an ISIL-only, Iraq-only strategy,” the senior administration official said.



On Cyprus, BIDEN recalled that he travelled to the island in May and met with both Turkish Cypriot and Greek Cypriot leaders, as the highest-ranking American in five decades to visit the island.



"Today, the potential exists -- if the political will is there -- to reach a solution that benefits everyone on the island and in the region. Right now, that requires a focus on de-escalating tensions and returning to the negotiating table in Cyprus,” he said.



BIDEN also said that given the significant energy potential in the eastern Mediterranean, the rewards to both communities on Cyprus of finding a cooperative path forward have never been greater.



The US Vice President also delivered a speech on European energy security at a conference held in Istanbul by the US-based think tank The Atlantic Council called "Energy and Economic Summit.”



During that speech BIDEN said he visited Cyprus because he wanted to encourage the Cypriots to develop their energy resources in cooperation with all of their neighbours and to make clear that everyone benefits if the entire eastern Mediterranean can work together to become a hub for natural gas markets.



The energy potential in the eastern Mediterranean holds the promise of enhancing stability and prosperity by bringing together Israel, Turkey, Egypt, Greece, Cyprus and Lebanon. "It also has the potential to bring new supplies into Europe, to increase its energy security by diversifying energy resources,” he said.



On the same issue, Ankara Anatolia news agency reported that BIDEN and his wife also visited the principal Greek Orthodox cathedral and the historic Suleymaniye Mosque in Istanbul.



Meanwhile, A.A. reports that during his visit, BIDEN met also with the Turkish Cypriot leader Dervis Eroglu.



UPI

VICE PRESIDENT BIDEN ANNOUNCES NEW HUMANITARIAN AID FOR SYRIAN CIVILIANS

November 25, 2014



ISTANBUL, Turkey, Nov. 22 (UPI) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN announced Saturday the United States will send $135 million more in humanitarian aid to Syrian civilians.



He was speaking at a news conference in Istanbul during a trip to visit Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan, according to the Wall Street Journal.



He also said the U.S. has already sent over $3 billion in aid to the country since conflicts arose in 2011. Turkey has taken in roughly 1.6 million refugees from Syria.



Roughly 300 turkish students and citizens protested the vice president's visit, and they held signs that said: "Yankee Go Home!" and "BIDEN get out. This country is ours." Though the protesters were not in view of the vice president.



It is estimated almost 200,000 people have died since the civil war began in Syria.



VOA

Political pressure mounts on Ukraine’s Poroshenko

By: Jamie Dettmer / November 25, 2014



Political pressure is mounting both at home and abroad on Ukraine’s President Petro Poroshenko, with critics arguing he lacks direction in combating a pro-Moscow insurgency in the east and not moving fast enough on reform.



A month after Ukraine held its first parliamentary polls since the ouster of pro-Moscow President Viktor Yanukovych, politicians continue to wrangle over the formation of a coalition government. Seeking to assuage criticism over the tardiness, Poroshenko promised Monday the country soon will have a new government.



The delay due to political jockeying over cabinet positions has attracted the irritation of visiting foreign leaders, including U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN. During a trip last week to Kyiv, he urged Ukraine’s political establishment to form a new government soon.



“It should be done in days not weeks,” BIDEN said.



Stalled reforms



With government formation delayed, so, too, are the sweeping reforms called for by the Maidan protesters who unseated Yanukovych earlier this year. And activists warn of trouble ahead if reform is not taken up quickly, and endemic political corruption stamped out.



Yuriy Bereza is the commander of the Dnipro militia, one of 37 pro-unity volunteer battalions that were formed to combat the Moscow-backed separatist insurgency in east Ukraine. He’s unhappy with the slow pace of change since the Maidan uprising.



“I don’t understand why it is all going so slow,” he said. And he doesn’t understand why the politicians are treating Ukraine “like a Lego toy,” assembling something one day only to throw it out the next to try something else. He fears that Poroshenko is not capable of rapid change.



Bereza is not the only one who is fearful. Alexander once owned a small advertising agency in Donetsk, but closed it and fled with his wife and two children when the city fell to separatist fighters.



The family is now living in one room, quickly exhausting its savings and is relying on charity to help. He said his future and Ukraine’s are inextricably tied, and that his biggest burden everyday is “living without any future plans. Live without understanding what will happen the next day.”



Complicating factors



Coming to grips with the consequences of Yanukovych‘s misrule wouldn’t be easy under any circumstances, but with a Moscow-backed separatist insurgency still raging in the east, it will be even harder for any new government to overcome the challenges.



Some pro-unity volunteer fighters are annoyed at the restraints on them. They would like to go on the offensive.



Dnipro battalion commander Bereza said he believes it would be possible to launch a commando raid on central Donetsk and recapture government buildings there from the separatists. Because of the Minsk cease-fire agreement, however, the government won’t give the go-ahead.



He said the separatists breach the truce daily, and Ukrainians are the only ones restraining themselves.



Once a new government is formed, many Ukrainians will expect rapid change and a solution to the insurgency. Some see that as a very tall order.
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Las Vegas Sun

Vice President Joe BIDEN to visit Las Vegas on Monday

By: Amber Phillips / October 1, 2014

Four weeks before the midterm elections, Vice President Joe BIDEN is returning to Las Vegas.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN to visit Las Vegas next week

October 1, 2014

White House officials say Vice President Joe BIDEN will be visiting Las Vegas next week for an event on the economy.



FOX KVVU

Vice President BIDEN to visit Las Vegas Oct. 6

By: Matt Guillermo / October 1, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN has scheduled a trip to Las Vegas for Monday, Oct. 6, the White House announced Wednesday.



WUSA

Vice President Joe BIDEN talks about jobs in America

Andrea A. McCarren / October 1, 2014

In President Obama's State of the Union address back in January, he designated Vice President Joe BIDEN to review the nation's job training programs. The goal was to ensure that workers have the skills they need to get good jobs that are ready to be filled.



Huffington Post

Here's How America Is Reacting Now That Ebola Has Arrived

By: Ryan Grenoble / October 1, 2014

In a one-hour period following the announcement, CNN reports Twitter handled 50,000 Ebola-related tweets. Those ranged from calm rationality and fact -- as seen here in a missive from Vice President Joe BIDEN...



Washington Post

Obama meets with Netanyahu at White House for first time since Gaza war began

By: Katie Zezima and Carol Morello / October 1, 2014

This is not the first time that Israeli settlements have intruded on high-level meetings between Americans and Israelis. In 2010, during a visit by Vice President BIDEN, Israel’s Interior Ministry announced that 1,600 housing units would be built for Jews in East Jerusalem. BIDEN condemned the construction as “precisely the kind of step that undermines the trust we need right now.”



Irish Central

An open letter to the new US Ambassador for Ireland, Kevin O’Malley

By: Eamon Delaney / October 1, 2014

Congratulations on your swearing-in by Vice President BIDEN and welcome to Ireland – at long last. It took almost two years to get you appointed, an extraordinarily long time to leave such a vacancy unfilled. But, hey, at least you are finally here. The post is what you make of it.



Wall Street Journal

For Julia Pierson, No Face-to-Face Meeting With Obama

By: Reid J. Epstein / October 1, 2014

In 2010, Mr. McChrystal, who headed international forces in Afghanistan, was dismissed within 40 hours of the president reading a Rolling Stone article in which the general mocked Vice President Joe BIDEN and other top administration officials.



The New Indian Express

Billy Joel, Yeats and Power Plugs - BIDEN, Kerry Host Lunch for Modi

By: Devirupa Mitra / October 2, 2014

Gift chocolates, red bandhani cloth covered tables with gold cutlery, military bands, menu catered by Washington's top Indian restaurant - the state department went all out for a luncheon hosted by Vice President Joe BIDEN and Secretary of State John Kerry for Prime Minister Narendra Modi.



The Hindu

Modi lunches with Kerry, BIDEN on final day

By: Narayan Lakshman and Suhasini Haidar / October 2, 2014

After solid, half-day of parleys on economic policy, counterterrorism cooperation and much more, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi is likely to have felt relief during lunch with U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joseph BIDEN.



Hindustan Times

‘Thank you, America’, Prime Minister Narendra Modi tells new converts

By: Yashwant Raj / October 1, 2014

“I was… blown away with Modi’s humour and confidence,” Wadhwa said after the state department luncheon by Joe BIDEN and John Kerry for the Prime Minister.



SWVA Today

SWCC awarded $2.5 million for training program

By: Jim Talbert / October 1, 2014

College administrators learned last week that they were awarded a $2.5 million Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training Grant.  The announcement came from the Office of Vice President Joseph BIDEN and the U.S. Department of Labor.



Bakersfield Now

Rally, tickets part of VPs visit to Bakersfield

October 1, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN’s visit to Bakersfield on Oct. 7 will feature a Rally for the Valley and require tickets.



Sun Sentinel

Charlie Crist wins support from presidential aspirants

By: Anthony Man / October 1, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in Broward County in mid-October to aid Crist's campaign for governor. The BIDEN events are scheduled for Oct. 13, a little more two weeks after the highest-profile surrogate to help Crist: former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.



Statehouse News Service

Baddour's Clinton fundraiser put on hold

October 1, 2014

While Michelle Obama will arrive in Boston on Friday to campaign for Democratic gubernatorial candidate Martha Coakley and Vice President Joseph BIDEN will be in Boston Thursday to raise money for the Democratic National Committee, there have yet to be any confirmed Clinton appearances in the Bay State this election cycle despite the former first lady's popularity - Clinton beat Barack Obama in the 2008 Massachusetts presidential primary.



National Review

In the Market for a Foreign Policy

By: Kevin D. Williamson / October 1, 2014

John McCain’s “Gates of Hell” model, which had sat for years unused — mint condition, never driven — seems to have been dusted off just recently by the Obama administration, in rhetoric if not in reality: “We will follow them to the gates of hell until they are brought to justice. Because hell is where they will reside. Hell is where they will reside.” That’s not John McCain in 2008 — that’s Joe BIDEN in 2014.



Talk Radio News Service

Lawmakers: Marine Imprisoned In Mexico Close To Release

October 1, 2014

“I am mystified that President Obama couldn’t find time between negotiating with terrorists to call our ally, the Mexican president, to appeal to him on behalf of our Marine,” Salmon said at the hearing. “I had a personal meeting with President BIDEN a week before the President was to speak with the president of Mexico, and I was told that they would be on top of it. I was told after the phone call that the president did not bring it up.”



Town Hall

White House Punts Concern For Sgt. Tahmooressi to State Department

By: Katie Pavlich / October 1, 2014

"Republican Ed Royce said today that he asked Vice President Joe BIDEN recently to ask Preident Obama to call the president of Mexico directly and get him [Tahmooressi] out of jail and he said that didn't happen. Why not?" Henry followed up. 



Breitbart

MICHELLE OBAMA AIDE TELLS REPORTERS NOT TO TALK TO AUDIENCE MEMBERS

By: Warner Todd Hutston / October 1, 2014

This isn't the first time that team Obama has tried to fully control every move made by journalists. In 2011, one reporter was detained in a storage closet by Vice President Joe BIDEN's staffers and prevented from reporting on a fundraiser. Several days later BIDEN had to apologize for the reporter's treatment.





Las Vegas Sun

Vice President Joe BIDEN to visit Las Vegas on Monday

By: Amber Phillips / October 1, 2014



Four weeks before the midterm elections, Vice President Joe BIDEN is returning to Las Vegas.



BIDEN is scheduled to be in Las Vegas on Monday "for an event on the economy," according to his office. More details on his plans weren't immediately available.



BIDEN visited Las Vegas in July to campaign for Democratic congressional candidate Erin Bilbray. He doesn't have any events scheduled with Bilbray this time around, according to her campaign.



BIDEN is a possible 2016 presidential contender. His visit is latest wave of high-profile Democrats coming to Las Vegas as the party looks to gain momentum for the Nov. 4 midterm elections. Hillary Clinton is speaking at University of Nevada, Las Vegas, fundraiser Oct. 13 and will also attend a fundraiser for Sen. Harry Reid.



Reid, a Nevada Democrat, is trying to keep a hold on his majority title in the Senate and potentially gear himself up for a 2016 re-election. Forecasts show Bilbray, who is challenging Republican Rep. Joe Heck for the seat to represent Las Vegas suburbs, has an uphill battle.



BIDEN was friends and colleagues with Bilbray’s father, retired Democratic Rep. James Bilbray



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN to visit Las Vegas next week

October 1, 2014



LAS VEGAS (AP) — White House officials say Vice President Joe BIDEN will be visiting Las Vegas next week for an event on the economy.



Officials said BIDEN will be coming on Monday, but didn't elaborate on the event he'll attend or its exact location.



The vice president last visited Las Vegas in late July, when he spoke at an NAACP convention and stumped for Democratic congressional candidate Erin Bilbray.



FOX KVVU

Vice President BIDEN to visit Las Vegas Oct. 6

By: Matt Guillermo / October 1, 2014



LAS VEGAS (FOX5) -Vice President Joe BIDEN has scheduled a trip to Las Vegas for Monday, Oct. 6, the White House announced Wednesday.



While immediate details of the visit were scant, the White House disclosed BIDEN's visit will be for an event on the economy.



The vice president of the United States last visited Southern Nevada in July as a speaker at the NAACP annual convention at the Mandalay Bay resort-casino.



In a rallying speech before the midterm elections, BIDEN decried voting restrictions, saying there were 83 attempts to restrict voting rights in 29 states.



WUSA

Vice President Joe BIDEN talks about jobs in America

Andrea A. McCarren / October 1, 2014



WASHINGTON (WUSA9) -- In President Obama's State of the Union address back in January, he designated Vice President Joe BIDEN to review the nation's job training programs. The goal was to ensure that workers have the skills they need to get good jobs that are ready to be filled.



Vice President BIDEN is optimistic about the future of this country. He knows on a very personal level how unemployment can devastate an entire family.



"I went to a Catholic prep school that my mom and dad couldn't afford," the Vice President recalled.



So as a teenager, he landed his first job, on the school's gardening crew.



"My working there, it paid part of my tuition. That was the first job I had," Vice President BIDEN said.



He would later earn money as a lifeguard, a truck driver and ultimately a lawyer, before moving into politics.



"I think that's what people down here forget, that this is about people's dignity," he said, referring to Washington, D.C.



In the early 1950s, Vice President BIDEN was in third grade when his father was laid off.



"I remember him sitting on the bed saying Joey, I'm going to Wilmington, Delaware. It's only 157 miles. I thought it was like forever," he said.



A young Joe BIDEN went to live with his grandparents. Today, he vividly remembers his father's sacrifice and calls it the longest walk a parent can make.



"And the longest walk is having to walk up those stairs like my dad did and say I'm gonna leave you here with grandpa," said Vice President BIDEN.



Like his father, individual Americans and entire communities have been eviscerated and demoralized by unemployment.



"Like you, I was in a family where when there was a recession, somebody around my dad's table, brother, sister, neighbor, friend was going to lose a job. Not everybody, but it's real. It's tangible," he said.



Today, Vice President BIDEN is passionate about finding jobs for Americans who want to work.



"These aren't minimum wage jobs. There are so many good jobs but people don't know how to get to them."



The Administration is pushing for partnerships with local community colleges and businesses to ensure those workers are ready.



"We need 635,000 more registered nurses. Average salary: $53,000 a year," he said. "We have 300,000 men and women coming home from Afghanistan and Iraq with post-traumatic stress and/or traumatic brain injury. We're significantly short on psychiatric nurses."



The Ready-to-Work plan includes training programs for the disabled, for college graduates in need of new skills, and for those who have been out of work for several years.



"For someone who has been out of work a long time and really wants to work, it is really debilitating. And that's the hardest nut to crack. And that is, the long-term unemployed. That's what we're working on, very hard," said the Vice President.



Before we closed, we asked the second most powerful man in the United States what his next job would be.



"Well," he laughed, "I hope the next one will be one that's fulfilling!"



In his report, the Vice President said having the most highly skilled workforce in the world is the key to economic success. You can see the Ready to Work plan right here: *Link*



Huffington Post

Here's How America Is Reacting Now That Ebola Has Arrived

By: Ryan Grenoble / October 1, 2014



On Tuesday, officials with the Center for Disease Control confirmed a patient in Dallas has been diagnosed with Ebola on American soil for the first time in history. Less than 24 hours after the announcement, here's how America is reacting as evidenced by online activity.



In a one-hour period following the announcement, CNN reports Twitter handled 50,000 Ebola-related tweets. Those ranged from calm rationality and fact -- as seen here in a missive from Vice President Joe BIDEN...



... to this simple, elegant "quiz" from Vox, which sums up the reality of Ebola's arrival in the U.S. perfectly:



Amid strong condemnation from others on Twitter, the hashtag "#ReplaceMovieTitleWithEbola" also began trending on the social network, as some sought to process fear through the lens of humor.



"You've Got Ebola," a riff on the movie "You've Got Mail," was a common submission, as was "Charlie and the Ebola Factory."



Comedy writer Travis Helwig perfectly summed up much of the reaction thusly:



Unsurprisingly, "Ebola" was also the number one search term on Google, mirroring the timeline of the current outbreak which began this Spring:



Perhaps the most appropriate response, however, is visible not online but at the Dallas Fort Worth airport, where CBS DFW reports no flights have been canceled. In Texas, as with the rest of the United States, there's heightened interest -- but it's ultimately business as usual.



Washington Post

Obama meets with Netanyahu at White House for first time since Gaza war began

By: Katie Zezima and Carol Morello / October 1, 2014



President Obama met with Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Wednesday, the first sit-down between the two since the war in Gaza began and the start of a U.S.-led offensive against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria.



The two leaders last met at the White House only seven months ago, but they returned to the Oval Office amid a dramatically changed Middle East. Because of the shifted landscape, few expect any grand gestures between the two men, who have had a fraught relationship.



“We meet at a challenging time,” Obama said before the meeting. “This gives us an opportunity, once again, to reaffirm the unbreakable bond between the United States and Israel.”



Shortly before the talk, a leftist group in Israel said that preparations are moving ahead to build a new settlement in East Jerusalem that will isolate several Palestinian neighborhoods and, critics say, endanger a two-state solution.



Peace Now said that late last week, the government published an official ad announcing final approval of a plan to build 2,610 units in Givat Hamatos, or Airplane Hill, a neighborhood between Jerusalem and Bethlehem.



The neighborhood has been in the planning stages for years. But after the plan was approved in late 2012, the required publication was put on hold. With the new ad, the government can issue tenders so construction can start.



“Givat Hamatos is destructive to the two state solution,” Peace Now said in a statement, noting that “it divides the potential Palestinian state and blocks the possibility to connect the Palestinian neighborhoods in south Jerusalem with the future Palestinian state. Netanyahu continues his policy to destroy the possibility of a two state solution. He is doing so in the West Bank, and he is doing so in East Jerusalem.”



This is not the first time that Israeli settlements have intruded on high-level meetings between Americans and Israelis. In 2010, during a visit by Vice President BIDEN, Israel’s Interior Ministry announced that 1,600 housing units would be built for Jews in East Jerusalem. BIDEN condemned the construction as “precisely the kind of step that undermines the trust we need right now.”



Netanyahu’s visit comes on the heels of a fiery speech he made at the United Nations last week, in which he called Hamas and the Islamic State “branches of the same poisonous tree.” The United States, and most other governments, do not share the view that all militant Islamic groups pose the same threat to the West. A White House official said the administration doesn’t think Netanyahu — or anyone else — is suggesting that the United States wage a military campaign against Hamas that is similar to what it is doing against the Islamic State.



“Our position on Hamas is clear. Hamas is a Foreign Terrorist Organization. That said, Israel is respecting a cease-fire with Hamas and we have supported that effort as well,” said Bernadette Meehan, a National Security Council spokeswoman. “Our focus — and the focus of the international community and our regional partners — is on degrading and ultimately destroying ISIL,” she said, using an acronym for the Islamic State.



Netanyahu praised the United States on Wednesday for its campaign against the Islamic State.



“Israel fully supports your effort and your leadership to defeat ISIS,” Netanyahu said. “We think everybody should support this.”



Netanyahu was expected in the private meeting to reprise some of the same themes he brought up in his speech at the United Nations last week, said Zalman Shoval, a former Israeli ambassador to the United States and an adviser to Netanyahu.



Iran is at the top of Netanyahu’s agenda. Netanyahu raised concerns Wednesday about the lifting of sanctions against the country and leaving Iran as a “threshold nuclear power.”



“And I firmly hope that under your leadership that will not happen,” he said.



Israel is alarmed by what it views as the potential for a budding relationship between the United States and Iran in the fight against the Islamic State, which now controls a broad swath of territory in Syria and Iraq. The United States is leading nuclear talks with Iran, and a deadline for coming up with a plan is less than two months away. Israel has been issuing dire warnings that Iran cannot be trusted as a leading state sponsor of international terrorism.



“To say that Iran doesn’t practice terrorism is like saying Derek Jeter never played shortstop for the New York Yankees,” Netanyahu said before the United Nations.



The Israelis say there is little reason to differentiate between militant Islamic groups and states such as Iran. But Netanyahu was not expected to spend much time talking with Obama about its decades-long conflict with the Palestinians. After 50 days of war in the Gaza Strip, and with American attention focused on pushing back the Islamic State in Syria, Israel is emboldened to think it can put its issues with the Palestinians on the back shelf for now.



“The picture is clearer” after the war in Gaza, Shoval said. About 2,100 Palestinians were killed, according to the United Nations, and 73 Israelis, most of them soldiers.



“There will be a lot of trouble in the Middle East for many years to come. You may say Israel has an interest in coming to terms with the Palestinians. But it’s not the main issue anymore. It’s secondary,” he said.



Netanyahu thanked the United States for its “unflinching support you gave Israel during our difficult days” during the Gaza war.



Netanyahu was expected to praise Obama for stating in his U.N. speech last week that the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is not the main source of problems in the region. Israel has long argued that. However, Obama also said the status quo is not sustainable and he urged Israelis and Palestinians to keep trying to negotiate a settlement. For the time being, at least, the Israeli government considers the status quo not only sustainable but preferable while the Middle East is so chaotic and unpredictable.



Obama said Wednesday that “we have to find a way to change the status quo so that both Israeli citizens are safe in their own homes. But also that we don’t have the tragedy of Palestinian children being killed as well. And so we’ll discuss extensively both the situation in rebuilding Gaza but also how can we find a more sustainable peace between Israelis and Palestinians.”



Obama and Netanyahu have long had a nettlesome relationship. Some of the tension spilled over this summer amid the Gaza war, even as the United States was supplying more equipment to Israel so it could shoot down rockets directed at it from Gaza. In a phone conversation as the United States was urging another cease-fire, Netanyahu bluntly told senior U.S. officials never to “second guess” him on Hamas.



Israeli government officials also were critical of Secretary of State John F. Kerry as he sought to secure a cease-fire between Israel and Hamas, leading the State Department to counter that Kerry was being made the scapegoat of a “misinformation campaign” in Israel.



Irish Central

An open letter to the new US Ambassador for Ireland, Kevin O’Malley

By: Eamon Delaney / October 1, 2014



Congratulations on your swearing-in by Vice President BIDEN and welcome to Ireland – at long last. It took almost two years to get you appointed, an extraordinarily long time to leave such a vacancy unfilled. But, hey, at least you are finally here.The post is what you make of it.



Your predecessors include illustrious names like Jean Kennedy Smith and the author William V Shannon. But it also includes low-profile time-servers who were barely visible. It was often a retirement ‘honor run’ for those who had been good to the Democrats or Republicans (or just the US itself), but it also has great potential and prestige. And you get a residence in the Phoenix Park, second only to that of the Irish President.



You come to Ireland at a good time. After cutbacks and austerity the country is finally recovering economically from the crash of five years ago.



While you are here, Ambassador, you will find many paradoxes. You will find a country that is not in NATO and which values its long standing military neutrality, but which is nevertheless highly supportive and affectionate towards the US and which allows the US military to use Shannon Airport as a major transit point. So that’s a conundrum to be thankful for.



Ireland had a day of mourning for the 9/11 attacks and it showed a huge outpouring of sympathy. But it also had huge marches against the US-led invasion of Iraq in 2003. So tread carefully when talking about your War on Terror. The Irish generally support the US efforts, especially against the ISIS barbarians currently holding sway in Syria and Iraq, but we are extremely wary of getting caught up in any geo-political struggles or foreign wars.



We’ve had enough war in our own history. And this is what makes us so affectionate towards America as a country. It was a refuge and land of opportunity for millions of Irish fleeing hunger, conflict and colonial domination by Britain. We remember all that, and if we don’t, the old timers and the Irish Americans will remind us.



Even today, the US offers a promising escape from recession and crisis at home. But you know all this, Ambassador: it is top of your background brief. This is the easy bit – the historic and ethnic links, the cultural and societal ties. And the pride that we helped to build America and that Irish Americans are at the top of American society and politics.



It’s a two way street. Ireland has put a lot of store on foreign direct investment and the US is top of the list and always was, employing over 100,000 people. It is an investment still growing, with investors snapping up property and other assets sold off as result of the crash.



US investors also come here because of our famously low corporate tax rate (12.5%), and this may be the tricky part of your job. A lot of US politicians, and Europeans, want Ireland to abandon this low tax rate, but a lot of US companies want it to stay. Either way, Ireland will to have to address the matter soon, as it will the more notorious issue of being a base for tax avoidance, and for ‘inversion’ by US companies. However, our low corporate tax has become a sacrosanct principle of our economic success, so there will be a real battle on this.



However, as Ambassador, you cannot directly influence these major issues, but you can convey, represent and communicate. There are some things that are under your control.



How about making an application for a US visa a more pleasant experience? Since 9/11, American has, in the opinion of many of us, suffered a paranoid attitude to its own security and well-being.



Unfortunately, this sometimes means a brusque and even aggressive attitude by US customs, visa and immigration services, with seemingly inexplicable reasons for visa delays or refusals. Improvements in these things go a long way.



After all, ‘America is only the next parish’ they used to say looking out to sea, on the Irish west coast, when the emigrants left their thatched cottages and went off to find fortune in Boston and New York. It was right across the Atlantic but it didn’t even seem like a foreign country – it seemed like a hinterland. Last week, the Mayor of Boston, Marty Walsh, visited Galway and the birthplace of his parents. And you don’t even have to have Irish blood to come here – just ask Kanye West and Kim Kardashian. They came here for their honeymoon.



So Ambassador, it’s a nice gig and really you are pushing an open and welcome door. But it is very much what you make it. For example, one of the things that Irish are most grateful for is the direct US involvement in getting peace in Northern Ireland, an involvement that still continues with the recent efforts of Gary Hart and Richard Haass. And it was a successful process that all began, back in the 1900s, with Bill Clinton in the White House, listening to Senator Ted Kennedy and with the latter’s sister, Jean Kennedy Smith, acting as a valuable presence on the ground as US Ambassador in Dublin. So just remember that, as you look out the windows of your wonderful residence in the Phoenix Park. The gig is what you make it.



Wall Street Journal

For Julia Pierson, No Face-to-Face Meeting With Obama

By: Reid J. Epstein / October 1, 2014



Secret Service Director Julia Pierson was fired so fast she didn’t even get a face-to-face meeting with the president.



Ms. Pierson, already under fire due to cascading scandals at the agency tasked with protecting the president, sealed her fate with a disastrous performance before the House Oversight Committee Tuesday. By mid-afternoon, when Sen. Chuck Schumer (D., N.Y.) called for her resignation, the show was already over.



The 30-year Secret Service veteran left the Obama administration in record time for someone appointed by the president. The only other key officials fired in the midst of a public storm were Gen. Stanley McChrystal, whom President Barack Obama inherited upon becoming president, and former Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki, who lingered for weeks amid growing concerns about VA facilities.



But unlike those two, who each got an Oval Office meeting upon their departures from the government, Ms. Pierson spoke with Mr. Obama by phone, White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest said Wednesday. That conversation took place after she’d already submitted her resignation to Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson.



Mr. Obama “took time out of his day” to call Ms. Pierson, Mr. Earnest said. Unlike Mr. Shinseki’s departure, there was no sign the president regretted her resignation. “The president is deeply appreciative of her service,” Mr. Earnest said.



In 2010, Mr. McChrystal, who headed international forces in Afghanistan, was dismissed within 40 hours of the president reading a Rolling Stone article in which the general mocked Vice President Joe BIDEN and other top administration officials.



And Mr. Shinseki was under fire for weeks before he quit this past May amid the crisis at VA health care facilities. Mr. Obama also met with David Petraeus before he resigned as CIA chief amid a scandal over an extramarital affair.



Ms. Pierson’s predecessor at the helm of the Secret Service, Mark Sullivan, left the Secret Service in March 2013 – retiring with three weeks notice – nearly a year after the scandal involving agents bringing prostitutes to a hotel in Cartegena, Colombia.



But for Ms. Pierson things were different. The first call for her resignation in the wake of an intruder scaling the White House fence and entering the residence on Sept. 19 came Tuesday night, when Rep. Jason Chaffetz (R., Utah) told Fox News that she should go. At the same time reports emerged that a man providing security during the president’s trip to Atlanta had a gun on him while riding an elevator together.



On Wednesday morning, the House Oversight Committee’s leading Democrat, Rep. Elijah Cummings (D., Md.), said she “has to go.” By the time House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D., Calif.) and Mr. Schumer followed, Ms. Pierson had already submitted her resignation to Mr. Johnson.



The New Indian Express

Billy Joel, Yeats and Power Plugs - BIDEN, Kerry Host Lunch for Modi

By: Devirupa Mitra / October 2, 2014



WASHINGTON: Gift chocolates, red bandhani cloth covered tables with gold cutlery, military bands, menu catered by Washington's top Indian restaurant - the state department went all out for a luncheon hosted by Vice President Joe BIDEN and Secretary of State John Kerry for Prime Minister Narendra Modi.



As the luminaries of Washington looked on, both of them with humour and sincerity praised the success of Modi's visit on Tuesday afternoon - the last day of the four-day long-awaited trip.



"I’m forced to admit that no matter how warm our welcome here today, we’re never going to be able to top your rock star reception at Madison Square Garden," Kerry  said, as Modi also laughed along with the audience.



"Billy Joel called me this morning to make sure you hadn’t taken his regular gig there," he added to guffaws, while PM kept smiling.



He referred to US and India as two friends who a matchmaker believes are made for each other. "And you sort of have that, “Oh, you have so much in common. If only you’d spend more time together," said Kerry.



The Vice President Joseph BIDEN in his speech pointed out that he had an Indian connection through an ancestor - an English merchant who settled down in India. "So there are three Indian BIDEN families in Mumbai. Mr Prime Minister, I am coming home with you," he said.



He quoted the Irish poet Yeats, who he noted was a great admirer of Rabindranath Tagore. BIDEN said that Yeat's words for Tagore could be used for India today, "a diverse community humming with dynamism and energy, a great and ancient society reinventing itself to be able to thrive in the 21st century".



Modi himself used an interesting analogy that both had to take extra steps bring together the different systems. "You use a system which is 120-volts, and we use 220-volt system in India. So 120 and 220 – when you have to bring them together and the difference in the energy which is there, so we’ll have to undertake necessary steps in order to bring it together, and I’m sure we’ll succeed in it," he said.



The audience included former secretary of state Henry Kissinger, House minority leader Nancy Pelosi, Secretary of Energy Ernest Moniz, former Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner, Industrialists Mukesh Ambani and Anand Mahindra.



The entire sit-down dinner had been catered by chef Vivek Sunderam of DC's Rasika restaurant - one of its most successful restaurants.



The dessert was especially specially - with two glasses, one in the colours of the Indian flag and another in Americans hues. It was called the "friendship parfait".



Further, all guests got to take with them a sweet return gift - chocolates manufactured by an Indian-American firm.



The Hindu

Modi lunches with Kerry, BIDEN on final day

By: Narayan Lakshman and Suhasini Haidar / October 2, 2014



After solid, half-day of parleys on economic policy, counterterrorism cooperation and much more, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi is likely to have felt relief during lunch with U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joseph BIDEN.



Although Mr. Modi was unable, owing to his Navratri fast, to savour the fare prepared by Indian-American chef Vikram Sunderam, that did not come in the way of the Prime Minister and his two hosts reaffirming their mutual warmth and confidence that the bilateral relationship would work through ups and downs towards ultimate success as it had done in the past.



In doing so, State Department Spokesperson Jen Psaki said, “They all sort of laughed at the jokes they tried during their remarks, some funnier than others, always – that’s always true.” She, however, did not confirm whether India had made any commitments to the U.S. in the context of Mr. Obama’s need to build an alliance for the fight against the Islamic State jihadist militants in Syria and Iraq.



Mr. Kerry alluded to the Prime Minister’s ultra-popular community reception at Madison Square Garden in New York on Sunday, saying, “Billy Joel called me this morning to make sure you hadn’t taken his regular gig there.”



Highlighting the Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas policy agenda identified by Mr. Modi, Mr. Kerry reiterated some of the key areas of bilateral cooperation that could help achieve this, saying, “We’re already working together in a crucial number of efforts. Already today our two navies are safeguarding vital trade routes off the Horn of Africa. Today, our engineers are retrofitting telecom networks to run on solar power together. Our scientists are developing new drugs to treat malaria. Our businesses are trading more together – a fivefold increase since the year 2000.”



Mr. Modi referenced what he may believe are core differences between India and the U.S., saying, “There are certain problems. You use a system which is 120-volts, and we use 220-volt system in India. So 120 and 220 – when you have to bring them together and the difference in the energy which is there, so we’ll have to undertake necessary steps in order to bring it together, and I’m sure we’ll succeed in it.”



It was ultimately however Mr. BIDEN who sprang a special surprise on his guests. Starting out by saying, “Happy Navratri, Mr. Prime Minister. ,” he added “The Irish part of me is hard to admit, but was an English sea captain who settled and lived in India, and there are three BIDEN families in Mumbai. So I’m going home with you, Prime Minister.”



After the lunch and a few final meetings Mr. Modi was set to leave for India via Andrews Air Force base.



Hindustan Times

‘Thank you, America’, Prime Minister Narendra Modi tells new converts

By: Yashwant Raj / October 1, 2014



Vivek Wadhwa, a Silicon Valley tech-thinker, came to DC somewhat leery of the hype around Prime Minister Narendra Modi. He left Tuesday evening a complete convert.



“I was… blown away with Modi’s humour and confidence,” Wadhwa said after the state department luncheon by Joe BIDEN and John Kerry for the Prime Minister.



“I talked to Modi only very briefly, though. But he won me over....I was on the fence until today.”



Modi left for home after a four-and-a-half day US tour a very satisfied man, pleased with what he is taking home (see box), and the impact he has had on Americans.

Pete Sessions, chairman of the House ethics committee, was absolutely charmed. He said Modi reminded him of President Ronald Reagan, the nearest thing to God to Republicans.



Read: Narendra Modi’s US trip high on optics, low on substance



“I had a very successful tour,” Modi told an audience at his last stop, an event hosted by the USIBC, from where he was to head straight to the airport for his flight home.



“Thank you, America,” he said, waving to the audience.



But were there milestone achievements or major announcements? There were no investment packages of the kind Modi brought from Japan or the one Xi Jinping brought.



“No,” said Michael Kugleman of Wilson Center, “But we shouldn’t have expected any. For Obama and Modi, the visit was all about the basics: getting to know each other, committing to get the relationship back on track, and promising to push toward even greater cooperation.”



One think-tanker differed: “In terms of optics it was a huge success, but are we to overlook the absence of deliverables — packages.” He said he would hold his verdict for now.



Here is a quick re-cap of Modi’s visit:



Day 1, September 26: A quiet evening at the hotel.



Day 2, September 27: After his maiden speech at UNGA, diplomats, UN staffers and three Prime Ministers queue up to greet him backstage. X-Men star Hugh Jackman introduces him at the Global Citizens festival. The prime minister speaks in English, connects with a largely American audience, all young.



Day 3, September 28: He gets a rockstar reception from the Indian American community at Madison Square Garden, with over 30 US lawmakers present.



Day 4, September 29: Seventeen of the world’s most powerful business leaders meet him in his suite — including Lloyd Blankfein, Jeff Imelt, Henry Kravis, Indra Nooyi.



He ends the day in DC, with a quiet dinner with President Barack Obama, and aides. They connect. Modi said later “we have similar interests” and “our wavelengths matched”.



Day 5, September 30: India-US formal bilateral meeting goes on for two hours, after which Obama accompanies Modi to the memorial of Martin Luther King.



That was noted. Experts found a renewed commitment by the two countries to the relationship. For Teresita Schaffer, the timing itself was a significant achievement.



She said the US normally never agrees to bilateral summits in DC during the UNGA. “If they agree to one there will be requests for more,” she said, “which they cannot turn down.”



Read: Modi returns home after hectic US visit



Obama took that chance, she added, and that points to something that had been missing earlier. Modi, too, took a chance, said Kugleman. He could have declined the invitation.



“Instead, he accepted it and took full advantage of his time in Washington. This is a strong signal of his intention to move beyond the past and to get this relationship back on track.”



And that looks like Mission Accomplished.



SWVA Today

SWCC awarded $2.5 million for training program

By: Jim Talbert / October 1, 2014



A $2.5 million grant will enable Southwest Virginia Community College to create new engines of economic growth in the region.



College administrators learned last week that they were awarded a $2.5 million Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training Grant.  The announcement came from the Office of Vice President Joseph BIDEN and the U.S. Department of Labor.



“We are extremely pleased to be one of only four Virginia Community Colleges that received this highly competitive grant,” said Dr. J. Mark Estepp, president of SWCC. “These funds will help us to expand and improve our ability to deliver education and career training programs that can be completed in a six-month, accelerated format using the PluggedInVA model.   Our goal is to prepare program participants for employment in high-skill occupations with a livable wage.”



Through these multi-year grants, the Department of Labor is helping to ensure that our nation's institutions of higher education are helping adults succeed in acquiring the skills, degrees, and credentials needed for high-wage, high-skill employment, while also meeting the needs of employers for skilled workers.           



“I would certainly like to commend Phyllis Roberts, vice president of Institutional Advancement and James Dye, dean of the college’s Business, Engineering, and Industrial Technology division, for their hard work in developing this proposal.”



According to Roberts, the grant will partner with several community organizations, including the Southwest Regional Adult Education Office’s PluggedInVA program. “We are very proud that Southwest was chosen to participate in this exciting program that will help to strengthen our region’s skilled workforce. PluggedInVA combines contextualized GED curriculum, the Career Readiness Certificate, college curriculum totaling 12-28 credits, an array of support services, and industry-recognized certifications.”



The program will target advanced manufacturing and carpentry occupations and establish a pathway for adults to obtain their GED while also earning college credit. SWCC has also partnered with four-year institutions in the region to build on current articulation agreements (transfer of credit agreements between colleges) for those students who want to further their education after completing these programs.



“The grant will enable Southwest to develop and implement curriculum for students to earn nationally recognized credentials in precision machining, CNC, welding, and industrial maintenance. Building a pool of workers to fulfill high-demand, high-wage jobs available in advanced manufacturing is the major focus of this initiative,” said James Dye, the college’s dean of Business, Engineering, and Industrial Technology.



State-of-the-art technology and simulations will be utilized in the program development, in conjunction with instructional technology tools and methods that are proven to support learners and create engaging, hands-on experiences. Access to SWCC’s PluggedInVA courses will be expanded through implementation of online coursework and development of flexible scheduling options for students.



Bakersfield Now

Rally, tickets part of VPs visit to Bakersfield

October 1, 2014



BAKERSFIELD, Calif. (KBAK/KBFX) - Vice President Joe BIDEN’s visit to Bakersfield on Oct. 7 will feature a Rally for the Valley and require tickets. 



Details were announced Tuesday evening in a news release from the campaign office of congressional candidate Amanda Renteria.



The rally in support of Democratic candidates Renteria and Sen. Alex Padilla will take place at California State University, Bakersfield's Icardo Center hours before a congressional debate hosted by Eyewitness News at the same location.



Padilla is running for Secretary of State.



Anybody interested in attending the rally can pick up tickets at the California Democratic Party Central Valley offices, as well as at the Renteria for Congress office in Sanger. Tickets are limited and will be available on a first come, first served basis.



Get tickets at the following locations: 



Bakersfield CDP office, 1522 18th St., Ste. 203, second floor of the Moronet professional building

Delano CDP office, 1224 Jefferson St., Ste. 2

Hanford CDP office, 804 N. Irwin St., Ste. A

Sanger CDP office and Renteria for Congress office, 533 7th St., Ste. 104



For more information, call (559) 776-2753.  



The debate between the congressional candidates will not be open to the public. However, it will air live beginning at 5:30 p.m. on KBAK, your CBS station, and stream live online at BakersfieldNow.com. 



Renteria, a Democrat from Sanger, is looking to unseat Rep. David Valadao, R-Handford, for California’s 21st Congressional District.



“I’m looking forward to discussing with Vice President BIDEN the issues that affect our Central Valley,” said Renteria in a statement. “It’s important that our elected leaders come to our Valley and hear directly from our families.”



Sun Sentinel

Charlie Crist wins support from presidential aspirants

By: Anthony Man / October 1, 2014



The roster of potential Democratic presidential candidates who've come to the aid of Charlie Crist is about to grow, powered by political megastars.



Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in Broward County in mid-October to aid Crist's campaign for governor. The BIDEN events are scheduled for Oct. 13, a little more two weeks after the highest-profile surrogate to help Crist: former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.



She'll help Crist with a Miami fundraiser on Thursday, when she'll be in town for a book signing at Books & Books in Coral Gables.



BIDEN will be the headliner for a Crist fundraiser at the Parkland home of Mike Moskowitz, one of Broward's top Democratic money raisers and an early Crist supporter. Co-hosts for the event include County Commissioner Stacy Ritter and lobbyist Russ Klenet and others are being added, Moskowitz said.



A public event is also planned for that day, but Moskowitz said he didn't know details. Democratic insiders said one venue under consideration is the Wynmoor Village condominium community in Coconut Creek, a venue he's appeared at before.



South Florida's three big counties are critical for Democrats' hopes of winning the governorship. Crist needs a big victory in the region to offset more Republican territory elsewhere in the state. His problem is that Democrats have trouble turning out their voters in midterm elections between presidential contests.



It's in the interest of potential Democratic presidential candidates to help Crist. It allows them to build chits that can be cashed in if they're running — something that's especially important for non-Clinton candidates.



And having a Democratic governor would help the party's 2016 presidential nominee in what Broward party Chairman Mitch Ceasar termed "the ultimate mega swing state."



Florida awards 29 electoral votes, more than 10 percent of the number needed to win the presidency. Each of the other top three states — California, New York and Texas are lopsided and there's little doubt about which party will win their electoral votes.



The appearance of BIDEN, a possible presidential candidate in 2016, and Clinton, a likely 2016 candidate, are the latest in a series since Crist won the Aug. 26 primary.



• Former President Bill Clinton campaigned for Crist in Miami on Sept. 5.



• Massachusetts Gov. Deval Patrick, another possible 2016 candidate, campaigned for Crist in Broward, Palm Beach and Miami-Dade counties on Sept. 8.



• Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley, another possible 2016 candidate, campaigned with Crist in Broward on Sept. 21.



Republicans also are cognizant of the importance of Florida, and Republican Gov. Rick Scott isn't going without help from his party's potential presidential field including Chris Christie, Bobby Jindal, Jeb Bush and Marco Rubio.



• Christie, the New Jersey governor, has been to the state more than once on Scott's behalf, most recently on Sept. 12 for a campaign swing through the Panhandle. Scott needs a good Republican showing in that region to help offset Crist in South Florida.



• Jindal, the governor of Louisiana, gave Scott a boost the next day. He was the featured speaker at the Republican Party of Florida's 2012 Victory Dinner on Sept. 13 at Walt Disney World's Grand Floridian resort.



• Bush, the former Florida governor, campaigned with Scott over the summer.



• And on Oct. 24, Bush and U.S. Sen. Marco Rubio, R-Fla., are headlining a fundraising event for Scott at the Biltmore Hotel in Coral Gables.



Statehouse News Service

Baddour's Clinton fundraiser put on hold

October 1, 2014



BOSTON — Hillary Clinton's active fundraising schedule has been cut back following the birth of her first granddaughter Charlotte last Friday, putting on hold a Washington D.C. soiree scheduled for Tuesday that former state Sen. Steven Baddour planned to host.



The Methuen Democrat had planned to host Clinton at the Washington office of his law firm McDermott Will & Emery for a fundraiser for New Hampshire state Sen. Lou D'Allesandro of Manchester.

Clinton cancelled the event after her daughter Chelsea gave birth last week to daughter Charlotte Clinton Mezvinsky, according to the Associated Press.



The Baltimore Sun is also reporting that Clinton bowed out of a Tuesday fundraiser for Maryland Lt. Gov. Anthony Brown, and is sending her husband, former president Bill Clinton, instead.



While Michelle Obama will arrive in Boston on Friday to campaign for Democratic gubernatorial candidate Martha Coakley and Vice President Joseph BIDEN will be in Boston Thursday to raise money for the Democratic National Committee, there have yet to be any confirmed Clinton appearances in the Bay State this election cycle despite the former first lady's popularity - Clinton beat Barack Obama in the 2008 Massachusetts presidential primary.



Baddour declined to comment on the D'Allesandro fundraiser or whether he would try to persuade Hillary Clinton to drop by Massachusetts before Nov. 4. Baddour supported Treasurer Steve Grossman in the Democratic primary for governor. The D'Allesandro event has not yet been rescheduled.



National Review

In the Market for a Foreign Policy

By: Kevin D. Williamson / October 1, 2014



Conservatives like to talk about “the marketplace of ideas.” I’m in the market for a foreign policy. Whatcha got?



The last new one conservatives had was the 2001 model that the voters traded in in 2008, and some of us are looking back on it with nostalgia. Not me: The Bush approach has some serious miles on it and has been in at least one major wreck. I liked George W. Bush’s style, but I am not in the market for any new nation-building campaigns or idealistic crusades for global democracy. My threshold for another commitment to open-ended war is pretty high right now.



John McCain’s “Gates of Hell” model, which had sat for years unused — mint condition, never driven — seems to have been dusted off just recently by the Obama administration, in rhetoric if not in reality: “We will follow them to the gates of hell until they are brought to justice. Because hell is where they will reside. Hell is where they will reside.” That’s not John McCain in 2008 — that’s Joe BIDEN in 2014.

 

I wonder if anybody takes that seriously. The Obama administration’s model of foreign policy is really no policy at all. Obama’s strategy in 2008 was: “I’m not George W. Bush.” Obama’s strategy in 2014 is: “I’m still not George W. Bush,” and, sotto voce, “though I may find myself forced into doing a pretty good imitation of him.” As many abler critics than I have pointed out, its key problem — other than failing to secure U.S. interests — is that it leaves both allies and enemies uncertain as to how the world’s most powerful nation will react in any given situation. That makes for national insecurity, not national security.



The major Republican figure whose views normally are closest to my own is Senator Rand Paul, but his foreign policy is starting to resemble the Frankenstein’s monster of a Cadillac in Johnny Cash’s “One Piece at a Time,” a conglomeration of pieces from models that don’t quite fit together. One day he’s sniffing at Hillary Clinton as a “war hawk,” the next day soaring right beside her. His recent have-it-both-ways stand on the Middle East — “I think we are doing the right thing but just in the wrong way” — strikes me as being too much like a Hillary pantsuit: a little too artfully tailored, with an eye to the audience.



Mitt Romney’s foreign policy — like McCain’s, it’s mint condition, never driven — was autobiography: “I’m smarter than these other guys, I have a better grip on how the world works, and my day-to-day management will provide the results we want if not necessarily the moral clarity we desire.” In retrospect, that looks pretty good. “Romney was right” has emerged as a minor journalism genre, and on a great many foreign policy questions — the character of the Russian government, the prominence of Syria among our challenges — Romney proved prescient. As a manager of complex enterprises, it is impossible to imagine that a Romney administration would have done anything other than outperform the feckless fumblers currently bouncing around global affairs like a bunch of human pinballs.



But a Romney policy only gets you part of the way there. I’d trust a Mitt Romney, a Rick Perry, or a Scott Walker to do the job the right way. But we need a foreign policy that answers two related but not identical questions: What should we do? What are we going to do? All the competence in the world is of no use if you’re super-competent at the wrong thing.



What else do we have on offer? Senator Marco Rubio gave a big foreign-policy speech in which he began by demolishing a straw-man version of Senator Paul’s stance. “There have always been those who argue that America shouldn’t concern herself with the affairs of the world,” he said, but that’s not really true. Senator Rubio gives a very good speech, but the substance of his remarks — spend more money, kick more ass, and kick it with a bigger boot — was mostly familiar stuff. But we should acknowledge that he is one of the few prominent figures on the right, or in public life, for that matter, with the brass to bluntly and unapologetically link defense spending with entitlement reform: You want to spend more on ships and airplanes, you have to cut elsewhere, and happy talk about “waste and fraud” isn’t going to cut it when by far the biggest chunk of the budget is made up of Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid. So, to that extent, at least, advantage Rubio. But I’m far from sold on his basic model of return to maximum hawkishness.



Which is to say: I’m still shopping.



The Islamic State’s rampage in Syria and Iraq represents a typical U.S. foreign-policy dilemma: Should we let al-Qaeda-affiliated jihadists run wild, or should we fight a war that in the end inevitably serves the interests of the atomic ayatollahs in Iran, our most dangerous enemy in the region?



If I thought that the United States could be Switzerland, I’d be tempted to import that foreign policy: Trade with everybody, get rich, and be armed to the teeth in case you have to keep the global riff-raff at bay. But the United States is not a tiny, landlocked, Alpine country noted for its excellence in banking and watch-making. But I am in the market for some creative thinking about how to use our economic weapons — from trade to our newly abundant energy supply to the fact that the elites of every country, including our bitterest rivals, want to send their children to college here — to supplement what we’re all calling “boots on the ground” now. I would not object to dispatching some serious green-eyeshade types to the Pentagon to figure out how it has come to pass that we’re still spending far too much money on defense while seemingly cutting all the wrong spending.



And while I sympathize with Jonah Goldberg’s view that “National Honor Matters,” I am very open to the prospect of simply buying off those who can be bought. While the prospect may rankle, if doing so means lower expenditures in treasure and blood both, consider Sun Tzu’s advice to those in his time who resisted the use of spies, considering the proposition either too expensive or dishonorable: Failing to make use of available advantages, “simply because one grudges the outlay of a hundred ounces of silver in honors and emoluments, is the height of inhumanity.”



What I am most in the market for is a foreign policy that marries a humane and prudent vision of our national interest to the operational competence necessary to ensure that we do not spend decade after decade scrambling to react to the mistakes of the immediate past. So far, I’m not buying what anybody’s selling.



Talk Radio News Service

Lawmakers: Marine Imprisoned In Mexico Close To Release

October 1, 2014



Marine Sgt. Andrew Tahmooressi’s six-month-long nightmare in a Mexican prison is coming to an end, according to Rep. Matt Salmon (R-AZ), Chair of the Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on the Western Hemisphere. Salmon told Tahmooressi’s mother, Jill, at a Wednesday committee hearing that the Mexican Attorney General told him the case will be dismissed as soon as Mexico verifies that the 25-year-old veteran suffers from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. 



“The Mexican Attorney General explained to me that he has the authority to dismiss the case on humanitarian grounds once he has specific testimony corroborating PTSD,” Salmon said.



Tahmooressi, who was diagnosed with PTSD by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs a week before he was arrested, maintains that on March 31, 2014, he took a wrong turn in his truck on the California side of Tijuana and wound up in Mexico. He was found with ammunition, an AR-15 rifle, a .45 caliber pistol and a shotgun. He was reportedly tortured at one facility and was moved to his current location – the El Hongo Penitentiary in Tecate, Mexico.



Jill Tahmooressi, who was joined by television personality and Marine/Navy veteran Montel Williams, testified on her son’s behalf. She now expects her son’s case to be dismissed in a matter of weeks.



“It is six months and we are still connecting the dots,” she said. “With no visible sign indicating how to turn around and no U.S. presence at the border, Andrew purposefully stops at the first Mexican official he sees and explains, ‘I got lost, took a wrong turn and ended up here by mistake. I have all of my possessions in my truck, including three U.S. legally purchased firearms. Can you show me how to get back to the border?’”



Williams broke out in tears three times during the hearing.



Montel Williams, television personality, former Marine and Navy Lt. Col., testifying to the House Foreign Affairs Committee on behalf of Marine Sgt. Andrew Tahmooressi, Oct. 1, 2014. (Photo by James Cullum)

Montel Williams, television personality, former Marine and Navy Lt. Col., testifying to the House Foreign Affairs Committee on behalf of Marine Sgt. Andrew Tahmooressi, Oct. 1, 2014. (Photo by James Cullum)

“How dare we hesitate to bring that young man home!” he shouted.



Lawmakers were quick to criticize the Obama administration for staying mum on Tahmooressi’s case, while negotiating the release of U.S. Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl in May for five Taliban commanders.



Salmon and Committee Chair Ed Royce (R-CA) visited Tahmooressi in Mexico in June.



“I am mystified that President Obama couldn’t find time between negotiating with terrorists to call our ally, the Mexican president, to appeal to him on behalf of our Marine,” Salmon said at the hearing. “I had a personal meeting with President BIDEN a week before the President was to speak with the president of Mexico, and I was told that they would be on top of it. I was told after the phone call that the president did not bring it up.”



More than 134,000 people have signed a petition demanding Tahmooressi’s release. 



“Bureaucracy is being used for his continued incarceration” Rep. Tulsi Gabbard (D-HI) said. “Whatever it takes – he should be brought home.”



The White House released the following statement.



“We respect the rule of law and expect the judicial process of sovereign nations to protect other U.S. citizens who might find themselves in similar circumstances in the future… We will continue to monitor the case and work with the Mexican authorities as this case proceeds through the Mexican judicial system. We continue to urge the Mexican authorities to process this case expeditiously.”



Town Hall

White House Punts Concern For Sgt. Tahmooressi to State Department

By: Katie Pavlich / October 1, 2014



Speaking to reporters Wednesday, Press Secretary Josh Earnest was asked by Fox News' Ed Henry about the level of concern the White House had for Marine Sgt. Andrew Tahmooressi , who is being held in a Mexican prison under inhumane conditions and living with a severe case of untreated PTSD. 



"There was another report and hearing today on Capitol Hill about Sgt. Tahmooressi, the U.S. Marine who's been in a Mexican jail. The reason why it's important among other reasons is that various lawmakers as well as various veterans have come forward and said he has PTSD which this president has said is a very serious issue that he cares deeply about. How concerned is this White House that he is still in a Mexican jail, had PTSD according to VA doctors and hasn't gotten treatment in several months," Henry asked.



"I can tell you that my colleagues at the State Department are very focused on this issue and so I'd refer you to them for their efforts to work with the Mexican government," Earnest said. 



"Republican Ed Royce said today that he asked Vice President Joe BIDEN recently to ask Preident Obama to call the president of Mexico directly and get him [Tahmooressi] out of jail and he said that didn't happen. Why not?" Henry followed up. 



"I don't believe it has and that's because this is an issue that is being handled by the State Department," Earnest said.



Clearly the White House is so concerned, they couldn't bother to comment or come up with a general statement showing they at least care about the situation. Pathetic. What happened to "no man left behind?" That concept must only apply to deserters and Taliban sympathizers named Bowe Bergdahl.



Earlier today Sgt. Tahmooressi's mother, Jill Tahmooressi, testified in front of Congress about the condition of her son and detailed the horrifying conditions in which he is being detained. She also said President Obama hasn't called her, despite media attention and a WhiteHouse.gov petition receiving 134,000 signatures asking for him to pursue her son's release.



Breitbart

MICHELLE OBAMA AIDE TELLS REPORTERS NOT TO TALK TO AUDIENCE MEMBERS

By: Warner Todd Hutston / October 1, 2014



Meg Kissinger, a reporter for the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, took to her Facebook page this week to report the demands of the first lady's team as she tried to cover Obama's visit to Milwaukee to support Democrat candidate for Governor, Mary Burke.

"[A]ssigned to cover Michelle Obama's speech today," the reporter posted, "and was told by a Mary Burke aide and one for the White House that I could not speak to the people in the crowd. To say that I was creeped out is an understatement. This is what reporters do in America: we speak to people."



Kissinger also noted that she and her fellow reporters were cordoned off in their own section and not allowed to mix with the public who attended the event to see the first lady.



"Reporters and photographers were cordoned off in a central area with chairs and tables. Several people in the crowd asked if they could (borrow) extra chairs reserved for the media--but reporters were initially forbidden from handing them over," the journalist wrote.



This isn't the first time that team Obama has tried to fully control every move made by journalists. In 2011, one reporter was detained in a storage closet by Vice President Joe BIDEN's staffers and prevented from reporting on a fundraiser. Several days later BIDEN had to apologize for the reporter's treatment.



More ominously, in 2013, Eric Holder, Obama's Attorney General, obtained the private phone calls of over one hundred reporters for the Associated Press as part of a secret investigation into the media. It was a breach of privacy that was roundly criticized by reporters across the country.
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Vice President Joe Biden makes surprise visit to Skaneateles restaurant for dinner

October 10, 2014


SKANEATELES, N.Y. -- Vice President Joe Biden made a surprise visit to Rosalie's Cucina Friday night for dinner with his sons during an unannounced trip to Central New York.


Gary Robinson, the restaurant's owner, was busy overseeing his fully-booked restaurant around 7:30 p.m. when he learned a man with a badge wanted to see him. The vice president was considering dining at the restaurant, the man said. The man wanted to know if Robinson had room.


"I didn't know he was coming," Robinson said. "A few guests had come in earlier and said something was going on with all the traffic in town. I didn't think anything of it."


It wasn't clear why Biden was in Skaneateles Friday. His trip to Central New York was not on his official schedule.


Though they were fully-booked, Robinson said there were two available tables due to cancellations.


Secret Service agents asked Robinson a few questions and had his wife show them around. About 20 minutes later, Biden and his two sons strolled into the restaurant. Biden introduced himself and shook hands with Robinson.


The three Bidens dined together at one table, while Secret Service agents sat at another table nearby. The Secret Service didn't clear the restaurant out, nor did they when President Bill Clinton and his family dined there in 1999, Robinson said.


The Bidens had salads and each ordered a pasta dish. No one bothered them during dinner and other guests continued to come and go, though Robinson said it was apparent that a few people were quietly taking snapshots.


Robinson said he did not want Biden to pay for dinner, but that one of the vice president's staffers insisted Biden would pay for the meal.


After dinner, Biden posed for photographs with the restaurant staff and a few guests, complimented chef Marc Albino on the food and chatted for a few minutes.


It was then that Robinson approached Biden with a marker. The vice president had agreed when he arrived to fulfill a sort of ritual for famous people who visit Rosalie's: signing the wall. Biden signed near the spot where Bill and Hillary Clinton had signed when they visited.


The restaurant staff gave the Bidens its specialty desserts and a pizza to go. And then, not 45 minutes after he arrived, the vice president was gone.


"They could not have been nicer," Robinson said.


It was Biden's second unannounced trip to Central New York this year. He attended the wedding of his niece, Marren Felter, in Auburn in June. Robinson said Biden's niece used to work at the restaurant.


Biden's visit was not listed on his official public schedule for the day. He spent most of the day at the White House in Washington, where he met with Lithuanian Prime Minister Algirdas Butkevicius. Biden and his wife, Jill, are due to spend Saturday and Sunday in Miami, Fla., where they have no public events scheduled.

Biden is due to attend a political fundraiser in Florida on Monday.


--


Politico

CORY GARDNER GETS BOOST IN COLO. – NSC STAFF goes from 200 under Bush to 370 under Obama – TOM SIETSEMA ranks D.C. restaurants

October 11, 2014


ARTICLE OF THE DAY: George Packer in The New Yorker, on Snowden and the filmmaker who co-authored the WashPost’s bombshell NSA story – “The Holder of Secrets: Laura Poitras’s closeup view of Edward Snowden”: “In a Hong Kong hotel room, she filmed Snowden for some twenty hours, in the course of eight days.” http://nyr.kr/1ykQbzw


SNEAK PEEK – AP, moving today for Sunday papers – “KOCH BROTHERS -- 2016 PLANNING,” by Mike Mishak and Phil Elliott, with a Miami dateline: “Americans for Prosperity, the political juggernaut financed by Charles and David Koch, is spending tens of millions this midterm election to buy television ads. But they have most of their field staff in Florida, where all that's on the ballot is a bland gubernatorial contest and only two House races where the national parties are planning to spend any money. They're also investing in field staff in Ohio, Virginia, Iowa and New Hampshire.


“Only Iowa has implications on control of the Senate, but all five have consequences for the White House in two years. While the Kochs are spending freely on TV this year, they are truly investing in building what amounts to a national political machine ready to fight for the White House in 2016.”


TONY PODESTA and the Podesta Group post a graphic showing how the Senate is likely to change if Rs get the majority. http://bit.ly/1vTcbhr


INSTANTLY INFAMOUS AD --  “Wheelchair ad roils Texas gov. race,” by Kevin Robillard:“Texas state Sen. Wendy Davis’ latest television ad directly references gubernatorial rival Greg Abbott’s partial paralysis — including the image of an empty wheelchair ... The spot says Abbott filed a lawsuit following the accident that led to his paralysis, but then worked to limit liability to other ... victims. The Abbott campaign calls the ad a ‘historic low.’ … Abbott was paralyzed in 1984 when, out jogging during a storm, he was struck by a falling oak tree.”http://politi.co/1yXKdFW


SENATE RACES --GAME CHANGE in Colo. – Rep. Cory Gardner (R) gets surprise endorsement from left-leaning Denver Post: “He is giving up a safe seat in the House to challenge a one-term Senate incumbent, Democrat Mark Udall, in what is typically an uphill effort.” http://dpo.st/1vVbgfm


--“[Joni] Ernst Announces $6 Million Raised in Q3 -- Momentum Helps Joni More Than Double [Bruce] Braley’s Campaign Fundraising” – Release: The amount set “an all-time Iowa record for the amount raised by a statewide candidate in one quarter. ... The Ernst campaign began October with over $3 million cash on hand. Her third quarter fundraising includes donations from all 99 of Iowa’s counties with 85% raised from small donors.”


MAP OF STATES where gay marriage is legal, illegal: http://lat.ms/1C4Sm7H


THOUGHT LEADERS – “Media People: The New Yorker's David Remnick,” interview by WWD’s Alexandra Steigrad: “It is absolutely vital ... in a period of technological evolution and sometimes financial stress that I and my colleagues not only put out a fantastic magazine and Web site and all the rest, but also that we are smart enough about what we are doing in all ways and lucky enough so that X years from now, when I’m a physical wreck and it’s time to hand this ship off to another person and staff, that it’s in healthy shape. I don’t just mean financial shape. I also mean [that], ethically and morally, it’s what we want it to be.”http://bit.ly/1vSrKpx


WORTH THE CLICK – Pictures of Vanity Fair New Establishment summit in San Francisco -- 44 pictures, including Elon Musk, George Lucas, Jimmy Buffett, Graydon Carter, Rand Paul, Katie Couric, Andrew Ross Sorkin, Michael Bloomberg, David Carr, and many morehttp://vnty.fr/1tMxZaQ


CLICK DU JOUR – “Fall Dining Guide 2014,” by WashPost’s Tom Sietsema: “1. Rasika … 2. Mintwood Place … 3. Rose’s Luxury … 4. Red Hen … 5. Inn at Little Washington … 6. Little Serow … 7. Fiola Mare … 8. The Partisan … 9. Le Diplomate … 10. Boss Shepherd’s … Cashion’s Eat Place … Corduroy … DCity Smokehouse … Del Campo … Doi Moi … Et Voila! … Green Pig Bistro … Iron Gate … Jack Rose Dining Saloon … Jaleo … Joe’s Seafood, Prime Steak & Stone Crab … Komi ... Minibar ... Mio ... Obelisk ... Oval Room ... Oyamel ... The Restaurant at Patowmack Farm ... Ripple ... Rural Society ... Soi 38 … Sushi Taro ... Thai Square ... Vidalia ... Water & Wall ... Woodberry Kitchen ... Zaytinya.” http://wapo.st/1tj1ua4


HAPPENING THIS WEEKEND – “Taste of DC” food festival from noon to 7 p.m. today and tomorrow: “This expansive festival packs five blocks of Pennsylvania Avenue with area restaurants, great drinks, lively entertainment, engaging corporate partners, and fellow Washingtonians and visitors.” The participants: http://bit.ly/1qAAP0K


**A message from the U.S. Chamber Institute for Legal Reform: Seating limited for the 15thAnnual Legal Reform Summit on October 21, 2014. Register today for The Enforcement “Collidescope”: The New Litigation Paradigm event with keynote address by New Jersey’s Governor Chris Christie. http://bit.ly/1pY8mBP **


WH 2014 FALL GARDEN TOURS – Release: “This fall, the White House will be opening its gardens and grounds to visitors on Saturday, October 18 from 10:00 AM to 4:30 PM EDT, and Sunday, October 19 from 10:00 AM to 2:30 PM EDT. … [V]isitors can see the Jacqueline Kennedy Garden, Rose Garden and South Lawn of the White House.  Additionally, the White House Kitchen Garden – the first vegetable garden at the White House since Eleanor Roosevelt’s Victory Garden – will be accessible to guests. This event is free and open to the public; however, a ticket is required for all attendees (including small children).  The National Park Service will distribute free, timed tickets at the Ellipse Visitor Pavilion located at 15th and E Streets Northwest on each tour day beginning at 9:00 AM.”


JONAH GOLDMAN TO BILL GATES’ PERSONAL OFFICE – He emails friends and colleagues: “[Friday was] my last day at the Gates Foundation. ... [O]n October 20, I’ll start as Director of Communications in Bill’s personal office. … One of the things keeping us here is the deep belief that Bill and Melinda have a unique vision for the kind of change that will make the world a place [our kids] Desmond and Fiona can be proud of.  I believe they will grow up in that world in large part because the Gates’ have the commitment, resources, and inspiring sense of obligation to humanity to make it happen.”


STAT OF THE DAY – NSC staff is ballooning -- Reuters’ David Rohde and Warren Strobel: “The National Security Council staff ... has nearly doubled in size on Obama’s watch. It has gone from about 50 under George H.W. Bush to 100 under Bill Clinton, 200 under George W. Bush and about 370 under Obama." http://reut.rs/1qtlQWo


VIDEO DU JOUR: Chuck Todd plays the French horn for NBC Chicagohttp://bit.ly/1oZlFmi


GREAT READS THIS WEEK , curated by Daniel Lippman (dlippman@politico.com), filing from Great Barrington, Mass., where the fall foliage is amazing  -- See a pic of a trees’ leaves turned brilliant orange: http://bit.ly/1veCJfe


--“Drones and Everything After: The Flying, Spying, Killing Machines that are turning humans into superheroes,” by New York Magazine’s Benjamin Wallace-Wells: “The technology of unmanned flight has diversified so rapidly that there are now 1,500 different kinds of drones being manufactured, and they are participants in nearly every type of human endeavor, composing a whole flying-robot ecology so vast that to call every one by the same name can seem absurd. … Each of these machines gives its human operator the same power: It allows us to project our intelligence into the air and to exert our influence over vast expanses of space. Drones have become important to the pursuit of isis, the plans of Amazon and Google, the management of farmland in Asia, the protection of pyramids in the Andes.”http://nym.ag/1ngDgut


--“A Rare Look at Design Genius Jony Ive: The Man Behind the Apple Watch,” by Robert Sullivan in Vogue: “[T]he secret weapon of the most sought-after personal-electronics company in the world is a very nice guy from Northeast London who has a soft spot for woodworking … Design critics now look back at the birth of the [Steve] Jobs-Ive partnership as the dawn of a golden age in product design, when manufacturers began to understand that consumers would pay more for craftsmanship. Together Jobs and Ive centered their work on the notion that computers did not have to look as if they belonged in a room at NASA. The candy-colored iMac—their first smash hit—felt to consumers like a charming friend, revolutionary but approachable, and appealed to both men and women.”http://vogue.cm/1spb5Lw


--“Beyond Deep Throat: The Hidden Watergate Sources That Helped Topple a President,” by Max Holland on Newsweek’s cover: “[A] document has surfaced in an unlikely place that sheds sorely needed light on [Woodward and Bernstein’s] reporting … The 15-page draft article is an unprecedented guide to how the Post’s reporting duo utilized the many anonymous sources they had painstakingly cultivated. … Three of the [sources] are surprises. They include one of the three original prosecutors in the Watergate burglary, a onetime lawyer for the defendants, and a Republican operative whose name is probably unknown even to those steeped in Watergate lore. Taken together and put in context, these sources reveal not only the true anatomy of a Woodstein story but also an important truth about the reporting that won The Washington Post a Pulitzer Prize in 1973.” http://bit.ly/1oZHxhm


--“How to Save the Democratic Party From Itself,” by Will Marshall, head of the Progressive Policy Institute, in Politico Magazine: “Voters have no doubt that Democrats know how to expand government. They need to be convinced that Democrats also know how to revitalize the private economy and create a policy and regulatory environment more conducive to rapid growth. For example, they should nurture the dynamically innovative digital economy—including the emerging ‘Internet of Everything’—not strangle it with new regulations or turn the Internet into a public utility.” http://politi.co/1snjEoR


TECH WATCH -- “Ok Google, how do I vote?” by Anthea Watson Strong on Google blog: “On November 4, Americans will cast ballots for 435 members of congress, 36 senators, 39 governorships, and thousands of other races locally. … That’s why we are launching a number of new tools to equip voters with the information they need to vote on the issues they care about this November.  What is my registration deadline? How do I vote? What forms of identification do I need? All a voter needs to do is ask Google.” http://bit.ly/1xvYwNv See Google Plus’ Politics page: http://bit.ly/1o2FIoS


--Google also re-launched its YouTube Politics page, whose tabs include: “Latest News & Analysis ... Voter Engagement Campaigns ... Campaign Ads ... On the Campaign Trail ... Spotlight ... The road to 216.” http://bit.ly/1pZ8PEO


THE PRESIDENT’S WEEK AHEAD,  per the White House: “[This] morning, the President will attend a DNC event at a private residence. This event is closed press. Afterward, the President will depart San Francisco en route Washington ... On Sunday and Monday, the President has no public events scheduled. On Tuesday, the President will attend a meeting at Andrews Air Force Base hosted by Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Martin E. Dempsey with more than 20 foreign chiefs of defense to discuss the coalition efforts in the ongoing campaign against ISIL. Gen. Lloyd Austin, commander U.S. Central Command will also participate ... In the evening, the President will attend a DCCC event in the Washington ... area.


“On Wednesday, the President will travel to Union, New Jersey to attend a DSCC event. In the evening, the President will travel to Bridgeport, Connecticut for a campaign rally with Connecticut Democrats, featuring Governor Dan Malloy. On Thursday, the President will travel to Rhode Island to deliver remarks on the economy. Afterward, the President will travel to Long Island ... to attend a DNC event.”


THE VICE PRESIDENT’S WEEK AHEAD: “The Vice President and Dr. Jill Biden will be in Miami [with] no public events scheduled for Saturday and Sunday. On Monday, the Vice President will attend an event for the Democratic National Committee at a private residence in Manalapan, Florida. ... At 2:15 PM, the Vice President will [speak at] a rally for Governor Charlie Crist at the Century Village in Boca Raton ... At 4:15 PM, the Vice President will [speak at] a rally for Governor Charlie Crist at Broward College in Coconut Creek, Florida. ... At 6:15 PM, the Vice President will attend an event for Governor Charlie Crist at a private residence in Parkland, Florida.”


DR. JILL BIDEN’S WEEK AHEAD: “On Monday, Dr. Biden will attend an event for Governor Charlie Crist at the University of South Florida in Tampa .... At 4:00 PM, Dr. Biden will attend an event for Governor Charlie Crist at Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton ... At 6:00 PM, Dr. Biden will attend an event for Governor Charlie Crist at American Legion Post 29 in Miami.”

BIRTHWEEK (was Monday): Artur Orkisz of the Polish Embassy (h/t Pete Nonis)


BIRTHDAYS: Two members of the Boehnerland press team, Katie Boyd and Maura Gillespie (ht Kevin Smith) ... Senate Budget Chair Patty Murray (D-Wash.) is 64 ... Kristina L. Costa of White House on 10-11 (h/t DJW) ... Lauren Culbertson of Story Partners and formerly of Sen. Isakson's office (h/t Lauren French) … Karen Sommer Shalett … Trey Bohn … Bruce Bartlett … Mike Riggs … POLITICO’s Tarini Parti (h/t Byron Tau) … POLITICO’s Meaghan Gilmore … POLITICO’s circulation director John Lipp … Ben Mendelson … Kristina L. Costa of the White House (h/t DJW) ... former Defense Secretary William Perry is 87 ... Steve Young, Pro and College Football Hall of Famer, is 53 ...  Joan Cusack is 52 ... Sean Patrick Flanery is 49 .... Luke Perry is 48 ... U-God (Wu-Tang Clan) is 44 .... MC Lyte is 43 ... Michelle Trachtenberg is 29 ... golfer Michelle Wie is 25 (h/ts AP)


BIRTHDAY TOMORROW: Collin Berglund, digital director for Gina Raimondo (h/t Lisa Davies)


DESSERT – “British queen makes actress Angelina Jolie a dame” -- AFP/London: “Jolie was made an honorary dame for her work combatting sexual violence by Britain's Queen Elizabeth II at London's Buckingham Palace on Friday. The star of such Hollywood films as ‘Tomb Raider’ and ‘Maleficent’ was made an Honorary Dame Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St Michael and St George, which recognises her close work with Britain's Foreign Office.” http://yhoo.it/1vVcpDI


THE SHOWS, from @MattMackowiak, filing en route to the Texas-Oklahoma game at the Cotton Bowl in Dallas:


--NBC’s “Meet the Press”: National Security Adviser Susan Rice; live report by NBC News’ Richard Engel from Urfa, Turkey; former Nixon administration Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and former Bush (41) administration Secretary of State James Baker (conducted by NBC News’ Tom Brokaw in Berlin); Washington Post columnist Kathleen Parker and Christian Broadcast Network’s David Brody; Ebola discussion with The New York Times’ Helene Cooper; political roundtable with former Obama White House press secretary and The Incite Agency founding partner Robert Gibbs, former Bush (43) White House political director and DDC Public Affairs partner Sara Fagen, NBC News’ Brokaw & NYT’s Cooper


--ABC’s “This Week”: Chairman of the Joint Chiefs Gen. Martin Dempsey; U.S. Rep. Mike Rogers (R-MI); National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases director Dr. Anthony Fauci; HUD Secretary Julián Castro; political roundtable with Democratic strategist and ABC News contributor Donna Brazile, ABC News political analyst Matthew Dowd and The Weekly Standard editor and ABC News contributor Bill Kristol


--CBS’s “Face the Nation”: Author and former Obama administration Secretary of Defense and former CIA director Leon Panetta (“Worthy Fights”); U.S. Rep. Michael McCaul (R-TX); CDC director Dr. Tom Frieden; live report from Liberia; CBS News chief medical correspondent Dr. Jon LaPook; roundtable with Wall Street Journal columnist Peggy Noonan, Washington Post columnist David Ignatius, USA Today’s Susan Page and Reuters’ David Rohde


--“Fox News Sunday”: Same-sex marriage debate with Bush 43 Solicitor General and co-counsel for the Plaintiffs in the VA Same-Sex Marriage Case Ted Olson and Family Research Council president Tony Perkins; Republican strategist and Fox News contributor Karl Rove and Democratic strategist and Fox News contributor Joe Trippi; political roundtable with Fox News senior political analyst Brit Hume, The Cook Political Report’s Amy Walter, former Hewlett Packard CEO Carly Fiorina and The Washington Post’s Bob Woodward; “Power Player of the Week” with White House Historical Association president Stewart McLaurin


--Fox News’ “Sunday Morning Futures” (10am): Sen. John Thune (R-SD); U.S. Rep. Peter King (R-NY); Allianz chief economic advisor Mohamed El-Erian; Paypal co-founder Peter Thiel; roundtable with GOP strategist and Fox News contributor Ed Rollins, author, journalist and Fox News contributor Judith Miller and The Wall Street Journal’s Mary Kissel


--Fox News’ “MediaBuzz” (11am): Roundtable with The Hill’s Bob Cusack, The Washington Examiner’s Susan Ferrechio, investigative journalist Sharyl Attkisson, The Blaze TV’s Amy Holmes, radio host Bill Press and Fox News host Bill O’Reilly


--CNN’s “Inside Politics” with John King (SUN 8:30am): Roundtable with The Washington Post’s Nia-Malika Henderson, The New York Times’ Jonathan Martin, The Washington Post’s Ed O’Keefe and The Associated Press’ Julie Pace


--CNN’s “State of the Union” (9am): RNC chairman Reince Priebus and DNC chairwoman and U.S. Rep. Debbie Wasserman Schultz (D-FL); political roundtable with CNN co-host and conservative political commentator S.E. Cupp, CNN co-host and former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich (R-GA), CNN commentator Marc Lamont Hill and Center for American Progress president and CEO Neera Tanden


--CNN’s “Fareed Zakaria GPS”: (SUN 10am): Former Iraqi deputy prime minister and former Kurdistan Regional Government of Iraqi Kurdistan prime minister; foreign policy roundtable with Stanford University’s Francis Fukuyama, The American Interest editor-at-large Walter Russell Mead, AEI vice president Danielle Pletka and Foreign Affairs Magazine editor Gideon Rose; author Steven Johnson (“Future Perfect: The Case for Progress in a Networked Age”)


--CNN’s “Reliable Sources”: (SUN 11am): CNN political commentator Paul Begala and author and radio host Dick Morris; author Sam Harris (“The End of Faith”) and New York University’s Irshad Manji; CNN senior international correspondent Arwa Damon; psychiatrist, author and television commentator Dr. Gail Saltz; “Kill the Messenger” actor Jeremy Renner and director Michael Cuesta


--Univision’s “Al Punto” (SUN 10am): Father of missing student in Iguala, Mexico David Torres; former Mexican Secretary of Foreign Affairs and Univision News’ Jorge Castañeda; Human Rights Watch Americas Division executive director José Miguel Vivanco; CDC director Dr. Tom Frieden; author and “Nuevas Generaciones” secretary general Ángel Carronmero


--C-SPAN:  “The Communicators” (SAT 6:30pm ET): U.S. Reps. Joe Barton (R-TX), Morgan Griffith (R-VA) and Leonard Lance (R-NJ) ... “Newsmakers” (SUN 10am ET / 7pm ET): Senate Majority PAC campaigns director Ty Matsdorf, questioned by The New York Times’ Carl Hulse and Politico’s Tarini Parti  ... “Q&A” (SUN 8pm ET / 11pm ET): Author Robert Timberg (“Blue Eyed Boy: A Memoir”)


--MSNBC’s “UP with Steve Kornacki”: (SUN 8-10am): Former U.S. Rep. Tom Davis (R-VA); MSNBC reporter Suzy Khimm; Heritage Foundation chief economist Steve Moore; MSNBC policy analyst and Vox’s Ezra Klein; nationally syndicated columnist Connie Schultz; Princeton University’s Sam Wang; U.S. Rep. Marsha Blackburn (R-TN); former Obama administration Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs P.J. Crowley; U.S. Senate candidate and former U.S. Sen. Larry Pressler (R-SD); New School University president emeritus and former U.S. Sen. Bob Kerrey (D-NE)


--MSNBC’s “Melissa Harris-Perry”: (SUN 10am to noon): American University’s Hillary Mann Leverett; The Advancement Project co-director Judith Brown Dianis; George Mason University’s Ilya Somin; Yale University’s Akhil Reed Amar; American Constitution Society for Law and Policy president Caroline Frederickson; John Jay College of Criminal Justice’s Eugene O’Donnell; Groundswell director Valarie Kaur; Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture director Khalil Gibran Muhammad; The University of Pennsylvania’s Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel; author Daisy Hernandez (“A Cup of Water Under My Bed”)


--NPR “Weekend Edition Sunday” (SUN 8am-10am): Guest host: NPR’s Ari Shapiro: University of London, Queen Mary research fellow Matthew Machowski; NPR International Correspondent Leila Fadel (from Cairo); artist Jorge Rodriguez-Gerada, creator of the 6-acre portrait on the National Mall in Washington, D.C.; author Benjamin Errett (“Elements of Wit: Mastering the Art of Being Interesting”); Iranian travel writer Kamin Mohammadi


--PBS’s “To the Contrary” with Bonnie Erbé: DNC chairwoman and U.S. Rep. Debbie Wasserman Schultz (D-FL); roundtable with Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton (D-DC), Independent Women’s Forum’s Sabrina Schaeffer, liberal commentator Erin Matson and The Daily Mail’s Francesca Chambers


--SiriusXM's “No Labels Radio” (SAT 10am and 8pm / SUN 6am & 9pm): Co-hosts: No Labels co-founders former U.S. Rep. Tom McMillen (D-MD) and Alan Flesichmann: author Dr. Bill Miller (“The Microcosm Within: Evolution and Extinction in the Hologenome”); The Washington Post’s Philip Bump; author and Bipartisan Policy Center president Jason Grumet (“City of Rivals”).


** A message from the U.S. Chamber Institute for Legal Reform: The nation’s premier legal reform symposium is quickly approaching and seats are limited. Join industry leaders for the 15th Annual Legal Reform Summit on October 21, 2014; The Enforcement “Collidescope”: The New Paradigm. This year’s landmark event will feature a keynote address from The Honorable Chris Christie, Governor of New Jersey, and remarks by Thomas J. Donohue, President and CEO of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce.


At the symposium, experts from across business and government communities will explore the increase in government overreach and serial enforcement, the outsourcing of public powers to private parties, and follow-on litigation. Register today to guarantee a seat for the Institute for Legal Reform’s hallmark event and join the legal reform discussion.


--


WFLA.com

With final push underway, thousands of votes already cast

October 12, 2014

TAMPA, FL (WFLA) -


With three weeks to go before Election Day, more than 16,000 ballots – almost evenly split between registered Republicans and Democrats – have already been submitted in Hillsborough County.


Candidates making their final push to voters, who may already have ballots at home ready to turn in.


“At this point it's really about getting people to the polls or voting absentee or early voting – how do you do that? It's grass roots,” said News Channel 8 political analyst Dr. Susan MacManus.


That means candidates are making personal appearances, field offices are busy and campaigns are getting supporters to reach out to others they know to encourage them to vote, she said.


In the gubernatorial race, Gov. Rick Scott and former Gov. Charlie Crist met for their first debate in Miramar Friday. They are scheduled to have a second debate at Broward College on Wednesday, and a third in Jacksonville on Oct. 21.


Crist has announced some big name support for his campaign rallies this week.


Vice President Joe Biden is scheduled to attend two Crist events in Boca Raton and at Broward College. Biden's wife, Dr. Jill Biden, is expected to campaign with Crist's running mate, Annette Taddeo, at the University of South Florida's Tampa campus at 11:30 a.m. Monday.

--


Post on Politics

Crist campaign will be double-Bidening in Boca on Monday

October 12, 2014

Democratic gubernatorial candidate Charlie Crist will campaign with Vice President Joe Biden in Boca Raton on Monday while Biden’s wife, Jill Biden, will join Crist running mate Annette Taddeo at a phone bank in Boca Raton later in the afternoon.

 


Crist and Joe Biden will attend a rally at Temple Beth Shalom on the campus of the heavily Democratic Century Village of Boca Raton retirement community. Doors open at 12:15 p.m. and the event itself begins at 2:15 p.m. Tickets are available at Crist campaign field offices or on Crist’s campaign website.


The vice president and Crist will also campaign together later in the day at Broward College.


 


Biden, who campaigned at Century Village of Boca Raton on behalf of President Barack Obama during the 2012 campaign, is the latest potential 2016 Democratic presidential hopeful to stump with Crist this fall. Hillary Clinton headlined a fundraiser for Crist in Miami this month. Maryland Gov. Martin O’Malley and Massachusetts Gov. Deval Patrick have also hit the trail with Crist.


 


Jill Biden and Taddeo are scheduled to be at Florida Atlantic University at 4 p.m. Monday to visit a “Students for Charlie” phone bank in the FAU Student Activities Center.


The FAU event is one of three Crist campaign appearances for Jill Biden. She and Taddeo will be at a college affordability roundtable earlier in the day at the University of South Florida in Tampa. After dropping by FAU, Jill Biden will visit a “woman-to-woman” phone bank for Crist in Miami.

--


Saint Peters Blog

Sunburn for 10/13 – A morning read of what’s hot in Florida politics

Sunburn – The morning read of what’s hot in Florida politics.


October 13, 2014


Today’s Rise and Shine Fact-iversary is brought to you by Sachs Media Group, the firm best known for smart, strong and strategic counsel across the diverse and ever-changing media landscape: It was a magical day on this date in 1995, when Walt Disney World in Orlando welcomed its 500 millionth guest. At the time that seemed like an astonishing number, but it was only just the beginning. The park, which turned Orlando into the world’s leading tourist destination, attracted 100 million visitors in its first eight years – and then quintupled that number over the next 16 years. Last year the Magic Kingdom drew more than 18.5 million guests and has now topped 800 million total visitors, easily making it the most popular amusement park attraction on the planet. With numbers like that, it can’t be called a Mickey Mouse operation!


Now, on to the ‘burn…


RECORD DISAPPROVAL FOR BARACK OBAMA via Roll Call


President Barack Obama lodged his worst-ever disapproval Saturday in the Gallup tracking poll — another ominous sign for Democrats scrambling ahead of the midterm elections less than a month away.


While the Gallup tracking poll is notoriously noisy, the 57 percent who disapprove of his performance marks a new high for the president, while his approval rating, 39 percent, is just a tick above his all-time low.


Obama had hit 56 percent disapproval a couple of times in the Gallup tracker during his presidency.


But he’s less popular in the Gallup poll than he was during either of his elections or the 2010 midterms, when the Democratic House was wiped out.


2016 WATCH – AMERICANS FOR PROSPERITY BUILDS POLITICAL MACHINE (PARTICULARLY IN FLORIDA) via Michael J. Mishak and Philip Elliott of the Associated Press


It’s a strategy playing out in New England diners, Midwest truck stops and West Coast cafes: conservative organizers train and send out thousands of volunteers holding an iPad and an interest in helping fellow activists shift America’s politics to the right.


They are the backbone of Americans for Prosperity, the flagship organization of the political network backed by industrialist billionaires Charles and David Koch. While the group’s spending in Senate races has attracted national attention, it’s these less noticed field efforts that could have greater impact and help reshape the Republican Party heading into the 2016 presidential election.


The organization has more than 500 paid workers in 35 states and has become one of the conservative movement’s best organized, most powerful outside groups. Building on the community-based approach President Barack Obama used successfully in 2008 and 2012, it now has a political footprint unmatched among GOP-affiliated operations and is racking up legislative victories.


The group scuttled efforts to raise taxes to build a downtown campus for the well-regarded zoo in Columbus, Ohio, and derailed plans in Florida’s Legislature to subsidize improvements to the Miami Dolphins’ football stadium. It helped fend off a recall effort against Gov. Scott Walker and pushed pro-business workplace laws in Michigan and Indiana.


It didn’t shy away from going after traditional allies, as was the case when Gov. Scott briefly considered expanding Medicaid, a core component of Obama’s health care law. Americans for Prosperity mobilized supporters, the Republican-led Legislature quickly rejected the idea and Scott dropped his proposal.


Andreas Malave, the group’s Hispanic outreach chief in Florida, spent more than three hours knocking on doors in the scorching sun on a recent Tuesday. He kept asking the questions and punching in the answers on his iPad so leaders at headquarters could figure out which messages were working.


Reaction from voters was mixed and answers came in a blend of English and Spanish. But, as Malave asked about the health law and government spending, he found a few potential recruits.


SPOTTED: Jeb adviser Sally Bradshaw in Berlin, where she spoke to the Internationale Konferenz Fur Politische Kommunikation (the International Conference on Political Communications).


THE WEEK AHEAD IN FLORIDA POLITICS via The News Service of Florida


It’s crunch time in the 2014 elections. And with little more than three weeks until Election Day, Gov. Scott and Crist are in a fierce battle for the Governor’s Mansion. Scott and Crist will appear in the second televised debate of the campaign Wednesday in Broward County. Earlier in the week, Crist will get campaign help from Vice President Joe Biden. Away from the campaign trail, University of Florida trustees could name a new president Wednesday.


VICE PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN TO RALLY SUPPORT FOR CHARLIE CRIST


Vice President Joe Biden will make two campaign appearances in South Florida with Crist. 2:15 p.m., Temple Beth Shalom, Century Village Boca Raton, 19140 Lyons Road, Boca Raton. Also, 4:15 p.m., Broward College Omni Auditorium, 1000 Coconut Creek Blvd., Coconut Creek.


JILL BIDEN TO CAMPAIGN FOR CRIST


Jill Biden, the wife of Vice President Biden, will make three appearances in Florida to campaign for Crist. The first two appearances also will include Annette Taddeo. 11:30 a.m., University of South Florida, Marshall Student Center, 4103 USF Cedar Circle, Tampa. Also, 4 p.m., Florida Atlantic University, Student Activities Center, 777 Glades Road, Boca Raton. Also, 6 p.m., American Legion Post 29, 6445 N.E. Seventh Ave., Miami.

STATE GOP MAKES $6.3 MILLION AD BUY FOR RICK SCOTT via Matt Dixon of PoliticalFixFlorida.com


Starting this week, a tidal wave of political ads are coming to a television set near you, courtesy of a huge ad buy from the Republican Party of Florida for Gov. Scott’s campaign.


The state’s gubernatorial race has been the most expensive in state history, much of that due to the non-stop barrage of ads from both campaigns. But starting Wednesday, the day of the second gubernatorial debate, it gets real.


Over a six-day period starting that day, the state GOP has reserved $6.3 million in airtime across the state, which is a monumental number.


To put that in context, it’s more than the Scott campaign has spent on television the entire month of August. In the nation’s largest swing state, President Obama spent $5.8 million during the same timeframe in 2012.


By comparison, Crist’s campaign is spending roughly $3 million over the same time frame. By no means chump change, but by comparison: chump change.


When getting wind of the ad buy, Crist’s camp immediately cast the move as desperation. Four consecutive polls have shown Crist with a razor thin lead. Crist consultant Steve Schale had this to say:


The large buy also bolsters the persistent rumor that at some point Scott, who spent $73 million of his own money in 2010, would use his personal wealth to try and put space between him and Crist.


WHY YOU SHOULD IGNORE THE LATEST NEW YORK TIMES/YOU GOV POLL SHOWING RICK SCOTT UP BY FOUR Full blog post here


Ten days ago, the race between Scott and Crist was a different animal. In fact, 10 days ago the consensus was that Charlie was behind but closing. That is no longer the case.


In the news business, 10 days is a long time. So why on earth would it take the New York Times and CBS Evening News, 10 full days to release a poll that took even more days to conduct?


Did they simply forget that they did it? Did it get lost somewhere and they figured now is a good time to release it? Ten days? Really?


And did it really take them 11 days to conduct a tracker? Who even thinks of that?


If – IF! – today was Oct. 2 and I wanted to put it to the salt shaker test, I might have questioned a poll that was weighted to show 32 percent “IND” voters – a fiction that will simple not happen. I might also question a poll that had 3 points more Democrats than Republicans – also an Florida Democratic Party fantasy. Further, I would shed doubt on a poll that forgot to test Adrian Wyllie and relegated him and the other NPA candidates to “other.”


But it’s not, so I won’t.


This poll is not even worth wasting a grain of salt on. So put away the saltshaker and ignore this one completely.


GOV. SCOTT’S INCENTIVE-BASED JOBS PROGRAM STILL FALLING SHORT OF PROMISES via Steve Bousquet and Tia Mitchell of the Tampa Bay Times

Gov. Scott has used tax breaks and other incentives to attract tens of thousands of new jobs to Florida, but after nearly four years, most of the jobs still do not exist, according to state records.


Scott has built his case for a second term largely on the slow but steady improvement in the Florida economy, especially a drop in unemployment and growth in private sector jobs as measured by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.


As the self-proclaimed “jobs governor,” Scott has traveled across the state, promoting new jobs and major capital investment lured with incentive deals paid for by taxpayers.


They include Hertz’s relocation of hundreds of workers from New Jersey to a new rental car headquarters in Lee County; aviation engineering jobs at Boeing and Embraer on the Space Coast in Brevard; and Amazon’s fulfillment centers in Ruskin, Davenport and Lakeland.


But since Scott took office in 2011, of the 47,746 new jobs that the state has promised through tax breaks, job training grants and other programs to nearly 400 companies, only a small fraction exist as of August 2014, according to the job tracking site maintained by the state Department of Economic Opportunity (DEO).


That’s even the case for promises made early in Scott’s term. During 2011, the administration made deals on 87 projects that promised 9,290 jobs, but three years later, as of August, the number of jobs created was 1,223, or 13 percent of the total.


DEO executive director Jesse Panuccio said most of the projects under the Scott administration are on track, with 85 percent of the jobs having been created by their due date.


DID SCOTT CUT TAXES? NO, HE ACTUALLY RAISED THEM via Randy Schultz for the Sun-Sentinel

Gov. Scott runs for reelection, one of his main campaign themes is that he cut taxes this year by $500 million. Did he?


No. Not even close.


Scott claims roughly $400 million of those tax cuts from the portion of next year’s state budget — which he signed — that lowers fees for registering cars and trucks. Scott brags that the change “rights the wrong” when Charlie Crist in 2009 signed the budget that raised those fees by about the same amount.


First, the overall decrease in fees is estimated at $309 million for 2015. It rises to $395 million only in 2016.


Second, a fee is not a tax. Most fees cover the cost of a specific service. If you don’t use the service, you don’t pay the fee. If you don’t own a car, Scott’s supposed “tax cut” didn’t save you anything. If you didn’t own a car in 2009, Crist’s supposed “tax increase” didn’t cost you anything.


More important, Crist — then the well-known Republican — signed a budget produced by Republicans. Five years ago, it was the depth of the Great Recession, and Republican legislators urged Democrats to support higher vehicle registration fees to avoid further cuts to services.


One Republican strongly supporting the higher fees was Carlos Lopez-Cantera. At the time, he was a member of the Florida House. Today, he is Scott’s running mate, part of the team bashing Crist for agreeing in 2009 to what Lopez-Cantera wanted.


CRIST’S FORAY INTO BIOFUELS PROVES COSTLY via Matt Dixon of the Tampa Tribune

Standing before hundreds of people at an energy summit in Orlando, then-Republican Gov. Crist made a policy pitch that would take a financial toll on the state.


“The development of ethanol and other biofuels is incredibly important to Florida’s future and America’s future,” Crist said at the 2008 Farm to Fuel Summit. “I truly believe that investing in renewable and alternative energies in the Sunshine State can propel us as a leader, no question about it.”


At the time, federal and state officials used government subsidies and policy shifts to draw private companies into the biofuel game.


Companies lined up for the money, planning for the large, expensive plants that could convert materials such as corn, citrus peels, grass and sugarcane into fuel.


Over two years beginning May 2007, the state doled out roughly $50 million in taxpayer-funded grants to help sprout biofuel plants. Nearly 90 percent went to private companies, the rest to state universities.


The industry has had recent successes, but the Crist administration’s early effort to fuel its growth largely failed.


The state spent $16 million that was never refunded and another $23 million was refunded from projects that never created promised jobs, according to a review of regulatory filings and state records by the Tribune/Scripps Capitol Bureau.


Crist, now running for governor as a Democrat, says he was trying to boost an industry that could help “fuel the industries and jobs of the future.”


CRIST ‘OVERHAUL’ OF UTILITY PANEL EASIER SAID THAN DONE via William March of the Tampa Tribune

As outrage increases over electric rates, particularly in Crist’s home county of Pinellas, Crist is promising that if elected governor, he’ll “completely overhaul” the state Public Service Commission that regulates them.


But it’s not that simple.


The commission Crist promises to overhaul consists of five individuals, all of whom Crist either appointed to their seats or reappointed during his 2007-10 term as governor.


This position has drawn charges of hypocrisy from the campaign of Gov. Rick Scott. But it does suggest the governor can’t unilaterally change state utility regulation.


As governor, while still a Republican, Crist had bitter conflicts over PSC appointees with the Republican-dominated Legislature, which has substantial power over them, and he wasn’t able to appoint his first choices.


If elected as a Democratic party-switcher, there’s no reason to think there would be fewer conflicts.


Under Florida law, the governor’s appointees must be confirmed by the state Senate.


In addition, the governor must pick appointees from among three recommendations for each PSC seat made by the Public Service Commission Nominating Council, which is controlled by the Legislature.


TAMPA BAY TIMES ENDORSES CRIST Editorial here


“Over the years, Crist has stood up to the powerful and been an effective advocate for average Floridians. He knows Florida and Tampa Bay, and as governor he would check the excesses of a Republican-led Legislature that is out of step with this state’s centrist values.”


TAMPA TRIBUNE ENDORSES SCOTT Editorial here


“… Scott did something after his rocky start for which he does not receive sufficient credit. He listened to critics, studied the issues and adjusted his policies to better reflect public priorities, particularly as increased state revenues allowed more spending.


“He sought to invest wisely in schools, conservation, disabled children programs, transportation and other state needs.


“By no means did he abandon his anti-tax, small-government principles. Throughout his administration, he’s worked to strengthen the private sector by slashing more than 3,000 regulations on small businesses and cutting dozens of taxes.


“Scott also brought a private sector-like discipline and accountability to government.”


ICYMI (AND YOU PROBABLY DID) FIRST DEBATE BETWEEN SCOTT, CRIST CONTENTIOUS via Brendan Farrington of the Associated Press

The first debate between Gov. Scott and Crist reflected the negative tone of the campaign.


The debate hosted by Telemundo 51 on Friday found no common ground between the candidates on issues including health care, the minimum wage, Cuba policy, gay marriage, medical marijuana.


Scott used almost every question to criticize Crist for jobs lost while he was governor or tuition increases. He repeatedly said Crist was a do-nothing governor when he served from 2007 to 2011.


Crist said that just as he can’t be blamed for the state’s downturn during a global recession, Scott can’t take credit for Florida’s recovery as the economy improves across the country.


Crist also said he would help the middle class and Scott has hurt it.


DEBATE ANALYSIS via Jeremy Wallace of the Sarasota Herald-Tribune

1. A warmer Scott — Scott was smiling more frequently and brought up stories about his family throughout the debate to convey a more human component than the former CEO typically did in his first campaign. 2. Democratic stand – If there was any lingering questions about whether Crist … was truly a Democrat, there was a key early moment in the debate when he made his case. 3. Still more mud – … both did plenty to add to the ugliness of the campaign. 4. Confused timeline – Scott surprisingly accused Crist of being the one who failed to expand Medicaid when he was governor in 2010 … 5. Glitch city – Watching the debate in English was full of challenges on Friday night.


CNN-HOSTED GUBERNATORIAL DEBATE CLOSED TO THE PRESS via Matt Dixon of PoliticalFixFlorida.com


So, CNN graciously agreed to host the last of Florida’s three gubernatorial debates.


It will come Oct. 21, two weeks before election day, which means there will be huge media interest. Jacksonville – the host city – will be overrun with state and national media looking to cover the final showdown in what’s been a nasty race, watched closely by national political observers, right?


Nope.


The debate venue is WJXT, a Jacksonville television station, and will be “exclusively” aired by CNN, the Atlanta-based news giant that touts itself as “The Most Trusted Name in News.”


When they say exclusive, they mean exclusive.


No other media is allowed to attend the hour-long debate, which is being moderated by Jake Tapper, CNN’s chief Washington correspondent, and WJXT anchor Kent Justice.


The first debate was held Friday at the Miramar television studio of Channel 6 NBC/Telemundo 51. The media listened in the building’s lobby, away from the actual debate.


FLORIDA DEMOCRATS BARELY BOTHER WITH 2 CABINET RACES via Aaron Deslatte of the Orlando Sentinel

Despite an electorate split down the middle that voted for Barack Obama for president twice, half of Florida’s All-Republican state Cabinet is cruising toward re-election with only token Democratic resistance.


Chief Financial Officer Jeff Atwater, a North Palm Beach Republican, will technically face off against Deerfield Beach Democrat William Rankin on the Nov. 4 ballot.


But he’s never met the man and has declined to debate him.


Atwater has raised $2.9 million, is a mainstay on the statewide campaign circuit and began airing television commercials last week touting his efforts to lower insurance rates by cracking down on health-care and auto-accident fraud.


Compared with the mudslinging gubernatorial ads between GOP Gov. Rick Scott and Democratic challenger Charlie Crist, Atwater’s positive spot “cuts through the clutter,” he said.


Likewise, Republican Agriculture Commissioner Adam Putnam has been on television for two weeks.


Florida Democrats for years have made no secret they were eyeing the Governor’s Mansion and defending seats in the Legislature above all other electoral goals.


But 2014 has taken Democratic indifference in Cabinet races to a new level.


NEWS-PRESS COMES OUT AGAINST AMENDMENT 2 Editorial here


“The wording of the amendment is ambiguous, opening what we believe will be an onslaught of reasons why people need the drug to deal with a multitude of illnesses or pain at a doctor’s discretion. … We are not comfortable that all the legislation on who will be able to grow and sell the drug has yet to be written. We believe this amendment is more about who can profit from it, rather than who it might be able to help. There is very little scientific data to support this drug’s effectiveness over any other drug.”


STEVE SOUTHERLAND CAMPAIGN FIELD DIRECTOR JOKES ABOUT COCAINE BINGE, THE N-WORD, AND HITLER Full blog post here


An indication of how close the 2nd Congressional District race is the campaigns’ opposition research is reaching down into the barrel for Facebook postings.


Republican incumbent Steve Southerland and Democratic challenger Gwen Graham are fighting it out in one of the few districts in the country, which may change hands this fall. Graham has outraised Southerland and both parties believe they can win the battle.


Southerland has had to fight off allegations that he is condescending and insensitive to women issues. Graham last month skewered Southerland over a men-only fundraiser, calling it sexist. The invitation included “Tell the Misses not to wait up because the after dinner whiskey and cigars will be smooth & the issues to discuss are many.”


Southerland responded to the criticism by asking if Graham had ever been to a lingerie shower.”


Reaction to both Graham’s and Southerland’s remarks depended on party affiliation.


Now along comes Jason Pun, a field director for the Southerland campaign. Pun, a former Republican Party of Florida intern and one-time Florida State University student’s Facebook posting includes derogatory and condescending comments about women; an invitation to a cocaine binge, the N-word, and jokes about Hitler invading Poland.


Pun recruited volunteers among Florida State University students for the Southerland campaign. Southerland campaign confirmed that Pun is a field director. When told about Pun’s different postings a source close to the campaign said there are postings by people affiliated with the Graham campaign that are in the same vein as Pun’s .


CARLOS CURBELO LEADS JOE GARCIA IN NEW POLL via Kevin Derby of the Sunshine State News


A new poll shows Miami Dade School Board Member Carlos Curbelo, the Republican nominee, has the edge on U.S. Rep. Joe Garcia.


The poll from Saint Leo University Polling Institute shows Curbelo taking 46 percent while Garcia garners 42 percent.


“Congressman Garcia is in a weaker position than he may have hoped for with less than a month to go in the campaign,” said Frank Orlando, a political science instructor at Saint Leo University. 

“Curbelo, the Republican challenger, can take satisfaction in knowing that over twice as many voters view him as strongly favorable than strongly unfavorable.


“There’s still time for Garcia to make a move, but he must court independent voters,” Orlando added. “Although demographics and a gradual shift in Cuban political identity are making the district more Democratic, Garcia must also win a greater share of Republican votes, a hallmark of his successful 2012 campaign.”


The poll of 400 likely voters was taken from Oct. 1-Oct. 6 and had a margin of error of +/- 5 percent. More than an eighth–54 of the 400 voter interviews–were conducted in Spanish.


JACK LATVALA HOLDS TALLAHASSEE FUNDRAISER OCT. 13 Full blog post here


State Sen. Jack Latvala will be back in Tallahassee next week for a luncheon fundraiser in support of his District 20 re-election bid.


The event is Monday, Oct. 13 from noon – 1 p.m. at the Florida Restaurant & Lodging Association, 230 South Adams Street.


Fundraising for his own re-election campaign is almost a moot point for the veteran Republican lawmaker, since by most accounts Latvala has that race in the bag.


However, he remains hard at work supporting a few key Republicans allies, such as former state Sen. Ellyn Bogdanoff in her bitter District 34 race against incumbent Democrat Maria Sachs. If she wins in November, Bogdanoff would be the deciding vote in Latvala’s bid for the Senate presidency.


Closer to home, Latavla should have an easy time Nov. 4, since he has no Democratic opponent. Instead, Latvala will face Tea Party activist Tony Caso, infamous as one of the people who led the fight in 2011 to remove fluoride in Pinellas County drinking water.


SPOTTED at Thursday night’s BYU vs. UCF football game: GrayRobinson’s Chris Carmody and former UCF great Daunte Culpepper.


SPOTTED canvassing for Jeff Brandes: Fellow Senator John Legg.


SPOTTED canvassing for Chris Sprowls in House District 65: Reps. Dana Young, James Grant, Mike Hill, Cary Pigman, and Dan Raulerson.


CAMPAIGN PROFILES


Sachs-Bogdanoff race is key to GOP supermajority via the Sun-Sentinel.

Rising stars Jose Javier Rodriguez and Daniel Diaz Leyva face off in closely watched Florida House race via The Miami Herald.


HOUSE CANDIDATE: I’LL RUN IN 2016 ON JUST $99 via Kathleen McGrory of the Miami Herald

The 2014 general election is still weeks away, but Florida House candidate Ross Hancock is already looking toward the future.


Hancock, an independent who is currently running against state Rep. Erik Fresen in House District 114, has launched his bid for the 2016 election, state records show.


What’s unusual about his 2016 candidacy: He’s committing to a total budget of $99.


“I will accept no contributions, and our campaign account will start with $99 and that’s it until Election Day 2016,” the former community newspaper publisher wrote in an email to the Herald/Times. “You shouldn’t have to be rich to run. A campaign shouldn’t be funded by lobbyists and unions. And ordinary working people shouldn’t be pressured for small contributions. No one should pay to play.”


Hancock said he will use “shoe leather, social media, and people power” to win office.


House District 114 includes parts of Coral Gables, South Miami, Cutler Bay, Palmetto Bay and Pinecrest.  Hancock ran for the seat against Fresen in 2012 and lost by just two points.


GREAT NEWS FOR A GUY WHO OWNS POLITICAL NEWS WEBSITES — CAMPAIGNS FIND AD SPACE FINITE, EVEN ON THE WEB via Ashley Parker of the New York Times

Digital advertising is maturing much in the way television did, as targeting becomes more sophisticated and the definition of a viewer expands drastically. ‘Many political strategists don’t think of the Internet as something that can sell out,’ said Rob Saliterman, leader of the elections team at Google, which owns YouTube. ‘But in these smaller states, just as there’s a finite amount of TV inventory, there’s a finite amount of YouTube inventory.’ …


Already, there is almost no remaining YouTube inventory for reserve buys – pre-video [pre-roll] ads that cannot be skipped – in Alaska, Maine, Montana and New Hampshire, and inventory is increasingly tight in nearly a dozen other … states. …


According to data from Kantar Media, which monitors television advertising, the top three television stations nationwide in terms of political spots aired from the beginning of September to the first week of October were WMUR in New Hampshire (4,698 spots), WHO in Iowa (4,237) and WSAZ [Charleston-Huntington, W.Va.] in the West Virginia, Ohio and Kentucky triangle (3,476). … Borrell Associates, an advertising research firm, estimates that digital spending in 2014 will surpass $270 million, up from just $55.4 million in 2010.


IMPACT OF ‘NO PARTY’ VOTER SHIFT UNKNOWN via Bill Rufty of the Lakeland Ledger

Florida voters might be waiting into the wee hours of the morning or later after the Nov. 4 election to learn who has been elected governor, a longtime political observer told members of Leadership Lakeland.


Marian Johnson, vice president for political strategy for the Florida Chamber of Commerce, told those attending the lunch at the Grasslands Clubhouse that the heavy shift of voters to “no party affiliation” voters means that a large segment of the voting population is hard to measure this far from the election.


“With 2.8 million NPAs, (the election) will be a test of something we haven’t seen before,” she said.


Of Florida’s nearly 12 million voters, 24 percent chose to be independents with the title of no party affiliation, joining neither the Republican nor the Democratic parties. In 2000 the number of registered independents was around 15 percent.


Another factor in the election is that 53 percent of registered voters in the state are women; 45 percent are listed as men, and 2 percent don’t have gender listed in their voter registration records.


***Today’s SUNBURN is brought to you by Bright House Networks, a trusted provider of industry leading communications and networking services to businesses of all sizes, from startups to large, multi-site organizations. Our Enterprise Solutions provides the fiber connectivity, cloud and managed services today’s large organizations demand, while our Business  Solutions team works with small to mid-size companies to ensure they get the right services to fit their needs and their budget. Find out why so many businesses in your area trust their communications needs to Bright House Networks. Learn more at brighthouse.com/business. ***


NEW $3.7B GAS LINE RAISING COMPLAINTS via Ray Henry of the Associated Press


A proposal to build a $3.7 billion pipeline system carrying natural gas into Florida is raising complaints from Georgia residents – including media mogul Ted Turner – who say they’d face environmental costs while others get the benefits.


Spectra Energy Partners LP and NextEra Energy Inc. are seeking federal permission to build the Sabal Trail and the Florida Southeast Connection, about 600 miles of pipeline bringing natural gas from a hub in Alabama, across southwest Georgia and to power plants in Florida. If approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the system would start operating in mid-2017.


The project is an economic and political balancing act. The United States has benefited from its expanding supply of natural gas, which has pushed fuel prices to historic lows and made it possible for utility companies to close coal plants for cleaner, gas-burning power plants. The growing reliance on gas also means customers need a steady supply of the fuel. Developers say the two existing pipes serving peninsular Florida are running at nearly full capacity.


Project opponents say the pipeline will decrease property values, cause pollution and put their communities at risk of accidents while the big benefits go to the Florida market.


If federal regulators approve, developers would have the right to force landowners to let the gas pipeline pass under their property. While landowners would be paid, they couldn’t build anything on top of the pipe.


Energy firms say the project is necessary to meet Florida’s appetite for gas. Florida Power & Light Co., a subsidiary of NextEra, wants additional gas supplies to serve its fleet of gas-fired plants. Meanwhile, Duke Energy has plans to build a new combined-cycle gas plant in Citrus County.


DESPITE RHETORIC IN MARIJUANA DEBATE, LEGISLATURE CONTROLS ITS SAFETY via Mary Ellen Klas of the Miami Herald

Here’s the little secret that neither side of the Amendment 2 debate over medical marijuana is talking about: The Florida Legislature controls its fate.


Access to medical cannabis for those groups wouldn’t be easy, either, if the Legislature put in place a tightly controlled cultivation and dispensing system similar to one it adopted earlier this year when it legalized low-THC, high CBD strains of cannabis.


And what’s to stop lawmakers from doing any of this and more?


“Nothing,” said Jon Mills, former Democratic House speaker and a constitutional lawyer who wrote the amendment on the ballot before voters on Nov.4. “The Legislature can do anything that is not inconsistent with the Constitution.”


The proposed constitutional amendment, he said, prevents the Legislature from creating a barrier to access for patients diagnosed with nine particular debilitating ailments, or others who meet the requirements of the law. But he noted that it does allow lawmakers to establish a protocol for determining what diseases are eligible for treatment and to put in place rules that keep the public safe.


Mills and former state Sen. Alex Diaz de la Portilla, a Republican, headed up a bipartisan panel of law enforcement, medical and government experts who recently proposed 56 ideas — from doctor certification to treatment center access and product testing — that legislators should include when implementing the amendment.


Creating new laws for a new cash-only pot industry is not a job that Florida’s Republican-controlled Legislature welcomes, however, and lawmakers have a history of delaying the implementation of constitutional amendments brought to them by citizens groups.


SEN. NANCY DETERT AND PALM TREES via Jeremy Wallace of the Sarasota Herald-Tribune

State Sen. Nancy Detert couldn’t stand the thought of watching a movie about Florida being filmed almost entirely in Puerto Rico.


Detert said when she heard that a novel based on a Florida book character called Travis McGee was going to Puerto Rico because of film production incentives there, she decided to act.


Though the state’s film incentive program has no money left, she has helped convince Visit Florida to offer the filmmakers $2 million in tax incentives if they will film outdoor scenes in Florida, even if much of the rest of the film is in Puerto Rico. Detert said the shots can help draw tourists to Florida and promote the state’s iconic beaches and landscapes.


She said that in addition to the tourism exposure, it provides more jobs for Florida’s growing film industry.


Actor Christian Bale is set to play the lead role of Travis McGee, based on the book series by John D. MacDonald. MacDonald wrote 21 novels about the Fort Lauderdale-based character. Detert said if the film is successful it could become a series that would showcase Florida for years to come.


REP. DANE EAGLE TO SPEAK TO GOP WOMEN


State Rep. Dane Eagle is expected to be among the speakers during a meeting of the Lee Republican Women Federated. 5:10 p.m., The Edison Restaurant, 3583 McGregor Blvd., Fort Myers.


NEW LOBBYING REGISTRATIONS


Brian Ballard, Chris Hansen, Ballard Partners: Florida Bail Agents Association


Nicole Fried, Fred Karlinsky, Katie Webb, Timothy Stanfield, Colodny Fass: Wellcare Health Plans


Nick Iarossi, Jennifer Gaviria, Kenneth Granger, Chris Schoonover, Capital City Consulting: Plum Creek; South Florida Community Care Network


Susan Lichstein: Florida Housing Coalition


***SUNBURN is brought to you in part by Bascom Communications Consulting, LLC, a top-notch public affairs, political communications and public relations firm. Visit www.bascomllc.com to read about their growing team, success stories and case studies.***


WORTH THE CLICK: Democratic political consultant and lobbyist Steve Schale encouraging a fellow runner to cross the finish line during the Tallahassee Democrat “Go Pink 5K & One Mile Fun Run” here.


AT FLORIDA STATE, FOOTBALL CLOUDS JUSTICE via Mike McIntyre and Walt Bogdanich of the New York Times

Last year, the deeply flawed handling of a rape allegation against the quarterback Jameis Winston drew attention to institutional failures by law enforcement and Florida State officials. The accuser’s lawyer complained that detectives had seemed most interested in finding reasons not to pursue charges against Mr. Winston, a prized recruit who went on to win the Heisman Trophy and lead his team to a national championship.


Now, an examination by the New York Times of police and court records, along with interviews with crime witnesses, has found that, far from an aberration, the treatment of the Winston complaint was in keeping with the way the police on numerous occasions have soft-pedaled allegations of wrongdoing by Seminoles football players. From criminal mischief and motor-vehicle theft to domestic violence, arrests have been avoided, investigations have stalled and players have escaped serious consequences.


In a community whose self-image and economic well-being are so tightly bound to the fortunes of the nation’s top-ranked college football team, law enforcement officers are finely attuned to a suspect’s football connections. Those ties are cited repeatedly in police reports examined by The Times. What’s more, dozens of officers work second jobs directing traffic and providing security at home football games, and many express their devotion to the Seminoles on social media.


Certainly, Florida State football players have not always sidestepped prosecution. Over the last three years, at least nine players have been arrested on charges ranging from sexual assault to being an accessory to a fatal shooting.


But on other occasions, despite strong evidence, investigations have been delayed and sometimes derailed.


The Times’s reporting also yielded a fuller account of how Florida State handled the rape complaint against Mr. Winston. In January 2013, days after Mr. Winston was identified by his accuser, senior Florida State athletic officials met privately with Mr. Winston’s lawyer. Afterward, they decided, on behalf of the university, not to begin an internal disciplinary inquiry, as required by federal law.


Only after the end of Florida State’s national championship season did the university, having begun a disciplinary inquiry, attempt without success to interview Mr. Winston. Seven more months would pass before the school interviewed his accuser, who had long since dropped out. Mr. Winston has acknowledged having sex with his accuser, but said it was consensual. He will cooperate with the university’s disciplinary inquiry, which the university said Friday would be conducted by an independent hearing officer.


In the January case, the officers may have been less than diligent in their investigation, but there was one item they did not neglect: notifying their supervisor, Sgt. David McCranie, “due to the fact that it was an F.S.U. football player.”


CONTEXT FLORIDA: COFFEE-SHOP POLLING, ADRIAN WYLLIE, LONE-WOLVES AND CONSTITUTIONS


On Context Florida: To take the pulse of public sentiment about something or someone in Florida politics, Daniel Tilson would rather eavesdrop on strangers’ coffee shop conversations than pour over the latest polls. But Tilson says it provides invaluable insight and deeper understanding of what’s really going on in people’s minds when they answer poll questions. On Wednesday, there will be a televised live debate between Charlie Crist and Rick Scott — and possibly Adrian Wyllie. Did he make the cut, Steve Vancore asks. In a simple assessment of whether Wyllie has met the mark, Vancore’s estimates that he has not. Peter Schorsch notes the botched handling of an Ebola victim, videos of police violence, arson-caused wildfires and ISIS threats, among others, are fueling a sense of vulnerability among Americans to the deeds of the “lone wolf” operator. A constitution should deal only with the fundamental principles of democracy and the manner of running the government, says Martin Dyckman. The public deserves an opportunity to adopt ordinary laws by initiative, not just constitutional amendments.


Visit Context Florida to dig in.

--


Bloomberg

Mark Halperin's Daybook

October 13, 2014


At 8 p.m., Mitch McConnell will debate Democratic challenger Alison Lundergan Grimes in Lexington. This is the race's only debate. Spidey sense says that the Leader will come armed with a thing or two to try to discombobulate his less experienced rival. Watch the debate live here.


Hillary Clinton is in Las Vegas for a fundraiser with Harry Reid. The $1,000-per-person event ($10,000 each for VIPs) is scheduled for 8:00 p.m. She’s booked later this evening at an annual University of Nevada, Las Vegas fundraier. Starting at 10 p.m., Clinton will pose for photos at the Bellagio with guests at who dropped $20,000 on tickets, followed by a 10:30 p.m. speech and Q&A (open to press).


Mitt Romney will campaign for GOP Senate candidate Joni Ernst in Iowa, where the new Bloomberg Politics/Des Moines Register poll suggests he would beat Clinton in a hypothetical 2016 presidential match-up in the state. You can bet that those close to Romney bullish about his '16 prospects are going to keep touting this survey. The Ernst rally in Cedar Rapids starts at 10:30 a.m. 


President Obama is D.C. with no public events. Because it's Columbus Day, there will be no White House briefing.


At noon, Joe Biden will be at a private residence in Manalapan, Florida, for a Democratic National Committee event (closed to press). From there he’ll join Charlie Crist at 2:15 p.m. for a rally at Temple Beth Shira in Boca Raton, before the two make an appearance at Broward Community College in Coconut Creek at 4:15 p.m. (remarks only open to press). Around the same time, his wife, Dr. Jill Biden, will drop by a campaign phone bank at Florida Atlantic University with lieutenant governor candidate Annette Taddeo. At 6 p.m., she’s off to the American Legion Post 29 in Miami for a final Crist event, while the vice president finishes his day at a private residence in Parkland, Florida, for another closed-press 6:15 p.m. event for the gubernatorial candidate.

Jeb Bush has a series of stops in Michigan, starting at the Kent County Republican headquarters in Grand Rapids to stump for U.S. Senate candidate Terri Lynn Land at 10:30 a.m. From there, he goes to Lansing for a 2:20 p.m. visit to the Michigan Republican Party HQ and on to a 6:30 p.m. Governors’ Gala fundraiser with Gov. Rick Snyder in Troy. Tickets cost $500 to attend; $5,000 gets you a private table and photo.


Rick Perry will miss a scheduled court appearance today regarding his indictment. His absence was excused by a judge last month because of a pre-scheduled economic mission trip to Europe.


The CDC will hold a noon briefing on its investigation into how a health care worker became infected with Ebola in Texas.


John McCain is spending a full day campaigning with Louisiana GOP Senate candidate Bill Cassidy, starting with a 9:00 a.m. rally in Covington, Louisiana, before pushing on to events in Baton Rouge, Lafayette, and a final stop at 6:00 p.m. in Bossier City. Cassidy remains a less distinct figure to voters and the national media than other Republicans trying to unseat Democratic incumbents, like Tom Cotton, Thom Tillis, Scott Brown, etc.


Sarah Palin will deliver the keynote speech at Trinity Christian School in Williston, North Dakota. The fundraiser gets underway at 7:00 p.m.


--


Turkish Weekly

Lessons learnt, lessons shared at IMF meeting

October 13, 2014


The Swiss finance minister, Eveline Widmer-Schlumpf, has said at the annual meeting of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in Washington, that investing in infrastructure programmes is a key way to promote growth, but it must be made more attractive for private investors.

She said that the private sector played an important part in making “long-term financing” available, but that efficiency was the key to ensuring investment did add up to economic growth.

Widmer-Schlumpf’s words echoed those of the head of the IMF, Christine Lagarde, who urged nations with flagging economies to invest more in their infrastructure.

Reducing the public debt to GDP ratio was another point raised by Widmer-Schlumpf. Taking it down to a “safe level” was important in creating a buffer zone for countries, she said, and was a lesson learnt from the financial crisis.

Continued interest in apprenticeships

On the fringe of the annual meeting of the IMF, Switzerland and the United States announced they will sign a deal on working together on vocational training.

After meeting the US minister for work, Tom Perez, on Saturday, the Swiss education minister, Johann Schneider-Ammann said they would put pen to paper in the coming months.

The two were apparently in agreement that having people in work, especially young people, is important for the prosperity and social wellbeing of a country.

The dual training system in Switzerland, where teenagers follow either an academic path or train as an apprentice, has been of particular recent interest to the US.

At the International Congress on Vocational and Professional Education and Training in Winterthur in September, the US Vice President’s wife, Jill Biden, visited a Swiss firm and praised the apprenticeship system.

Schneider-Ammann also stressed the role that private companies play in training young people, commenting that a number of Swiss firms with US arms had already successfully introduced vocational training programmes.

--


News 13

VP Joe Biden campaigning with Charlie Crist in South Florida today

October 13, 2014


Charlie Crist has brought in a heavy hitter.


The Democratic gubernatorial candidate is campaigning with Vice President Joe Biden today in South Florida.


Crist, a former Republican Florida governor, has also received support from former president Bill Clinton and former first lady/senator/secretary of state Hillary Rodham Clinton during the contentious governor's race.


Crist and Biden are holding rallies at Century Village, a condo community full of retiree voters, and at a Boca Raton synagogue. Later, the pair will go after young voters at Broward College's Coconut Creek campus.


And tonight, Biden will host a fundraiser for Crist at the Parkland home of Mike Moskowitz, a prominent Democratic Party fundraiser.


Biden's wife, Jill, is in Tampa this morning with Crist's lieutenant governor selection, Annette Taddeo. The two will talk to students at the University of South Florida about college affordability. Later, they'll speak at the Florida Atlantic University student center in Boca Raton and the American Legion post in Miami.

Polls show the race between Scott and Crist as being very close. The two will hold their second debate Wednesday at Broward College's main campus in Davie.

--


Fox 29

Vice President Joe Biden in Boca Raton

October 13, 2014

BOCA RATON, FL (WFLX) - Vice President Joe Biden is campaigning Monday with Democratic gubernatorial candidate Charlie Crist in Palm Beach County.



The vice president and Crist will hold a rally at Temple Beth Shalom in Century Village in Boca Raton at 2:15 Monday afternoon.

Biden's wife, Dr. Jill Biden, will also be in Palm Beach County on Monday.

She will appear with candidate for Lt. Gov. Annette Taddeo at a Crist campaign phone bank at Florida Atlantic University at 4 p.m.

After the rally in Boca Raton, Crist and the vice president will make an appearance at Broward Community College in Coconut Creek at 4:15 p.m.

Crist will face-off against Republican and current Governor Rick Scott on Nov. 4.

Tickets to the Crist campaign event rally in Boca Raton can be found on Crist's campaign Web site.

--


Broward/Palm Beach New Times

Joe Biden in Boca Today Campaigning for Charlie Crist

October 13, 2014


Vice President Joe Biden is hitting up Boca and Broward on Monday to do a little campaigning for Charlie Crist.


The vice president will be making the rounds with Crist, first at a synagogue in Boca Raton, then later at Broward College's Coconut Creek campus.


Biden's wife, Dr. Jill Biden, will also be in Palm Beach County, making an appearance with Crist's running mate, Annette Taddeo, at Florida Atlantic University on Monday.

"Joe likes to quote his dad a lot -- a smart guy," Crist said in an email announcing Biden's visit. "'Don't tell me what you value. Show me your budget, and I'll tell you what you value.' That's a quote I think about a lot. When you look at Florida's budget under Rick Scott, you can see plain and simple what he cares about: Tax breaks for the wealthy corporations and special interests -- while cutting spending for our schools. I'm glad to have Joe and Jill here in Florida with me to talk about why this election matters."

Biden's first appearance will be at Century Village's Temple Beth Shalom, where he'll be talking up and charming the retirees around 2:15 p.m.


From there, Biden will head on over to do the same with young voters at Broward College. That rally will begin at the Coconut Creek campus at 4:15 p.m.


Taddeo and Mrs. Biden will appear at a Crist campaign phone bank at Florida Atlantic University at 4 p.m.

The one-day Biden-for-Crist tour will also take the vice president to the home of big-time Democratic fundraiser Mike Moskowitz in Parkland.


"Charlie Crist and I have more in common than just our love of the beautiful state of Florida," Biden said in a news release. "Whether it'll help him out politically or not, the man always speaks from his heart.


"He cares deeply about the people he meets -- he listens to their stories and takes them into account when he's making decisions.


"His good heart is why I'm proud to join Charlie in Florida today. I know he'll be an incredible fighter for Florida's middle class."


Both the Boca and Broward events with the vice president are open to the public, but to get in, you must have tickets that were given out last week. You can also try to get tickets on Charlie Crist's website.


You also might be able to get them at a local Crist field office.


Crist and Gov. Rick Scott, meanwhile, are set to have their second debate this week at Broward College.


--


Miami New Times

Rick Scott Challenges Obama to Come to Florida and Campaign for Crist

October 13, 2014


There's been some low-key agonizing in Democratic circles over whether a visit from President Barack Obama to campaign for Charlie Crist would be a help or a hindrance. On one hand, Crist's Democrat bonafides are still questioned by some tried-and-true Democratic voters who still remain loyal to Obama. On the other, Obama's popularity is lagging in the state and it may be best to not tie the race to national politics.


Though, Vice President Joe Biden is in South Florida campaigning for Crist today, and Gov. Rick Scott took the opportunity to basically dare Obama himself to come to the state.


"Our state is turning around because we have done the exact opposite of Washington," said Scott in a statement. "We threw out the Crist-Obama playbook of higher taxes, more debt and more spending. We made government get out of the way of Florida job creators by undoing Charlie Crist's tax increases and 15 percent year-after-year tuition hikes on college students. The results of our pro-growth policies are clear - businesses have created more than 640,000 new jobs. And even though we have more work to do to get every Florida family working again, I hope President Obama can make a trip to the Sunshine State soon to see the results of our pro-growth policies - even if he is not invited on the campaign trail with Charlie Crist."


It's a savvy move for Scott, both reminding those who dislike the president that Crist remains a fan, and casting doubt in the mind of those who like Obama as to whether or not he really supports Crist's bid for governor.


Of course, if Obama did pay a visit and stumped with Crist, Scott's campaign would undoubtedly use the footage in attack ads.


Scott, however, didn't make mention of Biden's visit to Florida today.


The vice president will appear at the Temple Beth Shalom in Century Village near Boca Raton today at 2:15 before heading to Broward College in Coconut Creek at 4:15 p.m. Both events are open to the public but tickets were distributed last week. Biden will then headline a Crist fundraiser at the Broward home of Mike Moskowitz.


The Second Lady Jill Biden is also in Florida today with a separate itinerary. She's hitting up Tampa, a phone bank at the Florida Atlantic University student center in Boca Raton, and an American Legion post in Miami.

--


7 News

Joe Biden campaigns for Crist across South Florida

October 13, 2014

BOCA RATON, Fla. (WSVN) -- Vice President Joe Biden will show his support on behalf of gubernatorial candidate Charlie Crist as he campaigns across South Florida Monday.


With voters poised to voice their choice at the polls in a matter of weeks, the vice president will have a very busy Monday as he will make three stops in Palm Beach and Broward Counties on behalf of Crist.


The first stop for Biden is in Boca Raton, at Century Village. Biden will be speaking inside Temple Beth Shalom at 2:15 p.m. A couple hours later, Biden is set to hit another voting demographic: students. He will hold a rally for Crist at Broward College in Coconut Creek. After this appearance, Biden will then host a fundraiser for Crist.


According to the latest polling average from Real Clear Politics, the race between Crist and Republican incumbent Rick Scott is a toss-up, with Crist averaging 44.8 percent of voters and Scott averaging 44.3 percent.


Election day is three weeks from Tuesday, and, more importantly, with eyes toward 2016, both parties want to have political control of this swing state for the presidential election.


This factor is something that did not go unnoticed to Democratic voters in Boca Raton. "It's critical, along with other governors races, especially for Democrats, to take control of the State Houses to prepare for 2016," said event attendee Gregory Shola.


"We need a Democratic governor because there's going to be an election in two years, and that's gonna be a very important thing for Florida," said Lynn Cantor, another event attendee.


Vice President Biden will not be campaigning for Crist in South Florida alone. Dr. Jill Biden, his wife, will also be making three Florida stops. Her final one will be later Monday night in Miami.

--


WUSF News

Jill Biden, Annette Taddeo Campaign on Education at USF

October 13, 2014

As the race for governor heats up, the Democrats are calling on some big names to help out Charlie Crist. Vice President Joe Biden is in South Florida this afternoon, and his wife Jill appeared today at the University of South Florida in Tampa. She listened to a group of students talking about making college affordable.

Biden says the average college student is weighed down with about $30,000 of debt when they graduate.


"So, we all agree that there's more to be done," she said. "But I'm really proud to be part of an administration that has made college affordability a priority, and reformed the student loan system and doubled the pell grants."


Biden appeared alongside Crist's running mate, Annette Taddeo. She says if he got elected, Crist would increase levels of spending for education. She says Crist is proposing a loan forgiveness plan for students enrolled in STEM classes. That's Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics. Taddeo also took a swipe at a popular scholarship that helps out the best students in each high school graduation class.


"We want to restore the cuts to education that have been made by Rick Scott. And Bright Futures Scholarships need to be restored to where they were before. And I might even go so far as to say let's review the eligibility based on need. That was the way it was originally meant to be."


Biden and Taddeo then campaigned together at Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton.


--

WFLA.com

Candidate raises issue of Bright Futures eligibility

October 13, 2014


TAMPA, FL (WFLA) - Criteria for Florida's Bright Futures scholarships was called into question Monday during a campaign stop in the governor's race.


Annette Taddeo, Charlie Crist's runningmate, suggested a review of eligibility “based on need” during a roundtable on college affordability with Dr. Jill Biden, the wife of Vice President Joe Biden, at the University of South Florida.

“I don't like it when one of my neighbors' kids who's very well off is getting one of those Bright Futures scholarships,” Taddeo said.


Bright Futures scholarships are merit-based scholarships for Florida students.


“I think it should be based on need,” Taddeo said when asked about the issue after the event.


Taddeo said she and Crist had discussed the issue of but did not claim it was part of the campaign plans.


Later in the day, the Crist campaign said Taddeo said she should have been clearer, and that she meant that Florida needs “more needs-based financial aid in general, not specifically in reference” to Bright Futures.


A spokesman also said both Taddeo and Crist believe “the number one focus needs to be on restoring Bright Futures scholarships to the level they were at in his administration.”


Gov. Rick Scott's campaign fired back at the Crist campaign as word spread about Taddeo's comments, using Crist's name and claiming he “wants to take away the scholarships from Florida's hardest-working and highest-achieving students.”


--


CL Tampa Bay

Jill Biden Campaigns with Annette Taddeo at USF

October 13, 2014


Vice President Joe Biden’s wife, Dr. Jill Biden campaigned for Charlie Christ on Monday at the University of South Florida's  Marshall Student Center. She was joined by Annette Taddeo, Christ’s running mate and candidate for Lieutenant Governor. In a round-table discussion with current and former USF students, they discussed affordable education. 

Since taking office Governor Rick Scott has slashed funding for Bright Futures, a lottery funded scholarship program. While he said it was a way to make the program more competitive, critics says it is a huge burden on students from low income families. Scott is also responsible for major tuition hikes. From 2011 to 2012 he signed off increasing tuition by 13%. 

As a college professor for over thirty years and mother of three college graduates, Ms. Biden sees firsthand the struggles students face today. "My students are going to school, they have children and sometimes more than one job; they are juggling a lot to get ahead. That’s why college affordability is so critical," she says. “Over the past three decades, the average tuition at a public four-year college has more than tripled, and the average four-year graduate comes away with more than $30,000 in debt.”

Taddeo is also a parent, married to a college professor and a college graduate who had to struggle to get through college. "I got through with student loans and Pell grants, and all of the help I could get from the institutions that were there," she said, adding that when she graduated, she moved back in with her parents to afford starting her first business. 

Since Bright Futures funding was cut in half in Florida, Taddeo says that there are now 50,000 students without the Bright Futures Scholarship. “Most of them are African American or Hispanic, the kids that need it the most.” She promises that she and Charlie Crist will make sure that every single student has access to it. She mentioned forming a board that will address loan refinancing for the 51,000 graduates suffering from student loan debt in Florida. For students in a STEM area (science, technology, engineering and math) the Christ administration will provide a loan forgiveness plan, in which students will have to stay and work in Florida for a certain amount of years before they qualify, Taddeo said. She also says that if students stay, industry will grow. Florida’s work force will be larger and more attractive to big companies. While Rick Scott has provided tax incentives, “we haven’t seen the jobs,” she quipped.

Several of the students at the table were members of the USF College Democrats. John Quiroz, USF’s College Democrats Vice President, asks that while the Republican’s control the state Senate and the House, how would a Democratic administration get anything done? Taddeo says that Crist is very good at crossing party lines. “By electing a Democratic Governor, they will have to come to the table to talk. If they don’t want to move, we will lead them," she said. 

USF student Joana Rabassa mentions the issue of the terms of the loan forgiveness program. While she understands having to stay in Florida for a certain amount of time, the proposed 120 payments add up to ten years. “That’s a pretty long time span," she said. "How long before we can start this refinance program? Our salaries are not compensating for the amount of debt we’ve accrued.” She says the only way she was able to intern in Washington was because she was able to go through a federally sponsored program, Without the scholarship she says she would not have been able to move to D.C. for any amount of time. 

The recurring sentiment from the students was their fears about how they can balance their student loan bills with all of their other bills. Ryan Emison, a junior at USF asks, “How to plan to reform the cuts, and make tuition affordable, so we don’t graduate feeling like we have a monkey on our backs?” Taddeo says that when Crist was governor "we were going through a global economic recession", but now “we are going through good times; funding is not an issue, we have a surplus, but somehow our priorities are backwards.” She says that tax cuts to corporations are not what we need. She and Christ want to restore the cuts by putting education first.

They agree that the narrative must be open between students and those with authority, to establish affordable college education and a more accessible loan forgiveness programs. “With parameters, we want to make sure you are given the time to find a job,” says Taddeo. She proposes they review the eligibility for Bright Futures, “based on need, the way it was originally meant to be,” she says.


--


Local10.com


Vice President Joe Biden shows support for Charlie Crist in South Fla.

October 13, 2014


[Video with mention of Dr. Biden.]

--


Local10.com


Vice President Joe Biden campaigns for Charlie Crist in South Fla.

Biden makes appearances in Boca Raton, Coconut Creek


October 13, 2014


[Video with mention of Dr. Biden.]

Vice President Joe Biden traveled to South Florida on Monday to campaign for Democratic gubernatorial candidate Charlie Crist.


Biden appeared with the former Republican governor Monday at a Boca Raton synagogue and at Broward College's Coconut Creek campus.


"You are the backbone of this campaign," Crist told the students in the crowd at Broward College. "We cannot win without you."


Crist and Gov. Rick Scott are virtually tied in the polls leading up to the Nov. 4 election.


"With Charlie, it's not about left or right," Biden said. "It's about right and wrong."


Crist and Scott are scheduled to have their second debate Wednesday. It will be at Broward College's main campus in Davie.


--


The Tampa Tribune

Jill Biden, Crist running mate talk college affordability in Tampa

October 13, 2014

TAMPA — Aiming his governor's campaign at young voters who helped elect Barack Obama, Charlie Crist campaigned with Vice President Joe Biden at a South Florida college Monday while Biden's wife, Jill Biden, appeared with Crist running mate Annette Taddeo at the University of South Florida.

During a discussion with USF students about college affordability, Taddeo bashed Gov. Rick Scott for cuts to the state's Bright Futures Scholarship program — but also said the program should be based on financial need. That's a move Crist hasn't advocated.


Currently, Bright Futures, the state's largest college financial aid program, is based solely on academic achievement plus a community service component. Whether the program should weigh financial need has been a point of contention since it was created in 1997.


“I don't know that it's part of the Crist campaign but I will tell you that we've discussed it,” Taddeo told reporters after her appearance with Biden. “I think it should be based on need.”


The campaign later said Taddeo meant to refer to “more need-based financial aid in general, not specifically ... Bright Futures.”


Crist's Fair Shot Florida plan “includes plans for additional need-based financial aid,” said Crist spokesman Brendan Gilfillan. “Both Charlie and Annette believe the number one focus needs to be on restoring Bright Futures scholarships to the level they were at in his administration.”


Taddeo also denied reports that Crist is wary of campaigning with President Barack Obama, and said Michelle Obama will return to Florida for Crist at the end of this week.


The Wall Street Journal reported last week, based on an unnamed source, Crist is reluctant to campaign with Obama, fearing it would shift the focus of the race to national issues. Scott has sought to link Crist to Obama, whose job approval ratings are hitting record lows.


Taddeo said she doesn't think it's been decided whether Obama will campaign with Crist, but said she has no concerns about it.


“I don't think Charlie has distanced himself at all and I think it's important to note that he has said so many times,” Taddeo said. “I think at the end of the day we have a president who is doing everything he can to work across the aisle and the Republican Party has gone to the extreme tea party side.”


Biden and Taddeo met with about 20 USF students for thre discussion of discuss college affordability, then visited campaign phone banks in Miami and at Florida Atlantic University.

Joe Biden and Crist, meanwhile, attended rallies at a synagogue in the Century Village condo complex in Boca Raton, and at Broward College in Coconut Creek. Both communities are in Broward County, the state's most heavily Democratic.


Jill Biden, an English professor at a community college near Washington, told the students that “as a lifelong educator,” the issue of college affordability is “very close to my heart.”


“I've seen first hand ... how there are many barriers to success,” she she said. Her students, “are juggling a lot ... They're going to school, many of them have one job or two jobs.”


“We need to make sure there is an affordable path for everybody to get a college education.”

Taddeo reminded the students that Crist has proposed a loan forgiveness program for students in science, technology, engineering and math fields, and a student loan financing authority to help students re-finance student debt.


She repeated the Crist campaign's accusation that the number of students Bright Futures serves has decreased by some 50,000.


“We've cut Bright Futures scholarships in Florida in half. About the size of this university is the number of kids who longer get Bright Futures scholarships,” she said.


Later, Taddeo added, “Let's review the eligibility based on need. That was the way it was originally meant to be.”


Taddeo said she lives in a well-to-do area of Miami, and “I don't like it when one of my neighbor's kids who's very well off is getting one of those Bright Futures scholarships. We also need to look at that. But we need to restore the funding first and make sure that those 50,000 kids are back in school.”


In fact, Bright Futures was never intended to take financial need into consideration, said former state Sen. Paula Dockery, who was in the Legislature when it was enacted. “It was always intended to be open to every Florida student regardless of need.”


In the 2012-13 fiscal year, the latest year for which figures are available from the state Department of Education, Florida spent $312 million in Bright Futures. Meanwhile, it spend about $201 million on need-based programs.


The Scott campaign responded Monday that Crist “wants to take away the scholarships from Florida's hardest-working and highest-achieving students.”


--


10 News

Jill Biden campaigns with Crist running mate

October 14, 2014


Tampa, Florida -- With only three weeks to the election, big names are coming to Florida such as Vice President and his wife, Jill Biden, who campaigned Monday on behalf of Charle Crist and Annette Taddeo.


Dr. Jill Biden visited the University of South Florida in Tampa, where she focused on making college affordable. Joe Biden was in south Florida with Charlie Crist at several campaign stops.


In a close race for Florida governor, experts say education policies could be a key to winning the election.


Young voters at USF are closely watching the race to help decide which candidate will help shape their future, before deciding on Florida's future leader.


America's second lady, Jill Biden, met with USF students alongside the Democratic candidate for Lt. Governor Annette Taddeo.


Biden says she understands the struggles students face, because she's a community college professor. "My students are going to school, many of them have children. They have one job or two jobs, and they're involved in their community, so they're really juggling a lot trying to get ahead," says Biden.


"Going to class, on top of the stress of your future what that's going to look like, and then your parents are contributing as much as they can for your education, and not all of them can afford that," says USF senior Jean Cocco. "It's a big stress. You can see the bags under my eyes. It's one day at a time."


Cocco worries how he'll ever get ahead with mounting student loans. "I'm expecting about $30,000 in loans, once I graduate. Of course, that's going to be a consideration when pursue a master's in grad school. I'm looking for scholarships," says Cocco.


Taddeo, and running mate Crist, promise to restore funding to Bright Futures scholarships and launch a loan forgiveness program for graduates in the fields of science, technology, engineering or math, if the graduates stay and work in Florida for five years.


"Students are severely affected by the Scott administration, and they need somebody who is actually going to give them a seat at the table and talk about creating the jobs that they're getting an education for, getting the loan forgiveness for those who are in STEM, and also making sure they have a way to refinance the loans," says Taddeo.


"Education is the second most important issue, jobs and the economy are first. Obviously both are intertwined," says USF Political Science Professor Susan MacManus. "Young people make up around 25 percent of registered voters in the state and can make a difference in who wins and loses. Right now, education is their top issue and how to pay for it is right there, too."


Gov. Rick Scott vows to increase per student funding and hold the line on college tuition. Monday, Scott's campaign questions whether the Bidens are in Florida to help distance the Democratic candidates from President Barack Obama.


"I know on Friday we have the first lady coming to Florida, so they're definitely helping us out," Taddeo says.


In a statement, Scott's campaign insists it's bringing in the big names, too: Jeb Bush, New Jersey Governor Chris Christie and Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal.


Scott says the president should come to Florida with or without Crist to see what happens when you put pro-growth, pro-jobs policies in place. "The campaign of Charlie Crist, Florida's Democratic candidate for governor, is now wary of inviting Mr. Obama to publicly appear with him out of concern that it would shift the focus of the race from local issues to national ones, according to a person familiar with Mr. Crist's campaign strategy."


--


Sun Sentinel

Joe Biden praises Charlie Crist as man of middle class

October 14, 2014


Vice President Joe Biden, famous for a gregarious and freewheeling style that often veers away from sanitized political talking points, was on message Monday as he hit the campaign trail in South Florida: soaring rhetoric, no gaffes, and a big push for Charlie Crist.


"This is the single most important governor's race in the United States of America," Biden said, urging about 600 people at a rally at the Century Village condominium community west of Boca Raton to vote for the Democratic candidate for governor.


At Broward College, where 500 people attended a rally for Crist, Biden depicted Crist as a man of political courage.


"Charlie knows what is worth losing over," Biden said. "He's not going to lose. But he knows what is worth losing over and he's always stood up. He's always stood up and said what he believes, even at the risk it might cost him."


Biden and Crist hammered again and again – and again – on the importance of the middle class, describing their party and policies as good for the middle class while depicting Republicans and Gov. Rick Scott as catering only to the interests of the wealthy.


"I'm running for governor to fight for the middle class," Crist said.


"These guys," Biden said of Republicans, "don't value the middle class." The vice president's advice: "Stand up and holler … 'I'm tired of the middle class not getting a [fair] shake.'"


Biden said the middle class is "in trouble" and "getting clobbered." Lest that be considered a confession of failure after six years of the Obama administration, the vice president rattled off statistics suggesting the economy has made vast improvements since he and President Barack Obama took office.


After rallies at Century Village west of Boca Raton and Broward College in Coconut Creek, Biden's final stop of the day was decidedly more upscale: a fundraiser for Crist at the Parkland home of Mike Moskowitz, a prominent Democratic Party money-raiser. The Crist campaign didn't provide an estimate of how much was raised.


The vice president is the latest in a series of potential 2016 presidential candidates — Hillary Clinton, Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley, and Massachusetts Gov. Deval Patrick — who have campaigned in Florida or helped Crist raise money since Labor Day. Next up: First Lady Michelle Obama, who comes to Florida later this week.


Biden's wife, Jill, also campaigned for Crist on Monday, with stops scheduled in Tampa, at Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton, and in Miami.

The vice president didn't ignore any political imperatives. At Century Village, home to many Jewish retirees, Biden included a couple of lines about Israel in his speech. "We cannot allow any daylight between the United States and Israel in terms of our interests," he said.


At Broward College, where the audience included many young voters in the age group Crist hopes will turn out in bigger-than-usual numbers, Biden recalled his father's embarrassment that he was unable to borrow money to help his son attend college.


He also told the West Boca voters that they "are the only reason why I'm standing here as vice president of the United States of America." He delivered much the same speech in Broward County, but tweaked the message. "The truth of the matter is this is the county in the last presidential election that delivered a majority big enough to make sure we won Florida. And I expect you to do the same thing for Charlie Crist."


Parts of Biden's speech aimed directly at one of Scott's biggest lines of attack against Crist: that the former Republican governor turned independent candidate for U.S. Senate turned Democratic candidate for governor is a flip-flopper who is motivated only by polls and political expediency.


"He's a leader who knows most importantly where he stands," Biden said, adding that Crist's ending his decades-long affiliation with the Republican Party isn't a reason to doubt him.


"Hell, he didn't leave the Republican Party. It left him," he said "This [Republican Party] is not the same breed of cat that's been around for a long time. This is a whole different deal, folks."


Biden ridiculed Scott on the issue of climate change.


"We know there is a consensus in America on climate change. No state is in more jeopardy on climate change than yours. Yet you have a governor who said I'm not convinced. Not convinced? What does he need to be convinced? Miami underwater? What is he thinking?"


Biden said the avalanche of negative TV ads aimed at Crist are a cynical strategy by Scott and the Republicans. "They're counting on folks staying home because they're so demoralized," he said. "They're trying to convince them it doesn't matter. Government doesn't matter. So don't show up. That's they're only hope."


Speaking to reporters outside the Broward College rally, state Republican Chairwoman Leslie Dougher said the vice president was "largely misinformed" about Crist and what's actually going on in Florida.


Scott is "pro-business, pro-family" and is a tax cutter. "Charlie did nothing to make it a prosperous state." And Scott, in a statement, said Florida is prospering since Crist left office "because we have done the exact opposite of Washington. We threw out the Crist-Obama playbook of higher taxes, more debt and more spending."


Two supporters of Libertarian Adrian Wyllie stood for several hours at the entrance to Century Village. "There's not much of a choice between the two of them and [voters are] frustrated," said Steve Beson of West Boca. "We want to be here so people can see there's another option."


A band of about a dozen Republican Party protesters were on hand as the Biden motorcade arrived at Broward College. Ryan Walker, a Scott supporter, was among them. "I don't trust someone who has changed parties three times in a row."


--


The Washington Post

READ IN: Last Minute Shopping Edition

October 14, 2014


A1: The stories you need to read before your first conference call.


-- The first transmission of the Ebola virus to take place in the U.S. illustrated systemic failures in preparation that must be changed, CDC director Thomas Frieden said Monday. Health officials are still investigating how Nina Pham, a 26-year old nurse, became infected. Pham was one of about 70 staffers who cared for Thomas Duncan, who died last week. Kent Brantly, the U.S. missionary who recovered from Ebola this summer, has donated blood to Pham. (Washington Post)


-- Frieden said the CDC is considering whether patients with Ebola should be transferred to specialty centers. There are only four biocontainment units equipped to isolate patients with infections diseases like Ebola: At Emory in Atlanta, the NIH in Bethesda, Nebraska Medical Center in Omaha and St. Patrick Hospital in Missoula, Mont. (New York Times)


-- Islamic State fighters seized control of an army base in western Iraq on Monday, the third base to fall in three weeks. The Iraqi military pulled back from a town in Anbar province just hours after U.S. Central Command said the coalition had conducted airstrikes nearby. (Washington Post) Turkey said Monday it had not reached any new agreement with the U.S. that would allow use of its Incirlik Air Base to attack Islamic State positions. Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu said in a statement talks between Turkey and the U.S. are ongoing. (Washington Post)


-- At least 50 protestors were arrested Monday during a series of rolling events around the St. Louis area. Groups occupied St. Louis city hall, protested at a St. Louis Rams game and shut down two Wal-Marts during what organizers dubbed "Moral Monday," marking two months after unarmed teenager Michael Brown was shot. (Reuters)


-- Police in Hong Kong used chain saws and sledgehammers to clear barricades near protest sites, opening several major roads that had been occupied by demonstrators for weeks. Police left the main protest site, in the Admiralty District, untouched, but they cleared several roads through the city's financial district. No violence or arrests were reported. (Washington Post)


-- Russian computer hackers have been exploiting a flaw in Microsoft Windows to spy on NATO, the Ukrainian government and other national security targets. The group of hackers used a vulnerability called "zero-day" to sneak into Ukrainian computers in the run-up to August's NATO summit in Wales. Microsoft said it planned to release a patch today. (Washington Post)


-- Front Pages: WaPo, NYT and USA Today lead with the CDC's "rethink" of U.S. Ebola protocols. WSJ and LA Times take a look at the challenges specific hospitals face when caring for patients.


National Roundup: What's happening outside the Beltway.


-- WH'16: Mitt Romney is starting to consider whether he would make a third White House run if drafted by his party. Romney hosts an event tonight with former campaign advisors and business associates benefiting the Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston, and he's sent out save-the-date notices for his third annual policy retreat in Park City, scheduled for June. He's met with top donors like Joe Ricketts and Woody Johnson and chatted with Rupert Murdoch, stoking more buzz that a 2016 bid isn't totally out of the question. (Washington Post) The event tonight will celebrate the launch of the Ann Romney Center for Neurological Diseases. Ann Romney hopes to raise $50 million to build the center, which will focus on research on Alzheimer's, multiple sclerosis, ALS, Parkinson's and brain tumors. (Los Angeles Times)


-- North Carolina: A new High Point University survey shows state House Speaker Thom Tillis (R) statistically tied with Sen. Kay Hagan (D) at 40 percent apiece. President Obama's approval rating stands at just 40 percent, and that's the good news for Democrats: Hagan's approval rating is at just 35 percent, with 54 percent disapproving. (High Point) The school also surveyed voters in Colorado and New Hampshire, but the North Carolina poll was the only live-caller in the bunch.


-- Iowa: State Sen. Joni Ernst's (R) 6-point edge is gone, according to a Des Moines Regsiter poll released over the weekend. Ernst now leads Rep. Bruce Braley (D) just 47 percent to 46 percent, a statistical tie. Pollster Ann Selzer says the survey shows Democrats are turning out voters who might otherwise not have cast ballots. Braley leads 56 percent to 38 percent among the 15 percent of voters who say they've already voted. (Des Moines Register)


-- Maryland: Lt. Gov. Anthony Brown (D) leads businessman Larry Hogan (R) by a 49 percent to 42 percent margin in a Baltimore Sun poll published over the weekend. Hogan takes 85 percent of Republicans and 49 percent of independents, while Brown is only winning 71 percent of Democrats and 39 percent of independents. (Baltimore Sun)


-- Florida: Lawyers for Gov. Rick Scott (R) have asked a California judge to wait until Nov. 7, three days after the election, to decide whether Google can release details about email accounts used by Scott and two former staffers. Tallahassee lawyer Steven Andrews is suing for access to Scott's private email accounts, which he says were created to get around the state's open records laws. Scott's office said Monday that taxpayers aren't footing the legal bill, though they wouldn't say who is. (Miami Herald)


-- Washington: Voters support Initiative 594, a ballot measure to expand background checks on gun purchases, by a 60 percent to 32 percent margin, according to a new Elway Poll, down from 70 percent support in July. Voters say they oppose a rival measure, Initiative 591, which would prohibit additional background checks beyond what's required by the federal government, by a 39 percent to 44 percent margin. Every demographic group but Republicans backs the background check measure. (Elway, pdf)


-- Arizona: As much as everyone paid attention to Tea Party activists and Ron Paul fans taking over Republican state parties in states like Arizona, Alaska and Nevada, less attention has been paid to the establishment's push-back. The establishment wing in Arizona has recruited big slates of precinct committee officers, aimed in part at changing the state GOP's leadership in January, when they meet to reorganize. Some conservative activists, like Maricopa County GOP chair A.J. LaFaro, say it's evidence Sen. John McCain (R) is gearing up for a 2016 re-election bid.(Arizona Republic)


DC Digest: What's on tap today in DC.


-- President Obama heads to Andrews Air Force Base this afternoon to attend a meeting of more than 20 defense ministers from countries involved in the coalition fighting Islamic State militants, hosted by Joint Chiefs Chairman Martin Dempsey. Obama meets with senior advisors in the Oval Office this evening before heading to a DCCC fundraiser in Virginia. CBS's Mark Knoller says this is Obama's 60th fundraiser this year.


-- Vice President Biden heads to Columbia, S.C., this morning, where he attends a meeting with African American clergy and a rally with students at Allen University. This afternoon, Biden hits a fundraiser for the South Carolina Democratic Party that will cost couples $5,000 to attend; it's at former state party chairman Dick Harpootlian's house. (The State) Dr. Jill Biden attends an event for the party this morning at Benedict College. Both events are closed press. #2016.


-- Former Defense Secretary Leon Panetta isn't backing off his criticism of President Obama, even while addressing fellow Democrats. Panetta, at a West Virginia Democratic Jefferson-Jackson dinner this weekend: "In our democracy, we govern either by leadership or by crisis. ... If leadership is not there, make no mistake about it, we will govern by crisis and right now we largely govern by crisis." (Charleston Gazette)


-- The under-reported influence on D.C. Mayoral candidate Muriel Bowser (D): Her 79-year old father, Joe, a long-time ANC member who ran unsuccessfully for city council in 1994. "She has been in political boot camp all her life," ANC commissioner Bob King said of the younger Bowser. A long look at Bowser's family life, in today's Washington Post.


TV Time Out: Our exclusive look at who's advertising, and where.


-- Don't miss this Matea Gold piece from Monday's paper:Republican donors who waited until September and October to pump money into GOP outside groups forced those groups to pay a premium for late ad buys. Coordination between Democratic outside groups, who reserved ad time early, has allowed those groups to pay a lower rate for valuable late ad time. A gross ratings point in Little Rock costs $1,700 these days, about the same as a GRP in Los Angeles. A recent ad in Little Rock aired during "Wheel of Fortune" cost $50,000. (Washington Post)


-- Here's where the difference between early buying and late buying shows up: The DSCC, which bought early, is paying $380,000 for about 985 GRPs in the Charlotte market this week. The NRSC bought late; they're spending $850,000 for 1,000 points this week in Charlotte.


-- American Future Fund: The Koch brothers group is making a late foray into two big House races. They'll spend $830,000 in California's 26th district, where Rep. Julia Brownley (D) faces Assemblyman Jeff Gorell (R), and $970,000 in Georgia's 12th district, where Rep. John Barrow (D) faces businessman Rick Allen (R). It's AFF's first play in either district.


-- House Majority PAC: The Democratic group is kicking off new ads set to run for a week starting today in 10 districts, from California to New York, including some seats where the DCCC has pulled out. They'll advertise in Arizona's 1st district (Rep. Ann Kirkpatrick, $423,000); Arizona's 9th district (Rep. Kyrsten Sinema, $336,000); California 31 (Rep. Gary Miller's open seat, $112,000); Colorado's 6th (Rep. Mike Coffman, $551,000); Nebraska's 2nd district (Rep. Lee Terry, $91,000); New York 23 (Rep. Tom Reed, $49,000); New York 24 (Rep. Dan Maffei, $58,000); Texas's 23rd district (Rep. Pete Gallego, $153,000); Virginia 10 (Rep. Frank Wolf's open seat, $737,000); and West Virginia 03 (Rep. Nick Rahall, $229,000).


-- American Chemistry Council: The ACC is investing in a Republican Senate. They reported buying $540,000 in ads backing Georgia businessman David Perdue (R), and another $180,000 for Sen. Johnny Isakson (R), who isn't in cycle until 2016; $595,000 for Iowa state Sen. Joni Ernst (R); and $165,000 in radio ads for Sen. Pat Roberts (R-Kan.). They made all those buys in August and September, but only just got around to reporting them now. (FEC)


B1: Business, politics and the business of politics


-- The DNC is preparing to transfer as much as $3 million each to the DSCC and the DCCC for last-minute ads before Election Day. The DNC had raised $116 million through the end of June, and its debt was down from $22.5 million last March to $3 million this summer. (Washington Post)


-- American Crossroads and its sister organization aren't likely to get involved in the 2016 Republican presidential primary process, according to the group's CEO, Steven Law. Crossroads spent $306 million in the 2012 elections, and about 75 percent of the $100 million donated to the group this year went to its tax-exempt 501(c)(4) group, a larger share than two years ago. (Washington Post)


-- Stock futures are up less than a tenth of a percent this morning after a really rough week last week. World markets are down across the board; the Nikkei lost more than 2 percent on Tuesday. (CNN)


C1: The long reads you'll need to check out before tonight's cocktail party.


-- Why Ebola is such a communicable disease: "At the peak of illness, an Ebola patient can have 10 billion viral particles in one-fifth of a teaspoon of blood. That compares with 50,000 to 100,000 particles in an untreated H.I.V. patient, and five million to 20 million in someone with untreated hepatitis C." (New York Times)


-- Meanwhile, officials at Emory University dealt with some unexpected stigmas while they treated the first American patients to be infected this summer: "As doctors and nurses there worked to keep desperately ill patients alive in August, the county threatened to disconnect Emory from sewer lines if Ebola wastes went down the drain. The company that hauled medical trash to the incinerator refused to take anything used on an Ebola patient unless it was sterilized first. Couriers would not drive the patients’ blood samples a few blocks away for testing at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. And pizza places would not deliver to staff members in any part of the hospital." (New York Times)


C4: The comics page, fun things to read when you're bored at work


-- In case you missed it, C-SPAN last week aired a debate featuring all six challengers trying to unseat Vermont Gov. Peter Shumlin (D). Two of the candidates have full beards, and one apparently showed up in jean shorts. The photo from Greg Giroux, and the video from C-SPAN. Meanwhile, Shumlin and GOP nominee Scott Milne were among 30 candidates who tossed actual manure at the 52nd annual Milk Bowl, an event at Thunder Road SpeedBowl in Barre. Ken Squire, part owner of the racetrack, has for years invited candidates to show off their ability to fling literal crap. (Burlington Free Press)


Attn Matt Drudge: Things conservatives will get outraged by today.


-- MSNBC host Joy Reid, in a tweet over the weekend: "[S]o far, the only 'spread of Ebola' in the U.S. was caused by a private hospital in a red state." After the requisite outrage, Reid backtracked: "I was trying to make the point that politics - red or blue - is irrelevant to the 'spread of Ebola.'" (TownHall)


Attn HuffPo: What outrages liberals today


-- Expect to see these stats bouncing around for a while: NASA said this weekend last month was the warmest September since scientists started keeping records in 1880. Temperatures recorded January through September show it's the third-warmest period on record, and 2014 has a chance to become the warmest year on record. (ThinkProgress)


--


CL Tampa Bay

Mitch Perry Report 10.14.14: Pentagon says climate change will challenge military

October 14, 2014


Although the number of skeptics or outright deniers of man-made climate change in America is still pretty legion, don't include the U.S. military in that category.

The Pentagon today is releasing a report that describes how global warming will bring new challenges to our troops overseas. As reported by the L.A. Times, those challenges include the following: Coastal military installations that are vulnerable to flooding will need to be altered; humanitarian assistance missions will be more frequent in the face of more intense natural disasters; weapons and other critical military equipment will need to work under more severe weather conditions.

“This road map shows how we are identifying — with tangible and specific metrics, and using the best available science — the effects of climate change on the department’s missions and responsibilities,” U.S. Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel said in Peru on Monday. “Drawing on these assessments, we will integrate climate change considerations into our planning, operations, and training.”

Hagel, incidentally, was a GOP Senator from Nebraska in 1997 when the Senate voted 97-0 vote to block the U.S. from ratifying the Kyoto Protocol, the world's first climate change treaty. And Hagel didn't just oppose it. Along with West Virginia Democrat Robert Byrd, he wrote a resolution ensuring that the Senate would never ratify the treaty, which required the world’s largest economies to cut their planet-warming fossil fuel emissions.

Will that same body now deny funding to the military on this critical front?

In other news...

While Joe Biden was campaigning with Charlie Crist in South Florida yesterday, his wife,Dr. Jill Biden, was at USF with Annette Taddeo, talking about making a college education affordable in the Sunshine State.

Charlie Crist says he supports giving undocumented immigrants access to temporary drivers' licenses. A Tampa activist group is calling on City Council to symbolically support such a measure. 

And Pinellas County Democrat Carl Zimmermann is fighting hard to maintain the state legislative seat to which he was elected two years ago. The high school journalism teacher issued a statement blasting high-stakes testing in Florida yesterday. 

--


WGCU Southwest Florida NPR News


Biden: Crist Is All About The Middle Class That Republicans Abandoned

October 14, 2014


Party-switching candidate for Governor Charlie Crist always says he didn’t leave the Republican Party. It left HIM. At A campaign rally at Broward College in Coconut Creek on Monday, Vice President Joe Biden helped Crist develop that theme. WLRN-Miami Herald reporter Rick Stone was there.

Before Crist took the stage, several hundred people waited patiently in Broward College's auditorium, most of them loyal Democrats now supporting a man who was last elected as a Republican. Among them was Danny Halpert, a former history teacher. He said he thinks Crist and his old party evolved away from each other. 


“It’s a Republican Party historically that was made up of some very fine people, going back many decades, and the Republican Party then changed,” said Halpert. “And they changed for the most ugly reasons.” 


Biden seemed to agree with Danny Halpert in a way that excuses Crist for his former party affiliation. “This is not your father's Republican Party,” said Joe Biden. “This is a different deal!”


In a 23-minute speech. Crist only took three, Biden spoke nostalgically of the strong middle class that both parties supported in his youth. But he said modern Republicans and the Scott administration -- people he repeatedly referred to as "these guys"-- have hobbled the middle class with tax policies, persistent low wages and unaffordable health care. He told the crowd the U.S. is on the verge of renewed greatness, and it will be time for Charlie Crist and his policies. 


“We got to deal the middle class back in,” said Biden. “Because if we don’t we're going to have  gigantic problems.” 


Biden spoke earlier at a synagogue in Boca Raton. Jill Biden, his wife, appeared at Florida Atlantic University and an American Legion Hall in Miami.

--


CBS Miami

Crist, Scott Get More Help From Political Powerhouses

October 14, 2014


TALLAHASSEE (CBSMiami) – With the Florida governor’s race between Gov. Rick Scott and Charlie Crist is in a dead heat, both candidates are receiving campaign help from some political powerhouses.


New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie, the chairman of the Republican Governors Association, is returning to help Scott’s campaign. According to a schedule released, Christie will join Scott at three events on Thursday in Vero Beach and Port St. Lucie.


The events include a citrus-industry meeting at 10 a.m. in Vero Beach, a private event at noon in Port St. Lucie and a rally at 2 p.m. at a campaign field office in Vero Beach.


This is not the first time Christie campaigns with Scott; the two toured Northwest Florida and South Florida together earlier this year.


Not to be outdone, Crist is getting help from First Lady Michelle Obama. She will join Crist on Friday in Orlando for a campaign rally at 1:30 p.m. in the Barnett Park Gymnasium. The event is meant to motivate supporters to hit the polls.


The move comes after Vice President Joe Biden and his wife Jill Biden campaigned for Crist on Monday.

A new survey by StPetePolls found 44.1 percent favored Governor Rick Scott and 43.1 percent favored former Governor Charlie Crist.


Crist and Scott are scheduled to have their second debate on Wednesday, October 15th at Broward College’s main campus in Davie. CBS4 is hosting the event which will be televised across the state.  If there is an issue you you like the candidates to address ‘d like to submit a question for the candidates, go to CBSMiami’s Facebook page and submit your question. CBS4 anchor Eliott Rodriguez may ask it during the debate.


--


The Post and Courier

Vice President Biden attacks GOP in Allen University rally

October 14, 2014


COLUMBIA - The Republican Party in South Carolina and nationally has fallen out of touch with the policies Americans need to move forward and prosper, Vice President Joe Biden told a crowd of about 1,000 at Allen University's auditorium three weeks from Election Day.


"Ladies and gentleman, where do these guys come from?" Biden said of Republicans in his 26-minute address Tuesday, an address designed to energize Democrats to vote next month.


Biden said Republicans have contributed to a widening gap between rich and poor, as the party focuses on tax cuts for the rich at the expense of the average worker.


Biden, who is considering a run for president in 2016, also hit the administration of Republican Gov. Nikki Haley for what he called a failure to expand Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Democrats say South Carolina has lost a chance to create jobs and cover the poor. Biden did not mention Haley by name.


"Your governor is denying 200,000 South Carolinians additional Medicaid because she opposes expansion," he said.


Allen University is a 600-person historically black college near downtown Columbia. While most pollsters and pundits give Democrats a slim chance in the top-ticket Senate and governor's races this November, the party's best path to victory is a higher turnout of Democrats, who generally don't show up in big numbers for non-presidential contests.


S.C. GOP Chairman Matt Moore said in a statement that Biden is out of touch.


"Joe Biden's taxpayer-funded campaign tour marches on in South Carolina today, but South Carolinians aren't fooled," Moore said. "...(T)hey most certainly don't want the failed Obama-Biden policies being forced on our state by people like Vincent Sheheen. Barack Obama, Joe Biden, and Vincent Sheheen are wrong on every issue facing this state and nation."


Biden, who appeared with his wife, Jill, said Democrats should reverse their trend of failing to show up for mid-term elections.

He said that voter identification laws passed in South Carolina and elsewhere were aimed at suppressing African Americans and other minorities who tend to vote Democrat. He compared the fight now to the Civil Rights marches in the 1960s.


"Folks, we crossed that bridge," he said. "We cannot go back."


Jill Biden struck a personal note, telling the story of Biden's loss of his first wife and children in a tragic car crash. While the crowd was raucous at times, the personal tone of both Bidens' remarks also had many sitting quietly in their seats during the rally.

The man expected to have the best chance for the Democrats in November, gubernatorial candidate state Sen. Vincent Sheheen, did not attend Tuesday's rally because he was scheduled to be at the Charleston Rotary Club, state Democratic party spokesman Kristin Sosanie said. Sheheen briefly attended a Biden breakfast event earlier in the day, Sosanie said. State Sen. Brad Hutto is the Democratic nominee against incumbent Sen. Lindsey Graham for U.S. Senate.


Sheheen had long scheduled to be in Charleston to take part in the first gubernatorial debate Tuesday night.


Still, it may have been a missed opportunity to energize the party faithful. "I don't know anything about him," said Michael Norris, a Benedict College freshman who attended the rally. Others said they realized the candidate had to be on the campaign trail.


North Charleston Rep. David Mack, one of a string of speakers before Biden, brought in the get-out-the-vote theme of the day while hitting on the Sheheen campaign's key points.


"This is about what?" Mack asked the crowd repeatedly. "Turnout!"


He said Sheheen would bring better healthcare, higher wages and better education. "This race is about turnout, turnout, turnout," Mack said. "I know that you are going to vote. That's not good enough. Ten, 15, 20 people, each of us need to touch to make sure they come out."


Rep. Jim Clyburn, D-SC, said Biden deserves credit for securing dollars to deepen the Port of Charleston, a key state project as East Coast ports battle for supremacy.


Clyburn said a lunch with President Barack Obama and Biden led to efforts to secure the federal dollars. "I don't care what anybody tells you to the contrary. It's because Joe Biden went to work," Clyburn said. "He got the money in the president's budget."


Other state and local officials were on hand, including Rep. Bakari Sellers, a candidate for lieutenant governor, House minority leader Rep. Todd Rutherford, and state Democratic Party chair Jaime Harrison. The election is Nov. 4.


--


CBS Miami

Crist, Scott Call On Political Big Shots To Stump For Campaigns.

October 14, 2014


TALLAHASSEE (CBSMiami/NSF) – Just days after a similar visit to Florida by Vice President Joe Biden, First Lady Michelle Obama will attend a campaign rally Friday for Democratic gubernatorial candidate Charlie Crist.


The event is scheduled to start at 1:30 p.m. in the Barnett Park Gymnasium in Orlando. Democrats are trying to motivate supporters to go to the polls. Biden and his wife, Jill Biden, campaigned for Crist on Monday.

Meanwhile, New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie will return to Florida this week to campaign with Gov. Rick Scott.


Christie, who chairs the Republican Governors Association, will take part in three events Thursday in Vero Beach and Port St. Lucie, according to a schedule released by the governors association. Christie and Scott are slated to attend a citrus-industry meeting at 10 a.m. in Vero Beach, go to a private event at noon in Port St. Lucie and move on to a rally at 2 p.m. at a campaign field office in Vero Beach.


The schedule did not provide details about the locations of the events.


Christie, who is often mentioned as a potential presidential candidate in 2016, also has campaigned recently with Scott in Northwest Florida and South Florida. The GOP governors association has helped fund the “Let’s Get to Work” political committee, which plays an important role in Scott’s re-election bid.


--


The Daily Caller

South Carolina Man ‘Infuriated’ After Biden Trip Stops Sick Mom From Seeing Doctor

A South Carolina man is furious after he says road closures for Vice President Joe Biden’s daylong campaign trip to Columbia on Tuesday prevented his sick mother from being able to get to her doctor.


“It wasn’t an emergency, but it was important,” the man, a resident of downtown Columbia, said in an interview with The Daily Caller of his mother’s appointment. “She’s not well.”


“As far as a son taking care of a very old and very ill mother, it was infuriating to the point of making me frantic,” he said.


On a normal day, the man said, it would only take about seven minutes to drive from his mother’s house to the hospital where her appointment was scheduled. But the woman missed her appointment after her son tried driving down five different roads, but found each of them blocked by police.


“We missed it,” the man said of the appointment. “We gave up after about 40 minutes and came home.”


“It was absurd,” he said by phone.


Biden and his wife, Jill, flew to Columbia for the day on Tuesday for several events.

The vice president started the day meeting with African-American clergy at Allen University, followed by a rally on campus. Later in the day, Biden attended a fundraiser hosted by the South Carolina Democratic Party at a private residence. Earlier in the morning, Jill Biden attended an event for the South Carolina Democratic Party at Benedict College.

The man said his mother is suffering from a “severe auto-immune disease.” She was going to see her doctor to discuss recent tests. “It was a big deal,” the son said.


Allen University, where two of the Biden events were taking place, sits on the same main road that the man says he planned to use to get to the hospital. The Biden fundraiser at the private residence, he said, is also taking place in the same neighborhood his mother lives in.


The man said he pleaded with police to help them find a way to the hospital.


“None had any solution or suggestion about how to get her to hospital other than to call an ambulance,” he said.


He suspects police were under strict orders not to let anyone pass.


“One was actually kind of a jerk, but out of six I dealt with, they clearly wanted to help but clearly couldn’t,” he said. “One guy was a complete dick.”


A spokesman for Biden didn’t immediately return a request for comment.


It’s typical for local police and sheriff departments to offer support for such visits. But such high-profile visits sometimes lead to complaints from locals.


When Biden traveled to Colorado for a private trip last month, the sheriff in Pitkin County publicly complained about the resources his department had to devote to protecting the vice president.


--


Free Times

Biden Speaks at Allen University

October 14, 2014


If you are going to have a “get out the vote” rally, you might as well go big. 

The South Carolina Democratic Party did just that on Oct. 14, as it welcomed Vice President Joe Biden, along with wife Jill Biden, to a Commit to Vote rally at J.H. Adams Gymnasium at Allen University. 

A capacity crowd of more than 1,100 crammed into the gym to see the vice president. A host of Democratic politicians and operatives also addressed the crowd, and spent a goodly portion of their time encouraging those in attendance to mobilize friends and family to vote for Democratic gubernatorial candidate Vincent Sheheen and lieutenant governor candidate Bakari Sellers. 

Biden joined that chorus, imploring the crowd to show up at the polls on Nov. 4. 

“We are on the precipice, potentially, of a new day,” Biden told the crowd. “I’m counting on you. It’s time for us to stand up and make no apologies for what we believe in. It’s time for us to turn out every single vote. When we do, in the state of South Carolina, you will elect a new governor.” 

Sheheen was not at the Biden rally, though a Democratic Party spokesperson said the gubernatorial hopeful met with the vice president earlier in the day. Meanwhile, Sellers was at the Biden event, and was seen moving through the crowd and shaking hands with residents as the vice president took the stage. 

Biden quoted Martin Luther King Jr., who once said “Voting is the foundation stone for political action.” Biden said it his opinion that political action drives not only civil rights, but economic rights. 

Biden lamented the voter ID laws that have been enacted in numerous states with high turnout of black voters, including South Carolina. He encouraged those in attendance Tuesday to spread the word about the law and to push forward. 

“Folks, we’ve crossed that bridge, we cannot go back,” Biden said. “We have to stand up. It’s to stand up and fight back. The voter ID law in South Carolina could have an effect in this election. But you cannot let it deter you from voting. Let people know. Let your parents know. The reason they passed this bill is to keep them from voting, slow up their voting.” 

Isaac Wilson, of the S.C. Young Democrats, was in attendance Oct. 14. He said he thought the vice president delivered a very important message about the power of the simple act of voting. 

“[Biden’s message] was needed,” Wilson said. “It was very powerful. It was very informative and it is what the American people need to hear. It is something college folks need to hear, to get out and vote here in South Carolina.”

--


The Tampa Tribune

Scott accuses Crist of launching “brain drain” over Bright Futures

October 14, 2014


Republican Gov. Rick Scott has accused his Democratic opponent for re-election, former Gov. Charlie Crist, of threatening a “brain drain” of bright students from Florida by emphasizing financial need in student financial aid programs.


Scott’s accusation is based on comments made Monday in Tampa by Crist’s running mate, Annette Taddeo, who appeared to advocate making financial need part of the criteria for the state’s largest student financial aid program, Bright Futures scholarships.


The Crist campaign issued a clarification later, saying Taddeo “should have been clearer,” and that she meant the state needs “more need-based financial aid in general.”


“Both Charlie and Annette believe the number one focus needs to be on restoring Bright Futures scholarships to the level they were at in his administration,” said Crist spokesman Brendan Gilfillan.


Nonetheless, the Scott campaign reacted Tuesday, saying including need in determining who gets Bright Futures money would cause the brightest students to leave the state.


“Bright Futures was created to help keep Florida’s highest-achieving students in the Sunshine State without regard to financial status,” said state GOP Chairman Leslie Dougher. “It is appalling that Charlie Crist wants to take away these scholarships from our best and brightest students.”


She said the idea “would launch the largest brain drain in the history of Florida.”


Bright Futures currently is based on academic achievement plus a community service requirement, with no consideration of financial need, an aspect of the program that has drawn criticism since its founding in 1997. Florida spends substantially less on need-based aid, about $210 million last year, than on Bright Futures, $312 million.


Bright Futures provides grants to all students meeting the criteria and pays a set percentage of tuition no matter how much tuition increases. For that reason, its costs have gone up quickly, and Florida now bases less of its aid on need than other states, some critics charge. Much of the Bright Futures money goes to students from upper-income families, who are more likely to meet the academic criteria.


According to a 2011 study by the Florida College Access Network, 47 percent of Bright Futures money went to students from families making $60,000 a year or more.


Taddeo’s comments Monday, in a campaign event at the University of South Florida along with Jill Biden, wife of Vice President Joe Biden, appeared to apply directly to Bright Futures.

Taddeo told a gathering of students she lives in a well-to-do area of Miami, and “I don’t like it when one of my neighbor’s kids who’s very well off is getting one of those Bright Futures scholarships.”


She told reporters later, “I think it should be based on need.”


But, she added, “We need to restore the funding first and make sure that those 50,000 kids are back in school,” a reference to the estimated number who won’t get future scholarships because of an increase in the academic criteria intended to reduce the amount of spending on the program.


--


CL Tampa Bay

RPOF goes after Annette Taddeo's comments on Bright Futures

October 14, 2014


On the campaign trail, Charlie Crist has been hammering away at Rick Scott for the governor's education cuts, including his statement that Scott cut Bright Futures scholarships "in half" (a charge that PolitiFact has labeled "half-true," in part because it's roughly the number of scholarships that have been reduced in half under his watch, not funding for the program).

Now the Republican Party of Florida is seizing upon a comment made in Tampa on Monday by Annette Taddeo, his running mate, to turn the tables and be the aggressor regarding the scholarship program for aspiring Florida students.. 

At a roundtable discussion at the Marshall Center on the USF campus with Jill Biden regarding college affordability, Taddeo said she felt that Bright Futures scholarships needed to be based as much on financial need as on merit. “Let's review the eligibility based on need. That was the way it was originally meant to be," she said, adding later that she lives in a fancy Miami neighborhood and "I don't like it when one of my neighbors' kids who's very well off is getting one of those Bright Futures scholarships. We also need to look at that. But we need to restore the funding first and make sure that those 50,000 kids are back in school."

Later, the Crist camp cleaned up Taddeo's statement a bit, with press secretary Brendan Gilfillan telling the Tampa Tribune that Taddeo meant to refer to “more need-based financial aid in general, not specifically ... Bright Futures."

That's not the way the Republican Party of Florida is spinning it, however. They are shocked, shocked by her comments.

"Charlie Crist would launch the largest brain drain in the history of Florida by ending the Bright Futures Scholarship program as we know it," said RPOF Chairwoman Leslie Dougher in a statement issued out on Tuesday. "Bright Futures was created to help keep Florida’s highest-achieving students in the Sunshine State without regard to financial status. After increasing tuition on Florida students by 15 percent every year while he was governor — a tuition hike that Rick Scott repealed — it is appalling that Charlie Crist wants to take away these scholarships from our best and brightest students.”

At its peak in 2008, one in three Florida high school graduates qualified for a Bright Futures scholarship. However, according to estimates by the Florida College Access Network, just one in eight students now qualify for the program.

--


ColaDaily.com

Photo Gallery: Vice President Biden rallies Columbia crowd to go vote

October 14, 2014


More than 1,100 people filled the gym Tuesday at Allen University in Columbia to hear Vice President Joe Biden speak.

Biden was the keynote speaker at a Commit to Vote rally organized by the South Carolina Democratic Party. The event served as a pep rally for Democratic candidates three weeks before the Nov. 4 election, but the vice president’s message was not entirely partisan.


“It’s not about Barack Obama and Joe Biden,” he said. “It’s about the right of the American people to choose who they want their leaders to be.”


Biden condemned legal measures like South Carolina’s voter identification law, which he described as Republican-driven attempts to keep minority voters away from the polls.


“You cannot let it deter you from voting,” Biden said.


He compared voter identification laws with Jim Crow laws. ”We crossed that bridge,” Biden said. “We cannot go back. We have to stand up.”


“Voting is the thing that drives not only civil rights but economic rights,”  he said. “We have to get the vote out. We have to move forward.”


Jill Biden, the vice president’s wife, introduced him with a flattering speech that led the vice president to joke “There’s only one reason I’d ever run for president: to get her to make that speech again.”

U.S. Rep. Jim Clyburn also spoke Tuesday, reminding the crowd that “when we went to the polls in 2008, we made headlines all over the nation.” Clyburn referred to South Carolina as “the state that launched Barack Obama.”


With the gubernatorial race getting a lot of attention in the Palmetto State, Isaiah Nelson reminded the crowd that if 10 more people in each precinct had voted for state Sen. Vincent Sheheen in 2010, he would have won the race for governor. Nelson and other party officials challenged all those present to encourage 10 people who do not ordinarily vote to cast a ballot Nov. 4.


--


CBS Miami

First Lady To Campaign For Crist In Miami-Dade, Orlando

October 14, 2014


MIAMI (CBSMiami/NSF) — First lady Michelle Obama will be making two campaign appearances in Florida Friday to help support Democratic gubernatorial candidate Charlie Crist.


She is also trying to help motivate supporters to go to the polls.


The first lady will first appear at an event in Orlando then at a rally in Miami Gardens, the Crist campaign said Tuesday.


With the gubernatorial race in its final three weeks, Democrats and Republicans are trying to turn out their voters.


New Jersey Republican Gov. Chris Christie will appear Thursday with Gov. Rick Scott at campaign events in Vero Beach and Port St. Lucie, according to the Republican Governors Association.


Also, Vice President Joe Biden and his wife, Jill Biden, were in Florida on Monday to campaign for Crist.

--


The Daily Caller

Biden Tells Black Clergy About When He Was The ‘Only White Boy’ Around

October 14, 2014


Vice President Joe Biden touted his ties to the black community Tuesday, telling a group of black pastors in South Carolina about his time as a public defender in Delaware, when he was “the only white boy on the east side of Wilmington.”


Biden also complained about the tea party, calling the group “crazy,” reports CNN, which received a readout of Biden’s remarks from a person who attended the event.


“This is not your father’s Republican Party,” Biden told the 100 or so pastors in the room, CNN reported. “This is a different breed of cat, man. I am not making a moral judgment, but I will tell you that they have no judgment.”


Biden was in South Carolina to help Democrats running for office there. Besides the closed-door meeting, he spoke at Allen University, a historically black college, and at a South Carolina Democratic party fundraiser at a private residence.


Some have speculated that Biden visited the state with other intentions. He is believed to be considering a 2016 presidential bid, and South Carolina is a key primary state. In 2008, Sen. Barack Obama defeated Sen. Hillary Clinton handily in the state.


Biden may have tipped his hand when he mentioned the “P-word” during his talk at Allen University.


After his wife Jill gave a glowing introduction, Biden said “you know folks, there’s only one reason I’d ever consider running for president – to get her to make that speech again.”


“She never says that in private.”

At the private meeting with state pastors, he speculated on what he characterized as the GOP’s electoral success while expressing his concern that a Republican takeover of the Senate will lead to further gridlock.


“If they win again, we are going to get no consensus on anything for the next two, four, six years,” Biden told the clergy members, according to CNN. “But if we beat some of these folks, it’s going to give some spine to the Republicans who know better.”


“If we win, will turn things around,” he promised. “There will begin to be consensus.”


Biden cited race another time when he touted his success in Delaware with black voters, saying that he “got 98 percent of the African-American vote every time I ran.”


Getting back to party politics, Biden said that GOP has been successful in recent elections because it has kept voter turnout low.


“What the other team has done so skillfully over the last 15 years is convince our folks that it’s not worth voting,” Biden said. “Rich guys never get fooled that it’s not worth voting. They always show up and vote. But they tell our folks it doesn’t matter, that government doesn’t work anyway.”


--


Free Times

Veep Visits Columbia

October 15, 2014


If you’re going to have a “get out the vote” rally, you might as well go big. The South Carolina Democratic Party did just that on Oct. 14, as it welcomed Vice President Joe Biden, along with wife Jill Biden, to a Commit to Vote rally at J.H. Adams Gymnasium at Allen University. A capacity crowd of more than 1,100 crammed into the gym to see the vice president. A host of Democratic politicians and operatives also addressed the crowd, and spent a goodly portion of their time encouraging those in attendance to mobilize friends and family to vote for Democratic gubernatorial candidate Vincent Sheheen and lieutenant governor candidate Bakari Sellers. Biden joined that chorus, imploring the crowd to show up at the polls on Nov. 4. “We are on the precipice, potentially, of a new day,” Biden told the crowd. “I’m counting on you. It’s time for us to stand up and make no apologies for what we believe in. It’s time for us to turn out every single vote. When we do, in the state of South Carolina, you will elect a new governor.” — Chris Trainor

--


Haitian Times

Lamothe: No Need to Stretch Reality

October 15, 2014


SITE BLOCKED – CAN YOU ACCESS IT? Mentions Dr. B’s trip to Haiti with First Lady.


National and local reporters who have covered


--


AJC.com

Jill Biden to raise money for, campaign with Michelle Nunn

October 16, 2014


Dr. Jill Biden, wife of Vice President Joe Biden, is headed to Atlanta on Friday to raise money for the party and Democratic U.S. Senate hopeful Michelle Nunn. The two also will appear at a community service-themed event.


Here’s the itinerary the White House just sent over:


[Friday] evening, Dr. Biden will attend an event for the Democratic National Committee at a private residence [in Atlanta]. This event is closed press.  

On Saturday, Dr. Biden will attend the Hands On Atlanta event with Michelle Nunn at the Fort Street United Methodist Church. Dr. Biden’s remarks at 9:00 AM are open press.

At 11:30 AM, Dr. Biden will attend an event for Michelle Nunn at a private residence. This event is closed press.

At 3:30 PM, Dr. Biden will attend an event for Michelle Nunn at The Sound Table. This event is closed press.

Joe Biden appeared with Nunn earlier this year, as did First Lady Michelle Obama. We don’t expect to see the fourth member of the quartet, President Barack Obama, at her side.


--


The Hill

Jill Biden to campaign for Nunn in Georgia

October 16, 2014


Second lady Jill Biden is heading to Georgia on Friday for a series of fundraisers and campaign events for Democratic Senate candidate Michelle Nunn.


Polls show Nunn gaining momentum in her race against GOP businessman David Perdue to replace retiring Sen. Saxby Chambliss (R).


Biden will attend three fundraisers during her two-day stint in Atlanta: an event for the Democratic National Committee and two that directly benefit Nunn’s Senate campaign. The second lady and Nunn will also appear together at a community service event at the Fort Street United Methodist Church.


With the president's approval ratings sinking to record lows, Democrats have relied on other administration officials — including the Bidens and first lady Michelle Obama — to shoulder the brunt of campaign activities, especially in toss-up districts.


Georgia represents one of the party's best opportunities to take a seat from Republican control. A pair of polls from WRBL and SurveyUSA released this week have shown Nunn with a small lead over Perdue.


But Nunn has worked to distance herself from the president. Earlier this week, she refused to answer when a tracker from Republican research group Rising Response tried to ask if she had voted for President Obama. 


--


The Hill

OVERNIGHT CAMPAIGN: Campaigns target the Ebola voter

October 16, 2014


Ebola is front and center in voters’ minds — and that means politicians are zeroing in on it as well.


Reps. Bruce Braley (D-Iowa) and Cory Gardner (R-Colo.) were back in D.C. to attend hearings on Ebola, a rare break from the campaign trail. And Republican Senate candidates are focusing increasingly on a push to ban travel to Ebola-stricken countries — a call echoed by new legislation House Republicans plan to introduce as soon as Congress is back after the elections.


Most lawmakers in tough races are focused on their own survival at this point. But Ebola is making plenty of voters nervous — and the candidates looking to capitalize.


 


SENATE SHOWDOWN


IA-SEN (OPEN): A former Iowa Republican Senate caucus staffer is suing her old employers, claiming that she was fired because she complained to her superiors about sexual harassment she witnessed — and alleging that Iowa state Sen. Joni Ernst (R) witnessed the harassment and did nothing. Ernst denies the claim.


GA-SEN (OPEN): Businessman David Perdue (R) said the scrutiny and criticism of his comments that he spent “most of my career” focused on outsourcing stems from a lack of understanding of how business works.


“The criticism I’ve gotten over the last few weeks is coming from people who really have no business background and really don’t understand, you know, what it takes to create jobs and create economic value — which is really what this free enterprise system is based on,” Perdue told reporters at a Veterans of Foreign Wars social hall event.


Second lady Jill Biden will raise money and campaign with former charity executive Michelle Nunn (D).

NSRC: National Republican Senatorial Committee Executive Director Rob Collins said the party will win Senate control.


"We are going to win the Senate. I feel very good about that," National Republican Senatorial Committee Executive Director Rob Collins told reporters after joking that "I'll be in an unmarked grave in Kentucky” if the party doesn't.


MN-SEN (FRANKEN): First lady Michelle Obama will hit the stump for Sen. Al Franken at a rally on Tuesday. The one-term senator’s opponent, Mike McFadden (R), is also receiving help from the Hometown Freedom Action Network super-PAC that’s spending more than $340,000 on mobile ads against Franken. 


SD-SEN (OPEN): The South Dakota Republican Party is threatening to sue the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee for defamation over an ad saying former South Dakota Gov. Mike Rounds (R) "gave special tax breaks to a shady off-shore corporation to keep the scheme afloat."


Former Sen. Larry Pressler (I-S.D.) spent Wednesday night reading cowboy poetry at a local pub.


KY-SEN (MCCONNELL): Senate Democratic women are rallying behind Alison Lundergan Grimes (D) despite the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee’s decision to stop spending on TV ads there.


VA-SEN (WARNER): The Washington Post endorsed incumbent Sen. Mark Warner (D-Va.) over former Republican National Committee Chairman Ed Gillespie (R), who just canceled many of his television ads in the run-up to Election Day.


 


BATTLE FOR THE HOUSE


IL-17 (BUSTOS): Ray LaHood, who was an Illinois GOP representative before joining the Obama administration as Transportation secretary, campaigned Wednesday for Bobby Schilling, a former GOP representative looking to oust incumbent Rep. Cheri Bustos (D-Ill.). Schilling also got the endorsement of the Chicago Tribune. 


Democrats, however, are feeling bullish about Bustos's chances. A source tracking ad buys tells The Hill that House Majority PAC cut about $140,000 from its buy in the Peoria and Rockford markets, indicating the group is optimistic about the freshman Democrat and can use that money elsewhere. 


FL-2 (SOUTHERLAND): Gwen Graham (D-Fla.) said that she would vote against House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) for Democratic leadership if voters chose her to replace Rep. Steve Southerland (R-Fla.).


MN-8 (NOLAN): Vice President Biden will head to Minnesota to campaign with Rep. Rick Nolan (D-Minn.).


SO YOU WON — NOW WHAT?


The American Enterprise Institute, the Brookings Institution and the Center for Strategic and International Studies are joining with the Congressional Institute as co-hosts of Harvard Institute of Politics’s upcoming Bipartisan Program for Newly Elected Members of Congress. After November’s election, the Institute of Politics hosts the country's preeminent educational and preparatory program for new U.S. House lawmakers. 


 


AD WATCH


IA-SEN (OPEN): The Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee hits Iowa state Sen. Joni Ernst (R) on federal student loans and her opposition to abortion “even in cases of rape and incest” in two new ads.


SD-SEN (OPEN): The anti-super-PAC MayDay super-PAC touts Democrat Rick Weiland’s (D) opposition to “special interests” in a new ad, part of a buy it's increasing to $1.25 million.


AK-SEN (BEGICH): Alaska Republican Senate candidate Dan Sullivan is highlighting his national security credentials, releasing a new ad featuring his old boss, former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice. 


LA-SEN (LANDRIEU): The Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee hits Rep. Bill Cassidy (R-La.) on his support for raising the minimum age of Medicare and Social Security.


MT-SEN (OPEN): Democratic nominee Amanda Curtis released her first TV ad, touting her working-class roots. 


OR-SEN (MERKLEY): Republican Monica Wehby hits Sen. Jeff Merkley (D) over the IRS scandal in a new ad. 


CA-52 (PETERS): The AFSCME hits Republican nominee Carl DeMaio for Tea Party ties in a new ad. 


CO-5 (LAMBORN): The retired Air Force general looking to unseat incumbent Rep. Doug Lamborn (R) claims he’s missed more than half of his Veterans’ Affairs Committee’s meetings in a new spot.


PARTY COMMITTEES: The Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee hits Rep. Dan Maffei’s (D-N.Y.) opponent, Republican John Katko, over his opposition to abortion in a new ad, and knocks Rep. Rick Nolan’s (D-Minn.) opponent, businessman Stewart Mills (R), as an out-of-touch millionaire in another.


 


POLL POSITION


CO-SEN (UDALL): Rep. Cory Gardner (R-Colo.) has a 6-percentage-point lead over Democratic Sen. Mark Udall (D) in the latest independent poll of the race, the fourth this week to show Udall trailing.


GA-SEN (OPEN): Democrat Michelle Nunn leads Republican David Perdue by a margin of 46 percent to 45 percent in a new poll conducted for WRBL. Libertarian Amanda Swafford received 6 percent, support that could keep either candidate from winning outright and force a January runoff election. 


MINIMUM WAGE: The Democratic firm Public Policy Polling released surveys in six states — Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, North Carolina and Wisconsin — that found a majority of voters support increasing the minimum wage to $10.10 an hour and that Republican candidates could face backlash for their opposition. 


MN-7 (PETERSON): Minnesota state Sen. Torrey Westrom (R) released an internal poll that shows him ahead of Rep. Collin Peterson (D-Minn.), 44 percent to 43 percent.


 


FUNDRAISING FIGURES


LA-05 (MCALLISTER): Embattled Rep. Vance McAllister (R-La.) raised less than $16,000 in the third fundraising quarter as he struggles to keep his seat just months after he was caught kissing a married woman.


AR-SEN (PRYOR): Rep. Tom Cotton (R-Ark.) outraised Sen. Mark Pryor (D-Ark.) in the third quarter and has nearly three times the cash on hand as the incumbent senator for the final weeks of their campaign. Cotton brought in $3.9 million from July through September, more than the $2.2 million Pryor hauled in during the same period.


 


2016 RUMBLINGS


PAUL: Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) is stumping with Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) on the eve of Election Day.


PORTMAN: The National Organization for Marriage, an anti-gay-marriage group, tells The Hill that it is putting a target on the back of Sen. Rob Portman (R-Ohio) in 2016, whether he runs for reelection or for the White House, over his support for legal gay marriage.


PENCE: Gov. Mike Pence (R-Ind.) will travel to New Hampshire next week to help rally support for  House candidate Marilinda Garcia (R), according to the NH Journal.  


 


QUOTES OF  THE DAY 


“Somehow, there is a fan there. And for that reason, ladies and gentlemen, I am being told that Governor Scott will not join us for this debate.” — Florida gubernatorial debate moderator Elliot Rodriguez on why Gov. Rick Scott (R) initially refused to take the debate stage against former Florida Gov. Charlie Crist (D)


“What Rick Scott should have done is walk on the stage, shake [Crist’s] hand, bend down, pull the cord out, and say, ‘This is how rules work, bitch.' " — Rick Wilson, a Florida-based GOP consultant. 


--


The Wall Street Journal


Biden’s Son Hunter Discharged From Navy Reserve After Failing Cocaine Test

Lawyer Pursued Military Service as a Public-Affairs Officer


October 16, 2014


WASHINGTON—Vice President Joe Biden ’s son Hunter was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after testing positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the matter.


Hunter Biden, a lawyer by training who is now a managing partner at an investment company, had been commissioned as an ensign in the Navy Reserve, a part-time position. But after failing a drug test last year, his brief military career ended.


Mr. Biden, 44 years old, decided to pursue military service relatively late, beginning the direct-commission process to become a public-affairs officer in the Navy Reserve in 2012. Because of his age—43 when he was to be commissioned—he needed a waiver to join the Navy. He received a second Navy waiver because of a drug-related incident when he was a young man, according to people familiar with the matter. Military officials say such drug waivers aren’t uncommon.


Mr. Biden was commissioned as an ensign on May 7, 2013, and assigned to Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va., a reserve unit, according to the Navy. In June 2013, after reporting to his unit in Norfolk, he was given a drug test, which turned up positive for cocaine, according to people familiar with the situation. Mr. Biden was discharged in February, the Navy said.


Mr. Biden said in a statement that it was “the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy’s decision. With the love and support of my family, I’m moving forward.”


The vice president’s office declined to comment. The Navy said Mr. Biden met all of the criteria for a direct commission, but declined to provide any details of why he was discharged. “Like other junior officers, the details of Ens. Biden’s discharge are not releasable due to the Privacy Act,” Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman, said.


Navy personnel who are discharged from the military because of a failed drug test don’t receive honorable discharges. Most are given an “other than honorable” or “general” discharge. It isn’t clear which discharge Mr. Biden received, and the Navy doesn’t release the discharge status of low-ranking officers or junior enlisted personnel.


Mr. Biden was recommended for a direct commission after interviewing with a board of Naval officers, according to the Navy. The direct-commission process was created to allow the Navy to tap civilians with needed skills. The program allows civilians who have not attended the Naval Academy, a reserve-officer training course or officer-candidate school to join the military by attending only an abbreviated training program.


The Navy typically accepts about six people into the public-affairs reserves each year. Navy reservists usually serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, but they can be called up to serve as much as a year on active duty.


The vice president and his wife, Jill Biden, speak regularly about the pride they take in being a military family, often referring to son Beau Biden’s time in the Delaware Army National Guard and his yearlong deployment to Iraq. After Hunter Biden joined the Navy, his mother said he was following in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who also served in the Navy.

“This year, I’m looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United States Navy,” she said in 2012.

In January 2013, Joe Biden joked about Mr. Biden’s decision to pursue military service at age 42. “We have a lot of bad judgment in my family,” the vice president said at the American Legion’s Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball. “My son, who is over 40, just joined the United States Navy. He’s about to be sworn in as an officer, Hunter Biden.”


Hunter Biden, who is married with three children, is the younger of the vice president’s two sons. Beau Biden serves as the Delaware attorney general and has announced plans to run for governor in 2016. Joe and Jill Biden also have a daughter, Ashley, who joined the Delaware Center for Justice in 2012 as associate executive director.


Hunter Biden has embarked on several different professional ventures, including his recent appointment with a Ukrainian firm, that have drawn scrutiny. In May, he joined the board of the Ukrainian gas producer, Burisma Holdings Ltd., which is controlled by a former security and energy official for Ukraine’s ousted former president. The announcement that Mr. Biden would be responsible for Burisma’s legal unit raised concerns about potential conflicts of interest, because his father, the vice president, was engaged in diplomatic efforts involving Ukraine.


At the time, the vice president’s office called Hunter Biden “a private citizen” and said Joe Biden didn’t endorse any particular company. Hunter Biden didn’t return calls seeking comment on the matter.


Earlier in his career, Mr. Biden worked as a lobbyist. He quit the business and resigned his partnership at a Washington firm after his father was named to join the presidential ticket in 2008.


Now, Mr. Biden is a managing partner at Rosemont Seneca Partners, an investment company. He also serves as chairman of World Food Program USA, which calls itself “a humanitarian agency fighting hunger in the world today,” and he is an adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown University.
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VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS

Tuesday, September 30, 2014



USA Today

Where the jobs are: The new blue collar: ‘Creating A Worker’

By: Mary Jo Webster / September 30, 2014

Vice President BIDEN leads the White House effort to "widen the pipeline" and create innovative job-training programs across the country.



Press Trust of India

US Vice Prez hosts lunch for Modi

October 1, 2014 

US Vice President Joe BIDEN today hosted a lunch for Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his delegation, a day after President Barack Obama organised a rare private dinner for him.



Reuters

Obama, Modi work to deepen improving U.S.-India ties

By: Steve Holland and David Brunnstrom / September 30, 2014

Modi, who is fasting to honor the Hindu goddess Durga, drank warm water while attending two official meals, a White House dinner with Obama on Monday night and a lunch with Vice President Joe BIDEN.



New Delhi Television Limited

120 And 220 Volt Systems Can Work Together, Quips PM Modi

By: Deepshikha Ghosh / September 30, 2014

PM Modi used more word play to praise Mr BIDEN and Mr Kerry: "In political life it is so easy to take a simpler path. It is easy to draw a line in butter but to etch a line in stone you need courage. Both leaders have this temperament."



Associated Press

Obama, Modi tout deeper U.S.-India economic relation

By: Josh Lederman / September 30, 2014

Standing shoulder to shoulder along the Potomac River, they gazed up at the towering white sculpture of King’s face and chatted together before Modi headed to the State Department for lunch with Vice President Joe BIDEN and Secretary of State John Kerry.



Associated Press

What to serve a guest who's fasting? Hospitality

By: Connie Cass / September 30, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN got the issue out on the table before Tuesday's luncheon of eggplant and sweet potato lasagna prepared by noted Indian-American chef Vikram Sunderam.



Zee News

PM Modi holds bilateral talks with Obama, says India, US are natural global partners

By: Manisha Singh / October 1, 2014

- Reliance Chairman Mukesh Ambani was present at the lunch hosted by US Vice President Joe BIDEN for PM Modi in Washington DC.



Aljazeera

Modi meets Obama after wooing diaspora

By: James Reinl / September 30, 2014

At an Oval Office meeting on Tuesday, Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN will hold further talks with Modi.



BusinessWeek

Obama-Modi Meeting Offers Chance to Reset U.S.-India Ties

By: Shobhana Chandra and Roger Runningen / September 30, 2014

The two days of talks, which began with a private dinner for Modi at the White House last night, are pivotal, U.S. officials said ahead of the summit. In addition to Obama’s sessions with Modi, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Secretary of State John Kerry will host today a luncheon for the Indian leader.



Bloomberg

Obama Joins With Modi in Pledge to Expand Economic Ties

By: Angela Greiling Keane and Roger Runningen / September 30, 2014

Modi then heads to a luncheon hosted by Vice President Joe BIDEN and Secretary of State John Kerry.



New Delhi Television Limited

PM Complimented on 'Rock Star Reception' by Top US Officials

September 30, 2014

After Prime Minister Narendra Modi met with President Barack Obama at the White House, the PM, who is fasting, attended a lunch in his honour hosted by Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Indo-Asian News Service

New confidence, new excitement in India-US ties: Modi (Roundup)

October 1, 2014

Later, speaking ahead of the luncheon hosted by Vice President Joe BIDEN, Modi said there was "new confidence and new excitement" in the India-US relationship and that both sides needed to work to bring down the difference in their energy systems -- "120 volts (US) and 220 volts (India)" -- to bring them together.



Hurriyet Daily News

President, PM hold surprise midnight meeting

September 30, 2014

The meeting between the two leaders was the first since President Erdoğan concluded his week-long trip to New York, where he held key meetings with United States President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Wisconsin State Journal

On Campus: MATC shares in $20 million federal grant for health-care training

By: Dan Simmons / September 30, 2014

Technical colleges throughout the state will share $20 million in new federal funding, money that will help train nearly 2,500 health-care workers in three years. The new grant was announced Monday by U.S. vice president Joe BIDEN's office.



The Oklahoman

OCCC will use grant to create a new trade

By: Kathryn McNutt / September 30, 2014

They are helping colleges prepare students for “a job that you can raise a family on,” he said. While the economy has recovered from the recession of 2008, the middle class has not, BIDEN said.



Star Tribune

White House awards $17 million to Minnesota community colleges for job training programs

By: Corey Mitchell / September 30, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN and the secretaries of Education and Labor announced the grant winners Monday at the White House.



Journal-News

Cincinnati State Middletown to benefit from $3.5M in federal grants

September 30, 2014

The college will receive nearly $3.5 million in federal grant money from the U.S. Department of Labor. The grants are part of a $450 million package of awards under the Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training initiative that were announced recently by Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Arizona Public Media

Pima College Gets $2.5M from White House Job-Training Grants

By: Fernanda Echavarri / September 30, 2014

The White House is awarding $450 million in job-training grants, and Tucson’s Pima Community College is receiving part of those funds.

Vice President Joe BIDEN and Secretary of Education Arne Duncan announced that Pima will receive $2.5 million.



Milwaukee Business Journal 

Chippewa Valley Tech in charge of splitting $20 million grant

September 30, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN announced the award to CVTC among the $450 million in job training grants issued Monday. Milwaukee Area Technical College is receiving a 10 percent share of a $15 million Advancing Careers and Training for Health Care grant. CVTC will also split up a $5 million grant that will help students stay on their career paths.



New Milford Patch

Bergen Community College Receives $15M Grant from the White House

By: Natalie Mieles / September 30, 2014

The White House, Vice President Joe BIDEN, U.S. Secretary of Labor Thomas Perez and U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan announced the 71 grantees selected for $450 million in Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training (TAACCCT) grants Sept. 29.



University Herald

White House Announces $450 Million of Job-Driven Training Grants

By: J Baulkman / September 30, 2014

As part of an effort to train Americans with the skills they need and connect them with businesses that are looking for skilled workers, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Arne Duncan, the U.S. Secretary of Education,   are granting nearly 270 community colleges across the country $450 million in job-driven training grants.



New Orleans Public Radio

Delgado Awarded Grant For Job Training

By: Eileen Fleming / September 30, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN announced the 270 community colleges across the country that would receive money to train people for jobs expected in their areas.



The Capital

7 Local Community Colleges Receive Job-Driven Training Grants From VP BIDEN

By: Molly Greenberg / September 30, 2014

In order to equip more Americans with the skills they need and connect them with the businesses searching for individuals with their unique expertise, Vice President BIDEN has announced $450 million in job-driven training grants for nearly 270 community colleges nationwide – seven of which are from the D.C. area.



Reuters

Exclusive: U.S., Brazil close to ending cotton trade rift – minister

By: Alonso Soto / September 30, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN traveled to Brazil and met with Rousseff in June in hopes of turning the page on the spying dispute. He assured her that Washington has changed the way it conducts electronic surveillance.



The Washington Post

The undoing of the Iraq and Syria revisionists

Jennifer Rubin / September 30, 2014

But hours later, Vice President Joe BIDEN appeared to be less certain about ground troops. BIDEN's remarks echoed comments a day earlier from Army Gen. Martin Dempsey, the Joint Chiefs chairman, who said he may, if necessary, recommend to the president that U.S. ground forces accompany Iraqi troops on attacks against Islamic State targets, particularly in certain complex missions or if there were threats to the U.S.



The Washington Post

From shaming to semi-stalking, Democrats flood inboxes for last-minute campaign cash

By: Ed O’Keefe / September 30, 2014

A Tumblr site, “Emails from the DCCC,” started posting fictional e-mails in July. A message they wrote from Vice President BIDEN started with the subject line, “There is Literally No Reason Left to Live.” Another read, “I’m on my knees begging you please.”



BostInno

Joe BIDEN Will Speak on Foreign Policy at Harvard This Week

By: Alex E. Weaver / September 30, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak at Harvard's John F. Kennedy School of Government Thursday evening.



Morningstar Magazine

Financial Planning’s Darkest Hour

By: Don Phillips / September 30, 2014

Financial planning took center stage in the U.S. political debate this summer when vice president Joe BIDEN bizarrely boasted that he had no savings account and owned not a single stock nor bond.



Inquisitr

Yes Means Yes Bill Aimed At Preventing Sexual Assault On College Campuses

By: Larry Alton / September 30, 2014

President Obama and Vice President BIDEN have appeared in commercials for “It’s On Us,’ a sexual assault and rape awareness campaign that focuses on students, teachers, college faculty, and college administrators. In addition to this media campaign, the White House has also created a Task Force to Protect Students from Sexual Assault, which released its first report in April 2014.



The Guardian

New Afghanistan pact means America's longest war will last until at least 2024

By: Spencer Ackerman / September 30, 2014

In 2010, his vice-president, Joe BIDEN, publicly vowed the US would be “totally out” of Afghanistan “come hell or high water, by 2014.”



Fox News

From Salahis to Cartagena: Timeline of Secret Service controversies

September 30, 2014

Vice President BIDEN's motorcade was involved in a string of accidents, one of them fatal, over a period of three months.



Fox News

Time for a wake up call: Secret Service cannot keep first family safe with luck alone

By: Erick Erickson / September 30, 2014

For anyone who still bristles at the thought of President Obama, just mutter the words “President BIDEN” and come to your senses. The behavior of the Secret Service is unacceptable.



Concord Monitor

Letter: A campaign trip

September 30, 2014

New Hampshire Democrats and Vice President Joe BIDEN owe New Hampshire taxpayers an explanation.





USA Today

Where the jobs are: The new blue collar: ‘Creating A Worker’

By: Mary Jo Webster / September 30, 2014



Vice President BIDEN leads the White House effort to "widen the pipeline" and create innovative job-training programs across the country.



"These are not minimum-wage jobs. There are so many good jobs. But people don't know how to get to them," BIDEN said in a White House interview.



"It's not the federal government creating jobs. We're facilitating. We're putting the mechanism together to identify real jobs. We're just saying here's where the jobs are, here's the requirements, here's how you get those requirements and we'll help you pay for it, if you qualify."



BIDEN cites a program he visited in Detroit that taught programming skills to two dozen women with no previous experience. All graduated, and within days, were hired at salaries of $55,000 to $100,000.



The administration's report, released in July, stresses the importance of employers working with schools to make sure students are getting the right skills, and promotes more apprenticeships. It also highlights programs that encourage accountability, such as a "report card" program in New Jersey where schools are graded based on where their graduates were placed and how much they earn.



BIDEN says he is confident some of the basic initiatives will be funded. On Monday, he announced $450 million in new job-training grants for partnerships between businesses and community colleges. Altogether, $2 billion has been given out in the past three years.



"In this divided town, there is an emerging consensus. There's a lot of opportunity. Businesses are coming back if we have qualified workers."



Some state and local economic development organizations and community colleges are trying to generate data to help close the information gap.



• In Georgia, for example, the state government is trying to systematically assess which jobs are not being filled. That's especially important for a state where the growing film industry has lost projects for a lack of workers.



• Monroe Community College in Rochester, N.Y., released a report linking programs at the school to data on supply, demand, wages and required skills for local occupations. For example, there are 42 job openings for students in the Applied Integrated Technology program — also referred to as mechatronics — in the area. Salaries can reach as high as $31 an hour, but there aren't students being trained for these jobs. The college is starting a mechatronics program next fall.



• Many colleges, like Monroe, are trying to respond to the ebb and flow of job demand by offering fast-track, non-degree courses that get trained students into the workforce faster, but also can be easily scaled back or dismantled when the supply of workers meets demand.



"We need students who are college-ready and ready for an intensive experience," said Todd Oldham, vice president of economic and workforce development at Monroe Community College. "We're doing this to create a worker."



Press Trust of India

US Vice Prez hosts lunch for Modi

October 1, 2014 



US Vice President Joe BIDEN today hosted a lunch for Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his delegation, a day after President Barack Obama organised a rare private dinner for him. 



Besides Modi, External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj, Foreign Secretary Sujatha Singh, Indian Ambassador S Jaishankar and a number of other officials from PMO and Ministry of External Affairs were present. 



Earlier, Modi and President Obama held a Summit-level meeting during which both leaders discussed bilateral, regional and international issues. 



Obama had last night hosted a private dinner for the Prime Minister.



Reuters

Obama, Modi work to deepen improving U.S.-India ties

By: Steve Holland and David Brunnstrom / September 30, 2014



(Reuters) - U.S. President Barack Obama and new Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi worked to deepen improving ties between their countries on Tuesday, but emerged from their second meeting in two days with little in the way of major agreements.



Obama and Modi, speaking to reporters in the Oval Office, said they had discussed a wide range of topics - from trade to space exploration to climate change to the Islamic State threat in the Middle East.



"We already have the foundation of a strong partnership," said Modi, seated beside Obama. "We now have to revive the momentum and ensure that we get the best out of it for our people and for the world."



A stronger relationship between the United States and India, the world's two largest democracies, has the potential to provide a counterweight against China, whose muscle-flexing in the Asia-Pacific has rattled regional nerves.



While the leaders did not announce big-ticket agreements on a number of issues, they vowed to work closely together in what amounted to an official clearing of the air from earlier this year when India expressed outrage at the arrest in New York of one of its diplomats, who was charged with visa fraud and paying her nanny less than the minimum wage.



Obama said he was impressed by Modi's interest in addressing poverty and growing India's economy, as well as his determination that India help bring about peace and security in the world.



"I want to wish him luck in what I'm sure will be a challenging but always interesting tenure as prime minister in India," Obama said.



In a unique departure from protocol, Obama took Modi on a short motorcade drive from the White House to the memorial honoring slain U.S. civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr.



Modi, who is fasting to honor the Hindu goddess Durga, drank warm water while attending two official meals, a White House dinner with Obama on Monday night and a lunch with Vice President Joe BIDEN.



“The prime minister is fasting and we keep taking him to dinners and lunches,” BIDEN quipped in a toast at the lunch. “As we Catholics would say, that’s an occasion for sin.”



Modi, who took office in May, received a warm welcome in the United States, even though he was denied a visa in 2005 over rioting in his home state three years earlier that killed more than 1,000 people, most of them Muslims. Modi was exonerated by an Indian Supreme Court investigation.



Foreign ministry official Vikram Doraiswami told a news briefing that the two leaders agreed to negotiate a 10-year extension of a military cooperation framework due to expire at the year-end, and will stress counter-terrorism cooperation and joint efforts against militant networks.



The two sides also agreed to set up a contact group with the aim of resolving a liability issue that is discouraging U.S. investment in the Indian civil nuclear sector, and to work towards resolving a dispute over India’s blocking of a landmark World Trade Organization agreement reached last year, the official said.



New Delhi Television Limited

120 And 220 Volt Systems Can Work Together, Quips PM Modi

By: Deepshikha Ghosh / September 30, 2014



WASHINGTON:  Humour and symbolism peppered the India-US narrative on Tuesday as Prime Minister Narendra Modi met US President Barack Obama and other top leaders in Washington. 

 

PM Modi used electricity as an analogy for ties. "Here (in US) you use a system that is 120 volts, and in India, we use 220 volts. 120 volts and 220 volts will start working together. We need to make the systems work together," he said, flanked by US Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joe BIDEN.



He was speaking after his talks with President Obama, which went beyond the expected 90 minutes.



PM Modi used more word play to praise Mr BIDEN and Mr Kerry: "In political life it is so easy to take a simpler path. It is easy to draw a line in butter but to etch a line in stone you need courage. Both leaders have this temperament."



Mr Modi said India was ready to march ahead, step by step with the US.



Speaking before the Indian PM, Mr Kerry listed many parallels between India and the US.



"We have two countries that begin the Constitution with 'We the People'. Two countries that have created Hollywood and Bollywood. Two countries that have Bangalore and Silicon Valley. This moment is going to be the moment when the world's largest democracy and the world's oldest democracy capitalize on ties," he said.



Associated Press

Obama, Modi tout deeper U.S.-India economic relation

By: Josh Lederman / September 30, 2014



WASHINGTON — President Barack Obama and India’s new Prime Minister Narendra Modi touted the potential for deeper economic collaboration between the world’s two largest democracies Tuesday, while seeking to address concerns that they have grown apart.



Following an Oval Office meeting, Obama praised Modi for his energetic approach to addressing India’s challenges since taking office in May. He singled out in particular the prime minister’s focus on addressing “the needs of the poorest of the poor,” as well as making India a source of peace and stability in the region.



Modi said the U.S. and India had a multitude of common economic priorities and pressed Obama to make it easier for Indian services companies to access American markets.



“We already have the foundation of a strong partnership,” Modi said, according to the English translation of his remarks. “We now have to revive the momentum and ensure that we get the best out of it for our people and the world.”



On the eve of Tuesday’s talks, Obama hosted Modi for a private working dinner at the White House — despite the fact that Indian leader, a devout Hindu, was fasting.



Typically, visiting heads of state spend just a portion of a day at the White House meeting with the president and other U.S. leaders. The rare second day of attention from Obama underscored the White House’s desire to give a warm welcome to a man once barred from even entering the U.S.



A military honor cordon lined the White House driveway as the black SUV carrying Modi drove up to the West Wing entrance. Crowds that had gathered outside the gates cheered as the vehicle began to make its way over from Blair House, the government guest house across from the White House, where Modi spent the night.



Following their Oval Office meeting, Obama and Modi traveled together to the Martin Luther King, Jr. memorial on the National Mall, just a few blocks from the White House. Standing shoulder to shoulder along the Potomac River, they gazed up at the towering white sculpture of King’s face and chatted together before Modi headed to the State Department for lunch with Vice President Joe BIDEN and Secretary of State John Kerry.



Now the leader of the world’s largest democracy, Modi was the top elected official in the Indian state of Gujarat more than a decade ago when religious riots there killed more than 1,000 Muslims. When Modi later requested a visa to visit the U.S., Washington said no. Modi has denied involvement in the violence.



Beyond the economy, Obama and Modi said they discussed shared intelligence on terrorism and regional concerns, including Afghanistan, where the U.S. is winding down its 13-year military involvement. Also on the agenda: clean energy, climate change, medical collaboration to fight diseases and scientific efforts to improve sanitation and hygiene throughout India.



While military ties and trade in military equipment between the two countries have grown, the economic relationship has been rockier, with Washington frustrated by India’s failure to open its economy to more foreign investment and address intellectual property complaints. Challenges with an existing civil nuclear agreement and the arrest and strip search last year of an Indian diplomat have further frayed relations.



Before arriving in Washington, Modi received a rock-star reception at New York’s Madison Square Garden, where thousands of Indian-Americans flocked for a rare chance to see the new leader. The dazzling Bollywood-style dancers and dozens of U.S. lawmakers who took part highlighted the popular support Modi is enjoying on his first official visit to the U.S. since being elected in May.



Associated Press

What to serve a guest who's fasting? Hospitality

By: Connie Cass / September 30, 2014



WASHINGTON — What do you serve a man who isn't eating?



Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi was served warm water and an empty plate as the guest of honor at a White House dinner Monday night and again at a State Department luncheon Tuesday.



It may seem odd to serve a dinner of crisped halibut with ginger carrot sauce to welcome a man who's in the midst of a nine-day religious fast. People experienced in diplomatic protocol say such a circumstance is indeed rare — yet perfectly appropriate, so long as the visiting leader is pleased to sit and sip water while others dine.



Most would covet the invitation, said Anita McBride, who served as chief of staff to first lady Laura Bush.



"It's a level of respect and honor to host a foreign visitor in your home, in the White House," McBride said. "Every single one of these leaders wants to be able to go back home and say the president of the United States hosted me in the White House."



The prime minister of India observes an annual fast dedicated to the Hindu goddess Durga, consuming only water or lemon-water for nine days. Modi says he's been doing that more than 35 years. This time coincided with his first visit to Washington as prime minister. The State Department's protocol office worked with the Indian Embassy to arrange suitable events and menus.



Attending dinners while fasting isn't a problem, said Syed Akbaruddin, a spokesman for the Indian government, said Tuesday.



Modi's only request is a glass of warm water, Akbuarddin said, and he insists that other guests should "please enjoy the feast that has been laid out by gracious hosts."



Ann Stock, who served as President Bill Clinton's social secretary, said even such small, working White House dinners for world leaders are meticulously planned weeks or months ahead of time to ensure the comfort of the guest and host. Dietary issues are just the start.



"You wouldn't put together five flowers in a vase if five is a number that's unlucky in that country," Stock said.



What about guests chowing down near Modi? Some Americans might feel awkward.



"Whenever I've been in meetings with people who are fasting, I've refrained from food or drink," said Jonah Blank, who served 12 years as South Asia policy director for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. But that's not an etiquette requirement, he said.



Indeed, members of Modi's delegation ate the meals.



"In India there are so many different communities with so many different dietary practices and restrictions, there is a lot more leeway for serving something that is going to be generally agreeable and accepting that some people will choose to refrain," he said. "It doesn't provoke surprise."



Vice President Joe BIDEN got the issue out on the table before Tuesday's luncheon of eggplant and sweet potato lasagna prepared by noted Indian-American chef Vikram Sunderam.



"The prime minister is fasting and we keep taking him to lunches and dinners," BIDEN joked. "And we Catholics would say that's an occasion for sin."



Zee News

PM Modi holds bilateral talks with Obama, says India, US are natural global partners

By: Manisha Singh / October 1, 2014



- PM Modi met Speaker of the United States House of Representatives, John Boehner.



- Reliance Chairman Mukesh Ambani was present at the lunch hosted by US Vice President Joe BIDEN for PM Modi in Washington DC.



- My visit has reinvigorated my confidence in the relations between our two countries, says Modi.



- India and US have not only met on Mars but on Earth as well and we are certainly getting close: PM Modi.



- Modi addresses the press.



- US is encouraged by PM Modi's sense of purpose and commitment to the relationship: BIDEN.



- Together PM Modi and President Obama can usher a new era for the two nations: BIDEN.



- We admire your democracy and the message it sends to people around the world, BIDEN tells PM Modi.



- No nation has to choose between development and freedom, says BIDEN.



- We don't just share same founding ideals but also the same economic imperatives: Kerry.



- We want history to remember what PM Modi did for India's development and what Mahatma Gandhi did for its freedom in same breath: Kerry.



- Question is what this relationship looks like tomorrow, it's one of those hinge points in history, says Kerry.



- Kerry addresses the press along with Vice President Joe BIDEN. Modi present along with them.



- PM Modi to have lunch with US Secretary of State John Kerry.



- PM Modi and President Obama pay homage to Martin Luther King.



- As per initial plan, Modi was to go alone but in last minute change Obama also decided to join him. They drove straight to the Memorial after their summit level talks at the White House.



- Modi reaches Martin Luther King Jr Memorial. Obama accompanies PM Modi.



- Martin Luther King Jr. (January 15, 1929 - April 4, 1968) was an American pastor, activist, humanitarian, and leader in the African-American Civil Rights Movement. He is best known for his role in the advancement of civil rights using non-violent civil disobedience.



- The press conference concludes. Modi to visit Martin Luther King Jr Memorial now.



- I have invited President Obama and his family to visit India, says PM Modi.



- We discussed emerging terrorism challenges in South Asia and new threats of terrorism in West Asia and beyond: Modi.



- We had an open discussion on WTO issue. We support trade facilitation but a solution that takes care of our food security must be found: PM Modi.



- I urged President Obama to take steps whereby our service companies can get access to the American economy: Modi.



- America is an integral part of our Look East, Link West policy: PM Modi.



- India and US are natural partners and we will make it easier to do business in India: PM Modi.



- We have agreed to consult and cooperate on climate change: PM Modi.



- We both are committed to helping Afghanistan and improving our coordination in this area: Modi.



- Both sides are deeply concerned about the Ebola crisis in Africa, India has made a financial commitment of USD 10 million: PM Modi.



- There was great convergence in international matters, says Modi.



- We are serious about resolution of issues on both sides to enable civil nuclear energy cooperation to take off, says Modi.



- President Obama and I talked about economic issues. Our economic relations will improve even further: Modi.



- After the Indo-US meet in Mars, we are now meeting here, says Modi.



- I am thankful to President Obama for his warm welcome. I am glad to have been able to meet him President in the early part of my tenure, says PM Modi.



- We discussed trade and how we can continue to work with each other, adds Obama.



- We discussed international situation, security issues and Middle East violence and extremism: US President



- Everyone is impressed with energy and determination with which the PM has looked to address India's enormous opportunities: Obama



- Have decided to deepen existing ties with India. India can emerge as major world power, says Obama.



- Modi and Obama address joint press conference in White House.



- Modi meets Obama, talks between them underway.



- Modi arrives White House, to meet Obama shortly.



- Madhya Pradesh CM says that with US visit Modi has emerged as a global leader.



- Governor Michael O'Malley of Maryland calls on the PM. They talked about innovative uses of technology in governance, as per MEA.



- Modi meets Defence Secretary Chuck Hagel. They reportedly discussed issues pertaining to terror and Ebola epidemic. 



- Modi, who was wearing beige kurta and cream Nehru jacket, leaves the venue but before that he meets the waiting crowd.



- PM pays floral tribute to Mahatama Gandhi's statue. Swaraj too pays tributes to Gandhi.



- A large number of Indian-Americans are  present to welcome the PM who was accompanied by Swaraj. The crowd is chanting 'Modi, Modi'.



- PM Modi reaches Indian Embassy to pay tribute to the Gandhi statue on Lexington Avenue.



- Meanwhile, a look at the following tweet posted by the MEA:



- PM Modi will soon reach Gandhi Memorial to pay tributes to the Father of the Nation at the Dupont Circle.



- The Gandhi statue was sculpted by Gautam Pal. The sculpture of Gandhi is cast in bronze as a statue to a height of 8 feet 8 inches. It shows Gandhi in stride.



- The memorial is erected in front of the Indian Embassy. It is a gift from the Indian Council for Cultural Relations and was dedicated on September 16, 2000 during a state visit of the then Indian PM Atal Bihari Vajpayee in the presence of former US President Bill Clinton.



- Today Modi will visit Gandhi Memorial in Washington DC, have delegation level talks with Obama at White House and then hold a joint press conference with the US President, among other engagements.



- Modi gave Obama a 'Gita by Gandhi' in Khadi cover and audio-video clips from the 1959 India visit of Martin Luther King. The book is Gandhi's interpretation of Gita. The book was published many years ago.



- Modi later tweeted that he had a 'wonderful' meeting with Obama and they talked about a wide range of issues.



- Both the leaders were joined by 20 attendees at the dinner. The President was joined by Vice President Joe BIDEN, Secretary of State John Kerry and National Security Advisor Susan Rice among others. Modi was accompanied by External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj, National Security Advisor Ajit Doval and Indian Ambassador to the US, S Jaishankar among others, as per PTI.



- "Kem Cho," asked Obama when he welcomed Modi, who replied, "Thank you very much, President."



- Modi arrived at Andrew Air Force Base in Washington and was hosted by US President Barack Obama to a private dinner, ahead of their Summit talks, as the two leaders sought to reinvigorate bilateral ties.



- Prime Minister Narendra Modi is on his five-day US visit from September 26. He landed in New York, addressed UNGA, gave a speech at Madison Square Garden to around 18,000 Indian-American crowd, met top US CEOs amongst others and then headed for Washington on September 29.



Aljazeera

Modi meets Obama after wooing diaspora

By: James Reinl / September 30, 2014



New York - After five years working in California, Ranjith Subramanian - who made it big as a tech entrepreneur in Silicon Valley - has returned home to launch an online education website 14,000km away in the southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu.



Subramanian is not the only Indian who succeeded in the US. Indians lead more than 15 percent of the valley's startups, more than those from Britain, Japan or China. Relations between Bangalore - India's technology hub - and Palo Alto are smoother than the political axis between New Delhi and Washington.



"There is a huge synergy between the tech industries in India and California, which is behind much of the growth and development in India - people really look up to the US," Subramanian told Al Jazeera. 



Narendra Modi aims to strengthen political ties during his maiden visit to the US as India's prime minister. US officials speak of a stronger US-Indian partnership to check China's growing clout which could yield a $500bn annual trade bonanza, but analysts say relations could stay flat-lined.



"Modi's visit to America is a big deal and will be very closely followed," Subramanian said.



Modi arrived in New York on Friday and told the UN General Assembly of India's "ancient wisdom". He urged the UN to designate a world day for yoga, so millions more people can "get connected with the world and with nature".



Yoga is not a typical UN topic, but Modi is not a typical leader. His rags-to-riches story, and his work as chief minister in western Gujarat state, won him rock-star status and a landslide win in India's national elections in May.



His popularity encompasses some 2.8 million Indian Americans, who are relatively affluent and educated. More than 30,000 people vied for 19,000 tickets to Modi's show at Madison Square Garden, a famed New York sports arena, on Sunday.



The $1.5m Bollywood-style event featured dancers and lasers. Concert-goers waved flags, chanted and cheered - particularly when Modi promised to simplify immigration rules for those of Indian origin. They could "join hands to serve our mother India", he said.



"Wow! He's clearly very popular," Anand Shah, spokesman for the Indo-American Community Federation, the event's organiser, told Al Jazeera. "We didn't expect to run out of seats. He represents a potential political change in India that's long been waited for."



'Deliverables'



Not everyone agrees. Several hundred people protested outside behind police barricades and accused Modi of failing to prevent the deaths of more than 1,000 people, mostly Muslims, during religious riots in Gujarat in 2002.



In 2005, Modi was denied a US visa under the administration of former President George W Bush over the incident.



On Thursday, the human rights group American Justice Center, filed a lawsuit against Modi in a New York federal court over the riots. The White House dismissed the case, saying Modi enjoys immunity from prosecution. Indian courts have cleared him of wrongdoing.



Behind the scenes, Modi has met investors with a message of cutting red tape, fighting corruption, and renewing economic growth. On Monday, he spoke at the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), a think tank, in the hopes of bolstering his foreign policy credentials.



Modi's ongoing White House visit follows months of groundwork by officials in Washington and New Delhi. A US administration official said "deliverables" on security, clean energy, and climate change would follow meetings with US President Barack Obama.



Though they may become friends, they will not break bread in Washington - Modi is fasting for the Hindu festival of Navratri.



Despite that, on Monday Obama hosted his Indian counterpart for a private dinner where both pledged to expand and deepen their countries' strategic partnership.



In a joint "vision statement" issued on Monday, the two leaders said they would work together "not just for the benefit of both our nations, but for the benefit of the world".



"We have a vision that the United States and India will have a transformative relationship as trusted partners in the 21st century. Our partnership will be a model for the rest of the world," they said in their statement.



At an Oval Office meeting on Tuesday, Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN will hold further talks with Modi.



The US official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the two leaders must "establish that rapport" that hopefully will last until Obama leaves office in January 2017.



US-India relations have a mixed record. The world's two largest English-speaking democracies both rejected colonialism. Their combined population, 1.7 billion, is greater than China's. But US-India trade, despite growing nearly fivefold to $96bn since 2000, is below Washington's expectations.



Modi's election success gave him a mandate for big economic reforms that many hope will spur more foreign investment and reverse India's declining growth rates.



"There's a lot at stake here; it's not your ordinary summit," Marshall Bouton, an analyst at the New York-based Asia Society, told Al Jazeera. "The last four years were marked by considerable and growing frustration as both sides lost the plot.



"America became transactional in handling the relationship while India was distracted and lost its economic mojo."



Modi has made it easier for businesses to get permits as part of his economic reforms, but critics say he does not go far enough. Would-be investors warn of Indian firms breaching drug patents, retroactive taxation, tight labour laws and US retailers being locked out of India's markets.



Economic improvements



The World Bank ranks countries on how business-friendly they are: India is 134th; the US is 4th. Ashley Tellis, a researcher at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace said India needed freer markets, less red tape and better safeguards for investors.



"American companies will make a beeline for India only when the enabling environment is propitious," Tellis told Al Jazeera. "As the global economy improves, other destinations will compete with India for US investment - and they will win, if they promise a better policy environment, greater institutional rectitude and a reasonable regulatory regime."



Meanwhile, Modi does not bank only on Washington. He negotiated investment deals with China ($20bn) and Japan ($33.6bn) earlier this month. In July, he joined Brazil, Russia, China and South Africa - the BRICS club of big emerging economies - to unveil a $100bn development bank.



Talk of boosting US-India trade has been proposed before: Last year, US Vice President Joe BIDEN called for a $500bn target - a fivefold increase. According to CFR's Alyssa Ayres, a former US State Department official, this figure is wildly optimistic.



"Will $500bn happen in the next couple of years? No. But in a decade, is it realistic to think about doubling from $100 to $200bn? Potentially," Ayers told Al Jazeera. "What's important is that we're back on track after a troubled period in the relationship."



US-India relations have had high points after decades of Indo-Russian courtship during the Cold War. President Bush struck an atomic technology deal with New Delhi in 2005. But the trend is inauspicious. The US still bankrolls India's nuclear-armed rival, Pakistan.



Modi's US visa rejection was a problem. Relations plummeted last year when a junior Indian diplomat, Devyani Khobragade, was arrested and strip-searched in New York. It caused uproar in India and led to the resignation of Washington's envoy to New Delhi, who has yet to be replaced.



"The question now is whether Modi can allay Washington's misgivings over whether India really has the potential to succeed in its own right, particularly economically, and fulfil its potential and play effectively on the international stage in ever-wider roles," said Bouton.



BusinessWeek

Obama-Modi Meeting Offers Chance to Reset U.S.-India Ties

By: Shobhana Chandra and Roger Runningen / September 30, 2014



President Barack Obama and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s meetings in Washington to give the two leaders a chance to reinvigorate an economic relationship that both see crucial to growth and security.



The two days of talks, which began with a private dinner for Modi at the White House last night, are pivotal, U.S. officials said ahead of the summit. In addition to Obama’s sessions with Modi, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Secretary of State John Kerry will host today a luncheon for the Indian leader.



This is the first time Obama and Modi have met, and it also is Modi’s first visit to the U.S. since he was denied a visa in 2005 over anti-Muslim riots in his state of Gujarat three years earlier. Modi won a landslide election win in May, and the U.S. is seeking to repair relations while India is wooing foreign investors to revive its economy.



VIDEO: Obama, Modi Meeting Offers Chance to Tighten Ties

“The U.S. is eagerly trying to move forward with Modi in order to put the past behind them,” Milan Vaishnav, an associate in the South Asia program at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace in Washington, said in a phone interview. “The two sides have a foundation in terms of a bilateral government-to-government relationship and a people-to-people relationship to build on. In terms of a leader-to-leader relationship, this is almost like starting anew.”



Washington Visit



Modi’s agenda in Washington includes a visit to the Capitol to talk with members of Congress and meetings with business leaders, rounding out his five-day trip to the U.S. On the first leg of his trip he addressed the United Nations General Assembly in New York and spoke to a gathering of almost 20,000 mostly Indian Americans at Madison Square Garden.



Talks will focus on areas of mutual interest including trade and investment, security, defense and clean energy. Beefing up intellectual property protection and reducing constraints on American business investments in India will also be on the agenda.



VIDEO: Obama, Modi Meeting Offers Chance to Tighten Ties

The two sides will discuss regional issues including current developments in Afghanistan, Syria and Iraq, where India and the U.S. can work together, the Obama administration said in a statement yesterday.



“We have a vision that the United States and India will have a transformative relationship as trusted partners in the 21st century,” the White House said in the statement titled “Chalein Saath Saath: Forward Together We Go.” It also said the relationship would be “a model for the rest of the world.”



Modi’s Mandate



Modi’s sweeping victory at the polls in May gave him an electoral mandate, and the U.S. secretaries of state, commerce and defense have paid visits to India in recent months to smooth the way for the talks at the White House.



VIDEO: Modi Is Showing India Is Open for Business: Iley

In a sign of the visit’s importance, the Obama administration invited Modi to be a guest at Blair House, the presidential guest quarters across the street from the White House and an honor reserved the most high-level U.S. partners. Obama last night hosted the private dinner for the prime minister, even though Modi is on a nine-day religious fast.



Crisped Halibut and mango creme brulee was on the menu, according to the Indian Embassy in Washington, and Modi gifted Obama a special print of Hinduism’s holy scriptures as interpreted by Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, whom Obama regards as among his heroes.



BlackRock Inc., the world’s largest asset manager, will host a global investors meet in India in early 2015, Indian foreign ministry spokesman Syed Akbaruddin wrote on Twitter. Modi met BlackRock CEO Laurence D. Fink yesterday.



While in New York, Modi also met chief executive officers of U.S. companies including Boeing Co. (BA:US), General Electric Co., Goldman Sachs Group Inc., Citigroup Inc., PepsiCo Inc. (PEP:US) and Google Inc. In Washington, he will meet more business leaders at an event hosted by the U.S.-India Business Council later today.



U.S. trade with India was about $63.7 billion in 2013 for exports and imports of goods, though with services the total is closer to $100 billion a year. An Obama administration official, who briefed reporters on condition of anonymity before Modi’s arrival in Washington, said the potential trade is five times that figure.



Bloomberg

Obama Joins With Modi in Pledge to Expand Economic Ties

By: Angela Greiling Keane and Roger Runningen / September 30, 2014



President Barack Obama and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s said the U.S. and India are ready to expand economic, energy and security cooperation in order to spur growth in both nations.



Obama and Modi spoke at the end of two days of talks at the White House that they said focused on economic matters and ways to reinvigorate the U.S.-India relationship.



Following his Oval Office meeting with the U.S. president, Modi said his U.S. visit “has reinforced my conviction that India and the United States are natural global partners.”



He said he’s confident of India’s rapid economic growth and will focus his government on making it easier to do business in India, particularly for U.S. companies helping develop the Indian defense industry. Modi said he asked Obama’s help in giving Indian service companies access to the U.S. market.



Obama said the two also discussed “security challenges” that include the Islamic State extremists in Iraq and Syria, trade and climate change.



“We have so much in common it is critical to deepen and broaden the friendship that already exists,” Obama said.



The meetings between Obama and Modi, which included a private dinner last night at the White House, were described as pivotal by administration officials, because U.S.-India relations soured when Modi was denied a visa in 2005 over anti-Muslim riots in his state of Gujarat three years earlier.



Expanding Markets



Since then, Modi, 64, won a landslide election win in May, and both sides say they’re eager to reset relations. India seeks greater foreign investment and the U.S. seeks expanded markets and a strategic Asian counterweight to China’s growing influence.



“The U.S. is eagerly trying to move forward with Modi in order to put the past behind them,” Milan Vaishnav, an associate in the South Asia program at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace in Washington, said in a phone interview. “In terms of a leader-to-leader relationship, this is almost like starting anew.”



In an addition to their schedule, Obama was taking Modi on a personal tour of the Martin Luther King Jr. memorial on the National Mall after their White House meeting. King’s approach to ending discrimination against blacks in the U.S. was inspired by Mahatma Gandhi’s non-violent teachings.



Modi then heads to a luncheon hosted by Vice President Joe BIDEN and Secretary of State John Kerry.



A key item on the agenda for both sides is clearing the way for business and expanded trade.



Business Openings



India “is extremely bureaucratic, there’s a lot of red tape but there’s also a lot of graft and corruption,” U.S. Representative Aaron Schock, Illinois Republican, said on Bloomberg Television “Surveillance” program today, citing comments from executives of U.S. companies.



Modi earned high marks as a “straight shooter” when he was chief minister of Gujarat state from 2001 to 2014, Schock said. Illinois-based Abbott Laboratories built a facility in that state because of his reputation, according to Schock.



“If we’re going to build more infrastructure, sell more Caterpillar tractors, we have to have certainty in the courts, more certainty with intellectual property,” he said.



Modi said his government is “focusing in India not just on policies but on processes” to allow for business growth.



Investors Meeting



BlackRock Inc. (BLK), the world’s largest asset manager, will host a global investors meeting in India in early 2015, Indian foreign ministry spokesman Syed Akbaruddin wrote on Twitter. Modi met BlackRock CEO Laurence D. Fink yesterday.



In New York earlier this week, Modi met chief executive officers of U.S. companies including Boeing Co. (BA), General Electric Co. (GE), Caterpillar Inc. (CAT), International Business Machines Corp., Goldman Sachs Group Inc., KKR & Co., Citigroup Inc., MasterCard Inc., PepsiCo Inc. and Google Inc. He’ll address the U.S.-India Business Council in Washington later today.



U.S. trade with India was about $63.7 billion in 2013 for exports and imports of goods, though with services the total is closer to $100 billion a year. Potential US-India trade could be five times that amount, an administration official said.



As Modi attempts to increase India’s domestic strength and play a larger global role, many countries, including the U.S., will be wary of “becoming too involved” in India, until it signs the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty or is willing to accept rules of the World Trade Organization, according to Stratfor Global Intelligence, which provides advice to individuals, investors and governments.



“Modi will continue his tour through the U.S. promising change and Washington will be eager to see it,” Stratfor said in a Sept. 28 commentary. “But the U.S., like Asia, will want to see Modi successfully lobby for change with his own people before they will be willing to part with the doubts and dollars.”



New Delhi Television Limited

PM Complimented on 'Rock Star Reception' by Top US Officials

September 30, 2014



WASHINGTON DC:  After Prime Minister Narendra Modi met with President Barack Obama at the White House, the PM, who is fasting, attended a lunch in his honour hosted by Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Speaking at the event, US Secretary of State John Kerry said, "We can never top the rock star reception you got at Madison Square Garden."



He was referring to the raucous welcome given to the PM on Sunday by nearly 18,000 Indian Americans at New York's Madison Square Garden, a venue that has hosted performances by some of the world's most popular musicians.



The PM's headline-grabbing tour of the US also included an address to the United Nations and a breakfast meeting with top CEOs of American firms.



In a joint op-ed in the Washington Post today, the PM Modi and President Obama lauded the partnership between the world's oldest democracy and its largest one, but said there was much more to come.



"The true potential of our relationship has yet to be fully realised," they wrote. "The advent of a new government in India is a natural opportunity to broaden and deepen our relationship."



The PM made his white House debut on Monday when he attended a private dinner hosted by President Obama at the ornate Blue Room of the presidential residence.



Mr Modi had given advance notice he would not eat as he is in the middle of the nine-day Navratri fast which he observes every year.



"The PM is fasting and we keep taking him to lunch and dinner," joked Vice President BIDEN today, provoking laughter by the attendees at the luncheon for the PM.  



Indo-Asian News Service

New confidence, new excitement in India-US ties: Modi (Roundup)

October 1, 2014



Saying there is "new confidence, new excitement" in the India-US relationship, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi Tuesday assured the US of India's commitment to take their stalled landmark civil nuclear deal forward as both sides agreed to work together to disrupt financial and tactical support for terror groups like the Lashkar-e-Taiba, and Jaish-e-Mohammed.



Modi, after holding over two-hour-long summit talks with President Barack Obama, invited US defence companies to invest in India.



"India and US are natural partners and America is an integral part of our Look East, Link West policy," he said addressing the media.



India and the US are to intensify cooperation in counter-terrorism operations and sharing intelligence and have agreed on disrupting financial and tactical support for terror groups like the Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e-Mohammedm, D-company and the Haqqani network, officials said.



"Bilateral ties on energy, defence, security, and infrastructure were discussed during the Modi-Obama meeting," said officials.



External affairs ministry spokesperson Syed Akbarudding tweeted that both sides have "agreed on joint and concerted efforts, including dismantling of safe havens for terrorist and criminal networks".



India and the US have also decided to renew the Framework Agreement for defence cooperation for a further 10 years. Both sides also agreed to have the US as the knowledge partner for India's planned National Defence University.



"We are committed to the resolution of civil nuclear cooperation between the two countries," Modi said.



"The India-US Group is to address all implementation issues to speed up deployment of US origin nuclear reactors in India," officials said.



"The infrastructure platform will facilitate US and Indian firms in expanding infrastructure projects. The US will be the lead partner in developing Allahabad, Ajmer and Vizag as smart cities," Modi said.



Both discussed Afghanistan, where there is a new government in place and both agreed to continue to help the violence-hit nation and on the need to coordinate more in that field.



On the outbreak of Ebola virus disease in West Africa, both agreed that it was a great crisis. Modi informed Obama that India has given $12 million to fight the virus outbreak.



Obama said India was emerging as a major power for peace and security in the region.



Both of them discussed the WTO issues. "India supports trade facilitation but it is my wish that our food security concerns should be taken care of," Modi said.



Referring to the Mars mission, Modi said it was a happy coincidence that the summit meeting with Obama was taking place a week after the "summit" in space between the Indian and US orbiters over Mars.



"After the Indian and US missions held a summit in space after reaching Mars, we are holding a summit meeting here. This is a happy coincidence," Modi remarked.



India's Mars Orbiter Mission last week entered the Mars orbit successfully, days after that of the NASA's Mars Curiosity rover.



Modi invited US defence companies to participate in Indian defence manufacturing sector. Both have also agreed to cooperate in exploration of space and scientific developments, especially to deal with challenges like Ebola.



Later, speaking ahead of the luncheon hosted by Vice President Joe BIDEN, Modi said there was "new confidence and new excitement" in the India-US relationship and that both sides needed to work to bring down the difference in their energy systems -- "120 volts (US) and 220 volts (India)" -- to bring them together.



He also said India was ready to march ahead, step by step and in tune with the US and wanted to "select those parts that take us to the welfare of the world and humankind and strengthen democracy and help small nations, and we are confident we will put our energies to this effort."



He said because of his visit to the US there is "new confidence, new excitement in the relationship, and ultimately the relationship between countries is based on the kind of confidence between the two countries and the chemistry between their leaders, which works for a long time".



"India is moving very fast", he said based on its youth power and innovation, and was "creating new hope in the world".



"India is committed and determined and want to assure the world and the US that we will fulfill the hopes and aspirations of the world," he said.



Hurriyet Daily News

President, PM hold surprise midnight meeting

September 30, 2014



Turkey’s president and prime minister held an unannounced midnight meeting Sept. 30, on the eve of the critical decisions the country will make regarding the fight against extremist jihadists in Iraq and Syria. 



Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu visited President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan after his return from Istanbul, where he attended the World Economic Forum (WEF) meetings. 



The meeting between the two leaders was the first since President Erdoğan concluded his week-long trip to New York, where he held key meetings with United States President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN. 



Turkey has not yet made its position clear on its contribution to the U.S.-led coalition to fight against the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). 



No statement was made following the 40-minute-long meeting. The media reported the two leaders discussed the contents of motions to be introduced to Parliament authorizing the Turkish army to conduct cross-border operations into Iraq and Syria. 



The motions are expected to be sent to Parliament following the Cabinet meeting slated for Sept. 30, in which Chief of General Staff General Necdet Özel will brief Cabinet members about the conditions of security along the Syrian border and the army’s level of preparedness to challenge threats posed by ISIL.



Wisconsin State Journal

On Campus: MATC shares in $20 million federal grant for health-care training

By: Dan Simmons / September 30, 2014



Technical colleges throughout the state will share $20 million in new federal funding, money that will help train nearly 2,500 health-care workers in three years. The new grant was announced Monday by U.S. vice president Joe BIDEN's office.



Madison Area Technical College will get $1.2 million, third highest in the state behind Chippewa Valley Technical College in Eau Claire ($4.6 million) and Milwaukee Area Technical College ($1.5 million). The money will train 365 students in the Madison area in a new paramedics-to-RN program and a medical certificate program, according to the college.



This is the third year of the nearly $2 billion federal grant program. Earlier awards to Wisconsin technical colleges included $18.3 million in 2012 for training in the manufacturing sector and $23.1 million in 2013 in information technology.



Wisconsin’s technical colleges received the largest single award in this batch of funding and are one of the few applicants to receive grants in each of the past three years, according to Wisconsin Technical College System spokesman Conor Smyth. Work under the latest grant will officially begin October 1.



The Oklahoman

OCCC will use grant to create a new trade

By: Kathryn McNutt / September 30, 2014



They are helping colleges prepare students for “a job that you can raise a family on,” he said. While the economy has recovered from the recession of 2008, the middle class has not, BIDEN said.



Community colleges can help turn that around quickly because they are the most adaptive institutions in the nation, he said.



‘A nice run’



“We’re very pleased to receive these funds because they’re very competitive,” Swalwell said. “And this is the last year.”



OCCC also was included in the first round of the initiative. A $2.7 million grant was awarded for a consortium of Oklahoma’s 14 community colleges, Swalwell said.



But the new one is exciting because it is the largest single grant the college has received.



OCCC officials said the same thing last month when the college was awarded a $2.2 million federal grant to help the most at-risk students. That five-year grant from the U.S. Department of Education will be used to strengthen student learning by redesigning certain courses and incorporating more comprehensive advisement and degree planning.



“We’ve had a nice run here lately on grants,” Swalwell said.



Star Tribune

White House awards $17 million to Minnesota community colleges for job training programs

By: Corey Mitchell / September 30, 2014



Fourteen community colleges in Minnesota that are partnering with employers on job training are getting about $17 million from the Obama administration.



Minnesota State Community and Technical College in Fergus Falls will receive $2.5 million and South Central College in North Mankato will get $5.6 million.



The remaining will be spread between a dozen institutions across the state: Bemidji State University; Century College; Dakota County Technical College; Lake Superior College; Minneapolis Community & Technical College; Minnesota State Community and Technical College; Minnesota West Community and Technical College; Normandale Community College; Northland Community & Technical College; Ridgewater College; Riverland Community College; South Central College; and Saint Paul College.

Vice President Joe BIDEN and the secretaries of Education and Labor announced the grant winners Monday at the White House.



Linking job training to industry demand is key to the Obama administration’s strategy to improve wages and reduce unemployment. Nationwide, $450 million is being distributed to nearly 270 community colleges.



These are the final installments in the four-year Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training competitive grant program. Counting the grants announced Monday, the program has awarded about $2 billion.



The White House said the program is geared toward military veterans, the long-term jobless and people who lost jobs when their former employers shifted production offshore.



“People are going to gets skills to get a job tomorrow and punch their way to the middle class,” Secretary of Labor Thomas Perez said.



Journal-News

Cincinnati State Middletown to benefit from $3.5M in federal grants

September 30, 2014



MIDDLETOWN — Cincinnati State Technical & Community College is set to improve upon two degree programs at its Middletown campus thanks to multi-million federal grants.



The college will receive nearly $3.5 million in federal grant money from the U.S. Department of Labor. The grants are part of a $450 million package of awards under the Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training initiative that were announced recently by Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Cincinnati State was one of 71 community colleges that received a portion of the federal funds. Cincinnati State’s share will:



· receive nearly $2.5 million to develop its supply chain management and logistics program, including the creation of a materials handling training center. The school will expand on its recently created new Supply Chain Management Associate Degree, as well as the development of the Tri-State Transportation & Logistics Council to provide employer-driven training.

· receive $1 million from a grant awarded to Lorain County Community College for the Ohio TechNet statewide consortium, which involves 11 other Ohio community colleges and will focus on Advanced Manufacturing. The college plans to expand its welding program to the Middletown campus.



“Both of these grants will help us educate and train students for high quality jobs, continuing the college’s long tradition of providing programs in answer to the workforce needs of area employers,” said Cincinnati State President Dr. O’dell Owens. “We’re grateful to our partners — in industry, higher education and in government — for helping us come up with the tools to make this possible.”



Arizona Public Media

Pima College Gets $2.5M from White House Job-Training Grants

By: Fernanda Echavarri / September 30, 2014



The White House is awarding $450 million in job-training grants, and Tucson’s Pima Community College is receiving part of those funds.

Vice President Joe BIDEN and Secretary of Education Arne Duncan announced that Pima will receive $2.5 million.



It is one of one of two community colleges in the state to win grants. Central Arizona College, located in Coolidge, will receive $10 million.

The money is for community colleges to partner with employers and expand career-training programs. The goal is to help job seekers acquire the skills needed for high-demand jobs in technology, health care and energy.



The White House awarded grants to more than 250 community colleges nationwide.



The grants are administered by the Department of Education and the Department of Labor.



Milwaukee Business Journal 

Chippewa Valley Tech in charge of splitting $20 million grant

September 30, 2014



Chippewa Valley Technical College, with campuses in Chippewa Falls, Eau Claire and elsewhere in west-central Wisconsin, has been put in charge of dividing $20 million in federal money among other Wisconsin technical schools for job training in the health care industry.



Vice President Joe BIDEN announced the award to CVTC among the $450 million in job training grants issued Monday. Milwaukee Area Technical College is receiving a 10 percent share of a $15 million Advancing Careers and Training for Health Care grant. CVTC will also split up a $5 million grant that will help students stay on their career paths.



New Milford Patch

Bergen Community College Receives $15M Grant from the White House

By: Natalie Mieles / September 30, 2014



Leading a consortium of 12 two-year colleges, more than 20 employers and 10 workforce investment boards, Bergen Community College has received a $15 million job-training grant from the federal government to fund a regional healthcare career pathways system.



The White House, Vice President Joe BIDEN, U.S. Secretary of Labor Thomas Perez and U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan announced the 71 grantees selected for $450 million in Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training (TAACCCT) grants Sept. 29. The grantees, including Bergen, will lead job-training initiatives at 270 U.S. community colleges. The Bergen-led group received the fourth-highest award - $15 million - among the 71 grantees.



“Workforce development remains a critical responsibility of our nation’s community colleges – including Bergen,” college President B. Kaye Walter, Ph.D. said. “The TAACCCT grant will continue the College’s work in training the next generation of healthcare professionals to enter high-skill, high-wage pathways in this growing employment sector.”



Bergen County’s federal representatives applauded the College’s commitment to workforce development and creating education opportunities for local residents.



“As our nation’s economy continues to rebound, it’s impetrative we train our workforce to keep up with the demands of an increasingly global economy,” U.S. Rep. Bill Pascrell (NJ-09) said. “This federal grant will help strengthen our healthcare workforce by providing workers the specialized training they need and connecting them with employers and public workforce systems. I couldn’t be more proud to have Bergen Community College serve as the leader in training a highly skilled, educated and competitive workforce.”



“Job training programs like those provided at Bergen Community College are the building blocks of our workforce,” U.S. Rep. Albio Sires (NJ-08) said. “Continued investments in such education provide workers with the necessary skills to thrive in today’s economy. As one of 270 community colleges nationwide to receive the grant, the $15 million provided to Bergen Community College will empower New Jersey’s next generation of skilled workers in healthcare through improved partnerships with local employers.”



The New Jersey Health Professions Pathways to Regional Excellence Project (NJ-PREP) consortium expects to serve more than 2,000 participants, including veterans and the unemployed, by providing training for healthcare jobs such as home health aides, pharmacy technicians and billing and coding specialists.



NJ-PREP builds on previous Bergen-led projects related to healthcare job-training such as a regional consortium, the Health Professions Opportunity Grant, formed in 2010 – funded by a $24 million U.S. Department of Health and Human Services grant – that resulted in 1,100 individuals securing first-time employment in the industry.



Bergen will lead New Jersey two-year colleges Brookdale Community College, County College of Morris, Essex County College, Hudson County Community College, Mercer Community College, Middlesex County College, Ocean County College, Passaic County Community College, Raritan Valley Community College, Sussex County Community College and Union County College local workforce investment boards, hospitals and commercial employers as part of the NJ-PREP consortium.



Health professions programs remain a priority for Bergen. Currently under construction at the College’s main campus, the region’s only health professions integrated teaching center will open in 2016. The $26 million facility, financed in large part by the 2012 New Jersey voter-supported Building our Future Bond Act, will house the College’s comprehensive health professions programs.



University Herald

White House Announces $450 Million of Job-Driven Training Grants

By: J Baulkman / September 30, 2014



As part of an effort to train Americans with the skills they need and connect them with businesses that are looking for skilled workers, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Arne Duncan, the U.S. Secretary of Education,   are granting nearly 270 community colleges across the country $450 million in job-driven training grants.



"Many of today's grantees are building on the efforts of past TAACCCT winners, leveraging curriculum that has been developed through strong partnerships between community colleges, the workforce system, employers and industry groups to transform the way they design and deliver courses through accelerated learning strategies," White House officials said in a statement.



The funding is part of the Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training (TAACCCT) competitive grant program, which is co-administered by the Department of Labor and Department of Education, Inside Higher Ed reported.



The grants will provide community colleges and other eligible institutions of higher education with funds to partner with employers to expand and improve their ability to deliver education and career training programs that will help job seekers get the skills they need for in-demand jobs in industries like information technology, health care, energy, and advanced manufacturing. The White House also hopes the funds will lead to approaches that continue after the grants dry up.



The grants are related to a broader expansion of federal workforce programs.



"Consistent with the recommendation of the Vice President's job-driven training report, community college grantees in this final round will work with business and industry to upskill thousands of low-wage, low-skill workers and expand competency-based accelerated training pathways to in-demand jobs in information technology, manufacturing, health care, and other fields," according to White House officials.



Building on the strategies advanced in the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act, these types of job-driven training partnerships were also identified in the BIDEN's job-driven training report released in July as an important way to successfully prepare and place workers in jobs that pay a middle class wage.



New Orleans Public Radio

Delgado Awarded Grant For Job Training

By: Eileen Fleming / September 30, 2014



Delgado Community College will be getting $2.5 million for workforce training.



Vice President Joe BIDEN announced the 270 community colleges across the country that would receive money to train people for jobs expected in their areas.



Delgado will be focusing on energy and advanced manufacturing jobs.



Employers involved in the program include ExxonMobil, Lockheed Martin and Phillips6,



Delgado will offer training programs that meet employer and industry needs. 



It will focus on taking participants not ready for college-level academic work, including those without a high school diploma. Students will be taught reading, writing and math skills needed in manufacturing and energy.



Employers will contribute to program design, implementation, and work-based training.



Delgado expects to train 1,150 students over the next three years for jobs in welding, machining, electrical and industrial maintenance.



In The Capital 

7 Local Community Colleges Receive Job-Driven Training Grants From VP BIDEN

By: Molly Greenberg / September 30, 2014



In order to equip more Americans with the skills they need and connect them with the businesses searching for individuals with their unique expertise, Vice President BIDEN has announced $450 million in job-driven training grants for nearly 270 community colleges nationwide – seven of which are from the D.C. area.



BIDEN was joined by Secretary Thomas E. Perez and Secretary Arne Duncan Monday to announce the funding, which is a part of the Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training competitive grant program co-administered by the Department of Labor and Department of Education.



The grants will offer eligible institutions of higher education the ability to deliver education and career training programs that will help job seekers acquire the skills they need for in-demand jobs in industries like that of health care and information technology. It's this type of development that will help ensure graduates are placed in jobs that pay a middle class wage.



All grantees are required to partner with employers to create training programs that will enable workers to build out skill sets that will provide them with a better chance at good jobs. This funding will help community colleges partner with more than 400 employers nationally, including Exxon-Mobil, IBM, CVS, Delta and Habitat for Humanity. Other community-based organizations like SEIU and United Way will assist in gaining low-wage Americans access to more apprenticeships, internships and other training to move up the career ladder toward better-paying jobs.



While a step in the right direction to help American businesses grow our economy, BIDEN stresses that there's still much more to do. We must continue to invest in these types of partnerships , he said, which is why the president's 2015 budget proposes investing $6 billion over four years in a Community College Job-Driven Training Fund. For now, the TAACCCT grants will have to do.



Check out the seven local community colleges named recipients of 2014 TAACCCT grants below. All project descriptions are taken from language provided by grantees as a part of their abstracts.



Washington, D.C.



University of the District of Columbia – Community College: Award Amount = $2,394,110 

University of the District of Columbia Community College in Washington, D.C. will benefit from $2,394,110 in funding to support job-driven training for careers in the hospitality and health care administration industries.

Maryland



Montgomery College – Consortium Leader: Award Amount = $5,371,743; Total Consortium Award Amount = $14,957,899

Consortium members: Carroll Community College ($865,292), College of Southern Maryland ($826,160), Howard Community College ($824,339), Anne Arundel Community College ($817,368), Allegany College of Maryland ($803,889), Baltimore City Community College ($800,000), Wor-Wic Community College ($799,916), Hagerstown Community College ($797,916), Community College of Baltimore County ($773,362), Frederick Community College ($731,614), Garrett College ($448,959), Harford Community College ($738,320), Prince George's Community College ($359,021).



Industry focus: Cyber-Security Economic Sector: Information Technology; Professional; Scientific and Technical Services; Educational Services



Cyber-Technology Pathways Across Maryland (CPAM) is a statewide effort, consisting of 14 of Maryland's 16 Community Colleges. The strategies include: 1) Build a statewide Career Pathways System that is accessible and easy to navigate, 2) Develop a statewide system of requirements, processes and services for the target population and help participants build skills in the industry and future career path in cyber-security, 3) Build a connected statewide information and communication system to assist participants in making informed choices and provide data driven analysis to continuous improvement and longer-term planning, 4) Employ technology to strengthen quality programming across the state and 5) Build strategic partnerships that engage employers, leverage resources, expertise and networks to meet participants' needs for support and respond to employers' changing skill needs over time.

Virginia



Danville Community College: Total Award Amount = $2,500,000

Industry focus: Advanced Manufacturing (Precision Machining Technology; secondarily Welding and Industrial Maintenance/Mechatronics)



Retooling America: Retooling its Workforce, Retooling its Educational Programs incorporates workplace experiential learning in an educational setting. The project's concept involves developing a full-scale manufacturing work flow cell to enable realistic, fully integrated training experiences. Phase 1 of this project will develop a Precision Machining Technology Capstone Manufacturing Model. Through a partnership with the National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS), this project will also develop a nationally recognized industry credential in metrology. Partnerships with Goodwill and adult education services enable the program to reach targeted populations ranging from pre-GED through post degree skill levels. These multi-level training opportunities are supported through partnership with former TAAACCCT recipient colleges to support practices of TAAACCCT best practices.  The project proposes to develop a flow cell Capstone project. This model will be shared on a nationwide basis for incorporation at any college or workforce training center that is interested in taking their workforce development program to the next level. Credentials will be developed and awarded. The project benefits Trade Adjustment Assistance eligible workers, veterans, incumbent and unemployed workers.



Lord Fairfax Community College: Total Award Amount = $3,250,000

Industry focus: Healthcare; Advanced Manufacturing; Information Technology



Knowledge to Work (K2W): A Portal for Competencies and Individualized Learning offers 1) a portable/website with a new type of educational search engine, 2) individualized learning plans and portfolios, 3) competency-based education with direct assessment, 4) prior learning assessment, 5) badges and industry credentials, 6) customized wrap-around support through student services, career coaches, a workforce navigator and a full-time instructor.  Lord Fairfax Community College will offer an Individualized Studies/Direct Assessment track to earn: 1) the Associated of Applied Science degree in Administrative Support Technology, Health Information Management, and Information Systems Technology, 2) a Certificate in Administrative Support Technology, Medical Billing/Coding, Hospital Facility Coding, and Health Science, and 3) a Career Studies Certificate in Information Processing Technician, Supervision, Home Health Technician, Cyber Security, Database Administration Specialist, Information Technology Foundations, Networking Specialist, Software Development, and Web Design and Applications Development. Lord Fairfax Community College will offer various apprenticeship programs including electric, HVAC, plumbing and multi-craft technician (industrial maintenance). Noncredit programs will also be offered. The project benefits Trade Adjustment Assistance eligible workers, Veterans, adult learners, and the unemployed.

Southwest Virginia Community College: Total Award Amount = $2,500,000

Industry focus: Advanced Manufacturing; Carpentry



SWCC PluggedIn and Ready to Work is a partnership with the Southwest Virginia Community College, Virginia Department of Education's Office of Adult Education and Literacy, Virginia Employment Commission's State TAA Office and Southwest regional Adult Education Office.  PluggedinVA is an innovative, six-month accelerated program that combines GED curriculum contextualized for a targeted occupation and provides opportunities for participants to earn a college-level certificate form a selected program of study and industry-recognized certifications, such as Microsoft Digital literacy Certificate. Southwest Virginia Community College will develop stackable credentials that align with existing programs in middle-to-high-skill, high-wage industries in Welding, Mechatronics, CNC/Machinists, and Carpentry. In addition, PluggedinVA will be expanded to three levels of training to truly meet the needs of all TAA eligible workers: PIVA Pathways, PIVA Workforce, and PIVA Occupational. This program will targeted advanced manufacturing and carpentry occupations and establish a pathway for adults to obtain their GED while also earning college credit. Southwest Virginia Community College has also partnered with four-year institutions in the region to build no current articulation agreements for those students who want to further their education after completing these programs. Online coursework, flexible scheduling, career coaches, and other support services will be available for students. The project benefits Trade Adjustment Assistance eligible workers, long-term unemployed or dislocated workers, adults with similar characteristics, Veterans, low-wage/less-skilled populations.



Thomas Nelson Community College: Total Award Amount = $2,476,840

Industry focus: Advanced Manufacturing



The Rapid Employment in Advanced Integrated Manufacturing (RE-AIM) proposes developing and implementing an industry-driven, scalable education and training system that will deliver a credentialed workforce in advanced manufacturing in an accelerated timeframe. Credentials that will be awarded include: Virginia Manufacturing Association (VMA) Manufacturing Certification (MS1), a subset of the Manufacturing Technician (MT1); Siemens Mechatronics System Certification Program (SMSCP) Level 1 and Level 2; Industry-Recognized Career Studies Certificates in areas such as robotics, addictive manufacturing, composites; Microsoft Digital Literacy Certificate; and Career Readiness Certificate. The project benefits Trade Adjustment Assistance eligible workers, unemployed Veterans, other dislocated workers, and other adults in the Local Workforce Investment Board Area XIV.



Virginia State University: Total Award Amount = $3,249,817

Industry focus: Wireless Industry



Accelerating Wireless Education For Capitol and Crater Regions (AWE4CCR) seeks to create flexible, individualized career pathways for workers who need to be trained and back in the workforce. In cooperation with regional and national employers, Accelerating Wireless Education For Capitol and Crater Regions will employ the following strategies: 1) Accelerate credential completion, 2) Implement new models of instruction to enhance learning, 3) Bolster online and technology-enabled learning, 4) Build student supports, 5) Increase employment engagement, and 6) Implement apprenticeships. Credentials to be awarded include Wireless Technician I and II certificates, Associates of Science (various specialties), and Bachelors of Science (Engineering Technology or Information Logistics Technology). 



The project benefits Trade Adjustment Assistance eligible workers and Veterans.



Reuters

Exclusive: U.S., Brazil close to ending cotton trade rift – minister

By: Alonso Soto / September 30, 2014



(Reuters) - The United States and Brazil are close to settling a decade-old trade dispute over cotton subsidies, Agriculture Minister Neri Geller told Reuters on Tuesday, in what would be the first concrete step to repair ties hurt by an espionage scandal.



The Brazilian government plans to sign an agreement with U.S. Trade Representative Michael Froman on Wednesday, he said. It will resolve demands by Brazilian cotton producers who seek compensation for subsidies enjoyed by U.S. growers.



"The accord is practically settled, but we need to finish some details before signing," said Geller, who will travel to Washington with Foreign Minister Luiz Alberto Figueiredo on Tuesday night. He declined to give further details of the agreement.



Relations between the United States and Brazil were strained last year by revelations the National Security Agency spied on President Dilma Rousseff with secret Internet surveillance programs made known in documents leaked by former NSA analyst Edward Snowden.



Diplomatic talks on a wide range of subjects - from double taxation to visas aimed at facilitating business between the Western Hemisphere's two largest economies - ground to a halt.



Rousseff canceled a state visit to Washington and demanded an apology from President Barack Obama. The United States said publicly it regretted the incident, but has stopped short of issuing a formal apology.



If finalized, the cotton breakthrough would come just days before Sunday's presidential election in which Rousseff's two main rivals have vowed to rebuild ties with Washington to open markets for exporters in a country hit by recession.



In 2004, Brazil won a challenge against U.S. cotton subsidies at the World Trade Organization, giving it the right to impose $830 million in sanctions against U.S. products. Brazil agreed to suspend the penalty if the United States paid into an assistance fund for Brazilian cotton farmers.



The United States stopped paying the monthly compensation in



October due to budget disagreements in Congress, prompting the



Brazilian government to threaten to slap higher tariffs on U.S. products. The retaliation would have deepened diplomatic tensions between both countries, officials and experts said at the time.



The United States was willing to pay at least $460 million in compensation to Brazilian growers to end the dispute earlier this year, according to Brazilian diplomatic documents obtained by hackers and leaked to the local press.



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN traveled to Brazil and met with Rousseff in June in hopes of turning the page on the spying dispute. He assured her that Washington has changed the way it conducts electronic surveillance.



In another sign that relations are starting to move forward, Brasilia and Washington signed a tax information exchange pact last week that could lead to a tax treaty to avoid double taxation of U.S. companies operating in Brazil and Brazilian businesses in the United States.



The Washington Post

The undoing of the Iraq and Syria revisionists

Jennifer Rubin / September 30, 2014



If President Obama and his spinners won’t accept conservatives’ take on the failures and missteps leading up to the Islamic State and the region-wide chaos in the Middle East, maybe they will believe the New York Times. Strangely enough, it confirms the facts and arguments conservative critics have been making for years now. What is also evident is that President Obama picked on the wrong people; the intelligence community is striking back by going to the media with chapter and verse of the president’s dereliction. The report substantiates eight key points:



President Barack Obama speaks to a crowd of military personnel at U.S. Central Command at MacDill Air Force Base in Tampa, Fla., Wednesday, Sept. 17, 2014. The White House and the Pentagon are grappling with how to explain what American military forces are doing and could do in Iraq as they battle the Islamic State militants. Obama reiterated his pledge to keep American troops out of combat missions. But hours later, Vice President Joe BIDEN appeared to be less certain about ground troops. BIDEN's remarks echoed comments a day earlier from Army Gen. Martin Dempsey, the Joint Chiefs chairman, who said he may, if necessary, recommend to the president that U.S. ground forces accompany Iraqi troops on attacks against Islamic State targets, particularly in certain complex missions or if there were threats to the U.S.



1. Leaving Iraq with no troops was a disaster.  “The Islamic State was born out of the ashes of Al Qaeda in Iraq, which was crippled by the time Mr. Obama withdrew American forces from Iraq at the end of 2011. The civil war that erupted in neighboring Syria pitting President Bashar al-Assad against a variety of rebel organizations provided a haven for the Qaeda affiliate to reconstitute itself with an influx of foreign fighters.”



2. It was foreseeable that sectarian violence would return. “‘To anyone watching developments in Iraq from mid-2010 and Syria from early 2011, the recovery and rise of ISIS should have been starkly clear,’ said Charles Lister, a visiting fellow at the Brookings Doha Center in Qatar. ‘The organization itself was also carrying out an explicitly clear step-by-step strategy aimed at engendering the conditions that would feed its accelerated rise.’”



3. Intelligence agencies long ago spotted the danger that jihadists were spreading and threatening Iraq and Syria. “By late last year, classified American intelligence reports painted an increasingly ominous picture of a growing threat from Sunni extremists in Syria, according to senior intelligence and military officials. Just as worrisome, they said, were reports of deteriorating readiness and morale among troops next door in Iraq. . . . By late December, alarm over deteriorating security in Iraq was growing and the United States quietly rushed dozens of Hellfire missiles and low-tech surveillance drones to help Baghdad combat an explosion of violence. Intelligence officials were warning in classified reports at the time that the Islamic State had become a potent force in northern and western Iraq, with armed convoys intimidating towns, assassinating local officials and using explosives to kill Iraqi soldiers.”



4. The president ignored warnings. “[T]he reports, they said, generated little attention in a White House consumed with multiple brush fires and reluctant to be drawn back into Iraq. ‘Some of us were pushing the reporting, but the White House just didn’t pay attention to it,’ said a senior American intelligence official. ‘They were preoccupied with other crises,’ the official added. ‘This just wasn’t a big priority.’”



5. The president was driven by ideology. “Mr. Obama was determined not to let the United States be dragged back into a war that he had opposed from the start and that he had promised during his first campaign for the White House to end. After five years in office, aides said, Mr. Obama was convinced that the United States was too quick to pull the military lever whenever it confronted a foreign crisis. He would not repeat what he considered the mistake of his predecessor President George W. Bush.”



6.  The situation became more dire as time went on. “Mr. Maliki asked that Iraq be provided the ability to operate drones; if the United States was unwilling to do that, then he indicated he was prepared for the United States to carry out strikes itself. He later made the same point to Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. and sent a written request. At the time, Mr. Obama was not open to such a move. He gave a speech at West Point eschewing what he deemed the overuse of American force to solve world problems. But he promised more aid to moderate Syrian rebels. The White House sent a proposal for a $500 million program to train and equip the rebels back to the Pentagon several times, but the president eventually announced it. By then, though, it was too late. On June 10, thousands of Sunni militants poured over the border from Syria and seized control of Mosul, Iraq’s second-largest city. Armed gunmen then headed south toward Baghdad and east toward the autonomous region of Kurdistan. The Iraqi Army crumbled in the face of the assault, as soldiers dropped their weapons, shed their uniforms and fled.”



7. The president is not telling the truth when he puts blame on the intelligence community. “In interviews in recent weeks, administration officials privately agreed that they had not focused enough on the Islamic State’s territorial ambitions but said they were hamstrung in responding by an Iraqi government that was fanning the sectarian divide that helped give rise to the Sunni extremists in the first place.”



The Times focuses on what was going on inside the administration. When you include the pervasive criticisms and warnings in the media, from former officials and respected outside experts it becomes evident that the president was either isolated from reality or now is pretending that he was. In either case, it is no excuse to pretend he did not have ample time and warnings to reverse a failed policy.



This should also put to rest the blatant untruth (promulgated by the right-wing isolationists led by Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.)) that the Islamic State flourished because of U.S. involvement. The facts say otherwise. The problem was lack of action or a go-slow philosophy. (“While [Obama] would help Iraq’s government, he would not use American military force nor would he escalate involvement in Syria’s brutal civil war after having decided the previous fall to call off a plan to launch a missile strike against Mr. Assad’s government in retaliation for using chemical weapons on civilians. 



Government officials referred to that as the ‘nonstrike incident’ and told foreign policy experts last spring that the president would take a ‘minimalist approach’ to Syria.” That help did not come until this spring in the form of $500 million to train and equip the rebels.) And for those on the right that cheered the total withdrawal of forces from Iraq or who decried the United States as an “occupying” power in Iraq, the facts again say otherwise. When the administration finally realized the gross error “they tried to ‘get our foot back in the door’” in Iraq. Again, it was too late.



Those who got it wrong — on the far right and inside the administration — should acknowledge it and stop compounding their error by fabricating history. All that does is compound a failure of judgment with a failure of character.



The Washington Post

From shaming to semi-stalking, Democrats flood inboxes for last-minute campaign cash

By: Ed O’Keefe / September 30, 2014



“Absolute meltdown.”



“Kiss any hope goodbye.”



“We’re done. Go home. Give up.”



The lyrics to a moody ballad? A depressing Facebook page? No, these are actual subject lines from a series of frantic e-mail messages sent to Democratic donors in recent days.



To be blunt about it — as some of these fundraising pitches might say — the number of e-mails sent in recent days is SCARY.



As the fundraising quarter comes to a close Tuesday night, Democratic campaign committees and House, Senate and gubernatorial candidates are flooding donors’ inboxes with last-minute appeals for campaign cash. The deluge has inspired a tribute site, a parody song and fake fundraising pitches circulating on Twitter.



“We’re on the verge of the Dem-pocalypse,” read one message sent Monday night by the Democratic Governors Association.



“I’ve already e-mailed you twice this month,” said a stalker-like note from Sen. Patty Murray (D-Wash.) on behalf of the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee. “I wouldn’t e-mail a third time if it weren’t absolutely necessary.”



House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) tried shaming supporters in a recent pitch: “Hillary Clinton asked for your help this week. President Obama asked for your help this week. So far, more than 80,000 of our best supporters have responded to their calls-to-action. But sadly, it doesn’t look like you’re on that list.”



Even Rep. John Lewis (D-Ga.), the revered civil-rights figure, joined the fray. In an e-mail for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee, Lewis warned of GOP attempts to roll back voting rights. He mentioned his participation in the 1963 March on Washington and how he “gave a little blood” during the 1965 “Bloody Sunday” march in Selma, Ala.



The DCCC hoped to raise $75,000 from Lewis’s pitch. As of Monday night , donors had forked over more than $80,000.



Republicans also have been sending fundraising appeals from bold-faced names, including Mitt Romney and Karl Rove. The Republican National Committee offered bright socks like the ones worn by former president George H.W. Bush in a bid to raise funds. But most GOP fundraising e-mails take a more measured tone.



“Please help our campaign by making a $5 donation before midnight. Also, please ask your friends and family to make a donation as well,” said an e-mail sent Monday by Rep. Bill Cassidy (R-La.), who is hoping to unseat Sen. Mary Landrieu (D-La.).



With Democrats expected to lose seats in the House and slipping behind Republican opponents in key Senate races, a sense of anger, frustration and near-panic would be understandable. But party strategists insist the tone has nothing to do with the polls.



“The level of outrage that our list feels about the Republican Congress is very real,” said Kelly Ward, the DCCC’s executive director. “They continue to take action and continue to set priorities that are out of step with the country, and our lists reflect that and they respond with contributions. They are very energized.”



The messages appear to be working. The DCCC has outraised the National Republican Congressional Committee by roughly $33 million this cycle, thanks in part to fundraisers headlined by Obama and small-dollar donations from the party faithful. Most of the smaller donations come through online donations — $50 million of the $150 million raised by the committee so far this election cycle. On average, DCCC’s online donors give $18 in response to an e-mail, Ward said, and they usually give more than once.



Appeals bearing President Obama’s name draw the most money per e-mail. Pelosi’s messages have brought in the most collectively.



At the DCCC, the e-mails are composed by Digital Director Brandon English and his 12-person team. Most are conceptualized, written, edited and sent within an hour, usually in response to news reports, new polling or statements by top GOP leaders. In late July, a series of e-mails tied to speculation that House Republicans could pursue impeaching Obama helped raise $2.1 million — a record haul.



How does the DCCC know that kind of message might work?



“Lots and lots and lots and lots and lots of testing,” English said.



With millions of e-mail subscribers — English wouldn’t reveal an exact figure — different variations on the same message can be sent to thousands of potential donors at once. Some might have a funny subject line, others more serious.



“We can track how the donations are coming in over time, how they compare to other campaigns we’ve done and make a decision on these two are good and are worth sending as is, these two need work, and these four need to be dumped,” English said.



In a change from previous cycles, most e-mails and donor pages are formatted for mobile devices, making it easier for donors to give from an iPhone or tablet. Messages from the DCCC, DSCC and countless Democratic candidates also include links suggesting that donors “chip in $5 immediately” or “chip in $250 immediately.”



The links go to a Web site owned and operated by ActBlue, a PayPal-like site for liberal donors. ActBlue says more than 1.1 million people have established “express” accounts that store credit card and contact information, allowing a donor to allocate funds to a campaign committee or candidate with one or two clicks.



“They can give just by clicking the links and the contribution automatically processes,” said ActBlue Executive Director Erin Hill.



John Foust, a Democrat hoping to succeed retiring Rep. Frank R. Wolf (R-Va.), has e-mailed supporters in recent days with messages including the “Sent from my iPhone” signature — a subtle attempt to personalize the appeal.



“Apologies for e-mailing so early (and so much), but I need your urgent support,” he wrote in one message.



A few hours later, he sent a follow-up appeal: “Ok, now it’s 5:30 pm, so no more apologies!”



The relentless nature of the e-mails has inspired widespread parodies. In April, the news and opinion site Salon compiled the “most shameless fundraising e-mail subject lines.” “Doomed,” “Jaw Dropping” and “HORRENDOUS” made the list.



A Tumblr site, “Emails from the DCCC,” started posting fictional e-mails in July. A message they wrote from Vice President BIDEN started with the subject line, “There is Literally No Reason Left to Live.” Another read, “I’m on my knees begging you please.”



Then there’s the song.



An Ohio-based band, “Daddy’s Gonna Kill Ralphie,” strung together actual subject lines from DCCC e-mails and set them to music that might be strummed by a coffee house guitarist.



The song, called “Subject Line,” ends with these lyrics: “Bad news today. This can’t wait. Add your name. Boehner didn’t bargain for this. Crushing blow. Unprecedented blow. Final notice. Final notice. Final notice. Final notice for Joseph. We keep e-mailing. Sorry, this has gone too far. We’re in real danger. All hope is lost. This literally just happened. Add your name. Throw in the towel.”



BostInno

Joe BIDEN Will Speak on Foreign Policy at Harvard This Week

By: Alex E. Weaver / September 30, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak at Harvard's John F. Kennedy School of Government Thursday evening.



Tickets to the event are not available, but there will be a live stream of BIDEN's remarks beginning at 6 p.m., Thursday, October 2, on the Harvard Institute of Politics website.



BIDEN's address, reports NECN, will comment "on the opportunities and challenges posed by the rapidly changing international environment and discuss the Administration's strategy for ensuring effective American leadership in the 21st century."



In April, BIDEN visited Boston to speak at the tribute ceremony commemorating the Boston Marathon bombings.



Morningstar Magazine

Financial Planning’s Darkest Hour

By: Don Phillips / September 30, 2014



Financial planning took center stage in the U.S. political debate this summer when vice president Joe BIDEN bizarrely boasted that he had no savings account and owned not a single stock nor bond. His comments were in response to Hillary Clinton’s odd attempt to bond with middle-class Americans by declaring that she and Bill were “dead broke” when they left the White House. Clinton, of course, neglected the reasons for her family’s financial distress, namely the huge legal costs incurred defending themselves against charges of dubious ethical behavior. Rather than feel shame that their elite position and legal wiliness sheltered them from the consequences of their actions—Clinton pays that issue of inequality no mind—she instead seems guilt ridden over the sizable nest egg she and Bill have built through hustle and hard work in subsequent years. So, there you have in a nutshell the current view of financial planning in American political discourse. Of two leading candidates for the next presidential election, one is embarrassed by her success, the other proud of his failure.





BIDEN’s comments will surely distress financial planners. Here is a man who has reaped a well-above-average salary over more than three decades in the Senate and six years in the White House, yet he has no meaningful savings, despite likely having significant subsidies for meals, entertainment, travel, and even housing. Most alarmingly, he seems to view his lack of financial discipline as a political asset, something that makes him more electable, more like the common man. But to anyone grounded in financial planning, he simply looks like someone who’s made foolish and irresponsible choices. Like Rip Van Winkle sleeping through the American Revolution, BIDEN has slumbered through a 17-fold rise in the stock market and the greatest bond bull market in history! His financial ineptitude perhaps sheds light on our political leaders’ inability to shave our Federal debt. As Ben Franklin said, “It is hard for an empty sack to stand upright.”



BIDEN’s fiscal mismanagement is irresponsible to an almost buffoonish extent, but the damage his example does cannot be laughed off. Clinton’s comments are similarly harmful, even though her actions are more dignified. Both leaders perpetuate the insidious notion that saving and investing are activities available only to the fabled 1%. They bolster the impression that the average person need not be concerned with such matters or should be embarrassed for having success in so doing. That may be a sentiment that wins elections, as it’s comforting to be told you don’t have to do the hard work of saving for the future, but it runs counter to much of what makes America great. It’s deeply troubling that our savviest political leaders see more advantage in exploiting financial ignorance than in correcting it.



John Dos Passos famously said in his kaleidoscopic trilogy, U.S.A., “all right, we are two Americas.” He was referring to matters of wealth, as the 99% movement has more recently. But wealth is mercurial. It falls on the pop star as readily as the businessman, the tech entrepreneur as the star athlete, the lawyer, or the lottery winner. It is also easily squandered. Much more enduring, and perhaps more divisive, are people’s attitudes toward money. For generations of Americans who were reared on the lessons of Franklin’s frugality, Emerson’s self-reliance, and Thoreau’s independence, BIDEN’s boasting of his utter dependence on the state to care for his future needs is incomprehensible, especially in light of the myriad advantages he’s had. BIDEN seems forged from a wholly different set of principles than those on which our country was founded and many of us were reared. I think this division is what inspires critics of the Obama administration when they awkwardly toss out charges of socialism. It’s as if we’ve split into two sects, one championing Franklin’s self-made man, the other seeking solace in BIDEN’s state-dependent man.



For U.S. planners, this deterioration of fiscal responsibility, as exhibited by two of our most prominent politicians, likely means more tough times ahead when it comes to curbing client attitudes and behavior. When our leaders disparage or disengage from fiscal responsibility, they make it that much more tempting for others to do so, too. Rather than embrace the financial planning movement’s efforts to strengthen the middle class by promoting thrift and investment, today’s leaders are more apt to signal that the average American need not concern themselves with saving or investing. That may comfort voters, but it lessens our national resolve and undermines the spirit on which our country was founded. More immediately, it makes the struggle against financial apathy and ignorance that planners continue to wage all the more difficult.



Inquisitr

Yes Means Yes Bill Aimed At Preventing Sexual Assault On College Campuses

By: Larry Alton / September 30, 2014



A new California bill are taking a serious approach against sexual assault and rape on college campuses with SB967, also known as the “Yes Means Yes” law. Colleges in the state will need to adopt new procedures and training regarding sexual assault and rape cases to determine whether “affirmative consent was given by both parties to sexual activity.” Hopefully, this will cut down on the instances of victim shaming during campus investigation proceedings, and it might help officials identify attacks accurately. The bill states that a person cannot provide affirmative consent if they are sleeping, incapacitated due to intoxication, or unconscious.



Some colleges opt to investigate sexual assault and rape cases without consulting the authorities. However, this approach has ignited significant controversy across the United States. Many disciplinary panels include staff members or even students who are woefully ill equipped to appropriately identify cases of sexual assault or rape, issue punishments to perpetrators, or provide trauma aid to survivors. SB967 aims to reduce the ambiguity surrounding consent, requiring colleges to check for affirmative consent from both parties involved in every case.



The controversies surrounding the way colleges handle sexual assault and rape are alarming enough that the White House is taking action to address these issues. President Obama and Vice President BIDEN have appeared in commercials for “It’s On Us,’ a sexual assault and rape awareness campaign that focuses on students, teachers, college faculty, and college administrators. In addition to this media campaign, the White House has also created a Task Force to Protect Students from Sexual Assault, which released its first report in April 2014. The report opens with a dreadful statistics – one in five women attending college is sexually assaulted. This task force aims to reduce these numbers by providing schools and students with effective prevention and support tools.



The White House report reveals plans to get faculty, staff, and students talking about this issue more openly. There is a significant culture of shame surrounding sexual assault and rape for both female and male victims. Very few people report their assaults, due to self-blame, fear of future attacks (especially if the attacker is a intimate partner), or fear of people not believing them. The task force is currently directing schools to create survey systems and transparent policies so that they can quickly identify support and prevention needs in their communities.



There are dozens of high-profile stories of students butting heads with school administration due to problematic internal hearings. Columbia University has been making headlines after 23 students filed federal complaints against the college, alleging that Columbia has severely mismanaged sexual assault cases in violation of Title IX requirements. One of the students is Emma Sulkowicz, who has drawn significant media attention to the issue of campus-based sexual assault with her senior thesis project, titled “Carry That Weight.” Sulkowicz alleges that another Columbia University student raped her and claims that her college failed to pursue the case appropriately. Sulkowicz explains that she plans to carry her dorm room mattress with her everywhere, until her attacker is expelled or until she graduates.



The Guardian

New Afghanistan pact means America's longest war will last until at least 2024

By: Spencer Ackerman / September 30, 2014



The longest war in American history will last at least another decade, according to the terms of a garrisoning deal for US forces signed by the new Afghanistan government on Tuesday.



Long awaited and much desired by an anxious US military, the deal guarantees that US and Nato troops will not have to withdraw by year’s end, and permits their stay “until the end of 2024 and beyond.”



The entry into force of the deal ensures that Barack Obama, elected president in 2008 on a wave of anti-war sentiment, will pass off both the Afghanistan war and his new war in Iraq and Syria to his successor. In 2010, his vice-president, Joe BIDEN, publicly vowed the US would be “totally out” of Afghanistan “come hell or high water, by 2014.”



Obama called Tuesday “a historic day” for the US and Afghanistan, as the security pact, which puts US troops beyond the reach of Afghan law, “will help advance our shared interests and the long-term security of Afghanistan.”



The primary explicit purpose of the deal, known as the Bilateral Security Agreement, is to permit the US to continue training Afghanistan’s roughly 350,000 security forces, which the US and Nato have built from scratch.



But with domestic US political acrimony swirling over the rise of the Islamic State (Isis) after the 2011 US withdrawal from Iraq, the accord is also a hedge against the resurgence of the Taliban and a recognition that 13 years of bloody, expensive war have failed to vanquish the insurgency.



Any earlier termination of the deal must occur by mutual consent, ensuring a US veto in the event of an about-face by newly inaugurated President Ghani or his successor. Ghani’s predecessor, Hamid Karzai, incensed the Obama administration by refusing to sign the basing deal, rebuking the country that installed him as Afghanistan’s leader after the US drove the Taliban from Kabul in 2001.



Ghani also agreed to a garrisoning accord with Nato forces, known as a Status of Forces Agreement. Nato has agreed to fund Afghanistan’s soldiers and police through 2017.



Under the Bilateral Security Agreement’s annexes, the US military will have access to nine major land and airbases, to include the massive airfields at Bagram, Jalalabad and Kandahar, staging areas not only for air operations in Afghanistan but the US drone strikes that continue across the border in tribal Pakistan.



The additional bases – in Kabul, Mazar-i-Sharif, Herat, Helmand, Gardez and Shindand – ensure the reach of the US military throughout Afghanistan.



US defense leaders greeted the signing of the accord with enthusiasm.



“These agreements will enable American and coalition troops to continue to help strengthen Afghan forces, counter terrorist threats, and advance regional security,” said Defense secretary Chuck Hagel.



“Our partnership is an important one, and as we prepare to transition to a traditional security cooperation mission in the coming years, we remain committed to providing the necessary support to our Afghan partners and, in particular, to their national security forces,” said General Lloyd Austin, commander of US forces in the Middle East and South Asia.



In May, Obama pledged to reduce the US troop presence to 9,800 through most of 2015, ahead of what he called a “normal embassy presence” by the end of his presidency. Yet he hedged by saying the US will continue to conduct counterterrorism operations in Afghanistan, a less visible mission than the training of Afghan forces.



Nothing in the bilateral deal prevents a US president from ramping troop levels back up. The accord’s terms “acknowledge that US military operations to defeat al-Qaida and its affiliates may be appropriate in the common fight against terrorism.”



The “intention” of future counter-terrorism missions in Afghanistan is to partner US and Afghan forces together, with the goal of placing the Afghans in the lead, similar to the broader training mission. In 2013, Rolling Stone released a video showing Afghan forces that the US relies upon for counter-terrorism torturing a detainee.



In a September 25 letter to Ghani, Human Rights Watch urged the new president to end the “widespread impunity for members of the security forces responsible for serious violations of human rights in Afghanistan.”



Fox News

From Salahis to Cartagena: Timeline of Secret Service controversies

September 30, 2014



When an intruder vaulted over the White House fence and charged past Secret Service into the residence earlier this month, it marked the latest black eye for an agency already grappling with a series of scandals and security lapses. 



At a hearing on Capitol Hill on Tuesday, lawmakers called the Sept. 19 incident "disgraceful" and one of the most serious incidents to date. 



But the incident once again has raised questions about the professionalism and competence of the agency, whose Director Julia Pierson came on board after a prostitution scandal in Colombia two years ago. 



Here's a look back at Secret Service controversies that have surfaced in recent years: 



March 22-33, 2014: Three agents in the Netherlands ahead of a presidential visit were sent home after allegedly having a night of heavy drinking. One of them reportedly was found the next morning in the hallway of his Amsterdam hotel. The agents were placed on administrative leave, pending the outcome of an investigation.



March 7, 2014: A Secret Service agent suspected of drinking was involved in a late-night traffic accident in Miami, hours before the president’s arrival. The counter-sniper reportedly had the odor of alcohol on his breath. He passed a field-sobriety test but was charged with failing to yield the right of way.



May 2013: Secret Service supervisor Ignacio Zamora allegedly left a bullet from his service revolver in the hotel room of women he met earlier in a downstairs bar. The women refused to let Zamora retrieve the bullet from her room at the Hay-Adams Hotel. The incident resulted in Zamora, who was off duty, and fellow officer Timothy Barraclough, both assigned to presidential protective detail, being investigated for sending sexually suggestive emails to a female subordinate. Both agents were reassigned, according to The Washington Post. 



April 2012: Secret Service agents who were in Cartagena, Colombia, ahead of a summit attended by President Obama were recalled after being accused of misconduct -- in an embarrassing incident involving a night of drinking and carousing with prostitutes. A total of 13 of Secret Service officials were implicated. Three employees returned to duty, six either resigned or retired and four had their clearances revoked and were removed, according to an inspector general report.



Nov. 11, 2011: Secret Service officers at the White House responded to shots fired from beyond the South Lawn. But within minutes, a supervisor reportedly told them over a radio: “No shots have been fired …. Stand down.” 



It later emerged that at least seven bullets had struck the White House living quarters. President Obama and first lady Michelle Obama were away, but daughter Sasha was home. The shooter, Oscar Ortega-Hernandez, was arrested five days after the incident. 



August 2011: Secret Service agents assigned to protect the first family during one of their Martha’s Vineyard vacations rented a cluster of homes in the Oak Bluff community where they held late-night, “Animal House”-type parties that infuriated residents and resulted in police responses, according to a FoxNews.com investigative story. The bad behavior also included barroom fights and a party on Aug. 18, 2011 -- the day Obama arrived for a nine-day vacation -- that went past 4 a.m. 



2009-2010: Vice President BIDEN's motorcade was involved in a string of accidents, one of them fatal, over a period of three months. In one incident in Vancouver, figure skating legend Peggy Fleming and former bobsled champion Vonetta Flowers, who were riding in the vice president's motorcade, suffered minor injuries when the van they were riding in apparently was rear-ended en route to a hockey game. BIDEN was in a different vehicle at the time.



Earlier, on Nov. 11, two Secret Service vehicles hit and killed a pedestrian on a Maryland parkway outside Washington. A few days after that, a police car driving ahead of BIDEN's motorcade in New York City struck a cab at an intersection as the vice president traveled through Manhattan on his way to an appearance on "The Daily Show." The cab driver was checked out at a hospital and released. The Secret Service said at the time that the incidents were "separate" and Secret Service personnel were only driving during the Nov. 11 accident. 



Nov. 24, 2009: Three uninvited White House guests got past two security check points and attended a state dinner in which they met Obama. Carlos Allen (a D.C. resident who claimed he had been invited) arrived alone and the other two -- Virginia couple Michaele and Tareq Salahi, since divorced -- arrived together.



Then-Secret Service Director Mark Sullivan suggested the couple, auditioning for a Bravo TV reality series, had been screened for weapons but issued an apology that in part said the agency was "deeply concerned and embarrassed by the circumstances” and that preliminary findings of an internal investigation found “established protocols were not followed at an initial checkpoint.”



Fox News

Time for a wake up call: Secret Service cannot keep first family safe with luck alone

By: Erick Erickson / September 30, 2014



Whether some conservatives like to admit it or not, President Barack H. Obama is the president of the United States and is therefore my president and the president of any American now reading this.



For those of you who bristle at this, go see Hebrews 13:17; 1 Timothy 2:1-15; Romans 13:1; and 1 Peter 2:17. Keep in mind Paul and Peter were both about to suffer and die and were still exhorting fellow Christians, many of whom were also about to suffer and die, to “honor the Emperor” and “[l]et every person be subject to the governing authorities.”



We now know the Occupy DC activist who fired shots at the White House fired more shots than first known and it was a more dangerous situation. Seven bullets were fired into the upstairs residential portion of the White House. Agents thought it was gang fire or a truck backfiring.



We also now know the fence jumper last week made it deep into the White House armed with a knife. He could have had a bomb or a gun.



Neither Mrs. Obama nor the Obama children are in the White House for any reason other than their husband and father was chosen by the majority of this country to lead it. They did not ask to put their lives on the line and now there are threats on their lives. When those seven bullets sailed into the White House, both of the Obama children were home.



And it is their home. It may be the people’s house, but it is the Obama’s home for another two years. This is unacceptable. The Secret Service has suffered scandal after scandal. Some conservatives say this is part and parcel derived from the lax and unprofessional attitudes of the Obama administration’s overall operation.



That should not be it and if that is it, there needs to be a wake up call.



This is wholly unacceptable. Heads should roll and Congress should investigate. For anyone who still bristles at the thought of President Obama, just mutter the words “President BIDEN” and come to your senses. The behavior of the Secret Service is unacceptable.



Concord Monitor

Letter: A campaign trip

September 30, 2014



New Hampshire Democrats and Vice President Joe BIDEN owe New Hampshire taxpayers an explanation.



On Sept. 3, BIDEN visited the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. The ceremony at the shipyard was billed as an official event (not a campaign event), but BIDEN invited only Democrat elected officials and used the opportunity to endorse Sen. Jeanne Shaheen.



As a taxpayer who is forced to foot the bill for BIDEN’s “official” visit, I am not happy. While I don’t really understand why anyone would actually want Vice President BIDEN’s endorsement, he can use his own money or campaign funds to travel around the country and endorse Democrats, but not mine. By attending the event, Democrats such as Shaheen and Rep. Carol Shea-Porter are just as guilty as BIDEN.



In fact, they owe New Hampshire an explanation. I would like to know how much this endorsement trip cost Granite State taxpayers. Considering we were forced to foot the bill, we deserve to know how much of our money was used to prop up Shaheen and Shea-Porter’s re-election bids.



GENE MEIER



New Hampton
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San Francisco Sentinel

On Scene with Bill Wilson: On the BIDEN Trail

December 11, 2014

This column is a combination of words – spoken by the Vice President at the Human Rights Campaign dinner in Los Angeles and written by me in response. Vice President BIDEN’s words are in italics and are taken from the White House website.



Washington Post

Obama, BIDEN rallying Hill support for spending bill

By: Juliet Eilperin and Katie Zezima / December 11, 2014

President Obama and White House staff are making calls to Congress Thursday to rally support for the $1 trillion spending bill, White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest said Thursday. An administration official said Vice President Joe BIDEN is also working the phones.



Associated Press

White House swings behind huge $1.1T spending bill

December 11, 2014

The White House noted its own objections to the bank-related proposal in a written statement. But officials said that Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN were both calling Democrats in an attempt to secure enough votes for passage of the broader measure, which combined government spending and a new course for selected, highly shaky pension plans.



Bloomberg

Bid to Pass U.S. Spending Bill in Disarray as Deadline Nears

By: Heidi Przybyla and Erik Wasson / December 11, 2014

Hours away from the expiration of current funding, President Barack Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN and two Cabinet secretaries called lawmakers to urge them to vote for the measure to head off a shutdown, said people familiar with the phone calls.



Buenos Aires Herald

Mamet swears as new US ambassador to Argentina

December 11, 2014

Noah Mamet has sworn as new United States ambassador to Argentina during a ceremony held in the White House, together with US vice president Joseph BIDEN and Argentine ambassador to the US Cecilia Nahón.



The Jerusalem Post

With the election campaign now officially under way, the state of US-Israel relations will be a major issue.

December 11, 2014

When the country’s election campaign ads start broadcasting in a few weeks’ time, don’t be surprised if you start seeing a lot of US Vice President Joe BIDEN, and even Secretary of State John Kerry, starring in ads for – believe it or not – Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.



Chabad News

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN Slated to Attend National Menorah-Lighting

By: Mordechai Lightstone / December 11, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN will attend the 35th annual National Menorah-Lighting in Washington, D.C., on Tuesday, Dec. 16—the first night of Chanukah. The ceremony will take place at 4 p.m. on the Ellipse, a popular public park located just south of the White House.



The Washington Post

Happy holidays from the BIDENs

By: Colby Itkowitz / December 11, 2014

It’s a holiday card that makes a statement. It says, “Listen up, America. Hold on tight. We’ve had a bumpy ride, but I’ve got this.”



CBS News

Potential 2016 candidates divided on Senate's CIA torture report

By: Jake Miller / December 11, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN welcomed the report's release during Politico summit on Tuesday, calling it a "badge of honor" for the U.S.



Washington Examiner

Ayaan Hirsi Ali Fights Radical Islam's Real War on Women

By Ashe Schow / December 11, 2014

That will prove difficult. In her speech to the dinner guests in Washington, Hirsi Ali recalled meeting Vice President Joe BIDEN. He informed her that "ISIS had nothing to do with Islam." When she disagreed with him, BIDEN actually responded: "Let me tell you one or two things about Islam."



WizBang

Arrogant Joe BIDEN Lectures Victim of Islam About the ‘Religion of Peace’

By: Warner Todd / December 11, 2014

This really takes the cake. In a new interview Ayaan Hirsi Ali, a woman who suffered under Islam until she was a young adult, reported that she was was lectured on how wonderful Islam is by Vice President Joe BIDEN. That’s right, BIDEN thought he knew more about how women are treated under Islam than a woman who actually lived under Islam.







San Francisco Sentinel

On Scene with Bill Wilson: On the BIDEN Trail

December 11, 2014



This column is a combination of words – spoken by the Vice President at the Human Rights Campaign dinner in Los Angeles and written by me in response. Vice President BIDEN’s words are in italics and are taken from the White House website.



I was raised by a truly gracious and decent man.  He taught me and my sister and my two brothers that — a simple truth, that every single person in the world is entitled to be treated with dignity and respect.  And he taught us by his example, not by his lectures.



I can remember I was a junior in high school, and he was driving me into Wilmington to apply for a job as a lifeguard in the city swimming pools.  …



 I’ll never forget it, he pulled up in front of the city courthouse where we went and made the application.  And he didn’t want to park, he was dropping me off.  And we stopped at a red light.  When I looked over to my left, and there were two men kissing good-bye, and I looked, and it was the first time I’d seen that.  And my father looked at me and said, they love each other.  …



It was April of 2012.  I was campaigning for Democratic candidates around the country, and I was here in Los Angeles with leaders of the LGBT community of Southern California at the home of Michael Lombardo and Sonny Ward, and a young man, who was standing against the wall in the living room as I was answering questions, that young man was Chad (Grifffin President of Human Rights Campaign)  And Chad asked me one of the most sincere and plaintive questions I’ve ever been asked in my political career, particularly on this issue.  He looked at me and just asked a simple question.  He said, Mr. Vice President, what do you think of me?  A simple, straightforward question:  What do you think — I’d never meet him before.  What he was saying was, what do you think of me, I am a homosexual.  What do you think of me?



No one ever asked me that question before, and it made me sad to think that anyone — any of you in this audience, any of my acquaintances, my friends, my employees who are gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender have to go through any part of your life looking at people who don’t know you and wondering, what do they think of me.  What do you think of me?  What a profound question.



And all I could think of was, if all Americans understood that there are people with different sexual orientations in every walk of life, every sector of America, every nook and cranny of this country, and that you are no different.  You are us.  We are one.  And all I could think to say to Chad — it was spontaneous was — I wish every American could have been in the kitchen. 



I walked into Michael and Sonny’s home through the kitchen.  They were standing there, and their two beautiful, young children — five and seven — were standing between their parents.  And the first thing I did, the little girl put her arms out — actually the little boy did first, so I bent down, crouched and gave them a big hug.  And we talked a little bit before I even said hi to Sonny who was standing at my right.  And after a few minutes, the little girl turned to her father and said, Daddy, is it okay if the Vice President comes out in the backyard and plays with me and you speak?



And all I could think of was, I mean this sincerely, folks, if every American could have just been there and seen the love these kids had for their parents, just seen how normal it all was … they wouldn’t have any doubt about what the right policy is, what the right thing to do.  And it reinforced in me the certitude that the only way to prevail is to continue to step up and speak out because we are all one.  People fear that which they do not know.  And you all continue to do that. That’s why things are changing.  Not because of Barack Obama or Joe BIDEN, but because of you.  It’s powerful.  It’s powerful.



So I mean what I said at the front end, thank you for not only liberating people who have been persecuted and pummeled, but thank you for getting us in the way of liberating all of America.  It’s a fight we will win.  I don’t have a single, solitary doubt in my mind.  I am absolutely confident my grandchildren’s generation has already moved and will continue to move far beyond the prejudice of the past and of today.  That’s why I’m so confident that the future is only going to get better.



I heard that you gave a great speech at the HRC dinner in LA, but it wasn’t until Stuart Milk posted a link to it at the White House website that I had a chance to read it and get the full impact. It brought tears to my eyes. I worked as a clerical assistant to Senator Gaylord Nelson (D-Wisconsin) from April 22, 1972 until September of 1979. At the time I was very deeply closeted and believed that if I looked anyone in the eye they would be able to tell I was gay. I can tell you the exact spot in the basement of the Russell Senate Office building where I was when I realized that I could walk the hallways with my head up. I know it sounds so pathetic, but back then there were no positive role models for being gay and certainly no Vice President or President was saying the encouraging words we hear from you and President Obama.



I was attending the University of Utah in Salt Lake City when Vice President Agnew came to campaign for some local Republican candidates in 1970. He spoke at an outdoor rally. I was among the group of anti-war protesters who gathered across the street that he was referring to when he said, “When I look across the beautiful Great Salt Lake the only pollution I see is the social kind.”



My friends …worked for you when you first came to the Senate. I took photos at the reception Senator and Mrs. Hollings held in the Senate Caucus room for you and Dr. BIDEN. No one at that time knew I was gay because that was something I wasn’t even admitting to myself. So when you signed a photo that I took of you with the words, “You’ve been a great help to us and a fine friend.” I wondered if you knew my secret would you still have called me a friend. All these years later I learn that the answer would have been yes. I’m not sure that I can put into words what a powerful affirmation that is for me.



So part of the tears I shed while reading your speech where tears of regret that I wasted so much time and energy maintaining my closet when my fears of rejection were unfounded. There were also tears of joy for having survived long enough to see legal recognition for the love I have for my husband, Fernando. We’ve been together sine October of 1986. We were legally recognized as Domestic Partners in San Francisco since 1991 and in District of Columbia since 1992. We were married on February 12, 2004 and because the California Supreme Court declared our marriage as null and void, we were remarried on June 17, 2008.



Fernando was born and raised in Italy. He came to the United States as a graduate student in 1979 and is now a United States citizen. So I have an acute awareness of the issues that face gay communities abroad. It made me feel immense pride that the US Embassy had a contingent in the 2011 EuroPride parade held in Rome. As more countries follow the examples of Russia and Uganda and pass laws against gay people the work only becomes more necessary and urgent. It makes such a big difference that the Obama administration understands on all levels that need and urgency.



Washington Post

Obama, BIDEN rallying Hill support for spending bill

By: Juliet Eilperin and Katie Zezima / December 11, 2014



President Obama and White House staff are making calls to Congress Thursday to rally support for the $1 trillion spending bill, White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest said Thursday. An administration official said Vice President Joe BIDEN is also working the phones.



"The president is making calls," Earnest said on MSNBC's "Now with Alex Wagner, "as is the White House staff."



Earnest said calls are being made to Democrats and "a few Republicans."



President Obama came out in support of the bill Thursday afternoon in advance of a scheduled vote later in the day.



Earnest said that the spending measure is not "perfect," but is a "pretty good deal."



"It's a compromise proposal," he said.



When asked if the bill will pass Thursday, Earnest said, "We'll see." But he does not think the government will shut down, because Congress will instead put in place a three-month temporary funding measure.



"I don't think there's going to be a government shutdown," Earnest said. In three months, Democrats will have "even less leverage than they do so now."



Officials said they still believe the measure will pass before a midnight deadline, despite the fact it barely survived a procedural vote earlier in the day.



Meanwhile, the White House Office of Management and Budget held a conference call today with federal agencies about planning for a possible government shutdown.



"Congress is taking a series of actions today on legislation that would prevent a lapse in appropriations and allow for continued Government operations.  We continue to believe that time remains for Congress to pass full-year appropriations for FY 2015, and prevent a government shutdown," an official with the White House Office of Management and Budget said. "However, out of an abundance of caution, we are working with agencies and taking steps to prepare for all contingencies, including a potential lapse in funding.”



The Office of Management and Budget also held a call with agencies Dec. 4 about a possible shutdown.



That move doesn't give any indication of whether or not they believe a shutdown's likely -- it's a required action. The White House rules for the preparation of the budget state that the office will "monitor the status of Congressional action on appropriations bills" and will "notify agencies if shutdown plans are to be implemented."



A week before the deadline for the bill to be passed -- whether or not it looks like a shutdown will happen -- the office is required convene a call or teleconference with federal agencies, and hold follow-ups if necessary.



Associated Press

White House swings behind huge $1.1T spending bill

December 11, 2014



WASHINGTON (AP) — In an unlikely alliance, the Obama White House and House Republicans joined forces Thursday in a furious attempt to pass a $1.1 trillion government-wide spending bill over clamorous protests from Democrats objecting that it would roll back bank regulations imposed in the wake of the economic near-meltdown of 2008.



In a rare public rebuke of President Barack Obama, Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi said she was "enormously disappointed" he had decided to embrace the bill, which she described as an attempt at legislative blackmail by House Republicans.



The White House noted its own objections to the bank-related proposal in a written statement. But officials said that Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN were both calling Democrats in an attempt to secure enough votes for passage of the broader measure, which combined government spending and a new course for selected, highly shaky pension plans.



The outbreak of Democratic bickering left Republicans in the unusual position of bystanders rather than participants in developments that coincided with the approach of a midnight expiration of existing federal funding. For all the struggle, there was no threat of a government shutdown. A bill providing a 48-hour extension was ready for a vote.

Still, there was plenty of drama in the House on the final major bill of this two-year Congress.



Earlier in the day, conservatives sought to torpedo the measure because it would leave Obama's immigration policy unchallenged. But Speaker John Boehner patrolled the noisy, crowded House floor looking for enough GOP converts to keep it afloat.



He found them — after the vote went into overtime — in retiring Rep. Kerry Bentivolio of Michigan and Rep. Marlin Stutzman of Indiana. The vote to allow the measure to advance was 214-212.



If there was political drama in the House, there was something approaching tenderness in the Senate, where several lawmakers are ending their careers. Sen. Tom Coburn, R-Okla., choked up as he delivered a farewell speech from his desk, and Republicans and Democrats alike rose to applaud him when he finished speaking.



The spending measure was one of a handful on the year-end agenda, with the others ranging from an extension of expiring tax breaks to a bill approving Obama's policy for arming Syrian forces fighting Islamic State forces.



The $1.1 trillion legislation would provide funding for nearly the entire government through the end of the budget year next Sept. 30, and lock in cuts negotiated in recent years between the White House and a tea party-heavy Republican rank and file.



The only exception is the Department of Homeland Security. It is funded only through Feb. 27, when the specter of a shutdown will be absent and Republicans hope to force the president to roll back an immigration policy that promises work visas to an estimated 5 million immigrants living in the country illegally.



When Congress convenes in January, Republicans will have control of the Senate for the first time in eight years, and will hold their strongest majority in the House in more than eight decades.



A provision in the big bill relating to financially failing multi-employer pension plans would allow cuts for current retirees, and supporters said it was part of an effort to prevent a slow-motion collapse of a system that provides retirement income to millions.



"The multi-employer pension system is a ticking time bomb," said Rep. John Kline, R-Minn., who negotiated the agreement privately with Democratic Rep. George Miller of California, who is retiring after 40 years in Congress.



The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp. estimates that the fund that backs multi-employer plans is about $42.4 billion short of the money needed to cover benefits for plans that have failed or will fail.



Miller said the legislation would give retirees the right to vote in advance whether to enter a restructuring that could cut their benefits. He, Kline and others said the alternative to the legislation might be an even deeper reduction in benefits.



More than 10 million people are covered by multi-employer plans, which involve agreements between labor unions and groups of companies, mostly in construction and transportation.



The legislation drew a mixed reaction from unions and the opposition of the AARP, but the White House written statement on the legislation did not mention it as a concern.



The White House did raise objections to a provision that would roll back one of the regulations imposed on the financial industry after the economic near-collapse of 2008, and to a separate element of the bill that would permit wealthy contributors to increase the size of their donations to political parties for national conventions, election recounts or the construction of a headquarters building.



Democrats cited the same issues, but Boehner on Wednesday rejected their request to jettison either or both of the provisions. Republicans noted that 70 members of the Democratic rank and file supported easing the bank regulations on a stand-alone vote in October of last year.



Remarkably, there was relatively little controversy about the spending levels themselves that form the heart of the bill.



Democrats pointed to increases in enforcement funding for the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, as well as increases for health research.



Obama would get most of the money he wants to fight Ebola.

Republicans noted the bill reduced staffing at the Environmental Protection Agency to levels last seen in 1989, and claimed credit for a provision prohibiting the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service from placing the sage grouse on the endangered species list.



Bloomberg

Bid to Pass U.S. Spending Bill in Disarray as Deadline Nears

By: Heidi Przybyla and Erik Wasson / December 11, 2014



Efforts to pass a $1.1 trillion spending bill and avert a U.S. government shutdown fell into disarray as Republicans were short of votes and Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi urged Democrats to force removal of “offensive” banking and campaign-finance provisions.



Hours away from the expiration of current funding, President Barack Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN and two Cabinet secretaries called lawmakers to urge them to vote for the measure to head off a shutdown, said people familiar with the phone calls.



The way ahead was unclear. Republicans still could muster the votes to pass the measure before a midnight deadline, and failing that, Congress could pass a short-term spending plan to keep the government operating.



House leaders delayed a vote, initially scheduled for about 2 p.m. today, as Speaker John Boehner sought to round up Republican support. House Democrats called a private meeting for 5:30 p.m. Washington time.



Pelosi, in a message to fellow Democrats, said, “It is clear from this recess on the floor that the Republicans don’t have the votes” to pass the spending bill.



“This increases our leverage to get two offensive provisions of the bill removed: the bank bailout and big money for campaigns provision,” said Pelosi, a California Democrat.



Many Democrats oppose the bill because it includes the banking provision they call a giveaway to large institutions. A number of Republicans are against the measure because it puts off a confrontation over Obama’s immigration policy until 2015.



‘Better Ground’



“When you don’t fight when you have the opportunity because you’re going to find better ground, you lose the principle,” said Representative Steve King of Iowa in an interview earlier today.



Health and Human Services Secretary Sylvia Mathews Burwell and Budget Director Shaun Donovan also were calling lawmakers to urge them to vote for the measure, said a Democratic official who sought anonymity.



Boehner told reporters earlier today, “If we don’t get finished today we’re going to be here until Christmas.”



Obama supports the spending measure though he opposes the banking and campaign-finance provisions, said White House spokesman Josh Earnest. The bill would finance most of the government through September 2015.



“The president certainly didn’t get everything he wanted,” Earnest told reporters today. “If the president were writing the bill himself, the bill would certainly look very different.”



Procedural Vote



Democrats showed their displeasure over the banking provision by voting earlier today against a procedural measure to set rules for debating the spending bill. That passed 214-212, with 16 Republicans joining the Democrats in opposition.



Representative Luis Gutierrez, an Illinois Democrat, said he opposes the spending measure because it gives bankers priority over initiatives such as the Pell Grant college-aid program.



“How can you justify eliminating hundreds of millions of dollars from the Pell Grant program and then give the bankers on Wall Street an avenue in which to enrich themselves?” Gutierrez said.



The campaign provision would permit a tenfold increase in donations that individuals can make to national political parties each year, to $324,000 from $32,400, according to a statement by Fred Wertheimer, president of Democracy 21. The group advocates for changes to campaign finance laws.



Derivatives Trades



The banking language, insisted upon by Republicans, would ease rules enacted to protect taxpayers against bank losses after souring derivatives trades helped cause the 2008 financial crisis. The dispute over the banking rule is a preview of Republican plans to roll back other business regulations when they take control of both chambers in 2015.



The banking provision would let JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPM), Citigroup Inc. (C) and other lenders keep swaps trading in units with federal backstops.



“This is about reckless behavior,” Senator Elizabeth Warren, a Massachusetts Democrat, said yesterday. “It’s about a giveaway to the largest financial institutions in this country.”



A deal on the spending bill was announced Dec. 9 after Senate Democratic negotiators accepted the banking rule changes and Republican demands on other policy provisions. Republicans oppose changes to the measure and said they’re not reopening negotiations.



Environmental Rules



Though Democrats aren’t pleased about the policy changes, they said they beat back dozens of other provisions that Republicans had sought, including revisions focused on environmental and labor protections.



The deal puts off a confrontation over immigration until early 2015. The Department of Homeland Security, responsible for immigration policy, would be financed only through Feb. 27. Republicans want to use the agency’s spending bill to block Obama from easing deportation rules for millions of undocumented immigrants.



Last year, Republican efforts to defund Obama’s health care law led to a 16-day partial government shutdown.



In addition to the Dodd-Frank measure on swaps trading, the funding measure would allow exceptions to clean-water laws for agricultural refuse, and block the District of Columbia from spending money to legalize marijuana following a voter-approved measure allowing possession of as much as 2 ounces for personal use.



Truck Drivers



The plan would roll back safety rules on rest for truck drivers, ignoring the pleas of consumer activists and Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx.



The provision would temporarily suspend rules while a study is conducted about the number of trucks driven on congested roads. Under the change, truckers would be able to work as many as 82 hours a week.



The campaign-finance language would let donors give $97,200 a year to each of three party committees for conventions, to pay for building funds and to finance the expenses for recounts and legal challenges to election results, Wertheimer said in a statement.



The bill would bar the Department of Housing and Urban Development from starting a program to reduce mortgage-insurance premiums for borrowers who attend housing counseling sessions. It would stop HUD from funding increased oversight of mortgage originations by charging a new fee to lenders.



Gun Manufacturers



The plan includes a proposal sought by the National Rifle Association that lets gun manufacturers use lead to produce ammunition, and a labor provision exempting claim adjusters from overtime requirements during major disasters.



The measure would seek to shore up the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp. by allowing some underfunded multiemployer pension plans to reduce benefits. The provision reflects an agreement by House Education and the Workforce Committee Chairman John Kline, a Minnesota Republican, and senior Democrat George Miller, a California Democrat.



The measure also includes an extension until Oct. 1, 2015, of a ban on taxing Internet access. It would provide $5.4 billion in emergency funds to respond to the Ebola outbreak.



The bill would require the Postal Service to continue delivering on Saturdays and to keep all post offices open.



The Export-Import Bank would be allowed to continue financing overseas coal-fired power projects. As part of Obama’s effort to combat climate change, Ex-Im had revised its guidelines to bar such funding for plants that lack carbon-capture technology.



Buenos Aires Herald

Mamet swears as new US ambassador to Argentina

December 11, 2014



Noah Mamet has sworn as new United States ambassador to Argentina during a ceremony held in the White House, together with US vice president Joseph BIDEN and Argentine ambassador to the US Cecilia Nahón.



Mamet will replace Vilma Martínez, who ended her term on July 4, 2013. Business attaché Kevin Sullivan has been filling the position since.

Noah Bryson Mamet is 43 years old, a veteran Democratic fund-raiser and consultant. He collaborated with Obama’s 2012 campaign, as well as with former US president Bill Clinton and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.



He is also president of Noah Mamet & Associates, a consulting firm that focuses on business and politics in Los Angeles, California, a member of the Pacific Council of International Politics, and of the United States Council of Young Political Leaders.



His nomination by US President Barack Obama was confirmed on December 2 by the US Senate.



The Jerusalem Post

With the election campaign now officially under way, the state of US-Israel relations will be a major issue.

December 11, 2014



When the country’s election campaign ads start broadcasting in a few weeks’ time, don’t be surprised if you start seeing a lot of US Vice President Joe BIDEN, and even Secretary of State John Kerry, starring in ads for – believe it or not – Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.



No, it’s not as if BIDEN will be sitting under the vice presidential seal saying “Vote Bibi,” or Kerry will be filmed on an airport tarmac in front of his plane somewhere saying “Netanyahu is my man.”



Rather, someone from the Netanyahu campaign will surely take ample advantage of footage of what both BIDEN and Kerry said over the weekend about the American-Israeli relationship, at the annual Saban Forum at the Brookings Institution in Washington.



The footage is likely to be used because Israel-US relations are sure to play a more prominent role in this campaign than in any elections since 1992 – when the US decision to cut off $10 billion in housing loan guarantees due to settlement construction was a major campaign issue, and helped lead Yitzhak Rabin to victory over Yitzhak Shamir.



The state of US-Israeli ties is already playing a role in this campaign. In fact, it began even before elections were formally declared this week.



“I won’t be made to speak against the prime minister while I’m still sitting in his government. But it’s not like the relations [with the US] are deteriorating, we’ve already hit bottom,” then-finance minister Yair Lapid said at the end of November, even before he was fired and when he still sat in Netanyahu’s government.



“We’re at the lowest point of our relationship with them ever. No one knows what they’ll do when [Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud] Abbas turns to the [UN] Security Council,” he said.



(Interestingly enough, Abbas himself seems to know, and in a November 30 interview with Egyptian daily Akhbar al-Yawm, as translated by MEMRI, said he expected an American veto. “The US will not allow it,” he said of a Security Council resolution calling for a full Israeli withdrawal to the pre-1967 lines within three years.) Like Lapid, Labor Party head Isaac Herzog also made clear that Washington-Jerusalem ties will be a major issue.



“I think the policies of the Israeli government have led us to a situation of total lack of trust – total lack of trust between the administrations or their leaders,” he said at the Saban Forum. “Now it’s essential...



to have trust between the leaders, not only the professionals, not only the government level, but the leaders. It’s a fact. It’s a fact that there is no trust at all between the president and the prime minister.



And we will have to attend to it. And one of my first aims will be to mend those relationships.”



Which is why the camera in Netanyahu’s campaign ads will pan to BIDEN and Kerry.



Here is BIDEN Saturday night, a day after Herzog’s comments: “Please, let’s keep whatever disagreements we have in perspective, because they don’t go to the heart and soul, they don’t go to the essence of who we are as Americans and who Israelis are. There is no daylight.



None. None. None... between Israel’s security and the US.”



Or Netanyahu’s campaign can use this BIDEN quote: “Let’s not make more of what are normal disagreements that occur between friends than warrants. Israel disagrees with us on a number of tactics.



They have a different perspective on how to proceed. But folks, that’s the downside of democracy.



“It also has an upside. We never have to wonder where the other guy is standing. Occasionally, politics on both sides of this divide, these tactical divides, is used to try to gain an advantage.”



And for a closer, the campaign can use this: “I just spoke to 4,000 members of North American Federation [Jewish Federations of North America]... and I said, ‘Send a message to Bibi: I love him. I love him.’ “And I signed a picture years ago to him. I said, ‘Bibi, I don’t agree with a damn thing you had to say, but I love you.’ I agree with a lot he has to say, but if friends can’t acknowledge – if friends can’t acknowledge the very things that are acknowledged in each of our countries, vis-à-vis one another, then it’s not much of a friendship.”



Some will say, “Ah, that’s only BIDEN, he has a tendency to drone on, to gush, it doesn’t mean anything.”



Then the Netanyahu campaign cameras can zoom in on Kerry, who also provided them with an arsenal full of material with which to deflect arguments that the prime minister has driven Israel’s relationship with its most important ally into the ground.



“I’ve said and I’ve got to say it again, yeah, we’re going to disagree from time to time on something tactical, and we’re going to disagree on settlements, which we believe deeply – and we are shared in this opinion by most of the rest of the international community – that those settlements are undermining the prospects for peace and isolating Israel in the international community itself. It is important that we address these kinds of differences directly and respectfully.



“But make no mistake – the bonds that link our countries do remain unbreakable.



And that’s not a cliché. They just are,” he said.



Words, the cynics will say, these are all words – empty words. But why are words testifying to the enduring strength of the relationship – even despite the wellknown differences between the Netanyahu government and the Obama administration – empty, while other words painting a picture of a relationship on the rocks are true, honest and full of meaning? Why do Lapid and Herzog’s protestations while in campaign mode, that the relationship has never been worse, carry more weight than BIDEN and Kerry’s comments conceding differences, but making clear there is no crisis in the relationship (or as BIDEN might say, “None.



None. None.”)? The truth is that the relationship between the two countries is wide, broad, many-faceted and complex.



There are numerous components to the relationship, with the ties at the top between the leaders being extremely important. There is no question those ties have been strained, but it is not the only component.



There is also Congress, the defense relationship, the business sector and public opinion – and each of those components remains very strong.



The newly elected Congress is expected to be among the most pro-Israel in history, and there have already been some very pro-Israel Congresses. Earlier this month, the outgoing Congress passed the US-Israel Strategic Partnership Act, declaring Israel a “major strategic partner” of the US. And that was in the aftermath of The Atlantic monthly article in which a senior official infamously labeled Netanyahu “chickenshit,” and the atmosphere in the media was one of a crisis in American- Israeli ties.



As far as the defense relationship is concerned, again, it is time to cut to Kerry at the Saban Forum.



“No one,” he said,”should doubt for a minute that the US-Israeli relationship remains as strong as ever. I want to make crystal clear – I’ve heard this from Israelis up and down the chain of command: Never has our security cooperation, despite whatever political agreement there might – disagreement there might be at a given moment or tactical disagreement – never has our day-to-day, month-to-month, long-term security cooperation been stronger or better than it is today, with Iron Dome, with weekly, daily consultations, with constant briefings on what we’re doing with Iran, other things, and with support for Israel under siege from Gaza and elsewhere.”



In addition, business between Israel and the US is robust, and public opinion – as evidenced in constant polling data – is highly supportive.



Neither Kerry nor BIDEN papered over the countries’ disagreements, and they deal with everything from negotiation tactics with Iran to the Palestinian issue.



Kerry stressed that, once elections are over – elections he promised the US would not “involve ourselves in, in any way” – the US will be back hard, pressing the Palestinian issue. Achieving a negotiated two-state solution, he said, “will remain high on the agenda of this administration of the US.”



Which means, inevitably, that the Obama administration will lock horns with any government formed after the elections – because no government is going to agree 100 percent with the US positions. No government will agree to discontinue building in Jerusalem’s Ramot neighborhood, as the US demands, or Gilo, Neveh Ya’acov or Gush Etzion.



Disagreements will, again, inevitably arise – just as they have arisen with every single administration, including the most friendly. And when these conflicts arise, so too will the talk of a “crisis” in ties.



But when you hear that word thrown around, listen again to what BIDEN and Kerry said about the fundamental strength of the relationship.



Ask yourself why on-the-record words by US senior officials, attesting to the strength of the relationship, mean any less than off-the-record words by anonymous US “senior officials” saying those ties are in danger.



Chabad News

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN Slated to Attend National Menorah-Lighting

By: Mordechai Lightstone / December 11, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN will attend the 35th annual National Menorah-Lighting in Washington, D.C., on Tuesday, Dec. 16—the first night of Chanukah. The ceremony will take place at 4 p.m. on the Ellipse, a popular public park located just south of the White House.



Attendees are encouraged to arrive as early as possible due to security measures.



While details about BIDEN’s role at the event have not yet been confirmed, Rabbi Levi Shemtov, executive vice president of American Friends of Lubavitch (Chabad), which sponsors the annual event, says he is looking forward to the vice president’s participation. The lighting has been known to draw thousands of individuals and families to usher in the eight-day holiday.



“At the premiere Chanukah event in America, if not the world,” says Shemtov, “we’re delighted that the administration has chosen to participate on such a senior level.”



The National Menorah Lighting started in 1979 as part of a campaign initiated in 1974 by the Lubavitcher Rabbe, Rabbi Menachem M. Schneerson, of righteous memory, to raise awareness of the holiday and hold public menorah lightings. It was attended in 1979 —in the midst of the Iran hostage crisis—by President Jimmy Carter, who lit the shamash (the helper candle from which the others are kindled) and shared greetings with the assembled crowd.



Every president since has recognized Chanukah with a special menorah-lighting. In 1982, the menorah lit in Lafayette Park became publicly referred to as the “National Menorah” by President Ronald Reagan.



Last year, some 70 million viewers watched the ceremony as it was broadcast on TV networks across the country.



The Washington Post

Happy holidays from the BIDENs

By: Colby Itkowitz / December 11, 2014



It’s a holiday card that makes a statement. It says, “Listen up, America. Hold on tight. We’ve had a bumpy ride, but I’ve got this.”



Your party wiped out in two consecutive midterm elections? Lifelong policy initiatives (high-speed rail?) stymied, or crushed? Your political aspirations hanging on someone else’s hard choices? All rough.



But Vice President BIDEN can handle a little choppy water.



This year’s BIDEN Family Holiday Card features the whole 13-member clan piled in a raft on the (looks to be serious level four) white waters of the Snake River in Wyoming, according to the Veep’s office. The vice president is smack in the middle holding on to either one of his grandkids or the boat.



(The picture was taken during his August 2014 vacation in Jackson Hole, site of that government-owned log cabin, the Brinkerhoff. His stay there spurred some scrutiny, but we won’t rehash it. It’s Christmas after all.)



Why this picture? “The Vice President couldn’t take all of his grand kids for a ride in a Corvette and this was the next best option,” his office said.



And the metaphor works.



CBS News

Potential 2016 candidates divided on Senate's CIA torture report

By: Jake Miller / December 11, 2014



The Senate Intelligence Committee lit a political firestorm on Tuesday with its release of a report documenting the CIA's use of enhanced interrogation methods on terrorist suspects in the aftermath of 9/11. And while the immediate controversy surrounding the report's release will eventually subside, its political shadow could stretch well into 2016, as potential presidential candidates begin staking out a response.



So far, the biggest players aren't exactly leaping at the opportunity to opine.



Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, who dominates the potential Democratic field, has not commented publicly on the matter since the report's release. And several Republicans in the top tier of potential candidates have been similarly reticent, including former Gov. Jeb Bush, R-Florida, Gov. Chris Christie, R-New Jersey, Gov. Rick Perry, R-Texas, and Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Texas.



The Democrats who have weighed in have generally defended the decision to release the report, which clearly labeled the controversial interrogation techniques torture, concluded they did not yield any intelligence that could not have been obtained through other means, and accused the CIA of misleading Congress and the American public about their utility. Some disagreement among Democrats remains, though, on whether the people involved in the program should be held accountable.



Vice President Joe BIDEN welcomed the report's release during Politico summit on Tuesday, calling it a "badge of honor" for the U.S.



"Every country has engaged in activities somewhere along the line that it has not been proud of," he said. "But think about it, name me another country that's prepared to stand and say, 'This was a mistake, we should not have done what we done, and we will not do it again.'"



Gov. Martin O'Malley, D-Maryland, who has staked out a space for himself on the left wing of the party as he mulls a bid, called for the Department of Justice to appoint a special prosecutor to probe the interrogations.



"I think there needs to be some accountability so this doesn't happen again," O'Malley told the New York Times.



During a speech at the Council of Foreign Relations this summer before the report was released, Clinton said the American people "deserve to see" the report, but she added that the people involved in enhanced interrogations should not be prosecuted for "doing what they were told to do."



A handful of potential Democratic longshots have weighed in as well. Sen. Bernie Sanders, an independent who caucuses with Democrats, said the report documents an "ugly chapter in American history during which our leaders and the intelligence community dishonored our nation's proud traditions."



"A great nation must be prepared to acknowledge its errors," he said in a statement. "The United States must not engage in torture."



And former Sen. Jim Webb, D-Virginia, the only candidate who has taken a formal step toward entering the 2016 race, offered only questions in response to the report on Twitter: "Were these acts individual, institutional, or national policy? Did intelligence committee use its oversight power?"



Republicans who sounded off, for their part, were sharply critical of the committee's decision to release the report over the objections of the intelligence community, warning the release could imperil U.S. national security.



"Those who served us in aftermath of 9/11 deserve our thanks not one sided partisan Senate report that now places American lives in danger," tweeted Sen. Marco Rubio, R-Florida, on Tuesday after the report's release.



"We are concerned that this release could endanger the lives of Americans overseas, jeopardize U.S. relations with foreign partners, potentially incite violence, create political problems for our allies, and be used as a recruitment tool for our enemies," added Rubio in a subsequent joint statement with Idaho Sen. Jim Risch. "Simply put, this release is reckless and irresponsible."



Former Gov. Mike Huckabee, R-Arkansas, who ran for the White House in 2008 and has said he's considering another bid in 2016, slammed the report in a statement as a "highly partisan attack on a previous administration," according to the New York Times. Huckabee said the report's release "puts Americans at grave risk as it fuels propaganda efforts of radical Islamic terror groups and sympathizers already trying to destroy our nation."



Sen. Rand Paul, R-Kentucky, who has championed a less aggressive foreign policy, opted for a somewhat softer tone, underscoring his opposition to the use of torture in an interview with Politico while also questioning the wisdom behind publicizing the ugly details of past conduct.



"Transparency is mostly good for government," he said. "The only thing I would question is whether or not the actual details, the gruesomeness of the details, will be beneficial or inflammatory."



Washington Examiner

Ayaan Hirsi Ali Fights Radical Islam's Real War on Women

By Ashe Schow / December 11, 2014



In early April of this year, Brandeis University, under pressure from student activists and the Council on American-Islamic Relations, reversed its decision to give an honorary degree to Ayaan Hirsi Ali, a global advocate for women's rights.



The decision was triggered by Hirsi Ali's outspoken criticisms of Islam. The Somali-born activist has sounded alarms about the prevalence of extremism in Muslim countries and the misogyny that pervades even mainstream Islam.



During the Brandeis controversy, a CAIR spokesman called her "one of the worst of the worst of the Islam-haters in America."



But Hirsi Ali's warnings about Islamic extremism were quickly supported by world events, as just a week after Brandeis rescinded her honorary degree, the Islamist terrorist organization Boko Haram kidnapped more than 200 Nigerian schoolgirls in the first of many such abductions throughout the summer. A few months after the kidnappings began, news spread that the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, another terrorist group, was selling Yazidi women into sexual slavery.



In recent years, as part of its efforts to leverage its historical electoral advantage with female voters, Democrats in the United States have promoted the idea that Republicans have been waging a "war on women." At various times, the term has been associated with politicians who oppose late-term abortions; conservatives who defend the right of religious business owners to decline to provide contraception coverage to employees; and those who question the assumptions behind the statistic that women on average earn 77 cents for every dollar that men earn. During the 2014 midterm election season, Democratic National Committee Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz even claimed Tea Party Republicans were "grabbing [women] by the hair and pulling us back."



Many on the Right have responded to this campaign either by mocking the idea that a war on women exists or by challenging many of the claims liberals make to perpetuate the narrative -- pointing out, for example, that nearly all of the gender wage gap can be explained by the career choices women make. But the truth is that there is a war on women. It just isn't occurring where American liberals claim it is, but rather in countries where women are forbidden to leave their homes without a male escort; seen as nothing more than chattel to be sold or abused; killed if they disobey their family's wishes; mutilated to prevent them from having sex; and attacked with acid when they try to escape.



If American liberals were as concerned about women's rights as they claim to be, they would have to shift their focus to other countries, but that would mean giving up a cherished narrative about conservatives here at home and acknowledging the threat radical Islam poses to women worldwide.



The real horrors facing women in the world aren't discussed in America, where those who try to point out what is going on in other countries or criticize the trivial nature of feminist obsessions are sidelined from the public debate.



But recent events have cast a glaring light on the brutal treatment of women by those claiming to act in the name of Islam, posing a challenge to the American Left by creating a conflict between the liberal desire for women's equality and a multicultural reluctance to criticize other cultures. This philosophical tension gained national attention in October, when HBO's liberal host Bill Maher noted the connection between Islamic ideology and violence, igniting a bitter argument with celebrity guest Ben Affleck.



Bundled up and fearful of shaking hands because of a cough, Hirsi Ali sat down with the Washington Examiner in November before being presented an award by the Independent Women's Forum at its Women of Valor Dinner in Washington. She noted that where extremist ideology spreads, death and mayhem flourish.



"That consequence you see today in parts of Iraq and Syria," Hirsi Ali said. "You see it in what Boko Haram is doing. You've seen it with the Taliban and al Qaeda. Everywhere where that idea is implemented it has a sudden pattern."



Critics have attacked Hirsi Ali as Islamophobic and have argued that the portrait she paints is not representative of Islam at large. But her disagreements with Islam are rooted in her own East African upbringing.



Hirsi Ali was subjected to female genital mutilation at the age of 5 in her home country, Somalia, while her father, who opposed the traditional practice, was in prison. Her father escaped and moved the family to Saudi Arabia, then to Ethiopia and finally to Kenya when Hirsi Ali was 11 years old.



She grew up as a Muslim woman, reading and accepting the Quran and its teachings. But when her family prepared to force her into an arranged marriage, she fled to the Netherlands. She eventually became a translator, speaking on behalf of Somali women who, like her, were seeking asylum.



Hirsi Ali discovered many women continued to suffer under Islam even in the secular, liberal Netherlands. She decided to enter politics to bring attention to the plight of Muslim women and girls, and in 2003 she was elected to the Dutch parliament.



Her charisma and criticism of Islam as a member of parliament gained the attention of Dutch filmmaker Theo van Gogh. She wrote and narrated his film "Submission" about oppressed women in Holland, a film that outraged Dutch Muslims. On Nov. 2, 2004, an Islamist shot and stabbed van Gogh to death in Amsterdam as he rode his bicycle to work. A letter was pinned to van Gogh's dead body with a knife, a letter that included a death threat against Hirsi Ali.



She moved to the United States in 2006 following her resignation from parliament amid accusations that she lied on her asylum application. But even in America, a security detail accompanies her wherever she goes.



Hirsi Ali has a reputation as a fearless critic of Islam, but she spoke quietly, almost timidly, even though her security detail was on alert just outside the secluded room where our interview took place.



Liberals, she said, protect Islamic extremists partly because the Left has no idea what really goes on in Muslim countries.



"They feel all religions are the same, and they're not," she observed. "I think if I adopt the position in good faith to multiculturalists and leftists, I would say [they take the position they do] because they see them [Muslims] as victims. They see them as victims of the white man and so they think: 'Let's protect them from the white man. Let's protect them from capitalism.'... That is misguided at best and malicious at worst."



One need only remember the tragic shooting at Fort Hood in 2009 to see such indifference to extremism in action. U.S. Army psychiatrist Nidal Malik Hasan killed 13 people and wounded many more after becoming radicalized and corresponding with Yemeni-American terrorist leader Anwar al-Awlaki. Despite evidence that Hasan's rampage was religiously motivated -- he shouted "Allahu Akbar" ("Allah is great") before opening fire -- the Obama administration classified the attack as "workplace violence."



The Left's kid-glove treatment of even radical Islam exposes the logical flaw at the heart of multiculturalism. How does one tolerate the murderous intolerance of another culture? Is someone really a principled supporter of diversity, of women's rights, of gay rights, if he refuses to resist or even acknowledge the mortal threat that is posed to those causes by a different culture?



More from Ashe Schow: 5 things to be thankful for as a woman in America



Many liberals downplay the threat of Islamic extremism that they claim in principle to find abhorrent.



If women's equality and homosexual rights are important to the Left, why are liberals hesitant to criticize an ideology that threatens both groups? Homosexuals are subject to judicial execution in several Muslim countries including Afghanistan, Iran and Saudi Arabia. Although homosexuality is legal in more than 20 Muslim-majority nations, it is still viewed as shameful and sometimes punished by private citizens, who are forgiven for persecuting homosexuals and even for killing them.



Being a woman is not a sin or illegal in Islamic countries, but women are treated more as property than as human beings. In Somalia, where Hirsi Ali was born, 98 percent of women and girls have undergone genital mutilation, a procedure that involves removing the clitoris and labia and sewing the area closed, leaving only a small hole for urination. Somalia has the highest percentage of women and girls who have undergone the procedure, according to a July 2013 report by UNICEF.



Millions of young girls in East Africa are treated as property and forced into marriage in exchange for wealth or status. Women who refuse to marry a husband selected by their familiescan be slain by their own parents and siblings in an "honor killing." In some cases, the man she prefers is slain as well.



'Honor killing': Pakistani newlyweds decapitated for marrying without family's consent



These situations are not isolated but are, rather, spreading into Western cultures. Between 25 and 28 honor killings occur in the United States each year, according to Hirsi Ali's human rights organization. The United Nations estimates that more than 5,000 honor killings occur worldwide each year and that 800 million women and girls live under the constant threat of such violence.



"Wherever [Islamists] gain power, you see exactly what they do: The first thing they do is they chase women out of the public space, force them to cover up, beat them up, rape them, sell them into slavery," Hirsi Ali said.



Such violence against women needs to be exposed, and Western liberals need to "review their thinking," she said.



That will prove difficult. In her speech to the dinner guests in Washington, Hirsi Ali recalled meeting Vice President Joe BIDEN. He informed her that "ISIS had nothing to do with Islam." When she disagreed with him, BIDEN actually responded: "Let me tell you one or two things about Islam."



"I politely left the conversation at that," Hirsi Ali said, to laughter. "I wasn't used to arguing with vice presidents."



Perspective: The 8 biggest losers of the war on women



In trying to educate Americans about the dangers of radical Islam and its encroachment on Western society, Hirsi Ali created the Ayaan Hirsi Ali Foundation in 2007. Focusing specifically on honor violence, genital mutilation, and forced marriages, the foundation lobbies Congress, trains law enforcement officials to handle these kinds of domestic abuse cases, and connects women to crisis centers. The foundation's main goal, according to its website, is to "help protect and defend the rights of women in the U.S. from religiously and culturally instigated oppression."



Hirsi Ali expanded on comments the United Arab Emirates' ambassador to the United States made in September, when he likened Islamic extremism to a "cancer."



"Do you know how cancer comes in stages -- stage one through four?" Hirsi Ali asked. "ISIS, Boko Haram -- they have now achieved the stage of mayhem. But the earlier stages [are] sometimes undetectable. That is what we have here in the U.S. We have it in the UK. We have it in the rest of the Western countries. We have it all over the world."



She wants Americans to understand how the cancer can spread in just a few years and "lead to something you really don't want."



"And we need to engage them and we need to argue with them," she added. "I want, through this foundation, to achieve that awareness and then also to protect the rights of the women who come to us."



Part of that awareness comes from a lobbying campaign working to eradicate genital mutilation in the United States. Female genital mutilation is illegal under federal law, but just 22 states have their own laws barring the practice. Hirsi Ali's foundation is working with the remaining states to enact their own laws. So far, Louisiana, Kansas and New Jersey have passed laws based on language provided by the foundation, and Pennsylvania legislators are working on a similar bill.



The foundation also worked with Rep. Joseph Crowley, D-N.Y., to introduce the Transport for Female Genital Mutilation Act, which amended existing law to include punishment for "vacation cutting," the practice of sending a girl back to a home country to undergo the procedure.



The foundation trains police, teachers and social workers how to understand and combat such violence against women and girls from abroad, and to ensure authorities recognize that this type of violence is distinct from other kinds of domestic violence.



"Everyone we've been in touch with -- prosecutors, lawyers, people in the government, activists -- they now understand what honor violence is, what female genital mutilation is, that it is a special type of domestic violence," Hirsi Ali said. "It is ideology-driven. It is founded on this religion, or the abuse of this religion."



"I don't care what you call it, whether it is the abuse or the core of the religion, but it is happening," Hirsi Ali said. "And it's happening to real women in real time. And that's what we plan to fight, with very little means."



One of the organization's biggest projects is the launch of a national helpline for survivors and women at risk of honor violence.



The helpline would be set up in partnership with an existing national crisis center, and the foundation would train operators in the specifics of this type of violence and assess whether Arabic-speaking operators would need to be brought in. Fundraising for the hotline is expected to begin shortly after the partnership is lined up.



Asked where she believed the war on women is taking place, Hirsi Ali said: "I would start with the Middle East, North Africa, South Asia -- where Muslim extremists are dominant. And by dominant I don't mean necessarily that they control everything. I mean wherever they can get their politics through, women's rights are compromised. That is a real war on women."



"They hate us for just being women and girls," she said. "That's what we need to fight."



During the dinner, Hirsi Ali said that modern American feminists, who continue to promote the idea that there is a war on women in the United States, are focusing on "trivial bullshit" such as the shirt (printed with a motif of scantily clad women) that a scientist wore to a television interview after he helped land a robot on a comet.



Hirsi Ali argued for reclaiming feminism. "Because I come from a world where I cannot take access to education for granted, I can't take economic opportunity for granted, I can't take personal freedoms for granted -- I mean, I have to pinch myself every day to think about how it's great to be here," she said, adding that feminists achieved a lot in the 18th and 19th centuries.



But she reminds American feminists that the modern West has a population of nearly 1 billion people, while societies that haven't achieved similar breakthroughs in equality are vastly more numerous.



"These societies are really the minority, and it's scary," Hirsi Ali said of Western cultures.



The rest of the world, which doesn't enjoy the rights that Americans do, is where feminists should focus their attention, she said.



"They should be focusing on the rights of women in China; the girls who are being aborted before they're even born," Hirsi Ali said. "The culture of rape in India. Latin America in the Western world, with all its problems with it being where the West was four or five decades ago. And then, Islamic extremism, which is like a cancer and it's spreading all over the world."



Hirsi Ali noted that she has been warning Westerners about the dangers of Sharia, or Islamic law, for more than a decade but wasn't taken seriously.



"Nobody really believed me. They thought I was exaggerating," she said. "But now they can see when these people come to power what they do."



Her message: "I'm just saying -- let's get serious."



WizBang

Arrogant Joe BIDEN Lectures Victim of Islam About the ‘Religion of Peace’

By: Warner Todd / December 11, 2014



This really takes the cake. In a new interview Ayaan Hirsi Ali, a woman who suffered under Islam until she was a young adult, reported that she was was lectured on how wonderful Islam is by Vice President Joe BIDEN. That’s right, BIDEN thought he knew more about how women are treated under Islam than a woman who actually lived under Islam.



This is the arrogance of a heartless liberal.



If you don’t know her, Ayaan Hirsi Ali lived as a slave under Islam all her childhood, had her genitals mutilated by Muslims, and eventually escaped Islam to the west where she has become an advocate for Muslim women around the world trying to help them defeat genital mutilation, rape, slavery, beatings, honor killings, and the other abuses that Muslim women suffer every single day in every corner of the world (including the USA).



Ah, but VP Joe BIDEN felt he needed to “correct” this woman who experienced the evil that is Islam first hand. HE knew better, you see? HE knew more than someone who actually lived it.



Hirsi Ali explained to the Examiner that in the left’s attempts to protect anyone they perceive as “victims of the white man,” they have failed to look honestly at the true war on women waged by radical Muslims.



“They feel all religions are the same, and they’re not,” she said. “I think if I adopt the position in good faith to multiculturalists and leftists, I would say [they take the position they do] because they see them [Muslims] as victims. They see them as victims of the white man and so they think: ‘Let’s protect them from the white man. Let’s protect them from capitalism.’… That is misguided at best and malicious at worst.”



Hirsi Ali’s organization provides some disturbing statistics on the treatment of women under Islam, including 5,000 honor killings occurring worldwide each year—between 25 and 28 of those occurring in the United States—and an estimated 800 million women and girls living under the constant threat of such consequences. WHO estimates that more than 125 million women and girls alive today have undergone female genital mutilation.



“Wherever [Islamists] gain power, you see exactly what they do: The first thing they do is they chase women out of the public space, force them to cover up, beat them up, rape them, sell them into slavery,” said Hirsi Ali.



The arrogance of this man is disgusting.



But isn’t it funny that to liberals “feminism” is only good for women when it attacks western institutions?
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Harvard Gazette

All politics is personal

By Christina Pazzanese / October 3, 2014

Vice President Joseph BIDEN swept into Harvard Kennedy School (HKS) Thursday afternoon, showcasing two of the great strengths of his 40-plus years in politics: foreign policy and affability.



The Hill

BIDEN: Reason to celebrate

By: Kevin Cirilli / October 3, 2014

Vice President BIDEN said Friday’s jobs report showing unemployment falling to 5.9 percent is “reason to celebrate” despite widespread discontent about the pace of the economic recovery.



Washington Examiner

You are 'dead wrong' on minimum wage, BIDEN tells Chamber of Commerce

By: Sean Higgins / October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN was speaking as a guest at the Chamber of Commerce Friday morning when he told the group's leaders that they were "dead wrong" on the minimum wage issue.



Santa Monica Mirror

Vice President Joe BIDEN, President Obama To Visit Los Angeles Next Week

October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will made a two-day visit to Los Angeles next week to speak at a fundraiser Monday featuring a performance by Carole King and join Mayor Eric Garcetti at a roundtable discussion on the minimum wage Tuesday.



Associated Press

VP BIDEN to visit Seattle next week

October 3, 2014

SEATTLE (AP) — The White House says Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Seattle on Thursday for a political event.





Westside Today

Joe BIDEN to visit Los Angeles on Monday; Obama to arrive on Thursday

October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Los Angeles Monday to attend an event “on the economy,” along with a fundraiser featuring a performance by Carole King.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN will attend Joplin school dedication

October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak at the dedication of a combined high school and vocational school that replaces one destroyed by the deadly tornado more than three years ago.  BIDEN will be joined by U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan for the ceremony on Friday at Joplin High School/Franklin Technology Center.



Associated Press

BIDEN praises Joplin at school dedication

By: Heather Hollingsworth / October 3, 2014

JOPLIN, Mo. (AP) — Vice President Joe BIDEN praised Joplin on Friday for its "grit and determination" at the dedication of a combined high school and vocational school that replaces one destroyed by a deadly tornado more than three years ago.



Missouri Net

VP BIDEN helps dedicate Joplin High School, tech center

By: Mike Lear / October 3, 2014

Students, staff, residents of Joplin and numerous dignitaries have dedicated the new Joplin High School/Franklin Technology Center, marking another milestone in the city’s recovery from a devastating tornado three years ago.



CNN

Joe BIDEN explains how Ebola is like ISIS

By: Ashley Killough / October 3, 2014

(CNN) --Vice President Joe BIDEN argued that the Ebola virus is on par with ISIS in Iraq and Syria when it comes to global security threats.



TIME

BIDEN Takes Veiled Shot at Clinton, Panetta Over ‘Inappropriate’ Books

By: Zeke J. Miller / October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN blasted former members of President Barack Obama’s administration who have gone on to write “inappropriate” books about the White House.



Huffington Post 

Joe BIDEN Dings Leon Panetta For 'Inappropriate' Criticisms Of Obama's Syria Strategy

By: Jennifer Bendery / October 3, 2014

WASHINGTON -- Vice President Joe BIDEN took a shot at former Defense Secretary Leon Panetta on Thursday night for his 'inappropriate" criticisms in a new book of President Barack Obama's strategy in Syria.



National Review Online

BIDEN Slams Panetta for Criticizing Obama on Iraq: ‘Give the Guy a Chance to Get Out of Office’

By: Brendan Bordelon / October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is very displeased with his former White House colleague Leon Panetta, calling it “inappropriate” that the former defense secretary and CIA director would publicly attack the administration’s handling of Iraq while President Obama is still in office.



Mediaite

BIDEN Talks About Detroit Women from ‘the Hood’

By: Eddie Scarry / October 3, 2014

Speaking at an event at the U.S. Chamber of Commerce on Friday, Vice President Joe BIDEN made a reference to “the hood” when talking about women in inner-city Detroit.



C-SPAN

Youth Employment

October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN made remarks at a forum on youth employment and workforce development. Other speakers included U.S. Chamber of Commerce President and CEO Thomas Donohue, former White House Domestic Policy Council Director Melody Barnes, and executives from Bank of America, Marriott International, and Morgan Stanley.



USA Today

BIDEN blasts 'inappropriate' insider books

By: David Jackson / October 3, 2014

Vice President BIDEN doesn't sound happy about former Obama administration officials who have written insider books that critique some of the president's decisions.



The Washington Free Beacon

BIDEN Revises Joplin Tornado Death Toll By 160K

By: Stephen Gutowski / October 3, 2014

Joe BIDEN commemorated those who died in the tragic Joplin, Mo., tornado during a recent speech. He expressed his sympathy for the “161,000 brothers, sisters, mothers, fathers, sons, daughters, grandparents lost.”

Greek Reporter

VP Joe BIDEN to Attend Fundraiser at Jim Gianopulos’ LA 

By: Joanna Varikos / October 3, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to make a two-day visit to Los Angeles on Monday, to speak at a fundraiser for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee.



Kuwait News Agency

BIDEN, Erdogan discuss ways US, Turkey can work together to destroy ISIL

October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke on Friday with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to follow up on their meeting in New York on September 25, the Office of the Vice President announced.

The two discussed ways the United States and Turkey can work together to degrade and destroy the Islamic State (ISIL) and restore security and stability to the region, the announcement said.



Hurriyet Daily News

US Vice President BIDEN says Turkish President Erdoğan admitted ISIL mistake

By: Tolga Tanış / October 3, 2014

U.S. President Joe BIDEN has said that Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan admitted mistakes that paved the way for the rise of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL).



Vox

How Joe BIDEN made raves more dangerous

By: German Lopez / October 3, 2014

The war on drugs is rife with unintended consequences: from increasing racial disparities in the criminal justice system to exacerbating international drug cartel violence.



Wicked Local Brookline

At Harvard, BIDEN details 'optimistic' foreign policy view

By: Andy Metzger / October 3, 2014

Calling for cooperation with China and allied opposition to Russia’s incursions in Ukraine, while arguing the United States faces no “existential threat” from the extremists who have taken over regions in Iraq and Syria, Vice President Joe BIDEN laid out his “optimistic” vision for overcoming world challenges during a speech at the Kennedy School Thursday, Oct. 2.



Harvard Magazine

BIDEN on Foreign Policy at Harvard

October 3, 2014

STANDING CENTER STAGE at the Kennedy School Thursday evening, Vice President Joseph BIDEN’s message to the Harvard community was both concise and clear: as the United States faces a world in the midst of fundamental international change, it is crucial to form a global response with “more diverse players than ever before.” 



The Weekly Standard

BIDEN: International Order 'Literally Fraying at the Seams'

By: Jeryl Bier / October 3, 2014

Speaking at the John F. Kennedy Forum at Harvard Kennedy School in Boston, Massachusetts last night, Vice President Joe BIDENgave an extensive rundown of foreign policy challenges and crises that the world and the Obama administration are facing today.



The Washington Free Beacon

BIDEN: World Is ‘Literally Fraying At The Seams’

October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said the world is “literally fraying at the seams” during a speech to students at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government on Thursday.



The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

When BIDEN the wiseacre becomes BIDEN the wise man

By: Jay Bookman / October 3, 2014

As we all know, Vice President Joe BIDEN has a knack for … putting delicate things indelicately, to put it delicately. He did it again yesterday in an appearance at Harvard, when he commiserated with the student-body vice president about the nature of their jobs.



Breitbart

JOE BIDEN: GOOD-PAYING TECH JOBS IMPORTANT FOR BLACK WOMEN 'FROM THE 'HOOD'

By: Tony Lee / October 3, 2014

Though pro-amnesty lobbyists, without any proof, insist that America has a shortage of high-tech workers, Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke about the importance of good-paying technology jobs for black women "from the hood" in Detroit to give them more "pathways" to the middle class.



Breitbart

BIDEN: AMNESTY NEEDED TO SHOW SOUTH, CENTRAL AMERICAN NATIONS IN 'OUR FRONT YARD' RESPECT

By: Tony Lee / October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said Central American nations are in America's front yard, and the United States must pass amnesty legislation for illegal immigrants to show those nations respect and that America has changed.



The Boston Globe
At Harvard, BIDEN addresses US relationship with China

By Michael O’Loughlin / October 3, 2014

Speaking at the Harvard Kennedy School Thursday night, Vice President Joe BIDEN gave a foreign policy speech in which he addressed plans for an international order that he said is “literally fraying at the seams.”



The Weekly Standard

BIDEN Talks of Inner City Detroit Women from the 'Hood'

By: Daniel Halper / October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN, speaking earlier today at the Chamber of Commerce, talked of inner city Detroit women from the "hood," which is apparently slang for neighborhood:

NBC News
Vice President Joe BIDEN's Foul-Mouthed Quip on Job Draws Laughs

By: Alexander Smith / October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN joked that his job can be a "bitch" while speaking to students on Thursday night. During an event at Harvard University's Institute of Politics, BIDEN took a question from a senior who introduced himself as the vice president of the student body. "Ain't that a bitch?" BIDEN replied. "I mean … excuse me, the vice president thing?" He quickly added: "I’m joking, I’m joking. Best decision I ever made." His remarks were met with laughter.

Politico 
Joe BIDEN: ‘Isn’t that a bi---?’

By: Jonathan Topaz / October 3, 2014

The vice president of Harvard University’s student body asked Joe BIDEN a question, and President Barack Obama’s No. 2 couldn’t help but sympathize.

WBUR
BIDEN: American Global Leadership Is Critical
By: Steve LeBlanc / October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN delivered a full-throated defense of the Unites States’ active role in an ever more complex international environment during a speech Thursday.

CNN
Joe BIDEN gets colorful on being a VP -- and it rhymes with glitch

By: Eric Bradner / October 3, 2014 

Washington (CNN) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN has a colorful take on ranking second.



Time
BIDEN on Being a Veep: ‘Isn’t That a B—h?’

By: Alex Rogers / October 3, 2014 

Add another to your list of BIDENisms.

Washington Post
Harvard: BIDEN’d.

By Jose A. DelReal / October 3, 2014 

Vice President Joe BIDEN summed up the vice presidency in a single word Thursday night while taking a question from the Harvard College student body vice president during an event in Cambridge, Mass.

The Huffington Post
Joe BIDEN: Being Vice President Is 'A Bitch'

By: Igor Bobic / October 3, 2014

Say it ain't so, Joe.

CBS DC
BIDEN Jokes Being Vice President Is ‘A B****’

October 3, 2014

Another day, another gaffe for Vice President Joe BIDEN.



ABC News

This Might Be The Best Thing Joe BIDEN’s Ever Said

By: Arlette Saenz / October 3, 2014

Vice President BIDEN has delivered some colorful lines over the years, including calling President Obama’s healthcare plan a “big f****** deal,” but his best BIDENism yet might have happened Thursday night.

Business Insider
JOE BIDEN: Being Vice President Is 'A B---h'
By: Hunter Walker / October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN discussed his feelings about being the second-most powerful man in the country during an event at Harvard University's Institute of Politics on Thursday night when a young man in the audience introduced himself as vice president of the student body. 

"Isn't it a b---h?" BIDEN said with a smile. "Excuse me, the vice president thing."



CBS News
Joe BIDEN's salty description of being VP

By: Stephanie Condon / October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN, known for his occasionally blunt or off-color remarks, joked to a group of students Thursday that he doesn't particularly enjoy playing second fiddle to President Obama.

Harvard Crimson
Invoking U.S. Responsibility, BIDEN Calls for Global Collaboration in Harvard Speech

By: Mariel A. Klein / October 3, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN talked foreign policy, the future of the United States, and the ‘bitch’ of being a vice president during a speech at the Institute of Politics on Thursday evening, the focal point of his first official visit to campus since taking office in 2009.

The Hill
BIDEN: Terrorism no 'existential threat' to US

By: Justin Sink / October 3, 2014

Vice President BIDEN argued Thursday night in a foreign policy address at Harvard University that Americans “face no existential threat” from terrorism.

Boston Herald
BIDEN: Terrorists not an ‘existential threat’

By: O’Ryan Johnson / October 3, 2014

Vice President Joseph BIDEN last night painted an optimistic portrait of America’s foreign policy during the Obama years, claiming the administration engaged ISIS in Syria at just the right time, and has successfully checked Russia in the Ukraine.

Ria Novosti
BIDEN Says US Forced EU Countries to Impose Sanctions Against Russia

October 3, 2014

The United States and US President Barack Obama personally forced the European Union members to introduce sanctions against Russian over its stance on the Ukrainian crisis, US Vice President Joe BIDEN announced.



WGBH 
VP Joe BIDEN Talks Foreign Policy At Harvard

By: Anne Mostue / October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN gave a veritable round-the-world summary of foreign affairs in Cambridge Thursday, but said the United States’ relationship with China is the most essential part of foreign policy.

USA Today
BIDEN offers unique comment on vice presidents

By: David Jackson / October 3, 2014

Vice President BIDEN provided a unique — and humorous — take on the duties of vice presidents during a Thursday appearance at Harvard.

RT
BIDEN blames US allies in Middle East for rise of ISIS

October 3, 2014

US Vice-President Joe BIDEN has accused America’s key allies in the Middle East of allowing the rise of the Islamic State (IS), saying they supported extremists with money and weapons in their eagerness to oust the Assad regime in Syria.

Christian Science Monitor
Joe BIDEN calls his job a [expletive deleted]. Is he actually right?

By: Peter Grier / October 3, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN – sometimes it seems he’s doing his best to live up to the fictional “Diamond Joe” BIDEN character concocted by The Onion.

Real Clear Politics
BIDEN Jokes That Being VP Is "a Bitch"

By: Adam O’Neal / October 3, 2014

It's well established among political watchers that being vice president of the United States isn't the most rewarding job. But count on Vice President Joe BIDEN to find a creative way to describe the indignity of being the country’s number two leader.  

MSNBC
BIDEN: My job can be a ‘bitch’

By: Michele Richinick

Vice President Joe BIDEN thinks his role can be a “bitch.”



Washington Times
Joe BIDEN gaffe on being vice president: It’s ‘a [expletive]’

By: Cheryl K. Chumley / October 3, 2014

Joseph BIDEN made another high-profile, expletive-laced flub during his recent Harvard University address, responding to a question from the vice president of the student body with his off-the-cuff assessment of being second-in-charge.

Mediaite
BIDEN Commiserates with Harvard Student VP: ‘Isn’t It a Bitch?’

By: Andrew Kirell / October 3, 2014

Uncle Joe strikes again.

Policy Mic
In One Great Quote, Joe BIDEN Hints That He Wants a Promotion

By: Stefan Becket 

Isn't it a bitch? This vice president thing?"

UPI
Joe BIDEN: Being vice president's a 'b----'

By: Frances Burns / October 3, 2014

Joe BIDEN, responding to a Harvard student who said he was vice president of a campus group, suggested being vice president is a "bitch."

Western Journalism
WATCH Joe BIDEN Say Something That Led Him To Explain Six Times That He Was Just Joking

By: Norvell Rose / October 3, 2014

As much as Barack Obama seems to care less and less about the constitutional consequences of what he does, Joe BIDEN continues to show that he really doesn’t care about the cultural consequences of what he says.

World Bulletin
US wants stronger military presence in Pacific

October 3, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN says 60 percent of U.S. naval assets and air power will be stationed in the Pacific by 2020.



Washington Examiner 
WATCH: Joe BIDEN is ready for bigger things, says being VP is a real 'bitch'

By: T. Becket Adams / October 3, 2014

Vice presidents throughout U.S. history have famously chafed at their position, John Adams himself calling it the “most insignificant office that ever the invention of man contrived or his imagination conceived.”





Harvard Gazette

All politics is personal

By Christina Pazzanese / October 3, 2014



Vice President Joseph BIDEN swept into Harvard Kennedy School (HKS) Thursday afternoon, showcasing two of the great strengths of his 40-plus years in politics: foreign policy and affability.



“All foreign policy is the logical extension of human nature, with a lot less information to act on,” BIDEN said during a formal address to students at the Institute of Politics (IOP) at HKS. “And the same principles that relate to human interaction, they are critical in foreign policy, as well. People can tell whether or not you respect them or not.”



BIDEN was at Harvard to deliver a broad survey of American strategic interests and foreign policy around the world, including China, the Middle East, Ukraine, and Central and South America, and to provide what he called “an honest accounting” of what it will take for the United States to thrive in the decades ahead.



For more than a decade, BIDEN, 71, served as the chair or ranking member of the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and as vice president he has played an unusually active role in a number of international issues, including nuclear arms reduction, international trade, and ending the Iraq War.



Underscoring points first made by President Obama during his United Nations speech last week, BIDEN said the United States must update a post-World War II international order that “is literally fraying at the seams,” and successfully confront “immediate threats” like ISIS, Ebola, and Russia’s incursion into Ukraine, while still maintaining America’s values by “strengthening our core alliances, building relationships with emerging powers, defending and extending the international rules of the road, confronting the causes of violent extremism, and building a strong economy in the U.S. to underpin our ability to do anything abroad.”



BIDEN said the country must take the lead on global challenges, but should not go it alone.



“We can’t solve them ourselves, and we can’t ultimately solve them with force — nor should we try — but we can work to resolve these conflicts; we can seek to empower the forces of moderation and pluralism and economic growth; we can seek to delegitimize ISIL (or ISIS) in the Islamic World and their perverse ideology; we can cut off the flow of terrorist finance and foreign fighters,” he said.



“Our response must be deadly serious, but we should keep this in perspective: The United States today faces threats that require attention, but we face no existential threat to our way of life or our security.”



Following his prepared remarks, the affable BIDEN cut loose, grabbing a handheld microphone and eagerly taking questions from students as he crisscrossed the room, town hall-style.



After Sietse K. Goffard ’15 introduced himself as the vice president of the undergraduate council as he prepared to ask a question, BIDEN’s “regular Joe” persona brought the house down. “Isn’t it a bitch, this vice president thing?” he quipped. “I’m joking, I’m joking, I’m joking: the best decision I ever made. I love the guy I work with.”



In his comments, BIDEN flat-out rejected the notion that the United States could have identified and acted on the threat posed by ISIS a year ago, with the help of moderate allies in the region such as Turkey, Saudi Arabia, or the United Arab Emirates. “It’s fiction. It did not exist,” he said, noting that these nations were too focused on opposing Syrian leader Bashar al-Assad to see the potential trouble being created by arming and financing radical extremists.



“So now we have a coalition, but it’s still going to be a hell of a long fight. But it cannot be, even if we wanted to, it cannot be our fight alone. This cannot be turned into a U.S. ground war against another Arab nation in the Middle East,” BIDEN said.



BIDEN, who visited the IOP study group of his sister Valerie BIDEN Owens, a fall 2014 fellow, to chat informally before his address, told the broader student audience that they were lucky to be getting into politics at a rare, critical juncture in world history.



“We are at an inflection point. The world is changing whether we like it or not,” BIDEN said. “The only time you get a chance to bend history a little bit is at these moments of great change. If we’re wise, if we have courage and resolve, and a little bit of luck, we can all make the world a better place, for real.”



The Hill

BIDEN: Reason to celebrate

By: Kevin Cirilli / October 3, 2014



Vice President BIDEN said Friday’s jobs report showing unemployment falling to 5.9 percent is “reason to celebrate” despite widespread discontent about the pace of the economic recovery.



“This new jobs report out this morning, hopefully is going to provide a lot more opportunity or some good news to the grit and determination of the American people," BIDEN said during a speech in Washington at the U.S. Chamber of Commerce.



“The economy is recovering, and there's reason to celebrate on a macroeconomic sense, but below the surface here there's still a lot of discontent. The middle class isn't moving like it should,” he added.

BIDEN said that the administration wasn't trying to take all the credit for the recovery.



“I want to make clear, we're not taking credit for all of this,” he added. “I meant what I said about the ingenuity of the marketplace and I meant what I said about the way in which the American people have shown such an incredible grit and determination.”



Washington Examiner

You are 'dead wrong' on minimum wage, BIDEN tells Chamber of Commerce

By: Sean Higgins / October 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN was speaking as a guest at the Chamber of Commerce Friday morning when he told the group's leaders that they were "dead wrong" on the minimum wage issue.



"We have a big fight, I know, about the minimum wage. I won't get into that with y'all here, but I think you are all dead wrong about the minimum wage. That's a different deal. I got that," BIDEN told the audience, which included Chamber President Tom Donohue.



After his speech, Donohue joined BIDEN on the stage and said, "I want to continue to invite you to come around for the debates we have," drawing laughter from the audience.



The White House has campaigned for a higher minimum wage, endorsing proposals by Democratic congressional leaders to raise it to $10.10 an hour, up from the current rate of $7.25. The administration argues that an increase would boost the economy by lifting the wages of the poorest people. While the proposal has stalled in Congress, the administration has applied the $10.10 minimum to federal contracting.



The Chamber of Commerce has been one of the main opponents of a higher minimum, arguing that it would hurt businesses, especially small ones, by raising their labor costs as well as hurt low-wage earners by reducing the number of jobs available. A February study by the Congressional Budget Office said a $10.10 minimum wage could reduce the number of jobs by a half-million.



In later remarks, Donohue did not directly respond to the minimum wage comments but said: "Of course, we appreciate the vice president for being here. He is a, ah, fascinating fellow. As a bunch of Irish guys, we get along very well. We fight all the time about issues but on matters of great significance to this country, he is a very serious man. We enjoy having him."



BIDEN was the keynote speaker at an event devoted to youth employment the Chamber was co-hosting with the Urban Alliance, a foundation that provides paid internship programs. BIDEN mostly stuck to the topic, but could not resist the occasional digression.



At one point, the vice president appeared to imply that Republican lawmakers had said that Americans are lazy and do not want to work: "The one thing I do not agree with — as my friends in the Congress and other places suggest — is that the American people don't work. They didn't come from the neighborhood I came from. I don't know anybody who doesn't want to work [when] given a fair shot."



BIDEN also mused on his reputation of being a middle-class guy, claiming that people really mean it as a jab: "I know that I am referred to as 'Middle Class Joe' because I talk about the middle class so much — and I know that in this town it is not a compliment. To say you are 'middle class' means you are not sophisticated."



At the beginning of his remarks, BIDEN joked that he might need a job training program fairly soon himself: "I don't know what I am going to be doing in two years, but I may be looking for a job."



Donohue quipped later that the Chamber "would start looking around for him."



Santa Monica Mirror

Vice President Joe BIDEN, President Obama To Visit Los Angeles Next Week

October 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will made a two-day visit to Los Angeles next week to speak at a fundraiser Monday featuring a performance by Carole King and join Mayor Eric Garcetti at a roundtable discussion on the minimum wage Tuesday.



The $2,500 per person fundraiser for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee will be held at the home of Jim Gianopulos, the chairman/CEO of Fox Filmed Entertainment at 20th Century Fox.



According to an invitation posted on the website PoliticalPartyTime.org, other hosts of the event include DreamWorks Animation CEO Jeffrey Katzenberg, former Warner Bros. Entertainment Chairman Barry Meyer, film producer Peter Chernin, philanthropist Hope Warschaw and director/producer James L. Brooks.



House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-San Francisco, is also expected to attend.



BIDEN's visit will come three days before President Barack Obama is scheduled to make a fundraising swing through Los Angeles, attending a fundraiser at the home of actress and longtime supporter Gwyneth Paltrow.



Tickets for the Thursday event with the president are expected to cost up to $32,400.



The trip will be Obama's 20th to Los Angeles or Orange counties since taking office in 2009. All but three of his trips have included political fundraisers.



Associated Press

VP BIDEN to visit Seattle next week

October 3, 2014



SEATTLE (AP) — The White House says Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Seattle on Thursday for a political event.



The Seattle Times reported BIDEN is expected to attend a fundraiser for Sen. Maria Cantwell.



Westside Today

Joe BIDEN to visit Los Angeles on Monday; Obama to arrive on Thursday

October 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Los Angeles Monday to attend an event “on the economy,” along with a fundraiser featuring a performance by Carole King.



The White House did not provide specifics about BIDEN’s travel plans or his planned economic event.



On Monday night, however, he is expected to headline a fundraiser for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee at the home of Jim Gianopulos, the chairman/CEO of Fox Filmed Entertainment at 20th Century Fox.



According to an invitation posted on the website PoliticalPartyTime.org, other hosts of the event include DreamWorks Animation CEO Jeffrey Katzenberg, former Warner Bros. Entertainment Chairman Barry Meyer, film producer Peter Chernin, philanthropist Hope Warschaw and director/producer James L. Brooks.



House Majority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-San Francisco, is also expected to attend.



BIDEN’s visit will come three days before President Barack Obama is scheduled to make a fundraising swing through Los Angeles, attending a fundraiser at the home of actress and longtime supporter Gwyneth Paltrow.



Tickets for the Thursday event with the president are expected to cost up to $32,400.



The trip will be Obama’s 20th to Los Angeles or Orange counties since taking office in 2009. All but three of his trips have included political fundraisers.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN will attend Joplin school dedication

October 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak at the dedication of a combined high school and vocational school that replaces one destroyed by the deadly tornado more than three years ago.  BIDEN will be joined by U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan for the ceremony on Friday at Joplin High School/Franklin Technology Center.

	

Half of Joplin's schools were damaged or destroyed in the tornado that killed 161 people and flattened thousands of homes and businesses.



Construction of the new high school was the last of the district's major rebuilding projects. It opened Sept. 2.



Students, parents and others at the dedication plan to try to set a world record for the longest ribbon used in a ribbon-cutting ceremony. The planned 6.5-mile ribbon symbolizes the tornado's path through Joplin.



Associated Press

BIDEN praises Joplin at school dedication

By: Heather Hollingsworth / October 3, 2014



JOPLIN, Mo. (AP) — Vice President Joe BIDEN praised Joplin on Friday for its "grit and determination" at the dedication of a combined high school and vocational school that replaces one destroyed by a deadly tornado more than three years ago.



U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan joined BIDEN at the ceremony as the community marked the completion of the last of its major school rebuilding projects after the country's deadliest single tornado in decades. The 480,000-square-foot school opened Sept. 2 for more than 2,200 students and staff.



BIDEN said the people of Joplin were "the heart and soul of America."



The $121.5 million building features storm shelters large enough to house students and the community. It also incorporated elements from the old building, including sculptures cut out of the trees that stood on the old high school's property.



The city's school system was hit particularly hard by the May 2011 tornado that killed 161 people and flattened thousands of homes and businesses. Seven students and one employee were among the victims, including a senior who was pulled from his car by winds on his way home from attending the Joplin High School graduation ceremony. The ceremony included a moment of silence to remember the dead.



Besides the deaths, six school buildings were destroyed, including the high school. Seven others were badly damaged.



The district scrambled to rebuild with federal money, donations, insurance money and a $62 million bond issue, cobbling together a hodge-podge of temporary locations while work was underway. Seniors and juniors took classes in a converted big-box store, while freshmen and sophomores were in a building across town.



Steven Arfin, 15, of Joplin, still recalls seeing the remnants of the school after the tornado hit. "It was crazy," he said. "Words can't describe it." Now, more than three years later, the new school "means a future," he said.



As part of the dedication, students, parents and others attempted to set a world record for the longest ribbon used in a ribbon-cutting ceremony. The 6.5-mile ribbon symbolized the tornado's path through Joplin.



Missouri Net

VP BIDEN helps dedicate Joplin High School, tech center

By: Mike Lear / October 3, 2014



Students, staff, residents of Joplin and numerous dignitaries have dedicated the new Joplin High School/Franklin Technology Center, marking another milestone in the city’s recovery from a devastating tornado three years ago.



The ceremony was highlighted by a speech by Vice President Joe BIDEN and an attempt at a Guinness world record for the longest ribbon cutting ceremony.

BIDEN told the crowd that Joplin offers inspiration to those who have gone through disasters like that tornado.



“You underestimate the hope all of you give Americans who have been broken and devastated by crises in their lives,” said BIDEN.

U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan and Governor Jay Nixon also spoke during the dedication.



CNN

Joe BIDEN explains how Ebola is like ISIS

By: Ashley Killough / October 3, 2014



(CNN) --Vice President Joe BIDEN argued that the Ebola virus is on par with ISIS in Iraq and Syria when it comes to global security threats.



Speaking in Boston Thursday at the Harvard Institute of Politics, BIDEN warned that "threats as diverse as terrorism and pandemic disease" are crossing borders "at blinding speeds," and they demand a global response involving more players "than ever before."



"This has all led to a number of immediate crises that demand our attention from ISIL to Ebola to Ukraine -- just to name a few that are on our front door -- as someone said to me earlier this week, the wolves closest to the door," he said.



"Each one in its own way is symptomatic of the fundamental changes that are taking place in the world," he continued. "The international order that we painstakingly built after World War II and defended over the past several decades is literally fraying at the seams right now."



BIDEN went on to explain that the Obama administration is working to build international relationships to help combat these concerns.



"Take Ebola," he said. "A horrific disease that is now a genuine global health emergency. Our Centers for Disease Control, USAID and our military have taken charge of that world epidemic. We are organizing the international response to this largest epidemic in history."



TIME

BIDEN Takes Veiled Shot at Clinton, Panetta Over ‘Inappropriate’ Books

By: Zeke J. Miller / October 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN blasted former members of President Barack Obama’s administration who have gone on to write “inappropriate” books about the White House.



President Obama Plays Politics in Economic Speech He Calls Nonpolitical

ISIS Extremists Release Video Purportedly Showing Beheading NBC News

Mom's Brain on Kids and Dogs: Science Shows the Love NBC News

'Committed': NBC News Freelancer Knew Ebola Risk NBC News

Speaking to Harvard students in a question-and-answer session Thursday, BIDEN was asked whether he believes the U.S. should have acted earlier in Syria, a critique leveled by former Secretary of State and likely Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton, as well as former Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta in recent memoirs.



“The answer is no for two reasons,” BIDEN said. “One, the idea of identifying a moderate middle has been a chase America has been engaged in for a long time. We Americans think in every country in transition there’s a Thomas Jefferson hiding behind some rock, or a James Madison beyond one sand dune. The fact of the matter is, the ability to identify a moderate middle in Syria was—there was no moderate middle, because the moderate middle are made up of shopkeepers, not soldiers; they’re made up of people who, in fact, have—ordinary elements of the middle class of that country.”



The vice president continued that it was “inappropriate” for former administration officials to write books while Obama is still in office.



“And what happened was—and their history will record this, because I’m finding that former administration officials, as soon as they leave write books, which I think is inappropriate. But any rate,” BIDEN said as the audience chuckled. “No, I’m serious. I do think it’s inappropriate. At least give the guy a chance to get out of office.”



Clinton’s book Hard Choices includes details of internal deliberations where she unsuccessfully pressed President Barack Obama to arm Syrian rebels in 2012, one of the only clear denunciations she makes of the president in the book. “The risks of both action and inaction were high,” Clinton wrote. “Both choices would bring unintended consequences. The President’s inclination was to stay the present course and not take the significant further step of arming rebels.”



In Panetta’s forthcoming memoir, Worthy Fights, excerpted in this week’s TIME, the former Pentagon chief takes issue with Obama’s handling of the U.S. withdrawal from Iraq and the subsequent rise of ISIS in Syria. “To this day, I believe that a small U.S. troop presence in Iraq could have effectively advised the Iraqi military on how to deal with al-Qaeda’s resurgence and the sectarian violence that has engulfed the country,” Panetta writes.



Left unsaid by the vice president, is that he often argued for caution against intervention in the debates highlighted by Panetta and Clinton, according to current and former officials’ accounts.



Huffington Post 

Joe BIDEN Dings Leon Panetta For 'Inappropriate' Criticisms Of Obama's Syria Strategy

By: Jennifer Bendery / October 3, 2014



WASHINGTON -- Vice President Joe BIDEN took a shot at former Defense Secretary Leon Panetta on Thursday night for his 'inappropriate" criticisms in a new book of President Barack Obama's strategy in Syria.



During remarks at the Harvard Institute of Politics, an audience member asked BIDEN if he thinks the United States should have acted sooner to arm Syrian moderates to counter Syrian President Bashar Assad, as well as to combat Islamic State militants. BIDEN said no, explaining that the United States has been engaged in a long process to identify who those moderates are.



"We Americans think, in every country in transition, there's a Thomas Jefferson hiding behind some rock or a James Madison beyond one sand dune," he said. "The fact of the matter is, the ability to identify a moderate middle in Syria was, there was no moderate middle, because the moderate middle are made up of shopkeepers, not soldiers."



The vice president then took aim at Panetta, without naming him, for his harsh words on Obama's Syria strategy in his forthcoming book, Worthy Fights. In it, Panetta, who also served as CIA chief under Obama, slams the president for "hesitation and half steps" in his approach to stemming Syrian violence.



"I’m finding that former administration officials, as soon as they leave, write books, which I think is inappropriate. But any rate," BIDEN said, trailing off as a few in the audience laughed. "No, I’m serious. I do think it's inappropriate. At least give the guy a chance to get out of office."



National Review Online

BIDEN Slams Panetta for Criticizing Obama on Iraq: ‘Give the Guy a Chance to Get Out of Office’

By: Brendan Bordelon / October 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is very displeased with his former White House colleague Leon Panetta, calling it “inappropriate” that the former defense secretary and CIA director would publicly attack the administration’s handling of Iraq while President Obama is still in office.



Panetta released a chapter from his upcoming book Worthy Fights earlier this week, condemning the Obama administration’s failure to secure an agreement that would have allowed a residual American force to remain in Iraq. 



“The White House [was] so eager to rid itself of Iraq that it was willing to withdraw rather than lock in arrangements that would preserve our influence and interests,” Panetta wrote, adding that he and others in the Pentagon had done their best to change the president’s mind.



At a Friday appearance at Harvard University, BIDEN called the former defense secretary’s criticism unfair.



“I’m finding that former administration officials, as soon as they leave, write books — which I think is inappropriate,” he said in a video broadcast on Fox News. “I’m serious. I do think it’s inappropriate. At least give the guy a chance to get out of office.”



Mediaite

BIDEN Talks About Detroit Women from ‘the Hood’

By: Eddie Scarry / October 3, 2014



Speaking at an event at the U.S. Chamber of Commerce on Friday, Vice President Joe BIDEN made a reference to “the hood” when talking about women in inner-city Detroit.



BIDEN made the comment while sharing an anecdote about a career training program.



“They asked me to come by this program they had at a community college in the inner-city in Detroit,” BIDEN said. “And I walked in and — I think it was a 15-week program — and it was a group of women from the neighborhood. Or, from ‘the hood.’”



“The hood” is slang for “neighborhood,” and a general label for areas with high populations of low-income minorities.



BIDEN’s speech at the Chamber came just one day after he joked that being vice president is “a bitch.”



C-SPAN

Youth Employment

October 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN made remarks at a forum on youth employment and workforce development. Other speakers included U.S. Chamber of Commerce President and CEO Thomas Donohue, former White House Domestic Policy Council Director Melody Barnes, and executives from Bank of America, Marriott International, and Morgan Stanley.



USA Today

BIDEN blasts 'inappropriate' insider books

By: David Jackson / October 3, 2014



Vice President BIDEN doesn't sound happy about former Obama administration officials who have written insider books that critique some of the president's decisions.



"At least give the guy a chance to get out of office," BIDEN said during a Thursday Q-and-A session at Harvard.



BIDEN spoke days before publication of a new book by ex-Defense secretary Leon Panetta, who says the administration should have made sure that a residual U.S. military force remained in Iraq after combat operations ended.



Ex-secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton and ex-Defense secretary Robert Gates have also written books that include some criticism of the administration, including Obama's Syria policy.



Worth nothing: Both BIDEN and Clinton are considering 2016 runs for the presidency.



Asked about Syria, BIDEN defended Obama's strategy, and added: "History will record this, because I'm finding that former administration officials, as soon as they leave write books, which I think is inappropriate."



As the crowd chuckled, BIDEN added: "No, I'm serious. I do think it's inappropriate. At least give the guy a chance to get out of office."



From Time magazine:



"Clinton's book Hard Choices includes details of internal deliberations where she unsuccessfully pressed President Barack Obama to arm Syrian rebels in 2012, one of the only clear denunciations she makes of the president in the book. 'The risks of both action and inaction were high,' Clinton wrote. 'Both choices would bring unintended consequences. The President's inclination was to stay the present course and not take the significant further step of arming rebels.'



"In Panetta's forthcoming memoir, Worthy Fights, excerpted in this week's TIME, the former Pentagon chief takes issue with Obama's handling of the U.S. withdrawal from Iraq and the subsequent rise of ISIS in Syria."



The Washington Free Beacon

BIDEN Revises Joplin Tornado Death Toll By 160K

By: Stephen Gutowski / October 3, 2014



Joe BIDEN commemorated those who died in the tragic Joplin, Mo., tornado during a recent speech. He expressed his sympathy for the “161,000 brothers, sisters, mothers, fathers, sons, daughters, grandparents lost.”



Trouble is, that’s 160,839 more fatalities than previously reported, according to The Weekly Standard. The entire population of Joplin was reported as 50,789 in 2013.



Reuters reported that far fewer were thought to be victims of the storm until the vice president released his estimate.



The death toll from the May 22 tornado in Joplin, Mo., has been revised down to 161 with the discovery that one assumed victim died of other causes.



The city said in a statement that Kenneth J. Henson, a resident of Ottawa County, Oklahoma, did not die in the tornado. Jasper County Coroner Rob Chappel discovered the error while he was helping other officials compile a list of tornado victims for a six-month memorial service, the city said.



“Through this recent review, we are confident that the current list of 161 is accurate,” the city said. The city gave no explanation for the Henson mix-up, and Chappel could not be immediately reached for comment Saturday.



The vice president did not reveal the information that lead him to revise the death toll upward. In 2013, the population of Joplin was reported as 50,789.



Greek Reporter

VP Joe BIDEN to Attend Fundraiser at Jim Gianopulos’ LA 

By: Joanna Varikos / October 3, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to make a two-day visit to Los Angeles on Monday, to speak at a fundraiser for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee.



The fundraiser will be held at the home of Greek-American Chairman/CEO of Fox Filmed Entertainment Jim Gianopulos. The $2,500 per person fundraiser will feature a performance by music legend Carole King.



An invitation posted on the website PoliticalPartyTime.org stated that other hosts of the event include DreamWorks Animation CEO Jeffrey Katzenberg, former Warner Bros. Entertainment Chairman Barry Meyer, film producer Peter Chernin, philanthropist Hope Warschaw and director/producer James L. Brooks.



Just three days after BIDEN’s visit, U.S. President Barack Obama will also make a stop in Los Angeles to attend a fundraiser that will be hosted at the home of Oscar winning actress Gwyneth Paltrow.



Kuwait News Agency

BIDEN, Erdogan discuss ways US, Turkey can work together to destroy ISIL

October 3, 2014



WASHINGTON, Oct 3 (KUNA) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke on Friday with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to follow up on their meeting in New York on September 25, the Office of the Vice President announced.

The two discussed ways the United States and Turkey can work together to degrade and destroy the Islamic State (ISIL) and restore security and stability to the region, the announcement said.



The jihadist group, ISIL, which aims to establish its own state through invading large swathes of territory throughout both Syria and Iraq, is being targetted in large scale US-led international allied aerial attacks. (end) rm.sd



Hurriyet Daily News

US Vice President BIDEN says Turkish President Erdoğan admitted ISIL mistake

By: Tolga Tanış / October 3, 2014



U.S. President Joe BIDEN has said that Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan admitted mistakes that paved the way for the rise of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL).



"President Erdoğan told me, he is an old friend, said you were right, we let too many people through, now we are trying to seal the border," BIDEN said during a speech on foreign policy at Harvard Kennedy School on Oct. 2. 



While speaking to the students for nearly an hour and a half, BIDEN defended the U.S. foreign policy, stressing that the White House was not late to move against the rise of the ISIL. He said that the regional allies of the U.S, determined to take down Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, "poured hundreds of millions dollars, and tens thousands of tones of weapons into anyone who would fight against al-Assad, accepted the people who would be in supply for Al Nusra and Al Qaeda and extremist elements of jihadists coming from other parts of the world."



"Our biggest problem is our allies. Our allies in the region were our largest problem in Syria. The Turks, we’re great friends and I have a great relationship with Erdoğan that I spent  a lot of time with. The Saudis, The Emiratis etc... What were they doing?" BIDEN asked.



"So now what is happening, all of sudden everybody is awakened," BIDEN added, claiming that like Turkey admitted its mistakes, Saudi Arabia and Qatar stopped the funding of jihadists.



"Now we have and the president has been able to put together a coalition of our Sunni neighbors, because America can’t once again go in to a Muslim nation and be the aggressive. It has to be led by Sunnis to go and attack a Sunni organization," BIDEN said.



"They voted in the Turkish parliament to allow Turkish ground forces in the take on ISIL, Turkish airspace be able to be used by NATO and by other allies, Turkish airspace be able to accommodate our drones ... I took a while for Turkey, a Sunni nation, to figure out that ISIL was a direct and immediate threat to their well-being."



With similar remarks, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry had recently placed the blame for the rise of the ISIL on those who resorted to any means to oust al-Assad, creating what he called a “sloppy process.”



Vox

How Joe BIDEN made raves more dangerous

By: German Lopez / October 3, 2014



The war on drugs is rife with unintended consequences: from increasing racial disparities in the criminal justice system to exacerbating international drug cartel violence.



An upcoming paper suggests that a decade-old anti-drug policy may have had the unintended consequence of making party drugs, like Molly or ecstasy, more dangerous. The Illicit Drug Anti-Proliferation Act of 2003, sponsored by then-Senator Joe BIDEN, aimed to prohibit organizers of electronic dance parties, known as raves, from allowing drugs at their events. But the law made venues and organizers so paranoid about anti-drug crackdowns that they stopped doing anything that would implicate them in illicit drug use, including providing medical or educational services for drug users.



Tammy Anderson of the University of Delaware studied the rave scene for years for her book, Rave Culture. Her upcoming paper, which will be published in the sociology journal Contexts later this year, details the issues with the law and its effects on raves.



BIDEN's law, popularly known as the RAVE Act, threatened commercial enterprises with a $250,000 fine and other civil penalties for knowingly leasing, renting, using, or profiting from a space where illicit drugs are being stored, manufactured, distributed, or used.



"The idea was that you can go after drug use by holding the promoters of events or the owners of nightclubs responsible for drug use that happened within their premises or at their parties," Anderson said.



The law effectively strengthened the crack house law, which was passed as part of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986. In the middle of the crack cocaine scare of the 1980s, federal lawmakers decided to punish business owners — motel and car repair shop owners in particular — who allowed drug use and distribution at their establishments, which became colloquially known as crack houses.



Law enforcement used the crack house law to punish rave organizers even before the RAVE Act passed. But the RAVE Act made it a lot easier for the Drug Enforcement Administration and other law enforcement agencies to penalize rave promoters for drug use.



Anderson credited the RAVE Act for effectively eliminating the underground rave scene in which "rogue promoters" openly allowed and even encouraged drug use. But raves have gone mainstream since then, and they're now multimillion-dollar dance events that attract thousands of people. It's at these huge events where the unintended effects of the RAVE Act now pop up.



The RAVE Act and crack house laws only punish organizers who knowingly allow drug use to happen at their events or premises. If a raver uses drugs and the event organizer doesn't appear to be aware of it, the organizer can't get in legal trouble.



Rave organizers told Anderson that, as a result, they try to avoid looking like they're aware of drug use at their events. They don't, for example, offer drug tests, which would let ravers test substances for harmful or deadly contaminants before consuming them. Some organizers don't even offer free bottled water to help prevent heat strokes, a potentially fatal side-effect of ecstasy use on the dance floor.



"Those precautions would potentially incriminate them," Anderson said. "It would be a sign that they know drug use is happening at their event."



This is an issue Anderson saw first-hand while conducting research for her book. When ravers got sick and even vomited as a result of their drug use, security would sometimes kick the ravers out instead of getting them medical help. Event officials told Anderson they couldn't risk being held liable by acknowledging anyone's drug use, even if it meant endangering some attendees.



Prior to the RAVE Act, Anderson said event organizers, even those who held underground raves, commonly offered medical and educational services for illicit drug users. Many promoters even partnered with harm-reduction service providers, like DanceSafe, as well.



Some groups have urged rave organizers to provide harm-reduction services despite the risks associated with the law. In Washington state, a local affiliate of DanceSafe petitioned rave organizers to offer education and drug testing to event-goers.



"If we are there educating people about drug use, whether or not they're using drugs at that particular venue, that might indicate to law enforcement that the venue is being operated for the purpose of drug use and might make them liable," Nathan Messer, a spokesperson for DanceSafe, told Washington state TV station KING5. "And so they just want to avoid it all together."



On August 31, a year after her 19-year-old daughter died at a rave, Dede Goldsmith launched Amend the RAVE Act to petition Congress to allow event promoters to host harm-reduction services without risking liability. (Read Vox's in-depth story about Goldsmith's call for reform.)



"I don't believe it was ever the intention of the RAVE Act to discourage commonsense public safety measures at these concerts," Goldsmith said in a statement. "But in today's music scene, that is exactly what is happening. Those measures are not being implemented and organizers point to the RAVE Act as the reason why. By amending the RAVE Act, we will protect millions of young people and prevent the kind of tragedy that happened to me and my family."



Anderson, too, suggested the federal government should acknowledge drug use is going to happen at these events and allow event organizers to set up safeguards for when something goes wrong. She said clubs and promoters should keep security measures, like drug-sniffing dogs, to keep illicit substances out of their events in the first place, but they shouldn't fool themselves into thinking the measures will completely avoid drug use.



"If you can add language to the RAVE Act that makes an exception [for medical care and education], I think that's a very wise course of action," Anderson said. "The club owner ought to be able to call for medical assistance and provide medical assistance at the site without getting in trouble."



Wicked Local Brookline

At Harvard, BIDEN details 'optimistic' foreign policy view

By: Andy Metzger / October 3, 2014



Calling for cooperation with China and allied opposition to Russia’s incursions in Ukraine, while arguing the United States faces no “existential threat” from the extremists who have taken over regions in Iraq and Syria, Vice President Joe BIDEN laid out his “optimistic” vision for overcoming world challenges during a speech at the Kennedy School Thursday, Oct. 2.

The United States last week began bombing targets in Syria, seeking to hinder the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, as well as the hitherto relatively unknown Khorasan group, and reports have claimed the casualties have included civilians while ISIL continues to advance on villages.



BIDEN said it was important for attacks on ISIL to be “led” by Sunni countries, noted Turkey’s recent authorization to enter the conflict, and said terrorist organizations could not sap the country’s spirit.



“You are twice as likely to be struck by lightning as you are to be affected by a terrorist event in the United States,” BIDEN said. He said, “I argue with all of my colleagues, including in the administration, the American people have already factored in the possibility that there will be another Boston Marathon someday. But it will not, cannot — has no possibility of breaking our will.”



Facing a question from a student who wondered whether the U.S. could have acted sooner to arm rebels in Syria, BIDEN said there had been no possibility of that earlier, and countries that did arm rebels made mistakes.

Since protests in 2011, Syria has been torn with various factions fighting amongst themselves and against the Assad regime, which has bombed civilian areas and allegedly used chemical weapons.



“There was no moderate middle,” BIDEN said. “Our allies in the region were our largest problem in Syria…What were they doing? They were so determined to take down Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war. What did they do? They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad.”



BIDEN said the people who received the weapons were extremists, but now the countries have “awakened” to the situation, with Saudi Arabia training people in its land, Qatar cutting off funding and Turkey sealing its border.

“Now it’s public: We have been training moderate forces, but we’ve been very select in making sure who they were and vetting them,” BIDEN said. “The number is classified, but there are more than several thousand in country now, and there will be more.”



During his 45-minute speech, BIDEN’s main focus was on realigning the United States toward the Pacific and working with Asian countries, while keeping pressure on Russia to stop military aggression in Ukraine.



“Managing our relationship with China is the single most essential part of the strategy,” BIDEN said. “We seek deeper cooperation with China, not conflict. Nowhere is it written that there must be conflict between the United States and China.”



BIDEN also discussed the need to pressure China — which is experiencing massive street protests in Hong Kong — on human rights and democracy, saying he told President Xi Jinping, “It is not a political tool. It is who we are.”



The former chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee who ran for president in 1988 and 2008, BIDEN said he has spoken to leaders all over the world for the past four decades, and was frank with the new Chinese president in December that the United States would not respect a unilateral “air defense identification zone, contrary to international law.” He said, “I told him bluntly, ‘Mr. President, understand one thing: We do not recognize it. We do not honor it, and we’re flying a B-52 through it.’”

Bullish on the chances for the U.S. economy to maintain the country’s standing, BIDEN said China has major problems, saying, “They have no water. It is a gigantic and multi-trillion-dollar problem for them. We should help them solve the problem.”



A potential candidate to succeed President Barack Obama, the 71-year-old recalled his efforts to urge President Bill Clinton to become more aggressive during the Balkans conflict, saying, “I was the voice that kept hectoring President Clinton to lift the arms embargo and take on Milosevic, which he did, to his great credit.”



After his speech, BIDEN took questions, offering colorful commentary on the experience of being Number 2 after a questioner introduced himself as vice president of the student body.



“Isn’t it a bitch?…the vice president thing,” BIDEN said. “I’m joking. I’m joking. I’m joking. Best decision I ever made. I’m joking. That was a joke.”



BIDEN said the U.S. countered Russia’s recent involvement in Ukraine without deploying troops, helping to build up Ukraine’s military and apply economic pressure on Russia that resulted in the “ruble at an all-time low against the dollar,” and “the Russian economy teetering on the brink of recession.”



“We don’t want Russia to collapse. We want Russia to succeed. But Putin has to make a choice,” BIDEN said. “These asymmetrical advances on another country cannot be tolerated.”



Challenged by another student on the human rights transgressions of U.S. allies Saudi Arabia and Qatar, BIDEN said, “We have made it clear to the Saudis we do not at all condone their beheadings,” and other policies, but said the cooperation was important to counter ISIL.



“It’s a little bit like saying, ‘You know, we should have never cooperated with Stalin to defeat the Nazis,’” BIDEN argued. “We knew Stalin was a no-good S.O.B. from the very beginning…But there’s a thing called self-interest.”



BIDEN credited the U.S. with leading the effort to stop the outbreak of Ebola, saying 3,000 soldiers had been deployed to West Africa and estimating it would cost “billions of dollars.”



“If everything works out fine, the estimates are there are going to be 100,000 deaths in western Africa,” BIDEN said. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention on Friday, Oct. 3, there have been fewer than 7,000 deaths.



BIDEN, who recognized old friends in the audience, as well as his sister, Valerie BIDEN Owens, a the Institute of Politics event, criticized modern political debate, which he said questioned “people’s motives,” rather than their “judgment.”



“We used to fight like hell, but we never questioned one another’s motive. We questioned one another’s judgment,” BIDEN said. “Democrats can be just as petty and mean, particularly liberals, and I’m a liberal.”



Former Defense Secretary Robert Gates wrote a book critical of Obama, and Defense Secretary Leon Panetta wrote a book, “Worthy Fights,” due out next week, that reportedly criticizes Obama’s 2011 withdrawal of military forces from Iraq. BIDEN criticized the practice of former administration officials writing books while Obama is in office.



“I do think it’s inappropriate. At least give the guy a chance to get out of office,” BIDEN said.



Ten years ago, BIDEN made another foreign policy speech in Massachusetts, addressing the House chamber while in Boston for the Democratic National Convention — the same convention where Obama was launched onto the national stage.



That speech had similar themes, calling for greater collaboration, while also critiquing the Bush administration for what BIDEN said was an overreliance on military might.



Harvard Magazine

BIDEN on Foreign Policy at Harvard

October 3, 2014



STANDING CENTER STAGE at the Kennedy School Thursday evening, Vice President Joseph BIDEN’s message to the Harvard community was both concise and clear: as the United States faces a world in the midst of fundamental international change, it is crucial to form a global response with “more diverse players than ever before.” 



“The international order that we painstakingly built after World War II and have defended over the last several decades is literally fraying at the seams,” he said. “The project of this administration is to update that order, to deal with these new realities, but also accommodate and continue to reflect on our enduring interests and our enduring values.”



Speaking to students, faculty, and staff for nearly an hour and a half, BIDEN touched on a range of foreign-policy issues, emphasizing the importance of maintaining core alliances around the globe while also combating health crises like Ebola and the violent extremism of terrorist groups such as the Islamic State (ISIL). He also stressed that maintaining a vibrant economy in the United States is the key to success in the twenty-first century. Referring to another domestic issue, he pointed out the need to pass immigration reform in order to build trust with countries in South and Central America. “It’s one thing to say we respect the rest of the Americas, the majority of which are Hispanic,” BIDEN said. “It’s another thing to say I respect them and yet not respect the immigrant population that’s Hispanic here in the United States—it does not connect.”



Addressing Russian actions in Ukraine, BIDEN asserted that the Obama administration has found methods of dealing with Russian president Vladimir Putin without putting U.S. troops on the ground. Working with Europe, for example, on an energy plan so that Ukraine is not so dependent on Russia, he said, is crucial in this effort: “We’re working closely with Europe on everything from trade, to counter-terrorism, to climate change,” he stated. “It requires investment and sacrifice on both sides of the Atlantic.”



Meanwhile, building a solid relationship with China, BIDEN said, is one of the most essential efforts of the current administration, adding that the president will travel there later this year. “We want a deeper cooperation, not conflict,” he explained, adding that there are “no obvious impediments to building that relationship,” and the United States will “push back where we must,” specifically on human-rights issues.



Pandemic diseases like the Ebola crisis in Africa—where President Obama has recently sent 3,000 people as part of an international effort to combat the deadly virus—pose significant global-health challenges that need to be immediately addressed and contained, the vice president said. Another issue that must be faced head on, he said, is rapidly growing extremism in the Middle East, where the United States is now leading a campaign against the militants of the Islamic State.



BIDEN said the nation must counter the threat of ISIL not with boots on the ground, but by building a coalition and supporting opposition forces in Syria as well as Iraqi efforts to reestablish democracy and defend their territory. Although the threat posed by ISIL is real, BIDEN pointed out that it should be kept in perspective. The extremists do not represent “an existential threat to our way of life or our security…You are twice as likely to be struck by lighting as you are to be affected by a terrorist event in the United States.” Societies, he said, must solve their own problems, and changes brought on by the Arab Spring could take “a generation or more to work [themselves] out.”



“We didn’t crumble after 9/11. We didn’t falter after the Boston Marathon—we endure, we overcome, we own the finish line,” BIDEN declared. “This is going to require a lot of time and patience.”



The Weekly Standard

BIDEN: International Order 'Literally Fraying at the Seams'

By: Jeryl Bier / October 3, 2014



Speaking at the John F. Kennedy Forum at Harvard Kennedy School in Boston, Massachusetts last night, Vice President Joe BIDENgave an extensive rundown of foreign policy challenges and crises that the world and the Obama administration are facing today. Although the vice president expressed confidence in President Obama's policies and leadership, he painted a rather bleak picture of the modern world, quoting as he often does Irish poet William Butler Yeats:



Folks, “all’s changed, changed utterly.  A terrible beauty has been born.”  Those are the words written by an Irish poet William Butler Yeats about the Easter Rising in 1916 in Ireland.  They were meant to describe the status of the circumstance in Ireland at that time.  But I would argue that in recent years, they better describe the world as we see it today because all has changed.  The world has changed.



He went on to allude to the wolves at the door of the United States, and how the post-World War II order is "literally fraying at the seams":



Each one in its own way is symptomatic of the fundamental changes that are taking place in the world.  These changes have also led to larger challenges.  The international order that we painstakingly built after World War II and defended over the past several decades is literally fraying at the seams right now.



The Washington Free Beacon

BIDEN: World Is ‘Literally Fraying At The Seams’

October 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN said the world is “literally fraying at the seams” during a speech to students at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government on Thursday.



BIDEN chronicled recent international crises including unrest in Ukraine and the Middle East and the potential Ebola epidemic.

	

He underscored America’s commitment to combatting these challenges by priority or the “wolves closest to the door.”



“This has all led to a number of immediate crises that demand our attention from ISIL to Ebola to Ukraine–just to name a few that are on our front door–as someone said to me earlier this week, the wolves closest to the door,” BIDEN said.



“The international order that we painstakingly built after World War II and defended over the past several decades is literally fraying at the seams right now.”



The vice president slammed Russian President Vladimir Putin for stifling the sovereignty of Ukraine and sparking further chaos.



While much of BIDEN’s speech focused on the negative, BIDEN said he is committed to leaving a better world behind for future generations.



“I’m optimistic because I know the history of the journey of this country,” he said. “And I have never been more optimistic about America’s future than I am today, and that is not hyperbole.”



The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

When BIDEN the wiseacre becomes BIDEN the wise man

By: Jay Bookman / October 3, 2014



As we all know, Vice President Joe BIDEN has a knack for … putting delicate things indelicately, to put it delicately. He did it again yesterday in an appearance at Harvard, when he commiserated with the student-body vice president about the nature of their jobs.



But during that Harvard appearance, BIDEN also demonstrated the related knack of putting things bluntly that need to be said bluntly, in this case regarding the danger posed by terrorism. “The U.S. faces threats that require attention,” he told the student audience, “but we face no existential threat to our way of life or security.”

joeBIDENHe went on:



“Let me say it again: We face no existential threat — none — to our way of life or our ultimate security. You are twice as likely to be struck by lightning as you around to be affected by a terrorist event in the United States.

While we face an adaptive, resilient enemy, let’s never forget that they’re no match for an even more resilient and adaptive group of people, the American people, who are so much tougher, smarter, realistic and gutsy than their political leadership gives them credit for …



We didn’t crumble after 9/11; we didn’t falter after the Boston Marathon…. Americans will never, ever stand down. We endure. We overcome. We own the finish line. So do not take out of proportion this threat to us. None of you are being taught to dive under your desks in drills dealing with the possibility of a nuclear attack.”



That is called perspective, and it stands in stark contrast to those hoping to acquire influence, power, TV ratings and media exposure by scaring the holy baloney out of you. A loony in Oklahoma who gets fired and returns to his workplace to kill someone is not the first of a wave of Islamic terrorists coming here to chop all of our heads off. An Islamic community center in Augusta that tries to host a political debate is merely attempting to join the American mainstream, not infiltrate us with the intent to impose Sharia law and put our womenfolk in burkhas.



Oh, and a single Ebola patient now quarantined in Texas is not the beginning of a mass outbreak here in the United States. The impending flu season (last year, influenza killed more than 50 people in Georgia alone) is a far more realistic threat. I wonder: How many of those bewailing the Ebola threat and demanding that government do more to protect them have taken the simple precaution of getting themselves a flu shot?



Fear is a powerful and useful defense mechanism. But the real danger we face comes in losing our heads in a figurative rather than literal sense. That’s when you do something dumb. My own rule of thumb is to fear the people who tell you that you just aren’t fearful enough. That’s when alarm bells ought to go off, because generally, they’re trying to frighten you into an irrational decision that you will later come to deeply regret.



Breitbart

JOE BIDEN: GOOD-PAYING TECH JOBS IMPORTANT FOR BLACK WOMEN 'FROM THE 'HOOD'

By: Tony Lee / October 3, 2014



Though pro-amnesty lobbyists, without any proof, insist that America has a shortage of high-tech workers, Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke about the importance of good-paying technology jobs for black women "from the hood" in Detroit to give them more "pathways" to the middle class.



At an event on youth unemployment with the Chamber of Commerce, which has vowed to spend at least $50 million pushing comprehensive amnesty legislation that would decimate the earnings of and take jobs away from Americans on the lower end of the economic ladder, and the Urban Alliance, BIDEN on Friday praised Urban Alliance interns who are "being exposed to in-demand fields such as information technology and business." 

BIDEN then spoke about a visit to UST Global, which is a placement operation for large and small IT firms. 



"I went all around the country to take a look at some of the programs, and I went to Detroit, which is just getting off its knees," he said. "I mean, Detroit has been battered."



He said UST Global asked him to "come by the program they have going on at a community college in the inner city of Detroit."  



"And I walked in and there was, I think it... was a 15-week program, and it was a group of women from the neighborhood, or from the 'hood," he said, noting that the youngest was 24 and the oldest was 58 and there were about "two dozen of 'em" who were learning computer programming and had two more weeks to go in the program.



"These were people with high school degrees coming out of the most hard-scrabbled neighborhoods, every one of them in Detroit," BIDEN said. "Every one had a job. The lowest starting salary $58,000. The highest, [$81.000], because in Detroit, there is an immediate need now for 1,000 programmers... Every one of those women has a job... average job $65,000 a year."



BIDEN, who has also pushed for comprehensive amnesty legislation, cited a White House study that found that in the information technology field, "we are going to need 1.4 million jobs over the next ten years in it." He said the country will need "software developers" that have an "average salary $68,000 a year" and "typically need a bachelors degree" and jobs that require two-year degrees like "computer network specialists" that pay around $59,000 a year. 



But even though nonpartisan scholars and studies have debunked the notion that there is a shortage of American high-tech workers, pro-amnesty lobbyists continue to push for more guest-worker visas to get cheaper foreign labor, which would prevent the women from Detroit that BIDEN praised from getting jobs that will provide the pathway to the middle class that BIDEN said was so crucial.



Ron Hira, an H-1B expert and public policy professor at Howard University, has said that the IT sector has been an "area of social mobility" where "people who come from working-class backgrounds who go into these sectors."



"It's a way of getting into the middle class and the professional class, and that's being cut off," Hira said on a conference call with nonpartisan tech scholars, as Breitbart News reported.  



On a recent appearance on The Laura Ingraham Show, Hira accused Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg of taking away such opportunities by pouring millions of dollars into lobbying efforts for amnesty legislation. 



"This is really important because the STEM degrees, information technology and engineering in particular, have been real pathways to the middle class," Hira told Ingraham. "It’s been a traditional path for working class kids to study. It’s a very meritocratic set of occupations, unlike some other areas. By cutting this off, we are cutting off that upward mobility to the middle class for so many of the working class kids."



U.S. Civil Rights Commissioner Peter Kirsanow has written President Barack Obama and the Congressional Black Caucus and urged them not to support massive amnesty programs because of the "disastrous effect of illegal immigration on the employment of all Americans, but particularly black Americans." He also said Obama's "proposed executive order is unfair to people who are attempting to immigrate legally."



"Any grant of legal status will serve as a magnet to prospective illegal immigrants and further depress employment opportunities and wages for African-Americans," Kirsanow wrote Obama in August, as Breitbart News reported.



Obama was silent on amnesty in addressing the Congressional Black Caucus Dinner last week even though he will soon enact an executive amnesty that may give work permits to millions of more illegal immigrants and has said he will not give up the fight for comprehensive amnesty legislation, which will award tech companies massive increases in guest-worker visas for foreigners.



Tech companies like Microsoft are pushing for massive increases in guest-worker visas even as they lay off 18,000 American workers. When Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-AL) suggested that Facebook's Zuckerberg look into hiring some workers Microsoft laid off, Facebook board member Marc Andreessen called Sessions an "odious hack" and implied that was "clinically insane" for standing up for American workers against the so-called "Masters of the Universe." Days later, Joe Green, the president of Zuckerberg's pro-amnesty FWD.us group who implied that foreign workers were better than Americans, was "forced" out. 



Sessions has blasted the "cosmopolitan elite" who want American workers to "believe your concerns are somehow illegitimate, that you are wrong for being worried about your jobs, or your schools, or your hospitals, or your communities, or your national security."



"These elite citizens of the world speak often of their concern for people living in poverty overseas, yet turn a blind eye to the poverty and suffering in their own country," he recently said on the Senate floor. "They don’t want you to speak up. They don’t want you to be heard. They don’t want you to feel you have a voice."



Sessions told American workers and legal immigrants that they "do have a voice" and that it is "being heard." 

"I am delivering that message to the Senate today," he said last month.



Breitbart

BIDEN: AMNESTY NEEDED TO SHOW SOUTH, CENTRAL AMERICAN NATIONS IN 'OUR FRONT YARD' RESPECT

By: Tony Lee / October 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN said Central American nations are in America's front yard, and the United States must pass amnesty legislation for illegal immigrants to show those nations respect and that America has changed.



After discussing his travels to Latin America and South America at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government on Thursday evening, BIDEN said, "The single most significant thing we can do to fundamentally change the relationship in terms of trust and commitment is to pass immigration reform."



"It’s why we have to pass immigration reform here in the United States," he said. "It’s one thing to say we respect the rest of the Americas, the majority of which are Hispanic. But it’s another thing to say I respect them and yet not respect the immigrant population that’s the Hispanic community of the United States. It does not connect."



Nearly 66,500 illegal immigrant juveniles, nearly all of whom are from Central America, have been detained at the border since October of last year. This week, the White House announced that it would grant asylum to certain individuals in Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador and set up in-country processing facilities for applications. And President Barack Obama told Hispanic leaders on Thursday that he would enact his executive amnesty before the end of the year. 



BIDEN, who has asked Central American leaders to tell their citizens that amnesty does not await in the United States to deter migrants from making the harrowing journey to America, implied that U.S. should give amnesty to those already here, once again sending a mixed message on the issue.

"Because respecting immigrants from the Americas is part of how we show that we really have changed our view, that South and Central America is no longer our back yard; it is our front yard," BIDEN said. "It is our partner. The relationship is changing. And when it changes fully, the benefits for us are astounding."



The Boston Globe
At Harvard, BIDEN addresses US relationship with China

By Michael O’Loughlin / October 3, 2014



CAMBRIDGE -- Speaking at the Harvard Kennedy School Thursday night, Vice President Joe BIDEN gave a foreign policy speech in which he addressed plans for an international order that he said is “literally fraying at the seams.”



“Managing our relationship with China is the single most essential strategy” for long-term global peace and prosperity, he said, but the US will “push back where we must.”



He said US foreign policy rests on five principles: strengthening existing alliances; building better relationships with emerging powers such as Brazil, Mexico, and India; dealing with “asymmetrical” threats from powers such as Syria and Russia; countering violent extremism from terrorist groups such as ISIS, and maintaining a strong economy at home.



BIDEN condemned the “use of corruption as a foreign policy tool,” which he said was Russia’s tactic in destabilizing Ukraine. Speaking about ISIS and other extremist groups, BIDEN said the US response should be “deadly serious” but there is “no existential threat, none, to our way of life or our security.”



“We didn’t crumble after 9/11; we didn’t falter after the Boston Marathon. We own the finish line,” he said to the audience of 750 people, including his sister Valerie BIDEN-Owens, a fellow at the Harvard Institute of Politics.

BIDEN rejected the notion that the US should have intervened in Syria earlier, saying there was no “moderate middle” to cultivate -- “the moderate middle was made up of shopkeepers, not soldiers,” but that the US now is training more than 7,000 moderate rebels there.



The United States’ leading role in the world, he said, is contingent upon America remaining ”the most vibrant” world economy.



The Weekly Standard

BIDEN Talks of Inner City Detroit Women from the 'Hood'

By: Daniel Halper / October 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN, speaking earlier today at the Chamber of Commerce, talked of inner city Detroit women from the "hood," which is apparently slang for neighborhood:



"You know, I was out at UST-Global--I was out in--I went all around the country to take a look at some of the programs that were going on," said BIDEN. "And I went to Detroit, which is just getting of its knees. I mean, Detroit has been battered. And there's an outfit out--not there, it's a national outfit--called UST-Global, and they're in a sense (they do more than this) but part of what they do is, they're a placement operation for large IT and small IT firms--I think you guys here at the Chamber know them.



"So they asked me to come by this program they had going on a community college in the inner city in Detroit. And I walked in and there was a--I think it was a, don't hold me--I think it was a 15 week program. And there was a group of women from the neighborhood or from the 'hood. Everyone of these women--the youngest was 24, I believe, and the oldest was 58--and there were about two dozen of them. And they had two more weeks to go..."



BIDEN has previously told this story, and has said the women were "minority women" from the "hood":



NBC News
Vice President Joe BIDEN's Foul-Mouthed Quip on Job Draws Laughs

By: Alexander Smith / October 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN joked that his job can be a "bitch" while speaking to students on Thursday night. During an event at Harvard University's Institute of Politics, BIDEN took a question from a senior who introduced himself as the vice president of the student body. "Ain't that a bitch?" BIDEN replied. "I mean … excuse me, the vice president thing?" He quickly added: "I’m joking, I’m joking. Best decision I ever made." His remarks were met with laughter.


BIDEN is no stranger to gaffes. During a televised event in the 2008 presidential campaign he asked Missouri State Senator Chuck Graham to "stand up Chuck, let 'em see you," forgetting that Graham was a wheelchair user. And when Barack Obama signed his heathcare reforms into law in 2010 BIDEN was caught on the microphone telling the president that "this is a f***ing big deal."



Politico 
Joe BIDEN: ‘Isn’t that a bi---?’

By: Jonathan Topaz / October 3, 2014



The vice president of Harvard University’s student body asked Joe BIDEN a question, and President Barack Obama’s No. 2 couldn’t help but sympathize.



“Isn’t that a bitch?” BIDEN said, smiling, after the individual identified himself as the student body’s vice president. “I mean … excuse me. The vice president thing.”

	

The quip came at a Harvard University Institute of Politics event on Thursday evening, during which BIDEN discussed the Obama administration’s policies on Ukraine and combating the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant.



After his comment, BIDEN clarified that he was kidding. “I’m joking, I’m joking, I’m joking. Best decision I ever made,” he said about taking the post, according to a CNN report.



When the questioner then said he hopes BIDEN loves his job, the vice president said he did. “I love the guy I work with,” BIDEN said, in reference to Obama.



BIDEN is known both for his frequent use of colorful language as well as his presidential ambitions: He unsuccessfully ran for the Democratic presidential nomination in both in 1988 and 2008, and has openly flirted with a potential 2016 bid.



A July profile in The New Yorker provided the story of a meeting between a British government minister and BIDEN, during which the UK official asked the vice president how they should refer to each other. “It looks like we’re alone,” BIDEN responded, “so why don’t you call me Mr. President and I’ll call you Mr. Prime Minister.”



WBUR
BIDEN: American Global Leadership Is Critical
By: Steve LeBlanc / October 3, 2014



CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — Vice President Joe BIDEN delivered a full-throated defense of the Unites States’ active role in an ever more complex international environment during a speech Thursday.



BIDEN said the United States’ engagement in the world is more critical now than ever, even as he warned that “the international order that we painstaking built after World War II” is fraying.

	

BIDEN said managing the United States’ relationship with China is the most essential part of the country’s effort to build relationships with emerging powers in the 21st century. BIDEN said the U.S. seeks deeper cooperation with China — not conflict.



“Nowhere is it written that there must be conflict between the United States and China,” BIDEN said at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government.



But he added that no American president could shy away from human rights issues in the Asian nation in exchange for better international or economic relationships.



“America is a Pacific power and we will remain a Pacific power,” he said.



BIDEN also said that the multiple challenges posed by upheavals in the Mideast, the fight against violent extremists like the Islamic State and the changes brought on by the Arab Spring could take “a generation or more to work itself out.”



BIDEN also said that while groups like the Islamic State pose a serious challenge, they do not represent “an existential threat to our way of life or our security.”



“We didn’t crumble after 9/11. We didn’t falter after the Boston Marathon,” BIDEN said. “This is going to require a lot of time and patience.”



He said the administration’s effort to degrade and ultimately destroy the group is strengthened by the international coalition that has been created to fight it.



BIDEN also faulted Russian actions in Ukraine arguing that the administration has found ways to stand up to Russian President Vladimir Putin without putting U.S. troops on the ground.



“We don’t want Russia to collapse, we want Russia to succeed,” BIDEN said. “But Putin has to make a choice.”



During the speech, the vice president also pointed to other kinds of international challenges, including pandemic diseases and the growing death toll of Ebola. He noted that President Obama has sent 3,000 troops to Africa to help bolster the efforts there to contain the disease.



BIDEN also cheered what he said was progress closer to the U.S., pointing to the country’s increasing energy independence and growing relationships with other emerging nations like Brazil.



He said that for the first time the world can imagine a North America that is “secure, democratic and middle class.”



Earlier in the day, BIDEN attended a fundraising event at a Boston restaurant for the Democratic National Committee. About 50 guests attended the event, where tickets started at $1,500.



CNN
Joe BIDEN gets colorful on being a VP -- and it rhymes with glitch

By: Eric Bradner / October 3, 2014 



Washington (CNN) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN has a colorful take on ranking second.



The latest BIDENism came Thursday night at Harvard University's Institute of Politics, when a questioner introduced himself as the vice president of the student body.



"Isn't that a b----?" a smiling BIDEN said. "I mean ... excuse me. The vice president thing."



Realizing what he'd just said, BIDEN quickly added: "I'm joking, I'm joking, I'm joking. Best decision I ever made. I'm joking -- that was a joke."

The student told BIDEN that he hopes he loves being vice president. "I do, actually. I love the guy I work with," BIDEN said.



The comment came during a substantive event where BIDEN discussed free trade deals, foreign policy, the Ebola outbreak, race relations and more.

It's far from the first time BIDEN's off-the-cuff remarks have drawn attention -- sometimes unwanted. The most famous example came in 2010, when he whispered to President Barack Obama -- close enough for microphones to pick up the comment -- that passage of the health care law was "a big f---ing deal."



Time
BIDEN on Being a Veep: ‘Isn’t That a B—h?’

By: Alex Rogers / October 3, 2014 



Add another to your list of BIDENisms.



Mark this down as another “BIDEN being BIDEN” moment.



On Thursday night, a questioner at the Harvard Institute of Politics identified himself as the vice president of the student body. A smiling Vice President Joe BIDEN then remarked, “Isn’t that a b***h?”



“I mean . . . excuse me. The vice president thing,” he said, according to CNN. BIDEN added: “I’m joking, I’m joking, I’m joking. Best decision I ever made. I’m joking—that was a joke.”



The student replied that he hopes BIDEN loves his job. “I do, actually. I love the guy I work with,” BIDEN said. The comments came during a forum on foreign policy.



BIDEN ran for President in 1988 and 2008 and has left the door open for another run in 2016.



Washington Post
Harvard: BIDEN’d.

By Jose A. DelReal / October 3, 2014 



Vice President Joe BIDEN summed up the vice presidency in a single word Thursday night while taking a question from the Harvard College student body vice president during an event in Cambridge, Mass.



“Isn’t it a bitch, I mean … that vice president thing?” BIDEN joked, as the audience reportedly erupted with laughter. ”I’m joking. I’m joking. I’m joking. The best decision I ever made.”



BIDEN's quip came at an event with students at the Harvard Institute of Politics, where he spoke about foreign policy and a range of other issues before taking questions from the audience.



The Huffington Post
Joe BIDEN: Being Vice President Is 'A Bitch'

By: Igor Bobic / October 3, 2014



Say it ain't so, Joe.



Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke at Harvard University's Institute of Politics on Thursday, addressing important issues like foreign policy, free trade, the Ebola outbreak, and more, according to Roll Call. But as usual, one particular "Joe Bomb" made headlines.

	

When a questioner in the audience introduced himself as the vice president of the Harvard student body, BIDEN let it rip.



"Isn't that a bitch?" he responded, all smiles. "I mean ... excuse me. The vice president thing."



BIDEN then quickly added: "I'm joking, I'm joking, I'm joking. Best decision I ever made. I'm joking -- that was a joke."



Eat your heart out, Onion Joe BIDEN.



CBS DC
BIDEN Jokes Being Vice President Is ‘A B****’

October 3, 2014



CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (CBSDC/AP) — Another day, another gaffe for Vice President Joe BIDEN.



BIDEN was asked a question by a student who identified himself as the vice president of Harvard’s Undergraduate Council during a forum at the university’s Institute of Politics Thursday night. According to Roll Call, BIDEN then quipped, “Isn’t it a b****? I mean … that vice president thing?”

The crowd erupted in laughter following BIDEN’s comment. The vice president quickly said, “I’m joking, I’m joking. The best decision I ever made.”



Sietse Goffard, the student who asked the question, told the New York Daily News that BIDEN’s comment “did a lot to lighten the atmosphere.”

BIDEN also got serious during his appearance at Harvard, delivering a full-throated defense of the Unites States’ active role in an ever more complex international environment.



BIDEN said the United States’ engagement in the world is more critical now than ever, even as he warned that “the international order that we painstaking built after World War II” is fraying.



BIDEN said managing the United States’ relationship with China is the most essential part of the country’s effort to build relationships with emerging powers in the 21st Century. BIDEN said the U.S. seeks deeper cooperation with China — not conflict.



“Nowhere is it written that there must be conflict between the United States and China,” BIDEN said at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government.



But he added that no American president could shy away from human rights issues in the Asian nation in exchange for better international or economic relationships.



“America is a Pacific power and we will remain a Pacific power,” he said.

BIDEN also said that the multiple challenges posed by upheavals in the Mideast, the fight against violent extremists like the Islamic State and the changes brought on by the Arab Spring could take “a generation or more to work itself out.”



BIDEN also said that while groups like the Islamic State pose a serious challenge, they do not represent “an existential threat to our way of life or our security.”



“We didn’t crumble after 9/11. We didn’t falter after the Boston Marathon,” BIDEN said. “This is going to require a lot of time and patience.”

He said the administration’s effort to degrade and ultimately destroy the group is strengthened by the international coalition that has been created to fight it.



BIDEN also faulted Russian actions in Ukraine arguing that the administration has found ways to stand up to Russian President Vladimir Putin without putting U.S. troops on the ground.



“We don’t want Russia to collapse, we want Russia to succeed,” BIDEN said. “But Putin has to make a choice.”



During the speech, the vice president also pointed to other kinds of international challenges, including pandemic diseases and the growing death toll of Ebola. He noted that President Obama has sent 3,000 troops to Africa to help bolster the efforts there to contain the disease.

BIDEN also cheered what he said was progress closer to the U.S., pointing to the country’s increasing energy independence and growing relationships with other emerging nations like Brazil.



He said that for the first time the world can imagine a North America that is “secure, democratic and middle class.”



Earlier in the day, BIDEN attended a fundraising event at a Boston restaurant for the Democratic National Committee. About 50 guests attended the event, where tickets started at $1,500.



ABC News

This Might Be The Best Thing Joe BIDEN’s Ever Said

By: Arlette Saenz / October 3, 2014



Vice President BIDEN has delivered some colorful lines over the years, including calling President Obama’s healthcare plan a “big f****** deal,” but his best BIDENism yet might have happened Thursday night.



Speaking at the Harvard Institute of Politics in Cambridge, Massachusetts, BIDEN was asked a question by the vice president of the student body, prompting BIDEN to joke about how he feels about being number two.

“Isn’t it a b****?” BIDEN said to laughs from the crowd. “I mean, excuse me, the vice presidency? I mean woah.”



BIDEN was quick to clarify his comment was simply a joke.

“I’m joking, I’m joking, I’m joking. Best decision I ever made,” he said. “I’m a joking. That was a joke. That was a joke.”



The student then responded, “I hope you love your job.”



“I do actually. I love the guy I work with,” BIDEN said.

BIDEN ran for the presidency twice in 1988 and 2008, and he has said he is considering a run for the White House in 2016.



Business Insider
JOE BIDEN: Being Vice President Is 'A B---h'
By: Hunter Walker / October 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN discussed his feelings about being the second-most powerful man in the country during an event at Harvard University's Institute of Politics on Thursday night when a young man in the audience introduced himself as vice president of the student body. 

"Isn't it a b---h?" BIDEN said with a smile. "Excuse me, the vice president thing."



BIDEN's remarks drew laughs from the audience. He went on to clarify the comment was made in jest.



"I'm joking, I'm joking, I'm joking. Best decision I ever made. I'm joking — that was a joke," BIDEN said.



The student said he hoped BIDEN loved being vice president. 



"I do, actually," BIDEN said, adding, "I love the guy I work with."



BIDEN, who has something of a reputation for making eyebrow-raising comments, ran for president in 2008 and 1988. He also has not ruled out a potential 2016 White House bid.



CBS News
Joe BIDEN's salty description of being VP

By: Stephanie Condon / October 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN, known for his occasionally blunt or off-color remarks, joked to a group of students Thursday that he doesn't particularly enjoy playing second fiddle to President Obama.



When a student at the Harvard Institute of Politics introduced himself as vice president of the student body, BIDEN joked, "Isn't it a bitch, I mean... that vice president thing? I mean, whoa."



His remark was met with laughter, and the vice president quickly added, "I'm joking. I'm joking. I'm joking. Best decision I ever made."



The student, still laughing, told him, "I hope you love your job." BIDEN replied, "I do, actually. I love the guy I work with."



BIDEN was at Harvard to deliver remarks on foreign policy.



The vice president has drawn attention to himself on a number of occasions for his choice of words. He recently apologized for using an anti-semitic term to refer to mortgage lenders. Back in 2010, he famously called the passage of the Affordable Care Act a "big f**king deal."



Harvard Crimson
Invoking U.S. Responsibility, BIDEN Calls for Global Collaboration in Harvard Speech

By: Mariel A. Klein / October 3, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN talked foreign policy, the future of the United States, and the ‘bitch’ of being a vice president during a speech at the Institute of Politics on Thursday evening, the focal point of his first official visit to campus since taking office in 2009.



BIDEN took his eager audience around the world in his remarks, addressing key issues ranging from ISIS to the Ebola outbreak in Africa to energy independence. He also met privately with students in a study group led by his sister, IOP fellow Valerie BIDEN Owens, earlier in the day and after the speech took questions from students for almost an hour. He was eventually urged away from the microphone by Dean of the Kennedy School of Government David T. Ellwood.



In his formal speech, the Vice President focused his remarks on what it’s going to take for America to succeed in the beginning of 21st century when it comes to foreign policy. He stressed the need for a global response to critical issues in the Middle East, China, and Ukraine.



“International order is literally frayed at the seams,” BIDEN said early in the speech. “The challenges we face today require collective response.”



He went through key strategic points for maintaining America’s strength around the world, such as shoring up core alliances, confronting violent extremism, and building a strong international economy. He also addressed some more controversial issues, becoming visibly impassioned about immigration reform.



“The single most significant thing we can do to fundamentally change the relationship [with immigrants] in terms of trust and commitment is to pass immigration reform,” BIDEN said.



Despite emphasizing the urgency of issues such as instability in the Middle East and immigration reform, BIDEN, a self-described optimist, put international crises into perspective, telling the audience that America is safe.



“The U.S. faces threats that require attention, but we face no existential threat to our way of life or security,” he said. Referencing the Boston Marathon bombings, he added later, “Americans will never ever stand down; we endure, we overcome, we own the finish line, so do not take out of proportion this threat.”



After his official remarks, the teleprompter turned off, and BIDEN stepped out from behind the podium and into the Q & A session. College and Kennedy School students asked questions on topics ranging from human rights to Turkey to AIDS funding. He reminded students that international collaboration is not solely the job of today’s dignitaries.



“Folks, people in other parts of the world are just as smart as you, just as good and decent as you,” BIDEN said. “Stop that attitude ‘What can I do for you?’ It’s ‘What can I do with you?’”



When Sietse K. Goffard ’15 introduced himself as the Undergraduate Council Vice President , BIDEN interjected, “Isn’t it a bitch?” to raucous laughter from the audience. BIDEN quickly clarified that he was joking.



After answering questions for 30 minutes longer than planned, BIDEN was cut off by Ellwood. He then motioned for those who still had questions to come up and ask them personally, at which time a crowd of students surrounded him, discussing foreign policy and snapping selfies.



“I feel like the speech was very formal, very ‘U.S. rah rah’ because he sort of has to do that,” Timothy H. Shea ’18 said. “The good old BIDEN shows up when he’s asked questions and responds. He’s still one of the most genuine politicians I’ve ever heard speak.”



“He wants us to not give up on America. He wants to make sure we are still confident in our country, confident in our leadership, confident in our ability,” Osaremen F. Okolo ’17 said.



According to IOP spokesperson Esten Perez, more people entered the lottery for Thursday’s event than any other in the Institute’s history. The forum fits 750 people.



Law enforcement officials and secret service closed off JFK St. to all vehicular traffic between Eliot St. and Memorial Dr. from noon to 8 p.m. Trucks, police cars, and secret service vehicles lined the streets as attendees were forced to enter the Kennedy School from the John F. Kennedy Park.



Earlier in the day, BIDEN had attended an event for the Democratic National Committee in Boston.



The Hill
BIDEN: Terrorism no 'existential threat' to US

By: Justin Sink / October 3, 2014



Vice President BIDEN argued Thursday night in a foreign policy address at Harvard University that Americans “face no existential threat” from terrorism.



Imploring students to keep the threat posed by violent extremists “in perspective,” BIDEN said that although the country must remain vigilant, terrorists did not fundamentally challenge “our way of life or our security.”



“Let me say it again: We face no existential threat — none — to our way of life or our ultimate security,” BIDEN said. “You are twice as likely to be struck by lightning as you around to be affected by a terrorist event in the United States.”

The vice president made the comments the week after the U.S. expanded its bombing campaign against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS), which President Obama described in a “60 Minutes” interview on Sunday as posing “immediate threats to the United States.”



“These folks could kill Americans,” Obama said.



BIDEN acknowledged that ISIS had demonstrated “the most blatant use of terrorist tactics the world has seen in a long, long time,” but said the U.S. knows “how to deal with them.”



“While we face an adaptive, resilient enemy, let’s never forget that they're no match for an even more resilient and adaptive group of people, the American people, who are so much tougher, smarter, realistic and gutsy than their political leadership gives them credit for,” BIDEN said.



The vice president said he argued "with all of my colleagues, including in the administration" about whether the American people “have already factored in the possibility that there will” someday be another terrorist attack like the Boston Marathon bombing.



“But it will not, cannot — has no possibility of breaking our will, our resolve, and/or our ultimate security,” BIDEN said.



“’We’re America,” he added. “Americans will never, ever stand down. We endure. We overcome. We own the finish line. So do not take out of proportion this threat to us.”



Boston Herald
BIDEN: Terrorists not an ‘existential threat’

By: O’Ryan Johnson / October 3, 2014



Vice President Joseph BIDEN last night painted an optimistic portrait of America’s foreign policy during the Obama years, claiming the administration engaged ISIS in Syria at just the right time, and has successfully checked Russia in the Ukraine.



Speaking at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, BIDEN said terrorists do  not represent “an existential threat to our way of life  or our security.”



“We didn’t crumble after 9/11. We didn’t falter after the Boston Marathon,” BIDEN said. “This is going to require a lot of time and patience.”



BIDEN said the United States’ engagement in the world is more critical now than ever, even as he warned that “the international  order that we painstaking built after World War II” is fraying.



BIDEN said that the administration has found ways to stand up to Russian President Vladimir Putin without putting U.S. troops on the ground, and claimed the U.S. has stalled Russia in the Ukraine, where large parts of the country are controlled by pro-Russian rebels.



“We don’t want Russia to collapse, we want Russia  to succeed,” BIDEN said.



“But Putin has to make  a choice.”



Ria Novosti
BIDEN Says US Forced EU Countries to Impose Sanctions Against Russia

October 3, 2014



MOSCOW, October 3 (RIA Novosti) – The United States and US President Barack Obama personally forced the European Union members to introduce sanctions against Russian over its stance on the Ukrainian crisis, US Vice President Joe BIDEN announced.



Washington rallied “the world’s most developed countries to impose real cost on Russia” and introduce restrictive measures against Moscow, BIDEN said at Harvard University's Kennedy School of Government on Thursday.

“It is true - they did not want to do that but again it was America’s leadership and the President of the United States insisting, oftentimes almost having to embarrass Europe to stand up and take economic hits to impose cost,” the vice president said.



"We don't want Russia to collapse, we want Russia to succeed," BIDEN added.



The relations between Russia and the United States have deteriorated amid the Ukrainian crisis, as Washington kept blaming Moscow for meddling in Ukraine's internal affairs.



Over the past few months, the United States has introduced several rounds of economic sanctions against Russia, with its allies later following the move and drawing up their own blacklists.



In response to western sanctions, in August, Moscow implemented a one-year ban on certain food imports from the European Union, the United States, Australia, Canada and Norway.



WGBH 
VP Joe BIDEN Talks Foreign Policy At Harvard

By: Anne Mostue / October 3, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN gave a veritable round-the-world summary of foreign affairs in Cambridge Thursday, but said the United States’ relationship with China is the most essential part of foreign policy.



“President Obama has been direct in public and private with China’s leaders on cyber theft," BIDEN said. And as the world watches Hong Kong’s young people take to the streets peacefully and demand respect for their own rights, we’ll also never stop standing up for the principles we believe in that are universal — democratic freedoms and human rights.”



BIDEN spoke at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of Government Thursday night. He told a large audience — mostly students — that there are both opportunities and challenges posed by the rapidly changing international environment.



But it was the question-and-answer session with students that brought out BIDEN’s trademark sense of humor and earnestness.



“You are hardly ever in a circumstance where you choose an ally in an area that shares every one of your values," he said. "But that does not mean we remain silent. You were very polite in introducing me, but sometimes I say controversial things. I don’t think anyone ever doubts I mean what I say. The problem is sometimes I say all that I mean.”



BIDEN said no American president can ignore human rights in exchange for better international relations, and said nearly every foreign issue has changed in the time he’s been in office.



BIDEN outlined the Obama administration’s current international challenges, including conflicts between Russia and Ukraine, and Israel and Gaza. But he offered some comfort about the escalating violence in Iraq and Syria from Islamic State extremists.



“We face no existential threat, none to our way of life or our homeland security," he said. "You are twice as likely to be struck by lightning as you are to be affected by a terrorist event in the United States.”



He added that the fight against ISIS will be long, estimating that it could take a "generation or more." But he joked that he’s the White House optimist, bringing the conversation local.



“Never try to improve on Tip O’Neill, who said all politics is local," he said. "But I’m old enough now to be able to improve on it, or attempt to. I believe all politics is personal.”



And he personally greeted students afterward, reminding them that their education makes them responsible for preserving the county’s security, democracy and middle class.



USA Today
BIDEN offers unique comment on vice presidents

By: David Jackson / October 3, 2014



Vice President BIDEN provided a unique — and humorous — take on the duties of vice presidents during a Thursday appearance at Harvard.



When a student introduced himself as vice president of the student body, BIDEN joked: "Ain't that a bitch? ... I mean, that vice president thing? Whoa ..."



As the audience chuckled, BIDEN quickly added: "I'm joking, I'm joking ... Best decision I ever made ... That was a joke."



President Obama's veep also added: "I love the guy I work with."



BIDEN took questions during an event at Harvard University's Institute of Politics.



RT
BIDEN blames US allies in Middle East for rise of ISIS

October 3, 2014



US Vice-President Joe BIDEN has accused America’s key allies in the Middle East of allowing the rise of the Islamic State (IS), saying they supported extremists with money and weapons in their eagerness to oust the Assad regime in Syria.



America’s “biggest problem” in Syria is its regional allies, BIDEN told students at the John F. Kennedy Jr. Forum at the Institute of Politics at Harvard University on Thursday.



“Our allies in the region were our largest problem in Syria,” he said, explaining that Turkey, Saudi Arabia and the UAE were “so determined to take down Assad,” that in a sense they started a “proxy Sunni-Shia war” by pouring “hundreds of millions of dollars and tens of thousands of tons of weapons” towards anyone who would fight against Assad.



“And we could not convince our colleagues to stop supplying them,” said BIDEN, thus disassociating the US from unleashing the civil war in Syria.



“The outcome of such a policy now is more visible,” he said, as it turned out they supplied extremists from Al-Nusra Front and Al-Qaeda.



All of a sudden the regional powers that sponsored anti-Assad rebels awakened to the dawn of a major international security threat in the face of ISIS – now called Islamic State. After being essentially thrown out of Iraq it found open space and territory in eastern Syria and established close ties with the Al-Nusra Front which the US had earlier declared a terrorist group.



Now Washington needs a coalition of Sunni states to fight the Islamic State because “America can't once again go in to Muslim nation and be the aggressor, it has to be led by Sunnis, to attack a Sunni organization [the IS],” BIDEN said, acknowledging that it is for the first time that the US uses a geopolitical strategy.



“Even if we wanted it to be, it cannot be our fight alone,” BIDEN said. “This cannot be turned into a US ground war against another Arab nation in the Middle East.”



“But of what I’m more astonished is of his apparent amnesia about what America and Britain were trying to ferment in Syria only a year ago. They were not only putting staff intelligence personnel on the ground, and providing logistical support to the rebels in Syria; they were spearheading the campaign to try to oust Assad,” former MI5 agent Annie Machon told RT.



She added that “Perhaps, the Vice President is finally learning some lessons from history. It does not matter who you think your friends are going to be in the region. Very often they will be taken over or subsumed into a more radical group.”



Christian Science Monitor
Joe BIDEN calls his job a [expletive deleted]. Is he actually right?

By: Peter Grier / October 3, 2014



WASHINGTON — Vice President Joe BIDEN – sometimes it seems he’s doing his best to live up to the fictional “Diamond Joe” BIDEN character concocted by The Onion.



This week’s incident involved an off-color description of his job, as opposed to the inadvertent use of ethnically offensive terms, or an enthusiastic endorsement of shotguns for self-defense.



At an event Thursday at the Harvard Institute of Politics, a participant introduced himself as the vice president of a student organization. Mr. BIDEN then expressed faux commiseration with a fellow sufferer.



“Isn’t it a [word that begins with “b” and rhymes with “itch”]? I mean . . . that vice president thing.”



The crowd laughed. BIDEN quickly backtracked, saying that accepting the vice presidential nomination from President Obama was the “best decision” he had ever made.



He and the student bantered back and forth. “I love that guy I work with,” BIDEN concluded.



Should Joe have been less loose-lipped? Maybe, but at this point that isn’t going to happen, so let’s not pretend to be surprised. As Adam O’Neal notes at RealClearPolitics, BIDEN has been known to use saltier language than that in public. The most famous example is the f-bomb he dropped at the signing of the Affordable Care Act in 2010.



“Millions of people also heard the line, as an open microphone picked up his comments,” Mr. O’Neal writes.



Plus, BIDEN’s right. Being vice president is an [expletive deleted]. It’s a difficult job that combines extensive travel with lots of public speaking. You’ve got little power, but you’re held responsible for the actions of your boss anyway. For the most part, the only way you can make big news is to mess up.



Al Gore had a whole routine about this when he was VP. At a Christian Science Monitor breakfast in 1996, he started with a slide show of the worst vice-presidents of all time, which included Spiro Agnew and Aaron Burr, and then noted that Woodrow Wilson’s VP, Thomas R. Marshall, just stopped going to Cabinet meetings and traveled around the country giving speeches for money.



“Sounds like a great job,” Mr. Gore said of the speaking gigs. “Too bad Colin Powell already has it.”



Yes, that was funnier in the mid-'90s.



Gore then cited the famous line of FDR’s vice president, John Nance Garner, who said the office wasn’t worth a “pitcher of warm spit.”



But as Gore noted, “spit” was a euphemism. Garner actually referred to another bodily fluid.



As to the VP’s relationship to the president, Gore recounted that he’d had lunch with President Clinton just the other day. When they were done with discussion of matters of state, Clinton leaned over and pointed at Gore’s plate.



“You going to finish that?” he asked, according to Gore.



Self-deprecation. For US VPs, that’s what’s on the menu.



Real Clear Politics
BIDEN Jokes That Being VP Is "a Bitch"

By: Adam O’Neal / October 3, 2014



It's well established among political watchers that being vice president of the United States isn't the most rewarding job. But count on Vice President Joe BIDEN to find a creative way to describe the indignity of being the country’s number two leader.  



At an event Thursday at the Harvard Institute of Politics, a student introduced himself as vice president of Harvard’s Undergraduate Council. That prompted this reply from BIDEN, according to Roll Call: “Isn’t it a bitch? I mean … that vice president thing?” 



iden -- who has made a notable set of verbal missteps over the years -- quickly walked back the comment, clarifying several times that he was joking and adding that becoming vice president was “the best decision I ever made.”



The student added, “I hope you love your job.” 



“I do actually. I love that guy I work with,” BIDEN replied. 



The vice president, who has made his blue-collar roots central to his political identity, has developed a reputation for using salty language, including the occasional f-bomb, no matter the venue. 



In 2010, at the signing of the Affordable Care Act, he told President Obama that the occasion was a “big f------ deal.” Millions of people also heard the line, as an open microphone picked up his comments. 



The Harvard remark was not even the first time BIDEN has sworn when discussing his relationship with Obama. Earlier this year, the president told his VP, “You and I are becoming good friends! I find that very surprising.” 



According to the New Yorker, BIDEN responded, “You’re f------ surprised!”



MSNBC
BIDEN: My job can be a ‘bitch’

By: Michele Richinick



Vice President Joe BIDEN thinks his role can be a “bitch.”



While speaking to a group of students at Harvard University on Thursday night, he joked about his job. A senior, the vice president of the student body, asked BIDEN a question, to which he responded:



“Ain’t that a bitch? I mean … excuse me, the vice president thing?”



“How do you feel about it now? I’m joking, I’m joking. Best decision I ever made. I’m joking. That was a joke,” BIDEN quickly added, amid laughter from the crowd.



The vice president, however, isn’t a stranger to off-the-cuff remarks and viral-ready gimmicks. BIDEN has taken a selfie with President Obama and shared an image of his famous Ray-Ban Aviator sunglasses for his first post to Instagram. More recently, he made headlines earlier this month for his hat trick of gaffes. The verbal blunders started with an apology to Jewish groups for using the term “Shylock,” then continued with another faux pas about “the Orient,” before ending with a comment to a group of women that he missed a senator who was almost expelled from his role after allegations of assault.



On Friday, BIDEN spoke at a “Youth Employment Matters” event, just hours after the new jobs report was released. The U.S. economy added 248,000 jobs in September, and the unemployment rate fell to 5.9% — the lowest level since July 2008. Noting the unemployment rate had dropped below 6%, he said: “That’s a good thing … you can clap for that.”



BIDEN’s recent visit to Iowa — the first-in-the-nation caucus state — drew speculation about a potential president run in 2016. BIDEN, a former senator in Delaware, sought the Democratic nomination in 2008, but dropped out after receiving less than 1% of the vote in Iowa. During his recent trip, he said he hasn’t made a definite decision about whether he will run or not, and that his appearance in the Hawkeye State was to focus on the midterm elections.



Washington Times
Joe BIDEN gaffe on being vice president: It’s ‘a [expletive]’

By: Cheryl K. Chumley / October 3, 2014



Joseph BIDEN made another high-profile, expletive-laced flub during his recent Harvard University address, responding to a question from the vice president of the student body with his off-the-cuff assessment of being second-in-charge.



“Isn’t that a [expletive],” he said, CNN reported. “I mean, excuse me. The vice president thing.”



Mr. BIDEN tried a quick recovery.



“I’m joking, I’m joking, I’m joking,” he said, CNN reported. “Best decision I ever made. I’m joking — that was a joke.”



He then added: “I do actually” love being vice president, CNN reported. “I love the guy I work with,” he said.



The Institute of Politics slip-up is just another in what’s become a long line of Mr. BIDEN’s verbal hiccups.



In 2010, the vice president rocked national headlines when he audibly whispered to President Obama about the passage of Obamacare that it was a “big [expletive] deal.”



Just a couple weeks ago, he raised Jewish hackles by slinging the word “Shylocks” to describe unscrupulous bankers. And in 2012, he angered the White House by announcing his support for gay marriage before President Obama made known his own views — a public relations flub that reportedly led to his temporary freeze-out of administration meetings.

Mediaite
BIDEN Commiserates with Harvard Student VP: ‘Isn’t It a Bitch?’

By: Andrew Kirell / October 3, 2014



Uncle Joe strikes again.



During an appearance at Harvard University’s Institute of Politics, Vice President Joe BIDEN got perhaps a little too comfortable while trying to bond with the student body’s own vice president.



When a student introduced himself during Q&A as the student VP, BIDEN joked, “Isn’t it a bitch? I mean, that vice president thing.”



The crowd applauded and laughed.



“I’m joking! I’m joking!” he reassured the crowd. “Best decision I ever made.”



He added, just in case you didn’t quite get it: “That was a joke.”



Policy Mic
In One Great Quote, Joe BIDEN Hints That He Wants a Promotion

By: Stefan Becket 



Isn't it a bitch? This vice president thing?"



That was Vice President Joe BIDEN, speaking at the Harvard Institute of Politics on Thursday in response to a question from someone who introduced himself as the vice president of the student body.



BIDEN, whose legendary penchant for unfiltered commentary has gotten him in trouble plenty of times before, immediately realized that his quip might come off the wrong way.



"That was a joke, that was a joke," BIDEN said. "Best decision I ever made. I'm joking. That was a joke."

	

Watch the video below, via CNN (the Secret Service agent's reaction in the background makes it so much better):



Just Joe being Joe.



UPI
Joe BIDEN: Being vice president's a 'b----'

By: Frances Burns / October 3, 2014



CAMBRIDGE, Mass., Oct. 3 (UPI) -- Joe BIDEN, responding to a Harvard student who said he was vice president of a campus group, suggested being vice president is a "bitch."


The vice president of the United States spoke Thursday evening at the Harvard Institute of Politics, and expressed sympathy for his fellow veep.



"Isn't it a bitch? I mean ... that vice president thing," BIDEN said.



BIDEN, who went from being one of the youngest senators in U.S. history in 1972 to one of the most senior in the upper house when he was elected vice president in 2008, is known for occasionally salty language and blunt talk -- sometimes described as gaffes.



On Thursday, he went on to say that becoming President Obama's running mate was "the best decision" he has made.



"I love that guy I work with," BIDEN said.



Vice presidents, often selected for political reasons, have sometimes had a difficult time. John Nance "Cactus Jack" Garner, vice president during Franklin Roosevelt's first two terms, famously said the office was not "worth a bucket of warm spit," and the 1930s musical Of Thee I Sing showed a vice president who had to take a guided tour to see the inside of the White House.



Since Roosevelt's final vice president, Harry Truman, only learned the United States was close to developing an atomic bomb after he became president, there has been more of an effort to keep vice presidents in the loop. BIDEN, first elected to the Senate when Obama was a child, is believed to have had a strong influence, especially in foreign policy.



Western Journalism
WATCH Joe BIDEN Say Something That Led Him To Explain Six Times That He Was Just Joking

By: Norvell Rose / October 3, 2014



As much as Barack Obama seems to care less and less about the constitutional consequences of what he does, Joe BIDEN continues to show that he really doesn’t care about the cultural consequences of what he says.



The vice president is, without a doubt, inclined to shoot from the hip…at least that’s the general location from which he shoots off his mouth. For some it’s a disturbing sign of a deteriorating political culture. For others, it’s a refreshing expression of an everyman kind of candor.



Before we get to BIDEN’s latest instance of “Joe being Joe,” let’s revisit some of his more recent gaffes, courtesy of a piece on time.com:



Speaking at the Democratic Women’s Leadership Forum, Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday praised former Sen. Bob Packwood, who resigned in 1995 after 19 women accused him of sexual harassment and assault.



On Wednesday, he called lenders of bad loans to people serving in the military “Shylocks,” a derogatory name for Jews, earning him a rebuke form the Anti-Defamation League.



Also, this week, BIDEN referred to the First Prime Minister of Singapore as “the Wisest Man in the Orient,” an antiquated word deemed offensive by many Asians.



And at an event in Iowa, BIDEN seemed to leave the door open for ground troops in Iraq to fight the militant group ISIS, a day after President Barack Obama specifically rejected such an option.

Add to that list of Joe BIDEN’s more memorable moments what he just said during a presentation at the prestigious Institute of Politics at Harvard University. This BIDEN-ism was something for which the vice president felt the need to tells the students six times that he was only joking.



World Bulletin
US wants stronger military presence in Pacific

October 3, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN says 60 percent of U.S. naval assets and air power will be stationed in the Pacific by 2020.



Sixty percent of U.S. naval assets and air power will be stationed in the Asia Pacific region by 2020 mainly to balance the rise of China there, U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN said Thursday. 



BIDEN was speaking at the Kennedy Forum in Harvard University in Boston, where he gave a speech. 



He said the purpose of U.S. presence in the Pacific was to maintain stability in the region. However, it was also essential that the U.S. modernized its Pacific alliances, updated its posture and expanded partnerships to meet “new challenges."



The U.S. has challenged China's efforts to dominate the Pacific by supporting regional powers such as Japan. 

"We’re supporting Japan’s efforts to interpret its constitution to allow it to play a larger security role," BIDEN said, noting that the U.S. has also reinforced its alliances with Philippines, South Korea and Australia. 

BIDEN also stressed that managing relations with China was the most essential part of their strategy at which the U.S. must succeed.  



"Nowhere is it written that there must be conflict between the United States and China.  There are no obvious impediments to building that relationship," he said. "And we’re committed to building up that partnership where we can, but to push back where we must."   



He also said that the international order built “painstakingly” after the World War II and defended over the past several decades was now fraying at the seams.



BIDEN slammed Russia for its actions in Ukraine.



"Putin has to make a choice.  These asymmetrical advances on another country cannot be tolerated."



"We are determined that NATO itself emerges stronger from the crisis thrust on us by Russia," he said. "With our allies, we are increasing deployments on land, sea and in the skies over Central and Eastern Europe."



Washington Examiner 
WATCH: Joe BIDEN is ready for bigger things, says being VP is a real 'bitch'

By: T. Becket Adams / October 3, 2014



Vice presidents throughout U.S. history have famously chafed at their position, John Adams himself calling it the “most insignificant office that ever the invention of man contrived or his imagination conceived.”



And it appears that Adams' restlessness has carried over to Vice President Joe BIDEN, who referred to his station at an even Thursday evening in somewhat less eloquent terms.



A student at an event hosted Thursday evening by the Institute of Politics at Harvard University said: “I’m a senior at the college. I’m the vice president of the student body here.”



“Isn’t it a bitch?” BIDEN shot back, much the crowd’s amusement.



BIDEN later clarified that he actually enjoys being vice president and that he enjoys working for President Obama.








VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS

Thursday, October 02, 2014

Associated Press

BIDEN To Deliver Speech On American Leadership At Harvard

October 2, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is planning to deliver a speech at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government highlighting America’s role in the world.



The Boston Globe

BIDEN expected to guest-lecture at Harvard today

By Jim O’Sullivan / October 2, 2014

According to two people with knowledge of the agenda, the instructor’s brother, Vice President Joe BIDEN, will make a guest appearance.



Mic

30 Men Show Us Who's Really Responsible For Preventing Sexual Assault

By: Elizabeth Plank / October 2, 2014

This lack of male participation is one of the reasons why President Obama and Vice President BIDEN are joining forces to call on men to "step up" and take sexual assault prevention into their own hands. Their new campaign, "It's on Us," calls on men to take responsibility for the rape epidemic entrenched across college campuses nationwide.



The Harvard Crimson

Young Joe BIDEN Was a Hottie

By: Caie C. Kelley / October 2, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is visiting the Institute of Politics today. In honor of his presence on campus, we’re taking a look back to his studly college days.



KOLR10 News

BIDEN to Speak at Joplin High School Ribbon Cutting Ceremony

October 2, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN plans to speak at the Joplin High School/Franklin Technology Center dedication and ribbon cutting ceremony at 1 p.m., Friday, Oct. 3.



Q13 Fox

Vice President Joe BIDEN to attend ‘Women of Valor’ event in Seattle next week

October 2, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in Seattle on Thursday, October 9th for two events, the White House announced.



Associated Press

BIDEN Returning to South Carolina to Campaign

By: Josh Lederman / October 2, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is returning to South Carolina to help Democrats on the ballot in November.



The State

BIDEN coming to Columbia on Oct. 14

By: Andrew Shain / October 2, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Columbia on Oct. 14 for a voter rally at Allen University and state Democratic party fundraiser, a source with knowledge of the events told The State.



The Hill

Froman urges Japan to bring bold vision to table on trade talks

By: Vicki Needham / October 2, 2014

Abe and Vice President BIDEN met briefly in New York and agreed on the importance of working out their outstanding issues on agriculture and automobiles as soon as possible.



Wall Street Journal

Obama Embraces Economic Record in Midterms Push

By: Carol E. Lee / October 2, 2014

Other top White House campaign surrogates will be pressing the economic case. Vice President Joe BIDEN, for instance, is scheduled to appear in Las Vegas next week to headline an economic event.



The Hill

Obama to reassure Hispanics

By: Justin Sink / October 2, 2014

Vice President BIDEN hosted a Hispanic Heritage Month reception at his home late last month, and said at the event that Obama was “absolutely committed to moving forward.” BIDEN added that the president would move ahead “with or without” Congress and that “if they don't get something done by the end of this year, the president's going to do it.”



The Atlantic

Settlements: Ruining U.S.-Israeli Press Conferences Since 2010

By: Adam Chandler / October 2, 2014

Back in 2010, Vice President Joe BIDEN's trip to Israel was overshadowed by a similar announcement. Hours after BIDEN reiterated American support for Israel's security, building plans for 1,600 new homes in East Jerusalem were announced.



Washington Examiner

Sabato: Best Dems can hope for is 50-50 Senate as GOP fades in Kansas

By: Paul Bedard / October 2, 2014

Senate Democrats are on the verge of losing control of the chamber, with the best scenario being a 50-50 split with Vice President Joe BIDEN on call to break tie votes, according to election analyst Larry Sabato.



Newser

GOP Likely to Win Small Majority in Senate

By John Johnson / October 2, 2014

"About the best Democrats can hope for is a 50-50 split with Vice President BIDEN breaking the tie," he writes with Kyle Kondik.



New Republic

Obama Deserves Credit, Not Criticism, for His Recent Immigration Record

By: Danny Vinik / October 2, 2014

At the same time, the Obama administration created a major messaging campaign to inform Central American kids that they would not be allowed to stay in the U.S. if they crossed the border. Vice President Joe BIDEN travelled to the region as well.



The Republican 

Vice President Joe BIDEN facing thorny foreign policy issues as he speaks at Harvard

By: Shira Schoenberg / October 2, 2014

When Vice President Joe BIDEN, a Democrat, takes the stage at the John F. Kennedy Jr. Forum at the Institute of Politics at Harvard University on Thursday evening to deliver a speech on foreign policy, he will step into a morass of foreign policy troubles.



Northwest Missourian

Federal law requires training for spring enrollment

By: Darcie Bradford / October 2, 2014

Title IX was put in place in 1972 and at first only had the purpose of providing gender equality in sports and sports scholarships. In April of 2011, Joe BIDEN sent out a letter to all universities called the “Dear Colleague Letter,” informing all campuses that the legislation was also addressing sexual misconduct, and gender based biased and discrimination, and harassment. BIDEN informed all universities that if they were receiving federal aid they had to implement a Title IX policy with all of the new changes.



Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Democratic coal state senator warns about Maria Cantwell

By Joel Connelly / October 2, 2014

Landrieu will be getting part of the proceeds when Vice President Joe BIDEN appears at Cantwell’s “Women of Valor” luncheon next Thursday in Seattle.



CBS News

Charlie Rose brings laughs to Al Smith dinner

October 2, 2014

"I was actually hoping the president would bring Joe BIDEN along this evening because he'll laugh at anything," Romney countered.



The Courier-Journal

Ask Me Anything: On UK-U of L, BIDEN and more

By: Jeff Greer / October 2, 2014

Joe BIDEN, vice president for all of about four months, wandered by the gazebo wearing aviator shades and a big ol' grin. No, he was not shirtless.





Associated Press

BIDEN To Deliver Speech On American Leadership At Harvard

October 2, 2014



CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — Vice President Joe BIDEN is planning to deliver a speech at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government highlighting America’s role in the world.



The speech is being billed as a chance for BIDEN to discuss “the opportunities and challenges posed by the rapidly changing international environment and discuss the administration’s strategy for ensuring effective American leadership in the 21st century.”



The speech comes as the Obama administration has faced a slew of international challenges including foreign conflicts between Russia and Ukraine, and Israel and Gaza – and the escalating military campaign in Iraq and Syria against Islamic State extremists.



Earlier in the day, BIDEN is planning to attend an event at a Boston restaurant for the Democratic National Committee.



The speech is scheduled to begin at 6 p.m.



The Boston Globe

BIDEN expected to guest-lecture at Harvard today

By Jim O’Sullivan / October 2, 2014



Thursday is shaping up to be a bad day to ditch Valerie BIDEN Owens’s class at Harvard’s Institute of Politics. Literally, folks.



Last week, when the syllabus for the class BIDEN Owens teaches was entitled “The Path: How to Win Against the Odds,” maybe. And next week, dubbed “The Pollster,” sure. But this week’s is labeled “TBD,” and could prove far more interesting.



According to two people with knowledge of the agenda, the instructor’s brother, Vice President Joe BIDEN, will make a guest appearance.



BIDEN is in town for a Democratic National Committee fund-raiser at Mistral on Thursday afternoon and a foreign policy speech at Harvard this evening. Conveniently, Valerie BIDEN Owens’s class falls every Thursday from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.



BIDEN Owens is a longtime top adviser to the vice president, having led his Senate and two presidential campaigns. She is a fall fellow at the Institute of Politics.



Mic

30 Men Show Us Who's Really Responsible For Preventing Sexual Assault

By: Elizabeth Plank / October 2, 2014



When we talk about "men's issues," the topic of sexual assault rarely comes up. But given that males commit the vast majority of rapes, it's unfortunate that we don't hear more men offering to help find solutions to a problem they so often perpetuate.



This lack of male participation is one of the reasons why President Obama and Vice President BIDEN are joining forces to call on men to "step up" and take sexual assault prevention into their own hands. Their new campaign, "It's on Us," calls on men to take responsibility for the rape epidemic entrenched across college campuses nationwide.



"The truth is, it's not just okay to intervene, it is your responsibility," Obama told a crowd of activists and reporters at the White House on Sept. 19. "It is your responsibility to speak your mind. It is your responsibility to tell your buddy when he's messing up. It is your responsibility to set the right tone when you're talking about women, even when women aren't around — maybe especially when they're not around."



The campaign is not just about bystander intervention, however; it's also about creating a societal shift in the way that men think and speak about women. Studies show that "what men think other men think is one of the strongest determinants of how men act," but that they consistently overestimate the extent to which other men adhere to rape myths. That means a cultural shift is radically necessary.



But how do we change men's perceptions about rape culture? By celebrating the voices of the men who are allies — and ensuring that their voices are elevated above their less enlightened peers.



Here's a small sampling of men who believe it's "on them" to end sexual assault. Feel free to add your own voice to the chorus of males who are done blaming women for a problem that concerns us all. Use the #ItsOnUs hashtag to spread the message.



The Harvard Crimson

Young Joe BIDEN Was a Hottie

By: Caie C. Kelley / October 2, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is visiting the Institute of Politics today. In honor of his presence on campus, we’re taking a look back to his studly college days. (Can someone say fifteen hottest freshmen?) His looks may have changed some over the years, but he was looking pretty fine when he was 26. For those of you lamenting the “nice” “fall weather,” not getting tickets to Oprah, and then not getting tickets to BIDEN, hopefully this picture of BIDEN’s formerly chiseled jaw is a source of strength.



Still procrastinating on your pset? Here are some facts about our Vice President you won’t be hearing at the Forum. Oh wait, you won’t be hearing anything at the Forum, because you can’t even get in.



When he was in law school at Syracuse University, he bought a puppy he named Senator. Some people just know, you know?

He carries a good luck charm, a rosary, with him wherever he goes.

BIDEN has never drunk any alcohol in his life. Maybe some Harvard students would do well by following his lead.

In order to get to work, he used to travel an hour and a half by Amtrak every day! That’s almost as bad as cross-registering at MIT!

Secret Service agents have reported BIDEN loves to go skinny dipping. You’re welcome.



KOLR10 News

BIDEN to Speak at Joplin High School Ribbon Cutting Ceremony

October 2, 2014



JOPLIN, Mo. – U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN plans to speak at the Joplin High School/Franklin Technology Center dedication and ribbon cutting ceremony at 1 p.m., Friday, Oct. 3.



The public event marks the end of a three-year recovery effort by the school district after the May 2011 EF-5 tornado that damaged or destroyed half the school district.



The ceremony, located at 2104 Indiana Ave. in Joplin, includes a Guinness world record attempt for the longest ribbon used in a ribbon cutting ceremony. 



The current record stands at 5.51 miles of ribbon held by the state of New Jersey for the ribbon cutting held to re-open the Jersey Shore on May 24, 2013.



U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan will also speak at the event and several thousand students and staff from across the district, along with community members, will participate in the ribbon cutting.



Q13 Fox

Vice President Joe BIDEN to attend ‘Women of Valor’ event in Seattle next week

October 2, 2014



SEATTLE — Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in Seattle on Thursday, October 9th for two events, the White House announced.



The vice president is joining Senator Maria Cantwell to support six women fighting for Democratic seats in the U.S. Senate.



The six candidates attending the Women of Valor reception are Kay Hagan, Mary Landrieu, Alison Lundergan Grimes, Michelle Nunn, Jeanne Shaheen, and Natalie Tennant.



The White House said more details on the BIDEN’s travel plans will be announced soon.



Associated Press

BIDEN Returning to South Carolina to Campaign

By: Josh Lederman / October 2, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is returning to South Carolina to help Democrats on the ballot in November.



The White House says BIDEN will travel to Columbia on October 14. He'll speak at a get-out-the-vote event for the South Carolina Democratic Party at Allen University, and he'll headline a fundraiser for the state party.



The visit comes as BIDEN steps up his role in the midterm elections. BIDEN will be on the road nearly every day next week campaigning for Democrats on the West Coast.



BIDEN travels frequently to South Carolina, which traditionally holds one of the first presidential primary contests. BIDEN is considering a third run for president himself in 2016. He was last in South Carolina in May for a commencement speech and a state party fundraiser.



The State

BIDEN coming to Columbia on Oct. 14

By: Andrew Shain / October 2, 2014



COLUMBIA, SC — Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Columbia on Oct. 14 for a voter rally at Allen University and state Democratic party fundraiser, a source with knowledge of the events told The State.



This is BIDEN's second trip to Columbia this year. In May, he headlined a party fundraiser before delivering the commencement address at the University of South Carolina.



On Oct. 14, BIDEN will encourage more Democratic voters to go to the polls during a rally at Allen University. Details on the rally and fundraiser are being worked out.



Whether Democratic gubernatorial challenger Vincent Sheheen appears with BIDEN depends on the timing of the vice president's visit, the source told The State.



A governor's debate featuring all five candidates in the race, including Republican Gov. Nikki Haley, is scheduled for 7 p.m. in North Charleston on the same day.



To follow the latest news on S.C. politics, like The Buzz on Facebook and follow us on Twitter.



Polls show Sheheen lagging Haley in the Republican-heavy state. A survey by Winthrop University released Wednesday had Haley up by 10 percentage points a little more than a month before the Nov. 4 election. The governor has received campaign help from New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie, a 2016 presidential prospect who visited Charleston last month.



BIDEN, who also is mulling a 2016 White House run, has aided Sheheen in his second try to beat Haley. The vice president popped into a June fundraiser for the state senator from Camden in Washington, D.C.



He also headlined the S.C. Democratic party's Jefferson-Jackson dinner in 2013 and attended U.S. Rep. Jim Clyburn's annual fish fry after the speech.



BIDEN's visit will take place a little more than three weeks after another Democratic presidential hopeful, Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley, campaigned in South Carolina on behalf of Sheheen and the party's lieutenant governor nominee, Bakari Sellers.



O'Malley has worked to impress Democrats in the early presidential primary state.



He has attended fundraisers for Sheheen in Charleston and Washington, the same one BIDEN visited. O'Malley headlined a Washington fundraiser for Sellers, a state representative from Denmark who is being wooed by supporters of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. He spoke to S.C. delegates attending the 2012 Democratic National Convention in Charlotte.



O'Malley also sent four staff members from his political-action committee to South Carolina to assist the Democratic party. Republicans hold all of statewide seats in the Palmetto State.



The Hill

Froman urges Japan to bring bold vision to table on trade talks

By: Vicki Needham / October 2, 2014



The nation's top trade official said Thursday that Japan needs to bring its bold economic vision to the negotiating table on a massive Asia-Pacific trade deal. 



U.S. Trade Representative Michael Froman said that while Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has expressed his desire to make sweeping structural reforms to open his country's economy, that agenda hasn't translated into progress for the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) talks.



"It’s challenging, it’s difficult, but achieving it [structural reform] is absolutely critical to getting back on the path toward sustainable growth, and we are looking forward to the bold vision that Prime Minister Abe has laid out being translated into similarly bold visions at the negotiating table as well," he said during a trade event in Washington on Thursday.



Froman said the TPP deal should be used to drive those economic changes to boost growth in Japan, the world's third-largest economy.



“A key part of this agreement is to achieve a high level of ambition, to use the agreement to drive structural reforms, to improve levels of growth. And nowhere is that more important than in Japan," Froman said.



"Prime Minister Abe has laid out a bold vision for his country in terms of pulling his country out of two decades of stagnation, modernizing the economy and setting it on a new path forward."



He praised Japan's trade minister, Akira Amari, for his efforts on the trade deal despite a break down in talks last week in Washington over the expansion of market access for U.S. agriculture and autos.



"I think we are very fortunate on our part to have Minister Amari as our counterpart, as the TPP negotiator, because he is also responsible for the overall economic reform effort in Japan," Froman said.



"We know how hard it is to achieve structural reform; we have done it in this country, we have done it in financial services, we’ve done it in healthcare, we have done it in the auto sector."



Last week in New York, Abe said that “Japan is determined to boldly contribute to reaching a [TPP] agreement.” But he also said that both sides must be willing to provide concessions to push the deal forward. 



Abe has said that the TPP is a major part of his so-called Third Arrow plan to revitalize the Japanese economy.



The 12 nations involved in the deal discussions are aiming to complete a deal in November.



Froman has said that the goal is for Japan, as part of getting a seat at the TPP table, is to eliminate most tariffs and other non-tariff barriers that will allow for the free flow of more foreign imports and breathe life into Japan's economy. 



Abe and Vice President BIDEN met briefly in New York and agreed on the importance of working out their outstanding issues on agriculture and automobiles as soon as possible.



"We have a unique opportunity through TPP to raise the bar and set the standards, both for the Asia Pacific region, and more globally," Froman said Thursday.  



Wall Street Journal

Obama Embraces Economic Record in Midterms Push

By: Carol E. Lee / October 2, 2014



After weeks of contending with foreign-policy crises and an unexpected shakeup at the Secret Service, President Barack Obama is seeking to shift attention back to the economy and next month’s midterm elections.



Mr. Obama kicks off his latest economic pivot today while visiting his hometown of Chicago to campaign for Illinois Gov. Pat Quinn. His economic speech at Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of Management is the beginning of his closing argument for electing Democrats next month.



Similar to previous economic speeches, Mr. Obama will highlight economic progress while cautioning that more needs to be done, and he’ll lay out his policy priorities for advancing the middle class including raising the minimum wage, White House press secretary Josh Earnest said.



Yet unlike previous economic speeches, Mr. Obama is seeking to put his economic argument in a global context, namely how the U.S. economy stacks up against other advanced nations.



“The speech will make a forceful case for American strength and leadership at home,” Mr. Earnest said.



Mr. Obama has spent little time focused on the economy in recent weeks. And while he’s raised money for Democratic committees, Gov. Quinn is the first solo candidate Mr. Obama has campaigned for this election cycle.



The timing of his campaign stop is expected; Mr. Obama’s aides have said he wouldn’t campaign for individual candidates until October. But it raises one of the signature questions of the 2014 midterms as Democrats fight to retain control of the Senate: In which states will the president stump this month?



The president’s economic pivot also revives the debate over how effective Americans think he’s been on the economy. A Wall Street Journal/NBC News poll this month found that more Americans think Republicans would do a better job handling the economy than Democrats.



The president will have to balance his desire to highlight economic successes with the fact that many Americans say they don’t feel the benefits of a recovery – a sentiment Mr. Obama acknowledged during an interview Sunday with CBS’s “60 Minutes.”



“Ronald Reagan used to ask the question, ‘Are you better off than you were four years ago?’ In this case, are you better off than you were in six?” Mr. Obama said. “And the answer is, the country is definitely better off than we were when I came into office.”



Yet, he said, Americans “don’t feel it” and would benefit from Democratic policies such as raising the minimum wage, establishing equal pay, rebuilding infrastructure and increasing job training.



On Friday, Mr. Obama will hold a town hall-style question-and-answer session with an audience at Millennium Steel in Princeton, Ind., to further underscore his agenda. It’s an unusual event for the president at this point in his term. He regularly held town hall events after he first took office, but the White House has scaled them back in recent years.



Other top White House campaign surrogates will be pressing the economic case. Vice President Joe BIDEN, for instance, is scheduled to appear in Las Vegas next week to headline an economic event.



The Hill

Obama to reassure Hispanics

By: Justin Sink / October 2, 2014



President Obama will seek to reassure Latino elected officials and activists that he’s committed to taking executive actions on immigration during a speech Thursday night to the Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute.



The remarks will be the president's first public address on immigration since his decision last month to put off any action until after the midterm elections.



“The president will reiterate his continuous commitment to immigration reform and to fix as much of our immigration system as he can on his own,” a White House official said.



Obama’s decision disappointed Hispanic lawmakers and other activists pushing the White House to change deportation policies. Rep. Luis Gutiérrez (D-Ill.) accused Obama of “walking away from our values and our principles” during an interview last month with ABC News.



Obama made the decision with an eye on November, hoping it would boost his party’s chances of keeping its Senate majority. But it appears to have contributed to his falling approval ratings, particularly with base Democratic voters.



It’s also stoked new fears among pro-immigration reform activists that the president might never take the type of sweeping steps they've been fighting for. 



The administration has scrambled to calm those fears over the past few weeks, with top administration officials repeatedly insisting the president will act before the end of the year.



Vice President BIDEN hosted a Hispanic Heritage Month reception at his home late last month, and said at the event that Obama was “absolutely committed to moving forward.” BIDEN added that the president would move ahead “with or without” Congress and that “if they don't get something done by the end of this year, the president's going to do it.”



White House press secretary Josh Earnest told Telemundo last weekend that Obama would “make good” on his promise to implement executive actions to address problems with the immigration system by the end of the year.



“This is a promise the president will keep,” Earnest said.



“The president has tasked his team with looking at the law and determining what kind of executive authority he can use to try to address the problems of our broken immigration system,” he said. “They've come up with some good solutions. They will be finalized before the end of the year and the president will announce them before the end of the year.”



The full-court press appears an acknowledgment that the White House has seen a sharp drop in Latino support following his decision to punt on executive action.



White House officials have said Obama was concerned that moving before the midterm elections would make reform a partisan issue and galvanize support against it, although Senate Democrats locked in tough reelection battles also begged Obama to hold off.



But while the delay might be assisting red-state Democrats, it appears to be hurting the president with a core Democratic constituency. 



A NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll released in October showed just 47 percent of Hispanic voters approve of the president's performance, down 15 percentage points from April 2013. Fewer than 3 in 10 Latino voters described themselves as “very positive” about Obama. 



In a Pew Research poll released in September, a majority of Hispanic Democrats — 52 percent — said their party wasn't doing a good job on immigration issues. 



Obama will also use his speech on Thursday to highlight administration initiatives to help Latinos outside of immigration reform, including job creation programs and ObamaCare.



“Since taking office, every issue the Obama administration has addressed has been of vital importance to the Hispanic community, from promoting job creation and a fair wage to making sure that every American — including Latinos, who have the highest rates of uninsurance — has access to quality and affordable healthcare, to improving access to a good education, fighting for common-sense immigration reform and standing up for the civil rights of all Americans,” Earnest said.



The Atlantic

Settlements: Ruining U.S.-Israeli Press Conferences Since 2010

By: Adam Chandler / October 2, 2014



For those fond of the script that has come to define the American-Israeli joint press conference, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's visit to the White House on Wednesday did not disappoint.



In remarks before his meeting with Netanyahu, President Obama spoke of Israel's precarious perch in a "very turbulent neighborhood" and mentioned again "the unbreakable bond between the United States and Israel." In turn, Netanyahu thanked the president for his "unflinching support" and rhapsodized about Israel and America's "continuous bond of friendship."



But for the second time during a high-level visit, a deviation from the sacred script undermined the entire meeting. Just ahead of the visit, the left-leaning Israeli group Peace Now announced that last week Israel had approved plans for over 2,500 homes in majority Arab East Jerusalem. And hours after President Obama had once again plugged America's "unbreakable bond" with Israel, White House spokesman Josh Earnest scolded Israel in unusually harsh terms.



"This development will only draw condemnation from the international community, distance Israel from even its closest allies, poison the atmosphere, not only with the Palestinians but also with the very Arab governments with which Prime Minister Netanyahu said he wanted to build relations."

Back in 2010, Vice President Joe BIDEN's trip to Israel was overshadowed by a similar announcement. Hours after BIDEN reiterated American support for Israel's security, building plans for 1,600 new homes in East Jerusalem were announced.



That time, the flank came from the right by Israeli Interior Minister Eli Yishai. Netanyahu publicly chided Yishai, but the damage had been very visibly done. BIDEN responded by saying that the announcement “runs counter to the constructive discussions that I’ve had here in Israel.”



This phenomenon extends beyond the White House. Last year, ahead of one of Secretary of State John Kerry's many visits to Israel, another round of East Jerusalem building was announced as Kerry was seeking to jumpstart the recent unsuccessful round of peace negotiations between Israelis and Palestinians.



In January, a settlement announcement was deliberately held until Kerry finished a regional visit. During the peace talks themselves, Netanyahu often coupled public statements about new settlements with the release of Palestinian prisoners, a domestically unpopular precondition for the negotiations.



Part of what makes these unscheduled announcements of new settlements particularly difficult for Netanyahu is that they force him to defiantly defend a policy that is internationally unpopular and directly at odds with Washington's preferred strategy. For weeks after the 2010 BIDEN visit, Netanyahu defended the Israeli building in East Jerusalem, including a speech at AIPAC in which he proclaimed that "Jerusalem is not a settlement. It is our capital."



On Thursday, Netanyahu, who had sought to push the president to take a harder line on Iran's nuclear program, responded to the latest White House critique. "I don’t understand that criticism and I can't accept that position." He added, "It is better to know the material before deciding to take such a stance."



Washington Examiner

Sabato: Best Dems can hope for is 50-50 Senate as GOP fades in Kansas

By: Paul Bedard / October 2, 2014



Senate Democrats are on the verge of losing control of the chamber, with the best scenario being a 50-50 split with Vice President Joe BIDEN on call to break tie votes, according to election analyst Larry Sabato.



In his latest report on the November midterm election, Sabato said that the Republicans have a good chance of winning control of the chamber, but the implosion of Kansas Sen. Pat Roberts and his muddling campaign has the GOP posed to “snatch defeat from the wide-open jaws of victory.”



“Right now, Democrats are behind the eight-ball,” he wrote in his weekly Crystal Ball published by the outfit he runs, the University of Virginia’s Center for Politics.



“So many undecided contests are winnable for the GOP that the party would have to have a string of bad luck — combined with a truly exceptional Democratic get-out-the-vote program — to snatch defeat from the wide-open jaws of victory. Or Republicans would have to truly shoot themselves in the foot in at least one race, which has become a clear possibility over the last few weeks in Kansas,” he added.



In five straight polls, Roberts has been behind challenger independent Greg Orman.



But Sabato said there is encouraging news in other states.



“The Republicans are seeing some encouraging public polling in a couple of states President Obama won in 2012, suggesting their increasing potential for gains beyond the comfortable red-tinted territory where they are already positioned to make considerable inroads in November,” Sabato penned with co-analyst Kyle Kondik.



“Despite the uncertainty about the Sunflower State contest, the potential outcomes still mostly favor Republicans. About the best Democrats can hope for is a 50-50 split with Vice President BIDEN breaking the tie,” they wrote. “A small one-to-three seat GOP Senate majority (51-49, 52-48, or 53-47) appears to be the likeliest outcome as of this writing and as the final month of the 2014 midterm campaign begins.”



Newser

GOP Likely to Win Small Majority in Senate

By John Johnson / October 2, 2014



(NEWSER) – With a month to go before the midterms, Republicans stand a decent and ever-improving chance of taking control of the Senate, according to respected political prognosticator Larry Sabato. In his Crystal Ball blog, Sabato writes that a one- to three-seat GOP majority is now the mostly likely outcome, a sharp reversal from the the current 55-45 Democratic majority. "About the best Democrats can hope for is a 50-50 split with Vice President BIDEN breaking the tie," he writes with Kyle Kondik. They caution that big gaffes by the GOP in the home stretch could change the outcome, adding that Republicans should be plenty worried about Kansas. Some highlights:



· Blue trouble: Five seats currently held by Democrats are "at least leaning" to the GOP now: Arkansas, Iowa, Montana, South Dakota, and West Virginia.

· Kansas: Incumbent Republican Pat Roberts might be in trouble thanks to legal rulings that will require him to run one-on-one against a popular independent who would likely caucus with Democrats. The race has gone from favoring Roberts to being a toss-up.

· Other toss-ups: Colorado, Louisiana, and Alaska join Kansas. Colorado had been leaning Democratic previously.

· Late surge? Republican gains could be even bigger "if everything falls just right for them in the final month." But the "small surge" necessary for that to happen hasn't emerged yet.



New Republic

Obama Deserves Credit, Not Criticism, for His Recent Immigration Record

By: Danny Vinik / October 2, 2014



On Thursday night, President Obama will give a speech at the Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute (CHCI) gala as he looks to rebuild support in the Latino community. It’s an important speech, because Obama has taken a lot of heat over the past few months for his handling of immigration issues, which could hurt Democrats in the midterms.



Obama has certainly made some mistakes over the past couple months. Republicans, naturally, have tried to use them for political gain. In July, for instance, Representative Michael McCaul, the chairman of the House Homeland Security Committee, said, "The administration must first recognize its failed immigration and border policies are the source of the problem.” The worst criticism hasn't come from the GOP, though. It's come from immigration advocates. One activist, Arturo Carmona, said a few weeks ago, "for Obama, politics come before Latino lives."



But these critiques both overstate Obama's errors and ignore his successes. Altogether, his recent immigration record is much stronger than it appears.



Hispanics are particularly angry with the president for delaying his executive action on immigration until after the midterm elections. He had originally promised such an action would come at the end of the summer. It’s clear the delay is a political decision, made to spare struggling Democratic senatorial candidates running in states where conservative voters would be outraged. "When your supposed friends break multiple promises, it feels really shitty,” said Frank Sharry, the executive director of America’s Voice, an immigration advocacy group. “That's just a basic human reaction.” Obama certainly should have handled this much better. If there was a chance he’d back away from his promise because of the political consequences of his action, he shouldn’t have made it last spring. And there is undoubtedly a human cost to this delay: some undocumented immigrants will be deported who wouldn’t have been otherwise.



Still, the apoplectic response his announcement provoked from immigration activists may overstate the true consequences of the delay. Based on the 2013 pace of deportations, 60,600 undocumented immigrants would be deported between September 5 (when Obama announced the delay) and election day. That’s a lot, but we can’t know how many would have qualified for deferred action until Obama reveals the details of his executive action. Additionally, the Department of Homeland Security is focusing its resources on deporting high-priority undocumented immigrants like those with criminal records. Immigration activists don’t believe that DHS is actually following through on those priorities, but 59 percent of deportations in 2013 had a criminal record.1 In other words, the majority of those 60,600 undocumented immigrants would have been deported even if Obama did not delay his executive action.



Of course, the biggest immigration issue that Obama faced over the summer was the so-called border crisis. Tens of thousands of unaccompanied minors—largely from Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala—were crossing the Southwest border, seemingly increasing every month: 4,800 in February, 7,700 in April, and more than 10,000 in June. A 2008 anti-trafficking law signed by President Bush required that all these kids receive a hearing before an immigration court judge. This clogged up the court system with kids having to wait months or even years before that day came. To make matters worse, the Department of Homeland Security quickly depleted its resources trying to house and feed these kids.



This crisis peaked in late July, just before the August recess, and Congress scrambled to address it. Republicans blamed the surge in minors on the president’s 2012 executive action on immigration. In response, the House GOP passed legislation that repealed that executive action, tweaked the 2009 law to speed up deportation proceedings, and provided $694 million in additional funds for federal agencies.



Obama and Democrats, on the other hand, blamed violence in Honduras, El Salvador, and Guatemala for the crisis and rejected the Republicans’ solution. Instead, the president sought $3.7 billion to help house and feed the kids, to hire more immigration court judges and to increase border security. At the same time, the Obama administration created a major messaging campaign to inform Central American kids that they would not be allowed to stay in the U.S. if they crossed the border. Vice President Joe BIDEN travelled to the region as well.



In the end, Republicans rejected the administration’s proposal and Congress went to recess without agreeing on a solution. When they returned in September, though, the border crisis was no longer a topic of conversation. In fact, it disappeared from the agenda altogether. That’s because DHS released new data showing that just 5,500 unaccompanied minors crossed the border in July, down nearly 50 percent from June. For whatever reason—possibly Obama’s messaging campaign, the weather or some unknown factor—the crisis disappeared. The numbers continued to fall in August—and it didn’t require undoing the 2012 executive action.



The administration isn’t declaring victory though. As the weather cools down, those numbers could increase again. On Wednesday, the White House announced that it would allow minors with relatives living legally in the U.S. to apply for refugee status directly from Honduras, El Salvador, and Guatemala. As Vox’s Dara Lind points out, few of those kids will actually receive that status. But it could deter them from making the trip North. “Even though the refugee slots are relatively few, in country processing could also serve as an important educational tool deterring children from making the long and treacherous journey through Mexico to the U.S,” said David Leopold, an immigration lawyer in Cleveland with David Wolfe Leopold and Associates.



The immigration courts are still backlogged, but officials have expedited cases for those who have recently crossed the border. On Thursday, the administration announced that it was providing $9 million to the migrant kids to pay for legal help. That's critically important to ensure they receive a fair hearing. Even so, the immigration system could certainly use more resources, but that’s unlikely to be approved by the Republican-controlled House. For now, Obama is left with the tools at his disposal: the bully pulpit to deter immigrants from making the trip north and the ability to block misguided GOP legislation. Despite the constant criticism, he’s used them well. (Senate Democrats deserve praise, too.)



It’s easy to look at the border crisis and the delay of Obama’s executive action and conclude that Obama’s recent immigration record is a disaster. But Obama has navigated a complicated crisis that had no clear solution while Republicans used it for political gain. That’s not an easy task. When he speaks Thursday night, he deserves a round of applause for it.



The Republican 

Vice President Joe BIDEN facing thorny foreign policy issues as he speaks at Harvard

By: Shira Schoenberg / October 2, 2014



CAMBRIDGE – The Islamic State in Iraq and Syria beheaded two American journalists, and the United States is responding with airstrikes. Unrest continues in Ukraine where pro-Russian rebels have been trying to take control, as the U.S. has tried to mobilize international pressure against Russia. This summer saw fighting between Israel and the Palestinians in Gaza, during which the U.S. struggled to broker a ceasefire.



When Vice President Joe BIDEN, a Democrat, takes the stage at the John F. Kennedy Jr. Forum at the Institute of Politics at Harvard University on Thursday evening to deliver a speech on foreign policy, he will step into a morass of foreign policy troubles.



According to the White House, the vice president's remarks will address "the opportunities and challenges posed by the rapidly changing international environment and...the Administration's strategy for ensuring effective American leadership in the 21st century."



The speech comes as President Barack Obama is seeing his approval ratings drop, both overall and on foreign policy.



"Given the events of the last year or so ... President Obama has had to react to increasing criticism from certainly his Republican opposition here at home but also occasionally to critics abroad, about his actions, but more likely his lack of actions," said Richard Eichenberg, associate professor of political science at Tufts University. "I think Vice President BIDEN's task is to make a convincing case that the administration has thought through its approach to these problems, that it has a plan, and these plans make sense."



The most immediate concern BIDEN is likely to address is ISIS. The extremist Islamic group has become known for its brutality as it aims to create an Islamic state in parts of Iraq and Syria. Over the last couple of months, ISIS militants released videos showing the brutal beheadings of two American journalists – James Foley and Steven Sotloff – and British aide worker David Haines. On Sept. 23, Obama, with several Arab nations, launched airstrikes against ISIS in Syria. The U.S. had already been conducting airstrikes against ISIS in Iraq.



Obama has acknowledged that the administration underestimated the rise of ISIS in Iraq and Syria. Republicans have criticized Obama for underestimating the threat and failing to take action sooner. Prominent Republicans have attacked Obama for having a weak and indecisive foreign policy.



Multiple polls have shown that Americans generally support the airstrikes against ISIS, but do not want the president to send ground troops.



Eichenberg said the polling indicates that in this area at least, Obama and BIDEN are following the will of most Americans. While there is a growing concern among Americans about the growth of terrorism and Islamic radicalism, "The notion that the president in his actions and policies is out of tune with what the American people support or want is much exaggerated," Eichenberg said. "He's in tune with what the American people want. They don't want another Iraq war. They don't want American troops on the ground."



At the same time, however, the Washington Post recently reported that the president's approval ratings on various foreign policy issues – including situations in Syria, Ukraine, Iran and Israel - are abysmal.



While the conflict in Ukraine has faded a bit into the background since February, when Russia annexed Crimea, fighting continues until today between the Ukrainian military and pro-Russian separatists forces. Obama has blamed Russia for the conflict. The U.S. has engaged with allies in Europe and imposed economic sanctions, but Obama has ruled out U.S. military involvement.



The United States' relationship with Israel has also been a tense topic for the administration. Though the U.S. and Israel are strong allies, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Obama have had a difficult relationship, and the tension between them appeared to continue during this summer's conflict between Israel and the Palestinians in Gaza. Netanyahu was at the White House this week for a meeting with Obama. The two discussed the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, ISIS, and Israeli concerns about Iran's attempts to get a nuclear weapon, according to the White House.



Northwest Missourian

Federal law requires training for spring enrollment

By: Darcie Bradford / October 2, 2014



In order to enroll in the spring semester, students must participate in a mandatory online training session about sexual assault and the University’s Title IX policy.



Title IX is a federal law that prohibits any form of gender based discrimination, including sexual assault, harassment and sexual violences or crimes.



Students and faculty are required to participate in training about Title IX due to a change in law that requires every University receiving federal funding to provide mandatory training for students and faculty.



Freshman Maureen Garvin said she believes the training is a good thing to have in place.



“I think it is a good concept,” Garvin said. “ … but if this is only the first time they are making us do it then I’m not sure if the consequences should be so harsh.”



Vice president of student affairs and Title IX coordinator, Matt Baker, said he believes the training will be helpful for educating students about sexual assault, and be aware of what resources they have when sexual crimes occur.



Title IX was put in place in 1972 and at first only had the purpose of providing gender equality in sports and sports scholarships. In April of 2011, Joe BIDEN sent out a letter to all universities called the “Dear Colleague Letter,” informing all campuses that the legislation was also addressing sexual misconduct, and gender based biased and discrimination, and harassment. BIDEN informed all universities that if they were receiving federal aid they had to implement a Title IX policy with all of the new changes.



Under the current Title IX law; sexual crime can be investigated by administration separately from any criminal investigation that may be taking place. This gives administrative power to place a no contact order between the victim and the assailant, to change classes and living situations for the victim and give the victim resources, such as counseling, to provide a healing atmosphere.



Title IX only applies to students, there are no limitations to Title IX when helping a student who has experienced a sexual crime.



“A student could have experienced a sexual assault off campus, come back two days later and reported it to University Police. Under Title IX we would still investigate that case, even though it happened off campus,” Baker said.



Baker, as coordinator and overseer of the Title IX investigation process, gives a brief overview of how the process is carried out.



“When a sexual crime is reported, within Title IX, an investigator and a rape advocate are assigned to the student. The student is given resources and we gather facts and information from the student about the crime,” Baker said. “If the student decides not to press charges, under Title IX the investigator has the right to decide whether or not to press charges. But it depends on if there is an immediate threat to campus or not.”



Delayed reports are also investigated under Title IX. The sexual assault, reported on Sept. 9, is being investigated under Title IX. According to Matt 

Baker, the student who reported the assault is deciding what course of action to take.



Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Democratic coal state senator warns about Maria Cantwell

By Joel Connelly / October 2, 2014



A Democratic senator from the coal state of West Virginia, seeking to boost reelection of an oil state Democrat, is raising the specter that renewable energy champion Sen. Maria Cantwell, D-Wash., will chair the Senate Energy and Natural Resource Committee.



It is extremely rare in Washington, D.C., for a senator to warn about a colleague from his/her own party.



But Sen. Joe Manchin, D-W. Va., did just that this week. Manchin was boosting the shaky reelection prospects of Sen. Mary Landrieu, D-La., a Big Oil champion who now chairs the Energy Committee.



“Without Mary, we — those of us that come from energy states, such as West Virginia and Louisiana — we’re dead! Absolutely dead!” Manchin warned in a phone news conference set up by the Landrieu campaign.



The West Virginia Democrat described Cantwell as “a very good person, a very good friend of all of ours, but very very leaning in a different left mode.”



Cantwell has been the Senate’s lead champion of wind energy tax credits. In 2005, she thwarted a backdoor bid by then-Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, to amend a defense spending bill to open the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to oil drilling.



Curiously, Cantwell is going all out to get Landrieu reelected.



Landrieu will be getting part of the proceeds when Vice President Joe BIDEN appears at Cantwell’s “Women of Valor” luncheon next Thursday in Seattle.



Landrieu was one of 10 Democratic women senators and Senate candidates feted at a fund-raiser earlier this year in the home of Seattle conservation activist Tom Campion.



Cantwell is already chair of the Senate Small Business Committee. She has chaired the Senate Indian Affairs Committee.



If Republican take control of the Senate, the new Energy Committee chair would be Sen. Lisa Murkowski, R-Alaska. Murkowski is a champion of the petroleum industry who wants to block the Environmental Protection Agency’s authority to limit greenhouse gas emissions.



CBS News

Charlie Rose brings laughs to Al Smith dinner

October 2, 2014



Charlie Rose was the keynote speaker Wednesday night at the Alfred E. Smith Memorial Foundation Dinner in New York City. The annual fundraiser honors the former New York governor and presidential candidate.



"My day and my night are spent asking questions. And I ask a lot of them, none more important this evening than: Why me? I don't have the stature of Churchill, the wit of Kennedy or the comedy of Colbert. But I'm not worried. I'm a Protestant at a Catholic charity event with jokes written by Jewish writers. I'm OK," Rose said in his speech.



The dinner gives public figures a chance to poke fun at each other - and themselves.



"You all know that I began at PBS. I'm in my 24th year there," Rose said. "So here is how it's going to be for all of you tonight: If you laugh five times in the next 10 minutes, you get a tote bag. Ten times? A tote bag and a DVD. Twenty times? Tote bag, a DVD and $5 off at Ken Burns' barber. That's a free haircut."



Smith was one of America's foremost public servants in the early 20th century.



Following his death in 1944, an annual dinner was established as a kind of memorial, raising millions of dollars for Catholic charities.



"I believe that dialogue matters and we learn from each other, and even when we disagree - especially when we disagree - the more we strengthen the values of tolerance, diversity and understanding we'll have a bulwark against the hate and extremism that wreak so much havoc throughout this world," Rose said.



"It's an inspiration that Al Smith inspired throughout his life, a life that stands as a testament to the power of dialogue," he said.



Dozens of politicians and television personalities have been featured speakers. Opposing presidential candidates have most notably shared the stage: Kennedy and Nixon, Carter and Reagan, Bush and Gore, and, most recently, Barack Obama and Mitt Romney.



"Earlier today, I went shopping at some stores in midtown," Mr. Obama said in 2012. "I understand Gov. Romney went shopping for some stores in midtown."



"I was actually hoping the president would bring Joe BIDEN along this evening because he'll laugh at anything," Romney countered.



The Courier-Journal

Ask Me Anything: On UK-U of L, BIDEN and more

By: Jeff Greer / October 2, 2014



I spent my Wednesday night at the Idea Festival's Taste of Innovation at Churchill Downs, and my stomach is still happy.



My brief winners before we get to this week's Q&A: Four Roses' small-batch bourbon (so smooth), Ghyslain on Market (bacon cronuts) and Hillbilly Tea (some kind of pulled-pork biscuit, good lord).



Anyway, if you are unfamiliar with the AMA mailbag, at least with the ones we do here on the University of Louisville beat, here's your primer: You ask me questions about anything, from Louisville and other sports-related topics to random stuff, and I answer them.



You can send me your questions on Twitter (@jeffgreer_cj) or email me at jgreer@courier-journal.com.



We start this week with a great question from my colleague, Mike Grant:



@MichaelGrant_CJ: Donald Trump once grabbed my notebook during an interview and signed it. Have you had an odd non-sports celebrity encounter?



Jeff: I was sitting in the judges' finish-line gazebo at a D.C.-area high school rowing event -- no, I wasn't wearing Vineyard Vines -- when a man in sunglasses approached us. Then another guy joined him. They were scoping out the judges, armed with their stopwatches, and the funny-looking 24-year-old reporter with a notepad and a bad haircut standing behind them. Seconds later, we learned why.



Joe BIDEN, vice president for all of about four months, wandered by the gazebo wearing aviator shades and a big ol' grin. No, he was not shirtless. As the German shepherd puppy he came with drank out of a makeshift water bowl, BIDEN greeted the judges and chatted them up. He was standing against the gazebo railing and watching the races on the water -- his granddaughter was rowing that day -- when I finally decided to talk to him.



"Mr. Vice President," I tried from directly above him. He heard someone, but didn't look up.



"Joe -- up here," I offered again. In my head, I'm thinking, did you seriously just call the vice president of the United States by his first name?



He flinched again, looked around and then up.



"Hey, champ! How ya doin'? You a reporter?" he said, shaking my hand.



"I am," I responded.



"Well, put on some sunscreen and enjoy the races. It's hot as s--- out here," he said.



And that was the time I met Joe BIDEN.
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The Hill

Va. governor pitches the 'Joe BIDEN Channel’

By: Justin Sink / September 24, 2014

A proposed 55-foot channel that would allow wider container ships to access the Norfolk, Va., shipyards should be named after Vice President BIDEN, Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe (D) said Wednesday.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN makes appearance in Norfolk

By: Brock Vergakis / September 24, 2014

NORFOLK, VA.- Vice President Joe BIDEN touted the benefits of investing in the nation's infrastructure in a visit to Virginia Wednesday, highlighting a recent grant to the Port of Virginia that will increase its capacity and lessen traffic burdens.



WTKR NewsChannel 3

Vice President Joe BIDEN speaks at Nauticus

By: Holly Henry / September 24, 2014

Norfolk, Va. – Vice President Joe BIDEN made a stop at Nauticus in Norfolk on Wednesday.



The Virginian-Pilot

Vice President BIDEN in Norfolk to boost port

By: Robert McCabe / September 24, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN underscored the nation's urgent need to bolster its infrastructure during a speech at Nauticus in downtown Norfolk this afternoon.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN to Make Appearance in Norfolk

September 24, 2014

NORFOLK, Va. (AP) - Vice President Joe BIDEN will make an appearance at a Virginia port terminal.



Associated Press

BIDEN, McCain to campaign for Merkley, Wehby

September 24, 2014

A Merkley spokesman said Wednesday that Vice President Joe BIDEN will host a rally Oct. 8 at the Oregon Convention Center in Portland. He'll also host a private fundraiser.



The Hill

BIDEN will hit California campaign trail

By: Justin Sink / September 24, 2014

Vice President BIDEN will travel to Bakersfield, Calif., next month for a campaign appearance to boost the Democrat challenging Rep. David Valadao (R-Calif.), a White House official confirmed Wednesday.



Roll Call

Joe BIDEN to California for Democratic House Hopeful

By: Emily Cahn / September 24, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. will make a campaign stop in Bakersfield, Calif., on Oct. 7 to campaign for Amanda Renteria, a former Senate chief of staff and top Democratic recruit this cycle.



The Bakersfield Californian 

BIDEN to stump for Renteria in Bakersfield

By: James Burger / September 24, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Bakersfield on Oct. 7 to support the congressional campaign of Democrat Amanda Renteria.



Fresno Business Journal 

VP BIDEN to campaign for Renteria in Bakersfield

September 24, 2014

Democrat Amanda Renteria, a native of Woodlake who is challenging Rep. David Valadao (R-Hanford) 21st District seat, announced that Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Valley on her behalf.



Bakersfield Now

VP BIDEN coming to Bakersfield for congressional campaign

September 24, 2014

BAKERSFIELD, Calif. (KBAK/KBFX) - Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Bakersfield on Oct. 7 to help the campaign of Democratic congressional challenger Amanda Renteria.



Mediaite

Fallon on Tighter WH Security: It’s OK, BIDEN Uses the Doggy Door Anyway

By: Andrew Kirell / September 24, 2014

Joe BIDEN has earned his reputation for being among the goofiest vice presidents in history, and Tonight Show host Jimmy Fallon has taken notice.



WSB Radio

The Great Immigration Dance

By: Jared Yamamoto / September 24, 2014

Hispanic voters are upset and conveniently Vice President Joe BIDEN told Hispanic leaders Monday while hosting a Hispanic Heritage Month reception that President Barack Obama is, "absolutely committed to moving forward" on comprehensive immigration reforms "and he's going to do an awful lot."



Huffington Post 

21 Powerful Statements Against Sexual Assault From Fraternities At Indiana University

By: Tyler Kingkade / September 24, 2014

Young men were challenged last week by President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN to take a stand against sexual violence and work to stop it wherever it occurs.



BBC

From Modern Family to Glee: How TV advanced gay rights

September 24, 2014

The show featured gay characters prominently for eight seasons, leading US Vice President Joe BIDEN to remark in 2012: “I think Will & Grace probably did more to educate the American public than almost anybody’s ever done so far. People fear that which is different. Now they’re beginning to understand.”








The Hill

Va. governor pitches the 'Joe BIDEN Channel’

By: Justin Sink / September 24, 2014



A proposed 55-foot channel that would allow wider container ships to access the Norfolk, Va., shipyards should be named after Vice President BIDEN, Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe (D) said Wednesday.



"I can see it now — the Joe BIDEN Channel," McAuliffe quipped.

The vice president, McAuliffe, Sen. Mark Warner (D-Va.) and Rep. Bobby Scott (D-Va.) gathered in Norfolk on Wednesday for a presentation on Virginia's port infrastructure needs.



Local officials briefed the lawmakers on how expanding the state's interstate highway system, constructing a new port gate and widening the channel would improve efficiency and allow more transit through the site. Deepening the channel would enable Virginia to better handle new container ships expected to come into service in the coming years.



The vice president said the nation was "being foolhardy" by not building more ports on the Eastern Seaboard equipped to handle the larger ships. BIDEN argued investments in ports created good paying jobs and stimulated the economy.



"If we used our heads, we could afford to do all of these things now," the vice president said.



BIDEN regularly tours port cities to encourage additional infrastructure spending, visiting cities like Savannah, Ga., and Charleston, S.C., earlier this year. The Port of Virginia recently received a $15 million federal grant to improve access to the site and reduce instances of trucks driving on residential streets to access the site.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN makes appearance in Norfolk

By: Brock Vergakis / September 24, 2014



NORFOLK, VA.—Vice President Joe BIDEN touted the benefits of investing in the nation's infrastructure in a visit to Virginia Wednesday, highlighting a recent grant to the Port of Virginia that will increase its capacity and lessen traffic burdens.



The port was recently named a recipient of a $16 million U.S. Department of Transportation grant that will connect Norfolk International Terminals to Interstate 564. The goal is to help move cargo faster and alleviate traffic congestion near the world's largest naval base, which is next door to NIT.



The grant will be matched by $16 million from the Virginia Port Authority, which is also using the money to help pay for a new intermodal gate at Norfolk International Terminals.



Once complete, officials say the project will re-route more than 700 trucks off neighboring residential streets and save about $4 million each year on highway maintenance costs. It's also expected to increase terminal capacity by 1.2 million container units.



BIDEN spoke with port officials at Norfolk International Terminals about their top priorities before addressing those involved in the maritime industry at Nauticus Maritime Museum in downtown Norfolk.



"What most people don't realize is that our economic maritime power is just as important to our economic security as our military maritime power is essential to our security. And again, that's not hyperbole," BIDEN said. "It is the single most important part of the economic chain that allows us to prosper. Shipping is the lifeline of our economic being."



BIDEN noted that ports help create jobs far beyond the shore because manufacturers need to be able to get their products to other markets. He said the Port of Virginia is directly responsible for creating more than 343,000 jobs in Virginia.



WTKR NewsChannel 3

Vice President Joe BIDEN speaks at Nauticus

By: Holly Henry / September 24, 2014



Norfolk, Va. – Vice President Joe BIDEN made a stop at Nauticus in Norfolk on Wednesday.



BIDEN talked about approved federal funding for the Port of Virginia.



The Port of Virginia in Norfolk is currently the only East Coast port that operates a channel that is 50 feet deep.



Vice President BIDEN says he wants to get the ball rolling on upgrades for the Port to accommodate the supersized vessels. The goal being to increase revenues and relevance, as shippers seek to move more goods at a lower cost.



The Virginian-Pilot

Vice President BIDEN in Norfolk to boost port

By: Robert McCabe / September 24, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN underscored the nation's urgent need to bolster its infrastructure during a speech at Nauticus in downtown Norfolk this afternoon.



"There's a lot at stake for our economy and for the middle class, and that's why it's so vital we get this right," BIDEN said. "We're at one of those inflection points in American history."



BIDEN was in town to promote a recent $15 million federal grant to the Virginia Port Authority to make improvements to the North Gate complex at Norfolk International Terminals. NIT is Hampton Roads’ busiest container port.



Nationwide, freight tonnage is projected to grow by 62 percent by 2040, requiring significant new capacity in the nation's ports, railroads, highway system and other transportation infrastructure, BIDEN said.



"We need to act now," he told the audience at Nauticus, which included Gov. Terry McAuliffe, U.S. Sen. Mark Warner, U.S. Rep. Bobby Scott and Mayor Paul Fraim. The crowd was swelled by members of the military and port workers of all kinds, including nearly 50 longshoremen.



"I didn't hear anything new, but I did hear some things that were exciting," said Sharon Hall, a longshoreman who works on ship gangs at the port's big container terminals.



She added that she was enthused by BIDEN's reference to some U.S.companies moving their overseas operations back home as well as the federal money now headed to infrastructure projects in the port and elsewhere in the state.



"It's good news -- I thought it was all good news," said Steve Mobley, another longshoreman at the talk, who is a straddle-carrier operator at NIT.



The new project at the terminal's North Gate "will have a tremendous impact on the traffic pattern," he said, adding that it would help lessen congestion.



BIDEN’s speech came after he met early this afternoon at NIT with a group of public officials to discuss Virginia's port infrastructure needs. BIDEN arrived a few minutes after noon and was briefed for 10 to 15 minutes.



They met at the top of the 10-story NIT observation tower, overlooking the south end of the Port Authority's facility. Two massive container ships moored at the terminal's berths provided the backdrop.



At NIT, Virginia's port improvement wish list was highlighted on posterboards standing on easels around the room:



--the Interstate 564 Intermodal Connector (which would link NIT and Norfolk Naval Station directly with the interstate system).



--an eastward expansion of Craney Island in Portsmouth (the purpose of which would be to form land on which to build a huge new container facility).



--deepening the port’s 50-foot shipping channel to 55 feet.



--the NIT North Gate improvements (which will be funded by the $15 million federal TIGER grant and matching Port Authority funds of $16 million.)



In addition to BIDEN, McAuliffe, Warner, Scott and Fraim, those in attendance at today’s events were U.S. Maritime Administrator Paul Jaenichen; John Reinhart, CEO and executive director of the Port Authority; Col. Paul B. Olsen, who commands the Norfolk District of the Army Corps of Engineers; and Bill Cofer, president of the Virginia Pilot Association and a Port Authority board member.



Reinhart briefed BIDEN on the NIT North Gate and I-564 Intermodal Connector issues, explaining how they will improve efficiency and get trucks off local roads.



At turns, McAuliffe and Warner chimed in on presentations about Craney Island and the proposed 55-foot channel, though Olsen, the Corps of Engineers commander, took the lead. Cofer, who heads the local trade group for harbor pilots, explained how much larger container ships are getting.



Olsen said he has already seen three groundings during his time as commander in Norfolk.



The need for a deeper, wider channel is intensified because of the Navy's presence in Norfolk, officials said.



"We're being fool-hardy," BIDEN said, referring to the small number of ports from Houston to Boston that have the necessary infrastructure to handle larger vessels.



"If we used our heads, we could afford to do all of these things now," BIDEN said.



He stressed the huge multiplier effect of investments in ports, which create good-paying jobs.



"This is the critical mechanism," BIDEN said.



McAuliffe said of the proposed 55-foot channel: "I can see it now -- the Joe BIDEN Channel."



Everybody laughed.



Virginia's port is the third-largest container port on the East Coast and is one of only two -- Baltimore is the other -- with 50-foot channels. While other ports such as New York/New Jersey and Miami are close to getting to 50-foot channel depths, Virginia is the only East Coast port authorized to dredge to 55 feet.



Getting its channels to 55 feet would position it to be able to handle the much larger container ships that are expected to come into service in the next few years.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN to Make Appearance in Norfolk

September 24, 2014



NORFOLK, Va. (AP) - Vice President Joe BIDEN will make an appearance at a Virginia port terminal.



BIDEN is scheduled to speak at Norfolk International Terminals on Wednesday.



The White House says BIDEN will discuss the importance of investing in infrastructure to grow the economy and create jobs.



The Port of Virginia recently received a $15 million federal transportation grant.



The grant will be matched by $16 million from the Virginia Port Authority and will support construction of the Norfolk International Terminal Intermodal Gate Complex and Interstate 564 Connector project.



BIDEN will be joined by U.S. Sen. Mark Warner and U.S. Department of Transportation Maritime Administrator Paul Jaenichen.



Associated Press

BIDEN, McCain to campaign for Merkley, Wehby

September 24, 2014



PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — Oregon Sen. Jeff Merkley and Republican Monica Wehby are calling in big names to help their campaigns for the U.S. Senate.



A Merkley spokesman said Wednesday that Vice President Joe BIDEN will host a rally Oct. 8 at the Oregon Convention Center in Portland. He'll also host a private fundraiser.



Republican Sen. John McCain of Arizona will campaign for Wehby and raise money in Oregon on Oct. 2. A Wehby spokesman says the locations haven't been made final.



Both events come shortly before voters begin receiving ballots for the Nov. 4 election.



The Hill

BIDEN will hit California campaign trail

By: Justin Sink / September 24, 2014



Vice President BIDEN will travel to Bakersfield, Calif., next month for a campaign appearance to boost the Democrat challenging Rep. David Valadao (R-Calif.), a White House official confirmed Wednesday.



The Oct. 7 stop was first announced on the Facebook page of Amanda Renteria, a former aide to Sens. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) and Debbie Stabenow (D-Mich.), who is hoping to flip the heavily Hispanic district. Considered a top challenger by national Democrats, some have privately soured on their hopes in the race though, and a recent poll showed Valadao up by 19 points. 



Neither Renteria's campaign nor the White House would say what type of event BIDEN plans to participate in, although administration officials have said the president, vice president, and first lady will step up their campaign appearances next month ahead of the midterm elections.



BIDEN has been headlining private Democratic fundraisers in recent months, but Renteria's decision to tease the event publicly suggests it will not be one of those closed-press events.



Valadao won the district in 2012 despite President Obama capturing the Central Valley voters by a 55-44 percent margin, but Democrats credit that victory largely to a poor campaign operation and bad fundraising by John Hernandez, the Democratic nominee that year. Feinstein carried the district by 12 percentage points in 2012, and Democratic Gov. Jerry Brown won by a 48-44 percent margin during midterm voting in 2010.



Roll Call

Joe BIDEN to California for Democratic House Hopeful

By: Emily Cahn / September 24, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. will make a campaign stop in Bakersfield, Calif., on Oct. 7 to campaign for Amanda Renteria, a former Senate chief of staff and top Democratic recruit this cycle.



BIDEN’s visit to the Central Valley, which Renteria announced on Facebook, will come less than a month before Election Day, when the Democrat will face off against freshman Republican Rep. David Valadao. Democrats are hoping the vice president’s appearance will gin up excitement for the contest and motivate the base to turn out.



The district voted for President Barack Obama by an 11-point margin in 2012, making it a top pick-up target for Democrats this year.



Valadao captured the 21st District seat in 2012 against one of the worst Democratic candidates of the cycle. A dairy farmer by trade, the freshman has since succeeded in solidifying support.



In a district with a large Hispanic population, some Democrats say privately the race looks like an uphill battle for Renteria, despite the upgrade in candidate quality from last cycle.



The race is rated Leans Republican by the Rothenberg Political Report/Roll Call.



The Bakersfield Californian 

BIDEN to stump for Renteria in Bakersfield

By: James Burger / September 24, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Bakersfield on Oct. 7 to support the congressional campaign of Democrat Amanda Renteria.



“VP @JoeBIDEN is joining me in Bakersfield Oct 7. Stay tuned 4 details!,” Renteria announced on Twitter Tuesday night.



It was still unclear Wednesday at what time that day the vice president will be in town or what his visit will entail.



Renteria is scheduled to face off against her opponent, Congressman David Valadao, R-Hanford, in a debate at Cal State Bakersfield that evening.



Valadao quickly fired off a letter to BIDEN on his congressional office letterhead Wednesday welcoming the vice president to “my home” and inviting him to visit “the communities most affected by California’s devastating drought.”



Valadao wrote in the letter that the “drought crisis in the San Joaquin Valley transcends partisan politics. It is an honor to have you visit the San Joaquin Valley.”



Tal Eslick, spokesman for Valadao’s campaign, took a sharper tone — mentioning a previous visit to the valley by President Barack Obama where he “lectured” the valley about climate change.



"As valley farmers, farm workers and families continue to suffer under drought conditions, Vice President BIDEN is traveling to the Central Valley to headline a political fundraiser for our opponent,” Eslick wrote in a statement. “We look forward to the day that this administration, and their allies, will help the Central Valley rather than attack our way of life."



Allan Hoffenblum, publisher of the California Target Book, which analyzes races up and down the state, said BIDEN’s visit could give Renteria’s campaign “a shot in the arm.”



The chatter about the 21st District race is that Valadao has a strong upper hand.



But Hoffenblum said the contest is far from over. Republican and Democratic party leaders in Washington, 3,000 miles away from California’s San Joaquin Valley, are trying to figure out where their money can have the most impact.



Those Republican leaders have recently pulled funding from the 21st District, indicating they think Valadao is in a strong position.



“Valadao is in good shape, there is no doubt about it. What the Valadao team has to be careful of is being overconfident,” Hoffenblum said.



Renteria said she believes BIDEN’s visit is a chance for the Central Valley to tell BIDEN what is happening here and give him a real understanding of the crises its facing.



“What I’m excited about is we’ve got to be telling the country what we do. The best way to do that is to invite people to see us,” she said.



She said she made the pitch that it was important for BIDEN to make a connection to the district she hopes to take from Valadao.



“What I want him to see is the energy, to see the kind of leadership we can build here,” Renteria said



Valadao, despite his invitation to BIDEN, is not that kind of leader, she said.



Her opponent, she said, had no hope of bringing BIDEN to the San Joaquin Valley.



When President Barack Obama visited Fresno in February and offered money and assistance in the drought, Renteria said, Valadao called the offer a handout.



“If he wants to call helping farmers with conservation practices a handout, then that’s the problem,” Renteria said.



Fresno Business Journal 

VP BIDEN to campaign for Renteria in Bakersfield

September 24, 2014



Democrat Amanda Renteria, a native of Woodlake who is challenging Rep. David Valadao (R-Hanford) 21st District seat, announced that Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Valley on her behalf.



Via a Facebook announcement, Renteria's campaign announced that BIDEN will join her in Bakersfield on Oct. 7 for a campaign event and to discuss Central Valley issues.



Renteria and Valadao are scheduled to debate at 5:30 p.m. that day at California State University, Bakersfield.



The candidates will face off for the first time Oct. 4 at Fresno State, with the debate to be aired at a later date through Univision.



Another debate is scheduled Oct. 8 at 7p.m. to be hosted by Fresno television station KSEE 24 and Bakersfield television station KGET 17.



Also on Oct. 8, the candidates will do a 30-minute debate in Spanish for the Bakersfield Telemundo station, which will air at a latter date.



Bakersfield Now

VP BIDEN coming to Bakersfield for congressional campaign

September 24, 2014



BAKERSFIELD, Calif. (KBAK/KBFX) - Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Bakersfield on Oct. 7 to help the campaign of Democratic congressional challenger Amanda Renteria.



Details of the visit haven't been made public.



Renteria announced the visit Tuesday night on her Twitter account and tweeted a follow-up message Wednesday morning: "Looking 4ward 2 discussing Central Valley issues w/ VP @JoeBIDEN during his visit 2 Bakersfield 10/7! @SenAlexPadilla #CA21 #VoteRenteria".



Renteria is scheduled to debate David Valadao, the Republican incumbent in the 21st Congressional District, the same day at California State University, Bakersfield.



That debate will air live 5:30-6:30 p.m. on KBAK, your CBS station, and stream online at BakersfieldNow.com.



Valadao's campaign on Wednesday said it has sent a letter to BIDEN, asking him to tour drought conditions in the Central Valley.



“I welcome the opportunity to show this Administration firsthand what the drought has done to our communities in the Central Valley,” Valadao said in a news release. “Solving this water crisis is not only a priority for those of us in the San Joaquin Valley and California but is also an issue that carries severe consequences across the country if not resolved quickly.”



Mediaite

Fallon on Tighter WH Security: It’s OK, BIDEN Uses the Doggy Door Anyway

By: Andrew Kirell / September 24, 2014



Joe BIDEN has earned his reputation for being among the goofiest vice presidents in history, and Tonight Show host Jimmy Fallon has taken notice.



While riffing on the new, tighter White House security measures — a response to two recent fence-jumping incidents — Fallon joked:



“The White House says that from now on it will start locking its doors.

When asked if he wanted a key, BIDEN said, “‘I’m fine just using the doggie door. I can just go in and out as I please. No one bothers me. Don’t worry about it. Get to eat as much as I want.”



WSB Radio

The Great Immigration Dance

By: Jared Yamamoto / September 24, 2014



Let’s give the war against ISIS, ISIL, or whatever they prefer to be called a well-deserved break this week and discuss a very realistic problem that has not been heavily addressed over the past month. What in the heck happened to those comprehensive immigration talks? Yeah, we know President Obama pushed back the discussion until after the November elections, but we haven’t forgotten. Just because the President dismissed the talks doesn’t mean that both houses of Congress can’t act. Hispanic voters are upset and conveniently Vice President Joe BIDEN told Hispanic leaders Monday while hosting a Hispanic Heritage Month reception that President Barack Obama is, "absolutely committed to moving forward" on comprehensive immigration reforms "and he's going to do an awful lot."



When will this action happen, Vice President BIDEN? Will it really be this November? Or will it be pushed back again. If you ask most of the American people, arguably immigration is one of the largest political issues for these 2014 elections. In Georgia, you can actually hear the noose tightening on gubernatorial candidates, Democrat Jason Carter and incumbent Governor Nathan Deal who haven’t said much on immigration recently. Even Georgia’s U.S. Senate candidates: Republican David Perdue and Democrat Michelle Nunn haven’t discussed immigration and future solutions for the growing dilemma. Eventually one of the candidates will have to break the silence.

 

It’s amazing to watch our current and future leaders avoid discussing real problems, especially in the two party system. Do they really think we’re that stupid? 

 

Here’s an example from Democrats last week. President Obama came to Atlanta last Tuesday to give a speech on the growing concern for the Ebola virus at the Center for Disease Control, but did you see fellow Democrats Michelle Nunn or Jason Carter present on the tarmac at Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport? Absolutely not, they didn’t even meet the President at the CDC for his speech. They were too worried about the possible repercussions for associating with the negative Democratic commander in chief and the political backlash it could’ve created.

 

Here’s a similar scenario with the Republican Party. Republicans are desperately trying to gain the Latino/Hispanic vote, but know that the party’s base may not go along with those policies. Don’t believe me? According to a Pew Research poll, 37 percent of Republicans and Republican-leaning voters believe the GOP does a good job representing their views on illegal immigration, while 56 percent say the party does not do a good job. You can’t gain the Hispanic/Latino vote if you’re base overwhelming wants to dismiss the problems they face.

 

Let’s uncover a few solutions to the immigration problem. First, we need to secure the border. Why follow the correct process to become a U.S. citizen if you can cross our southern border without resistance and gain the benefits of becoming a U.S. citizen without actually becoming a citizen. With our current immigration policies at our southern border, as an illegal immigrant it seems like a no-brainer taking the easier versus the way you should go about the process. Secondly, we need to simplify the naturalization process. There are children throughout this country in our own education system that can’t pass the immigration test. Most of those children failing these tests were graced to be born here in these United States and simply because they were graced with birth in this country does not make it okay to shut out the great minds that seek a better future in this country. If you don’t believe me, fill out all the immigration forms, take the test, and submit your request. I’ll expect to hear from you in a few years. We cannot forget that this country was founded on immigration. We must also be very careful with the unstable world we live in, which is why a secure border is needed.

 

It’s amazing to watch both Republicans and Democrats avoid conflicting issues. It’s our job to hold them accountable for the promises they make. This week the national focus may be the war against ISIS, ISIL, or whatever you’d like to call them, but that doesn’t mean that immigration shouldn’t be taken seriously. My question for you is when November comes around, which path will you take?



Huffington Post 

21 Powerful Statements Against Sexual Assault From Fraternities At Indiana University

By: Tyler Kingkade / September 24, 2014



Young men were challenged last week by President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN to take a stand against sexual violence and work to stop it wherever it occurs.



The men in fraternities at Indiana University have responded with 21 statements pledging to work against sexual assault.



The Sexual Assault Crisis Service Office at IU working with others on campus asked all fraternities at IU to take a stand against sexual assault, and what they got was 21 statements from the chapters declaring the brothers in each house would work to prevent sexual violence and hold brothers accountable who do assault others.



BBC

From Modern Family to Glee: How TV advanced gay rights

September 24, 2014



In 1997, Ellen DeGeneres made history when she declared “I’m gay” on her primetime sitcom Ellen. Ratings for the series declined in the months thereafter, making some believe that television wasn’t ready to feature LGBT characters. But just a year later in 1998, Will & Grace premiered on US network NBC The show featured gay characters prominently for eight seasons, leading US Vice President Joe BIDEN to remark in 2012: “I think Will & Grace probably did more to educate the American public than almost anybody’s ever done so far. People fear that which is different. Now they’re beginning to understand.”



Many other series to feature positive depictions of gay characters have followed, including Six Feet Under, Glee, The Good Wife, Orange Is the New Black and Modern Family, which begins its sixth season on US television on 24 September.



Tom Brook reports on how television has been at the vanguard of changing perceptions of gay people – especially in the US where the proliferation of gay and lesbian TV characters has arguably created a climate more receptive to the idea of gay marriage.
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Brookings

In a Speech to the 2014 Saban Forum, Vice President Joe BIDEN Plays the Mensch and Tries to Dispel "Malarkey"

By: Suzanne Maloney / December 8, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN deployed his trademark folksy style in an address to delegates at the 2014 Saban Forum, underscoring the close American-Israeli cooperation on shared priorities and dismissing criticisms of American diplomacy with Iran as "malarkey."



Newsmax

BIDEN in the White House: Excerpt from 'The Stranger' by Chuck Todd

By: Chuck Todd / December 8, 2014

Like any good vice president, the assets BIDEN brought to the White House complemented Obama’s and made up for the president’s weaknesses. The irony is that BIDEN’s strengths have aided the White House in ways that are different from those Obama’s team anticipated.



The Associated Press

White House Focuses on Computer Science in Schools

By: Josh Lederman / December 8, 2014

Smartphones and laptops have become essential tools for today's teenagers. But learning how these devices work has often taken a backseat to other priorities in U.S. schools.



The Associated Press

5 Connecticut foster youths to join BIDEN event

December 8, 2014

Five youths from Connecticut’s foster care system are accompanying the commissioner of the Department of Children and Families on a visit to Washington.



New York Times

Rolling Stone and Rape on Campus

December 8, 2014

The exact scope of the problem, though, remains muddy. Earlier this year, Vice President Joe BIDEN said that “one in five of every one of those young women who is dropped off for that first day of school, before they finish school, will be assaulted in her college years.”



Fox News

BIDEN to code-writing girls: ‘You’re as smart as any boy’

December 8, 2014

Don't worry, girls. "You're as smart as any boy." That was the message Monday from Vice President BIDEN as he pep-talked a group of young women during a White House technology event, in a uniquely BIDEN way. 



Hot Air

Joe being Joe: BIDEN’s sexist gaffe his latest artless comment won’t hear about

By: Noah Rothman / December 8, 2014

In the White House on Monday, President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN took part in one of the many “Hour of Code” events held across the country.



Chicago Sun-Times

Prince William in D.C., NYC: Meeting Obama, BIDEN, Hillary

By: Lynn Sweet / December 8, 2014

The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge arrived in New York City on Sunday, and on Monday, Prince William makes a side trip to Washington to meet President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN and make an anti-poaching speech at the World Bank.



Washington Jewish Week

BIDEN to light national menorah

By: David Holzel / December 8, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to participate in the lighting of the National Menorah Tuesday night, Dec. 16. He would be the highest executive branch official to take part in the annual Chanukah ceremony in front of the White House since President Jimmy Carter in 1979.



Alabama Media Group

Hillary Clinton, Joe BIDEN, Joe Manchin: Of 6 possible Democratic presidential contenders in 2016, who's your pick?

By: Leada Gore / December 8, 2014

When it comes to Democratic presidential candidates, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is - ironically - the elephant in the room.



The Express-Times

Easton Area High School students excited to meet the vice president

By: Rudy Miller / December 8, 2014



One minute, Mark Werkheiser was finishing a set of weightlifting reps with the Easton Area High School wrestling team. The next minute, he was informed he would be going to Washington, D.C., to meet the vice president.



Tulsa World

Bartlesville senior meets Obama, BIDEN at national Native Amercian conference

By: Laura Summers / December 8, 2014

Fox had the opportunity this month to meet with President Barack Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Attorney General Eric Holder, along with Native American youth from across the country.



Washington Post

This photo of Joe BIDEN staring out a window will haunt the Internet forever

By Jaime Fuller / December 8, 2014

It's a Sunday night in December. The air is cold, and your Twitter timeline is quiet. The last election of the year is over, and Congress has nearly put its business to bed.



Today

Photo of 'sad Joe BIDEN' staring out a window sparks hilarious memes

By: Julianne Pepitone / December 8, 2014

Lots of Sad Joe BIDEN memes popped up on Memegenerator.net, with the vice president mourning a number of tragedies: He didn't get a train set for Christmas, his pet bunny ran away, the First Lady won't let him eat tater tots because they're not healthy. Sad!







Brookings

In a Speech to the 2014 Saban Forum, Vice President Joe BIDEN Plays the Mensch and Tries to Dispel "Malarkey"

By: Suzanne Maloney / December 8, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN deployed his trademark folksy style in an address to delegates at the 2014 Saban Forum, underscoring the close American-Israeli cooperation on shared priorities and dismissing criticisms of American diplomacy with Iran as "malarkey."



Watch the entire speech here, and please check the main Saban Forum 2014 site for live and archived material from other webcast sessions, including addresses by Israeli Labor Party leader Isaac Herzog, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu (via satellite), Secretary of State John Kerry, as well as a fascinating discussions between Saban Forum Chairman Haim Saban and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, and between Brookings Foreign Policy Vice President Martin Indyk and Israeli Minister of Economy Naftali Bennett.



BIDEN praised the robust alliance between the United States and Israel, saying that "overwhelmingly in the self-interest of the United States of America to have a secure, democratic friend, a strategic partner like Israel. As I said, it's no favor; it's an obligation but it's also a strategic necessity." He cited U.S. security assistance to Israel at $17 billion since the administration took office, or $8.5 million per day, and noted the contribution of the Iron Dome missile defense system to the safety of Israelis. BIDEN repeatedly expressed his affection for Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, noting that "(w)e drive each other crazy, but he has truly been a personal friend for well over 30 years."



The Vice President insisted that "(t)here's absolutely no daylight, none, between us and Israelis on the question of Israel's security," but added that "as friends, we have an obligation to speak honestly with one another, to talk about, not avoid the tactical disagreements we have." He urged participants "let's not make more of what are normal disagreements that occur between friends than warrants. Israel disagrees with us on a number of tactics. They have a different perspective on how to proceed. But folks, that's the downside of democracy. It also has an upside. We never have to wonder where the other guy is standing."



BIDEN devoted the bulk of his remarks on regional issues to Iran. He insisted that Israeli officials "have been in every jot and tittle of everything we've thought about as it relates to engaging Iran from the very beginning" and dismissed criticisms of the American position on Iran as "malarkey." He added that "(t)here's been a lot of malarkey around our position on Iran. So let me state it absolutely clearly. We will not let Iran acquire a nuclear weapon, period. Period. End of discussion. It will not happen on our watch."



BIDEN estimated the odds of achieving a comprehensive deal on the Iranian nuclear program as "a less than even shot," but he added "it's a shot" and reminded the audience that many did not anticipate Iran's adherence to the terms of the interim accord or the durability of the sanctions regime.



"Our strategy has been underestimated from the beginning. They told you. You remember. Many people said we couldn't even put together the coalition to keep the most successful sanctions in modern history. Some people, including some of you in this room, good people, Democrats and Republicans, said the Joint Action Plan was a mistake. Look where we find ourselves. It has frozen its program. It has given us a shot for a peaceful solution."



The Vice President returned several times to this theme that Washington's achievements on Iran have been undervalued. He highlighted the effectiveness of the campaign of economic pressure against Iran — which he described as "the toughest multilateral sanctions in history" — as having halted the momentum gained by Tehran under each previous U.S. president toward a nuclear weapons capability. And BIDEN insisted that the sanctions had been sustained, despite some skepticism, and continued to have devastating impact on Iran's economy and on the revenue stream needed by the Iranian government for importing goods and balancing its budget.



"Since 2011, sanctions have caused Iran to lose over $200 billion in oil revenue, including $35 billion just since signing the Joint Plan of Action," BIDEN proclaimed. "Iran's economy is 20 to 25 percent smaller today than it would have been had it remained on this pre-2011 trajectory. The bottom falling out of world prices has further complicated Iran's economic outlook."



BIDEN argued strenuously against additional sanctions on Iran at this time, asserting that "we have enough leverage to reach a comprehensive agreement." He said that one of the most important factors for ensuring diplomatic success on Iran is maintaining unity among the P5+1 coalition, and argued that new sanctions would negatively impact the prospects of doing so. He added that



"(t)here may well come the time when increased pressure is needed and welcomed...But now is not the right time to do that. We could end up with the worst of all worlds — breaking up the coalition, no peaceful resolution of Iran's nuclear programs, and less leverage to achieve one. And with all this happening in the region, this is not the time to risk a breakdown when we still have a chance for a breakthrough. This is the moment to give our negotiations a little bit more time and space to see if they can reach an agreement that benefits everyone."



The Vice President emphasized that Washington will only accept an agreement "that meaningfully and verifiably blocks Iran from the pathways that it has available to it to create fissile material for a bomb," noting later in the speech that "the one thing I can guarantee you is what the president told you a year ago, right at this forum, he said, 'We will not accept a bad deal.' Our decision to extend a joint action plan to prove that we'll continue to press the Iranians to get a good deal that satisfies our bottom-line."



BIDEN hinted that the administration's pursuit of a deal with Iran reflects a calculus about Iran's internal politics, saying "(t)his is not the time, nor do we have the time now, but all of you in this room know there's a lot of change taking place inside Iran as well. Some good, some bad. But the idea there's one single monolith in Iran that is able to be sustained, I think that is a foolish view of modern history. It could be worse, but it also could be better."



In addition to dealing with Iran, BIDEN stressed that one of the most important challenges facing Israel is the Palestinian issue. He said that he appreciates that "it's frightening and the chances that would have to be taken are very, very difficult for leaders to step up and take," but added "(t)he fact is that I think we have no choice but to continue to try...Given the demographic realities that remain, the best and only option to ensure the survival of a democratic state and Jewish homeland in Israel, is such a negotiation."



BIDEN acknowledged the obstacles to peace, noting that the administration harbors "no illusions about Hamas." However, he invoked President Barack Obama's rhetoric, contending that "the vast majority of Israelis and vast majority of Palestinians believe as the President said in Jerusalem last year, that peace is possible, peace is necessary, and peace is just."



He spoke of opportunities that can only be advanced through pursuit of a peace agreement with the Palestinians, and particularly highlighted the prospect of some convergence of interests between Israel and several leading Arab states. He cited Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates as countries that, like Israel



"find themselves on the same side of two very important struggles, the first against violent extremism, including ISIL, or as our Arab friends say DASH, and a regional struggle against Iran and its proxies. Perhaps the first time in history Israel is interested in general convergence with those basic interests as well as the Arabs. That creates a chance — nothing more, just a chance — for closer relations between Israel and the Arab world. In some ways, this is already unfolding in quiet dialogue between security officials from countries whose diplomats wouldn't greet each other at airports in the recent past, and still won't."



At the outset of his remarks, BIDEN offered condolences to the family of Luke Somers, an American photojournalist held in Yemen by Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula who was murdered last week during a failed rescue mission. BIDEN praised the Special Forces "who did an incredible job" as well as the Yemeni government for its cooperation with the effort, and he highlighted the risks faced by journalists and diplomats in pursuing a "noble mission" in conflict zones. BIDEN highlighted the fact that "since the conflict really began involving us almost 10 years ago, the percentage of journalists and Foreign Service officers who have been killed is almost as high on a percentage basis as some of our military missions." He described the rescue effort as "a tragic reminder of the violence we face in the Middle East and a potent reminder of what Israelis face every day."



Newsmax

BIDEN in the White House: Excerpt from 'The Stranger' by Chuck Todd

By: Chuck Todd / December 8, 2014



Like any good vice president, the assets BIDEN brought to the White House complemented Obama’s and made up for the president’s weaknesses. The irony is that BIDEN’s strengths have aided the White House in ways that are different from those Obama’s team anticipated. BIDEN was hired for his foreign policy experience, a serious hole in Obama’s resume, but his most valuable role has been in helping Obama navigate Washington’s rocky shoals and in defending Obama when the waters get rough.



Even without a single lane to focus on, BIDEN needed something to do on a daily basis. He’d done much of the legwork on the economic stimulus package that passed a month into their new term, working on three Republican senators—Snowe, Collins, and Specter—who ultimately supported the bill. And after the bill passed, BIDEN was put in charge of overseeing the hundreds of billions of dollars that the stimulus bill would spend on infrastructure projects around the country, ensuring that the funds got where they needed to go instead of swirling down the waste, fraud, and abuse hole.



On its face, putting BIDEN in charge of overseeing the money had been an extension of Obama’s commitment to transparency in government. Each stimulus project would be listed on a government website, Recovery.gov, giving the interested public a complete rundown of money spent and jobs created. But if money got misspent, BIDEN would suddenly find himself in the crosshairs—and with $787 billion to be spent, it was likely that something would go to waste.



BIDEN spent the next year checking in constantly with governors, county officials, even small-town mayors, making sure the projects the stimulus bill funded were proceeding on time and that nothing was wasted. In the four years after the bill was passed, government inspectors general opened 1,942 investigations into complaints of wrongdoing; still, none resulted in major news headlines that could have further embarrassed the White House. Of course, as with any attempt at reform, the law of unintended consequences reared its ugly head on the stimulus front. So focused was the administration on making sure the money was spent on time, there actually were a lot of borderline projects. Many cities and counties paved roads that were, say, two to three years away from needing paving instead of trying to build a larger project, like a bridge. Why? Getting permits and zoning for a bridge can sometimes take years, longer than the two-year window during which the stimulus was designed to be spent. So if the administration wanted “shovel ready,” about the only thing many local leaders could come up with was paving. In the grand scheme of things, there was no graft, no boondoggles with the 2009 stimulus, and BIDEN got the internal credit for that, though that mattered little to the public since not making a mistake or not allowing a rip-off to take place isn’t exactly something the media will report on. But in hindsight, everyone from the president on down to local mayors looks back on this stimulus and wonders what might have been on the infrastructure front if they hadn’t boxed themselves in with that phrase “shovel ready.” So many larger, more impactful local projects could have been started or planned and become major economic engines had there been the political patience. But this is something that has changed in the New Washington in the age of Obama; there just is no appetite or reward for long-term plans or projects.



BIDEN played another important role for the president, as buffer for the Clintons. Being the old pol—and the likeable guy—that he is, he had a good relationship with both Clintons, certainly a better personal rapport than the president had. And so, among BIDEN’s unwritten duties was that of Clinton buffer.



There were few hazards Obama faced that the media loved to follow more than his relationship with Hillary Clinton. And while the affiliation was a better one than the media hoped, it was by no means as friendly as the White House liked to pretend. Clinton, in particular, knew that the appearance of a bad relationship would both anger the White House and harm her future prospects should she decide to run. Bottom line: it was in the political best interest of both Clinton and Obama to make sure their dealings stayed drama-free.



In particular, Hillary was leery of offering Obama advice about domestic matters, even though she wanted Obama’s agenda to succeed. The early word on Obama that was made clear to cabinet members is that he didn’t take too kindly to backseat driving and, more important, he was a “stay in your lane” kind of executive. He was very unlike Bill Clinton, who sought out advice—even bad advice—from as many folks as he could talk to. So, dealing with this kind of presidential style was a bit new to Hillary. She also didn’t want to simply keep her thoughts to herself, especially on domestic policy issues such as health care. If she had policy expertise on any issue, it was on health care, and her experience was in the 1990s. But instead of speaking with the president, she would pass messages through BIDEN, who came to hold what his advisors jokingly called the “Hillary portfolio.”



When they were both in town, Clinton and BIDEN would meet for breakfast at the Naval Observatory about once a week to discuss both domestic policy and any frustrations she had. One of the biggest frustrations she shared with BIDEN was the lack of progress the administration was making on judicial vacancies. Clinton had seen Bush appoint dozens of federal judges, but retirements meant that many seats were open again. The administration, she told BIDEN, needed to move quickly to fill the vacancies and shift the judiciary to the left. Clinton was actually channeling a frustration she was hearing from lawyer friends, criticism of Obama that would only grow in liberal legal circles. Finally, early in his second term the president decided to engage on the judicial front and started appointing dozens of new judges. But the confirmations were not easy to come by as Republicans did their best to rip a page from the Democratic playbook of the Bush era (and their own playbook of the late ‘90s in the Clinton era) and slow-walk the confirmations—filibustering when necessary. After a while, Harry Reid decided he, too, wanted to speed up the ideological shifting of the judiciary, and he changed the rules on appointments, meaning Democrats needed just 50 votes to confirm a new judge.



Increasingly, and especially after Emanuel left the White House, BIDEN took over a role similar to that with Hillary—as Washington therapist—in terms of members of Congress who grew frustrated with the White House. While Washington devolved into partisan inaction, with Obama and congressional leadership talking past each other, BIDEN began to believe that the two sides simply weren’t communicating on the same plane. BIDEN knew Obama gave a hell of a speech to a political crowd, but he thought the president didn’t know how to speak Washington’s language. And elected officials were the ones who listened most closely to what Obama said.



So when a senator couldn’t get time with Obama, or when he wanted to plug a project the White House should support, he called BIDEN. The vice president thus became, in essence, the Washington complaint department. BIDEN would relay the concerns to Obama while simultaneously translating the president’s public declarations into congressional dialect. There was a point in the first term when one could argue that without BIDEN, the line of communication between the White House and Congress would have been almost entirely severed—and with it, much hope of getting things done.



Part of BIDEN’s appeal to his former colleagues was his ability to make friends. Through nearly four decades in the Senate, he had grown close to members on both sides of the aisle. And he kept making those friendships. When Senator Saxby Chambliss, a Georgia Republican who had never been an administration ally, announced in early 2013 that he would quit the Senate, BIDEN asked the White House switchboard to get Chambliss on the phone so he could wish him well. The switchboard accidentally called the other Georgia Republican senator, Chambliss’s junior colleague, Johnny Isakson; BIDEN and Isakson laughed about the mistake and chatted for a few minutes, and in typical fashion, by the end of the call BIDEN had invited Isakson over for breakfast. And yes, he eventually connected with Chambliss and broke bread with him, too. Such personal outreach might be seen as trivial, but these were the sorts of gestures that helped persuade the Georgians to support larger Obama-led bipartisan efforts. In fact, both ended up in the small group of about a dozen Republican senators who in 2013 would at least be open to working with the president on a few specific budget issues.



No relationship BIDEN forged proved more important to the White House than his connection with Mitch McConnell. The Delaware Democrat and the Kentucky Republican shared little ideological common ground, but both were brilliant transactional politicians who grasped the balance required by the need to govern on one hand and the need to win elections on the other.



With the rise of the Tea Party movement that aimed to purify the GOP, and that cost a number of moderate Republicans their seats, it was dangerous for Republicans to be seen working closely with President Obama, a figure of almost universal scorn among the ultraconservative base. It has seemed almost fanatical, the way this crowd hates the president; the rancor is perceived to be so bad at times that some Republicans have to act outraged if the president praises one of them. During the 2014 State of the Union address, the president gave a positive shout-out to Florida Republican Marco Rubio for his position on the expansion of the earned income tax credit. The day after the speech, Rubio had to go on conservative talk radio to explain why he and the president actually differ on why the expansion is necessary. Oddly perverse, yes, but welcome to the Tea Party politics of the Obama era.



While the White House believed it wouldn’t be able to reach a deal with House Republicans, given their deep loathing for the president and many members’ need to be seen as opposing everything he did, there was a path to get the House to hold a vote if a compromise deal could be struck in the Senate. McConnell held Obama in similarly low regard, but not because of Tea Party politics; it was more about the perceived lack of respect McConnell believed Obama demonstrated. He also didn’t believe Obama knew how to accept a deal. But BIDEN and current senators trusted each other, because each knew the other could deliver. And since working with BIDEN didn’t carry quite the same negative political cost for Republicans, that’s who McConnell negotiated with.



“McConnell is the best nose counter in the business, so if he says ‘I can do this,’ or ‘I can’t do that,’ he’s usually right,” said Bruce Reed, BIDEN’s chief of staff. This stood in stark contrast with the attitude of the House Republican Conference, which seemingly made a point of defying its leader, Speaker John Boehner, at every turn. Especially in 2011 and 2012, Boehner could rarely deliver a vote count with the same level of certainty as McConnell.



It was with McConnell that BIDEN negotiated deals on the Bush tax cuts in 2010, on raising the nation’s debt ceiling in 2011, and on a last-minute deal to avoid the so‑called fiscal cliff, albeit only for a brief three-month period, in late 2012.*



* BIDEN’s staff liked to joke that the vice president was the “McConnell whisperer.”



While BIDEN likes to say that he can’t help making new friends, with McConnell it wasn’t so simple. In fact, while the two former Senate colleagues respected and trusted each other, they would never be described as friendly. BIDEN still harbored animosity toward McConnell for a stunt the Republican had pulled two decades prior.



In the wake of his first presidential campaign, which he dropped in September 1987 (after a top operative for Massachusetts governor Michael Dukakis revealed that BIDEN had plagiarized part of a speech by a British Labor Party politician), BIDEN had begun feeling pain in his neck and head. In February 1988, he suffered an aneurysm; he was rushed to Walter Reed Medical Center in Washington, his situation so dire that a priest administered last rites. But he survived and returned to the Senate seven months later.



Urgent: Who Is the Greatest American President in History?



When he returned, BIDEN heard that McConnell had been shopping around a bill with language similar to that of a measure BIDEN had already drafted. When BIDEN called McConnell to ask him to sign on to his legislation and merge the two efforts, McConnell was defiant and instead threatened to accuse the politically wounded BIDEN of plagiarizing his bill, a breach of protocol that made BIDEN fume. Though the two men would prove the most important negotiating partners of the Obama years, BIDEN never forgot the insult; he’d even tell West Wing staffers the story when they were huddling about how to deal with McConnell.



BIDEN never pretended to anyone that he and Mitch were pals, but they had an understanding. And BIDEN possessed the same political forgiveness gene that made Bill Clinton so oddly popular with some of the same congressional Republicans who tried to oust him from office. BIDEN was never one of those absolutists whose ethics prohibited cooperation with those who were less than perfect. You may have had to grit your teeth while you did so, but you took the other guy’s horse, and he took yours.



BIDEN’s successes in helping to end these various fiscal standoffs with Congress raises the question, why wasn’t he used more? The selective use of BIDEN as chief congressional lobbyist is something that will be debated in hindsight for some time after the Obama presidency. BIDEN may get publicly ridiculed a lot on late-night talk shows or with conservative media types, but his track record speaks for itself. And it could give BIDEN something to run on, should he ever get another shot at the presidency—something that seems unlikely while Hillary Clinton is around. But breaking the Washington dysfunction and being almost obsessive about cutting a deal in Congress are potentially two skills the public might actually respect after watching eight years of nearly complete gridlock.



The Associated Press

White House Focuses on Computer Science in Schools

By: Josh Lederman / December 8, 2014



Smartphones and laptops have become essential tools for today's teenagers. But learning how these devices work has often taken a backseat to other priorities in U.S. schools.



The White House wants to help change that direction. It announced Monday that the seven largest school districts in the U.S. are joining more than 50 others to start offering introductory computer science to all their students.



A big focus? Getting girls and minority boys into these classes. Computer-related jobs are projected to expand for years to come, but only a small percentage of college graduates obtain a degree in the field.



The school districts encompassing New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Miami, Las Vegas, Houston and Fort Lauderdale, Florida, are committing to offer the course in high school or middle school. While some large districts already have computer electives at limited campuses, all are now pledging to make computer science a standard offering district-wide.



The College Board, which runs the Advanced Placement program that allow high school students to obtain college credit for coursework, also introduced a new course called AP Computer Science Principles to start in fall 2016. Multidisciplinary and focused on real-world applications, a key aim of the new course is to encourage females and underrepresented minorities to start training for careers in computers.



It already offers AP Computer Science A focused on programming skills. Eighty-two percent of the students who take the class are white or Asian, and only 20 percent are female ? although the College Board said it has been seeing some increases in enrollment among females and underrepresented minorities.



"While no one is born a computer scientist, becoming a computer scientist isn't as scary as it sounds," President Barack Obama said in a video message. "With hard work and a little math and science, anyone can do it."



In an effort to highlight the importance of high-tech education, Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN also met with about 20 middle school students from Newark, N.J., for an "hour of code" computing event organized by Code.org.



One girl showed the president how to make shapes using JavaScript, with a design program using characters from the movie "Frozen." ''This is the future right here," Obama said.



The president said students, especially girls and minorities, need to learn sooner "not just how to use a smartphone but to create the apps for a smartphone."



About one in five students in 2009 graduated high school with a computer science credit, according to a National Assessment of Educational Progress study.



A 2013 report by the Computer Science Teachers Association says that because computer science isn't deemed a core academic subject in federal education policy, states discount it and that trickles down to the district level.



"Because non-required courses are less likely to be offered in schools, administrators are less likely to hire teachers who are specifically prepared to teach them," the report said.



It said only 14 states allow a computer science course to be counted toward graduation requirements in math, science or computer science.



Obama's efforts to reshape education policy have often been thwarted by Congress. Seeking to sidestep lawmakers, Obama has sought to use his convening power to get communities and companies to pitch in, with generally modest results.



To meet the teaching demand, charitable groups are pledging $20 million to train more teachers in computer science by the start of the 2015 school year. Google, Microsoft and philanthropists Bill Gates and Mark Zuckerberg are among those contributing.



The Associated Press

5 Connecticut foster youths to join BIDEN event

December 8, 2014



Five youths from Connecticut’s foster care system are accompanying the commissioner of the Department of Children and Families on a visit to Washington.



Vice President Joe BIDEN is delivering remarks at an event to highlight steps the administration is taking to support children in foster care.



Children in foster care from around the country were invited to the Monday afternoon event which includes a screening of the film “Annie.” The Connecticut DCF says Commissioner Joette Katz will be attending with the five youths from the state.



The White House says there are more than 400,000 young people in the U.S. foster care system on a given day, with more than 100,000 waiting to be adopted.



New York Times

Rolling Stone and Rape on Campus

December 8, 2014



Rolling Stone magazine last week acknowledged that there were “mistakes” in an article it published describing the gang rape of a freshman named Jackie during a fraternity party in 2012 at the University of Virginia. It is not yet clear whether the discrepancies between Jackie’s account and reporting conducted by The Washington Post, among other news outlets, mean that the story was only superficially inaccurate or substantially false.



Along with public criticism of Rolling Stone’s journalistic failures — the reporter never contacted the alleged rapists — the debacle has led to crowing by skeptics who deny that there is a real problem with campus sexual assault. For them, Rolling Stone’s willingness to accept Jackie’s story mirrors a national willingness to believe that campus assault has reached epidemic proportions.



Such doubts gain traction in part because rape on campus has not been rigorously studied or quantified.



The Phi Kappa Psi fraternity house at the University of Virginia in Charlottesville, Va. The school banned Greek activities after the university’s administration was criticized for its reaction to the allegations in the Rolling Stone article.Fraternity and Sorority Groups Call for UVA to Lift Ban on Greek LifeDEC. 8, 2014

In the last several years, allegations that college administrators mishandled complaints, or even discouraged victims from filing complaints, have cropped up at Columbia, Yale, Amherst and Vanderbilt, among dozens of other universities.



The exact scope of the problem, though, remains muddy. Earlier this year, Vice President Joe BIDEN said that “one in five of every one of those young women who is dropped off for that first day of school, before they finish school, will be assaulted in her college years.” He got that statistic from a 2007 study conducted for the Department of Justice, which found that nearly 20 percent of women reported experiencing a completed or attempted sexual assault since entering college.



That study, probably the best we have, is flawed. It was based on undergraduates at just two unnamed large public universities, and had a response rate of only 42 percent. Other studies on the subject came to similar conclusions but have their own shortcomings. And although colleges are required by the federal Clery Act to publish data on campus crime, there’s reason to believe they’ve been less than diligent when it comes to incidents of sexual assault. As of mid-October, 85 colleges were under federal investigation for how they dealt with reports of sexual violence. (It’s also widely acknowledged that victims underreport sexual assault.)



Anecdotal evidence suggests that campus sexual violence is all too real. Whatever happened or did not happen to Jackie, false reports are rare. In 2009, the National Center for the Prosecution of Violence Against Women released an analysis of research suggesting that the rate of false reporting for sexual assault was in the 2 to 8 percent range.



Still, lack of clarity on what is happening on campuses isn’t helping anyone, least of all victims who, after the Rolling Stone story, may unfortunately face more doubters. There is, however, a fairly simple remedy that has already been proposed in Washington. In July, a bipartisan group of senators introduced the Campus Accountability and Safety Act, which would require colleges to conduct anonymous, standardized surveys on sexual violence and publish the results to a centralized database — or face a fine.



Fox News

BIDEN to code-writing girls: ‘You’re as smart as any boy’

December 8, 2014



Don't worry, girls. "You're as smart as any boy." 



That was the message Monday from Vice President BIDEN as he pep-talked a group of young women during a White House technology event, in a uniquely BIDEN way. 



The veep and President Obama were both talking with students Monday for part of the "hour of code" -- an event promoting computer programming, held at the White House campus and across the country. 



According to the pool report of the event, Obama and BIDEN talked to students scattered around four tables Monday morning. 



At one of the tables, BIDEN was speaking to an all-girl group when he brought up the gender issue. 



"You guys do understand, by the way, you're as smart as any boy in the world. You know that, right?" BIDEN said. "... There's not a single, solitary thing a man can do that you can't do. Just remember that." 



The girls mostly were looking at their computer screens while he talked. One of them asked the vice president, "do you want to try?" and he scooted over to look at the screen. 



While it was unclear what prompted BIDEN to tell the code-writing ladies they were as good as the guys, the VP wasn't shying away from the remarks. 



After a CBS News reporter tweeted the comments, BIDEN's office retweeted them. 



The tech industry indeed is male-dominated, despite the rise of execs like Yahoo! CEO Marissa Mayer. According to one recent report, Google, Facebook and Mayer's Yahoo! are still made up mostly of men. 



Obama, meanwhile, encouraged the group of young Americans in Washington on Monday to pursue computer sciences. 



"All across the country, people are doing code," Obama said, according to the pool report. "Not just how to play a video game, but how to code a game."



Hot Air

Joe being Joe: BIDEN’s sexist gaffe his latest artless comment won’t hear about

By: Noah Rothman / December 8, 2014



In the White House on Monday, President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN took part in one of the many “Hour of Code” events held across the country. Sitting down with a group of middle-school students, the president and vice president urged these promising young people to learn computer programming and coding basics. The students were advised to educate themselves on how to “create a video game” and not merely to play one.



“One of the great things about America is that we invent stuff and make stuff, not just use it,” Obama told the group of enthusiastic young people.



That’s all well and good – more students need to be encouraged to pursue careers in STEM-related professions, and a gentle nudge from the president and the vice president in that direction is welcome. One aspect of this event, however, has been woefully underreported: [Picture]



As of this writing, the only outlet in which this little exchange was reported was the blog Weasel Zippers (which first brought it to my attention).



It’s odd that the feminist community does not find it even slightly problematic that the Vice President of the United States essentially confirmed for a group of school-age girls that a baseline standard of intellectual prowess are set by men. Implicit in BIDEN’s comment is the notion that these young girls are in some way performing a remarkable feat by demonstrating a level of intelligence often reserved for males. No one has a problem with this?



It’s striking that the feminist community, which occupies itself being offended by the “tyranny” of home cooked meals, an artist’s depiction of Spider-Woman’s posterior, or the patriarchy associated with a scientist’s colorful shirt, has somehow overlooked these inartful comments from the person next in line to serve as leader of the free world.



Maybe BIDEN is merely the beneficiary of the doubt, and he should be. The vice president is labeled “gaffe-prone” in the press because he so often speaks without a filter, and regularly says things that do not comport to politically correct norms or generally accepted codes of conduct for elected officials. That’s fine. It’s even refreshing. What frustrates conservatives is that a small but influential community that occupies itself with daily outrages over trivialities just can’t seem to find it in themselves to express dissatisfaction over these comments.



Of course, BIDEN did not mean to offend. He would apologize, too, if anyone would dare ask that he do so. They won’t, and if there is any self-reflection over why BIDEN’s latest gaffe was greeted with a yawn, it will be a rambling, ersatz intellectual exposition on his intentions, BIDEN’s record of conduct, his generally feminist views, etc. etc. But it would all be a lie.



Even those who are not intellectually honest enough to admit it know precisely why BIDEN is the beneficiary of a double standard.



Chicago Sun-Times

Prince William in D.C., NYC: Meeting Obama, BIDEN, Hillary

By: Lynn Sweet / December 8, 2014



SHINGTON — The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge arrived in New York City on Sunday, and on Monday, Prince William makes a side trip to Washington to meet President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN and make an anti-poaching speech at the World Bank. Back in New York, the prince attends at a reception with Hillary Rodham Clinton and her daughter, Chelsea.



Here are more details on their schedule, from the Royal Communications operation:



In the morning, Kate Middleton visits a child development center in Harlem and lunches at the British Consul General's residence with members of the British community in New York from "culture, arts, hospitality and business sectors."



Prince William, in Washington, meets with Obama in the Oval Office and pays a call on BIDEN.



Then he heads to the World Bank to attend the International Corruption Hunters Alliance, followed by a working lunch.



His speech will focus on "corruption surrounding the illegal wildlife trade" and the "transportation across borders of illegal wildlife parts."



Back in Manhattan, the prince attends a reception co-hosted by the Royal Foundation and the Clinton Foundation in recoginition of the work done by Tusk, United for Wildlife and its partners, Wildlife Conservation Society; Conservation International and The Nature Conservancy.



On Monday evening, the Duke and Duchess go to Brooklyn to take in an NBA game with the Brooklyn Nets playing the Cleveland Cavaliers.



Washington Jewish Week

BIDEN to light national menorah

By: David Holzel / December 8, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to participate in the lighting of the National Menorah Tuesday night, Dec. 16. He would be the highest executive branch official to take part in the annual Chanukah ceremony in front of the White House since President Jimmy Carter in 1979.



Officials at American Friends of Lubavitch, which coordinates the event, would only confirm a “very senior administration official,” but sources tell the Washington Jewish Week that it is indeed the vice president. We will update the community as soon as official word comes from the White House and/or American Friends of Lubavitch.



The jumbo chanukiah stands on the Ellipse across from the White House. The event will begin at 4 p.m. and is scheduled to include holiday foods like latkes and sufganiot. The U.S. Army Band, “Pershing’s Own,” will be among the musical entertainers.



The National Menorah was inaugurated in 1979.



Treasury Secretary Jack Lew, then the White House chief of staff, lit the menorah in 2011. Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel lit the menorah in 2009 when he was chief of staff.



Alabama Media Group

Hillary Clinton, Joe BIDEN, Joe Manchin: Of 6 possible Democratic presidential contenders in 2016, who's your pick?

By: Leada Gore / December 8, 2014



When it comes to Democratic presidential candidates, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is - ironically - the elephant in the room.



While she hasn't officially announced her decision to run for president, Clinton is widely considered the frontrunner among Democrats to replace President Barack Obama. Still, with massive losses in the mid-terms, the Democratic Party is in disarray and the possibility of a fresh face emerging to take the lead is a real possibility.



You can see the possible Republican contenders here.



So who is waiting in the wings? There's a fairly diverse field out there looking at a possible presidential run. Here's a look at some of those potential candidates.



Pros



Hillary Clinton - She's the big name among Democrats and has an overwhelming lead in most polls. However, some say Clinton may be weak among voters who are looking for a change in D.C. Still, she's proven a successful fundraiser and can call on her husband, former President Bill Clinton, to help bring in even more bucks.



Vice President Joe BIDEN - BIDEN has said he's interested in the job, but those efforts seem to be falling flat among voters. The question will be if he can separate himself from the failed policies of the Obama administration.



College All Americans



U.S. Sen. Joe Manchin- West Virginia's Manchin is a rarity among Democrats. He's seen as a moderate in an increasingly polarized Washington. Voters could find him a strong consensus candidate and could be a real player in a VP capacity.



Gov. Martin O'Malley -Maryland's Democratic two-term governor has been active in a bevy of causes ranging from same-sex marriage, gun control, ending the death penalty and in-state college tuition for undocumented immigrants. He's a liberal favorite but suffers from a lack of national exposure.



Scout team



U.S. Sen. Bernie Sanders - Technically, Sanders, of Vermont, is an independent. He's one of the Senate's leading liberals who generally caucuses with the Democrats. He'd be a winner among the ultra-liberal wing of the party, but that stance (he's been known to describe himself as a socialist) probably wouldn't play in the Heartland.



Former U.S. Sen. Jim Webb - Webb, of Virginia, has gone as far as setting up a Webb in 2016 website and establishing an exploratory committee to look at a presidential run. He's a Vietnam veteran who served as Navy secretary under Ronald Reagan. Like Manchin, he's considered a centrist.



The Express-Times

Easton Area High School students excited to meet the vice president

By: Rudy Miller / December 8, 2014



One minute, Mark Werkheiser was finishing a set of weightlifting reps with the Easton Area High School wrestling team.



The next minute, he was informed he would be going to Washington, D.C., to meet the vice president.



"They kind of caught me off guard," the 16-year-old said Monday. "I kind of didn't believe it at first."



Werkheiser and two other Easton Area High Schools students in foster care were selected last week to attend an event Monday with Vice President Joe BIDEN to discuss federal efforts in support of foster children.



The event will end with an advance screening of the movie "Annie" and a meet-and-greet with the cast and filmmakers.



"It's very exciting," said John Carter-Powell, 17, who like Werkheiser lives in the Children's Home of Easton in Wilson Borough. Also selected to attend the event is Ayreanna Chirinos, 17, who lives in the Easton Area Neighborhood Center.



All three have overcome struggles that go along with being foster children and are flourishing, according to Jessica Baker, the Northampton County director of operations for the nonprofit program Communities in Schools.



The program provides services and support for at-risk children around the country, according to Dan Fuller, Communities in Schools' vice president of legislative relations. The organization provides glasses, food, tutoring, anything to help a child finish school and reach his or her potential, Fuller said.



Vice President Joe BIDEN will deliver opening remarks at 5 p.m. Monday at the event on Improving Outcomes for Our Nation's Foster Youth at the South Court Auditorium in the Eisenhower Executive Office Building.



The event will host current foster youth and foster care alumni from around the country, according to the release.



Werkheiser remembers he was reluctant to participate in the program at first, but he's glad he did. The counselors and school administrators involved in the program understand the needs unique to foster children, according to Chirinos.



"Every teen should have that one person they feel comfortable talking to," she said. "It feels really good to work with other people who understand and don't judge you."



"This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity and these three students will have much to remember," said Easton Area School District Superintendent John Reinhart. "This illustrates how valuable collaboration between educational organizations can be for young people."



THE STUDENTS



Heading to Washington D.C. are:



Mark Werkheiser, 16, is an Easton area native who has lived in the Children's Home of Easton for about a year and a half. He would like to attend Lehigh University.



John Carter-Powell, 17, is a Philadelphia area native who has lived in the Children's Home of Easton for about a year and a half. He wants to enroll at Northampton Community College, transfer to Temple University and study behavioral health.



Ayreanna Chirinos, 17, is an Easton native who has lived in the Eatson Area Neighborhood Center for about five months. She wants to enroll at Northampton Community College and then transfer to a four-year school to pursue a career in criminal law.



Tulsa World

Bartlesville senior meets Obama, BIDEN at national Native Amercian conference

By: Laura Summers / December 8, 2014



BARTLESVILLE — Ashlee Fox found inspiration for a lifetime during a week in the nation’s capital.



The 17-year-old Bartlesville senior is ready to hit the ground running in Oklahoma putting into action the ideas, plans and dreams discussed at the White House Tribal Nations Conference. As a Cherokee Nation Youth Ambassador, Fox had the opportunity this month to meet with President Barack Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Attorney General Eric Holder, along with Native American youth from across the country.

“I hope to continue the week in D.C. at home, within the Cherokee Nation, and continue making my voice heard as an advocate for other Native American students,” Fox said. “It was truly an honor to be nominated by (Cherokee Principal) Chief (Bill John) Baker and then selected by the White House. My week in D.C. has shown me that there are a plethora of people who want to see Native youth succeed, and I want to be part of the solution.”



Fox is determined to help find ways to make positive changes that help Native American youth to succeed bringing an end to poor health, high suicide rates and low graduation rates.



The sixth annual tribal nations conference, hosted by the Obama administration and the National Congress of American Indians, was aimed at strengthening the relationship between the U.S. government and 566 federally recognized tribes. Baker nominated Fox to serve as one of 36 youth ambassadors to the December conference.



“Ashlee is a wonderful example of a Cherokee citizen who is committed to improving her local community and the larger world,” Baker said in a news release. “I find that impressive at any age, but especially when I meet and work with a high school student who is so dedicated. She is concerned with the future of Indian country, and I know she will continue to be an agent of positive change for Native people.”



Fox toured the White House and met with first lady Michelle Obama’s chief of staff. The highlights of the trip for her included listening to prominent federal officials, attending a session on the implementation of the Affordable Care Act in Indian country and meeting inspirational Native American youth from across the country.



Her favorite sessions were those involving U.S. Director of Indian Health Service Yvette Roubideaux, who Fox said spoke with “excellent insight into the future of healthcare in Indian country and the U.S.” She also enjoyed hearing from Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell who “truly made clear her commitment to strengthening education for Native American students across the country.”



Fox is a member of the Cherokee Nation Tribal Youth Council, a student representative for the Johnson O’Malley Program, a member of American Indian Student Association and attends the Squirrel Ridge ceremonial grounds. She served as an intern this summer under Cherokee Nation Secretary of State Chuck Hoskin Jr.



Now she is also joining Generation I — for indigenous — a new network spearheaded by the presidential administration and the Center for Native American Youth with a goal of bringing together young leaders from across the country. The first ever tribal nations conference for youth — another Obama administration creation — is slated for summer 2015, Fox said.



Fox said she met and networked with students from across the country who had changed the lives of their peers in some way or another — from suicide prevention to education to health care. Spending time with youth ambassadors who are working hard to help others was very inspiring for Fox.



“It was clear that each ambassador had a passion and wanted to make life better for his or her home communities,” Fox said. “I’m excited to continue to work back home and I’m more fired up than ever to make positive change in my community.”



Washington Post

This photo of Joe BIDEN staring out a window will haunt the Internet forever

By Jaime Fuller / December 8, 2014



It's a Sunday night in December. The air is cold, and your Twitter timeline is quiet. The last election of the year is over, and Congress has nearly put its business to bed.



What is there to talk about on politics Twitter?



There is always sports.



Or Star Wars.



If all else fails, there is the final ice breaker. Tweeting about Joe BIDEN, after adding a trendy chutney. Just like this.



This photo of Vice President Joe BIDEN is a meme that refuses to go away.



It started in September, when the above photo was taken, and the Internet embraced the opportunity to try and understand what BIDEN could have been thinking. The meme could have died there, but it instead turned into a Hydra that kept regrowing favs.



Sad BIDEN photos, covered in caps lock captions, invaded meme Web sites.



Joe BIDEN's stay in liminal space has proven so resilient that people have felt no shame in recycling jokes.



However, there are signs that the meme is about to die. First, the content makers have caught on. Not only am I currently writing about tweets about an old Joe BIDEN photo —Buzzfeed has made it a caption contest.



The Daily Caller has made it a caption contest.



People have slowly gone from adoring the photo to hating the Internet to self-doubt to utter confusion.



If this is the last time Sad Joe BIDEN graces our timelines, there is no doubt it will be replaced by a new one soon.



Perhaps another photo of Joe BIDEN looking out a window.



Today

Photo of 'sad Joe BIDEN' staring out a window sparks hilarious memes

By: Julianne Pepitone / December 8, 2014



Lots of Sad Joe BIDEN memes popped up on Memegenerator.net, with the vice president mourning a number of tragedies: He didn't get a train set for Christmas, his pet bunny ran away, the First Lady won't let him eat tater tots because they're not healthy. Sad!



Photo service Getty Images published the photo on September 18, after BIDEN and President Obama met with Ukraine President Petro Poroshenko in the Oval Office. But the snap of the contemplative BIDEN spread more quickly this weekend after outlets including Buzzfeed invited readers to submit captions.



BIDEN's other unwitting contributions to the 2014 Internet meme engine include laughing during the State of the Union address and eating ice cream while wearing aviators and flashing cash. And that was in the autumn alone. So buck up, Joe -- you've done well for the Internet!
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Los Angeles Times

Potential rivals BIDEN and Clinton urge women to vote this fall

By: Maeve Reston, Cathleen Decker

Joe BIDEN and Hillary Rodham Clinton, two potential 2016 presidential contenders, competed for support from the Democratic Party's key bloc of women voters Friday, even if their stated goal was to urge them to help Democrats hold on to control of the U.S. Senate this fall.



Reuters

U.S. President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN,...

September 19, 2014

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN, who have long talked about the need to curb sexual assault at universities, got some help on Friday from the people many young adults actually listen to: celebrities and athletes.



Associated Press

Obama, BIDEN launch 'It's on Us' anti-domestic violence campaign

By: Ken Thomas / September 19, 2014

WASHINGTON — Vice President Joe BIDEN said Friday the nation needs to bring young men into the struggle against domestic violence by encouraging them to stand against the crime on college campuses.



USA Today 

Obama, BIDEN to promote project to fight sexual assault

By: David Jackson / September 19, 2014

Public service announcements are part of a new strategy to combat sexual assaults at colleges, a plan to be unveiled Friday by President Obama and Vice President BIDEN.



Elle Magazine

Kerry Washington, Jon Hamm Join Obama Campaign to Stop Campus Sexual Assault 

By: Megan Friedman / September 19, 2014

"It is cowardly not to step up," Vice President BIDEN said at the DNC Women's Leadership Forum this morning. "There's an absolute obligation you have, a moral obligation, to step up and intervene and say something."



The Washington Times

Obama, BIDEN will launch campaign to prevent sexual assault on campuses

By: Ben Wolfgang / September 19, 2014

The White House on Friday will launch a public awareness campaign to prevent sexual assault on college and university campuses. President Obama and Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN will speak about the “It’s On Us” campaign at a White House event.



Washington Examiner

Obama, BIDEN team up to combat sexual assault

By: Brian Hughes / September 19, 2014

President Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN Friday trumpeted a new White House effort to eliminate sexual assaults on college campus, urging men to do more to prevent the spate of crimes at institutions of higher learning.



Mediaite

Jon Hamm and Kerry Washington Join Obama, BIDEN for Anti-Sexual Assault PSA

By: Matt Wilstein / September 19, 2014

On the heels of the NFL scandals surrounding domestic violence, the White House has launched a new campaign to combat sexual assault called “It’s On Us.” In a new PSA to announce the initiative, celebrities like Jon Hamm, Kerry Washington, Joel McHale and more explain that “It’s on us to stop sexual assault.”



The Houston Chronicle 

BIDEN on Davis: ‘Do not give up on that race’

By: Patrick Svitek / September 19, 2014

AUSTIN — Vice President Joe BIDEN gave Democratic gubernatorial candidate Wendy Davis a vote of confidence Friday morning, telling his party’s top female boosters they should not rule her out.



ABC News

Defending Debbie Wasserman Schultz: Obama, BIDEN, Clinton Rush to Chairwoman’s Side

By: Noah Weiland / September 19, 2014

After an embarrassing week during which Politico reported immense strain in Wasserman Schultz’s tenure as chairwoman, three of the most prominent Democrats in America have rushed to her side: Vice President Joe BIDEN, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, and President Barack Obama.



Daily Mail

BIDEN defends Democratic Party chair fighting for her job after comparing GOP governor Scott Walker to a wife beater

By: Francesca Chambers / September 19, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN came to the defense of embattled Democratic National Committee chair Debbie Wasserman Schultz on Friday in a speech at the organization's annual Women's Leadership Forum. 



Associated Press 

Obama, Clinton urge women to back Democrats

September 19, 2014

Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN and former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton headlined the daylong Women’s Leadership Forum aimed at generating excitement for the party’s candidates. Democrats are trying to hold onto a slim majority in the Senate and are defending several female incumbents — Kay Hagan in North Carolina, Mary Landrieu in Louisiana, Jeanne Shaheen in New Hampshire — while seeking to mobilize women, who typically vote in smaller numbers in nonpresidential elections.



U.S. News & World Report

BIDEN Veers Off Message, Clinton Plays It Safe

By: David Catanese / September 19, 2014

It’s better to be safe than sorry. That well-worn quip may best encapsulate the difference between the dueling speeches delivered by Vice President Joe BIDEN and Hillary Clinton at the Democratic National Committee’s Women Leadership Forum Friday.



MSNBC

Joe BIDEN makes another gaffe

By: Alex Seitz-Wald / September 19, 2014

President Obama asked Democratic women to “choose hope” at a speech Friday before the Democratic National Committee’s Women’s Leadership Forum, where Hillary Clinton and Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke earlier in the day.



NBC News

BIDEN: All We're Able to do Right Now is Stop Bad Things

September 19, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday said Congressional gridlock has left the White House incapable of doing much more than preventing “bad things from happening” on the world stage.



The Seattle Times

Joe BIDEN expected in Seattle for Cantwell’s Senate fundraiser

By: Kyung M. Song / September 19, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will attend a fundraiser in Seattle next month to benefit a new joint fundraising committee created by Sen. Maria Cantwell and three other female Democratic senators up for election this year.



Philly.com

President Joe BIDEN? 'In your dreams,' says Stewart

By: Nick Vadala / September 19, 2014

The smart money is on Hillary Clinton nabbing the Democratic Party's presidential nomination in 2016, but, still, some fans are pulling for Scranton's most beloved prodigal son, Vice President "Fightin'" Joe BIDEN. So could he usurp Clinton's presumed spot on the ballot? In a word, no. 



Politico

Joe BIDEN name drops Packwood

By: Jonathon Topaz / September 19, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday offered praise at a Democratic National Committee women event for retired Sen. Bob Packwood, who resigned amid multiple sexual harassment allegations.



The Washington Times

At women’s event, BIDEN praises ex-senator accused of abusing women

By: Dave Boyer / September 19, 2014
Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN joked Friday that he is “getting old,” and then moments later probably wished he could take back the remark.



Washington Post

Joe BIDEN fondly reminisces about Bob Packwood. Uh oh.

By: Aaron Blake / September 19, 2014

Vice President BIDEN just capped off one heck of a week with this doozy at a Democratic women's conference on Friday. While talking about how the Republican Party has changed, BIDEN brought up a couple of former colleagues who often worked across the aisle.



Fox News

BIDEN, at women’s event, praises senator forced to resign over sexual harassment claims

September 19, 2014

Vice President BIDEN, speaking to a Democratic women’s forum, had an awkward moment Friday as he praised former Sen. Bob Packwood -- who was forced out of Congress over sexual harassment claims.



Business Insider

Speaking At Women’s Event, Joe BIDEN Praises Senator Who Was Forced Out Over Sexual Harassment

By: Colin Campbell / September 19, 2014

In the middle of a Friday morning speech championing women's issues, Vice President Joe BIDEN offered warm words for a senator who resigned amid a sexual harassment scandal. 



Associated Press

BIDEN: Young Men Need to Stand Against Violence

By: Ken Thomas / September 19, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said Friday the nation needs to bring young men into the struggle against domestic violence by encouraging them to stand against the crime on college campuses.



The Washington Post 

Why Joe BIDEN gaffed so much this week

By: Sean Sullivan / September 19, 2014

Fact: Vice President BIDEN is a gaffe machine.



The Washington Post

Joe BIDEN had a remarkably terrible week

By: Chris Cillizza / September 19, 2014

Most politicians, upon making a highly publicized gaffe, would spend the next few hours — or days — with their mouths firmly shut. Joe BIDEN is not most politicians.



MSNBC

Joe BIDEN makes another gaffe

By: Alex Seitz-Wald

Vice President Joe BIDEN has had a rough week. It started with an apology to Jewish groups for using the term “Shylock,” and continued with another gaffe about “the Orient” at an event in Iowa that drew a smaller crowd than Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders.



TIME

Joe BIDEN’s Gaffe-Ridden Week

By: Jay Newton-Small / September 19, 2014

Speaking at the Democratic Women’s Leadership Forum, Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday praised former Sen. Bob Packwood, who resigned in 1995 after 19 women accused him of sexual harassment and assault.



ABC News

Joe BIDEN Ends Gaffe-Heavy Week With Another Gaffe

By: Mary Bruce and Arlette Saenz / September 19, 2014

Oh, Joe. Vice President Joe BIDEN managed to step in it this morning while speaking about domestic violence and sexual assault at the Democratic National Committee’s annual Women’s Leadership Forum in Washington, D.C.



The Hill

At DNC, BIDEN praises ex-senator ousted for sexual misconduct

By: Ben Kamisar / September 19, 2014

While bashing the GOP for leaving women and the middle class behind on Friday, Vice President BIDEN spoke favorably about a former Republican senator who resigned amid allegations of sexual misconduct.



Vox

13 pictures of Joe BIDEN looking like the Vice President of the United States of America

By: Ezra Klein / September 19, 2014

While researching this piece on Vice President Joe BIDEN, I came across a lot of photo essays of BIDEN. There's Buzzfeed's "18 Pictures That Show What Joe BIDEN is Really Like". The Huffington Post published "9 Photos of Joe BIDEN Making Faces in Front of 10 Downing Street". Mother Jones has "Photos: Joe BIDEN Unleashed". Then, of course, there's the Onion's photogallery documenting faux-BIDEN's vice presidency. 







Los Angeles Times

Potential rivals BIDEN and Clinton urge women to vote this fall

By: Maeve Reston, Cathleen Decker



Joe BIDEN and Hillary Rodham Clinton, two potential 2016 presidential contenders, competed for support from the Democratic Party's key bloc of women voters Friday, even if their stated goal was to urge them to help Democrats hold on to control of the U.S. Senate this fall.



At a Democratic Party event at which President Obama later spoke, BIDEN and Clinton highlighted their work on women’s issues over the last few decades and argued that while there had been progress, it was not nearly enough.



The vice president noted that his staff had just celebrated the 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Women Act that he championed as a U.S. senator.  When he argued for the act back then, he said, his critics said it was just another “BIDEN fad.”



“But it wasn’t a fad, it was a social failure,” the vice president told the mostly female audience who greeted him with cheers in a ballroom in downtown Washington.



BIDEN said his desire was to force the American people “to take a close look at the face of domestic violence -- the women who were abused.



They knew, he said, “if we forced America to look [domestic violence] in the eye, they would stand up…. We began to put a face on this heinous crime.” 



BIDEN also struck an odd note when, in the course of criticizing today's Republican Party -- "this is a different breed of cat,” he said -- he fondly recalled working with some past Republicans, including former Oregon Sen. Bob Packwood.



Packwood resigned in 1995 after being accused by numerous women of physical assaults and crude behavior going back decades.



Both Clinton and BIDEN noted that the recent wave of abuse allegations involving National Football League players had shone a spotlight on the work that still needs to be done.



Clinton noted that her husband, President Clinton, signed the Violence Against Women Act, but said celebration of the 20thanniversary was “tempered by troubling news on many fronts — from the outrages of the NFL, to more assaults against women in uniform and at college.” She praised the Obama administration’s new effort to address sexual assault, announced by the president and BIDEN earlier Friday.



But the former secretary of State also emphasized the need for more work on other issues — including the Democratic push for raising the minimum wage, broadening access to subsidized child care and ensuring equal pay for men and women who do the same job.



With Washington’s “gridlock and grandstanding,” Clinton said, “the midterms really matter.



“I know they may not be as glamorous as presidential elections,” she said, hinting at her own potential plans, but the November contests “deserve our undivided attention.”



“Voters have a choice in November, a choice between those who blocked paycheck fairness, who applauded Hobby Lobby, who tried to stop the renewal of the Violence Against Women Act or leaders who will fight for women and girls to have the same opportunities and rights that they deserve,” Clinton said.



She listed many of the female Democrats running this cycle — including Wisconsin gubernatorial candidate Mary Burke, New Hampshire Gov. Maggie Hassan, and Sens. Mary Landrieu of Louisiana, Kay Hagan of North Carolina and Jeanne Shaheen of New Hampshire — as leaders “who all give me hope.”



“We’re in the home stretch and it all comes down to who makes the effort to show up and vote,” she said.



BIDEN, for his part, said he was optimistic about the chances of Democrats holding the U.S. Senate this fall: "Reports of the demise of the Democratic Party are premature, they are very premature," he said.



Clinton has said she will make a decision whether to seek the presidency next year; while he will not say as much, BIDEN is expected to await her decision before determining his.



The current occupant of the post, at his appearance before the Democratic women, joked that he and BIDEN were the token male speakers.



"That's okay -- we're leaning in," Obama laughed, citing the popular book by Facebook executive Sheryl Sandberg.



Obama, too, made a pitch for both volunteers and voters to focus on the 2014 election, which he said represented a stark choice between Republican and Democratic philosophies.



He forwarded an optimistic assessment of the country's forward movement and harkened to his 2008 election theme as he appealed for Democratic votes.



"Cynicism is a choice," he said. "Hope is a better choice."



Reuters

U.S. President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN,...

September 19, 2014



WASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN, who have long talked about the need to curb sexual assault at universities, got some help on Friday from the people many young adults actually listen to: celebrities and athletes.



In its latest effort to help college campuses confront the issue, the White House is relying on a combination of the National Collegiate Athletic Association, social media and star power to spread its message aimed at preventing and coping with such assaults.



Television actors Jon Hamm and Kerry Washington, hip-hop artist Common and NBA basketball player Kevin Love are among those promoting the public awareness campaign, called "It's On Us."



At a star-studded event at the White House's East Room, Obama called rape and sexual assaults "unacceptable" and asked coaches, teachers and bystanders - especially men - to step up to prevent such violence.



"It's not just OK to intervene, it is your responsibility," he said.



The celebrities are featured in videos set to air at college sporting events and across the Internet, the White House said. Companies including videogame maker Electronic Arts Inc and media giant Viacom Inc are also on board to spread the message through Facebook, Twitter and cable television.



Almost one in five women have been victims of sexual assault, according to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Among those, nearly 40 percent were first assaulted between the ages 18 and 24. In comparison, one in 71 men have reported being raped at some point in their lives, CDC data showed.



The campaign comes as the National Football League grapples with a series of alleged assaults by players. The furor has touched college sports as well, with Florida State University this week benching its top quarterback - for half a game - after he shouted an obscene sexual phrase.

"There's no doubt that colleges and universities need to step up their game," said BIDEN, who as a senator successfully championed the Violence Against Women Act that celebrated its 20th anniversary this month.



On Friday, thousands of Twitter posts began circulating from the stars involved, retweeted by their fans. "Join the fight+help stop sexual assault," Washington wrote.



One video on the campaign website includes actor Mayim Bialik, comedian Joel McHale, and musician Questlove. BIDEN and Obama also speak at the end of the clip.



Associated Press

Obama, BIDEN launch 'It's on Us' anti-domestic violence campaign

By: Ken Thomas / September 19, 2014



WASHINGTON — Vice President Joe BIDEN said Friday the nation needs to bring young men into the struggle against domestic violence by encouraging them to stand against the crime on college campuses.



BIDEN, speaking at a meeting of the Democratic National Committee’s women’s leadership forum, said the 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Women Act highlights the need to fight domestic violence against women in their teens and 20s.



BIDEN said the administration would be unrelenting “to make it clear that it is cowardly not to step up.”



“There is an absolute obligation, a moral obligation, to step up and intervene and say something,” BIDEN said.



President Barack Obama and BIDEN were unveiling a campaign Friday to target domestic violence on college campuses. The vice president also was holding a round-table discussion on domestic violence later in the day in Denver, where he planned a fundraiser for Democrat Andrew Romanoff, who is challenging GOP Rep. Mike Coffman in a competitive congressional district.



BIDEN, who pushed the anti-violence measure in the 1990s as a Delaware senator, said an estimated 1 in 5 college women are attacked and that the new campaign would urge college students to make sure their friends are safe and to intervene before an assault takes place.



The vice president spoke as the National Football League deals with several cases involving players accused of committing violence against women or children. BIDEN said the league was smart to hire one of his former aides, Cynthia Hogan. “The NFL hasn’t seen nothing yet,” BIDEN said.



The vice president spoke at a daylong forum for more than 500 of the DNC’s top female donors and activists. Democrats hope to mobilize female voters in large numbers this fall, and BIDEN cited a number of key races, including Senate campaigns featuring female incumbents in Louisiana, North Carolina and New Hampshire and the Texas governor’s race featuring Democrat Wendy Davis.



BIDEN said Democrats should “make sure we don’t slide back a decade by losing the Senate and losing ground in the House.”



USA Today 

Obama, BIDEN to promote project to fight sexual assault

By: David Jackson / September 19, 2014



If the Obama administration has its way, video screens at college football stadiums and basketball arenas across the country will soon show ads urging students to fight a scourge: sexual assaults on campus.



Public service announcements are part of a new strategy to combat sexual assaults at colleges, a plan to be unveiled Friday by President Obama and Vice President BIDEN.



"The campaign seeks to engage college students and all members of campus communities in preventing sexual assault in the first place," said a White House statement.



Dubbed "It's On Us," the project is designed in part to increase peer pressure on men, urging them to report threats and violence against women.



An estimated one in five women in college are assaulted, experts say.



Officials will seek to work with student body leaders at nearly 200 colleges and universities across the country, sports organizations such as the NCAA, and private companies that have strong connections with college students.



Celebrities and athletes will also be used to get the word out against sexual violence. Public service messages will also be run on video games and television channels that appeal to college students, the latter group including MTV, VH1, BET and CMT.



The administration also released a video featuring Obama and BIDEN, as well as celebrities like Jon Hamm and Kerry Washington.



The program is being announced at a time when sexual assault incidents are rocking the National Football League.



While athletes are among the groups the administration is trying to reach, officials said everyone is responsible for stopping sexual assault, and the public awareness program will stress that.



" 'It's On Us' aims to fundamentally shift the way we think about sexual assault, by inspiring everyone to see it as their responsibility to do something, big or small, to prevent it," the White House said.



The White House cited research showing that men are not comfortable with violence against women but often don't speak out against it because they believe other men accept this kind of behavior.



"By getting men involved," the White House said, "we can change this way of thinking and create new social norms."



Elle Magazine

Kerry Washington, Jon Hamm Join Obama Campaign to Stop Campus Sexual Assault 

By: Megan Friedman / September 19, 2014



Sexual assault PSAs are often aimed at women, teaching them techniques to stay safe. But the White House's new campaign is aimed at college guys, telling them they need to step up to protect their fellow students.



The Obama administration is launching a program called "It's On Us," spreading the message that it's everyone's responsibility to prevent sexual assault. They've teamed up with 200 colleges across the country and many private companies to promote the idea of bystander intervention — the idea that stepping in before an assault happens can help change the culture around sexual violence on campus.



This is hardly the first time the Obama administration has spoken up about assault on campus. In 2011, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Education Secretary Arne Duncan introduced guidelines for colleges to pressure them to respond to campus assaults. And this past May, the Department of Education released a list of 55 colleges that were under investigation for sexual assault.



"It is cowardly not to step up," Vice President BIDEN said at the DNC Women's Leadership Forum this morning. "There's an absolute obligation you have, a moral obligation, to step up and intervene and say something."



"It's On Us" is starting with a star-studded PSA featuring celebrities like Kerry Washington and Jon Hamm, and has even partnered with video game maker Electronic Arts to include the campaign's logo in its games. The campaign is using the hashtag #ItsOnUs on Twitter.



The Washington Times

Obama, BIDEN will launch campaign to prevent sexual assault on campuses

By: Ben Wolfgang / September 19, 2014



The White House on Friday will launch a public awareness campaign to prevent sexual assault on college and university campuses. President Obama and Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN will speak about the “It’s On Us” campaign at a White House event.



The initiative aims to “prevent sexual assault at colleges and universities, change the culture on our campuses, and better engage men in this effort,” the White House said.



Washington Examiner

Obama, BIDEN team up to combat sexual assault

By: Brian Hughes / September 19, 2014



President Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN Friday trumpeted a new White House effort to eliminate sexual assaults on college campus, urging men to do more to prevent the spate of crimes at institutions of higher learning.



“Campus sexual assault is not something we as a nation can turn away from and say that’s not our problem,” Obama said from the White House.



“We’re here to say today, “It’s not on you. It’s not your fight alone. This is on all of us. We have your back,” he added.



The White House is partnering with the NCAA college athletic league and major companies to promote an “It’s On Us” prevention campaign. The White House is also enlisting celebrities to condemn sexual assault and domestic violence.



Obama on Friday alluded to a broader conversation about domestic abuse taking place in the wake of numerous incidents involving National Football League players. However, he never directly mentioned those episodes.



According to the White House, one in five women on college campuses nationwide are victims of sexual assault.



BIDEN, who drafted the Violence Against Women Act as a senator, joined the president in urging men to do more to limit such crimes.



“Step up. Be responsible. Intervene,” BIDEN said to men.



“There’s no doubt,” the vice president added, “that colleges and universities have to step up their game.”



More than 200 colleges and universities thus far have agreed to participate in the White House campaign.



Mediaite

Jon Hamm and Kerry Washington Join Obama, BIDEN for Anti-Sexual Assault PSA

By: Matt Wilstein / September 19, 2014



On the heels of the NFL scandals surrounding domestic violence, the White House has launched a new campaign to combat sexual assault called “It’s On Us.” In a new PSA to announce the initiative, celebrities like Jon Hamm, Kerry Washington, Joel McHale and more explain that “It’s on us to stop sexual assault.”



The PSA directs viewers to take the pledge and share it on social media at itsonus.org, where you can also find tips and resources to help prevent sexual violence.



The Houston Chronicle 

BIDEN on Davis: ‘Do not give up on that race’

By: Patrick Svitek / September 19, 2014



AUSTIN — Vice President Joe BIDEN gave Democratic gubernatorial candidate Wendy Davis a vote of confidence Friday morning, telling his party’s top female boosters they should not rule her out.



“I was just down in Texas for Wendy Davis,” BIDEN said during a speech in Washington, D.C. “She’s going to win that race.”



“Do not give up on that race,” BIDEN continued, raising his voice. “Do not. If you have an extra dollar, give it to Wendy Davis. We’re going to win that race.”



BIDEN’s remarks Friday morning came during a meeting of the Democratic National Committee’s women’s leadership forum.



BIDEN dropped in on Austin last Friday to attend an event for the DNC at Brazos Hall. It was not billed as a fundraiser, but a reception for the DNC’s National Finance Committee, which is chaired by San Antonio architectural executive Henry R. Muñoz III.



DNC Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz also visited Texas last Friday, attending fundraisers in Austin and Fort Worth, as well as a voter registration event at the University of Texas at Austin.



Davis’ campaign said at the time she would not be involved in any of the events with BIDEN or Wasserman Schultz.



Davis, a state senator from Fort Worth, faces an uphill battle against Republican rival Greg Abbott, who has a fundraising advantage and leads her in most polls by double digits.



ABC News

Defending Debbie Wasserman Schultz: Obama, BIDEN, Clinton Rush to Chairwoman’s Side

By: Noah Weiland / September 19, 2014



Congresswoman and Democratic National Committee Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz suddenly has a lot of friends.



After an embarrassing week during which Politico reported immense strain in Wasserman Schultz’s tenure as chairwoman, three of the most prominent Democrats in America have rushed to her side: Vice President Joe BIDEN, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, and President Barack Obama.



In addresses at the DNC’s Women’s Leadership Forum at the Marriott Marquis in downtown Washington today, BIDEN, Clinton and Obama offered resounding tributes to Wasserman Schultz’s tenure as chairwoman and congresswoman, preceding remarks on equal pay, domestic violence and family structure with deep commendations of her work and integrity.



Even Wasserman Schultz herself was in a rosy mood: Taking the stage just after 8 a.m., and just after Pharrell’s ubiquitous “Happy” blared from the speakers, she was received by an enthusiastic, heavily female audience that gave her two standing ovations. She delivered an emphatic call to arms for the female vote this November in the midterm elections.



The forum today also came a day after Wasserman Schultz was honored at the Kennedy Center by the Susan G. Komen breast cancer foundation after surviving a bout with the disease in 2008 while in Congress.



In the comprehensive examination of Wasserman Schultz’s legacy, Politico reported widespread tension and frustration with her term in office. She was painted as a self-interested executive in service of her own political career. According to the report, President Obama’s close advisers had readied a replacement for her after the 2012 election, but eventually decided to keep her in place.



Despite the unspoken irritation, Wasserman Schultz has overseen a DNC that cleared its debt and created a surplus. It currently heads into the midterms with $7 million to spend on its candidates, many of whom face uphill fights to reclaim or take over congressional seats.



But for those following press coverage of Wasserman Schultz this week, the elephant in the room seemed to be present for the biggest names in Democratic politics. BIDEN, Clinton and Obama wasted no time in defending her.



“I’ve worked with a lot of great chairpersons of the Democratic Party. … I’ve campaigned for thousands of candidates over the years, literally,” BIDEN said. “But I’ve never seen anybody work as hard and as tirelessly as Debbie has.”



“And by the way, if we want anybody to do that 60 seconds or 120 seconds we get to respond to some attack on the president or on the administration, the best person … is always Debbie,” BIDEN added.

Hillary Clinton was even more resolute.



“Debbie wears so many hats so well,” Clinton said. “Her courage in beating breast cancer and going on to pass groundbreaking legislation that is helping other women beat it too is an example for us all. It is a truly inspiring and moving story.”



“On the Hill and on the [campaign] trail, she fights for women, for kids, for families. She fights for all of us,” Clinton added.



The most complicated endorsement may have come from President Obama, whose taped video comments celebrating Wasserman Schultz’s achievements last night at the Kennedy Center came as something of a surprise. The Politico report had conveyed a serious lack of confidence in her on the part of the administration.



Today at the women’s leadership forum, Obama opened his speech by flattering his party’s chief.



“Speaking of leaders, I want to thank Debbie for the great work she’s doing to keep our party strong,” he said. “Nobody anywhere works harder than Debbie Wasserman Schultz.”



Obama’s Senate majority may rest on the shoulders of a woman who, while questioned privately, is at least in the good graces of her party’s top figures when the cameras are rolling.



Daily Mail

BIDEN defends Democratic Party chair fighting for her job after comparing GOP governor Scott Walker to a wife beater

By: Francesca Chambers / September 19, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN came to the defense of embattled Democratic National Committee chair Debbie Wasserman Schultz on Friday in a speech at the organization's annual Women's Leadership Forum. 



BIDEN told the predominately female audience that it's 'great to work' with the Florida congressman and that he'd 'never seen anybody work as hard and as tirelessly' as her.



'And by the way, if we want anybody to do that 60 seconds or 120 seconds we get to respond to some attack on the president or the administration, the best person...is always Debbie,' he said.



BIDEN's full-throated support for Wasserman Schultz came a day and half after a Politico report claimed she was on the outs with the White House - and the Democratic Party - and may soon be asked to step down from her position in party leadership.



The fiery federal lawmaker was never a lock to have a third term as chief spokesperson for the main branch of the national party, but her recent comparison of a GOP governor to a wife beater put her position in even greater jeopardy.



While speaking at a forum in support of Wisconsin gubernatorial candidate Mary Burke, a Democrat, Wasserman Schultz claimed that incumbent Republican Governor Scott Walker 'has given women the back of his hand.'

'I know that is stark. I know that is direct. I know that is reality,' she said.

The DNC chair went on to claim that 'Republican Tea Party extremists' like Walker 'are grabbing us by the hair and pulling us back.'



The female lawmaker's claim was roundly criticized as inappropriate and insensitive to survivors of domestic violence, and the following day Wasserman Schultz issued an apology.



While the outspoken Democratic leader has made colorful remarks in the past about Republicans' opposition to policies her party says benefit women, Wasserman Schultz latest claim ruffled more feathers than usual and restarted an underground campaign to have her ousted as DNC chair.  

Among the complaints lodged against the female party head in the article is that she's more concerned with her own political ambitions than promoting the party.



'We say the big "D" is for Democratic,' a Democratic member of Congress is quoted as telling his colleagues in February during retreat. 'For her, the big "D" is always for Debbie.'



'People know she works hard,' another contemporary of Wasserman Schutlz's is blindly quoted as having said. 'But there’s this sense that she only works hard for herself.'  



The article also claimed that President Barack Obama and Wasserman Schultz have 'rarely' spoken to each other since 2011, either in person or over the phone. When the president has meetings with other party committee heads, he does not invite Wasserman Schultz, Politco's sources said.



Desperate for the president's attention, Wasserman Schultz join photo lines at events featuring Obama in order to have his ear, if only for a few moments, Politico contended.



Associated Press 

Obama, Clinton urge women to back Democrats

September 19, 2014



WASHINGTON — Heading into President Barack Obama’s final midterm election in the White House, Democrats on Friday sought to energize female voters, pointing to women as key to the party’s future.



“We do better when we field the whole team. When women succeed, America succeeds,” Obama said at an annual forum sponsored by the Democratic National Committee.



Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN and former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton headlined the daylong Women’s Leadership Forum aimed at generating excitement for the party’s candidates. Democrats are trying to hold onto a slim majority in the Senate and are defending several female incumbents — Kay Hagan in North Carolina, Mary Landrieu in Louisiana, Jeanne Shaheen in New Hampshire — while seeking to mobilize women, who typically vote in smaller numbers in nonpresidential elections.



The president said the economy had made strides since the recession, telling more than 500 of the party’s top female donors that voters would see two different visions for America’s future in the elections. Republicans, the president said, would offer an agenda that would help the wealthy, big banks and polluters while Democrats had sought to give people a “fair shot.”



Democrats cited Republican opposition to raising the minimum wage, which they said has a disproportionate effect on women, efforts to repeal Obama’s health care overhaul and last year’s partial government shutdown.



“If we don’t keep these great women in the Senate and we don’t make gains in the House, then we’re going to lose the chance to make the next step in progress which is waiting because America is about to explode economically,” BIDEN said.



Clinton received a rousing welcome at the forum, which she co-founded in 1993 with Tipper Gore.



The party’s leading presidential contender in 2016 if she runs, Clinton in her speech plugged several female candidates on the ballot this fall, a preview of campaigning she’s expected to do before the election.



Clinton listed several reasons why the upcoming congressional races would matter, criticizing the Hobby Lobby decision by the Supreme Court for pulling “the rug out from beneath America’s women.” The decision said employers with religious objections could opt out of the health care law’s requirement to cover birth control.



She noted the recent 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Women Act, legislation BIDEN pushed and her husband, president Bill Clinton, signed into law. The legislation was viewed as a big step forward to address the issue, and she said its anniversary was tempered by “outrages of the NFL” and assaults on women in uniform and on college campuses. The NFL has been criticized for its handling of the domestic abuse case involving star running back Ray Rice.



Clinton said Democrats have 10 women running for the Senate and six women running for governor. “If I could vote for all of them, I would,” she said.



She urged support for Iowa Democrat Staci Appel, who could become the first woman from that state elected to the House and made a special appeal for Mary Burke, who is challenging Republican Gov. Scott Walker in Wisconsin.



Walker’s presidential ambitions could hinge on whether he wins re-election.



Burke, Clinton said, “is offering a choice between more angry gridlock and progress that will actually make a difference for Wisconsin families: better jobs, better wages and better schools,” she said, without mentioning Walker by name.



Obama, Clinton and BIDEN all offered praise for DNC chair Debbie Wasserman Schultz, a Florida congresswoman who has led the committee since 2011. Her future at the committee was called into question this week in a story by Politico in which Democrats expressed unhappiness with her.



The story included allegations that Wasserman Schultz was trying to curry favor with Democratic donors and House members to advance her own ambitions in future congressional leadership elections.



U.S. News & World Report

BIDEN Veers Off Message, Clinton Plays It Safe

By: David Catanese / September 19, 2014



It’s better to be safe than sorry. 



That well-worn quip may best encapsulate the difference between the dueling speeches delivered by Vice President Joe BIDEN and Hillary Clinton at the Democratic National Committee’s Women Leadership Forum Friday.



BIDEN, who gabbed for 33 minutes largely without notes, not surprisingly drifted into some messaging that likely made some of his party’s top strategists cringe.



After paying homage to the 20th anniversary of passage of the Violence Against Women’s Act and promoting a new administration initiative to curb sexual assaults on college campuses, BIDEN dove into the politics of the midterm elections. That’s when things got hairy.



The middle class “is in trouble right now,” he said, rattling off national challenges such as homeownership, college affordability and safe communities.



“Something’s wrong folks, and we better damn well figure it out,” he blurted a couple of minutes later.



“We have to deal the middle class back in,” the vice president continued, warning how increasing income disparity is slowing overall economic growth.



“All we’re able to do right now is stop bad things from happening,” BIDEN said moments later, lamenting the constraints the administration feels in dealing with a divided Congress.



All of these points may be true – and the White House has continually argued that their failure to make legislative progress is due to a recalcitrant Republican Party eager to block anything with President Barack Obama's name on it. But each point, delivered seemingly off-the-cuff, could easily be seized upon by the GOP to make an argument to vote against the Democratic Party in 46 days.



BIDEN, of course, used his time to implore the women in the room to get out the vote. But he also pinpointed problems and frustrations that could readily be laid bare at the feet of the party that currently controls the White House and the U.S. Senate.



After all, if the middle class is in trouble in the second year of the second term of a Democratic presidency, who’s to blame?



Clinton, who spoke roughly two hours after BIDEN, appeared to be reading a teleprompter while delivering a plate of safe platitudes. The performance was sufficient for the audience in the room but underwhelming for those looking for the former secretary of state to provide an original perspective or a burst of inspiration.



She rattled off a list of priorities important to progressive Democrats: paid sick leave, equal pay for equal work, affordable child care and a higher minimum wage.



“This is a movement that is not waiting for Washington with its gridlock and grandstanding,” she said.



Much like BIDEN, she name-checked female Democratic candidates on the 2014 ballot, but didn’t get overzealous. During one exuberant riff, BIDEN said Texas gubernatorial candidate Wendy Davis was “going to win.” Most polls show Davis trailing by double-digits; even Democrats expect her to lose.



Clinton was much more generic and prudent in her political remarks, only saying if she could vote for every woman running on the Democratic ticket across the country, she would.



It was a safe speech, jammed with the expected plaudits, without a hint of anything new.



Even when she dove into a substantial policy issue – like lamenting the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling on the Hobby Lobby case centered around whether employers can refuse to provide certain types of birth control to their employees – Clinton chose to pose a question, rather than provide an answer.



“My question is, will Congress do anything about it? That’s why midterms matter,” she said.



Given her name and the anticipation around her, Clinton knows she doesn’t need to serve up something new to score a headline whereas BIDEN doesn’t seem to care about the risks of his candor.



But Clinton’s cookie-cutter speech also didn’t produce any gaffes.



BIDEN’s puzzling off-the-cuff remark praising Bob Packwood – the former Oregon senator who resigned amid allegations of sexual harassment and assault – won the most attention. But not in the way he wanted it.



MSNBC

Joe BIDEN makes another gaffe

By: Alex Seitz-Wald / September 19, 2014



President Obama asked Democratic women to “choose hope” at a speech Friday before the Democratic National Committee’s Women’s Leadership Forum, where Hillary Clinton and Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke earlier in the day.



“You can measure how well a country does by how well it treats its women,” Obama said. “Some folks still talk about women’s issues as if they’re something separate, over there, and economics is over here – that’s nonsense. When women succeed, America succeeds. It’s pretty straightforward.” 



Reprising a classic line from his first presidential campaign, Obama told the crowd that while cynicism is “fashionable these days,” it never did anything for anyone. “Cynicism is a choice. Hope is a better choice. So today, I’m asking you to do the same I thing I asked you to do in 2008 and choose hope,” the president said. 



Obama also took a shot at the media’s portrayal of his administration, saying that he feels like the story of the economic recovery under his watch has not been adequately portrayed to the public. “There are times when I’m watching the news and I wonder if they’ve been paying attention,” he said before ticking off indicators showing the country is improving after the Great Recession.



“By almost every economic measure, we are better off today than we were when I took office,” he said.



The fundraising conference brought together a number of high-powered Democratic politicians, thinkers and donors.



The Women’s Leadership Forum started in 1993 when Tipper Gore, the wife of Vice President Al Gore, and a handful of other women came together to find ways to give to boost the role of in the national party. What grew out of that was a fundraising apparatus, but it’s since evolved into a larger effort that includes receptions, briefings, and this annual conference, which Obama keynoted.



Earlier in the day, Clinton told a packed room that they had to get engaged in the 2014 midterm elections, even though they’re “not be as glamorous as presidential elections.” Clinton, who has mostly steered clear of politics since stepping down as secretary of state early last year, all but endorsed a string of female candidates running for Senate and governor.



“I’m on grand-baby watch,” she added, referring to her pregnant daughter, Chelsea.



Vice President BIDEN also gave a forceful speech at the event about his long years in the Senate working to combat violence against women. “My God I’m getting old,” he said at the top of his speech. “I’ve been around a long long time.”



He slipped up, however, at one point by saying he missed Republican compromisers like Bob Packwood, a disgraced former senator who retired after being accused of sexual harassment by almost a dozen women.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN Visits Denver

September 19, 2014



DENVER (AP) — Vice President Joe BIDEN is in Denver on Friday to attend an event on domestic violence and a fundraiser for a Democratic congressional candidate.



BIDEN is scheduled attend a round table on domestic violence. He will also attend a fundraiser for former Colorado House Speaker Andrew Romanoff, who is challenging Republican Rep. Mike Coffman in the state’s 6th Congressional District.



BIDEN’s swing through Colorado and emphasis on domestic violence comes as Democrats are trying to turn women voters against Republicans, both in the 6th district and in the state’s U.S. Senate contest.



NBC News

BIDEN: All We're Able to do Right Now is Stop Bad Things

September 19, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday said Congressional gridlock has left the White House incapable of doing much more than preventing “bad things from happening” on the world stage.



“All we’re able to do right now is stop bad things from happening. That’s useful, but it’s not why we wanted to job,” the vice president said at a Democratic National Committee event.



BIDEN’s comments come one day after Congress gave rare bipartisan approval to President Obama’s request to authorize a mission to train and equip Syrian rebels fighting Islamic terrorists, and Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko pleaded with Washington for more aid to fight back against pro-Russian rebels.



Along with the threats abroad, the White House has faced stiff opposition at home from Republicans in Congress. The gridlock has spurred the president to take a number of executive actions on his top legislative priorities, but has prevented him from achieving comprehensive reform on issues like immigration.



“We wanted the job to do things and we’ve done a lot through the president’s executive orders and the first two years when we had a Democratic House,” BIDEN said.



He warned Democrats that the country could “slide back a decade” if Republicans win the Senate and more seats in the House in November.



The Seattle Times

Joe BIDEN expected in Seattle for Cantwell’s Senate fundraiser

By: Kyung M. Song / September 19, 2014



WASHINGTON — Vice President Joe BIDEN will attend a fundraiser in Seattle next month to benefit a new joint fundraising committee created by Sen. Maria Cantwell and three other female Democratic senators up for election this year.



The Oct. 9 event will support Cantwell for Women in the Senate 2014. A BIDEN spokesman did not have the venue or other details.



The fundraising committee combines Cantwell’s Friends of Maria political action committee (PAC) with three other PACs: those for Sens. Mary Landrieu of Louisiana, Kay Hagan of North Carolina and Jeanne Shaheen of New Hampshire. 



Democratic control of the Senate is up for grabs this year, and some polls show Republicans have an edge in regaining majority. Democrats now hold 55 Senate seats (two independents caucus with Democrats), and Republicans 45.



Landrieu, Hagan and Shaheen are all running for reelection in November. Hagan and Shaheen, both freshmen, are in competitive races. Landrieu is perhaps the most imperiled among the 21 Democratic incumbents running this year.



Cantwell, who’s serving her third term, is not up for reelection until 2018.



Philly.com

President Joe BIDEN? 'In your dreams,' says Stewart

By: Nick Vadala / September 19, 2014



The smart money is on Hillary Clinton nabbing the Democratic Party's presidential nomination in 2016, but, still, some fans are pulling for Scranton's most beloved prodigal son, Vice President "Fightin'" Joe BIDEN. So could he usurp Clinton's presumed spot on the ballot? In a word, no. 



That is if you ask Jon Stewart, at least. 



"Listen, we all love Joe BIDEN. Just last week, I bought a life insurance policy from him," Stewart said on last night's Daily Show to kick off his BIDEN skit. "But of the United States, he will not be president."



Which, Stewart goes on to say, is a shame given some of the accomplishments BIDEN, longtime U.S. senator for Delaware, spearheaded throughout his career—chief among them his sponsorship of the Violence Against Women Act, which he defended last week on Today during a segment dealing with Ray Rice:



"It's never, never, never the woman's fault. ... This whole culture for so long has put the onus on the woman. What were you wearing? What did you say? What did you do to provoke? That is never the appropriate question."



Unfortunately, though, there is another side of the coin to BIDEN's spot-on evaluation of what's come out of the Ray Rice incident. Take, for example, BIDEN's use of the word "shylock" earlier this week, or referring to Asia as "the Orient."



"For those of you who may not know it, the Shylocks are not an old-school R&B group from the '70s, but, in fact, a reference to the stereotypically, grotesquely greedy Jewish money lender in The Merchant of Venice," Stewart said of BIDEN's recent gaffe. "Which reminds me: F--k you, Shakespeare."



Sorry, Joe—better luck next time. 



Politico

Joe BIDEN name drops Packwood

By: Jonathon Topaz / September 19, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday offered praise at a Democratic National Committee women event for retired Sen. Bob Packwood, who resigned amid multiple sexual harassment allegations.



Appearing at the DNC’s Women’s Leadership Forum in Washington, the vice president suggested that the modern Republican Party is out of touch with its principles, citing a previous generation of GOP lawmakers who worked with Democrats on issues like voting rights. “It’s Republicans that were involved. Guys like [former Maryland Republican Sen.] Mac Mathias and Packwood and so many others. It wasn’t Democrats alone,” he said.



In 1992, former Republican Sen. Bob Packwood of Oregon was accused of sexual harassment by 10 female ex-staffers. Three years later, after the Senate Ethics Committee unanimously voted to recommend his expulsion from the chamber, Packwood resigned.

BIDEN’s comments at the women’s event came the same day the White House announced the “It’s On Us” campaign targeting sexual assault on college campuses.

The vice president made headlines for misspeaking earlier in the week, using the term “Shylocks” and “the Orient” while speaking at an event in Iowa.



The Washington Times

At women’s event, BIDEN praises ex-senator accused of abusing women

By: Dave Boyer / September 19, 2014


Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN joked Friday that he is “getting old,” and then moments later probably wished he could take back the remark.



At a Democratic event for women Friday, Mr. BIDEN spoke fondly of a former senator who was drummed out of office for sexual misconduct.



Mr. BIDEN was addressing the Democratic National Committee Women’s Leadership Forum and criticizing the Republican Party for its treatment of women when he spoke favorably about former Sen. Bob Packwood of Oregon as someone who worked with Democrats.



“It’s Republicans who were involved, guys like [Maryland Sen.] Mac Mathias and Packwood and so many others,” said Mr. BIDEN, who will be 72 in November. He is contemplating a run for the presidency in 2016.



The vice president had just come from a White House event urging young men to speak out about sexual assault. At the DNC event, he was promoting the prevention of domestic violence.



Mr. Packwood resigned from the Senate in 1995 after a total of 19 women came forward with allegations of sexual misconduct. The Senate Ethics Committee voted unanimously to expel him for sexual and official misconduct.



Earlier this week, Mr. BIDEN apologized for using the term “Shylock” to describe people who gave bad loans to members of the armed forces. It is generally recognized as an anti-Semitic slur, and the Anti-Defamation League called him out for it.



DNC Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz introduced Mr. BIDEN as “a national treasure,” which prompted the vice president to poke fun at himself.



“My God, I’m getting old,” Mr. BIDEN said.



“I tell you what. I get up every morning and I’m so excited about what I do, I keep thinking, man, nothing’s changed, till I look in the mirror,” Mr. BIDEN said.



Washington Post

Joe BIDEN fondly reminisces about Bob Packwood. Uh oh.

By: Aaron Blake / September 19, 2014



Vice President BIDEN just capped off one heck of a week with this doozy at a Democratic women's conference on Friday. While talking about how the Republican Party has changed, BIDEN brought up a couple of former colleagues who often worked across the aisle.



If you missed it, you can be forgiven. "Packwood" is former senator Bob Packwood. And for those who didn't follow politics in the 1990s, he's not really the kind of person you should be speaking well of at a women's conference.



The Oregon Republican resigned from the Senate in 1995 amid multiple allegations of sexual harassment and assaulting women. The Senate ethics committee had voted unanimously to recommend his expulsion.



The Washington Post first flagged allegations of Packwood's wrongdoing in 1992:



The other is a side of Packwood, 60, that few who have experienced it or heard about it want to talk about. Since Packwood's earliest days on Capitol Hill, he has made uninvited sexual advances to women who have worked for him or with him, according to former staff members and lobbyists, including 10 women who, independently of each other, have given specific accounts of Packwood's behavior toward them.



The women, including six whose names and detailed allegations were given to Packwood by The Washington Post, said his approaches were unwelcome and unreciprocated. In some cases, they said, the behavior took place when he had been drinking. Several said he was abrupt, grabbing them without warning, kissing them forcefully and persisting until they made clear that they were not interested or had pushed him away. No one said Packwood punished her for rejecting him, but several decided to leave their jobs within months. Several pointed out that Packwood was married when he approached them; he and his wife divorced last year after 27 years of marriage.



Yes, Packwood was seen as a bipartisan operator who lots of fellow senators probably liked on a personal and professional level. That's fine to think that in private.



But for a Democratic Party who has made such a big deal of the GOP's supposed "war on women," praising someone with Packwood's history is a bad idea.



Fox News

BIDEN, at women’s event, praises senator forced to resign over sexual harassment claims

September 19, 2014



Vice President BIDEN, speaking to a Democratic women’s forum, had an awkward moment Friday as he praised former Sen. Bob Packwood -- who was forced out of Congress over sexual harassment claims.



The vice president invoked the former Republican senator while addressing the Democratic National Committee's women's leadership forum.



The speech was largely devoted to highlighting the need to fight domestic violence against young women. But he also launched into an argument about how Republicans have changed since he was in the Senate, as he made his case for why Democrats need to hold their ground in the midterms.



He cited past GOP efforts to expand voter registration legislation, mentioning the late Maryland Sen. Charles "Mac" Mathias and Packwood.



“It’s Republicans that were involved, guys like Mac Mathias and Packwood and so many others. It wasn’t Democrats involved,” BIDEN said. “So I’m not joking, this is not your father’s Republican Party or your mother’s Republican Party.”



Problem is, Packwood was forced to resign from the Senate in 1995 after several women accused him of making unwanted or uninvited sexual advances.



Asked about the reference, BIDEN’s office told Fox News: “Throughout his entire career, the vice president has been a leading voice in the fight to stop violence against women.”



White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest also pointed to BIDEN’s record on women’s issues when asked about the remarks.



It’s been a rocky week for BIDEN, who in a speech earlier this week used the term “Shylocks,” which is considered by some to be an offensive term for Jews. BIDEN later voiced regret for the remarks. He also described Asia as “the Orient.”



BIDEN used the bulk of his remarks on Friday to tackle domestic violence. He said the administration would be unrelenting "to make it clear that it is cowardly not to step up."



"There is an absolute obligation, a moral obligation, to step up and intervene and say something," BIDEN said.



President Obama and BIDEN unveiled a campaign Friday to target domestic violence on college campuses.



BIDEN, who pushed the Violence Against Women Act in the 1990s as a Delaware senator, said an estimated 1 in 5 college women is attacked and that the new campaign would urge college students to make sure their friends are safe and to intervene before an assault takes place.



Business Insider

Speaking At Women’s Event, Joe BIDEN Praises Senator Who Was Forced Out Over Sexual Harassment

By: Colin Campbell / September 19, 2014



In the middle of a Friday morning speech championing women's issues, Vice President Joe BIDEN offered warm words for a senator who resigned amid a sexual harassment scandal. 



According to attendees, BIDEN singled out former Sen. Bob Packwood of Oregon as the sort of Republican who used to be reasonable on issues like expanding voter access. Packwood was reportedly accused by 10 women of unwanted sexual harassment and ultimately resigned in 1995.



"It was Republicans that were involved," BIDEN said in a speech at a DNC Women’s Leadership Forum breakfast. "Guys like [former Maryland Sen.] Mac Mathias and Packwood and so many others. It wasn't Democrats alone. Republicans were the sponsors of the raises of the minimum wage. I could go on and on. I'm not joking: This is not your father's Republican Party, or your mother's Republican Party."



According to The Washington Post, the details of Packwood's scandal were especially lurid.



"The extremely detailed and convincing accounts of Packwood's gross misbehavior were appalling," The Post said. "Outrage toward Packwood in his home state of Oregon and across the nation grew by day. The scandal and legal entanglements surrounding it would lead the senator to tearfully end his political career in 1995."



BIDEN already stumbled into multiple controversies in the past two days, including an off-color remark about his wife, a reference to "Shylocks," and calling a famous Singapore politician "the wisest man in the orient."



Associated Press

BIDEN: Young Men Need to Stand Against Violence

By: Ken Thomas / September 19, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN said Friday the nation needs to bring young men into the struggle against domestic violence by encouraging them to stand against the crime on college campuses.



BIDEN, speaking at a meeting of the Democratic National Committee's women's leadership forum, said the 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Women Act highlights the need to fight domestic violence against women in their teens and 20s.



BIDEN said the administration would be unrelenting "to make it clear that it is cowardly not to step up."



"There is an absolute obligation, a moral obligation, to step up and intervene and say something," BIDEN said.



President Barack Obama and BIDEN unveiled a campaign Friday to target domestic violence on college campuses. The vice president also was holding a round-table discussion on domestic violence later in the day in Denver, where he planned a fundraiser for Democrat Andrew Romanoff, who is challenging GOP Rep. Mike Coffman in a competitive congressional district.



BIDEN, who pushed the anti-violence measure in the 1990s as a Delaware senator, said an estimated 1 in 5 college women is attacked and that the new campaign would urge college students to make sure their friends are safe and to intervene before an assault takes place.



The vice president spoke as the National Football League has been struggling to deal with several cases involving players accused of committing violence against women or children. BIDEN said the league was smart to hire one of his former aides, Cynthia Hogan. "The NFL hasn't seen nothing yet," BIDEN said.



The vice president spoke at a daylong forum for more than 500 of the DNC's top female donors and activists. Democrats hope to mobilize female voters in large numbers this fall, and BIDEN cited a number of key races, including Senate campaigns featuring female incumbents in Louisiana, North Carolina and New Hampshire and the Texas governor's race featuring Democrat Wendy Davis.



BIDEN said Democrats should "make sure we don't slide back a decade by losing the Senate and losing ground in the House."



The vice president said the Republican party had changed since his time in the Senate, naming some former GOP colleagues who worked across party lines. He mentioned GOP efforts to expand the so-called "motor voter" legislation back then, mentioning the late Maryland Sen. Charles "Mac" Mathias and the last name of former Sen. Bob Packwood, R-Ore.



It was an awkward reference, considering Packwood was forced to resign from the Senate in 1995 after several women accused him of making unwanted or uninvited sexual advances.



The Washington Post 

Why Joe BIDEN gaffed so much this week

By: Sean Sullivan / September 19, 2014



Fact: Vice President BIDEN is a gaffe machine.



You'd be hard-pressed to find anybody -- Democrat or Republican -- who would dispute that point, which BIDEN reinforced this week with a string of impolitic remarks.



The much more debatable issues are why he does it and what it means for his political future. Two short answers: A "dated mentality" and "it took a hit."



To understand the why, consider what BIDEN said this week. His first gaffe was referring to bankers taking advantage of members of the military as "Shylocks." His second was using the word "Orient" to describe Asia. His third was appearing to open the door to ground troops in Iraq. The fourth came Friday when he praised former senator Bob Packwood -- at a Democratic women's conference, no less.



With the exception of the ground troops comments, all the others involved some very dated references. Therein lies a large part of BIDEN's problem.



Packwood was a senator from who resigned in 1995 amid allegations of sexual harassment and assault. The "Shylocks" reference has roots in Shakespeare. "Orient" is an antiquated term for East Asia.



These are not words and references most people are using in 2014. BIDEN is 71. He was a teenager in the 1950s. He was a senator since the 1970s. The world was very different then. So was the way people talked.



It's pretty clear that BIDEN didn't mean to offend anyone this week.  In using "Orient," BIDEN was trying to compliment former Singapore prime minster Lee Kuan Yew, as in, "Foreign policy experts around the world say is the wisest man in the Orient." In mentioning Packwood, BIDEN was trying to make a point about how Republicans used to be more bipartisan. The head of the Anti-Defamation League criticized BIDEN's "Shylocks" comment but acknowledged he has been a friend to the Jewish community.



But just because BIDEN doesn't intend to make news for the wrong reasons doesn't mean he has not suffered as a result. Which bring us to the "what it means" question.



This could have been a very different week for BIDEN. It started with word that a staff reunion had been postponed because, according to an organizer, too many people were interested in attending.  BIDEN went to Iowa on Wednesday -- a plum chance to leave a good impression in the first-in-the-nation caucus state as he mulls a presidential run.



But the BIDEN hype was quickly overshadowed by the BIDEN gaffes. An energetic, impassioned speech in Iowa that hit on many of the issues liberal activists care about most was back-burnered by his use of a few words no modern politician should ever utter.



In short, BIDEN's gaffes set him back politically at a time when he was poised to get ahead.



The public often cuts BIDEN slack because many people agree he doesn't mean any harm. His words are often shrugged off as Joe being Joe. Other politicians who say what he said might have been forced to resign long ago.



But while BIDEN's good intentions may have saved his political career, it's also prevented him -- despite an impressive resume and long-cultivated relationships -- from taking the next step to being seriously considered by his party as as a top-tier potential presidential candidate.



The Washington Post

Joe BIDEN had a remarkably terrible week

By: Chris Cillizza / September 19, 2014



Most politicians, upon making a highly publicized gaffe, would spend the next few hours — or days — with their mouths firmly shut. Joe BIDEN is not most politicians.



During a speech to the Legal Services Corporation on Tuesday, BIDEN referred to lenders preying on members of the military as “Shylocks.” By Wednesday, he was apologizing for a “poor choice of words” after the Anti-Defamation League criticized him for using a term that is a derogatory slur toward Jews.



BIDEN’s Wednesday was just starting to get bad, though. At a rally in Des Moines — in case you forgot, BIDEN might like to run for president in 2016 — the vice president recounted meeting a man named Lee Kuan Yew, whom he called “the wisest man in the Orient.” As the immortal Walter Sobchak might say: Dude, that is not the preferred nomenclature.



But wait, there’s more! After the rally in Des Moines, BIDEN stopped by a local diner. He was asked by a reporter whether he agreed with Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Martin Dempsey’s refusal to rule out American ground troops in Iraq. BIDEN said ground troops aren’t necessary now, but he didn’t close the door on the possibility — a position counter to President Obama’s insistence that troops won’t be put on the ground.



Then came the week-capper. At a women’s conference on Friday, BIDEN reminisced about good ol’ days when Republicans like Sen. Bob Packwood served. Packwood, you may remember,resigned in 1995 after 10 women accused him of sexual harassment.



Joe BIDEN, for kicking your gaffe machine into a gear we didn’t know it had, you had the worst week in Washington. Congrats, or something.



MSNBC

Joe BIDEN makes another gaffe

By: Alex Seitz-Wald



Vice President Joe BIDEN has had a rough week. It started with an apology to Jewish groups for using the term “Shylock,” and continued with another gaffe about “the Orient” at an event in Iowa that drew a smaller crowd than Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders.



But on Friday, BIDEN felt the love from Democratic women at an event in Washington – even as he made another verbal blunder by favorably invoking disgraced former Sen. Bob Packwood, who resigned following allegations of sexual assault.



In laying out the stakes of the midterm elections, BIDEN noted that the modern Republican Party is far more conservative than previous incarnations, which included moderate Republicans like Packwood.



Considering that BIDEN spent the bulk of his speech decrying violence against women, it was more than a bit dissent for the vice president to say he missed a senator who was almost expelled from the Senate after more than 10 women detailed assault allegations. 



The vice president gave blistering defense of the Violence Against Women Act, whose 20th anniversary came earlier this week, but said there is much more to be done. When he was pushing the bill in the Senate, BIDEN said critics dismissed it as a “BIDEN fad,” but now they see it was a “social failure.” 



“What constitutes success? There will always be some man raising his hand against someone weaker, violently,” BIDEN said. “But success will come when not a single woman in America asks, ‘what did I do?’” 



“Never, never, never is it the woman’s fault,” BIDEN continued, pounding his fist on the podium for emphasis. 



Despite the gaffe, BIDEN, who is openly considering a presidential run in 2016, found a fan in Democratic National Committee Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz, who is facing her own controversy this week.



Calling BIDEN a “national treasure” while introducing him at the DNC’s Women’s Leadership Forum, Wasserman Schultz noted that she wore a “BIDEN for president” pin on her backpack “long after we had a different nominee.”



“I am neutral as the DNC chair [in the presidential nominating contest] and will be, but I just wanted you to have that historical reference,” she said.



Wasserman Schultz was the co-chair of Hillary Clinton’s 2008 presidential campaign. Clinton, of course, is considering her own run for the White House.



BIDEN returned the kind words, seemingly going out of his way to defend Wasserman Schultz. “I’ve never seen anybody work as hard and as tirelessly as Debbie,” he said, calling her a “little sister.”



Wasserman Schultz’s tenure has been thrown into question this week after a Politico story detailed complaints from fellow Democrats, leading some in Washington to speculate that power interests in the party want her out, or are looking to use her as scapegoat for expected losses in the midterm election.



BIDEN’s praise amounts to the strongest defense of the chair from the highest-ranking Democrat thus far. When asked about the issue Thursday, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid told reporters, “From all I know she’s done a good job. But the decision that happens there is the decision of the president of the United States.”



Wasserman Schultz also addressed the ongoing controversy in the National Football League over some of its players facing domestic violence allegations. The video of embattled former Ravens running back Ray Rice punching his then-fiancée “shows why we need to never give up the fight,” she said.



In his own remarks, BIDEN also addressed the NFL controversy. The league recently hired a former top aide to the vice president, who helped him pass the Violence Against Women Act and other similar legislation in the Senate.



“The NFL ain’t seen nothing yet,” BIDEN said of Cynthia Hoagan. “I’m glad they hired her. They have no idea what they just bought on. Thank God for the league that they were smart enough to hire her.” 



Later Friday, the White House is rolling out a new public awareness initiative to combat sexual assault on college campuses.



“This is not a woman’s issue. This is an American issue. This is a men’s issue. And it’s time for men to stand up,” he said. Bemoaning politicians who treat “women’s issues” as ones that only affects women, BIDEN continued, “My observation is everything’s a women’s issue.”



Turning to the 2014 midterm elections, the vice president struck an optimistic tone. The election will almost certainly be bad for Democrats, and many prognosticators think the GOP will gain control of the Senate.



But BIDEN waved off the concerns, paraphrasing Mark Twain: “Reports of the demise of the Democratic Party are premature, they are very premature.”



He noted that he has been campaigning for Democrats like Mary Landrieu in Louisiana, Jeanne Shaheen in new Hampshire, and Kay Hagan in North Carolina – “They still let me come in,” he joked – and said that despite the candidates being outspent, “they’re still ahead.”



He even predicted a win for Wendy Davis, who is trailing by double digits in the Texas gubernatorial race. “We’re going to win that race!” BIDEN repeated several times.



It’s no wonder someone asked him backstage how he stays so optimistic and upbeat all the time, as he recalled toward the end of his remarks.



TIME

Joe BIDEN’s Gaffe-Ridden Week

By: Jay Newton-Small / September 19, 2014



Speaking at the Democratic Women’s Leadership Forum, Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday praised former Sen. Bob Packwood, who resigned in 1995 after 19 women accused him of sexual harassment and assault.



Err, awkward!



“It was Republicans that expanded access to the polls. It was Republicans in the judiciary committee that did motor voter,” BIDEN said in arguing that the GOP has moved to the political fringe. “It’s Republicans that were involved. Guys like Mack Mathias and [Bob] Packwood and many others. It wasn’t Democrats alone.”



BIDEN’s remarks capped a rough week. On Wednesday, he called lenders of bad loans to people serving in the military “Shylocks,” a derogatory name for Jews, earning him a rebuke form the Anti-Defamation League. Also, this week, BIDEN referred to the First Prime Minister of Singapore as “the Wisest Man in the Orient,” an antiquated word deemed offensive by many Asians. And at an event in Iowa, BIDEN seemed to leave the door open for ground troops in Iraq to fight the militant group ISIS, a day after President Barack Obama specifically rejected such an option.



Of course, BIDEN has long history of gaffes, but as Vice President he’s generally reined in his verbosity.



But five in a week is a lot, even for him. Perhaps impending lame-duckdom is loosening his tongue.



ABC News

Joe BIDEN Ends Gaffe-Heavy Week With Another Gaffe

By: Mary Bruce and Arlette Saenz / September 19, 2014



Oh, Joe. 



Vice President Joe BIDEN managed to step in it this morning while speaking about domestic violence and sexual assault at the Democratic National Committee’s annual Women’s Leadership Forum in Washington, D.C.



After giving an impassioned plea to end such abuse, BIDEN closed his remarks with a few comments about the challenges facing Democrats in the upcoming elections.



“This is not your father’s Republican Party. This is a different breed of cat,” he said, lamenting the absence of Republicans he said used to champion issues like voter fraud. “It’s Republicans that were involved, guys like [Charles] Mac Mathias, [Bob] Packwood and so many others.”

Perhaps that’s not the best example to use in a speech aimed at reaching out to women.



Oregon Republican Bob Packwood resigned from the Senate in 1995 amid sexual harassment and abuse allegations.

Moments earlier, BIDEN hailed the progress made in addressing domestic abuse but said success will only come when women stop blaming themselves.



“There will always be some man raising his hand to someone weaker physically, whether it’s a woman or a child or a man, but success will come when the societal attitude changes and not a single woman in American asks herself the question, ‘What did I do? What did I do?’… Never, never, never is it the woman’s fault,” he said.



But the Packwood reference was not the only gaffe of the week for the VP. Earlier this week, BIDEN had to apologize after referring to moneylenders as “Shylocks,” a Shakespearean term considered to be anti-Semitic.



“People would come to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being – I mean, these shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas,” he said Tuesday.



After facing criticism from the Anti-Defamation League, BIDEN admitted, “It was a poor choice of words.”



And Wednesday, he referred to Asia as the “Orient,” a widely outdated term that is often considered to be offensive.



“You know, on the way back from Mumbai to go meet with President Xi in China, I stopped in Singapore to meet with a guy named Lee Kuan Yew, who most foreign policy experts around the world say is the wisest man in the Orient,” BIDEN said in Iowa this week.



The Hill

At DNC, BIDEN praises ex-senator ousted for sexual misconduct

By: Ben Kamisar / September 19, 2014



While bashing the GOP for leaving women and the middle class behind on Friday, Vice President BIDEN spoke favorably about a former Republican senator who resigned amid allegations of sexual misconduct.



“It’s Republicans who were involved, guys like [Sen.] Mac Mathias [R-Md.] and [Sen. Bob] Packwood [R-Oregon] and so many others,” BIDEN said, looking back fondly on GOP lawmakers who were once willing to work with Democrats on issues like the minimum wage. 



Packwood resigned from the Senate in 1995 after the Senate Ethics Committee voted unanimously to expel him for sexual and official misconduct. A Los Angeles Times story on his resignation noted that the committee released more than 10,000 pages of documents that showed a “pattern of abuse of his position of power and authority as United States Senator.” The article also said the documents included “many explicit” allegations and that 19 women had accused Packwood of misconduct.

It’s been a rough week for BIDEN, who is no stranger to gaffes. On Tuesday, he used the term “shylock” to describe people who gave bad loans to members of the military. The word is generally recognized as an anti-Semitic slur, and he later apologized. 



The next day, he referred to Asia as "the Orient" and said that “we’ll determine” whether the U.S. needs to send ground forces to fight ISIS. President Obama has repeatedly assured the American people that there will be no U.S. troops on the ground fighting ISIS. 



BIDEN’s comments came during a passionate speech at the Democratic National Committee’s Women’s Leadership Forum, where he spoke forcefully about domestic violence prevention and the Violence Against Women Act. Then a Delaware senator, BIDEN introduced the legislation in 1990 and worked to get it passed in 1994.



“If we forced America to look it in the eye, they would stand up,” he said about his thought process when he wrote the bill. “To look into the eyes of the women who were abused in every social strata, every income level. Doctors as brutal as plumbers, football players as brutal as professors — no distinction.”



Now 20 years after the act passed, BIDEN said it “blows [his] mind” that reauthorization is still contentious. He cited statistics on lowering rates of domestic violence, but said that there’s still more work to do.



“Success will come when the societal attitude changes and women, not a single woman in America asks herself the question ‘what did I do?’” he said, his voice heightened with emotion. The crowd of Democratic donors loudly cheered BIDEN throughout the speech, standing for a hearty ovation when he finished.  



The vice president also used his remarks to rally support for the Democratic cause in 2014 and asked his audience of donors to “make sure that we don’t slide back a decade by losing the Senate and losing ground in the House.” 



“There’s so much more to come if Nancy Pelosi [D-Calif.] once again gets Speaker of the House, if [Sen.] Mary Landrieu [D-La.] continues to be Chairman of the Energy [Committee],” BIDEN said. He also mentioned North Carolina Sen. Kay Hagan and New Hampshire Sen. Jeanne Shaheen, two other female Democratic senators facing tough reelection fights.  



DNC Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz, who introduced BIDEN, admitted to the vice president that she used to wear a 'Joe BIDEN for President' button on her backpack in 1988, even after he lost the party’s nomination. 



“I am neutral as the DNC chair and will be,” she said, “but I just wanted you to have that historical reference.”



BIDEN turned around to praise Wasserman Schultz, who has reportedly fallen out of favor with the White House and other prominent Democrats according to a Politico report this week. 



“I’ve never seen anybody work as hard and as tirelessly as Debbie has,” he said. “If we want anybody to do that 60 seconds or 120 seconds we get to respond to some attack on the president or on the administration, the best person … is always Debbie.”



White House press secretary Josh Earnest, asked about BIDEN's mention of Packwood, said the vice president did not need to explain his record on sexual assault "to anyone."



"I think the vice president has a stronger record, probably than anybody else in Washington, D.C., when it comes to his decades of leadership on issues related to combating violence against women," Earnest said.



Vox

13 pictures of Joe BIDEN looking like the Vice President of the United States of America

By: Ezra Klein / September 19, 2014



While researching this piece on Vice President Joe BIDEN, I came across a lot of photo essays of BIDEN. There's Buzzfeed's "18 Pictures That Show What Joe BIDEN is Really Like". The Huffington Post published "9 Photos of Joe BIDEN Making Faces in Front of 10 Downing Street". Mother Jones has "Photos: Joe BIDEN Unleashed". Then, of course, there's the Onion's photogallery documenting faux-BIDEN's vice presidency.



These galleries are great, because Joe BIDEN takes some hilarious pictures (and because the folks at the Onion are good at Photoshop). But they're so common that they've become a bit misleading. Pretty much all the pictures you see of Joe BIDEN online are pictures where Joe BIDEN looks like he's about to do a kegstand. But when you actually search the photo archives for pictures of Joe BIDEN, what you mostly get are… pictures of Vice President Joe BIDEN. Not hilarious pictures. Not photos of a shirtless BIDEN waxing a Pontiac. Just pictures of the vice president doing vice presidential things. 
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Bloomberg

Everyone's Running (Clinton Challengers Edition)

By: Jonathan Bernstein / September 23, 2014

And BIDEN is in a holding pattern: He’s not organizing a real campaign, but has declared himself a potential candidate.



Associated Press

Webb 'Seriously Looking' at 2016 Campaign

September 23, 2014

Clinton is the leading Democratic contender for president if she seeks the White House again but Democrats expect her to face a primary challenge. In addition to Webb, the field could include Vice President Joe BIDEN, Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley and others.



The Washington Post

Obama gives good speech on climate change, and Congress shrugs

By: Greg Sargent / September 23, 2014

Meanwhile, it’s looking increasingly like the best case scenario for Dems this fall is a 50-50 Senate with Joe BIDEN as tiebreaker, and the odds of a GOP takeover are perhaps somewhat better than even.



CNN

Most congressional reaction to airstrikes comes from Pres. Obama’s critics

September 23, 2014

Before the strikes, Vice President Joe BIDEN reached out to one of the administration’s most vocal critics, Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-South Carolina, who told CNN’s Dana Bash that BIDEN told him the airstrikes would be “intense” and a “sustained effort.”



The Daily Caller

Analysis: Obama Attempts To Keep Low Profile On War, Taxes And Amnesty

By: Neil Munro / September 23, 2014

BIDEN used the event to promise major actions by Obama before the end of the year, according to attendees. Obama did not make a public statement.



CBS News

Joe BIDEN promises Obama will act on immigration

September 23, 2014

President Obama is "absolutely committed to moving forward" with comprehensive immigration reform, Vice President Joe BIDEN told a frustrated group of Hispanic leaders Monday.



NBC News

VP BIDEN: Country Prospers with More Education For Hispanics

September 23, 2014

Fashioning the future of Latinos framed a celebration of the heritage of the nation’s Hispanics at a celebration at the residence of Vice President Joe BIDEN. Ticking off education and school population statistics on Hispanic children, BIDEN asked attendees of the celebration to imagine a future in which the opportunities for Hispanic students did not change exponentially.



POLITICO

BIDEN: GOP to see 'Lord' or lightning

By: Kendall Breitman / September 23, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN challenged Republicans to “see the Lord” or the “lightning” in regard to immigration reform during a speech he made at a reception for Hispanic Heritage month.



NBC News

Obama Returning to Hispanic Caucus Event Amid Some Latino Anger

By: Suzanne Gamboa / September 23, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said Congress may see some “lightning” if it doesn’t act on immigration reform in the lame duck session, which refers to the few weeks Congress meets after the election. He said the president is going to do “an awful lot.”



Washington Times

BIDEN says Obama to take ‘awful lot’ of action on immigration … after election

By: Dave Boyer / September 23, 2014

President Obama is preparing to do “an awful lot” on immigration when he issues an executive order later this year, Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN told supporters Monday night.



The Wall Street Journal

Beating About the Bush

By: James Taranto / September 23, 2014

Sometimes history seems to have a sense of humor. In September 2013 BuzzFeed's Andrew Kaczynski unearthed an old video and reported: "During the presidential election last year Vice President Joe BIDEN attacked Mitt Romney for being 'ready to go to war' in Syria."



The Washington Free Beacon

Flashback: When BIDEN Slammed Romney For Wanting War In Syria

By: Stephen Gutowski / September 23, 2014

Just over two years ago, on September 2, 2012, Vice President Joe BIDEN said that Mitt Romney was “ready to go to war in Syria and Iran.” BIDEN then said that Romney’s foreign policy stances made him “out of touch.”



National Review Online

BIDEN 2012: Romney Wants to Go to War with Syria

By: Ian Tuttle / September 23, 2014

Joe BIDEN mocked Mitt Romney’s foreign policy during the 2012 presidential campaign — but Obama-approved air strikes in Syria, which commenced Monday evening, suggest that the administration is coming around to the position of the former GOP nominee.



The Week Magazine

BIDEN in 2012: Vote for Obama to avoid war in Syria

September 23, 2014

On the campaign trail in 2012, Vice President Joe BIDEN suggested that supporting President Obama's opponent, GOP candidate Mitt Romney, would result in what he implied would be an unwise war in Syria.



Washington Examiner

FLASHBACK: An Obama campaign taunt that sounds terrible in retrospect

By: T. Becket Adams / September 23, 2014

In fact, Vice President Joe BIDEN regularly mocked Romney's talk of war in the Middle East, and his jeering remarks, in retrospect, seem worthier of regret than chuckles.



Daily Press

Vice President Joe BIDEN to visit Norfolk Wednesday

By: J. Elias O’Neal / September 23, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in Norfolk Wednesday to talk infrastructure and job growth.  



Politix

BIDEN GETS IT WRONG ON WHY WASHINGTON 'ISN'T WORKING'

By: Alasdair Denvil / September 23, 2014

In an interview with The New York Times' "First Draft," Vice President Joe BIDEN voiced his opinion on the topic of gridlock in Washington, D.C.



KTVZ Fox Central Oregon

OSU leader urges more efforts to stop sexual assaults

September 23, 2014

Ray’s challenge follows the announcement last Friday by President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN of the “It’s On Us” campaign to raise awareness of – and ultimately prevent - sexual assaults on university campuses.



International Business Times

US Bombs ISIS In Syria Reaction: John Boehner, Democrats Back Obama On Airstrikes

By: Howard Koplowitz / September 23, 2014

Senate hawk Lindsey Graham, a Republican from South Carolina, said he told Vice President Joe BIDEN that he was “very supportive” of the airstrikes, according to CNN. Graham vowed to corral Congress if further congressional authorization is needed.



CBS News

Obama: "We will not tolerate safe havens for terrorists"

By: Rebecca Kaplan / September 23, 2014

Mr. Obama personally notified House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio and House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-California, about the strikes Monday evening, officials said. Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-California, who chairs the Senate Committee on Intelligence, was briefed by Vice President BIDEN earlier in the day.



Breitbart News

HOUSE GOP LEADERS RUSH TO PUBLICLY BACK OBAMA’S SYRIAN AIRSTRIKES ON ISIS DESPITE LACK OF CONGRESSIONAL APPROVAL

By: Matthew Boyle / September 23, 2014

The only other major congressional leader to issue a statement Monday evening or early Tuesday seems to be Senate Intelligence Committee ranking member Sen. Saxby Chambliss (R-GA). "I spoke earlier this evening with Vice President BIDEN, who informed me by phone that the United States was joining with our partners in the region to carry out airstrikes against ISIL in Syria,” Chambliss said.



AFP

Republicans Back US-led Strikes in Syria

September 23, 2014

Obama called House Speaker John Boehner late Monday to inform him of the operation, and Vice President Joe BIDEN did the same with other congressional leaders.



The Hill

Obama hails Syria strikes, argues ISIS is not America's fight alone

By: Justin Sink / September 23, 2014

Other administration officials, including Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel and Vice President BIDEN briefed the chairmen and ranking members of the defense and intelligence committees.



Portland Tribune

BIDEN sets Portland visit for Merkley

By: Peter Wong / September 23, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will come to Portland Oct. 8 for the re-election bid of Oregon Sen. Jeff Merkley.







Bloomberg

Everyone's Running (Clinton Challengers Edition)

By: Jonathan Bernstein / September 23, 2014



Finally, a Democratic presidential field beyond Hillary Clinton may be emerging. Well, it's a quasi-field, but it got one body larger today, with former Senator Jim Webb of Virginia talking about running on an anti-war platform.



We now have five of these possible anti-Clintons: Webb, Maryland Governor Martin O’Malley, Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders, Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren and Vice President Joe BIDEN. That’s a lot!



Well, sort of. O’Malley is the most active. He is hiring in Iowa and doing pretty much everything an obscure but viable candidate can do at this stage. Sanders, and now Webb, aren’t doing much beyond talking. Warren denies she is running even as she does candidate-like things, and is pointedly refusing to pledge that she won’t run. And BIDEN is in a holding pattern: He’s not organizing a real campaign, but has declared himself a potential candidate. We can't know how many of these Democrats will actually be running in 2016, or even in spring 2015.



Sanders and probably Webb would essentially be protest candidates. Their goal wouldn't be to to seize the nomination, but to affect the party’s policy agenda. That’s a tall order in the best of circumstances. A big part of being a protest candidate is losing, and why should the party move in the direction of the loser? If the front-runner is strong enough (or the protest candidate weak enough), the gambit can easily backfire. Democratic party actors might worry about anti-war sentiment among voters, but Clinton wins 90 percent of the Iowa vote, and Sanders or Webb get 10 percent, those fears won't last.



And Clinton has as strong a lock on the nomination as it’s possible to have without a declared candidacy, actual endorsements and voters going to the polls. She also has the bulk of high-profile Democrats publicly expressing their backing in ways that are just short of an outright declaration of support. There’s no way of knowing how firm those commitments might be, but if everyone who has hinted support stays on board, she’s almost certainly unbeatable. If these backers are just parking in a Clinton-friendly zone while they wait and see what happens, the contest could move from a walkover to a toss-up very rapidly.



Suppose, for example, that O’Malley or Warren or some as-yet unknown Democrat scores a publicity coup, followed by a poll showing the theoretical nomination race narrowing significantly. That’s when we would find out whether those Clinton-friendly Democratic party actors are really with her or if they’re open to other choices.



The longer Clinton is able to preserve the status quo, however, the stronger her position will be as time runs out for serious opponent to organize. It’s possible that she never gets tested, even if she is theoretically vulnerable.



Oh, and I should also mention the possibility that she drops out of the race.



But that's not likely to happen. Clinton is probably the strongest non-incumbent candidate for a presidential nomination in the (post-1968) history of the modern nomination process. Her only real rival is Al Gore in 2000. So the rest of the field is, as of now, little more than a footnote.



Associated Press

Webb 'Seriously Looking' at 2016 Campaign

September 23, 2014



Former Virginia Sen. Jim Webb said Tuesday he is "seriously looking" at a Democratic presidential campaign in 2016, a move that could create a challenge to former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton if she seeks the White House again.



Webb said at a speech to the National Press Club that he has talked to respected advisers about a presidential bid and will continue to have those discussions during the next four or five months.



"I'm seriously looking at the possibility of running for president. But we want to see if there's a support base from people who would support the programs that we're interested in pursuing," he said.



Webb, 68, is a veteran of the Vietnam War who served as assistant secretary of defense and Navy secretary during the Ronald Reagan administration. He defeated Republican George Allen in his 2006 Senate campaign and served one term.



Clinton is the leading Democratic contender for president if she seeks the White House again but Democrats expect her to face a primary challenge. In addition to Webb, the field could include Vice President Joe BIDEN, Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley and others.



Webb said Tuesday that U.S. foreign policy has been "adrift" since the end of the Cold War and the nation's debate over domestic policy has become increasingly polarized.



"Not surprisingly the American people have grown ever more cynical about their national leadership in both parties and increasingly pessimistic about the future," he said.



Webb has made campaign appearances in Iowa on behalf of Democratic Rep. Bruce Braley, who is running for Senate, and state Sen. Jack Hatch, who is challenging Republican Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad. Webb plans to visit New Hampshire, the home of the nation's first presidential primary, on Oct. 20.



The Washington Post

Obama gives good speech on climate change, and Congress shrugs

By: Greg Sargent / September 23, 2014



At the United Nations today, President Obama gave a decent speech about climate change. He hit a number of key points: Climate change is not just an “urgent and growing threat”; it’s the most important and consequential issue of the 21st Century. The science is undeniable, as are the signs of rising danger all around us. We know what we have to do to combat that threat. We are dangerously close to condemning the next generation to a future that “is beyond our capacity to repair.”



But the most important part of the speech may have been the implicit acknowledgment of the limitations that are likely to continue to constrain action for the foreseeable future. He said:



“Today, I am here personally, as the leader of the world’s largest economy and its second largest emitter, to say we have begun to do something about it….but let me be honest, none of this is without controversy. In each of our countries, there will be interests that will be resistant to action. And in each country, there is a suspicion that if we act and other countries don’t, that we will be at an economic disadvantage. But we have to lead…



“Yes, this is hard. But there should be no question that the United States of America is stepping up to the plate. We recognize our role in creating this problem. We embrace our responsibility to combat it. We will do our part. And we will help developing nations do theirs. But we can only succeed in combating climate change if we are joined in this effort by every nation, developed and developing alike. Nobody gets a pass.”



Obama outlined policy steps to tie climate measures to international aid and development, which Philip Bump summarizes here. He recapped steps the administration has already taken, such as outlining tougher fuel efficiency standards, and ones that are underway, such as the cuts to American emissions the EPA is currently drawing up.



But broadly speaking, if solving this problem turns heavily on “embracing our responsibility to combat it,” it’s just a reality that Congress is going to remain a major obstacle, probably for many years. Those are among the “interests that will be resistant to action” that Obama referenced, in a moment of understatement.



The prospects of ambitious cooperative action from the coming United Nations climate talks — which Obama called for — are impaired by the familiar divide between rich and poor nations, in which the former talk a good game but do little while the latter are the ones who bear the brunt of ongoing failure. One key thing Obama can do on this front will come later, when the United States proposes its own carbon reduction targets as part of these talks.



“Putting out an ambitious goal is really important and builds on the major steps the Obama administration is already taking to cut carbon pollution,” Tiernan Sittenfeld, a vice president at the League of Conservation Voters, tells me. “What we’re willing to do sets an example for other countries.”



And yet, because any international climate treaty requires a two-thirds majority of the Senate, the administration is reduced to exploring ways of pursuing a treaty that isn’t legally binding and wouldn’t require Senate ratification.



Meanwhile, it’s looking increasingly like the best case scenario for Dems this fall is a 50-50 Senate with Joe BIDEN as tiebreaker, and the odds of a GOP takeover are perhaps somewhat better than even. Mitch McConnell has vowed that a GOP Senate would use the budget process to chip away at Obama’s environmental regulations. While Obama would veto such efforts, he might be tempted to compromise here and there. As David Leonhardt puts it: “Republican control of the Senate would probably mean less climate regulation — and more carbon emissions.”



Environmentalists have worked hard to prove that climate can matter in electoral politics, but the fact that the bright spots are so rare — the Michigan Senate race may be the only real example of success — doesn’t exactly bode well. Yes, Democrats will very likely take back the Senate in 2016 if they lose it this year. And yes, the People’s Climate March attended by over 300,000 people suggests a real movement is in the making. But for a variety of reasons control of the Upper Chamber will probably be unstable and closely contested, with very narrow majorities in either direction, for years to come, no matter what happens with this movement.



So a great deal turns on Obama’s implementation of the new EPA rules and on the outcome of these international climate talks. Yet Congress can frustrate progress even on those fronts.



CNN

Most congressional reaction to airstrikes comes from Pres. Obama’s critics

September 23, 2014



(CNN) — As the Pentagon launched a barrage of airstrikes into Syria late Monday, Sen. Tim Kaine, D-Virginia, who was an early backer of President Obama’s first presidential campaign and his hand-picked chairman to run the Democratic National Committee, says he is concerned about presidential military action into Syria without congressional authorization.



“The point I think is so critical is the President shouldn’t be doing this without Congress and … Congress shouldn’t be allowing it to happen without Congress,” Kaine said Tuesday at a form at the liberal leaning Center for American Progress.



Kaine, however, said he is supportive of ongoing talks between the administration and congressional leadership on a possible new congressional war authorization.



The House and Senate left town last week so that members could go home to campaign for the midterm elections. Before Congress left, both chambers voted on a narrow measure that gave Obama the authority to train and arm Syrian rebel groups.



Congress did not act on a more broad measure that would have given the President the authority to expand its effort against ISIS in Iraq and Syria. While Obama said he would welcome congressional authorization, Republicans and Democrats were split on whether he had authority from existing authorization focused on al Qaeda. Some thought that the President needed additional congressional approval.



Most members of Congress expected the airstrikes to occur after they returned home to their districts, and privately, many of them conceded that they were relieved not to have to vote on a controversial topic just weeks before voters were to go to the polls in November.



House and Senate leaders said they were open to voting on a new measure giving new parameters for military action against ISIS, but not until after the election.



Criticism of the air strikes is bipartisan, ranging from concern over mission creep to waging war unilaterally.



Rep. Justin Amash, R-Michigan, a tea party favorite, ripped congressional leaders for skipping out on a debate on military action.



“It’s irresponsible & immoral that instead of debating & voting on war, congressional leaders chose to recess Congress for nearly two months,” he said in a tweet Monday night.



Anti-war Republican, Rep. Walter Jones of North Carolina, who like Kaine and Amash voted against arming the moderate Syrian rebels, said he was “disappointed” that the administration carried through with the airstrikes without congressional support. He co-authored a letter to House Speaker John Boehner urging a vote on war authorization.



“This reminds me of the Bush administration,” he told CNN, referring to another expansion of military action. “I am not sure how much more we can ask of the military and the taxpayers without Congress having a debate.”



While supportive of the strikes, Rep. Chris Van Hollen, a member of the Democratic House leadership, warned of mission creep, saying in a statement and in a tweet that the House should vote on a new war authorization that precludes any possibility of putting U.S. combat troops on the ground.



Obama’s supporters



Obama’s supporters are usually his detractors. Most of the positive reaction from lawmakers came from those who have been the most strident in their push for military action were the first to respond, and they did so enthusiastically.



On Monday, President Obama personally called House Speaker John Boehner, House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid to notify them that the military operation inside Syria would begin in the evening.



Boehner said he supports the airstrikes, “understanding that this is just one step in what must be a larger effort to destroy and defeat this terrorist organization.”



Democrats and Republicans who lead key committees approved of the President’s move, including House Armed Services Committee Chairman Buck McKeon, who said “this is one step in what will be a long fight against ISIL,” another acronym that refers to ISIS, or the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria.



Before the strikes, Vice President Joe BIDEN reached out to one of the administration’s most vocal critics, Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-South Carolina, who told CNN’s Dana Bash that BIDEN told him the airstrikes would be “intense” and a “sustained effort.”



Graham said he told BIDEN he was “very supportive” of the administration’s move and would do what was needed of him to corral Congress if further congressional authorization is needed.



Campaign politics



ISIS has emerged as a campaign issue. Senate candidate Scott Brown, R-New Hampshire, released a television advertisement just after airstrikes in Syria commenced. While the ad didn’t mention expanded military action into Syria, it tied his challenger, Democratic Sen. Jeanne Shaheen, to the President, who has low approval ratings in New Hampshire.



“Anyone who turns on the TV these days knows we face challenges to our way of life. Radical Islamic terrorists are threatening to cause the collapse of our country. President Obama and Sen. Shaheen seem confused about the nature of the threat. Not me,” Brown says in the ad.



Shaheen, meanwhile, continues to insist that a hard line be taken against ISIS, saying she has “supported and will continue to support aggressive action to destroy ISIL.”



The Daily Caller

Analysis: Obama Attempts To Keep Low Profile On War, Taxes And Amnesty

By: Neil Munro / September 23, 2014



President Barack Obama is downplaying his central role in several dramatic policies, just as Democratic candidates are distancing themselves from him in the run-up to the November election.



The morning after Obama began an airpower war against targets in the war-torn but independent country of Syria, Obama gave a brief three-minute statement where he highlighted participation by Saudi Arabia, Jordan, the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Qatar.



“America is proud to stand shoulder-to-shoulder with these nations on behalf of our common security…. This is not America’s fight alone,” Obama declared. “The overall effort will take time, there will be challenges ahead,” Obama said before walking away from the reporters’ shouted questions.



The distancing may be intended to minimize midterm blowback from slices of his constituency only weeks before a critical midterm election. The progressives in his base oppose a new war, his business donors oppose new curbs on companies and his middle-class supporters oppose the distribution of millions of work-permits for illegals.



Obama can also reverse his distancing, however, if the public wants to give him credit.



Obama didn’t appear in public to announce the launch of his own war in Syria and Iraq, late Sept. 22. Instead, his deputies told reporters that the campaign was initiated by his regional commander.



“The decision to conduct these strikes was made earlier today by the U.S. Central Command commander under authorization granted him by the commander in chief,” said a Pentagon statement.



Obama’s effort to minimize his role is problematic, partly because many strategists are unclear about how his Syrian air-war will help long-term U.S. goals.



Obama also sought to minimize his role in his campaign-trail criticism of companies for their effort to reduce their federal tax bills.



He released a statement shortly after Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew announced Sept. 22 he would change tax rules and definitions to constrict so-called tax-saving “inversions.”



“Secretary Lew briefed me today on the first steps the Treasury Department is taking to discourage companies from taking advantage of corporate inversions — moving their tax residence overseas on paper to avoid paying their fair share in taxes here at home,” he said in a Monday evening statement. ”I’m glad that Secretary Lew is exploring additional actions to help reverse this trend,” the president added.



That statement came after Lew had briefed the press at 5:45 p.m. to announce the rule changes.



Obama is also distancing himself from his plan to print work permits for millions of illegal immigrants.



Early in the evening of Sept. 22, before the bombs landed in Syria, Obama attended a closed-door Hispanic Heritage Month event at Vice President Joe BIDEN’s official residence.



The visit was partly intended to mend fences with the ethnic lobbyists he has disappointed since August. In May, Obama promised action by the end of summer, but has since postponed any action on immigration until the end of the year. He also repeatedly said that the immigration changes are being drafted by Jeh Johnson, his secretary of Homeland Security.



BIDEN used the event to promise major actions by Obama before the end of the year, according to attendees. Obama did not make a public statement.



White House deputies say Obama will implement the plan — whose details are being kept secret — by the end of the year.



White House officials have repeatedly suggested that he will give residency permits and work permits to more than four million illegals.



That action would ensure that the supply of new foreign job applicants in 2015 — consisting of several million illegals, one million new illegal immigrants plus 700,000 guest workers — would far exceed the new supply of roughly 1.3 million native-born non-college Americans.



Obama’s immigration policies are very unpopular among swing-voters, Democrats, working Americans and among many Hispanics. However, they’re backed by many university graduates, business executives and business donors.



That unpopularity has prompted many Democratic candidates to keep their distance from him. Instead of making joint appearances, Obama is trying to raise record amounts of donations from wealthy progressives. On Tuesday, for example, he’s attending another fundraiser in New York after his meetings at the United Nations.



CBS News

Joe BIDEN promises Obama will act on immigration

September 23, 2014



President Obama is "absolutely committed to moving forward" with comprehensive immigration reform, Vice President Joe BIDEN told a frustrated group of Hispanic leaders Monday.



BIDEN and his wife, Jill, spoke at a Hispanic Heritage Month reception at their Naval Observatory residence.



Leaders in the Hispanic community have grown increasingly frustrated with the president for his hesitation to take unilateral steps that might slow deportations or expand the number of immigrants in the U.S. illegally who are given permission to stay. Mr. Obama had been promising executive action by the end of summer, but the White House said in early September that he would delay any announcements until after the midterm election.



BIDEN told the audience that Mr. Obama was determined to move ahead "with or without" Congress and "if they don't get something done by the end of this year, the president's going to do it."



"I know you're all waiting and you're frustrated," he said. "Watch when this election is over, watch what happens when all of a sudden out friends in the other team realize their prospects for future electoral success hinge upon acting rationally. They will either act rationally, or we will act for them, and if we have to act for them, they will not be around a whole lot longer to act in large numbers."



BIDEN also paid tribute to Hispanic education administrators and counselors, calling them "heroes in the classroom and community."



He said the "brilliance and potential of the Hispanic community" will help move American forward, noting that one in four students in pre-K through 12th grade are Hispanic.



BIDEN thanked the education advocates for their work to increase Hispanic college enrollment and decreasing the high school drop out rate, which he said had fallen by 30 percent since the president took office.



Guests at the event included Housing and Urban Development Secretary Julian Castro, U.S. Treasurer Rosie Rios and voter advocate Henry Munoz.



NBC News

VP BIDEN: Country Prospers with More Education For Hispanics

September 23, 2014



Fashioning the future of Latinos framed a celebration of the heritage of the nation’s Hispanics at a celebration at the residence of Vice President Joe BIDEN. Ticking off education and school population statistics on Hispanic children, BIDEN asked attendees of the celebration to imagine a future in which the opportunities for Hispanic students did not change exponentially. 



“It would change the country negatively,” he said in remarks at the celebration Monday night, according to a White House pool report. “If we are smart enough to accommodate the brilliance and potential of the Hispanic community, we have the ability to literally change the country,” BIDEN said.



BIDEN also predicted possible congressional action on immigration reform after the election, when the House and Senate return for a lame duck session. If not, "the president's going to do it and he's going to do an awful lot," he said. “I can tell you when this election (is) over in the lame duck session, they just may see the Lord. It is possible. But if they don’t they will see some lightning,” BIDEN said. The president attended the event but made his appearance after media had to leave the reception, the pool report said.



POLITICO

BIDEN: GOP to see 'Lord' or lightning

By: Kendall Breitman / September 23, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN challenged Republicans to “see the Lord” or the “lightning” in regard to immigration reform during a speech he made at a reception for Hispanic Heritage month.



“I’m not offering any false hope about what they’ll do between now and the election, but … I can tell you, when this election [is] over in the lame-duck session, they may see the Lord. It is possible. But if they don’t, they will see some lightning,” BIDEN said on Monday at the fifth Hispanic Heritage month reception, according to White House press pool reports.



BIDEN spoke to a crowd of “leading members, advocates and educators from the Hispanic American community” focused on education within Hispanic communities, according to the pool report. The event was hosted at the BIDENs’ Naval Observatory residence in Washington.



BIDEN promised the audience that if Congress does not act on passing immigration reform, President Barack Obama would take “an awful lot” of actions to address the situation. In doing so, he warned Republicans that if the party could not act on immigration reform, it would face extinction.



“I know you’re all waiting and you’re frustrated,” BIDEN said. “Watch when this election is over, watch what happens when all of a sudden our friends in the other team realize their prospects for future electoral success hinge upon acting rationally.”



He continued, “They will either act rationally, or we will act for them, and if we have to act for them, they will not be around a whole long longer to act in large numbers.”



NBC News

Obama Returning to Hispanic Caucus Event Amid Some Latino Anger

By: Suzanne Gamboa / September 23, 2014



In the crossfire with sectors of the Latino community over immigration, President Barack Obama nevertheless plans to attend the annual gala of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute next month, the White House told NBC Latino.



Obama’s address at the institute’s gala next week will come just a month and two days before the Nov. 4 elections, when, among other things, the majority party of the Senate will be determined.



“His attendance reflects his ongoing commitment to the Latino community and the future of Latino and Latina leaders that CHCI works so hard to develop each year,” CHC chairman Rep. Rubén Hinojosa said in a statement.



The president has had to do some reassuring on that commitment. He’s been heavily criticized by Latino and immigration advocacy groups, led in large part by young immigrants, since putting off until after the midterm election a plan to use his executive authority to tackle immigration. He had said he would do so by the end of summer, which officially was Monday.



The postponement has led some to question whether Latinos should rethink their heavy support for Democrats in recent elections. Others have said Latinos need a Democrat-controlled Senate to achieve compassionate immigration reform and to secure other policies that benefit the community and that the anger should be focused on Republicans who have opposed immigration legislation.



Some of the president’s toughest critics have been young immigrants who in country illegally, often referred to as Dreamers. They and other groups have been generally critical of most members of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus as well, saying most have not gone far enough in pressuring the president to move ahead with executive action.



The Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute, CHCI, is the fundraising arm of the caucus but also focuses on developing young Latinos and connecting them with political leaders. While the group has expressed disappointment with the president they have tempered their criticism.



Obama has been a near regular at the CHCI event, speaking at the gala three times as president and in 2008 as a candidate. He last addressed the crowd in 2011 and planned to attend last year but pulled out because of the government shutdown.



This would not be the first time Obama had had to address the failure of immigration reform to move forward. In previous speeches, he has told attendees to “keep the heat on me” and keep the heat on Congress.



In a 2010 speech, Obama blamed Senate Republicans for failing to move forward on immigration. He said then his commitment was to get immigration done “as soon as we can” triggering some in the audience to shout “when?”



During that speech, the president reminded the crowd of his work also beneficial to Latinos such as health care, Pell grant expansion, credit card reform and protections for consumers from predatory lending, according to reports.



But for about a year, as the numbers of deportations has topped 2 million, he has faced protests and was labeled deporter in chief by the leader of the National Council of La Raza.



His allies have argued Obama’s deportation record has been unfairly represented because his administration has focused on deporting criminals, removing people who have recently crossed U.S. borders and those who have been deported on court order and returned.



In addition, his administration has set a priority list for deportations and Obama authorized the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program that shielded many young people from deportation and gave them permission to work.



But his critics say the deportation priorities are unevenly applied and too many families continue to be broken up by his policies.



On Monday immigrant advocates protested outside Democratic Party headquarters in Washington. "The president should keep his promise and allow us to stay together as a family," Teresa Galindo, a 70-year-old grandmother and mother, said in a statement issued by the DREAM Action Coalition.



Democrats have been hinting that Obama will “go bold” when he takes executive action, which the White House has said will happen before the end of the year.



Vice President Joe BIDEN said Congress may see some “lightning” if it doesn’t act on immigration reform in the lame duck session, which refers to the few weeks Congress meets after the election. He said the president is going to do “an awful lot.”



In a separate interview with NBC Latino, House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi also said she’s expecting strong action from Obama by the end of the year.



Washington Times

BIDEN says Obama to take ‘awful lot’ of action on immigration … after election

By: Dave Boyer / September 23, 2014



President Obama is preparing to do “an awful lot” on immigration when he issues an executive order later this year, Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN told supporters Monday night.



Speaking at a Hispanic Heritage Month event, Mr. BIDEN told the audience that he understands their frustrations with the administration’s delayed action.



“I know you’re all waiting and you’re frustrated,” Mr. BIDEN said. “The president’s going to do it, and he’s going to do an awful lot.”



The president has backtracked on a promise to take executive action on immigration by the end of summer, saying he didn’t want the issue to become embroiled in the November mid-term elections. He now says he will issue an executive order after the election because Congress has failed to address the immigration system’s problems.



Mr. BIDEN predicted that Republicans “may just see the Lord” in the lame-duck session of Congress after the president acts. His comments also suggested that Mr. Obama might wait to allow the GOP to digest the election results before taking unilateral action.



“Watch when this election is over, watch what happens when all of a sudden our friends in the other team realise their prospects for future electoral success hinge upon acting rationally,” the vice president said. “They will either act rationally, or we will act for them. And if we have to act for them, they will not be around a whole lot longer to act in large numbers.”



He added, “When this election [is] over in the lame duck session, they just may see the Lord. It is possible. But if they don’t, they will see some lightning.”



The Wall Street Journal

Beating About the Bush

By: James Taranto / September 23, 2014



Sometimes history seems to have a sense of humor. In September 2013 BuzzFeed's Andrew Kaczynski unearthed an old video and reported: "During the presidential election last year Vice President Joe BIDEN attacked Mitt Romney for being 'ready to go to war' in Syria." Specifically:



"[Romney] said it was a mistake to set an end date for our warriors in Afghanistan and bring them home. He implies by the speech that he's ready to go to war in Syria and Iran," BIDEN said Sept. 2, 2012 speaking in York, Pennsylvania.



"He wants to move from cooperation to confrontation with Putin's Russia. And these guys say the president's out of touch? Out of touch? Swiss bank account, untold millions in the Cayman Islands. Who's out of touch, man?"



Romney, you may recall, was not elected. A year after BIDEN made those comments, they were fleetingly ironic because President Obama announced plans for airstrikes against Syria in response to dictator Bashar al-Assad's use of chemical weapons. The irony receded when, faced with wide public opposition and evidently highly ambivalent himself, the president abandoned his war plan.



Yesterday the irony returned twice as strong. Not only is the U.S. bombing Syria, but its enemies there, the Islamic State and an al Qaeda spinoff called the Khorasan group, are also Assad's enemies. The Wall Street Journal reports the Assad regime claimed "that it was given prior notification of the attacks in a letter from U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry."



The State Department denies the claim: "We did not provide advance notification to the Syrians at a military level, or give any indication of our timing on specific targets," says spokesman Jen Psaki. "Secretary Kerry did not send a letter to the Syrian regime." The State Department gets the benefit of the doubt here. If the letter exists, the Syrians ought to be able to produce a copy. Psaki did acknowledge that "the Syrian regime had been informed by the U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, Samantha Power, of U.S. intentions to take action," though she didn't say when.



A greater irony than the comparison between the Obama administration and BIDEN's notional Romney administration is that between Obama and his predecessor. The current administration still seems at great pains to distinguish itself from George W. Bush. The Journal quotes an unnamed U.S. official as saying of the strikes in Syria: "It is shock, without the awe"--meaning it's less awesome than the airstrikes that preceded the 2003 ground invasion of Iraq.



In a statement this morning, the president himself said: "We were joined in this action by our friends and partners--Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Jordan, Bahrain, and Qatar." He continued: "The strength of this coalition makes it clear to the world that this is not America's fight alone. Above all, the people and governments in the Middle East are rejecting ISIL and standing up for the peace and security that the people of the region and the world deserve."



Enlarge Image



Hugging it out on Inauguration Day 2009. Associated Press

Then, according to White House blogress Tanya Somanader, he said: "Not since the Gulf War has the United States been joined in direct military action by such a broad coalition of Arab partners." But those words are not heard in the accompanying video, nor written in the official transcript. Our guess is that Somanader was working from an earlier draft of the speech and Obama or one of his speechwriters thought better of the implicit jab against George W. Bush.



There's a lot of that about. Twitchy.com reports that Josh Lederman, a White House correspondent for the Associated Press, tweeted this bit of puffery last night: "Involvement of 5 Arab nations in Syria airstrikes a major foreign policy win for Obama. Also helps him distinguish from Bush's Iraq War." Lederman later deleted the tweet.



The New York Times went a step further, today publishing this fabulous correction:



An article on Sept. 11 about President Obama's speech to the nation describing his plans for a military campaign against the Islamic State, also known as ISIS, gave an incorrect comparison between efforts by the president to seek allies' support for his plans and President George W. Bush's efforts on such backing for the Iraq war. The approach Mr. Obama is taking is similar to the one Mr. Bush took; it is not the case that, "Unlike Mr. Bush in the Iraq war, Mr. Obama has sought to surround the United States with partners."



The story, written by Mark Landler, now says only that "the president drew a distinction between the military action he was ordering and the two wars begun by his predecessor," and it doesn't quite spell out what the distinction was except to describe the current action as "selective airstrikes."



How could it take the Times 12 days to formulate this correction? Presumably it's not that the original story has been overtaken by events; you don't run a correction unless the story was mistaken at the time. There must have been a lot of deliberation among the editors over just how to handle this.



The final correction is quite remarkable. The Times now asserts, as a simple matter of fact, that "the approach Mr. Obama is taking is similar to the one Mr. Bush took." A corollary is that the distinction the story originally drew is simply wrong as a matter of fact.



It seems to us that goes a bit far--and not far enough. The assertion in the original article was highly tendentious, but ultimately whether the Bush-Obama similarities outweigh the differences is a matter of opinion. The claim is a defensible point of view, though it seems far-fetched to us.



That is to say, Landler (or his editors) went wrong not by making an error of fact but by editorializing. Lederman committed the same sin in that errant tweet. Pro-administration editorializing by straight-news reporters is an all-too-common problem, though until 2009 the editorializing was usually anti-administration. There's at least is one difference between Obama and George W. Bush.



Horton Hears a Jew 



The Lancet, which London's Daily Telegraph describes as having "been regarded as a well-respected medical journal," last month published a "controversial" pro-Hamas "open letter for the people of Gaza." Now, the Telegraph reports, "a cache of emails openly available in Google groups show that two of the authors, Dr Paola Manduca and Dr Swee Ang, have sympathies with the views of David Duke, a white supremacist and former Ku Klux Klan Grand Wizard":



Dr Swee Ang, an orthopaedic surgeon, and Dr Manduca, a professor of genetics at the University of Genoa in Italy--who are both members of pro-Palestine NGOs [nongovernmental organizations]--sent round-robin emails to their contacts promoting a video entitled "CNN Goldman Sachs & the Zio Matrix."

The video features an extended anti-Semitic rant by Duke, in which he claims that "the Zionist Matrix of Power controls Media, Politics and Banking" and that "some of the Jewish elite practices racism and tribalism to advance their supremacist agenda."



Dr Ang wrote: "This is a shocking video please watch. This is not about Palestine--it is about all of us!"



Manduca "forwarded a message alleging that the Boston marathon bombings were in fact carried out by Jews." A third author, Mads Gilbert, "gave an interview with the Norwegian newspaper Dagbladet in 2001 in which he said that the 9/11 atrocities were as a result of Western foreign policy, and that he supported terror attacks in that 'context.' "



The Lancet stands by the story:



"It's utterly irrelevant. It's a smear campaign," the editor of the Lancet, Dr Richard Horton, told the Daily Telegraph. "I don't honestly see what all this has to do with the Gaza letter. I have no plans to retract the letter, and I would not retract the letter even if it was found to be substantiated."

Dr Horton, who has in the past spoken at rallies organised by Stop The War Coalition, denied that the journal's reputation would be damaged by giving a platform to people who appear to hold such views, and said that the Lancet is not intending to investigate the allegations.

We guess he's saying his reputation couldn't go any lower.



The Washington Free Beacon

Flashback: When BIDEN Slammed Romney For Wanting War In Syria

By: Stephen Gutowski / September 23, 2014



Just over two years ago, on September 2, 2012, Vice President Joe BIDEN said that Mitt Romney was “ready to go to war in Syria and Iran.” BIDEN then said that Romney’s foreign policy stances made him “out of touch.” He even chastised Romney’s critiques of troop withdraws from Iraq, as National Review reported.



Joe BIDEN mocked Mitt Romney’s foreign policy during the 2012 presidential campaign — but Obama-approved air strikes in Syria, which commenced Monday evening, suggest that the administration is coming around to the position of the former GOP nominee.



“He [Romney] said it was a mistake to end the war in Iraq and bring all of our warriors home,” BIDEN told an audience in York, Penn., on Sept. 2, 2012. “He said it was a mistake to set an end date for our warriors in Afghanistan and bring them home. He implies by the speech that he’s ready to go to war in Syria and Iran.”



Last night the United States and its allies, under the leadership of President Obama, launched airstrikes and Tomahawk missiles against targets in Syria, according to the Associated Press.



The airstrikes against Islamic State targets were carried out in the city of Raqqa and other areas in eastern Syria. The strikes were part of the expanded military campaign that Obama authorized nearly two weeks ago in order to disrupt and destroy the Islamic State militants, who have slaughtered thousands of people, beheaded Westerners – including two American journalists – and captured large swaths of Syria and northern and western Iraq.



The airstrikes began around 8:30 p.m. EDT. Central Command said the U.S. fired 47 Tomahawk cruise missiles from aboard the USS Arleigh Burke and USS Philippine Sea, operating from international waters in the Red Sea and the northern Persian Gulf. U.S. Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps fighter jets, drones and bombers also participated.



National Review Online

BIDEN 2012: Romney Wants to Go to War with Syria

By: Ian Tuttle / September 23, 2014



Joe BIDEN mocked Mitt Romney’s foreign policy during the 2012 presidential campaign — but Obama-approved air strikes in Syria, which commenced Monday evening, suggest that the administration is coming around to the position of the former GOP nominee.



“He [Romney] said it was a mistake to end the war in Iraq and bring all of our warriors home,” BIDEN told an audience in York, Penn., on September 2, 2012. “He said it was a mistake to set an end date for our warriors in Afghanistan and bring them home. He implies by the speech that he’s ready to go to war in Syria and Iran.”



BIDEN also scoffed at Romney for his tough talk about Russia: “He wants to move from cooperation to confrontation with Putin’s Russia. And these guys say the president’s out of touch?”



The Week Magazine

BIDEN in 2012: Vote for Obama to avoid war in Syria

September 23, 2014



On the campaign trail in 2012, Vice President Joe BIDEN suggested that supporting President Obama's opponent, GOP candidate Mitt Romney, would result in what he implied would be an unwise war in Syria:



[Romney] said it was a mistake to end the war in Iraq and bring all of our warriors home. He said it was a mistake to set an end date for our warriors in Afghanistan and bring them home. He implies by the speech that he's ready to go to war in Syria and Iran.[AP]



Now, Obama has launched the very war BIDEN warned against two years ago.



In a vice presidential debate with Paul Ryan about a month after the above comments, BIDEN attempted to differentiate between intervention in Libya, which he supported, and intervention in Syria, which he then opposed:



Different country. It's a different country. It is five times as large geographically, it has one-fifth the population, that is Libya, one-fifth the population, five times as large geographically.



It's in a part of the world where they're not going to see whatever would come from that war. It seeps into a regional war.



You're in a country that is heavily populated in the midst of the most dangerous area in the world. And, in fact, if in fact it blows up and the wrong people gain control, it's going to have impact on the entire region causing potentially regional wars. [Commission on Presidential Debates]



BIDEN used the same debate time to praise Obama's foreign policy as a guarantor of regional stability:



We are doing it exactly like we need to do to identify those forces who, in fact, will provide for a stable government and not cause a regional Sunni-Shia war when Bassad [sic] — when Bashar Assad falls. [CPD]



Washington Examiner

FLASHBACK: An Obama campaign taunt that sounds terrible in retrospect

By: T. Becket Adams / September 23, 2014



President Obama on Tuesday explained his decision to launch airstrikes in Syria, arguing that he has a responsibility to protect America from terrorist influences in that part of the world.



But there was a time when the president and his allies repeatedly mocked former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney during the 2012 presidential election for the Republican candidate’s numerous warnings on Syria, the Middle East, and general unrest aboard.



In fact, Vice President Joe BIDEN regularly mocked Romney's talk of war in the Middle East, and his jeering remarks, in retrospect, seem worthier of regret than chuckles.



Romney “said it was a mistake to end the war in Iraq and bring all of our warriors home,” BIDEN said on September 2, 2012. “He said it was a mistake to set an end date for our warriors in Afghanistan and bring them home. He implies by the speech that he’s ready to go to war in Syria and Iran.”



BIDEN also regularly took shots at Romney’s warnings over Russia.



The Republicans candidate “wants to move from cooperation to confrontation with Putin’s Russia. And these guys say the president’s out of touch?” the vice president asked.



Those campaign taunts didn’t hold up so well, did they?



Daily Press

Vice President Joe BIDEN to visit Norfolk Wednesday

By: J. Elias O’Neal / September 23, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in Norfolk Wednesday to talk infrastructure and job growth.  



BIDEN will visit the Port of Virginia’s Norfolk International Terminals, where he will discuss the “importance of investing in infrastructure to grow the economy and create jobs,” an advisory from his office stated.



U.S. Maritime Administrator Paul Jaenichen will also accompany BIDEN during his Norfolk visit.  



The vice president is scheduled to make his remarks around 11:45 a.m., which could mean travel times on freeways near the Norfolk port could be delayed.



The event is not open to the public, although area and national media have been invited.



At the center of BIDEN’s visit is a $15 million grant from the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) to construct a new semi-automated motor carrier gate complex on the northern end of the Norfolk International Terminals. 



The federal funds for the project were awarded through the Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery grant program, a highly competitive program that awards federal funds for significant road, rail, transit and port projects.



As a condition of the grant, the port authority will provide a $16 million match.



Politix

BIDEN GETS IT WRONG ON WHY WASHINGTON 'ISN'T WORKING'

By: Alasdair Denvil / September 23, 2014



In an interview with The New York Times' "First Draft," Vice President Joe BIDEN voiced his opinion on the topic of gridlock in Washington, D.C.



Responding to the interviewer's question - "Why do you think Washington isn't working now?" - BIDEN replied:



I think because politics has become too personal. ... I was trained by a guy named Mike Mansfield, who was a former leader, a senator. He said it's always appropriate to question a man or woman's judgment, never their motive. We spend more time today questioning motive than we do judgment.



There's an awful lot that's gone wrong here, but let's start with the question itself, which asserts that politics "isn't working."



In an earlier article, "Where Political Gridlock Comes From," I pointed out that we have a constitution that is designed to thwart slim majorities. Combine that with the slew of close elections the U.S. has had over the past few decades, and what do you get? Thwarted majorities, also known as "gridlock." That's not a broken system, that's a system working as planned.



Leaving the question aside, look at BIDEN's response. He says that name-calling is a big problem, and I'll agree with him on that (though I don't know that it's worse now than it used to be). But then BIDEN goes on to absolve himself by saying that he doesn't impugn his opponents' motives, he only questions their judgment.



Really? Is this the same Joe BIDEN who said supporters of voter ID laws are motivated by "hatred" and "zealotry" (in other words, racism)? The one who demonized many Republicans as being part of a "Neanderthal crowd"? Who told union members it was time to "take back America"? All of this invective has come from BIDEN in just the last year or two, without any back-tracking or apology.



In fact, in his interview with The New York Times, after BIDEN cautions against questioning people's motives, he goes on to say that the tea party isn't liberal or conservative, but is an "anti-government" group that doesn't want the government involved in anything. But this is just a derisive caricature: the tea party is made up of conservative- and libertarian-minded people who want a small government run in accord with the U.S. Constitution. They're not anarchists.



BIDEN is a perfect example of what's going wrong in American politics. He denounces the evils of name-calling and demonizing while being conveniently oblivious to his own misbehavior. Civility is something that he lectures other people about, not something he has to strive for himself, because he's already there.



Unfortunately, politics is full of people - Republicans, Democrats, liberals, progressives, conservatives and libertarians - just like BIDEN. Their invective, coupled with their hypocritical attitude toward it, only serves to aggravate and incite anger. And that makes our tough political issues even more difficult to deal with.



In November we're going to have a midterm election that will launch us right into the next presidential election. Is it too much to hope that we'll see a candidate with a little more clarity about the acrimony in Washington?



Or will we once again just get more of the same?



KTVZ Fox Central Oregon

OSU leader urges more efforts to stop sexual assaults

September 23, 2014



Oregon State University President Edward J. Ray on Tuesday challenged all students, faculty, staff and community members to work together to end sexual violence.



Ray’s challenge follows the announcement last Friday by President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN of the “It’s On Us” campaign to raise awareness of – and ultimately prevent - sexual assaults on university campuses.



In a letter to the Oregon State community, Ray pointed to several programs at OSU that focus on education and prevention of sexual assaults and then said “that is not enough.” He challenged all members of the Oregon State community to get involved in their own way.



“I expect each and every one of us – regardless of where you work or attend classes – to become informed about sexual violence and to take the responsibility to help prevent and report all forms of sexual violence or harassment,” Ray said. “I have no doubt that we can all do something.



“Teaching faculty can learn how best to use classroom and advising opportunities to promote awareness, safety and support,” Ray pointed out. “Likewise, advisers, fraternities and sororities, supervisors, coaches, friends, etc. can all become informed about how they can respond and help this important effort.



“We are a community and should work together to ensure each of us are safe.”



The OSU president noted that an estimated one in five women nationally is sexually assaulted during her college years.



Sexual violence can impact anyone, he said, regardless of age, race, ethnicity, gender or sexual orientation. In the great majority of cases, individuals are assaulted by someone they know and even trust, whether as an acquaintance, classmate, friend, or current or former partner.



Of those assaults, it is estimated that only 12 percent nationally are reported, and only a fraction of the offenders are held accountable.



“Sexual assault is a severely violating experience that can cause a victim substantial immediate and long-term physical and mental health consequences,” Ray said. “These assaults must end, and to do so will require our collective focus locally and nationally.”



Oregon State will develop an “It’s On Us” website that will have information about the university’s response, prevention and education programs as well as information on how each of us can be part of the solution. The website will link to the national campaign and additional resources.



Ray asked all students and employees to learn about OSU’s programs and services regarding sexual violence reporting, emergency response, education and community services.



“During the course of the 2014-15 academic year Oregon State will take additional steps to address sexual violence within our community,” Ray said. “We will keep everyone informed of these important developments.” The university will publicize these efforts through the sexual assault website, the OSU Today newsletter, the online LIFE@OSU magazine, social media and other communications.



“It’s on us to end sexual assaults in the Oregon State University community,” Ray said. “Each of us has a role in creating a caring community – based on civility and respect – that is free of sexual assaults and other forms of harassment and violence.”



International Business Times

US Bombs ISIS In Syria Reaction: John Boehner, Democrats Back Obama On Airstrikes

By: Howard Koplowitz / September 23, 2014



House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, came out in support Tuesday of President Barack Obama’s decision to conduct airstrikes against ISIS militants in Syria. Boehner is the latest Republican critic of the Obama administration to laud the president after  Republican U.S. Sens. Marco Rubio and Saxby Chambliss also made statements backing the airstrikes, which began Monday night.



Boehner suggested that airstrikes should be just one component of Obama’s strategy in attacking ISIS, which is now known as the Islamic State group. “ISIL is a direct threat to the safety and security of the United States and our allies,” Boehner said in a statement, using an alternative name for ISIS. “I support the airstrikes launched by the president, understanding that this is just one step in what must be a larger effort to destroy and defeat this terrorist organization. I wish our men and women in uniform Godspeed as they carry out this fight.”



Senate hawk Lindsey Graham, a Republican from South Carolina, said he told Vice President Joe BIDEN that he was “very supportive” of the airstrikes, according to CNN. Graham vowed to corral Congress if further congressional authorization is needed.



Rubio, a Florida senator and a potential 2016 Republican candidate for president, also sided with Obama. "Defeating this menace to all who value freedom and tolerance will not be easy, but is essential to our security," he said.



Rubio’s comments were also echoed by Georgia's Chambliss, a member of the Senate Intelligence Committee who's retiring at the end of 2014. Chambliss said he spoke with BIDEN about the airstrikes in Syria against ISIS Monday night.



"I commend our allies in the region for stepping up and demonstrating their commitment to the fight against ISIL," he said in a statement. "I'm hopeful these strikes directed at hard targets will result in measurable progress toward degrading ISIL's capabilities and possibly even taking out ISIL fighters and leadership. As the United States moves forward with military action to defeat ISIL, we must continue to engage our allies in these efforts and work together to eliminate this dangerous cancer."



Obama’s decision to attack ISIS in Syria, which was conducted along with five Middle Eastern allies, was also welcomed by Democrats, including U.S. Sen. Carl Levin of Michigan, and U.S. Sen. Barbara Boxer of California.



“I support President Obama’s decision to strike ISIS targets within Syria. ISIS is a global threat and a threat to our national security,” Levin, chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, said in a statement. “It is especially significant -- indeed historic -- that these strikes involve forces from Bahrain, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates. The visible, public involvement of Arab and Muslim nations is crucial to long-term success against ISIS. While Western military force can help combat the poisonous ideology of groups such as ISIS, ultimately it is up to Muslim nations to resist and eliminate this poison."



Boxer, a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, said she supported the airstrikes “because we cannot stand idly by while barbaric groups threaten America and the entire world.”



CBS News

Obama: "We will not tolerate safe havens for terrorists"

By: Rebecca Kaplan / September 23, 2014



President Obama announced Tuesday that the U.S. had begun striking the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (known as ISIS, or ISIL) inside Syria's borders as well as an al Qaeda affiliate that was plotting against the United States.



"It must be clear to anyone who would plot against America and try to do Americans harm that we will not tolerate safe havens for terrorists who threaten our people," he said.



The president spoke the morning after the U.S. military announced it had joined with five other Arab nations in the region to launch airstrikes against ISIS inside Syria's borders. It was the first move by the U.S. to hit the group inside Syria, following on a pledge the president made earlier this month to strike the militants "wherever they exist."



The airstrikes hit targets in and around the city and province of Raqqa overnight using land- and sea-based U.S. aircraft as well as Tomahawk cruise missiles, the U.S. Central Command said. Arab nations participating included Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Bahrain, Jordan and the United Arab Emirates.



"The strength of this coalition makes it clear to the world that this is not America's fight alone," the presidnet said. "The people in governments of the Middle East are rejecting ISIL and standing up for the peace and security that the people of the region and the world deserve."



More than 40 nations have offered to fight ISIS in various ways, from cutting off their financing to countering their ideology, he said.



The Reuters news agency quoted a group that tracks the war as saying at least 20 ISIS fighters were killed in the strikes.



 Competing terrorists: U.S. faces fight with Khorasan and ISIS

Separately, the U.S. carried out eight unilateral airstrikes against the Khorasan group, which is believed to be plotting attacks against the West. CBS News' Bob Orr reported last week that Khorasan -- a group of operatives U.S. officials say were dispatched by al Qaeda's central command in Pakistan to try and link up the terror network's bomb-making experts with Western jihadists who have joined the fight in Syria -- was deemed a more imminent threat to the U.S. than even ISIS.



On Tuesday, the president referred to them as, "seasoned al Qaeda operatives."



Khorasan is believed to be a subset of al Qaeda's larger affiliated group in Syria, al-Nusra Front, which has battled against both the Assad regime and ISIS for territory in the country's north. Al-Nusra enjoys significant popular support inside Syria, and is believed to be directly supported by some Arab Gulf states, including some listed as partners in the strikes against ISIS.



"What that means to me as an intelligence officer is that we had detailed intelligence on attack plotting, either in the United States or in Western Europe, or in both, and so these eight strikes in northwestern Syria a long way from the ISIS targets [were] very, very important," said CBS News national security contributor Michael Morell, the former deputy director of the CIA.



Although the American leaders have pledged not to coordinate with or seek permission from the Syrian regime before carrying out airstrikes, State Department spokesperson Jen Psaki confirmed that the U.S. notified the Syrian government in advance that the strikes would be taking place.



"I think that was part of our advance warning to [Syrian President Bashar] Assad, was to let him know we were coming so that he didn't attack us," Morell said. "Had he attacked us we would have been forced to attack his air defense and some other Syrian military facilities, so it think it was a warning to him and he listened to that warning."



Last week, Mr. Obama received approval from Congress to arm and train moderate Syrian rebels to help combat ISIS on the ground inside the country. In Iraq, the U.S. is helping the Iraqi Security Forces and Kurdish fighters, but Mr. Obama has repeatedly pledged not to put U.S. troops into combat there.



Mr. Obama personally notified House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio and House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-California, about the strikes Monday evening, officials said. Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-California, who chairs the Senate Committee on Intelligence, was briefed by Vice President BIDEN earlier in the day.



Boehner expressed support for the move in a statement issued after the president's remarks Tuesday morning.



"ISIL is a direct threat to the safety and security of the United States and our allies. I support the airstrikes launched by the president, understanding that this is just one step in what must be a larger effort to destroy and defeat this terrorist organization. I wish our men and women in uniform Godspeed as they carry out this fight," Boehner said.



Since Aug. 8, the U.S. has launched at least 190 strikes against ISIS targets in Iraq. That increased military assistance, including the deployment of more than 1,600 U.S. advisers, has helped Iraqi and Kurdish security forces stem the tide of ISIS' advance, though serious challenges remain.



Breitbart News

HOUSE GOP LEADERS RUSH TO PUBLICLY BACK OBAMA’S SYRIAN AIRSTRIKES ON ISIS DESPITE LACK OF CONGRESSIONAL APPROVAL

By: Matthew Boyle / September 23, 2014



The current and immediate past chairmen of the House Homeland Security Committee have publicly backed President Barack Obama’s airstrikes against ISIS in Syria, despite the fact the president did not seek congressional approval for them



“When in times of war and of peace it is important that we come together as a nation,” Rep. Mike McCaul (R-TX), the current chairman of the House Homeland Security Committee, said in a statement late Monday. “To defeat ISIS, we must cut off the head of the snake, which exists in Syria. I support the administration’s move to conduct airstrikes against ISIS wherever it exists. ISIS is not just a threat to the United States - it is a threat to all nations that value human life and decency. We must continue to lead the coalition and utilize all tools available to combat this threat until ISIS is destroyed.”



Late Monday evening, news broke that the United States was engaged in airstrikes on ISIS bases in Syria. The Associated Press reports that the attacks involve a coalition of various Middle Eastern nations like Bahrain, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Jordan and the United Arab Emirates. During coverage of the breaking news late Monday, analysts on Fox News expected Turkey—a major force in the region and member of NATO, which has thus far been wary of U.S. efforts to snuff out ISIS—to soon join in the effort.



Via Twitter, and in an appearance on Fox News, Rep. Peter King (R-NY)—the immediate past chairman of the House Homeland Security Committee—called on all Americans to back Obama’s play here.

“All Americans must stand w/ Pres Obama in our war against ISIS - particularly tonight's air strikes in Syria," King Tweeted.



House Foreign Affairs Committee chairman Rep. Ed Royce (R-CA) backed the strikes as well, saying that Obama should have done this a long time ago.



“These airstrikes on ISIL’s command and training centers are long overdue,” Royce said. “With them, the space for these terrorists to operate will shrink. An effective campaign to destroy ISIL can’t be limited to one side of the border between Iraq and Syria. While this initial attack will be a big psychological blow to the terrorist group, an air campaign will need to be major and sustained. The reported participation of Arab allies in the region is welcome. This is their fight as much as ours.”



Rep. Justin Amash (R-MI), a conservative with libertarian leanings and a tendency for rocking the boat in the House of Representatives against even his own party, said via Twitter that Obama should have sought congressional approval for these airstrikes. President Obama did not seek authorization from Congress for them. Amash noted that congressional leaders like Speaker John Boehner and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid—who adjourned Congress for campaign season last week, a week before the scheduled recess—are similarly to blame for the lack of congressional debate and votes on the strikes.



“It's irresponsible & immoral that instead of debating & voting on war, congressional leaders chose to recess Congress for nearly two months,” Amash said via Twitter.



Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY), who hasn’t said anything on Monday evening or early Tuesday yet, has said in recent weeks that he supports airstrikes but if he were president he would have sought congressional approval before engaging in such military action on behalf of the United States. 



"If I were in President Obama’s shoes at this time, I would have called Congress back, I would have had a joint session of Congress, and I would have said ‘this is why ISIS is a threat to the United States, to the stability of the region, to our embassy, to our diplomats, and this is why I’m asking you today to authorize air attacks,’” Paul said in an interview with Breitbart News right before August recess ended, for instance.



There doesn't seem to be any major Democratic leaders who have weighed in on the situation as of early Tuesday.



The only other major congressional leader to issue a statement Monday evening or early Tuesday seems to be Senate Intelligence Committee ranking member Sen. Saxby Chambliss (R-GA). "I spoke earlier this evening with Vice President BIDEN, who informed me by phone that the United States was joining with our partners in the region to carry out airstrikes against ISIL in Syria,” Chambliss said. "I commend our allies in the region for stepping up and demonstrating their commitment to the fight against ISIL. I’m hopeful these strikes directed at hard targets will result in measurable progress towards degrading ISIL’s capabilities and possibly even taking out ISIL fighters and leadership. As the United States moves forward with military action to defeat ISIL, we must continue to engage our allies in these efforts and work together to eliminate this dangerous cancer.”



AFP

Republicans Back US-led Strikes in Syria

September 23, 2014



Senior Republican lawmakers and some of President Barack Obama's chief critics in Congress voiced support for Tuesday's US-led air strikes against Islamist radicals in Syria.



The attacks, with the help of Arab states Bahrain, Jordan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, opened a new front in the battle against jihadist groups.



Obama called House Speaker John Boehner late Monday to inform him of the operation, and Vice President Joe BIDEN did the same with other congressional leaders.



"ISIL is a direct threat to the safety and security of the United States and our allies," Boehner said, using one of several names for the Islamic State group that has captured a large patch of Iraq and Syria.



"I support the air strikes launched by the president, understanding that this is just one step in what must be a larger effort to destroy and defeat this terrorist organization," he added.



The Republican support follows bipartisan congressional concern that increased American military action in the Middle East will unleash a third US war in 13 years.



"In times of war and of peace it is important that we come together as a nation," House Homeland Security Committee chairman Michael McCaul said, backing the strikes.



"To defeat ISIS, we must cut off the head of the snake, which exists in Syria," he said



Previously, there were bipartisan assertions that the president would need specific authorization from Congress if he were to conduct broader, sustained US military action in the Middle East.



Those concerns had been muted so far on Tuesday.



Congress last week authorized the Pentagon to begin training and equipping vetted moderate Syrian rebels to battle against IS.



House Foreign Affairs Committee chairman Ed Royce was one of several Republicans who had complained the Obama administration had waited too long before launching military operations in Syria.



"These airstrikes on ISIL's command and training centers are long overdue. With them, the space for these terrorists to operate will shrink," Royce said.



Arguing that the air campaign will need to be "major and sustained," Royce welcomed the participation of Arab allies.



"This is their fight as much as ours," he said.



Republican Senator Marco Rubio said he has argued Obama has executive authority to use military force to confront IS "wherever they seek refuge."



"Defeating this menace to all who value freedom and tolerance will not be easy, but is essential to our security," he said.



With lawmakers currently back home campaigning for re-election, few Democrats had spoken out about the military intervention.



Powerful Senate Armed Services Committee chairman Carl Levin expressed support and hailed the "historic" involvement of Arab nations.



"While Western military force can help combat the poisonous ideology of groups such as ISIS, ultimately it is up to Muslim nations to resist and eliminate this poison," he said.



The Hill

Obama hails Syria strikes, argues ISIS is not America's fight alone

By: Justin Sink / September 23, 2014



President Obama on Tuesday hailed U.S. airstrikes against Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) targets within Syria, but warned it was only the beginning of a campaign against the terrorist network.

 

"We're going to do what's necessary to take the fight to this terrorist group," Obama said in remarks from the White House lawn.

 

After his comments, he immediately left on Marine One to begin his trip to the United Nations General Assembly in New York, where he will work to secure more international support for the fight against ISIS. [Read: Letter from the president -- War Powers resolution regarding Syria] 

 

A group of Arab countries — Bahrain, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates — participated in or supported the strikes, according to the administration, a key diplomatic coup for the White House. 

 

"America would act as part of a broad coalition and that's exactly what we've done," the president said, adding that "this is not America's fight alone."

 

"America is proud to stand shoulder to shoulder with these nations on behalf of our common security," he added.

 

According to the Pentagon, the U.S. used a combination of manned aircraft, drones, and Tomahawk missiles to conduct 14 airstrikes against ISIS targets within Syria. The strikes destroyed or damaged ISIS training compounds, headquarters buildings, storage facilities, a finance center, and supply trucks and armed vehicles, and were targeted around the city of Raqqa.

 

Separately, the U.S. also targeted an al Qaeda group that had set up camp in Syria. According to the Pentagon, the strikes targeted the Khorasan Group, a gathering of al Qaeda veterans who had gathered west of Aleppo and were plotting an "imminent attack" against the United States and Western interests. 

 

That group of eight airstrikes, executed exclusively by the U.S., destroyed training camps, and explosives and munitions production facility, a communication building, and command and control facilities.

 

The president said the action was to "disrupt plotting" among "seasoned al Qaeda operatives."

 

"Once again it must be clear to anyone who would plot against America and try to do America harm that we will not tolerate safe havens," he said.

 

Deputy national security adviser Ben Rhodes said the administration had been tracking the Khorasan Group's plotting of an attack on the U.S. homeland "for some time" and that the al Qaeda members had "clear ambitions to launch external operations against the United States."

 

"We believe that attack planning was imminent," Rhodes said.

  

The strikes have been broadly applauded on Capitol Hill, where there has largely been bipartisan support for the president's plans to expand the air campaign against ISIS.

 

"This is one step in what will be a long fight against ISIL. With strong coalition partners, a capable military, and a clear mission; it is a fight we can win," House Armed Services Chairman Buck McKeon (R-Calif.) said in a statement.

 

Obama said there was "bipartisan support for the action that we are taking."

 

"America is always stronger when we stand united," Obama said. 

 

But the expanded military effort has also renewed calls from some members to have Congress explicitly authorize the strikes within Syria with a vote.

 

"I think the mission has now switched to an offensive mission," Sen. Tim Kaine (D-Va.) told MSNBC. "Clearly I think Congress should be weighing in."

 

Polls suggest the strikes will also be popular with the public, which was galvanized against the terror network following the release of videos showing the brutal executions of two American journalists and a British aid worker. A HuffPost/YouGov poll released late last month found six in 10 Americans backed airstrikes against ISIS within Syria.

 

President Obama gave the final orders authorizing the strike on Thursday, after meeting with military commanders to discuss the effort at U.S. Central Command in Tampa. According to Rhodes, the timing of the strikes was dictated by the concerns of military planners and the readiness of coalition forces.

 

"We didn’t time this related to the U.N. meetings," Rhodes said.

 

U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Samantha Power informed a Syrian diplomat at the U.N. that the U.S. planned the strikes, but State Department spokeswoman Jen Psaki insisted the U.S. did not "coordinate our actions" or ask permission from the government of dictator Bashar Assad.

 

"We did not provide advance notification to the Syrians at a military level, or give any indication of our timing on specific targets," Psaki said, adding that the U.S. did warn Syria not to engage U.S. aircraft.

 

A senior administration official said last week that the U.S. would shoot back if Assad’s military shot at planes that entered Syrian airspace, and that the president could authorize the destruction of Syria’s air defense system.

 

On Tuesday, Obama said the U.S. also "will move forward with our plan...to ramp up our effort to train and equip the Syrian opposition." 

 

Congress gave Obama authorization for that program as part of a short-term budget measure that passed last week, although National Security Adviser Susan Rice said the program would take “many months” to get running.

 

Congressional aides confirmed the president phoned Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio) and Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) on Monday to inform them of the strikes. Other administration officials, including Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel and Vice President BIDEN briefed the chairmen and ranking members of the defense and intelligence committees.

 

On Tuesday, Obama submitted a letter under the War Powers act officially notifying Boehner and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) he had ordered the strikes. 

 

'[ISIS] is a direct threat to the safety and security of the United States and our allies,” Boehner said in a statement. “I support the airstrikes launched by the president, understanding that this is just one step in what must be a larger effort to destroy and defeat this terrorist organization. I wish our men and women in uniform Godspeed as they carry out this fight.”

 

Reid, in his statement, hailed the president's efforts at coalition-building.

 

"The presence of Arab nations in these airstrikes and President Obama's commitment that we will not use U.S. ground forces in combat are clear evidence that President Obama will not repeat the mistakes of the past," Reid said. “As we move forward, I expect consultations between the administration and Congress to continue.”

 

The president is expected to meet later Tuesday with a gathering of coalition nations hosted by Secretary of State John Kerry on the margins of the United Nations General Assembly, press secretary Josh Earnest said.



Portland Tribune

BIDEN sets Portland visit for Merkley

By: Peter Wong / September 23, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will come to Portland Oct. 8 for the re-election bid of Oregon Sen. Jeff Merkley.



Details have not been announced for events and venues.



BIDEN was a senator from Delaware for 36 years when he was elected vice president in 2008, the same year Merkley unseated Republican Sen. Gordon Smith.



Merkley is seeking a second term against Republican Monica Wehby, a physician from Portland making her first bid for public office. Merkley has consistently led Wehby in several independent public opinion surveys.



BIDEN’s visit will follow on the heels of an Oct. 6 stop in Eugene by Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren, who also appeared with Merkley May 28 in Portland.



BIDEN visited Portland in 2010 for the second-term bid of U.S. Rep. Kurt Schrader for Oregon’s 5th District congressional seat.
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The Washington Post

Knock-knock! Prince William to visit President Obama, Vice President BIDEN

By: Emily Heil / December 5, 2014

Seems Prince William is going to get a pretty good tour of Washington after all — the Duke of Cambridge will be dropping in on President Obama and Vice President BIDEN during his brief visit Monday.



USA Today

Prince William to meet Obama, BIDEN at White House

By: Maria Puente / December 5, 2014

Prince Harry has already been there, but now it's Prince William's turn to check out the White House when he pays a call on President Obama and Vice President BIDEN on Monday.



CNN

Prince William to meet Obama, BIDEN

By: Marianna Sotomayor / December 5, 2014

The President has invited Prince William to meet with him in the Oval Office on Monday. Before The Duke of Cambridge leaves the White House grounds, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Dr. BIDEN are expected to host him in a separate event.



UPI

White House hosts King Abdullah II of Jordan for talks on terrorism, aid and Iran's denuclearization

December 5, 2014

U.S. President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN met with King Abdullah II of Jordan in Washington, D.C., on Friday.



Ammon News

King meets US vice-president

December 5, 2014

His Majesty King Abdullah II met in Washington on Friday with US Vice-President Joe BIDEN and discussed with him Jordanian-US ties as well as ways to further boost them in various fields.



The Malaymail Online

In tit-for-tat, Khairy tells US to shut Guantanamo Bay 

December 5, 2014

Youth and Sports Minister Khairy Jamaluddin took to Twitter to issue his rebuttal to US vice-president Joe BIDEN, who had earlier posted a series of messages on Malaysia via his account on the microblogging site. 



Associated Press

Newest Member of the BIDEN Family

December 5, 2014

The BIDEN family spends Thanksgivings in Nantucket.



The Clarion-Ledger

Vice President BIDEN's family adopts Mississippi dog

By: Adam Ganucheau / December 5, 2014

A dog left abandoned in Mississippi got the first of many rides on Air Force Two, the plane of Vice President Joe BIDEN, last week.



FIU News 

Alumna introduces Vice President BIDEN at White House college summit

December 5, 2014

D.C. weekly update: While FIU made historic commitments in Washington D.C. to expand college access, an FIU alumna introduced Vice President BIDEN at a White House college summit, and FIU hosted national transportation leaders in Miami.  







The Washington Post

Knock-knock! Prince William to visit President Obama, Vice President BIDEN

By: Emily Heil / December 5, 2014



Seems Prince William is going to get a pretty good tour of Washington after all — the Duke of Cambridge will be dropping in on President Obama and Vice President BIDEN during his brief visit Monday.



The palace had initially announced only that Willz (it’s okay if we call him that, right?) would spend his first-ever trip to Washington at a meeting at the World Bank focusing on the illegal trade of animals for their ivory and tusks, a cause close to his royal heart. Ho-hum.



The White House and the palace announced an addition to the young royal’s itinerary Friday: some face time with POTUS and the Veep. Now that’s more like seeing the sights.



William’s father, Prince Charles, last visited the White House in 2011. And after the tete-a-tete, William is heading back to New York to rejoin his wife for the end of their three-day U.S. visit.



Hope he’s got time to grab a T-shirt at the gift shop on the way out.



USA Today

Prince William to meet Obama, BIDEN at White House

By: Maria Puente / December 5, 2014



Prince Harry has already been there, but now it's Prince William's turn to check out the White House when he pays a call on President Obama and Vice President BIDEN on Monday.



It's a last-minute addition to an already-packed three-day visit to the USA for the Duke of Cambridge and his pregnant wife, Duchess Kate of Cambridge, which gets underway when they arrive in New York on Sunday evening.



The White House and the palace announced Friday that Obama will receive Will during the young royal's half-day trip to Washington, where he will attend a conference at the World Bank to discuss wildlife conservation.



One of Will's top charity passions is the campaign to stop illegal trade in wildlife, a main theme of this charity-dominated visit, which is the first for both Will and Kate in either city. Their only visit to America so far was to Los Angeles in 2011 shortly after their wedding.



In a statement, the White House said the president welcomes Will's work in an issue that is "both a national security threat and a devastating environmental problem." The Obama administration has already announced a national strategy to combat wildlife trafficking that mobilizes the entire U.S. government to combat the threat.



While Will is getting face time with POTUS, Kate will remain in New York, as already announced, attending to her own engagements, including a visit to a child development center with the first lady of New York, Chirlane McCray.



Will is due to return to New York in time to attend a match between the Brooklyn Nets and the Cleveland Cavaliers, where they are expected to meet Jay Z and Beyoncé, who have a part ownership in the Nets, and "The King," LeBron James of the Cavs.



It's a big deal when royals turn up at the White House, especially for the British, who regard these visits with pride and as an important symbol of the United Kingdom's still-strong ties to America.



Obama spokesman Josh Earnest said the visit "underscores the special relationship" between America and the U.K.



Queen Elizabeth II and Will's father, Prince Charles, have visited multiple times, as did Will's mother, the late Princess Diana, who memorably danced with John Travolta during a visit to President Reagan's White House in 1985.



Now the young royals are turning up. Last year, fourth-in-line Harry (soon to be fifth when Kate's second baby is born in April) paid a surprise visit after he was invited by first lady Michelle Obama to an event for military moms.



December is a good time to see the White House, decked out to a fare-thee-well in Christmas decorations. And maybe the prince will get a chance to meet the cutest occupants of the White House, first pooches Bo and Sunny.



CNN

Prince William to meet Obama, BIDEN

By: Marianna Sotomayor / December 5, 2014



Many Americans are planning to get a glimpse of Prince William and his wife, Kate Middleton when they arrive in New York City next week -- and it seems that President Barack Obama wants in as well.



The President has invited Prince William to meet with him in the Oval Office on Monday. Before The Duke of Cambridge leaves the White House grounds, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Dr. BIDEN are expected to host him in a separate event.



Kate will not join her husband on the D.C. leg of their three-day trip, opting to tour a child development center with New York City's first lady Chirlane McCray instead.



While it is unknown exactly what the two global leaders will discuss, Obama acknowledged William's commitment to raising awareness against illegal wildlife trafficking, an issue he is scheduled to talk about at the World Bank.



"The President welcomes the Prince's work in this global fight against what is both a national securitythreat and a devastating environmental problem" the administration wrote in a press release.



The trip will mark Prince William's first visit to the nation's capitol. 



UPI

White House hosts King Abdullah II of Jordan for talks on terrorism, aid and Iran's denuclearization

December 5, 2014



WASHINGTON -- U.S. President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN met with King Abdullah II of Jordan in Washington, D.C., on Friday.

"We had an extensive discussion about how to debilitate and destroy ISIL both in Iraq and Syria," Obama said following his meeting with the king. "Jordan has been working on this side-by-side with U.S. troops and other countries. We are making slow but steady progress, and we recognize that it is a long-term and extremely complex challenge."



King Abdullah II reiterated Jordan's "long-term commitment to bringing a long-term solution to the region" and noted that the Jordanian military is "very proud be working together to combat ISIL in Syria and Iraq."



With regard to the Israeli-Palestinian crisis and recent attacks in Jerusalem, the president said "We share concerns about the continuous tensions between Israel and Gaza," adding "We are going to work together for a Palestinian state."



The two leaders also discussed the status of negotiations with Iran concerning its nuclear program. After the deadline to reach a comprehensive agreement with Iran expired Nov. 24, international negotiators announced that talks would continue in the months ahead. "We would prefer no deal to a bad deal," Obama explained to the king, adding "We will keep trying over the next several months."



Jordanian Foreign Minister Nasser S. Judeh tweeted afterward that it was an "excellent summit meeting between His Majesty King Abdullah II and President Obama. Comprehensive discussion. Strong friendship between our two countries."



Excellent summit meeting between HMKA President Obama. Comprehensive discussion. Strong friendship between our 2 countries. jordan USA-- Nasser S. Judeh (@NasserJudeh) December 5, 2014

Earlier in the day, BIDEN hosted the king at the Naval Observatory for a morning meeting, where they discussed international efforts to counter the Islamic State as well as humanitarian assistance needs for Syrian refugees, including those currently residing in Jordan.



Ammon News

King meets US vice-president

December 5, 2014



AMMONNEWS - His Majesty King Abdullah II met in Washington on Friday with US Vice-President Joe BIDEN and discussed with him Jordanian-US ties as well as ways to further boost them in various fields.



Discussions also covered the latest developments in the Middle East, mainly efforts to achieve peace based on the two-state solution, the crisis in Syria as well as international efforts to fight terrorism and extremism.



The meeting was attended by His Royal Highness Crown Hussein Bin Abdullah II and the King’s Adviser and Rapporteur of the National Policies Council.



The Malaymail Online

In tit-for-tat, Khairy tells US to shut Guantanamo Bay 

December 5, 2014



KUALA LUMPUR, Dec 5 — A federal minister told the United States today to shut down its controversial Guantanamo Bay detention centre, after one of the country’s top political leaders appeared to criticise the Malaysian judiciary and its handling of Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim’s Sodomy II case.



Youth and Sports Minister Khairy Jamaluddin took to Twitter to issue his rebuttal to US vice-president Joe BIDEN, who had earlier posted a series of messages on Malaysia via his account on the microblogging site.



BIDEN had tweeted: “Anwar Ibrahim’s appeal gives Malaysia a vital chance to make things right and promote confidence in its democracy & judiciary. -vp.”



Borrowing BIDEN’s words, Khairy wrote in reply: “Closing Guantanamo gives the United States of America a vital chance to make things right and promote confidence in its democracy and judiciary.”



The Guantanamo Bay detention camp is a US military prison located within the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base. The prison camp, which was set up specifically to take in highly dangerous criminals for interrogation and prosecution, has often been criticised by human rights advocates for taking prisoners without offering them fair trial and other rights abuses.



Many non-governmental organisations such as Amnesty International and the Human Rights Watch have also cried out against the condition of the detainees at the camp.



On his Facebook page later, Khairy, who is also Umno Youth chief posted a screen capture of his Twitter reply to BIDEN with a caption to explain his remarks.



He said BIDEN, in his remarks, had failed to look at alleged transgressions in his own backyard.



“Diplomatic relations, we practice as usual. But principles must be stated clearly,” Khairy said.



In his Twitter postings earlier, BIDEN had also commented on Malaysia’s U-turn on its plan to repeal the Sedition Act 1948, saying: “Amid growing US-Malaysia ties, Malaysian govt’s use of legal system & Sedition Act to stifle opposition raises rule of law concerns. -vp”.



Anwar is currently appealing a sodomy conviction and jail sentence that was handed down after the Court of Appeal overturned his 2012 acquittal of the charge.



The Federal Court yesterday said it was still preparing the judgment for Anwar’s appeal that it heard over eight days after initially scheduling two days, October 28 and 29, for the proceedings.



A conviction over what Anwar maintains is a politically-motivated charge would essentially bury the career of the 67-year-old.



Last Thursday, Prime Minister Datuk Seri Najib Razak declared that the Sedition Act 1948 will remain, in an about-turn from his earlier pledge in 2012 to repeal the colonial era law.



In his policy speech at the start of the 65th Umno General Assembly, he said the decision was made after consultation with party leaders, NGOs and grassroots members.



Najib also said the Act will be reinforced with two additional provisions governing the sanctity of Islam and outlawing secessionists in Sabah and Sarawak.  



Associated Press

Newest Member of the BIDEN Family

December 5, 2014



EUPORA, Miss. (AP) - A dog abandoned in Mississippi has a new home with Delaware Attorney General Beau BIDEN.



The dog is a 9-month-old Labrador mix.



Barb Mauller runs Little Mountain Rescue in her home in Eupora, Mississippi, about 100 miles from Jackson. She says she regularly drives dogs 1,500 miles to Nantucket Safe Harbor for Animals because they're hard to place in Mississippi.



The BIDEN family spends Thanksgivings in Nantucket.



Nantucket shelter president Pamela Murphy says the dog, wearing an "adopt me" scarf, was being walked on Nov. 28 and a family fell in love with her.



She says shelter officials learned who the family was when BIDEN filled out adoption forms Saturday.



Daily Mail

VIPooch! Joe BIDEN sees Indi the shelter dog off on his private jet as his son Beau adopts her

By: Sadie Whitelocks / December 5, 2014



An abandoned dog in Massachusetts got VIP treatment as she boarded the private plane of Vice President Joe BIDEN last week.



Peggy, a nine-month-old Labrador mix, has been taken in by BIDEN's eldest son, Beau.



The 42-year-old and his wife, Hallie, decided to adopt the pooch from a shelter while spending Thanksgiving in Nantucket and airlifted it more than 390 miles back to their home in Delaware.



The couple have since renamed the dog, Indi.



The dog was originally found in Mississippi by Barb Mauller who runs a small animal shelter from her home.



The Clarion-Ledger

Vice President BIDEN's family adopts Mississippi dog

By: Adam Ganucheau / December 5, 2014



An abandoned dog in Massachusetts got VIP treatment as she boarded the private plane of Vice President Joe BIDEN last week.

Peggy, a nine-month-old Labrador mix, has been taken in by BIDEN's eldest son, Beau.



The 42-year-old and his wife, Hallie, decided to adopt the pooch from a shelter while spending Thanksgiving in Nantucket and airlifted it more than 390 miles back to their home in Delaware.



A dog left abandoned in Mississippi got the first of many rides on Air Force Two, the plane of Vice President Joe BIDEN, last week.



Peggy, a 9-month-old lab mix, was taken in by Barb Mauller, who operates Little Mountain Rescue in Eupora. Because abandoned dogs are so hard to place in Mississippi, Mauller sends most of her dogs to Nantucket Safe Harbor for Animals in Nantucket, Massachusetts, where the BIDEN family spends Thanksgiving each year.



"(Foster mom) Susan Warner took Peggy into town Friday afternoon," said Pamela Murphy, president of the Massachusetts shelter. "Peggy was wearing an 'adopt me' scarf, and she was stopped by a family on the street."



Warner did not know it at the time, but that family was that of Beau BIDEN, the son of the vice president and Delaware's attorney general. After taking a card from Richards Friday afternoon, the BIDENs showed up at the shelter Saturday morning to adopt the dog. That was when shelter employees realized who the family was.



"They filled out an application just like everyone else, and their references even checked out," Murphy said laughingly.



The BIDENs, who have changed Peggy's name to Indi, already had a lab mix named Liberty. The dogs reportedly met for the first time aboard the plane.



Mauller, who runs the Little Mountain Rescue inside her own home in Eupora, said she was just happy to hear that Peggy had found a home.



"I thought it was pretty cool that the BIDENs were the ones who adopted her," Mauller said. "But I think it's just wonderful that people open their hearts and homes to these dogs."



FIU News 

Alumna introduces Vice President BIDEN at White House college summit

December 5, 2014



D.C. weekly update: While FIU made historic commitments in Washington D.C. to expand college access, an FIU alumna introduced Vice President BIDEN at a White House college summit, and FIU hosted national transportation leaders in Miami.  



On Dec. 4, FIU Provost and Executive Vice President Kenneth G. Furton, and FIU alumna  Idaykis Rodriguez, who works as a postdoctoral fellow at FIU’s STEM Transformation Institute, joined President Barack Obama, First Lady Michelle Obama, and Vice President Joe BIDEN – along with many college presidents and other higher education leaders – to announce new actions to help more students prepare for and graduate from college.



Rodriguez was tapped to introduce Vice President BIDEN at the White House’s College Opportunity Summit.



“Scholarships covered tuition, but my parents didn’t have money to buy a car, gas, and food for college,” she said. “So I had to work, but because of this my grades began slipping. I was lucky enough to have a mentor offer me a job in the physics department. His belief that I could make it is all that I needed. Now I have a Ph.D. in physics.”



On average, less than two Hispanic women earn a Ph.D. in physics a year.



FIU also announced its commitment to three initiatives, which are in line with the Obama Administration’s priorities: building networks of colleges around promoting completion; creating kindergarten to college (K-16) partnerships around college readiness by investing in high school counselors as part of the first lady’s Reach Higher initiative; and increasing the number of college graduates in the fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM).



College Opportunity: Florida Consortium of Metropolitan Research Universities (FIU, University of Central Florida and University of South Florida).  The consortium will aim to increase the six-year graduation from 54 percent in 2012-2013 to 71 percent in 2020 and 76 percent by 2025. Overall, this will produce an additional 5,642 graduates by 2020 and a total of 7,742 graduates by 2025.



K-16 Partnerships: FIU and the Miami-Dade Public School’s Education Effect at Booker T. Washington. Leveraging a strong collaborative platform, and private support of more than $1 million, this commitment aims to increase college-going and success by increasing dual enrollment courses; transforming teacher professional development in STEM; implementing math and civics after school institutes; infusing college entrance test preparation and reinvigorating the engineering academy, while reopening an on-site planetarium.



STEM Education:  Increasing STEM Graduation Rates by taking evidence-based models to scale.  FIU’s commitment is to increase overall STEM graduation rates by 10 percent by taking effective models of peer-led and active learning in smaller environments to scale across disciplines. Within a year, 50 percent of the STEM majors will experience evidence-based

The White House College Opportunity Day of Action is part of the president’s commitment to partner with colleges and universities, business leaders, and nonprofits to support students across the country. The goal is for the United States to lead the world in college attainment and instruction and all students will experience evidence-based instruction in at least one course in three years. This is projected to reduce individual course failure rates by at least 20 percent within 2 years of implementation.



This event is the second College Opportunity Day of Action, and will include a progress report on the commitments made at the first day of action held earlier his year in January. FIU President Mark B. Rosenberg participated in that event.



FIU hosted 2014 National Accelerated Bridge Conference



Also this week, FIU’s Accelerated Bridge Construction University Transportation Center (FIU ABC-UTC) addressed the building and delivering of economical and long-lasting bridges at the 2014 National Accelerated Bridge Construction Conference in Miami Dec. 3-5.



Federal Highway Administration Acting Administrator Gregory Nadeau delivered the keynote speech. Since 2009, Nadeau has focused on spearheading the development and administration of Every Day Counts (EDC), the FHWA’s signature initiative that addresses shortening project delivery time and accelerates the rapid deployment of innovative technology using a state-based model. He serves on the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Freight Policy Council, and prior to joining FHWA, Nadeau served as the Maine Department of Transportation’s (MaineDOT) deputy commissioner for policy, planning and communications.
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The Washington Post

Ukrainian President Poroshenko asks Congress for military support

By: Sebastian Payne / September 18, 2014

After his Hill visit Thursday morning, Poroshenko was scheduled to have lunch with Vice President BIDEN at the Naval Observatory before meeting with President Obama at the White House this afternoon.



New York Daily News

Ukrainian president visits U.S. Congress to ask for help against Russia

By: James Warren / September 18, 2014

His audience was clearly sympathetic and gave him repeated ovations. Among those leading the cheers were Vice President BIDEN, House Speaker John Boehner and Secretary of State John Kerry.



Alabama Media Group

Do these videos show VP BIDEN making mistakes or are they signs of a bigger problem?: opinion

By: Cameron Smith / September 18, 2014

In modern American politics, each and every slip, gaffe, and poor choice of words is judged and scrutinized hundreds of times over. In some instances, honest mistakes are blown out of context simply to push the media cycle. President Bush was routinely targeted for his rhetorical miscues, but Vice President Joe BIDEN continues to commit interesting verbal stumbles.



The Hill

Hagel vague on international support for anti-ISIS coalition

By: Kristina Wong / September 18, 2014

"President Obama, Vice President BIDEN, Secretary Kerry and I and others are working to unite and expand this coalition," he added.



Vox

The rift between Obama and his generals on ISIS

By: Zack Beauchamp / September 18, 2014

The White House went, according to Woodward, "ballistic." According to his reporting, "they felt they were being boxed in or really kind of cornered by the uniformed military." The Obama administration eventually settled on committing fewer troops than the military wanted  but more than Vice President Joe BIDEN's limited counterterrorism plan called for, ultimately satisfying no one.



Town Hall

It All Makes Sense: Obama Put BIDEN in Charge of "Day-to-Day" Iraq Management

By: Katie Pavlich / September 18, 2014

If you're wondering how Iraq fell apart, the Wall Street Journal has some new insight. According to a new report, President Obama put Vice President Joe BIDEN in charge of "day-to-day" management of Iraq.



Christian Post 

Joe BIDEN at Nuns on the Bus Iowa Rally: 'Things Are Out of Whack' With Income Inequality

By: Stoyan Zaimov / September 18, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN delivered a speech focusing on income inequality and the objective to restore the middle class during a rally at the Iowa State Capitol organized by the Nuns on the Bus campaign group on Wednesday.



National Journal

Why Joe BIDEN's Gaffes Don't Matter

By: Rebecca Nelson / September 18, 2014

Joe BIDEN misspeaking, or going too far, isn't news. The vice president's gaffe history is legendary; mistakes are expected. But three slips in the space of a mere 24 hours? That's a BIDEN record.



Commentary Magazine

BIDEN’s Apologists Do Him No Favors

By: Seth Mandel / September 18, 2014

Joe BIDEN got into some trouble over the last few days, as he tends to do, by making inappropriate or offensive comments. Because BIDEN has a long career of gaffes marked with seemingly racist pronunciations, this can lose some of its news value.



Bloomberg 

Why Democrats Prefer Hillary to Joe

By: Jonathon Bernstein / September 18, 2014

Fun item today from Ezra Klein, who wonders why most Democrats see Hillary Clinton as an obvious selection over Joe BIDEN. Klein's theory? The vice president's occasional gaffes.



Vox

Why Joe BIDEN trails Hillary Clinton by 44 points

By: Ezra Klein / September 18, 2014

By most measures, Joe BIDEN has been a damn good vice president. When President Barack Obama wanted to make sure stimulus money didn't disappear to fraud, he turned to BIDEN — "nobody messes with Joe," he said — and BIDEN succeeded.



CBS News

Iowa Democrats: Bring on the Hillary Clinton challengers

September 18, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN has his own group of Iowa loyalists cultivated over decades of presidential campaigns in the U.S., first in the late 1980s and then again 20 years later. He was scheduled to meet with Democratic candidates during a trip to the state Wednesday.



Christian Today

Voting habits: Why Joe BIDEN has made friends with a group of nuns

By: Carey Lodge / September 18, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN yesterday made an impromptu trip to support a group of nuns who are running a campaign to increase voter turnout.



ThinkProgress

Catholic Nuns Take On Dark Money In Politics With Nationwide Bus Tour

By: Jack Jenkins / September 18, 2014

The nuns, who stood before an assembled crowd of hundreds, were joined by Vice President Joseph BIDEN, a Roman Catholic, and led by Sister Simone Campbell, a Catholic nun and Executive Director of NETWORK, a Catholic social justice lobby. Campbell and the Vice President both spoke briefly to the crowd, with Campbell citing the pitfalls of money in politics and BIDEN singing the praises of the nuns’ activism.



The Daily Caller

Conan: Here’s How Joe BIDEN Only Made His Anti-Jewish Gaffe Even Worse

By: Kaitlan Collins / September 18, 2014

Vice President BIDEN came under fire this week after he seemingly made an anti-Semitic remark during a speech Tuesday to the Legal Services Corporation.



The Washington Free Beacon

BIDEN’s ‘Trifecta’ of Gaffes

September 18, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN managed to offend just about everyone Wednesday on his visit to Iowa.







The Washington Post

Ukrainian President Poroshenko asks Congress for military support

By: Sebastian Payne / September 18, 2014



After his Hill visit Thursday morning, Poroshenko was scheduled to have lunch with Vice President BIDEN at the Naval Observatory before meeting with President Obama at the White House this afternoon.



"Maybe the picture of President Poroshenko sitting in the Oval Office will be worth at least a thousand words, both in English and Russian," White House press secretary Josh Earnest told reporters Wednesday.



Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko asked Congress Thursday to provide more assistance, including military equipment, to aid his government’s fight against Russian-backed separatists.



“I urge America to help us rise and be equal to its natural and manifest role — I urge America to lead the way,” Poroshenko told a joint session of Congress.



He urged lawmakers to provide more political support, as well as “military equipment, both lethal and non-lethal” to Ukrainian soldiers. “Blankets and night-vision goggles are important,” he said. “But one cannot win a war with blankets.”



On Wednesday morning, the White House announced a further $53 million in aid to Ukraine — but no military assistance. Including the latest installment, the United States has provided $219 million in aid to that nation so far this year.



The Ukrainian president, who received several standing ovations, urged Congress “not to let Ukraine stand alone in the face of this aggression” and asked for “special, non-allied partner status” for Ukraine.



Poroshenko also compared the fighting in Ukraine to the Middle East. “Just like Israel, Ukraine has the right to defend her territory — and it will do so, with all the courage of her heart and dedication of her soul,” he said.



His Washington visit came just days after the United States imposed the latest round of sanctions against Russia following the annexation of Crimea. The sanctions announced last Friday by the Treasury Department targeted the energy, defense and financial services sectors of the Russian economy.



Poroshenko is visiting several countries to gather international support for his government's position. He visited the Canadian parliament Wednesday.



New York Daily News

Ukrainian president visits U.S. Congress to ask for help against Russia

By: James Warren / September 18, 2014



WASHINGTON — Ukraine President Petro Poroshenko mixed gratitude and a plea for help Thursday as he urged Congress "not to let Ukraine stand alone in the face of this aggression" by Russia.



Poroshenko was warmly received by a joint session of the U.S. House of Representatives and the Senate as he directly called for far greater military and economic aid, as well as more effective economic sanctions against Russian President Vladimir Putin.



In a low-key but firm, and at times stirring, address, he said Ukraine was "stabbed in the back" by Russia and asked the U.S. to give Ukraine the same special military status conferred on NATO allies, meaning more assistance.



"Democracies must support each other. Or they will be eliminated, one by one," he said.



"Ukrainian boys and girls now on the front for freedom and democracy, they need your support," he said, alluding to Ukraine's soldiers.



His audience was clearly sympathetic and gave him repeated ovations. Among those leading the cheers were Vice President BIDEN, House Speaker John Boehner and Secretary of State John Kerry.



Poroshenko, a candy mogul who turned to politics, was to make his first visit to the White House after his address and repeat his request for assistance.



The clear backdrop of both the address and a meeting with President Obama includes Ukrainian chagrin over what's seen as insufficient Western efforts to help. On the other side, there are U.S. worries about corruption in Ukraine and increasing military tensions with Russia.



Poroshenko did not skirt the corruption issue when he asked his audience for a government fund to spur investment in Ukraine by U.S. firms, as well as helping its justice system. Such aid, he said, "will be used by noncorrupt institutions."



Speaking in English, he struck a strong presence as he said, "There are moments in history where freedom is more than a political concept." His country "has lived this moment in the last ten months," he said, including booting his corrupt predecessor, Viktor Yanukovych.



Ukraine is now involved in a shaky ceasefire with pro-Russian separatists. On Tuesday, its parliament agreed to cede to the separatists what amounts to control of some eastern areas.



Poroshenko noted the porous nature of the ceasefire and said that 17 Ukraine soldiers have been killed since it started and more than 60 people wounded.



"Just like Israel, Ukraine has the right to defend its history," he said, clearly bringing up a comparison that would likely resonate with Congress.



He was pragmatic, too, alluding to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and how they've impacted economies of the West and wariness of military interventions.



But he urged Congress not to be overly conscious of the economic fallout. "The world simply cannot allow this kind of behavior."



He said he was willing to discuss anything with Putin except Ukraine's independence and sovereignty.



He concluded by harkening back to a motto of the American Revolution: "Live free or die."



In Ukraine, he said, American would not be building a democracy. "It already exists. You defend it."



Alabama Media Group

Do these videos show VP BIDEN making mistakes or are they signs of a bigger problem?: opinion

By: Cameron Smith / September 18, 2014



In modern American politics, each and every slip, gaffe, and poor choice of words is judged and scrutinized hundreds of times over. In some instances, honest mistakes are blown out of context simply to push the media cycle. President Bush was routinely targeted for his rhetorical miscues, but Vice President Joe BIDEN continues to commit interesting verbal stumbles.



Most recently, BIDEN referred to bankers who exploit soldiers as "Shylocks."



His infamous remark that Republicans will put black Americans "back in chains" made headlines around the nation.



BIDEN claimed that one could not go to a convenience store in Delaware unless he or she had a "slight Indian accent."



On the campaign trail in South Carolina, BIDEN argued that he could effectively debate southern politicians because Delaware "was a slave state."



During his 1988 presidential bid, BIDEN aggressively defended his academic record and invited a reporter to an IQ comparison.



When asked about Obama in 2008, BIDEN referred to then-candidate Obama as a "sort of main stream African American who is articulate and bright and clean...."



BIDEN asked state senator Chuck Graham, who is confined to a wheelchair, to stand up.



Discussing economic plans, BIDEN highlighted the importance of the three letter word "J-O-B-S."



In the stimulus debate, BIDEN asserted that spending money was necessary to avoid bankruptcy.



BIDEN noted that even if the President and Vice President do everything right, there is still a 30% chance they get it wrong.



Vice President BIDEN also commented on self defense with a firearm.



Everyone makes mistakes, and politicians are no exception. The only difference is that they commit errors on a much larger stage. Should BIDEN be held harmless for his stumbles or are they evidence of troubling personal perspectives and abject carelessness?



The Hill

Hagel vague on international support for anti-ISIS coalition

By: Kristina Wong / September 18, 2014



Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Thursday defended President Obama’s approach to fight the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) but offered no new details during his opening remarks at a Capitol Hill hearing on international commitments to a coalition the administration is forming.



The House on Wednesday voted 273-156 to back Obama's plan to train and arm vetted members of the moderate Syrian opposition, but some lawmakers are skeptical of the military portion of the president's overall plan, which will rely on U.S. airstrikes in Iraq and possibly Syria and training Iraqi and Syrian rebels to strike ISIS on the ground.

Hagel and other administration officials are selling the approach as part of a broad coalition that hasn't yet been formally announced, causing some lawmakers to cast doubt on whether there will truly be a coalition that includes Arab countries in order to avoid giving the plan a solely Western face.



"More than 40 nations have already expressed their willingness to participate in this effort, and more than 30 nations have indicated their readiness to offer military support," Hagel told lawmakers in prepared remarks at a House Armed Services Committee hearing.



"President Obama, Vice President BIDEN, Secretary Kerry and I and others are working to unite and expand this coalition," he added.



Hagel listed a number of countries with which U.S. officials have held discussions, and said that some have pledged military support, but most of the contributors and what the contributions could be have not yet been made clear.



U.S. officials have made clear that key Western allies are already on board, including Canada, the United Kingdom, France and Australia, and that they have already been contributing to the effort.



However, U.S. officials are seeking to have Arab partners who are willing to participate militarily in order to avoid ISIS from framing the efforts as anti-Islam.



House Armed Services Committee ranking member Adam Smith (D-Wash.) said without Muslim and Arab partners, ISIS would seek to paint themselves as “protecting Islam against Western aggression.”



"To win this fight, we have got to find partners, Muslim partners, in the case of ISIL, Arab partners,” Smith said, using an alternate acronym for the group.



“This is a complicated dynamic on a good day,” Hagel said of getting Sunni Arab countries on board. “There are many factions and factors that are flowing through this.”



Hagel said Georgia "made clear" they wanted to help, but said that Turkey "will also play an important role" in the effort.



There are questions over whether Turkey, which experts say has aided ISIS by allowing foreign fighters to flow across its border into Syria in order to help unseat Syrian ruler Bashar Assad, will contribute significant support.



Hagel noted that French President François Hollande recently met with U.N. Security Council permanent members, European and Arab leaders and representatives of the European Union, Arab League and the United States, adding that all pledged to help, "including with military support."



He said that Secretary of State John Kerry met last week in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, with foreign ministers of Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan and Lebanon.



"All 22 nations of the Arab League adopted a resolution at their summit in Cairo calling for comprehensive measures to combat ISIL," Hagel said.



The State Department has also been forwarding statements of support from international leaders to members of the press.



Hagel said the U.S. expected more nations would make contributions next week at the U.N. General Assembly and at a meeting Obama would chair.



Vox

The rift between Obama and his generals on ISIS

By: Zack Beauchamp / September 18, 2014



There's no mistaking what President Obama's Wednesday speech at MacDill Air Force Base was: a gigantic slap in the face to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Martin Dempsey. But to be fair, Dempsey slapped first when he publicly dissented from the administration's position on deploying combat troops to fight the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS). Obama's latest speech shut him down.



The font of the disagreement was Dempsey's Tuesday testimony at a Senate Armed Services Committee hearing, during which he said he'd "recommend" a US combat deployment to fight ISIS under certain circumstances. In a short, fiery portion of his Wednesday remarks — the above video — Obama restated his opposition to this plan in no uncertain terms. "I will not commit you and the rest of our armed forces to fighting another ground war in Iraq," the president said definitively.



But this isn't just about a few stray remarks from Dempsey. Obama's comments reveal a profound fault line between the president and the military on the use of force and the fundamental theory behind Obama's war against ISIS.



Tension between Obama and the armed forces on troop deployments is nothing new. Back in 2009, when Obama was trying to figure out what to do about the war in Afghanistan, top military officials demanded a troop-intensive counterinsurgency plan well before Obama was ready to commit to it.



Bob Woodward's book Obama's Wars has the goods here. "Not only General [Stanley] McChrystal but General [David] Petraeus and others, including Admiral [Michael] Mullen, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, had kind of piled on: 'Well, this is the way we should do it,'" Woodward said in an interview with NPR.



The White House went, according to Woodward, "ballistic." According to his reporting, "they felt they were being boxed in or really kind of cornered by the uniformed military." The Obama administration eventually settled on committing fewer troops than the military wanted  but more than Vice President Joe BIDEN's limited counterterrorism plan called for, ultimately satisfying no one.



There's a decent chance the Afghanistan experience explains what happened this week. According to the Washington Post, the general in charge of the Middle East theater, Lloyd Austin, had asked for ground troops and got shot down by Obama personally. That, together with Dempsey's comments, might have the White House worrying about a replay of 2009.



So they reacted forcefully. After Dempsey's comments, a Pentagon spokesman sent an email to reporters essentially correcting the chairman, saying that Dempsey "believes the current strategy to counter [ISIS] is appropriate" and wasn't recommending a combat deployment. The White House Press Secretary told reporters that Dempsey was talking about a "hypothetical situation," and reaffirmed that Obama "will not deploy ground troops in Iraq and Syria."



Then, the next day, Obama said the same thing in even stronger terms. This looks an awful lot like a concerted White House effort to prevent the military from pushing them into an escalation they oppose.



It helps, though, that Obama outlined why he opposed a troop deployment in his Wednesday speech. That shows that Obama isn't just afraid of the political consequences of troop escalation, but also the policy ones. Basically, Obama wants to avoid another disaster in Iraq. Here's the critical portion of the speech:



After a decade of massive ground deployments, it is more effective to use our unique capabilities in support of our partners on the ground so they can secure their own country's future. And that's the only solution that will succeed over the long term.



We'll use our air power. We will train and equip our partners. We will advise them and we will assist them. We will lead a broad coalition of countries who have a stake in this fight. Because this is not simply America versus [ISIS] — this is the people of the region versus [ISIS].



The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan prove that the massive ground forces can't keep insurgencies down. The American invasion of Iraq didn't destroy ISIS. If anything, it gave birth to it. And the nearly decade and a half long occupation of Afghanistan has failed to destroy either al-Qaeda or the Taliban. As a result, Obama's view isn't just that combat troops are risky. It's that the record suggests they actually wouldn't help that much.



Instead, Obama proposes that the US support reliable local forces. While American troops will eventually have to come home, Iraqi troops conveniently live in Iraq. So Obama wants to train, supply, and assist them — but not take their place on the front lines.



This really does look like a good-faith disagreement with the military, which appears to have a rosier view of America's ability to help conduct counterinsurgency operations against ISIS in Iraq.



Obama's position isn't unreasonable. A 2009 paper by Yale political scientist Jason Lyall and Colonel Isaiah Wilson III, a West Point professor, looked at a dataset of 286 insurgencies between 1800 and 2005. They found that, since World War I, counterinsurgents have tended to lose and foreign occupying troops have a particularly bad success record when fighting local insurgencies.



Given America's history in Iraq, and the fact that Iraq's Prime Minister opposes the use of American combat troops, it wouldn't be surprising if Iraqis treated American combat troops like an occupying force.



So it's perfectly reasonable for Obama to believe that sending ground troops to Iraq wouldn't guarantee ISIS's defeat. But this analysis seems to imply that, in general, defeating a group like ISIS will be very difficult. This makes the president's commitment to eventually "destroy" ISIS somewhat puzzling.



Obama himself has argued that political problems, not the sheer military ineffectiveness of the Iraqi army, is fueling ISIS's strength, and neither he nor anyone else has a feasible plan for fixing the Iraqi government. According to an anonymous member of Congress quoted in the Huffington Post, "The CIA thinks that it is impossible to train and equip a force of pro-Western Syrian nationals that can fight and defeat [Bashar al-]Assad, al-Nusra [Syria's al-Qaeda franchise], and ISIS." The CIA has been wrong before, of course, but independent evidence also paints a pretty grim picture.



This doesn't mean that ISIS is invincible. They're far from it. Rather, it means that destroying ISIS outright — rather than severely weakening its ability to hold territory and launch attacks — may be outside of America's power.



Town Hall

It All Makes Sense: Obama Put BIDEN in Charge of "Day-to-Day" Iraq Management

By: Katie Pavlich / September 18, 2014



If you're wondering how Iraq fell apart, the Wall Street Journal has some new insight. According to a new report, President Obama put Vice President Joe BIDEN in charge of "day-to-day" management of Iraq.



Mr. Obama had made exiting the prolonged Iraq and Afghan wars a cornerstone of his presidency.



Through tight control over airstrikes in Syria and limits on U.S. action in Iraq, Mr. Obama is closely managing the new war in the Middle East in a way he hasn't done with previous conflicts, such as the troop surge in Afghanistan announced in 2009 or the last years of the Iraq war before the 2011 U.S. pullout.



In Iraq, Mr. Obama had delegated day-to-day management to Vice President Joe BIDEN. 

Explains a lot. Of course the downfall of Iraq isn't all BIDEN's fault, the majority of the responsibility lies on President Obama's decision to put politics above the advice of generals and pull troops early. 



As a reminder, when BIDEN was tapped way back in 2008 to serve as Obama's VP much of the reason given for choosing him was based on his "extensive" foreign policy experience. In his memoir, former Defense Secretary Robert Gates wrote, "I think he [BIDEN] has been wrong on nearly every major foreign policy and national security issue over the past four decades." That extensive experience and whether it would serve in a useful, positive way was debatable years ago and it's certainly debatable now.



Christian Post 

Joe BIDEN at Nuns on the Bus Iowa Rally: 'Things Are Out of Whack' With Income Inequality

By: Stoyan Zaimov / September 18, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN delivered a speech focusing on income inequality and the objective to restore the middle class during a rally at the Iowa State Capitol organized by the Nuns on the Bus campaign group on Wednesday.



BIDEN, a Roman Catholic, paid tribute to the Catholic Sisters and their efforts going around the country petitioning for social justice issues, such as health care, immigration reform, and income inequality, and their mission to urge people to vote in the upcoming general elections in November.



"You've gone state to state arguing for moral, economic and social imperatives. To establish a decent living wage. Because you know there's no reason in the world why any American should work 40 hours a week and be $7,000 dollars below the poverty rate. That should not happen in America," BIDEN said.



"There used to be a consensus in Congress. Democrats and Republicans constantly increased the minimum wage, because they understood. What happened to that consensus? And now once again, you're hitting the road, urging all American to participate, because that's the single most basic way to have your voice heard."



The Vice President also lamented the tax loop holes that corporations have taken advantage of, which he said only widens the inequality gap and slows American development.



"There is nothing inherently bad about corporations or wealthy people. They're just as patriotic as other folks. But something happened," he said.



"Things are out of whack. It comes down to a single question of fairness. Americans have always done best when we've acted as one America. Because when we do, the nation succeeds. When everyone is contributing their fair share, America grows."



BIDEN pointed out that the U.S. has been recovering following the financial crisis in 2007-2008, but middle class families have not yet felt the benefits of that recovery.



"We talk about recovery, and there is recovery, but what we don't talk about is that middle class people don't feel it. They are still not fundamentally better off. The country is better off, our economy is better off, but it's not like it was. Our job is to restore that," he added. "It's about basic, decent fairness."



The Nuns on the Bus campaign is part of the National Catholic Social Justice Lobby, founded over 40 years ago by a group of 47 Catholic Sisters. According to its website, the group's mission is "to be a Catholic leader in the global movement for justice and peace," and seeks to educate, organize and lobby for economic and social transformation.



However, the group, which is part on the largest umbrella group of American nuns, has been criticized by the Vatican, and Pope Francis has supported a crackdown on the Sisters who have been accused of promoting "radical feminist themes."



The umbrella organization, the Leadership Conference of Women Religious, has been accused by the Vatican in particular of undermining Catholic teaching on priesthood, abortion and homosexuality.



An assessment by the Vatican in 2012 reads: "Issues of crucial importance to the life of Church and society, such as the Church's Biblical view of family life and human sexuality, are not part of the LCWR agenda in a way that promotes Church teaching."



The first Nuns on the Bus tour was organized in the Summer of 2012, during which Catholic Sisters traveled across nine states to protest the effects of cuts to federal safety-net spending proposed by Congressman Paul Ryan. The group has also been engaged in other issues, such as immigration, and in 2013 led the "Raise Our Voices" campaign and travelled 6,500 miles advocating for comprehensive immigration reform.



The group has said that the purpose of the current tour is to encourage voting for the upcoming general elections in November, urging particularly a "100 percent" voter turnout in Iowa.



"This trip isn't about progressive or liberal. It's about 100 percent voting. It's a middle of the road issue," said Simone Campbell, the Catholic nun who is leading the tour. "Now, if you ask my advice on what to vote for, that's a different story."



Campbell has rejected the accusations that the Sisters have been unfaithful to the doctrine of the Church, but the group has clashed with the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops when it came to health reform. While the Sisters backed the Obamacare mandate that asked employers to provide insurance to employees that covered abortion-inducing drugs, the bishops strongly disagreed.



Nuns in 10 other states will also participate in the tour, and plan to host 75 events in 36 cities and cover 5,252 miles.



BIDEN, who has worked with the Catholic Sisters on a number of occasions, praised the group and said: "Conscience and passion matter in every endeavor. I know no group of people who bring a greater sense of justice and passion to what they do. It's intertwined in everything."



National Journal

Why Joe BIDEN's Gaffes Don't Matter

By: Rebecca Nelson / September 18, 2014



Joe BIDEN misspeaking, or going too far, isn't news. The vice president's gaffe history is legendary; mistakes are expected. But three slips in the space of a mere 24 hours? That's a BIDEN record.



In a Tuesday speech, the vice president referred to people who sold bad loans to service members as "Shylocks," a Jewish slur derived from Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice. The next day, just hours after apologizing for the antisemitic remark, he did it again, calling Asia "the Orient" in his kickoff speech for the "Nuns on the Bus" bus tour in Des Moines. And that afternoon, he capped off his Iowa trip—a testing ground for a possible 2016 run—with a flourish. Straying from the administration's set line that there wouldn't be any boots on the ground to combat ISIS in Iraq, he told a reporter, "We'll determine that based on how the effort goes."



But does any of it really matter? Sure, the Anti-Defamation League called the Shylock misstep "offensive" and said BIDEN "should have been more careful." And the White House will certainly walk back on BIDEN's off-message troops remark. But BIDEN has a long history of saying the wrong thing, and hasn't suffered serious, career-killing backlash for any of it.



Research shows that news media tends to overhype gaffes. Despite saturated coverage of politicians' misspeaks, according to the United States Project, they ultimately don't make much of a difference in elections. After President Obama said the private sector was "doing fine" in the thick of the 2012 election, Gallup showed an increase in the president's numbers, from 46 percent three days before the so-called gaffe to 49 percent three days post.



When a gaffe does matter, FiveThirtyEight noted earlier this year, is when it motivates the base. In the 2006 Virginia Senate race, all signs pointed to Sen. George Allen winning an easy reelection against Democratic challenger Jim Webb. That is, until he called a campaign tracker—a man of Indian descent—a "macaca," a racial slur. That fired up Webb's supporters, whose contributions to the campaign spiked, and added to Allen's already-established reputation of racial intolerance.

 

BIDEN doesn't have a history of antisemitism or racism toward Asian people. "Clearly, there was no ill intent here," said Abraham Foxman, the national director of the Anti-Defamation League, of BIDEN's Shylock comment. "There is no truer friend of the Jewish people than Joe BIDEN."



He does, however, have a storied history of blunders. One of the most memorable came in 2007, when he called Obama "the first mainstream African-American who is articulate and bright and clean and a nice-looking guy." That didn't prevent the two from teaming up for the Democratic ticket.



In 2012, a BIDEN gaffe had serious repercussions for the Obama administration: His Meet the Press declaration that he is "absolutely comfortable" with same-sex marriage. That forced Obama to take a stance on a position he'd only danced around in the past, and just days later, he became the first U.S. president to fully endorse gay marriage.



The only time a mess-up could have derailed the vice president's career was in 1988, when it was discovered that the then-senator had plagiarized parts of a speech from British politician Neil Kinnock. Shortly after, it came out that he'd lifted text for a paper in law school, forcing him to end his presidential campaign.



This, though, was a substantial error in judgment—not a gaffe. BIDEN's favorability rating has remained largely static during his time as vice president, and, as he himself acknowledged Tuesday in the very same speech where he called amoral bankers Shylocks, his slip-ups come from his propensity to, well, be himself. "No one ever doubts that I mean what I say," he said. "The problem is I sometimes say all that I mean."



Commentary Magazine

BIDEN’s Apologists Do Him No Favors

By: Seth Mandel / September 18, 2014



Joe BIDEN got into some trouble over the last few days, as he tends to do, by making inappropriate or offensive comments. Because BIDEN has a long career of gaffes marked with seemingly racist pronunciations, this can lose some of its news value. So when BIDEN used an anti-Semitic term to refer to bankers on Tuesday, it was generally passed off as Joe being Joe. Yet while this disturbs the offended parties, the way BIDEN is treated by the media should really bother the vice president most of all.



To recap, BIDEN called predatory bankers “Shylocks” in a speech. He then called former Singaporean prime minister Lee Kuan Yew “the wisest man in the Orient,” confirming both that BIDEN rarely has any idea what he’s talking about and that he’s several hundred years old. According to the Washington Post, BIDEN made a third gaffe yesterday, contradicting President Obama on the possibility of additional ground troops in Iraq. That last gaffe, being interpreted as neither racist nor anti-Semitic, flew under the radar, but to those who care about actual defense policy it should still be worth considering.



The reaction from the groups offended by BIDEN’s casual use of terms considered both racist and anti-Semitic were, in my opinion, also wide of the mark. The use of “Shylock” does deserve pushback, since BIDEN was using it in a derogatory way and of course it refers to Jews–though it’s doubtful BIDEN was truly familiar with the word’s original use since it was in a work of classic literature and not a Bugs Bunny cartoon. He surely didn’t mean to insult Yew, though I suppose he should have known better anyway. Either way, the RNC’s reaction that “His comment is not only disrespectful but also uses unacceptable imperialist undertones” is just bizarre.



But the criticism of BIDEN played into the same stereotype of Joe being Joe as did those who brushed aside or ignored the controversy. Here’s the Anti-Defamation League’s Abe Foxman:



When someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe BIDEN, uses the term “Shylocked” to describe unscrupulous moneylenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society.



So it’s society’s fault BIDEN makes offensive comments? I’m sorry, but he’s the vice president of the United States, and I don’t think “society” needs to take the blame for this one. After BIDEN called to apologize, Foxman followed it up with this:



When someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe BIDEN, uses the term “Shylocked” to describe unscrupulous moneylenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society.



So it’s society’s fault BIDEN makes offensive comments? I’m sorry, but he’s the vice president of the United States, and I don’t think “society” needs to take the blame for this one. After BIDEN called to apologize, Foxman followed it up with this:



There is no truer friend of the Jewish people than Joe BIDEN. Not only has he been a stalwart against anti-Semitism and bigotry, but he has the courage and forthrightness to admit a mistake and use it as an opportunity to learn and to teach others about the harmful effects of stereotypes. He has turned a rhetorical gaffe into a teachable moment.



“Teach others.” The only lesson BIDEN taught anybody here is the same one we’ve been learning for years: if you’re a prominent Democrat, you can say basically whatever you want.



That’s a lesson BIDEN may think works to his advantage. Certainly many conservatives feel that way. But they’re wrong. The media’s decision to treat BIDEN not as a latent logorrheic bigot but as a dimwitted ward of the state has virtually assured he will never be elected president.



When BIDEN was running for president earlier in his career, it was revealed he was a plagiarist. That truly was a “teachable moment.” BIDEN stopped–to my knowledge, at least–plagiarizing. Had BIDEN’s propensity toward cultural insensitivity been similarly addressed, he certainly would have gotten a second (and third, no doubt) chance to refine his ability to hide his apparent disregard for ethnic minorities.



Now, it’s possible this would have made no difference. Perhaps BIDEN is unfixable. But Americans consider the thought of Joe BIDEN being president to be ridiculous. This does not speak well of Barack Obama, who nominated him to be a heartbeat away, or the electorate who put him there. And it does not speak well of the media who constantly gave him a free pass, allowing him to be a jovial sidekick or a mascot when the American government probably needs someone with more gravitas than Mr. Met playing understudy to the president.



But in the end, this works against BIDEN getting elected president. Having turned BIDEN into the crazy but loveable uncle, the press forever doomed him to be a walking punch line. What he needed were his own teachable moments. He never learned how to be a serious political figure thanks to the kid-gloves treatment he received. He was able to ride that wave all the way to the vice presidency–and that’s pretty impressive. But as far as the national electorate is concerned, that’s where it ends.



Bloomberg 

Why Democrats Prefer Hillary to Joe

By: Jonathon Bernstein / September 18, 2014



Fun item today from Ezra Klein, who wonders why most Democrats see Hillary Clinton as an obvious selection over Joe BIDEN. Klein's theory? The vice president's occasional gaffes.



These comments keep exposing a cultural gulf between BIDEN and the party he seeks to lead. BIDEN is an old-school, white, male politician in a party that's increasingly young, multicultural, and female. One of the biggest frustration for Team BIDEN is that their boss has become something of a joke on the internet — and that's partly because the people driving opinion online are young and very sensitive to the particular kind of gaffes BIDEN keeps making.



Clinton, Klein speculates, is “more adept at signaling cultural affinity with young Democrats,” and therefore (perhaps just barely) on the correct side of the line of cultural acceptability that BIDEN slips over, no matter how much Democrats like him.



That’s plausible, but I’ll add two comments.



First. BIDEN’s evolution into becoming the butt of jokes is mainly a predictable consequence of his office. The same thing famously happened to Hubert Humphrey, who went from being one of the greatest senators to a buffoon as soon as he was “elevated” to the vice-presidency; Tom Lehrer’s song “Whatever Became of Hubert?” ("Once a fiery liberal spirit/But now when he speaks he must clear it") was recorded in July 1965, only six months after Humphrey was sworn in. Dan Quayle wasn’t (perceived as) a clown until George H.W. Bush selected him as his running mate. And even as non-comic a person, with as non-comic a vice-presidency, as Dick Cheney became the hapless guy who shot a hunting buddy in the face. In this sense, BIDEN and the vice-presidency were made for each other.



Second, we’ve already been to this rodeo. It’s not clear we need to look any further than the status quo as it existed back in 2007 to explain Clinton’s lead over BIDEN in 2014. For example, a Washington Post poll seven years ago this month had Clinton at 41 percent and BIDEN at 3 percent. And that’s pretty much what BIDEN faced through the months leading up to the Iowa Caucuses. That doesn’t mean Klein is wrong; it’s just that there’s fairly good evidence that whatever Clinton has and BIDEN doesn’t, it was there long before he became vice president and she became secretary of State. He may be the Practically Perfect Veep, but his presidential campaigns just haven't gone anywhere.



Vox

Why Joe BIDEN trails Hillary Clinton by 44 points

By: Ezra Klein / September 18, 2014



By most measures, Joe BIDEN has been a damn good vice president. When President Barack Obama wanted to make sure stimulus money didn't disappear to fraud, he turned to BIDEN — "nobody messes with Joe," he said — and BIDEN succeeded. When the White House wanted to avoid the fiscal cliff, it was BIDEN who closed the deal with Minority Leader Mitch McConnell. When Obama flubbed the first debate against Mitt Romney, it was BIDEN who restored the ticket's mojo by bullying his way past Rep. Paul Ryan. When the Democrats held their 2012 convention, it was BIDEN's speech that pulled the highest ratings — beating both Bill Clinton and Obama.



BIDEN's most off-the-reservation moment, meanwhile, is the kind of thing that should help him in 2016. He pushed the Obama administration to embrace gay marriage before it was quite ready. At the time, it looked like a gaffe. Now it looks prescient.



But what I wrote of BIDEN in January 2013 is still true today. "In the continuing drama that is the Obama presidency, BIDEN often appears as comic relief. He's the zany neighbor, the adorable uncle. As a result, his presidential ambitions, which burn brightly even today, have mostly been laughed off. Somehow, the sitting vice president of the United States, the former chairman of both the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and the Senate Judiciary Committee, a man who's on a nickname basis with many of the world's most powerful leaders, is seen in many quarters as lacking the gravitas to be president."



Or, to put it into numbers, according to Real Clear Politics' average of polls, BIDEN is running 44 points behind Hillary Clinton for the Democratic nomination in 2016 — and only one point ahead of Sen. Elizabeth Warren.



This week has been a reminder why. First, BIDEN angered Jewish groups by referring to shady lenders as "shylocks." Then he called Singapore's Lee Kuan Yew "the wisest man in the Orient." BIDEN has history of this kind of thing. In 2006, he said, "you cannot go to a 7-Eleven or a Dunkin' Donuts unless you have a slight Indian accent." In 2007, he called Obama "the first mainstream African-American who is articulate and bright and clean and a nice-looking guy." BIDEN, New York Magazine snarked, "is your accidentally racist grandma."



I have a theory on why these kinds of gaffes have hurt BIDEN so badly. (To be perfectly honest, I am not anywhere near sure it is correct.) I don't believe it's that people think BIDEN is so undisciplined that he can't be trusted with high-stakes diplomacy or late-night negotiations. BIDEN is doing that work now, he's been doing that work for a long time, and no one in the Obama administration or, from what I can tell, in the media, seems to think BIDEN incompetent or reckless.



Rather, these comments keep exposing a cultural gulf between BIDEN and the party he seeks to lead. BIDEN is an old-school, white, male politician in a party that's increasingly young, multicultural, and female. One of the biggest frustration for Team BIDEN is that their boss has become something of a joke on the internet — and that's partly because the people driving opinion online are young and very sensitive to the particular kind of gaffes BIDEN keeps making.



One of Obama's great strengths as a politician has been his recognition of the power of the younger, more multicultural, more digital wing of the modern Democratic Party — and his ability to forge a deep cultural connection with them. BIDEN's problem is that even if they like him, there's no authentic connection. The way he goes viral is by making them LOL.



This isn't just an age thing. BIDEN isn't much older than Clinton, but she's been more adept at signaling cultural affinity with young Democrats than he's been (though she's occasionally struggled too, most notably in her interview with Terry Gross on gay marriage). Even her memes are better.



I don't know exactly how BIDEN fixes this or even if he can. Clinton isn't inevitable, and BIDEN should, by all rights, pose a real threat to her. But, though BIDEN's always been known as a great speaker, he needs to learn to talk to a different party than the one he grew up in.



CBS News

Iowa Democrats: Bring on the Hillary Clinton challengers

September 18, 2014



DES MOINES, Iowa - Hillary Clinton may seem like a shoe-in for the Democratic nomination if she runs for president in 2016, but Iowa Democrats - the first group of voters that the former secretary of state will have to charm on her way to the White House - have another plan in mind.



They want some alternatives to Clinton, who came in third in the Iowa caucuses in 2008 and aren't shy about saying so.



"I want to see what others do, like Elizabeth Warren," says Nancy Bobo, one of President Obama's earliest supporters in the state during the 2008 election. Warren, a senator from Massachusetts who was elected in 2012, said last year, "I'm not running for president and I plan to serve out my term." Still, some voters are holding out hope she'll declare her candidacy.



"No one thought there was any room for anyone else in 2008," Bobo says, "and there was."

Bobo was one of thousands who attended Sunday's annual steak fry hosted by Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, but she was one of the attendees not sporting a "Ready for Hillary" sticker. Hundreds of volunteers from "Ready for Hillary," a political action committee set up by Clinton's supporters to prepare for a possible candidacy, distributed stickers during the event.



Both Clinton and her husband, former President Bill Clinton, spoke at the Steak Fry. She was warmly received, but the enthusiasm was not over the top: No chants of "Run, Hillary, run," were heard, perhaps reflecting an understanding from her supporters that Clinton may lack the spark to inspire voters the way Mr. Obama did in 2008, even if she now is the party's best hope at winning the White House.



Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley has been the Democrats' most active potential alternative to Clinton. He has already made three trips to Iowa this year and contributed $31,500 directly to candidates. He also is the only White House prospect paying staff - 11 of them this fall - to work on Iowa campaigns.



There are other Democrats who have had a presence, too. Former Montana Gov. Brian Schweitzer and former Sen. Jim Webb of Virginia have both headlined events in the state for Democratic activists, met with candidates, and courted important constituencies like labor unions. Minnesota Sen. Amy Klobuchar has been to Iowa twice since 2013, and she is slated to be the main attraction at the annual Democratic party fundraiser this October. Then there's the liberal independent Sen. Bernie Sanders of Vermont, who has visited Iowa and was held town hall-style meetings in the state the same SundayClinton spoke at the steak fry.



Warren has not made a trip to Iowa but she is supporting state's Democrats in other ways, with plans to host an October fundraiser for Rep. Bruce Braley, who is running to fill Harkin's seat.



Vice President Joe BIDEN has his own group of Iowa loyalists cultivated over decades of presidential campaigns in the U.S., first in the late 1980s and then again 20 years later. He was scheduled to meet with Democratic candidates during a trip to the state Wednesday.



Despite the alternatives, Clinton is still the overwhelming favorite. A CNN/Opinion Research poll taken the week before she came to the steak fry showed her the favorite among 53 percent of registered Democrats. BIDEN was a distant second at 15 percent.



Harkin, who praised Clinton during the event Sunday, said she ran a good campaign in 2008 but that Mr. Obama's was just better.



"If Hillary runs, it will be a steep hill for anyone else," he said, noting that other candidates may be making moves to lock in the vice presidential nomination, or testing the waters for a future campaign.



Experienced political hands acknowledge that a competitive field often produces better candidates for the general election. In 2000, for example, when Vice President Al Gore was the heavy favorite, a challenge from liberal former New Jersey Sen. Bill Bradley in Iowa forced Gore to sharpen his approach. The same was true in 2004, when Howard Dean gathered early steam in Iowa and forced Massachusetts Sen. John Kerry, the eventual winner, to become more aggressive.



Mr. Obama was able to turn out scores of new caucus goers in 2008 with his anti-war position, soaring oratory and well-organized campaign. Clinton's campaign brought new people into the fold as well, but she never recovered from the blow Mr. Obama dealt with the win by showing she was vulnerable.



On Sunday, Clinton sought to endear herself to the president's supporters in Iowa.



"We went from rivals to partners to friends, and sometimes we would even reminisce about old days," she said.



Iowa Democrats remain open-minded and plan to consider the field as it presents itself, several interviewed said.



"At this point I'm torn between her and Joe BIDEN," said Selina Delp of Perry, who supported Obama in 2008. "I'm up in the air."



Darcie Hansen of Des Moines supported BIDEN in 2008, but she expects to support Clinton this time, in part because she appears to be the dominant favorite. She admires Clinton's determination and toughness.



"She's no bull, and she'll tell it like it is," Hansen said. "They aren't going to push her around."



Christian Today

Voting habits: Why Joe BIDEN has made friends with a group of nuns

By: Carey Lodge / September 18, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN yesterday made an impromptu trip to support a group of nuns who are running a campaign to increase voter turnout.



After flying to Des Moignes, Iowa, in Air Force Two, BIDEN gave an impassioned address to a crowd who had gathered to support 'Nuns on a Bus'.



A group of 11 sisters are planning to travel around ten states in order to encourage American citizens to participate in the electoral process. The tour is non-partisan, though the nuns are recognised as a liberal group.



BIDEN, himself a Catholic and possible Democratic candidate for the 2016 presidential elections, used his address to denounce the increasing gap between rich and poor in America, stating: "It's a question of basic fairness."



"Basic, simple, decent fairness. This isn't a popularist rant, this is about how we rebuild America."



His visit followed Hilary Clinton's own trip to Iowa just three days earlier, which has led to increased speculation about his potential bid for presidency, but BIDEN insisted he has not yet "made a decision to run or not run for real".



"There's plenty of time to make that decision. And that's the least of my worries and concerns right now," he told the Guardian.



Sister Simone Campbell, who leads the Nuns on a Bus campaign, said on Wednesday that voting is important because it's like "having job interviews for a bunch of politicians."



The nuns hope to "create a more perfect union" by encouraging voter engagement, she added.



"Democracy works best when everyone has a seat at the table," BIDEN explained.



"I know no group of people who bring more passion to what they do," he said of the group of sisters.



ThinkProgress

Catholic Nuns Take On Dark Money In Politics With Nationwide Bus Tour

By: Jack Jenkins / September 18, 2014



A group of Catholic nuns gathered outside the Capitol in Des Moines, Iowa on Wednesday to kick off a nationwide “We the People. We the Voters” bus tour, seeking to use their moral weight to highlight the evils of “dark money” in politics and encourage disenfranchised people to register to vote and show up on election day.



The nuns, who stood before an assembled crowd of hundreds, were joined by Vice President Joseph BIDEN, a Roman Catholic, and led by Sister Simone Campbell, a Catholic nun and Executive Director of NETWORK, a Catholic social justice lobby. Campbell and the Vice President both spoke briefly to the crowd, with Campbell citing the pitfalls of money in politics and BIDEN singing the praises of the nuns’ activism.



“I know no group of people who bring a greater sense of justice and passion to what they do,” BIDEN said of the nuns, according to the New York Times.



After their initial stop in Iowa, Campbell and NETWORK plan to hold 75 more events in 36 cities over the next five weeks, most of which will focus on voter registration and voter mobilization. The effort, Campbell told ThinkProgress, is about empowering poor and disenfranchised voters — people whose voices often go unheard amid the flood of wealthy political action groups that are exacting ever-growing influence over American politics. These organizations are aided in part by the 2010 U.S. Supreme Court decision Citizens United v. FEC, which loosened restrictions that had long prohibited corporations from spending large sums money to impact elections. Campbell and her fellow nuns argue that the influence of big money in politics drowns out the concerns of regular Americans.



“Money doesn’t convey truth,” Campbell said. “Everyone should be able to use their voice. Everybody should be able to come to the table. But you can’t buy the table — sorry, it’s wrong.”



Campbell also noted that she and several groups of nuns plan on personally seeking out unlikely voters during the tour, knocking on doors and joining up with local organizations that work to boost turnout within impoverished communities. She said the goal was to advocate for a society that supports “the 100 percent,” and that she was originally inspired to take to the road after she saw a poll earlier this year reporting that the majority of Americans weren’t even aware of the midterm elections in November.

“So many people are so depressed and beaten down by the our society,” Campbell said. “Our [materials] are in English and Spanish. We want to make those who feel most depressed, most isolated, most pushed out … Feel needed in our society.”



The bus tour does not endorse one specific political party, but it does appear to be targeted towards activating voters in states with close Senate races — especially those that are being influenced by massive influxes of outside money, such as Louisiana, Colorado, North Carolina, and Iowa. Simone specifically criticized the role the Koch brothers have played in Iowa’s Senate battle, where the two conservative billionaires have used a combination of personal donations and political organizations such as Americans for Prosperity to spend around $7 million in support of Republican Senate candidate Joni Ernst. Unlike her opponent Bruce Braley — who has proposed raising Iowa’s minimum wage to $10.10 an hour — Ernst has endorsed a shockingly low $7.25 minimum wage for the state and has been accused of opposing a federal minimum wage.

“Here in Iowa…One of the candidates wants to raise the minimum wage. The other thinks the minimum wage should be done away with altogether,” Campbell said, referencing Ernst. “These choices are important.”



Campbell and her fellow nuns are part of a long history of Catholics advocating for social justice within the United States. Their particular concern for the impoverished, for instance, is an ancient Christian belief that has seen something of a resurgence in recent years, aided in part by the rise of Pope Francis, who has made caring for the poor a central element of his papacy. Francis, the nuns, and many other Catholics are guided by Catholic Social Teaching, which insists on a preferential “option for the poor” as expressed in Matthew 25:45, where Jesus declares, “whatever you did not do for one of the least of these, you did not do for me.”



In fact, this isn’t the first time Campbell and NETWORK have sought to advocate for “the least of these” — the new bus tour is actually their third cross-country romp in as many years. The original “Nuns On The Bus” outing occurred in 2012, when Campbell traveled to nine states across the Midwest to raise awareness about income inequality and blast then-Vice Presidential candidate Paul Ryan’s (R-WI) budget plan because it threatened to slash social programs that help the poor. NETWORK went on to launch another bus trip to help galvanize support for immigration reform in 2013, and Campbell’s star has only continued to rise: since the first tour, Simone has delivered an address during primetime at the 2012 Democratic National Convention, testified before Congress on the need to protect government programs such as Head Start, and published a book entitled “A Nun on the Bus: How All of Us Can Create Hope, Change, and Community.”



But as the influence of NETWORK and Campbell has grown, so too has criticism of their actions — primarily from within the Catholic church. Nuns are actually more popular than bishops or priests in the United States, and their activism played a key role in helping pass the Affordable Care Act in 2010, which the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops publicly opposed. But their advocacy has rubbed many in the Catholic hierarchy the wrong way: Campbell and the Leadership Conference of Women Religious (LCWR), a group that represents most U.S. sisters, were put under investigation by the Vatican in 2012 for supposedly spending to much time on social justice work and not enough time defending church doctrine on abortion and homosexuality. There was some hope that Pope Francis would call off the inquiry when he ascended to the papacy last year, but he reaffirmed the investigation in April 2013.



Still, Campbell insists that the new bus tour is bigger than Catholicism. The dangers of money in politics, she argues, should be understood by all Americans, not just Catholics or other people of faith.

“I do this because of faith, but we don’t all have to do it because of that,” Campbell said. “We do it because of the Constitution.”



The Daily Caller

Conan: Here’s How Joe BIDEN Only Made His Anti-Jewish Gaffe Even Worse

By: Kaitlan Collins / September 18, 2014



Vice President BIDEN came under fire this week after he seemingly made an anti-Semitic remark during a speech Tuesday to the Legal Services Corporation.



BIDEN said “shylocks,” or loan sharks, often take advantage of military “men and women while they’re overseas” by giving them “bad loans.”



Conan O’Brien said BIDEN’s attempt to remedy his offensive language just made it worse.



The Washington Free Beacon

BIDEN’s ‘Trifecta’ of Gaffes

September 18, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN managed to offend just about everyone Wednesday on his visit to Iowa.



During the 24-hour trip, BIDEN offended Jews by using the term “Shylock,” referencing William Shakespeare’s villainous Jewish moneylender from The Merchant of Venice.



BIDEN later offended Asian Americans when he used “the Orient” to describe Asia.



The vice president also insinuated that U.S. ground troops may be used to fight the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL or ISIS), a staunch contradiction to the White House’s strategy to “degrade and destroy” the extremists with an international coalition.



BIDEN toured Iowa presumably in preparation for a presidential run in 2016, but did he alienate important demographics before even announcing his candidacy?
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USA Today

Obama, BIDEN try to win over Turkish president

By: Gregory Korte / September 26, 2014

Shortly thereafter, Vice President BIDEN met with Erdogan in person at the Peninsula Hotel in New York, where world leaders are meeting this week for the opening of the United Nations General Assembly.



Wall Street Journal

Turkey Weighs Greater Role in Islamic State Coalition Amid U.S. Pressure

By: Joe Parkinson and Jay Solomon / September 26, 2014

President Barack Obama called Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan from Air Force One on Thursday and the two leaders agreed to consult more closely on the Islamic State threat. Vice President Joe BIDEN met Mr. Erdogan in New York on Thursday.



Associated Press

BIDEN cochairs US peacekeeping summit

September 26, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN and U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon hosted a special meeting Friday during the annual General Assembly of world leaders. The U.N. doesn't have its own standing army and relies on member states' contributions.



The Hill

BIDEN names new national security adviser

By: Justin Sink / September 26, 2014

Vice President BIDEN has tapped Georgetown University professor Colin Kahl as his top national security adviser, the White House said Friday.



The Weekly Standard

New BIDEN National Security Advisor OK With Iranian Nukes

By: Lee Smith / September 26, 2014

Colin Kahl has just been named Vice President Joseph BIDEN's national security adviser. Kahl previously served in the Obama administration at the Department of Defense, and left in December 2011 when he moved to the Center for New American Security.



The Wall Street Journal

Ugandan President Museveni Sees Deeper Integration in East Africa

By: Dan Keeler / September 26, 2014

During that event, a parade of American companies announced new or increased commitments to investing in Africa, while political leaders such as Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joe BIDEN attempted to highlight the opportunities that U.S. businesses could seize as they helped African nations develop their economies.



The Bakersfield Californian 

Vice President BIDEN to speak at CSUB

September 26, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN’s visit to Bakersfield Oct. 7 will include an event at Cal State Bakersfield’s Icardo Center that will be open to members of the public, congressional candidate Amanda Renteria announced Thursday.



Talk Radio News Service

BIDEN: U.S Will Have Part In Peacekeeping Review

By: Leah Schwarting / September 26, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday said that the U.S will have a part to play in the new review by Secretary General Ba Ki-Moon on the United Nations’ peacekeeping efforts.



UPI

Joe BIDEN convenes U.N. summit on peacekeeping

By: JC Finley / September 26, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN convened a summit on strengthening international peacekeeping at the United Nations in New York on Friday.



Reuters

U.S.-Japan trade talks hit new farm exports snag

By: Krista Hughes and Linda Sieg / September 26, 2014

At a meeting with U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday, Abe agreed both sides could do more on TPP and said he would go back to work to find a solution, a source briefed on the talks said.



Kuwait News Agency

BIDEN, Abe discuss US-Japanese strategic relationship

September 26, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday met with Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly in New York, where they discussed the strategic relationship between the two countries as well as shared global threats.



Kyodo News International

Abe, BIDEN hold talks with Islamic State militants likely topic

September 26, 2014

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN held talks Friday with Islamic State militants and a Pacific free trade pact expected to be among the topics.



Pakistan Today

US has great interest in Pakistan’s success, BIDEN tells Sharif

September 26, 2014

US Vice President Joseph BIDEN on Friday said Washington has a “great interest “ in Pakistan’s success while Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif underscored improved bilateral relations as the two leaders discussed wide-ranging cooperation at a meeting on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly session.



The Associated Press

Colorado sheriffs to be reimbursed for BIDEN costs

September 26, 2014

Organizers of a private event in Aspen attended by Vice President Joe BIDEN last weekend will reimburse local law enforcement agencies for their staffing costs.



Pacific Standard

Why Liberals Love the Disease Theory of Addiction, by a Liberal Who Hates It

By: Stanton Peele / September 26, 2014

Meanwhile, the single greatest advocate for the disease theory in Washington is Vice President Joe BIDEN. Just before leaving the Senate, BIDEN actually proposed the “Recognizing Addiction as a Disease Act of 2007.” He was concerned that people might think that drug users intentionally “abuse” substances, rather than being in the throes of their disease.







USA Today

Obama, BIDEN try to win over Turkish president

By: Gregory Korte / September 26, 2014



WASHINGTON — Aboard Air Force One on Thursday, President Obama picked up the secure phone and talked to perhaps his most fickle international ally: Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan.



The once-friendly relationship between the two leaders has been strained over the last year. Friction points included Turkey's antagonism of Israel, its crackdown of social media and the U.S. refusal to extradite a religious leader and opposition figure wanted to stand trial in Turkey.



But with the threat posed by Islamic State militants, the on-again, off-again relationship between Obama and Erdogan is clearly on again. Turkey occupies a strategic position along Syria's northern border, and U.S. officials hope the NATO ally could play a key role in stopping the flow of money and foreign fighters to the group also known as ISIS.



"It's fairly straightforward: The administration is pulling every lever to encourage Turkey to do more to counter ISIS," said Steven Cook, a Turkish expert at the Council on Foreign Relations.



According to a White House summary of Thursday's call, Obama "praised the work Turkish authorities" and others in caring for the influx of Syrian refugees into Turkey. The two leaders talked about the threat posed by the Islamic State and agreed to "consult closely" in the future, the White House said.



Shortly thereafter, Vice President BIDEN met with Erdogan in person at the Peninsula Hotel in New York, where world leaders are meeting this week for the opening of the United Nations General Assembly.



"Congratulations on the election, old friend," BIDEN said, smiling broadly and commending Erdogan on being elevated from prime minister. They posed for a photo op, after which they met privately.



It was a remarkable turnabout in U.S.-Turkish relations, considering that just two months ago Erdogan complained publicly that Obama never spoke to him any more. The two had gone nearly six months without so much as a phone call.



Obama's phone calls show urgency of world crises

Then last month, when Erdogan won election as Turkey's first popularly elected president, Obama sent a low-level delegation — consisting solely of the charges d'affaires in Ankara — to the inauguration. Turkish media interpreted it as a snub.



Turkish press reports noted that the phone call and meeting were initiated by the Americans -- an important distinction in Turkish culture.



"There is something to be said for appealing to Erdogan's sense of importance," Cook said. "Had President Obama not come to the conclusion that ISIS was a major threat, I'm not sure this charm offensive would be happening."



But experts are skeptical that the sudden rapprochement will this lead to a lasting improvement in the relationship.



"The chill is not thawing," said Henri Barkey, a Turkey expert at Lehigh University. "If BIDEN met with Erdogan it is because the administration is putting or trying to put pressure on Turkey. I would not put that much stock on the Obama call either."



In 2011, Obama spoke to Erdogan by phone at least nine times – more than he spoke to the leader of any other nation except the United Kingdom and Germany.



"This relationship is no longer there and will not be resurrected," Barkey said.



Wall Street Journal

Turkey Weighs Greater Role in Islamic State Coalition Amid U.S. Pressure

By: Joe Parkinson and Jay Solomon / September 26, 2014



ISTANBUL—Turkey is showing signs of shifting to a more active role in the campaign against extremist group Islamic State as the government faces pressure from impatient U.S. and Arab officials.



President Barack Obama called Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan from Air Force One on Thursday and the two leaders agreed to consult more closely on the Islamic State threat. Vice President Joe BIDEN met Mr. Erdogan in New York on Thursday.



Those contacts followed other meetings this week at the United Nations General Assembly where U.S. and Arab officials, concerned that Turkey is emerging as the weak link in the campaign, pressed it to formally join the coalition. 



A North Atlantic Treaty Organization member that is home to a large American air base, Turkey has been conspicuously absent as a U.S.-led military coalition including Gulf Arab countries conducted a series of airstrikes on the radical Sunni group in neighboring Syria this week. At minimum, U.S. officials say, Mr. Obama wants Mr. Erdogan to do more to stop the flow of foreign fighters in and out of Turkey.



"We have made a clear declaration of political will against the Islamic State," a senior Turkish official said on Thursday. "We are discussing political and military cooperation, but the question is how we commit."



The official added that Turkey would decide the scope of cooperation based on its own security concerns and not based on international pressure.



"We will make this decision in Ankara," he said.



Turkey's rhetoric has shifted since it secured the release Saturday of 46 Turkish hostages held by Islamic State and under pressure from the sustained lobbying effort by Western leaders.



Stung by criticism for abstaining from the U.S.-led coalition, Mr. Erdogan flagged the shift when he was in New York for the General Assembly. He said Turkey would provide the operation with the necessary support, which could be military or diplomatic.



"Turkey is still determining what its posture is going to be," a senior U.S. official said ahead of the meetings with Mr. Erdogan on Thursday.



U.S. and Arab officials said Ankara is particularly crucial to cutting off Islamic State's oil-smuggling networks, which are largely believed to go through southern Turkey. Turkish officials say that in recent weeks, they have choked off the smuggling routes, confiscating fuel and piping and arresting dozens of people.



"We want to see more from Turkey," Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi said in a meeting with journalists Thursday in New York, noting that Islamic State is earning at least $1 million dollars a day from the trade. "The only place they are smuggling this is through Turkey."



Mr. Erdogan, in speeches and media appearances this week, has aggressively pushed back against critics who have suggested his government has been soft on Islamic State, or even colluding with it. He cited the Turkish hostages held by Islamic State as tying his hands for more than 100 days and noted the difficulty of policing Turkey's long border with Syria.



"We have no hesitation whatsoever with respect to fighting against terrorism. We have no weakness vis-à-vis terrorism, because we are a country which has had to deal with terrorism," Mr. Erdogan said Monday at the Council on Foreign Relations. "It is impossible for us to view any terrorist organization in the region positively."



Turkish officials say the scope of its role will depend on their unique security concerns and whether the U.S. will broaden the narrowly focused campaign against Islamic State to include measures to pressure Syrian President Bashar al-Assad from power, whom Ankara opposes.



Beefed-up support from Turkey—a regional powerhouse with a 565-mile border with Syria—could be transformative on the battlefield, but it remains unclear how far the country will go to combat the Sunni insurgents.



The signals from Turkish policy makers have been mixed.



"Asking whether Turkey will fire a bullet is one thing; asking whether it will engage in a military campaign is another thing," Yalcin Akdogan, Turkey's deputy prime minister, said on Wednesday. "Militarily, you can provide human intelligence or visual intelligence. You can supply with logistics."



Ankara was unlikely to imminently offer to conduct airstrikes, said Sinan Ulgen, a former Turkish diplomat now with the Carnegie Endowment in Brussels, but it could allow the use of Incirlik, the U.S. air base in southern Turkey located less than 300 miles away from Raqqa, the Islamic State's self-styled capital in Syria. It would give U.S. planes and drones more flight time compared with bases being used in Jordan and the Gulf and improve strike capability, U.S. officials and analysts said.



"The first stage of the shift will be Turkey opening Incirlik," Mr. Ulgen said. "It may already be happening but Turkey won't publicize it."



Turkish government sources were quick to deny a report Wednesday that Turkish airspace was used for the second round of airstrikes, insisting a ban on armed aircraft taking off from Incirlik remained in place.



"Turkey will sign on to the coalition but it has unique sensitivities, so it will take some time," Mr. Ulgen added.



Western diplomats also warn that it could take time for the shift in rhetoric to translate to concrete moves. One reason is Turkey's exposure to the aftershocks of the Syrian conflict.



The country hosts more than one million Syrian refugees, and Turkish authorities this week have struggled to contain the latest flow of some 140,000 people after an Islamic State advance on the Kurdish border town of Ayn al-Arab.



For many, the episode spotlights Turkey's unique vulnerabilities, caught between the Islamic State's rapid advance and an emboldened Syrian Kurdish militia with strong support from its own restive Kurdish population of about 15 million.



Turks and the Syrian rebel factions they have backed have also said they fear revenge attacks from the jihadists, many of whom have openly crossed this territory en route to the battlefield.



In Antakya city, one rebel from the Western-backed Free Syrian Army who fled to Turkey to escape fighting with the al Qaeda-linked Nusra Front said he was worried about retaliation from Islamic State and other jihadist groups being targeted by U.S. airstrikes.



"There could be bombings here or even retaliation or kidnappings of the FSA," said the rebel, who gave his name only as Hazim. "I want to head north," he said.



Some in the Syrian opposition are increasingly fearful that Mr. Assad is gaining advantage from the U.S.-led air campaign against some of his most potent enemies. The regime won back the town of Adra al-Umaliya on the outskirts of Damascus from rebels on Thursday after nearly a year of fighting over it.



U.S. officials said airstrikes in Syria are expected to eventually settle into a lower intensity tempo of operations resembling the U.S.-led campaign in Iraq.



Despite the fears of a jihadist backlash, Turkey has in recent weeks cracked down on Islamic State interests, covertly choking off its flow of financing and fighters. U.S. and European officials acknowledge the positive impact of the moves although some stress the shift comes after two years of looser policy that failed to stop jihadist sympathizers reaching the Syrian battlefield.



Turkish officials have long argued that a narrowly focused campaign against the jihadists would be ineffective if it didn't simultaneously target the regime of Mr. Assad. Mr. Obama wants to avoid getting dragged into the Syrian conflict, while Mr. Erdogan is seeking a wider strategy to try to force Mr. Assad from power and produce a more stable government in Iraq.



More broadly, Turkey's hesitation to join the coalition—and the resultant criticism from Washington and some Arab states—underscores how the key Western ally's policies have diverged from those of the U.S. in recent years, pivoting to more aggressively seek to expand its regional influence.



"Turkey has with great care shunned becoming a belligerent power in all regional matters. We are clarifying our position based on principles and interests," said Culture and Tourism Minister Omer Celik on Thursday.



Next week, Turkey's parliament will debate the renewal of current authorizations to use force in both Syria and Iraq. Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu has pledged to expand the scope and content of the resolutions, but didn't elaborate on the specifics.



Associated Press

BIDEN cochairs US peacekeeping summit

September 26, 2014



The United States and dozens of other countries are vowing to speed up and strengthen the U.N.'s overstretched peacekeeping response to crises around the world.



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN and U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon hosted a special meeting Friday during the annual General Assembly of world leaders. The U.N. doesn't have its own standing army and relies on member states' contributions.



Ban says more than 130,000 peacekeeping staffers are now deployed, a record.



U.S. Ambassador Samantha Power says more than 30 countries have stepped up with "concrete commitments" to improving operations that range from South Sudan to the India-Pakistan border.



The speed of U.N. peacekeeping response is crucial. Its operation in the Central African Republic began on Sept. 15, nine months after violence between Christians and Muslims erupted.



The Weekly Standard

New BIDEN National Security Advisor OK With Iranian Nukes

By: Lee Smith / September 26, 2014



Colin Kahl has just been named Vice President Joseph BIDEN's national security adviser. Kahl previously served in the Obama administration at the Department of Defense, and left in December 2011 when he moved to the Center for New American Security.



Among other duties at CNAS, Kahl oversaw a three-part series about the nuclearization of Iran. In the final installment (which I wrote about in May 2013), “If All Else Fails: The Challenges of Containing a Nuclear-Armed Iran,” he laid out the case for containment. It remains to be seen whether this put him in opposition to a commander in chief who insists his policy is preventing Iran from getting the bomb.



However, it’s worth noting that in Obama's speech earlier this week at the U.N. General Assembly, the president conspicuously omitted that pledge.



The Hill

BIDEN names new national security adviser

By: Justin Sink / September 26, 2014



Vice President BIDEN has tapped Georgetown University professor Colin Kahl as his top national security adviser, the White House said Friday.



Kahl, who worked during the first two years of the Obama administration as the top Middle East adviser in the Middle East, will replace Jake Sullivan, who announced last month he planned to leave the White House. 



Sullivan, who is continuing to work on the Iran nuclear negotiations for the U.S., is close to former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and is expected to be heavily involved with her 2016 presidential campaign, if she runs.



Kahl enters the administration at a turbulent time for U.S. foreign policy, with the Iran nuclear talks, an expanded military campaign against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, and repeated Russian incursions into Ukraine demanding attention. The vice president has served as the White House's point man for conversations with allied leaders in Ukraine and Iraq.



“I’m honored that Colin Kahl will serve as my new National Security Advisor,” BIDEN said in a statement. “As both a scholar and experienced public servant, Colin has a unique perspective on a number of national security issues that our country faces today, particularly in the Middle East."



The Wall Street Journal

Ugandan President Museveni Sees Deeper Integration in East Africa

By: Dan Keeler / September 26, 2014


Africa is increasingly in control of its own destiny and no longer needs to rely on other countries to promote its economic development, Uganda’s President Yoweri Museveni told WSJ Frontiers.



The veteran leader, who has been in office for 28 years, also laid out his vision for his country as a key part of an increasingly vibrant—and confident—East African trade bloc.



Mr. Museveni, who was in New York for the United Nations General Assembly meetings, left no doubt that he already sees the East African Community, which includes Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Burundi and Rwanda, as a coherent bloc and that the future will see only deeper integration.



“It is already an economic union, we have a customs union, we are going into the monetary union and eventually we will become a political federation,” Mr. Museveni said.



Mr. Museveni’s comments come in the wake of a flurry of announcements about deepening regional cooperation, including plans to upgrade the region’s electrical grid and a project to enhance rail transport between Uganda and its neighbors.



As well as reducing the barriers to cross-border trade, enhancing the role of the East African Community gives the region’s countries greater leverage in negotiations with other countries, Mr. Museveni says.



“Uganda’s population is 37 million. The East African region has a combined population of 150 million—and it’s growing. When we pool our population we create a bigger market, which helps us sell our products but it also helps us negotiate with other markets, such as the European Union and the United States.”



African nations’ increased negotiating power was on display at the U.S.-Africa Leaders Summit hosted by President Barack Obama in Washington in August. During that event, a parade of American companies announced new or increased commitments to investing in Africa, while political leaders such as Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joe BIDEN attempted to highlight the opportunities that U.S. businesses could seize as they helped African nations develop their economies.



Mr. Museveni, though, believes the most significant outcome of the summit was not the potential American investment in Africa. “The most important contribution to our development was President Obama’s recommitting himself to AGOA [the African Growth and Opportunity Act],” he said.



“Africa will be developed by us, not by anybody else. All we need is market access. That’s what I said to President Obama. Opening your market to our products, that’s the biggest service you could offer to Africa.”



East Africa’s economic development prospects have been boosted considerably recently by discoveries of substantial hydrocarbon resources. Giant gas fields have been found off the coasts of Mozambique and Tanzania and considerable quantities of oil have been found in countries including Uganda and Kenya.



While the potential revenues from some of the new discoveries will swell the region’s coffers, Mr. Museveni played down the significance of future oil revenues for Uganda. “We are going to develop Uganda without oil, but now that we have got oil, it is a good godsend that will quicken the process of development and transformation,” he explained. “But it is nothing more than a tool.”



The Ugandan president is focused more on renewable resources, including agriculture, and is actively working to encourage investment in agro-processing. Part of that effort includes revamping the country’s program for assisting foreign investors.



Mr. Museveni admitted that the initial attempt to provide investors with a single point of contact to handle permits, tax issues and other key processes had been unsuccessful. “We created a one-stop center in the Ugandan investment authority. It was not well implemented [but] we are now going to make it mandatory that it will be respected,” he promised.



Some potential investors to East Africa have been deterred more by the regional security situation than the investment environment, though. Mr. Museveni acknowledged that unrest in the region, including in South Sudan, was causing economic damage. “There are definitely lost opportunities,” he admitted. However, he said that he and his counterparts in neighboring countries had been discussing the civil war in South Sudan, while they were in New York for the UN meetings.



“We held a mini-meeting with the President of South Sudan, the Prime Minister of Ethiopia, the President of Kenya and the President of Somalia,” Mr. Museveni said. “I think we shall find a solution … a formula of sharing power leading to some reforms in the interim period and then eventually going through general elections.”



The Bakersfield Californian 

Vice President BIDEN to speak at CSUB

September 26, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN’s visit to Bakersfield Oct. 7 will include an event at Cal State Bakersfield’s Icardo Center that will be open to members of the public, congressional candidate Amanda Renteria announced Thursday.



Tickets to the event at the 2,900-seat gymnasium will be available through her campaign office, Renteria said, though she didn’t announce the details of the process.



“We’ll get the word out about how people can get those tickets,” she said.



The event will happen in the afternoon, before Renteria and the man she is challenging, Rep. David Valadao, R-Hanford, meet for a one-hour televised debate at 5:30 p.m. at CSUB.



“We know how important the debate is so we’ll do nothing to jeopardize that,” Renteria said.



She said she suspects BIDEN won’t attend the debate, though she’d love him to. But there likely will be other events during BIDEN’s visit here, Renteria said.



She wouldn’t say whether a local fundraiser will be held.



Earlier this week, Valadao invited the vice president to visit some of the smaller communities hit hard by the drought.



Renteria said her campaign will make sure people from smaller communities in the 21st Congressional District — from Fresno County to Kern — get to come and see BIDEN. It is critical, she said, for him to understand the valley’s challenges.



“The more we can build bridges and bring people to really see the faces, see the families, see the students, the more people will understand exactly what we do for this country,” Renteria said. “You know, when you think about it, we’re the ones who bring food to everyone — not just this country but around the world.”



Renteria, who is fighting what many consider an uphill battle to defeat a Republican incumbent in a heavily Democratic district, said the event will be important in helping get voters out to the polls in November’s election.



“It’s important for people to know that we have an election this cycle. Their voices need to be heard,” she said. “It is particularly important that our young people see someone like the vice president here. I want every kid here to (think), 'Hey, some day I could be up there.'"



Talk Radio News Service

BIDEN: U.S Will Have Part In Peacekeeping Review

By: Leah Schwarting / September 26, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday said that the U.S will have a part to play in the new review by Secretary General Ba Ki-Moon on the United Nations’ peacekeeping efforts.



At the Summit on Peacekeeping Operations, BIDEN urged countries to contribute to peacekeeping, which has now entered its 15th year.



“We are already making contributions, all of us,” BIDEN said. “But we can and should do more together, and we can do it, in our view, more effectively.”



The U.S. and with Japan, have been the two biggest contributors to the UN’s peacekeeping programs.



This year alone, the U.S. contributed $110 million to the African Peacekeeping Rapid Response Partnership.



Although the U.S. will be joined by six other countries, this commitment will continue for the next 3-5 years. The funds allow African partners in the program funds to rapidly deploy peacekeepers.



Peacekeeping efforts have become increasingly complicated in the last few years which have been stemming from an outbreak of human rights violations around the world. BIDEN said that by contributing to peacekeeping efforts, countries can think strategically and that we [the international community] owe the UN “our best and boldest thinking.”



“So the truth is the very fact that peacekeeping exists, that men and women sometimes from halfway around the world risk their lives to protect peace on the fault lines of conflict, is one of the great achievements of this international system,” BIDEN said.



The summit will be followed up by a meeting of military chiefs of staff in the next few months.



UPI

Joe BIDEN convenes U.N. summit on peacekeeping

By: JC Finley / September 26, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN convened a summit on strengthening international peacekeeping at the United Nations in New York on Friday.



The summit was called "to underscore the international community's commitment to strengthening peacekeeping to address contemporary threats," the White House said Thursday.



Reflecting on the week-long U.N. General Assembly meetings, U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon remarked Friday that "countless voices have sounded the alarm about flaring violence in different parts of the world," noting that "this summit is an opportunity to stand up for peace."



BIDEN said at the summit that peacekeepers now face "even more difficult and dangerous environments... and peacekeeping is under more strain than it has ever been." The number of peacekeepers has increased ten-fold in one generation to meet that demand, with a record number of 130,000 troops, police and civilian staff deployed.



"Today, we ask peacekeepers to protect civilians in South Sudan and the Central African Republic, to prevent sexual violence in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and to help with the peace process in Mali amid deadly attacks by extremists, even as we continue to monitor long-standing ceasefires on three continents."

The international community has placed a great strain on peacekeepers and, BIDEN said, "we owe them."



BIDEN underlined that Friday's summit was intended "to offer more than words of support. Together, our nations are here to offer resources, troops, police and more for these missions."



"We have to meet the peacekeeping challenges today and we have also to look ahead at what they're going to be tomorrow. And we have to do it together."



BIDEN cited a U.S. initiative launched last month to bolster African peacekeeping rapid response capabilities. The program provides six African countries with $110 million each year for a period of three to five years to build their capacities to rapidly deploy peacekeepers into emerging crises.



"The security landscape is shifting dramatically," Ban Ki-moon told the summit, and peacekeepers must meet the new demands.



The U.N. head said he looked forward to hearing from the member states, specifically concerning what capabilities they can provide.



"Six critical necessities stand out at this time," Ban told the summit.



-- Rapid response, including troops and the ability to get them to the right place at the right time;

-- Greater mobility, above all, through helicopters;



-- Strengthen medical support;



-- Better protection against improvised explosive devices (IEDs);



-- Improved information and analysis, including expertise on organized crime;



-- Strong partnerships with regional organizations, particularly in Africa, where many peacekeeping operations are deployed alongside African Union and sometimes the European Union.



Ban also announced that he has decided to appoint a high-level panel to review U.N. peace operations, including peacekeeping and political missions, and to convene a panel of military chiefs of staff in the next month, in order to accurately identify needs and strategies for success.



"They are your missions," he told the U.N. member states, "and you should your very best to ensure that they succeed."



Reuters

U.S.-Japan trade talks hit new farm exports snag

By: Krista Hughes and Linda Sieg / September 26, 2014



(Reuters) - U.S.-Japan trade talks hit a rough patch this week with both sides blaming the other for a stalemate over farm exports, a major hurdle in concluding an ambitious 12-nation trade pact.



Bilateral talks between U.S. Trade Representative Michael Froman and Japanese Economy Minister Akira Amari in Washington broke up early on Wednesday, midway through the second day, according to people close to the talks.



A Japanese government source said U.S. negotiators staged a "hostage-taking" by suddenly threatening not to lift tariffs on Japanese auto parts unless Tokyo met U.S. demands on agriculture.



But a U.S. official familiar with the talks, seen as key to finalizing the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) spanning a third of world trade, said negotiators acted in response to a comprehensively weak offer from Japan on farm goods.



"They have the key here. They improve their agriculture offer, we'll improve our industrial offer," the U.S. official said, without confirming details of what was laid on the table.



A second U.S. official said the Japanese delegation "walked out" of the talks, a charge the Japanese source denied.



Japan wants to protect sensitive goods, including beef, pork, rice and dairy, which are important to its farming sector. But with U.S. midterm elections looming, many U.S. farmers and lawmakers have warned against a deal that does not significantly open Japan's markets and say Japan should be cut out of the talks if it does not give ground.



U.S. pork producers cheered Washington's firm stance. "The Japanese have been, and continue to be, holding up the entire negotiation. They've got to fish or cut bait," National Pork Producers Council Vice President Nick Giordano said.



U.S. President Barack Obama has said he hopes to have a TPP agreement by year-end. But many observers remain skeptical that the group's two biggest economies can make the compromises needed, and other TPP partners are reluctant to commit to final offers until they see how the two resolve their differences.



A Japanese government source well-informed about the bilateral talks said Japan went into them prepared to do a deal and having "prepared a position that showed flexibility," but that the United States was not prepared to engage.



"There will have to come a time that the U.S. realizes that unless they are flexible, they will not have a package, or else they (negotiations) may continue for an indefinite time," he said.



Japan's Nikkei business daily said Japan considered slashing beef import tariffs from 38.5 percent to below 20 percent, a level U.S. negotiators have said is unacceptable.



The U.S. official said Japan's offer did not cut tariffs to zero, the original goal, on a significant number of goods and included rules allowing higher tariffs to be reimposed if imports rise to a certain level.



Trade experts were disappointed by the lack of progress, given that Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said he was "prepared to have an improvement of market access in a daring way".



At a meeting with U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday, Abe agreed both sides could do more on TPP and said he would go back to work to find a solution, a source briefed on the talks said.



Kuwait News Agency

BIDEN, Abe discuss US-Japanese strategic relationship

September 26, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday met with Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly in New York, where they discussed the strategic relationship between the two countries as well as shared global threats.



"BIDEN welcomed our expanding global partnership, including Japan's contributions to strengthen peacekeeping efforts, address the threat posed by Ebola, and support the fight against ISIL by assisting refugees and other displaced persons in the Middle East," a White House readout of the meeting said.



BIDEN further "welcomed Japan's September 24 decision to impose sanctions targeting Russia's financial and defense sectors," and "underscored continued US support for Japan's efforts to improve relations with the Republic of Korea and China." The two leaders "agreed on the strategic and economic importance of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the need to resolve outstanding bilateral issues in Trans-Pacific Partnership negotiations, including on agriculture and automobiles, as soon as possible."



Kyodo News International

Abe, BIDEN hold talks with Islamic State militants likely topic

September 26, 2014



Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN held talks Friday with Islamic State militants and a Pacific free trade pact expected to be among the topics.



Abe and BIDEN met in New York on the fringes of the U.N. General Assembly after President Barack Obama returned to Washington on Thursday after taking part in U.N. events.



Japan has backed the multilateral fight against the militant group Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant but has stopped short of fully supporting U.S.-led airstrikes on the militants in Iraq and Syria.



Abe has said Japan "understands" the reason for the airstrikes and is considering offering a nonmilitary contribution to the U.S.-led coalition's fight against the extreme group.



Meanwhile, Japan and the United States have yet to narrow their differences in bilateral sessions under the envisioned Trans-Pacific Partnership free trade initiative.



Akira Amari, Japanese TPP minister, and Michael Froman, U.S. trade representative, have still failed to find common ground on issues such as agricultural products and the automotive trade in their latest talks through Wednesday.



Japan, the United States and 10 other countries in the TPP talks are hoping to strike a deal that would account for some 40 percent of the global gross domestic product.



But a lack of progress in bilateral negotiations between the two largest economies in the talks has held back the plenary negotiations.



Implementation of the controversial plan to relocate the U.S. Marine Corps' Futenma Air Station within Okinawa may also be discussed in the Abe-BIDEN talks.



The governments are also revising bilateral defense cooperation guidelines for the first time in 17 years, seeking roles for the Japanese Self-Defense Forces and the U.S. military that can better fit the current security circumstance in the Asia-Pacific region.



Tokyo and Washington had hoped to revise the guidelines by the end of this year but Japanese government sources said recently there may be a delay.



Pakistan Today

US has great interest in Pakistan’s success, BIDEN tells Sharif

September 26, 2014



US Vice President Joseph BIDEN on Friday said Washington has a “great interest “ in Pakistan’s success while Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif underscored improved bilateral relations as the two leaders discussed wide-ranging cooperation at a meeting on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly session.



“The United States has a great interest in Pakistan’s success,” BIDEN said, while welcoming Prime Minister Sharif as the democratic leader of Pakistan.



The Pakistani leader said he looked forward to constructive discussions with Vice President BIDEN.



The US vice president said the better Pakistan does, the happier the United States is, as it wants the country to succeed. “We have enormous mutual interest — we are both striving together to combat terrorism to provide for prosperity for our people, expand trade opportunities, access to education – and there is a great deal our countries can do together, bilaterally, internationally and regionally,” BIDEN added.



The Associated Press

Colorado sheriffs to be reimbursed for BIDEN costs

September 26, 2014



Organizers of a private event in Aspen attended by Vice President Joe BIDEN last weekend will reimburse local law enforcement agencies for their staffing costs.



BIDEN was in town for fewer than 24 hours to participate in "The Weekend with Charlie Rose", which brings together global officials for panel discussions. His 40-car motorcade caused rolling closures Friday and Saturday along the 70-mile route to and from Aspen from the Eagle airport.



Kevin Devlin of MSA Security, which organized security for the event, said Friday that the organizers would foot the bill.



Pitkin County Joe DiSalvo told the Aspen Daily News he has sent a bill for nearly $8,200. Garfield County Sheriff Lou Vallario plans to ask for about $1,500 in expenses.



Pacific Standard

Why Liberals Love the Disease Theory of Addiction, by a Liberal Who Hates It

By: Stanton Peele / September 26, 2014



Because they can’t draw unfavorable inferences about life in poor ghettos or poor rural communities (to which they have little exposure), liberals are drawn to the belief that drugs cause addiction.



I couldn’t disagree more. But as a card-carrying liberal myself, I’ll swallow my bile and try to understand.



A desire to think the best of people, particularly those less fortunate than ourselves, is admirable: We mustn’t blame people for being addicted, goes the well-intentioned thinking, so addiction has to be caused by an irresistible force. A theory that ascribes near-magical malevolent properties to drugs—involving a 12-step-inspired belief in the “powerlessness” of individuals in the face of this scourge, in cahoots with some neuroscientists’ portrayal of addiction as a function of brain chemistry “hijacked” by drugs—thus fills the bill for liberals.



There’s a trap that the privileged and enlightened find very hard to escape: We are frightened to say that people in our country who are disadvantaged economically, socially, or, alas, racially, are more likely to become addicted. That would mean that they are different from us in a bad way.

Indeed, we don’t need to blame anybody for being addicted. As Ilse Thompson and I wrote in our recent book, neither shame nor blame contributes to recovery. But that doesn’t mean we should deny the social factors that contribute to addiction, or deny that addicted people can improve their lives through their own thinking and action. The widespread belief of oversensitive liberals in the disease theory, however well-meant, undercuts and demoralizes the very people liberals wish to help.



Of course conservatives usually dislike drugs and drug use even more than liberals. But when liberals do argue—often with surprising vehemence—against liberalized drug policies, they inevitably base their opposition on disease ideas. (Whenever I debate the disease theory on a political punditry show, it’s the liberal—here Colmes of Hannity and Colmes—who will attack me all-out. On the other hand, I can always get to a dyed-in-the-wool conservative around drugs by accusing him of backing the disease theory, as I did with Bill O’Reilly here.)



Among arch-liberals, Patrick Kennedy, former Rhode Island Congressman and son of legendary liberal Ted Kennedy, heads Project SAM, an anti-marijuana-legalization group whose principle is “Our country is about to go down the wrong road, in the opposite direction of sound mental health policy” since more people will be exposed to drugs and become addicted. When CNN’s Dr. Sanjay Gupta interviewed Patrick Kennedy about his various stints in rehab, Kennedy definitively declared: “It’s a disease of the brain … this is totally a neurological disorder.”



Along with prominent liberal politicians like Kennedy, one of the most influential opponents of legalizing marijuana and other drug policy advances has for many decades been that bastion of liberalism, the New York Times. True, the Times has just come out with a major policy statement in favor of legalizing marijuana. But they continue to stigmatize addiction and to test their own prospective employees for marijuana. Here’s what Tony Newman of the Drug Policy Alliance has to say about their record:



Some people think of the Times’ editorial page as a liberal mouthpiece—but when it comes to marijuana prohibition and the drug war, they’ve been extremely cautious and conservative. In previous decades, the Times did as much as any other media outlet to legitimize drug war hysteria and its disastrous policies.



Most conservative politicians strongly oppose marijuana legalization. But the Obama administration, of which we might expect better, is no better, and continues to fight legalization in the face of growing awareness of its inevitability. How often, after all, do politicians oppose policies that a majority of Americans favor? That this opposition is steeped in disease theory beliefs comes through in Obama’s drug czars’ attitudes.



Obama’s first drug czar, Gil Kerlikowske, after some initial verbal feints, opposed medical marijuana and other liberalized policies. As the conservative National Journal noted:



Kerlikowske had paid considerable lip service, promising in his first interview as drug czar to end the “war on drugs” and, later, to promote public health solutions and a “21st century” approach. People on the enforcement side of things worried that would come at the expense of law enforcement. As it turns out, they needn’t have worried.



Kerlikowske was a former police chief. But Obama has now selected a new drug czar, Michael Botticelli, with a public health background. At the same time, the White House proudly announced: “He is also in long-term recovery from addiction, celebrating more than 24 years of sobriety.” By “sobriety” the White House means abstinence. So, a quarter century after kicking an unspecified addiction, does Botticelli believe that a glass of wine would immediately put him back on the path to addiction? I don’t.



Meanwhile, Botticelli’s views on marijuana legalization are clear. He expressed four-square the administration’s opposition in February. He then proceeded to argue against the New York Times’ editorial support for legalization by referencing all of the old anti-drug, gateway bromides favored by, well, recovering people. In the words of Ethan Nadelmann, executive director of the DPA: “Unfortunately even the Drug Czar’s office responded to the editorial by perpetuating the sorts of myths that the Times’ editors have clearly considered and rejected.”



Why, indeed, has the New York Times itself been so traditionally opposed to legalization and other drug policy innovations? It is due to the Gray Lady’s inexorable support for the disease theory, including AA and its 12 steps, as well as swallowing every claim of neuroscientific revelation about the source of drug addiction in the brain. Here, see how Times star Benoit Denizet-Lewis combines in one heady mixture the latest neurochemistry mish-mash (this was in 2006, and we still haven’t quite got that promised anti-addiction pill) with the good old 12-step spiritualism that Denizet-Lewis favors. And Times columnists from liberals Nicholas Kristof and Maureen Dowd to chief conservative David Brooks have also endorsed AA and other disease standard-bearers.



Meanwhile, the single greatest advocate for the disease theory in Washington is Vice President Joe BIDEN. Just before leaving the Senate, BIDEN actually proposed the “Recognizing Addiction as a Disease Act of 2007.” He was concerned that people might think that drug users intentionally “abuse” substances, rather than being in the throes of their disease.



The tendency for liberals to endorse the disease theory of addiction has strong wellsprings. You see, there’s a trap that the privileged and enlightened find very hard to escape: We are frightened to say that people in our country who are disadvantaged economically, socially, or, alas, racially, are more likely to become addicted. That would mean that they are different from us in a bad way. Much safer is to play up that drugs are bad, that drugs trap unfortunate people, and that these people have diseases against which they are powerless.



Thus liberals excuse themselves from addressing the havoc in poor urban and rural communities which turns them into centers for addiction. Instead, they satisfy their instinct for equality by emphasizing that people in upper-middle-class communities also take drugs—conveniently ignoring the very different rates of problematic drug use.



Back in the media, no one supports the disease meme more than the liberal commentators on MSNBC. Consider the strange pas de deux of Chris Hayes and Carl Hart. Hart is an associate professor of psychology and psychiatry at Columbia University and the author of High Price: A Neuroscientist’s Journey of Self-Discovery That Challenges Everything You Know About Drugs and Society. The book lives up to its claim. In a phrase, Hart says, “Drugs aren’t the problem.”



Hayes loves Hart. But, unfortunately, he can only love one part of Hart’s story. Hart rose out of the Miami ghetto through his interest in science, which Hayes continuously cites.



The second part of Hart’s story is really hard for Hayes and MSNBC to swallow: that drugs—and particularly meth, which Hart researches (he points out that methamphetamine is chemically almost identical to Adderall) are not unusually powerful forces in people’s lives. Nearly all users can quit or cut back. Hart’s experiments prove this, as do many real-life examples. Unfortunately, the ghetto which Hart came from has remained just as dysfunctional since he left, he reports. Hart knew it pre-crack; he knows it after crack. He sees little change.



But if you can’t buy Hart’s version, how to explain the broken homes and communities and ruined lives? There is the rub. Hayes and fellow commentators (including the extremely smart panel on MSNBC’s The Cycle) rely on this narrative: Drugs have overpowered communities, just as they hijack an individual’s brain chemistry. And, yes, sometimes these happen to be deprived communities. But actually, drugs are so bad—especially heroin, painkillers, meth, and crack—that they overpower everybody. “Addiction Does Not Discriminate,” liberal disease theory acolytes typically trumpet.



Except it does.



That Hayes et al. know many people—probably including themselves—who have taken powerful painkillers and then simply quit when their pain subsided, say post-operatively, means nothing to them. They ignore their own experiences, which tell them that people well-situated economically and socially routinely take drugs safely. (Of course, as both Hart and I note, people with deep personal problems from any walk of life, think Philip Seymour Hoffman, may form drug and other addictions.)



Thus liberals excuse themselves from addressing the havoc in poor urban and rural communities which turns them into centers for addiction. Instead, they satisfy their instinct for equality by emphasizing that people in upper-middle-class communities—like college campuses, playground resorts like Colorado, and the good old Golden Triangle of New York, San Francisco, and Los Angeles—also take drugs. “See, marijuana use rates are the same for blacks and whites,” they cry, conveniently ignoring their very different rates of problematic drug use.



Look at alcohol: Those in the upper-middle class far more often drink (about 70 percent of college graduates) than those in lower socioeconomic groups (only 35 percent of those lacking a high school diploma do). But, of those who do drink in both groups, far more of the socially disadvantaged have drinking problems. They also smoke more—despite smoking’s now-exorbitant costs. For example, 12 percent of college grads smoked in the last month, compared with 34 percent of those without a high school diploma.



“But look,” liberals protest, “middle-class kids sometimes take heroin!” Then comes the fast shuffle, parenthetically or under the breath: “so middle class people are addicted as much as people in Appalachia, inner cities, and poor white New England neighborhoods.”



But they’re not, you know. Poverty is conclusively linked with a greater risk for addiction, and with the probability of worse consequences for people who become addicted.



I turn to my good colleague at Substance.com, the often prescient Maia Szalavitz. After announcing in her piece, “These ‘New Face of Heroin’ Stories Are Just the Old Face of Racism” that, of course, middle-class kids use heroin and painkillers, so everybody’s equal on that score, she sneaks in:



Addiction rates are higher in poor people—not because they are less moral or have greater access to drugs, but because they are more likely to experience childhood trauma, chronic stress, high school dropout, mental illness and unemployment, all of which raise the odds of getting and staying hooked.



Wait a second, run that by me again? After we discard the chaff—poor and black people are less moral and have more access to drugs—we come to the crux of addiction: Underprivileged people are more likely to “experience childhood trauma, chronic stress, high school dropout, mental illness and unemployment, all of which raise the odds of getting and staying hooked.”



That’s a rather important fact to bury near the end of the article, don’t you think? Especially considering that Maia worked with Hart on his book. And certain psychological dispositions come along with those deprived situations. I’ll quote Maia again, this time making an important point in another article about the ability to delay gratification:



Follow-up studies on these preschoolers found that those who were able to wait the 15 minutes (to eat a marshmallow) were significantly less likely to have problems with behavior, drug addiction or obesity by the time they were in high school, compared with kids who gobbled the snack in less than a minute.



Hart identified this search for instant gratification with an upbringing in an underprivileged setting: When you are uncertain of what life holds for you, you grab what you can, when you can.



Meanwhile, NBC and MSNBC, as Maia points out, love to feature white middle-class addicts and drug scares in supposedly middle-class communities (which, on closer inspection of the video, are more often deprived areas).



While Maia objects to their claiming heroin use by these people is a new phenomenon, I have a different critique: It’s just so easy to portray middle-class heroin addicts. Their homes are so much more pleasant, and—given their advantages—they usually recover, unlike those in Appalachia, inner-city ghettos, and similar communities, whose lives are much more frequently marked by lifelong addiction, poor health, crime, joblessness, and despair. As Granfield and Cloud point out, the biggest factor aiding people in recovery from drug addiction with or without treatment is their “social capital”—their life resources.



Here is how the Times—in an article not self-consciously about addiction—described McDowell County, West Virginia:



Towns are hollowed out as people flee, and communities are scarred by family dissolution, prescription drug abuse and a high rate of imprisonment….



“He had another seizure the other night,” Ms. Bolden, 50, said of her son, John McCall. John got caught up in the dark undertow of drugs that defines life for so many here in McDowell County, almost died of an overdose in 2007, and now lives on disability payments. His brother, Donald, recently released from prison, is unemployed and essentially homeless.



Perhaps Hayes and The Cycle could interview this family? Aren’t they good representatives of the disease of addiction? Instead, I watch with disbelief as these normally critical thinkers accept claims that violate their own knowledge about and concern over the consequences of inequality. They have credulously bought the cant of the disease sellers—as if skeptical examination would make them heartless bigots. How will we ever solve addiction problems if such worthies care more about having the “right” opinion than about understanding a social problem at its source?



And so, in Hart’s Miami and McDowell County in West Virginia, addiction scars generation after generation, hardly raising the consciousness meters at MSNBC and other liberal media outlets. Meanwhile every celebrity “addict” gets full-bore coverage—even when, as in the case of Robin Williams, they haven’t actually exhibited the symptoms of addiction for decades.



The disease theory has everything the media demands: star power, drama, and a personal moral lesson linked to tragedy. It also suits politicians by endorsing their instinct to try to suppress drug use and their wish to be seen as uncompromising against a public menace. And strange to say, the moral lesson many liberals derive from those who become addicted—since they can’t lay it at the feet of social forces—is the same just-say-no temperance message that they mock when it comes from the likes of a Nancy Reagan.
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Associated Press

Obama announces $1B for early childhood education

By: Jennifer C. Kerr / December 10, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN closed the summit by asking the audience to imagine if each of the country's 40 million 4-year-olds had a chance to attend preschool. "This is tangible ... Every child is capable of succeeding. They just need a chance," he said.



PTI

US should provide shoes, not boots, on ground: Joe BIDEN 

December 10, 2014

The US needs to provide "shoes" and not "boots" on the ground in foreign countries, as it works towards promotion of democracy in nations across the globe, US Vice President Joe BIDEN has said. 



The Atlantic

Joe BIDEN Isn't Getting a Raise and Other Budget Oddities

By: Noah Gordon / December 10, 2014

The legislation will once again enact a pay freeze for the vice president and senior political appointees. Joe BIDEN currently takes home $230,700.



The Atlantic

A Trillion Dollar Bill, 1,600 Pages, and 48 Hours to Make It Happen

By: Russell Berman / December 10, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN also took a hit, as the bill ensures he won't get a pay raise next year.



Slate

The Refreshing Candor of Mitch McConnell

By: John Dickerson / December 10, 2014

McConnell will be fascinating to watch as leader of the Senate because of his brand of candor. It is in part why Vice President Joe BIDEN has been able to work with him in crafting a variety of budget deals.



The Courier-Journal

Barkley's grandson praises McConnell

By: Alben Barkley / December 10, 2014

A good example was the deal he struck with Vice President Joe BIDEN a couple of years back to permanently extend the Bush tax cuts. It wasn't perfect, but on balance it was a good outcome for a lot of middle-class Americans and a lot of family farms here in Kentucky.



The Hill

America's fall from grace

By:Bernie Quigley / December 10, 2014

John Kerry (Mass.), Hillary Clinton (N.Y.), and Joe BIDEN (Del.) — knew that the attack on Iraq had no bearing whatsoever on the tragic events on 9/11.



The Washington Post

Obama didn’t prosecute torture to save bipartisanship?

By: Colby Itkowitz / December 10, 2014

Remember Vice President BIDEN claimed that his GOP pals from the Senate told him early on that Minority Leader Mitch McConnell had demanded a unified front blocking the new White House.



Radio Free Europe 

BIDEN: Ukraine Can't 'Blow' Another Chance To Change

By: Luke Johnson / December 10, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN has said Ukraine cannot lose another chance to change the country for the better.



Press Trust of India

US should provide shoes, not boots, on ground: BIDEN

December 10, 2014

The US needs to provide "shoes" and not "boots" on the ground in foreign countries, as it works towards promotion of democracy in nations across the globe, US Vice President Joe BIDEN has said. 



Reuters

South Stream demise leads Croatia to revive gas terminal project

December 10, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN, on a trip to Istanbul last month, commented on Croatia’s potential to become an energy hub, “if it makes smart investments now, with EU support, and works collaboratively with its neighbors.”



The Jewish Chronicle

Clinton, at Saban Forum, endorses Obama’s Middle East policy

By: Ron Kampeas / December 10, 2014

On Saturday, Vice President Joe BIDEN strongly defended the Obama administration’s record on Israel, saying that because he was perceived as friendlier to Israel than the president, he often fielded complaints about Obama’s alleged coldness to Israel.



The Detroit News

White House heralds Detroit bankruptcy exit

By: David Shepardson / December 10, 2014

In February, Obama had lunch with Detroit Mayor Mike Duggan. Duggan said he didn't seek a bailout in that lunch or in a meeting with BIDEN. Sperling called the lunch "very positive."



Commentary Magazine

Implications of Iranian Cheating at Arak

By: Michael Rubin / December 10, 2014

As Jonathan Tobin notes, Colum Lynch’s Foreign Policy bombshell report about Iran’s covert efforts to buy equipment for its Arak plant, a facility which could produce plutonium for a nuclear bomb, raises questions about the logic of the Obama administration, and the recent comments by both Vice President Joe BIDEN and Secretary of State John Kerry with regard to the wisdom of extending nuclear talks with Iran.



Sunshine State News

Debbie's 'Dominant Democrats' Delusion

By: Nancy Smith / December 10, 2014

Unfortunately, I think DWS originally got her talking points from Vice President Joe BIDEN, who was predicting in the summer the Democrats would keep the Senate because Americans agree with Obama "on every single issue."








Associated Press

Obama announces $1B for early childhood education

By: Jennifer C. Kerr / December 10, 2014



WASHINGTON — Declaring early childhood education "one of the best investments we can make," President Barack Obama on Wednesday followed up on a promise to expand early education opportunities for tens of thousands of children by announcing $1 billion in public-private spending on programs for young learners.



Obama said that less than one-third of 4-year-olds are enrolled in preschool and blamed the high cost of these programs for essentially shutting off access to poorer infants, toddlers and preschoolers. He said studies repeatedly show that children who are educated early in life are more likely to finish their educations, avoid the criminal justice system, hold good jobs and have stable families. All those factors are good for the U.S. and its economy overall, Obama said.



"We've got kids in this country who are every bit as talented as Malia and Sasha but they're starting out the race a step behind," Obama said, referencing his teenage daughters. He said the investments announced at a daylong White House summit on early education will help level the field.



Nationwide, 28 percent of America's 4-year-olds were enrolled in a state-funded preschool program last year.



"We're not close to where we need to be," Education Secretary Arne Duncan said during a morning panel discussion on how to pump more investment into early learning.



The panelists, including a local sheriff from Ohio, agreed that spending more money on early education can have significant lifetime effects such as reducing crime and teen pregnancy and increasing future earnings for those who went to preschool.



To create or expand high-quality preschool programs, the Education Department awarded almost $250 million in grants to 18 states. They are: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Vermont and Virginia. In all, 36 states had applied for the grant money.



Another $500 million from the Health and Human Services Department is being sent to more than 40 states to expand Early Head Start and child care programs for youngsters from birth to 3 years old.



The White House said about 63,000 children would benefit from the federal dollars, which officials said already have been appropriated by Congress.



On top of the federal money is more than $330 million from dozens of corporations, foundations and individuals. That money is part of a new campaign called Invest in US.



The effort being led by the First Five Years Fund will challenge the private and public sectors to spend more on early childhood education. Among those supporting the campaign are The Walt Disney Co. with $55 million in learning apps and books, the LEGO Foundation with $5 million and the J.B. and M.K. Pritzker Family Foundation with $25 million.



Vice President Joe BIDEN closed the summit by asking the audience to imagine if each of the country's 40 million 4-year-olds had a chance to attend preschool. "This is tangible ... Every child is capable of succeeding. They just need a chance," he said.



Obama pushed for an expansion of early education opportunities in his State of the Union address in 2013, and again in 2014 after his call got little traction in Congress. At the summit, he called on the new Republican-controlled Congress that will be seated next year to "work with me to make pre-K available for all of our kids."



During the summit, the First Five Years Fund also previewed a series of 60-second public service announcements that focus on different aspects of early childhood education, from home-based child care providers to preschool teachers.



Produced to highlight the importance of educating children in their first five years, actors Jennifer Garner and Julianne Moore and singers John Legend and Shakira each narrate a spot, ending with the tagline "When we invest in them, we invest in us."



PTI

US should provide shoes, not boots, on ground: Joe BIDEN 

December 10, 2014



WASHINGTON: The US needs to provide "shoes" and not "boots" on the ground in foreign countries, as it works towards promotion of democracy in nations across the globe, US Vice President Joe BIDEN has said. 



"What we all should do more of...is providing not boots on the ground but shoes on the ground, experts to help," BIDEN said. 



"Help these emerging democracies tap the tools, the lessons, the expertise available, to help them set up the institutions and safeguards that will position them to succeed," BIDEN said in his address to the annual award dinner of the National Democracy Institute (NDI) yesterday. 



"There are countries you have done it, and it has worked like (in) Colombia. It worked," he said. 



BIDEN said the fact of the matter is that in some ways the problems we are facing in emerging democracies have "morphed into a different problem than we had in just 'bringing the Wall down', just dealing with the conflicts and superpower conflicts" on the margins in Africa and Asia, he said. 



BIDEN said it has raised new concerns. "There's new weapons of war -- not physical weapons of war, but corruption, the use of oligarchs, the use of raw materials as weapons of war -- a different kind of war. 



"Uprisings and reversals in the past few years in the Middle East and North Africa, a reminder that for all the passion and sense of purpose we bring to it, the path to democracy is rarely simple and never linear," he said. 



During its annual dinner, NDI honoured three young Ukrainian activists -- Hanna Hopko, Serhiy Leshchenko and Oleksandr Solontay. 



Each of the honourees had achieved prominence in their respective fields before the political situation in Ukraine prompted them to take part in the demonstrations that led to the fall of the country's autocratic government earlier this year. 



They have now transitioned to the political arena. Two of them -- Hopko and Leshchenko -- were elected to the Ukrainian Parliament in its October elections. 



In his remarks, BIDEN said two things keeps US ahead of other nations: One is stamped into the DNA of every naturalised, as well as native-born American is an overwhelming skepticism for orthodoxy. 



The second is "there's an unrelenting stream of immigration in large waves, not small, from 1776 on." 



"The amazing thing about it is, as a consequence, we get to cherry-pick the best of every other society," said BIDEN. 



The Atlantic

Joe BIDEN Isn't Getting a Raise and Other Budget Oddities

By: Noah Gordon / December 10, 2014



Congressional leaders reached a deal Tuesday night on a spending package that would fund most of the federal government through the next fiscal year. But the 1,600 pages of this sprawling, $1 trillion legislation are also stuffed with dozens of policy riders. These small—and sometimes divisive—measures generally have little to do with the budget but have their chances of passing increased by being attached to a crucial package. Senator John McCain, speaking before this bill came out, predicted it would be "jammed full of shit."



Here are some of the most significant policy riders attached to this funding bill:



The legislation will once again enact a pay freeze for the vice president and senior political appointees. Joe BIDEN currently takes home $230,700.

The amount a single donor is permitted to give to national party committees will rise dramatically, from $97,000 to as much as $777,600, depending on how the language is interpreted.



Democrats largely protected First Lady Michelle Obama's school-lunch nutrition standards, but Republicans did win schools more flexibility on whole grains and sodium levels. (House Republicans had pushed for a broader waiver.)



Although Washington, D.C., voters approved the legalization of marijuana by a margin of more than two to one in November, the spending deal will prohibit the district from legalizing the drug this year. Some D.C. activists plan to organize a protest.



On the other hand, the bill will ban the Department of Justice from using funds to undermine state medical-marijuana laws.



In a boost to Democrats, the Environmental Protection Agency will not be limited in its ability to regulate new bodies of water under the Clean Water Act, though certain farm ponds would be excluded. Democrats also reportedly blocked measures that could have severely restricted the government's ability to regulate greenhouse gases. However, Republicans secured a measure that would ban the EPA from restricting methane produced by livestock—and keeping the sage-grouse off the endangered-species list.



Republicans won one for the financial industry, easing regulations from the Dodd-Frank reform that required banks to set up affiliates—that were ineligible for federal benefits—in order to deal in riskier forms of derivatives trading called "swaps." Funding will also be increased for the Securities and Exchange Commission.



The bill includes legislation aimed at salvaging underfunded multi-employer pension plans, including a provision that would allow the cutting of benefits for millions of current retirees.



The Obama administration will remain banned from transferring detainees from Guantanamo Bay to the U.S. The ongoing transfer of detainees to other countries will still be allowed.



Senator Susan Collins, Republican of Maine, added a provision that will ease trucker scheduling regulations designed to prevent fatigue.

The bill will include $1 million "to compensate ranchers for livestock killed by wolves" and $2 million to stop the spread of invasive quagga and zebra mussels into the western U.S.



Both parties have won a number of concessions. Financial-regulation rules will be influenced, as will U.S. counterterrorism policy on the day after the Senate released its report on CIA torture. The bill will also make major funding changes, like the $5.4 billion in emergency funds granted to fight Ebola in West Africa.



Yet the last-minute quarrels—as the government faces a possible shutdown—over issues like the status of a particular Western bird are indicative of the crisis-to-crisis manner in which Congress operates today. Or at least, until Thursday.



The Atlantic

A Trillion Dollar Bill, 1,600 Pages, and 48 Hours to Make It Happen

By: Russell Berman / December 10, 2014



It's cramming time for Congress as lawmakers will spend the next two days scouring—and then likely voting on—a $1.013 trillion, 1,600-page spending bill released on Tuesday night after months of bipartisan negotiations.



The House and Senate must act to fund the government by midnight on Thursday to avoid a shutdown. In classic congressional fashion, appropriators posted their enormous bill, which is replete with key policy provisions negotiated behind closed doors, just over 48 hours before the deadline, leaving little time for debate or amendments.



"I wish it were done last week, but it wasn't, so here we are," Speaker John Boehner said on Wednesday, dismissing concerns about the quick turnaround.



With barely any notice, for example, Congress is poised to all but overturn the will of voters in the District of Columbia by blocking funding for the city to legalize and regulate recreational marijuana under a ballot initiative approved last month. And although it has nothing to do with the budget, authors of the bill tucked in a provision that dramatically expands the amount of money wealthy contributors can give to political parties.



While Boehner and House GOP leaders have championed their ban of congressional earmarks criticized as porkbarrel spending, the last-minute policy provisions—known inside the Beltway as "riders"—are subject to the same negligible amount of public debate. The speaker defended their inclusion nonetheless. "All of these provisions in this bill have been worked out in a bipartisan, bicameral fashion or they wouldn’t be in the bill," Boehner told reporters.



"It reflects conservative priorities, yet it is also a compromise bill that can and should have wide bipartisan support in both the House and Senate," Representative Hal Rogers, a Kentucky Republican and the chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, said in releasing the text of the bill. "This is exactly the kind of legislation and bipartisan cooperation that the American people called for in the voting booths last month. Passage of this bill will show our people that we can and will govern responsibly."The legislation does represent a modest improvement over recent congressional practice in one respect: Rather than a stopgap measure that extends funding for only a few months, the omnibus appropriations bill budgets spending for nearly the entire federal government through the end of the fiscal year next September. The exception is the Department of Homeland Security, which will get money only through late February because Republicans refused to fund President Obama's executive action on immigration for the entire year. (The hybrid led to the creation of the absurd, only-in-Washington moniker "CRomnibus," a combination of an omnibus bill and a continuing resolution, or CR.)



About half of the bill is defense spending, including about $5 billion in increases that the Obama administration requested for the overseas fight against the Islamic State. The White House also scored a victory with the inclusion of $5.4 billion to combat Ebola domestically and in West Africa, along with more modest increases for scientific research. The polarizing healthcare law got no new money, but the bill does not seek to block its implementation. But in conservative priorities, the measure cuts appropriations for the IRS and the EPA, contains no funding for high-speed rail, and targets but does not totally dismantle Michelle Obama's school lunch program. Vice President Joe BIDEN also took a hit, as the bill ensures he won't get a pay raise next year.



House Republicans met in the Capitol on Wednesday morning, and there was sure to be opposition from some of the party's more conservative members over the level of federal spending, the rushed process of approving the bill, or both. That will likely require Boehner to turn to Democrats for help passing the bill, and Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi was noncommittal on Tuesday night. “Until we review the final language, we cannot make a determination about whether House Democrats can support this legislation, but I am hopeful," she said.



In the Senate, passage of the bill would be one of the last acts of the Democratic majority before Republicans take control in January. It's unlikely most Republicans would try to torpedo the measure, but conservatives like Ted Cruz have pushed to block all funding for the president's immigration policy, which the bill does not do. If the House and Senate cannot pass the budget by Thursday, they would have to approve a short-term measure to buy themselves more time and keep the government open into next week.



Slate

The Refreshing Candor of Mitch McConnell

By: John Dickerson / December 10, 2014



Mitch McConnell is refreshingly candid about politics sometimes. While some politicians billow to make their political moves seem high-minded, Sen. McConnell is blunt. Senators who have worked with him (and those who have failed to do so) describe a transactional clarity. You have not done this for me and so I will not do that for you and vice versa.  



It was in that spirit of transparency that the incoming majority leader described his support for fellow Kentucky Sen. Rand Paul's presidential run on Wednesday morning. “Obviously I’m going to support someone from my own state, everyone understands that.” 



McConnell didn’t wax on about Paul’s fresh vision for America or his penetrating ideas. He singled out that they are both from the same state. Like nearly all senators who have been in that position before, McConnell is standing by the hometown candidate, should he choose to run. When asked to elaborate on the junior Kentucky senator, McConnell highlighted Paul’s political outreach to blacks and younger voters, which he sees as a way to grow the Republican Party. McConnell didn’t endorse the efforts, but said, “… we’re all watching with great interest to see if this is successful.” The somewhat arid endorsement might result from the fact that Paul has very little of the executive or legislative experience that McConnell has previously said was important to be president, and which he believes makes Barack Obama self-evidently unequipped for the top job.



In its current condition, McConnell’s endorsement isn’t likely to carry much weight, but then McConnell knows that endorsements don’t carry much weight anyway. Though that’s not exactly the way Paul’s strategist Jesse Benton put it in 2013 when asked why he was working for McConnell. Benton told a conservative Iowa activist that he was “sort of holding my nose for two years because what we’re doing here is going to be a big benefit to Rand in ’16, so that’s my long vision.” McConnell understands that type of political pragmatism and may not even resent Benton for saying it. He was speaking his language. Plus Benton, who had helped Paul win his Senate seat in 2010, helped McConnell get past a primary challenge and win the general election.



The thing to watch between McConnell and Paul is the favors the new majority leader does for him in the Senate. We know he’s not inclined to do favors for Paul’s likely opponent, Sen. Ted Cruz, who has promoted himself at the expense of establishment Republican leaders in the Senate. Cruz bucked McConnell on the strategy that led to the government shutdown, which McConnell referred to Wednesday as “a foolish tactic that had no chance for success.”



McConnell will be fascinating to watch as leader of the Senate because of his brand of candor. It is in part why Vice President Joe BIDEN has been able to work with him in crafting a variety of budget deals. Perhaps that will help with negotiations on trade, tax reform, and infrastructure, the areas of common interest that the White House and Senate Republicans have both highlighted. Though McConnell expects there to be differences even on those areas of possible agreement, they might be hammered out after the president vetoes the first Republican offering.



McConnell is both traditional and cold-blooded. When asked which Senate majority leaders he would model himself on, he wouldn’t pick favorites among Republicans, but praised Democratic Senate leader Mike Mansfield, because he treated Republicans fairly—sometimes putting Republican amendments ahead of Democratic ones. If he makes good on his promise to allow open debate and more amendments than outgoing Majority Leader Harry Reid, the deliberative body will be a more interesting place. But it won’t be less partisan. McConnell also hopes to reinvigorate the Congressional power of the purse as a weapon to roll back the Obama agenda. He also praised Democratic leader George Mitchell because “he was pretty skillful at sticking the knife in and you hardly noticing it.”



The Courier-Journal

Barkley's grandson praises McConnell

By: Alben Barkley / December 10, 2014



As the grandson of former Vice President Alben Barkley, I read with interest a recent column by a Paducah community college professor, Berry Craig, making a comparison between my grandfather and Sen. Mitch McConnell. I feel it misrepresented my grandfather's core principles as a politician and statesman.



There is no question that my grandfather was a loyal Democrat. he was a zealous defender and promoter of the New Deal, and a tireless advocate for New Deal policies during his 10-year tenure as Senate majority leader from 1937-47. He was not, however, a pure partisan in the way we understand the term today.



In a dispute between principle and party, my grandfather never hesitated. That's clear enough from his famous resignation as majority leader in 1944 over a dispute with President Franklin Roosevelt. Forced to choose between party loyalty and his own commitment to lower taxes, he broke in a very dramatic and public fashion with the White House. For his defense of principle and for the Senate's prerogatives as part of an equal branch of government, his colleagues unanimously reelected him to the post the very next day. Like my grandfather, I believe Sen. McConnell is guided by a keen appreciation of when the interests of the commonwealth and the country come before party.



McConnell's critics like to focus on the partisan fights he's led in the past. What they tend to ignore are the many times he has stepped up, and in many cases taken heat from his own party for brokering agreements with both the Bush and Obama White Houses when he knew doing so was best for Kentucky and the country as a whole.



A good example was the deal he struck with Vice President Joe BIDEN a couple of years back to permanently extend the Bush tax cuts. It wasn't perfect, but on balance it was a good outcome for a lot of middle-class Americans and a lot of family farms here in Kentucky. There have been many other deals like this one in the recent past that make it clear to me that McConnell is no mere reflexive partisan.



Having gotten to know McConnell over the years, I also know how conscious he is of Kentucky's political heritage and of his place in it. A few years ago when I was in his office I noticed two large portraits that hang above his desk in Washington. One is of my grandfather, a Democrat. The other is of John Sherman Cooper, a Republican. A bust of Henry Clay sits nearby, as well as portraits of Abraham Lincoln and John Marshall Harlan. Good signs of a Kentucky compromiser in the same way as was my grandfather, and also Henry Clay who brokered the "Missouri Compromise" in 1820.



As a Kentuckian, I like the fact that my senior senator sees himself as part of a long and distinguished tradition of principled public figures. It gives me confidence to know that McConnell goes to work every day committed to upholding the best traditions of principled leadership that these good Kentuckians exemplify.



The larger point in all of this is that regardless of what you think of Sen. McConnell or his politics, it is just not in keeping with our best traditions as a commonwealth or a people to prejudge his tenure as majority leader before he's even taken on the job.



As a friend of Sen. McConnell, I am confident he will use his new position for the benefit of Kentucky, just as did my grandfather. But one thing I know for sure is that we cannot issue a verdict before he has had a chance to prove it.



As Kentuckians, I think we should all be excited about what Sen. McConnell's new job will mean for us, and proud that one of our own has reached this lofty post. There is no doubt in my mind that my grandfather would feel the same. He and Sen. McConnell have much in common, and both are a good example for the rest of us regardless of which political party we happen to belong to.



The Hill

America's fall from grace

By:Bernie Quigley / December 10, 2014



Not long after 9/11, retired Gen. Wesley Clark, former head of NATO, visited friends at the Pentagon and was told that the Bush/Cheney administration was planning on invading Iraq. Clark said so openly on "Democracy Now!" in an interview with Amy Goodman. So everyone knew, and everyone, including the three leaders of the Democratic opposition in the Senate — John Kerry (Mass.), Hillary Clinton (N.Y.), and Joe BIDEN (Del.) — knew that the attack on Iraq had no bearing whatsoever on the tragic events on 9/11.



But they were not brave when it was time to be brave. Others besides Clark spoke out, especially Jim Webb, future senator from Virginia, who had been President Reagan's secretary of the Navy. But something had happened in America at that time. We had become what John Kenneth Galbraith called in a 1992 book of the same name the "Culture of Contentment" and had no inclination to challenge a federal approach to anything. Instead, like Clinton, BIDEN and Kerry, opposition would bide its time. It would be different when they were in power.

Bush had used the phrase "preemptive" — a phrase we were not used to in America. And understandably, the first instinct after 9/11 was to attack; I felt it and so did a vast majority of Americans. Then it began to descend: There would be no honest reporting as journalists would be imbedded. There would be no regard for property or human life as Edward Snowden's disclosures since reported (over 60,000 innocents and noncombatants killed, according to the National Security Agency). And there would be torture.



Still, America did not respond.



I am a veteran, having volunteered for Vietnam service, and felt at every moment of danger to myself and others that at every turn, in any action, the individual must ask himself what is to be done; but nothing at any time in my life called clearly on the responsibility of every individual with the claim to citizenship as finding a response to this regime in Washington, which had exploited the heartbreak and anger every American felt after 9/11 for an adventure that had secretly been long in the planning. I contacted a retired professor friend in Vermont, Thomas Naylor, and suggested that under Thomas Jefferson's "Kentucky Resolutions," which claimed that if the federal government became egregious and totalitarian, its relationship with the states became null and void.



As Sen. Dianne Feinstein's (D-Calif.) report indicates today, the situation was worse than anyone thought.



Galbraith thought our idea of sending our own representatives to the U.N. "wonderfully to the good." Naylor, citing Jefferson, proposed that Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine need not participate in the Bush/Cheney invasion.



Webb, like two of the famous Eisenhowers, Susan and John, would leave the Republican Party. But the greatest indictment of the Bush/Cheney actions came from George Kennan, the engineer of post-World War II Europe and probably the most important ambassador since Benjamin Franklin. He openly joined Naylor's separatist instinct; an idea (devolution) which has since spread here and abroad like wildfire.



On his deathbed, he wrote to Naylor: "All power to Vermont in its effort to distinguish itself from the USA as a whole, and to pursue in its own way the cultivation of its own tradition ... I continue to be of poor and deteriorating health, and too much should not be looked for from me. But my enthusiasm for what you are trying to do in Vermont remains undiminished; and I am happy for any small support I can give to it."



The Washington Post

Obama didn’t prosecute torture to save bipartisanship?

By: Colby Itkowitz / December 10, 2014



Early in his presidency, President Obama rejected calls for a “truth commission” to confront allegations that the CIA tortured detainees during interrogations.



He also rejected the idea of prosecuting CIA agents over the methods they may have used to get information.



Our colleague Steve Mufson wrote Wednesday – after the Senate Intelligence Committee’s scathing report detailed CIA torture techniques — that Obama had “wanted to avoid distracting and divisive criminal prosecutions or hearings. He believed any inquiry of his would look like an attack on his predecessor, President George W. Bush, and dispel any hope of bringing a bipartisan spirit to government.”



Ah, back in those days when “hope” sprang eternal.



But that whole bipartisanship thing was over before it ever began. Remember Vice President BIDEN claimed that his GOP pals from the Senate told him early on that Minority Leader Mitch McConnell had demanded a unified front blocking the new White House.



Six years later, the White House still isn’t sure CIA personnel who ran the “torture” program should be charged as criminals. Pressed on that issue Wednesday, Press Secretary Josh Earnest repeatedly dodged it and passed the buck to the Justice Department.



But if Obama is still hesitant to prosecute, his reason now probably doesn’t have a lot to do with keeping the bipartisan spirit.



Radio Free Europe 

BIDEN: Ukraine Can't 'Blow' Another Chance To Change

By: Luke Johnson / December 10, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN has said Ukraine cannot lose another chance to change the country for the better.



Speaking at an event at the National Democratic Institute in Washington on December 9, BIDEN said, "These people have braved snipers' bullets, freezing cold, to win for themselves a chance to fundamentally alter their country for the better."



His message was that if the pro-Western government formed this month fails to reform the economy and fight corruption, the efforts of Ukrainians who risked their lives in street protests that pushed Viktor Yanukovych from power in February could be in vain.



BIDEN said battling corruption and "kleptocracy" would help Ukraine protect its sovereignty, which is threatened by Russian-backed separatists who have been fighting government forces in the east in a conflict that has killed more than 4,300 people since April.



He said that Ukrainians have a chance again, and "they can't blow it."



"Freedom is over 25 years old and they blew it; the Orange Revolution and they blew it."



He warned, "They don't have many more chances in the near term."



The Ukraine crisis began in November 2013, when the government abandoned plans for a landmark agreement with the European Union in favor of closer ties with Moscow, sparking huge protests that toppled Yanukovych.



The move sparked huge protests that toppled Yanukovych in February.



The United States, the European Union, and other Western nations have placed economic sanctions on Russia for its annexation of Crimea from Ukraine in March and its support for the pro-Russian rebels who control parts of the Donetsk and Luhansk provinces.



Moscow denies it has sent troops or weapons into Ukraine despite what Kyiv and NATO say is clear evidence of a direct military role.



BIDEN said that Ukraine has been a "kleptocracy."



"Some think that's offensive to say but it's a reality. And they've made great progress. But there's still major, major impediments," he added.



The vice president also said that Russian President Vladimir Putin has been using "kleptocracy and oligarchy" as "tools of international coercion."



In such a situation, he said, "Fighting corruption is not just about good governance, it's about self-defense, it is about integrity, it is about sovereignty."



BIDEN emphasized his connection with Ukrainian government officials, saying he was "literally on the phone" with them for at least an hour and a half to two hours a week.



BIDEN's remarks come as Ukrainian forces and the rebels largely suspended hostilities in the country's east on December 9.



President Petro Poroshenko had called for a "Day of Silence," saying it was included in a cease-fire deal signed in Minsk on September 5.



Despite a noticeable decrease in the level of violence, the Ukrainian military said there were 13 attacks on army positions and residential areas in government-controlled settlements.



Rebel authorities said they were engaged with small arms fire.



Viktor Muzhenko, chief of Ukraine's General Staff, said the truce was open-ended and that no termination date had been set.



It remained unclear whether a new round of peace talks, involving Russia, Ukraine, and the rebels under the auspices of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), would take place this week.



Press Trust of India

US should provide shoes, not boots, on ground: BIDEN

December 10, 2014



The US needs to provide "shoes" and not "boots" on the ground in foreign countries, as it works towards promotion of democracy in nations across the globe, US Vice President Joe BIDEN has said. 



"What we all should do more of...Is providing not boots on the ground but shoes on the ground, experts to help," BIDEN said. 



"Help these emerging democracies tap the tools, the lessons, the expertise available, to help them set up the institutions and safeguards that will position them to succeed," BIDEN said in his address to the annual award dinner of the National Democracy Institute (NDI) yesterday. 



"There are countries you have done it, and it has worked like (in) Colombia. It worked," he said. 



BIDEN said the fact of the matter is that in some ways the problems we are facing in emerging democracies have "morphed into a different problem than we had in just 'bringing the Wall down', just dealing with the conflicts and superpower conflicts" on the margins in Africa and Asia, he said. 



BIDEN said it has raised new concerns.



"There's new weapons of war -- not physical weapons of war, but corruption, the use of oligarchs, the use of raw materials as weapons of war -- a different kind of war. 



"Uprisings and reversals in the past few years in the Middle East and North Africa, a reminder that for all the passion and sense of purpose we bring to it, the path to democracy is rarely simple and never linear," he said. 



During its annual dinner, NDI honoured three young Ukrainian activists -- Hanna Hopko, Serhiy Leshchenko and Oleksandr Solontay. 



Each of the honourees had achieved prominence in their respective fields before the political situation in Ukraine prompted them to take part in the demonstrations that led to the fall of the country's autocratic government earlier this year. 



They have now transitioned to the political arena. Two of them -- Hopko and Leshchenko -- were elected to the Ukrainian Parliament in its October elections. 



In his remarks, BIDEN said two things keeps US ahead of other nations: One is stamped into the DNA of every naturalised, as well as native-born American is an overwhelming skepticism for orthodoxy. 



The second is "there's an unrelenting stream of immigration in large waves, not small, from 1776 on." 



"The amazing thing about it is, as a consequence, we get to cherry-pick the best of every other society," said BIDEN.



Reuters

South Stream demise leads Croatia to revive gas terminal project

December 10, 2014



OMISALJ, Croatia, Dec 10 – Spurred by the demise of Russia’s South Stream gas pipeline project, Croatia has revived a decade-old idea of building a liquefied natural gas import terminal at the deepwater oil port of Omisalj on the island of Krk.



The idea had foundered primarily because Europe’s demand for gas fell in the global financial crisis, making the project no longer economically viable for investors, including some major European energy companies.



But the Ukraine crisis and the collapse of South Stream have refocused minds in central and eastern European nations on their need to reduce dependence on Russian gas and their vulnerability to disruptions of supply that come via pipelines across Ukraine.



“Everybody considers this the miracle weapon,” said Attila Holoda, managing director of energy consultancy Aurora Energy Kft.



Croatia is poised to launch a fresh feasibility study on a terminal with a projected annual capacity of 4 to 6 billion cubic meters (bcm) and hopes to win political and financial backing of EU states and Washington.



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN, on a trip to Istanbul last month, commented on Croatia’s potential to become an energy hub, “if it makes smart investments now, with EU support, and works collaboratively with its neighbors.”



Croatian Economy Minister Ivan Vrdoljak said on Sunday the government would declare the Krk terminal a “strategic project” this month or next. The terminal is already on an EU list of 30 projects it considers important for energy security, although it has been quiet on funding.



Croatia plans next year to gauge gas companies’ interest in leasing capacity and then invite potential investors.



“The financial viability, with all the necessary documentation, should be clear and ready by mid-2016,” a senior Croatian energy official said, speaking on condition of anonymity.



“If all goes well, the terminal can be completed in three years and start operating in 2019. We will guarantee the capacities and gas flow, but the gas trading companies will have to take risk when it comes to prices and supply.”



Related: Hungary says South Stream pipeline only way to ensure gas supply.



U.S. BACKING



The project aims to supply gas to Hungary, Slovenia, Serbia and beyond. Croatia itself consumes about 3 bcm annually, with domestic sources providing 60-65 percent.



The terminal is estimated to cost about 600 million euros ($742 million), a big bill for a country in its sixth year of recession.



Croatia wants to own up to 25 percent, and because the terminal paves the way for trading gas on EU markets, it hopes to attract big European or U.S. companies.



Washington’s acting special envoy for energy, Amos Hochstein, said last month he was a “big champion” of the Krk terminal.



“Some of these projects are not necessarily financeable on their own, and that’s where it requires government leadership and EU leadership.”

Concerns about the financial viability of the project arise partly because LNG from Qatar, Africa or North America is more expensive than piped Russian gas.



The Krk terminal would compliment Poland’s new LNG terminal on the Baltic Sea, also built to reduce the region’s vulnerability to the disruptions that have repeatedly hit supplies of Russian gas through Ukraine.

But Warsaw’s deal to import Qatari gas for 20 years could saddle Poland with some of the highest prices in the world.



Most LNG cargoes currently go to Asia, where prices are higher than in European gas hubs. By 2018, however, new Australian and North American LNG export plants are expected to boost global supply.

Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovakia have accelerated efforts since 2009 to link gas networks and create a north-south pipeline, which could extend as far south as Krk.



Croatia, meanwhile, has launched tenders for oil and gas exploration in the Adriatic with a goal of becoming a net gas exporter by the end of the decade.



“Southeast Europe can hardly get an alternative gas supply route without Croatia,” Vrdoljak said last week. “It is not because we decided so, but because of our location.”



The Jewish Chronicle

Clinton, at Saban Forum, endorses Obama’s Middle East policy

By: Ron Kampeas / December 10, 2014



WASHINGTON — From the drive for Israeli-Palestinian peace to nuclear talks with Iran, Hillary Rodham Clinton is endorsing President Barack Obama’s Israel-related positions.



Clinton, who was Obama’s secretary of state during his first term, spoke last Friday night with Haim Saban, the Israeli-American entertainment mogul who through the Brookings Institution convenes an eponymous annual forum of Israeli and American leaders. Saban has been a backer of Clinton and her husband, former President Bill Clinton.



Her talk was notable for the degree to which she endorsed Obama’s policies. Clinton derided perceptions that U.S.-Israel tensions had become tense under Obama.



“Nobody can argue with the commitment of this administration to Israel’s security,” she said, when Saban pressed her on the perceived tensions.



Clinton, a likely contender for the 2016 Democratic presidential nomination, has been perceived since leaving the government as distancing herself from Obama — notably in her strident defense of Israel this summer during its war with Hamas in the Gaza Strip. Obama officials criticized some Israeli actions as excessive.



She forcefully endorsed the Israeli-Palestinian peace talks aggressively advanced by the Obama administration and resisted by the two sides. Their absence, Clinton said, created dangers for Israel and “leaves a vacuum that is filled by bad actors, threats.”



Clinton deemed as “essential” the two-state solution sought by her successor as secretary of state, John Kerry.



The nuclear talks with Iran had effectively suspended its weapons program, she said, and the Obama administration had managed to sustain international support for sanctioning Iran as a means of keeping the Islamic Republic at the talks.



Clinton anticipated a U.S. security umbrella for Gulf Arab states as a means of reassuring them about Iran’s intentions, but said membership in the group would be predicated on a “nonaggression pact” with Israel.



Speaking after Clinton was Yitzhak Herzog, the leader of Israel’s opposition Labor Party. Herzog, who described parts of his campaign platform ahead of Israeli elections early next year, said he was likelier than Netanyahu to conclude a deal with the Palestinians and to improve relations with the United States.



Herzog said Netanyahu was isolating Israel.



“I don’t believe in the biblical proverb that says a people who dwells alone,” he said, referring to the passage in Numbers that ends “shall not be reckoned among the nations.”



“We can’t in this era dwell alone,” Herzog said.



On Saturday, Vice President Joe BIDEN strongly defended the Obama administration’s record on Israel, saying that because he was perceived as friendlier to Israel than the president, he often fielded complaints about Obama’s alleged coldness to Israel.



“There’s no doubt in President Obama’s mind” about his “ironclad” commitment to Israel, BIDEN said.



BIDEN added that U.S. officials coordinated closely with Israel on Iran policy, saying that Israeli officials were present for “every jot and tittle” in the policy.



“We will not let Iran acquire a nuclear weapon, period,” he said.



BIDEN appealed to the pro-Israel crowd to tone down talk of tension between the governments.



“Let’s not make more of what are normal disagreements between friends than warrants,” he said.



The vice president called on Israelis and Palestinians to refrain from actions that could increase tensions, citing incitement on the Palestinian side and what he called the “collective punishment” of the Israeli practice of demolishing the homes of terrorists.



BIDEN also expressed concern about what he said was increased anti-Semitism worldwide, including efforts to delegitimize Israel.



“There’s no threat that worries me more than the rising tide of anti-Semitism,” he said.



Much of the conference was off the record, but Martin Indyk, who returned to the Brookings Institution this summer after shepherding the latest failed attempt to return Israelis and Palestinians to the peace path, and Naftali Bennett, Israel’s economics minister and a popular right-wing figure, agreed to make their debate on the record.



The heated exchange was focused on Bennett’s rejection of Palestinian statehood. Indyk and Bennett each called the other deluded.



“How many people need to die in our country before you wake up from this illusion?” Bennett asked Indyk.



Indyk also pressed Bennett on past comments in which the Israeli said John Kerry, the U.S. secretary of state, encouraged terrorism and “amplified” anti-Semitism. Apparently chastened, Bennett said there were things he regretted saying and added that Kerry was a friend of Israel.



Read more: The Jewish Chronicle - Clinton at Saban Forum endorses Obama s Middle East policy



The Detroit News

White House heralds Detroit bankruptcy exit

By: David Shepardson / December 10, 2014



The White House heralded Detroit’s exit from its record-setting Chapter 9 bankruptcy restructuring, but said the Motor City still has work to do.



White House spokesman Josh Earnest told reporters Wednesday that the administration has worked closely with the city over the last 17 months since its July 2013 bankruptcy filing. “We certainly are pleased that they appear to be nearing the end of this bankruptcy period but there is significant work that remains to be done,” Earnest said of the nation’s poorest big city. “The administration will continue to work closely with officials in Michigan and officials in the city of Detroit.”



Detroit still faces a very high jobless rate, child poverty rate and the nation’s highest murder rate among other serious problems, including a declining population.



Last year, the White House quickly ruled out a bailout for bankrupt Detroit because it wasn't politically possible.



Gene Sperling, the director of the White House National Economic Council and the point person on the administration's efforts to help the struggling Motor City, said in February that it would have raised false hopes if the Obama administration had floated the idea of a bailout for Detroit.



"We did not feel we had any available financial tools, and secondly, we did not think that the prospect of legislation was even close to viable," Sperling said. "To have floated (a bailout) would have given false hope and taken people's eye off the important task ahead, so what we tried to do was make clear that the federal government — we did not have tools at our disposal that could be helpful to Detroit."



President Barack Obama made a trip to Detroit last month — his first visit to the Motor City since Labor Day 2011. He didn’t address Detroit’s bankruptcy during his campaign appearance at Wayne State University.



Detroit filed for bankruptcy in July, citing $18.5 billion in debt and long-term obligations. Prior to the filing, the Detroit emergency financial manager Kevyn Orr and then-Detroit Mayor Dave Bing went to the White House to talk about the city's finances — and to gauge federal interest in aiding the city.



Sperling said if a bailout had been possible, the White House would have weighed the possibility.



"If we did, there would have been a policy discussion about under what context you would have done that, but since there wasn't anything viable, we thought it important to have a clear message which was a two-fold message — which was one, we didn't have tools at our disposal that would help Detroit with their fundamental fiscal crisis but number two: we believe in the future of Detroit, we believe in the people of Detroit, and we're going to be their partner in their economic development and their comeback."



In September, the White House announced nearly $300 million in new, repurposed and freed-up grants from the Obama administration and private foundations to help the Motor City.



The Obama administration provided a team of advisers that worked to find ways to speed up funds and help the city apply for funds it might be eligible for. The team also provided technical assistance and other help. The team has largely exited Detroit. In June, the administration’s point person on the ground in Detroit — Don Graves, who has been assistant Treasury secretary for small business, housing and community development policy and who heads the president's jobs council — was named a counselor to BIDEN.



The Transportation Department also gave Detroit key grants for two projects in September — $12 million in additional funds to complete the M-1 rail streetcar project and $26 million in funding for as many as 50 new Detroit buses.



Much of the money had been awarded in previous years, but millions of dollars were delayed due to red tape, mismanagement or other problems, officials said.



In February, Obama had lunch with Detroit Mayor Mike Duggan. Duggan said he didn't seek a bailout in that lunch or in a meeting with BIDEN. Sperling called the lunch "very positive." Obama was "impressed" with Duggan's focus on job creation.



"It wasn't about bailouts. It was about what we could do to work together," Sperling said in February.



Commentary Magazine

Implications of Iranian Cheating at Arak

By: Michael Rubin / December 10, 2014



As Jonathan Tobin notes, Colum Lynch’s Foreign Policy bombshell report about Iran’s covert efforts to buy equipment for its Arak plant, a facility which could produce plutonium for a nuclear bomb, raises questions about the logic of the Obama administration, and the recent comments by both Vice President Joe BIDEN and Secretary of State John Kerry with regard to the wisdom of extending nuclear talks with Iran.



If Lynch’s report is true—and it appears very much to be so—then there are two possibilities as to what happened vis-à-vis American diplomacy. The first is that Iranian diplomats were always insincere in pursuit of a nuclear resolution, and lied outright to Kerry, Undersecretary Wendy Sherman, Clinton, BIDEN-aide Jake Sullivan, and other officials who have championed the drive for nuclear talks with the current Iranian administration. That possibility is troubling enough, but the second scenario is as troubling, and that is that Iranian diplomats were perfectly sincere, but that the regime simply couldn’t care less what its diplomats said and pursued its own goals irrespective of any commitments they made.



A key theme of my recent book exploring the history of U.S. diplomacy with rogue regimes (of which Iran is the marquee example) is that the State Department never conducts lessons-learned exercises to determine why previous episodes of diplomacy have failed. One example they might consider is the pre-Iraq War negotiations with Iran: Immediately prior to the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq, National Security Council official Zalmay Khalilzad along with Ambassador Ryan Crocker met with Mohammad Javad Zarif, Iran’s UN ambassador (and its current foreign minister) in secret talks in Geneva. Almost simultaneously, British Foreign Secretary Jack Straw met with Iranian Foreign Minister Kamal Kharrazi. Both talks solicited the same Iranian pledge: Iranian officials would not interfere with coalition forces in Iraq, and Iran would not insert its own personnel or militias into Iraq.



In hindsight, the Iranians there, too, lied. Soon after Saddam’s fall, the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) infiltrated 2,000 fighters, militiamen, and Qods Force personnel into Iraq replete with radio transmitters, money, pamphlets, and supplies. The source for that statement? Iranian journalists. Those most enthusiastic for rapprochement, however, are now placing their hopes in the same Mr. Zarif, the man who a decade ago either lied shamelessly or bluffed about the power he did have to control the behavior of the IRGC and influence the supreme leader. Then again, there is a reason why, before he became vice president, Joe BIDEN was Tehran’s favorite senator.



Kerry is like a gambler who has lost everything, but figures if only he is given one more round at the craps table, he can win big. American national security, however, is nothing with which to gamble. Especially when a gambler is desperate, the house will always win. In this case, however, the house is not Washington, but rather Tehran.



Sunshine State News

Debbie's 'Dominant Democrats' Delusion

By: Nancy Smith / December 10, 2014



Debbie Wasserman Schultz is all over television, peddling the darndest notion. She insists voters really do agree with Democrats on the issues, they just don't come out for midterms. And that's why Team Blue lost.



I hope she didn't tell that to Mary Landrieu. After 18 years in the United States Senate, Democrat Landrieu got crushed like a chili pepper in last Saturday's Louisiana runoff election -- for no other reason than she couldn't wash her hands of President Obama's policies fast enough.



Taxpayers out $307,000 so far in fight over welfare drug tests

For once, I  don't think DWS is just propagandizing. I think she's been saying "voters agree with Democrats" so many times, in so many ways since August, she believes it herself.



I think the Democratic National Committee chairwoman has thoroughly deluded herself.



I Beg to DifferHere's part of the speech she's making -- not just to "my fellow Democrats" on YouTube, but in interviews given in all sorts of places, in Florida and across the country, to explain 2014 election failure:



"Our party has a problem. We know we're right on the issues," she says. "The American people believe in the causes we're fighting for. But the electoral success we have when our presidential nominee is able to make a case to the country as a whole doesn't translate in other elections. That's why we lost in 2010, that's why we lost this year."



"Right on the issues" ... what issues?



All the polls I've seen show, the "causes" the American people are fighting for are galaxies away from the causes Democrats made their top priorities in Election 2014.



A national Fox News poll taken just before the election -- and conducted by Anderson Robbins Research, a Democrat firm, and Shaw & Company Research, a Republican firm -- found Americans overwhelmingly disapproved of Obama's position on the issues they considered most important:

Immigration: 34 percent approved, 60 percent disapproved.

The economy: 41 percent approved, 56 percent disapproved.

Terrorism: 41 percent approved, 54 percent disapproved.

Ebola: 41 percent approved, 50 percent disapproved. 

Health care: 40 percent approved, 57 percent disapproved.

Foreign policy: 36 percent approved, 57 percent disapproved. 

Combating ISIS: 35 percent approved, 56 percent disapproved.



Unfortunately, I think DWS originally got her talking points from Vice President Joe BIDEN, who was predicting in the summer the Democrats would keep the Senate because Americans agree with Obama "on every single issue."



Never mind that the Washington Post (97 percent chance Republicans win back the Senate), CNN (95 percent), New York Times (70 percent), and Nate Silver's FiveThirtyEight (75.5 percent) were all predicting the same GOP Senate win-back. The vice president knew better.



And I guess nobody ever clued Debbie in on BIDEN's fatal flaw: He's like the fortune teller who believes with all his might he has the gift of clairvoyance, but couldn't predict a hurricane if he was standing in the middle of Miami Beach staring right into it.



I'm not making that up about our vice president. His "gets it wrong" reputation is all over the Internet. And in his memoir, former Defense Secretary Robert Gates writes that BIDEN -- whom Obama appointed veep only to fill his foreign policy void -- has been wrong about “nearly every major foreign policy and national security issue over the past four decades.”



Worse than building a delusion around BIDEN's crystal ball, Debbie is blaming the voters: Those lazy sods just don't want to turn out if they're not voting for a president -- that's what she's saying. 



The Democrats lost not just because of the administration's mistakes, but because they tried to foist their agenda on the American people instead of listening to what the people were telling them. 



The people really do have a problem with Obamacare -- many of them, certainly. They really do care more about their jobs, more about the economy and deterioration of the American dream, more about the national debt, about protecting our borders and energy independence ... than they do about climate change, or a trumped-up Republican war on women, or the GOP protecting "only the richest 1 percent" when the Democrats had billionaires of their own buying election issues.



Voters told DWS and the Democrats all this in poll after poll; they chose not to listen.



I'm not the first to say it, but it's worth repeating: Debbie Wasserman Schultz is right, the Democratic Party has a problem all right --  their message.




VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS

Thursday, September 25, 2014

Forbes 

Indian Prime Minister Modi in the United States: What to Watch

By: Alyssa Ayres / September 25, 2014

Vice President BIDEN will host a formal lunch at the State Department; he will meet with members of Congress; and he will address the U.S.-India Business Council before flying home Tuesday evening.



Scripps

VP Joe BIDEN to visit CSUB during rally in support of Amanda Renteria

September 25, 2014

Amanda Renteria, candidate for California’s 21st District, announced Thursday that Vice President Joe BIDEN will make a stop at CSUB on Oct. 7 during a rally.



The Hill

Power: Turkey moving closer to joining fight against ISIS

By: Justin Sink / September 25, 2014

Vice President BIDEN will meet with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan Thursday afternoon on the sidelines of the U.N. meeting in New York, where he's expected to push for a more concrete commitment.



Cihan News

Turkey's possible role in anti-ISIL coalition dominates Erdoğan-BIDEN meeting

September 25, 2014

On the agenda at President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and US Vice President Joe BIDEN's meeting on the sidelines of the United Nations General Assembly was Turkey's possible role in the coalition against the terrorist Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), particularly after Erdoğan announced Turkey's role in the coalition could include military and political support.



Bloomberg

Six People Who Can Replace Eric Holder and Save Barack Obama

By: Dave Weigel / September 25, 2014

You think the president’s such a burden on the party? Let him dock his pay and take a demotion: Let the era of President Joe BIDEN begin. The game stops being fun when you realize BIDEN’s approval numbers are no better than Obama’s.



Talk Radio News Service

TRANSCRIPT: “The Day Ahead″

By: Luke Vargas / September 25, 2014

Also at the U.N., U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN will chair a summit on U.N. peacekeeping activities. Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe will also speak, and is expected to announce new peacekeeping contributions by Japan.



PRWeb

Vice President BIDEN’s Leadership on UN Peacekeeping Comes at a Critical Time, Says Yeo of The Better World Campaign

September 25, 2014

On the eve of the high-level “Strengthening United Nations Peace Operations” Summit co-hosted by Vice President Joe BIDEN, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, and several other world leaders, the Better World Campaign urged the Administration and the UN to tackle the tough challenges facing UN Peacekeeping operations.



Detroit Free Press

DDOT to get 50 new buses thanks to federal grant

By: Robert Allen / September 25, 2014

Detroit competed with communities across the U.S. to receive the money, and Duggan said he met with Vice President Joe BIDEN as well as Foxx in pursuit of it.



The American Bazaar

As Narendra Modi sits down for lunch with BIDEN, Capitol Hill will hold briefing on 1984 Sikh riots

By: Sujeet Rajan / September 25, 2014

Even as the Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi will be hosted to a lunch by Vice President Joe BIDEN and the Secretary of State John Kerry at the State Department in Washington, DC, on September 30th, the first-ever Congressional briefing on the November 1984 anti-Sikh riots will be conducted close by, on Capitol Hill, at the Rayburn House.



McClatchy News

Illegal-immigration fears energize GOP voter base

By: David Lightman / September 25, 2014

Striving to assuage the Latino base, Vice President Joe BIDEN assured activists this week that Obama will take action after the election. The president, he said, is “going to do an awful lot” on immigration.



Credit Union Times

Credit Union Educator Honored at White House

By: David Morrison / September 25, 2014

That evening, Runck and the other winners attended a reception at the vice president’s residence where they met BIDEN. President Obama also attended the event for a few moments.



The Detroit Times

Michelle Obama to campaign in Detroit

By: David Shepardson / September 25, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN has visited Detroit several times since the city's record-setting July 2013 bankruptcy filing, but the president last visited Detroit in 2011.



Northwest Missourian News

White House introduces ‘It’s On Us’

By: Brandon Zenner / September 25, 2014

President Obama and Vice President BIDEN launched “It’s On Us” Friday, in partnership with Generation Progress, along with student body leadership from nearly 200 colleges and universities across the country.



Fremont Tribune

Fremont Public Schools lands $750,000 federal grant

By: Stephen Rickerl / September 25, 2014

The grants are designed to help keep students safe and improve their learning environments, and are awarded under four new grant programs that resulted from the proposals included in President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN’s “Now is the Time” initiative.



WTOC 11

Georgia Ports Authority Exec. Director to deliver annual address

By: Tedi Roundtree / September 25, 2014

This after Vice President, Joe BIDEN, talked about the importance of modernizing ports on Wednesday. He says the ports are critical to the nation's economic health.



Breitbart

CHUCK TODD: THE BREITBART NEWS INTERVIEW - PART 1

By: John Nolte / September 25, 2014

BNN: But when you look at the media as a whole -- and I know you’re not The Media -- it's actually kind of jaw-dropping to see Harry Reid and Joe BIDEN make one bigoted statement after another and get a pat on the head from the media, while our guys get eliminated -- whether it's a George Allen or a Trent Lott. That overall approach has really destroyed our faith in the media.



Los Angeles Times

Clinton's lead among Democrats in 2016 is clear -- which is complicated

By: Doyle McManus / September 25, 2014

Still, at least four other Democrats are said to be thinking about jumping into the race — former Montana Gov. Brian Schweitzer, Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley, former Virginia Sen. Jim Webb and Vice President Joe BIDEN — as well as Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders, an independent who caucuses with the party.







Forbes 

Indian Prime Minister Modi in the United States: What to Watch

By: Alyssa Ayres / September 25, 2014



Indian Prime Minister Modi arrives in the United States this weekend, for a five-day visit split between New York and Washington, DC. He’ll have a full program in New York to start, with a speech at the UN General Assembly, numerous meetings with CEOs, speeches here at CFR and at the Global Citizen Festival in Central Park, and the headline-topping gathering of his closest 18,000 friends in the Indian American community at Madison Square Garden (to be simulcast in Times Square as well). That would be a heady program on its own.



But he’ll have an equally full program in Washington, which he will reach late Monday afternoon. President Obama will host him for a small, exclusive working dinner (over which the Indian press has begun to perseverate, since Mr. Modi will be on a lemon water and honey fast for Navratri). He will have discussions with the president, and other senior members of the administration will call on him. Vice President BIDEN will host a formal lunch at the State Department; he will meet with members of Congress; and he will address the U.S.-India Business Council before flying home Tuesday evening.



It’s a packed schedule. Some have already criticized the visit as too much, and likely to deliver too little. Others are asking what the big “deliverables” might be. It’s a good question to ask, since U.S.-India relations have been rocky during 2014, and economic ties have been troubled for several years.



I argue in Mint today that the place to look for deliverables will be Wall Street, not 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. Two equally important factors make the private sector particularly important for bilateral ties right now.



The first is India’s urgent need to recapture economic growth, the central plank of Modi’s campaign earlier this year. Because of that domestic urgency, Modi has focused his international diplomacy on seeking big-dollar deals to help build India’s much needed infrastructure—a $1 trillion over ten years need—as well as a new initiative to jump-start India’s manufacturing sector in order to create jobs. His visit to Japan resulted in a $35 billion over five years development assistance headline. Chinese President Xi Jinping’s visit to India produced a $20 billion investment announcement, focused on infrastructure and industrial parks. Given that Modi chose to roll out, with great fanfare, his new “Make in India” initiative to attract foreign investment in manufacturing the day he left for New York, we can bet his single most important priority from his U.S. visit will be wooing foreign investment.



And this leads to the second reason why New York has an outsize role for India’s interests on this visit. Washington is ultimately not the core audience for the Modi message on investment and manufacturing in India. The United States government has tools to encourage, support, and promote exports; and tools to encourage investors to look overseas; but the U.S. government does not direct investment nor guide companies on their decisions. Companies need to reach their own conclusions in accordance with their business models. All those CEOs breakfasting with Modi in New York will be listening closely to his pitch about the new Indian business environment, and if things sound right, and the business model works, they’ll respond.



Scripps

VP Joe BIDEN to visit CSUB during rally in support of Amanda Renteria

September 25, 2014



Amanda Renteria, candidate for California’s 21st District, announced Thursday that Vice President Joe BIDEN will make a stop at CSUB on Oct. 7 during a rally.



Renteria, is running in the 21st Congressional District against David Valadao, the incumbent from Hanford.



Renteria and Valadao are scheduled to debate at 5:30 p.m. in the Icardo Center at CSUB on Oct. 7.



Information on how to get tickets for the event have not yet been made available.



The Hill

Power: Turkey moving closer to joining fight against ISIS

By: Justin Sink / September 25, 2014



Turkey is moving closer to joining the United States and other regional partners in a coalition against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS), U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Samantha Power said Thursday.



Leaders in Ankara had initially resisted U.S. calls to join an effort against the group, partially due to 49 diplomats, family members and employees who were kidnapped from a Turkish consulate in Mosul, Iraq, in June. Those hostages were freed last weekend, and Power suggested the U.S. had seen a new willingness from the Turks to join the fight.



"I think so, certainly," Power told MSNBC's "Morning Joe." "I mean, the message to us this week is now, ‘We got our hostages. Talk to us. What are the requirements? How can we contribute?” "



Power said Turkey was also incentivized to join the fight because the country was becoming overwhelmed by refugees fleeing the terror network.



"They have more than a million people inside their border already. Hundreds of thousands more who could follow because of ISIL's role in northern Syria," Power said, using an alternative acronym for the group.



Vice President BIDEN will meet with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan Thursday afternoon on the sidelines of the U.N. meeting in New York, where he's expected to push for a more concrete commitment.



A senior State Department official said Wednesday the administration was "in the midst of discussions about what Turkey may or may not want to do to contribute."



Those discussions include the possibility of aiding in a U.S. effort to train and arm the moderate opposition in Syria, as well as an idea, floated by Erdoğan, to create a buffer zone on the Syria-Turkey border that would help process the flood of refugees and prevent the flow of foreign fighters to assist ISIS.



"I can’t say anything more about how those discussions will come out," the State Department official said.



Cihan News

Turkey's possible role in anti-ISIL coalition dominates Erdoğan-BIDEN meeting

September 25, 2014



On the agenda at President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and US Vice President Joe BIDEN's meeting on the sidelines of the United Nations General Assembly was Turkey's possible role in the coalition against the terrorist Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), particularly after Erdoğan announced Turkey's role in the coalition could include military and political support.



Despite earlier unwillingness to be a partner to the action against the extremist group and cautious remarks about expressing support for the strikes in Iraq and Syria, Turkey publicly announced on Tuesday that it is ready to contribute to the US-led efforts against ISIL.



A senior Turkish official who spoke to Reuters on Wednesday confirmed that Turkey is “seriously considering military cooperation with the United States to combat ISIL.” Land Forces Commander Gen. Hulusi Akar went to Turkey's border with Syria on Wednesday to inspect the situation in the region. He was also reportedly briefed by commanders in the area about border security.



Erdoğan's critical meeting with BIDEN was scheduled to take place on Thursday in New York, only two days after the public announcement of Turkey's possible military role in the coalition.



Turkey seeks a safe zone on its more than 700 miles of border with Iraq and Syria as the US hopes to use İncirlik Air Base, located within 100 miles of the Syrian border, for airstrikes on ISIL bases in Syria.



While revealing that the Turkish military could join the coalition, Erdoğan also underlined the importance to Turkey of a "safe zone," citing the Syrian refugee exodus to Turkey and Turkey's fight against the terrorist organization. “Turkey will do its own part within this scope,” he said.



Allowing the use of the İncirlik Air Base as the departure point for military strikes was discussed during US Secretary of State John Kerry's recent visit to Turkey and was on the agenda of the crucial meeting between Erdoğan and BIDEN. According to a report in the Cumhuriyet daily, motions on Iraq and Syria that will be submitted to Parliament on Oct. 2, requesting authorization to send troops to foreign countries due to the situation in war-torn Syria and Iraq, could also require authorization for opening Turkey's airspace for strikes against ISIL and jets to be scrambled from İncirlik.



Although Turkish and US officials have given little sign of Turkey's role up until now, the two allies seem to have united over the common ambition to eliminate the extremist group.



US National Security Council Spokesperson Caitlin Hayden has given signals that Turkey and the US will remain on the same line in the fight against ISIL. She said Erdoğan and US President Barack Obama had an opportunity to interact briefly last night at the annual reception President Obama hosts for visiting heads of state at the UN General Assembly.



“They reiterated their commitment to the US-Turkey relationship and agreed to continue to work closely together to address regional and global challenges, including the threat posed by ISIL,” she said.



Bloomberg

Six People Who Can Replace Eric Holder and Save Barack Obama

By: Dave Weigel / September 25, 2014



Five years and eight months after taking office, two years and three months after being held in contempt by a Republican House of Representatives, Eric Holder is announcing that he’ll leave the Department of Justice. That contempt vote was both popular and stunningly ineffective, enraging Holder and turning him into a more outspoken and implacable foe of Republican policies on voting rights and policing. (A couple of weeks after Darrell Issa blew him the raspberry, Holder referred to voter ID laws as “poll taxes”; things escalated from there.) Holder was rumored to want out after the 2012 election, or at least early in 2014. He stuck around long enough to intervene aggressively in a post-shooting Ferguson, Mo. The lawyer best known for the Marc Rich pardon is leaving as a civil rights lightning rod.



The gist is that he’s leaving. He’s doing it before the lame duck session of Congress, the last few weeks before either a shrunken Senate Democratic majority or a new Republican majority takes over for Obama’s final two years. This gives the president slightly more flexibility in making a nomination that needs only 51 votes in a friendly Senate to succeed. Who should Obama pick?



Preet Bharara (1/2)—The U.S. attorney for the Southern District of New York would be the first Indian American attorney general (one of the few big “firsts” left for the job, if that matters), and otherwise bring little change to the Obama administration. Bharara has disappointed progressives who wanted him to bring cases against the people who caused the housing crisis, but he’s been covered by New York media as a Wall Street fraud-buster. He’s half-griped, half-bragged that he’s so tough on Indian American criminals that “talk show hosts in India took to calling me self-loathing.” Picking him would also remove a chronic migraine for New York Governor Andrew Cuomo, though the White House doesn’t really need that.



Deval Patrick (2/5)—The outgoing governor of Massachusetts has been discussed as a Holder replacement since the first rumblings that the AG might quit. If Patrick dined with the White House, the “Patrick to DOJ/SCOTUS?” flare gun was pulled out and fired. Patrick’s 2006 campaign was modeled on Obama’s 2004 Senate win, using the same consultants, and demo-ing lines that Obama would use in his presidential bid. Patrick’s personal charisma and knack for popular causes could be useful in a lame duck presidency. (UPDATE: My colleague Annie Linskey reports that Patrick was asked about this today, and called the AG gig “an enormously important job” but “not one for me right now.”)



Don Verrilli (2/11)—The solicitor general would be the 79th white male Attorney General of the United States — not terribly exciting — but he’d live out a long, proud tradition of the federal government’s chief lawyer rising to a more powerful and independent role. (Previous SGs include John Roberts and Elena Kagan.) Plus, elevating him to DOJ would allow the White House to give the SG gig to someone who does not induce panic with his arguments.



Kamala Harris (1/23)—We’re down to the picks that make no sense but sound splendid on Twitter. Harris, the attorney general of California, would be the first non-white female AG; along with New York’s Eric Schneiderman, she’s the AG best respected on the left for her work on financial crime and foreclosures. The problem is timing, because Harris is on the ballot in five weeks, headed for an easy re-election to a job she won only after a long, close count in 2010. Taking her out of Sacramento would put the country’s most dominant Democratic Party in a tight spot and, possibly, squander a 49-year old star who’s fantastically positioned to be a senator when a seat opens up. (Sen. Barbara Boxer will be 74 when her seat’s up, in 2016; Sen. Dianne Feinstein will be 85 when her current term ends.)



STORY: Eric Holder Angered Wall Street Banks, and Their Critics

Some Republican senator (1/100)—It’s fun to speculate about, but this ain’t Commerce or Transportation or the Navy, to name three jobs the Obama administration gave (or tried to give) to Republicans. There’s no Republican in the Senate that’s 1) simpatico with the administration’s final-term agenda or 2) in a position to be replaced by someone more friendly to the White House. Better to keep Lindsey Graham around to vote for cabinet nominees in 2015.



Barack Obama (1/5000)—No, this won’t happen, but it’s a fun thought experiment to play with the ever-panicking Democratic consultant class. You think the president’s such a burden on the party? Let him dock his pay and take a demotion: Let the era of President Joe BIDEN begin. The game stops being fun when you realize BIDEN’s approval numbers are no better than Obama’s.



Talk Radio News Service

TRANSCRIPT: “The Day Ahead″

By: Luke Vargas / September 25, 2014



Here to preview the day ahead for Friday, September 26, 2014, I’m Luke Vargas with the Talk Radio News Service.



Two days after British Prime Minister David Cameron said the U.K. would join the coalition fight against the Islamic State in Iraq, the House of Commons will meet in special session to discuss the extent of that participation.



Last year, Parliament blocked moves to join a U.S. campaign against the Assad regime in Syria, but such opposition is not expected Friday.



The U.N. General Assembly drags on in New York with speeches from Iraqi President Fuad Masum and Palestine’s Mahmoud Abbas.



Also at the U.N., U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN will chair a summit on U.N. peacekeeping activities. Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe will also speak, and is expected to announce new peacekeeping contributions by Japan.



Together the U.S. and Japan combine to fund close to 40% of the U.N.’s roughly $7 billion annual peacekeeping budget.



And that is your day ahead.



PRWeb

Vice President BIDEN’s Leadership on UN Peacekeeping Comes at a Critical Time, Says Yeo of The Better World Campaign

September 25, 2014



On the eve of the high-level “Strengthening United Nations Peace Operations” Summit co-hosted by Vice President Joe BIDEN, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, and several other world leaders, the Better World Campaign urged the Administration and the UN to tackle the tough challenges facing UN Peacekeeping operations. In a statement, executive director Peter Yeo said:



“The avalanche of security and humanitarian issues discussed this week in New York, highlight that UN Peacekeeping is more critical than ever. But peacekeeping is also under strain – with larger, more complex missions operating in dangerous environments often with insufficient resources.



“This Summit thus comes at the perfect time to address what is working and what needs reform in the years ahead. In particular, the U.S., the UN and other Security Council members must prioritize protecting civilians not simply listing civilian protection as one of many mandates. Other important issues at the forefront of tomorrow’s discussion will include the need for rapid deployment of forces, enhanced peacekeeper training, modernized equipment and technology, and maintaining adequate and reliable funding streams to help peacekeepers achieve their mandates.



“The Vice President’s leadership at the high-level Summit on UN Peacekeeping demonstrates America’s increased engagement in peace operations, particularly as the U.S. looks to UN Peacekeeping as a valuable foreign policy tool to address a multitude of global challenges. As we speak, UN Peacekeepers are on the frontlines in Liberia supporting the government in addressing Ebola in West Africa; providing refuge to 100,000 civilians who have fled the violence in South Sudan; and helping to end impunity by armed militia groups carrying out atrocities against their neighbors in the Central African Republic.



“By co-hosting this summit along with Secretary-General Ban, Vice President BIDEN has demonstrated that the U.S. understands the centrality of UN Peacekeeping to American interests, and the need to push for continued reforms. The key thing to watch tomorrow and over the next year is: whether member states will expand their support to ensure that UN Peacekeeping is well positioned to tackle rising global security and humanitarian threats.”



Detroit Free Press

DDOT to get 50 new buses thanks to federal grant

By: Robert Allen / September 25, 2014



The federal government is helping Detroit buy 50 hybrid and clean diesel buses to beef up its fleet, U.S. Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx announced today.



"I am aware how bad it is, and I am enormously frustrated," Detroit Mayor Mike Duggan said. "If there is going to be opportunity in the city, we need a first-class transit system."



The $25.9-million grant, to be partially matched with state funds for a total of $32.375 million, is to make the city bus system substantially more reliable starting in 2015, Duggan said. He and Foxx this morning announced the grants before an auditorium full of Cass Technical High School students in Midtown Detroit.



The federal grant was the largest of 24 given to cities across the country as part of the $100-million Ladders of Opportunity program announced earlier this year "to help connect disadvantaged or low-income individuals to jobs," according to a news release from the city. Detroit competed with communities across the U.S. to receive the money, and Duggan said he met with Vice President Joe BIDEN as well as Foxx in pursuit of it.



Foxx said he understands deeply the frustrations of people, such as the Detroit woman he met who gives herself a 90-minute cushion for a 30-minute bus ride 5 miles to work, as the buses are seldom on time.



"Some days, the bus never shows up, and she calls a cab, raising the cost of her trip to work and taking a larger chunk of her savings," Foxx said. "She is not alone."



He said it "breaks my heart" when transportation systems in the country fail because he understands how people, including students, depend on it.



"I took the bus to apply for my very first job," he said.



The American Bazaar

As Narendra Modi sits down for lunch with BIDEN, Capitol Hill will hold briefing on 1984 Sikh riots

By: Sujeet Rajan / September 25, 2014



Even as the Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi will be hosted to a lunch by Vice President Joe BIDEN and the Secretary of State John Kerry at the State Department in Washington, DC, on September 30th, the first-ever Congressional briefing on the November 1984 anti-Sikh riots will be conducted close by, on Capitol Hill, at the Rayburn House.



The Tom Lantos Human Rights Commission in the U.S. Congress will make history by hosting the first event of its kind, probing the riots that the lives of several thousand Sikhs throughout India, according to a press release issued by the Sikh Coalition.



The timing of the meet is also an attempt to give publicity to the riots that took place 30 years ago, and put pressurize on the BJP-led government to take action and give some monetary compensation to the families of the victims, and survivors of the riots.



The briefing, termed ‘Thirty Years of Impunity – The November 1984 Anti-Sikh Pogroms in India’ will have three panelists: Manoj Mitta, author of ‘When a Tree Shook Delhi: The 1984 Carnage and Its Aftermath’; Harpreet Kaur/Manmeet Singh, filmmakers, Sach Productions; and Sukhman Singh Dhami, co-director, Ensaaf. The panel will be moderated by Rajdeep Singh of The Sikh Coalition.



The briefing will feature a special screening of The Widow Colony, an award-winning documentary that amplifies the voices of Sikh widows who lost loved ones during the riots and whose struggle for justice continues to this day, said the release.



McClatchy News

Illegal-immigration fears energize GOP voter base

By: David Lightman / September 25, 2014



URBANDALE, IOWA — To Vinita Smith, the most important issue in this year’s congressional elections is simple: The government needs to protect Americans.



Securing the nation’s borders is crucial to that mission, said the retiree from Panora, Iowa, and so far, “I think this government is failing dismally.”



From the border to inland states such as Iowa with key elections, Republicans are agitated and energized by illegal immigration. Just in time for the fall campaign, the issue is being magnified by fears of Islamic State terrorists making their way into the U.S. through a porous border with Mexico, and anger at President Barack Obama’s signal that he’ll act unilaterally after the elections to curb deportations of illegal immigrants.



“This issue works on so many levels,” said Andrew Smith, the director of the University of New Hampshire Survey Center. “There are ethnic and racial overtones, and there are economic issues involved.” As well as the terrorist threat.



Democrats are in a bind. Latino voters have been increasingly loyal to the party. But Obama fears doing anything to stir more of a Republican backlash and has postponed a promised executive action that would provide temporary legal status for some of the nation’s 11 million illegal immigrants. Striving to assuage the Latino base, Vice President Joe BIDEN assured activists this week that Obama will take action after the election. The president, he said, is “going to do an awful lot” on immigration.



The issue won’t hurt the party, said Justin Barasky, Democrats’ Senate campaign committee spokesman. “Republican efforts to continue dividing the country around comprehensive immigration reform show voters that they are the purveyors of the dysfunction in Washington that caused this mess in the first place,” he said.



Republicans, though, see a powerful tool for turning out their voters. Gallup found that 20 percent of Republicans now cite immigration as a top issue, up from 4 percent earlier this year.



Republican concerns were clear in Iowa, where Rep. Bruce Braley, a Democrat, and state Sen. Joni Ernst, a Republican, are in a tight contest for a U.S. Senate seat.



At a roundtable arranged by McClatchy and The Iowa Republican, a partisan newsletter, in the Des Moines suburb of Urbandale, eight Republicans cited immigration as the election’s most important issue.



To some, the issue is economic. “I just left college and I have thousands of dollars’ worth of debt, yet there are illegals coming into our country that are demanding free college, and that is an insult to somebody like me, who has worked really hard to pay off their college debt,” said Jake Dagel, an Ankeny human rights activist.



Vinita Smith just wants to feel safe.



“I’m all for immigration,” she said. “But there’s no attempt by the Obama administration to stop people from coming in, and they have no idea who these people are. Are these radical Islamists speeding to the U.S.?”



Gretchen Hamel, Ernst’s spokeswoman, called immigration a top concern and worked to tie Braley to the Obama executive actions that have been put off until after the election, which haven’t yet been detailed.



“Unfortunately, Congressman Bruce Braley has cleared the way for President Obama to grant executive amnesty,” Hamel said.



Democratic voters rarely brought up the issue in Iowa, while Braley’s campaign argued that he’s eager to ease immigration concerns.



Braley is “committed to reaching across the partisan divide to tackle the challenges our nation faces,” said spokesman Sam Lau, while Ernst “would stand with her fellow tea party obstructionists, who only add to Washington’s dysfunction and make the problems worse.”



Of the nine states with close Senate races this year, only Colorado has a sizable Latino voting population, 14 percent. In the others, Hispanics make up less than 5 percent of eligible voters, according to a Pew Research Center analysis.



Yet endangered Democratic incumbents in many of those states are well aware of the issue’s power.



Four Democrats in close Senate races sided with Republicans last week on a key immigration procedural vote. Sens. Kay Hagan, D-N.C., Mary Landrieu, D-La., Mark Pryor, D-Ark., and Jeanne Shaheen, D-N.H., joined Sen. Joe Manchin, D-W.Va., and 45 Republicans in voting yes. The effort, which could have led to other votes curbing Obama’s ability to halt deportations, failed by one vote.



Conservatives called it political posturing by endangered Democrats. “Sen. Hagan’s vote is as phony as it is transparent,” said Jenny Beth Martin, the chairwoman of the Tea Party Patriots Citizens Fund.



Not so, said Hagan’s team. “Kay has been clear that she doesn’t believe the president should take executive action on immigration because this is Congress’ responsibility,” said spokeswoman Sadie Weiner.



The issue also flared In New Hampshire. “Radical Islamic terrorists are threatening to cause the collapse of our country,” Republican candidate Scott Brown said in a new TV ad. “I want to secure the border.”



Shaheen swung back. “If Scott Brown is concerned about the border, he should call Speaker Boehner and urge him to schedule a vote on the bipartisan immigration reform bill,” said Harrell Kirstein, the senator’s campaign communications director, referring to House of Representatives leader John Boehner, R-Ohio.



Republicans don’t want to hear about legislative maneuvering. Their message and motivation are simple.



“Secure the border first,” said Kevin Hall, an Iowa Republican activist, “and we can’t trust Democrats to do that.”



Credit Union Times

Credit Union Educator Honored at White House

By: David Morrison / September 25, 2014



The Obama Administration honored an educator with the Albuquerque, N.M.-based New Mexico Educators Federal Credit Union for her innovative work to provide financial education and job training to Latino students.



Shana Runck, assistant vice president of community relations and financial capabilities at the $1.5 billion credit union, was one of 10 educational executives participating in the Latino Educator Champions of Change program Sept. 22 at the White House. At left, she is pictured to the right of Vice President Joe BIDEN. Also pictured is NMEFCU SVP of Human Resources Michelle Dearholt.



Interviewed after the event by CU Times, Runck described the day as “extremely busy” and the White House as more beautiful than she expected.



“We had four layers of security to get through,” Runck explained, “including passes with explosive sniffing dogs, which was a first for me.”



Once at the White House, Runck and the other award winners from all over the country took part in a panel discussion of their work with Latino students in the West Wing of the White House. Runck said the experience left her feeling particularly proud of her credit union.



“I suppose I had always known it, but it wasn’t until I actually arrived that I realized I was the only educator from the private sector being recognized,” she said, noting that the other nine winners had all come from public schools or other public educational efforts.



“I think it says a lot for New Mexico Educators that the credit union is so committed to this community effort that its work has been recognized,” Runck said.



That evening, Runck and the other winners attended a reception at the vice president’s residence where they met BIDEN. President Obama also attended the event for a few moments.



“He couldn’t stay very long, but he was there and that was special,” she said.



Runck and NMEFCU won the award for Runck’s work developing the curriculum used for the Financial Services Career Exploration program, an option Albuquerque students have as part of the Running Start for Careers program.



Running Start for Careers allows high school sophomores, juniors and seniors to earn high school and community college credit through lessons in class and working in their field. Runck wrote the curriculum for the financial service course in the program and NMEFCU provided a job site for the internships.  The credit union also employed 14 interns last year who worked across the credit union, from teller lines to marketing and human resources.



“We wanted to demonstrate that there is more to working in financial services or at a credit union than the teller lines,” Runck said. “Young people say they don’t want to work in financial services because they don’t want to be tellers. We want to show them there is more to it than that.”



“New Mexico Educators Federal Credit Union is honored that Shana will receive this prestigious national honor for her work with the community and helping students pursue education and careers in the financial services industry,” Terry Laudick, CEO of New Mexico Educators Federal Credit Union said. “The credit union has long been committed to the principles of education and community impact, and this work turns those commitments into reality.”



The Detroit Times

Michelle Obama to campaign in Detroit

By: David Shepardson / September 25, 2014



Washington — First lady Michelle Obama will be in Detroit next month to campaign for U.S. Rep. Gary Peters for Senate and Mark Schauer for governor.



Peters, a Bloomfield Township Democrat, is running against former Michigan Secretary of State Terri Lynn Land of Byron Center to replace retiring Sen. Carl Levin, D-Detroit. Former Congressman Schauer, a Battle Creek Democrat, is running against first-term Gov. Rick Snyder.



Obama will appear at a campaign rally in Detroit, but details are still being worked out, according to the Michigan Democratic Party. She last visited Detroit in 2010 to speak to students.



"We are honored to have the first lady come to Michigan and highlight how the future of our middle class is at stake here this November," Michigan Democratic Party Chairman Lon Johnson said in a statement. "Mark and Gary have proven track records of fighting for good jobs — from standing up to save the auto rescue to calling for a higher minimum wage — and they are the only candidates Michigan middle class families can trust. The first lady has been a tremendous advocate for our middle-class families and veterans, and we look forward to having her in Michigan."



On Oct. 2, Detroit native and former Mass. Gov. Mitt Romney — who lost Michigan by 8 percentage points in 2012 to President Barack Obama — will campaign for Land, Snyder and others at an event in Livonia.



The high-profile visits come as polling shows both races close, but with Snyder and Peters holding leads in most polls.



President Obama has been rumored to be considering a Michigan visit before Nov. 4 Election Day and last visited Michigan in April to tout a higher federal minimum wage in Ann Arbor with Peters. In February, he signed the federal farm bill at Michigan State University in East Lansing.



Vice President Joe BIDEN has visited Detroit several times since the city's record-setting July 2013 bankruptcy filing, but the president last visited Detroit in 2011.



Northwest Missourian News

White House introduces ‘It’s On Us’

By: Brandon Zenner / September 25, 2014



President Obama and Vice President BIDEN launched “It’s On Us” Friday, in partnership with Generation Progress, along with student body leadership from nearly 200 colleges and universities across the country. Generation Progress is a leading promoter in progressive political and social policy through support for student activists and journalists on college campuses, and lobbies Congress and state governments on issues relevant to college students.



Anne Johnson, executive director of Generation Progress, spoke about the “It’s On Us” launch during a teleconference Monday.



“Our goal of this campaign is to both change culture nationally, but also to empower students on local campuses to be able to create campaigns and engage new people in the fight to end campus sexual assault,” Johnson said. “This is an all-hands-on-deck type campaign and we’re really going to change the way that we think about campus sexual assault … we all need to come together and shift the way that we think and talk about sexual assault and we need to engage more people in this work so that we can actually address this fight that’s moving forward.”



During Friday’s launch, President Obama talked about the motivation to start the campaign.



“ … to the survivors who are leading the fight against sexual assault on campuses, your efforts have helped to start a movement,” Obama said. “I know that … there are times where the fight feels lonely, and it feels as if you’re dredging up stuff that you’d rather put behind you. But we’re here to say, today, it’s not on you.”



According to a White House press release, “It’s On Us” aims to fundamentally shift the way the public thinks about sexual assault by “inspiring everyone to see it as their responsibility to do something, big or small, to prevent it … ”



“We are committed to creating an environment … where sexual assault is unacceptable and survivors are supported.”



***



One of the overlying focuses of the campaign is to get men involved in the fight against sexual assault through bystander intervention and conversation, which Student Senate President Cody Uhing said is one of the ideas he hopes to provide to Northwest.



“Student Senate is in the process of outlining our goals and getting stakeholders involved in the campaign,” Uhing said in an email. “The idea behind it is to bring together leaders on campus who will then take the message to their respective organizations and grow it from there. We will be reaching out to leaders in the Greek community, student organizations, and other leaders in the next couple of weeks.”



According to the White House press release, “… bystander education and training aims to heighten awareness, challenge social norms, decrease misperceptions about sexual assault, and provide skills that increase one’s confidence to intervene effectively.” The White House points at research completed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention that shows men are often reluctant to speak out against violence against women because they believe other men accept it.



A website that went live Friday morning, ItsOnUs.org, features a public service announcement with Obama, BIDEN and other public figures conveying to viewers that it is their responsibility to stop sexual assault. The star-power of the campaign includes actor Jon Hamm, actress Kerry Washington, NBA all-star Kevin Love and musicians Randy Jackson and Questlove, who encourage students to make sure friends are safe and to intervene before an assault happens.



“It’s on us to stop sexual assault,” Hamm said.



“To get in the way before it happens,” Washington follows.



***



This movement also comes at a time of public criticism against universities for investigating and reporting sexual assaults and the recent National Football scandals. U.S. Senator Claire McCaskill (D-Mo.) began strongly advocating the correct use of Title IX with her proposal of the Campus Safety and Accountability Act. The bill would supply harsher punishments to universities that fail to accurately report sexual violence cases, which could result in a fine up to one-percent of the university’s operating budget. For example, Northwest could be fined more than $1 million, while the University of Missouri could be fined nearly $5.7 million.



“I’m grateful the White House is continuing to direct much-needed attention to the issue of sexual violence on our college campuses,” McCaskill said in a news release following the campaign’s launch. “If we’re going to turn the tide against such violence, we need the type of cultural shift that the ‘It’s On Us’ campaign aims to bring about. But change doesn’t happen quickly, which is why we need to pass our bipartisan legislation that will help curb these crimes, protect and empower students, and ensure perpetrators are held accountable.”



Obama and BIDEN made combatting sexual assault a priority since stepping into office in 2008. In April 2011, BIDEN and Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan, created a comprehensive guide to help universities understand their obligations under law to prevent and respond to sexual violence. The President and Vice President built on those efforts in January, establishing the White House Task Force to Protect Students from Sexual Assault to assist schools with practical tools, such as resources and documents found at NotAlone.gov.



BIDEN also lead the charge behind the Violence Against Women Act of 1994, a federal law which provides $1.6 billion toward investigation and prosecution of violent crimes against women and imposes restitution on anyone convicted.



Fremont Tribune

Fremont Public Schools lands $750,000 federal grant

By: Stephen Rickerl / September 25, 2014



Fremont Public Schools is among more than 100 school districts nationwide that will benefit from an investment from the U.S. Department of Education to improve school climate and keep students safe.



Fremont Public Schools received a $750,000 School Climate Transformation grant from the U.S. Department of Education. Lincoln and Papillion received similar grants in the amount of $260,117 and $325,411 respectively.



The grants are designed to help keep students safe and improve their learning environments, and are awarded under four new grant programs that resulted from the proposals included in President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN’s “Now is the Time” initiative.



The U.S. Department of Education said the School Climate Transformation grant to school districts provides more than $35 million to 71 districts in 23 states. The funds will be used to develop, enhance or expand systems of support for implementing evidence based behavioral frameworks to improve behavioral outcomes and learning conditions for students.



The goal of the program is to connect children and families to services and support systems, improve conditions for learning and behavioral outcomes for students and increase the awareness and ability to respond to mental health issues among students.



Fremont Public Schools Superintendent Mark Shepard said the district wrote the grant based on a program it started to implement about two years ago. The grant funds will be used to fully implement Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports (PBIS) in kindergarten through 12th grade.



“We’re really excited about the opportunity that being awarded this grant is going to provide us with,” said Shepard.



Shepard said the development of proficiency in appropriate social skills and behaviors is one of the goals of the Fremont Board of Education. The PBIS program is part of the board’s action plan to reach that goal.



In its goal, the board states: “Socialization which establishes boundaries and expectations regarding what is and is not appropriate and acceptable behavior begins with early interactions between the parent and child. These events are major contributors to preparations for properly addressing more complex social situations which will be experienced by children. An increased concern has been identified by local as well as regional educators concerning the degree to which inappropriate early behaviors on the part of children have become apparent. It is likely that this phenomenon could be traced to the broad-based risk factors that seem to accompany poverty, and the fact that the poverty population has steadily grown.”



The program is a behaviorally based approach designed to improve the relationships and communication between individuals in the classroom. It places its focus on creating and maintaining support among all levels including the school, classroom and individual in an effort to make positive behavior more desired and effective and making negative behavior less relevant, said Shepard.



Under the grant, FPS will receive $750,000 a year for five years. Shepard said the PBIS program will be implemented in stages, beginning with kindergarten through fourth grade in the first two years of the grant, followed by grades 5 to 8 and finally 9 through 12.



“For our district, where we’ve already started the process of implementing PBIS, this gives us a huge shot in the arm to really move toward full implementation,” Shepard said. “We feel very fortunate we’re one of three school districts in the state to receive this grant this year.



“It gives us an opportunity to have the funding available to fully implement a program that we’ve already started to implement, and really implement it to a level where it could make a difference,” he added. “Oftentimes you receive grants and it requires you to do something beyond what you are already doing, or change directions, change focus. I think the great thing about this grant, it ties right in to the direction we’re already going.”



The "Now is the Time" initiative is a comprehensive plan to make schools safer, reduce gun violence by keeping guns out of the hands of dangerous people and increasing mental health services, according to a U.S. Department of Education news release.



The new competitive grant programs under the initiative include:



* School Climate Transformation grants to school districts — $35,818,097.



* School Climate Transformation grants to states — $7,339,654.



* Project Prevent grants to school districts — $14,167,876.



* School Emergency Management grants to states — $13,082,991.



“If we can’t help protect kids and staff, and make them feel safe at school, then everything else that we do is secondary,” U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan said in a news release. “If kids don’t feel safe, they can’t learn. It’s that simple. Through these grants of more than $70 million, we are continuing our commitment to ensure that kids have access to the best learning experience possible.”



WTOC 11

Georgia Ports Authority Exec. Director to deliver annual address

By: Tedi Roundtree / September 25, 2014



SAVANNAH, GA (WTOC) - Executive Director of the Georgia Ports Authority, Curtis Foltz, will deliver the Annual State of the Port Address at the International Trade Center in Savannah on Thursday.



This after Vice President, Joe BIDEN, talked about the importance of modernizing ports on Wednesday. He says the ports are critical to the nation's economic health.



"We need to modernize our entire infrastructure to sharpen our edge. Its estimated freight tonnage is expected to increase 62 percent by the year 2040," said BIDEN.



Also, Georgia officials have said they hope to get dredging for the Savannah Harbor Deepening Project underway by the end of the year.



The State of the Port Address starts at 11:30 a.m. Thursday morning.



WTOC will be there and we will keep you updated.



Breitbart

CHUCK TODD: THE BREITBART NEWS INTERVIEW - PART 1

By: John Nolte / September 25, 2014



"This is a step in the rehabilitation of my business." That's how the 12th moderator of NBC's Meet the Press opened a wide-ranging phone interview with Breitbart News this week. Chuck Todd was here to "Talk to the critics. Talk to the skeptics."



There's no question he came to the right place. For as long as there's been a Big Journalism, Breitbart News has been one of Chuck Todd's (and the mainstream media's) toughest critics.



Throughout the interview, as you'll see in part one today and part two tomorrow, Todd returned again and again to the media's credibility problem with the public (a recent Gallup poll showed that trust in the media is at an historic low). But he was also game for any and all questions.



Like his mentor and friend, the late Tim Russert (who brought Todd to NBC in 2007), Todd's political career began in electoral politics. Before moving into campaign and political reporting, Todd served as a staffer on Democrat Senator Tom Harkin's ill-fated 1992 presidential bid. From there he moved to National Journal's Hotline, where he would stay for 15 years, six of them as editor-in-chief.



Todd's stewardship turned The Hotline into more than just a daily must-read for political junkies. This daily briefing helped set the table for the national media's political coverage. Todd's influence as a media agenda-setter only grew at NBC News, where he served as Chief White House Correspondent and Political Director, before sliding into one the most coveted seats in his profession.



For the interview, there were no preconditions on time or topics in what quickly turned into a spirited but friendly and frank discussion/debate that touched on where Todd intends to take Meet the Press, his plan to win back conservative viewers (who still miss Russert), and the mainstream media's bias against conservatives (Todd admits it exists).



Specifically, I wanted to know when or if the media will ever do the right thing for the country and declare President Obama's economic policies a failure.



BREITBART NEWS NETWORK: First off, we very much appreciate you doing this. You certainly didn’t have to. We've been tough critics of yours, and we respect that you're doing this.



CHUCK TODD: This is a step in the rehabilitation of my business. Talk to the critics. Talk to the skeptics.



BNN: What's the plan to win back conservatives to Meet the Press, those of who admired and respected Tim Russert but have gone away in the years since…



CT: People want to feel as if we're not treating either party as a caricature. One of the things I want to do better is to remind people that while both parties are more ideologically homogeneous than they have been in the past, there is still the business conservative and the populist conservative. One Republican does not represent everyone.



Meet the Press needs to reflect that there are multiple points of view within the conservative movement. Same with the Democrats. Basically, both parties have an establishment and populist wing.



The media in general has been a little too broad-brushed. I simply want to be tough and fair with everyone equally. Over time people will judge.

BNN: It's not at all that we want the media to be softer on conservatives. What we want to see is the media be as tough on Democrats.



CT: Tim [Russert] had a great line, a mantra, something he took from [Meet the Press co-creator and 28 year moderator Lawrence E.] Spivek: You learn absolutely everything you can about the person you’re going to interview and take the opposite point of view. That's how I try to approach it. Some viewers don't like it. But if you’re trying to find out why somebody believes in a point of view or policy, that's sometimes the best way .



BNN: But when you look at the media as a whole -- and I know you’re not The Media -- it's actually kind of jaw-dropping to see Harry Reid and Joe BIDEN make one bigoted statement after another and get a pat on the head from the media, while our guys get eliminated -- whether it's a George Allen or a Trent Lott. That overall approach has really destroyed our faith in the media.



It's beyond bias now, Chuck, we see the media as a whole as a branch of the Democrat Party out to annihilate us.



CT: That's a mindset I can't do anything about. There are some practitioners in the media that view things as a campaign. Look, it doesn’t help when any former political operative is involved as a news executive in any form. It's all winning and losing.



BNN: Do those of us on the political right have a point about media bias?



CT: I've always said yes, but I've always believed it's more cultural than ideological. If you move a news headquarters to Kansas City, you'd have a different set of geographical biases.



When you look at one of the big complaints of sports coverage, it's East Coast bias. That's because of where the entire sports world is headquartered -- within spitting distance of the Red Sox and Yankees --so that's the most important series no matter what happens.



It's the same thing with the news media. I always use religion as an example. I remember saying to some folks, in whatever southern state we were in, "We can't poll on a Wednesday night." They asked why, and I said, "Wednesday night is church night."



And some people do believe that if you go to church that often it makes you a religious zealot.



So that's what I mean when I say it's more cultural. But people will pick at an issue and attack us [the media] as though it's ideological.



BNN: Isn't it six of one, half dozen of the other? Isn’t that cultural bias going to trickle down into issues: gay marriage good, guns evil?



CT: It's become more pronounced as our politics have become more cultural. There was a time when politics was less cultural. It was less a part of our DNA. We're basically sorting ourselves now: Democrats live with Democrats, Republicans live with Republicans. So we're aligning ourselves culturally with our politics.



BNN: And now the cultural left, which includes much of the media, is completely enamored with government. That's where I think policy is affected by this cultural bias. For instance, I never hear the media talk about federalism. During the big gun, immigration, and minimum wage debates we've recently had, I have never once heard anyone in the media say to a Democrat, "Maybe it's better for the states do this." It's as though that premise doesn’t even exist.



And when you get to a point where you have a media that culturally and collectively believes government is good -- especially the federal government -- that trickles down to policy.



CT: That's a fair critique. Instead of what's the societal, corporate or community role, the media has an assumption that government should be part of the answer.



BNN: But not state government. Sure, it might make sense for South Dakota to raise the minimum wage but not another state. It’s always a one size fits all media debate.



CT: I think this time with the minimum wage debate there's been more nuance than we've had before.



BNN: I agree there's been more discussion of whether or not it's effective financial policy.



CT: The government folks would say that all we in the media do is focus on when government does bad. That's the complaint I get from agencies.



BNN: (joking) Do you ask for examples? Because I would ask for examples.



CT: It’s the mundane stuff that works. If nothing bad is happening, is that an example of something working properly? No bad beef got through the inspectors, for example.



BNN: That's actually a great example. And I'm not someone who believes there's no role for the federal government, but as a last resort. This is a good spot to get into Meet the Press. A primary theme you're pursuing is how DC is out of touch. 



CT: My big example is the economic recession. DC and New York never went into recession. Virginia basically went through a boom with defense contractors all being located here at a time of war. Residents of those cities don't know anyone whose mortgage is underwater or couldn’t qualify for a loan from the bank because money was drying up… Things like that make it easier to be out of touch, primarily on the economic front. And this becomes reinforcing against a mainstream media that already has a credibility problem with the public.

We really did a poor job covering the recession.



BNN: You look at polls and for six years the public's number one issue has been the economy. But the media's been all about guns, gays, the NFL, and a local crime in Florida… Those of us old enough to remember the Reagan and Bush years -- let's just say that this just feeds into our distrust of the media. We do look at it as the media covering for Obama.



CT: That's not the motivation at all. But we need to make the extra effort to tell the story of what's going on in small town and big city America. They're all going through this horrible economic transition that may end up working. But if you go to any small city or big town, only two areas of the economy are working: healthcare and education.

We haven't told that story.



BNN: It's not too late.



CT: I've got some things coming up in a couple weeks where I'm trying to show the geographic disparity of the economic recovery. Economists look at the numbers and say, "This is a sign of a healing economy," but it really depends on where you live. If you live on the coasts, things are going well. If you live near a big city, things are going well. It's in the middle of the country -- it's not just jobs, but good jobs, and will my kid have a job.



BNN: Doesn’t it come down to policy. One thing that needs to be said after four or five years is that President Obama's economic policies have pretty much failed.



CT: When do you judge that, though? A decade later? When do you know the answer?



BNN: I'm basing it on history. It took Reagan roughly two to three years to get us out. It took Bush [43] and Clinton maybe two years [referring to the 1992 and 2000 recessions], which were shallower recessions. But what Reagan inherited was just as bad as what Obama inherited. The Reagan policies created a million jobs in one month. Now we're six years into Obama's policies. At what point, for the good of the country, do we admit Obama's policies have failed?



CT: It's always been: "This is going to be the year the economy accelerates," and every time you think the economy is stepping on the gas, something trips it up. I think we're going to know in six to nine months. That's when a judgment will start to be made.



BNN: So you think Obama has six to nine months.



CT: Well, let's see. This had been a fairly good year on the job creation front until we hit August.



BNN: If you compare it to past recoveries, it hasn't really been a good year.



CT: Correct.



BNN: There's this curve Obama's graded on. A 300,000 job month is really just okay, barely ahead of population growth. And I'm not trying to be partisan. The Clinton economy was great.

But there just seems to be no media sympathy for the people who are struggling through this. I look at my wife, who has plenty of skills, but who was forced to retire early because we were at a point where we needed income and she couldn't find a job.



CT: My mom had to make the same decision. This economy has been especially brutal to people over 50. I remember early on [in the recession] we did stories on how hard it is to find a second and third career in your fifties. All the juice seems to be catering to the Millennials. It's all about them.



BNN: And they’re struggling as bad as anyone.



CT: Right.



BNN: If we're going to help these people, it's going to have to start with an admission [in the media] that Obama's policies just aren't working. That would be showing compassion to everyday people who are dying out here. But I'm not sure the media has it in them to admit that. I hope I'm wrong, because that's the first step in solving the problem.



CT: One thing I think we can agree on is that we in the media have not covered this economy and economic recovery very well. If I have a small goal, it's to do that better. I now have a platform where I can spend real time on a story.



Los Angeles Times

Clinton's lead among Democrats in 2016 is clear -- which is complicated

By: Doyle McManus / September 25, 2014



The 2016 presidential election is more than two years away. Heck, the 2014 midterm election is still more than a month away. But it's never too early to speculate about presidential nominations, especially for politicians who are thinking about running.



It's no surprise that potential Republican candidates are already stumping around the country asking voters and contributors to take a look. Their field is wide open.



But it's a little more complicated for Democrats, with Hillary Rodham Clinton holding what looks like an unshakable lead in their polls. Still, at least four other Democrats are said to be thinking about jumping into the race — former Montana Gov. Brian Schweitzer, Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley, former Virginia Sen. Jim Webb and Vice President Joe BIDEN — as well as Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders, an independent who caucuses with the party.



“She's going to be challenged by at least two or three others,” predicted Tad Devine, a Democratic strategist who helped manage three presidential campaigns (and advised Sanders when he ran for the Senate). “Hillary's the prohibitive front-runner, absolutely, but that can change very quickly once you get into a primary campaign.”



Clinton would face two challenges from all those upstarts — one domestic, the other foreign.



On economics, all the potential Democratic candidates cast themselves as firmly with “the 99%.” They are decrying the long-term stagnation in middle-class incomes and calling for an end to the long stretch of tax cuts that have helped the affluent.



Clinton sometimes sounds as if she's right there with them. This spring, she gave a speech comparing the current economy to “the Gilded Age of the robber barons.” But she hasn't been specific about the remedies she'd propose, and her would-be competitors have sounded tougher on Wall Street, a position sure to win favor from economic liberals.



Sanders, a self-described “democratic socialist,” has said that if he runs, “My job is to take on the billionaire class.”



And Schweitzer, a folksy, mercurial rancher turned politician, has publicly criticized Clinton's reliance on high-finance contributors. “If you can judge a person's character by the company they keep, in politics you can judge a person by the money they seek,” he told the Wall Street Journal.



On foreign policy, presumably one of Clinton's selling points, she could find herself sandwiched between critics from the left and right.



Sanders, to Clinton's left on most issues, has frequently noted that he voted against the Iraq war in 2002 (Clinton voted for it), and last week he voted against authorizing the Obama administration to arm Syrian rebels.



Webb, who has staked out domestic positions to Clinton's right, is (to stretch an analogy) the Rand Paul of the Democratic Party — skeptical about most uses of military force. He opposed the 2011 U.S. intervention in Libya that Clinton championed. Last week he said that he thought President Obama's foreign policy, which Clinton helped shape, was “a tangled mess.”



None of these upstarts, at this point, pose a serious threat to Clinton's march to the Democratic nomination. The only one who has registered any consistent support in polling is Sanders — assuming he runs as a Democrat — and he shows up in fourth place, after Clinton, BIDEN and Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren, who insists she isn't running.



But having little chance of winning isn't likely to stop them. Some of them, such as Sanders, will run in the hope of moving the party in their direction ideologically. Others — think O'Malley and Schweitzer — will see running as at least a way to boost their name recognition, making it more likely they could land a future nomination — or be offered a place on the ticket as vice presidential nominee.



Clinton would probably prefer not to have to spend time and money defending herself in the primaries. But, at least according to some campaign strategists, facing challengers might actually do her some good. Primary challenges will force Clinton to tune up her campaign organization. And they would enable her to make her pitch to a wider audience during the long primary season.





“I think she's absolutely better off with some opposition,” said Devine. “Otherwise you're in danger of spending six months in a black hole. You don't want to cede those six months to the other party while you sit there in your coronation robes. That won't play well.”



Still, contested primaries also offer a front-runner a chance to make mistakes. And Clinton's history as a campaigner has been far from flawless. She started the 2008 Democratic presidential campaign as the prohibitive front-runner but lost to an upstart named Barack Obama. She launched her pre-campaign this year with a well-orchestrated book rollout, but made headlines by complaining that she and her husband were “dead broke” when they left the White House.



And there's always a chance Clinton might decide not to run after all. “That's unlikely, but it's still possible,” a sometime Clinton advisor told me last week.



In that case, all bets are off.
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The Hill

Confident BIDEN sets timeline for presidential candidacy

By: Jonathan Easley / December 9, 2014

Vice President BIDEN said Tuesday he’ll make up his mind about whether to run for president “at the end of the spring or early summer.”



International Business Times

CIA Torture Report: 2016 Presidential Candidates React To Terrorist Interrogation Techniques

By: Julia Glum / December 9, 2014

Vice president Joe BIDEN called it a badge of honor, Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) said it was one-sided, and the others remained silent.



New York Times

Obama Says Senate Report Vindicates His Ending of C.I.A. Program

By: Peter Baker / December 9, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. went even further at a forum sponsored by the news media organization Politico, calling the report a “badge of honor” proving that the country was willing to confront and admit mistakes.



POLITICO

BIDEN: Release of torture report is 'badge of honor'

By: Lucy McCalmont / December 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN on Tuesday called the bombshell report on CIA interrogation tactics a “badge of honor” and said its public release would strengthen the United States.



Huffington Post

Joe BIDEN Weighs In On Senate Torture Report

By: Paige Lavender / December 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke about the release of the Senate Intelligence Committee's report on the CIA's post-9/11 interrogation programs, calling the report a "badge of honor" when asked if it was a "black stain" on the United States.



The Washington Times

Joe BIDEN on torture report: We’re strong enough to say, ‘we made a mistake’

By: David Sherfinski / December 9, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. on Tuesday hailed the release of a report detailing the techniques the CIA used to interrogate terrorism suspects after 9/11, saying its release speaks to the United States’ strength as a country because it’s willing to open up about its mistakes.



Hot Air

NBC foreign affairs reporter: Interrogation report “rewriting history and scapegoating”

By: Ed Morrissey / December 9, 2014

Is the report from the Democratic majority on the Senate Intelligence Committee on post-9/11 interrogations a “badge of honor,” as Joe BIDEN put it — or an attempt to scapegoat the CIA for doing what it was asked to do?



NCB News

Joe BIDEN: No Decision Yet on 2016

By: Kristen Welker and Carrie Dann / December 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN says he will not decide on a 2016 presidential bid until later next year but says he would be "competitive" if he decides to run.



Washington Examiner

BIDEN to decide on presidential campaign in spring or summer

By: Rebecca Berg / December 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said Tuesday he will decide “at the end of this spring or early summer" whether to run for president.



The Washington Times

Joe BIDEN: No decision on 2016 yet, but there’s ‘plenty of time’

By: David Sherfinski / December 9, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. said Tuesday that he plans to make a decision on a presidential run sometime next year and that his current job wouldn’t preclude his developing the organization needed for such an endeavor.



World Tribune

U.S. district attorney indicts Iranians, Chinese national in deal to advance ‘frozen’ nuclear program

December 9, 2014

The indictment was released as the administration of President Barack Obama asserted that Iran froze its nuclear program. In early December, both Vice President Joseph BIDEN and Secretary of State John Kerry said Teheran — also accused of acquiring Western components for its heavy water nuclear reactor at Arak — agreed to halt such areas as centrifuge production and uranium enrichment.



CBS News

BIDEN To Female Students: ‘You’re As Smart As Any Boy In The World’

December 9, 2014

In an effort to highlight the importance of high-tech education, Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN also met with about 20 middle school students from Newark, N.J., for an “hour of code” computing event organized by Code.org.



The CT Mirror

CT youth join White House effort to improve foster care

By: Ana Radelat / December 9, 2014

She also said BIDEN singled out Connecticut for programs aimed at reuniting children with their parents and keeping others out of foster care.



San Tan Valley Sentinel 

Gila River teen attends Tribal Nations Conference in D.C.

By: Laurie Liles / December 9, 2014

“I met Joe BIDEN, shook his hand,” said Jackson, a member of the Gila River tribe. “I stood toe-to-toe with the vice president of the United States … that was a great experience.”



IJR Review

Joe BIDEN’s 6-Word Backhanded ‘Compliment’ to Middle School Girls

By: Chris Martin / December 9, 2014

If there were a TV show called ‘Vice Presidential Screw-Ups,’ this week’s episode would feature BIDEN at the White House’s “Hour of Code” gathering.



Power Line

QUESTIONS THAT PERPLEX BIDEN

By: Scott Johnson / December 9, 2014

Following up on the adjacent post, I want to note that Vice President BIDEN keynoted the Saban Forum conference in Washington this past Sunday afternoon.



The Washington Post

The night Michele Bachmann cuddled with Joe BIDEN

By: Colby Itkowitz / December 9, 2014

The expression on Vice President Joe BIDEN’s face is priceless. But his look of slight bewilderment is only matched by Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi’s forced smile. But Bachmann looks positively merry.



Star Tribune

Bachmann shares the joy of the season with BIDEN and Pelosi, plans final House speech

By: Rachel E. Stassen-Berger / December 9, 2014

And on Tuesday, she posted photos of herself embracing both House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi and Vice President Joe BIDEN at the White House Christmas Party.



UPI

'Sad BIDEN' not the VP's first melancholy moment

By: Ben Hooper / December 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN went viral with a pensive photo taken at the Oval Office, but the picture was not the veep's first moment of melancholy contemplation.



National Ledger

Sad Joe BIDEN meme? Window gaze mocked on social media

December 9, 2014

Sad Joe BIDEN meme - the US Vice President is often mocked for his misstatements, but this time Joe BIDEN is being mocked over a photo of him gazing out a window.



Inquisitr

Sad Joe BIDEN Meme Goes Viral: New Meme Pokes Fun At VP On Twitter

December 9, 2014

The “Sad Joe BIDEN” meme on social media has gone viral after the photo first surfaced online over the weekend. The photo that shows Vice President BIDEN looking sad as he stood at a window in the White House has people talking, and many are adding their own personal captions to the photo, according to NBC News.







The Hill

Confident BIDEN sets timeline for presidential candidacy

By: Jonathan Easley / December 9, 2014



Vice President BIDEN said Tuesday he’ll make up his mind about whether to run for president “at the end of the spring or early summer.”



"I honest to God haven't made up my mind,” BIDEN said at a ‘Women Rule’ event hosted by Politico. “I'm confident I'd be in a position to be competitive."



"The one thing that moves me — I think that I have the ability to bring the sides together,” he added.



BIDEN’s daughter Ashley appeared on stage with him at the event, and called his potential presidential aspirations a “family decision.”



Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is far and away the Democratic presidential frontrunner, leading her rivals by more than 50 percentage points, according to the RealClearPolitics average of polls.



BIDEN came in third among Democrats in a a CNN-ORC poll released in late November. Clinton took 65 percent among Democrats in the poll, followed by Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) at 10 percent, and BIDEN at 9 percent.



International Business Times

CIA Torture Report: 2016 Presidential Candidates React To Terrorist Interrogation Techniques

By: Julia Glum / December 9, 2014



Vice president Joe BIDEN called it a badge of honor, Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) said it was one-sided, and the others remained silent. While some politicians clamored to chime in Tuesday after the Senate Intelligence Committee released a report detailing torture techniques the CIA used on terrorists, most potential 2016 presidential candidates were quiet on the subject.



The 499-page summary of the committee's five-year investigation revealed harsh methods of interrogation after the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks. The committee concluded that the "enhanced interrogation techniques" tried on about 120 detainees weren't effective, and the CIA had misrepresented what they were doing. Waterboarding, rectal feeding and threats were among practices found to be employed by CIA officials.



After the report's release, President Barack Obama said in a statement he would keep using his authority to ban torture. But he's only commander-in-chief for two more years, so voters should pay attention to the responses of potential 2016 candidates.



BIDEN, who spoke at POLITICO's Women Rule Summit on Tuesday, said he thought the report's release was a "badge of honor." "Every country has engaged in activities somewhere along the line that it has not been proud of," he said. "But think about it, name me another country that’s prepared to stand and say, ‘This was a mistake, we should not have done what we done, and we will not do it again.'"



Rubio took a different approach. "Those who served us in aftermath of 9/11 deserve our thanks not one sided partisan Senate report that now places American lives in danger," Rubio tweeted Tuesday after the report's release. He later released a joint statement with Sen. Jim Risch (R-Idaho) saying the investigation was flawed, too costly and dangerous. 



"We are concerned that this release could endanger the lives of Americans overseas, jeopardize U.S. relations with foreign partners, potentially incite violence, create political problems for our allies, and be used as a recruitment tool for our enemies," they said. "Simply put, this release is reckless and irresponsible."



Possible 2016 hopefuls who did not immediately issue statements included 2012 GOP nominee Mitt Romney, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, Texas Gov. Rick Perry, New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie, former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush, Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.), Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas), Rep. Paul Ryan (R-Wis.) and Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.).



New York Times

Obama Says Senate Report Vindicates His Ending of C.I.A. Program

By: Peter Baker / December 9, 2014



WASHINGTON — President Obama said Tuesday that the Senate report on the Central Intelligence Agency’s interrogation program showed that he was right to formally end it when he took office nearly six years ago, but he called on the country not to “refight old arguments.”



In a written statement, Mr. Obama sought to avoid alienating the C.I.A. by praising its employees as “patriots” to whom “we owe a profound debt of gratitude” for protecting the country after the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001. But he said the brutal treatment of detainees — he did not directly call it torture — wrought “significant damage to America’s standing in the world” and should never be repeated.



A satellite image of a prison in Afghanistan known as the Salt Pit. The C.I.A. said the prison never used waterboarding, but the Senate Intelligence Committee obtained a photograph of a waterboard there surrounded by buckets of water.Senate Torture Report Condemns C.I.A. Interrogation ProgramDEC. 9, 2014



“The report documents a troubling program involving enhanced interrogation techniques on terrorism suspects in secret facilities outside the United States,” Mr. Obama said, “and it reinforces my long-held view that these harsh methods were not only inconsistent with our values as a nation, they did not serve our broader counterterrorism efforts or our national security interests.”



The Obama administration took steps in the days leading up to the report’s release to guard against a possible outbreak of angry violence against American interests abroad in response. The administration conducted a full threat assessment and identified parts of the world where the risk would be greatest and bolstered security of American institutions there.



Concerned about the political implications for allies that hosted the now-closed C.I.A. secret prisons, Mr. Obama telephoned Prime Minister Ewa Kopacz of Poland on Monday to discuss the report and its possible ramifications. The European Court of Human Rights ruled in July that Poland had been complicit in the interrogation program and awarded hundreds of thousands of dollars in damages to two detainees said to have been kept there.



Even though Secretary of State John Kerry and the director of national intelligence, James R. Clapper Jr., warned Dianne Feinstein, the Senate committee chairwoman, last week of the possible backlash, Mr. Obama reiterated his support for making the summary of the report public. Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. went even further at a forum sponsored by the news media organization Politico, calling the report a “badge of honor” proving that the country was willing to confront and admit mistakes.



The White House also made a point of expressing support for John O. Brennan, who was an aide to Mr. Obama before being appointed C.I.A. director. Although Mr. Brennan was a senior official at the C.I.A. at the time of the interrogations and has defended the agency against the Senate committee, he has said he agrees with Mr. Obama’s decision to ban torture.



In turn, a senior administration official, speaking on behalf of Mr. Obama during a conference call with reporters, backed Mr. Brennan. “The president has complete confidence in C.I.A. Director Brennan and believes he’s performed extraordinary service during his time in government,” said the official, who could not be identified under ground rules set by the White House.



President George W. Bush authorized the harsh techniques in 2002 in hopes of obtaining intelligence to avoid future Sept. 11-type attacks. In all, 39 detainees were subjected to the techniques, including three who were waterboarded, according to a declassified executive summary of the report, produced by the Democratic-led Senate Intelligence Committee. Mr. Bush and the C.I.A. have repeatedly asserted that the program yielded intelligence that helped prevent attacks, but the Senate committee concluded that was not true.



The program was wound down over the succeeding years before Mr. Obama took office. No waterboarding took place after 2003 and none of the other brutal techniques were used after November 2007. Shortly after Mr. Obama became president, he signed an order that formally banned the use of waterboarding and other harsh techniques.



But he rebuffed lawmakers, advisers and supporters who wanted a broader inquiry to hold accountable those responsible for the interrogations. A Justice Department investigation wrapped up without prosecutions.



In his statement on Tuesday, Mr. Obama sounded somewhat sympathetic to the decisions Mr. Bush and the C.I.A. confronted in the months after the Sept. 11 attacks, when many feared imminent terrorist attacks against the United States.



“The previous administration faced agonizing choices about how to pursue Al Qaeda and prevent additional terrorist attacks against our country,” Mr. Obama said. “As I have said before, our nation did many things right in those difficult years. At the same time, some of the actions that were taken were contrary to our values.”



Mr. Obama went on to say that he supported releasing the declassified summary of the Senate report. “No nation is perfect,” he said. “But one of the strengths that makes America exceptional is our willingness to openly confront our past, face our imperfections, make changes and do better. Rather than another reason to refight old arguments, I hope that today’s report can help us leave these techniques where they belong — in the past.”



POLITICO

BIDEN: Release of torture report is 'badge of honor'

By: Lucy McCalmont / December 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN on Tuesday called the bombshell report on CIA interrogation tactics a “badge of honor” and said its public release would strengthen the United States.



“No, I think it’s a badge of honor,” BIDEN said when asked at POLITICO’s Women Rule Summit whether the sharply critical report by the Senate Intelligence Committee is a “black stain.”



“Every country, every country, has engaged in activities somewhere along the line that it has not been proud of,” he added.

“Think about it, name me another country that’s prepared to stand and say, ‘This was a mistake, we should not have done what we‘ve done and we will not do it again,’” BIDEN said to applause from the 400 people in attendance for the day-long event that featured a number of panels on promoting women in politics, business and other professions.



BIDEN said America will be the stronger for saying, “We made a mistake, we’re exposing it.”



“That will strengthen us worldwide,” he said. “It will not weaken us…it will make it more difficult for the mistake to ever to be able to be made again.”

BIDEN also praised his former Senate colleague, Republican Sen. John McCain, who took to the Senate floor Tuesday to slam the effectiveness of the CIA techniques described in the report. BIDEN urged the crowd to listen to McCain’s remarks, which he called “more articulate” than “anything I could say or the president could say.”



“John and I have had real, strong disagreements,” BIDEN said. “But take a look at John McCain’s speech he made today on this issue. Listen to John McCain. A man who had every bone in his body broken, a man who was brutally tortured, a man who spent seven years in a prison, and I strongly urge you to take a look at his speech [that] John made today, it’s breathtaking.”



In his remarks on the Senate floor, McCain said, “I know from personal experience that the abuse of prisoners will offer more bad information than good.”



BIDEN appeared at POLITICO’s Women Rule Summit, held at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel in Washington, D.C., with his daughter, Ashley BIDEN.



Huffington Post

Joe BIDEN Weighs In On Senate Torture Report

By: Paige Lavender / December 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke about the release of the Senate Intelligence Committee's report on the CIA's post-9/11 interrogation programs, calling the report a "badge of honor" when asked if it was a "black stain" on the United States.



"Name me another country that's prepared to stand up and say, 'This was a mistake, we should not have done what we've done, and we will not do it again'," BIDEN said during an appearance at POLITICO’s Women Rule Summit.



BIDEN said he had reviewed the report. He said it was up to the Department of Justice to determine if any action would need to be taken against any individuals involved in the torture of detainees.



He also told the audience to listen to the speech made Tuesday by Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.) on the report. BIDEN said McCain's speech "explains in my view more in an articulate way anything I could say or the President could say."



BIDEN said he thinks the release of the report will improve the standing of the U.S.



"The most important piece is we're big enough, strong enough and consistent enough to say, 'We made a mistake. We made a mistake, we're exposing it.' That will strengthen us worldwide, it will not weaken us," BIDEN said.



The Washington Times

Joe BIDEN on torture report: We’re strong enough to say, ‘we made a mistake’

By: David Sherfinski / December 9, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. on Tuesday hailed the release of a report detailing the techniques the CIA used to interrogate terrorism suspects after 9/11, saying its release speaks to the United States’ strength as a country because it’s willing to open up about its mistakes.



“Think of the countries who would be willing — willing — to say ‘we made a mistake. We made a big mistake and to make sure it never happens again, we’re going to let the whole world know the mistake we made — it’ll never happen again,’” Mr. BIDEN said at an appearance at the 2014 “Women Rule” summit. “That is the true strength of who we are as a nation and that’s the power of this country.”



“The president’s taken us from … us being known for being the example of our power to the power of our example, and this is the single most significant thing that’s [being] done,” he said at the event, sponsored by Politico, Google and the Tory Burch Foundation.



The investigation, released by Sen. Dianne Feinstein, California Democrat and chairwoman of the Senate Intelligence Committee, concluded that the CIA misled Congress and the White House about the effectiveness and scope of its post-9/11 treatment of terrorism suspects. The CIA has pushed back on the report, saying the interrogations produced intelligence that saved lives.



With regard to potential prosecutions as a result, Mr. BIDEN said it’s up to the Justice Department to determine whether there is any cause of action to be taken against any individual.



“But, in a sense, to me that’s the least important piece,” he said. “The most important piece is we’re big enough, strong enough, and consistent enough to say, ‘we made a mistake.’ We made a mistake, we’re exposing it — that will strengthen us worldwide, it will not weaken us, and that it will make it more difficult for the mistake to ever be … made again.”



Asked if it’s a “black stain” on the United States, Mr. BIDEN replied, “No — I think it’s a badge of honor.”



“Every country has engaged in activity somewhere along the line that it has not been proud of,” he said. “But think about it: name me another country that’s prepared to stand up and say, ‘this was a mistake. We should not have done what [we’ve] done, and we will not do it again.”



He encouraged attendees at the the event to check out the Senate floor speech delivered Tuesday by Sen. John McCain, Arizona Republican, defending the release of the report.



“Listen to John McCain — a man who had every bone in his body broken. A man who was brutally tortured,” Mr. BIDEN said. “A man who spent seven years in a prison, and I strongly urge you to look at the speech John made today. It’s breathtaking. It explains my view [in] a more articulate way [than] anything I could say or the president could say.”



Hot Air

NBC foreign affairs reporter: Interrogation report “rewriting history and scapegoating”

By: Ed Morrissey / December 9, 2014



Is the report from the Democratic majority on the Senate Intelligence Committee on post-9/11 interrogations a “badge of honor,” as Joe BIDEN put it — or an attempt to scapegoat the CIA for doing what it was asked to do? NBC’s Richard Engel told Ronan Farrow that it’s much more the latter, allowing the political leadership in the Bush administration and Congress off the hook. It also curiously doesn’t address the interrogation programs in the military, which leaves the CIA “held out to dry,” as Engel’s sources tell him:



“So many people knew what was going on. This wasn’t a program that was over one or two weeks in a couple of dark sites,” Engel told MSNBC’s Ronan Farrow. “Everybody knew about it.”



Engel said that some of those implicated told him that they were being used as scapegoats by the Senate Intelligence Committee, led by outgoing Chairwoman Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D., Calif.).



“The CIA was asked to do this; was given authorizations to do this. And now many people involved are saying to me privately, ‘Now we’re being held out to dry. You asked us to do this, and now the world is coming down on top of it,” Engel said.



If you’re wondering why CIA officers are telling Engel that Senate Democrats left them twisting in the wind, you can read their explanation on the website they’ve set up to rebut the SSCI majority report. Bearing in mind that they have their own motivations, the CIA argues that the report flatly disregards both testimony and evidence that would at the very least mitigate against the conclusions reached in the report:



Astonishingly, the SSCI Majority staff interviewed no CIA officers responsible for establishing, implementing, or evaluating the program’s effectiveness. Let us repeat, no one at the CIA was interviewed.



Worse, the Committee selectively used documents to try to substantiate a point of view where ample and contrary evidence existed. Over 5 years and at a cost of $40 million, the staff “cherry picked” through 6 million pages of documents to produce an answer they knew the Majority wanted. In the intelligence profession, that is called politicization.



The SSCI Majority would have the American people believe that the program was initiated by a rogue CIA that consistently lied to the President, the National Security Council, the Attorney General, and the Congress. Nothing could be further from the truth. Nothing.



We, as former senior officers of the Central Intelligence Agency, created this website to present documents that conclusively demonstrate that the program was: authorized by the President, overseen by the National Security Council, and deemed legal by the Attorney General of the United States on multiple occasions. None of those officials were interviewed either. None. CIA relied on their policy and legal judgments. We deceived no one. You will not find this truth in the Majority Report.

The group also hotly disputes the majority’s conclusion that the enhanced interrogations produced nothing of value that could not have been discovered using normal procedures:



We had a deep responsibility to do everything within the law to stop another attack. We clearly understood that, even with legal and policy approvals, our decisions would be questioned years later. But we also understood that we would be morally culpable for the deaths of fellow citizens if we failed to gain information that could stop the next attacks.



The report defies credulity by saying that the interrogation program did not produce any intelligence value. In fact, the program led to the capture of senior al Qaida leaders, including helping to find Usama bin Ladin, and resulted in operations that led to the disruption of terrorist plots that saved thousands of American and allied lives.



Recall that the Department of Justice already did an investigation into these interrogations, a much-ballyhooed probe that was supposed to prosecute the people who supposedly besmirched America’s reputation. The effort started in 2009 amid much posturing, but it ended a few weeks after Barack Obama ordered the hit on Osama bin Laden — which was only made possible because of the enhanced interrogations as noted above. The DoJ continued its prosecution of two cases where detainees were killed during interrogations, but all of the other criminal probes were summarily dropped — without any explanation from AG Eric Holder at the time.



This feels like a way for Democrats to take a second bite out of that apple, and one in which they can shield their own leadership from blame. That’s in part what Engel is saying too, although he focuses a little more on George Bush and Dick Cheney in his remarks. Democrats can’t go after the Republicans without going after the Congressional Democratic leadership that was in on the loop, so ipso facto the criticism gets limited to the CIA, with allegations that the agency lied to political leadership about the tactics and the results.



That’s not to say it’s not possible that such allegations are true. Of course they may be true. It’s also true that Americans deserve at least an accounting of what was done and how effective it was, whether the techniques crossed over into torture, and how we can prevent abuses in the future. However, any report that makes those allegations should have accounted for all of the facts, not just those that fit their preferred narrative. One way to do that would have been to engage the Republican minority more, or wait for the next session of Congress to press for the GOP to meet Democrats halfway. Instead of accountability, we’re basically chewing over the same bones we did three years ago, only with a little more meat on them.



Here’s Joe BIDEN making the case that transparency is a “badge of honor” in this case:



BIDEN would be right if the report had been comprehensive, fair, and actually transparent. The Senate Democratic majority’s rush to get this done on their own before the end of the session, and without taking into account what the CIA itself had to say, at the very least diminishes the result, and at worst calls it all into question.



NCB News

Joe BIDEN: No Decision Yet on 2016

By: Kristen Welker and Carrie Dann / December 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN says he will not decide on a 2016 presidential bid until later next year but says he would be "competitive" if he decides to run.



Speaking at an event sponsored by POLITICO in Washington, BIDEN insisted he has not made yet up his mind about another White House bid and indicated that his decision would come in the spring or summer.



"Honest to God, I haven't made up my mind," he said.



BIDEN, who appeared alongside his daughter Ashley, added that he has not had a "family discussion" about a possible bid yet either.



The former senator has run for president twice, most recently in 2007-2008. He left the race after a disappointing finish in the Iowa caucuses.



Washington Examiner

BIDEN to decide on presidential campaign in spring or summer

By: Rebecca Berg / December 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN said Tuesday he will decide “at the end of this spring or early summer" whether to run for president.



BIDEN, appearing at a "Women Rule" event hosted by Politico, was upbeat about his odds as a candidate if he were to launch a bid, even as he emphasized that he is in no rush to reach a decision.



"I honest to God haven't made up my mind,” BIDEN said. “I'm confident I'd be in a position to be competitive."



BIDEN's daughter, Ashley, who appeared with her father on stage, said whether he runs for president will be a "family decision."



"My father would make an incredible president," she added.



Should BIDEN decide to run for president, he likely would face steep odds against Hillary Clinton, who is widely expected to mount a bid. Early polling suggests Clinton would be a prohibitive frontrunner among Democrats.



But BIDEN suggested, should he run, he would make his case for the presidency not as a liberal Democrat to the left of Clinton, but as a pragmatic, middle-of-the-road Democrat willing to work with Republicans.



"The one thing that moves me," BIDEN said, "I think that I have the ability to bring the sides together."



The Washington Times

Joe BIDEN: No decision on 2016 yet, but there’s ‘plenty of time’

By: David Sherfinski / December 9, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. said Tuesday that he plans to make a decision on a presidential run sometime next year and that his current job wouldn’t preclude his developing the organization needed for such an endeavor.



“I honest to God haven’t made up my mind,” Mr. BIDEN said at the 2014 “Women Rule” summit hosted by Politico. “I don’t see any sense of urgency in making that decision, quite frankly.



“Everything I would do to run for president is what I should be doing to be the best vice president [and] help this administration I can do,” he said. “And I have [a] dual responsibility right now, and I don’t think it’d be appropriate for me, even if I firmly decided to go, to go off and do this full-time now. I mean, there’s a lot of unfinished business.



“But I don’t think that precludes me from running,” he continued. “I’m confident I would be in a position to be able to be competitive, to be able to run a race, to be funded, et cetera, but that’s a decision I’ll make at the end of this spring/early summer, and I think that’s still enough time.”



He said he’s optimistic about the prospects for the United States in the 21st century and that he has experience over the years of being able to bring different sides together.



“But it’s a decision that — what would drive me to do it would be if I thought that I could do it better than anybody else, and I’ve not made that decision yet,” he said. “I’ve not really — we’ve not had that family discussion, either, but there’s plenty of time.”



Former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton is seen as the odds-on favorite for the Democratic nomination in 2016 if she runs. Liberal groups are trying to push Sen. Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts into the race as an alternative, though for her part Ms. Warren has said she’s not planning a run. Former U.S. Sen. Jim Webb of Virginia is actively exploring a bid, and Maryland Gov. Martin O’Malley and Sen. Bernie Sanders, Vermont independent, are others considering runs as well.



World Tribune

U.S. district attorney indicts Iranians, Chinese national in deal to advance ‘frozen’ nuclear program

December 9, 2014



WASHINGTON — The United States, in wake of failed negotiations, has disclosed that Iran procured American components for the production of weapons-grade uranium.



Federal prosecutors have released details of Iran’s acquisition of pressure transducers from the United States that advanced Teheran’ nuclear program. A 10-count indictment named a Chinese national as well as an Iranian and two Iranian companies that allegedly supplied thousands of parts with nuclear applications, including those for centrifuges, since 2005.

“They are accused of conspiring to export, and exporting, highly sensitive U.S. manufactured goods with nuclear applications to Iran,” the U.S. District Attorney’s Office for Massachusetts said.



In a statement for Dec. 5, the district attorney identified the Chinese national as Sidhai Cheng, arrested in Britain in February 2014 and pending extradition to the United States. The other defendants included Iranian national Seyed Abolfazl Shahab Jamili as well as two Iranian companies, Nicaro Engineering and Eyvaz Technic Manufacturing.



The indictment was released as the administration of President Barack Obama asserted that Iran froze its nuclear program. In early December, both Vice President Joseph BIDEN and Secretary of State John Kerry said Teheran — also accused of acquiring Western components for its heavy water nuclear reactor at Arak — agreed to halt such areas as centrifuge production and uranium enrichment.



“It’s frozen the program,” BIDEN told a Washington think tank on Dec. 6. “It’s given us a shot for a peaceful solution.”



Cheng was said to have worked for Iran since 2005. The indictment said he sold Jamili, the Iranian national who escaped arrest, “thousands of parts with nuclear applications,” and in 2009 worked with others in China to procure hundreds of U.S. pressure transducers manufactured by MKS Instruments for Eyvaz. The transducers, banned for export to Teheran, were said to have been used in gas centrifuges at the Iranian uranium enrichment plant at Natanz.



“Those transducers can be seen in publicly available photographs of Natanz, an Iranian uranium nuclear enrichment facility, with then President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, showing numerous transducers attached to Iran’s gas centrifuge cascades,” the district attorney’s office said.



Eyvaz has been a leading supplier to Iran’s nuclear and ballistic missile program. In 2011, The European Union imposed sanctions on Eyvaz, which supplied vacuum equipment to Natanz as well as Fordow, an underground nuclear facility.



“Iran has sought and illicitly obtained MKS pressure transducers to use in its centrifuge plants,” the district attorney’s office said. “Because pressure transducers can be used in gas centrifuges to convert natural uranium into a form that can be used in nuclear weapons, they are subject to export controls and cannot be shipped to China without an export license or to Iran at all.”



CBS News

BIDEN To Female Students: ‘You’re As Smart As Any Boy In The World’

December 9, 2014



Smartphones and laptops have become essential tools for today’s teenagers. But finding out how to make computers work has taken a backseat to other priorities in U.S. schools.



The White House wants to help change that direction. It announced Monday that the seven largest school districts in the U.S. are joining more than 50 others to start offering introductory computer science to all their students.



A big focus? Getting girls and minority boys into these classes. Computer-related jobs are projected to expand for years to come, but only a small percentage of college graduates obtain a degree in the field.



The school districts encompassing New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Miami, Las Vegas, Houston and Fort Lauderdale, Florida, are committing to offer the course in high school or middle school. While some large districts already have computer electives at limited campuses, all are now pledging to make computer science a standard offering district-wide.



The College Board, which runs the Advanced Placement program that allow high school students to obtain college credit for coursework, also introduced a new course called AP Computer Science Principles to start in fall 2016. Multidisciplinary and focused on real-world applications, a key aim of the new course is to encourage females and underrepresented minorities to start training for careers in computers.



It already offers AP Computer Science A focused on programming skills. Eighty-two percent of the students who take the class are white or Asian, and only 20 percent are female — although the College Board said it has been seeing some increases in enrollment among females and underrepresented minorities.



“While no one is born a computer scientist, becoming a computer scientist isn’t as scary as it sounds,” President Barack Obama said in a video message. “With hard work and a little math and science, anyone can do it.”

In an effort to highlight the importance of high-tech education, Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN also met with about 20 middle school students from Newark, N.J., for an “hour of code” computing event organized by Code.org.



BIDEN told a table-full of girls that they are as smart as any boy in the world.

“You guys do understand, by the way, you’re as smart as any boy in the world. You know that right?” BIDEN said. “There’s not a single solitary thing a man can do that you can’t do, just remember that.”



One girl showed the president how to make shapes using JavaScript, with a design program using characters from the movie “Frozen.” ”This is the future right here,” Obama said.



The president said students, especially girls and minorities, need to learn sooner “not just how to use a smartphone but to create the apps for a smartphone.”



About one in five students in 2009 graduated high school with a computer science credit, according to a National Assessment of Educational Progress study.



A 2013 report by the Computer Science Teachers Association says that because computer science isn’t deemed a core academic subject in federal education policy, states discount it and that trickles down to the district level.



“Because non-required courses are less likely to be offered in schools, administrators are less likely to hire teachers who are specifically prepared to teach them,” the report said.



It said only 14 states allow a computer science course to be counted toward graduation requirements in math, science or computer science.

Obama’s efforts to reshape education policy have often been thwarted by Congress. Seeking to sidestep lawmakers, Obama has sought to use his convening power to get communities and companies to pitch in, with generally modest results.



To meet the teaching demand, charitable groups are pledging $20 million to train more teachers in computer science by the start of the 2015 school year. Google, Microsoft and philanthropists Bill Gates and Mark Zuckerberg are among those contributing.



The CT Mirror

CT youth join White House effort to improve foster care

By: Ana Radelat / December 9, 2014



Washington - Five Connecticut teenagers were among dozens of children in foster care invited to Washington this week to attend a White House event entitled “Improving Outcomes for Our Nation’s Foster Youth.”



The children listened to inspirational talks by White House and Obama administration officials who grew up in foster homes, including Secretary of Agriculture Tom Vilsack.



The event was an effort by the Obama administration to press for better foster programs.



“We have to do a better job looking out for you,” said Vice President Joe BIDEN.



The highlight of the event may have been the screening of the new movie “Annie" and meeting its stars, including Jamie Foxx , Cameron Diaz and Quvenzhane Wallis who plays the spunky orphan named Annie.



Ashley Chevrett, 18, a Southern Connecticut State University freshman who is still under the care of the Connecticut Department of Children and Families, gave the film a mixed review.



“The movie is pure Hollywood. It’s not realistic. But it sends a beautiful message,” she said. “I know no rich guy is going to swoop down and adopt me.”



Chevrett has been in foster care since she was 8 and has not seen her mother in five years.



Joette Katz, commissioner of the Connecticut Department of Children & Families, accompanied Chevrette and four other foster youth from Connecticut to Washington.



“It was great for the kids to see (foster ) success stories,” Katz said.



She also said BIDEN singled out Connecticut for programs aimed at reuniting children with their parents and keeping others out of foster care.



Gov. Dannel P. Malloy plans to use federal grants to develop two new programs. One is the MOMS Partnership which tries to tackle depression and other stresses among mothers who are at risk of having their children placed in foster care.



The other new program is “Caregiver Substance Use and Recovery Services,” developed in collaboration with the Harvard Kennedy School Social Impact Bond Lab. It would combat substance abuse in parents and provide support services.



On any given day, there are over 400,000 young people in our nation’s foster care system with over 100,000 waiting to be adopted.



San Tan Valley Sentinel 

Gila River teen attends Tribal Nations Conference in D.C.

By: Laurie Liles / December 9, 2014



WASHINGTON –– Darius Jackson wants to make a difference for the people of the Gila River Indian Community – and meeting with the vice president of the United States last Wednesday wasn’t a bad place to start.

“I met Joe BIDEN, shook his hand,” said Jackson, a member of the Gila River tribe. “I stood toe-to-toe with the vice president of the United States … that was a great experience.”



The 18-year-old high school senior from Blackwater is one of 36 youth ambassadors chosen to represent their tribes at the 2014 White House Tribal Nations Conference in Washington on Wednesday. While the conference is in its sixth year, this was the first in which Native teens were given a voice through the ambassadors program.



This year’s conference – which Jackson called “the highlight of my life so far” – featured meetings with President Barack Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN and numerous Cabinet officials.



Representatives of all 566 federally recognized tribes were invited to the meeting, which had a special focus this year on social, economic and educational issues facing American Indian youth.



Those issues trouble Jackson, who runs easily through the list of issues he hopes to change.



“Youth suicide is an upcoming issue in my tribal community,” he said. “Young people are taking their lives at a young age, and we’re trying to get that to decrease.”



According to a report the White House released Wednesday, suicide is the second-leading cause of death for Native youth age 15 to 24, who take their lives at 2.5 times the national rate.



Jackson’s efforts to combat problems among young people in his tribe began well before he traveled to the nation’s capital.



President of the Coolidge High School National Honor Society and a top student in his class, he serves on the Akimel O’Odham/Pee Posh Youth Council, also known as the Gila River Youth Council. The 26-year-old organization works to strengthen communication between youth and adults in the tribe.



Gila River Indian Community member Michael Preston is a full-time adviser to the youth council. He trains the teens on meeting management, including parliamentary procedure, and educates them on the relationships among tribal, state and federal governments.



“They also learn to practice the songs and dances, to keep the tribe’s traditions alive, and do community service,” said Preston, who was on hand as a chaperone at Wednesday’s conference. “They’re public servants. They don’t get paid for what they do.”



Through his involvement in the council, Jackson met Gila River Indian Community Gov. Gregory Mendoza, who selected him to serve as a youth ambassador. Jackson, in turn, said Mendoza has “been a great role model for me.”



“As the youngest governor of the Gila River Indian Community, he has shown that age is just a number,” Jackson said.



Suicide was just one of the problems cited in the White House report, which said the high rate among Native youth nationwide is closely linked to an elevated rate of substance use. In 2013, the rate of substance dependence or abuse among those age 12 or older was higher among American Indians and Alaska Natives than any other population group.



It’s a problem on the Gila River Indian Community as well, Jackson said, but something he has avoided. “I don’t want to be part of it,” he said.

Jackson said he hoped to meet Obama Wednesday. If he did, he said he would ask the president to share with Native youth the value of education and how it helped Obama get where he is now.



“A lot of people on my reservation, they don’t really take advantage of opportunities,” Jackson said. “If Obama could come and talk to my tribe … he could really motivate them to not only go to college, but to get a better living themselves.”



Jackson is already looking forward to college, and said he has a clear vision for his future. He has been accepted at Arizona State University, where he plans to major in exercise and wellness so he can ultimately tackle another health problem facing his tribe.



“Obesity is a big problem in the community, as well as diabetes,” Jackson said. “Once I get my degree, I want to go back to my community and change that, try to make an impact.”



IJR Review

Joe BIDEN’s 6-Word Backhanded ‘Compliment’ to Middle School Girls

By: Chris Martin / December 9, 2014



If there were a TV show called ‘Vice Presidential Screw-Ups,’ this week’s episode would feature BIDEN at the White House’s “Hour of Code” gathering.



The gathering was meant to commemorate Computer Science Education Week and introduce kids to the world of computer coding, hopefully sparking their interest in the field.



BIDEN sat down to chat with some middle school girls who were present. Then he proceeded to pay them what he apparently thought was a great compliment:



BIDEN tells computer code girls: "you're as smart as any guy." pic.twitter.com/EGJOwpe5J2



— Mark Knoller (@markknoller) December 8, 2014

In other words, ‘Way to go, girls! You actually measure up to your male counterparts!’ (Never mind that more women go to college than men these days.)



Given that numerous news outlets have reported on an obscure GOP staffer’s remarks about Obama’s children and not Democrats who are accused rapists or deceptive Obamacare advisers, the odds are slim that many news sources will hold the country’s second-highest ranking Democrat accountable for sexist remarks.



Power Line

QUESTIONS THAT PERPLEX BIDEN

By: Scott Johnson / December 9, 2014



Following up on the adjacent post, I want to note that Vice President BIDEN keynoted the Saban Forum conference in Washington this past Sunday afternoon. The Saban Forum is an annual event including American and Israeli leaders from across the political and social spectrum, organized by Haim Saban and the Center for Middle East Policy at the Brookings Institution.



The White House has posted the text of BIDEN’s remarks here. The Media Research Center has reviewed the remarks and posted highlights in “BIDEN to Israeli media: ‘You importune me not infrequently.’” You gotta love BIDEN’s use of the double negative.



The MRC has also compiled the video below excerpting highlights of the vice president’s remarks. Quotable quote: “I get asked questions that perplex me. About, does the President really mean it? I get asked questions, do you mean what you say about Iran? Look, I get asked questions, does Israel know what you’re doing? Ask any of our Israeli friends here. They have been in every jot and tittle of everything we’ve thought about as it relates to engaging Iran from the very beginning.”



The Washington Post

The night Michele Bachmann cuddled with Joe BIDEN

By: Colby Itkowitz / December 9, 2014



Loop favorite Rep. Michele Bachmann attended her last White House Holiday Party as a member of Congress on Monday night and, roused by the holiday spirit, asked two unlikely partygoers to pose for a photo with her.



The expression on Vice President Joe BIDEN’s face is priceless. But his look of slight bewilderment is only matched by Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi’s forced smile. But Bachmann looks positively merry.



These pictures are begging to be captioned. The comments section awaits.



Star Tribune

Bachmann shares the joy of the season with BIDEN and Pelosi, plans final House speech

By: Rachel E. Stassen-Berger / December 9, 2014



As she bids Congress goodbye, U.S. Rep. Michele Bachmann continued to make a splash.



She used BuzzFeed last week to list the top things she would miss about congress. Her staff produced an online magazine to summarize her time in Washington.



And on Tuesday, she posted photos of herself embracing both House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi and Vice President Joe BIDEN at the White House Christmas Party.



UPI

'Sad BIDEN' not the VP's first melancholy moment

By: Ben Hooper / December 9, 2014



WASHINGTON, Dec. 9 (UPI) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN went viral with a pensive photo taken at the Oval Office, but the picture was not the veep's first moment of melancholy contemplation.



The Sept. 18 photo inspired "Sad BIDEN" memes across the Internet this week, but photos from the UPI archives reveal the vice president has often been photographed with a look of apparent gloom on his face.



National Ledger

Sad Joe BIDEN meme? Window gaze mocked on social media

December 9, 2014



Sad Joe BIDEN meme - the US Vice President is often mocked for his misstatements, but this time Joe BIDEN is being mocked over a photo of him gazing out a window.



The picture shows BIDEN staring out a window and apparently was snapped a few months ago, but only gained momentum from bored Twitter users this weekend.



The photo was taken back on September 18, during a meeting with President Barack Obama and Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko.



It showed up again over the weekend, with Twitter users around the world “speculating” on the reason for BIDEN's deep gaze and apparent sadness.



Check out some of the memes here.



The Today Show notes that "BIDEN's other unwitting contributions to the 2014 Internet meme engine include laughing during the State of the Union address and eating ice cream while wearing aviators and flashing cash."



Inquisitr

Sad Joe BIDEN Meme Goes Viral: New Meme Pokes Fun At VP On Twitter

December 9, 2014



The “Sad Joe BIDEN” meme on social media has gone viral after the photo first surfaced online over the weekend. The photo that shows Vice President BIDEN looking sad as he stood at a window in the White House has people talking, and many are adding their own personal captions to the photo, according to NBC News.



The photo of Joe BIDEN was taken back on September 18 during a meeting with President Barack Obama and Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko. The photo shows BIDEN taking a break from the meeting to look out the window.



Most of the captions used for the photo are fun and mean no harm. Some joke about BIDEN’s love for ice cream, and others include references for everything from Star Wars to Beyonce. The NFL was even poked at by one meme contributor.



However, at least one person used the meme on Twitter to make reference to the Eric Garner case that has been at the center of protests in New York City since the verdict in that case came down last week. The photo was taken more than two months before that verdict was even released, so Joe BIDEN’s somber gaze out the window is not related to this case in any way. Ron Fournier later apologized for using the sad Joe BIDEN meme to mention the Eric Garner case, according to Medialite. The journalist from the National Journal apologized for the action on his Twitter account on Monday.



Who started this new BIDEN meme? According to UpRoxx, Michael Doran from the Saban Center for Middle East Policy at the Brookings Institution started the meme when he posted the photo to his Twitter account. He asked people to caption the photo, and that is when the meme kicked into high gear.



This is not the first time a photo of BIDEN has kicked off a meme, and it is not the first time the American public has poked a little good-natured fun at BIDEN’s expense. The Inquisitr reported back in October that Joe BIDEN was in the lead for a poll about the next installment of the Sharknado franchise. Part of the television film will take place in Washington D.C., and people were asked which Washington political figure they would like to see in the film. It is possible the person would become dinner for one of the sharks, but that is not yet known.



What do you think of the sad Joe BIDEN meme? How would you caption the photo?
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Associated Press 

Obama, BIDEN to launch 'It's On Us' campaign against college sexual assault, with focus on men

By: Nedra Pickler / September 15, 2014

President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN plan to announce a campus sexual assault awareness campaign with a focus on engaging men in the fight.



USA Today

BIDEN to visit Iowa on Wednesday

By: David Jackson / September 15, 2014

Just days after welcoming Hillary Rodham Clinton, Iowa says hello Wednesday to another potential 2016 presidential candidate: Joe BIDEN.



NBC News

Can Anyone Really Challenge Hillary Clinton?

By: Perry Bacon Jr. / September 15, 2014

With her weekend trip to this early primary state, the ex-secretary of state is sounding more and more like a candidate. And much of the party’s apparatus is already rallying around her while also sending an unsubtle signal to Vice-President BIDEN and other potential contenders that it’s Clinton’s turn.



CNN

Hillary Clinton returns to Iowa; so is this a fresh start or deja vu?

By: Peter Hamby / September 15, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in Des Moines later this week.



Politico 

Hillary Clinton goes back to the state that haunts

By: Maggie Haberman / September 15, 2014

But potential candidates like Maryland Gov. Martin O’Malley have made trips to the state, and Vice President Joe BIDEN has been here as well. Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders, who is considering a campaign, appeared in the state the night before the Steak Fry, drawing a crowd of over 100 people.



CNN 

Hillary Clinton stumps for Iowa Democrats, and herself

By: Dan Merica / September 15, 2014

Asked whether Clinton was liberal enough to win Iowa, a question raised by the fact that other presidential hopefuls such as Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley, Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders and Vice President Joe BIDEN are all coming to Iowa with positions left of Hillary Clinton, the former president answered affirmatively.



The Washington Examiner 

Sanders gets warm reception in Iowa

By: Rebecca Berg / September 15, 2014

A few people discussed an upcoming event with Vice President Joe BIDEN, who will travel to Iowa on Wednesday.



Politico

White House coffee: a state secret

By: Hadas Gold / September 15, 2014

Maybe that's because the President himself isn't much of a coffee drinker. As Viser notes, Obama prefers, and his temperament may well reflect, a cup of tea. Vice President Joe BIDEN prefers -- and acts much more like -- a cup of joe.



The Washington Post

Cheat Sheets: The alleged ‘Palin brawl’

By: Jonathon Capehart / September 15, 2014

To think, that family could have been a heartbeat away from 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. while raising hell at the Naval Observatory. As someone told me upon hearing the news of the brawl, Sarah Palin “is the Onion version of Joe BIDEN.”







Associated Press 

Obama, BIDEN to launch 'It's On Us' campaign against college sexual assault, with focus on men

By: Nedra Pickler / September 15, 2014



WASHINGTON (AP) — President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN plan to announce a campus sexual assault awareness campaign with a focus on engaging men in the fight.



The campaign called "It's On Us" will be announced from the White House Friday. The idea is to challenge everyone on campuses to see sexual assault as their personal responsibility to prevent, including men.



Presidential aides say research shows that men are often reluctant to speak out against violence against women because they believe other men accept it.



The back-to-school event follows other White House efforts to help raise awareness about the problem that typically has remained in the shadows. Research has shown that one in five college women is assaulted, most victims know their attackers and only 12 percent report it to police.



USA Today

BIDEN to visit Iowa on Wednesday

By: David Jackson / September 15, 2014



Just days after welcoming Hillary Rodham Clinton, Iowa says hello Wednesday to another potential 2016 presidential candidate: Joe BIDEN.



President Obama's vice president is scheduled to travel to Des Moines on Wednesday to help kick off a voter registration tour by the group known as "Nuns on the Bus."



Iowa, of course, will host the first delegate selection contest for the 2016 presidential campaign.



Neither Clinton nor BIDEN have officially said whether they will seek the presidency in 2016.



Clinton spoke Sunday at the annual steak fry hosted by Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa.



NBC News

Can Anyone Really Challenge Hillary Clinton?

By: Perry Bacon Jr. / September 15, 2014



DIANAOLA, Iowa- Some Democrats in Iowa and nationally want a very competitive Democratic primary, not one where Hillary Clinton has the overwhelming advantage. For now, that looks unlikely.



With her weekend trip to this early primary state, the ex-secretary of state is sounding more and more like a candidate. And much of the party’s apparatus is already rallying around her while also sending an unsubtle signal to Vice-President BIDEN and other potential contenders that it’s Clinton’s turn.



At least 60 congressional Democrats have already said they would back Clinton if she ran, according to a tabulation by The Hill newspaper. Top officials in early primary states, like Attorney General Tom Miller of Iowa, who endorsed John Kerry in 2004 then Obama four years later, say they are strongly leaning towards supporting Clinton now.



“There are many more chapters to be written in the amazing life of Hillary Clinton,” Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin said at his annual steak fry on Sunday here, all but endorsing Clinton for president.



Key Democratic operatives are likely to join Clinton as well. Democrats say Jack Sullivan, who was a top Clinton aide in 2008 and at the State Department before serving as Vice President Joe BIDEN’s national security adviser, is expected to work with Clinton, not BIDEN, in a 2016 campaign. Jeremy Bird, who was the national field director of Obama’s 2012 campaign and is one of the party’s smartest strategists in mobilizing voters, is already aligned with the group “Ready for Hillary.”



BIDEN, Maryland Gov. Martin O’Malley, Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders and ex-Virginia senator Jim Webb are all taking steps towards running in 2016. But the key question is whether they can amass the staff, political support and fundraising to wage a true contest against Clinton, as Obama did in 2008, or will face insurmountable odds from the start, as BIDEN did in his own campaign six years ago.



Tom Hockensmith, a county supervisor in Des Moines who backed Obama in 2008, said in an interview he wasn’t sure who he supported in 2016, adding, “I don’t know enough about any of the candidates.” But he wasn’t sure he would ultimately have much of a choice.



“I think she’s going to be the candidate,” he said of Clinton.



In 2006, Obama received a strong reception from Iowans at the annual steak fry, encouraging him to run for president. A few months later, as he launched his campaign, he was able to recruit some of the top operatives in the Democratic Party, match Clinton in fundraising and get endorsements from key figures like Miller.



That type of well-funded opposition to Clinton may harder to mobilize now.



Eight years after Obama starred there, the steak fry was essentially a “Hillary for President” rally on Sunday. People from not only across Iowa, but even from nearby Kansas came to cheer her on. Some brought buttons or stickers from Bill Clinton’s 1992 campaign.



Longtime Clinton aides, like Greg Hale, who traveled with Hillary Clinton throughout the 2008 campaign, were in Iowa this weekend to advise her, in a sign the Clintons themselves took this visit to the Hawkeye State seriously.



She has another major advantage: the uniqueness of her candidacy. Clinton and Obama were both trying to make history in 2008. Now Clinton is running in a Democratic party ready to elect a female president, and the only people who are considering running against her are white males.



But she was not the only likely candidate in Iowa this weekend. Sanders held three events in the Hawkeye State, with more than 400 people crowded into the meeting room of Grace United Methodist Church to hear him on Sunday night.



“We need to pass a Medicare-for-all program,” he said to the crowd of liberals, one of a number of comments he made suggesting today’s Democratic Party is too centrist.



It’s not yet clear Sanders intends his candidacy to be mainly a forum to push his very liberal views through the television debates during the primary, as Herman Cain and other Republicans did in 2012, or if he wants to and can raise the money and build the campaign operation to truly compete with Clinton.



Even Sanders’ own supporters are doubtful he could truly challenge Clinton. Bob Morck, who came to see Sanders speak in Des Moines, said he would vote for the Vermont senator in a Democratic primary because he views Clinton as “war-hungry” and “part of the corporate structure.”



But when asked if Sanders could win, Morck, a probation officer who backed Obama in the 2008 caucuses, bluntly said “no.”



“He’s just not well-known enough,” Morck said.



BIDEN is coming to Iowa on Wednesday, as the vice-president continues to give hints he will consider a run. But there are real doubts that staffers and key donors in the Democratic Party would support him beyond those who aided his 2008 run, when he did not win a single primary.



O’Malley is taking some strongly liberal stands, mostly notably criticizing President Obama for being too supportive of sending migrant children to back their home countries earlier this year during the border crisis.



He is also actively talking to party donors and key strategists, and some Democrats in Iowa believe he could be a credible candidate. Webb, with his populist economic ideas and Vietnam War experience, could criticize Clinton for being too eager to wage war abroad and too allied with Wall Street at home.



But less than four months from the start of 2015, when the presidential contest starts in earnest, the politicians who could more easily challenge Clinton seem very unlikely to do so.



California Gov. Jerry Brown, who has a large fundraising base from his long political career, has said he will not run. The group “Ready for Warren” handed out tee-shirts and buttons at the Steak Fry, but Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren, a huge favorite of liberals and a prolific fundraiser, has repeatedly ruled out a campaign. Another popular figure among Democratic activists, New York Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand, has already said he would back Clinton if the former secretary of state runs.



To be sure, heavy front-runners can be challenged by underdogs. In 2000, Arizona Sen. John McCain won a number of key primaries despite the party’s establishment favoring George W. Bush.



But that same year, former New Jersey Sen. Bill Bradley didn’t win a single race against then Vice-President Al Gore, who entered the primary with the kind of strong party support Clinton has this time.


CNN

Hillary Clinton returns to Iowa; so is this a fresh start or deja vu?

By: Peter Hamby / September 15, 2014



Indianola, Iowa (CNN) -- "It's been seven years, and a lot has changed," Hillary Clinton said Sunday in her first visit to Iowa since the state dealt her presidential campaign a devastating body blow.

But there was a moment in the afternoon when it seemed like not much had.



Roughly 200 credentialed media were gathered in a far corner of the Indianola Balloon Field, the grassy expanse where Sen. Tom Harkin was convening his 37th and final Steak Fry, an annual fundraiser that doubles as a point of entry for ambitious Democrats curious about the Iowa caucuses.



After a 90-minute wait, the press scrum -- scribblers and photographers alike -- were herded like cattle through a series of gates and escorted up to a hot smoking grill, waiting to capture the same image: a staged shot of Bill and Hillary Clinton, fresh out of their motorcade, ritualistically flipping steaks with Harkin.



Hillary Clinton stumps for Iowa Democrats, and herself

The Clintons ignored the half-hearted shouted questions from reporters -- "Mr. President, do you eat meat?" -- with practiced ease. They were two football fields away from the nearest voter. Mechanical, distant, heavy-handed: The afternoon spectacle felt a lot like Hillary's 2008 caucus campaign, a succession of errors that crumbled under the weight of a feuding top-heavy staff and the candidate's inability to connect with her party's grassroots.



And then the head fake -- and something different.



After a few minutes, the Clintons walked into a nearby barn, out of view. Most of the media swarm gave up and hustled back to the main event, where nearly 7,000 Democrats were eating red meat and waiting patiently in the sunshine to hear from two of the most famous people in the world.



A few dozen press were still milling about when the duo re-emerged. "There she is!" a television reporter screamed, clamoring for her cameraman.



An early moment of engagement



There she was. Bill, too, walking along a fence and gabbing with a small army of political reporters, a chore that has never come easy for Hillary Clinton, and one she has assiduously avoided since leaving the State Department.



It's hardly a shock that the voluble ex-President handled a rope line full of reporters with gusto. But the willingness of the more reticent Hillary Clinton to thrust herself into the gaping maw of the hungry press dragon signaled, perhaps, that she and her aides are eager for a fresh start in Iowa, and with the national media, if she runs for president once again. She kept both the state and the press at arm's length during her last campaign, with troublesome consequences.



On Sunday, though, she gave it a go -- an early moment of engagement with the media and voters that revealed an understanding of past mistakes, but also the difficult road ahead if she takes the 2016 plunge.



"Good to see you!" she told the assembled press, surely a half-truth. "My goodness! You guys having a good time? Good. We're having a good time today."



Strutting back and forth, Clinton declared that it was "fabulous to be back" in the state. "I love Iowa," she said, smiling as if she were in on a joke. She entertained and swatted away a bombardment of questions, mostly of the unremarkable "will you run?" variety.



"Does this whet your appetite for another campaign?" asked one reporter.

"We're here to help Democrats," Clinton responded, offering requisite praise for Iowa's Democratic candidates, Senate hopeful Bruce Braley, gubernatorial challenger Jack Hatch and congressional candidate Staci Appel.



This long-awaited interaction, so craved by the access-starved political press, was short-lived. Never quite at ease in these situations, Clinton milled about for five minutes or so, keeping a few feet between herself and the press, before walking back into the secure barn.

The other Clinton -- now he likes to talk



Bill Clinton, meanwhile, was having at it, holding court with reporters for a good 20 minutes -- much of it with MSNBC host Ed Schultz -- while his wife, the presumed candidate-in-waiting, was nowhere in sight.



Bill sidled up with Harkin and held forth with the press on all manner of topics: the '92 campaign, the prospect of being a grandparent, the scourge of outside money in political campaigns, the Arkansas and Georgia governor's races, a recent visit to Atlanta.



After their futile yelps of "Last question!" and "We gotta go" were ignored over and over again, aides finally dragged the former President away.

Then it was time to meet the voters.



Hillary Clinton's speech to the sun-drenched crowd, more workmanlike than impassioned, was littered with Iowa pleasantries and nods to the last campaign, including her opening line: "Hello Iowa! I'm back!" She lavished praise on Harkin and, after a warm-up that included nods to her time as Secretary of State and her "constant grandchild watch," urged the audience to get behind Iowa's slate of Democratic candidates.



Her biggest applause lines were about women's issues -- equal pay and abortion rights -- a departure from the 2008 race in which she avoided focusing on her gender and the history-making nature of candidacy.

The crowd was firmly in her corner, thanks in large part to the super PAC "Ready For Hillary," which plastered every nook and cranny of the rural setting with "READY" signs and bused in an army of volunteers to collect email addresses and phone numbers from arriving Democrats.

Bill Clinton laughingly called the young organizers "Energizer bunnies."

Leading in the polls, but ...



She leads the early polls here by a wide margin, but there is still fault to be found with Clinton among Iowa Democrats.



Conversations reveal that some of them skew more liberal than Clinton on economic and foreign policy issues. Others want a fresh face and see the 66-year-old Clinton as an avatar of the past. And there are those who just say they'd like to see a competitive race, for the sake of "the process," even if Clinton ultimately wins the nomination.



Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley has been welcomed warmly during his three visits to the state this year. Sen. Bernie Sanders, a Vermont socialist threatening to seek the nomination, also drew respectable crowds during a trip here timed to coincide with the Clinton show.



Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in Des Moines later this week.

Supporters of progressive Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren, who promises not to run, ran a booth near the entrance and distributed several hundred T-shirts and bumper stickers.



Brenda Brink drove down from Ames and decked herself out in "Ready 4 Warren" gear, availing herself to any reporter willing to listen.



"Hillary is fine, she has done her duty, but she doesn't inspire me anymore," she said. "She is aligned with the banking industry. But, you know, the Democratic Party is behind her." Despite her lament, Brink said she'd received many-a-thumbs up during the day.



'This time, she will make history'



The fields of Indianola, however, were firmly Clinton turf on Sunday.

"She was wonderful," Sue LaPlante, a certified nursing assistant from Des Moines, said after the speech. "If she runs, she will be the next president."

"Hillary was a good candidate last time, but sometimes it's what fate throws at you, and Barack Obama was making history," said Irene Hardisty, a 61-year old mortgage finance specialist from Des Moines. "This time she will make history."



Everyone here -- operative, activist, politician, reporter -- has a theory about why Clinton finished third in Iowa in 2008. And there are no shortages of bright ideas about how she can perform better in 2016. But there is universal agreement from rank-and-file Democrats that Clinton has to "touch and feel" Iowans, listen to them, talk one-on-one and get outside the security and media bubble that surrounds her everywhere she goes.

She gave that a go, too, working the rope line after her speech for half an hour in the baking sun, signing copies of "Hard Choices," awkwardly posing for selfies and saying thank you to the many people demanding she run for president.



It wasn't a perfect show.



At times, as her Secret Service detail and her aide Huma Abedin escorted her along the crowd, she looked like she'd rather be elsewhere. She ignored questions from not-so-friendly crowd members who wanted her to comment on the President's immigration policy, recovery funds for 

Superstorm Sandy or the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Then it was back to the motorcade.



But she put in the effort -- and got her first real taste of what's to come if she decides to do this campaign thing all over again.



Politico 

Hillary Clinton goes back to the state that haunts

By: Maggie Haberman / September 15, 2014



INDIANOLA, Iowa – “Hello Iowa. I’m baaaack.”

That was how Hillary Clinton greeted Iowans on Sunday when she took the stage at the final Sen. Tom Harkin Steak Fry in her first step toward moving past her phobia of the state that helped shatter her 2008 presidential hopes.



“It is true, I’m thinking about it,” she acknowledged to the crowd about 2016. But that was as far as she went in her first public political speech in a year, since she stumped for longtime friend Terry McAuliffe in his successful bid for governor of Virginia. “But for today, that’s not why I’m here.”



Clinton delivered a measured speech, focused primarily on the 2014 campaigns. It had no explicit message of her own but at the same time was unmistakably about her political future. She tried to address the question on everyone’s mind — whether she’ll launch a second run for the White House — without being definitive or distracting completely from Harkin’s big day. It was Clinton’s first retail politicking appearance since her summer book tour, during which she caught flack for gaffes about her wealth and for having difficulty pivoting from being a global figure to everyday domestic issues.



She seemed at ease on the stage and accomplished what she set out to do — getting her first trip to Iowa ahead of a likely campaign out of the way — while also reminding people she’s about to become a grandmother and that that is likely to be her main focus through the rest of the year.



“In just 50 days, Iowans have a choice to make — a choice and a chance,” she said, slamming Republicans and saying it’s “a choice between the guardians of gridlock and the champions of shared opportunity and shared prosperity.”



Clinton spoke before husband, a far superior speaker who went last as part of a tradition in which former presidents give the final address. But Bill Clinton, clearly trying to be mindful of not overshadowing his wife, nonetheless gave a speech that was less of a stem-winder than a potpourri of his thoughts on campaign finance issues and his love of Harkin. He never mentioned Iowa caucus-goers’ rejection of his wife but riffed on topics ranging from “sexists” questioning a female candidate in Iowa to Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell’s approval of what Clinton called the Koch brothers’ “black bag operations” in financing campaigns.



Neither of the Clintons has a deep relationship with Iowa, despite their love of Harkin. Bill Clinton skipped the caucuses in his 1992 campaign, when Harkin was running, and didn’t attend a steak fry until he was the party’s nominee. Hillary Clinton, never enamored with the type of exhaustive retail campaigning Iowans demand and under fire among progressives over her vote authorizing the Iraq war in 2002, knew she faced an uphill fight in the state in 2008. She held it at arm’s length, assuming a loss wouldn’t be detrimental. But that was before then-Sen. Barack Obama’s campaign caught fire, and her team scrambled to catch up.



For now, Clinton is well ahead in the polls in Iowa and people insist she had a stronger base of support in 2008 than she was given credit for. Still, her allies are mindful of shoring up support. The super PAC Ready for Hillary has been working there for a year in her absence. But potential candidates like Maryland Gov. Martin O’Malley have made trips to the state, and Vice President Joe BIDEN has been here as well. Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders, who is considering a campaign, appeared in the state the night before the Steak Fry, drawing a crowd of over 100 people.



Harkin, for his part, praised both Clintons: Bill Clinton on his economic record as president, and Hillary Clinton on her work as secretary of state and in the Senate. The retiring Iowa senator credited her with playing a major role in health care reform dating back to the 1990s and, in a comment Republicans are likely to seize on later, said her “fingerprints were all over” the Affordable Care Act. And Harkin suggested there are more chapters to be written in the Hillary Clinton story.

As for Clinton, she insisted she was thrilled to be back in the Hawkeye State.



“I love Iowa!” she exclaimed to more than 50 reporters from national outlets who squeezed along a barricade to watch her and Bill Clinton flip steaks on a large grill with Harkin at a photo-op before the speaking program. Being in town for Harkin’s final event was “just so nostalgic,” she added.

“It’s great. It’s fabulous being back,” said Clinton, who initially ignored reporters’ questions before turning back and approaching the throng. She answered questions and demurred on 2016, as her husband held his own separate gaggle with reporters, expounding on everything from the Arkansas Senate race (“We should win”) to baby names for his soon-to-arrive grandchild (“I don’t have a say”). He lingered after his wife went back inside.

“We’re going to be doing a lot,” Hillary Clinton told reporters about their plans for the fall elections. “And we’ve already started. There’s so much at stake.”



CNN 

Hillary Clinton stumps for Iowa Democrats, and herself

By: Dan Merica / September 15, 2014



Indianola, Iowa (CNN) -- Hillary Clinton told reporters Sunday that the purpose of her return to Iowa for the first time in over six years was "to support candidates." But 2016's presidential politics were everywhere on a sun-soaked field in Indianola, Iowa.



Clinton captured the sentiment best herself with a joke from the stage of the 37th and final Harkin Steak Fry: "Hello Iowa. I'm back!"



Clinton left Iowa in 2008 after finishing a disappointing third place in the Iowa caucus. Six years have changed things, though, and Clinton has been followed by the possibility of running for president since she stepped down as secretary of state in 2013. Polls show her as the prohibitive favorite for the nomination, and her visit to Iowa this weekend has raised the specter even higher that she will likely run for president.



From the stage on Sunday, Clinton admitted the 2016 question is on her mind.



"It is true, I am thinking about it," Clinton said to a roaring applause. "But for today, that is not why I am here. I am here first and foremost for Tom [Harkin], for Ruth [his wife] and for the great candidates that you have a chance to elect." The crowd reacted with unhappy groans, some yelled "Just do it!"



Organizers and Clinton supporters went to lengths to stress that the former first family was simply coming to Iowa to honor Sen. Tom Harkin -- who is retiring at the end of the year -- and help raise money for Democrats in the state. Signs reading "Thank You Tom" encircled the idyllic field where the steak fry was held and candidates running for office spoke before Clinton.



Clinton herself was also clear to endorse and talk-up Democrats running in Iowa, including Senate hopeful Bruce Braley. The former first family headlined a fundraiser before the steak fry with the candidates, where they spoke to donors about the importance of electing Democrats.



"I hope this whole event helps Bruce, because he should be the next senator," Clinton told reporters at the steak fry. "He's got the record, he's got the commitment. He's got the right values. He should be the next senator."



But 2016 -- and the possibility of Clinton running -- touched every part of the steak fry. It was a large reason 6,200 people attended and 200 journalists covered the event, according to organizers. It was also the reason a number of former Clinton aides traveled to Iowa, filtering through the crowd, chatting with Iowa activists.



Part fundraiser, part pep rally, part barbecue, the event has become a must-stop for Democrats thinking about running for president and is widely seen as the biggest annual event in Iowa politics. Despite the name, steaks are grilled, not fried, and it is customary for headliners to flip steaks for themselves.



Clinton stuck with tradition on Sunday, flipping a steak with her husband, former president Bill Clinton, who chose to flip veggie burgers.

Other than that, much of the event broke with the traditions Clinton has been following since leaving the State Department.



Hillary Clinton's speech was markedly different than the ones she generally gives on the paid speaking circuit. Gone were many of the stories of her personal history, instead Clinton focused on the differences between Democrats and Republicans and spoke at length about women's rights.

"Now, think about it, in just 50 days, Iowans have a choice to make," she said. "A choice between the guardians of gridlock and the champions of shared opportunity and shared prosperity. A chance to elect leaders who will carry on Tom Harkin's legacy of fighting for hard working families."



In her last year on the paid speaking circuit, Clinton and her aides have kept the media largely at arms length, rarely answering questions from the gaggle of journalists following her.



On Sunday, she shirked that tradition. After flipping steaks, she ventured over the a swarm of media cameras and reporters.



"It is fabulous to be back. I love Iowa," Hillary Clinton said to questions about 2016. "I first came to Iowa when I was around, I was either 9 or 10, and we were with my dad and we went to Des Moines and we stayed at a place called the Tall Corn Motel."



Asked about whether she was running in 2016, Clinton said, "we are just here to support candidates," adding later that she hopes to increase turnout with her visit.



"If people turn out, we will actually win these midterm elections," Clinton said. "This is about the people running right now."



Compared with Bill Clinton, however, Hillary Clinton talked with reporters for a short amount of time. The former President entertained questions about midterm races and the future of the Senate before he was pulled away by aides and Secret Service agents.



Bill Clinton also addressed his wife's possible presidential bid.

Asked whether Clinton was liberal enough to win Iowa, a question raised by the fact that other presidential hopefuls such as Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley, Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders and Vice President Joe BIDEN are all coming to Iowa with positions left of Hillary Clinton, the former president answered affirmatively.



"I won it twice," BIll Clinton said, referring to his results in 1992 and 1996. 



"Yea, I think so. I think what people want is somebody who is both a genuine progressive and will bring people together and produce shared prosperity."



Asked whether Hillary Clinton was that person, the normally wordy former president was silent.



The Washington Examiner 

Sanders gets warm reception in Iowa

By: Rebecca Berg / September 15, 2014



DES MOINES, Iowa — Not far from where Hillary Clinton on Sunday returned to Iowa and dropped hints about running for president, another potential candidate was testing the waters for a bid.



At least, that’s what everyone assumed who convened to watch Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., speak Sunday evening.



Deborah Bunka, a volunteer with Iowa Citizens For Community Improvement, introduced Sanders with a teaser: She quoted him saying in a recent interview that he is prepared to run for president.



“Not to put pressure on you,” she said, “but we’ll find out tonight perhaps.”



A few months ago, Bunka had been at a small dinner with Sanders, and she asked him directly whether he would run for president. “He said, if the support is there, he’ll run,” Bunka told the Washington Examiner later in an interview.



There was enthusiastic support for Sanders on Sunday evening among the crowd that packed a church basement in Des Moines to hear him speak.



But if supporters were hoping Sanders would talk about a potential presidential bid, he didn’t bite. Instead, true to his classic form that has made him a progressive hero, Sanders riffed for one hour on every inch of the progressive dogma: poverty in America, income inequality, universal healthcare, publicly financed campaigns, preserving entitlement programs and much more.



That is to say, it was not your average stump speech.



“The Affordable Care Act has made some modest improvements,” Sanders said at one juncture, as he spoke about healthcare. “But it did not go anywhere near far enough.”



At another point, Sanders spoke at length about the billionaire David Koch’s bid for vice president in 1980 as a libertarian and presented the tenets of his platform, which Sanders features on his official Senate website.



“That is their vision for America,” Sanders said of the Koch brothers, David and his brother Charles. “All power to the billionaire class.”



It was a very different tableau than that which unfolded a few hours earlier just outside of Des Moines, in Indianola, Iowa. There Hillary Clinton had marked her return to Iowa by hinting, to a crowd of roughly 10,000 supporters, that she might run for president again.



That event did not receive mention by Sanders or any of the other speakers in Des Moines on Sunday evening, although Clinton did come up as Sanders criticized the press for its extensive coverage of her every move.



“This is not a criticism of Hillary Clinton,” Sanders said. “I feel sorry for her.”



And when Sanders spoke about the presidency in general, it was only to joke about the lack of power in that office.



“I always say, anyone who really wants to be president, who works up a burning desire, is a little bit crazy,” Sanders said.



Ultimately, it hardly matters who the president is, even if he or she is exceptional, Sanders said. “The only way we address these issues is when millions of people come together.”



After Sanders’ remarks, which ended with a standing ovation, the lobby filled up with people wearing colorful “Bernie Sanders for President 2016” pins. One group, Progressive Democrats of America, distributed flyers urging Sanders, and Independent, to run for president as a Democrat in 2016.



A few people discussed an upcoming event with Vice President Joe BIDEN, who will travel to Iowa on Wednesday.



One man told his group of friends, “I think Bernie could put a chink in Hillary’s armor in Iowa.”



And, although Sanders hadn’t acknowledged running for president in his remarks, Bunka left hoping that he will run — maybe, even, with another progressive senator hero of the moment.



“I want him and Elizabeth Warren, that’s my dream ticket,” Bunka said. “I think that goes for most people here.”



Politico

White House coffee: a state secret

By: Hadas Gold / September 15, 2014



The White House refuses to tell Matt Viser what kind of coffee is served at the White House:



Security concerns are initially cited. Then e-mails go unreturned. Caffeine consumption in the West Wing has, apparently, become a state secret. ... For an administration that loves to talk about the importance of local food, especially when it comes from the celebrated White House vegetable garden, it turns out that the Obama White House makes it nearly impossible to find the source of its coffee and how it is prepared. ...



[W]hat is served in the residence? Or when the White House pulls out all the stops for a state dinner? And is the First Lady a loyal coffee drinker ... No answers from the Obama administration.



Maybe that's because the President himself isn't much of a coffee drinker. As Viser notes, Obama prefers, and his temperament may well reflect, a cup of tea. Vice President Joe BIDEN prefers -- and acts much more like -- a cup of joe.



The story is part of the Globe's new coffee blog called Double Shot, which is run by Viser. He told Jim Romenesko the idea emerged out of various coffee-centric stories he found himself working on.  



"These were too infrequent to be considered any type of side beat. Just the occasional story to satisfy my love of the brew," Viser said.



The Washington Post

Cheat Sheets: The alleged ‘Palin brawl’

By: Jonathon Capehart / September 15, 2014



Last week, I brought you Amanda Coyne’s report about the alleged brawl involving the family of Sarah Palin — the one where she allegedly yelled, “Don’t you know who I am?,” and where Bristol Palin allegedly “cold-cocked” the party’s host. Today, I bring you the former half-term Alaska governor’s side of events, as told to a friend, who told Scott Conroy of RealClear Politics. According to Conroy’s story from Saturday, the fight started when Willow’s ex-boyfriend tried to get into their stretch Hummer. Family patriarch Todd got into the fight. During the melee, Sarah yelled about her son, “Don’t you know who he is? He’s a vet!” And Bristol didn’t slug the party host because she’s left-handed.



To help you keep the two versions of events straight, I’ve sketched two cheat sheets.  One features the account of eyewitnesses. The other uses the Palin side of the alleged events. To think, that family could have been a heartbeat away from 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. while raising hell at the Naval Observatory. As someone told me upon hearing the news of the brawl, Sarah Palin “is the Onion version of Joe BIDEN.”
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NPR

20 Years Later, Parts Of Major Crime Bill Viewed As Terrible Mistake

By: Carrie Johnson / September 12, 2014

Lately the Obama administration, including Vice President Joe BIDEN, who was the lead Senate sponsor of that 1994 bill, is embracing those very policies and supporting new legislation to reduce mandatory minimum prison terms.



My San Antonio News

Vice President Joe BIDEN visit slows Austin drivers to a crawl

By: Joshua Fechter / September 12, 2014

Drivers should expect delays as Vice President Joe BIDEN's fundraising swing through Austin on Friday is causing traffic jams in the capitol city.



CultureMap Austin

Vice president rolling into town Friday just in time for rush-hour traffic

By: Katie Friel / September 12, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to arrive in Austin around 6 pm on Friday, September 12. His motorcade will travel from Austin-Bergstrom International Airport to Brazos Hall, at 204 E. Fourth St., where he will attend a private fundraiser for the Democratic National Committee. Expect downtown road closures and heightened security measures throughout the evening.



GW Today

13 Years Later, GW Remembers 9/11

By: Lauren Ingeno / September 12, 2014

Later that day, Vice President Joe BIDEN visited the Charles E. Smith Center to help volunteers at a 9/11 Day of Service event hosted by Points of Light, the Corporation for National and Community Service and Operation Gratitude. The vice president stopped to talk with GW students outside the Charles E. Smith Center.



POLITICO

Hillary Clinton tops Iowa poll ahead of fry

By: Jonathon Topaz / September 12, 2014

According to a CNN/ORC International poll released Friday, 53 percent of registered Iowa Democratic voters would vote for the former secretary of State in 2016. Her numbers dwarf the rest of the field — Vice President Joe BIDEN received 15 percent of the vote, Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren got 7 percent and Vermont independent Sen. Bernie Sanders drew 5 percent.



The Hill

Poll: Once unimpressed, Iowa welcomes Clinton

By: Mario Trujulo / September 12, 2014

Fifteen percent said they would back Vice President BIDEN in the primary. BIDEN is scheduled to visit the first-in-the-nation caucus state next week, only a few days after Clinton.



CNN

Clinton tops Democrats in Iowa while Huckabee leads Republicans

By: Dan Merica / September 12, 2014

According to a new CNN/ORC poll, 53% of all registered Democrats contacted in Iowa said they would support Hillary Clinton if the 2016 caucuses were held today. That number far outpaces the 15% that would opt for Vice President Joe BIDEN, 7% who would choose Sen. Elizabeth Warren and 5% who would pick Sen. Bernie Sanders.



Wall Street Journal

Clinton Still Strong in Iowa Ahead of Visit

By: Patrick O’Connor / September 12, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is a distant second as the favorite of 15% of the Democrats polled, followed by Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren (7%), Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders (5%), an independent, and New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo (3%).



The Washington Post

Hillary Clinton returns to Iowa, trailed by criticisms about 2008 loss

By: Dan Balz and Philip Rucker / September 12, 2014

Nonetheless, she won’t have Iowa totally to herself this weekend. Sen. Bernard Sanders (I-Vt.), who is contemplating running for president, will appear at several events, while Vice President BIDEN, who was the featured speaker at last year’s Harkin steak fry, will be in the state next week. Gov. Martin O’Malley (D-Md.) has been a frequent visitor here.



The Daily Beast

In ISIS Speech, Obama Failed To Seize The Moment—Again

By: Malcolm MacDougall

With ISIS we are dealing with the most murderous, most dangerous terrorists the world has ever confronted. Vice President Joe BIDEN got it right when he said to them, “We will follow you to the gates of hell.”



The Des Moines Register

Paulee Lipsman, Democratic Party activist and rape survivor, dies

By: William Petroski / September 12, 2014

Lipsman was close to many Democratic politicians – in Iowa and nationally. When Vice President Joe BIDEN made an unannounced stop at Java Joe's Coffee House in 2010 while here for a campaign fundraising event, Lipsman was among a handful of local Democrats who shared a cup of coffee with him.







NPR

20 Years Later, Parts Of Major Crime Bill Viewed As Terrible Mistake

By: Carrie Johnson / September 12, 2014



Twenty years ago this week, in 1994, then-President Bill Clinton signed a crime bill. It was, in effect, a long-term experiment in various ways to fight crime.



The measure paid to put more cops on the beat, trained police and lawyers to investigate domestic violence, imposed tougher prison sentences and provided money for extra prisons.



Clinton described his motivation to pass the 1994 Violent Crime Control Act in stark terms.



"Gangs and drugs have taken over our streets and undermined our schools," he said. "Every day, we read about somebody else who has literally gotten away with murder."



And if Clinton and Congress reflected the punitive mindset of the American people, what they didn't know was that soaring murder rates and violent crime had already begun what would become a long downward turn, according to criminologists and policymakers.



Nicholas Turner is president of the Vera Institute, a nonprofit that researches crime policy. Turner took a minute this week to consider the tough-on-crime rhetoric of the 1990s.



"Criminal justice policy was very much driven by public sentiment and a political instinct to appeal to the more negative punitive elements of public sentiment rather than to be driven by the facts," he said.



And that public sentiment called for filling up the nation's prisons, a key part of the 1994 crime bill.



These days, Jeremy Travis is president of the John Jay College of Criminal Justice. But 20 years ago, he attended the signing ceremony for the crime bill — and joined the Clinton Justice Department.



"Here's the federal government coming in and saying we'll give you money if you punish people more severely, and 28 states and the District of Columbia followed the money and enacted stricter sentencing laws for violent offenses," Travis says.



But as Travis now knows all too well, there's a problem with that idea. Researchers including a National Academy of Sciences panel he led have since found only a modest relationship between incarceration and lower crime rates.



"We now know with the fullness of time that we made some terrible mistakes," Travis said. "And those mistakes were to ramp up the use of prison. And that big mistake is the one that we now, 20 years later, come to grips with. We have to look in the mirror and say, 'look what we have done.'"



Nick Turner of Vera put the human costs even more starkly.



"If you're a black baby born today, you have a 1 in 3 chance of spending some time in prison or jail," Turner said. "If you're Latino, it's a 1 in 6 chance. And if you're white, it's 1 in 17. And so coming to terms with these disparities and reversing them, I would argue, is not only a matter of fairness and justice but it's, I would argue, a matter of national security."



Talk to combatants in the long and sometimes nasty debate over the crime bill 20 years ago, and another item on the table back then looks different with hindsight too. It's a concept known as midnight basketball.



Rep. Bobby Scott, a Virginia Democrat, voted against the bill years ago, in part because it didn't do enough to support prevention programs.



In between votes in the Capitol this week, Scott reflected on the debate.



"Midnight basketball was described as paying money so that crackheads could play basketball in the middle of the night," Scott said. "What they left out was the fact that every time they put midnight basketball in a neighborhood, the crime rate plummeted. You saved more money than you spent on the midnight basketball. They left that part out."



Funding for the midnight basketball program and other prevention initiatives never fully materialized because of political fights over the bill. But today, ideas like that one win support from Republican governors who have branded their approach as "Right on Crime." They're taking money away from prisons and putting it into social programs.



Lately the Obama administration, including Vice President Joe BIDEN, who was the lead Senate sponsor of that 1994 bill, is embracing those very policies and supporting new legislation to reduce mandatory minimum prison terms.



My San Antonio News

Vice President Joe BIDEN visit slows Austin drivers to a crawl

By: Joshua Fechter / September 12, 2014



Drivers should expect delays as Vice President Joe BIDEN's fundraising swing through Austin on Friday is causing traffic jams in the capitol city.



Road closures are expected as BIDEN travels along Interstate 35 from Austin-Bergstrom International Airport to Brazos Hall in downtown Austin, KXAN reported.



BIDEN is scheduled to attend a reception for the Democratic National Committee's National Finance Committee at 7:30 p.m. at Brazos Hall in downtown Austin, Houston Chronicle reporter Patrick Svitek wrote Thursday. The committee is chaired by San Antonio architectural executive Henry R. Muñoz III.



The White House says BIDEN will return to his home in Delaware following the reception.



CultureMap Austin

Vice president rolling into town Friday just in time for rush-hour traffic

By: Katie Friel / September 12, 2014



Democrat or Republican, we can all agree on one thing: When the president or vice president comes to town, traffic goes from abysmal to ... whatever is worse than abysmal. 



Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to arrive in Austin around 6 pm on Friday, September 12. His motorcade will travel from Austin-Bergstrom International Airport to Brazos Hall, at 204 E. Fourth St., where he will attend a private fundraiser for the Democratic National Committee. Expect downtown road closures and heightened security measures throughout the evening. 



Though the Secret Service will not release details about presidential or vice presidential motorcade routes because of safety concerns, there are certain things we can infer. One such thing is that the most direct route from ABIA to downtown is, of course, via I-35. 



BIDEN was in Austin last October to unveil new initiatives to help victims of domestic violence. There is no word yet if the VP will be making a pit stop at Franklin Barbecue this time around.



GW Today

13 Years Later, GW Remembers 9/11

By: Lauren Ingeno / September 12, 2014



Mike Massaroli’s father went to work at the World Trade Center’s North Tower on the morning of Sept. 11, 2001. When terrorists crashed a passenger jet into the tower, he was one of the 2,753 people who died. While the morning is clear in Mr. Massaroli’s mind, his sister, who was born just two months earlier, has no memory of the event.



Mr. Massaroli, a junior at the George Washington University, reflected on the dozen-plus years that have passed since that horrific day during a remembrance vigil held in the Marvin Center’s Great Hall on Thursday. His 13-year-old sister, he said, will soon be in high school, and eventually college, with classmates who will not remember 9/11.



“As time passes, thoughts of 9/11 become less personal, and there’s nothing wrong with that,” Mr. Massaroli said. “It is up to us, those who do remember, to keep alive the memories of those we lost on that horrible day, as the memories of others fade over the years to come.”



GW students, faculty and staff filled the Great Hall on Thursday, honoring the nearly 3,000 people who died 13 years ago during the 9/11 attacks, including nine GW alumni.



On the morning of Sept.11, 2001, the GW community watched as smoke rose from the Pentagon, where terrorists had crashed an airliner that was bound for Los Angeles. The following evening, more than 3,000 people gathered in University Yard to pay tribute to the 9/11 victims. Though more than a decade has passed since that day, this tradition has lived on.



“It is only appropriate that our community gathers each year to reflect on that terrible tragedy that struck our nation. And we respond in hopeful ways,” said Provost Steven Lerman during the vigil.



In 2009, the university answered President Obama’s call for a National Day of Service and Remembrance by establishing the Freshman Day of Service, which now takes place each September. During this year’s Day of Service, more than 2,400 GW freshmen served on community projects throughout Washington, D.C., Dr. Lerman noted.  



The university’s annual Interfaith Dinner, which brings together students from different faiths as a way to promote unity and tolerance, was also established following 9/11. The event continues to this day.



Thursday’s program included opening remarks from Student Association President Nick Gumas, a presentation of the colors from the NROTC color guard, songs from the GW Troubadours and a shared invocation from campus clergy. Vice Admiral (retired) Mel Williams, associate provost for military and veterans affairs, reflected on his own memory of Sept.11, 2001. Adm. Williams was stationed in Yokosuka, Japan, on the USS Kitty Hawk and watched the events of 9/11 unfold on television.



Days later, after receiving orders to respond to the attacks, his crew left Japan and traveled 7,000 miles in 12 days, arriving in the North Arabian Sea. Six hundred special forces were inserted in Afghanistan, and Adm. Williams’s crew became the first coalition response to the 9/11 attacks.



“As people who believe in freedom and liberty, we have the resiliency, we have the resolve, to continue to do the things that we believe in. As a sailor who served in that initial response, it was a privilege for me,” Adm. Williams said. 



Mr. Gumas then read the names of the nine GW alumni who died on 9/11, as nine student volunteers stood at the front of the stage, representing each of the victims. Attendees stood silently, heads bowed in reflection, as the GW Chamber Choir sang.



A similar tribute took place early on Thursday morning in University Yard. As the American flag flew at half-staff, George Washington President Steven Knapp placed a wreath at the flagpole’s base as a way to honor the nine GW alumni. At 8:46 a.m., Dr. Knapp and a small crowd who had gathered at University Yard joined the rest of the university community in a moment of silence.



Later that day, Vice President Joe BIDEN visited the Charles E. Smith Center to help volunteers at a 9/11 Day of Service event hosted by Points of Light, the Corporation for National and Community Service and Operation Gratitude. The vice president stopped to talk with GW students outside the Charles E. Smith Center.



At the end of the GW’s 9/11 remembrance vigil, Mr. Massaroli said he was proud to be part of a university community that continues to keep the memory of his father and the thousands of other 9/11 victims alive.



“Although the fire at ground zero is out, the Pentagon is repaired and people’s hearts have begun to heal, we will never forget what happened that day,” Mr. Massaroli said.



POLITICO

Hillary Clinton tops Iowa poll ahead of fry

By: Jonathon Topaz / September 12, 2014



Hillary Clinton still has a commanding lead over the rest of the potential 2016 Democratic presidential field in Iowa, a new poll says.



According to a CNN/ORC International poll released Friday, 53 percent of registered Iowa Democratic voters would vote for the former secretary of State in 2016. Her numbers dwarf the rest of the field — Vice President Joe BIDEN received 15 percent of the vote, Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren got 7 percent and Vermont independent Sen. Bernie Sanders drew 5 percent.



Both Bill and Hillary Clinton will be in attendance at Iowa Democratic Sen. Tom Harkin’s final annual steak fry in Indianola on Sunday. The Iowa event — the state with the first presidential nominating contest — has long been particularly popular among Democratic presidential hopefuls.



Three days after the Clintons attend the steak fry, BIDEN — who has openly hinted at a potential 2016 presidential run on several occasions — will appear at an event at the Iowa state capitol in Des Moines.

Friday’s survey reports that Clinton maintains a major edge among female voters, gaining 63 percent of registered women Democrats to BIDEN’s 10 percent.



Clinton held an even bigger lead in a recent USA Today/Suffolk University Iowa poll, in which she gained 66 percent of the vote, compared with Warren at 10 percent and BIDEN at 8 percent.



Former Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee — who won the Iowa Caucuses in 2008 — led the Republican field with 21 percent of the vote from registered Iowa GOP voters. 2012 vice-presidential nominee Wisconsin Rep. Paul Ryan finished second with 12 percent of the vote.



All other candidates were in single digits. Kentucky Sen. Rand Paul came in third with 7 points and New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie, and former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush tied for fourth with 6 points. Texas Gov. Rick Perry, Florida Sen. Marco Rubio, Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker and Texas Sen. Ted Cruz were among the others listed in the field.



One notable omission from the Republican field in Friday’s survey was 2012 Republican presidential nominee former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney. Though he has said repeatedly he does not intend to run in 2016, Romney had a huge lead in the USA Today/Suffolk University Iowa poll, finishing 26 percentage points higher than Huckabee, who came in second. 



The results came a day after Romney appeared to open the door to another presidential run, telling radio host Hugh Hewitt, “Circumstances can change, but I’m just not going to let my head go there.”



Friday’s survey was conducted September 8-10 with 309 registered Democrats and 310 registered Republicans. The overall margin for error for each sample is plus or minus 5.5 points.



The Hill

Poll: Once unimpressed, Iowa welcomes Clinton

By: Mario Trujulo / September 12, 2014



Fifty-three percent of registered Iowa Democrats say in a new survey they would support Hillary Clinton in their presidential caucus ahead of her visit to the state this weekend.  



A CNN-ORC poll released Friday found Clinton far outpaces other potential candidates, a trend that has continued over the past year.



Fifteen percent said they would back Vice President BIDEN in the primary. BIDEN is scheduled to visit the first-in-the-nation caucus state next week, only a few days after Clinton. 

Seven percent would choose Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) in the primary. Sen. Bernie Sanders (D-Vt.), who has also been flirting with a bid, would garner 5 percent. 



In 2008, then-Senator Clinton came in third in Iowa's caucus, behind both Barack Obama and John Edwards, after her campaign team considered abandoning the state altogether.



Hillary and Bill Clinton are slated to attend Democratic Sen. Tom Harkin's (D-Iowa) annual steak fry on Sunday, a proving ground for potential presidential candidates. 



On the Republican side, former Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee leads a crowded field of potential primary challengers with 21 percent. The only other Republican that garners double digits is Rep. Paul Ryan (R-Wis.), with 12 percent. 



The poll surveyed 1,013 Iowa residents, including 608 likely voters, from Monday to Wednesday and has an overall margin of error of plus or minus 4 percent.



CNN

Clinton tops Democrats in Iowa while Huckabee leads Republicans

By: Dan Merica / September 12, 2014



Washington (CNN) -- Hillary Clinton is heading to Iowa as the politician that most Democrats would choose as their 2016 presidential nominee.



According to a new CNN/ORC poll, 53% of all registered Democrats contacted in Iowa said they would support Hillary Clinton if the 2016 caucuses were held today. That number far outpaces the 15% that would opt for Vice President Joe BIDEN, 7% who would choose Sen. Elizabeth Warren and 5% who would pick Sen. Bernie Sanders.



Clinton will be visiting Iowa for the first time in six years on Sunday when she headlines the last Harkin Steak Fry. BIDEN, likewise, will be in the state Wednesday to speak at a liberal Catholic event in Des Moines.



Although Clinton tops BIDEN with men and women, there is a noticeable gender split between the two politicians. Sixty-three percent of women favor Clinton, compared with BIDEN's 10%. With men, however, BIDEN is drawing 21% support -- a number more than twice his support among women.



On the Republican side, Mike Huckabee nearly laps the field with 21% of all registered Republicans contacted in the poll saying they would support the former Arkansas governor if the 2016 Iowa caucuses were held today.

Paul Ryan is second with 12%, and there is a cadre of politicians -- including Sen. Rand Paul, former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush and New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie -- with support in the single digits.



Huckabee and Ryan are getting similar support with men -- 15% and 16%, respectively -- but it is with women that the former Arkansas governor jumps ahead of the congressman.



Twenty-seven percent of registered Republican women polled said they would pick Huckabee, compared with 8% who choose Ryan.

As the first-in-the-nation caucus state, Iowa is critically important to presidential hopefuls and can make or break a campaign.



With almost two years until the 2016 presidential election and a little over a year before the Iowa caucuses, most Republicans and Democrats polled have openly admitted that they are toying with the idea of running for president.



The CNN/ORC poll was conducted September 8-10, with 1,013 Iowa adults -- 608 likely voters -- questioned by telephone. The survey's overall sampling error is plus or minus 4 percentage points.



Wall Street Journal

Clinton Still Strong in Iowa Ahead of Visit

By: Patrick O’Connor / September 12, 2014



Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton returns to Iowa this weekend as the clear frontrunner for the Democratic presidential nomination in 2016 in the state that foiled her last White House bid.



That rather obvious assertion was bolstered Friday by a new CNN/ORC poll of Iowa voters that showed Mrs. Clinton with a sizable lead over other Democrats in the prospective field, as the top pick of 53% of the registered Democrats in the state.



Vice President Joe BIDEN is a distant second as the favorite of 15% of the Democrats polled, followed by Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren (7%), Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders (5%), an independent, and New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo (3%).



While Mrs. Clinton would enter the race as the prohibitive favorite, support for the former secretary of state in Iowa is lower than it was in a national CNN/ORC poll taken in late July that found the former first lady and New York senator as the top pick of 67% of self-described Democrats and independents who lean Democratic. And an Iowa poll conducted late last month found Mrs. Clinton with a 56 percentage-point lead over Mr. BIDEN.



Mrs. Clinton finished third in the Iowa caucuses in 2008, and some activists remain resistant to another Clinton presidential bid. She will address some of those skeptics on Sunday when she rallies Democrats alongside her husband, former President Bill Clinton, at the annual steak fry hosted by retiring Sen. Tom Harkin.

The results of this latest CNN poll are based on interviews with 309 registered Democrats and have a margin of error of plus or minus 5.5%.



By comparison, the Republican field is wide open. Former Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee, who won the caucuses in 2008, leads the pack, at 21%, following by Wisconsin Rep. Paul Ryan (12%), Kentucky Sen. Rand Paul (7%), former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush (6%) and New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie (6%).



Former Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santorum, who won the caucuses in 2012, was the top pick of just 3% of 310 registered Republicans interviewed in this poll, which has a margin of error of plus or minus 5.5%.



Of course, the biggest news in the survey has nothing to do with 2016, but rather the hard-fought Senate race between Democrat Bruce Braley and Republican Joni Ernst. The CNN poll showed the race deadlocked 49%-48%, among likely voters. Mr. Braley opens a more comfortable 50%-42% lead among registered voters.



At least a fifth of both sets of voters said they might change their minds before Election Day. The results suggest Iowans view Mr. Braley, a congressman, more favorably.



The survey of involved interviews with 904 registered voters, which included interviews with 608 likely voters. The margin of error for the first group was 3.5% and 4% for the second.



The Washington Post

Hillary Clinton returns to Iowa, trailed by criticisms about 2008 loss

By: Dan Balz and Philip Rucker / September 12, 2014



DES MOINES — Hillary Rodham Clinton returns to Iowa this weekend for the first time since her devastating loss in the 2008 presidential caucuses, arriving as the undeclared frontrunner for the 2016 Democratic nomination but still trailed by criticisms about her first campaign here.



The former secretary of state and her husband, former president Bill Clinton, will be in Iowa for Sen. Tom Harkin’s (D-Iowa) annual steak fry on Sunday. But if the ostensible purpose of her visit is to pay tribute to Harkin — who is retiring after 40 years of elective office in Washington — she will not escape from the speculation that this is simply one more step toward a formal presidential campaign. At a minimum, it will mark her initial foray on the campaign trail for this fall’s midterm elections.



“I don’t expect her to talk about her future decisions,” said Harkin’s wife, Ruth, who is a longtime Hillary Clinton friend and supporter. “They’re going to be announced next year. But this is a very significant moment for her to greet Iowa voters.”



Clinton’s 2008 effort in Iowa was plagued by startup problems and affected by the overall dysfunction of her national campaign team. By the time she corrected her course, Obama had moved ahead of her on the ground.



But it was more than staff problems that hurt Clinton here in 2008. As a candidate, she often chafed at the demands of the caucus process, including the time required to court individual activists across the state. She disliked traveling too far from Des Moines and certain friendly hotels.



Added to that are questions raised by this summer’s book tour about whether her campaign instincts have dulled. Clinton’s time since leaving the Senate has been devoted to foreign policy discussions inside the administration, interaction with world leaders and more than a year of lucrative speechmaking as a private citizen — rather than being in more regular contact with everyday Americans.



At this point, Clinton has no strong challenger in Iowa, for her a welcome contrast to eight years ago when she faced then-senator Barack Obama and a well-entrenched John Edwards, the party’s 2004 vice presidential nominee.



Nonetheless, she won’t have Iowa totally to herself this weekend. Sen. Bernard Sanders (I-Vt.), who is contemplating running for president, will appear at several events, while Vice President BIDEN, who was the featured speaker at last year’s Harkin steak fry, will be in the state next week. Gov. Martin O’Malley (D-Md.) has been a frequent visitor here.



Still, she remains the dominant prospective candidate in her party. Anticipation of Clinton’s appearance (as well as her husband’s), and the fact that this is the last of Harkin’s 37 steak fry events, will draw a large crowd at a balloon field in Indianola on Sunday afternoon.



Democratic activists and local party officials are eager to see and hear from her, even as they offer suggestions for how she should run differently in 2016.



Walt Pregler, the Democratic chair in Dubuque County, called Clinton “a lead-pipe cinch” if she runs for the nomination, though he has long been a supporter of BIDEN and would back him again if he were to run in 2016. “There’s a great deal of support for her in Dubuque among my central committee,” he said. “They like her and they like Bill.”



The Daily Beast

In ISIS Speech, Obama Failed To Seize The Moment—Again

By: Malcolm MacDougall



In 1775, when colonists debated in the Virginia Assembly whether to mobilize forces against the British, Patrick Henry decided the argument when he stood up and said, “Give me liberty or give me death.”



In 1940, when Winston Churchill explained Great Britain’s war policy he said: “You ask, what is our policy? I can say: It is to wage war, by sea, land and air, with all our might and with all the strength that God can give us; to wage war against a monstrous tyranny, never surpassed in the dark, lamentable catalogue of human crime. That is our policy.”



In his first inaugural address, when Franklin Roosevelt needed to calm and inspire an America deeply mired in the Great Depression, he said: “The only thing we have to fear is fear itself”



When Ronald Reagan went to the Brandenburg Gate at the height of the Cold War he said: “Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall!”



On Wednesday night, when President Barack Obama explained our strategy for combating ISIS he said … what?



When strong leaders must explain important policy decisions they somehow seem to find inspiring words that stay with you, that sometimes resonate through history.



Like most Americans, I voted for Obama and support the fundamentals of the three-point ISIS strategy that he laid out Wednesday night.



But having watched the speech, and read it three times, I remain dumbfounded by his inability — with all his speechwriters—to come up with a single inspiring sentence that could explain our policy, that could define the threat ISIS poses or that could state our resolve and ability to eliminate that threat.



If there was ever a speech that called for a clear battle cry, this was it. 



Forget the politics, forget the diplomatic niceties. We watched Americans beheaded. We watched the most frightening terrorist group ever imagined massacring and raping its way through the Middle East. As an American and as a speechwriter I am astounded that our President could not rise to the occasion, could not seize the moment, could not find the words that could stir us, that could make us mad, that could overcome our political differences and get behind a clear, simple, workable strategy.



It is ridiculous to argue that important policy decisions should be presented with broad, carefully crafted statements that can offend no one, commit us to nothing, and cover the government’s ass. But that, basically, is what Obama did on Wednesday.



When the American President stands in front of the cameras to deliver an important policy address we aren’t looking for statesmanship. We’re looking for one of those great Hollywood moments like, “I’m not going to take it anymore!”



When you’ve got what Teddy Roosevelt called  “the bully pulpit” you’d better be able to sum up your strategy with a simple, clear, rousing phrase like, “Speak softly but carry a big stick.”



Obama knows how to give a great speech. It is one of the reasons we elected him in the first place. His constant failure to say anything inspiring or original or memorable is one of the most obvious disappointments of his presidency. I suppose, if we need to make excuses for him, we could blame his writers. He has access to some of the best in the business. But he is our president and as he keeps saying, “The buck stops here.”



With ISIS we are dealing with the most murderous, most dangerous terrorists the world has ever confronted. Vice President Joe BIDEN got it right when he said to them, “We will follow you to the gates of hell.”



So it is unfortunate that the president followed that with a cautious, uninspiring, uninteresting speech that was supposed to define how we would chase those terrorists to the gates of hell.



Words do matter. They always have. They always will. They give us what we need to feel motivated, to feel involved, to feel more American. It’s too bad that President Obama could not find the right words on Wednesday night.



The Des Moines Register

Paulee Lipsman, Democratic Party activist and rape survivor, dies

By: William Petroski / September 12, 2014



Paulee Lipsman of Des Moines, a longtime Iowa Democratic Party activist, state legislative staffer and a rape victim who publicly advocated for survivors of sexual assault, died Thursday night after a long illness. She was 67.



Lipsman died at Kavanagh House hospice after being disconnected from a ventilator, according to a Facebook post by her close friend, Des Moines lawyer Roxanne Conlin. She had suffered from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.



"Last week, fully conscious and competent, she said she could not go on. She knew she was getting worse not better and that the chances of ever getting off the ventilator were minimal and pneumonia was a pretty constant complication. Though it was unbelievably difficult, we supported her decision," Conlin wrote.



Services will be held at 11 a.m. Monday at Weerts Funeral Home in Davenport. Burial will be at the Tri-City Jewish Cemetery in Davenport. In lieu of flowers, Paulee has asked that donations be sent to Tifereth Israel Synagogue in Des Moines, the Iowa Jewish Federation, or the U.S. Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C.



Survivors include her stepmother, Frances Lipsman; a sister, Robbie Lipsman, and Robbie's husband, Eric Wright, and two nephews.



Lipsman, a Davenport native, was retired as director of the Democratic research staff in the Iowa House of Representatives, where she had worked from 1989 through 2010. She also served as deputy Iowa secretary of state from 1987 through 1989, and had worked as a TV and radio reporter in the Quad Cities.



During Conlin's unsuccessful campaign for the U.S. Senate in 2010 against U.S. Sen. Chuck Grassley, Lipsman was her deputy campaign manager and communications director. She worked on many other campaigns as well. She also had served as a Democratic National Committee member, and during the 2000 election between George W. Bush and Al Gore, she was a presidential elector from Iowa, casting a vote for Gore.



"I have known Paulee my whole adult life almost," said Iowa Senate President Pam Jochum, D-Dubuque, who previously served in the Iowa House. "She was small in stature, but had a big heart. Because of Paulee, I believe many Iowans have a better life. She was an incredibly thorough staff person and made sure that everyone understood issues well, and what the options were, and helped people make better decisions."



U.S. Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, said of Lipsman: "She was a stalwart proponent of the ideals of the Democratic Party and a tireless advocate for the rights of women. Paulee has been a friend of Ruth and mine for all the years I've been in public service. We're saddened by her loss."



Eric Bakker, top aide to Iowa Senate Majority Leader Michael Gronstal, said that when he arrived at the Iowa Capitol to be legislative liaison at the Iowa secretary of state's office, Lipsman took him under her wing, spending countless hours explaining the legislative process, how to lobby effectively, and provided invaluable knowledge about political campaigning.



Lipsman was close to many Democratic politicians – in Iowa and nationally. When Vice President Joe BIDEN made an unannounced stop at Java Joe's Coffee House in 2010 while here for a campaign fundraising event, Lipsman was among a handful of local Democrats who shared a cup of coffee with him.



Lipsman was raped on Sept. 1, 1984, when an assailant came through a sliding glass door in her ground floor apartment in Des Moines and attacked her in her own bed. It happened while she was in the middle of a political campaign as finance director for Harkin's first run for the U.S. Senate, but she was a strong woman and returned to work immediately, Conlin said.



Lipsman, with Conlin's legal help, filed suit against her landlord, called a press conference, and she publicly asked landlords to take steps to protect women from rapists. The case was settled out of court, and her attacker was never caught, but Lipsman remained an advocate for survivors of sexual assault the rest of her life.



"I thought at the time what she was doing was extremely courageous, but she had courage in everything she did," Conlin said Friday.



As recently as last March, Lipsman wrote a letter to the editor of the Des Moines Register on the issue of sexual assault. "What is disturbing is why victims of sexual assault do not want to have the police involved. We must support those victims so that they are not to blame and that those who commit this terrible crime should be punished," Lipsman wrote.



Iowa House Democratic Leader Mark Smith, D-Marshalltown, issued a statement Friday regarding Lipsman's death: "I'm terribly saddened by the passing of Paulee Lipsman. She was a dedicated public servant, a great friend to many Iowans, and never stopped fighting for progressive values. For 20 years, she worked in the Iowa House and was a mentor to countless legislators and staff. She will be missed. My thoughts are with her friends and family during this difficult time."
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New York Times

House Votes to Authorize Aid to Syrian Rebels in ISIS Fight

By: Jonathon Weisman / September 17, 2014

But the theater around the debate and the vote belied that portrayal. The president, Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. and top White House officials personally lobbied for the measure’s passage, calling more than 70 Democrats and Republicans on national security committees and in leadership posts to appeal for their support.



MSNBC

How the Supreme Court turned its back on domestic violence

By: Irin Carmon / September 17, 2014

When Vice President Joe Biden celebrated the 20th anniversary of his signature piece of legislation, the Violence Against Women Act, last week, he announced a plan to attend to some unfinished business. Specifically, Biden said he would convene a summit to try and restore the ability of survivors of intimate partner violence to sue their abusers in federal court.



Quad-City Times

Biden pushes minimum wage in Des Moines stop

By: Erin Murphy / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden joined the “Nuns on the Bus” Wednesday morning at the Iowa Capitol to promote an active electorate and advocate for changes in federal immigration policy, the minimum wage and income inequality.



Associated Press

Biden to attend Joplin school dedication

September 17, 2014

Officials in Joplin say Vice President Joe Biden will speak at next month's dedication of the city's new high school.



KOAM 7

Vice President Joe Biden and Secretary of Education Arne Duncan to attend Joplin High School/Franklin Technology Center dedication and ribbon-cutting ceremony Oct. 3

September 17, 2014

Joplin Schools is proud to announce that Vice President Joe Biden and Secretary of Education Arne Duncan plan to attend the dedication and ribbon-cutting ceremony for the new Joplin High School and Franklin Technology Center.



The Washington Post

So Joe Biden and a group of nuns walk into a rally…

By: Sean Sullivan / September 17, 2014

Vice President Biden delivered an enthusiastic speech brimming with populist notes in Iowa on Wednesday, including an impassioned appeal to bridge the gap between rich and and poor.



ABC News

Biden Rolls into Iowa With Nuns on a Bus

By: Shushannah Walshe / September 17, 2014

Just three days after Hillary Clinton visited the presidential testing grounds of Iowa, Vice President Biden was right behind her with a populist speech that sounded at times like it was 2016. Although this trip was an official White House visit, in Iowa the topic of presidential politics can’t be avoided.



Iowa Radio

Biden says middle class in ‘real trouble’, time to have ‘bargain restored’ (AUDIO)

By: O. Kay Henderson / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden joined a group of Catholic nuns today in Des Moines at a rally to promote voter registration efforts.



The Des Moines Register

Biden tells Iowans: Middle class 'is in real trouble'

By: William Petroski / September 17, 2014

Vice President Biden decried a growing gap between the richest Americans and the rest of the country, vowing in remarks to a social justice rally at Iowa's state Capitol on Wednesday to fight to protect and strengthen the middle class.



The Guardian

Biden makes unconventional Iowa stop to boost Nuns on the Bus outreach tour

By: Paul Lewis / September 17, 2014

Air Force Two flew over Des Moines just as sister Simone Campbell, a Catholic nun, was addressing a small crowd gathered on the steps of Iowa’s capitol building. “I can’t believe it,” she said. “The vice-president is coming to our little tiny event!” She was not the only observer surprised that Joe Biden had taken time out of more conventional vice presidential duties to fly 893 miles to shake hands, rail against economic inequality and pose for pictures with eleven nuns about to embark on a road trip.



CNN

Joe Biden goes to Iowa with a bunch of nuns

By: Dan Merica / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden headlined a small Catholic event Wednesday in Des Moines, Iowa, stoking speculation about his presidential aspirations.



The Hill

'Things have gotten really out of whack,' Biden tells crowd in Iowa

By: Mario Trujilo / September 17, 2014

Vice President Biden touched on a number of Democratic campaign themes during a speech in Iowa on Wednesday to help kick off a nationwide tour for a group of Catholic nuns traveling the country to register voters.



The Washington Times

In Iowa, Biden preaches economic populism

By: Ben Wolfgang / September 17, 2014

Ahead of a possible 2016 White House bid, Vice President Joseph R. Biden visited Iowa on Wednesday and struck a passionate, populist note, blasting U.S. corporations and the wealthy who he argues are able to dodge taxes and reap greater profits at the expense of the middle class.



Associated Press

In Iowa, Biden Preaches Populist Theme on Taxes

By: Thomas Beaumont / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden accused Republicans of breaking faith with the middle class while he preached a populist theme Wednesday in Iowa, an important early-voting state in the presidential nominating calendar.



POLITICO

Joe Biden pitches populism in Iowa

By: Jennifer Epstein / September 17, 2014

In what could be a preview of a 2016 presidential campaign, Vice President Joe Biden brought a populist message to Iowa on Wednesday, questioning corporate tax inversions and calling for reforms to boost the middle class.



ABC9 News

Vice President Biden Joins "Nuns on a Bus" Tour Kickoff

By: Tim Seaman / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden is in Iowa Wednesday for a "Nuns on the Bus" tour kick off.  A few hundred people gathered at the Iowa Capitol for the session.



Gawker

Biden Fudges Up Twice in One Week, Offends Jews, Asians, Everyone

By: Dayna Evans / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden is no stranger to saying redonkulous* things (*his choice of words, probably), but the past two days he's achieved the Biden Double Down In It to Win It Special by referencing Shylock when discussing shady bankers yesterday, then referring to Asia as the Orient while talking about Singaporean politician Lee Kuan Yew today.



The Christian Science Monitor

Joe Biden's two-gaffe day: Offensive or simple slips of the tongue?

By: Peter Frier / September 17, 2014

Has Joe Biden become America’s gaffe-prone intemperate uncle? That question arises because the vice president of the United States on Wednesday had what some pundits are calling a two-gaffe day.



The Washington Post 

Joe Biden pulls off a gaffe hat trick

By: Sean Sullivan / September 17, 2014

Vice President Biden's Wednesday kicked off with an acknowledgment that he had used a "poor choice of words." By day's end, he had put foot in his mouth again. Twice.



The Los Angeles Times

Joe Biden, rebuked by Jewish group, apologizes, then refers to 'Orient'

By: Kurtis Lee / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden, a boisterous political figure who has often needed to walk back comments, apologized Wednesday for using the term "Shylocks" in a recent speech.



The Des Moines Register

Biden draws criticism for reference to 'the Orient'

By: Jennifer Jacobs / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden has drawn attention for using the term "the Orient" to describe Asia during his speech in Iowa today.



The Washington Free Beacon

Joe Biden Calls Asia ‘The Orient’

September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden, notorious for his gaffes, referred to Asia as “the Orient” just one day after he called opportunistic bankers “Shylocks.”



New York Magazine

Fresh Off of Saying ‘Shylock,’ Joe Biden Called Asia the ‘Orient’ and Throws in Stereotype for Good Measure

By: Joe Coscarelli / September 17, 2014

Proving again that, yes, he is your accidentally racist grandma, Vice President Joe Biden continues to offend minority groups without malice. Biden already offended Jews this week — it's only Wednesday — when he referred to shady lenders as "Shylocks," but today's gaffe was truly prodigious, as he managed to combine an antiquated, other-izing term with a cultural stereotype.



Business Insider

Republicans Ask Joe Biden To Stop Embarrassing America

By: Colin Campbell / September 17, 2014

The Republican Party thinks Vice President Joe Biden is embarrassing the US and they would like him to stop.



The Blaze

Joe Biden Just Used an Offensive Term to Refer to Asia

By: Zach Noble / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden is an equal-opportunity kind of guy when it comes to his deployment of somewhat offensive, outdated terms.



Business Insider

Joe Biden Calls Singapore Politician 'The Wisest Man In The Orient'

By: Colin Campbell / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden said a storied Singapore politician hailed from "the Orient" on Wednesday.



The Hill

Biden refers to Asia as ‘the Orient’

By: Mario Trujillo / September 17, 2014

Vice President Biden on Wednesday referred to parts of Asia as "the Orient" during a speech in Iowa, only hours after apologizing for a separate gaffe.



Associated Press

Obama opens campaign against campus sexual assault

September 17, 2014

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe Biden plan to announce a campus sexual assault awareness campaign from the White House Friday, with a special focus on engaging men in the fight against a largely hidden problem.



University Herald

President Obama and Vice President Biden Announce Campaign to Educate Young Men on Campus Sexual Assault

By: Russell Westerholm / September 17, 2014

The President and Vice President of the United States are planning on launching a new campaign to curb campus sexual assault, this one focusing on educating young men.



Roll Call

Revving the Engines of Bipartisanship

By: Bridget Bowman / September 17, 2014

“We agreed to a one loop race around the Naval yard,” former Utah Gov. John Huntsman joked Tuesday evening, saying he challenged Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. to a race to see if his Mustang could outpace Biden’s Corvette.



The Hill

Biden, Huntsman praise bipartisanship at No Labels

By: Judy Kurtz / September 17, 2014

Vice President Biden has an “outrageous” confession: he has pals on both sides of the aisle.



Associated Press

No Labels Seeks Relevance As It Begins Push For 2016 Platform

By: Philip Elliot / September 17, 2014

Looking to boost bipartisanship — and No Labels' profile — more than 200 local, state and federal officials were visiting Washington for a summit featuring leaders from across the political spectrum. A reception Tuesday night at the British ambassador's residence attracted Vice President Joe Biden.



Columbia Reports

Biden puts pressure on Colombia over biotech drug legislation

By: Gabrielle Mentjox / September 17, 2014

US Vice-President Joe Biden raised concerns over Colombia’s commitment to its free trade agreement with the US in a letter sent to President Juan Manuel Santos last week, according to El Tiempo newspaper.



New York Daily News

Hot on the heels of Hillary Clinton, Vice President Biden visits Iowa

By: Annie Karni / September 17, 2014

Three days after Hillary Clinton’s high-profile visit to Iowa, where she dropped hints about her White House ambitions, Vice President Biden turned up Wednesday in the crucial presidential battleground state.



The Washington Examiner

Biden veers onto political turf in Iowa

By: Rebecca Berg / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden struck a notably political tone during a speech Wednesday in Iowa, just three days after Hillary Clinton hinted at a presidential bid with a trip to the state.



MSNBC

Biden tamps down 2016 speculation during Iowa visit

By: Alex Seitz-Wald / September 17, 2014

Just days after Hillary Clinton made her  much-anticipated return to Iowa, Vice President Joe Biden made his own pilgrimage to the state, even as he was catching some flack from Jewish groups for a controversial remark back in Washington.



CBS News

In Hillary Clinton's wake, Joe Biden visits Iowa

By: Rebecca Kaplan / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden is headed to Des Moines for the kickoff of the "Nuns on the Bus" tour, a group that warns citizens about the growing influence of outside money in politics.



CNN

Iowa Democrats to Hillary Clinton: Slam the door in Iowa, win the nomination

By: Dan Merica / September 17, 2014

She has company. Vice President Joe Biden is in Iowa on Wednesday to speak to a group of nuns on the steps of the Iowa Capitol.



TIME

When Did ‘Shylock’ Become a Slur?

By: Lily Rothman / September 17, 2014

On Tuesday, Vice President Joseph Biden referred to those who make bad loans to members of the military, to take advantage of them while they’re overseas, as “Shylocks.” He was speaking on the occasion of the 40th anniversary of the Legal Services Corporation, a nonprofit that helps fund legal aid.



McClatchy

Biden ‘Shylock’ offense turns into praise

By: Lesley Clark / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden acknowledged Wednesday he made a “poor choice of words” when he used the word “shylock” to describe nefarious lenders.



Raw Story

As a Jew, I’m grateful that Joe Biden used the word ‘Shylocks’

By: Katie Halper / September 17, 2014

But the truth is, Biden’s Jewish stereotype based gaffe marked a historic moment. We are invisible no more! For years, Biden has delivered countless gaffes at the expense of several marginalized and disenfranchised groups like African Americans, the disabled, Indian Americans and even himself!



Reuters

Biden apologizes for 'Shylocks' gaffe, visits Iowa

By: Kay Henderson / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden apologized on Wednesday for referring to people who squeeze U.S. military personnel serving overseas on loans and other financial issues as "Shylocks," a reference to a stereotypical Jewish character in Shakespeare.



Huffington Post

Joe Biden Apologizes For Using Term Some Deem Offensive Toward Jews

By: Alex Lazar / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden apologized on Wednesday for using the term "Shylocks," which some Jews deem offensive, in a Tuesday speech for the Legal Services Corporation's 40th anniversary campaign.



Associated Press

Biden Says 'Shylocks' Was Poor Choice of Words

By: Josh Lederman / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden said Wednesday he used a poor choice of words when he referred to unscrupulous moneylenders as "Shylocks," and a prominent group that fights anti-Semitism called it a teachable moment about the harmful effects of stereotypes.



USA Today

Biden apologizes for 'Shylocks' remark

By: David Jackson / September 17, 2014

Vice President Biden is apologizing for using the term "Shylocks" during a speech Tuesday.



New York Daily News

Vice President Biden apologizes for his 'poor choice of words' after being criticized for calling moneylenders 'Shylocks'

By: Ginger Adams Otis / September 17, 2014

Vice President Biden apologized Wednesday for his "poor choice of words," after being criticized by the head of a Jewish organization for using the term “Shylocks” in a speech.



The Washington Examiner

Biden: 'Shylocks' remark was a 'poor choice of words'

By: Brian Hughes / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden acknowledged Wednesday that he used a “poor choice of words,” a day after being criticized by Jewish groups for describing predatory lenders as “Shylocks” in a speech.



The Hill

Biden: 'Shylock' a 'bad choice of words'

By: Justin Sink / September 17, 2014

Vice President Biden on Wednesday said he made "a poor choice of words" when using the term “shylocks” during a speech earlier this week.



The Washington Post

Biden: ‘Shylocks’ comment a ‘poor choice of words’

By: Sean Sullivan / September 17, 2014

After coming under criticism from the head of a Jewish organization after he used the word "Shylocks" in a speech, Vice President Biden acknowledged making a "poor" word choice.



NBC News

Biden Apologizes for 'Shylocks' Comment

By: Carrie Dann / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden has apologized for using the word “shylocks” in a speech Tuesday, saying he made a “poor choice of words.”



Business Insider

Joe Biden Apologizes For 'Poor Choice Of Words' After Making Reference To 'Shylocks'

By: Hunter Walker / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden issued a statement to Business Insider on Wednesday apologizing for his "poor choice" of words after a comment he made about "shylocks" drew criticism from Anti-Defamation League National Director Abraham Foxman. 



Headlines & Global News

Biden Apologizes After Receiving Sharp Criticism For Making 'Offensive’ Jewish Reference To ‘Shylocks’

By: Rida Ahmed / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden drew sharp criticism from the Anti-Defamation League earlier this week when he described unscrupulous bankers as "Shylocks" - a pejorative term based on a Jewish character in Shakespeare's "Merchant of Venice," New York Daily News reported. He apologized Wednesday, saying it was "a poor choice of words."



POLITICO

Joe Biden chided for 'shylocks' remark

By: Kendall Breitman / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden is drawing criticism from a Jewish group after his use of the word “Shylocks” was called out as promoting an anti-Semitic stereotype.



CNN

Biden says use of 'offensive' term Shylock was a poor choice

By: Ashley Killough / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden said on Wednesday his use of the term "shylock," which some consider anti-Semitic, was "a poor choice of words."



New York Magazine

Joe Biden Accidentally Used an Anti-Jewish Term

By: Katie Zavadski / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden is getting a slap on the wrist from Jewish groups this week, after he called those who took financial advantage of servicemembers "Shylocks."



The Blaze

Joe Biden Uses Famously Anti-Semitic Slur in Speech

By: Sharona Schwartz / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden has drawn criticism from a prominent Jewish group after using a well-known anti-Semitic slur during a speech Tuesday.



The Washington Post

Joe Biden stepped in it. Again.

By: Jeff Simon / September 17, 2014

"No one ever doubts that I mean what I say," Vice President Joe Biden told a group of lawyers in a speech before the Legal Services Corporation. "The problem is I sometimes say all that I mean."



The Washington Times

Jewish group condemns Joe Biden for ‘Shylocks’ remark

By: Jessica Chasmar / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. Biden raised the ire of at least one prominent Jewish group Tuesday after using the word “Shylocks” to describe unscrupulous bankers.



Associated Press

US Military Role in Iraq Raises Combat Questions

By: Lolita C. Baldor / September 17, 2014

Speaking at U.S. Central Command on Wednesday, President Barack Obama reiterated his pledge to keep American troops out of combat missions. But hours later, Vice President Joe Biden appeared to be less certain about ground troops.



National Journal

Joe Biden on Using American Ground Troops Against ISIS: 'We'll Determine That Based on How the Effort Goes'

By: Brian Resnick / September 17, 2014

On Wednesday, Vice President Joe Biden, during a trip to Des Moines, Iowa, that included a photo opp with a group of nuns, was asked to respond to Dempsey's comment. And in doing so, he broke slightly from the administration's no-boots-on-the-ground script.



Associated Press

Biden: Troops not needed now, but will reassess

By: Thomas Beaumont / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden is apparently leaving the door open to U.S. ground troops helping Iraqi security forces repel Islamic State militants.



Associated Press

Wary House set to approve arms for Syrian rebels

By: David Espo and Donna Cassata / September 17, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden, asked on a visit to Iowa about Dempsey's comment on the use of ground troops, said the general's "conclusion is that it is not needed now." Biden added: "We'll determine that based on how the effort goes."



POLITICO

Robert Gates: Barack Obama ‘traps himself’ on ISIL

By: Jonathon Topaz / September 17, 2014

He also directed an implicit jab at Vice President Joe Biden, who earlier this month pledged that the U.S. would follow ISIL “to the gates of hell,” calling such rhetoric unrealistic.



Associated Press

Mary Burke headed to Washington to speak at DNC event

September 17, 2014

President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe Biden are scheduled to appear at the event Friday, along with former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and DNC Chair Debbie Wasserman Schultz.



The Des Moines Register

Biden, nuns in Des Moines for voter turnout tour

By: Jennifer Jacobs / September 17, 2014

For this Iowa visit, Joe Biden is hitching his wagon to a bus full of nuns.



The Guardian

Joe Biden: 'My wife was with Prince Harry. I'm a little worried – you know what I mean?'

By: Paul Lewis / September 17, 2014

Surrounded by secret service agents and Catholic activists from Iowa, Joe Biden was about to walk away. We had just been conducting a short interview as he shook hands along the rope line at a event with Nuns on the Bus, a group that travel the country in an effort to increase voter turnout.







New York Times

House Votes to Authorize Aid to Syrian Rebels in ISIS Fight

By: Jonathon Weisman / September 17, 2014



WASHINGTON — A House divided along unusual and unpredictable lines voted Wednesday to authorize the training and arming of Syrian rebels to confront the militant group Islamic State, backing President Obama after he personally pleaded for support.



The 273-to-156 vote was over a narrow military measure with no money attached, but it took on outsize importance and was infused with drama. Speaker John A. Boehner of Ohio and Representative Nancy Pelosi of California, the minority leader, actively and strongly backed the legislation, and both sought to portray it as a modest measure. The Senate hopes to pass it as soon as Thursday.



“The American forces that have been deployed to Iraq do not and will not have a combat mission,” President Obama said Wednesday in addressing troops at MacDill Air Force Base in Florida. “I will not commit you and the rest of our armed forces to fighting another ground war in Iraq.”



But the theater around the debate and the vote belied that portrayal. The president, Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. and top White House officials personally lobbied for the measure’s passage, calling more than 70 Democrats and Republicans on national security committees and in leadership posts to appeal for their support. Mr. Obama and his allies pleaded with lawmakers not to cut his legs out from under him as he tries to assemble an international coalition to confront the terrorist group.



“Obama is our commander in chief,” said Representative C. A. (Dutch) Ruppersberger of Maryland, the ranking Democrat on the House Intelligence Committee. “You don’t weaken the commander in chief when we’re in a serious crisis.”



Opponents in both parties framed the vote as a step toward a wider war in a region where American troops have been fighting for more than a decade. Republican and Democratic vote-counting operations said they would not press for “yes” on what they termed a “vote of conscience.”



“Launching airstrikes on another country, by any standard, by any definition, is an act of war,” said Representative Rick Nolan, Democrat of Minnesota. “Have we not had enough of imperial presidencies doing what they want in the world?”



MSNBC

How the Supreme Court turned its back on domestic violence

By: Irin Carmon / September 17, 2014



When Vice President Joe Biden celebrated the 20th anniversary of his signature piece of legislation, the Violence Against Women Act, last week, he announced a plan to attend to some unfinished business. Specifically, Biden said he would convene a summit to try and restore the ability of survivors of intimate partner violence to sue their abusers in federal court.



“I had written into the law a civil rights provision because I wanted women to be able to take control of their lives,” Biden said at an event with advocates on September 9, referring to the original 1994 version of the law. “No matter what the prosecutor said or did, even if a conviction, I wanted to be able to go into court and take away the car, the job, the money, whatever it was … because their civil rights had been violated.”



Biden’s proposed event has a name, Summit on Civil Rights and Equal Protection for Women, but no date. And such an effort faces more than one uphill battle: The measure he authored allowing survivors to sue would have to be restored in different form, because in 2000, a divided Supreme Court said it was unconstitutional. 



The revised provision would also have to get through a recalcitrant Congress. And given the barriers to effective, victim-centered criminal prosecution – most recently on display in the Ray Rice case, where his wife Janay was arrested and briefly charged with assault despite having been knocked unconscious by the NFL star – it’s not clear that what’s known as a civil rights remedy is even a priority for survivors or advocates.



On some advocates’ wish-lists: Relying less on the courts and the criminal justice system, or more ways to hold institutions accountable, including through litigation. But the Supreme Court has also made institutional accountability that much harder in such cases.



In the audience listening to Biden that day was Julie Goldscheid, now a professor of law at the City University of New York. She represented Christy Brzonkala before the Supreme Court in 2000 in the case that struck down the civil rights remedy.



As a student at Virginia Tech, Brzonkala sued two varsity football players, Antonio Morrison and James Crawford, under that part of the Violence Against Women Act. Brzonkala hadn’t found the justice she sought from the university, even though Morrison “admitted to having sexual contact with her despite the fact that she had twice told him ‘no,’” in the words of the Supreme Court. A school investigation said there wasn’t enough evidence in the case of Crawford.



Morrison got a two-semester suspension for sexual assault – which, through a series of administrative interventions, got reduced to “using abusive language” and then to no time off at all. When Brzonkala found out Morrison would be back on campus and playing football, she dropped out – and sued under the civil rights remedy of the Violence Against Women Act. (She also filed a Title IX complaint against the university, which was later settled.) 



Morrison was represented before the high court by the Center for Individual Rights, a conservative public-interest law firm which argued that the provision of VAWA under which Brzonkala had sued was unconstitutional. A conservative majority, led by Chief Justice William Rehnquist and including Justices Antonin Scalia, Clarence Thomas, Anthony Kennedy, and Sandra Day O’Connor, agreed. They struck down the civil rights remedy, which like many other federal laws had been justified under the Commerce Clause of the constitution as regulating interstate economic activity. 



“Gender-motivated crimes of violence are not, in any sense, economic activity,” Rehnquist wrote.



Justice David Souter, joined by the court’s liberal justices, begged to differ. They quoted a Senate report that stated “gender-based violence bars its most likely targets–women–from full [participation] in the national economy.”



It was a blow to a key provision of VAWA, though it did not affect the bulk of the law, which was last reauthorized in 2013. The point of the civil rights remedy, Goldscheid told msnbc, had been to “help shift public perception of domestic and sexual violence from a private matter to a civil rights issue.”



Survivors of such violence often find little justice in criminal proceedings, whether they want to bring charges or not. “One of the limits of the criminal justice system is that the case is not controlled by the survivor,” said Goldscheid. “In the civil claim, the survivor would have control of the lawsuit.” 



Another advantage of the federal law: Given the patchwork of state laws surrounding civil suits, survivors may live in a state that doesn’t allow them to sue for compensatory damages. The idea behind a federal law, explained Goldscheid, was that “their ability to recover shouldn’t depend on which state they lived in.” During the six-year period it existed, Goldscheid said, the civil rights remedy was used mostly successfully by about 60 survivors.



But the such remedies had critics among usual allies. For one thing, the same reasons that might induce a victim to not want to cooperate in an investigation against her intimate partner – including wanting to reconcile, or not wanting to be enmeshed in an often racially-biased judicial system – might apply.



For another, said Caroline Bettinger-Lopez, a visiting professor at The University of Chicago Law School, “It’s subject to the same problem as domestic violence prosecution – it’s all focused on the perpetrator. It’s a way for the government to push aside the systemic issues and put it on an individual.”



Systemic accountability became that much harder in 2005, thanks again to the Supreme Court with the tragic case of Castle Rock v. Gonzales. Jessica Gonzales had had a protection order against her estranged and abusive husband. When he kidnapped their three daughters, she repeatedly pleaded with the police department in her Colorado town to enforce the order, even telling them his location. She was ignored. Her husband showed up at the police station, shooting, and was killed in the shootout. The three girls’ dead bodies were found in the husband’s car. 



Gonzales sued the police department in federal court, but in a decision written by Justice Antonin Scalia, the Court held that she had no case against the police. As Scalia put it, “We do not believe these provisions of Colorado law truly made enforcement of restraining orders mandatory. A well established tradition of police discretion has long coexisted with apparently mandatory arrest statues.” (Justices John Paul Stevens and Ruth Bader Ginsburg dissented, saying that the whole point of mandatory arrest policies was that in domestic violence cases in particular, police discretion was supposed to be taken off the table.) 



“It definitely sent a message to law enforcement nationwide that restraining orders don’t need to be respected,” said Bettinger-Lopez, who has been working with Jessica Gonzales, now Jessica Lenahan, for a decade, including before the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. “Individuals can still bring equal protection lawsuits against police departments, [but] the legal hurdles are high—a plaintiff must prove intentional discrimination,” Bettinger-Lopez said. 



Advocates have been cheered, however, by the Obama administration’s push to hold institutions accountable under Attorney General Eric Holder’s investigative powers at the Justice Department. That effort includes Title IX investigations of campuses for how they handle sexual assault, as well as an agreement recently reached with authorities in Missoula County, Montana after allegations the county had mishandled numerous sexual assault investigations. There have also been investigations of New Orleans, Puerto Rico, and Maricopa County, Arizona law enforcement agencies, including on how they have handled sexual assault.



Of course, unless more specific mechanisms are written into law, as the civil rights remedies were, such investigations can vary by each administration’s priorities. That is unlikely to change.



“If it’s politically challenging to find a hook to sue abusers,” said Bettinger-Lopez, “how much more challenging would it be to find a hook to sue the cops?”



Quad-City Times

Biden pushes minimum wage in Des Moines stop

By: Erin Murphy / September 17, 2014



DES MOINES — Vice President Joe Biden joined the “Nuns on the Bus” Wednesday morning at the Iowa Capitol to promote an active electorate and advocate for changes in federal immigration policy, the minimum wage and income inequality.



It was the kickoff event for the Catholic Sisters’ 75-event bus tour through 10 states.



“We talk about recovery, and there is recovery,” Biden said. “What we don’t talk enough about is middle-class people don’t feel it. They’re still not fundamentally better off. The country’s better off. Our economy’s better off. But it’s not like it was. And our job is to restore that.



"And ladies and gentlemen, that’s what Sister (Simone) and her fellow sisters are all about. I don’t know how they phrase it, but every time I think of what you do, I think it’s about restoring a bargain — just basic, simple, decent fairness.”



During a roughly 24-minute address to about 250 people, Biden chastised House Republicans’ federal budget and pushed for immigration reform. But he spent the bulk of his time on income equality and raising the minimum wage.



“There used to be a consensus in America. There used to be a consensus in Congress. Democrats and Republicans constantly increased the minimum wage because they understood,” Biden said. “What happened to that consensus?”



Iowa Republicans criticized Biden for using official resources for what they said was a partisan campaign event.



“I'd love nothing more than for Joe Biden to be a 2016 presidential candidate,” Republican Party of Iowa Chairman Jeff Kaufmann said in a media statement. “If that wish won't come true, then I'd at least wish he would campaign on his own dime and not bill the taxpayers of Iowa and America.”



Other speakers at Wednesday’s event included AFSCME president Danny Homan and Laura Comito, who owns a small art studio in Carroll. Both advocated for a minimum wage increase.



Comito said she would like to hire a new employee for $15 per hour but can’t because she is helping her 24-year-old daughter who has been unable to find full-time work since graduating from college. Comito said her daughter has been trying to get by on two part-time jobs, one of which pays the minimum wage of $7.25 per hour.



“I have to help my daughter make ends meet, so I’m subsidizing her $7.25 an hour job,” Comito said.



Homan cited numbers showing the growing income gap between the country’s wealthiest and the rest of the population. He noted the wealthiest 400 families in the nation have more wealth than the poorest 150 million families combined, a figure reported by documentary filmmaker Michael Moore and verified by the nonpartisan fact-checking agency PolitiFact.



“That kind of equality is not the America I know or we know,” Homan said. “In the America I knew back then (when he was young) and I want to know today, hard work is still rewarded with good wages. While there is much to do to reduce inequality, the first step Congress should take is to raise the minimum wage.”



Simone said she hears both sides of the minimum wage debate and hopes the divide can be bridged.



“What we’ve said in our nation is that if you work full-time, you play by the rules, you can raise your family. It’s anguish that it’s not true,” Simone said. “But do you know what? There’s another perspective that says, ‘Oh my heavens, our economy is fragile. Something could happen. It could be bad to raise wages.’



“You know what? Both have a legitimate perspective. We’ve got to find a way as a nation where we put these perspectives together and say what is best for the common good. … How do we work together to create this more perfect union that we’ve committed ourselves to in the Constitution?”



After the event, Biden posed for photos with prominent Iowa Democrats, including gubernatorial candidate Jack Hatch, Secretary of State candidate Brad Anderson and Iowa Senate Leader Mike Gronstal, according to a press pool report.



Biden then stopped at Waveland Cafe, a neighborhood diner, where he had lunch with the nuns and visited with Iowa Democratic Party Chairman Scott Brennan and party staffers.



Staff said Biden's next stop after lunch was a fundraiser organized by the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee.



Associated Press

Biden to attend Joplin school dedication

September 17, 2014



JOPLIN, Mo. (AP) — Officials in Joplin say Vice President Joe Biden will speak at next month's dedication of the city's new high school.



The district announced Wednesday that Biden will be joined by U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan for the Oct. 3 ceremony at the Joplin High School/Franklin Technology Center.



Half of Joplin's schools were damaged or destroyed in the May 2011 tornado that killed 161 people and flattened thousands of homes and businesses.



Construction of the new high school was the last of the district's major rebuilding projects. It opened Sept. 2.



As part of the Oct. 3 dedication, students, parents and others will try to set a world record for the longest ribbon used in a ribbon-cutting ceremony. The planned 6.5-mile ribbon symbolizes the tornado's path through Joplin.



KOAM 7

Vice President Joe Biden and Secretary of Education Arne Duncan to attend Joplin High School/Franklin Technology Center dedication and ribbon-cutting ceremony Oct. 3

September 17, 2014



JOPLIN, Mo - Joplin Schools is proud to announce that Vice President Joe Biden and Secretary of Education Arne Duncan plan to attend the dedication and ribbon-cutting ceremony for the new Joplin High School and Franklin Technology Center. The event will be held at 1 p.m. Friday, Oct. 3 at JHS/FTC, 2104 Indiana Ave., Joplin. Vice President Biden and Secretary Duncan will speak during the event.



The Oct. 3 ceremony will mark the end of Joplin Schools' three-year journey to rebuild and recover after the devastating May 2011 tornado that damaged or destroyed half of the school district and more than one third of the Joplin community, including thousands of homes and businesses. Most tragic, 161 lives were lost, including 7 Joplin Schools' students and 1 staff member. In January 2014, Joplin Schools reached a milestone in its recovery efforts with the opening of Irving Elementary, Soaring Heights Elementary, and East Middle School, returning more than 1,300 students to permanent schools. On Sept. 2, 2014, the rebuilt Joplin High School/Franklin Technology Center, the last of the district's major rebuilding projects, opened for more than 2,200 students and staff.



As part of the Oct. 3 event, Joplin Schools' students, staff, parents, and community members will attempt to break a Guinness world record for the longest ribbon used in a ribbon-cutting ceremony. The current record of 5.51 miles is held by the state of New Jersey for the ribbon cutting held to re-open the Jersey Shore on May 24, 2013. Joplin Schools will attempt a 6.5-mile ribbon. The 6.5 miles symbolizes the path of the storm through Joplin and the long, united journey to restore the Joplin community and the school district. The event will be open to the public. More details will be coming soon. For more information regarding the event and for additional details as they become available, please visit www.joplinschools.org/events <http://www.joplinschools.org/events>.



Logistical details for media are forthcoming.



The Washington Post

So Joe Biden and a group of nuns walk into a rally…

By: Sean Sullivan / September 17, 2014



Vice President Biden delivered an enthusiastic speech brimming with populist notes in Iowa on Wednesday, including an impassioned appeal to bridge the gap between rich and and poor.



"One percent of the population shares 20 percent of the entire income of the United States," said Biden. "What that's meant is that the middle class and the poor have taken a hit. They share a lot less."



Biden made his remarks at a kick-off rally for the Nuns on the Bus “We the People, We the Voters” bus tour in Des Moines. The vice president visited Iowa, which weighs in first in the presidential nominating process, in an official capacity. But the trip is likely to stoke a new round of chatter about whether or not he'll make another presidential bid in 2016.



With his sleeves rolled up, Biden touched on immigration, taxes, voting rights and regulating Wall Street banks, all issues that resonate with liberal activists. He argued that the wealthiest Americans should be concerned about income inequality because of what it does to the economy.



"Income inequity brings a drag on economic growth," said Biden. "Even Wall Street is concerned about this growing gap between the middle class, the poor and the wealthy."



Biden said he was "not making a moral judgement" about income inequality, but rather encouraging Americans to explore how it happened.



"We should be asking the question why the CEOs now make 333 times more than their average employee, when back when Reagan was elected president, they made 42 times as much.



On immigration, Biden encouraged lawmakers to pass comprehensive reform. The people who come to America "are the people who have the most courage," he said



"Some people think you sit around a table in Guadalajara and say, 'You know what, why don't we sell everything, give it to a coyote and go to a country that doesn't want us,'" Biden said. "Boy, won't that be fun."



Biden slammed GOP efforts in state legislatures to "curtail the right to vote."



"There used to be a consensus," he said. "Democrats and Republicans. It was Republicans who fought for motor voter registration. It was Republicans who fought. What has happened here? We lost the consensus."



Even Democrats, Biden acknowledged, need to do a better job talking about the problems facing the middle class, a part of American society he said is "not a number," but a "value set."



Biden praised the Nuns on the Bus for campaigning for health-care reform and against the budget proposed by Rep. Paul Ryan (R-Wis.).



"This isn't a populist rant," concluded Biden. "This is about how you build America."



ABC News

Biden Rolls into Iowa With Nuns on a Bus

By: Shushannah Walshe / September 17, 2014



DES MOINES, Iowa–Just three days after Hillary Clinton visited the presidential testing grounds of Iowa, Vice President Biden was right behind her with a populist speech that sounded at times like it was 2016. Although this trip was an official White House visit, in Iowa the topic of presidential politics can’t be avoided.



Biden’s address focused on raising the minimum wage and making life better and fairer for the middle class. He came to the Iowa Capitol to help launch a nationwide tour of the liberal group “Nuns on the Bus.” The vice president joined about a dozen nuns on stage who are heading out their rolling nunnery on a 10 state, 36 city tour of the country registering voters and preaching their message of social justice.



Biden, the nation’s first Catholic vice president, noted his 12 years of Catholic education telling the crowd of about 300, “I was asked by the press why am I going out with Nuns on the Bus? I said because they are nuns. It’s a simple proposition,” adding to laughs, “I woke up every morning saying, ‘Yes sister, no sister, yes sister, no sister.’”



He thanked the nuns for their work for health care reform saying in his signature colorful style, “The Nuns on the Bus fought like the devil for health care.”



The audience cheered Biden who appeared with his sleeves rolled up on a warm, sunny Iowa day, but Hillary Clinton cast a shadow over the appearance.



Mike Winjum was wearing an Obama Biden T-shirt and enthusiastically spoke about how his father still talks about meeting Biden at last year’s Harkin Steak Fry. He called the vice president a “great guy,” saying “when he talks, people listen.” But, when asked about whether he could caucus for Biden in 2016, he didn’t hesitate: “Nope, I’m for Hillary. If Hillary jumps out, I’ll be for Joe. He’s number two.”



Arloene Yungclas was at the event to celebrate her 80th birthday and although she likes the vice president, she said without a pause, “I’d like to see a woman be president of the United States and I think she (Clinton) is pretty knowledgeable about the world.”



Her husband Jim agreed saying Biden is “probably” in Iowa because of possible presidential ambition, but “I would like to see a woman become president and Hillary would be a good president, she would be a good representative for us.”



Mazie Johnson, a Democratic activist, was wearing a blue “Ready for Hillary” T-shirt.



“I am personally a huge fan of Hillary, I’m very supportive of what she is doing for women in the political world. She brings a lot of power and she also has an incredible track record of supporting fellow women, so I would absolutely say I am very supportive of Hillary,” Johnson said.



On Sunday, Clinton returned to the first caucus state of Iowa for the first time since 2008 when she came in an embarrassing third in the Iowa caucuses behind Barack Obama and John Edwards.  Over 6,000 people attended the Harkin Steak Fry Sunday where she headlined, along with former President Bill Clinton.



An early 2016 poll released this week from CNN/Opinion Research showed Clinton with a 38 point lead in the Iowa caucuses, with 53 percent to Biden’s 15 percent.



Biden, who hasn’t ruled out another presidential bid, made no mention of Clinton, but did at times sound like he was on his third presidential campaign trail railing against income inequality, as well as restrictions on voting rights.



This was Biden’s first trip to the state since the last Harkin Steak Fry last year. He will hold a photo line fundraiser for multiple candidates while in Des Moines, but he won’t stump for any 2014 Democratic candidates, including Bruce Braley who is running to succeed Harkin in the Senate. A poll out today from Quinnipiac University showed his Republican rival Joni Ernst with a six point lead.



After his speech, Biden boarded the nuns’ bus, stopping at the Waveland Café, a Des Moines diner. He added his signature to the side of the bus, signing it with a black Sharpie.



The Des Moines Register

Biden tells Iowans: Middle class 'is in real trouble'

By: William Petroski / September 17, 2014



DES MOINES, Iowa — Vice President Biden decried a growing gap between the richest Americans and the rest of the country, vowing in remarks to a social justice rally at Iowa's state Capitol on Wednesday to fight to protect and strengthen the middle class.



The wealthiest Americans are "decent people," Biden said, but he doesn't believe it's right that 1% of the population shares 20% of the nation's income.



"Look, the middle class is in real trouble. It was devastated by this recession, and it was already losing ground," Biden said. He added, "This inequity is not just bad for the middle class. It is bad for the country."



Biden spoke in Des Moines to a rally kicking off a national bus tour by a social justice group known as Nuns on the Bus, an organization of Catholic religious sisters who are political activists. About 300 people attended.



The vice president called for changes that include closing loopholes that allow corporations to avoid paying taxes, immigration reform that he said would help the economy and strengthen Social Security, and the passage of an increase in the federal minimum wage.



"Something happened. Things are out of whack," Biden said. But he also said he remains more optimistic about the future of the country than ever before.



The visit by Biden, a former U.S. senator from Delaware who has long maintained ties with Iowa Democrats, is seen as a reminder by the vice president that he is keeping his options open as a possible presidential candidate in the 2016 Iowa caucuses.



His Iowa stop comes on the heels of Sunday's visit to the Harkin Steak Fry in Indianola by former secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, a favorite of many Iowa Democrats for the presidential race, even though she hasn't announced her intentions. A crowd of about 10,000 people attended the Steak Fry.



About 50 news media representatives covered Biden's speech in Des Moines, while about 250 media staffers covered the Steak Fry, where former president Bill Clinton and several prominent Iowa Democrats also spoke.



The "We the People, We the Voters" bus tour has been organized by NETWORK, a national Catholic social justice lobby. The goal is to engage voters and encourage voter registration at 75 events in 36 cities in 10 states along a 5,252-mile route, officials said. Catholic sisters from each state along the route will join the tour to hold voter registration drives, visit Catholic social service sites and host town hall meetings to hear the concerns of local communities.



Sister Simone Campbell, leader of the Nuns on the Bus tour, said it is shocking that in the richest nation on Earth people who are working full time can't support themselves.



"Claim the power that you have and vote," Campbell said.



Danny Homan, president of Council 61 of the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, said the bus tour is all about fighting for the same dream as Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.



"We should be calling on the guy who resides on the first floor of this building to raise the minimum wage in Iowa," Homan said, referring to Republican Gov. Terry Branstad. Homan also suggested indexing the minimum wage to account for inflation.



Laura Comito of Carroll, who owns a small business in Carroll called the Artworks Studio, told the rally about how her daughter is a college graduate with two part-time jobs and is having trouble making ends meet. One job pays $7.25 an hour, while the second pays $10 an hour, she said.



The Guardian

Biden makes unconventional Iowa stop to boost Nuns on the Bus outreach tour

By: Paul Lewis / September 17, 2014



Air Force Two flew over Des Moines just as sister Simone Campbell, a Catholic nun, was addressing a small crowd gathered on the steps of Iowa’s capitol building. 



“I can’t believe it,” she said. “The vice-president is coming to our little tiny event!” 



She was not the only observer surprised that Joe Biden had taken time out of more conventional vice presidential duties to fly 893 miles to shake hands, rail against economic inequality and pose for pictures with eleven nuns about to embark on a road trip.



Biden’s trip to Iowa comes just three days after Hillary Clinton visited the state, which holds the crucial first caucus in the Democratic nomination process, fuelling speculation about their potential future bids for the presidency. 



The White House claimed Biden’s taxpayer funded trip to support the Nuns on the Bus campaign, which works to increase voter turnout, was official business, and has nothing to do with any 2016 presidential ambitions. So too did Biden himself, during an impromptu interview with the Guardian.



“No, it’s not,” he said when asked if the trip was about the 2016 race. “I haven’t made a decision to run or not run for real, but if the nuns asked me to go to Memphis with them I’d be in Memphis. I’m going to be coming back here campaigning for Democratic candidates. I’m going into 107 races around the country.”



In another reference to a possible presidential run, he added: “There’s plenty of time to make that decision. And that’s the least of my worries and concerns right now.”



Asked if he would be back in Iowa before election day on 4 November, he replied: “Oh I will, I’m coming for a half a dozen candidates.”



Earlier, Biden gave an impassioned, left-wing, speech to a relatively small crowd of around 300, in which he covered his views on Wall Street, immigration, healthcare, the rise of China, tax reform and the minimum wage.



Biden said that Democrats had not been “taking enough nationally” about the squeeze on the country’s middle-class. “Basic, simple, decent, fairness,” he said, outlining his philosophy for the future of the country. “This isn’t a populist rant. This is about how we rebuild America.”



Biden, the first Catholic vice-president, is a strong supporter of Nuns on the Bus, an ostensibly non-partisan but indisputably liberal Catholic group that emerged in the spring of 2012.



This election cycle, the nuns aim to travel to ten states to boost voter participation. The group’s core objective is to fight against what they argue is the corrupting influence of money in politics.



Immediately after his event with the nuns, Biden attended a fundraiser for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee, an event to which the media was not invited. It was the vice-president’s 33rd fundraiser ahead of the midterm elections.



“The press has spent a lot of ink saying ‘oh, Vice-President Biden is following secretary Clinton, and therefore this is 2016 presidential stuff,” sister Campbell told the Guardian shortly before the vice-president’s arrival.



“The horror of that is this doesn’t address the urgency of now, it is all about this future game! It is like it is a horse race!”



But wasn’t it possible that Biden was ducking the responsibility of governing now because of his presidential ambitions?



“Oh, I don’t think so,” the sister replied. “Since he’s running this out of the White House, and not the political side, we’ve had to go to elaborate efforts to make sure this is not partisan, not anything political.”



CNN

Joe Biden goes to Iowa with a bunch of nuns

By: Dan Merica / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden headlined a small Catholic event Wednesday in Des Moines, Iowa, stoking speculation about his presidential aspirations.



Biden used most of his speech to tout Nuns on the Bus, a group of liberal Catholic nuns who convey their message of social justice on road trips. But his praise for the group came in the form of stressing likely Democratic issues in the midterm elections: the importance of health care and growth of the middle class.



"This nation is stronger when every voice is heard and everyone has a seat at the table," Biden said on the steps of the Iowa Capitol. "Right now, only some of the voices are being heard, and as a result over the last couple of decades, things have gotten out of whack, folks."



To those in the audience, the presidential politics of the vice president's visit were obvious. Biden has admitted he is thinking about running for president, and a recent CNN/ORC International poll found that 15% of Iowa Democrats would like him to be the Democratic nominee in 2016.



The vice president's trip comes on the heels of Hillary Clinton's much-talked about trip Sunday to the Harkin Steak Fry, the annual outdoor fund- raiser run by Sen. Tom Harkin. The visit was Clinton's most obvious step toward a presidential run since leaving the State Department in 2013. In the same CNN/ORC poll, 53% of Iowa Democrats favored the former secretary of state.



"Joe tells it like it is, and we are blessed to have him," said Craig Stark from Clive, Iowa, who said he hopes Biden runs in 2016. As for how he feels about Clinton, Stark said, "Well, we don't have dynasties like Bush dynasties. ... To me we need new blood."



The crowd also featured some of Biden's most ardent supporters from his short-lived 2008 presidential campaign.



"Joe Biden knows how to tell the truth, whether it is the politically correct thing to say or not," said John Olsen, who proudly said he supported Biden in the 2008 caucuses. "You will become a fan of Joe Biden if you ever get a chance to meet him. He is the most personal, down-to-earth, lovable guy."

Clinton's weekend visit was the first time she had been in Iowa since 2008, but Biden is no stranger to the Hawkeye State.



The vice president last visited a year ago when he spoke at the Harkin Steak Fry, the most important annual event for Iowa Democrats that is widely seen as a must-stop for Democrats considering a run at the White House.



"It's amazing when you come to speak at the steak fry, a whole lot of people seem to take notice. I don't know why the hell that is," Biden joked then. "You've attracted the entire national press corps here."



Biden has also made a point to acknowledge Iowa on a regular basis.

Biden called John Lundell, the new mayor of Coralville, Iowa, to congratulate him on his victory in November. And in May, Biden stopped by a party of Iowans in Washington for a lobbying trip.



Wednesday's speech was not Biden's only stop in Iowa. During his visit, the vice president did a rope-line photo session with supporters of local Democratic campaigns, including congressional ones, according to campaign sources in Iowa. The photo session was seen as a perk for supporting local Democrats.



Biden's speech was the kickoff of the latest initiative from Nuns on the Bus in which the group will encourage voters in 36 cities along a 5,252-mile route to turn out and vote in the 2014 midterms.



The vice president focused a great deal on what Democrats are talking about ahead of the election: the poor and middle class.



"Things are out of whack," Biden said about the tax system in the United States. "It comes down to a simple question of fairness. Americans have always done best when we acted as one America. Because when we do, the nation succeeds"



He added: "It is time for a fair tax structure ... one that values hard work as much as inherited wealth. ... It is time to close these tax loopholes, folks."

Nuns on the Bus was also active around the 2012 midterms. The group organized a multistate tour to bring attention to Rep. Paul Ryan's proposed budget cuts for Medicare and other social welfare programs.



Sister Simone Campbell, executive director of the group behind the bus tour, told CNN that Biden's attendance was meant to encourage civic engagement but said the event was "not partisan."



"Right now, we are just doing what Pope Francis challenges us to do," Campbell said. "He says the heart of the problems of our society and our world is inequality and what we have to do is respond to the needs of the poor and those who are left out."



Campbell didn't comment about Biden's presidential chances, but she said she had an idea about why he agreed to attend the Nuns on the Bus event.

"Every time I have seen him, he tells me that Catholic sisters help keep him Catholic," she said with a laugh. "I think part of the reason he is coming is his own nourishment and his support of us."



The Hill

'Things have gotten really out of whack,' Biden tells crowd in Iowa

By: Mario Trujilo / September 17, 2014



Vice President Biden touched on a number of Democratic campaign themes during a speech in Iowa on Wednesday to help kick off a nationwide tour for a group of Catholic nuns traveling the country to register voters.



Though his trip to the first-in-the-nation presidential nominating state stoked speculation about his own bid, Biden said he was there for the nuns.



"I was asked by the press why am I going out with Nuns on the Bus. I said because they are nuns. It is a simple proposition. You are looking at a kid that had 12 years of Catholic education. I woke up every morning saying, 'yes sister, no sister,' " he said during his speech in front of the Iowa Capitol, joking that he is still obedient.



His trip comes a few days after Hillary Clinton and her husband visited the state to attend Sen. Tom Harkin's (D-Iowa) Steak Fry, a proving ground for potential Democratic presidential prospects.



Biden was the keynote speaker at the Steak Fry one year earlier.



Biden, who has said he is considering a run for the White House, hit on a number of Democratic touchstones in his speech on Wednesday, including immigration reform, voting rights, economic inequality and minimum wage.



"Things have gotten really out of whack, folks," Biden said, partially blaming it on a lack of voter participation. "There is only one way to put them back in place, and that is to take a good look at what each political party is suggesting."



Biden also took a shot at the recent increase in Republican-led voter identification laws in some states. 



"Being involved in the civil rights movement for so long, I never thought I would see the day that in the last eight years, 81 pieces of legislation have been introduced in state legislatures to curtail the right to vote," Biden said.



"There used to be a consensus," he added.



Biden also put a heavy emphasis on the middle class.



Biden criticized politicians — "even Democrats" — for not talking enough about the problems facing the middle class. He lamented the expanding divide between the poor, middle class and wealthy over the last few decades.



He said the middle class used to be based on the idea that if you contributed to the productivity of a company, you were allowed "to share in that growth."



"That is what built the middle class, and it is time to restore that bargain, deal the middle class back in," Biden said. "That is what you are all about, because when the middle class does well, everyone does well."



Often, Biden said, too much emphasis is put on ensuring corporations are not overtaxed and that Wall Street does not become over-regulated.



The focus should be on creating a fair tax structure, he said, as well as rolling back the estate tax and corporate loopholes and fighting "inversion," a practice in which corporations move their headquarters overseas to take advantage of lower tax rates.



The Nuns on the Bus campaign started in 2012 when Catholic nuns traveled across the country protesting Rep. Paul Ryan's (R-Wis.) budget proposal. Biden is the first Roman Catholic to serve as vice president.



It sprung out of the National Catholic Social Justice Lobby, which advocates for "economic and social transformation."



The group has scheduled events in 36 cities this year encouraging people to vote and to hold candidates responsible. The group lists support for a minimum wage, universal healthcare, narrowing the wealth gap and protecting immigrants rights as top priorities.



Biden's visit was an official White House trip. The Des Moines Register reported that he was not campaigning for specific candidates but planned to participate in a fundraiser where some individuals would be allowed to take a picture with him.



Clinton continues to dominate early polling for the Democratic nomination. A CNN poll released last week found 53 percent of Iowa Democratic voters would vote for Clinton, while 15 percent selected Biden.



Iowa Radio

Biden says middle class in ‘real trouble’, time to have ‘bargain restored’ (AUDIO)

By: O. Kay Henderson / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden joined a group of Catholic nuns today in Des Moines at a rally to promote voter registration efforts.



Biden’s speech focused mostly on economic issues, with a populist theme reminiscent of his two campaigns for the White House. Biden railed against U.S. corporations that are relocating overseas to avoid taxes and CEOs who earn salaries exponentially greater than their employees.



“And it’s time for a fair tax structure, one that values paychecks as much as earned income and clipping dividends,” Biden said, to applause. “One that values hard work as much as inherited wealth.”



Biden called the federal minimum wage a long-term “consensus” between Democrats and Republicans that has been derailed in recent years by the focus from both parties on promoting Wall Street and corporations by reducing taxes and regulations.



“America’s better positioned to lead than any time in the last 35 years, but we’ve got to deal the middle class back in,” Biden said. “As they come back, we’ve got to have the bargain restored.”



About 250 people gathered for the rally held at the steps of the Iowa Capitol. Sister Simone Campbell is the leader of the so-called “Nuns on the Bus” tour that will stop in 36 cities between now and Election Day.

“With the vice president, we share a faith and a commitment to our democracy,” Campbell said, “to making democracy work for the 100 percent.”



Biden, who is Catholic, said it was an “honor” for him to pay tribute to the efforts of the “Nuns on the Bus.”



“Conscience and passion matter in every endeavor,” Biden said, “and I know no group of people who bring a greater sense of justice and passion to what they do.”



Biden lamented the growing gap between wealthy Americans and the rest of the country and he warned the middle class was in “real trouble.” But Biden suggested it’s “not rocket science” to find ways to address the growth of income inequality in America.



“This isn’t a populist rant,” Biden said. “This is about how you build America.”



Biden’s appearance came less than 72 hours after Hillary Clinton’s turn on Iowa’s political stage stoked speculation about her decision on running for president in 2016. Biden rode on the bus with the group of politically active nuns, including nuns from Iowa, to a small Des Moines cafe for lunch. Biden signed the side of the bus before going into the eatery, where the Iowa Democratic Party’s chairman and some of the party’s staff were also waiting to see Biden.



Biden answered one question from the media during his Iowa stop. The vice president was asked about a leading general who said sending troops into Iraq would be an option if the current plan of attack fails to turn back Islamic militants there. Biden told reporters those sorts of decisions will come “based on how the effort goes,” but Biden said the current “conclusion” is hat troops “are not needed now” on the ground.



The Washington Times

In Iowa, Biden preaches economic populism

By: Ben Wolfgang / September 17, 2014



Ahead of a possible 2016 White House bid, Vice President Joseph R. Biden visited Iowa on Wednesday and struck a passionate, populist note, blasting U.S. corporations and the wealthy who he argues are able to dodge taxes and reap greater profits at the expense of the middle class.



Mr. Biden’s trip to Iowa, home of the first caucus in the presidential primary cycle and a frequent stop for anyone with presidential ambitions, comes less than a week after former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton also visited the state. Recent polling of Iowa Democrats has put Mr. Biden a distant second behind Mrs. Clinton, and both have offered strong indications they’ll pursue the Oval Office.



In recent months, each has rolled out a message centered on the struggles of the 99 percent, seeking to tap into frustration toward the wealthy and privileged that now permeates the base of the Democratic party.



“We’re asking all the wrong questions. It’s time to stand up and ask the right questions,” Mr. Biden said during a campaign-style rally in front of Iowa capitol building in Des Moines. The event was organized by Nuns on the Bus, a Catholic group that has pushed for health-care reform, immigration reform and social and economic justice.



“We should be asking the question why CEOs make 333 times more than their average employee,” the vice president continued. “Look folks, there’s nothing inherently bad about corporations or wealthy people. They’re just as patriotic as other folks. But something happened. Things are out of whack. It comes down to a simple question of fairness. Americans have always done best when we act as one America. Because when we do, everyone succeeds.”



The problems Mr. Biden spoke of have grown worse during the Obama administration. Wealth has continued to flow toward the richest Americans while middle-class wages have remained nearly flat.



Associated Press

In Iowa, Biden Preaches Populist Theme on Taxes

By: Thomas Beaumont / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden accused Republicans of breaking faith with the middle class while he preached a populist theme Wednesday in Iowa, an important early-voting state in the presidential nominating calendar.



A potential presidential candidate in 2016, Biden hammered away at the Democrats' key midterm mantra — shrinking the gap between lower-income Americans and the very wealthy.



"It's a question of basic fairness," Biden, in white shirt sleeves and under a midday sun, bellowed from the west steps of Iowa's Capitol.



The vice president spoke to about 250 Democratic activists, among them a dozen or so nuns who are reprising their 2012 nationwide bus tour to urge people to vote.



Biden returned to Iowa just three days after Hillary Rodham Clinton came to the state amid talk of her own potential presidential run. He sought to chart out traditional Democratic territory, railing against the growth in wealthy Americans' incomes compared to those of working- and middle-class Americans and urging voters to back Democrats who favor closing corporate tax loopholes.



"One percent of the population shares 20 percent of the entire income of the United States," he said. "What that's meant is the middle class and the poor have taken a hit."



Biden promoted the growth occurring in the private sector jobs during the Obama administration, but he mentioned President Barack Obama only once and not by name. He credited the nuns with "fighting like the devil" for the health care law enacted in 2010.



Biden said the Nov. 4 midterm elections, in which Democratic control of the Senate is at risk, are about issues such as raising the minimum wage. He said the minimum wage should be indexed annually with inflation.



"The middle class is in real trouble," he said. "It's time to restore that bargain. Deal the middle class back in."



His agenda included a neighborhood diner with Democrats, a meeting with donors to House candidates and a speech at a private union function.



Biden has stayed in close touch with longtime acquaintances in Iowa, who said he remains open to a presidential bid. "He's still considering it," said Terri Goodmann, a longtime Biden friend and assistant Dubuque city manager who met with Biden in Washington last month.



It was Biden's first visit this year to Iowa. With a personal touch, he began his Capitol steps speech with a tribute to a longtime Iowa legislative aide and Biden supporter, Paulee Lipsman, who died last week after a long illness.



"She was not only a friend, she was a tireless advocate of fairness," he said.



POLITICO

Joe Biden pitches populism in Iowa

By: Jennifer Epstein / September 17, 2014



In what could be a preview of a 2016 presidential campaign, Vice President Joe Biden brought a populist message to Iowa on Wednesday, questioning corporate tax inversions and calling for reforms to boost the middle class.



In what could be a preview of a 2016 presidential campaign, Vice President Joe Biden brought a populist message to Iowa on Wednesday, questioning corporate tax inversions and calling for reforms to boost the middle class.



“We’ve been asking, are corporations overtaxed? Are you kidding me?” Biden said in a visit to the key state just three days after another potential 2016 contender, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, was in town for retiring Sen. Tom Harkin’s final annual steak fry. “Is Wall Street over-regulated? That’s what we’re debating. … Are unions too powerful?”



These questions, Biden said, are the wrong ones. “It’s time to stand up and ask the right questions,” he said in a speech in front of the state house in Des Moines that came at the kickoff of the left-leaning group Nuns on the Bus’s fall voter turnout tour.



One question that should be asked, he said, is whether inversions, in which companies move abroad in order to pay less in taxes, are appropriate. “Is this thing that they call inversion … is it appropriate that they can now pick up and move their headquarters to another country to get at a lower tax rate? Can any of you do that?”



Biden was tougher on Wall Street than Clinton was during her speech on Sunday, but he tried to temper frustration with some policies favored by the rich with the argument that the country as a whole does better when poor and middle class Americans are on better footing.



“One percent of the people — they’re decent people, they’re not bad people — shares 20 percent of the entire income of the United States,” he said. “This inequity isn’t just bad for the middle class. It’s bad for the country. It’s bad for those living in poverty. It’s bad for the wealthy.”



Biden paid tribute to the nuns for pushing Congress for comprehensive immigration reform and campaigning for higher labor standards. “It is long past time to increase the minimum wage,” he said.



Hinting that he might not yet be at the end of his political career, the vice president pointed toward the future. “We’ve got a lot of work to do, and the reason we’ve got to do it now is because America is on the cusp of the greatest period of expansion that we’ve had in decades,” he said.



The tide has begun to turn during the Obama administration, as 700,000 manufacturing jobs have been added to the economy and “you don’t hear outsourcing anymore, you hear insourcing,” he said.



“This isn’t a populist rant,” Biden said at the end of his 25-minute speech devoted largely to populist themes. “This is about how you build America.”



ABC9 News

Vice President Biden Joins "Nuns on a Bus" Tour Kickoff

By: Tim Seaman / September 17, 2014



Des Moines, Iowa (ABC9 News)- Vice President Joe Biden is in Iowa Wednesday for a "Nuns on the Bus" tour kick off.  A few hundred people gathered at the Iowa Capitol for the session.  Biden is joining Sister Simone Campbell and the "Nuns on the Bus" group to kickoff their 2014 tour "We the People, We the Voters."



"Nuns on the Bus" was very visible during the last Presidential election cycle supporting the Obama/Biden campaign efforts rewriting health care legislation. Vice President Biden's comment centered on a theme of "basic fairness."  Biden has not announced if he will be running for President in 2016.



Gawker

Biden Fudges Up Twice in One Week, Offends Jews, Asians, Everyone

By: Dayna Evans / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden is no stranger to saying redonkulous* things (*his choice of words, probably), but the past two days he's achieved the Biden Double Down In It to Win It Special by referencing Shylock when discussing shady bankers yesterday, then referring to Asia as the Orient while talking about Singaporean politician Lee Kuan Yew today.



After admitting to using a poor choice of words in the Shylock incident in an apology issued this morning, Biden might find himself in a similar position this afternoon after saying that Lee Kuan Yew is the "wisest man in the Orient." The brash old dingbat has no idea how to stop those stupid words from coming out of his mouth, and is probably unaware he's even offending anyone, but isn't anyone trying to rein this guy in?



The Christian Science Monitor

Joe Biden's two-gaffe day: Offensive or simple slips of the tongue?

By: Peter Frier / September 17, 2014



Has Joe Biden become America’s gaffe-prone intemperate uncle? 



That question arises because the vice president of the United States on Wednesday had what some pundits are calling a two-gaffe day.



To be fair, the first misspeaking occurred on Tuesday, during a speech at the 40th anniversary conference of the Legal Services Corp. When speaking about his son Beau’s attempts to help members of the military straighten out problem loans, he referred to “shylocks” taking advantage of vulnerable service members.



This refers to Shylock in Shakespeare’s "Merchant of Venice," a Jewish moneylender. In the play, the character is greedy and ruthless, and the name has come to be an anti-Semitic slur.



Abraham Foxman, national director of the Anti-Defamation League (ADL), complained about Mr. Biden’s use of the S-word, saying it represents a “medieval stereotype” and “an offensive characterization.”



At the same time, Mr. Foxman praised Biden as a friend of the Jewish community and a “tolerant individual.” And on Wednesday, Biden apologized.



“Abe Foxman has been a friend and advisor of mine for a long time. He’s correct, it was a poor choice of words,” Biden said in a statement.



Then on Wednesday, Biden stepped in it again, using a term that some might consider offensive. Speaking at a rally for campaign finance reform in Iowa, he talked about meeting Lee Kuan Yew, former prime minister of Singapore, calling him “the wisest man in the Orient.”



The terms “Orient” and “Oriental” are anachronistic and offensive to many Asians, as they seem to refer to a past world of exotic mystery conjured up by Hollywood as opposed to real life.



This caused many pundits – but particularly those on the right – to characterize Biden as the nation’s slightly dotty uncle, somebody who will say whatever darn thing pops into his head. After all, in the past he’s gotten in trouble for saying it helps to have an Indian accent when walking into a convenience store. He’s promoted shotguns over rifles as a means for self-defense and once referred to Barack Obama as “the first mainstream African-American who is articulate and bright and clean and a nice-looking guy.”



“It’s like the Class of 1950 buried Joe Biden under their high school and said ‘Open in 2014,’ ” tweeted right-leaning CNN "Crossfire" host S.E. Cupp.



Well, maybe. But consider the way Biden handled the S-word flap. He apologized quickly. And ADL national director Foxman approached him in the first place as a friend of the Jewish community who had made a mistake.



That’s one reason Biden does not get into more trouble than he does for his words: Many of the affected groups and/or individuals figure Biden is actually on their side. After all, Mr. Obama picked Biden for his vice president after Biden had made his “articulate and bright” statement.



Plus, Biden gets away with his loose-phrases approach to speechmaking partly because he’s become less politically important as the end of the Obama administration approaches.



Let’s face it: Biden is not going to even be a serious player for the Democratic nomination in 2016 if Hillary Rodham Clinton runs. Yes, it’s early, but he’s 54 percentage points behind her in national polls of Democratic voters, according to RealClearPolitics.



He’s second in a list of potential Democratic candidates only due to name recognition. If for some reason Ms. Clinton stops running, the race will be thrown into chaos, and other Democratic contenders will quickly emerge. Biden has run for president twice, and Democratic voters showed little interest in either race. Third time is not the charm in that context.



Still, there are some who think the old liberal mainstream media double standard is covering up Biden’s offenses.



“If Biden were a Republican people would be calling for his resignation,” tweeted Daily Beast political reporter Olivia Nuzzi



The Washington Post 

Joe Biden pulls off a gaffe hat trick

By: Sean Sullivan / September 17, 2014



Vice President Biden's Wednesday kicked off with an acknowledgment that he had used a "poor choice of words." By day's end, he had put foot in his mouth again. Twice.



Biden opened the door to the possibility the United States could commit ground troops to fight the Islamic State in Iraq, a strategy the Obama administration has studiously avoided raising. That came shortly after he walked back his use of the word "Shylocks" and his use of the anachronistic term "Orient" to describe Asia.



Even for the gregarious and outspoken vice president, whose candor has all too often gotten him into hot water, the trio of eyebrow-raising remarks in about a 24-hour span was something to behold. Two of the "he said what?" moments came in Iowa, the first-in-the-nation caucus state where anyone thinking about running for president, a possibility Biden has not ruled out, needs to make a good impression.



After leaving a rally in Des Moines, Biden unexpectedly made news at a diner when he seemingly opened the door to committing ground troops to fight the Islamic State in Iraq, an option the Obama administration has diligently batted down as it has moved to expand air strikes in the region -- and that the president himself rejected anew in remarks at MacDill Air Force Base Wednesday. "The American forces that have been deployed to Iraq do not and will not have a combat mission," he said.



A reporter asked Biden whether he agreed with the comments of Army Gen. Martin Dempsey, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who on Tuesday left the door open to the possibility of boots on the ground. "He said that if in fact he concluded that was needed he would request it from the president. His conclusion is that it is not needed now," Biden responded.



But might it be needed? "We’ll determine that based on how the effort goes," said Biden.



At the rally, Biden delivered an enthusiastic speech brimming with populist notes. But his message was overshadowed by his story of a meeting he had with Lee Kuan Yew, the former prime minister of Singapore. The story was meant as a compliment.



"On the way back from Mumbai to go meet with President Xi in China, I stopped in Singapore to meet with a guy named Lee Kuan Yew, who most foreign policy experts around the world say is the wisest man in the Orient," explained Biden in his remarks at a kick-off rally for the Nuns on the Bus “We the People, We the Voters” bus tour.



Biden's use of the word "Orient" was widely mentioned on social media. Some quickly denounced it.



"Vice President Joe Biden’s insensitive remarks are offensive to both Asian-Americans and our Asian allies abroad," said Ninio Fetalvo, the Republican National Committee Asian American and Pacific Islander spokesman, in a statement. "His comment is not only disrespectful but also uses unacceptable imperialist undertones." Fetalvo called on Biden to apologize.



Hours earlier, Biden had walked back his use of the word "Shylocks" in a Tuesday speech, after the head of a major Jewish organization criticized him for it.



In a statement responding to Anti-Defamation League National Director Abraham Foxman's disapproval, Biden regretted his comment.



"He’s correct, it was a poor choice of words, particularly as he said coming from ‘someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden.’ He’s right," said Biden.



In a Tuesday speech at the Legal Services Corporation's 40th anniversary conference, Biden explained that his son Beau Biden, who has served in Iraq, would hear from members of the military who got bad loans and mortgages.



"People would come to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being -- I mean, these Shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas," Biden said.



Shylock is a Jewish character in Shakespeare's "The Merchant of Venice." He is a villain in the play who asks for a "pound of flesh" from another character who is unable to repay a loan.



For Biden, the controversies upstaged what could have otherwise been a positive day. His speech in Iowa, which came just days after Hillary Clinton visited the state, was full of red meat for liberal activists.



Biden's office said his visit to Iowa was an official one, since his remarks were about official Obama administration economic policies. But it was hard to overlook the political implications of the visit, with Biden touched on many of the issues Democrats are likely to to emphasize in the 2016 presidential campaign.



With his sleeves rolled up, Biden sounded off on immigration, taxes, voting rights and regulating Wall Street banks.



"Income inequity brings a drag on economic growth," said Biden. "Even Wall Street is concerned about this growing gap between the middle class, the poor and the wealthy."



On immigration, Biden encouraged lawmakers to pass comprehensive reform. The people who come to America "are the people who have the most courage," he said.



"Some people think you sit around a table in Guadalajara and say, 'You know what, why don't we sell everything, give it to a coyote and go to a country that doesn't want us,'" Biden continued. "Boy, won't that be fun."



Gaffes are nothing new for Biden, who has committed more than his fair share over the years.  But on Wednesday, a day full of personal promise, they proved especially costly.



The Los Angeles Times

Joe Biden, rebuked by Jewish group, apologizes, then refers to 'Orient'

By: Kurtis Lee / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden, a boisterous political figure who has often needed to walk back comments, apologized Wednesday for using the term "Shylocks" in a recent speech.



Speaking at the Legal Services Corporation in Washington, D.C. on Tuesday, Biden said that while his son was serving in Iraq in 2008, troops spoke about the tough housing market back home in the U.S.



“People would come up to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being -- I mean, these Shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas,” Biden said.



The comments drew a strong rebuke from the Anti-Defamation League as anti-Semitic. 



“Shylock represents the medieval stereotype about Jews and remains an offensive characterization to this day," Abraham Foxman, the national director of the Anti-Defamation League, said in a statement. 



Foxman added, “when someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden, uses the term ‘Shylocked’ to describe unscrupulous money lenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society."



In a statement Wednesday as he traveled to Iowa, Biden said he regretted his "poor choice of words."



“Abe Foxman has been a friend and adviser of mine for a long time," Biden said in a statement. "He’s correct, it was a poor choice of words, particularly as he said coming from ‘someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden.’"



Some inside the beltway have referred to Biden's offhanded remarks as "Joe Being Joe" because the vice president frequently goes off on tangents and says things that are not necessarily politically correct. 



For example: "This is a big ... deal," Biden said within earshot of microphones after Congress passed the president's healthcare overhaul in 2010.  



Even after admitting to his poor choice of words on Wednesday morning, Biden raised eyebrows that afternoon during an event in Des Moines to kick off a tour for Nuns on the Bus, a religious organization that focuses on social justice. 



In a video clip being highlighted by Republicans, Biden is shown speaking about a meeting with Singaporean politician Lee Kuan Yew, who the vice president said is highly regarded in "the Orient." The terms “orient” and “oriental” are considered by some to be outdated and offensive to Asians.



Biden's office did not immediately respond to requests for comment about his remarks in Iowa.



The Des Moines Register

Biden draws criticism for reference to 'the Orient'

By: Jennifer Jacobs / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden has drawn attention for using the term "the Orient" to describe Asia during his speech in Iowa today.



"You know, on the way back from Mumbai to go meet with President Xi in China, I stopped in Singapore to meet with a guy named Lee Kuan Yew, who most foreign policy experts around the world say is the wisest man in the Orient," Biden said during the "Nuns on the Bus" event this morning in Des Moines.



Some consider the term "Oriental" to be disparaging when used in reference to people, and believe the word "Orient" to be antiquated.



GOP operatives with the Republican National Committee tweeted today: "@JoeBiden's callous remarks are offensive to Asian-Americans & our Asian allies. His comments embarrass our country."



Several news outlets reported on the "Orient" remark, pointing out that earlier today Biden acknowledged that he'd used a "poor choice of words" when he described bankers who take advantage of U.S. troops as "Shylocks," a term that some believe promotes an anti-Semitic stereotype about greediness.



For Iowans, references to Orient typically bring to mind the town in Adair County. Orient was the birthplace in 1888 of Henry A. Wallace, the developer of hybrid seed corn in 1926 and the U.S. Department of Agriculture secretary from 1933 to 1940.



The Washington Free Beacon

Joe Biden Calls Asia ‘The Orient’

September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden, notorious for his gaffes, referred to Asia as “the Orient” just one day after he called opportunistic bankers “Shylocks.”



Speaking in Iowa with “Nuns on the Bus,” Biden told a story about a recent visit to Singapore where he met with “a guy named Lee Kuan Yew, who most foreign policy experts around the world say is the wisest man in the Orient.”



On Tuesday, Biden used the controversial expression “Shylocks”, which is widely considered an anti-Semitic slur, at a speech to the Legal Services Corporation.



The Anti-Defamation League condemned Biden’s remarks as “offensive.”



Biden subsequently apologized, admitting it was a “poor choice of words.”



New York Magazine

Fresh Off of Saying ‘Shylock,’ Joe Biden Called Asia the ‘Orient’ and Throws in Stereotype for Good Measure

By: Joe Coscarelli / September 17, 2014



Proving again that, yes, he is your accidentally racist grandma, Vice President Joe Biden continues to offend minority groups without malice. Biden already offended Jews this week — it's only Wednesday — when he referred to shady lenders as "Shylocks," but today's gaffe was truly prodigious, as he managed to combine an antiquated, other-izing term with a cultural stereotype.



Singapore's Lee Kuan Yew, Biden told a group in Iowa, "is the wisest man in the Orient." (At least it was a vaguely positive stereotype?)



Biden, meanwhile, remains the wackiest old coot in the west. At this point, he's basically Selina Meyer, but with less of a chance to become president.



The Blaze

Joe Biden Just Used an Offensive Term to Refer to Asia

By: Zach Noble / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden is an equal-opportunity kind of guy when it comes to his deployment of somewhat offensive, outdated terms.



On Tuesday, Biden referred to unscrupulous bankers as “Shylocks” (a reference to the Jewish character from Shakespeare’s “The Merchant of Venice” who demands a pound of flesh as loan payment). On Wednesday, he referred to Asia as “the Orient.”



On a recent trip to Singapore, Biden said, he met “a guy named Lee Kuan Yew, who most foreign policy experts around the world say is the wisest man in the Orient.”



Biden was speaking with the social justice group “Nuns on the Bus” in Iowa, the Washington Free Beacon reported, when he used the term.



The word “Orient” may not carry the direct stereotyping of “Shylocks,” but it smacks of a certain anachronistic sensibility and is closely related to the term “Oriental” which, many have argued, has historically served to distance Asian people as foreign or “other” compared to white Americans.



The Hill

Biden refers to Asia as ‘the Orient’

By: Mario Trujillo / September 17, 2014



Vice President Biden on Wednesday referred to parts of Asia as "the Orient" during a speech in Iowa, only hours after apologizing for a separate gaffe.



Biden was retelling a story about meeting with the former prime minister of Singapore.



"You know on the way back from Mumbai to go meet with President Xi in China, I stopped in Singapore to meet with a guy named Lee Kuan Yew, who most foreign policy experts around the world say is the wisest man in the Orient," Biden said.

The term “orient” is considered by some to be an offensive way of describing Asia. Merriam-Webster describes it as an archaic term for the east. 



"He has spoken extensively on the future of China and India and Russia and the United States, and he is 94 years old," said Biden of Lee.



In Biden’s story, the vice president asked what China is doing to consolidate their power. Lee replied that “they are in the United States of America right now looking for the very black box.”



The story is one that Biden has told dozens of times before, saying that the secret to America’s success is skepticism toward the accepted way of doing things and a constant stream of immigrants.



The vice president, who often misspeaks, was forced to apologize earlier Wednesday for using the term "shylocks" earlier this week. 



Biden called it a “poor choice of words” and said a top Jewish group was “right” to criticize him for the remark.



Business Insider

Joe Biden Calls Singapore Politician 'The Wisest Man In The Orient'

By: Colin Campbell / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden said a storied Singapore politician hailed from "the Orient" on Wednesday.



"You know on the way back from Mumbai ... I stopped in Singapore to meet with a guy named Lee Kuan Yew who most foreign policy experts around the world say is the wisest man in the Orient," Biden said in video posted by Mediaite.



Some consider the terms "Orient" and "Oriental" to be offensive terms for Asian people. Yew was the first prime minister of Singapore and is regarded as one of the more influential political figures in the region.



Biden, who made the remarks at an Iowa get-out-the-vote rally, had just apologized for using the term "Shylocks" hours before the event.



His office did not immediately respond to a request for comment from Business Insider.



Associated Press

Obama opens campaign against campus sexual assault

September 17, 2014



WASHINGTON (AP) — President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe Biden plan to announce a campus sexual assault awareness campaign from the White House Friday, with a special focus on engaging men in the fight against a largely hidden problem.



White House officials say the campaign, called “It’s On Us,” will challenge everyone on campuses to see sexual assault as their personal responsibility to prevent, but will particularly target male students. Presidential aides point to research shows that men are often reluctant to speak out against violence against women because they believe other men accept it, and that Obama and Biden hope to set an example by speaking out to help change social norms.



The event comes as students are settling in for a new year on campus and follows other White House efforts that have been helping raise awareness about the problem that typically remained in the shadows. Research has shown that one in five college women is assaulted, most victims know their attackers, alcohol or drugs are often involved and only 12 percent of college women attacked report it to police.



“We can do more to make sure that every young man out there — whether they’re in junior high or high school or college or beyond — understands what’s expected of them and what it means to be a man, and to intervene if they see somebody else acting inappropriately,” Obama said in January when he announced a task force to combat the problem. “We’re going to need to encourage young people, men and women, to realize that sexual assault is simply unacceptable. And they’re going to have to summon the bravery to stand up and say so, especially when the social pressure to keep quiet or to go along can be very intense.”



In April, the White House Task Force to Prevent Students from Sexual Assault recommended actions campuses could take to protect victims, such as identifying confidential victim’s advocates and conducting surveys to better gauge the frequency of sexual assault on their campuses. And the U.S. Department of Education for the first time publicly exposed the list of colleges under federal investigation for their handling of sexual assault complaints. The administration launched notalone.gov to post enforcement actions and show victims how to seek local help and file a complaint.



Many campuses have made sexual assault awareness programs mandatory for incoming students, and Obama, Biden and several male celebrities and sports stars have appeared in public service announcements against sexual assault.



The task force report called so-called bystander intervention one of the most promising prevention strategies for campus sexual assault, meant to motivate witnesses to step in to stop the crime. “When men think their peers don’t object to abusive behavior, they are much less likely to step in and help,” the report said.



The “It’s On Us” campaign will use social media, partnerships with colleges and private partners with reach among college students to attempt to create a culture where sexual assault is unacceptable and survivors are supported. Obama plans to release materials to help support the growing student movement against campus sexual assault and attempt to energize new efforts.



The White House said the task force will announce model policies for schools by the end of September.



University Herald

President Obama and Vice President Biden Announce Campaign to Educate Young Men on Campus Sexual Assault

By: Russell Westerholm / September 17, 2014



The President and Vice President of the United States are planning on launching a new campaign to curb campus sexual assault, this one focusing on educating young men.



According to the Associated Press, President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe Biden's new campaign is called "It's On Us." White House researchers suggested males are less likely to speak out against sexual assault than their female peers are and "It's On Us" hopes to change that.



Obama and Biden also reportedly want to set an example for young men by speaking out themselves against sexual violence. The White House already released one report title "Not Alone" meant to bring attention to the issue of sexual assault on college campuses. The Obama Administration and the Democratic Party have since taken further action to address the issue.



For example, a Calif. Legislature bill known as "Yes Means Yes" from Sen. Kevin DeLeon (D-Los Angeles) recently received unanimous approval. Pending approval from Gov. Jerry Brown, the bill would require "an affirmative, conscious and voluntary agreement to engage in sexual activity," according to the AP.



Sen. Claire McCaskill (D-Mo.) and a group of other U.S. Senators also unveiled a new bipartisan bill a couple months ago that would require schools to toughen their policies in adjudicating sexual assault, the Huffington Post reported. The overall effort may go as high as the Obama Administration, but such bills are getting support from both Democrats and Republicans alike.



"We can do more to make sure that every young man out there - whether they're in junior high or high school or college or beyond - understands what's expected of them and what it means to be a man, and to intervene if they see somebody else acting inappropriately," Obama said in a statement in January. "We're going to need to encourage young people, men and women, to realize that sexual assault is simply unacceptable. And they're going to have to summon the bravery to stand up and say so, especially when the social pressure to keep quiet or to go along can be very intense."



Roll Call

Revving the Engines of Bipartisanship

By: Bridget Bowman / September 17, 2014



Don’t be too surprised if you see a Mustang and Corvette racing around Northwest D.C … followed by a motorcade of Secret Service officers.



“We agreed to a one loop race around the Naval yard,” former Utah Gov. John Huntsman joked Tuesday evening, saying he challenged Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. to a race to see if his Mustang could outpace Biden’s Corvette.



Huntsman, the former GOP presidential candidate and ambassador to China, was joking but that would be certainly one way to bring Democrats and Republicans together, which was the focus of a Tuesday evening reception at the British ambassador’s residence and hosted by No Labels, the organization Huntsman co-chairs that works to bridge partisan divides.



More than 100 people, including Biden, federal and state lawmakers, business people and other D.C. professionals mingled in the garden of the lavish residence as part of the National Ideas Meeting Leaders’ Reception.



“I’ve been hanging around this town, Mr. Ambassador, as a U.S. Senator for a long time,” Biden told the crowd. “And it wasn’t always this way in terms of dysfunction of American politics, congressional politics, primarily, Washington politics.”



Biden said the two major parties, not the American people, are the causes of political division.



“It’s not the American people who are divided,” he said, “it’s our parties, and the elements within each of our parties.”



Biden was preaching to the choir though, since those at the No Labels event were committed to putting partisan labels aside.



The guests at the reception donned their own labels, which displayed their home state and occupation.



Rep. Adam Kinzinger, R-Ill., told HOH there are many issues that call for bipartisanship in Congress and can come together in times of crisis, pointing to the fiscal cliff deal in 2013. He conceded, though, that “governing by crisis” is not desirable.



“It’s a problem,” said Kinzinger. “If you’re governing by crisis, you’re still governing. Right now we’ve just had crisis, that’s about it.”



The current crisis in front of Congress — how to confront the terrorist group ISIS — was not far from the minds of those at the residence of one of our closest international allies.



“And I know tonight we’re here to talk about a range of issues,”  Sen. Bob Casey, D-Pa., told the crowd, “but I’m especially mindful that we’re here tonight, on this property, with that challenge ahead of us.”



The Hill

Biden, Huntsman praise bipartisanship at No Labels

By: Judy Kurtz / September 17, 2014



Vice President Biden has an “outrageous” confession: he has pals on both sides of the aisle.



“I’m going to say something outrageous,” Biden told a group of leaders from the nonprofit No Labels, “I have as many Republican friends as Democratic friends.”



The VP made a surprise appearance at the organization’s Tuesday kick-off event held at the British ambassador’s residence in Washington.



The gathering by No Labels — which describes itself as a “national movement of Democrats, Republicans and independents dedicated to a new politics of problem solving,” — came ahead of a meeting to craft a “National Strategic Agenda” to be unveiled next fall in New Hampshire and Iowa. Former governor and GOP presidential candidate Jon Huntsman and Sen. Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.) serve as the group’s honorary co-chairmen.

"I have been hanging around this town for a long time, and it wasn't always this way in terms of the dysfunction in American politics, congressional politics primarily, Washington politics,” Biden told the bipartisan crowd.



Biden, who served seven terms in the Senate, placed blame on Washington gridlock on lawmakers, saying,  “I hear people talking about how the American people are polarized. The American people aren't polarized. There is still consensus in America. The parties have become polarized, absolutist."



"What we change is not in the rules of the Senate or the House. What will change is the system will change. The American people — it may not be this year or next year — but they will in the near term throw those people out in both parties who disdain the notion of consensus," Biden predicted as Huntsman, Manchin and other political leaders looked on.



On Wednesday, No Labels announced its support for the creation of a Congressional Problem Solvers Caucus. Co-chaired by Reps. Kurt Schrader (D-Oreg.) and Reid Ribble (R-Wisc.), the caucus touts its mission as a “first of its kind forum for members to develop innovative bipartisan policy solutions to key national challenges.”



Also eyed at the Tuesday reception: Sen. Bob Casey (D-Pa.), Reps. Adam Kinzinger (R-Ill.), Ami Bera (D-Calif.), Cheri Bustos (D-Ill.), Kurt Schrader (D-Oreg.), and Dan Maffei (D-N.Y.).



Associated Press

No Labels Seeks Relevance As It Begins Push For 2016 Platform

By: Philip Elliot / September 17, 2014



WASHINGTON (AP) — Lawmakers and strategists from both parties are gathering to outline a plan to save Social Security, add 25 million jobs and balance the federal budget.



Oh, and the delivery date for the bipartisan outside group's ambitious plans? No Labels says October 2015, right as the next presidential campaign starts to rev up.



The challenge is relevance for No Labels, which is led by a who's who of current and former lawmakers and some of the savviest strategists in both parties. The group began after the 2010 midterm elections, which gave rise to the anti-establishment tea party, with a goal of bridging the chasm between Republicans and Democrats.



A No Labels-backed Problem Solvers caucus formed on Capitol Hill and attracted close to 100 lawmakers. Their wins, so far, have been scarce.



"When there's this gridlock, there are no winners," said Rep. Peter Welch, a Vermont Democrat and a No Labels supporter. "Congress is broken and there's no silver bullet. ... It's a frustration for members. Red state or blue state, a lot of us would feel much better if we moved forward a bit."



Looking to boost bipartisanship — and No Labels' profile — more than 200 local, state and federal officials were visiting Washington for a summit featuring leaders from across the political spectrum. A reception Tuesday night at the British ambassador's residence attracted Vice President Joe Biden.



Wednesday's formal meeting is designed to be the starting point for what is billed as a "National Strategic Agenda," a policy platform that 2016 presidential hopefuls would have to address.



Former American Conservative Union Chairman Al Cardenas and former Clinton White House chief of staff Mack McLarty were set to appear together on one panel. Sen. Ron Johnson, a Wisconsin Republican and tea party favorite, was to appear on another with Sen. Chris Murphy, D-Conn.



The finished platform is expected to be unveiled as President Barack Obama enters the twilight of his White House tenure and his successors are traipsing through early-nominating Iowa and New Hampshire.



The schedule suggests that tackling serious challenges facing the country is unlikely until at least 2017.



"We're going to be major players in New Hampshire and Iowa," said Bill Galston, a former adviser to President Bill Clinton and a No Labels co-founder. "Candidates are going to have to answer questions from the grass roots: Are you for this?"



What "this" is, however, is yet to be fully formed. Based on 90 town hall-style meetings in early nominating states, No Labels leaders have identified four popular if ambitious goals:



—Create 25 million new jobs over a decade.



—Secure Social Security and Medicare for another 75 years.



—Make the United States "energy secure" by 2024.



—Balance the federal budget by 2030.



"They're common-sense goals. But they're tough to do," said former Utah Gov. Jon Huntsman, who unsuccessfully sought the Republican presidential nomination in 2012 and now serves as a No Labels co-chairman.



Added another No Labels co-chairman, Democratic Sen. Joe Manchin of West Virginia: "In Washington lately, we spend all our time worried about elections. It doesn't leave much room for actual governing."



Columbia Reports

Biden puts pressure on Colombia over biotech drug legislation

By: Gabrielle Mentjox / September 17, 2014



US Vice-President Joe Biden raised concerns over Colombia’s commitment to its free trade agreement with the US in a letter sent to President Juan Manuel Santos last week, according to El Tiempo newspaper.



After apologizing for not attending the inauguration ceremony for President Santos’ second term in office commencing this August, Biden went on to stress the importance of the two nations’ Free Trade Agreement, which came into force in May 2012.



“In order to deepen and expand our bilateral economic cooperation, we must keep our focus on the pressing issues and consequences of our commercial agenda,” wrote Biden.



Biden regretted that Colombia has yet to develop intellectual property legislation more in line with that of the US. He also lamented the supposedly poor state of Colombia’s air quality due to metal scrapping; a practice which, incidentally, is also hurting the US’s vehicle exports to the South American country.



Biden went on to express his doubts over the Colombian Government’s restrictions on ethanol imports and its move to adopt a more economical method to supply medication to average Colombians, namely by creating an “abbreviated path” of approval for biosimilar products produced at a lower cost, provided they do not involve too complex molecules, according to El Tiempo.



“Both the World Health Organization and US experts believe this could put people’s health in danger,” wrote Biden.



One must keep in mind that the US has a considerable stake in this potential legislation change; most laboratories currently manufacturing medication for export to Colombia are from the US. Moreover, if this legislation is passed, it will only come into effect in 20 years’ time when the current patent expires, which grants US drug companies a monopoly on the market up until that time, according to El Tiempo.



Biden is, however, confident that the two nations can find “a way” to resolve these issues.



New York Daily News

Hot on the heels of Hillary Clinton, Vice President Biden visits Iowa

By: Annie Karni / September 17, 2014



There were 400 people in the audience, not 6,000. Instead of 200 reporters, only 60 showed up.



And there was no Ready for Joe bus.



Three days after Hillary Clinton’s high-profile visit to Iowa, where she dropped hints about her White House ambitions, Vice President Biden turned up Wednesday in the crucial presidential battleground state.



Strictly by the numbers, Biden’s appearance did not measure up to Clinton’s visit — but he generated some presidential chatter of his own.



“He’s getting the last word, so to speak,” said Timothy Hagle, political science professor at the University of Iowa.



“It does help to blunt the talk of Hillary Clinton’s presidential run. [He’s saying], ‘By the way, don’t forget, Vice President Biden may run as well.’”



By one measure, Biden outshined Clinton in Iowa, the state that votes first in every presidential race.



The Vice President spoke in Des Moines about the importance of a thriving middle class, echoing Clinton’s remarks at Sen. Tom Harkin’s steak fry in nearby Indianola on Sunday.



But his message was far more populist, and far more fiery, as when he addressed the issue of income inequality and noted that CEOs make, on average, 33 times the average salary of their employees.



“There's nothing inherently bad about corporations or wealthy people but something happened. Things are out of whack. It comes down to a simple question of fairness," said Biden, speaking with his jacket off and his shirtsleeves rolled up on the steps of the Iowa Statehouse.



"For eight to ten years, we've been asking, Are corporations over-taxed? Is Wall Street over-regulated? Are unions too powerful? We're asking all the wrong questions. It's time to stand up and ask the right questions," he said.



“This isn't a populist rant. This is about how you build America."



But there were similarities, too.



“There used to be a bargain in this country,” Biden said. “The bargain was simple: if you contributed to the growth and productivity of the enterprise, you were involved in, you got to share.... It's time to restore that bargain.”



On Sunday, Clinton said, “If you work hard and play by the rules, you deserve the possibility of a good life for you and your family.”



And, like Clinton, who noted that she traveled 1 million miles during her time as secretary of state, Biden mentioned that he has traveled 1 million miles as Vice President.



When Clinton arrived in Iowa, the Ready For Hillary Bus, part of the organization laying the groundwork for her likely campaign, was there too.



Biden was joined by a different kind of bus. The stated purpose of his visit was to help launch a tour of Nuns on the Bus, a liberal group that will promote voter registration and social justice in visits to 10 states before Election Day.



Sister Simone Campbell, one of the organizers of Nuns on the Bus, downplayed the 2016 presidential talk, saying Biden was just fulfilling a 2012 promise to join them on their next bus tour.



Campbell said Biden joined the nuns for a two-hour lunch at the Waveland Cafe.



“He talked a lot about Pope Francis, He's read all of Pope Francis' writing. He was sharing things that he'd read, how Pope Francis had focused on people living at the economic margins.”



“He told us two years ago he wanted to come on the bus,” she told the Daily News in a telephone interview. “He had this opportunity and it worked in his schedule. I'm not focused on 2016, I'm focused on 2014.”



The Washington Examiner

Biden veers onto political turf in Iowa

By: Rebecca Berg / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden struck a notably political tone during a speech Wednesday in Iowa, just three days after Hillary Clinton hinted at a presidential bid with a trip to the state.



Biden is thought also to be considering a bid for the presidency in 2016, and his populist arguments in the important presidential election state did little to suggest the opposite.



At an event with Catholic nuns focused on campaign finance reform, billed as an official — not political — visit, Biden criticized Republicans and Democrats alike for not empathizing with the American middle class and its enduring economic frustration.



"We've not been talking like we understand their problem," Biden said. "We talk about recovery, and there is recovery. What we don't talk about enough is, middle class people don't feel it."



An appeal to the country's working class in nothing new for Biden, who often invokes his upbringing in blue-collar Scranton, Pa. But income inequality and other populist issues are also particularly in vogue among Democrats right now, having been popularized by such progressive icons as Sen. Elizabeth Warren, and embracing them could be a strong tack for Biden should he run for president.



"This isn't a populist rant," Biden told the small crowd gathered in front of the Iowa state Capitol in Des Moines on Wednesday. "This is about how you build America. And America does better when everyone's in on the deal."



Biden's remarks were not dissimilar from those made by Hillary Clinton over the weekend, when she traveled to Iowa for the first time since 2008 to headline Sen. Tom Harkin's annual steak fry near Des Moines. Clinton spoke about income inequality, the minimum wage and other issues characteristic of a populist platform.



Biden also called for higher wages relative to work performed and railed against income inequality in America, while calling for reform to the tax code to favor the middle class.



But he also offered a message of economic hope — one that would not seem out of place in a stump speech on the campaign trail.



"It's never been a good bet to bet against the American people," Biden said.



Biden also traveled to Iowa last year as the keynote speaker at Harkin's steak fry.



MSNBC

Biden tamps down 2016 speculation during Iowa visit

By: Alex Seitz-Wald / September 17, 2014



DES MOINES, Iowa – Just days after Hillary Clinton made her  much-anticipated return to Iowa, Vice President Joe Biden made his own pilgrimage to the state, even as he was catching some flack from Jewish groups for a controversial remark back in Washington.



Under a cloud-streaked sky in front of Iowa’s capitol, Biden revved up a crowd of more than 300 with a populist invocation at the kickoff of event for a bus tour of progressive Catholic Nuns.



“I can’t believe this! I can’t believe that the Vice President is coming to our teeny event!” said Sister Simone Campbell, who leads the Nuns on the Bus tour, organized by NETWORK and Faith in Public Life, two liberal religious groups.

Biden thanked the nuns, as well as state legislators and labor union leaders who came out to hear him speak, but spent most of the time decrying the accumulation of wealth in the top 1% of Americans and calling for better policy to address economic inequality. 



“There’s nothing inherently bad about corporations or wealthy people, they’re just as patriotic as other people,” Biden said, “but something is out of whack.”



The vice president has a habit of putting his foot in his mouth, and Wednesday was no exception, when he referred to Asia with an anachronistic term. Biden said he had recently met with the president of Singapore, whom he called “the wisest man in the Orient.”



At one point, Biden made a lengthy reference to a quote from writer Thomas Pynchon: “If they can get you asking the wrong questions, they don’t have to worry about answers.” He encouraged the audience to ask “the right questions” about corporate power’s hold over democracy. 



“This isn’t a populist rant, this is about how you rebuild America,” he said.



Biden’s appearance in Iowa – the first in the nation caucus state – so soon after Clinton’s raised obvious questions about a potential presidential run in 2016. Biden, a former Delaware senator, also sought the Democratic nomination in 2008 but dropped out after receiving less than one percent of the vote in Iowa.



“I think the timing is somewhat deliberate. It’s been about a year since Biden has been in Iowa. He has made a lot of really strong friendships here over the years and it makes sense that he wouldn’t want to stay away for too much longer,” said Sam Roecker, an Iowa Democratic strategist.



While shaking hands along a rope line after the speech, Biden denied that his presence has anything to do with presidential politics. “There’s plenty of time to make that decision. And that’s the least of my worries and concerns right now,” he told reporters.



Instead, Biden said his focus is on the midterm elections and helping the nuns. “I haven’t made a decision to run or not run for real, but if the nuns asked me to go to Memphis with them I’d be in Memphis. I’m going to be coming back here campaigning for Democratic candidates. I’m going into 107 races around the country,” he said. 



Teri Goodmann, a Democratic official and longtime Biden supporter based in Dubuque, said she saw the event as a “perfect fit” for the vice president, who often speaks of his Catholic faith. During Biden’s 2008 campaign, sisters in Dubuque sent him off with a prayer they often sing to sisters going off on mission, Goodman said. 



“Most of the Catholics that I know do relate to him,” Goodman said. Just under a quarter of the state’s population is Catholic.



Despite the 2016 buzz among the press, many attendees seemed there for other reasons. Jill Kent, a social worker from outside Des Moines said she didn’t known Biden was thinking about a run. “I thought he was too old,” she said. Biden is 71. 



Still, if he decided to run, Kent said she would “give him a good look” and that he and Clinton would make for some “very exciting choices.”



At least two people wore Ready for Hillary t-shirts to the event. Mazie Johnson, an organizer for Planned Parenthood Voters was one of them, but she said she meant no disrespect to the vice president and that she just wanted to wear her “most recent political shirt.”



Even while focusing on Iowa, the garrulous Biden – known for some eyebrow-raising gaffes – was forced to respond to the fallout from yet another verbal slip.



Speaking before the Legal Services Corporation’s 40th anniversary conference on Tuesday, Biden decried financial “shylocks,” a reference to the ruthless Jewish moneylender from William Shakespeare’s “The Merchant of Venice.”



After being criticized by the Anti-Defamation League, Biden apologized Wednesday and agreed he made a “poor choice of words.”



CBS News

In Hillary Clinton's wake, Joe Biden visits Iowa

By: Rebecca Kaplan / September 17, 2014



On Sunday, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton drew thousands to her highly anticipated first visit to Iowa after a humbling third-place finish in the 2008 caucuses. Another potential 2016 hopeful follows in her footsteps Wednesday, albeit with far less hype.



Vice President Joe Biden is headed to Des Moines for the kickoff of the "Nuns on the Bus" tour, a group that warns citizens about the growing influence of outside money in politics. But while there was no question Clinton's visit was meant to reintroduce her to the Iowa voters that let her down seven years ago, the nuns are throwing cold water on the idea that this is a political event for Biden.



"There's 2014! That we play the game of presidential politics -- it's like the Olympics. Everybody likes the game: Who's up? Who's in? Who's out? -- that drives me nuts," Simone Campbell, the Catholic nun who is spearheading the tour, told the Des Moines Register Tuesday. "This is not a game. This is our life.



The Register reports that Biden has done little to reactivate his Iowa contacts from his failed 2008 campaign on this trip, or attend events for some of the Democrats running there. In fact, he will be attending just one fundraiser that will benefit multiple candidates.



And while Clinton - who will not decide on whether she is running until 2015 - reached out to her 2008 network to invite them to come to a photo line before her Sunday event, Biden hasn't done that. In the past, his staff has called to tell his friends in the state about events and arrange private visits with the vice president, the Register reported.



But Mike Gronstal, the Democratic majority leader of the Iowa State Senate, told Reuters that Biden still maintains contacts in the state.



"He certainly has a network in Iowa and he's done a good job with touching base with that network," Gronstal said.



It will still be an uphill road with such lofty expectations for Clinton - not to mention her poll numbers compared to other Democrats who might take a stab at the Democratic nomination.



A CNN/Opinion Research poll released this week showed her with a massive 38 point lead in the 2016 Iowa caucuses, securing 53 percent support to Biden's 15 percent.



Biden finished fifth in the 2008 caucuses, and there's little indication he would perform substantially better this time around.



"Anyone you talk to in Democratic politics in Iowa says there's not room" for Biden, CBS News Political Director John Dickerson said Sunday after Clinton's remarks.



"Clearly [Clinton] is of the past, in a sense, but because she's the first woman or would be the first woman nominee of a major party that is future, that sort of speaks to the future in a way. That's obviously never happened before and Joe Biden has nothing like that going for him. He's the past."



Dennis Goldford, a political scientist at Drake University in Iowa, told CBS News after Clinton's event that "right now, there's room for everybody," and argued that the former secretary of state will need an opponent to sharpen her campaign for the general election.



"But I don't know that Biden would have a lot of support here," he said.



CNN

Iowa Democrats to Hillary Clinton: Slam the door in Iowa, win the nomination

By: Dan Merica / September 17, 2014



Des Moines, Iowa (CNN) -- Hillary Clinton opened the door to a presidential bid a little wider over the weekend at the Harkin Steak Fry in Iowa.



And now veterans from her 2008 campaign and Iowans urging her to run in 2016 are calling for her to use the state's first-in-the-nation caucus to slam the door shut on the Democratic nomination.



Their message is simple: If you win in Iowa, you will be the nominee. If you let someone hang around -- or win -- you could cost yourself the nomination.



"I think that Secretary Clinton can close the door in Iowa. It is going to take a lot of work, but it is out there to be done," said Jerry Crawford, Midwest co-chairman for Clinton's 2008 campaign. "I think if she wins ... it would be very difficult, very unlikely that anybody could mount a challenge after Iowa."



Crawford, who also ran Bill Clinton's 1992 and 1996 presidential campaigns in Iowa, said he has expressed this sentiment to Hillary Clinton's closest advisers and aides.



There is a level of bluntness in those who advocate for Clinton to run hard in Iowa, and it stems largely from her history in the state.



Some of it is self-serving. The more active Clinton is in Iowa, the more other candidates will be forced to campaign in the state. That means money for Iowa's economy -- some economists estimate that more than $51 million was spent in Iowa in 2008 around the caucuses. And it raises Iowa politicos' profiles.



The other reason has more to do with Clinton's record in Iowa. Most Clinton supporters in the state feel that the nomination was hers to lose in 2008 and don't want the same thing to happen in 2016.



During Clinton's failed 2008 bid, the former first lady finished a dismal third in Iowa. She blundered several times in the state, none more stinging than when a memo written by then-Deputy Campaign Manager Mike Henry about skipping Iowa was leaked to The New York Times.



"I propose skipping the Iowa caucuses and dedicating more of Senator Clinton's time and financial resources" to other primary states, Henry wrote. 



The plan was considered and then rejected.



CNN reached out to Henry for a comment, but the now-chief of staff to Sen. Tim Kaine, D-Virginia, was not available.



The fallout was swift and added fuel to the fire that Clinton was running a detached campaign in Iowa. She began to cool down in the state just as then-Sens. Barack Obama and John Edwards (who would go on to finish second) got hot. Clinton has called the defeat "excruciating."



She went into Iowa in 2008 with a shrinking lead over Obama and Edwards. She is better positioned now, with 53% of all registered Democrats contacted in Iowa saying they would support her if the 2016 caucuses were held today, according to a recent CNN/ORC poll. That number is triple the nearest potential Democratic candidate.



Others have landed in Iowa



While she played coy in the beginning, for the last few months Clinton has regularly admitted the worst-kept secret in the United States: She is thinking about running for president.



She has company. Vice President Joe Biden is in Iowa on Wednesday to speak to a group of nuns on the steps of the Iowa Capitol. Independent Sen. Bernie Sanders of Vermont held three events in Iowa over the weekend. And Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley has visited the state three times this year and has 11 staff members on the ground.



They and others have said they are thinking about running in 2016.



A call for competitive primaries



Not all longtime Clinton organizers are convinced that slamming the door in Iowa is the best strategy to be ready for the general election.



Bonnie Campbell, a longtime Iowa politician and Clinton's campaign co-chairwoman in 2008, thinks that competitive primaries will "make her stronger, both politically ... and as a candidate."



"If Hillary can come here and compete with other candidates and put it away, I am all for that," said Campbell, who also chaired the Iowa Democratic Party from 1987 to 1991. "But I think it is important to recognize that it is healthy, it is a healthy thing, to have different points of view offered and discuss and it also usually happens."



Some Clinton supporters in Iowa have also been cautiously watching some of those other candidates, impressed with their operations and commitment to the Hawkeye State. Though they all said Clinton would win if she ran, there is a clear concern that someone could organize effectively and get hot at the right time -- like Obama did in 2008.



But even Scott Brennan, the chairman of the Iowa Democratic Party, who remains neutral in nomination fights, sees an Iowa win as a way Clinton could lock down the nomination early.



"It seems to me that it is reasonable to think that way," he said at an interview in Des Moines. "Why give somebody that opportunity to get that national presence if in fact she is serious about running?"



Brennan, who was party chairman during the caucuses in 2008, said that while Clinton finished third, it wasn't because she didn't have a lot of support from state Democrats. Instead, he said, it was because she ran into Obama's force-of-nature campaign.



TIME

When Did ‘Shylock’ Become a Slur?

By: Lily Rothman / September 17, 2014



On Tuesday, Vice President Joseph Biden referred to those who make bad loans to members of the military, to take advantage of them while they’re overseas, as “Shylocks.” He was speaking on the occasion of the 40th anniversary of the Legal Services Corporation, a nonprofit that helps fund legal aid.



The word “shylock,” which has been used to refer to loan sharks, is an eponym from a Jewish character in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice. Jewish Americans have publicly challenged the portrayal as an insult to Jews for more than 50 years, according to a review of TIME’s archive, even as it remained a fixture of the modern lexicon. Today, “shylock” is considered an antisemitic slur and, after being called out by the Anti-Defamation League, Biden apologized for his “poor choice of words.”



But the vice president’s apology has confused some — perhaps because the term was, not too long ago, considered by many to be appropriate for public usage.



A quick survey of TIME’s archives reveals 119 articles that use the word. Many of those are articles about The Merchant of Venice and Philip Roth’s book Operation Shylock — but the last time it was used casually, without reference to the character, was in a 1977 story about the mafia: “A new soldier starts at the bottom, breaking in as a senior thug’s driver, bodyguard or shylock debt collector.”



Go back further and the references begin to increase in volume. Until the 1950s, it was not uncommon to see a reference to “Uncle Shylock” when the U.S. government was judged to be stingy.



But those usages, despite their commonness, weren’t necessarily inoffensive.



In 1962, Joseph Papp, who started New York City’s Shakespeare in the Park, chose The Merchant of Venice as the first play for the new theater. “The New York Board of Rabbis loudly protested,” as TIME reported during the controversy. “In the part of Shylock, said the rabbis, Shakespeare had perpetrated ‘a distortion and defamation of our people and our faith.” Through WCBS-TV, the entire city would have a chance to see the performance, and that was what bothered the rabbis most. ‘The television audience will be a mass audience,’ they argued. ‘It will include impressionable young people and teenagers, and many of its adults would not pass muster on the score of intellectual maturity.’ Rabbis across the city took up the theme.”



Concern about Shylock wasn’t new in the ’60s either. Writing in the journal Engage, slang lexicographer Jonothan Green has noted the word was listed in a 1950s collection of “schoolyard wit and wisdom” as a taunt for Jews. (Green also notes that the word doesn’t start to appear to mean a loan shark until the 19th century.)



The question of whether Shakespeare and the play The Merchant of Venice are antisemitic — or if Shakespeare was merely recording the views of his time, and perhaps even encouraging others to think twice about those views — continues to be debated. But few, if any, would be flattered to be compared to a greedy usurer best remembered for demanding “a pound of flesh” as loan repayment. In the play, Shylock and his Jewish identity are closely linked; the character perpetuates a stereotype via a syllogism that could be seen to imply that Shylock is Jewish and Shylock is bad and therefore Jews are bad. That logical leap has been possible to make throughout the four centuries since the play was written.



In short, “shylock” has long been considered offensive — but that didn’t stop its casual use in conversation and print at least into the 1970s.



Reuters

Biden apologizes for 'Shylocks' gaffe, visits Iowa

By: Kay Henderson / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden apologized on Wednesday for referring to people who squeeze U.S. military personnel serving overseas on loans and other financial issues as "Shylocks," a reference to a stereotypical Jewish character in Shakespeare.



Biden apologized for having used the term during a speech on Tuesday in Washington, calling it a "poor choice of words." His remark had drawn a rebuke from the Anti-Defamation League. The group thanked Biden for the apology on Wednesday.



Shylock is the Jewish moneylender in the William Shakespeare play 'The Merchant of Venice' who demands a pound of flesh from a merchant after he defaults on a debt.



"Clearly there was no ill-intent here, but Joe and I agreed that perhaps he needs to bone up on his Shakespeare," ADL National Director Abraham Foxman said after talking to Biden by telephone.



The controversy came as Biden made a trip to Iowa in what political analysts said showed his interest in a potential run for the Democratic presidential nomination in 2016.



Biden is at the top of a group of powerful politicians who could make a credible 2016 run if Hillary Clinton decides not to seek the presidency. That group also includes Maryland Governor Martin O'Malley and Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren.



A few people in the crowd of about 250 wore turquoise T-shirts with the word "Ready" in white, showing their support for Hillary Clinton.



Biden spoke at a kickoff event in Des Moines for a tour by "Nuns on the Bus," a liberal organization that highlights what it calls the distorting impact of large, unlimited donations to political campaigns.



Biden emphasized populist economic themes in his remarks.



"It's time for a fair tax structure, one that values paychecks as much as earned income and clipping dividends," Biden said, to applause. "One that values hard work as much as inherited wealth."



Biden said America was better positioned to lead than any time in the last 35 years, but "we've got to deal the middle class back in."



Iowa holds the first contest in the 2016 Democratic nominating campaign. Biden's trip comes days after Clinton made a splash at a Democratic fund-raising event sponsored by Iowa Senator Tom Harkin.



"She was sending a signal and I think Joe Biden is too," said David Yepsen, director of the Paul Simon Public Policy Institute at Southern Illinois University.



Biden has deep roots in Iowa after unsuccessful runs for the Democratic nomination in 1988 and 2008, and his consideration of a 2016 run is well known. But it is not lost on anyone at the White House that his path to the Democratic nomination is decidedly uphill should Clinton run.



As White House officials see it, Biden is a viable potential candidate with broad foreign policy knowledge who is held in deep respect by President Barack Obama, but most do not envision him challenging Clinton for the nomination.



The polls bear this out. A Reuters-Ipsos poll from May found 52 percent of Americans would vote for Clinton in 2016, compared with 9 percent for Biden.



"Looking toward 2016, Biden's position is only tenable in Clinton's absence," said Ipsos pollster Julia Clark.



Huffington Post

Joe Biden Apologizes For Using Term Some Deem Offensive Toward Jews

By: Alex Lazar / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden apologized on Wednesday for using the term "Shylocks," which some Jews deem offensive, in a Tuesday speech for the Legal Services Corporation's 40th anniversary campaign.



Biden talked about how his son Beau visited Iraq while he was Delaware's attorney general and found that one of the things veterans and service members needed most was legal help for those who had been victims of unfair banking practices.



"When he was over there in Iraq for a year, people would come to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being, I mean these Shylocks who took advantage of, of these women and men while overseas," he added.



"Shylock" is a Jewish moneylender in Shakespeare's "The Merchant of Venice" who demands a pound of flesh from a man who fails to repay a loan.



Abraham Foxman, the national director of the Anti-Defamation League, a group whose mission includes fighting anti-Semitism, chided Biden for using the term in his speech.



"Shylock represents the medieval stereotype about Jews and remains an offensive characterization to this day. The Vice President should have been more careful," Foxman told Yahoo News.



"We see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society," he noted.



“Abe Foxman has been a friend and advisor of mine for a long time," Biden said in a statement provided to The Huffington Post.



"He’s correct, it was a poor choice of words, particularly as he said coming from ‘someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden.’ He’s right,” Biden added.



According to BuzzFeed, Biden followed his apology with another misstep, referring to Asia as "the Orient."



Associated Press

Biden Says 'Shylocks' Was Poor Choice of Words

By: Josh Lederman / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden said Wednesday he used a poor choice of words when he referred to unscrupulous moneylenders as "Shylocks," and a prominent group that fights anti-Semitism called it a teachable moment about the harmful effects of stereotypes.



Biden had been speaking to a legal aid group on Tuesday when he discussed the need for foreclosure mediation services, recalling how his son, Delaware Attorney General Beau Biden, heard about the problem from U.S. troops while he was serving in Iraq.



"People would come to him and talk about what was happening at home, in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being — these Shylocks that took advantage of these women and men while overseas," Biden said.



Shylock refers to the villainous Jewish moneylender in Shakespeare's "The Merchant of Venice," who demands a pound of flesh from a debtor. The Anti-Defamation League, which works to combat anti-Semitism, chided Biden for using an offensive term that it said harbored a deeply embedded stereotype about Jews in society.



Biden responded Wednesday by praising ADL's national director, Abe Foxman, as a longtime friend and adviser.



"He's correct, it was a poor choice of words," Biden said in a statement.



After a phone call with the vice president on Wednesday, Foxman said it was clear there was no ill-intent and that Biden had been a true friend to Jews and a stalwart against bigotry.



"He has turned a rhetorical gaffe into a teachable moment," Foxman said, adding that he and the vice president had "agreed that perhaps he needs to bone up on his Shakespeare."



USA Today

Biden apologizes for 'Shylocks' remark

By: David Jackson / September 17, 2014



Vice President Biden is apologizing for using the term "Shylocks" during a speech Tuesday.



Referring to a protest by Anti-Defamation League National Director Abraham Foxman, Biden said in a Wednesday statement:



"Abe Foxman has been a friend and advisor of mine for a long time. He's correct, it was a poor choice of words, particularly as he said coming from 'someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden.' He's right."



Foxman told Yahoo News: "Shylock represents the medieval stereotype about Jews and remains an offensive characterization to this day. The Vice President should have been more careful."



During his speech Tuesday, Obama said his son Beau -- who served in Iraq -- heard from other military members about bad loans and mortgages.



"People would come to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being -- I mean, these Shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas," Biden said.



From The Washington Post:



"Shylock is a Jewish character in Shakespeare's 'The Merchant of Venice.' He is a villain in the play who asks for a "pound of flesh" from another character who is unable to repay a loan."



New York Daily News

Vice President Biden apologizes for his 'poor choice of words' after being criticized for calling moneylenders 'Shylocks'

By: Ginger Adams Otis / September 17, 2014



Vice President Biden apologized Wednesday for his "poor choice of words," after being criticized by the head of a Jewish organization for using the term “Shylocks” in a speech.



Biden said Abraham Foxman, the head of the Anti-Defamation League, was right to object.



"Abe Foxman has been a friend and advisor of mine for a long time," Biden said.



"He's correct, it was a poor choice of words, particularly as he said coming from 'someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden.'" 



"Shylock" is a pejorative term that derives from a Jewish character in Shakespeare's "The Merchant of Venice" who was a ruthless moneylender.



Biden mentioned “these Shylocks” in a speech Tuesday while talking about moneylenders profiting from mortgages for soldiers overseas. His remarks were first reported by Yahoo News.



In criticizing Biden. Foxman said Shylock "remains an offensive characterization to this day.”  



“When someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden, uses the term 'Shylocked’ to describe unscrupulous moneylenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society,” Foxman said.



Biden was speaking at an event for Legal Services Corporation, which helps Americans who can’t afford lawyers. He shared a story with the crowd about his son, Delaware Attorney General Beau Biden, who served for a year in Iraq.



“People would come to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being — I mean, these Shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas,” Biden said.



It was far from Biden's first gaffe.



In 2009, talking about the federal stimulus meant to right the foundering economy, he said “If we do everything right, if we do it with absolute certainty, there's still a 30% chance we're going to get it wrong.”



In 2007, he described then-Senator Barack Obama as “the first mainstream African-American who is articulate and bright and clean and a nice-looking guy.”



The Washington Examiner

Biden: 'Shylocks' remark was a 'poor choice of words'

By: Brian Hughes / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden acknowledged Wednesday that he used a “poor choice of words,” a day after being criticized by Jewish groups for describing predatory lenders as “Shylocks” in a speech.



Anti-Defamation League National Director “Abe Foxman has been a friend and adviser of mine for a long time. He’s correct, it was a poor choice of words, particularly as he said, coming from ‘someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden,' ” the vice president said on Wednesday.



A day earlier, Biden initiated a controversy in telling a story about his son providing legal help to military members returning home from overseas.



“People would come to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being — I mean, these Shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas,” Biden said in remarks to the Legal Services Corporation.



It didn't take long for Jewish leaders to condemn the vice president's remarks.



Foxman said when the vice president “uses the term 'Shylocked' to describe unscrupulous moneylenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society."



Some have called the term anti-Semitic, noting that the phrase was used to describe the Jewish villain in Shakespeare’s “The Merchant of Venice.”



This is hardly the first time Biden has landed in hot water for controversial comments, something that the White House has acknowledged is an unfortunate side effect of his trademark folksiness.



The Hill

Biden: 'Shylock' a 'bad choice of words'

By: Justin Sink / September 17, 2014



Vice President Biden on Wednesday said he made "a poor choice of words" when using the term “shylocks” during a speech earlier this week.



The vice president said in a statement that it was “right” for a top Jewish group to criticize him for the comments.

Biden made the comment during a speech to the Legal Services Corp., while telling a story about his son, Beau, providing legal assistance to fellow soldiers after they returned from war.



“People would come to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being — I mean, these shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas,” Biden said.



The term, which makes reference to the Jewish villain in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice, is controversial, with some arguing it has anti-Semitic connotations.



Abraham Foxman, the national director of the Anti-Defamation League, told Yahoo News that “shylock represents the medieval stereotype about Jews and remains an offensive characterization to this day.”



“The vice president should have been more careful,” Foxman added.



“When someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden, uses the term 'shylocked' to describe unscrupulous moneylenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society," he continued.



In a statement issued Wednesday, Biden sad Foxman was "right."



“Abe Foxman has been a friend and advisor of mine for a long time," the vice president said. "He’s correct, it was a poor choice of words, particularly as he said coming from ‘someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden.’ He’s right.



The Washington Post

Biden: ‘Shylocks’ comment a ‘poor choice of words’

By: Sean Sullivan / September 17, 2014



After coming under criticism from the head of a Jewish organization after he used the word "Shylocks" in a speech, Vice President Biden acknowledged making a "poor" word choice.



After coming under criticism from the head of a Jewish organization after he used the word "Shylocks" in a speech, Vice President Biden acknowledged making a "poor" word choice.



In a statement responding to Anti-Defamation League National Director Abraham Foxman, Biden said Foxman was right to express his disapproval.



"Abe Foxman has been a friend and advisor of mine for a long time. He’s correct, it was a poor choice of words, particularly as he said coming from ‘someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden.’ He’s right," said Biden in a statement provided by his office Wednesday.



In a statement first reported by Yahoo News Tuesday, Foxman said: “When someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden, uses the term 'Shylocked' to describe unscrupulous moneylenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society. Shylock represents the medieval stereotype about Jews and remains an offensive characterization to this day. The vice president should have been more careful.”



In a Tuesday speech at the Legal Services Corporation's 40th anniversary conference, Biden explained that his son Beau Biden, who has served in Iraq, would hear from members of the military who got bad loans and mortgages.



"People would come to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being -- I mean, these Shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas," Biden said.



Shylock is a Jewish character in Shakespeare's "The Merchant of Venice." He is a villain in the play who asks for a "pound of flesh" from another character who is unable to repay a loan.



NBC News

Biden Apologizes for 'Shylocks' Comment

By: Carrie Dann / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden has apologized for using the word “shylocks” in a speech Tuesday, saying he made a “poor choice of words.”



Speaking at the Legal Services Corporation’s 40th anniversary conference Tuesday, Biden used the term when describing his son Beau’s experiences helping members of the military who had received bad loans and mortgages.



“People would come to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being -- I mean, these shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas,” he said.



Shylock is the name of a character – who is a ruthless moneylender and is Jewish - in William Shakespeare’s play The Merchant of Venice.



In a statement first provided to Yahoo News, Anti-Defamation League National Director Abraham Foxman said the vice president “should have been more careful.”



“Shylock represents the medieval stereotype about Jews and remains an offensive characterization to this day,” Foxman said Tuesday.



On Wednesday, Biden apologized for using the term.



“Abe Foxman has been a friend and advisor of mine for a long time,” Biden said in a statement. “He’s correct, it was a poor choice of words, particularly as he said coming from ‘someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden.’ He’s right."



Business Insider

Joe Biden Apologizes For 'Poor Choice Of Words' After Making Reference To 'Shylocks'

By: Hunter Walker / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden issued a statement to Business Insider on Wednesday apologizing for his "poor choice" of words after a comment he made about "shylocks" drew criticism from Anti-Defamation League National Director Abraham Foxman. 



Foxman noted the expression "shylocks" has roots in "the medieval stereotype about Jews and remains an offensive characterization to this day." At the same time, Foxman also complimented the vice president as "friendly to the Jewish community" and an "open and tolerant individual." 



In his statement, Biden said Foxman was "correct" in his assessment. 



“Abe Foxman has been a friend and advisor of mine for a long time. He’s correct, it was a poor choice of words, particularly as he said coming from ‘someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden.’ He’s right,” Biden said.



Biden made the remark during a speech to the Legal Services Corporation on Tuesday in which he criticized those who would take advantage of military service members with "bad loans" as "Shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas."



Headlines & Global News

Biden Apologizes After Receiving Sharp Criticism For Making 'Offensive’ Jewish Reference To ‘Shylocks’

By: Rida Ahmed / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden drew sharp criticism from the Anti-Defamation League earlier this week when he described unscrupulous bankers as "Shylocks" - a pejorative term based on a Jewish character in Shakespeare's "Merchant of Venice," New York Daily News reported. He apologized Wednesday, saying it was "a poor choice of words."



Biden made the comment during a speech to the Legal Services Corporation, a non-profit group that offers legal aid to those who cannot afford it, while telling a story about his son, Delaware Attorney General Beau Biden, providing legal assistance to fellow soldiers after they returned from war.



"People would come to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being - I mean, these Shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas," Biden said, in reference to moneylenders taking advantage and profiting from mortgages of military men and women serving overseas, Yahoo News reported.



The Anti-Defamation League swiftly criticized the vice president's choice of words, according to The Hill.



Abraham Foxman, the national director of the Anti-Defamation League, told Yahoo News that "Shylock represents the medieval stereotype about Jews and remains an offensive characterization to this day."



The term comes from Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice, in which the villain, Shylock, is a greedy Jewish money-lender that asks for a "pound of flesh" as payment. Some have argued that the controversial term has taken anti-Semitic connotations.



"The vice president should have been more careful," Foxman said. "When someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden, uses the term 'Shylocked' to describe unscrupulous moneylenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society."



In a statement Wednesday, the vice president agreed, saying it was "right" for the top Jewish group to criticize him for the comments.



"Abe Foxman has been a friend and advisor of mine for a long time," the vice president said. "He's correct, it was a poor choice of words, particularly as he said coming from 'someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden.' He's right."



Meanwhile, this could be considered classic Biden, who has a well-documented struggle with foot-in-mouth disease.



In 2007, he described then-Senator Barack Obama as "the first mainstream African-American who is articulate and bright and clean and a nice-looking guy," according to NYDN.



POLITICO

Joe Biden chided for 'shylocks' remark

By: Kendall Breitman / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden is drawing criticism from a Jewish group after his use of the word “Shylocks” was called out as promoting an anti-Semitic stereotype.



““When someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden, uses the term ‘Shylocked” to describe unscrupulous moneylenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society,” Abraham Foxman, the national director of the Anti-Defamation League, said in a statement.



Biden used the term when he spoke at the 40th anniversary celebration for the Legal Services Corporation and referred to his son, Delaware Attorney General Beau Biden, and his experience while in Iraq.



“People would come up to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being - I mean, these Shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas,” Biden said.



While Biden was referring to bank and moneylenders haggling people serving the United States overseas, the term originally comes from William Shakespeare’s “The Merchant of Venice.” In the play, Shylock is a Jewish moneylender, and use of the name to refer to greed has been called offensive by organizations such as the ADL, among others.



“Shylock represents the medieval stereotype about Jews and remains an offensive characterization to this day,” Foxman said. “The Vice President should have been more careful.”



Biden responded on Wednesday and admitted that the comments represented a “poor choice of words.”



“Abe Foxman has been a friend and adviser of mine for a long time,” Biden said in a statement. “He’s correct, it was a poor choice of words, particularly as he said coming from ‘someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden.’ He’s right.”



McClatchy

Biden ‘Shylock’ offense turns into praise

By: Lesley Clark / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden acknowledged Wednesday he made a “poor choice of words” when he used the word “shylock” to describe nefarious lenders.



The flap occurred Tuesday when Biden, speaking at a Washington, D.C. conference marking the 40th anniversary of the Legal Services Corporation, used the word – which many view as having anti-Semitic connotations – to describe people who prey on vulnerable service members.



Jewish groups took offense, and Biden issued a mea culpa in a phone conversation with Abraham Foxman, national director of the Anti-Defamation League.



Foxman hailed Biden for “turning a rhetorical gaffe into a teachable moment” and said that there was “no ill-intent here, but Joe and I agreed that perhaps he needs to bone up on his Shakespeare.”



The character appears in Shakespeare’s “Merchant of Venice” as Jewish and a ruthless miser, demanding a "pound of your fair flesh" from a merchant if he fails to repay a loan.



Foxman called Biden “a stalwart against anti-Semitism and bigotry,” adding that “he has the courage and forthrightness to admit a mistake and use it as an opportunity to learn and to teach others about the harmful effects of stereotypes.”



Raw Story

As a Jew, I’m grateful that Joe Biden used the word ‘Shylocks’

By: Katie Halper / September 17, 2014



Joe Biden, once again, pulled a Joe Biden, (made a gaffe) when he referred to predatory bankers as Shylocks. During a Tuesday speech at the Legal Services Corporation’s 40th anniversary conference, Biden said that his son, Delaware Attorney General Beau Biden, heard stories about banks preying on fellow servicemen and women when he served in Iraq: 



People would come up to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures in terms of bad loans that were being – I mean, these Shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas.



Of course, Shylock is a fairly charged reference, as it refers to the Jewish, interest-charging, money-lender in Shakespeare masterpiece The Merchant of Venice. There is much debate over whether the character is an anti-semitic stereotype, or a sympathetic character through whom Shakespeare critiques anti-semitism. But, to be sure, when people use the word, they mean it pejoratively. They are describing someone who takes advantage of others and not someone who highlights the inhumanity of anti-Semitism. You will not, for instance, hear anyone ever describe Anne Frank as a Shylock, though she certainly humanized Jews and indicted anti-semitism.



Predictably, Abraham Foxman, who is still the president of the Anti-Defamation League despite announcing his retirement last year, had something to say about this:



When someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden, uses the term ‘Shylocked’ to describe unscrupulous moneylenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society.

 

Biden issued an apology and a “Jews love me” #HumbleBrag:



Abe Foxman has been a friend and adviser of mine for a long time. He’s correct, it was a poor choice of words, particularly as he said coming from ‘someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden.’ 

But the truth is, Biden’s Jewish stereotype based gaffe marked a historic moment. We are invisible no more! For years, Biden has delivered countless gaffes at the expense of several marginalized and disenfranchised groups like African Americans, the disabled, Indian Americans and even himself!



In 2007, for instance, Biden “praised” Barack Obama, against whom he was running for the Democratic nomination: “I mean, you got the first mainstream African-American who is articulate and bright and clean and a nice-looking guy. I mean, that’s a storybook, man.”



At a 2008 campaign rally, way before Kanye had made it cool, Biden urged Missouri state senator Chuck Graham, “Stand up Chuck, let ‘em see you.” Realizing Graham is in a wheelchair Biden recovered thusly: “Oh, God love you. What am I talking about. I’ll tell you what, you’re making everybody else stand up, though, pal.”



Back in 2006, Biden reached out to Indian Americans  by observing, “In Delaware, the largest growth of population is Indian Americans, moving from India. You cannot go to a 7-11 or a Dunkin’ Donuts unless you have a slight Indian accent. I’m not joking.”



Biden is so gaffe-prone, he even insulted himself. At a 2008 rally in Nashua, North Hampshire, Biden had this to say:



Hillary Clinton s as qualified or more qualified than I am to be Vice President of the United States of America. Let’s get that straight. She’s a truly close personal friend. She is qualified to be President of the United States of America. She’s easily qualified to be Vice President of the United States of America. Quite frankly, it might have been a better pick than me. But she’s first rate.



A Jewish-based gaffe was past due. I felt like my community had been snubbed by Biden. But Tuesday, the Vice President fixed that.



CNN

Biden says use of 'offensive' term Shylock was a poor choice

By: Ashley Killough / September 17, 2014



(CNN) -- Vice President Joe Biden said on Wednesday his use of the term "shylock," which some consider anti-Semitic, was "a poor choice of words."

His statement came a day after the national director of the Anti-Defamation League issued a mild rebuke of the vice president's use of the word, saying Biden "should have been more careful."



At a conference marking the 40th anniversary of the Legal Services Corporation, Biden recalled anecdotes from his son's experience serving in Iraq and meeting members of the military who were in need of legal help because of problems back at home.



"That's one of the things that he finds was most in need when he was over there in Iraq for a year," Biden said, "that people would come to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being...I mean these shylocks who took advantage of, um, these women and men while overseas."



ADL National Director Abraham Foxman issued a reprimand later Tuesday.

"When someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden, uses the term 'Shylocked' to describe unscrupulous moneylenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society," Foxman said in a statement, first reported by Yahoo News.



Biden explained Foxman has been a long-time "friend and adviser" and was correct in his assessment of Biden's word choice.



The name "Shylock" derives from the name of the antagonist in Shakespeare's "Merchant of Venice." Shylock, a Jew, was a ruthless moneylender in the play, and he's remembered for demanding a "pound of flesh" from the merchant Antonio if he failed to repay a loan.



"Shylock represents the medieval stereotype about Jews and remains an offensive characterization to this day," Foxman said. "The vice president should have been more careful."

The vice president's office did not immediately return a request for comment from CNN.



Biden, who's considering a presidential bid in 2016, heads to Iowa on Wednesday to speak at a kickoff event for Nuns on the Bus, a liberal Catholic social justice group based in Washington.



New York Magazine

Joe Biden Accidentally Used an Anti-Jewish Term

By: Katie Zavadski / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden is getting a slap on the wrist from Jewish groups this week, after he called those who took financial advantage of servicemembers "Shylocks."



Biden was discussing his son's military services during a speech when he uttered the term, which comes from Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice, a play in which Shylock is a Jewish moneylender and antagonist. Clearly Biden meant the term not in a "shady moneylender" way, but in a "shady Jew" way, right?



Not even the Anti-Defamation League, the Jewish advocacy group that watches out for anti-Semitic incidents, thinks Biden believes those stereotypes. Yet its president, Abraham Foxman, issued a statement condemning this particular phrase anway.



"When someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden, uses the term 'Shylocked' to describe unscrupulous moneylenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society," Foxman said.



At least we know Biden reads his Shakespeare?



Business Insider

Republicans Ask Joe Biden To Stop Embarrassing America

By: Colin Campbell / September 17, 2014



The Republican Party thinks Vice President Joe Biden is embarrassing the US and they would like him to stop.



Shortly after he apologized for using the term "Shylocks" on Wednesday, Biden stumbled into another controversy when he referred to former Singapore Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew as "the wisest man in the Orient."



The Republican National Committee subsequently released a statement claiming Biden had projected "unacceptable imperialist undertones" and should understand such comments "embarrass our country."



"Vice President Joe Biden’s insensitive remarks are offensive to both Asian-Americans and our Asian allies abroad. His comment is not only disrespectful but also uses unacceptable imperialist undertones. It's time for the Vice President to apologize and to understand that his comments embarrass our country," said an RNC spokesman, Ninio Fetalvo.



Biden's office did not respond to a request for comment on the reaction to his remark about Lee.



The Blaze

Joe Biden Uses Famously Anti-Semitic Slur in Speech

By: Sharona Schwartz / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden has drawn criticism from a prominent Jewish group after using a well-known anti-Semitic slur during a speech Tuesday.



Speaking to the Legal Services Corporation – an organization that offers legal services to those who cannot afford them – Biden referred to unscrupulous bankers who target military men and women as “Shylocks.”



Yahoo News reported that during his remarks, Biden described what his son, Delaware Attorney General Beau Biden, experienced while serving in Iraq.



“People would come to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being — I mean, these Shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas,” Biden said.



Shylock, a Jewish moneylender, was the villain in Shakespeare’s “The Merchant of Venice” who demanded a “pound of flesh” as payment on a loan.



“Shylock represents the medieval stereotype about Jews and remains an offensive characterization to this day,” Anti-Defamation League National Director Abraham Foxman said. “The vice president should have been more careful.”



The statement evoked critical postings on Twitter, as highlighted by Twitchy.



“When someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden, uses the term ‘Shylocked’ to describe unscrupulous moneylenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society,” Foxman said.



Ironically, earlier in his speech, Biden seemed to acknowledge his reputation for being gaffe-prone.



“No one ever doubts that I mean what I say,” he said. “The problem is I sometimes say all that I mean.”



The Washington Post

Joe Biden stepped in it. Again.

By: Jeff Simon / September 17, 2014



"No one ever doubts that I mean what I say," Vice President Joe Biden told a group of lawyers in a speech before the Legal Services Corporation. "The problem is I sometimes say all that I mean."



The crowd laughed. Then, less than 20 minutes later, he made a remark that was promptly condemned as a "medieval stereotype about Jews" by the Anti-Defamation League.



Biden said soldiers would approach his son, Delaware Attorney General Beau Biden (D), while he was serving a tour of duty in Iraq, and tell him about their experiences navigating the toxic housing market back home.



“People would come to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being — I mean, these Shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas,” Biden said.



Shylock is the main character of the Shakespearean play "Merchant of Venice" -- an unrelenting Jewish banker of sorts best known for demanding a "pound of flesh" as repayment for a loan.



“Shylock represents the medieval stereotype about Jews and remains an offensive characterization to this day," ADL national director Abraham Foxman said in a statement, first reported by Yahoo News. "The Vice President should have been more careful."



The Washington Times

Jewish group condemns Joe Biden for ‘Shylocks’ remark

By: Jessica Chasmar / September 17, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. Biden raised the ire of at least one prominent Jewish group Tuesday after using the word “Shylocks” to describe unscrupulous bankers.



Mr. Biden’s remarks came in a speech at a conference marking the 40th anniversary of the Legal Services Corporation, Yahoo News reported. The vice president Biden talking about his son’s experience serving in Iraq and meeting service members who needed legal help back at home.



“That’s one of the things that he finds was most in need when he was over there in Iraq for a year,” Mr. Biden said. “That people would come to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans that were being … I mean these Shylocks who took advantage of, um, these women and men while overseas.”



Shylock is the villain in Shakespeare’s “The Merchant of Venice,” who plays a Jewish moneylender who mercilessly demands a “pound of flesh” from the merchant who defaults on a loan. The term has been condemned by many as offensive and anti-Semitic.



Anti-Defamation League National Director Abraham Foxman said Mr. Biden “should have been more careful.”



“Shylock represents the medieval stereotype about Jews and remains an offensive characterization to this day,” he said in a statement. “When someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice President Joe Biden, uses the term ‘Shylocked’ to describe unscrupulous moneylenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society.”



Bur Twitter users weren’t as kind to Mr. Biden, who is known for making similar off-the-cuff remarks.



“This is another chance for the media to tell us that a Democrat’s use of ethnically-insulting language is ‘earthy’ or ‘folksy,’ ” wrote @AceofSpadesHQ.



“A heartbeat away folks. A heartbeat away,” wrote @SethAMandel.



“Which ethnic group has Joe Biden NOT insulted,” questioned @redsteeze.



At one point during his speech Tuesday, the vice president seemed to acknowledge his gaffe-prone reputation.



“No one ever doubts that I mean what I say,” he said to laughter from the audience, Yahoo reported. “The problem is I sometimes say all that I mean.”



Associated Press

US Military Role in Iraq Raises Combat Questions

By: Lolita C. Baldor / September 17, 2014



The White House and the Pentagon are grappling with how to explain what American military forces are doing and could do in Iraq as they battle the Islamic State militants.



Speaking at U.S. Central Command on Wednesday, President Barack Obama reiterated his pledge to keep American troops out of combat missions. But hours later, Vice President Joe Biden appeared to be less certain about ground troops.



"We'll determine that based on how the effort goes," Biden told reporters in Iowa.



Biden's remarks echoed comments a day earlier from Army Gen. Martin Dempsey, the Joint Chiefs chairman, who said he may, if necessary, recommend to the president that U.S. ground forces accompany Iraqi troops on attacks against Islamic State targets, particularly in certain complex missions or if there were threats to the U.S.



The statements have raised questions about possible splits between the president and some of his top advisers. But at least some of the confusion can be chalked up to differences in how the military talks about what it does.



—— There are already combat troops in Iraq. U.S. military members are, by definition, combat forces. There are more than 1,100 U.S. troops in Iraq and 475 others are heading in. Many are doing security and working in joint operations centers in Baghdad and the Kurdish capital of Irbil, and are not carrying out routine combat operations.



—— Others, however, are forming at least 12 teams that will embed with Iraqi brigades and headquarters units to advise and assist them in the fight. Those teams would be battle-ready, but because they are with headquarters or commanding units, they aren't likely to engage in direct combat with the enemy, and they are not authorized to travel with Iraqi units if direct contact with the enemy is expected or probable.



—— The U.S. has been launching airstrikes for weeks into Iraq, using fighter jets, bombers and drones. The pilots and crews of those Air Force and Navy aircraft are dropping bombs on enemy fighters and positions, so are clearly engaged in combat. But they are largely out of harm's way and are not involved in ground combat.



—— When asked this week, Dempsey said that under certain circumstances he might recommend to the president that the U.S. send in some ground forces to assist the Iraqis. He was careful in how he described the possibilities, referring mainly to small teams of special operations forces who could embed with Iraq units to help guide and assist them in complex military operations. Special operations forces do this all the time, including in war zones, in covert operations around the globe and at times in highly secretive assignments when they are technically assigned to the CIA.



—— The pledge to not send U.S. ground forces into Iraq is meant to assure the American public that the U.S. will not get involved in another deadly ground war, where military units with flags flying and tanks rumbling, storm into a country, sending U.S. troops to battle enemy fighters. From a military standpoint, it does not rule out small teams or groups of troops working with local forces or engaging in covert or other limited emergency operations that could be authorized by the president.



National Journal

Joe Biden on Using American Ground Troops Against ISIS: 'We'll Determine That Based on How the Effort Goes'

By: Brian Resnick / September 17, 2014



The Obama administration has struck to a strict script when it comes to the military effort against the Islamic State in the Middle East. "No boots on the ground" is the refrain, stated by the president and echoed by his deputies. Just Wednesday afternoon, Secretary of State John Kerry told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee that "no country has been asked to put boots on the ground and no country is talking of it."



On Tuesday, Gen. Martin Dempsey, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, suggested that if the ground situation called for it, he might suggest that American combat troops get involved. "If we reach the point where I believe our advisers should accompany Iraqi troops on attacks against specific [ISIS] targets, I'll recommend that to the president," Dempsey told the Senate Armed Services Committee. 



On Wednesday, Vice President Joe Biden, during a trip to Des Moines, Iowa, that included a photo opp with a group of nuns, was asked to respond to Dempsey's comment. And in doing so, he broke slightly from the administration's no-boots-on-the-ground script. Here's his exchange with a reporter at an Iowa diner, according to a pool report:



"Mr. Vice President, do you agree with General Dempsy's assessment about using ground troops if necessary if our mission fails?" the reporter asked.



"He said that if in fact he concluded that was needed he would request it from the president. His conclusion is that it is not needed now," Mr. Biden answered.



"Determined based on?" the reporter asked.



"We'll determine that based on how the effort goes," Mr. Biden said.



The press was then escorted out of the diner as the vice president slipped a blue credit card to the waitress. He returned to the table with the nuns.

How much weight should we put into an offhand comment at a diner, in between a meet-and-greet with nuns? If we are to take Biden's response at the same value as remarks made during an official press conference, perhaps the Obama administration has more wiggle room left in its strategy against ISIS than the current script suggests.



Meanwhile, President Obama stayed on message. "As your commander in chief, I will not commit you and the rest of our armed forces to fighting another ground war in Iraq," Obama said during a speech at MacDill Air Force Base in Tampa on Wednesday.



Associated Press

Biden: Troops not needed now, but will reassess

By: Thomas Beaumont / September 17, 2014



DES MOINES, IOWA — Vice President Joe Biden is apparently leaving the door open to U.S. ground troops helping Iraqi security forces repel Islamic State militants.



During a visit to a neighborhood cafe in Des Moines, Iowa, Biden was asked if he agreed with comments Tuesday by Gen. Martin Dempsey, the top U.S. military officer. Dempsey told a congressional committee that American ground troops may be needed to battle Islamic State forces if President Barack Obama's current strategy of expanded air strikes fails.



Referring to Dempsey, Biden replied that Dempsey's "conclusion is that it is not needed now." Biden added: "We'll determine that based on how the effort goes."



The White House has repeatedly rejected the possibility of sending U.S. troops into Iraq for combat missions.



Associated Press

Wary House set to approve arms for Syrian rebels

By: David Espo and Donna Cassata / September 17, 2014



WASHINGTON — The Republican-controlled House lined up half-heartedly to give the U.S. military authority to train and arm Syrian rebels on Wednesday as President Barack Obama emphasized that American forces "do not and will not have a combat mission" in the struggle against Islamic state militants.



Officials in both parties predicted approval of the plan Obama requested last week, about two months before midterm elections for control of Congress.



But even supporters of the plan found little to trumpet. "This is the best of a long list of bad options," said Rep. Jim Moran, D-Va.



The president's remarks and similar comments by House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi of California seemed designed to reassure liberal lawmakers that the new military mission would be limited.



Only a day earlier, Gen. Martin E. Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, drew widespread attention when he told Congress he might recommend the use of U.S. ground combat forces if Obama's current strategy fails to stop the militants.



Across the political aisle from the president and Pelosi, Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, and House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy of California swung behind the plan. Yet many members of their rank and file expressed concerns that it would be insufficient to defeat militants who have overrun parts of Syria and Iraq and beheaded two American journalists.



GOP lawmakers took solace in the short-term nature of the legislation. It grants Obama authority only until Dec. 11, giving Congress plenty of time to return to the issue in a postelection session set to begin in mid-November.



House Republican leaders arranged to tack the Obama-sought proposal onto a spending bill needed to keep the government operating past the Sept. 30 end of the budget year.



Approval would send the overall legislation to the Senate for all-but-certain final passage. Yet there, seven weeks before the elections, it seemed likely that no separate yes-or-no vote would be held on Obama's new military strategy to train rebel forces in Saudi Arabia to be used in conjunction with potential U.S. airstrikes.



Instead, the Senate is likely to vote only once on the legislation combining approval for arming and training rebels with the no-shutdown federal spending provisions.



Officials put a $500 million price tag on Obama's request to train and equip rebels. The cost generated virtually no discussion among lawmakers, who focused instead on the possible consequences of a new military mission not long after America ended participation in wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.



Testifying before a Senate Committee, Secretary of State John Kerry said the forces seeking to create an Islamic state " must be defeated. Period. End of story."



There was little, if any dissent on that, but debate aplenty about the best way to accomplish it.



"We simply don't know if somewhere down the line it will turn our guns back against us," said Rep. Loretta Sanchez, D-Calif., giving voice to a fear that rebels seeking the removal of Syrian president Bashar Assad would eventually prove unreliable allies.



Republican Rep. Tom McClintock of California expressed a different concern. "Committing insufficient force in any conflict is self-defeating, and airstrikes alone cannot win a war," he said.



The day's developments unfolded as Dempsey's day-old remarks reverberated around the globe.



U.S. troops "will support Iraqi forces on the ground as they fight for their own country against these terrorists," Obama told officers at U.S. Central Command, which oversees American military efforts in the Middle East. He added that "As your commander in chief, I will not commit you and the rest of our armed forces to fighting another ground war in Iraq."



Vice President Joe Biden, asked on a visit to Iowa about Dempsey's comment on the use of ground troops, said the general's "conclusion is that it is not needed now." Biden added: "We'll determine that based on how the effort goes."

Pelosi told reporters the day's House action "is not to be confused with any authorization to go further. ... I will not vote for combat troops to engage in war."



In Baghdad, Iraq's new prime minister told The Associated Press in an interview that his government wants no part of a U.S. ground combat mission. "Not only is it not necessary; we don't want them. We won't allow them," Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi said.



Controversy over a new military mission overshadowed what otherwise might have been a noteworthy accomplishment for a Congress marked by near-constant gridlock. Passage of the legislation would eliminate any possibility of a partial government shutdown like the one Republicans triggered a year ago by trying to zero out Obama's health care program.



The measure also renews the charter of the Export-Import Bank, which helps finance purchases of U.S. exports. That postpones until next June a battle between tea party forces opposing the bank and business-oriented Republicans who support it.



The legislation also includes $88 million to combat the outbreak of Ebola in West Africa.



POLITICO

Robert Gates: Barack Obama ‘traps himself’ on ISIL

By: Jonathon Topaz / September 17, 2014



Former Defense Secretary Robert Gates on Wednesday said the U.S. will need troops on the ground to fight the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant and spoke out against President Barack Obama’s contention that the U.S. aims to degrade and destroy the group.



“The reality is they’re not going to be able to be successful against ISIS strictly from the air” or by relying on Iraqi or peshmerga forces, Gates said on CBS This Morning, using an alternate name for the terrorist organization.



While the president has contended that there will be no boots on the ground to fight ISIL, some defense experts and lawmakers have said that troops will be necessary in Syria to coordinate the airstrikes Obama pledged in a speech last week. On Wednesday, Gates said the president was boxing himself in with his rhetoric.



“[T]here will be boots on the ground if there’s to be any hope of success in the strategy,” he said. “And I think that by continuing to repeat that — the president, in effect, traps himself.”



Gates served as Defense secretary under both Obama and former President George W. Bush, before leaving his post at the Pentagon in 2011. In a memoir released earlier this year, the former top DoD official was outwardly critical of the Obama administration’s handling of foreign policy, saying the president didn’t listen enough to top military advisers and opposed the 2007 troop surge in Iraq for political reasons.



In Wednesday’s interview, Gates also took issue with White House rhetoric on ISIL. He said that Obama’s contention that the U.S. aims to “degrade and destroy” ISIL, a term the president has used repeatedly, was unreasonable. “I think to promise that we’re going to destroy ISIS or ISIL — sets a goal that may be unattainable as opposed to devastating it,” he said, adding that while the U.S. has not destroyed Al Qaeda in the 13 years since the 9/11 attacks, it was made major inroads.



He also directed an implicit jab at Vice President Joe Biden, who earlier this month pledged that the U.S. would follow ISIL “to the gates of hell,” calling such rhetoric unrealistic.



Gates reserved significant criticism for Biden in his memoir, saying the vice president and former Senate Foreign Relations Committee chairman had a “near-perfect record of being wrong about almost every major foreign policy question that the United States has faced in the past three decades.”



Associated Press

Mary Burke headed to Washington to speak at DNC event

September 17, 2014



MADISON (AP) — Democratic gubernatorial candidate Mary Burke is headed to Washington, D.C., to speak at a Democratic National Committee event alongside Michelle Obama.



Burke is scheduled to speak Thursday at the DNC’s Women’s Leadership Forum. The event is private and not open to press.



The only other speakers at Thursday’s welcome reception are Jill Biden and House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi.



President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe Biden are scheduled to appear at the event Friday, along with former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and DNC Chair Debbie Wasserman Schultz.



The annual event is billed as a chance to bring together Democratic women candidates from around the country to provide them with information, contacts and support.



Burke is running against Republican Gov. Scott Walker.



The Des Moines Register

Biden, nuns in Des Moines for voter turnout tour

By: Jennifer Jacobs / September 17, 2014



For this Iowa visit, Joe Biden is hitching his wagon to a bus full of nuns.



The vice president of the United States will help kick off a 10-state voter turnout tour for a liberal group called "Nuns on the Bus" today with an outdoor event on the west terrace of the Iowa Capitol.



For the nation's first Catholic vice president, this is a chance to attach himself with religious leaders who embrace a message on economic equality that syncs with his soul, his Iowa supporters say.



The morning rally is being pegged as a nonpartisan event. Biden, who is making an official White House trip, will center his remarks on the Obama administration's economic policies, and the nuns will urge "100 percent" voter turnout in Iowa, organizers told The Des Moines Register on Tuesday.



Still, this is Iowa. The political implications are ever-present.



Aside from a photo line fundraiser, which will benefit multiple candidates, Biden isn't doing campaign events for any Iowa candidates, including Bruce Braley, who is struggling to overcome a fierce challenge from Republican Joni Ernst for Democrat Tom Harkin's open U.S. Senate seat.



But Biden's visit falls just three days after Hillary Clinton made her comeback to Iowa after a seven-year absence, drawing a media circus and a crowd of 10,000. Iowa Democrats generally think that the 2016 presidential nomination is Clinton's to have if she wants it.



Biden's timing suggests he wants to keep his name in circulation as presidential material in the first-in-the-nation voting state.



Any debates about Biden's political motivations for coming to Iowa don't interest Simone Campbell, the Catholic nun who is spearheading the Nuns on the Bus tour.



"There's 2014! That we play the game of presidential politics — it's like the Olympics. Everybody likes the game: Who's up? Who's in? Who's out? — that drives me nuts," she said in an interview with the Register's editorial board Tuesday afternoon. "This is not a game. This is our life.



"That we make everything about the game of politics is shocking. It's part of the problem. We don't allow leaders to lead," she said.



Asked if conversations with the White House about Biden coming for this event began before or after the Register broke the news in mid-August that Clinton was coming for the Harkin Steak Fry, Campbell said she wasn't certain.



"The other piece is: So what?" she said.



The nuns' bus tour centers on this message: They believe that the growth and influence of outside money in our political system threatens to undermine the nation's democratic foundations by silencing the voices of everyday Americans, she said.



"This trip isn't about progressive or liberal. It's about 100 percent voting. It's a middle of the road issue," Campbell said. "Now, if you ask my advice on what to vote for, that's a different story."



Nuns across 10 states will hop on the bus for parts of the tour, Campbell said. Two Des Moines sisters, Jeanie Hagedorn and Elaine Hagedorn, both nuns with the Davenport-based Congregation of the Humility of Mary, will be on board for all five days in Iowa.



Campbell said she has met Biden several times, including at the 2010 signing celebration for the Affordable Care Act, otherwise known as Obamacare. By then, Campbell had earned a reputation as a "trouble-making nun" who advocates for the rights of the nation's poorest.



"The vice president comes along and I introduce myself … and he grabs me and he was so excited," Campbell said, referring to the bill signing event, "and there's this picture, I will never forget this. He does this with people in the most amazing settings, but I'm not used to it. He put his forehead against my forehead, and we proceeded to have a pastoral visit. It was the dearest thing. About how challenging it is for him sometimes in faith … how we gave him hope."



Biden has told Campbell more than once that he wanted to be part of Nuns on the Bus, founded in spring 2012. When they tried to book a slot last year, his schedule was too busy with international travel, she said.



For politics watchers, Biden's Iowa journey will likely stand in stark contrast with Clinton's.



For one, his trip is official government business, funded by the U.S. taxpayers. If he had come to campaign for one of Iowa's Democratic candidates, that Iowa campaign likely would have had to reimburse thousands of dollars in expenses for the vice president and his entourage.



Clinton's event was overtly political and marked by hoopla. Biden likely won't attract 10,000 this morning, Iowa Democratic strategists said.



Clinton's closest longtime backers in Iowa were contacted early on and invited to spend time with her, including during a photo line at Principal Park. Biden's 2008 inner circle, including some of his campaign steering committee members, didn't get invitations to this morning's Nuns on the Bus event until the last minute. In the past, Biden's advance staff called to tip them off to upcoming visits and to arrange for private time with him, they said.



And there have been some reports of discontent over Biden's choice of union halls for the photo-line fundraiser. The Plumbers and Steamfitters Local 33 is one of the few unions that occasionally writes checks to Republicans, such as Iowa House Speaker Kraig Paulsen.



But many other friends-of-Biden had nothing but good things to say about his trip, including state Rep. Lisa Heddens, D-Ames.



"It's exciting when you have the vice president coming into your state, rallying the base, getting it energized for the election and discussing issues that are not only important to the vice president but to the people of Iowa, as well," said Heddens, who has kept in touch with Biden over the years.



Biden also calls state Rep. Jim Lykam, D-Davenport, every once in a while, to check in on him and chat. "I had talked to Joe earlier, in the spring, and he had told me he wasn't going to make any decisions until after the November elections," Lykam told the Register. "Obviously, I told him if he's going to run again, I'll be with him."



What's Nuns on the Bus?



WHAT THEY'RE ABOUT: They encourage voting. They draw attention to the "wealth gap," health care for all, immigrants' rights, nonviolent solutions to conflict, a "living wage," housing policy, and not forcing Americans to spend down to zero before they qualify for food stamps, Medicaid or other social services. They leave issues such as abortion and gay rights to other groups.



IOWA TOUR: The nuns will do events in Des Moines today, then Council Bluffs, Sioux City, Waterloo, Dubuque, Cedar Rapids and the Quad Cities over the next four days. For the detailed schedule, go to www.networklobby.org/bus2014/events.



REST OF TOUR: The group has planned a total of 75 events in 36 cities in 10 states along a 5,252-mile route. Catholic sisters from each state along the route will join the tour to hold voter registration drives, visit Catholic social service sites, and host town hall meetings to hear the concerns of local communities, according to a news release.



About today's rally



WHAT: Vice President Joe Biden will join Nuns on the Bus to kick off their 2014 tour.



WHERE: Iowa Capitol, West Capitol Terrace, 1007 E. Grand Ave., Des Moines



WHEN: 10:30 a.m.



PUBLIC INVITED: The event is free and open to all.



Traffic, parking advisory for Capitol area



Several key roads near the Iowa Capitol will be closed from 7 a.m. to about noon to accommodate Vice President Joe Biden's visit, according to the Department of Public Safety.



• Grand Avenue will be closed from East 12th Street to Pennsylvania Avenue.



• Walnut Street will be closed from East 7th Street to East 12th Street.



For those attending, the entrance location is the West Terrace, at East 7th Street and Locust Street. Parking is available at the parking garage at Pennsylvania Street and Grand Avenue.



The Guardian

Joe Biden: 'My wife was with Prince Harry. I'm a little worried – you know what I mean?'

By: Paul Lewis / September 17, 2014



Surrounded by secret service agents and Catholic activists from Iowa, Joe Biden was about to walk away. We had just been conducting a short interview as he shook hands along the rope line at a event with Nuns on the Bus, a group that travel the country in an effort to increase voter turnout.



“By the way, I’ve been reading the English press the last four or five days,” he said. Presuming he was about to deliver a news-making quote about Thursday’s Scottish referendum, I replied: “It is a big moment, isn’t it?”



“No, not just the vote tomorrow,” he said. “But my wife was with Prince Harry at the Invictus Games. And I read in the Guardian, or one of them, and it says – I’m paraphrasing – everywhere Prince Harry went, he had this blonde woman on his arm. The vice-president’s wife! I’m a little worried here, you know what I mean?”



The vice-president, everyone in Washington knows, has a propensity to put his foot in his mouth. Earlier on Wednesday he was forced to apologise for using the word “shylock” in a recent speech.



Biden appeared to be carefully avoiding controversy when a woman on the rope line asked him about Keystone XL – the controversial pipeline that Barack Obama had repeatedly put off authorising, much to the fury of rank-and-file Democrats.



“I am vice-president,” he said, emphasising “vice”, and placing his hand on her cheek. “So what I’ve learned to do, is not step on the president’s lines. I do have an opinion. I’ve made it clear to the president what my opinion is. But I am vice-president.”



He also appeared to stop himself from endorsing a no vote in the Scottish referendum. “I think the United Kingdom ... look I’ve learned from Scottish friends the last thing to do is suggest to a Scot what he should do.”



But Biden could not seem to resist a dig at Harry’s reputation as something of a womaniser. In response, reassurance seemed the best tactic. “I don’t think you need to be too worried,” I said.
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The Daily Caller

BIDEN: Justice Is Being Rationed

By: Neil Munro / September 16, 2014

Justice is being rationed in the United States, an apparently sober Vice President Joe BIDEN declared Tuesday in a rambling speech to a special interest group in the legal industry.



The Hill

BIDEN to tackle domestic violence in Denver talk

By: Justin Sink / September 16, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday will travel to Denver for an event on domestic violence amid swirling controversy over how the NFL has handled a string of high-profile arrests of top players.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN to visit Colorado on Friday

September 16, 2014

DENVER (AP) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN is coming to Colorado.



The Denver Post

Joe BIDEN to visit Denver this Friday; focus is scourge of domestic abuse

By: Mark Matthews / September 16, 2014

WASHINGTON — Vice President Joe BIDEN plans to travel to Denver on Friday for “an event on domestic violence,” according to administration officials.



KWGN Channel 2 Denver

Vice President BIDEN to travel to Denver on Friday for event on domestic violence

By: Chuck Hickey / September 16, 2014

DENVER — Vice President Joe BIDEN will travel to Denver on Friday for “an event on domestic violence,” the White House announced Tuesday.



The Des Moines Register

Road closures announced for BIDEN visit

By: Regina Zilbermints / September 16, 2014

Several roads around the state Capitol Complex in Des Moines will be closed Wednesday morning for Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit, officials said.



WHOTV 13 Des Moines

Road Closures Announced for Vice President BIDEN’s Des Moines Visit

By: Aaron Hepker / September 16, 2014

DES MOINES, Iowa – Several streets near the Capitol Complex will be closed Wednesday morning as Vice President Joe BIDEN visits Des Moines.



KCCI-TV 8 Des Moines

Roads closing downtown for Vice President's trip

By: Tad Anderson / September 16, 2014

DES MOINES, Iowa —The Iowa State Patrol is advising downtown drivers about road closures planned Wednesday morning in Des Moines.



The News Journal

Markell popular despite economic concerns

By: Jonathon Starkey / September 16, 2014

Elsewhere in the poll, sixty-six percent of likely Delaware voters view Vice President Joe BIDEN favorably, while 60 percent say the same about U.S. Sen. Tom Carper, D-Del.



USA Today 

As VP, BIDEN keeps academy nominations secret

By: Fredreka Schouten, Gregory Korte and Nicole Gaudiano / September 16, 2014

WASHINGTON — During his final year in Congress in 2008, then-senator Joe BIDEN heralded his top picks for the nation's elite service academies with a congratulatory news release and led a group of academy-bound students on a personal tour of his domain as Senate Foreign Relations Committee chairman.



The Washington Post

Attention BIDEN alumni! Scheduled reunion Tuesday postponed. Joe’s going to . . . Iowa.

By: Al Kamen / September 16, 2014

Attention former BIDEN staffers! A reunion for former staff of Vice President BIDEN that had initially been scheduled for Tuesday in Washington and Delaware has been postponed, according to an unsigned e-mail we got Monday night.



USA Today

Obama, BIDEN to promote campaign against sexual assault

By: David Jackson / September 16, 2014

President Obama and Vice President BIDEN plan to announce a new campaign this week seeking to prevent sexual assaults on campus.


Associated Press

Dempsey: I Will Recommend Using Ground Troops To Combat ISIS If Expanded Military Campaign Fails

September 16, 2014

Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN met in the Oval Office Tuesday morning with retired Marine Gen. John Allen, who is coordinating international efforts to combat the Islamic State militants.



Washington Post 

NFL hires former BIDEN aide who worked on violence against women laws

By: Colby Itkowitz / September 16, 2014

A former Joe BIDEN aide who worked for him in the Senate when he wrote the Violence Against Women Act has taken a senior-level position with the National Football League as it struggles with its reputation among women.



USA Today

Joe BIDEN aide tied to key law hired as new VP by NFL

By: Tom Pelissero / September 16, 2014

The NFL's newest female vice president is a longtime counsel to Vice President Joe BIDEN and was on staff with the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee when the Violence Against Women Act became federal law almost exactly 20 years ago.



The Los Angeles Times

Former White House staffer hired to represent NFL in Washington

By: Sam Farmer / September 16, 2014

Hogan, longtime counsel to Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been named the league’s senior vice president of public policy and government affairs.



The Hill

NFL hires new top lobbyist amid Rice furor

By: Megan R. Wilson / September 16, 2014

She most recently served as a deputy assistant to President Obama and counsel to Vice President BIDEN, from 2009 to 2013. Back in the 1990s, she worked on the Senate Judiciary Committee with then-Sen. BIDEN (D-Del.) to craft the Violence Against Women Act, which bolsters funds for investigating and prosecuting charges of violent crime against women.



Politico

NFL hiring veteran Dem operative

By: Anna Palmer / September 16, 2014

She served as counsel to Vice President Joe BIDEN and also served as staff director of the Senate Judiciary Committee when BIDEN was in the Senate. Since leaving BIDEN’s office last summer, she has been serving as a consultant.



Associated Press

Sen. Amy Klobuchar To Address Iowa Democrats

September 16, 2014

Clinton has not announced any plans, but she appeared Sunday at Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin’s annual Steak Fry Fundraiser and made clear she was considering a bid. Other Democrats testing the waters in Iowa include Vice President Joe BIDEN and Maryland Gov. Martin O’Malley.



USA Today

Punchlines: Is Hillary Clinton on the run?

September 16, 2014

Another stated that Vice President Joe BIDEN will take a trip to Iowa to help some nuns kick off a voter registration drive and to get lost in a corn maze.



Salon

Bernie Sanders should stop being polite: Why he must get in 2016 candidates’ faces!

By: Simon Maloy / September 16, 2014

If he does run, he’ll struggle to raise the amount of money needed to run against fundraising pros like Hillary Clinton and Joe BIDEN and likely wouldn’t make it far past the Iowa caucuses, if he were to make it there in the first place.



Global Gazette

Iowa Democrats expect 2016 Clinton presidential bid

By: James Q. Lynch / September 16, 2014

“I don’t think you’re going to see a lot of Democrats enter the race,” he said. He didn’t rule out Vice President Joe BIDEN, but wondered if he may choose not to run because of his boss’ low approval rating. “I think (the others) will bow out.”



ABC 7 Detroit

If not Hillary, then who? The Democrats' 2016 bench is not deep

By: Dick Meyer / September 16, 2014

The Dwarfs, in approximate descending order of height, were: Jesse Jackson, Bruce Babbitt, Al Gore, Dick Gephardt, Joe BIDEN, Paul Simon and the eventual winner, Michael Dukakis.







The Daily Caller

BIDEN: Justice Is Being Rationed

By: Neil Munro / September 16, 2014



Justice is being rationed in the United States, an apparently sober Vice President Joe BIDEN declared Tuesday in a rambling speech to a special interest group in the legal industry.



Americans must “not be the victims of the rationing of justice,” said BIDEN, who is trying to win support among progressive groups as he tries to run for the Democrats’ presidential nomination next year.



“It is the ultimate measure of who we are as a country, the extent to which we guarantee every American access to the justice system — every American,” BIDEN told the audience of lawyers at the 40th anniversary meeting of the Legal Service Corp. Tuesday.



The LSC’s lawyers are paid by taxpayers to provide free legal services to defendants in criminal court, but have also worked to expand the role of government in Americans’ lives.



“The LSC’s use of taxpayer funds has often been dubious; promoting the advancement of big-government priorities as opposed to representing the legal interests of the poor,” according to a 2011 report by the Heritage Foundation.



“They’ve sued job creators and lobbied the federal government for the expansion of welfare programs… [it] has become an arm of big-government liberalism,” Heritage said.



The Hill

BIDEN to tackle domestic violence in Denver talk

By: Justin Sink / September 16, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN on Friday will travel to Denver for an event on domestic violence amid swirling controversy over how the NFL has handled a string of high-profile arrests of top players.



The vice president has held a series of events on the subject in recent weeks in commemoration of the 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Women Act. BIDEN was a principal champion of the legislation during his tenure in the U.S. Senate.



But the issue gained renewed attention following the release of a video earlier this month that showed former Baltimore Ravens running back Ray Rice knocking his then-fiancée unconscious in a hotel elevator.



San Francisco 49ers defensive lineman Ray McDonald and Carolina Panthers defensive end Greg Hardy were also recently arrested on suspicion of domestic abuse, and star Minnesota Vikings running back Adrian Peterson was indicted for striking his child repeatedly with a switch.



Last week, BIDEN told NBC News that the Ravens "did the right thing" by releasing Rice after the video surfaced.



"So, you know the first reason the NFL responded to my view: There are so many women fans in this billion-dollar industry,” BIDEN said. “So all of a sudden they said, ‘Wait a minute, he got suspended for a couple games? Whoa, that’s not enough.’ Then, they get a little more sensitized. And then it was longer.”



“And then when the video was out there, and saw how brutal it was, the Ravens did the right thing — fired him immediately,” he continued. “Now, you can argue they should have done it sooner, they didn’t want it. Whatever the reason is, it’s happening.”



On Monday, the NFL announced it was hiring four female advisers to help "help lead and shape the NFL's policies and programs relating to domestic violence and sexual assault."



"Because domestic violence and sexual assault are broad societal issues, we have engaged leading experts to provide specialized advice and guidance in ensuring that the NFL's programs reflect the most current and effective approaches," NFL commissioner Roger Goodell wrote in a memo obtained by Sports Business Journal.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN to visit Colorado on Friday

September 16, 2014



DENVER (AP) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN is coming to Colorado.



The White House says BIDEN will be in Denver on Friday for an event related to domestic violence. No other details about the trip were immediately available.



BIDEN's visit comes in the midst of a heated Senate campaign between Democrat Mark Udall and Rep. Cory Gardner. BIDEN headlined a fundraiser for Udall the last time the vice president was in town.



The Denver Post

Joe BIDEN to visit Denver this Friday; focus is scourge of domestic abuse

By: Mark Matthews / September 16, 2014



WASHINGTON — Vice President Joe BIDEN plans to travel to Denver on Friday for “an event on domestic violence,” according to administration officials.



No other details were immediately available, but the BIDEN visit is timely for several reasons. Not only has the scourge of domestic abuse been highlighted in the news recently because of the actions of football player Ray Rice, but this month marks the 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Women Act, which BIDEN championed in the U.S. Senate.



“We know there is still more to do, but years of struggle and progress have spurred a national understanding that you can’t talk about human rights and human dignity without talking about the right of every woman on this planet to be free from violence and free from fear,” BIDEN wrote in a recent editorial.



There’s the potential for politics as well. In his re-election bid, U.S. Sen. Mark Udall of Colorado has focused much of his energy on winning the support of women voters, who are crucial to his chances against Republican U.S. Rep. Cory Gardner. So anything the White House can do to draw attention to an issue important to female voters likely would be welcomed by the Udall campaign



KWGN Channel 2 Denver

Vice President BIDEN to travel to Denver on Friday for event on domestic violence

By: Chuck Hickey / September 16, 2014



DENVER — Vice President Joe BIDEN will travel to Denver on Friday for “an event on domestic violence,” the White House announced Tuesday.



No other details were provided about BIDEN’s trip, including the timing or where the event will be held.



It’s also unknown if BIDEN will campaign for Sen. Mark Udall, who is in a tough re-election battle with Rep. Cory Gardner, or for Andrew Romanoff, who is battling Rep. Mike Coffman in the 6th congressional district.





The Des Moines Register

Road closures announced for BIDEN visit

By: Regina Zilbermints / September 16, 2014



Several roads around the state Capitol Complex in Des Moines will be closed Wednesday morning for Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit, officials said.



Grand Avenue from East 12th Street to Pennsylvania Street and Walnut Street from East Seventh Street to East 12th Street will be closed from 7 a.m. to noon.



Parking for those attending the event is available in the parking garage at Pennsylvania Street and Grand Avenue. The entrance to the event is at the West Terrace.



BIDEN will be in Des Moines on an official White House visit and deliver remarks at the kickoff event for the Nuns on the Bus "We the People, We the Voters" bus tour. His visit comes less than a week after Hillary Clinton attended the Harkin Steak Fry in Indianola.



Both are considered potential 2016 presidential candidates.



WHOTV 13- Des Moines

Road Closures Announced for Vice President BIDEN’s Des Moines Visit

By: Aaron Hepker / September 16, 2014



DES MOINES, Iowa – Several streets near the Capitol Complex will be closed Wednesday morning as Vice President Joe BIDEN visits Des Moines.



Starting at 7 a.m. Grand Avenue from East 12th Street to Pennsylvania Avenue and Walnut Street from 7th Street to East 12th Street will be closed to traffic. Officials expect the roads to reopen at noon Wednesday.



Parking is available for those attending the event at the parking garage at Pennsylvania Street and Grand Avenue.



BIDEN will be speaking at the “We the People, We The Voters” bus tour at the Capitol building. The event starts at 10:30 a.m. at the West Capitol Terrace.



BIDEN’s visit comes three days after Hillary Clinton attended the Harkin Steak Fry in Indianola. BIDEN and Clinton are both considered potential candidates for president in 2016.



KCCI-TV 8 Des Moines

Roads closing downtown for Vice President's trip

By: Tad Anderson / September 16, 2014



DES MOINES, Iowa —The Iowa State Patrol is advising downtown drivers about road closures planned Wednesday morning in Des Moines.



Vice President Joe BIDEN will be visiting the Capitol on Wednesday.



In preparation for the visit several roads will be closed around the Capitol from 7 a.m. to noon.



Grand Avenue will be closed from East 12th Street to Pennsylvania Avenue.



Walnut Street will be closed from East 7th Street to East 12th Street.



The State Patrol said that for those attending the event, you can enter the West Terrace located at East 7th Street and Locust Street.  Parking is available at the parking garage at Pennsylvania Street and Grand Avenue.



The News Journal

Markell popular despite economic concerns

By: Jonathon Starkey / September 16, 2014



Gov. Jack Markell has not lost his appeal with Delaware voters despite lingering concerns that the economy is not on firm footing, according to poll numbers released this week by Rasmussen Reports.



Sixty-four percent of likely Delaware voters surveyed approve of the job Markell is doing as governor. Rasmussen polled 750 likely Delaware voters by telephone from Sept. 10-12. The poll shows 32 percent disapprove of Markell's performance.



Elsewhere in the poll, sixty-six percent of likely Delaware voters view Vice President Joe BIDEN favorably, while 60 percent say the same about U.S. Sen. Tom Carper, D-Del.



Markell, first elected governor in 2008, was re-elected with 69 percent of the vote against Republican Jeff Cragg two years ago.



Meanwhile, 32 percent of likely voters surveyed rated the U.S. economy as poor, and another 46 percent said the economy was in fair condition.



Just 22 percent of likely voters polled said the economy was in excellent or good shape. Asked about their own personal finances, 56 percent of likely voters said their finances were in fair or poor shape, while 43 percent of likely voters rated their own situation as excellent or good.



USA Today 

As VP, BIDEN keeps academy nominations secret

By: Fredreka Schouten, Gregory Korte and Nicole Gaudiano / September 16, 2014



WASHINGTON — During his final year in Congress in 2008, then-senator Joe BIDEN heralded his top picks for the nation's elite service academies with a congratulatory news release and led a group of academy-bound students on a personal tour of his domain as Senate Foreign Relations Committee chairman.



As vice president, BIDEN has the power to nominate students to three of the nation's service academies. However, the names of the students he chooses for these plum assignments are now secret.



Neither BIDEN's staff nor the academies would disclose the identities of his nominees to USA TODAY, citing student privacy. So it's unclear how the vice president uses his nominations — which this year included the daughter of a congressman and an Air Force Academy nominee his office took an interest in.



A USA TODAY examination of the nomination system found a process with little disclosure or oversight. Each member of Congress and the vice president can have up to five nominees in each military academy — the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, N.Y., the Naval Academy in Annapolis, Md., and the Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colo. But the nominations largely are made in secret with no standard process or criteria for awarding them.



Vice presidential nominations are unique. They are the only nominations that everyone can apply for and anyone can receive. For some American students living overseas, it may be the only option available to them.



As a result, the vice president gets thousands of requests for nominations each year. The service academies say they take the lead in vetting the students and submitting to BIDEN's office a list of top-scoring applicants who lack only a nomination from another source.



This year, however, BIDEN's staff took an interest in a particular candidate and let the Air Force know. "His contact called me and said, 'Hey, we've had some express interest in this individual,' " said Jim Dahlmann, the Air Force Academy's congressional liaison.



"Sure enough, he was a qualified candidate, which is great. And he's of interest to the vice president. Well that's easy enough, we'll make sure he's on the list," he said.



The student also had secured nominations from a U.S. senator and a local congresswoman, but academy officials took the extra step of putting the student at the top of the list they submitted to BIDEN's office, Dahlmann said. "We wanted to make sure they could say, 'Oh yeah, the academy is listening to us.' "



Generally, Dahlmann said, BIDEN's office is more removed from the process than congressional offices.



At the Naval Academy, the list of vice presidential nominations this year included the daughter of Rep. Andy Harris, R-Md. Harris spokesman Chris Meekins said the younger Harris, a track standout, was recruited for the academy's track team late in the year — after congressional application deadlines had passed — and the vice presidential nomination was the only option available.



She was offered an appointment to Annapolis but did not accept it. Harris is now studying at Notre Dame on a track scholarship.



The vice president's office would not discuss any nominations on the record. "In order to protect the privacy of individuals who are nominated to the service academies and consistent with previous administration practices and service academy protocols, we don't release names to the public," said Kendra Barkoff, a BIDEN spokeswoman.



But some of the academies say BIDEN's office is more engaged in the process than was his predecessor. "This vice president has been active in making the selections," said Col. Deborah McDonald, West Point's director of admissions. While vice president Dick Cheney's nominations came in before the deadline, BIDEN's often come in months after the congressional nominations are due Jan. 31 — and in some cases as late as June, just before cadets and midshipmen report to the academies.



That additional time allows the vice president's office to ensure that its nominations are going only to candidates who don't have any other source of a nomination. "I'm guessing what they were doing was making sure they were looking at all the congressional nominations that came in to try to — and I'm just guessing this — expand the candidate pool," she said.



Other vice presidents have taken an interest in their nominations.



Former vice president Walter Mondale, who served in the late 1970s, said his staff took the step of reviewing the applications of nominees recommended by the academies. "I used the staff to vet them to see if there were any embarrassments there," Mondale said. "Most were just fine. ... I think (the academies) were very careful about sending up the best."



Under a separate system of nominations, the president also makes nominations for the children of Medal of Honor winners and members of the armed forces. But those nominations are presidential in name only — the entire process is delegated to the Defense Department and the academies, which don't release those names.



The Washington Post

Attention BIDEN alumni! Scheduled reunion Tuesday postponed. Joe’s going to . . . Iowa.

By: Al Kamen / September 16, 2014



Attention former BIDEN staffers! A reunion for former staff of Vice President BIDEN that had initially been scheduled for Tuesday in Washington and Delaware has been postponed, according to an unsigned e-mail we got Monday night.



A BIDEN counselor had e-mailed a save-the-date for the event back in July, but no actual invite with time or location was ever set. The postponement note, as we reported with colleague Sean Sullivan,  blamed the “large number of Delaware and DC folks who wanted to be able to attend both events to reconnect with friends and former colleagues.” So, to “accommodate we are going to have the events on different dates.”



While there was never any indication that BIDEN would attend, it could not escape notice that he’s scheduled to head to Iowa on Wednesday to speak at a Nuns on the Bus “We the People, We the Voters” tour kickoff event.



In July, Loop Fans may recall, BIDEN arranged a brief conference call with some of his former staff (unclear how many) that raised a few eyebrows about his electoral aspirations. We dismissed it, however, as just Joe being friendly.



Then came the save-the-date in August, which raised more eyebrows, but we still dismissed the notion that BIDEN was seriously contemplating a third presidential bid, despite Hillary’s disastrous memoir rollout.



But now he’s headed to Iowa? Home of the first 2016 caucus? This looks really suspicious. Well, given the last-minute reunion postponement, the effort so far seems a bit slipshod. On the other hand, campaigns reunions are never easy to organize.



USA Today

Obama, BIDEN to promote campaign against sexual assault

By: David Jackson / September 16, 2014



President Obama and Vice President BIDEN plan to announce a new campaign this week seeking to prevent sexual assaults on campus.



While the campaign — called "It's On Us" — will encourage everybody to help prevent sexual assault, the emphasis will be on men, the Associated Press reports.



In announcing a task force earlier this year to combat sexual assault, Obama said that "we can do more to make sure that every young man out there — whether they're in junior high or high school or college or beyond — understands what's expected of them and what it means to be a man, and to intervene if they see somebody else acting inappropriately."



The announcement of the new anti-violence campaign will be made Friday at the White House.



Reports the Associated Press:



"Presidential aides point to research shows that men are often reluctant to speak out against violence against women because they believe other men accept it, and that Obama and BIDEN hope to set an example by speaking out to help change social norms.



"The event comes as students are settling in for a new year on campus and follows other White House efforts that have been helping raise awareness about the problem that typically remained in the shadows.



"Research has shown that one in five college women is assaulted, most victims know their attackers, alcohol or drugs are often involved and only 12 percent of college women attacked report it to police."



Associated Press

Dempsey: I Will Recommend Using Ground Troops To Combat ISIS If Expanded Military Campaign Fails

September 16, 2014



WASHINGTON (CBS News/CBSDC/AP) — The nation’s top military leader told Congress Tuesday that he will recommend President Barack Obama consider using ground troops to combat the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS, also known as ISIL) if the expanded military campaign to the president laid out last week fails.



Army Gen. Martin Dempsey, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told the Senate Armed Services Committee that the main role for American advisers is to help Iraqi forces with planning, logistics and coordinating military efforts by coalition partners as they look to defeat the Islamic militants.



“To be clear, if we reach the point where I believe our advisers should accompany Iraqi troops on attacks against specific ISIL targets, I will recommend that to the president,” Dempsey said.



Pressed by senators, Dempsey said he “would go back to the president and make a recommendation that may include the use of ground forces.”

Obama has maintained that American forces will not have a combat mission in Iraq, saying earlier this month that would be “a profound mistake.”



Dempsey and Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel faced multiple questions from lawmakers in the first high-stakes hearing to examine the president’s expanded military campaign to counter the militant group. Secretary of State John Kerry is set to testify to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and House Foreign Affairs Committee later this week.

Dempsey said Americans in Iraq are currently serving in a combat advisory role but not direct combat. If the Iraqi forces took on a complex mission to retake the city of Mosul, however, the general said he might recommend that U.S. troops to accompany Iraqi troops or provide close combat advice.



The apparent contradiction of combat-trained forces not participating directly in combat was captured in one exchange between Sen. Jim Inhofe, R-Oklahoma, and Dempsey.



“Are pilots dropping bombs in Iraq a direct combat mission and will U.S. forces be prepared to provide search and rescue mission if pilots get shot down and be prepared to put boots on the ground to make that mission be successful?” Inhofe asked.



“Yes and yes,” Dempsey said.



The U.S. military conducted strikes near Baghdad against the Islamic State group, which has seized large swaths of Iraq and Syria. Obama is seeking congressional support to train and equip vetted Syrian moderates fighting both the Islamic militants and forces loyal to President Bashar Assad.

Dempsey said the United States is prepared to strike Islamic targets in Syria.



“This will not look like ‘shock and awe’ because that is not how ISIL is organized. But it will be persistent and sustainable,” Dempsey said, referring to the air bombardment at the start of the Iraq war in March 2003.

Several lawmakers have their doubts about the United States being pulled into a larger war, with increasing numbers of American troops. The president has already dispatched more than 1,000 Americans three years after combat forces left Iraq.



Many Republicans and Democrats, including Sens. Kirsten Gillibrand, D-New York and Joe Manchin, D-West Virginia, have expressed reservations about the ability to identify moderates in a country awash with rebel formations and shifting alliances. ISIS grew out of the al Qaeda movement, has since been disavowed for its extreme tactics. In some instances, the moderate Free Syrian Army has teamed with al Qaeda’s local franchise, the Nusra Front.



Hagel said the U.S. will monitor them closely to ensure that weapons don’t fall into the wrong hands.



“There will always be risk in a program like this, but we believe that risk is justified by the imperative of destroying ISIL – and the necessity of having capable partners on the ground in Syria,” the defense secretary said.



The hearing was frequently interrupted by anti-war protesters who filled the front rows at the hearing, chanting “no more war.” After repeated interruptions by protesters who had to be removed from the room, the committee chairman, Sen. Carl Levin, D-Michigan, asked that the protests stop, saying, “they’re not doing you and whatever your cause is any good.”

Hagel said the involvement will not be “an easy or brief effort. We are at war with ISIL, as we are with al Qaeda.”



Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN met in the Oval Office Tuesday morning with retired Marine Gen. John Allen, who is coordinating international efforts to combat the Islamic State militants. Brett McGurk, a top Iraq adviser at the State Department, also took part in the meeting.

The House of Representatives is preparing to vote this week on Obama’s proposal to arm and train moderate Syrian rebels as an on-the-ground force combat ISIS.



The proposal, which is expected to be voted on Wednesday, will be offered as an amendment to a short-term spending bill that Congress must pass in order to keep the government running past the end of September. That way, lawmakers will have the chance to cast separate votes on the proposal to train the rebels and fund the government.



The amendment authored by House Armed Services Committee Chairman Buck McKeon, R-California, authorizes the secretaries of defense and state to equip vetted members of the Syrian opposition who are fighting both Syrian President Bashar Assad and ISIS. There is no additional money given to the effort, but the Defense Department is granted permission to shift around existing funds to meet their needs.



Additionally, the amendment requires that the administration provide Congress with detailed progress reports on the plan, the vetting process, and procedures for monitoring what happens to the equipment and training given to the rebels. Obama must also tell lawmakers how arming the Syrian opposition fits into a larger regional strategy.



The language is careful to indicate that it does not authorize the use of U.S. forces in Syria, a matter that has not been debated by Congress even though some Republicans have called on the president to send U.S. troops into Syria.



“We don’t want anyone to construe this specific authorization as a broader authority for the use of military force, simple as that. And if we need to readdress this issue, we certainly will,” House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, told reporters Tuesday morning.



The Washington Post 

NFL hires former BIDEN aide who worked on violence against women laws

By: Colby Itkowitz / September 16, 2014



A former Joe BIDEN aide who worked for him in the Senate when he wrote the Violence Against Women Act has taken a senior-level position with the National Football League as it struggles with its reputation among women.



Cynthia Hogan will be the league’s senior vice president of public policy and government affairs, the organization announced Tuesday.



“The complex and compelling issues of interest to the NFL and the opportunity to help shape policy on those issues, is a unique and exciting challenge,” Hogan said in a news release. “I could not be more excited about joining the NFL team.”



Hogan worked in the Obama White House from 2009 to 2013 as counsel for BIDEN, and helped shepherd Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor through her confirmation. She also was on the team that shaped the administration’s anti-gun violence message after the Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting.



BIDEN tweeted congratulations to her, calling her “a great friend and a great lawyer.”



The NFL is facing terrible public relations over how it responds to domestic violence involving its players after video circulated showing Ray Rice punching and knocking out his then-fiance. Hogan’s credentials on women’s issues and in Washington are an obvious choice to help the NFL rehabilitate its image.



Just how connected is she? We hear Hogan belonged to a book club that over time included women like now-Supreme Court Justice Elena Kagan, former Obama deputy chief of staff for policy Nancy-Ann DeParle, and Commissioner of the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Chai Feldblum.



With friends like that …



USA Today

Joe BIDEN aide tied to key law hired as new VP by NFL

By: Tom Pelissero / September 16, 2014



The NFL's newest female vice president is a longtime counsel to Vice President Joe BIDEN and was on staff with the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee when the Violence Against Women Act became federal law almost exactly 20 years ago.



Former White House staffer Cynthia C. Hogan has been named the league's senior vice president of public policy and government affairs, the NFL announced Tuesday. According to the media release, Hogan will develop and implement the league's public policy and legislative initiatives and work with NFL teams on local and state issues.



Hogan is a former deputy assistant to President Barack Obama and counsel to BIDEN, for whom she has been a legal advisor for more than 20 years, including as counsel for constitutional law, staff director and chief counsel on the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee from 1991 to '96. She worked in the White House from 2009 to '13, analyzing legal and policy issues.



Among other things, the Violence Against Women Act of 1994 provided law enforcement and prosecution grants to reduce violent crimes against women and implement mandatory arrest programs and policies in domestic violence cases. It was signed into law on Sept. 13, 1994. According to a White House fact sheet, the act was created under the leadership of then-Senator BIDEN. Last week, BIDEN spoke at an event to recognize the 20th anniversary.



Hogan's hiring comes amid continued criticism of the league's policies on domestic violence and one day after the NFL announced it has enhanced the role of one female VP and retained three women as senior advisors to help shape policies on the issue.



The NFL's kickoff guide lists 17 other women at VP levels or higher in the league office. That includes Anna Isaacson, who has moved into a newly expanded role of vice president of social responsibility.



Dozens more women are executives at the league's other arms, such as NFL Network, or with individual teams.



The Los Angeles Times

Former White House staffer hired to represent NFL in Washington

By: Sam Farmer / September 16, 2014



The NFL on Tuesday announced the hiring of Cynthia C. Hogan, a former White House official who worked with the Senate Judiciary Committee on the Violence Against Women Act, which became law 20 years ago.



Hogan, longtime counsel to Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been named the league’s senior vice president of public policy and government affairs. She will be based in Washington and is assigned to develop and implement the league’s public policy and legislative initiatives, as well as working with teams on the state and local issues.



“Cynthia’s broad experience on a wide range of public policy issues will help advance our initiatives in Washington and around the country,” Paul Hicks, the NFL’s executive vice president of communications and public affairs, said in a written statement.



Although Hogan will work on domestic-violence issues with Anna Isaacson, recently hired as the league’s vice president of social responsibility, she will represent the league in Washington on various other issues, among them the future of the blackout policy and the league’s tax status.



Hogan is the NFL’s first female top lobbyist. The announcement of her hiring comes a day after the league announced the hiring of Isaacson, and of Lisa Friel, Jane Randel and Rita Smith as senior advisors to Commissioner Roger Goodell.



Friel was head of the sex crimes prosecution unit in the New York County district attorney's office for more than a decade. Randel is co-founder of No More, a national initiative to raise the profile of and normalize the conversation about domestic violence and sexual assault. Smith is the former executive director of the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence.



Goodell and the league have been under intense scrutiny in the wake of the domestic-abuse scandal surrounding former Baltimore Ravens running back Ray Rice, and the indictment of Minnesota Vikings star Adrian Peterson on child-abuse charges.



The Hill

NFL hires new top lobbyist amid Rice furor

By: Megan R. Wilson / September 16, 2014



The National Football League (NFL) has hired a former White House staffer who helped write the Violence Against Women Act to head up its Washington lobbying operation.



The addition of Cynthia Hogan comes amid mounting criticism of NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell for the league's handling of a domestic abuse incident involving former Baltimore Raven Ray Rice, who punched out his now-wife in a casino elevator.



Hogan could help the league deal with the criticism, given her background in writing one of the strongest domestic violence laws on the books.



She most recently served as a deputy assistant to President Obama and counsel to Vice President BIDEN, from 2009 to 2013. Back in the 1990s, she worked on the Senate Judiciary Committee with then-Sen. BIDEN (D-Del.) to craft the Violence Against Women Act, which bolsters funds for investigating and prosecuting charges of violent crime against women.



“The complex and compelling issues of interest to the NFL and the opportunity to help shape policy on those issues is a unique and exciting challenge,” Hogan said in a statement Tuesday. “I could not be more excited about joining the NFL team.”

She begins on Sept. 22 as the NFL’s senior vice president of public policy and government affairs.



“Cynthia’s broad experience on a wide range of public policy issues will help advance our initiatives in Washington and around the country,” said Paul Hicks, the NFL’s executive vice president of communications and public affairs.



The NFL has faced widespread public pressure — including from government officials — for its treatment of Rice.



The league initially suspended Rice for two games after security footage emerged that showed him dragging an unconscious Janay Palmer from an elevator.



The league was forced to take stronger action last week after a security video surfaced that shows Rice punching Janay unconscious inside the elevator. Rice was cut from the Ravens and indefinitely suspended from the league.



Now, questions are swirling about whether the NFL had seen the graphic video when it gave Rice a two-game suspension.



In response, the NFL hired former FBI Director Robert Mueller III, now a partner at WilmerHale, to investigate how the league handled the Rice investigation.



Goodell's office denied knowledge of the video, but many are skeptical.



Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand (D-N.Y.) told MSNBC’s Andrea Mitchell she is “furious” at the way the NFL handled the case.



“He admitted to beating his wife. We saw the video of him dragging her out of an elevator,” Gillibrand said. “There was nothing left to be discussed. He should have been fired right there and then.”



With members of the House Oversight Committee considering holding a hearing on the case, the NFL is seeking to quell the controversy.



The NFL on Monday said it has brought on a team of advisers to work on domestic violence issues, and Goodell indicated that there would be more additions to come.



“Our goal is to make a real difference on these and other issues,” Goodell said. “We know that we will be judged by our actions and their effectiveness.”



Those new advisors — Anna Isaacson, Lisa Friel, Rita Smith and Jane Randel — are tasked with implementing stronger domestic violence policies at the league.



Since 2000, 83 NFL players have been arrested on domestic violence charges, according to a FiveThirtyEight analysis of player arrest records kept by USA Today.



The league has been dealing with a slew of other issues in Washington recently, including the controversy over the Washington Redskins name and a move by federal regulators to nix the sports blackout rule.



A lobbyist for the NFL, Adolpho Birch, recently told The Hill that the Rice incident would not change how the league interacts with Capitol Hill.



“We’ve always had issues that matter to the NFL, and we’ve always tried to make sure that we have a voice and that we are good partners with the administration and our congressional partners,” said Birch, NFL senior vice president of labor policy and government affairs.



Politico

NFL hiring veteran Dem operative

By: Anna Palmer / September 16, 2014



The embattled National Football League is going on offense in Washington bringing on a new top lobbyist as it faces scrutiny over how it handles domestic violence and sex assault cases.



Embroiled in a major public relations crisis, the NFL took action Tuesday drafting veteran Democratic operative Cynthia Hogan, who served as a key Senate aide behind the passage of the Violence Against Women Act, as its new Washington office head.



She will be the league’s first female top lobbyist and comes on board after the NFL engaged in a protracted job search that included several rounds of interviews and dozens of candidates.



Until now, Goodell has privately answered questions from many top lawmakers about the league’s handling of former Baltimore Ravens running back Ray Rice brutally striking his then-fiancée, according to statements from lawmakers and K Street sources. Several of the league’s network of lobbyists have also been quietly taking the temperature of lawmakers to gauge just how much political trouble the league is in, according to sources familiar with the situation. This effort will be ramped up if lawmakers move to question Goodell and other NFL officials in official congressional hearings.



Hogan is stepping into this job at a critical time for the league.

She served as counsel to Vice President Joe BIDEN and also served as staff director of the Senate Judiciary Committee when BIDEN was in the Senate. Since leaving BIDEN’s office last summer, she has been serving as a consultant. She will have a broad range of issues in her portfolio, including the NFL’s political action committee. Hogan, who was hired to help the NFL regain credibility on domestic violence issues, is expected to make an assessment of the NFL’s Washington presence and will examine the strategy and personnel both internally and externally, according to an NFL insider.



The league, which keeps Elmendorf Ryan, Covington & Burling and Glover Park Group on retainer, could bring on additional K Street firepower.

Hogan comes on board following a major internal shake-up in which Goodell named a new vice president of social responsibility. He also brought on a number of senior advisers to help the league create an educational program and process for handling domestic violence and sexual assault cases.



Goodell sent teams and NFL staff a memo Monday announcing it has also retained three senior advisers — Lisa Friel, Jane Randel and Rita Smith — to help shape the league’s policies and programs regarding domestic violence.



“We are committed to developing our talent and putting the best people behind our most important priorities,” Goodell wrote in a memo to teams and staff. “We are continuing to develop our organization to strengthen our ability to address the wide range of issues we face and other changes in our office will be announced soon. Our goal is to make a real difference on these and other issues. We know that we will be judged by our actions and their effectiveness.”



The aggressive lineup changes come as the league is facing widespread criticism from lawmakers, prominent women’s groups and even some sportscasters in the aftermath of Rice being indefinitely suspended from the NFL after a video surfaced showing the February incident. Recent news that Minnesota Vikings superstar running back Adrian Peterson was indicted on child abuse charges in Texas has only fed fuel to the fire. After initially deactivating Peterson, the Vikings are now allowing him to practice and he is expected to return to Minnesota’s lineup. Goodell’s actions have not quieted the NFL’s critics.



National Organization for Women President Terry O’Neill said it is still imperative Goodell steps down and that further action in Washington is necessary. O’Neill said NOW is having internal discussions about reaching out to NFL sponsors and advertisers, particularly those that sell products to women, about boycotting the league.



“He only listens when he has a PR crisis. That’s the opposite of leadership,” said O’Neill, who wants lawmakers to hold NFL hearings.

The NFL Players Association’s plans to challenge the decision to suspend Rice indefinitely is complicating the NFL’s political standing in Washington. It’s also unclear how the players association will respond to calls from lawmakers to enact a “zero tolerance” policy when it comes to domestic violence. An NFLPA spokesman declined to comment.



The league isn’t just facing issues regarding domestic violence; there are numerous political fires that could be affected by its damaged reputation. League officials will most likely face questions on Capitol Hill on a variety of issues this fall, including the Federal Communications Commission’s proposed ending of the so-called blackout rule. The NFL has long opposed any changes to the long-standing rule that requires games to be sold out before they are broadcast in the home team’s TV market.



Lawmakers are also likely to investigate the NFL’s recent announcement that 1 in 3 players will likely sustain brain trauma. And, if tax reform moves next year, the league’s nonprofit tax status is sure to come under scrutiny. Other major issues on its plate include online gambling and continued reauthorization of the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act.



Congress has a history of conducting investigations into sports leagues, such as when the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee held hearings about the use of steroids in professional baseball, though the chamber had little recourse to enforce changes in how sports govern themselves.



Associated Press

Sen. Amy Klobuchar To Address Iowa Democrats

September 16, 2014



DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — Minnesota Sen. Amy Klobuchar will give the keynote address at the Iowa Democratic Party’s annual Jefferson Jackson Dinner, the state party organization announced Tuesday.



The two-term senator will speak at the dinner on Oct. 25 at Hy Vee Hall in Des Moines. Klobuchar has made several visits to Iowa since 2012, sparking speculation about her 2016 presidential ambitions. She has said she would support former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, if Clinton chooses to run.



Clinton has not announced any plans, but she appeared Sunday at Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin’s annual Steak Fry Fundraiser and made clear she was considering a bid. Other Democrats testing the waters in Iowa include Vice President Joe BIDEN and Maryland Gov. Martin O’Malley.



Iowa Democratic Party Chairman Scott Brennan said in a statement that the party invited Klobuchar to the fundraiser “because she’s a great speaker and a strong advocate for our candidates.”



Sen. Charles Schumer appeared at the dinner last year. It is considered a major event on the Iowa Democratic calendar.



USA Today

Punchlines: Is Hillary Clinton on the run?

September 16, 2014



While Hillary Clinton hasn't officially announced her bid for president, all signs indicated that she would run long before her stop this weekend in Iowa. That appearance, and the stump speech she made for Iowa Democrats, just sealed the deal on the former first lady's 2016 ambitions for many pundits. But some of the late-night comics focused more on former president Bill Clinton's actions than his wife's. When Hillary began her speech by saying "I'm baaaaaack," one comic said that out of habit Bill grabbed his shoes and jumped out of the nearest window.



Another stated that Vice President Joe BIDEN will take a trip to Iowa to help some nuns kick off a voter registration drive and to get lost in a corn maze.



Take a look at our favorite jokes about Hillary Clinton's political moves (and one about President Obama) in today's Punchlines, then vote for your favorite in the quick poll to the right. Watching from your smartphone or tablet? Then visit opinion.usatoday.com to cast your ballot.



Salon

Bernie Sanders should stop being polite: Why he must get in 2016 candidates’ faces!

By: Simon Maloy / September 16, 2014



Last weekend, as Hillary Clinton was pretending to cook steak and Martin O’Malley was pretending to be at war with Great Britain, Bernie Sanders delivered a speech at a university in Dubuque, Iowa, during which he called for a “political revolution.” The “revolution” that Sanders, Vermont’s very liberal independent senator, wants is less the bullets-and-bayonets kind than a call to undermine the current system of campaigns and elections that prioritizes fundraising and the interests of the wealthy at the expense of the poor and middle class. “Politics is terribly important,” he said, according to CNN, “and what happens in Washington and state capitals is also enormously important.”



Sanders was in Iowa for the same reason that any politician who’s not from Iowa goes to Iowa: he’s thinking about running for president. He’d have a vanishingly small chance at victory. If he does run, he’ll struggle to raise the amount of money needed to run against fundraising pros like Hillary Clinton and Joe BIDEN and likely wouldn’t make it far past the Iowa caucuses, if he were to make it there in the first place. But that’s no reason not to give it a shot; there’s actually a worthwhile upside to a Sanders candidacy. If he does it right.



As part of his “I’m thinking about it tour,” Sanders stopped by Meet the Press last weekend to lay down some reasons for jumping into the race. There is “profound anger at both political parties” he said, and his plan would be to use his independent pedigree to tap into that anger (he hasn’t decided on whether he’d as a Democrat or an Independent). Chuck Todd asked him the obvious question – does his potential candidacy mean that he doesn’t think Hillary Clinton, with all her ties to the financial world, can address income inequality and Wall Street corruption and other issues he prioritizes?



Sanders punted. “I don’t know that Hillary Clinton is running,” he said. “I don’t know what she is running on.”



Global Gazette

Iowa Democrats expect 2016 Clinton presidential bid

By: James Q. Lynch / September 16, 2014



CEDAR RAPIDS | If she’ll have them, Democrats seems to be sold on Hillary Clinton as their 2016 presidential nominee.



“If she agrees, she’d be our candidate,” Buchanan County Board of Supervisors Chairwoman Ellen Gaffney said while waiting to get close to Clinton along the rope line at the 37th annual Harkin Steak Fry Sunday.



“If she runs, yes, absolutely,” added Matt Marchese, a union electrician from Urbandale who moved to Iowa three years ago from New York. He supported her when she was his senator and would again in 2016.



Judging by the “Ready for Hillary” t-shirts, stickers and pins on display at steak fry, Gaffney and Marchese represented the sentiment of many, if not most, of the 10,000 or so Democrats at retiring Sen. Tom Harkin’s final summer picnic with supporters.



The t-shirt poll seems in line with a more scientific sampling of Democrats by CNN/ORC International that found Clinton to be the first choice of 53 percent of Iowa Democrats.



Troy Hargrove of West Des Moines would be “shell-shocked” if she doesn’t run.



“I don’t think you’re going to see a lot of Democrats enter the race,” he said. He didn’t rule out Vice President Joe BIDEN, but wondered if he may choose not to run because of his boss’ low approval rating. “I think (the others) will bow out.”



Clinton’s “got the best pedigree in the field,” Hargrove continued. “I think she’s got the resume. She was secretary of state, a senator, a former first lady and her work with health care.”



“Who else have we got?” Kelly Christenson of Wright County asked.



There’s BIDEN, who will be visiting Des Moines this week, noted Carlton McCord of Marengo. He’s noticed that former U.S. Sen. James Webb has visited Iowa and New Hampshire. He’s also intrigued by Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear, a Democrat elected in a GOP-dominated state.



“Right now, I’m not sure who I’m for,” said McCord, who backed Clinton in the 2008 despite thinking Obama would win.



In her half-hour speech at the steak fry, Clinton didn’t mention running for president, but said she is thinking about “it,” an apparent reference to 2016.



Still, she left little doubt.



“She’ll run and she will win. I can see her coming to Iowa as a signal, a precursor,” said Kris Moore of Ottumwa.



Clinton, who encouraged Democrats to be focused on the Nov. 4 mid-term election, has said she will announce a decision early next year. McCord thinks it might be sooner.



“We’ll know in a few months -- or maybe about Nov. 10.” He said.



ABC 7 Detroit

If not Hillary, then who? The Democrats' 2016 bench is not deep

By: Dick Meyer / September 16, 2014



WASHINGTON, D.C. - Bill and Hillary Clinton made a widely covered trip to Iowa this weekend, her first in seven years. It was the latest move in a long pre-campaign tease. She is probably the biggest front-runner in a presidential election without an incumbent since Al Gore in 2000.



But consider a thought experiment: If Hillary does not run for president for reasons now unknown to mere mortals, who would the likely and long shot candidates be? The list won’t bowl anyone over.



The Democratic presidential field in 1988 was known, collectively and unkindly, as the Seven Dwarfs.



If they were running today, they’d be the Magnificent Seven.



The Dwarfs, in approximate descending order of height, were: Jesse Jackson, Bruce Babbitt, Al Gore, Dick Gephardt, Joe BIDEN, Paul Simon and the eventual winner, Michael Dukakis. (It was thought at the time these guys looked puny in comparison to three Democrats who chose not to run: Gary Hart, Bill Bradley and Mario Cuomo.)



That field looks statuesque by 2014 standards.  And that raises a couple of interesting points. The Democratic bench is weak. The Republican bench is marginally stronger, but they lack a Hillary, star-level front-runner.  As Congress and politicians have lost public trust in recent years, it has become harder for both parties to generate candidates with that elusive quality – presidential timber.



If not Hillary, then who?



The sense of inevitability about Clinton is so pervasive that it stifles speculation about other potential candidates.  But others are flirting with running. And still others could be poised if Hillary doesn’t run.



The Mentioned:



Vice President Joseph BIDEN: This former dwarf will turn 74 in 2016 though you’d never know it from his energy and performance. If he were 10 years younger, he’d at least be the co-favorite. But there is no precedent for someone that old gaining the White House. The oldest to assume the office was Ronald Reagan. He was 69.



Maryland Governor Martin O’Malley: Definite dwarf potential. He’s not well known nationally, except for being on lists like this and generating “will he run” stories like this. As a governor and former mayor of Baltimore he has a good, practical domestic resume.  He’s an attractive campaigner.  And it is true that the only post-Johnson Democrats elected have been little known first-time candidates (Jimmy Carter, Bill Clinton, Barack Obama), so there is nothing outlandish about his candidacy.



Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders: Now Sanders is outlandish. He isn’t a Democrat. He’s a 73 year-old, Jewish, self-described democratic socialist elected as an independent. He has said that he is “prepared” to run in 2016. I hope he does. But it is not a credible candidacy.



Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren: Now we’re getting somewhere. Warren doesn’t have much more national name ID than does O’Malley.  What she does have is a distinct political philosophy and support from people who share it, people to the left of Barack Obama and Clinton.  She’s the leader of a real faction. She doesn’t usually speak in politician-ese. She is more akin to some of the very conservative GOP candidates like the Pauls Elder and Younger or Rick Santorum, though she has more broad credibility in her party.



Former Virginia Senator Jim Webb:  Webb put himself on this list by publicly saying he was pondering a run. Over the years he has pondered several other races. Eventually, he ran for the Senate once and won, but then chose not to run for reelection. He’s perfect in so many ways: distinguished Vietnam vet, novelist, former Secretary of the Navy and Senator from the South. He just doesn’t seem to like campaigns or holding office. And he’ll be 70 in 2016.



The Unmentioned:



Secretary of State John Kerry: He’ll turn 73 in 2016. But he has been omnipresent, ambitious and energetic as Secretary of State. Lots of people have run for president more than once. Of course, Kerry has ruled out a run.



New York Governor Andrew Cuomo: He was number two on the list after Hillary for a long time. No more. Things don’t seem to have gone terribly well for him in New York.



Former Vice President Al Gore: Stranger things have happened.



Senator Joe Manchin of West Virginia: The former governor actually has been mentioned but not with great frequency or conviction. He is on the distant right of the Democratic spectrum so there is a natural rationale and constituency for campaign.



Without Hillary this list does not compare especially well with the famous Seven Dwarfs of 1988. 



The same is true of the Republicans. That race is wide open, there already are scads of semi-active candidates and there has been reams of speculative coverage. So there’s no need to make a new list here.



But here’s the 30,000-foot view. The field lacks an alpha dog, a clear front-runner or thousand-pound gorilla. Either Jeb Bush or Mitt Romney could assume that position, though not with Hillary-like inevitability. Perennial fantasy-league candidates Colin Powell and Condoleezza Rice are destined to remain on the bench.



Beyond that, the Republican field is far deeper and more interesting than the Democratic. There are more risk-takers, characters and performers in the mix, if not much classic looking presidential timber.



A round up of the top tier of usual suspects: former VP-nominee Paul Ryan of Wisconsin, Kentucky Senator Rand Paul, New Jersey Governor Chris Christie, Louisiana Governor Bobbie Jindal, Texas Governor Rick Perry, Florida Senator Marco Rubio, Texas Senator Ted Cruz, Indiana Governor Mick Pence and for Arkansas Governor and talk show host Mike Huckabee.


VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS
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The Today Show

Joe BIDEN on Ray Rice suspension: NFL, Ravens 'did the right thing'

By: Eun Kyung Kim / September 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN says the NFL "did the right thing” in suspending Baltimore Ravens star Ray Rice for the brutal attack against his now-wife.



The Washington Post 

Joe BIDEN sounds off on Ray Rice

By: Abby Ohlheiser / September 9, 2014

Vice President BIDEN believes that the NFL "did the right thing" after a "brutal" video surfaced showing Ravens running back Ray Rice hitting his former fiancee (and now wife) Janay Palmer so hard that he knocked her out. In response, Rice was released from the Ravens and suspended indefinitely from the NFL.



Jezebel

The Best Commentary on Ray Rice's Suspension Comes From Joe BIDEN

By: Erin Gloria Ryan / September 9, 2014

Say what you will about our Vice President's propensity to gaffes and awkward photo op nuzzling; when he's on, he is fucking on. This morning, in an interview with Today's Tamron Hall, his commentary on the Ray Rice suspension (and, on a larger scale, violence against women) was so on point that if John Oliver had said it, the Salon headline would claim that UTTER ANNIHILATION had occurred.



POLITICO

Joe BIDEN: ‘Brutal’ video doomed Ray Rice

By: Jonathon Topaz / September 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is speaking out on the Ray Rice issue, saying the Baltimore Ravens “did the right thing” by releasing the running back and that female fans pressured the National Football League into action.



Huffington Post

Joe BIDEN On Ray Rice: 'The Ravens Did The Right Thing'

By: Sam Stein / September 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN commended the Baltimore Ravens for firing running back Ray Rice after footage of him beating his then-fiancee emerged on TMZ Monday morning.



The Washington Times

Joe BIDEN: Ravens ‘did the right thing’ in cutting Ray Rice

By: S.A. Miller / September 9, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN is applauding the Baltimore Ravens‘ decision to fire Ray Rice, saying the team “did the right thing” after video surfaced Monday of the running back punching his wife and knocking her out.



The Hill

BIDEN: Ravens did the 'right thing'

By: Mario Trujilo / September 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said Tuesday the Baltimore Ravens did the "right thing" and had no choice but to cut running back Ray Rice from the team after video surfaced of him punching his then-fiance earlier this year.



TIME

White House Hails Cut of Ray Rice for Domestic Violence

By: Dan Kedmey / September 9, 2014

The White House expressed support late Monday for the Baltimore Ravens’ decision to terminate Ray Rice’s contract after leaked video footage showed the running back committing a violent assault against his then-fiancee.



NBC 10 Philadelphia

20th Anniversary of BIDEN's Violence Against Women Act

September 9, 2014

This month marks the 20th anniversary of the United State's commitment to end violence against women.



Mediaite

BIDEN on Domestic Violence: ‘It’s Never, Never, Never the Woman’s Fault’

By: Evan McMurry / September 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN, who authored the Violence Against Women Act as a Senator, deplored the culture of domestic violence to Today show’s Tamron Hall Tuesday morning. “This whole culture for so long has put the onus on the woman,” he said. “What were you wearing, what did you say, what did you do to provoke? That is never the appropriate question.”



The Baltimore Sun

Vice President BIDEN coming to Baltimore for 'Star-Spangled 200'

By: Chris Kaltenback / September 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in town this weekend, to help Baltimore celebrate its “Star-Spangled Banner” bicentennial.



Baltimore Business Journal

Joe BIDEN to visit Baltimore for Star-Spangled Spectacular

By: Ryan Sharrow / September 9, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden will deliver remarks on Saturday evening during the massive Star-Spangled Spectacular event planned at Fort McHenry National Monument in South Baltimore.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN: Domestic Violence a “Stain” on National Character

By: Brian Shields / September 9, 2014

WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice President Joe Biden says violence against women is the ugliest form of violence there is. He’s calling it a stain on America’s national character that must be exposed and eliminated.



National Journal

Joe BIDEN: Sexual Violence Was a 'Dirty Little National Secret' 20 Years Ago

By: Marina Koren / September 9, 2014

The vice president gave a speech Tuesday commemorating legislation that provided greater protections and resources for abused women.



The Hill

BIDEN wants to strengthen Violence Against Women Act

By: Mario Trujilo / September 9, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden on Tuesday announced a summit on civil rights and the equal protection of women to address a part of the Violence Against Women Act that was struck down in 2000. 









The Today Show

Joe BIDEN on Ray Rice suspension: NFL, Ravens 'did the right thing'

By: Eun Kyung Kim / September 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN says the NFL "did the right thing” in suspending Baltimore Ravens star Ray Rice for the brutal attack against his now-wife.



“Whether it was for the right reason, spontaneous enough or not, they had no choice,” BIDEN told TODAY's Tamron Hall in an exclusive interview. "Now you can argue they should have done it sooner — they didn't want it. Whatever the reason is, it's happening," the vice president explained.



BIDEN also spoke with Tamron about the 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Women Act, sweeping legislation he helped craft when he was a Delaware senator. 



On society’s penchant for blaming women for sexual assault: "It's never, never, never the woman's fault,” he said. “This whole culture, for so long, has put the onus on the woman. What where you wearing? What did you say? What did you do to provoke? That is never the appropriate question."

On the term used to describe violence between partners: “The one regret I have is we call it ‘domestic violence,’ as if it's a domesticated cat. It is the most vicious form of violence there is, because not only the physical scars that are left, the psychological scars that are left.”



On what’s next on the issue: “The next challenge is making sure we get college presidents and colleges to understand that they have a responsibility for the safety of women on their campus.”



The Washington Post 

Joe BIDEN sounds off on Ray Rice

By: Abby Ohlheiser / September 9, 2014



Vice President BIDEN believes that the NFL "did the right thing" after a "brutal" video surfaced showing Ravens running back Ray Rice hitting his former fiancee (and now wife) Janay Palmer so hard that he knocked her out. In response, Rice was released from the Ravens and suspended indefinitely from the NFL. 



The remarks, to NBC on Monday, come as the vice president prepares to speak at a 20th anniversary event for the Violence Against Women Act on Tuesday.



“So, you know the first reason the NFL responded to my view: there are so many women fans in this billion-dollar industry," BIDEN said, adding, "so all of a sudden they said, ‘Wait a minute, he got suspended for a couple games? Whoa, that’s not enough.’ Then, they get a little more sensitized. And then it was longer.”



He went on: “And then when the video was out there, and saw how brutal it was, the Ravens did the right thing — fired him immediately. Now, you can argue, they should have done it sooner, they didn’t want it. Whatever the reason is, it’s happening.”



BIDEN's remarks seem to continue the current administration's tendency to weigh in during moments of collective American outrage.



BIDEN, who has spoken before about being a sports fan, has a tendency to represent the administration on major sports events and controversies. Although sometimes he causes those controversies himself, like when the vice president told a 2012 San Francisco football crowd that the “the Giants are on their way to the Super Bowl." The New York Giants were about to face off against the San Francisco 49ers for the NFC championship, so obviously the crowd booed him. The San Francisco Giants, of course, are a baseball team.



Although the Rice story has been brewing for months, both BIDEN and the White House addressed the issue just as criticism of the NFL's previous handling of the incident boiled over.



Jezebel

The Best Commentary on Ray Rice's Suspension Comes From Joe BIDEN

By: Erin Gloria Ryan / September 9, 2014



Say what you will about our Vice President's propensity to gaffes and awkward photo op nuzzling; when he's on, he is fucking on. This morning, in an interview with Today's Tamron Hall, his commentary on the Ray Rice suspension (and, on a larger scale, violence against women) was so on point that if John Oliver had said it, the Salon headline would claim that UTTER ANNIHILATION had occurred.



Hall, whose sister suffered from domestic abuse before being killed by her former romantic partner in 2004, has made it a personal project to draw attention to issues of domestic violence in the US, and encourage women in violent situations to seek support and help.



BIDEN helped create the Violence Against Women act in 1994, and has since been a vocal advocate against domestic violence.



The entire interview is worth a listen, but here are the best bits:



It's never, never, never the woman's fault. No man has a right to raise a hand to a woman. No means no. [...] The one regret I have is we call it domestic violence as if it's a domesticated cat. It is the most vicious form of violence there is, because not only the physical scars are left, the psychological scars that are left. This whole culture for so long has put the onus on the woman. What were you wearing? What did you say? What did you do to provoke? That is never the appropriate question.

And!



The next challenge is making sure, ironically, we get college presidents and colleges to understand that they have a responsibility for the safety of women on their campus. They have a responsibility to do what we know from great experience works. Bringing the experts. Provide people, give the young woman the support that she needs. Psychological support. the medical support, and if need be, the legal support. Societal changes taking place. It takes time. But I really believe it's taking root, and we have an obligation to just keep pushing it.



POLITICO

Joe BIDEN: ‘Brutal’ video doomed Ray Rice

By: Jonathon Topaz / September 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is speaking out on the Ray Rice issue, saying the Baltimore Ravens “did the right thing” by releasing the running back and that female fans pressured the National Football League into action.



“So, you know the first reason the NFL responded to my view: There are so many women fans in this billion-dollar industry,” the vice president told Tamron Hall of NBC News. “So all of a sudden they said, ‘Wait a minute, he got suspended for a couple games? Whoa, that’s not enough.’ Then, they get a little more sensitized. And then it was longer.”



“And then when the video was out there, and saw how brutal it was, the Ravens did the right thing — fired him immediately,” he continued. “Now, you can argue they should have done it sooner, they didn’t want it. Whatever the reason is, it’s happening.”



BIDEN is scheduled to speak at a reception marking the 20th anniversary for the Violence Against Women Act in Washington on Tuesday.



The Ravens on Monday cut Rice and the NFL suspended him indefinitely after the release of a TMZ video allegedly showing footage from inside an Atlantic City elevator, in which Rice appears to strike his then-fiancée Janay Palmer twice and knock her out. The NFL initially suspended Rice for two games in July, after a first video showed the running back appearing to drag Palmer’s unconscious body out of the elevator.



The NFL had received considerable backlash for the suspension, which some considered too lenient. Democratic Sens. Richard Blumenthal and Chris Murphy of Connecticut and Tammy Baldwin of Wisconsin wrote NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell in July, decrying the league’s “disturbingly lenient, even cavalier attitude towards violence against women.”



In a subsequent statement on Monday, Blumenthal urged the league to strengthen its domestic violence policy.



On Monday evening, the White House press secretary said President Barack Obama believes Rice’s actions were contemptible.



“The president is the father of two daughters. And like any American, he believes that domestic violence is contemptible and unacceptable in a civilized society,” the spokesman said in a statement. “Hitting a woman is not something a real man does, and that’s true whether or not an act of violence happens in the public eye, or, far too often, behind closed doors. Stopping domestic violence is something that’s bigger than football — and all of us have a responsibility to put a stop to it.”



Huffington Post

Joe BIDEN On Ray Rice: 'The Ravens Did The Right Thing'

By: Sam Stein / September 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN commended the Baltimore Ravens for firing running back Ray Rice after footage of him beating his then-fiancee emerged on TMZ Monday morning.



Appearing on NBC's "Today" show, BIDEN pointed out that a good chunk of the NFL's fan base is female, giving the league an imperative to act. But he also acknowledged that the first punishment (a two-game suspension), which came after the initial video emerged of Rice dragging his unconscious fiancee from the elevator, was too lenient.



"So all of a sudden they said, ‘Wait a minute, he got suspended for a couple games? Whoa, that’s not enough.’ Then, they get a little more sensitized. And then it was longer," said BIDEN. "And then when the video was out there, and saw how brutal it was, the Ravens did the right thing: fired him, immediately. Now you can argue: They should have done it sooner, they didn’t want it. Whatever the reason is, it’s happening.”



Many have made the case that the Ravens should have moved more quickly, asking why it took the emergence of a second video of the elevator confrontation for the team and the NFL to act.



Nevertheless, the White House has been supportive of the Ravens' decision to cut ties with its running back and the NFL’s decision to suspend him indefinitely. In a statement Monday night, press secretary Josh Earnest conveyed the president’s condemnation of Rice:



The President is the father of two daughters. And like any American, he believes that domestic violence is contemptible and unacceptable in a civilized society. Hitting a woman is not something a real man does, and that’s true whether or not an act of violence happens in the public eye, or, far too often, behind closed doors. Stopping domestic violence is something that’s bigger than football -- and all of us have a responsibility to put a stop to it.

For BIDEN, the Rice issue has a policy tie-in. When he was a senator, he wrote the Violence Against Women Act, which devoted hundred of millions of dollars to combat crimes against women and imposed sharper penalties for the perpetrators. In a sad bit of timing, considering that issue remains very much on the forefront of the public’s consciousness, lawmakers will celebrate the 20th anniversary of the signing of that law this Saturday. The White House commemorated it with a statement on Tuesday morning:



Twenty years ago, our Nation came together to declare our commitment to end violence against women. The Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), written by then United States Senator Joe BIDEN and signed into law on September 13, 1994, changed the way our country responds to domestic abuse and sexual assault. At a time when many considered domestic abuse to be a private family matter and victims were left to suffer in silence, this law enshrined a simple promise: every American should be able to pursue her or his own measure of happiness free from the fear of harm. On the anniversary of this landmark legislation, we rededicate ourselves to strengthening the protections it first codified, and we reaffirm the basic human right to be free from violence and abuse.



The Washington Times

Joe BIDEN: Ravens ‘did the right thing’ in cutting Ray Rice

By: S.A. Miller / September 9, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN is applauding the Baltimore Ravens‘ decision to fire Ray Rice, saying the team “did the right thing” after video surfaced Monday of the running back punching his wife and knocking her out.



Mr. BIDEN, who is scheduled Tuesday to deliver a speech marking the 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Women Act, described the NFL’s growing outrage at Mr. Rice.



“You know the first reason the NFL responded in my view: There are so many women fans in this billion dollar industry,” Mr. BIDEN told NBC News. “So all of a sudden they said, ‘Wait a minute, he got suspended for a couple games? Whoa, that’s not enough.’ Then, they get a little more sensitized. And then it was longer.”



“And then when the video was out there, and saw how brutal it was, the Ravens did the right thing — fired him immediately,” he said. “Now, you can argue, they should have done it sooner, they didn’t want it. Whatever the reason is, it’s happening.”



The Ravens dropped Mr. Rice and the NFL suspended him indefinitely Monday after the website TMZ posted a video that purported to show running back punching his then-fiancée Janay Palmer in an elevator of an Atlantic City casino.



An earlier video only showed Mr. Rice dragging an unconscious Ms. Palmer out of the elevator, which resulted in the NFL in July suspending him for two games.



The Hill

BIDEN: Ravens did the 'right thing'

By: Mario Trujilo / September 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN said Tuesday the Baltimore Ravens did the "right thing" and had no choice but to cut running back Ray Rice from the team after video surfaced of him punching his then-fiance earlier this year.



“Whether it was for the right reason, spontaneous enough or not, they had no choice,” BIDEN told the "Today" show. "Now you can argue they should have done it sooner — they didn't want it. Whatever the reason is, it's happening.”



The Ravens terminated Rice's contract Monday after previously handing down only a two-game suspension. The National Football League also suspended him indefinitely. 

BIDEN said domestic violence is never the woman's fault. 



“This whole culture, for so long, has put the onus on the woman," he said. "What where you wearing? What did you say? What did you do to provoke? That is never the appropriate question."



White House press secretary Josh Earnest said Monday night that President Obama finds domestic violence "unacceptable in a civilized society."



Later Tuesday, BIDEN is slated to deliver remarks and host a reception to honor the 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Women Act. 



During the interview, BIDEN said the phrase "domestic violence" does not capture the "most vicious form of violence there is, because not only the physical scars that are left, the psychological scars that are left.”



TIME

White House Hails Cut of Ray Rice for Domestic Violence

By: Dan Kedmey / September 9, 2014



“The President is the father of two daughters,” White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest said, “and like any American, he believes that domestic violence is contemptible and unacceptable in a civilized society. Hitting a woman is not something a real man does, and that’s true whether or not an act of violence happens in the public eye, or, far too often, behind closed doors. Stopping domestic violence is something that’s bigger than football—and all of us have a responsibility to put a stop to it.”



Vice President Joe BIDEN joined the chorus of condemnation in a Tuesday interview with the Today show. “When the video was out there,” BIDEN said, “and [they] saw how brutal it was, the Ravens did the right thing: fired him immediately.”



The NFL has indefinitely suspended Rice after TMZ released a video showing Rice punching his then-fiancee in an elevator and then dragging her unconscious body into the hallway of an Atlantic City hotel.



NBC 10 Philadelphia

20th Anniversary of BIDEN's Violence Against Women Act

September 9, 2014



This month marks the 20th anniversary of the United State's commitment to end violence against women.

In September 1994, the Violence Against Women Act, written by Delaware native and current Vice President Joe BIDEN, was signed into law.

The Act devoted hundreds of millions to protect women and impose harsher penalties for abusers.



Mediaite

BIDEN on Domestic Violence: ‘It’s Never, Never, Never the Woman’s Fault’

By: Evan McMurry / September 9, 2014





Vice President Joe BIDEN, who authored the Violence Against Women Act as a Senator, deplored the culture of domestic violence to Today show’s Tamron Hall Tuesday morning. “This whole culture for so long has put the onus on the woman,” he said. “What were you wearing, what did you say, what did you do to provoke? That is never the appropriate question.”



BIDEN contrasted the outrage over Rice’s assault to the culture of domestic violence he was trying to combat in 1994. “There were so many laws on the books that lay the presumption that if I raped you or I abused you, you must have done something,” he said. “It’s never, never, never the woman’s fault. No man has a right to raise his hand to a woman. No means no. That was my position twenty years ago, but it was like, ‘Oh that’s a little too strong, that’s too much.’ Because society didn’t want to peel this scab back.”



He acknowledged that the NFL “did the right thing, whether it was for the right reasons or spontaneously enough,” but also said the league’s hand had likely been forced by female NFL fans’ economic leverage. He also called upon college presidents to prioritize battling sexual assault on campuses.



The Baltimore Sun

Vice President BIDEN coming to Baltimore for 'Star-Spangled 200'

By: Chris Kaltenback / September 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in town this weekend, to help Baltimore celebrate its “Star-Spangled Banner” bicentennial.



The vice president, who hails from neighboring Delaware, will be at Fort McHenry Saturday night to deliver remarks during a concert that will be broadcast live on PBS, beginning at 8 p.m. His remarks are scheduled for 9:30 p.m.



Following BIDEN’s remarks, singer Jordin Sparks will lead a performance of “The Star-Spangled Banner,” which Frederick lawyer Francis Scott Key wrote 200 years ago, after witnessing the unsuccessful British bombardment of Fort McHenry during the War of 1812. A massive fireworks display will serve as a backdrop for the song’s performance.



“The nation’s eyes will be on Baltimore on the spectacular evening of Sept. 13, 200 years to the day our city and state endured one of the most violent attacks in our nation’s history and prevailed over the strongest military in the world,” Gov. Martin O’Malley, who will be with the vice president at Fort McHenry, said in a news release. “We look forward to welcoming Vice President BIDEN to Baltimore to celebrate this historic national event.”



“Star-Spangled Spectacular: the 200th Anniversary of our National Anthem” will be broadcast live from Pier 6 Pavilion and Fort McHenry Saturday night. Hosted by John Lithgow and Sparks, the concert will feature performances from Kristin Chenoweth, Kenny Rogers, Smokey Robinson, Melissa Etheridge, the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra and others.



The concert is part of Baltimore’s massive “Star-Spangled 200” celebration, running from Sept. 10-16 and including visits from tall ships and Navy ships from all over the world, flyovers from the U.S. Navy’s Blue Angels and Festival Villages at the Inner Harbor, Fort McHenry and Martin State Airport in Middle River.



Baltimore Business Journal

Joe BIDEN to visit Baltimore for Star-Spangled Spectacular

By: Ryan Sharrow / September 9, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden will deliver remarks on Saturday evening during the massive Star-Spangled Spectacular event planned at Fort McHenry 

National Monument in South Baltimore.



Biden, scheduled to speak at 9:30 p.m., will be followed by artist and actress Jordin Sparks' performance of the National Anthem. The two-hour event, set to include performances from two concert stages and a fireworks display stretching the Inner Harbor to Fort McHenry, will broadcast live nationally on PBS.



The ticketed concert at Pier Six will be hosted by John Lithgow and Sparks. Feature performers include Kristin Chenoweth, Smokey Rogers, Melissa Etheridge, Train and Little Big Town.



President Obama had been invited to attend the Star-Spangled Spectacular.



The array of events, scheduled for Sept. 10-17, is expected to attract more than a million visitors to Baltimore.



More than 30 tall ships will line the Inner Harbor throughout the week and the Navy's Blue Angels will perform over the city during the weekend.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN: Domestic Violence a “Stain” on National Character

By: Brian Shields / September 9, 2014



WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice President Joe Biden says violence against women is the ugliest form of violence there is. He’s calling it a stain on America’s national character that must be exposed and eliminated.



Biden is speaking out at a ceremony marking the 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Woman Act, one day after the Baltimore Ravens let Ray 



Rice go following a video that emerged showing the running back knocking his then-fiancee unconscious.



Biden says victims can’t fully recover until there’s a conviction. He says he’ll convene a summit aimed at finding ways to allow survivors to sue their abusers in federal court. The Supreme Court struck down that provision of the Violence Against Women Act.



Earlier Tuesday, Biden told NBC that the NFL did the right thing by indefinitely suspending Rice.



National Journal

Joe BIDEN: Sexual Violence Was a 'Dirty Little National Secret' 20 Years Ago

By: Marina Koren / September 9, 2014



Twenty years after he wrote groundbreaking legislation on domestic and sexual assault, Joe Biden says the nation is "not even close to being finished" in stopping violence against women and blaming victims for their attackers' actions.



"No means no. Rape is rape. No exceptions," the vice president said Tuesday afternoon during an impassioned speech at the National Archives. "Until we reach that point, we are not going to succeed."



Biden delivered the remarks to commemorate the 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Women Act, which established more protections for victims and stronger penalties for perpetrators as well as providing funding for shelters, rape crisis centers, and hotlines. It also, Biden said Tuesday, exposed domestic abuse as a "dirty little national secret."



"Even just 20 years ago, few people wanted to talk about violence against women as a national topic, let alone [as] something to do something about," Biden said. "No one even back then denied that kicking your wife in the stomach or smashing her in the face or pushing her down the stairs in public was repugnant. But our society basically turned a blind eye, and hardly anyone ever directly intervened. And no one, virtually no one, called it a crime. It was a 'family affair.'"



The Violence Against Women Act passed through Congress with bipartisan support in 1994. In fiscal 2013, the Office on Violence Against Women, created by the act, received $407.9 million for grants and services for abused women. It is projected to receive $412.5 million in fiscal 2014, which ends this month.



This week's milestone for sexual-violence legislation coincided with the leak of hotel surveillance footage that showed now-former Ravens running back Ray Rice punching his then-fiancee Janay Palmer, knocking her unconscious, and then dragging her body out of an elevator. Biden addressed the news on NBC's Today show Tuesday. "It's never, never, never the woman's fault," he said. "No man has a right to raise a hand to a woman."



He went on:



The one regret I have is, we call it domestic violence as if it's a domesticated cat. It is the most vicious form of violence there is, because not only the physical scars are left, the psychological scars that are left. This whole culture for so long has put the onus on the woman. What were you wearing? What did you say? What did you do to provoke? That is never the appropriate question.

The White House also condemned Rice's actions in a statement Monday night: "Stopping domestic violence is something that's bigger than football—and all of us have a responsibility to put a stop to it."



The Hill

BIDEN wants to strengthen Violence Against Women Act

By: Mario Trujilo / September 9, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden on Tuesday announced a summit on civil rights and the equal protection of women to address a part of the Violence Against Women Act that was struck down in 2000. 



Biden said the United States is not even close to being finished addressing domestic violence 20 years after the law was signed, calling it the "ugliest form of violence that exists."



"We are not going to succeed until America embraces the notion, my father's notion, that under no circumstance does a man ever have a right to raise a hand to a woman other than in self defense," he said during a speech at the National Archives. 

Biden has described the passage of the Violence Against Women Act in 1994 as his greatest legislative achievement. He drafted the proposal as a senator in 1990, four years before its passage.  



The summit Biden announced will address a portion of the law that allowed victims to pursue civil charges against those who committed domestic violence. However, in a 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court ruled the provision was unconstitutional. 



Biden said he would “bring together the leading legal scholars, prosecutors and Department of Justice to revisit the civil rights remedy in Violence Against Women."



During his speech, Biden said one of the most important things for a victim's recovery "is an actual conviction."

The vice president is slated to hold a reception at his residence later in the day to honor the anniversary. President Obama signed a proclamation to mark the date earlier Tuesday.

Biden has said the law is based on a lesson from his father that the "cardinal sin" is an abuse of power. 

The vice president used an interview earlier in the day to address a recent instance of domestic violence. He applauded the Baltimore Ravens for doing the “right thing” in cutting running back Ray Rice from the team after video surfaced of him punching his now-wife in an elevator in February. 

The team had initially only suspended Rice for two games, but reversed course after the video surfaced. The NFL also indefinitely suspended Rice. 

"Now you can argue they should have done it sooner — they didn't want it. Whatever the reason is, it's happening," Biden told NBC's "Today." 

In the proclamation signed to mark the anniversary, the White House pointed to the network of services the law established for victims that includes shelters, rape crisis centers, and specialized training for officers. 

Obama signed a reauthorization of the law in March 2013 after yearlong battle in Congress about some provisions of the law relating to the LGBT community and the jurisdiction of domestic abuse cases on tribal lands. 



Biden said the law has been strengthened each time it has been reauthorized. He said the country had come a long way since the days when domestic violence was considered the "dirty little national secret locked away in our closet." 




VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS

Monday, October 06, 2014

The Hill

White House: BIDEN has ‘character’ to admit ‘he’s made a mistake’

By: Justin Sink / October 6, 2014

Vice President BIDEN "has enough character to admit when he’s made a mistake," White House press secretary Josh Earnest said amid a string of high-profile gaffes that have required public and private apologies to key international allies.



Associated Press

BIDEN Critique of Allies Creates Headache for US

By: Julie Pace / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN's biggest mistake in accusing U.S. allies of supporting extremists in Syria may be that he said publicly what Obama administration officials have long preferred to say only privately.



The Washington Post

Behind BIDEN’s gaffe lie real concerns about allies’ role in rise of the Islamic State

By: Adam Taylor / October 6, 2014

During a question and answer session at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government last week, Vice President BIDEN somehow managed to anger some of the U.S.'s most vital allies in the fight against Islamic State.



ABC News

Top US Anti-ISIS Diplomat: BIDEN's Comments 'Immaterial' to ISIS Fight

By: Ali Weinberg / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN’s criticism of Gulf nations for funding extremists is not deterring them from helping the United States’ anti-ISIS efforts, Undersecretary for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs Rick Stengel, who runs the Obama administration’s counterterrorism communications campaign, said.



CNN

Six times Joe BIDEN aimed for the truth and caused a headache

By: Ashley Killough / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is known for his off-the-cuff remarks, and sometimes, they get him into trouble.



New York Times

Joe BIDEN Apologizes for Telling the Truth

By: Carol Giacomo / October 6, 2014

It used to be that lying got politicians into trouble. For Vice President Joe BIDEN, it’s truth-telling that causes a stir.



The Los Angeles Times

White House tries to back off from BIDEN comments on militant group

By: Kathleen Hennessey / October 6, 2014

As Vice President Joe BIDEN headed to Los Angeles on Monday to meet with the mayor and Democratic donors, the White House was still mopping up the diplomatic mess he caused last week.



ABC News

Did BIDEN Apologize for Telling the Truth?

By: Devin Dwyer / October 6, 2014

Twice in as many days, Vice President Joe BIDEN did something Obama administration officials rarely do — apologize for offending a foreign leader.

BIDEN called Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Saturday and Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan on Sunday to try to quell an international diplomatic furor he created during a speech at Harvard on Friday, according to the White House.



National Review Online

Joe BIDEN Keeps Having to Apologize for Saying True Things

By: Patrick Brennan / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN maybe be starting to throw in the towel a bit: The ostensible foreign-affairs heavyweight on the Obama team, the practiced diplomat, keeps saying impolitic things that are basically true. Over the weekend, he had to call both the president of Turkey and the crown prince of the United Arab Emirates to apologize for suggesting that their countries have been less than totally committed to weakening extremist elements in Syria.



CNN

Fmr. U.S. Ambassador to Iraq: BIDEN wasn't wrong, Turkey, UAE, Saudi Arabia need to do more to fight ISIS

October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN faulted Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, and Saudi Arabia for inadvertently strengthening ISIS during a speech at Harvard last week.



New York Observer

During Month of Gaffes, Vice President BIDEN Says Something Brilliant

By: Lincoln Mitchell / October 6, 2014

Its been a busy few weeks for Vice President Joseph BIDEN.



Business Insider

White House Praises Joe BIDEN's Ability 'To Admit When He's Made A Mistake'

By: Hunter Walker / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN has made a series of headline-making gaffes in recent weeks, but on Monday, the White House insisted BIDEN is still a "core member of the president's national security team" in spite of his controversial comments.



Breitbart News

KARL: WHY DOES BIDEN KEEP PRODUCING SO MANY GAFFES?

October 6, 2014

ABC’s Chief White House Correspondent Jon Karl asked why Vice President BIDEN continues to make statements that he later has to apologize for during Monday’s White House Press Briefing.



Associated Press

BIDEN issues second apology of weekend, after offending US allies in fight to destroy Islamic State

October 6, 2014

Vice President BIDEN on Sunday issued his second apology of the weekend for remarks that offended allies that the U.S. needs in the fight to destroy the Islamic State.



The Washington Post

Why this Joe BIDEN gaffe matters more

By: Aaron Blake / October 6, 2014

It has been a really rotten few weeks for Vice President BIDEN. First came a trio of gaffes that earned him a Worst Week in Washington nod. Then, on Thursday, he suggested that being vice president is a "bitch."



Associated Press

BIDEN comment shakes US-Arab alliance against ISIS

October 6, 2014

This time, Joe BIDEN’s gaffes are causing an international fracas.



Business Insider

Joe BIDEN Is Apologizing Left And Right After His Weekend Gaffe

By: Brett Logiurato / October 6, 2014

For the second time in two days, US Vice President Joe BIDEN called the head of a key Middle Eastern ally to apologize over remarks he made last week about American allies sending weapons and money to extremists fighting in Syria's civil war.



Breitbart News

WHITE HOUSE PRAISES JOE BIDEN'S 'CHARACTER' AMIDST STRING OF GAFFES

By: Charlie Spiering / October 6, 2014

White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest defended Vice President Joe BIDEN for a series of gaffes, more recently his comments about Saudi Arabia, Turkey and the UAE for suggesting that they helped support terrorist factions in Syria. 



Town Hall

Reporter to WH: Say, BIDEN's Been Apologizing a Lot Lately, Huh?

By: Daniel Doherty / October 6, 2014

ABC News’ Jonathan Karl has a well-earned reputation for asking White House press secretaries uncomfortable and tough questions.



The Washington Free Beacon

Jon Karl Presses White House On Recent String Of BIDEN Gaffes

October 6, 2014

On Monday, ABC White House correspondent Jon Karl pressed the White House on Vice President Joe BIDEN’s recent string of gaffes.



POLITICO

BIDEN sorry for ISIL funding remarks that echoed Obama

By: Josh Gerstein / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN appears to be taking one for the team.



McClatchy

BIDEN continues to apologize; first Turkey, now UAE

By: Roy Gutman / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN apologized to the United Arab Emirates Sunday for charging that the oil-rich ally had been supporting al Qaida and other jihadi groups in Syria's internal war, his second apology in as many days to a key participant in the U.S.-led coalition against Islamic State extremists.



Fox News

List of BIDEN's political blunders

October 6, 2014

On Oct. 2, 2014, Vice President BIDEN, while speaking at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of Government, touched off a diplomatic incident after he sounded off on U.S. allies in the fight against the Islamic State -- suggesting they heedlessly gave arms and money to extremists. 



The Blaze

White House Defends BIDEN After Latest Round of Gaffes

By: Fred Lucas / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN has had a rough few weeks, even by his own gaffe-prone standards.

ABC News reporter Jonathan Karl on Monday pressed White House spokesman Josh Earnest on BIDEN’s recent string of unfortunate statements, the latest being his comment about the United Arab Emirates and Turkey.



POLITICO

David Axelrod defends Joe BIDEN comments

By: Jonathon Topaz / October 6, 2014

David Axelrod on Monday defended Joe BIDEN, saying the vice president’s comments on Turkey and the United Arab Emirates expressed “frustration” in the White House about potentially unreliable Middle Eastern allies.



The Washington Times

God love ya, Joe! Obama still has confidence in BIDEN despite gaffes

By: Dave Boyer / October 6, 2014

The White House said Monday that President Obama still has confidence in Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN despite an escalating series of public gaffes that forced Mr. BIDEN to apologize over the weekend to key Arab allies in the fragile U.S. coalition fighting Islamic State terrorists.



US News & World Report

BIDEN Puts Foot in Mouth Again

By: Ken Walsh / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is in hot water again.



Mediaite

BIDEN Apologizes to Yet Another Country over ISIS Remarks

By: Josh Feldman / October 6, 2014

For the second time in two days, Vice President Joe BIDEN had to apologize to another country after complaints that he had supposedly alleged something false about their nation and ISIS. First BIDEN had to apologize to the president of Turkey after claiming in a speech that he had admitted fault in letting ISIS fighters cross through Turkey into Syria.



Washington Examiner

White House: BIDEN's apology tour shows his 'character'

By: Brian Hughes / October 6, 2014

Joe BIDEN has a new catchphrase: “I’m sorry.”



Breitbart News

THE MEDIA PRAISED BIDEN'S FOREIGN POLICY CREDENTIALS IN 2008

By: Joel B. Pollak / October 6, 2014

The media are slamming Vice President Joe BIDEN for accusing Turkey and the United Arab Emirates of aiding Al Qaeda. The Washington Post's Aaron Blake, for instance, writes: "...[A]s BIDEN's many gaffes go, few are as damaging as this one. And in case anyone thought BIDEN has a real shot at becoming president in 2016--something we've argued for a long time is folly--this should remind us why that almost definitely won't happen."



The New York Times

BIDEN on the Trail, at Both the National and State Levels

By: Carl Hulse / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. is hitting the campaign trail, splitting his time between going to bat for state-level candidates and House and Senate contenders.



The Hill

BIDEN to fundraise for Dems

By: Justin Sink / October 6, 2014

Vice President BIDEN is headed to the West Coast on Tuesday for a series of campaign events intended to bolster congressional Democrats ahead of next month’s midterm elections.



Los Angeles Times

Ready, set, traffic: Fundraising politicians to swarm California

By: Seema Mehta / October 6, 2014

As next month’s midterm elections near, politicians from both sides of the aisle are swarming California to boost their parties’ fortunes in contests that could decide the balance of power in Washington -- and to forge relationships in advance of the 2016 presidential race.



Washington Examiner

Joe BIDEN, Michelle Obama to campaign for Bruce Braley

By: Ashe Schow / October 6, 2014

Rep. Bruce Braley, D-Iowa, is getting reinforcement from Democratic stars in the run-up to the November elections.



Daily Mail

BIDEN, Bill, Hillary and Michelle to appear at a frenzy of events alongside Dem candidates while Barack is relegated to behind-the-scenes role

By: Francesca Chambers / October 6, 2014

With less than a month left until key state and federal elections, high-profile Democrats, including Vice President Joe BIDEN, First Lady Michelle Obama and Bill and Hillary Clinton, are busying themselves campaigning for Democratic candidates, appearing alongside them at rallies and get-out-the-vote events.



KSNV My News 3

BIDEN discusses minimum wage hike at Vegas eatery

October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN discussed raising the minimum wage at an appearance today at a Las Vegas restaurant.



Associated Press

Joe BIDEN in Las Vegas this afternoon

October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is due to headline a Democratic campaign rally in Las Vegas, with a downtown appearance to talk about raising the minimum wage.



Las Vegas Sun

BIDEN in Las Vegas to push for increasing minimum wage

By: Kyle Roerink / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is rallying support in Las Vegas today to push Congress to raise the minimum wage.



Las Vegas Review-Journal

BIDEN in Las Vegas to push for minimum wage hike

By: Steve Tetreault / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will rally in Las Vegas today to increase the minimum wage, the first stop in a trip to the West where he will talk up the Obama administration’s work on the economy and raise money for Democrats.



KVVU-TV

Vice President BIDEN campaigns wage hike in Vegas

By: Matt Guillermo / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to arrive in Las Vegas on Monday as part of a push to raise minimum wage.



Los Angeles Daily News

Joe BIDEN starts 2-day Los Angeles visit with fundraisers

October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to begin a two- day visit to Los Angeles today by speaking at fundraisers for Iowa Senate candidate Bruce Braley and the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee.



Santa Monica Mirror

Joe BIDEN Set To Speak At Two Westside Fundraisers

October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to begin a two-day visit to Los Angeles today by speaking at fundraisers for Iowa Senate candidate Bruce Braley and the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee.



Los Angeles Times

Joe BIDEN visits L.A. today; major roads closed this afternoon

By: Joseph Serna / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is visiting West Los Angeles on Monday for a series of fundraisers, triggering road closures that are expected to jam the afternoon commute.



Los Angeles Business Journal

BIDEN, Obama, Christie coming to town for money

By: Scott Bridges / October 6, 2014

Just as the Westside is beginning to recover from ungodly heat, it is being hit by another of the inevitable realities of life in L.A., traffic jams. That’s because Vice President Joe BIDEN is in town Monday for a two-day visit.



KTLA-TV

Joe BIDEN Los Angeles Visit Could Cause Major Traffic Delays During Rush Hour

By: Tracy Bloom and Wendy Burch / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN was scheduled to begin a two-day visit to the Los Angeles area on Monday, prompting a number of road closures between the westside and Downtown L.A. that was expected to jam traffic during the morning and afternoon rush hours.



City News Service

VP BIDEN to Stop in LA for Fundraisers, Minimum Wage Talk

By: Katherine Hafner / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will arrive in Los Angeles Monday afternoon to begin a two-day visit that includes fundraisers and a discussion about minimum wage with the city's mayor.



KABC-TV

JOE BIDEN'S LOS ANGELES VISIT EXPECTED TO CAUSE TRAFFIC TIE-UPS

October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit to Los Angeles is expected to cause some traffic tie-ups on Monday.



Breitbart News

BIDEN TO ATTEND L.A. FUNDRAISERS DURING RUSH HOUR

By: Daniel Nussbaum / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is almost certainly set to infuriate Los Angeles drivers when he attends fundraisers in the city on Monday and Tuesday during peak commute times.



Deadline Hollywood

Joe BIDEN Hollywood Fundraiser: Motorcade Menace Expected To Strike Westside Momentarily

By: Lisa de Moraes / October 6, 2014

You’ve got just a couple of hours to get wherever it is you need to go in West Los Angeles today before Blame BIDEN Day kicks into high gear. VPOTUS is attending fundraisers in town this afternoon and evening for Iowa Senate candidate Bruce Braley and for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN visiting Portland Wednesday

October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in Portland Wednesday to speak in support of Sen. Jeff Merkley at the Oregon Convention Center.



The Times-Picayune

Vice President Joe BIDEN and the new, Common Core math

By: James Varney / October 6, 2014

Here's good news for all of us so paralyzed by self-doubt we can hardly get out of bed in the morning - practically everybody is winging it.



Breitbart News

ON NOV. 4, JOE BIDEN COULD BECOME THE MOST POWERFUL MAN IN THE WORLD

By: Joel B. Pollak / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is a complete idiot. That truth, reinforced by a string of recent foreign policy gaffes, is supported by evidence too great to summarize in one article. Suffice it to say that Uncle Joe's incompetence is stipulated by all political parties. He apparently believes he still has a shot to be President. There is no chance of that--but on Nov. 4, BIDEN could suddenly become the most powerful man in the U.S., and therefore the world.



Arutz Sheva

BIDEN: Possible 'Win-Win' Mediterranean Gas Pipeline to EU

By: Mark Langfan / October 6, 2014

US Vice President BIDEN’s October 2, 2014 Harvard Kennedy School comments on Syria garnered most of the media attention, but he also made an important statement saying there is a “new opportunity” for a “win-win” breakthrough involving Turkey, Cyprus, and Israel, and the construction of a gas “pipeline” from the Levant Basin gas fields to Greece and Europe.



Greek Reporter

US Vice President Speaks of Recent Visit to Greece and Pipeline Construction 

By: Daphne Tsagari / October 6, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN recently spoke of a “new opportunity” for a “win-win” breakthrough involving Turkey, Cyprus, and Israel, and the construction of a gas “pipeline” from the Levant Basin gas fields to Greece and Europe.





The Hill

White House: BIDEN has ‘character’ to admit ‘he’s made a mistake’

By: Justin Sink / October 6, 2014



Vice President BIDEN "has enough character to admit when he’s made a mistake," White House press secretary Josh Earnest said amid a string of high-profile gaffes that have required public and private apologies to key international allies.



"The fact of the matter is the vice president is somebody who continues to be a core member of the president’s national security team," Earnest said when asked about BIDEN's missteps. 



"He is somebody who has decades of experience in dealing with leaders around the globe. And the president is pleased to be able to rely on his advice as we confront the variety of challenges that are so critical to American national security."



Over the weekend, BIDEN apologized to the United Arab Emirates for saying the country had supplied militants to jihadi groups fighting Syrian President Bashar Assad, including al Qaeda.



“They were so determined to take down Assad and have a proxy Sunni-Shia war, they poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad," BIDEN said during a forum at Harvard University. "Except that the people who were being supplied were [Jabhat] al Nusra and al Qaeda, and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world.”



That apology came a day after he also apologized to Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan after suggesting at the same event that Turkey had allowed foreign fighters to cross the border into Syria to take up arms alongside the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS).



“President Erdogan told me, ‘You were right. We let too many people through. So we’re trying to seal the border,’” BIDEN said.



Both the Turks and the UAE have proven key allies in the U.S. alliance now fighting ISIS, and BIDEN’s comments earned angry condemnation from leaders there.



Pressed on whether the White House believed what the vice president said was wrong, Earnest appeared deliberately evasive.



On Turkey, Earnest said BIDEN had "mischaracterized" Erdogan's "private remarks" while staying away from the question of whether foreign fighters had crossed the Turkish border at an unacceptable rate.



Earnest did say the U.S. was "pleased" by "the cooperation of Turkey and other countries in the region to help confront the threat that’s posed by foreign terrorist fighters."



Asked directly if the Emiratis had facilitated or supported ISIS, Earnest again equivocated, merely restating that BIDEN had not meant to insinuate as much.



"What the vice president did was clarify his remarks to indicate that he was not attempting to imply that the UAE has facilitated or supported [ISIS], al Qaeda or other extremist groups in Syria," Earnest said. "The fact of the matter is — and again, the vice president noted it in his phone call with the crown prince — that the UAE continues to be a strong partner with the United States in this effort."



But the vice president's apology tour might not be done.



In addition to insinuating that Saudi Arabia had helped fund jihadi groups in Syria, BIDEN also drew comparisons to Soviet leader Joseph Stalin when asked about the Arab country's civil rights record.



Saudi Arabia has provided key support for the U.S. campaign against ISIS, including an offer to host a training camp for moderate Syrian rebels battling the terror network and the Assad regime.



“We knew Stalin was [a] no-good SOB from the beginning,“ BIDEN said. “But there is a thing called self-interest.”



Earnest said he did not "have anything to say more about those particular comments at this point."



The trio of foreign policy gaffes don't do much to shore up a tough September for the vice president. 



BIDEN drew criticism when he called predatory lenders “shylocks” and referred to Singaporean politician Lee Kuan Yew as “the wisest man in the Orient.”



Later that same week, BIDEN said he missed working with Republicans like Sen. Bob Packwood (R-Ore.) while addressing a Democratic women’s forum. Packwood resigned from Congress amid allegations of sexual harassment.



Associated Press

BIDEN Critique of Allies Creates Headache for US

By: Julie Pace / October 6, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN's biggest mistake in accusing U.S. allies of supporting extremists in Syria may be that he said publicly what Obama administration officials have long preferred to say only privately.



BIDEN apologized over the weekend to Turkey and the United Arab Emirates after saying they had a role in allowing foreign fighters, weapons and money into Syria to bolster groups fighting Syrian President Bashar Assad. He also made similar statements about Saudi Arabia's role in aiding extremists.



The diplomatic scramble that followed underscores the Middle East's tangled alliances and the murky sources of support that have helped Syria become a hotbed for extremists. While BIDEN's comments were in line with some of what U.S. officials have been saying for months, they also have the potential to complicate administration efforts to keep those same counties in the coalition fighting the Islamic State, one of the most violent groups that have taken hold in Syria.



Even after BIDEN's back-to-back apologies, the White House was still in clean-up mode Monday. Officials made clear that BIDEN had erred in his public comments, but stopped short of declaring them inaccurate.



"He himself wishes he had said them a little differently," White House spokesman Josh Earnest said in response to one of several questions on the matter in his daily briefing for reporters.



WHAT DID BIDEN SAY?



BIDEN, during a question-and-answer session at the Harvard Kennedy School on Thursday, said that one of the biggest challenges for the U.S. in identifying a moderate opposition to Assad was that U.S. allies were helping strengthen groups with extremist tendencies.



"The Saudis, the Emiratis, etc. What were they doing? They were so determined to take down Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war," BIDEN said. "What did they do? They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons in to anyone who would fight against Assad."



The problem, the vice president continued, is that the money and weapons ended up in the hands of the al-Qaida affiliate Jabhat al-Nusra and now the Islamic State group.



BIDEN also singled out Turkey for allowing foreign fighters to flow across its border into Syria. In describing a phone call he had with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan last week, BIDEN said the Turkish leader had told him, "You were right. We let too many people through. So we're trying to seal the border."



WHAT ARE THE FACTS?



The facts about the flow of weapons, money and fighters into Syria are murky, though U.S. officials and regional experts largely agree that there are points of origin in countries including Turkey, Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Qatar.



"There is no doubt that Turkey for a long time let fighters get into Syria," said Marina Ottaway, a senior scholar at the Wilson Center, a Washington-based think tank. "They were determined to get rid of Assad so they were allowing people to go through."



Ottaway said there was also "certainly money going from Saudi Arabia, there was money going from Qatar."



While President Barack Obama and other senior administration officials have talked broadly about the need to limit regional support for extremist groups in Syria, they've stopped short of calling out specific countries and governments by name.



A key question about the source of the support for extremist groups is whether the regional governments explicitly facilitated the flow of money, weapons and fighters, or just turned a blind eye to the actions of wealthy and well-connected individuals within their country. BIDEN appeared to suggest a more direct government role than other U.S. officials have.



WHY DID BIDEN APOLOGIZE?



The timing of BIDEN's remarks created a diplomatic headache for a White House that has spent months trying to convince powerful regional players to join the fight against the Islamic State group.



Thus far, Obama has had surprising success in garnering their support. Five Arab nations have joined the U.S. in the bombing campaign against the militants in Syria, including Saudi Arabia and the UAE. Turkey's parliament also approved a motion giving the government powers for military operations across the border in Syria and Iraq and for foreign troops to use Turkey's territory.



The swiftness of BIDEN's personal apologies to Turkey's president and Prince Mohamed bin Zayed, the crown prince of Abu Dhabi, reflect the degree to which the White House wants to keep those partnerships in place.



Still, the White House readouts of both apologies were carefully crafted. Officials said BIDEN apologized to Erdogan for implying that his country had "intentionally supplied or facilitated" the growth of the Islamic State or other extremist groups in Syria. The White House said BIDEN similarly told the crown prince of Abu Dhabi that he had "not meant to imply that the Emirates had facilitated or supported" extremists.



The Washington Post

Behind BIDEN’s gaffe lie real concerns about allies’ role in rise of the Islamic State

By: Adam Taylor / October 6, 2014



During a question and answer session at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government last week, Vice President BIDEN somehow managed to anger some of the U.S.'s most vital allies in the fight against Islamic State.



BIDEN has now apologized to both the United Arab Emirates and Turkey for the comments, but to anyone who has been following the conventional wisdom in foreign policy circles, it's not surprising that he would think this privately (even if it is surprising that he would say so publicly).



To understand why, it helps to take a look at exactly what BIDEN allegedly said. When asked by a student whether the United States should have acted earlier in Syria, BIDEN first explains that there was "no moderate middle" in the Syrian civil war, before changing the topic to talk about America's allies:



"Our allies in the region were our largest problem in Syria. The Turks were great friends, and I have a great relationship with Erdogan, [who] I just spent a lot of time with, [and] the Saudis, the Emirates, etcetera.



What were they doing? They were so determined to take down Assad, and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war, what did they do? They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and tens of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad – except that the people who were being supplied, [they] were al-Nusra, and al-Qaeda, and the extremist elements of jihadis who were coming from other parts of the world.



Now, you think I'm exaggerating? Take a look. Where did all of this go? So now that's happening, all of a sudden, everybody is awakened because this outfit called ISIL, which was al-Qaeda in Iraq, when they were essentially thrown out of Iraq, found open space and territory in [eastern] Syria, [and they] work with al-Nusra, who we declared a terrorist group early on. And we could not convince our colleagues to stop supplying them.



So what happened? Now, all of a sudden – I don't want to be too facetious – but they have seen the lord. Now we have ... been able to put together a coalition of our Sunni neighbors, because America can't once again go into a Muslim nation and be the aggressor. It has to be led by Sunnis. To go and attack a Sunni organization. And so what do we have for the first time? [Audio cuts out]"



At this point, the White House recording cuts out. Other accounts, however, suggest he went further. According to Hurriyet Daily News, BIDEN also said:



President Erdoğan told me, he is an old friend, said you were right, we let too many people through, now we are trying to seal the border.



BIDEN's comments have prompted a furious reaction from Erdogan, who denied ever making such a statement, demanded an apology and called his relationship with the vice president "history." Meanwhile, the UAE expressed "astonishment” at BIDEN's accusations.



The vice president's comments may be a "gaffe" in diplomacy – and, yes, his comments do reveal a worrying habit of lumping al-Qaeda's al-Nusra Front in with Islamic State and not noting the difference between private and public funding at play here. But there are genuine, though complicated, concerns at the heart of this gaffe.



Below, we take a look at some of the key criticisms of America's Middle East allies.



Turkey



While Turkey was not one of the initial U.S. partners in strikes against the Islamic State, it is a key NATO member in the region and recently voted in favor of expanding its military role in Syria and Iraq.



However, reporting by The Post and other outlets suggests that at the outset of the Syrian war, the Turkish government was keen to facilitate fighters in Syria with the hope of destabilizing Bashar al-Assad's Syrian regime. "Wounded jihadists from the Islamic State and the al-Nusra Front [...] were treated at Turkish hospitals," The Post's Anthony Faiola and Souad Mekhennet reported in August. "Most important, the Turks winked as Reyhanli and other Turkish towns became way stations for moving foreign fighters and arms across the border."



While Faila and Mekhennet report that Turkey later worked to close the border, there are reports that Islamic State supporters now have a foothold in Istanbul and other parts of the country. Ankara recently secured the release of 49 hostages from the Islamic State, which has led to suspicion and theories about what the Islamic State may have gotten in return, further complicating Turkey's relationship to the extremists.



“Turkey in many ways is a wildcard in this coalition equation,” Juan Zarate, a senior adviser at the Center for Strategic and International Studies, told the New York Times this week. “It’s a great disappointment: There is a real danger that the effort to degrade and destroy ISIS is at risk. You have a major NATO ally, and it is not clear they are willing and able to cut off flows of funds, fighters and support to ISIS.”



United Arab Emirates



The second party offended by BIDEN is in fact a key partner in the strikes against the Islamic State, and had proudly publicized the role its first female fighter pilot had played in the bombing campaign against the extremist group.



However, the UAE has long been linked to support for rebel groups in Syria: In 2012, the Swiss government temporarily halted arms exports to the country after a Swiss-made grenade exported to the emirates was photographed in the possession of Syrian rebels. In 2013, the government had to step in to help block private donations to jihadists in the country, The Post's Joby Warrick reported.



Saudi Arabia



Saudi Arabia is another key ally in the fight against Islamic State, yet it has also been criticized for alleged ties to the group. "I accuse them of inciting and encouraging the terrorist movements," Iraq's then-Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki told French television this year. "I accuse them of supporting them politically and in the media, of supporting them with money and by buying weapons for them."



Saudi Arabia was clearly providing funding for moderate Syrian rebels in 2012, though a year later it cracked down on private donations after it emerged that many were going to Islamist groups. It is not believed to have funded the Islamic State or other extremists directly, and while private funding from the country may have been important for the Islamic State a few years ago, its importance has diminished over time.



"Although Saudi donors and other private contributors were believed to be the most significant funding source for the original forerunner to ISIS," Lori Plotkin Boghardt wrote in an analysis for the Washington Institute in June, "the importance of such donations has been marginalized by the group's independent sources of income."



What may be more significant is the number of Saudi citizens who have traveled to Syria to fight. One recent report from the Soufan Group cited Saudi figures that 2,500 citizens had traveled to become foreign fighters in Syria.



Qatar



While not specifically mentioned by BIDEN, Qatar is an ally in the fight against the Islamic State who has also been accused of supporting them. "You have to ask who is arming, who is financing ISIS troops," German Development Minister Gerd Mueller said in an interview with broadcaster ZDF in August. "The keyword there is Qatar — and how do we deal with these people and states politically?"



According to a 2013 estimate from the Financial Times, the tiny, oil-rich country had put as much as $3 billion into funding anti-regime Syrian rebels, far more than any government. As The Post's Rajiv Chandrasekaran reports, U.S. officials have said that while they do not believe Qatar funded extremists groups directly, its tactics for funding the rebels were sloppy and unsophisticated, and Qatar may have inadvertently helped the group in some way.



"So has Qatar funded Islamic State?" Michael Stephens, director of the Royal United Services Institute in Qatar Directly, wrote for the BBC recently. "The answer is no. Indirectly, a combination of shoddy policy and naivety has led to Qatar-funded weapons and money making their way into the hands of IS."



Kuwait



While not an ally in strikes against the Islamic State, Kuwait has long been a regional ally of the U.S. However, while it has avoided funding Syrian rebels directly, it is accused of not doing enough to stop private funding that may well have reached extremists in Syria.



"There is evidence that Kuwaiti donors have backed rebels who have committed atrocities and who are either directly linked to al-Qaeda or cooperate with its affiliated brigades on the ground," said a December 2013 report from the Brookings Institution. Kuwaiti sheiks such as Hajjaj al-Ajmi were successful at using social media to compel significant donations from the public, The Post's Joby Warrick noted last year.



"Donors have taken advantage not just of Kuwait’s poor legal framework," Elizabeth Dickenson wrote late last year for the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, "but also of its pluralistic political environment, where free assembly and private charities are permitted."



ABC News

Top US Anti-ISIS Diplomat: BIDEN's Comments 'Immaterial' to ISIS Fight

By: Ali Weinberg / October 6, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN’s criticism of Gulf nations for funding extremists is not deterring them from helping the United States’ anti-ISIS efforts, Undersecretary for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs Rick Stengel, who runs the Obama administration’s counterterrorism communications campaign, said.



“That's pretty much immaterial,” Stengel said in an interview with ABC News. “I think it's rainwater on the ocean.”



Asked whether BIDEN’s comments were harmful given that Stengel just returned from a trip that took him to Qatar and the United Arab Emirates – both countries BIDEN called out by name in remarks at Harvard University Thursday – Stengel joked that the Vice President wasn’t thinking about the undersecretary’s trip when he made those remarks.



Did BIDEN Apologize for Telling the Truth?



BIDEN: I Didn't Mean to Imply UAE Aided Al-Qaida

“You think he was thinking about me when he said it?” he asked.



Stengel, who has been in the job since February, said he was surprised by ISIS’ considerable skill in the realm of strategic communications, releasing slick videos and driving consistent messaging among their Twitter followers.



“I don't know the answer to it,” Stengel said when asked how ISIS got so good at messaging. “I've been surprised by how sophisticated they are. It's not as sophisticated as first-world media messaging, and they're not trying to reach that audience. They're trying to reach disaffected young men, unhappy young men, people without jobs.”



“But one of the things we start to do is how to combat that in real-time, how to combat the enlistment of foreign fighters, how to combat the ideology of young men who might be susceptible to that.”



CNN

Six times Joe BIDEN aimed for the truth and caused a headache

By: Ashley Killough / October 6, 2014



Washington (CNN) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN is known for his off-the-cuff remarks, and sometimes, they get him into trouble.



The latest example came last week when BIDEN told an audience at Harvard that ISIS had been inadvertently strengthened by Turkey and the United Arab Emirates -- two U.S. allies. Because the two countries had supplied Syrian rebels with money and weapons, BIDEN said they had essentially funded extremist elements in the region.



His comments drew sharp pushback from leaders of those countries, and BIDEN apologized days later.



Here are five other moments when BIDEN spoke his mind, only to have it come back to bite him.



1. Same-sex marriage: BIDEN apologized to President Barack Obama in May 2012 after he put the President in a tough position by coming out in support of same-sex marriage ahead of his boss. In an appearance on NBC's "Meet the Press," BIDEN said he was "absolutely comfortable" with same-sex marriage.



The problem was that Obama was still "evolving" on his stance at the time. But days after BIDEN's remarks, Obama announced his own support for same-sex marriage. He said on ABC's "Good Morning America" that BIDEN "probably got out a little bit over his skis, but out of generosity of spirit."



Obama added that he would have "preferred to have done this in my own way, on my own terms," but "all's well that ends well."

 2010: BIDEN drops f-bomb



2. BFD: BIDEN's most colorful slip-up was his use of the catchphrase "big f***ing deal." That's how he described the passage and signing of Obama's signature health care reform law in 2010.



BIDEN had tried to keep his comment quiet -- he whispered it to Obama at the signing ceremony -- but a host of cameras and microphones in the room were able to pick it up.



And with an emerging social media environment that's especially friendly to ever-shorter quotes, the acronym "BFD" became even more popular.



3. LaGuardia: As anyone who's traveled through New York's LaGuardia Airport can attest, the transit hub is in dire need of upkeep. BIDEN famously compared it to a "Third-World country" this year.



"If I blindfolded someone and took them at 2 o'clock in the morning into the airport in Hong Kong and said 'where do you think you are?' They would say, 'this must be America. This is a modern airport,' " BIDEN said. "If I took them blindfolded and took them to LaGuardia Airport in New York, he would, like, 'I must be in some Third-World country.' I'm not joking."



New York Mayor Bill de Blasio called the analogy "inappropriate" and said the vice president's comments were "not his finest moment."



BIDEN: Isn't it a b****?



4. New catchphrase? "Isn't that a b----": While he was offending the Turks and other allies in the fight against ISIS, BIDEN gave perhaps a Freudian slip on his view about being No. 2 in the Obama administration. During a Q&A segment, a questioner introduced himself as the vice president of the student body.



"Isn't that a b****?" a smiling BIDEN said. "I mean ... excuse me. The vice president thing."



BIDEN quickly followed up: "I'm joking, I'm joking, I'm joking. Best decision I ever made. I'm joking -- that was a joke."



The student told BIDEN that he hopes he loves being vice president. "I do, actually. I love the guy I work with," BIDEN said.



5. Obama will be tested: Just weeks before the 2008 presidential election, BIDEN predicted that Obama would have a bumpy start to his presidency -- not exactly the message that Obama, who was criticized for his lack of experience, wanted to convey.



"Mark my words. It will not be six months before the world tests Barack Obama like they did John Kennedy," BIDEN told Democratic fundraisers. "The world is looking. We're about to elect a brilliant 47-year-old senator President of the United States of America."



"Remember I said it standing here, if you don't remember anything else I said," BIDEN continued. "Watch, we're going to have an international crisis, a generated crisis, to test the mettle of this guy."



We'll let you be the judge on these: Was he telling the truth, or at least what he thinks is the truth?



#awkward: Hillary Clinton might have been a better pick: Not long after Obama chose BIDEN as his running mate and the bruising battle between Obama and Hillary Clinton for the Democratic nomination, BIDEN sought to prop up Clinton but may have taken it a step too far.



"Make no mistake about this, Hillary Clinton is as qualified or more qualified than I am to be vice president of the United States of America. Let's get that straight," he said at a New Hampshire town hall when a voter told BIDEN he was glad the then-Delaware senator had been chosen and not Clinton.



"She's a truly close personal friend, and she is qualified to be president of the United States of America. She's easily qualified to be vice president of the United States of America, and quite frankly, it might have been a better pick than me," he continued.



Obama went on to pick Clinton as his secretary of state, and she served during his first four years as president.



Clinton and BIDEN are now considering 2016 presidential reruns, but it's highly doubtful BIDEN will repeat that remark. But then again, you never know.



BIDEN: I'm a white boy but I can jump



White boy can jump: At an event this year honoring African-American history month, BIDEN said he and former NBA star Kevin Johnson, now Sacramento's mayor, could take on the President in a game of hoops.



"I told the President, next game I have him," BIDEN said. "Just remember I may be a white boy, but I can jump."



He probably regrets this one: In a June 2006 appearance in New Hampshire, BIDEN talked with an Indian-American about his positive relationships with the Indian-American community in Delaware. With his Hollywood smile, he added a well-intentioned but cringe-worthy assessment of the group's growing population in Delaware.



"You cannot go into a 7-Eleven or a Dunkin' Donuts unless you have a slight Indian accent. Oh, I'm not joking."



New York Times

Joe BIDEN Apologizes for Telling the Truth

By: Carol Giacomo / October 6, 2014



It used to be that lying got politicians into trouble. For Vice President Joe BIDEN, it’s truth-telling that causes a stir.



The latest furor started after he spoke at Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government last Thursday. Mr. BIDEN said American allies including Turkey, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates had extended unconditional financial and logistical support to Sunni fighters trying to oust the Syrian government of President Bashar al-Assad.



“Our allies poured hundreds of millions of dollars and tens of thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against al-Assad,” he said, including jihadists planning to join the Nusra Front and Al Qaeda.



Mr. BIDEN also confided that Turkey’s “President Erdogan told me — he is an old friend — “‘You were right. We let too many people through. Now we are trying to seal the border.’”



There is little doubt that his basic facts are accurate, confirmed by news reports in The Times and other media and by Western officials. Yet Mr. BIDEN was forced to officially apologize to Turkey late Saturday after Mr. Erdogan demanded it. He issued another apology on Sunday after the United Arab Emirates also took umbrage.



“The vice president apologized for any implication that Turkey or other allies and partners in the region had intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth of ISIL or other violent extremists in Syria,” Mr. BIDEN’s spokeswoman said.



Mr. BIDEN, who may run for president in 2016, has a reputation for unvarnished pronouncements. In 2012 he caused a ruckus when, during a television interview, he endorsed same-sex marriage before President Obama did. The timing may have been impolitic but his position was the right one.



In the current instance, Mr. BIDEN should have exercised some restraint and not publicly shared his conversation with President Erdogan. But the basic truth — that Turkey and other countries enabled Islamic State and other extremists — can’t be wished away. The United States, Turkey, Qatar, the U.A.E. and other countries in the region have a mutual need to work together to counter ISIS or ISIL. That means owning up to the mistakes that have allowed the group to flourish and correcting them, including shutting down Turkey as a transit corridor for ISIS revenue, weapons and foreign fighters.



The Los Angeles Times

White House tries to back off from BIDEN comments on militant group

By: Kathleen Hennessey / October 6, 2014



As Vice President Joe BIDEN headed to Los Angeles on Monday to meet with the mayor and Democratic donors, the White House was still mopping up the diplomatic mess he caused last week.



White House spokesman Josh Earnest tried Monday to distance President Obama from BIDEN’s blunt and damning description of the role three U.S. allies played in the rise of Islamic State militants in Iraq and Syria. Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and Turkey, BIDEN said Thursday, have sent weapons and money to the group and other extremist militias as part of a proxy war against President Bashar Assad of Syria.



Without disputing the statement, Earnest focused on more recent developments. Those nations, Earnest said, have partnered with the U.S. in the fight against Islamic State, also known as ISIL and ISIS.



“There is no doubt that Turkey and other countries in the region understand the threat that ISIL poses to the region and to these individual countries. And that is why the United States, under the president’s leadership, has had success in building broad international support for the actions that we’ve taken against ISIL,” he said.



BIDEN’s comments, made during a question-and-answer session after a speech at Harvard Business School, caused outrage overseas and posed an ugly diplomatic dilemma for a White House that is trying to hold together a coalition of Arab nations in its campaign against the militant group.



Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan demanded an apology and told reporters BIDEN that “will be history for me” if reports of his comments were true. BIDEN also said Erdogan had privately admitted that he had made a mistake in supporting the group, something Erdogan said “never happened.”



The United Arab Emirates reportedly sought a formal clarification of BIDEN’s comment.



The vice president tried to tamp down the uproar this weekend with apologetic phone calls. He called Erdogan on Saturday and “apologized for any implication that Turkey or other allies and partners in the region had intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth of ISIL or other violent extremists in Syria,” according to a statement released by BIDEN’s office.



On Sunday, he called Mohamed bin Zayed al Nahyan, crown prince of Abu Dhabi, also to clarify, the White House said. BIDEN noted the “UAE’s strong steps in countering extremist messaging and financing and expressed gratitude for their participation in ongoing military operations against ISIL,” the statement said.



The White House did not comment Monday on whether BIDEN also had called or planned to call Saudi Arabia. Earnest dodged questions about whether BIDEN’s comments accurately described the affect those nations' policies had on the rise of extremism in the region, before they joined the U.S.-led coalition.



In recent weeks, BIDEN has tallied up a long list of verbal stumbles notable even for the famously loose-lipped politician. Despite the recent spate of apologies, the White House defended the vice president.



“The fact of the matter is the vice president is somebody who continues to be a core member of the president’s national security team,” Earnest said.



ABC News

Did BIDEN Apologize for Telling the Truth?

By: Devin Dwyer / October 6, 2014



Twice in as many days, Vice President Joe BIDEN did something Obama administration officials rarely do — apologize for offending a foreign leader.

BIDEN called Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Saturday and Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan on Sunday to try to quell an international diplomatic furor he created during a speech at Harvard on Friday, according to the White House.



BIDEN had suggested that several Arab state allies of the U.S. in the Middle East, including Turkey and the UAE, are the “biggest problem” in the effort to combat Islamic extremists in Syria. He said the countries had “poured hundreds of millions of dollars and tens of thousands of weapons into anyone who would fight against [Syrian President Bashar] Assad. Except that the people who were being supplied were [Jabhat] al-Nusra and al-Qaeda.”



BIDEN also claimed that Erdogan conceded to him privately in a recent conversation that Turkey had erred in allowing insurgents to flow across its border into Syria.



The comments drew a swift rebuke from Turkish and Emirati authorities, injecting new tension to relations at a time when the U.S. is courting their support in the fight against ISIS.



BIDEN “wanted to clarify that his recent remarks regarding the early stages of the conflict in Syria were not meant to imply that the UAE has facilitated or supported ISIL, al-Qaida or other extremist groups in Syria. And that was the message that he conveyed,” White House spokesman Josh Earnest said of the call to the crown prince.



He added that BIDEN’s conversation with Erdogan apologized for “mischaracterizing the president’s views in a private conversation.”



The White House does not outright deny, however, that the substance of what BIDEN said was true — that Arab states are partly responsible for fueling the rise of ISIS, a point which President Obama made publicly earlier this year, though he did not identify specific countries by name.



As for BIDEN’s standing in the White House after a recent string of gaffes, Earnest said the vice president remains a treasured “core member” of Obama’s team.



“The vice president is somebody who has enough character to admit when he’s made a mistake,” Earnest said. “He did that both publicly … when his office generated readouts of these calls, but he also did it privately when he took the telephone to clarify and apologize for his comments over the weekend.”



No word on whether BIDEN apologized to Obama.



National Review Online

Joe BIDEN Keeps Having to Apologize for Saying True Things

By: Patrick Brennan / October 6, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN maybe be starting to throw in the towel a bit: The ostensible foreign-affairs heavyweight on the Obama team, the practiced diplomat, keeps saying impolitic things that are basically true. Over the weekend, he had to call both the president of Turkey and the crown prince of the United Arab Emirates to apologize for suggesting that their countries have been less than totally committed to weakening extremist elements in Syria.



The UAE, Turkey, and Saudi Arabia, BIDEN told an audience at Harvard’s Institute of Politics, have been more interested in supporting the Sunni side of a sectarian conflict in Syria than in combating violent Islamic extremism. So, he said, they have “poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad” while ”the people who were being supplied were al-Nusra and al-Qaeda and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world.”



This happens to be true — Arab funding and weapons going into Syria have frequently wound up with or been seized by extremists groups, the al-Qaeda branch al-Nusra and the Islamic State being the most infamous. To what extent funding from these countries’ governments has gone directly to these groups, we don’t know, but some of their citizens are clearly directly funding extremist groups, and the U.S.’s allies have not been terribly assiduous about stopping this flow. (The UAE has been tougher on militant Islam outside of Syria: It’s bombed extremist militias in Libya and backed the Egyptian government against the Muslim Brotherhood.)



BIDEN also apparently implied that Turkey has failed in controlling the flow of fighters into Syria, especially more extreme foreign jihadists — this is also accurate and a real problem for the United States. Of course, this isn’t a defense of BIDEN’s diplomatic wisdom. These were seriously dumb things to say, if the Obama administration’s policy is, not unreasonably, not to say them. But BIDEN isn’t spouting nonsense.



Less diplomatically dangerous but equally accurate was BIDEN’s other blunt remark at Harvard. When an audience member introduced himself as vice president of the college’s student government, BIDEN said, “Isn’t it a b****? I mean, excuse me, the vice-president thing?” He then kept blustering that he’d been joking, but no less an authority than John Adams, our first vice president, basically agreed, calling BIDEN’s job “the most insignificant office that ever the invention of man contrived or his imagination conceived.”



CNN

Fmr. U.S. Ambassador to Iraq: BIDEN wasn't wrong, Turkey, UAE, Saudi Arabia need to do more to fight ISIS

October 6, 2014



(CNN) – Vice President Joe BIDEN faulted Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, and Saudi Arabia for inadvertently strengthening ISIS during a speech at Harvard last week.



He apologized to U.S. allies Turkey and the UAE on Sunday, but the former U.S. Ambassador to Iraq says BIDEN wasn't wrong.



"It wasn't necessarily wrong. But we need to do something about it. And the question is whether calling them out publicly is the best way to do something about it," said former Ambassador Christopher Hill, who is now dean of international studies at the University of Denver.



"Certainly we'd like to see more from all of these countries in terms of dealing with this ISIS threat. And yet they've all been very reticent. They all have their reasons for being careful about it," said Hill.



"An important element of our diplomacy needs to be to get these countries on board," he said, adding that publicly naming these countries' faults harms that diplomatic goal.



For more of our interview with former Ambassador Christopher Hill, including talk of his new book "Outpost: Life on the Frontlines of American Diplomacy," check out the video above.



New York Observer

During Month of Gaffes, Vice President BIDEN Says Something Brilliant

By: Lincoln Mitchell / October 6, 2014



Its been a busy few weeks for Vice President Joseph BIDEN.

	

On September 16th, Mr. BIDEN used the term “Shylock” to refer to banks and other loan agencies. Not surprisingly, this remark did not sit well with many Jewish organizations or individuals. A few days later, the Vice President apologized for what he referred to as a “poor choice of words.”



Last week at a speech at Harvard University, Mr. BIDEN, referring to the United Arab Emirates, stated “They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and tens of thousands of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad, except that the people who were being supplied were [Jabhat] al-Nusra and al-Qaeda.” He also implied that foreign fighters had gotten into Syria through insufficiently protected Turkish borders. These statements were a candid expression of the Obama administration’s frustration with key regional allies, but most senior administration officials would not have stated it as plainly as the Vice President did. Predictably, within a few days Mr. BIDEN had to apologize to officials in the UAE and Turkey for his comments.



BIDEN made those remarks at a speech at Harvard University, where he also scolded former Defense Secretary and director of the CIA Leon Panetta for joining the ranks for former Obama administration officials who have written books critical of the president whom they had previously served. Mr. BIDEN referred to these books as “inappropriate.”



And buried in BIDEN’s staunch defense of President Obama was a line that beautifully and concisely sums up the foibles of American foreign policy in Iraq, Afghanistan and elsewhere: “We Americans think in every country in transition there’s a Thomas Jefferson hiding behind some rock, or a James Madison beyond one sand dune.”



Mr. BIDEN’s characterization of the U.S. view of the world was a not very veiled attack at the neoconservatives who were so influential in the previous administration, but it was also a criticism of fellow Democratic Party foreign policy heavyweights Mr. Panetta and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, who faulted President Obama for not pursuing a sufficiently pro-active foreign policy. It also — perhaps in a moment of frustration, anger or simply loyalty to President Obama — revealed an insight into what Mr. BIDEN has seen in his decades working on foreign policy.



The remark is also a wonderful summary of the gestalt of how the American foreign policy establishment, and even the U.S. in general, views the rest of the world, and itself. In this line, Mr. BIDEN has captured the naiveté, but also the optimism, that has long characterized American foreign policy. The U.S. has, of course, spent too much time looking behind just one more rock or sand dune and believing that the latest political hack, or ambitious military leader to rise to the top is Afghanistan’s Jefferson, Iraq’s Madison or Pakistan’s George Washington.



Mr. BIDEN’s remark also reveals the arrogance of American foreign policy. By always looking for the next Jefferson or Madison we refuse to recognize that other countries may have other models or paths to follow, and that the American experience is not universal — a belief that may spring from good intentions and a generosity of spirit, but also reflects an unwillingness to accept real differences between people and countries. It is the political equivalent of believing that everybody everywhere can speak English if you just speak it loudly and slowly enough.



Business Insider

White House Praises Joe BIDEN's Ability 'To Admit When He's Made A Mistake'

By: Hunter Walker / October 6, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN has made a series of headline-making gaffes in recent weeks, but on Monday, the White House insisted BIDEN is still a "core member of the president's national security team" in spite of his controversial comments.



White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest made his defense of BIDEN in his daily press briefing on Monday after ABC News' Jonathan Karl asked how President Barack Obama responds to "to his vice president going out and continually needing to apologize for things he's said."



"The Vice President is somebody who has enough character to admit when he's made a mistake," said Earnest, who added BIDEN apologized for some of his comments both publicly and privately. 



BIDEN's recent streak of questionable remarks began when he referred to loansharks as "Shylocks" in a speech on Sept. 16. The following day, he issued an apology to the Jewish community for using the phrase, but hours later, BIDEN raised eyebrows again after referring to former Singaporean Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew as the "wisest man in the Orient." And over the weekend, BIDEN found himself apologizing to the leaders of Turkey and the United Arab Emirates after he made statements suggesting those countries gave funding to jihadist groups in Syria.   



After complimenting BIDEN's ability to apologize, Earnest stressed the vice president plays an important role in national security deliberations at the White House. 



"The fact of the matter is, the vice president is somebody who continues to be a core member of the president's national security team," said Earnest. "He is somebody who has decades of experience in dealing with leaders around the globe and the president is pleased to be able to rely on his advice as we confront the variety of challenges that are critical to American national security."



Earnest was also asked if BIDEN and Obama have discussed the vice president's recent comments. 



"I don't have any conversations between the president and the vice president to read out," said Earnest.



Breitbart News

KARL: WHY DOES BIDEN KEEP PRODUCING SO MANY GAFFES?

October 6, 2014



ABC’s Chief White House Correspondent Jon Karl asked why Vice President BIDEN continues to make statements that he later has to apologize for during Monday’s White House Press Briefing.



“The vice president has apologized to the Emiratis, he has apologized to the Turks, he may or may not apologize next to the Saudis.  A few weeks ago he apologized to the ADL for using the term ‘shylocks,’ he took heat for using the term ‘Orient’ to describe Asia, he praised Bob Packwood before a women’s group.  This is all in the past few weeks, what is the president’s response to his vice president going out and continually needing to apologize for things he said” Karl asked.



White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest responded that “the vice president is somebody who has enough character to admit when he’s made a mistake,” to which Karl countered “that’s a lot of mistakes in a short period of time.”



Earnest also re-assured the reports that Vice President BIDEN “continues to be a core member of the president’s national security team.”



Associated Press

BIDEN issues second apology of weekend, after offending US allies in fight to destroy Islamic State

October 6, 2014



Vice President BIDEN on Sunday issued his second apology of the weekend for remarks that offended allies that the U.S. needs in the fight to destroy the Islamic State.



BIDEN apologized by phone Sunday to Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, saying he never meant to imply that his country was supporting Al Qaeda fighters in Syria. Al Nahyan is also the deputy supreme commander of the United Arab Emirates’ armed forces. 



BIDEN made the remarks at a speech Thursday, suggesting U.S. allies including Turkey, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates had funded and armed extremist groups linked to Al Qaeda. The UAE was exasperated and requested a formal clarification.



"The Turks … the Saudis, the Emirates, etc. What were they doing? They were so determined to take down (Syrian President Bashar) Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war," BIDEN said during the speech at Harvard University.



"What did they do?” he continued. “They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad -- except that the people who were being supplied were al Nusra and Al Qaeda and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world."



The White House said BIDEN clarified his remarks Sunday and recognized the UAE's strong steps to counter extremists and participation in U.S.-led air strikes on the Islamic State, also known as ISIL and ISIS.



On Saturday, BIDEN apologized to Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan for also saying during the speech that the Turkish leader admitted his country made mistakes by allowing foreign fighters to cross into Syria.



BIDEN also spoke directly to Erdogan -- to “clarify” his comments and to apologize for “any implication" that Turkey or the other allies had intentionally supplied or helped in the growth of the Islamic State or other extremists groups in Syria, the White House said.



Erdogan denied making such remarks and said BIDEN would become "history to me" over the comments unless he fixed the situation.



The speech was an especially bad event for the vice president, who has a history of gaffes and unscripted, problem-causing remarks.



BIDEN also took a question from a student who identified himself as being the vice president of the student body by jokingly saying first: "Ain't that a b-tch? … I mean ... excuse me, the vice president thing?”



In 2010, after President Obama signed the Affordable Care Act into law on national TV, BIDEN was caught on a live microphone saying to the president this is "a big f---ing deal."



Turkey, a NATO ally, is expected to define the role it will play in the U.S.-led coalition against the Islamic State militants who have captured a swath of Iraq and Syria, in some cases right up to the Turkish border.



The Washington Post

Why this Joe BIDEN gaffe matters more

By: Aaron Blake / October 6, 2014



It has been a really rotten few weeks for Vice President BIDEN. First came a trio of gaffes that earned him a Worst Week in Washington nod. Then, on Thursday, he suggested that being vice president is a "bitch."



None of these things, though, compare to something else BIDEN said in that very same speech Thursday.



BIDEN was forced to apologize over the weekend to leaders of both Turkey and the United Arab Emirates after suggesting in the speech at Harvard that these two countries and another ally — Saudi Arabia — were the United States' "biggest problem" in responding to the Syrian civil war.



“The Turks, who are great friends — I have a great relationship with (Turkish President Recep Tayyip) Erdogan, whom I spend a lot of time with — the Saudis, the Emiratis, etc. What were they doing? They were so determined to take down (Syrian President Bashar) Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war,” BIDEN said, according to AP.



BIDEN added: "They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad — except that the people who were being supplied were al-Nusra and al-Qaeda and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world.”



BIDEN also said Erdogan admitted to him that Turkey "let too many [foreign fighters] through" into neighboring Syria.



Needless to say, these are some pretty serious allegations. And they were met with some understandably hard feelings from countries who are supposed to be allies. Erdogan swore off his relationship with BIDEN and called for an apology, and BIDEN offered one Saturday. Then BIDEN apologized to the UAE on Sunday.



This is all very inside baseball — so much so that most Americans probably won't tune in enough to process what just happened. But as BIDEN's many gaffes go, few are as damaging as this one. And in case anyone thought BIDEN has a real shot at becoming president in 2016 — something we've argued for a long time is folly — this should remind us why that almost definitely won't happen.



BIDEN's gaffes are a long-running subplot in Washington at this point. And most of them are along the lines of his "bitch" comment or using outdated and/or offensive terminology like "shylocks" and "the Orient."



All of it, though, paints a picture of a guy who can be pretty careless with his words. Sometimes that carelessness seeps into much more serious issues. And few things are as serious as international diplomacy.



To be clear, all of these things hurt BIDEN to some degree. He has created an image of himself as a sort of un-serious politician — a guy you'd like to have a beer with but wouldn't trust to run your country. And polling bears that out, with even many Democrats saying they don't think he would make a good president.



But while using offensive terms and even plagiarizing (which sank BIDEN's 1988 presidential campaign) are bad, alienating the countries the United States depends on for supporting its Middle East mission — something Turkey is still weighing — is quite another. And foreign policy is supposed to be BIDEN's strong suit.



BIDEN, who already had very little shot at becoming president in 2016, just showed precisely why that is — and caused the White House a massive headache in the process.



Associated Press

BIDEN comment shakes US-Arab alliance against ISIS

October 6, 2014



This time, Joe BIDEN’s gaffes are causing an international fracas.



The vice president has apologized twice now for suggesting last week that key U.S. allies inflamed the situation in Syria by sending arms and money to extremists opposed to Bashar Assad.



The fallout over BIDEN’s remarks is perhaps unprecedented – his verbal miscues typically cause headaches for the White House, but otherwise are diplomatically harmless.



His off-the-cuff remarks Thursday at Harvard University, though, enraged U.S. allies, just days after the U.S. and several Arab nations launched a coordinated airstrike campaign against the Islamic State in Syria. The swiftness of BIDEN’s clean-up underscores the potential damage his remarks stood to do.



Two of the countries BIDEN mentioned – Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates – had joined the U.S. in the airstrike campaign. 



The incident also marks the latest in a line of remarks BIDEN has had to walk back, including a recent speech where he referred to bad actors in the housing market as "Shylocks" -- considered by some to be an offensive term for Jews. White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest was peppered with questions on Monday about these remarks specifically and BIDEN's tendency generally to make them. 



"The vice president is somebody who has enough character to admit when he's made a mistake," Earnest said. 



As for BIDEN's Syria comments, Saudi Arabia has not demanded an apology so far, but the UAE foreign minister reportedly blasted the comments as “far from the truth.”



The vice president’s office put out a statement saying that on Sunday, BIDEN spoke with Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, crown prince of Abu Dhabi and a key Emirati leader, to thank him for the country’s “strong support” in the fight against the Islamic State, or ISIS.



“He clarified that his recent remarks regarding the early stages of the conflict in Syria were not meant to imply that the UAE had facilitated or supported ISIL, Al Qaeda, or other extremist groups in Syria,” the statement said. 



A day earlier, BIDEN’s office said he likewise spoke with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to “clarify” his comments about that country's involvement. “The Vice President apologized for any implication that Turkey or other Allies and partners in the region had intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth of ISIL or other violent extremists in Syria,” the statement said. 



The unusual episode raised the question of whether President Obama considered BIDEN's comments to be wrong -- or just diplomatically ill-timed. 



On Monday, Earnest declined to comment in detail on whether the administration believes these countries did in fact inflame the situation inside of Syria. He said BIDEN's apology to Erdogan related specifically to him "mischaracterizing the [Turkish] president's views in a private conversation." 



He stressed that these countries "understand the threat" posed by the Islamic State and said the U.S. is focused on "ensuring that we can work with other countries in the region to prevent support flowing to extremists who are operating in the area." 



In the wake of BIDEN's remarks, Earnest claimed the White House doesn't see these countries treating the fight against ISIS as "anything less than a top priority." 



He nevertheless acknowledged that the fact BIDEN made those phone calls "is an indication that he himself wishes that he had said it a little bit differently." 



BIDEN spoke at length about the Islamic State fight last Thursday. The vice president, in a sweeping statement, said that "our biggest problem is our allies" in responding to the civil war in Syria.



"The Turks … the Saudis, the Emiratis, etc. What were they doing? They were so determined to take down Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war," BIDEN said.



"What did they do?” he continued. “They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad -- except that the people who were being supplied were al Nusra and al Qaeda and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world."



He also suggested Erdogan told him privately: “You were right. We let too many people through.”



Erdogan reportedly denied making such remarks and said BIDEN would become "history to me" over the comments unless he apologized.



Turkey, a NATO ally, is expected to define the role it will play in the U.S.-led coalition against the Islamic State militants who have captured a swath of Iraq and Syria, in some cases right up to the Turkish border.



Despite the fallout over the vice president’s remarks, some observers said the real problem wasn’t the veracity of the allegation – but the fact he leveled the charge publicly.



“What he said was actually right, but he shouldn’t have said it,” said KT McFarland, Fox News analyst and former security official in the Nixon, Ford and Reagan administrations.



Former Obama adviser David Axelrod offered a similar take Monday on MSNBC.



A column in The Daily Beast ran under the headline: “VP BIDEN Apologizes for Telling Truth About Turkey, Saudi and ISIS.”



For BIDEN, though, it was the latest in a recent string of stumbles.



Last week, while discussing the tragedy in Joplin, Mo., in which 161 people were killed in a devastating tornado, he misstated the death toll: "161,000 brothers, sisters, mothers, fathers, sons, daughters, grandparents lost," he said.



And at the same Harvard event last Thursday, he made an off-color remark when a questioner told him he was student body vice president



“Isn’t it a b-tch?” BIDEN responded. “Excuse me…the vice president thing.”



Business Insider

Joe BIDEN Is Apologizing Left And Right After His Weekend Gaffe

By: Brett Logiurato / October 6, 2014



For the second time in two days, US Vice President Joe BIDEN called the head of a key Middle Eastern ally to apologize over remarks he made last week about American allies sending weapons and money to extremists fighting in Syria's civil war.



BIDEN had apologized to Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Saturday. And on Sunday, the United Arab Emirates requested a "formal clarification" on the comments, which threatened a rift among the allies in the coalition fighting the group calling itself the Islamic State, also known as ISIS or ISIL.



The White House said Sunday night that BIDEN called Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, the crown prince of Abu Dhabi and the deputy supreme commander of the UAE's armed forces.



"The Vice President thanked the Crown Prince for the UAE’s strong support for the international coalition fighting the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, as well as the UAE’s longstanding efforts as a stalwart fighter against violent extremism in Syria and throughout the region," the White House said.



"He clarified that his recent remarks regarding the early stages of the conflict in Syria were not meant to imply that the UAE had facilitated or supported ISIL, al-Qaeda, or other extremist groups in Syria. The Vice President noted the UAE’s strong steps in countering extremist messaging and financing and expressed gratitude for their participation in ongoing military operations against ISIL."



In a question-and-answer session with students at Harvard University last Thursday, BIDEN placed blame with US allies in the Middle East for the deteriorating situation in Syria's civil war and for the rise of extremist groups like ISIS.



He said countries like Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates were so focused on ousting Syrian President Bashar Assad that they did not properly vet the opposition groups to which they sent money and weapons.



"The Turks, who are great friends — I have a great relationship with Erdogan, whom I spend a lot of time with. The Saudis, the Emiratis, etc. What were they doing?" BIDEN said.



"They were so determined to take down Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war, what did they do? They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad — except that the people who were being supplied were al-Nusra and Al Qaeda and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world."



BIDEN went further with comments on Turkey, some of which incensed Erdogan. Turkey's president demanded an apology and threatened BIDEN would be "history for me" if he did not apologize. 



BIDEN told the Harvard students that Erdogan had told him Turkey had erred in closing its porous border to foreign terrorist fighters. Erdogan said he never made such an admission to BIDEN.



"I have never said to him that we had made a mistake, never. If he did say this at Harvard, then he has to apologize to us," Erdogan said, according to the Associated Press.



"Foreign fighters have never entered Syria from our country. They may come to our country as tourists and cross into Syria, but no one can say that they cross in with their arms."



Breitbart News

WHITE HOUSE PRAISES JOE BIDEN'S 'CHARACTER' AMIDST STRING OF GAFFES

By: Charlie Spiering / October 6, 2014



White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest defended Vice President Joe BIDEN for a series of gaffes, more recently his comments about Saudi Arabia, Turkey and the UAE for suggesting that they helped support terrorist factions in Syria. 



Over the weekend, BIDEN called government officials in the UAE and Turkey to clarify and apologize for his remarks.



ABC News reporter Jon Karl questioned White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest about series of BIDEN’s bungled comments, asking if the President had a response.



“I think the Vice President is somebody who has enough character to admit when he’s made a mistake,” Earnest explained, noting that he apologized publicly and privately for his remarks.

Earnest added that BIDEN’s remarks did not hurt the coalition President Obama assembled with key Arab allies in the region.



“The fact of the matter is that Vice President continues to be a core member of the president’s national security team,” Earnest continued, praising BIDEN’s “decades of experience” in dealing with international affairs.



Town Hall

Reporter to WH: Say, BIDEN's Been Apologizing a Lot Lately, Huh?

By: Daniel Doherty / October 6, 2014



ABC News’ Jonathan Karl has a well-earned reputation for asking White House press secretaries uncomfortable and tough questions.



Karl’s tone raises the following question even if he doesn’t ask it explicitly: Isn’t it sort of astonishing that the vice president publicly and privately apologizes as often as he does? I mean, it’s one thing to ask for forgiveness every now and again for accidentally using a “poor choice of words” or whatever; it’s quite another to routinely spend more time expressing remorse and walking back comments than advancing the president’s agenda. Has Uncle Joe finally become a liability?



To his credit, BIDEN’s “decades of experience” did help the president get elected -- twice. He of course made the 2008 Democratic ticket more palatable to voters questioning then-Sen. Obama’s youth and inexperience. But if nothing else, his six-plus years in office have demonstrated one thing: He’s not cut out to be president.



He may be “one heartbeat away,” as they say -- but what concerned progressive is going to nominate Joe BIDEN over the likes of Elizabeth Warren or Hillary Clinton in 2016? Despite the latter’s string of gaffes herself, she seems eminently more qualified to lead the nation than a guy who can’t stop drawing and generating negative attention in the press.



BIDEN once said he can “die a happy man” without becoming president. And that's probably a good thing because, well, it doesn't look like he ever will be.



The Washington Free Beacon

Jon Karl Presses White House On Recent String Of BIDEN Gaffes

October 6, 2014



On Monday, ABC White House correspondent Jon Karl pressed the White House on Vice President Joe BIDEN’s recent string of gaffes.



Karl asked White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest why BIDEN has not faced more criticism from the administration for repeated gaffes, many of which have been racially or ethnically offensive.



Karl listed the BIDEN’s apologies:



“The vice president has apologized to the Emirates, he has apologized to the Turks, he may or may not apologize next to the Saudis. A few weeks ago he apologized to the ADL for using the term ‘shylock.’ He took heat for using the term ‘Orient’ to describe Asia. He praised Bob Packwood before a women’s group.”



Karl noted that these recent gaffes should warrant an apology to the president.



“The vice president is somebody who has enough character to admit when he’s made a mistake,” Earnest said, noting he wasn’t sure if BIDEN had apologized to President Obama.



BIDEN’s weekend of gaffes comes after he called his job as vice president “a bitch” while headlining an event at Harvard University last week.



POLITICO

BIDEN sorry for ISIL funding remarks that echoed Obama

By: Josh Gerstein / October 6, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN appears to be taking one for the team.



While BIDEN apologized over the weekend for remarks that prompted a diplomatic row that could disrupt the international coalition fighting the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, President Barack Obama has expressed essentially the same views that got the vice president into hot water.



"They were so determined to take down Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war, what did they do? They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and tens, thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad — except that the people who were being supplied were al-Nusra and Al Qaeda and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world," the vice president said during a question-and-answer session Thursday at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government.



Speaking to reporters in the White House briefing room on Aug. 28, Obama went out of his way to make clear that some countries in the Middle East had funneled support to ISIL and similar organizations opposed to the government of Syrian President Bashar Assad.



Building a coalition against ISIL "also means that states in the region stop being ambivalent about these extremist groups," Obama told journalists, although he had not been asked directly about the role other governments might have played in fueling the growth of radicalism in Syria.



"The truth is that we’ve had state actors who at times have thought that the way to advance their interests is, well, financing some of these groups as proxies is not such a bad strategy.  And part of our message to the entire region is this should be a wake-up call to Sunni, to Shia — to everybody — that a group like ISIS is beyond the pale," the president said.



BIDEN's mistake appears to have been that he mentioned by name Turkey, the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia as countries that had fueled ISIL's growth. Obama never mentioned those countries in his public comments on the issue, although there have been numerous press reports that cite those countries as responsible for fomenting radicalism in Syria.



A spokeswoman for the National Security Council and another for BIDEN did not respond to questions Sunday about whether the White House was retracting Obama's earlier remark or whether officials saw some substantive distinction between the two.



It appears BIDEN may have committed a so-called Kinsley gaffe — a phenomenon journalist Michael Kinsley identified where a politician stirs up controversy by saying something that is fundamentally true.



Despite the similarity to Obama's still-unretracted, five-week-old public statement, BIDEN made phone calls over the weekend apologizing to Turkish President Recip Erdogan and issuing a clarification to United Arab Emirates leader Mohammed bin Zayed al Nahyan, the crown prince of Abu Dhabi.



There are subtle differences in the statements describing the calls. Saturday's statement regarding the call to Erdogan references the more abject apology but seems to leave open the possibility that countries inadvertently aided ISIL. "The Vice President apologized for any implication that Turkey or other Allies and partners in the region had intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth of ISIL or other violent extremists in Syria," the White House said.



The statement Sunday about the call to Crown Prince Bin Zayed didn't confirm an apology, although that's how official news sources in the UAE described the call. In addition, the word intentionally was dropped, suggesting there'd been no facilitation of aid to ISIL at all. "He clarified that his recent remarks regarding the early stages of the conflict in Syria were not meant to imply that the UAE had facilitated or supported ISIL, Al Qaeda, or other extremist groups in Syria," the White House said.



In addition to the president, Secretary of State John Kerry publicly implied that governments in the region had given aid to ISIL, although he, too, did not name countries and he indicated such support had ceased some time ago.



"In the very beginning ... when the efforts to oust Assad took place, there were people who made calculations that the important thing is to remove Assad.  'Yes, there are some bad apples there, but we want to get him out,'" Kerry told CNN's Christiane Amanpour in a Sept. 24 interview. "And that, unfortunately, resulted in funding to different groups, and it was frankly a sloppy process. It did not provide the coordinated, concerted effort that was needed."



"Since then, there's been a real focus on this financing. And state-sponsored support of these groups, I believe, is over, is ended," Kerry added. "There are still individuals within certain countries who have been funneling money to these groups, and the theory back in the beginning by many of these people were, well, we're going to get rid of Assad and then we’ll focus on these bad apples.  They realized it morphed into something more ominous, more threatening, and so I think people have really pulled back. There's a sense of purpose now in this focus against ISIL."



McClatchy

BIDEN continues to apologize; first Turkey, now UAE

By: Roy Gutman / October 6, 2014



ISTANBUL — Vice President Joe BIDEN apologized to the United Arab Emirates Sunday for charging that the oil-rich ally had been supporting al Qaida and other jihadi groups in Syria's internal war, his second apology in as many days to a key participant in the U.S.-led coalition against Islamic State extremists.



The White House said BIDEN telephoned Crown Prince Mohamed bin Zayed of Abu Dhabi to say that his recent remarks “regarding the early stages” of the conflict in Syria “were not meant to imply that the Emirates had facilitated or supported” the Islamic State, al Qaida or other extremist groups in Syria.



But his apology, one day after expressing similar regrets to Turkey, left open whether the Emirates had supported the rise of al Qaida during the early stages of the war in Syria.



BIDEN was answering questions at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government Thursday when he veered off the official talking points to declare, “Our allies in the region were our largest problem” in preventing the spread of al Qaida in Syria.



“The Saudis, the Emiratis; what were they doing?” he said. “They were so determined to take down (Syrian President Bashar) Assad and have a proxy Sunni-Shia war, they poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad. Except that the people who were being supplied were (Jabhat) al Nusra and al Qaida, and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world.”



The UAE foreign minister, Anwar Gargash, Sunday demanded a formal clarification, saying that BIDEN’s remarks were “far from the truth” and gave a “negative and inaccurate impression.” The UAE’s approach to counter-terrorism “recognizes the extent of the danger posed by terrorism to the region and to its people,” he said



BIDEN raised ire in Turkey by quoting from President Recep Tayyip Erdogan during their meeting during the U.N. General Assembly.



“President Erdogan told me, ‘You were right. We let too many people through. So we’re trying to seal the border,’” BIDEN quoted him as saying.



Erdogan retorted that Turkey had not provided “even the smallest amount of support” to any terrorist organization. As for his reputed confession, he said: “I never admitted any mistake, nor did we tell them that they 'were right' during my visit to the U.S.” And he said if BIDEN didn’t apologize, “then he will be history for me.”



In his apology to Erdogan, as relayed by the White House, the vice president did not retract the quotation he attributed to the Turkish leader. Instead, he “apologized for any implication that Turkey or other Allies and partners in the region had intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth of ISIL or other violent extremists in Syria.”



ISIL is one of several acronyms used to identify the group known as the Islamic State.



The other two countries BIDEN named were Saudi Arabia, which is about to host the U.S.-funded training of thousands of Syrian rebel fighters, and Qatar, which houses a covert CIA training facility for Syrian rebels.



BIDEN said Saudi Arabia “has stopped the funding” going to extremists in Syria, and the Qataris “have cut off their support for the most extreme elements of the terrorist organizations.” Neither country has publicly demanded an apology so far.



Although senior U.S. officials have hinted that at least one Gulf country had been supporting Jabhat al Nusra, the Al Qaida-backed militia in Syria, no one had named the countries in a public forum until BIDEN. His remarks raised a number of questions: what form did the aid take, how long did it continue and what impact did it have on fighting on the ground?



BIDEN also took aim at Saudi Arabia’s human rights record. He compared the collaboration with Riyadh to World War II, when the United States and Britain made common cause with the Soviet Union under dictator Joseph Stalin. “We knew Stalin was no-good SOB from the beginning,“ BIDEN said, answering a student’s question about Saudi human rights practices. “But there is a thing called self-interest.”



He said the U.S. criticized the Saudi practice of beheading criminals and not granting equality to women.



“We have not remained silent with Saudi Arabia,” he said. ”I have certainly not been silent with Saudi Arabia.”



Fox News

List of BIDEN's political blunders

October 6, 2014



-- On Oct. 2, 2014, Vice President BIDEN, while speaking at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of Government, touched off a diplomatic incident after he sounded off on U.S. allies in the fight against the Islamic State -- suggesting they heedlessly gave arms and money to extremists. 



"The Turks ... the Saudis, the Emiratis, etc. What were they doing?" he said. "They were so determined to take down [Syrian President Bashar] Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war." 



BIDEN afterward apologized to top officials in Turkey and the United Arab Emirates.



During the same event, BIDEN also replied to a question from a student who identified himself as the vice president of the student body. "Isn't it a b-tch?" BIDEN responded. "Excuse me...the vice president thing." 



-- On Sept. 16, 2014, BIDEN, while speaking at an event in Washington, D.C., recalled how when his son was serving in Iraq, troops spoke about the tough housing market back home in the U.S. "People would come up to him and talk about what was happening to them at home in terms of foreclosures, in terms of bad loans ... I mean, these Shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas." 



Shylocks is considered an offensive term for Jews by some groups. BIDEN later apologized for the remarks. 



-- On Aug. 14, 2012, BIDEN told a Virginia crowd, Mitt Romney's plan would "put y'all back in chains."



-- On April 26, 2012, BIDEN tried to riff on President Theodore Roosevelt's famous quote “Speak softly and carry a big stick; you will go far," by saying, "I promise you, the president has a big stick. I promise you."



-- On Aug. 1, 2011, as a follow up to Democratic Rep. Mike Doyle suggesting that dealing with Tea Party and fiscal conservatives was like negotiating with terrorists, BIDEN reportedly piled on by saying, “They have acted like terrorists.”



-- On June 26, 2010, BIDEN called the manager of a custard shop outside of Milwaukee a "smartass" after the man asked him to lower taxes. BIDEN made the comment after the Kopp’s Frozen Custard shop manager told him that his dessert would be on the house if he lowered taxes. "Why don’t you say something nice instead of being a smartass all the time?" BIDEN said a few minutes later.



-- On March 23, 2010, an open microphone caught BIDEN saying, "This is a big f---ing deal" to President Obama during a Washington signing ceremony for the president's health care law.



-- On July 16, 2009, Vice President BIDEN gave a blunt summation of the administration's approach to stimulus spending: "People, when I say that, look at me and say, 'What are you talking about, Joe? You're telling me we have to go spend money to keep from going bankrupt?" he said at a stop in Virginia. "The answer is yes."



-- On July 5, 2009, in an interview with ABC's "This Week," BIDEN conceded that the White House team "misread how bad the economy was." His confession came as unemployment hit 9.5 percent, despite the administration's insistence that it would hold to 8 percent with the stimulus plan.



-- On April 30, 2009, BIDEN gave advice on dealing with swine flu that seemed to contradict President Obama's warning not to panic. Speaking on NBC's "Today," BIDEN, a longtime Amtrak rider who has commuted for decades daily from Delaware to Washington, D.C., said he wouldn't advise family necessarily against going to Mexico, the source of the H1N1 outbreak, but he wouldn't tell them to get into any small area like a subway car, automobile, classroom or airplane. 



"I would tell members of my family, and I have, I wouldn't go anywhere in confined places right now," BIDEN said. "It's not that its going to Mexico, it's that you are in a confined aircraft when one person sneezes, it goes everywhere through the aircraft. That's me."



-- On March 13, 2009, BIDEN addressed a former Senate colleague by saying, "An hour late, oh give me a f**king break," after he arrived on Amtrak at Union Station in Washington, D.C. The vice president's expletive was caught on a live microphone.



-- During a Feb. 25, 2009, interview on CBS' "Early Show," BIDEN encouraged viewers to visit a government-run Web site that tracks stimulus spending. When asked for the site's web address, BIDEN could not remember the site's "number."



"You know, I'm embarrassed. Do you know the Web site number?" he asked an aide standing out of view. "I should have it in front of me and I don't. I'm actually embarrassed."



-- At a Jan. 30, 2009, swearing-in ceremony of senior White House staff, BIDEN mocked Chief Justice John Roberts for his presidential oath blunder on Inauguration Day.



"Am I doing this again?" BIDEN said, after Obama asked him to administer the oath. When BIDEN was told the swearing-in was for senior staff -- and not cabinet members -- the vice president quipped, "My memory is not as good as Justice Roberts," prompting a stern nudge from Obama.



-- On Inauguration Day, Jan. 20 2009, BIDEN misspoke when he told a cheering crowd of supporters, "Jill and I had the great honor of standing on that stage, looking across at one of the great justices, Justice Stewart." Justice John Paul Stevens -- not Stewart -- swore BIDEN in as vice president.



-- When criticizing former GOP nominee John McCain in Athens, Ohio, on Oct. 15, 2008, BIDEN said, "Look, John's last-minute economic plan does nothing to tackle the number-one job facing the middle class, and it happens to be, as Barack says, a three-letter word: jobs. J-O-B-S, jobs."



-- In a Sept. 22, 2008, CBS interview, BIDEN misspoke when he said Franklin D. Roosevelt was president when the stock market crashed in 1929.



"When the stock market crashed, Franklin D. Roosevelt got on the television and didn't just talk about the, you know, the princes of greed. He said, 'Look, here's what happened," he said. Herbert Hoover -- not Roosevelt -- was president in 1929, and television had not yet been invented in 1929.



-- During a Sept. 12, 2008, speech in Columbia, Mo., BIDEN called for Missouri State Sen. Chuck Graham, who is wheelchair-bound, to "stand up."



"Oh, God love ya," BIDEN said, after realizing his mistake. "What am I talking about?"



-- At a Sept. 10, 2008, town hall meeting in Nashua, N.H., BIDEN said, "Hillary Clinton is as qualified or more qualified than I am to be vice president of the United States of America. Quite frankly, it might have been a better pick than me."



-- BIDEN mistakenly referred to Alaska governor Sarah Palin as the "lieutenant governor" of her state during a town hall meeting on Sept. 4, 2008 at George Mason University in Manassas, Va.



"I heard a very, by the way I mean this sincerely, a very strong and a very good political speech from a lieutenant governor of Alaska who I think is going to be very formidable, very formidable not only in the campaign but in the debate," BIDEN said.



-- BIDEN said he was running for president -- not vice president -- during a Sept. 1, 2008, roundtable discussion in Scranton, Pa.



"Today is the moment for me as a United States senator running for president to put aside the national politics and focus on what's happening down there," BIDEN said.



-- BIDEN referred to John McCain as "George" during his vice presidential acceptance speech on Aug. 27, 2008, at the Democratic National Convention in Denver, Co. "Freudian slip, folks, Freudian slip," he explained.



-- BIDEN confused army brigades with battalions when speaking about Obama's plan for sending troops to Afghanistan.



"Or should we trust Barack Obama, who more than a year ago called for sending two additional combat brigades to Afghanistan?"



-- During his first campaign rally with Obama as his vice presidential running mate on Aug. 23, 2008, BIDEN introduced Obama by saying, "A man I'm proud to call my friend. A man who will be the next President of the United States -- Barack America!"



-- On Jan. 31, 2007 -- the day BIDEN announced his presidential bid -- the Delaware Senator was roundly criticized for calling Obama "the first mainstream African-American who is articulate and bright and clean and a nice-looking guy. I mean, that's a storybook, man."



The Blaze

White House Defends BIDEN After Latest Round of Gaffes

By: Fred Lucas / October 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN has had a rough few weeks, even by his own gaffe-prone standards.



ABC News reporter Jonathan Karl on Monday pressed White House spokesman Josh Earnest on BIDEN’s recent string of unfortunate statements, the latest being his comment about the United Arab Emirates and Turkey.



BIDEN spoke to the crown prince of the United Arab Emirates on Sunday to say he didn’t mean to imply last week that the country was supporting Al Qaeda fighters in Syria. He also apologized to the Turkish president for saying Turkey had allowed foreign fighters to cross into Syria.



“So, the vice president has apologized to the Emirates, he has apologized to the Turks, he may or may not apologize next to the Saudis,” Karl said.



“A few weeks ago he apologized to the [American Defamation League] for using the term ‘shylock,’“ Karl continued. “He took heat for using the term ‘Orient’ to describe Asia. He praised Bob Packwood before a pro-women’s group. This is all in the past few weeks. What is the president’s response to his vice president going out and continually needing to apologize for things he’s saying?”



Earnest did not say whether BIDEN has spoken President Barack Obama about the gaffes.



“I think the vice president is somebody who has enough character who can admit that he’s made a mistake,” Earnest said.



Karl interrupted, “That’s a lot of mistakes in a short period of time.”



Earnest said BIDEN apologized both publicly in statements from his office as well as privately “when he picked up the telephone to clarify and apologize for his comments over the weekend.”



“The fact of the matter is, the vice president is somebody who continues to be a core member of the president’s national security team,” Earnest said. “He is somebody who has decades of experience in dealing with leaders around the globe. The president is pleased to rely on his advice as we confront the variety of challenges that are so critical to our national security.”



Karl followed, “Has the vice president also apologized to the president for any of this?”



POLITICO

David Axelrod defends Joe BIDEN comments

By: Jonathon Topaz / October 6, 2014



David Axelrod on Monday defended Joe BIDEN, saying the vice president’s comments on Turkey and the United Arab Emirates expressed “frustration” in the White House about potentially unreliable Middle Eastern allies.



“It has to be a source of frustration,” the former senior adviser to President Barack Obama said on MSNBC, suggesting that Arab partners playing both sides of the conflict between the U.S. and the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant has been a major issue.



“I have great affection for Joe BIDEN,” Axelrod continued. “I think he’s been a great vice president. Everybody’s strength is their weakness. His is, he speaks his mind and he says what’s on his mind.”



Axelrod said BIDEN’s comments, while perhaps not ideal from a diplomatic perspective, expressed real U.S. concerns and dissatisfaction with how Arab partners have failed to completely cooperate in the U.S. fight against ISIL.



“[I]t doesn’t mean that what was on his mind wasn’t true, the question is just whether it was the diplomatic thing to say,” Axelrod said. “I think it’s a real issue and I think these folks, they have to make a decision as to whether they can live with this budding extremist movement in their midst. And if they can’t, then they have to act on it.”



Axelrod was asked specifically about BIDEN’s comments last week during a meeting at the Harvard University John F. Kennedy School of Government, during which he said that Turkey, Qatar and UAE had offered financial support to Al Qaeda-linked insurgents fighting against the regime of Syrian 



President Bashar Assad. In particular, the vice president also said that Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan apologized to him for allowing too many foreign fighters to travel into Syria. Turkey has been the major travel hub by which individuals from the U.S. and Europe have traveled into Syria to join ISIL.



After his remarks, Erdogan denied the claim and demanded an apology from BIDEN, while UAE called for a “formal clarification” from the vice president. BIDEN has since apologized to Erdogan and Abu Dhabi crown prince Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan.



“The vice president apologized for any implication that Turkey or other allies and partners in the region had intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth of ISIL or other violent extremists in Syria,” BIDEN spokeswoman Kendra Barkoff told The New York Times.



UAE is one of the Arab countries that launched airstrikes against ISIL targets in Syria as part of a U.S.-led coalition.



The Washington Times

God love ya, Joe! Obama still has confidence in BIDEN despite gaffes

By: Dave Boyer / October 6, 2014



The White House said Monday that President Obama still has confidence in Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN despite an escalating series of public gaffes that forced Mr. BIDEN to apologize over the weekend to key Arab allies in the fragile U.S. coalition fighting Islamic State terrorists.



Mr. BIDEN “is somebody who continues to be a core member of the president’s national security team,” said White House press secretary Josh Earnest. “The president is pleased to be able to rely on his advice.”



The vice president, who has a rich history of inserting his foot in his mouth, apologized to the United Arab Emirates Sunday for accusing the oil-rich ally of supporting al Qaeda and other jihadi groups in Syria’s civil war. He also apologized to Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan for mischaracterizing a private conversation in which he said Mr. Erdogan admitted that Turkey had failed to stop foreign fighters from crossing the border to join the Islamic State in Syria.



The United Arab Emirates requested a “formal clarification” on Mr. BIDEN’s comments. Mr. Erdogan said Mr. BIDEN would be “history to me” if he didn’t apologize.



There were also questions Monday about whether Mr. BIDEN would need to call leaders of Saudi Arabia to apologize for similar comments.



In a speech at Harvard University last week, Mr. BIDEN said the U.A.E., Turkey and Saudi Arabia were the United States’ “biggest problem” in responding to the Syrian civil war.



“The Turks, who are great friends — I have a great relationship with Erdogan, whom I spend a lot of time with — the Saudis, the Emiratis, etc. What were they doing? They were so determined to take down [Syrian President Bashar] Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war,” Mr. BIDEN said.



The White House said it wasn’t worried that the vice president was undermining the coalition that’s trying to destroy the Sunni militant group in Syria and Iraq.



“The president himself is the person who is setting the agenda,” Mr. Earnest said. “We feel confident of the depth of the commitment” of U.S. allies in the coalition.



Mr. Earnest said the vice president showed his character by admitting he was wrong.



“The vice president is somebody to have enough character to admit when he made a mistake,” he said.



US News & World Report

BIDEN Puts Foot in Mouth Again

By: Ken Walsh / October 6, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is in hot water again.



He apologized twice during the weekend for commenting that the United Arab Emirates and Turkey were among Middle Eastern countries that have facilitated the success of Islamic extremists in Syria.



BIDEN made his original comments in a foreign policy speech at Harvard University last week. After the remarks were denounced by officials in Turkey and the UAE, BIDEN phoned leaders of those countries to say he was sorry, a White House spokesman said. The spokesman added that BIDEN did not mean to suggest that the leaders of these countries intentionally supported extremists in Syria known as ISIL and ISIS.



BIDEN offered his apologies by phone to Turkish President Recep Tayyep Erdogan, and, separately, to Mohammed bin Zayed, the crown prince of Abu Dhabi and an emirate leader.



BIDEN said at Harvard that some Middle Eastern nations including Turkey and the UAE had strengthened the extremists by backing opposition groups that have been trying to oust Syrian President Bashar al Assad. "They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad," BIDEN said, "except that the people who were being supplied were al Nusra and al Qaeda and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts to the world."



In his speech, BIDEN also said some U.S. allies have been the "biggest problem" in fighting terrorism, referring to the Islamic extremists in Syria and Iraq. He named Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates as some of the problem nations, according to the Washington Post.



BIDEN said Erdogan admitted to him that Turkey was wrong to allow foreign fighters to cross the Turkish border into Syria. Erdogan angrily responded with a statement that said he never said such a thing and that Turkey has not allowed foreign fighters to cross its border into Syria.



Syrian refugees wait to cross into Turkey on Tuesday, Sept. 22, 2014, near the southeast Turkish town of Suruc. The country's deputy prime minister said some 60,000 Syrian had fled as Islamic State militants shelled villages close to the border. 



The United States is hoping for strong support from Turkey, UAE and other Middle Eastern countries in the battle against the Islamic extremists, and BIDEN's comments won't make generating that support any easier, his critics say.



BIDEN, who is considering a 2016 presidential run, has a history of making gaffes. After his Harvard speech, he took a question from a student who identified himself as the vice president of the student body, according to Fox News. BIDEN quipped, "Ain't that a bitch?....I mean...excuse me, the vice president thing?"



Mediaite

BIDEN Apologizes to Yet Another Country over ISIS Remarks

By: Josh Feldman / October 6, 2014



For the second time in two days, Vice President Joe BIDEN had to apologize to another country after complaints that he had supposedly alleged something false about their nation and ISIS. First BIDEN had to apologize to the president of Turkey after claiming in a speech that he had admitted fault in letting ISIS fighters cross through Turkey into Syria.



And now BIDEN’s apologized to the United Arab Emirates for comments from the same speech.



The vice president had said that the UAE (as well as Syria) had been providing lots of money and weapons to anti-Assad groups in Syria. And the UAE requested a “formal clarification” from BIDEN.



And so, of course, BIDEN spoke with the crown prince of Abu Dhabi to apologize, explaining that those comments “regarding the early stages of the conflict in Syria were not meant to imply that the UAE had facilitated or supported IS, al-Qaeda or other extremist groups in Syria.”



Washington Examiner

White House: BIDEN's apology tour shows his 'character'

By: Brian Hughes / October 6, 2014



Joe BIDEN has a new catchphrase: “I’m sorry.”



The vice president has spent much of the past few weeks apologizing for a string of gaffes, including using the term “shylocks” to describe predatory lenders, calling China “the Orient” and most recently, blaming the United Arab Emirates and Turkey for the rise of the Islamic State.



Yet, the White House on Monday tried to downplay the chronic controversies.



White House press secretary Josh Earnest said BIDEN was “somebody who has enough character to admit when he’s made a mistake" and “somebody who continues to be a core member of the president’s national security team.”



BIDEN apologized in separate phone calls to Turkish and UAE leaders over the weekend.



The free-speaking BIDEN, in the same speech at Harvard University, joked that being vice president is a “bi---.” However, he walked back those remarks before being forced to issue yet another formal apology.



Breitbart News

THE MEDIA PRAISED BIDEN'S FOREIGN POLICY CREDENTIALS IN 2008

By: Joel B. Pollak / October 6, 2014



The media are slamming Vice President Joe BIDEN for accusing Turkey and the United Arab Emirates of aiding Al Qaeda. The Washington Post's Aaron Blake, for instance, writes: "...[A]s BIDEN's many gaffes go, few are as damaging as this one. And in case anyone thought BIDEN has a real shot at becoming president in 2016--something we've argued for a long time is folly--this should remind us why that almost definitely won't happen."



BIDEN's incompetence was clear to conservative critics when he was chosen as Barack Obama's running mate in 2008. While he had ample foreign policy "experience" as chair of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, that experience consisted of being wrong on almost every major foreign policy issue of importance in three decades. His rival, Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin, trounced him in their debate, as BIDEN made a series of embarrassing errors.



Nevertheless, the media celebrated the BIDEN pick, ostensibly because it filled Obama's "experience gap" (which they had barely bothered to acknowledge before), and also because they suspected white voters would not back a black candidate unless he had the approval of a grey-haired good ol' boy. 



Here is but a small sampling of what seasoned political observers were saying in praise of Obama's choice of BIDEN as Vice President in August 2008:



"BIDEN brings the Democratic ticket immediate gravitas on issues ranging from the war in Iraq to the ongoing conflict between Russia and Georgia....BIDEN, a serious politician with a far deeper resume than Obama, will complicate--if not entirely blunt--Republican attacks on the Illinois senator's readiness for office." - Chris Cillizza, Washington Post, Aug. 23, 2008



"In the realm of foreign policy, Joseph BIDEN brings to Barack Obama's presidential bid something it lacks at the top--long experience with a range of countries, problems, and foreign leaders....BIDEN, a loquacious commentator on world affairs, may also serve as a useful source of foreign policy critiques of his Senate colleague and friend, Republican presidential candidate John McCain." - Thomas Omestad, U.S. News & World Report, Aug. 25, 2008



"Reich also points to the respect that world leaders have for BIDEN, who has served on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee for three decades and is currently its chairman....BIDEN’s foreign-policy experience, says Reich, will not only 'help restore America’s leadership in the world' but will 'burnish Obama’s foreign-policy credentials.' - Robert Reich, quoted by Barry Bergman, UC Berkeley News, Aug. 27, 2008



'America has made tremendous progress in racial and gender attitudes and rights,' he observes. 'But racial and gender bias are still very real and prevalent, with nontrivial proportions of Americans indicating explicitly in surveys that they are not prepared to vote for a black or woman candidate. 



Having a doubly unconventional ticket may be too much to ask of the current American electorate.' Going with 'a senior, white male,' concludes Glaser, was a 'wise strategic choice.' - Jack Glaser, quoted by Bergman, above.



"In the end, Joe BIDEN may be more valuable to Barack Obama as a senior adviser in the White House, if the ticket wins in November, than on the campaign trail this fall." - Kenneth T. Walsh, U.S. News & World Report, Aug. 25, 2008.



The New York Times

BIDEN on the Trail, at Both the National and State Levels

By: Carl Hulse / October 6, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. is hitting the campaign trail, splitting his time between going to bat for state-level candidates and House and Senate contenders.



After a stop in Nevada, Mr. BIDEN was scheduled to raise money on Monday in Los Angeles for Representative Bruce Braley, the Democratic candidate in Iowa’s tight Senate race, as well as for the House Democratic campaign arm. On Wednesday, he will headline a major rally in Portland, Ore., for Senator Jeff Merkley.



With members of Congress nervous about their perceived Washington connections, Mr. BIDEN finds himself more in demand to share the stage with those running at the state level. While in California, he will appear with State Senator Alex Padilla, the Democratic candidate for secretary of state. He will head to Florida next week for Charlie Crist, the Republican-turned-Democrat candidate for governor, and he has future events with other gubernatorial hopefuls as well.



Democratic strategists say the vice president is keeping his schedule flexible for the next month to be able to jump in for candidates who put out a call for help to the White House.



The Hill

BIDEN to fundraise for Dems

By: Justin Sink / October 6, 2014



Vice President BIDEN is headed to the West Coast on Tuesday for a series of campaign events intended to bolster congressional Democrats ahead of next month’s midterm elections.



BIDEN will look to raise money in Hollywood for Rep. Bruce Braley (D), who is locked in a tough battle in Iowa against Republican Joni Ernst to replace Sen. Tom Harkin (D).



Proceeds from BIDEN’s event Monday at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel will benefit the Braley Victory Fund, a joint committee split between the Iowa lawmaker’s campaign and the state Democratic Party.

Later Monday night, BIDEN will attend an event for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee at the home of Fox studio head Jim Gianopulos.



The event will be co-hosted by DreamWorks CEO Jeffrey Katzenberg, former Warner Brothers Chairman Barry Meyer, media mogul Peter Chernin, real estate developer John Law, and Oscar- and Emmy-award winning director and producer James L. Brooks, according to an invitation obtained by the Sunlight Foundation.



House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) is also expected to attend the $2,500-per-plate event, billed as a “When Women Succeed, America Succeeds” cocktail reception.



On Wednesday, the vice president will head to Portland for an election rally with Sen. Jeff Merkley (D-Ore.), who is facing off against Portland pediatric neurosurgeon Monica Wehby (R) this fall. Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.) visited the Beaver State last week to support the Republican, and Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) is expected to appear with Merkley on Monday.



Merkley holds a strong lead according to polls in September by CBS, Rasmussen and more.



BIDEN is also expected to attend a fundraiser for female Democratic Senate candidates in Seattle. 



Separately, President Obama is expected to head to the West Coast later this week to fundraise for Democratic candidates. Obama has a trip to Los Angeles for a Democratic National Committee fundraiser scheduled for Thursday, and a pair of DNC fundraisers on Friday and Saturday in San Francisco.



Los Angeles Times

Ready, set, traffic: Fundraising politicians to swarm California

By: Seema Mehta / October 6, 2014



As next month’s midterm elections near, politicians from both sides of the aisle are swarming California to boost their parties’ fortunes in contests that could decide the balance of power in Washington -- and to forge relationships in advance of the 2016 presidential race.



By virtue of its deep-blue Democratic tilt, California hasn't been terribly competitive in presidential contests since 1988. But politicians have long been drawn by the state’s deep trove of wealthy donors, both Republican and Democratic.



This week will prove that little has changed in the nearly half a century since legendary California lawmaker Jesse M. Unruh declared that "money is the mother's milk of politics."



On Monday, Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to speak at a fundraiser for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee -- featuring a performance by singer Carole King at the 20th Century Fox lot -- before headlining a Hollywood-studded evening fundraiser with House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi. On Tuesday, BIDEN is to hold a roundtable discussion with Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti before heading to the Central Valley for events with California candidates.



The following day, Sens. Rand Paul, Orrin Hatch and John Thune are set to headline a reception for the National Republican Senatorial Committee at the Bay Area home of Oracle co-founder Larry Ellison.



On Thursday, Angelenos will likely be bracing for gridlock created by President Obama's scheduled arrival for a Democratic National Committee fundraiser at the home of actress Gwyneth Paltrow. He's then to head to San Francisco for two days heavy with fundraising.





Most of the events, whether Republican or Democratic, will raise money that will be spent in states far from California. But some of the prominent visitors, notably House Speaker John Boehner, will be trying to help out candidates in the Golden State.



The Ohioan is scheduled to spend several days here, beginning Monday, to raise money for multiple candidates who could tighten the GOP’s hold on Congress -- including Carl DeMaio in San Diego, who is in a tight race with freshman Democratic Rep. Scott Peters.



On the Democratic side, Senate Majority Whip Steny Hoyer is to be the guest of honor during a luncheon fundraiser at the Los Angeles Athletic Club for Ted Lieu, who is hoping to win retiring Rep. Henry Waxman’s seat in the fall.



Given the state's importance in national fundraising, some of the visitors will be greeted with speculation about their future plans.



Paul, the Republican senator from Kentucky, has been spending a significant amount of time in California, meeting with donors who could help power a 2016 presidential bid.  



And former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton is heading back to the Los Angeles area later this month. She plans to raise money for the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee at an event headlined by movie industry mogul Jeffrey Katzenberg. The longtime Democratic donor is expected to be a major fundraiser for the former first lady if she mounts a White House bid in 2016.



Washington Examiner

Joe BIDEN, Michelle Obama to campaign for Bruce Braley

By: Ashe Schow / October 6, 2014



Rep. Bruce Braley, D-Iowa, is getting reinforcement from Democratic stars in the run-up to the November elections.



This week, Vice President Joe BIDEN and first lady Michelle Obama are scheduled to attend fundraisers for the Democratic Senate candidate. BIDEN will fundraise for Braley at the Beverly Wilshire, a luxury hotel in Los Angeles, on Monday. Obama will headline a campaign event for Braley in Des Moines, Iowa, on Friday.



The events come as polls continue to show Braley in a dead heat against his opponent, Republican Joni Ernst.



Braley, whose website claims he has become known for “his outspoken advocacy for the middle class” is now receiving financial help from people who can afford a fundraiser at a hotel that charges about $600 a night for a hotel room.



Braley's campaign did not respond to a Washington Examiner inquiry into whether he planned to attend the luxury fundraiser for his campaign.



The first lady will campaign for Braley at Drake University Fieldhouse, an athletic facility next to the university’s football stadium. No word yet on whether Braley will bring up the fact that he is “angered and frustrated” with her husband.



Former President Bill Clinton stumped for Braley in September, where the former president made news not for his attendance but because he got the candidate’s name wrong.



Potential 2016 candidate Hillary Clinton, who accompanied Bill in September, is expected to return to Iowa to campaign for Braley once more before the election.



Daily Mail

BIDEN, Bill, Hillary and Michelle to appear at a frenzy of events alongside Dem candidates while Barack is relegated to behind-the-scenes role

By: Francesca Chambers / October 6, 2014



With less than a month left until key state and federal elections, high-profile Democrats, including Vice President Joe BIDEN, First Lady Michelle Obama and Bill and Hillary Clinton, are busying themselves campaigning for Democratic candidates, appearing alongside them at rallies and get-out-the-vote events.



Noticeably missing out front and center at similar events is another recognizable Democrat: President Barack Obama.

While the president has headlined a flurry of fundraisers for the Democratic Party's official campaign arms and at least one political action committee, individual candidates are keeping him at arm's length.



Obama, whose approval rating has been upside down for months, has not appeared at public events with current or aspiring federal lawmakers and statewide executives, and that's just the way they like it.



'I don’t need him campaigning for me — I need him to change some of his policies,' endangered Democratic Sen. Mark Begich when asked earlier this year if he'd welcome the president's presence on the campaign trail.

Kentucky's Democratic nominee to the Senate, Alison Lundergan Grimes, even released an ad explaining to voters that she is not Obama and disagrees with him on several issues important to her state.



Instead, Grimes has turned to former president Bill Clinton to help sell her candidacy to Kentucky voters.



Calling herself a 'Clinton Democrat,' Grimes has held two events featuring the retired politician. Last week he cut an ad for her - the first one he's done for the upcoming election. 



Hillary Clinton will also travel to Kentucky this month to campaign for Grimes, according to Politico, but it's not clear when or where they'll join forces.



Grimes is challenging Senate Minority Leader and longtime Kentucky politician Mitch McConnell for his Senate seat. The Clintons are friends of her father, Jerry.



The MinnPost reports that Bill Clinton also has plans to attend a rally in the North Star State this Friday for Minnesota Gov. Mark Dayton and Sen. Al Franken.



This afternoon he returned to his home state of Arkansas to campaign for Sen. Tom Pryor.



Bill also stepped in as the headliner of a fundraiser for Maryland Lt. Governor Anthony Brown last week when Hillary cancelled after their only daughter Chelsea gave birth to her first child and made a surprise appearance at a Sept. 15 fundraiser for Georgia Sen. candidate Michelle Nunn.



Both Clintons traveled to Iowa last month to campaign for Iowa Congressman Bruce Braley, who is running for the state's open Senate seat, and other Democrats while appearing at retiring Sen. Tom Harkin's annual steak fry.



After taking a few days of downtime to spend with her new grandchild, Hillary will be back on the road again this month, according to CNN, stumping again for Braley, as well as candidates in New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Georgia and Colorado.



'Secretary Clinton is the right person at the right time for Democrats who are focused on turning out the vote and persuading undecided voters, particularly women, in the remaining days of the election,' Guy Cecil, director of the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee, told CNN.

Clinton's not just campaigning to help Democrats retain control of the Senate. On Thursday, she'll make a stop in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to campaign for that state's Democratic gubernatorial nominee, Tom Wolf, who is challenging sitting Republican Gov. Tom Corbett.



She'll campaign for both New Hampshire Sen. Jeanne Shaheen and Gov. Maggie Hassan when she travels there on Nov. 2, a Democratic source told CNN.  



Even first lady Michelle Obama, who notoriously dislikes campaigning, is lending her credibility to Democratic candidates.

Most recently she threw herself into the gubernatorial race in her home state of Illinois. Gov. Pat Quinn released an ad this morning featuring the first lady, and tomorrow she'll appear at a grassroots event with him in Chicago.



She'll also make a stop in Wisconsin on Tuesday to headline a rally for Mary Burke, who hopes to defeat Republican Gov. Scott Walker in November. The first lady has already done one event for Burke, a voter mobilization rally, on Sept. 29. This will be her second trip to the consequential state in just over a week.



On Friday she made trips to Massachusetts and Maine to stump for the state's respective Democratic gubernatorial candidates, Martha Coakley and Congressman Mike Michaud.



Vice President Joe BIDEN has also been summoned onto the campaign trail and will head to California tonight to attend an event for congressional candidate Amanda Renteria and Secretary of State candidate Alex Padilla, according to the White House. 



Wednesday he'll campaign with Oregon Sen. Jeff Merkley, and Thursday he'll stump for Washington Sen. Maria Cantwell.

Meanwhile, President Obama will travel to New York, Connecticut and California for Democratic National Committee and Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee fundraisers.



He'll attend a private fundraiser at actress Gweneth Paltrow's home on Thursday in Los Angeles and an intimate event with high-dollar donors at the home of restaurateur Michael Chow and his wife Eva in San Francisco on Friday, according to the Hollywood Reporter.



the candidate who is up for reelection this fall and was willing to be seen with Obama earlier this summer, Colorado Gov. John Hickenlooper, appears to have accidentally run into president.



Obama dropped into a bar that Hickenlooper used to own after meeting with supporters nearby during a July visit to Colorado, and the governor just happened to be hanging out there. 



Upon bumping into each other at the bar, the Democratic politicians grabbed a beer together and faced off in two rounds of pool, at Hickenlooper's invitation.



The Colorado governor did not attend any official events with Obama during the trip, citing scheduling conflicts, however, and the state's Democratic senator, Mark Udall, who is also up for reelection, cancelled an appearance with Obama on the day of, opting to stay in Washington, D.C., instead.



Obama had to go stag to the money-raising event that Udall was a host of and partly benefited his reelection campaign. 



KSNV My News 3

BIDEN discusses minimum wage hike at Vegas eatery

October 6, 2014



LAS VEGAS (KSNV MyNews3.com) — Vice President Joe BIDEN discussed raising the minimum wage at an appearance today at a Las Vegas restaurant.



"There isn't any reason why anyone should be working 40 hours a week and making $14,500 a year," BIDEN said this afternoon with patrons at Casa Don Juan. "That's $7,000 below the poverty level."



The trip comes after U.S. Labor Secretary Thomas Perez last week raised the minimum wage for employees of federal contractors to $10.10 an hour.



President Barack Obama is urging private employers to also raise the minimum wage from the current $7.25. The issue has been a campaign focus for Democrats ahead of mid-term elections next month.



The minimum wage in Nevada is $8.25 per hour.



BIDEN is scheduled fly later Monday to Los Angeles for Democratic party fundraisers.



Associated Press

Joe BIDEN in Las Vegas this afternoon

October 6, 2014



LAS VEGAS (AP) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN is due to headline a Democratic campaign rally in Las Vegas, with a downtown appearance to talk about raising the minimum wage.



BIDEN is scheduled to fly from Washington, D.C., to Las Vegas for the 1:30 p.m. Monday appearance at the Casa Don Juan restaurant on Main Street.



The trip comes after U.S. Labor Secretary Thomas Perez last week raised the minimum wage for employees of federal contractors to $10.10 an hour.



President Barack Obama is urging private employers to also raise the minimum wage from the current $7.25.



The issue has been a campaign focus for Democrats ahead of mid-term elections next month.



The minimum wage in Nevada is $8.25 per hour.



BIDEN is scheduled fly later Monday to Los Angeles for Democratic party fundraisers.



Las Vegas Sun

BIDEN in Las Vegas to push for increasing minimum wage

By: Kyle Roerink / October 6, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is rallying support in Las Vegas today to push Congress to raise the minimum wage.



He will speak in downtown Las Vegas at 1:30 p.m. at the Casa Don Juan restaurant.



BIDEN’s effort to mobilize support comes with less than a month remaining before the Nov. 4 election.



Income issues, whether raising the hourly wage or closing the gender-based income inequality gap, have been a staple of the Democrat platform for the 2014 midterm elections.



BIDEN’s speech in Las Vegas will be an attempt to mobilize Democratic voters — especially Latinos and other minorities — for next month’s election.



Republicans are favored to take control of the Senate and gain more seats in the House, according to The Washington Post.



But BIDEN’s appearance is a signal that Democrats are not rolling over.



The vice president and President Barack Obama have led the charge to garner support for a wage increase from federal lawmakers this year. But Republicans have been unwilling to increase wages.



The Democratic-controlled Senate has been unable to muster 60 votes — a way to prevent a Republican filibuster — to pass legislation that would increase the minimum wage to $10.10 per hour. Current law sets the minimum at $7.25 per hour.



It’s unlikely Congress will vote on a minimum wage bill before the end of the year, despite Democrats’ efforts.



BIDEN’s push to raise the federal minimum wage has been met by opposition from the business community, too.



The Economic Policies Institute, a conservative think tank funded by the restaurant industry, says an increase in the minimum wage would cost Nevada 5,300 jobs.



Democratic leaders say the bill would lift 900,000 out of poverty across the country, citing a February report by the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office.



On Friday, BIDEN spoke at a Chamber of Commerce event in Detroit and displayed his brand of unabashed public commentary. The chamber opposes a wage hike.



The vice president told the crowd at the chamber event, which included the group’s president, Tom Donohue, that it was “dead wrong” on the wage issue.



Las Vegas Review-Journal

BIDEN in Las Vegas to push for minimum wage hike

By: Steve Tetreault / October 6, 2014



WASHINGTON – Vice President Joe BIDEN will rally in Las Vegas today to increase the minimum wage, the first stop in a trip to the West where he will talk up the Obama administration’s work on the economy and raise money for Democrats.



BIDEN is scheduled to take part in a 1:30 p.m. roundtable at Casa Don Juan, a Mexican restaurant on South Main Street. His time in Las Vegas will be short, as he is scheduled to appear later in the afternoon at a fundraiser in Los Angeles for Rep. Bruce Braley, a Democrat running for Senate from Iowa.



Focusing on an issue that has been a winner with the Democratic base with mid-term elections less than a month away, BIDEN will campaign for raising the minimum wage to $10.10 an hour, up from the current rate of $7.25. President Barack Obama has applied the $10.10 minimum to federal contract workers, but Congress has stalled on broadening the wage to the private sector.



Las Vegas is the first stop in a six-city, four day trip for BIDEN. Monday evening, he will raise money for House Democrats at a $2,500 per person cocktail party at the home of Jim Gianopulous, chairman of Fox Filmed Entertainment, and where Carole King is set to perform.



On Tuesday, BIDEN will take part in a minimum wage roundtable with Los Angeles mayor Eric Garcetti , before heading to Bakersfield to raise money for local Democrats running for Congress and for state office.



On Thursday, BIDEN is scheduled to be in Seattle, where he similarly will speak on the economy and attend a fundraiser organized by Sen. Maria Cantwell, D-Wash., for herself and three other Democratic women running for Senate re-election – Mary Landrieu of New Orleans, Kay Hagan of North Carolina and Jeanne Shaheen of New Hampshire.



KVVU-TV

Vice President BIDEN campaigns wage hike in Vegas

By: Matt Guillermo / October 6, 2014



LAS VEGAS (FOX5) -Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to arrive in Las Vegas on Monday as part of a push to raise minimum wage.



The White House said BIDEN will attend the event at the Casa Don Juan restaurant in downtown Las Vegas at 1:30 p.m.



Monday's event marks BIDEN's second visit to Southern Nevada in four months. The vice president of the United States was a speaker at the NAACP annual convention at the Mandalay Bay resort-casino.



In a rallying speech before the midterm elections, BIDEN decried voting restrictions, saying there were 83 attempts to restrict voting rights in 29 states.



Following the stopover in Las Vegas, BIDEN is slated to attend a fundraiser and a private event in Los Angeles, according to the White House.



Los Angeles Daily News

Joe BIDEN starts 2-day Los Angeles visit with fundraisers

October 6, 2014



LOS ANGELES - Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to begin a two- day visit to Los Angeles today by speaking at fundraisers for Iowa Senate candidate Bruce Braley and the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee.



The fundraiser for the Braley campaign will be held at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel in Beverly Hills and is expected to begin at 5:15 p.m.



BIDEN’s second fundraiser of the day is set to begin at 7:30 p.m. at the Westside home of Jim Gianopulos, the chairman/CEO of Fox Filmed Entertainment at 20th Century Fox.



Tickets are $2,500 per person for what organizers are billing as the “When Women Succeed America Succeeds Cocktail Reception.” It will include a performance by Carole King and benefit the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee, the official campaign arm of the Democrats in the House.



According to an invitation posted on the website PoliticalPartyTime.org, other hosts of the event include DreamWorks Animation CEO Jeffrey Katzenberg, former Warner Bros. Entertainment Chairman Barry Meyer, film producer Peter Chernin, philanthropist Hope Warschaw and director/producer James L. Brooks.



House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-San Francisco, is also expected to attend.



The Los Angeles Police Department is advising the public to avoid the areas around the San Diego (405) Freeway and Santa Monica Boulevard from 3-6 p.m., Santa Monica and Wilshire boulevards from 3-8 p.m. and Sunset Boulevard between Barrington Avenue and Mandeville Canyon Road from 5-9 p.m. in connection with BIDEN’s visit.



BIDEN will join Mayor Eric Garcetti at a roundtable discussion on the minimum wage Tuesday.



The Los Angeles events are part of a six-city, four-state, four-day Western trip for BIDEN, set to begin today in Las Vegas with an event on raising the minimum wage.



BIDEN’s visit to Los Angeles will begin three days before President Barack Obama is scheduled to be in the city, attending a fundraiser at the home of actress and longtime supporter Gwyneth Paltrow.



Santa Monica Mirror

Joe BIDEN Set To Speak At Two Westside Fundraisers

October 6, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to begin a two-day visit to Los Angeles today by speaking at fundraisers for Iowa Senate candidate Bruce Braley and the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee.



The fundraiser for the Braley campaign will be held at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel in Beverly Hills and is expected to begin at 5:15 p.m.



BIDEN's second fundraiser of the day is set to begin at 7:30 p.m. at the Westside home of Jim Gianopulos, the chairman/CEO of Fox Filmed Entertainment at 20th Century Fox.



Tickets are $2,500 per person for what organizers are billing as the "When Women Succeed America Succeeds Cocktail Reception."



It will include a performance by Carole King and benefit the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee, the official campaign arm of the Democrats in the House.



According to an invitation posted on the website PoliticalPartyTime.org, other hosts of the event include DreamWorks Animation CEO Jeffrey Katzenberg, former Warner Bros. Entertainment Chairman Barry Meyer, film producer Peter Chernin, philanthropist Hope Warschaw and director/producer James L. Brooks.



House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-San Francisco, is also expected to attend.



The Los Angeles Police Department is advising the public to avoid the areas around the San Diego (405) Freeway and Santa Monica Boulevard from 3-6 p.m., Santa Monica and Wilshire boulevards from 3-8 pm and Sunset Boulevard between Barrington Avenue and Mandeville Canyon Road from 5-9 pm in connection with BIDEN's visit.



BIDEN will join Mayor Eric Garcetti at a roundtable discussion on the minimum wage Tuesday.



The Los Angeles events are part of a six-city, four-state, four-day Western trip for BIDEN, set to begin today in Las Vegas with an event on raising the minimum wage.



From Los Angeles, he will head to Bakersfield for an event with Sen. Alex Padilla, D-Pacoima, the Democratic candidate for secretary of state, and congressional candidate Amanda Renteria, who is challenging Rep. David Valadao, R-Hanford.



BIDEN's visit to Los Angeles will begin three days before President Barack Obama is scheduled to be in the city, attending a fundraiser at the home of actress and longtime supporter Gwyneth Paltrow.



Los Angeles Times

Joe BIDEN visits L.A. today; major roads closed this afternoon

By: Joseph Serna / October 6, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is visiting West Los Angeles on Monday for a series of fundraisers, triggering road closures that are expected to jam the afternoon commute.



Major thoroughfares in the area will be closed at peak commute times as BIDEN attends a private cocktail reception that will include a performance by singer-songwriter Carole King.



Tuesday morning and afternoon, BIDEN's schedule will take his motorcade to East L.A. and downtown, prompting a series of road closures during the day.



Los Angeles Business Journal

BIDEN, Obama, Christie coming to town for money

By: Scott Bridges / October 6, 2014



Just as the Westside is beginning to recover from ungodly heat, it is being hit by another of the inevitable realities of life in L.A., traffic jams. That’s because Vice President Joe BIDEN is in town Monday for a two-day visit.



The vice president will speak at fundraisers for Iowa Senate candidate Bruce Braley and the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee, according to the Los Angeles Daily News.

	

The Braley fundraiser will be held at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel in Beverly Hills and is expected to begin at 5:15 p.m.



BIDEN’s second fundraiser of the day is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. at the Westside home of Jim Gianopulos, chairman/CEO of Fox Filmed Entertainment at 20th Century Fox.



The Los Angeles Police Department is advising the public to avoid the areas around the San Diego (405) Freeway and Santa Monica Boulevard from 3-6 p.m., Santa Monica and Wilshire boulevards from 3-8 p.m. and Sunset Boulevard between Barrington Avenue and Mandeville Canyon Road from 5-9 p.m.



Tuesday morning and afternoon, BIDEN and his his motorcade head to East L.A. and downtown, prompting a series of road closures during the day, the Los Angeles Times reports.



Streets to avoid Tuesday include:



Near Santa Monica and Wilshire boulevards from 8-10 a.m; near North Broadway between 19th Avenue and Daly Street from 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m. ; near Spring Street between 18th Avenue and Arcadia Street from 11 a.m.-2 p.m.; ear Cesar Chavez and Grand Avenue from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. and near Grand Avenue between Cesar Chavez and Olympic Boulevard from 11 a.m.-2 p.m.



BIDEN’s L.A. visit begins just three days before President Barack Obama is scheduled to visit, attending a fundraiser at the home of actress Gwyneth Paltrow, according to the Daily News.



Meanwhile, New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie is set to arrive in L.A. Wednesday for the start of a three-day, multi-state fundraising swing for the Republican Governors Assn. Unlike in the other states Christie plans to visit, however, the Times reports that he will not hold any public events with GOP gubernatorial candidate Neel Kashkari.

Political season means traffic congestion in L.A.



KTLA-TV

Joe BIDEN Los Angeles Visit Could Cause Major Traffic Delays During Rush Hour

By: Tracy Bloom and Wendy Burch / October 6, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN was scheduled to begin a two-day visit to the Los Angeles area on Monday, prompting a number of road closures between the westside and Downtown L.A. that was expected to jam traffic during the morning and afternoon rush hours.



The vice president was in Southern California to attend a series of fundraisers ahead of next month’s midterm elections.



Events included a Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee fundraiser on the 20th Century Fox lot and an evening fundraiser with House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, according to the Los Angeles Times.



BIDEN was also scheduled to join Mayor Eric Garcetti Tuesday at a roundtable discussion with business loaders on raising the minimum wage.



Street closures included areas with major thoroughfares such as Santa Monica, Sunset and Wilshire boulevards, according to a news release from the Los Angeles Police Department.



Motorists have been advised to avoid the following areas at the aforementioned times.



City News Service

VP BIDEN to Stop in LA for Fundraisers, Minimum Wage Talk

By: Katherine Hafner / October 6, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will arrive in Los Angeles Monday afternoon to begin a two-day visit that includes fundraisers and a discussion about minimum wage with the city's mayor.



BIDEN will speak at a $2,500-per-person fundraiser for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee, featuring a performance by Carole King, at the 20th Century Fox lot in Century City, City News Service reports. He also plans to headline what organizers call the "When Women Succeed America Succeeds Cocktail Reception" at the home of Jim Gianopulos, the CEO of Fox Filmed Entertainment at 20th Century Fox, an event which House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D- San Francisco, is also expected to attend.



On Tuesday, BIDEN will join Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti at a roundtable discussion on minimum wage.



BIDEN's visit to Los Angeles comes three days before President Barack Obama is scheduled to be in the city, attending a fundraiser at the home of actress and longtime political supporter Gwyneth Paltrow.



Angelenos can expect delays late Monday afternoon on Santa Monica Boulevard toward Beverly Hills, where BIDEN's motorcade is expected on its way to a fundraiser in the area. The "dignitary motorcade" is scheduled to travel through Beverly Hills between 3 and 5 p.m., according to a press advisory from the Beverly Hills Police Department.



BIDEN's entourage will cause temporary road closures on Santa Monica Boulevard from the area of the San Diego (405) Freeway, east two miles to Beverly Hills.



KABC-TV

JOE BIDEN'S LOS ANGELES VISIT EXPECTED TO CAUSE TRAFFIC TIE-UPS

October 6, 2014



LOS ANGELES (KABC) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit to Los Angeles is expected to cause some traffic tie-ups on Monday.



BIDEN will arrive in Southern California to attend two Democratic fundraisers. The first will be for Iowa Senate candidate Bruce Braley at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel just after 5 p.m. 



The vice president will then head to a fundraiser for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee at the Westside home of the chairman/CEO of Fox Filmed Entertainment.



Breitbart News

BIDEN TO ATTEND L.A. FUNDRAISERS DURING RUSH HOUR

By: Daniel Nussbaum / October 6, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is almost certainly set to infuriate Los Angeles drivers when he attends fundraisers in the city on Monday and Tuesday during peak commute times.



According to NBC Los Angeles, BIDEN will attend a $2,500-per-plate Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee fundraiser Monday afternoon at the 20th Century Fox backlot in Century City. The event will feature a private performance from singer-songwriter Carole King.



Next, BIDEN will attend an event called "When Women Succeed America Succeeds Cocktail Reception" at the home of Fox Filmed Entertainment CEO Jim Gianopulos, where he will be joined by House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi.



On Tuesday, BIDEN will head downtown to participate in a roundtable discussion on the minimum wage with Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti.

In preparation for the Vice President's visit, major roads and thoroughfares will be closed for hours on Monday evening and Tuesday morning.



According to the Los Angeles Times, Santa Monica Boulevard near the 405 freeway will be closed from 3-6 p.m. on Monday, as well as the intersection of Santa Monica and Wilshire boulevards between 3-8 p.m. and Sunset Blvd. between Barrington and Mandeville from 5-9 p.m.



Many Los Angeles drivers will recognize these major thoroughfares as their usual route home. 



Area commuters could see Monday and Tuesday's road closures as a warmup: President Obama is expected to be in Los Angeles on October 9 to attend a Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee fundraiser at the home of actress Gwyneth Paltrow, with tickets to the event reportedly costing between $1,000 - $32,400.



Deadline Hollywood

Joe BIDEN Hollywood Fundraiser: Motorcade Menace Expected To Strike Westside Momentarily

By: Lisa de Moraes / October 6, 2014



You’ve got just a couple of hours to get wherever it is you need to go in West Los Angeles today before Blame BIDEN Day kicks into high gear. VPOTUS is attending fundraisers in town this afternoon and evening for Iowa Senate candidate Bruce Braley and for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee.



Los Angeles Police Department warns Angelinos they can expect life to be a perfect hell if they venture this afternoon to:



- The area around the 405 Freeway and Santa Monica Boulevard from 3-6 PM



- The area around Santa Monica Boulevard and Wilshire Boulevard from 3-8 PM



That’s because the Braley campaign fundraiser is being held at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel at 5:15  PM.



After paralyzing traffic there, Joe BIDEN heads to the Westside home of Fox Filmed Entertainment Chairman/CEO Jim Gianopulos. While commuters mutter strange Westside expletives in their leased modes of transportation — particularly those stuck at …



- The area around Sunset Boulevard between Barrington Avenue and Mandeville Canyon from 5-9 PM



… BIDEN will be entertained by hosts DreamWorks Animation CEO Jeffrey Katzenberg, former Warner Bros. Entertainment Chairman Barry Meyer, film producer Peter Chernin, philanthropist Hope Warschaw, director-producer James L. Brooks and a performance by Carole King. House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-San Francisco, also is expected to attend the benefit for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee.  That clambake’s set to start at 7:30 PM.



Related: Secret Service Director Resigns — Broadcast And Cable Nets Jump In



But our BIDEN nightmare won’t end there. Tomorrow,  the BIDEN Motorcade Menace travels to a roundtable discussion with Mayor Eric Garcetti about the minimum wage. This temporarily will freeze minimum-wagers trying to get to work in:



- The area around Santa Monica Boulevard and Wilshire Boulevard from 8-10 AM



- The area around North Broadway between 19th Avenue and Daly Street from 8:30 AM-1 PM



- The area around Spring Street between 18th Avenue and Arcadia Street from 11 AM-2 PM



- The area around Cesar Chavez and Grand Avenue from 11 AM-2 PM



- The area around Grand Avenue  between Cesar Chavez and Olympic Boulevard from 11 AM-2 PM



After that, BIDEN will move on to Bakersfield to spread sweetness and light for more Democratic candidates, giving the City of Angels a moment to recoup before President Obama descends upon it later this weekto attend a fundraiser at Gwyneth Paltrow’s digs.



LAPD said today it has provided the traffic-snarling times and locations with the approval of the U.S Secret Service — so you know it’s OK.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN visiting Portland Wednesday

October 6, 2014



PORTLAND — Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in Portland Wednesday to speak in support of Sen. Jeff Merkley at the Oregon Convention Center.



KPTV reports the event is free and open to the public. Doors will open at 1 p.m.



From Portland, BIDEN will go to Seattle for an event Thursday in support of Sen. Maria Cantwell.



The Times-Picayune

Vice President Joe BIDEN and the new, Common Core math

By: James Varney / October 6, 2014



Here's good news for all of us so paralyzed by self-doubt we can hardly get out of bed in the morning - practically everybody is winging it.



That's the premise of this interesting and enormously satisfying piece. If Maya Angelou, a famous artist and Pulitzer Prize-winning poet fretted with each new book people would see it was all a con, then the rest of us shouldn't allow our fears to derail us.



One man who probably *is* winging it is Joe BIDEN. As if a weekend apology tour for out-of-school comments in the foreign policy field weren't enough, BIDEN has been hitting the campaign trail at home and wildly overstating the number tragically killed in Missouri's 2011 tornado. It's important for kids to remember, however, this man became Vice President of the United States of America.



Elsewhere the debate over Common Core continues. It has been particularly noticeable in St. Tammany Parish recently. Red State's Erick Erickson relates his wife and 3rd grade daughter's problems with the new-new-new math, and the question of whether teachers have been given enough time or the proper tools to teach the new standards remains uncertain.



Also, I missed on my pick for the Nobel Prize in Medicine. The Swedish Academy, unfortunately, went with a British research team that started mapping the brain back in 1971 instead of my brother-in-law. Rats. There's always next year.



Breitbart News

ON NOV. 4, JOE BIDEN COULD BECOME THE MOST POWERFUL MAN IN THE WORLD

By: Joel B. Pollak / October 6, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is a complete idiot. That truth, reinforced by a string of recent foreign policy gaffes, is supported by evidence too great to summarize in one article. Suffice it to say that Uncle Joe's incompetence is stipulated by all political parties. He apparently believes he still has a shot to be President. There is no chance of that--but on Nov. 4, BIDEN could suddenly become the most powerful man in the U.S., and therefore the world.



That is because the fight for control of the U.S. Senate is shaping up to be far closer than it ought to be, in a year when President Barack Obama's approval rating hovers in the 30s and Democrats must defend several Senate seats in states won by Mitt Romney in the 2012 presidential election. Weak incumbent Kay Hagan is hanging on in North Carolina; in Kansas, of all places, a Democrat-leaning independent may unseat the GOP's Pat Roberts.



If Democrats can hang onto four toss-up seats, but no more than that, the Senate that emerges on Election Day will be deadlocked in a 50-50 split between Republicans and Democrats (including three independents that caucus with Democrats). According to the U.S. Constitution (Article 1, Section 3), the Vice President "shall be President of the Senate, but shall have no vote, unless they be equally divided"--i.e. if there is a tie.



With the House of Representatives still controlled by Republicans, and the White House controlled by Obama, the Senate will remain the key to unlocking government gridlock. But while Majority Leader Harry Reid may retain his post and procedural control even in a 50-50 Senate, he will be significantly weakened by his party's losses. On key issues--especially judicial nominees, now subject to simple majority vote--he will need BIDEN.



So, too, will House Republicans, if they want their legislation passed through the upper house. And so, too, will President Obama himself. Nothing either side wishes to achieve will move forward unless Uncle Joe gets his way. Crucially, as the two sides position themselves for the 2016 presidential contest, BIDEN will be able to set the framework of debate, perhaps even manipulating outcomes to pit Republican candidates against each other.



President of the Senate may not quite be the height to which the excessively self-regarding BIDEN hoped to rise. But the role suits the one skill set he actually possesses--namely, the ability to cut backroom deals. That may be good for the country as a whole. On the other hand, it could create new opportunities for corruption, and for BIDEN's eccentricities to run wild. 



BIDEN is scheduled to appear at a fundraiser in Los Angeles Monday.



Arutz Sheva

BIDEN: Possible 'Win-Win' Mediterranean Gas Pipeline to EU

By: Mark Langfan / October 6, 2014



US Vice President BIDEN’s October 2, 2014 Harvard Kennedy School comments on Syria garnered most of the media attention, but he also made an important statement saying there is a “new opportunity” for a “win-win” breakthrough involving Turkey, Cyprus, and Israel, and the construction of a gas “pipeline” from the Levant Basin gas fields to Greece and Europe.



BIDEN was answering a question posed by a Cyprus-born Harvard student concerning America’s evaluation of Turkey’s role in developing a de facto “non-zero-sum-game” alliance between Egypt, Israel, Cyprus and Greece concerning the “eastern Mediterranean energy map.”



BIDEN first stated that with respect to the Eastern Mediterranean and Cyprus, “the world is changing.” He related that he has been “deeply involved,” and “passionately engaged” in the Cyprus issue since the mid-1970s, and that his friends, quite seriously, call him, “Joe BIDENapolis” because of his attachment to the Greek community in his home state of Delaware.



More specifically, having just returned from a state visit to Cyprus, and having had meetings with President Nicos Anastasiades of Greek Cyprus, and also with President Dervis Eroglu (head of the northern part of Cyprus that Turkey now controls with Anastasiades’ blessing), BIDEN explained that three fundamental changes have occurred:



First – “Turkey fully understands that it is no longer in its interests, they have no interest to have troops remaining on Cyprus. None, whatsoever.” Turkey had invaded the northern part of Cyprus in 1974 in response to what Turkey believed was a Greek-engineered coup which harmed Turkey’s interests in Cyprus.



Second – Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan “has made the break with the only constituency to whom ‘occupation’ mattered, and that was the military.”



Third – BIDEN said of Erdogan: “I recently met with him and he has committed to seeing me in Ankara to see if we can do two things, one, reach a solution which he says he will agree to a ‘bi-zonal, bi-communal’ island and and [two], he is beginning to realize, in my view, and I will not speak for him, that there is an overwhelming self-interest for Turkey in taking advantage of the significant resources, particularly gas, that are in the eastern Mediterranean that could play a significant role in liberating not only Turkey, but, Greece... a pipeline... from […] Russia’s use of energy as a weapon.”



Having just met with the Greek Cypriots, the Israelis, and Turkey, BIDEN said that “what is starting to happen” is that “there is a new possibility,” and where “new opportunities present themselves where they can benefit,” adding “things change.” BIDEN noted “the irony” that the Levant Basin Gas finds may be the “lubricant to bring an end” to a very difficult circumstance that exists on Cyprus today.



BIDEN counseled, “not to dwell on the past” but to “look at the opportunities presented” in the future, and “see if there is a ‘win-win’ situation for everybody.”



BIDEN closed by saying he was hopeful and that, in Cyprus, he is reminded of George Mitchell’s comment about the Northern Ireland-Great Britain peace accords that there were “700 days of failure, and one day of success.” BIDEN said that he personally believes that in Cyprus, ”we’ll find the one day of success.”



Greek Reporter

US Vice President Speaks of Recent Visit to Greece and Pipeline Construction 

By: Daphne Tsagari / October 6, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN recently spoke of a “new opportunity” for a “win-win” breakthrough involving Turkey, Cyprus, and Israel, and the construction of a gas “pipeline” from the Levant Basin gas fields to Greece and Europe.



The remarks came during BIDEN’s official state visit to Cyprus on October 2nd. He visited the island to discuss Turkey’s role in developing a de facto “non-zero-sum-game” alliance between Egypt, Israel, Cyprus and Greece concerning the “eastern Mediterranean energy map.”



After concluding meetings with President Nicos Anastasiades of Greek Cyprus and President Dervis Eroglu of Northern Cyprus, BIDEN remained optimistic that three fundamental changes had occurred:



Having just met with the Greek Cypriots, the Israelis, and Turkey, BIDEN said that “what is starting to happen” is that “there is a new possibility.” “New opportunities present themselves where they can benefit.” BIDEN noted “the irony” that the Levant Basin Gas finds may be the “lubricant to bring an end” to a very difficult circumstance that exists on Cyprus today.



BIDEN counseled Cypriots “not to dwell on the past” but to “look at the opportunities presented” in the future, and “see if there is a ‘win-win’ situation for everybody.”



BIDEN closed by saying he was hopeful of the prospect of reconciliation on Cyrpus. With regards to the situation, he said that he is reminded of George Mitchell’s comment about the Northern Ireland-Great Britain peace accords: there were “700 days of failure, and one day of success.” BIDEN said that he personally believes that in Cyprus, ”we’ll find the one day of success.”
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POLITICO

BIDEN to follow Clinton in Iowa

By: James Hohmann and Edward-Isaac Dovere

Joe BIDEN is following Hillary Clinton to Iowa.

Three days after the former secretary of state attends Sen. Tom Harkin’s final steak fry in the first-caucus state, the vice president will be in Des Moines, appearing Wednesday at the Iowa state capitol to kick off a “We the People, We the Voters” bus tour with a group called “Nuns on the Bus.”



MSNBC

BIDEN to visit Iowa days after Clinton

By: Alex Seitz-Wald

Vice President BIDEN is visiting Iowa next week — and stoking speculation about a potential presidential bid in 2016.



The Washington Examiner

Joe BIDEN will visit Iowa next week

By: Rebecca Berg / September 11, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will travel to Iowa next week, a trip that is sure to stoke further speculation that he plans to run for president in 2016.



Associated Press

VP BIDEN to return to Iowa next week, signaling voters shouldn't count him out for 2016

By: Josh Lederman / September 11, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is returning to the key presidential state of Iowa next week, reminding voters not to count him out of the next presidential campaign.



The Washington Post

BIDEN headed to Iowa next week

By: Sean Sullivan / September 11, 2014

Vice President BIDEN is heading to Iowa next week. Cue the presidential speculation! Sort of. BIDEN will make an official White House visit to the Hawkeye State next Wednesday, an aide confirmed.



The Hill

BIDEN heads to Iowa three days after Clinton

By: Peter Sullivan / September 11, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will travel to Iowa on Wednesday, just three days after potential presidential primary rival Hillary Clinton appears in the state, The Des Moines Register reports.



The Des Moines Register

Exclusive: Joe BIDEN's Iowa visit will chase Hillary Clinton's

By: Jennifer Jacobs / September 11, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will make a splash in Iowa with an official White House visit next week, just three days after Hillary Clinton basks in a major media spotlight here.



Yahoo

Nuns on the Bus Hit the Road Again

By: Jo Piazza / September 11, 2014

On Wednesday, September 17th Vice President Joe BIDEN will join Sister Simone Campbell and the Nuns on the Bus to kick off their 2014 tour at the Iowa Capitol in Des Moines.



CNN

Hambycast: Want to be president? Talk to this guy

By: Peter Hamby / September 11, 2014

Today, at the advanced age of 29, Sellers is serving his fourth term in the state house — and he's being courted by the small crop of Democrats considering a 2016 presidential bid, including Vice President Joe BIDEN and Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley.



The Baltimore Sun

Tall ships arrive in Baltimore as excitement for Star-Spangled bicentennial grows

By: Kevin Rector / September 11, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is also set to appear in Baltimore, speaking at a concert at Fort McHenry on Saturday night that will be broadcast live on PBS.



The Washington Post 

Joe BIDEN schools college students in Selfie 101

By: Emily Heil / September 11, 2014

At this rate, by the end of the Obama administration, approximately 83 percent of the U.S. electorate will have posed for a picture with Vice President Joe BIDEN.



U.S. News & World Report

Joe BIDEN Surprises With Service Stop and Selfies at GW

By: Nikki Schwab / September 11, 2014

The anniversary of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks tends to be a solemn occasion, but Vice President Joe BIDEN brought some joy to George Washington University students who were paying tribute to 9/11 first responders by assembling care packages. Whispers got a glance at some of the pictures from the event.



Getty

Vice President BIDEN Visits George Washington University For Points Of Lights Project

By: Chip Somodevilla / September 11, 2014

WASHINGTON, DC - SEPTEMBER 11: U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN joins volunteers preparing care packages for emergency first-responders and members of the military at George Washington University September 11, 2014 in Washington, DC.



USA Today

13 years later, America remembers 9/11 horror

By: Yamiche Alcindor and John Bacon / September 11, 2014

In Washington, President Obama and members of his staff honored the victims of 9/11 at 8:46 a.m. with a moment of silence on the South Lawn of the White House. A bell tolled and a military bugler played Taps as the president, first lady Michelle Obama, Vice President BIDEN and aides stood with hands over hearts.



New York Times

Obama Honors 9/11 Victims a Day After Announcing New Mission Against Terror

By: Mark Landler / September 11, 2014

Earlier on Thursday, Mr. Obama and the first lady, Michelle Obama, along with Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. and his wife, Jill, took part in a solemn ceremony on the South Lawn of the White House at 8:46 a.m., when the first plane struck the World Trade Center.



The Washington Post 

Obama observes Sept. 11 anniversary at the Pentagon

By: Katie Zezima / September 11, 2014

Earlier in the morning Obama, First Lady Michelle Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN observed a moment of silence on the White House South Lawn. Flags flew at half-mast. After a full minute of silence, taps was played.



NPR

Nation Remembers 9/11 On 13th Anniversary Of Attacks

By: Scott Neuman / September 11, 2014

On the 13th anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks, President Obama, first lady Michelle Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN gathered on the White House lawn to observe a moment of silence.



CBS News

Obama reflects on post-9/11 generation

By: Stephanie Condon / September 11, 2014

At the White House, Mr. Obama, Mrs. Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN stood on the South Lawn at 8:45 a.m. with hundreds of White House and government employees.



The Hill

Obama leads staff in 9/11 moment of silence

By: Justin Sink / September 11, 2014

He was joined by first lady Michelle Obama, in a black patterned dress, and Vice President BIDEN.



Wall Street Journal

Obama Marks 9/11 Anniversary at White House, Pentagon

By: Jeffrey Sparshott / September 11, 2014

At the White House, the president, first lady Michelle Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN led roughly 300 staff in a moment of silence.



The Washington Times

Obama, first lady, BIDEN observe 9/11 anniversary

By: Dave Boyer / September 11, 2014

he Obamas were joined by Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN and White House staff, heads bowed, to mark the moment at 8:46 a.m. when the first hijacked airliner struck the World Trade Center in New York City.



TIME

O.J. Simpson and Ray Rice: How Domestic Violence Has Changed

By: Charlotte Alter / September 11, 2014

Twenty years after O.J., few Americans can say they don’t know what domestic violence means. Simpson’s trial was one of the most-watched in history, and the raised awareness helped pass the Violence Against Women Act, which then-Senator Joe BIDEN pushed through the Senate with a mere 61 votes.



KTVB Idaho

White House recognizes Idaho domestic violence organization\

By: Kim Fields / September 11, 2014

The Idaho Coalition Against Sexual and Domestic Violence was one of 131 organizations to receive national recognition from Vice President Joe BIDEN Tuesday during an event that marked the 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Women's Act.



The Huffington Post

Why Joe BIDEN Is Exactly Right About the Ray Rice Case

By: Anne Stevenson / September 11, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said something very important this week during this interview with the Today Show in response to the aftermath of TMZ's release of the footage of Rice assaulting his wife.







POLITICO

BIDEN to follow Clinton in Iowa

By: James Hohmann and Edward-Isaac Dovere



Joe BIDEN is following Hillary Clinton to Iowa.



Three days after the former secretary of state attends Sen. Tom Harkin’s final steak fry in the first-caucus state, the vice president will be in Des Moines, appearing Wednesday at the Iowa state capitol to kick off a “We the People, We the Voters” bus tour with a group called “Nuns on the Bus.”



It will be BIDEN’s second trip to a key presidential primary state in two weeks; last Wednesday, he was in New Hampshire for a trip also billed as an official one. At this point, Clinton hasn’t officially declared her candidacy, though the steak fry appearance Sunday is widely seen as the unofficial kickoff. BIDEN has pointedly not ruled out a run, though many expect he will ultimately defer to Clinton.



BIDEN has worked hard to cultivate relationships with early-state activists, often behind the scenes, and he traveled to Iowa frequently during the 2012 reelection campaign. The vice president’s office wouldn’t comment on the timing decision.



Iowa also has a contested governor’s race and a Senate contest that’s become one of the tightest and most critical for Democrats’ hope of holding the majority. In a measure of how seriously it’s being taken in Washington, first lady Michelle Obama will travel to the state next month to campaign on behalf of Senate candidate Rep. Bruce Braley in only her second announced campaign swing post-Labor Day.



The only announced event so far for BIDEN is the rally with a group of Catholic nuns focused on social justice. The nuns plan to do 75 events in 36 cities over a 5,252-mile route, holding voter registration drives and visiting Catholic social service sites as they travel the country.



But it’s an official, not political event, according to BIDEN’s office.



“The vice president will deliver remarks at the event with Nuns on the Bus on official administration economic policies,” a spokesperson for the vice president said.



BIDEN has often added on political events to official trips — including formal campaign rallies, fundraisers or unannounced photo lines arranged for donors — and, according to his office, that’ll be part of this one too.



“We are doing separate political events while we are in Iowa on behalf of candidates,” the spokesperson explained.



But one person who won’t see him in Iowa: Braley himself.



A spokesman for the candidate said that he will not attend the BIDEN event because Congress is going to be in session.



Iowa has a special place in Barack Obama lore. His victory in the 2008 caucuses helped catapult him to the presidency, and he carried the state in both general elections. But the president’s approval rating has dropped, and he could become a drag on Braley.



MSNBC

BIDEN to visit Iowa days after Clinton

By: Alex Seitz-Wald



Vice President BIDEN is visiting Iowa next week — and stoking speculation about a potential presidential bid in 2016.



BIDEN will speak in Des Moines at a kick-off event for the Nuns on the Bus, in which progressive Catholic nuns tour the country promoting social justice, according to The Des Moines Register.



His visit Wednesday is part of an official White House event and will come just days after Hillary Clinton makes her much-anticipated return to the Iowa at Sen. Tom Harkin’s 37th and final Steak Fry, a popular annual Democratic event in the state. Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders, another potential Democratic presidential candidate, will also be in Iowa this weekend to hold town hall meetings. Maryland Gov. Martin O’Malley, who is seriously eyeing a bid, was in the state last weekend.



The Nuns on the Bus, a project of the liberal groups Faith in Public Life and NETWORK, tours the country promoting the progressive, social justice-focused teachings of Catholicism. Last year, the nuns targeted Wisconsin Republican Rep. Paul Ryan’s budget proposal. For this year’s tour, they’ll “counter the influence of moneyed special interests that are drowning out the voices of ordinary Americans.” Organizers point to the Koch brothers as an example of those with undue influence.



BIDEN, who is Catholic, has flirted with a presidential bid even though much of the Democratic establishment has so far lined up behind Clinton. The vice president was the star of Harkin’s Steak Fry last year and has kept the flame alive in South Carolina, another early primary state where he vacations.



Given Iowa’s primacy in the nominating contest, some of the state’s voters chafe at the idea of Clinton steamrolling through the state and want to have more choices.



The Washington Examiner

Joe BIDEN will visit Iowa next week

By: Rebecca Berg / September 11, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will travel to Iowa next week, a trip that is sure to stoke further speculation that he plans to run for president in 2016.



BIDEN will headline an event Wednesday for the Nuns on the Bus "We the People, We the Voters" bus tour, the Des Moines Register reported Thursday. On the tour, Catholic nuns will travel to key Senate battlegrounds to "focus on combatting the Koch brothers and other dark money in politics," according to a spokesman for the group Faith In Public Life.



The vice president's jaunt to the Hawkeye State will come on the heels of a separate, high-profile visit from former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, the presumed Democratic frontrunner for president. Hillary Clinton will be joined Sunday by former President Bill Clinton to headline Sen. Tom Harkin's annual steak fry, marking her first trip to the key presidential primary state since the 2008 presidential election.



BIDEN stirred chatter about his presidential ambitions last year when he headlined the steak fry. He has since traveled to New Hampshire and South Carolina, other important presidential primary states.



But BIDEN faces an uphill battle in Iowa if he is to challenge Clinton for the Democratic nomination. An NBC News/Marist poll in July showed Clinton besting BIDEN by 50 percent in Iowa in a hypothetical head-to-head match-up, with Clinton winning 70 percent support, compared to 20 percent for BIDEN.



Associated Press

VP BIDEN to return to Iowa next week, signaling voters shouldn't count him out for 2016

By: Josh Lederman / September 11, 2014



WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice President Joe BIDEN is returning to the key presidential state of Iowa next week, reminding voters not to count him out of the next presidential campaign.



The White House says BIDEN will be in Des Moines on Wednesday. He'll speak at an event for a Catholic social justice group called Nuns on the Bus.



BIDEN's visit will come days after former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton comes to Iowa to headline retiring Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin's annual steak fry fundraiser, attended by thousands of Iowa political activists. Last year BIDEN was the headliner for that event, which frequently attracts potential White House contenders.



Both Clinton and BIDEN are considering running again for president in 2016. Iowa traditionally holds the first presidential primary contest.



The Washington Post

BIDEN headed to Iowa next week

By: Sean Sullivan / September 11, 2014



Vice President BIDEN is heading to Iowa next week. Cue the presidential speculation! Sort of.



BIDEN will make an official White House visit to the Hawkeye State next Wednesday, an aide confirmed. While there, he will speak at a  Nuns on the Bus "We the People, We the Voters" tour kickoff event. News of BIDEN's visit was first reported by the Des Moines Register.



BIDEN was recently in New Hampshire, another early nominating state. Meanwhile, a reunion of former BIDEN staffers has been scheduled for Sept. 16. It's all fueled speculation that BIDEN may be gearing up for a run at the top job.



But with presumed Democratic frontrunner Hillary Clinton appearing to move toward a run, a 'BIDEN for president' campaign is looking less likely. This weekend -- just three days before BIDEN arrives -- Clinton will make her first trip to Iowa since her tough 2008 caucus defeat there.



It's hard to see BIDEN taking on Clinton if she runs. But if she doesn't, it's hard to see him sitting out the race.



The Hill

BIDEN heads to Iowa three days after Clinton

By: Peter Sullivan / September 11, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will travel to Iowa on Wednesday, just three days after potential presidential primary rival Hillary Clinton appears in the state, The Des Moines Register reports.



BIDEN will deliver remarks in Des Moines at a "Nuns on the Bus" kick-off event, an unidentified White House aide told the Register.



The move comes after Hillary Clinton is making a high-profile return to Iowa to speak at the Harkin Steak Fry on Sunday. BIDEN could be trying to stay in the picture despite Clinton's dominance in early polls. 



BIDEN spoke at the steak fry, a rite of passage for Democratic presidential hopefuls, in 2013. He linked himself to President Obama then, it what could be seen as an unspoken jab at Clinton. "I have great respect for everyone with whom I ran in 2007," BIDEN said then. "If you go back and look at those 13 debates, the only two people who never disagreed on any single, solitary subject in those debates were Barack Obama and Joe BIDEN."



BIDEN, however, did not do well the last time around. BIDEN won just 0.9 percent of the vote in the 2008 Iowa caucuses, before dropping out of the race.



The Des Moines Register

Exclusive: Joe BIDEN's Iowa visit will chase Hillary Clinton's

By: Jennifer Jacobs / September 11, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will make a splash in Iowa with an official White House visit next week, just three days after Hillary Clinton basks in a major media spotlight here.



Both Democrats are considered potential 2016 presidential candidates.



A White House aide told The Des Moines Register exclusively this afternoon that BIDEN will travel to Des Moines on Wednesday for an official event.



BIDEN will deliver remarks at a kick-off event for the Nuns on the Bus "We the People, We the Voters" bus tour. Details on the vice president's trip will be released later, the aide told the Register.



On Sunday, Clinton returns to Iowa for the first time since her defeat in her 2008 presidential campaign. Thousands of Iowa Democrats - and more than 150 national and international reporters - will gather amid the smoke from grilling steak in a field in Indianola for U.S. Sen. Tom Harkin's 37th and final political steak fry as an elected leader.



Clinton's visit is hot news in the political world. National news sites are already out with stories predicting what her message will be and how it'll be received.



BIDEN's visit will remind people that he was the star of the Harkin Steak Fry just one year ago. At that event, he gave a red-meat speech salted with a little 2016 intrigue. His half-day Iowa visit was part pep rally for a country facing serious troubles, part hint for a future campaign, part pure fundraiser and part influence-building maneuver. BIDEN's remarks in September 2013 touched on Syria as he argued that the president's vision for how to handle trouble in that country was "absolutely clear."



The Nuns on the Bus tour is meant to "counter the influence of moneyed special interests that are drowning out the voices of ordinary Americans," organizers told the Register in an email. A group called Faith in Public Life, and a group called NETWORK: A National Catholic Social Justice Lobby, are organizing the tour. It kicks off in Des Moines on Wednesday as left-leaning activists meet with voters and "discuss the importance of turning out on Election Day."



Yahoo

Nuns on the Bus Hit the Road Again

By: Jo Piazza / September 11, 2014



They’ve been on buses, ferries, subways and even tractors. You might expect to see the nuns on roller skates next. But NETWORK’s Nuns on the Bus are going back to what they know best and kicking off another bus tour across America next week.



On Wednesday, September 17th Vice President Joe BIDEN will join Sister Simone Campbell and the Nuns on the Bus to kick off their 2014 tour at the Iowa Capitol in Des Moines.



Traveling to 10 states in a bus emblazoned with the words “We the People, We the Voters,” the Catholic sisters, led by Sister Simone Campbell*, will engage thousands of people with the goal of greatly expanding voter engagement this November.



For the next few weeks, the Nuns on the Bus will engage voters and encourage voter registration at 75 events in 36 cities along the 5,252-mile route. For more detailed information about the bus trip, go to www.nunsonthebus.org.



While I was researching my book, “If Nuns Ruled the World,” I rode on the Nun bus back in 2012 when their trip focused on Representative Paul Ryan’s federal budget proposal that would have decimated programs that help people at the economic margins. 



Their bus driver that time around was a gentleman named Bill, the owner of a silvery mullet and an ever-present Journey T-shirt. He had actually spent the previous summer driving the remaining members of that very anthem rock band across the country. I wondered how the gig with the nuns compared with driving around a bus full of aging rock stars.



“A little different,” Bill said with a shrug when I asked. “No drugs. And it’s quiet. Other than that, no difference. They are some nice ladies.” 



They are nice and they are doing some incredible work from that bus. If they’re stopping in your city make sure to come out to support them. It’s a great bus to join.



CNN

Hambycast: Want to be president? Talk to this guy

By: Peter Hamby / September 11, 2014



Columbia, South Carolina (CNN) -- It's September of 2014, but Bakari Sellers is already getting calls and visits from the small crop of Democrats considering a 2016 presidential bid.



Few voters outside South Carolina have heard of him. But he's a young star in the state's Democratic party, and as a key political figure in a pivotal early primary state, Sellers could play an outsized role in electing the next President.



When Barack Obama won South Carolina's 2008 presidential primary in blowout fashion, boosting his campaign after a devastating blow in New Hampshire, Sellers, then a 23-year old first-term state legislator, was in the crowd at his victory party, beaming.



Sellers co-chaired Obama's campaign in the early primary state, helping the then-senator go from long-shot to history-maker after vanquishing Hillary Clinton in the heavily African-American state. For Obama, having the Sellers name on his campaign steering committee didn't hurt: Bakari's father, Cleveland Sellers, is a civil rights icon in the state, jailed in the aftermath of the 1968 "Orangeburg Massacre" in which three black students were killed by police.



Today, at the advanced age of 29, Sellers is serving his fourth term in the state house — and he's being courted by the small crop of Democrats considering a 2016 presidential bid, including Vice President Joe BIDEN and Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley. Hillary Clinton has yet to come calling, but the Ready For Hillary super PAC, eager to co-opt some of Obama's 2008 magic in South Carolina, recently invited Sellers to headline a fundraiser for the group.



Today, at the advanced age of 29, Sellers is serving his fourth term in the state house — and he's being courted by the small crop of Democrats considering a 2016 presidential bid, including Vice President Joe BIDEN and Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley. Hillary Clinton has yet to come calling, but the Ready For Hillary super PAC, eager to co-opt some of Obama's 2008 magic in South Carolina, recently invited Sellers to headline a fundraiser for the group.



But before the presidential campaign kicks off, Sellers has his own race to run. He's on the ballot for lieutenant governor this fall, running against Henry McMaster, 67, a former Attorney General and South Carolina GOP chairman. If he wins, Sellers would be the first African-American elected statewide since Reconstruction. But that's a long-shot proposition for a Democrat in this GOP-leaning state — and that historic honor will likely go to Sen. Tim Scott, an African-American Republican who is seeking a first full-term this November and is running against token Democratic opposition.



Sellers can be unusually blunt when lamenting the lack of support that down-ballot southern Democrats receive from the national party and donors. But he's still in frequent touch with Democratic players in Washington — and will be in the 2016 conversation as a key endorser once the presidential primary season is underway.



"Hambycast" caught up with him at Lizard's Thicket, a famous meat-n-three in South Carolina that's also a gathering place for hungry political types. Or just people who want some fish and grits.



The Baltimore Sun

Tall ships arrive in Baltimore as excitement for Star-Spangled bicentennial grows

By: Kevin Rector / September 11, 2014



The tall ships — old showboats that they are — danced into Baltimore looking regal and festooned, the stateliest of guests at an affair expected to bring President Barack Obama to Baltimore.



"It's a ballet, with a couple hard-rock pieces in the middle," said Mike McGeady, president of Sail Baltimore, of the intense maritime choreography used to welcome dozens of Star-Spangled Spectacular ships into the waters around Baltimore on Wednesday without disrupting commercial port trade.



"We have to have our party without shutting down the livelihoods of the people who are here," he said.



The events celebrating the bicentennial of the Battle of Baltimore — and of Francis Scott Key's writing of "The Star-Spangled Banner" as he watched the British fail in their attack on Fort McHenry this week in 1814 — kicked off with the ships' arrival and received an unexpected boost from leaked word of the president's planned visit Friday.



The White House would not confirm Obama's visit, but sources with knowledge of the event said he would take a private tour of Fort McHenry before attending a previously scheduled fundraiser in Baltimore County.



"Let's just say they've been at all the meetings," McGeady said of members of Obama's Secret Service security team attending planning sessions. Vice President Joe BIDEN is also set to appear in Baltimore, speaking at a concert at Fort McHenry on Saturday night that will be broadcast live on PBS.



The events Wednesday were reminiscent of the kickoff to the state's War of 1812 bicentennial celebration, the 2012 Star-Spangled Sailabration, which brought 1.5 million people to Baltimore and even more ships than this week's events.



Still, the Spectacular events — which officials expect to draw at least a million people — seem loftier in presence, if not in scope. Their patriotic overtones, pegged to the origin of the national anthem and spanning Thursday's anniversary of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, seem to be resonating at a more nationwide level.



In Baltimore, things came to life as the Inner Harbor waters vibrated with cannon fire. Tourists and other visitors took in the arrival of the tall old ships, which docked along the promenade.



Included in the crowd were Charles and Mary Lorenz of Eastport, who rode a bus into town to see the ships before the weekend crowds roll into Baltimore.



"We wanted to see them all come in," said Mary Lorenz, 78, who was wearing a white captain's hat she got during the Sailabration events two years ago. "We like to look around and see things."



"It's stuff like this that Baltimore needs more of," said Charles Lorenz, 73, who remembers riding past a much-different waterfront on his stepfather's Arabber cart more than 60 years ago.



The Washington Post 

Joe BIDEN schools college students in Selfie 101

By: Emily Heil / September 11, 2014



At this rate, by the end of the Obama administration, approximately 83 percent of the U.S. electorate will have posed for a picture with Vice President Joe BIDEN.



On Thursday, the inveterate snapshot model visited the campus of George Washington University, where he helped students assembling care packages to send to troops and first responders. The veep helped out as as part of the Points of Light “Serving Together” project to mark the 13th anniversary of the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. 



But he didn’t just offer help stuffing boxes — BIDEN also offered lessons on how to pull off the perfect selfie. Watch and learn, kiddos — class is in session:



Here, note the multi-tasking — shaking hands with one hand, and reaching for the iphone with the other.



U.S. News & World Report

Joe BIDEN Surprises With Service Stop and Selfies at GW

By: Nikki Schwab / September 11, 2014



As 60 students or so were stuffing packages, heading to first responders, veterans, wounded warriors and deployed soldiers, BIDEN showed up unannounced, talked for awhile and jumped right in.



“They didn’t know he was coming by, so he was greeted with shocked faces and gradual applause,” wrote the Huffington Post’s Jennifer Bendery in the White House pool report.



BIDEN talked about visiting a military base in Afghanistan and what motivated Americans fighting overseas.



“They had that picture of that grizzled fireman, coming out of the dust and human debris with his head down,” BIDEN said. “They had that, that, as the photograph, inspiring all those military folks risking their lives over there.”



Talking more about first responders, BIDEN called firefighters “the single most under appreciated group in America,” and ticked off all the times they’ve come to the vice president’s aid – when he suffered a cranial aneurysm, when his sons Beau and Hunter were in a car accident that took the life of his wife and young daughter and that time when lightning struck the BIDENs’ house.



“So I kid with them, I say you’re bad luck. You’re always here,” BIDEN said, according to the pool report.



“I’m just teasing,” he added.



Then BIDEN stuffed some packages and took some selfies, with one woman murmuring, “There he goes”, according to Bendery’s account.



“That Joe BIDEN smile,” the woman said.



Getty

Vice President BIDEN Visits George Washington University For Points Of Lights Project

By: Chip Somodevilla / September 11, 2014



WASHINGTON, DC - SEPTEMBER 11: U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN joins volunteers preparing care packages for emergency first-responders and members of the military at George Washington University September 11, 2014 in Washington, DC. Organized by Operation Graditude, BIDEN helped the volunteers as part of the Points of Light "Serving Together" Project to commemorate the 13th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks.



USA Today

13 years later, America remembers 9/11 horror

By: Yamiche Alcindor and John Bacon / September 11, 2014



In Pennsylvania the victims were lauded as heroes. At the Pentagon, President Obama spoke of a nation that refused to "give in to fear." In New York, a somber roll call of the dead was peppered with tributes and declarations of love.



The nation on Thursday marked the 13th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks at the three sites where four hijacked planes crashed, a minutes-long wave of tragedy that killed almost 3,000 people, triggered at least two wars and rocked the entire world.



In New York, the loved ones of those who died shared a moment of silence at 8:46 a.m. ET, the time when the first plane hit the World Trade Center's north tower in 2001. A second plane would hit the south tower less than 20 minutes later. By 10:30 that morning, both towers had collapsed.



After Thursday's moment of silence, the traditional roll call of the victims began. It included the names of the 2,983 victims of the 9/11 attacks at all three locations as well as the 1993 World Trade Center bombing that killed six people. The roll call readers included anecdotes about victims who wore yellow shoe laces, often quoted Ralph Waldo Emerson -- and one victim who inspired the reader to join military.



Jordan Thompson, 17, joined the Marines in memory of his uncle, Leon Heyward, who died in 2008 of cancer after inhaling dust from the collapsed World Trade Center Towers.



"There are people who need my help," Thompson said. "I'm willing to die to make sure another thing like 9/11 doesn't happen again."



Among the names Faith Tieri read was that of her brother, Sal Edward Tieri Jr. "Your memory and my love for you will last forever," she said. "This day should be a day of reflection and memory only."



Mary Ann Marino's list included her son, Kenneth Marino. "We love you," she said. "We miss you everyday. You are in our hearts and we cherish the memories."



Adriana Fiori started crying when she read the name of her father, Paul Fiori. "Thirteen years ago you put me to bed not knowing it would be the last night," she said. "I miss you so much. Daddy, you're my hero."



Others reading names included a young man who had never met his uncle killed on 9/11, a wife who lost her husband of 30 years and Barbara Pandolfo, whose only child, a daughter, was killed.



In Washington, President Obama and members of his staff honored the victims of 9/11 at 8:46 a.m. with a moment of silence on the South Lawn of the White House. A bell tolled and a military bugler played Taps as the president, first lady Michelle Obama, Vice President BIDEN and aides stood with hands over hearts.



Obama then spoke at a Pentagon commemoration after a moment of silence was observed at 9:37 a.m., the moment a jet hit the Pentagon.



"Over more than a decade of war, this 9/11 generation has answered our country's call," Obama said at the event, which was open only to families of the victims. "Today, we honor all who have made the ultimate sacrifice over these 13 years."



Later, at a public Pentagon event, Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel warned that the war on terrorism is far from over. The U.S. struggle with al-Qaeda, the terror group responsible for the attacks, has been overshadowed in recent weeks by a newer terror threat, the Islamic State.



"To the injured survivors who join us today, we draw strength from your resilience," Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel says. "America and it's allies are still being tested. We have the capacity, we have the strength to meet those challenges."



At a ceremony in Shanksville, Pa., former U.S. House speaker Dennis Hastert donated the flag that flew atop the U.S. Capitol on 9/11 to the Flight 93 National Memorial.



All 44 people aboard the Newark-to-San Francisco flight, including four hijackers, died when the passengers and crew apparently attempted to wrest control of the plane from the hijackers. Hastert said the hijackers' probably had planned on flying the plane to Washington, targeting the Capitol or White House. The heroism of those aboard may have saved the U.S. Capitol, he said.



The victims were posthumously awarded a Congressional Gold Medal. The observance also included a reading of the names of Flight 93 passengers and crew, ringing of Bells of Remembrance and a wreath laying.



New York Times

Obama Honors 9/11 Victims a Day After Announcing New Mission Against Terror

By: Mark Landler / September 11, 2014



WASHINGTON — A day after committing the nation to a new mission against Islamist terrorism, President Obama honored the victims of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, 13 years after four hijacked planes plunged the United States into a decade of war against distant enemies.



Speaking before a giant American flag draped over the part of the Pentagon wall where one of those planes crashed, Mr. Obama said, “Thirteen years after small and hateful minds conspired to break us, American stands tall, and America stands proud.”



He hailed the “9/11 generation” of soldiers who served in the years after the 2001 attacks, and noted that “three months from now, our combat mission in Afghanistan will come to an end.”



For Mr. Obama, the Sept. 11 anniversary lent historic and emotional resonance to his announcement Wednesday night of a new mission against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria. But it also carries a somewhat dissonant message: The president has labored to distinguish the expanded fight against ISIS from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.



The president on Thursday made no mention of ISIS, speaking only of challenges facing the country. But his description of a nation coping with the threat of terrorism seemed entirely relevant to what is happening now. “We carry on because as Americans, we don’t give in to fear — ever,” he said.



In some ways, this anniversary was no different than its 12 predecessors. It was filled with familiar rituals – a moment of silence, the playing of taps by an Army bugler, the assembled families of the victims, many now with children who have grown into adulthood.



Earlier on Thursday, Mr. Obama and the first lady, Michelle Obama, along with Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. and his wife, Jill, took part in a solemn ceremony on the South Lawn of the White House at 8:46 a.m., when the first plane struck the World Trade Center.



Later in the day, as they do every year, Mr. and Mrs. Obama will take part in a volunteer project. The president will otherwise remain at the White House, having lunch with Mr. BIDEN and meeting in the afternoon with his new secretary of Health and Human Services, Sylvia Mathews Burwell.



But Mr. Obama is also certain to be immersed in the details of the military campaign against ISIS that he outlined Wednesday night in his speech to the nation. His warning about the challenges to come still hung in the air, even as he marked the anniversary of battles past.



Americans born after Sept. 11, 2001, are now teenagers, Mr. Obama noted, and he said this post-9/11 generation gave him hope that the United States would remain resilient in the face of terrorist threats.



“Generations from now, Americans will fill our parks, our stadiums, our cities,” he said. “Generations from now, Americans will still build towers that reach toward the heavens, still serve in embassies that stand for freedom around the world, still wear the uniform



“Generations from now, no matter the trial, no matter the challenge,” he said, “America will always be America.”



The Washington Post 

Obama observes Sept. 11 anniversary at the Pentagon

By: Katie Zezima / September 11, 2014



President Obama observed the 13th anniversary of the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks at the Pentagon Thursday, telling survivors, family members of those who died and others that America endures in the resolve and optimism of its people.



Obama solemnly marked "13 years since the peace of an American morning was broken, 13 years since nearly 3,000 beautiful lives were taken from us."



Standing at a memorial to to those who died, Obama said that the nation has been inspired by the determination of families to carry on in the face of unfathomable loss. They have, he said, turned this date "into something that those who attacked us could never abide," choosing hope over fear and love over hate.



"They sought to break our spirit and prove to the world that their power to destroy was greater than our power to persevere and to build. But you and America proved them wrong," Obama said.



The United States, Obama said, is able to persevere because it is not intimidated.



"We carry on because as Americans we do not give into fear. Ever,” Obama said.



Earlier in the morning Obama, First Lady Michelle Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN observed a moment of silence on the White House South Lawn. Flags flew at half-mast. After a full minute of silence, taps was played.



Obama praised the generation that "answered our nation's call" during nearly a decade of war, and paid honor to the thousands of American servicemen and women who died there.



Obama noted that the combat mission in Afghanistan will come to the end at the end of the year, but said nothing about airstrikes in Iraq and the open-ended plan he announced Tuesday night to battle the Islamic State there and in Syria.



Instead, Obama noted that there are now teenagers who were born after Sept. 11 -- a generation that, while they do not remember the attacks, were shaped by them, and by the aftermath.



“Thirteen years after small and hateful minds conspired to break us, America stands tall and America stands proud," he said. "And guided by the values that sustain us we will only grow stronger.”



NPR

Nation Remembers 9/11 On 13th Anniversary Of Attacks

By: Scott Neuman / September 11, 2014



On the 13th anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks, President Obama, first lady Michelle Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN gathered on the White House lawn to observe a moment of silence.



The solemn commemoration of the attacks that killed some 3,000 people came just hours after the president addressed the nation on a strategy to "degrade and destroy" Islamic State militants in Iraq — a stark reminder that the so-called "war on terror" appears to be far from over.



At a ceremony at the Pentagon, the president said "we carry on, because as Americans, we do not give in to fear. Ever."



Other Sept. 11-related events scheduled for today include a gathering at New York's ground zero for relatives of victims of the World Trade Center attacks with a reading of names of those killed. A similar ceremony is being held at Shanksville, Pa., in the field where hijacked United Flight 93 went down, killing all 40 passengers and crew aboard.



CBS News

Obama reflects on post-9/11 generation

By: Stephanie Condon / September 11, 2014



President Obama and first lady Michelle Obama on Thursday marked the 13th anniversary of the 9/11 terrorist attacks with moments of silence on the White House South Lawn and at the Pentagon. He also participated in a wreath laying ceremony.



At the Pentagon observance ceremony, Mr. Obama paid tribute to the victims, praised their families' resilience, and reflected on the generation of post-9/11 Americans.



"Tomorrow there will be teens who were born after 9/11," he said. "It's remarkable. Although they didn't know the horror of those days, their lives have been shaped by the pain since... What gives us hope -- what give me hope -- is that it is these young Americans who will shape all the days to come."



Mr. Obama noted that the war in Afghanistan will come to an end in December, but he made no mention of the increased military operations to combat Islamic extremists in the Middle East, which he announced Wednesday night.



At the White House, Mr. Obama, Mrs. Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN stood on the South Lawn at 8:45 a.m. with hundreds of White House and government employees.



The Hill

Obama leads staff in 9/11 moment of silence

By: Justin Sink / September 11, 2014



President Obama led the White House staff in a moment of silence Thursday morning to mark the 13th anniversary of the Sept. 11, 2001 terror attacks.



The president, wearing a dark suit and blue tie, strode onto the White House south lawn at 8:46 a.m. Eastern time — marking the time that the first passenger plane slammed into the World Trade Center. He was joined by first lady Michelle Obama, in a black patterned dress, and Vice President BIDEN.



Dozens of White House staffers, including top presidential adviser Valerie Jarrett and domestic policy adviser Cecilia Muñoz joined the president, who bowed his head during the moment of silence. The trio then placed their hands over their hearts as a military bugler played “Taps.”



The brief ceremony was the first of several events the president will participate in Thursday to mark the anniversary of the 9/11 attacks, which killed nearly 3,000 people. 



Later Thursday morning, the president is expected to speak at the Pentagon’s annual 9/11 observance ceremony. In those remarks, the president might again detail his strategy to confront the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria.



In a prime-time address Wednesday evening, Obama repeatedly invoked 9/11, as he vowed to “remain vigilant” against emerging terror networks.



“We continue to face a terrorist threat,” Obama said. “We cannot erase every trace of evil from the world, and small groups of killers have the capacity to do great harm. That was the case before 9/11, and that remains true today.”



In the afternoon, the president is planning to participate in a volunteer project as part of the September 11th National Day of Service and Remembrance.



Wall Street Journal

Obama Marks 9/11 Anniversary at White House, Pentagon

By: Jeffrey Sparshott / September 11, 2014



President Barack Obama marked the 13th anniversary of the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks with ceremonies at the White House and Pentagon, observing moments of silence and recalling the day that sparked more than a decade of war.



“Thirteen years after small and hateful minds conspired to break us, America stands tall, and America stands proud,” Mr. Obama said outside the Pentagon. “And guided by the values that sustain us, we will only grow stronger.”



The solemn ceremonies come just a day after the president announced an escalation of U.S. military operations in Iraq and Syria as the U.S. works to root out Islamic State, a Sunni extremist group and offshoot of al Qaeda.



Flags on the White House and the Eisenhower Executive Office Building flew at half-mast for the anniversary of attacks that killed nearly 3,000 people as terrorists crashed passenger jets into the Twin Towers in Manhattan and the Pentagon in Virginia. A fourth airplane crashed in western Pennsylvania field.



At the White House, the president, first lady Michelle Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN led roughly 300 staff in a moment of silence. The Obamas and Mr. BIDEN held their hands over their hearts as ‘Taps” played during the ceremony on the South Lawn.



At the Pentagon, where 184 lives were lost, the president placed a wreath adorned with white flowers near the Pentagon Memorial Gateway.



“We carry on because as Americans we do not give in to fear. Ever,” Mr. Obama said.



The Washington Times

Obama, first lady, BIDEN observe 9/11 anniversary

By: Dave Boyer / September 11, 2014



A day after renewing America’s war on terrorism, President Obama marked the 13th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks Thursday by saying the country has prevailed over jihadis who “conspired to break us.”



“It has now been 13 years since the peace of an American morning was broken, 13 years since nearly 3,000 beautiful lives were taken from us,” Mr. Obama said at a ceremony at the Pentagon. “Thirteen years after small and hateful minds conspired to break us, America stands tall and America stands proud.”



The president noted that a new generation is growing up that was born since the terrorist attacks.



“Beginning tomorrow, there will be teenagers, young adults, who were born after 9/11. It’s remarkable,” the president said. “And while these young 



Americans did not know the horrors of that day, their lives have been shaped by all the day since — time that has brought us pain but also has taught us endurance and strength, a time of rebuilding, resilience and renewal.”


He added, “What gives us hope, what gives me hope, is that it is these young Americans who will shape all the days to come.”



Earlier, Mr. Obama and first lady Michelle Obama observed the anniversary with a moment of silence on the South Lawn of the White House.



The Obamas were joined by Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN and White House staff, heads bowed, to mark the moment at 8:46 a.m. when the first hijacked airliner struck the World Trade Center in New York City. The coordinated attacks by al Qaeda jihadis in New York, at the Pentagon and on a plane that crashed in Pennsylvania killed nearly 3,000.



Other memorials were taking place around the nation, including at Ground Zero in New York.


On Wednesday night, Mr. Obama renewed the war on terrorism by announcing an escalation of military strikes against Islamic State militants in Iraq and Syria.



The Republican National Committee said Thursday that the nation faces “new and emerging threats” from terrorists.



“We must maintain a strong defense to keep our country safe from those who want to destroy us,” said RNC Chair Reince Priebus and co-chair Sharon Day.



“On this anniversary we’re reminded of the resilience of the American spirit and the importance of the values we hold dear: freedom, equality, and opportunity. And we recommit ourselves to the defense of liberty and the pursuit of a more peaceful world.”



Democratic National Committee Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman-Schultz said the anniversary should remind Americans that “what binds us together is far greater than what draws us apart.”





TIME

O.J. Simpson and Ray Rice: How Domestic Violence Has Changed

By: Charlotte Alter / September 11, 2014



Two weeks after football star O.J. Simpson was arrested for the murder of his wife Nicole Brown Simpson, TIME ran a cover story called “When Violence Hits Home.” Twenty years later, Ray Rice was suspended from the NFL after he was caught on video punching his wife Janay in an elevator, and we’re again embroiled in a national discussion of domestic violence.



So what’s the difference between two football stars, two battered wives, 20 years apart? The O.J. Simpson case helped the country wake up and acknowledge that domestic violence is a problem (even after he was acquitted of murder), while the Ray Rice incident forces us to decide how much we are willing to tolerate it.



TIME’s July 1994 cover story was written with a hushed tone, as if the trove of evidence about domestic violence were a secret trunk in a spooky attic. Jill Smolowe wrote:



The horror has always been with us, a persistent secret, silent and pernicious, intimate and brutal. Now, however, as a result of the Simpson drama, Americans are confronting the ferocious violence that may erupt when love runs awry.



Today, now that the cat’s been out of the bag for two decades, the discussion about domestic violence is louder, angrier and less willing to accept that it’s a “private” matter.



Twenty years after O.J., few Americans can say they don’t know what domestic violence means. Simpson’s trial was one of the most-watched in history, and the raised awareness helped pass the Violence Against Women Act, which then-Senator Joe BIDEN pushed through the Senate with a mere 61 votes. It was signed 20 years ago this week. “Some of the controversy at that time was about whether or not the federal government should play a role in an issue that many people regarded as a ‘family matter,'” said Congresswoman Donna F. Edwards (D-Maryland), who co-founded the National Network to End Domestic Violence and worked to pass VAWA before she took office in 2008. “Nowadays, I think the majority of Americans recognize that domestic violence is a crime.”



The O.J. trial was also a watershed moment for understanding the connection between domestic abuse and murder. Before the Simpson murders, few Americans understood that men who beat women sometimes become men who kill women. (Although there are male victims and female perpetrators, the vast majority of domestic violence is man-on-woman.) Two years later, in 1996, Congress passed a law preventing domestic batterers from purchasing guns, and by 2008 domestic homicide rates had plummeted 53%, according to the Department of Justice.



Most of TIME’s 1994 cover story feels remarkably current; the psychology of violence, the cycles of abuse, the terrified victims reluctant to speak up are all consistent with what we now know to be true about domestic violence. But while the pathology remains the same, the reaction has changed.



For one thing, this week’s Ray Rice incident is less about raising awareness and more about the public demanding retribution. Experts say the reaction to the elevator beating is much stronger than anything they’ve seen before. “We didn’t see this kind of outrage over when that happened with Chris Brown and Rihanna,” says Katie Ray-Jones, president of the National Domestic Violence Hotline. “Back then, we still heard a lot of comments saying ‘we don’t know what happened in that car,’ and our hotlines were flooded with Chris Brown fans supporting him.”



“The Ray Rice video really gave a face to the issue — we throw a lot of statistics out there in the field about ‘1 in 5 women,’ ‘1 in 7 men’ but when you see a video like that, you say, ‘Oh my goodness, that is outrageous,'” Ray-Jones says. She also adds that calls to the hotline have gone up 84% since the video leaked Monday.



Another major difference between O.J. and Ray Rice is that 20 years ago there was no Internet, and now it’s everywhere.



It’s true that when it comes to partner abuse, technological advances can cut both ways. While social media provides a valuable outlet for survivor support, and the Internet helps victims learn about resources they can use to escape, Ray-Jones says “technology can be a victim’s friend or it can be her enemy.” That’s because abusers are using GPS in their victims’ phones to track where they are, or using spyware to monitor whether their partner is reaching out for help, or threatening violent consequences if text messages aren’t immediately returned. “Technology allows survivors to feel empowered and to get her voice out in the conversation,” Ray-Jones said. “But there are a lot of ways people are using technology to further control an individual.”



Still, If this were 1994, the video of Rice beating Janay that was leaked to TMZ might not have ever been released. And social media allows ordinary Americans to make their voices heard, which means that abuse has major consequences outside of the legal system. Ray Rice was canned from the NFL, and some are calling for commissioner Roger Goodell to be next. The story has dominated Twitter and Facebook, spawning victim-driven hashtags like #whyIstayed and #whyIleft. Thanks to technology, there are now major social and professional consequences for hitting your girlfriend, where once there were only legal ones. It was always wrong; now it’s also bad PR.



KTVB Idaho

White House recognizes Idaho domestic violence organization

By: Kim Fields / September 11, 2014



BOISE -- As fallout from the video of former NFL player Ray Rice abusing his then fiancee continues, a local organization fighting domestic violence is receiving national attention by the White House for their efforts.



The Idaho Coalition Against Sexual and Domestic Violence was one of 131 organizations to receive national recognition from Vice President Joe BIDEN Tuesday during an event that marked the 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Women's Act.



"To be recognized is both humbling and very exciting to know that we're in excellent company around the state and around the country with so many others," said Kelly Miller, Executive Director of the Idaho Coalition Against Sexual and Domestic Violence.



Miller was in the audience Tuesday as BIDEN delivered an impassioned speech about domestic violence at the National Archives.



"Under no circumstance does a man ever have the right to raise a hand to a woman other than in self defense," said BIDEN.



BIDEN told the crowd that more needs to be done to protect women. Miller agrees, saying Idaho is not immune to domestic violence.



"I think we know in this state we've had so many domestic violence fatalities last year and this year we've had over four fatalities related to domestic violence in the month of July alone," said Miller.



The issue of domestic violence has taken center stage this week, as more video surfaced of former NFL player Ray Rice hitting his then fiancee in an Atlantic City casino elevator.



"The good news is that social change begins with conversations and the fact that were engaging this national conversation around domestic violence is a very good thing," said Miller.



However, Miller would encourage the public to stop watching the video and instead do more talking with friends and family members about what healthy relationships are.



Miller says one in four women experiences rape or abuse at some point in their lifetime. And 18- to 25-year olds are the most at-risk group.



"So that's sisters, and neices, your neighbor, your co-workers, almost everyone likely knows someone who's been in an abusive relationship or sexually assaulted," said Miller.



Miller encourages anyone in an abusive relationship to reach out to someone and talk to them.



"Women can escape relationships, but they also need the support of family and the support of the community to be able to do that," said Miller.



The Idaho Coaltion Against Sexual and Domestic Violence has been engaging youth organizations because young people are also at-risk. Miller says in 9.1 percent of Idaho students say they were hit, slapped or hurt by a dating partner last year.



The Huffington Post

Why Joe BIDEN Is Exactly Right About the Ray Rice Case

By: Anne Stevenson / September 11, 2014



The biggest public policy message that has emerged in Baltimore Ravens star Ray Rice's assault case is that even though he is a violent offender who has enjoyed all the justice money can buy him, there are still people out there willing to throw public safety and the integrity of the courts under the bus to save Rice from himself for the sake of Sunday sports entertainment.



Vice President Joe BIDEN said something very important this week during this interview with the Today Show in response to the aftermath of TMZ's release of the footage of Rice assaulting his wife:



"It's never, never, never the woman's fault. No man has a right to raise a hand to a woman. No means no. [...] The one regret I have is we call it domestic violence as if it's a domesticated cat. It is the most vicious form of violence there is, because not only the physical scars are left, the psychological scars that are left. This whole culture for so long has put the onus on the woman. What were you wearing? What did you say? What did you do to provoke? That is never the appropriate question."



Like BIDEN, I too reserve my concerns for the victims of violent crimes and the interests of public safety, but I could care less about Rice being able to keep his good name or his job, or whether my Sunday football experience will be the same without him. Rice chose to be a violent offender, and since he took that risk at the expense of public safety, Rice deserves to lose his good name and his prominent position within the NFL, and he should have done jail time.



BIDEN is right, it's time to stop using court industry buzz words like "abuser" and "domestic dispute" to describe violent offenders and the crimes they commit. "Abuse" is not necessarily a crime so much as morally reprehensible conduct and a subjectively evaluated personal problem. The term "domestic abuse" is so vague that it is used to describe anything from a heated argument to a triple homicide, then imputes blame to the victim for knowing the attacker while concealing the inherent threat to public safety that violent predators like Rice pose to society.



Since the cops can only arrest the jerks who are also crime suspects, shouldn't advocates should be teaching victims of violent crimes to use more specific descriptors like "violent offender" and "criminal assault" that accurately reflect the crime scenes where the predator targeted them? Why don't they?



NFL, COURTS KNEW WHAT THEY WERE DOING IN RICE CASE



Judges and prosecutors are given a public salary to understand violent criminals and protect the public from them, the NFL is not.



Scott Benner wrote that nothing about the NFL's handling of the cover up in the Rice case should be shocking given their history of putting violent criminals like Michael Vick on the field post-conviction. A PBS Frontline report about the NFL's "concussion crisis" shows why the NFL is just a for-profit corporation with no meaningful obligation to protect their own player's safety, never mind protect the public at large from their walking Sunday afternoon investments. That's the justice system's job.



At this point, I'm going to stop using the term "justice system" because I don't think it applies to the New Jersey courts, as I'm unable to perceive a legitimate explanation for how public safety and justice was served when the court waived the law [that is supposed to apply equally to all New Jersey citizens] in order to let Rice off the hook without meaningful consequences.



According to ESPN, on May 20, New Jersey Superior Court Judge Michael A. Donio approved Rice's enrollment into a pre-trial intervention program for non-violent offenders who commit victimless crimes (which Rice was presumably not eligible for,) then approved an agreement sanctioned by the District Attorney's office which allowed Rice receive anger management counseling in lieu of actual criminal penalties -- provided that Rice did not get caught assaulting the victim again.



The Ravens suggest that the fact that the victim did not cooperate and gave a public apology for her attacker's choice to knock her out cold at a press conference [hosted by the Ravens] should be considered. As if the publicity mavens at the NFL don't know that throwing the word "domestic" into any headline shifts the blame away from the offender by implying that the whole family has problems that could be solved with a little therapy (instead of offender accountability).



These arguments are entirely irrelevant given that there is no lack of evidence or need for the victim's cooperation in the Rice case. To the contrary, the court has an obligation to act lawfully and in the interests of public safety by going forward with the case against Rice.



Yet the message from both the NFL and the New Jersey courts to violent crime victims is shockingly similar, which to say that even if your attacker is caught on tape assaulting you in a public elevator, best case scenario is that the criminal proceedings and publicity fury will destroy the victim's reputation, and even if he is found guilty, both the NFL and the court will reward the offender with services to help HIM recover.



RICE CASE -- BUSINESS AS USUAL?



Former prosecutor Wendy Murphy says that instead of throwing tax dollars at the problem, it's high time for the public to "take a closer look at the gushing flow of money from DC that literally rewards violent male offenders with cash, therapy and training programs AFTER they get in trouble with the courts for assaulting the crime victims who live with them."



At the time, Murphy was referring to the case of legendary Red Sox announcer Jerry Remy's son Jared, who was convicted this year of stabbing his fiancé Amy Martel to death in front of their 4-year-old daughter just hours after he was arrested and released from jail for assaulting her. At the time of the murder, Remy was a veteran of the Massachusetts probation department's pre-trial "free walk" drug and anger management counseling programs. By September 2011, Remy's privately bankrolled defense attorney Peter Bella had convinced Massachusetts judges to close a staggering 18 cases charging Remy with dozens of traffic, violence and/or drug related related offenses. Only twice in 20-years did the courts find Remy guilty, and on ten occasions, the courts outright dismissed the charges against him. Remy was also granted six continuances without findings (CWOF's) that resulted in dismissals.



According to Bella, there was no "pay to play" scandal involved with Remy's case because his client never received any special treatment from the courts, this is just some deadly business as usual.



Given that much of the Massachusetts Probation Department's own staff stood trial for racketeering, bribery, and conspiracy, I'm appalled to see headlines suggesting that taxpayers should throw money down the toilet to give their highly educated cronies more training. Isn't it enough that many of their cohorts have already received immunity in exchange for their testimony? Never mind Jared Remy's track record, are these professionals safe and morally qualified to work for the State if they don't recognize the basic signs of criminal activity in the departments they spend eight hours a day, five days a week working in?



It is almost as if the OJ Simpson cases have taught us nothing about how the difference between a violent predator being found "not guilty" and a prosecutor's ability to meet the legal burden of proof required to convict is often a function of how much "justice" and bad press coverage of the victim a defendant can afford.



According to studies funded by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control, as many as 1 in 4 U.S. children will experience maltreatment in their lifetimes, and the total lifetime cost of child maltreatment in the United States is approximately $124 billion. Although there are no studies I am aware of which show how much of this money ends up in the hands of crooked attorneys and judges, there's no denying that $124 billion is a pretty powerful financial incentive for unethical court and health industry professionals to hand deliver crime victims to offenders like Rice.



Rather than throwing more money at the problem, perhaps it's time to defund offender-friendly courts like those in New Jersey and Massachusetts that pose a threat to public safety, which would in itself be an investment in victim protection and recovery. Maybe what victims really need is support and understanding from the media and the public, and some accountability and transparency from the legal system.
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NBC News

Obama Meets in Situation Room Ahead of National Address

September 10, 2014

President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN met with members of the National Security Council Wednesday in the Situation Room in the White House.



TIME

White House Wants Congress to OK $500 Million for Syrian Rebels

By: Alex Rogers / September 10, 2014

President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN are personally lobbying members of Congress to authorize around $500 million in funding to train and arm Syrian rebels in the fight against Islamist militants in Iraq and Syria, according to the Capitol Hill newspaper Roll Call.



POLITICO

Obama, BIDEN press Hill on Syria

By: Jake Sherman / September 10, 2014

President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN spent Wednesday calling members of Congress, urging lawmakers to give the administration authority to arm Syrian rebels as part of a must-pass government funding bill, sources said.



BusinessWeek

Obama Moves to Aid Syrian Rebels Against Islamic State

By: Mike Dorning and Roger Runningen / September 10, 2014

President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN made calls to lawmakers today urging them to authorize the Defense Department to begin training and equipping vetted groups within the Syrian opposition.



The Hill

White House push to train Syrian rebels ties up funding fight

By: Justin Sink and Mike Lillis / September 10, 2014

The White House is pushing Congress for authority to arm and train moderate Syrian rebels as part of a stopgap spending bill lawmakers hope to pass this week. President Obama and Vice President BIDEN are calling members of Congress Wednesday to push them to include the Title 10 authority as part of the continuing resolution (CR), and counterterrorism czar Lisa Monaco is meeting with lawmakers on Capitol Hill.



NBC News

Obama Wants Congress's OK to Train Syrian Rebels. Will He Get It?

By: Frank Thorp V, Carrie Dann, and Kelly O’Donnell / September 10, 2014

Sources tell NBC News that Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN had been calling lawmakers and urging them to support quick action -- before they leave for the midterm elections -- to authorize the training and arming of the vetted Syrian fighters.



The Hill

Obama huddles with top advisers

By: Justin Sink / September 10, 2014

The meeting — a late addition to the president's public schedule — will include Vice President BIDEN, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel and National Security Adviser Susan Rice. 



Associated Press

Obama to deepen America's military role in Mideast

By: Julie Pace / September 10, 2014

Meanwhile, Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN called lawmakers to press them to include authorization for the program in temporary funding legislation. Lisa Monaco, Obama's top counterterrorism adviser, was also briefing lawmakers on Capitol Hill about the train-and-equip measure, administration officials said.



USA Today

Obama pitch to include training for Syrian rebels

By: David Jackson / September 10, 2014

The administration is lobbying lawmakers -- including phone calls from Obama and Vice President BIDEN -- to approve funding for the program this month, said two administration officials speaking on condition of anonymity because they were not authorized to speak publicly on the issue.



Roll Call

Obama Lobbying for Authority to Equip Syrian Rebels

By: Humberto Sanchez / September 10, 2014

Obama adviser Lisa Monaco is on the Hill lobbying, and the president and the Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. are making calls to members pushing to add the authority.



The Hill

Treasury will 'intensify' efforts to cut off ISIS funds

By: Peter Schroeder / September 10, 2014

President Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN are personally calling members to build support for such a measure.



USA Today

Obama to outline plans for Iraq, Syria

By: David Jackson / September 10, 2014

Obama and Vice President BIDEN met late Wednesday morning with members of the National Security Council in the Situation Room. Obama also planned to call allies about his speech, including Saudi Arabia's King Abdullah.



The Washington Post

Obama ready to strike at Islamic State militants in Syria, he tells policy experts

By: Juliet Eilperin and David Nakamura / September 10, 2014

Over a dinner of D’Anjou pear salad and Chilean sea bass, Obama, Vice President BIDEN and the outside experts engaged in a deep discussion of the options to combat the Islamic State, those who participated said.



The Washington Post

Ahead of Obama’s strategy speech, members face crossfire on Capitol Hill

By: Ed O’Keefe / September 10, 2014

The White House said Obama and Vice President BIDEN would be meeting with members of the National Security Council in the Situation Room.



Associated Press

Reid: Give Obama green light in Syria

By: Steve Tetreault / September 10, 2014

Underscoring the White House’s urgency, Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN were calling lawmakers, pressing them to include the Title 10 authorization in a funding bill being prepared for votes before Congress recesses later this month for the fall elections.



US Weekly

Tamron Hall: Ray Rice Domestic Violence Case Recalls Death of My Sister

By: Esther Lee / September 10, 2014

It's personal. The Today show's Tamron Hall spoke with Vice President Joe BIDEN about domestic violence this week, after the scandal involving NFL player Ray Rice and his wife Janay dominated headlines. For Hall, the issue hits close to home.



Think Progress

Domestic Violence Kills More People Than Wars, Global Study Finds

By: Tara Culp-Ressler / September 10, 2014

“The one regret I have is we call it domestic violence as if it’s a domesticated cat. It is the most vicious form of violence there is,” BIDEN, who was instrumental in passing the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) two decades ago, told the Today Show this week. “This whole culture for so long has put the onus on the woman. What were you wearing? What did you say? What did you do to provoke? That is never the appropriate question.”







NBC News

Obama Meets in Situation Room Ahead of National Address

September 10, 2014



President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN met with members of the National Security Council Wednesday in the Situation Room in the White House. Obama will make a prime-time address Wednesday evening to warn the nation that Islamic militants pose a threat to U.S. national security and that the American people should expect the fight against the terror group will require a longstanding commitment, according to the White House.



TIME

White House Wants Congress to OK $500 Million for Syrian Rebels

By: Alex Rogers / September 10, 2014



President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN are personally lobbying members of Congress to authorize around $500 million in funding to train and arm Syrian rebels in the fight against Islamist militants in Iraq and Syria, according to the Capitol Hill newspaper Roll Call.



Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid and House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi spoke in Congress Wednesday in support of funding the rebels, dismissing the potential cost. “I believe we need to train and equip Syrian rebels,” Reid said. “Going at it alone will not suffice.”



House Republicans are now debating whether to add the White House request to the pending government spending bill.



Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman Carl Levin (D—Mich.) and Sen. Bob Corker (R—Tenn.), the top Republican on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, told reporters Wednesday that they support arming and training the Syrian rebels.



Sen. Tim Kaine (D-Va.) noted that an overwhelming majority of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee voted to arm moderate elements of the Syrian opposition in May 2013. “I think the task has gotten harder in terms of determining how to do that in a way that the arms end up in the right hands,” said Kaine. “But I still think that that can be an appropriate way to deal with [ISIS] threats on the Syria side.”



Not all senators support the measure, however. A spokesperson for Sen. Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.) said he “doesn’t believe that we should fund rebels who could potentially be our enemies.”



POLITICO

Obama, BIDEN press Hill on Syria

By: Jake Sherman / September 9, 2014



President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN spent Wednesday calling members of Congress, urging lawmakers to give the administration authority to arm Syrian rebels as part of a must-pass government funding bill, sources said.

Obama wants Congress to give him authority to arm and train Syrian rebels as part of the administration’s plan to confront the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant.



The vote, which the White House says must be done before Congress recesses for the election season, is a test of support for what will become a centerpiece of Obama’s foreign policy in the Middle East.



Obama isn’t asking to go to war —in fact, U.S. boots won’t hit Syrian grounds — but a vote on even this limited operation will show the true temperature of the war weary Congress. If Congress fails to give Obama authority to train these rebels, it will be a rebuke of the president’s foreign policy in the middle of escalating tensions in the Middle East. It would also be an embarrassing episode for Congress as the world grapples with the rise of a new and frightful terrorist group.



Obama delivered the request to congressional leaders during a White House meeting Tuesday.



The potential of voting on such a thorny foreign policy issue is bringing some drama to a pre-election work period that leaders from both parties hoped would be sleepy. For example, House Republicans planned a vote Thursday on a bill to fund the government through Dec. 11, but now that vote might be postponed. The House Rules Committee has already postponed their meeting to set the ground rules for debate, a sign that Republicans are mulling a path forward.



This all comes almost exactly 13 years after the Sept. 11 attacks.



The House Republican leadership will begin to survey its membership Thursday at 9 a.m. in the Capitol — just 12 hours after Obama addresses the nation.



Senior GOP aides will figure out if have the votes necessary to insert the language in the government-funding bill, or whether it needs to get a separate vote. The administration believes it needs to be in the funding bill.



The Senate, meanwhile, is giving the House a day to plot a course forward before Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) tries to set his strategy, according to a source.



A House vote could be tricky. House Republicans are deeply split between defense hawks and libertarians, who are weary of U.S. involvement in foreign conflicts. House Democrats would likely have to provide a large number of the votes for Obama’s effort — their support would test to what extent they are willing to support a president of their own party.



The issue of arming Syrian rebels came up at a White House meeting between Obama, Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio), House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) and Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.). Obama asked for this authorization as part of the continuing resolution.



“Without an anomaly, the Department of Defense’s ability to begin a program to train and equip appropriately vetted Syrian opposition fighters would be delayed, affecting the Administration’s overall efforts to degrade ISIL and help bring about an end to the conflict,” according to a copy of the White House summary obtained by POLITICO.



The White House is already trying to lobby Capitol Hill. Lisa Monaco, Obama’s top homeland security adviser, Christin Wormuth, a top Defense official, and Michael Nagata of Central Command, are briefing top lawmakers Wedneday.



They have invited the following leaders to a briefing: Boehner, House Minority Whip Steny Hoyer (D-Md.), Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.), Homeland Security Secretary Michael McCaul (R-Texas), Foreign Affairs Ranking Democrat Eliot Engel of New York, Rep. Rodney Frelinghuysen (R-N.J.), Rep. Kay Granger (R-Texas), Rep. Jim Langevin (D-R.I.), Rep. Nita Lowey (D-N.Y.), House Armed Services Chairman Buck McKeon (R-Calif.), House Intelligence Chairman Mike Rogers (R-Mich.), House Foreign Affairs Chairman Ed Royce (R-Calif.), Intelligence Committee Ranking Democrat Dutch Ruppersberger of Maryland, Rep. Chris Smith (R-N.J.), Homeland Security Ranking Democrat Bennie Thompson of Mississippi, Rep. Mac Thornberry (R-Texas) and Rep. Peter Visclosky (D-Ind.).

BusinessWeek

Obama Moves to Aid Syrian Rebels Against Islamic State

By: Mike Dorning and Roger Runningen / September 10, 2014



President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN made calls to lawmakers today urging them to authorize the Defense Department to begin training and equipping vetted groups within the Syrian opposition.

Obama is preparing to expand the U.S. offensive against Islamic State extremists, including targeting the group’s havens inside Syria.



The president is renewing a request he made in June for Congress to provide $500 million to pay for training and equipping Syrian rebel groups as a way to add a ground force to take on the Islamic State in Syria.



“They know that Syria has to be a piece of the plan,” said former House Intelligence Committee Chairman Jane Harman, one of a group of outside foreign experts Obama consulted over a three-hour dinner at the White House on Sept. 8. “He’s seriously considering all options.”



Obama will deliver a televised address to the nation today at 9 p.m. Washington time to lay out his strategy to battle the Islamic State, which has captured swaths of Syria and Iraq.



The Sunni extremist group’s sweep across Syria and Iraq in recent months and a campaign of terror that has included the beheading of two U.S. journalists has galvanized public fears of a rising terrorist threat and stirred demands from lawmakers that Obama articulate a plan for dealing with Islamic State.



Public Mood



A U.S. public wary a year ago when Obama was preparing to seek congressional authorization for air strikes against the Syrian regime of Bashar al-Assad for using chemical weapons has now shifted its mood. Sixty-five percent of Americans back bombing strikes against the Sunni extremists in Syria, more than double the level of support from a year ago, according to an ABC News/Washington Post poll released yesterday.



The growing Islamic State threat to the government of Iraq and U.S. interests in the country prompted Obama to authorize air strikes against Islamic State targets there. The campaign, which has resulted in more than 150 raids by U.S. planes and drones, has helped Iraqi and Kurdish forces roll back some of the Islamic State gains.

The U.S. already has stepped up aerial surveillance over Syria, which would be needed to provide the real-time intelligence necessary to conduct precise attacks.



The administration also is considering moves to block foreign fighters from entering Syria and Iraq, and expand air strikes to Islamic State targets in Syria.



Seeking Authority



The administration was working with lawmakers to get the authorization passed. Appropriations Committee Chairman Hal Rogers, a Kentucky Republican, said Obama called him yesterday with a request to include the authority in a stopgap measure to fund the government.



Rogers said authorizing military training was too intricate to attach to the government funding bill at the last minute.



“This is a complex, complicated policy change that needs to be fully vetted here in the Congress,” he said.



While Obama and BIDEN worked the telephones, Lisa Monaco, the president’s homeland security and counterterrorism adviser, was at the Capitol pressing the case.



House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy said that a vote on the funding bill will be delayed while lawmakers evaluate Obama’s request. Senate Democrats were preparing a stand-alone authorization bill if the House fails to include the language in the spending measure.



Obama continued to try to rally allies in the region, talking with King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia, one of the predominantly Sunni nations that the U.S. is seeking to involve in a coalition against the Islamic State. Secretary of State John Kerry is flying to Jeddah tomorrow, after meeting with Iraqi leaders today in Baghdad.



Syrian Opposition



Obama and Abdullah “agreed on the need for increased training and equipping of the moderate Syrian opposition,” according to a White House statement.



Kerry meets tomorrow in Jeddah with foreign ministers of Sunni Arab nations to press them for a range of commitments to help fight the Islamic State. The nations include the Gulf Arabs, Jordan, and Turkey. Lebanon, with a multisectarian society and Shiite-majority Iraq are also participating.

Saudi Arabia and the other Gulf Arab states will be asked for assistance including enhanced basing and overflight rights as well as using television news -- namely Al Jazeera and Al Arabiya -- to get out an anti-extremist message to undercut the appeal of the Islamic State, said a U.S. official who asked for anonymity because the talks are private.



The Hill

White House push to train Syrian rebels ties up funding fight

By: Justin Sink and Mike Lillis / September 10, 2014

The White House is pushing Congress for authority to arm and train moderate Syrian rebels as part of a stopgap spending bill lawmakers hope to pass this week.

President Obama and Vice President BIDEN are calling members of Congress Wednesday to push them to include the Title 10 authority as part of the continuing resolution (CR), and counterterrorism czar Lisa Monaco is meeting with lawmakers on Capitol Hill. Title 10 authority is the part of the U.S. code that governs military powers.

The White House says the additional authorization could allow the U.S. to ramp up assistance to the Syrian opposition, which is battling both terrorists with the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and the regime of Syrian President Bashar Assad.

The push for the authority comes as President Obama readies to speak to the public Wednesday night about the threat from ISIS.

According to a senior administration official, the White House wants lawmakers to pass the authorization before the end of the current work period and believes the continuing resolution — which must be passed by Sept. 30 to avoid a government shutdown — is the best vehicle to get that done. 



But the request is meeting with opposition from House Republicans and is complicate efforts to move a government funding measure. House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.) on Wednesday announced the House was postponing a vote on its measure until next week because of the debate.

House Appropriations Committee Chairman Hal Rogers (R-Ky.) said Obama personally called him to request the Title 10 authority, but he thought it should be voted on separately.

"They've known about this problem for over a year," Rogers said. "It's a complicated, big-time change in policy. ... Let us go ahead with a CR to keep the government going."

The chairman acknowledged it was unusual to hear from Obama about the issue, saying he couldn't remember the last time the president had called him directly to make an appropriations request.

Democratic leaders in the House and Senate offered support for the authority, however, as did some Senate Republicans.

"The other option is to do nothing, and by doing nothing for the last few years, we've seen 200,000 Syrians dead and millions displaced in refugee camps," Senate Minority Whip John Cornyn (R-Texas) told The Hill. "It's not without its risks, but we need to try to find some non-ISIS fighters, and train them and arm them so they can help us defeat ISIS."

 

Public opinion polls showing widespread support for tough military action against ISIS could also make it difficult for lawmakers to argue the administration should not have the authority to train and arm Syrian rebel groups. 

 

Yet, the issue of arming the groups has also been controversial, given worries that arms could fall into the wrong hands. ISIS itself is a group that has battled Syria's government. 

House Appropriations Committee spokeswoman Jennifer Hing told reporters that additional funding was not an issue since the administration could use funding already allocated in the continuing resolution for Overseas Contingency Operations to execute its mission against ISIS.

Both House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) have pushed for the expanded authority after meeting with the president in the Oval Office on Wednesday.

“As commander in chief, the president has the authority he needs now to act against ISIS. I believe the vast majority of members of Congress agree with that. For now, it’s critical we support our commander in chief,” Reid said during a floor speech on Wednesday.

Pelosi said it made sense to attach the Title 10 authority to the funding measure, and said lawmakers should move it “as soon as possible.”

“We want it to be on whatever engine is leaving the station, and that's one that is leaving the station,” Pelosi said, as she headed into a briefing with White House officials on the Syria training issue. “That's for sure a must-pass bill in a [short window] of time, and I would hope that it would be on there.”

Pelosi emphasized that the issue is not one of funding.

“It's not about money,” she said, “it's about authorization.”

The president originally asked for the ramped up authority during his national security speech at West Point in May, but recent pressure to confront ISIS following the beheading of two U.S. journalists has given the issue new urgency.

“I will work with Congress to ramp up support for those in the Syrian opposition who offer the best alternative to terrorists and brutal dictators,” Obama said at the time.

A Republican leadership aide noted that, since the president's original request, the White House has not submitted an operational plan detailing how the aid would be provided to rebel fighters. The official also noted three bipartisan bills that include programs to train and equip elements of the Syrian opposition have cleared committee and were awaiting Senate action.

The White House and Democratic leadership have so far declined to say if they support the CR unveiled by Republicans on Tuesday, although the GOP would likely need Democratic votes for it to pass. 

Asked about the measure Wednesday, Pelosi said it was unclear what the final package will look like. But she made a point to condemn the Republicans' short-term extension of the Export-Import Bank, arguing that the Democrats' favored five-year approach would better help the limping economy.

NBC News

Obama Wants Congress's OK to Train Syrian Rebels. Will He Get It?

By: Frank Thorp V, Carrie Dann, and Kelly O’Donnell / September 10, 2014

President Barack Obama is expected to formally ask Congress Wednesday night for authorization to begin training Syrian rebels to address the ISIS threat.

So, will Congress give it to him?

The short answer is: Not right away.

The House has decided to delay a scheduled Thursday vote on a larger government funding bill to give lawmakers more time to consider Obama's request. That's actually good news for the White House, which wants to attach the authorization to the must-pass stopgap spending legislation, also known as a "continuing resolution."

While House Republicans haven't yet agreed to do that, the delay gives the White House more time to make its case.

"I think I speak for my colleagues on both sides of the aisle when I say that we stand ready to listen and work with the president to confront this growing threat," House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy said on the House floor Wednesday afternoon. "Now given the severity of the situation and the need for all members to properly evaluate the President's request, the House will postpone consideration of the continuing resolution which was originally scheduled for tomorrow."

Sources tell NBC News that Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN had been calling lawmakers and urging them to support quick action -- before they leave for the midterm elections -- to authorize the training and arming of the vetted Syrian fighters.

Before the decision to delay the Thursday vote, House Republicans were balking at the request, saying they first needed to hear Obama’s argument for the training for the rebels before they decide how – or whether – to vote on it.

Aides said earlier Wednesday that the ISIS request is too important – and too controversial -- to put into the stopgap measure, also known as a continuing resolution or “CR.”

“It's such a big and controversial issue that it rises above the normal constraints of a CR," one aide told NBC News. "It should be considered on its own merits."

Another GOP leadership aide emphasized that Congress has faced this question before, and that it’s far from a political slam dunk.

“This is not a new proposal," that aide said, "In the past it has faced bipartisan opposition."

It’s true that some Democrats, as well as Republicans, have expressed reservations about putting weapons in the hands of Syrian rebels, worrying that they could end up in ISIS control if the rebels aren’t properly vetted. They point to American weapons and Humvees that fell into the hands of Islamic militants in Iraq after Americans left the region.

But House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi on Wednesday urged her colleagues to attach it to the stopgap bill "as soon as possible."

"I want it to be on whatever engine is leaving the station, and that's one that is leaving the station," she said of the funding bill. "That's for sure a must-pass bill in a time certain period of time and I would hope that it would be on there."

Associated Press

Obama to deepen America's military role in Mideast

By: Julie Pace / September 10, 2014

WASHINGTON (AP) — In a major reversal, President Barack Obama is moving to deepen the U.S. military role in the volatile Middle East, including training and arming Syrian rebels to fight Islamic State militants and potentially expanding airstrikes across the Iraqi border into Syria.

Obama was to outline his plans for battling the Islamic State group in a high-stakes address to the nation Wednesday night. Ahead of his remarks, congressional leaders grappled with whether to support his request to arm the Syrian opposition and if so, how to get such a measure through the fractured legislature.

Obama's plans amount to a striking shift for a president who has steadfastly sought to wind down American military campaigns in the Middle East and avoid new wars. That stance has been notable in Syria, where Islamic State militants have taken advantage of the instability created by a three-year civil war and now operate freely in areas near and across the Iraqi border.

Closer to home, U.S. officials fear that Westerners who have joined the militant group could return to their own countries and launch attacks. However, officials said Wednesday they were not aware of a credible threat of a potential attack in the United States by the Islamic State.

Earlier this summer, Iraq's government asked the U.S. for help in confronting the militants, and Obama approved airstrikes within Iraq's borders. He may now authorize strikes in Syria as well and has told people briefed on the White House plans in recent days that the U.S. must view the Islamic State as one group, not two separate entities split by a border.

Separately, the White House announced Wednesday that it was providing $25 million in immediate military assistance to the Iraqi government as part of efforts to combat the Islamic State.

Adamantly opposed to putting American combat troops on the ground, Obama will call for increased training of Iraqi security forces and the provision of arms shipments to vetted Syrian opposition fighters in order to help both groups in their fight against the militants.

Some of Obama's own advisers, including former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, pressed him to arm the rebels early in their fight against Syrian President Bashar Assad. But Obama resisted, arguing that there was too much uncertainty about the composition of the rebel forces. He also expressed concern about adding more firepower to an already bloody civil war.

The president eventually approved a small CIA-run program to arm the rebels, but the effort he now seeks is broader and would be run by the Pentagon in countries near Syria's borders. Obama asked Congress for approval of such a program earlier this year, but the plan stalled on Capitol Hill.

In the hours before the president's remarks, the Treasury Department said that Obama's strategy would include stepped-up efforts to undermine the Islamic State group's finances. David Cohen, Treasury's undersecretary for terrorism and financial intelligence, wrote in a blog post that the U.S. would be working with other countries, especially Gulf states, to cut off the group's external funding networks and its access to the global financial system.

Meanwhile, Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN called lawmakers to press them to include authorization for the program in temporary funding legislation. Lisa Monaco, Obama's top counterterrorism adviser, was also briefing lawmakers on Capitol Hill about the train-and-equip measure, administration officials said.

House Republicans put up a potential roadblock by not including the measure in the funding legislation. But it was unclear whether Republicans were rejecting the request completely or would leave open another avenue.

A spokesman for Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid said the Nevada Democrat might opt to seek separate legislation to authorize the president's request.

For Obama, Wednesday's address was also a chance to show critics who accuse him of being too hesitant in the face of overseas crises that he has a robust plan for defeating the militants. Republicans have accused him of ignoring months of warnings about the threat posed by the Islamic State, and even Democratic allies have grumbled in recent days that Obama has been slow in striking back after the militants released videos of the beheadings of two American journalists in Syria.

Senate Republican leader Mitch McConnell called Obama "a rather reluctant commander in chief" and urged him to outline a military strategy to defeat the terrorists and to specify any funding and authorization he needs.

"It's pretty clear to me at least that the American people fully appreciate the nature of this threat," McConnell said. "After the beheadings of two American citizens, they don't want an explanation of what's happening. They want a plan. They want some presidential leadership."

In a shift for a war-weary nation, new polls suggest the American people would support a sustained air campaign in the Middle East. A Washington Post-ABC News poll released Monday showed 71 percent of Americans support airstrikes in Iraq, up from 54 percent just three weeks ago. And 65 percent say they support extending airstrikes into Syria.

The U.S. has also been pressing allies in Europe, the Middle East and elsewhere to help.

France's foreign minister said Wednesday that his country was ready to take part in airstrikes against extremist fighters in Iraq if needed. And the German government announced that it was sending assault rifles, ammunition, anti-tank weapons and armored vehicles to Kurdish forces in Iraq fighting, breaking with Berlin's previous reluctance to send weapons into conflicts.

Obama also worked the phones with foreign leaders Wednesday, calling Saudi King Abdullah ahead of a gathering of Arab leaders on their contributions to a global coalition against the Islamic State.

Secretary of State John Kerry is traveling to Saudi Arabia and Jordan this week. He first made a stop in Baghdad to meet with Iraq's new leaders and pledge U.S. support for eliminating the extremist group.

USA Today

Obama pitch to include training for Syrian rebels

By: David Jackson / September 10, 2014

WASHINGTON — President Obama will ask for Congress to approve money to pay for training Syrian rebels as part of a prime-time speech Wednesday outlining expanded plans to battle the jihadist Islamic State in Iraq and Syria.

The speech may also include discussion of expanded airstrikes in Iraq and perhaps Syria, increased assistance to forces in Iraq and Syria that are fighting the Islamic State, and help from a coalition of other countries that are opposed to the insurgent group also known as ISIL or ISIS.

Training and equipping the Syrian rebels — who are fighting Bashar al-Assad's government, as well as the Islamic State — requires congressional approval and funding. The administration is lobbying lawmakers -- including phone calls from Obama and Vice President BIDEN -- to approve funding for the program this month, said two administration officials speaking on condition of anonymity because they were not authorized to speak publicly on the issue.

In addition, in a memorandum to the State Department, Obama authorized $25 million in additional military assistance and training to Iraq, including the Kurdish regional government. And the Treasury Department announced new plans to try and disrupt Islamic State financing.

Obama "will pursue a comprehensive strategy to degrade and ultimately destroy ISIL, including U.S. military action and support for the forces combating ISIL on the ground — both the opposition in Syria and a new, inclusive Iraqi government," said a statement from the White House.

The president's nationally televised speech is scheduled for shortly after 9 p.m. ET.

Obama, who has supervised a string of airstrikes in Iraq, may discuss the potential of similar strikes down the line in Syria. U.S. aircraft are conducting surveillance flights over potential targets in Syria.

The president authorized air strikes against Islamic State positions in Iraq on Aug. 7; the strikes began the next day.

One proposal to train and equip Syrian rebels -- who are fighting Bashar al-Assad's government, as well as the Islamic State -- requires congressional approval and funding.

In the run-up to the address, Obama dispatched Secretary of State John Kerry to Baghdad to speak with the leaders of Iraq's newly formed government. The administration is counting on that new government to help train Iraqi security forces to fight the Islamic State.

Kerry told reporters that Obama would provide "a more detailed description of exactly what the United States is prepared to do together with many other countries in the broad coalition in order to take on this terrorist structure, which is unacceptable by any standard anywhere in the world."

As part of the plan, Kerry said, the Iraq army will be "reconstituted and trained" to meet the threat of the Islamic State.

Kerry also announced $48 million in humanitarian aid for Iraq, including nearly $11 million to assist Iraqi refugees who have fled to Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria.

Obama and Vice President BIDEN met late Wednesday morning with members of the National Security Council in the Situation Room. Obama also planned to call allies about his speech, including Saudi Arabia's King Abdullah.

In a readout of that call, the White House said King Abdullah expressed support for a program to train and equip "the moderate Syrian opposition." The U.S. and Saudi leaders agreed that "a stronger Syrian opposition is essential to confronting extremists like ISIL as well as the Assad regime, which has lost all legitimacy," the White House said.

Obama has said he will not dispatch American combat troops to Iraq and Syria, and that the emphasis is on training local forces to carry the fight against insurgents.

Islamic State militants have seized control of parts of Syria and Iraq, and U.S. officials say they may use a declared "caliphate" to launch attacks on the United States and allies.

The jihadist group has issued threats against the United States, including videos that show the beheadings of two American journalists. The horrific murders galvanized the administration to step up efforts against the Islamic State, plans that enjoy support from the American public according to new polls. Two U.S. citizens have been reported killed in Syria while fighting with the terror group.

While the Islamic State has been using Syria as "a virtual safe haven," White House spokesman Josh Earnest said, Obama "does not envision a scenario where we would send American combat troops to be on the ground" there.

Nor would the United States act alone to back the moderate Syrian opposition, Earnest said.

Obama outlined his Islamic State strategy Tuesday in a meeting with congressional leaders.

Afterward, the office of House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, said he would back "certain options that have been proposed by the president, such as increasing the effectiveness of the Iraqi Security Forces and training and equipping the Syrian opposition."

Boehner also said "he would support the president if he chose to deploy the military to help train and play an advisory role for the Iraqi Security Forces and assist with lethal targeting of ISIL leadership," said a statement from his office.

Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., a frequent critic of Obama's foreign policy, said lawmakers want a "credible" and "comprehensive" plan from Obama not a prime-time "lecture."

"If Congress is asked to support a strategy," McConnell said, "it needs to be a strategy that is designed to succeed — not a mere restatement of current policy, which we know is insufficient to the task."

In a readout of the congressional meeting, the White House said Obama told lawmakers that "he has the authority he needs to take action against ISIL in accordance with the mission he will lay out in his (Wednesday) address."

Roll Call

Obama Lobbying for Authority to Equip Syrian Rebels

By: Humberto Sanchez / September 10, 2014

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., is backing President Barack Obama’s renewed push for authority to train and equip Syrian rebels as part of his plan to take on the Islamic State, as the president himself is lobbying lawmakers to act before heading home.

Reid called on Congress to approve so-called “Title 10″ authority, which would allow the U.S. to train and equip rebels in Syria and others who are fighting ISIS.

“The president has tried to get that from us and we should give it to him,” Reid said. “That is one way of helping build an international coalition.”

A senior administration official on Wednesday afternoon told CQ Roll Call that the White House is pushing Congress to include Title 10 authority in the CR needed to keep the government open past Sept. 30.

Obama adviser Lisa Monaco is on the Hill lobbying, and the president and the Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. are making calls to members pushing to add the authority.

Reid also said he believes Obama otherwise already has the authority he needs to take on ISIS, and questioned a push for a new authorization to use military force.

“We should be learning from our past mistakes, not repeating them,” Reid said, referring to the invasion of Iraq.

“Airstrikes, strategic use of drones, and, of course, covert action are the most effective way to take out ISIS without committing troops,” Reid said.

Reid’s comments come as Obama is scheduled to address the nation Wednesday evening on the ISIS crisis and after Reid, and other Congressional leaders met with Obama Tuesday to discuss the matter.

He urged critics to hold back until after Obama’s speech.

“Let’s allow him to speak to our country, to our fellow citizens, and lay out his plan,” Reid said. “It’s absolutely critical that the American people and Congress hear directly from the president of the United States.”

The Senate is also scheduled to receive a classified briefing on the issue Thursday.

Reid called out House Republicans for having former Vice President Dick Cheney address the conference on Tuesday.

“There are people here in Congress who are taking advice from Dick Cheney,” Reid said. “He was here yesterday. I think they better be very careful with the advice they take from Dick Cheney. Dick Cheney is more responsible than anyone else for the worst foreign policy decision in the history of the country – the invasion of Iraq. Almost 6,000 dead Americans, tens of thousands wounded.”

Reid voted in 2002 to give Bush authorization to go into Iraq, but has since come to regret it.

“Was that war necessary? In hindsight, it appears to me, that it really wasn’t,” Reid said. “Not only have we lost thousands of American lives, but it destabilized the whole Middle East and…hundreds of thousands of Iraqis have been killed.”

Meanwhile, Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., blamed Obama’s foreign policy for the growth of ISIS and said he wants to president “to lay out a credible plan” to the American people tonight.

“In my view, we have a duty as a super power, without imperialistic aims, to help maintain international order and balance of power,” McConnell said. “And in my view that international order is maintained by American military might. … But that is not a view this president seems to share.”

“The emergence and recent actions of [ISIS] should convince [Obama] to revisit his prior assumptions and rethink his approach,” McConnell said.

The Hill

Treasury will 'intensify' efforts to cut off ISIS funds

By: Peter Schroeder / September 10, 2014

The Treasury Department is vowing to “intensify our efforts to undermine” the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS).

Hours before President Obama will lay out his strategy for dealing with ISIS, the Treasury  said its efforts to upends the finances of the group, also known as ISIL, will play a key part in that effort.

“We at the Treasury Department are hard at work to undermine ISIL’s financial foundation, as part of the broader strategy to degrade, dismantle and ultimately defeat this terrorist organization that the President will outline tonight,” wrote David Cohen, the Treasury’s under secretary for terrorism and financial intelligence, on the department’s website.

Specifically, Cohen said the Treasury has long worked to impose sanctions on officials tied to the group and financiers that move funds around for them. However, he noted that the group, like other terrorist organizations, also relies on funds from within Syria and Iraq, outside of U.S. reach, and funds obtained by criminal actions like smuggling, robbery, and kidnapping.

Cohen said the Treasury was focused on disrupting as many sources of ISIS fund as possible. And in an effort to limit the reach of funds the group already has on hand, the Treasury is also working to limit ISIS’s access to the international finance system.

Cohen’s comments came as the White House is pushing Congress to sign off on authority to arm and train Syrian rebels as part of a stopgap spending bill. President Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN are personally calling members to build support for such a measure.

House Republicans were preparing to vote on a government funding measure Thursday, but postponed those plans Wednesday to take time to consider the administration’s request.

USA Today

Obama to outline plans for Iraq, Syria

By: David Jackson / September 10, 2014

WASHINGTON — President Obama began putting the final touches Wednesday on a prime-time speech outlining expanded plans to battle the jihadist Islamic State in Iraq and Syria.

The speech may include discussion of expanded airstrikes in Iraq and perhaps Syria, increased assistance to forces in Iraq and Syria that are fighting the Islamic State, and help from a coalition of other countries that are opposed to the insurgent group also known as ISIL or ISIS.

Obama "will pursue a comprehensive strategy to degrade and ultimately destroy ISIL, including U.S. military action and support for the forces combating ISIL on the ground — both the opposition in Syria and a new, inclusive Iraqi government," said a statement from the White House.

The president's nationally televised speech is scheduled for shortly after 9 p.m. ET.

Obama, who has supervised a string of airstrikes in Iraq, may discuss the potential of similar strikes down the line in Syria. U.S. aircraft are conducting surveillance flights over potential targets in Syria.

The president authorized air strikes against Islamic State positions in Iraq on Aug. 7; the strikes began the next day.

One proposal to train and equip Syrian rebels -- who are fighting Bashar al-Assad's government, as well as the Islamic State -- requires congressional approval and funding.

In the run-up to the address, Obama dispatched Secretary of State John Kerry to Baghdad to speak with the leaders of Iraq's newly formed government. The administration is counting on that new government to help train Iraqi security forces to fight the Islamic State.

Kerry told reporters that Obama would provide "a more detailed description of exactly what the United States is prepared to do together with many other countries in the broad coalition in order to take on this terrorist structure, which is unacceptable by any standard anywhere in the world."

As part of the plan, Kerry said, the Iraq army will be "reconstituted and trained" to meet the threat of the Islamic State.

Kerry also announced $48 million in humanitarian aid for Iraq, including nearly $11 million to assist Iraqi refugees who have fled to Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria.

Obama and Vice President BIDEN met late Wednesday morning with members of the National Security Council in the Situation Room. Obama also planned to call allies about his speech, including Saudi Arabia's King Abdullah.

Obama has said he will not dispatch American combat troops to Iraq and Syria, and that the emphasis is on training local forces to carry the fight against insurgents.

Islamic State militants have seized control of parts of Syria and Iraq, and U.S. officials say they may use a declared "caliphate" to launch attacks on the United States and allies.

The jihadist group has issued threats against the United States, including videos that show the beheadings of two American journalists. The horrific murders galvanized the administration to step up efforts against the Islamic State, plans that enjoy support from the American public according to new polls. Two U.S. citizens have been reported killed in Syria while fighting with the terror group.

While the Islamic State has been using Syria as "a virtual safe haven," White House spokesman Josh Earnest said, Obama "does not envision a scenario where we would send American combat troops to be on the ground" there.

Nor would the United States act alone to back the moderate Syrian opposition, Earnest said.

Obama outlined his Islamic State strategy Tuesday in a meeting with congressional leaders.

Afterward, the office of House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, said he would back "certain options that have been proposed by the president, such as increasing the effectiveness of the Iraqi Security Forces and training and equipping the Syrian opposition."

Boehner also said "he would support the president if he chose to deploy the military to help train and play an advisory role for the Iraqi Security Forces and assist with lethal targeting of ISIL leadership," said a statement from his office.

Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., a frequent critic of Obama's foreign policy, said lawmakers want a "credible" and "comprehensive" plan from Obama not a prime-time "lecture."

"If Congress is asked to support a strategy," McConnell said, "it needs to be a strategy that is designed to succeed — not a mere restatement of current policy, which we know is insufficient to the task."

In a readout of the congressional meeting, the White House said Obama told lawmakers that "he has the authority he needs to take action against ISIL in accordance with the mission he will lay out in his (Wednesday) address."

The Washington Post

Obama ready to strike at Islamic State militants in Syria, he tells policy experts

By: Juliet Eilperin and David Nakamura / September 10, 2014

The president is unlikely to lay out all the details of his plans to expand U.S. military engagement in the region during his Wednesday speech, which will take place at 9 p.m. at the White House. Instead, he is expected to state his case for how targeted U.S. military force fits into his broader strategy to develop an international coalition and regional partnerships to attack the Islamic State in order to “degrade and destroy” its operations.

The president “thinks he has the legal authority he needs” to increase U.S. military engagement in both Iraq and Syria, said Jane Harman, president of the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, who attended the dinner with Obama. The White House’s belief that it has authority to act is based on the reports Obama has filed with Congress under the War Powers Act and the earlier congressional authorization for the war in Iraq.

Over the past month, Obama has authorized airstrikes against the Islamic State in Iraq to defend U.S. personnel, help rescue members of a religious minority group trapped on a mountainside, and defend strategic infrastructure, including two dams. He sent in U.S. troops to help protect the consulate in Irbil, but he has vowed not to send U.S. combat forces in the campaign against the Islamic State, after having withdrawn the remaining U.S. forces from Iraq in late 2011.

Last year, Obama had decided to authorize limited airstrikes against Syrian President Bashar al-Assad for using chemical weapons against rebel fighters, but the president ultimately chose to ask Congress to endorse the move with a formal vote. That effort failed, and the United States did not intervene with direct military action. But the Islamic State’s rapid advances into Iraq this summer and its brutal tactics, which have included the beheadings of two U.S. journalists in the past month, have ramped up pressure on the administration to take stronger action.

A Washington Post-ABC News poll this week showed that Americans overwhelmingly view the Islamic State as a serious threat to vital U.S. interests and, in a significant shift, widely support airstrikes in Iraq and Syria. Seventy-one percent of all Americans say they support airstrikes in Iraq, and 65 percent support strikes in Syria. That is more than double the level of support a year ago for launching airstrikes to punish the Syrian regime.

Several prominent Republicans, including Sen. Robert Portman (Ohio), said they believe that Obama can launch airstrikes to combat the militants in both Iraq and Syria without seeking a congressional vote.

“The president has authorization to act now,” Portman said in a phone interview Tuesday, adding that he remained “a little confused” about an administration strategy that has been slow to develop.

“We are ‘leading from behind,’ to use the president’s words,” he said. “By not leading, we are making it more difficult and more costly.”

Obama’s dinner with the foreign policy experts — a gathering that included former high-ranking officials in Republican administrations, including Richard Haass and Stephen Hadley — was part of an intensive White House effort in recent months to expand its sphere of influence. Although the president has on a semi-regular basis invited in outside experts for conversations, the White House has shifted its tone amid a series of high-profile foreign policy crises, including Russia’s intervention in eastern Ukraine, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in Gaza and the advance of the Islamic State deep into Iraq.

In private conversations, senior White House national security aides have expressed greater willingness to hear new ideas and solicit input in hopes of doing a better job of developing strategy and communicating it to the public, said several influential foreign policy experts who have talked with Obama advisers in recent months.

Jon B. Alterman, who directs the Middle East program at the Center for Strategic and International Studies, said the real challenge Obama faces is not articulating his approach but executing it and brokering the political deals that will underpin any military strike.

“The problem is policy follow-through,” Alterman said, adding that the danger of leading with “a military operation is you start thinking the job is done, when the job has just begun. What the U.S. strategy is trying to do is deny haven to [the Islamic State], and doing it in Iraq with a government that is chaotic at best will take some time. Doing it in Syria is going to be even harder.”

Samuel R. “Sandy” Berger, who served as President Bill Clinton’s national security adviser and attended Monday’s dinner, said Obama “has his arms around this” and is prepared to “lay out a comprehensive strategy to deal with ISIS long-term.”

Harman described the dinner Monday as “focused and thoughtful.” Over a dinner of D’Anjou pear salad and Chilean sea bass, Obama, Vice President BIDEN and the outside experts engaged in a deep discussion of the options to combat the Islamic State, those who participated said.

Obama was clear that he wanted general congressional support — or “buy-in” — for his plans, in part because the increased military campaign, including training of Iraqi military forces and other regional fighters to take on the Islamic State, will come with a significant price tag from the Pentagon and is likely to take several years, people involved in the dinner said.

One former Obama administration official, who was not at the dinner Monday and spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss private conversations with the administration, said the president was committed to a strategy to strike the Islamic State “wherever they are.” The ex-official added: “The bar for strikes in eastern Syria is higher than in western Iraq, and if you’re a military planner you have to meet that threshold. But the fact that we’re reportedly doing surveillance flights over Syria already — you’re not doing those things unless the military has already been asked to prepare a targets package.”

The Washington Post

Ahead of Obama’s strategy speech, members face crossfire on Capitol Hill

By: Ed O’Keefe / September 10, 2014


President Obama plans to present a comprehensive strategy Wednesday night for defeating Islamic State terrorists in Iraq and Syria, and will lay out how he intends to work with Congress to achieve his goals, according to a White House official.

Up on Capitol Hill, congressional leaders traded barbs over the day's pair of foreign policy speeches – the planned address by Obama, and another from former vice president Dick Cheney -- as they accused the opposition of being misguided on foreign affairs.

The presidential address, scheduled for 9 p.m., will include details of plans to "degrade and ultimately destroy ISIL, including U.S. military action and support for the forces combating ISIL on the ground – both the opposition in Syria and a new, inclusive Iraqi government," said the official. "The president will discuss how we are building a coalition of Allies and partners in the region and in the broader international community to support our efforts, and will talk about how we work with the Congress as a partner in these efforts."

Obama will be speaking on a subject of intense interest to the American public: Ninety-four percent of Americans have heard about the news of two journalists beheaded by Islamic radicals in recent weeks, a record-high,according to an NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll released Tuesday night.

The White House said Obama and Vice President BIDEN would be meeting with members of the National Security Council in the Situation Room. Members of the president's national security team were briefing lawmakers on the growing threat of the Islamic terror group. But Francis Taylor, a homeland security undersecretary for intelligence and analysis told a Senate panel that there is "no specific, credible threat from ISIL."

Also on Capitol Hill, Senate Majority Leader Harry M. Reid (D-Nev.) said he supports Obama's use of airstrikes and unmanned aerial drones to go after the Islamic State, calling the strategy "a smart, strategic and effective approach."

But harkening back to a similar debate 12 years ago to authorize military action in Iraq, Reid repeatedly criticized House Republicans for meeting this week with Cheney, who visited the Hill Tuesday. Reid said Cheney "is more responsible than anyone else for the worst foreign policy decision in the history of the country."

"Taking advice on foreign policy from Dick Cheney? That's a terrifying prospect," Reid said in remarks on the Senate floor Wednesday morning.

House Republicans huddled Tuesday morning with Cheney in a long-scheduled meeting that touched on foreign affairs and election-year politics. Some in attendance described the former vice president's comments as a "prelude" to Cheney's Wednesday speech at the American Enterprise Institute, a conservative think tank, where he weighed in on Obama's handling of Middle East policy.

Heeding Cheney's advice likely would again result in sending U.S. military combat troops into the Middle East, Reid said. "That's not an option for the American people," he said.

Later, Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) called on Obama to deliver a detailed explanation of his military strategy and what he might need from Congress.

The president needs to lay out a detailed plan to defeat the Islamic State "and link those actions to any additional authorization and appropriations he’d like to see from Congress," McConnell said. "And if the President develops a regional strategy, builds a combat effective military coalition, and explains how his strategy will lead to the defeat of ISIL, I believe he’ll have significant congressional support."

“But Americans don’t want a lecture," McConnell added. "They want a plan — a credible, comprehensive plan to deal with this menace that clearly wants to harm us here at home, and that is only becoming stronger by the day."

McConnell used his morning floor remarks to once again sharply criticize Obama's foreign policy, labeling him "a rather reluctant commander in chief." Suggesting repeated failures across the globe, McConnell cited the president's decision to seek closing the terrorist detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba; his plans to withdraw U.S. combat troops from Afghanistan at the end of the year; his failed attempts to "reset" relations with Russia; and an all-but abandoned "strategic pivot" to the Asia-Pacific region.

But he suggested that the growing threat from Islamic terrorists in Iraq and Syria "presents a turning point" for Obama.

"Will the fall of Anbar Province and the threat posed by ISIL to Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Turkey lead to a re-consideration of his entire national security policy, of the kind I’ve alluded to here and elsewhere? Or will the President confine himself within the bookends of short-sighted national security policies that were originally conceived on the campaign trail in 2008?" McConnell said.

Neither Reid nor McConnell signaled that they support leading congressional debate on extended military action even as a growing number of lawmakers say they want an opportunity to do so.

"I believe if I was president I'd want to go to Congress," Sen. Joe Manchin III (D-W.Va.) told MSNBC's "Morning Joe" Wednesday morning.

“If you have 60 to 70 percent of people supporting [using force in Iraq], don’t you think he should have the stamp of approval from Congress?” Manchin said. “He’s going to have to work with us sooner rather than later.”

Sens. Tim Kaine (D-Va.), Angus King (I-Maine) and Lamar Alexander (R-Tenn.), among others, have also called for congressional debate.

"This is not Libya, this is not Grenada, this is not Panama. This is at least two or three years," Alexander said Tuesday afternoon. "It’s not nation-building -- we assume -- but anytime our country is expected to have a military action, especially in the Middle East again, it needs to have the full support of the American people, and that starts here."

Associated Press

Reid: Give Obama green light in Syria

By: Steve Tetreault / September 10, 2014

WASHINGTON — Sen. Harry Reid on Wednesday called on Congress to grant President Barack Obama authority to train and arm Syrian rebels and friendly allies as part of a “cautious” strategy to combat jihadi fighters who have shaken up the Middle East.

Reid, the Senate majority leader, said he was supporting Obama’s strategy to pursue the group that calls itself the Islamic State through the use of air strikes and covert action, and by building an international coalition.

“Doing it alone will not suffice,” said Reid, who added that Obama during a trip to Europe last week began seeking support from other nations for a campaign against the Islamic militants.

“President Obama has made it clear that it’s going to take decisive action to destroy the lslamic State through the use of air strikes and drones,” the Nevada Democrat said in a speech. “This is a smart, strategic and effective approach and I support it.”

Reid spoke several hours before Obama was scheduled to lay out his Middle East strategy in a televised address. Obama told Reid and other congressional leaders about his plans at a White House meeting on Tuesday.

Reid said he believes Obama already has the authority to strike against the Islamic fighters without a further vote from Congress. But he said lawmakers should give the administration so-called “Title 10” authority to arm and train friendly units in the Middle East.

“The president has tried to get that from us and we should give it to him,” Reid said. “That’s one way to build an international coalition.”

Reid contrasted Obama’s approach to that of President George W. Bush, who he contended rushed to war against Iraq a decade ago.

“How did that work out for us the last time?” Reid said. “Not so well. Let’s be cautious. Let’s be deliberate.”

Reid noted former Vice President Dick Cheney was on Capitol Hill speaking with Republicans on Tuesday, and speculated he was urging GOP lawmakers to embrace new war.

“I’m concerned they once again will rush to commit U.S. troops to a ground war in the Middle East,” Reid said. “We can accomplish the mission in a more strategic way.

“Let destroy these despicable terrorists but let’s do it the right way this time,” Reid said. “Let’s give the president of the United States time to do it the right way.”

Republicans have pressed Obama to be specific about his plans. Obama has long resisted deepening U.S. involvement in Syria. But recent events, including the Islamic State’s beheading of two American journalists, have changed his calculus.

Senate Republican leader Mitch McConnell called Obama “a rather reluctant commander in chief” and urged him to outline a military strategy to defeat the terrorists and any funding and authorization he needs.

“It’s pretty clear to me at least that the American people fully appreciate the nature of this threat,” McConnell said. “After the beheadings of two American citizens, they don’t want an explanation of what’s happening. They want a plan. They want some presidential leadership.”

In his Wednesday night speech, Obama planned to outline a broad expansion of the U.S. military role in combating extremists in Iraq and Syria.

Underscoring the White House’s urgency, Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN were calling lawmakers, pressing them to include the Title 10 authorization in a funding bill being prepared for votes before Congress recesses later this month for the fall elections.

Lisa Monaco, Obama’s top counterterrorism adviser, was also briefing lawmakers on Capitol Hill about the train-and-equip measure, administration officials said.

France’s foreign minister said Wednesday that his country was ready to take part in airstrikes against extremist fighters in Iraq if needed. And the German government announced that it was sending assault rifles, ammunition, anti-tank weapons and armored vehicles to Kurdish forces in Iraq fighting, breaking with Berlin’s previous reluctance to send weapons into conflicts.

For Obama, a sustained U.S. intervention in the Middle East is at odds with the vision he had for the region when he ran for president on a pledge to end the war in Iraq, where the role of American fighting forces drew to a close nearly three years ago. The timing of his announcement Wednesday night was all the more striking, just hours before anniversary commemorations of the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001.

Earlier Wednesday, Obama met with his national security advisers. He also spoke by phone with Saudi King Abdullah, ahead of a gathering of Arab leaders on their contributions to a global coalition against the Islamic State.

The U.S. is already launching airstrikes against Islamic State targets inside Iraq, undertaken at the invitation of the Iraqi government and without formal authorization from Congress. But the mission has been limited to strikes that help protect American interests in the region and prevent humanitarian crises.

U.S. officials said Obama was expected to loosen those limitations and open a broader counterterrorism campaign against the militants in Iraq. Obama also told foreign policy experts at a private dinner Monday that the Islamic State must be viewed as one organization, not two groups separated by a border — raising expectations that he would press into Syria.

US Weekly

Tamron Hall: Ray Rice Domestic Violence Case Recalls Death of My Sister

By: Esther Lee / September 10, 2014



It's personal. The Today show's Tamron Hall spoke with Vice President Joe BIDEN about domestic violence this week, after the scandal involving NFL player Ray Rice and his wife Janay dominated headlines. For Hall, the issue hits close to home.



"It's personal for millions of families, including my own," Hall, 43, said in a segment for NBC News on Tuesday, Sept. 9. "In 2004, my own sister was found dead in her home. While no one was ever brought to justice, police told my family, all signs pointed to domestic violence. Sadly, she is not alone."



Footage of the Baltimore Ravens' star running back Rice, knocking his then-fiancee Janay Rice unconscious in an elevator, surfaced and incited backlash — particularly against the NFL — this week. The aftermath of the scandal led to the Ravens terminating Rice's contract and the NFL suspending him indefinitely.



"Whether it was for the right reason, spontaneous enough or not, [the NFL] had no choice," said BIDEN, who introduced the Violence Against Women Act nearly twenty years ago. "Now, you can argue they should have done it sooner — they didn't want it. Whatever the reason is, it's happening."



The cause of Rice's suspension even solicited reaction from the White House on Monday, Sept. 8. "The President is the father of two daughters. And like any American, he believes that domestic violence is contemptible and unacceptable in a civilized society," Barack Obama said in a statement. "Hitting a woman is not something a real man does, and that's true whether or not an act of violence happens in the public eye, or, far too often, behind closed doors. Stopping domestic violence is something that's bigger than football – and all of us have a responsibility to put a stop to it."



Janay Rice also addressed the scandal via Instagram on Tuesday, though in a very different manner. "THIS IS OUR LIFE!" she wrote. "What don't you all get. If your intentions were to hurt us, embarrass us, make us feel alone, take all happiness away, you've succeeded on so many levels. Just know we will continue to grow & show the world what real love is! Ravensnation we love you!"



BIDEN elaborated to Hall: "It's never, never, never the woman's fault. No man has the right to raise a hand to the woman… [domestic violence] is the most vicious form of violence there is."



Hall first shared her sister's story on the Today show last month. In an extended post on the show's website introducing her part in the team's Shine a Light project, Hall said she grappled with guilt in the years following her sister's death.



"I have felt guilty for so long that I didn’t do more to help my sister," Hall wrote. "My father, who died soon after my sister, of what my mother believes was a broken heart, said of his children that I was the child who 'was always for right.' Yet I have felt so 'wrong' since her death."



Think Progress

Domestic Violence Kills More People Than Wars, Global Study Finds

By: Tara Culp-Ressler / September 10, 2014



Domestic violence is more costly than warfare, in terms of both lives lost and dollars spent, according to a new report that says the issue is largely overlooked.



The study authors conclude that domestic abuse, perpetrated mostly against women and children, costs about $9.5 trillion dollars each year in lost economic output. That far surpasses the price tag for recent civil wars, estimated at an annual $170 billion, as well as for homicides unrelated to intimate partner violence, estimated at an annual $650 billion. Researchers arrived at those ballpark figures by attempting to estimate both tangible and intangible costs resulting from violence, like lost earnings, reduced economic activity, and health consequences.



The human cost is also greater. According to the researchers, roughly nine people are killed in domestic disputes for every one person who dies in a civil war. About 769 million women are the victims of domestic violence at some point in their lives, and 290 million children are subject to violence in their homes.



“Wars are only one form of violence and are very costly, but other forms are even more costly and don’t get as much attention,” Anke Hoeffler of Oxford University, one of the co-authors of the new report, told the Guardian. “There has been an over-concentration on the consequences of political violence and not enough on domestic violence. We need to think a lot harder about how we tackle these issues.”



Researchers say their new report represents the first attempt to estimate the global cost of violence. And they believe their findings should compel the international community to devote more resources to addressing domestic abuse.



“Despite its prevalence and apparently very large costs, the international development community has not yet conceptualized interpersonal or societal violence as a development problem that aid and other policy interventions should try to address in a systematic way,” the paper concludes. “There is a strong case that much more aid should be flowing to programs to address violent crime and abuse.”



The findings come on the heels of another recent report detailing the “shockingly” high levels of abuse and violence against children. That study, conducted by UNICEF, revealed that many children are growing up in a world where they assume that domestic violence is simply inevitable. For instance, half of all girls between the ages of 15 and 19 believe a man is “justified” in hitting his wife.



Issues of domestic violence have been dominating national headlines this week, thanks to the Baltimore Ravens’ decision to drop running back Ray Rice after a video emerged depicting him punching his then-fiancee until she fell unconscious. The renewed attention on the issue has led to somewhat of a larger conversation about how institutions should demonstrate they’re taking violence against women seriously, and top political leaders have recently weighed in. President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN have both said they think the Ravens did the right thing.



“The one regret I have is we call it domestic violence as if it’s a domesticated cat. It is the most vicious form of violence there is,” BIDEN, who was instrumental in passing the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) two decades ago, told the Today Show this week. “This whole culture for so long has put the onus on the woman. What were you wearing? What did you say? What did you do to provoke? That is never the appropriate question.”



VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS
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NBC Today Show

Vice President Joe BIDEN, 'Law & Order: SVU's' Mariska Hargitay team for domestic violence PSAs

By: Randee Dawn / October 8, 2014

Talk about an arresting duo: "Law & Order: Special Victims Unit" star Mariska Hargitay and Vice President Joe Biden, together at last! 



Associated Press

BIDEN, Law & Order Star in Ads Against Sex Assault

By: Josh Lederman / October 8, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden is teaming up with "Law & Order" star Mariska Hargitay to do television ads raising awareness about domestic violence.



The Hill

BIDEN, ‘Law and Order’ star team up to prevent sexual assaults

By: Justin Sink / October 8, 2014

Americans binge watching 14 hours of "Law and Order: Special Victims Unit" later this month will be joined by a special guest: Vice President Biden.



Associated Press

BIDEN makes Portland stop to campaign for Merkley

October 8, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden is expected in Oregon on Wednesday to help Sen. Jeff Merkley with his bid for a second term.



My Northwest Radio

Vice President BIDEN set to arrive Wednesday night for Seattle visit

By: Josh Kerns / October 8, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden is coming to town Wednesday night, which could cause some big backups around the area.



The Examiner

‘Shotgun Joe’ BIDEN to visit Seattle as gun control debate sizzles

By: Dave Workman / October 8, 2014

Vice President Joe “buy-a-shotgun” Biden will be in Seattle today and Thursday to speak and help raise funds for Sen. Maria Cantwell, and he will be flying into a politically stormy environment where Seattle Times readers are currently engaged in a feisty debate about a gun control initiative ignited by a column first posted yesterday afternoon.



The Oregonian

Vice President Joe BIDEN in Portland today: 5 things to know about traffic, TriMet impacts

By: Joseph Rose / October 8, 2014

In case you don't know, Joe Biden is vice president of these United States of America. And he'll be in Portland for a political rally and fundraiser at the Oregon Convention Center on Wednesday, stalling traffic along the way.



The Bakersfield Californian

'First Look': Reporter James Burger talks about vice president's visit, 21st Congressional District race

October 8, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden's visit to Bakersfield Tuesday afternoon was a big deal.



The Oregonian

Vice President Joe BIDEN visits Portland

By Jeff Mapes / October 8, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden will be in Portland on Wednesday to campaign for Sen. Jeff Merkley, D-Ore., in Merkley's re-election race against Republican Monica Wehby.



KATU-TV Portland

BIDEN's visit today expected to snarl traffic near convention center

By: Hillary Lake / October 8, 2014

Expect road closures, detours, and maybe more time sitting in traffic Wednesday afternoon near the Oregon Convention Center. Vice President Joe Biden is visiting Portland, stumping for Senator Jeff Merkley.



KWG-TV Portland/Associated Press

BIDEN hosts Portland rally for Merkley; traffic affected

October 8, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden will be in the Rose City on Wednesday to host a rally for Senator Jeff Merkley (D-Ore.).



The Oregonian 

Monica Wehby reuses Joe BIDEN's f-bomb to argue that he faces tough sell in Oregon

By Jeff Mapes / October 8, 2014

Republican Senate candidate Monica Wehby released a scathing open letter to Vice President Joe Biden Wednesday, hours before he's set to campaign for Democratic Sen. Jeff Merkley in Portland.



Seattle Pi

Vice President Joe BIDEN will do public event along with political fundraising in Seattle area

By: Joel Connelly / October 8, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden will appear at 11 a.m. Thursday at Renton Technical College, scheduling a public event to go along with the closed-door fundraising that has characterized his trips and those of President Obama to the Puget Sound area.



Portland Tribune

Sen. Merkley on BIDEN visit: 'It can never hurt'

By: Peter Wong / October 8, 2014

Even as a new poll shows him with a comfortable lead over his Republican rival, Democratic Sen. Jeff Merkley says he welcomes Wednesday’s visit to Portland by Vice President Joe Biden.



Washington Free Beacon

Jonah Goldberg: ‘Point Of Raising Minimum Wage Is To Get Republicans To Vote Against It’

October 8, 2014

National Review editor Jonah Goldberg took a shot at Vice President Joe Biden’s campaign to raise the minimum wage to $10.10 per hour, saying the point of publicizing the campaign was to “get Republicans to vote against minimum wage.”



Western Journalism

Exposed: What Vice President Joe BIDEN’s Campaign To Raise Minimum Wage Really Is

Jonah Goldberg, editor of National Review, appeared on Fox News to talk about the real meaning behind Joe Biden’s proposed wage hike to $10.10 an hour.



Epoch Times

BIDEN Supports LA Mayor, City Council in Minimum Wage Hike

By Sarah Le / October 8, 2014

Members of the Los Angeles City Council voted to draft an ordinance raising the minimum wage from $9 to $13.25 by 2017. This supports L.A. Mayor Eric Garcetti’s plan, which he has been pushing since Labor Day this year.



KXL 101FM 

Vice President Visits Portland on Behalf of Merkley

By: Rosemary Reynolds / October 8, 2014

Vice president Joe Biden is in town today stumping for Democrat  Senator Jeff Merkley.  He will appear at the Oregon Convention Center at 1 P.M. this afternoon for a rally and fundraiser.



KPTV Portland

Major traffic delays expected in Portland for VP BIDEN visit

October 8, 2014

TriMet says MAX lines across the system are experiencing major delays due to the arrival of Vice President Joe Biden, who is in Portland for a campaign event in support of Sen. Jeff Merkley.



Westside Today

LA City Council seeks $13.25 Minimum Wage, exploring $15.25

October 8, 2014

Four members of the Los Angeles City Council have proposed raising the citywide minimum wage to $13.25 an hour by 2017, and exploring the possibility of raising the wage to $15.25 an hour by 2019.



Bay City News

BIDEN Attends DNC Fundraiser, Obama To Arrive On Friday For Similar Event

By: Dan McMenamin / October 8, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden will be in San Francisco this evening for a Democratic fundraising event, three days before President Barack Obama will be in town for the same purpose.



Breitbart News

2016 REPORT: DONORS SAY BIDEN 'MOST AGGRESSIVE' IN TRYING TO BECOME HILLARY ALTERNATIVE

By: Tony Lee / October 8, 2014

Despite his numerous gaffes and blunders, Vice President Joe Biden is reportedly "the most aggressive" in trying to convince top liberal donors that he would be the best alternative to Hillary Clinton in the 2016 Democratic primary.  



The Philadelphia Inquirer

Joe BIDEN: The 'Seinfeld of Vice Presidents'

By: Nick Vadala / October 8, 2014

Jon Stewart was out sick for the Daily Show last night, leaving the hosting responsibilities for the evening in the shaky, yet capable hands of longrunning correspondent Jason Jones. In these types of situations, there is but one man comedic news show hosts can count on for the gaffes that'll keep everything rolling smoothly: the inimitable Joe Biden, who Jones called the "Seinfeld of vice presidents."



The Oregonian

Who is Joe BIDEN? Portland not as clueless as L.A., but almost

By: Joseph Rose / October 8, 2014

On Monday, Vice President Joe Biden visited Los Angeles, where his motorcade snarled traffic and he inspired a viral video from late-night TV host Jimmy Kimmel.



The Independent

Isn’t it better to have leaders like BIDEN who speak the truth?

By: David Usborne / October 8, 2014

A quiet hurrah for Joe Biden who this week has been forced by the White House to serially apologise for suggesting out loud that certain allies of the US have, in their eagerness to see President Bashar al-Assad ousted, expedited arms and cash to terror networks.



NBC Today Show

Vice President Joe BIDEN, 'Law & Order: SVU's' Mariska Hargitay team for domestic violence PSAs

By: Randee Dawn / October 8, 2014



Talk about an arresting duo: "Law & Order: Special Victims Unit" star Mariska Hargitay and Vice President Joe Biden, together at last! 



No, the VP is not making a special guest appearance on the long-running NBC series. Instead, he and Hargitay have joined forces on several public service announcements that will air during an "SVU" marathon set to air on USA Network on Sunday, Oct. 19.



The 14-hour run of back-to-back "SVU" episodes, called "No More Excuses," is an event for National Domestic Violence Awareness month in October, and is partnered with Hargitay's Joyful Heart Foundation and the NO MORE campaign.



Between episodes, Biden and Hargitay will appear in spots focusing on domestic violence and sexual assault, and offer viewers ways to get involved in stopping the all-too-common problem. The PSAs will also spotlight the White House's 1is2Many initiative, which the vice president has championed.



"Despite the progress we as a nation have made in the movement to end domestic violence and sexual assault, much work remains," Hargitay said in a statement. "Society continues to misplace blame and shame on survivors — both women and men. That has to end. I am so profoundly grateful to the vice president, who continues to use his voice — and office — to speak boldly about these issues and stand up for survivors."



The Oct. 19 "No More Excuses" marathon begins at 9 a.m. ET and concludes at 10 p.m. on USA Network.



Associated Press

BIDEN, Law & Order Star in Ads Against Sex Assault

By: Josh Lederman / October 8, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden is teaming up with "Law & Order" star Mariska Hargitay to do television ads raising awareness about domestic violence.



NBC Universal says the public service announcements featuring Biden and Hargitay will appear on its USA Network on October 19 during a 14-hour marathon of "Law & Order" episodes. The marathon is being dubbed "No More Excuses" and the ads will encourage people to get involved in efforts to stop domestic violence and sexual assault.



Hargitay directed the ads, which will include dozens of other public figures.



Biden has long been an advocate for curbing domestic violence in the U.S., including through the Violence Against Women Act. He and Hargitay previously joined forces last October when they toured a domestic violence hotline operation together in Texas.



The Hill

BIDEN, ‘Law and Order’ star team up to prevent sexual assaults

By: Justin Sink / October 8, 2014



Americans binge watching 14 hours of "Law and Order: Special Victims Unit" later this month will be joined by a special guest: Vice President Biden.



The vice president is taping a series of anti-sexual assault public service announcements with the show's star, Mariska Hargitay, that will appear during a marathon airing Oct. 19 on the USA Network.



The PSAs will encourage viewers to help intervene to prevent sexual assaults and coincides with National Domestic Violence Awareness Month. 

“Despite the progress we as a nation have made in the movement to end domestic violence and sexual assault, much work remains. Society continues to misplace blame and shame on survivors — both women and men. That has to end,” said Hargitay in a statement.



“I am so profoundly grateful to the Vice President, who continues to use his voice — and office — to speak boldly about these issues and stand up for survivors,“ she added.



Last month, the vice president and President Obama announced a new campaign, dubbed "It's On Us," that encourages college students to do more to prevent campus sexual assaults.



Major media companies, including MTV and video game maker Electronic Arts are also promoting the initiative on their social media platforms. The NCAA will air advertisements for the initiative during championship sporting events.



"As far as we've come, the fact is from sport leagues to pop culture to politics, our society does not sufficiently value women," Obama said at the time. "We still don’t condemn sexual assault as loudly as we should."



My Northwest Radio

Vice President BIDEN set to arrive Wednesday night for Seattle visit

By: Josh Kerns / October 8, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden is coming to town Wednesday night, which could cause some big backups around the area.



Biden is scheduled to speak at Renton Technical College at 11 a.m. Thursday before heading up I-5 for a private fundraiser hosted by Senator Maria Cantwell at the Washington State Convention Center.



The Vice President is expected to fly into Boeing Field Wednesday evening following appearances in Portland, Ore. The White House isn't saying exactly when, but it'll likely be sometime between 6-7 p.m. at the tail end of the afternoon commute.



The White House isn't disclosing where he'll stay, but the President and Vice President have traditionally spent the night at the Westin Hotel in downtown Seattle during previous overnight visits.



If that's the case, it means Biden's motorcade would be traveling down I-5 after the morning commute Thursday, prompting temporary closures along the way.



He would then travel back up I-5 around noontime for the Cantwell fundraiser in Seattle before heading back down to Boeing Field for his departure.



Cantwell's luncheon is a fundraiser for Democratic women running for the U.S Senate in several states.



The Washington State Department of Transportation says it can't comment on specific closures, but expect similar procedures to past presidential and vice presidential visits. That includes blacking out traffic cameras along the route as the motorcade travels through the area.



We'll keep you posted on all the developments, and listen to KIRO Radio 97.3 FM for updates when you're out on the road to help navigate potential closures during Biden's visit.



The Examiner

‘Shotgun Joe’ BIDEN to visit Seattle as gun control debate sizzles

By: Dave Workman / October 8, 2014



Vice President Joe “buy-a-shotgun” Biden will be in Seattle today and Thursday to speak and help raise funds for Sen. Maria Cantwell, and he will be flying into a politically stormy environment where Seattle Times readers are currently engaged in a feisty debate about a gun control initiative ignited by a column first posted yesterday afternoon.



The column, by veteran Times writer Danny Westneat, talks about a gun sale, the likes of which he intimates could be prevented by Initiative 594, the 18-page gun control scheme backed strongly by Seattle-area wealthy elitists and anti-gun billionaire Michael Bloomberg’s Everytown for Gun Safety. Westneat even has a hot link to the Northwest Firearms forum and a discussion more than two years ago about private gun sales.



But critics say I-594 is about a lot more than restricting private firearms sales, and they are right. The measure would require paperwork on all firearms transfers, as defined at the bottom of Page 6 of the initiative. There are some narrow exemptions, but none for holders of concealed pistol licenses, which already require background checks, or even in-laws.



By no small coincidence, former Congressman Bob Barr (R-GA), who once served on the National Rifle Association’s board of directors, has published a column at Town Hall about how people like Biden oppose voter identification laws while demanding all kinds of identification confirmation for those exercising the right to keep and bear arms. Barr observes that this right is “expressly guaranteed in the Constitution,” and that, for gun prohibitionists, “Apparently our Second Amendment rights are just not ‘precious’ enough to worry about when governments engage in actions expressly designed to ‘disenfranchise’ individuals from exercising those rights.”



Barr offers an intriguing, if not provocative, argument for Second Amendment rights. He dares people to imagine the reaction from the left if voter identification laws suddenly became as “rigorous as gun regulations found in many of America’s major cities.” These gun laws discriminate against the poor and minorities because of excessive costs involved.



That brings the argument back to I-594, which would require a background check costing anywhere from $35 to $50 or more for each transfer of a firearm, including temporary loans. Not only is there a check to loan the gun, a check would be required to get it back, costing another $35-$50 or more, critics have argued.



One reason people loan firearms is for personal protection and one reason people borrow them is because they cannot afford to rush out and buy one in an emergency. Say you want to loan a gun to your sister-in-law because your brother is on deployment or out of town on a work assignment. I-594 has an exemption that is at best nebulous. Such a loan is okay so long as the “temporary transfer only lasts as long as immediately necessary.” What does that mean, exactly? Who or what determines just how long “immediately necessary” lasts, an hour, overnight, a week or a month?



Biden would simply tell her to “buy a double barrel shotgun” and if there is a problem, to take the gun outside on the balcony (everyone has an exterior balcony at home, don't they?) and fire a couple of shots. In this state, that’s an illegal discharge of a firearm in most neighborhoods.



The vice president should skip Cantwell’s fund raiser, and instead stop by the Bellevue offices of the Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms. He can talk about shotguns, and he might even get a bumper sticker urging people to vote No on I-594 and in favor of rival Initiative 591, which is supported by rank-and-file law enforcement, several county sheriffs, hunters, collectors, competitors and several state lawmakers from both sides of the aisle.



Associated Press

BIDEN makes Portland stop to campaign for Merkley

October 8, 2014



PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) – Vice President Joe Biden is expected in Oregon on Wednesday to help Sen. Jeff Merkley with his bid for a second term.



Biden will rally supporters at the Oregon Convention Center in Portland and hold a private fundraiser before heading to Seattle.



Biden is on a West Coast tour to promote a minimum wage hike and boost Democratic campaigns as the party tries to maintain control of the Senate.



Merkley is the front runner against Republican Monica Wehby, a pediatric neurosurgeon from Portland.



Ballots go out next week and are due Nov. 4.



The Oregonian

Vice President Joe BIDEN in Portland today: 5 things to know about traffic, TriMet impacts

By: Joseph Rose / October 8, 2014



In case you don't know, Joe Biden is vice president of these United States of America. And he'll be in Portland for a political rally and fundraiser at the Oregon Convention Center on Wednesday, stalling traffic along the way.



The rally for Democratic U.S. Sen. Jeff Merkley is set to begin at 2:30 p.m., with Biden taking the stage about 2:45 at the Oregon Convention Center. The rally is free, with doors opening at 1 p.m., but RSVPs are required.



In fact, using past presidential and vice-presidential visits to the Rose City as a guide, we can pretty much say getting around will be a nightmare in much of the city for several hours as the Secret Service stops public transit and blockades streets and highway overpasses along the motorcade route.



Here are five things to help you avoid wasting hundreds of stressful heartbeats in gridlock caused by the man who is just one heartbeat from the presidency:



1. Air Force Two is expected to touch down at Portland International Airport around noon and Portland police say the ensuing traffic could be a mess until 6 p.m. Police will start blocking off streets about 10:30 a.m. 



The congestion will likely be worst around the Convention Center. Northeast Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard could be closed to all traffic from Multnomah Street to the I-84 overpass. Area businesses will have some access for foot-traffic only.



2. MAX Blue, Green, and Red trains will not serve the Convention Center station from about noon through 5 p.m. TriMet suggests riders use the Rose Quarter Transit Center stops if planning to take the MAX to attend the rally. Bus stops near the event will also be closed. Check out a complete list of bus lines affected by Biden's visit.



3. So, what's the motorcade's planned route from the airport? Yeah, that's not something the Secret Service likes to share. The official word is "no comment." The unofficial word: It's one of several possible routes through the city that will be chosen once Biden lands in Portland. Tip: Stay off Interstate 84 east and I-205 north if you can, especially during the evening rush hour. If that's your commuting route, try to go home early.



The last five presidential and vice-presidential visits suggests it will be Interstate 205 to Interstate 84 to the Oregon Convention Center. No administration dating back to Clinton has veered away from the freeways during a Portland visit.



4. Looking for real-time presidential traffic updates from touchdown to wheels-up? Hard Drive will be live-blogging slowdowns and closures during Biden's visit. On Twitter, the hashtag will be #BidenPDX.



5. So why don't Biden and Obama just hop on a helicopter and avoid traffic altogether? Well, it's not so easy. I answered that question and several others about the complicated logistics of the White House road show in a 2012 column following the president's last visit to Portland.



The Bakersfield Californian

'First Look': Reporter James Burger talks about vice president's visit, 21st Congressional District race

October 8, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden's visit to Bakersfield Tuesday afternoon was a big deal.



Biden talked for nearly 30 minutes at Cal State Bakersfield's Icardo Center in support of Amanda Renteria, who faces incumbent Republican David Valadao for the 21st Congressional District seat.



The Oregonian

Vice President Joe BIDEN visits Portland

By Jeff Mapes / October 8, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden will be in Portland on Wednesday to campaign for Sen. Jeff Merkley, D-Ore., in Merkley's re-election race against Republican Monica Wehby.



Biden will be the featured speaker at an afternoon rally at the Oregon Convention Center and will also appear at a private fundraiser for Merkley.



The rally is set to begin at 2:30, with Biden taking the stage about 2:45. The rally is free, with doors opening at 1 p.m., but RSVPs are required. Check the RSVP link on Merkley's campaign website for availability.



The Oregonian will provide live updates of events throughout the day on OregonLive. I'll be covering the speech. Photographer Michael Lloyd will be along to shoot photos.



Joseph Rose will provide traffic updates throughout the day on his Hard Drive blog and on Twitter; follow @pdxcommute. And The Oregonian's Dana Tims will live-tweet the event at the Convention Center; follow @DanaTims. We'll be using the hashtag #BidenPDX.



Finally, we'll gather tweets, photos and links to all the coverage in this post. We'll be updating through the day, so check back to see what's new.



KATU-TV Portland

BIDEN's visit today expected to snarl traffic near convention center

By: Hillary Lake / October 8, 2014



PORTLAND, Ore. - Expect road closures, detours, and maybe more time sitting in traffic Wednesday afternoon near the Oregon Convention Center. Vice President Joe Biden is visiting Portland, stumping for Senator Jeff Merkley.



And his visit isn't the only event happening at the convention center.



An annual trade show for event planners will be happening at the same time as a rally for Merkley’s campaign, featuring Biden. This is the second time the organizer of the trade show has been forced to share the building with a high-profile political visit.



"We start after the show and we plan for the next year, and we've been doing it 20 years,” Mary Lou Burton said. 



Burton owns Bravo Weddings and Events and puts on the trade show every fall. 



"Literally somebody could come in if they were planning an auction, a meeting, a gala and plan it in one afternoon,” Burton said. 



The show plays host to 200 local small business vendors selling services from catering to music.  



Tuesday afternoon, Burton wasn’t worried the show won't be ready for its debut on Wednesday.  She was worried Biden’s visit down the hall would snarl traffic and keep hundreds of customers away. 



"We've been in touch with the Merkley campaign and they have promised us that this would not affect our show,” Burton said. 



That wasn't the case in 2010 when President Obama came to Portland on the same day as the show.



"We were told it would not affect our business but it did because there were street closures and it was hard to get in to the Convention Center,” Burton said. 



Steve De Angelo, who operates a booth for De Angelo’s Catering business, remembers that day well. He said he usually makes $60,000 during the one-day show, but he lost some business then. 



This year, he’s “behaving like it's another Bravo trade show getting ready to show off some of our new wares to our planners," he said.



That's all Burton can do too.



“It's going to be OK,” she said.



Portland police said some nearby roads around the convention center will be temporarily closed throughout the day on Wednesday, especially during the middle of the day. 



Northeast Lloyd Boulevard, located on the south side of the convention center building, will be open all day Wednesday. That offers access to the part of the building where the trade show is happening. Both entrances to the parking garage, accessible off of Lloyd, will also be open all day.



TriMet said MAX trains will not be serving the Convention Center Station before and during the rally for security reasons, and bus stops in the area will likely be closed as well.



TriMet said disruptions could trickle out to other parts of town as well, especially during afternoon rush hour.



Portland police said traffic and mass transit will likely be affected until about 6 p.m.



KWG-TV Portland/Associated Press

BIDEN hosts Portland rally for Merkley; traffic affected

October 8, 2014



PORTLAND, Ore. – Vice President Joe Biden will be in the Rose City on Wednesday to host a rally for Senator Jeff Merkley (D-Ore.).



The rally, which is free and open to the public, is set to start at the Oregon Convention Center at 1 p.m.



Biden also plans to host a private fundraiser for the Merkley's campaign for U.S. Senate.



Portland police said traffic near the Oregon Convention Center will be affected from 10:30 a.m. to around 6:00 p.m. They suggested drivers avoid the area, especially during the middle of the day.



TriMet said MAX blue, green and red lines will not serve the convention center station from 12 to 5 p.m. Riders were encouraged to use the Rose Quarter Transit Center or the Lloyd Center Station, and plan extra time, TriMet officials said.



MAX trains may be delayed during the evening commute due to the rally, TriMet said.



Merkley is running against Republican Dr. Monica Wehby, who lags behind the incumbent senator in the polls.



"I'm not surprised that the Vice President Biden is coming out here because Senator Merkley has been a 95 to 98 percent rubber stamper for all these policies and I think he's forgotten where he's from because Oregonians are very independent-minded," Wehby told KGW on Wednesday. "They don't agree with anybody 98 percent of the time."



Senator John McCain (R-AZ) recently campaigned for Wehby, but she has had a hard time coming back from recent plagiarism claims and refusing to face Merkley in the KGW/Oregonian debate.



Merkley has worked aggressively to link Wehby with national Republicans, who are unpopular in a state increasingly dominated by Democrats. The Koch brothers, businessmen who have given millions to Republican causes, backed Wehby's campaign for several weeks but have now pulled their ads off the air.



Biden started his Western trip with a stop in Las Vegas on Monday followed by events in Los Angeles, San Francisco and Bakersfield, California, on Tuesday. He flies to Seattle Wednesday evening for an event on the economy and a political event to help Democratic Sen. Maria Cantwell.



Ballots go out next week and are due Nov. 4.



The Oregonian 

Monica Wehby reuses Joe BIDEN's f-bomb to argue that he faces tough sell in Oregon

By Jeff Mapes / October 8, 2014



Republican Senate candidate Monica Wehby released a scathing open letter to Vice President Joe Biden Wednesday, hours before he's set to campaign for Democratic Sen. Jeff Merkley in Portland.



Wehby sarcastically suggests that Biden is taking a break from his "apology tour" to "come pitch the same empty promises of a stronger economy" in Oregon that the Obama administration has been pushing for years.



Wehby, a pediatric neurosurgeon, concludes by saying that she believes the U.S. should instead reduce regulations, lower taxes and revamp educational and health care policies.



All of that, she writes would be a "f***ing big deal," a reference to the remark Biden whispered to President Barack Obama -- and picked up by microphones -- on the day in 2010 when the president signed the Affordable Care Act into law.



Here's the full text of Wehby's letter:



An Open Letter to Vice President Biden

Hello Mr. Vice President,

 

Welcome to Oregon!

 

We're glad you could take time away from your apology tour to come pitch the same empty promises of a stronger economy, and better paying jobs that Senator Merkley has been force feeding Oregonians for the last six years. Unfortunately for you, six years of that broken record doesn't sound as good as it once did. With Oregon's unemployment still above 7%, and our labor force the weakest it's been in recorded history, it'd be a tough sell even for your boss, let alone someone with your oratory prowess.

 

But, maybe I'm not giving you enough credit.

 

After all, you once convinced a group of seniors the only way to keep our nation from going bankrupt was to spend more money; managed to sell a very expensive, very broken healthcare system to an entire country; and, I would be remiss not to mention the goodwill you recently built with our allies overseas – you know, the ones we're expecting to help us fight that terrorist group your boss called the "JV"?

 

You are going to need that experience and more if you are going to sell the status quo to the people of Oregon. Your agenda, which Senator Merkley has arrogantly rubberstamped, is one that's led to one-in-five Oregonians being put on food stamps! It's why our children's education system ranks near the bottom in the country; it's what led to 150,000 Oregonians losing their health insurance; it's what's responsible for an increase in our poverty, a decrease in our incomes, and the destruction of the American middle class.

 

Like I said, it's a tough sell.

 

But, once again, maybe I'm underestimating you. You do have over forty years of Washington, D.C. experience (a number Senator Merkley is undoubtedly envious of) and of course, despite all the gaffes, all the controversy, and all the bad policy you still managed to make your way into the White House (no matter how much you might regret it).

 

As a doctor, I don't have the political experience or bravado to sell that bill of goods. That's why I've decided to pitch Oregon something entirely different.

 

I believe we need to lift burdensome regulations, and job-killing taxes to help get Oregonians back to work. I trust our teachers and schools to educate our children with a bottom-up, rather than a federally mandated, top-down approach. I think healthcare should be put in the hands of patients, not D.C. bureaucrats; And, I believe America is safer and more secure when we don't shy away from the world stage.

 

Of course, doing all that would be a "big f***ing deal". But, you don't need me to tell you that.

 

 

- Dr. Monica Wehby, U.S. Senate Candidate



Seattle Pi

Vice President Joe BIDEN will do public event along with political fundraising in Seattle area

By: Joel Connelly / October 8, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden will appear at 11 a.m. Thursday at Renton Technical College, scheduling a public event to go along with the closed-door fundraising that has characterized his trips and those of President Obama to the Puget Sound area.



Biden will speak to a U.S. Department of Labor job-driven training grant program, in which Renton Technical and 269 other community colleges have received $450 million from the federal government.



The vice president’s main mission is to appear at Sen. Maria Cantwell’s annual Women of Valor luncheon, which honors civic and business achievers. The luncheon will be held at the Washington State Trade and Convention Center.



The Cantwell luncheon will also benefit women of ambition.



The event will raise money for Democratic women running for the Senate in Kentucky, Georgia and West Virginia — including Alison Lundergan Grimes, who is challenging Senate Republican leader Mitch McConnell — as well as the reelection campaigns of Sens. Kay Hagan in North Carolina, Jeanne Shaheen in New Hampshire and Mary Landrieu in Louisiana.



Cantwell has gone all-out to support Landrieu in fund-raising forays to the Puget Sound area, although Landrieu is an ally of Big Oil and Cantwell is a champion of renewable energy.



Landrieu is chair of the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee. A conservative coal-state Democrat, Sen. Joe Manchin of West Virginia, recently warned about one consequence of Landrieu losing her seat. If Democrats keep Senate control, Cantwell would become chair of the Energy Committee.



Biden is probably relieved to get out of Washington, D.C., to the “left coast.”



The vice president has been under fire for recent remarks made at the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard.



He spoke on the fight against terror, saying “our biggest problem is our allies” in the Middle East, such as Turkey, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. He said they “pour hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons” to the fight against Syrian’s President Bashir Assad, only to see the resources go to “extremist elements of jihadis.”



Biden has been explaining himself and apologizing for the remark: Some have joked that it met the classic definition of a gaffe in Washington, D.C., namely bluntly speaking an officially unmentioned truth.



Biden was in Seattle two years ago for a Cantwell fund-raiser. He made a Democratic fund-raising foray in May that was never announced to Northwest media, and met at Boeing Field with donors to the reelection campaign of U.S. Rep. Suzan DelBene, D-Wash.



The last Democratic vice president, Al Gore, made no fewer than 16 visits to the area during President Clinton’s second term. Travels took Gore from the summit of 14,410-foot summit of Mt. Rainier to the Hanford Reach National Monument on the Columbia River, to a flood-caused sinkhole in Shoreline.



Portland Tribune

Sen. Merkley on BIDEN visit: 'It can never hurt'

By: Peter Wong / October 8, 2014



Even as a new poll shows him with a comfortable lead over his Republican rival, Democratic Sen. Jeff Merkley says he welcomes Wednesday’s visit to Portland by Vice President Joe Biden.



Biden will appear at a private fundraiser and at a public rally for Merkley at the Oregon Convention Center. He was in California earlier this week and will be headed to Washington state.



“Any time we can get him to Oregon, it allows me to enhance the conversation about issues in our state that he should be concerned about,” Merkley said Wednesday morning at an editorial board meeting of the Portland Tribune/Pamplin Media Group.



An example, Merkley says, is a need to expand career and vocational training to increase the number of workers who require advanced skills but not necessarily a college education. He has put in a congressional bill, modeled on Oregon’s 2011 legislation that has enabled more than 200 schools to obtain almost $14 million in grants for such programs.



“It can never hurt to get somebody to our state who is in a position to influence the president’s agenda, the ideas being put forward and the national conversation,” Merkley says.



Merkley spoke after the release of a New York Times/CBS News poll conducted by YouGov between Sept. 20 and Oct. 1.



Counting “leaners,” the online sample of 1,508 voters had Merkley at 53 percent and Republican Monica Wehby at 39 percent. The margin of error is plus or minus 3 percentage points.



Wehby is a physician from Portland who is making her first bid for public office. She is scheduled to appear at the Portland Tribune/Pamplin Media Group editorial board on Oct. 16.



Her campaign spokesman, Dean Petrone, issued a statement tying Merkley to the policies of Biden and President Barack Obama:



“Vice President Biden is the perfect pairing to Senator Merkley’s incoherent and very absent plan for solving Oregon’s economic woes. Together, they share President Obama’s agenda that continues us down a path of fewer jobs, higher costs, and less opportunity.”



During the meeting, Merkley says his highest priorities in a second term are to encourage the creation of more higher-paying jobs, boost educational opportunities and make college more affordable, and continue to work toward making the Senate more functional.



"It's important to restore the functionality of the Senate" to achieve the other goals, Merkley says. "The Oregon Legislature works 10 times better."



Merkley was speaker of the Oregon House before he unseated Republican Gordon Smith in 2008.



Merkley and Wehby also continue to debate about debates with less than four weeks to go before the Nov. 4 election.



They have one scheduled joint appearance Oct. 14 on Medford TV station KOBI, at the same time Democratic Gov. John Kitzhaber and Republican Dennis Richardson will appear on Portland TV station KGW, in a forum cosponsored by The Oregonian.



Merkley accepted but Wehby passed up an offer to appear on KGW. Wehby said later she had a problem with the KGW offer, but declined to specify what it was, and station officials say she never discussed it with them.



Wehby then countered with proposals for joint appearances on Portland TV station KOIN, Oregon Public Broadcasting, and the City Club of Portland, all of which Merkley rejected Tuesday.



She was a no-show at editorial board meetings of Willamette Week and the East Oregonian.



“She’s blown off three; I hope she shows up” at the other joint appearance, Merkley says, counting her rejection of the KGW/Oregonian offer.



Wehby campaign spokesman Petrone says this in a statement:



“This proves beyond a doubt the Merkley campaign's first proposal was nothing more than a stunt meant to hide their unwillingness to match Dr. Wehby step for step in an arena of ideas. It is unfortunate they refuse to take seriously Oregon’s need for a real conversation on how to help our working families.”



In contrast, Kitzhaber and Richardson appeared together before three newspaper editorial boards — including the Portland Tribune/Pamplin Media Group and EO Media Group on Sept. 22 — and with three minor-party candidates at a Sept. 27 forum at the League of Oregon Cities annual conference in Eugene.



They were paired at the Oregon Association of Broadcasters conference Sept. 26 in Sunriver, and will appear together twice more: Friday at the City Club of Portland, and Oct. 14 on KGW/The Oregonian.



Washington Free Beacon

Jonah Goldberg: ‘Point Of Raising Minimum Wage Is To Get Republicans To Vote Against It’

October 8, 2014



National Review editor Jonah Goldberg took a shot at Vice President Joe Biden’s campaign to raise the minimum wage to $10.10 per hour, saying the point of publicizing the campaign was to “get Republicans to vote against minimum wage.”



“What these kind of laws do is they help big corporations and they help big labor unions at the expense of the little guy,” Goldberg said. “They put a lot of cost little guy cannot bear.”



Goldberg said that it is Big Labor that benefits from minimum wage hikes, not workers or small businesses. On Monday, a small-business owner in Nevada called out Biden for his misguided minimum wage hike campaign.



“The political point of this is that the point of raising the minimum wage to get Republicans to vote against raising the minimum wage,” Goldberg said. “It is purely a cultural wedge issue, it is not about smart economics.”



Western Journalism

Exposed: What Vice President Joe BIDEN’s Campaign To Raise Minimum Wage Really Is



Jonah Goldberg, editor of National Review, appeared on Fox News to talk about the real meaning behind Joe Biden’s proposed wage hike to $10.10 an hour.



“What these kinds of laws do is they help big corporations and they help big labor unions at the expense of the little guy,” Goldberg said. “They put a lot of costs that the little guy can’t bear.”



“The political point of this is that the point of raising the minimum wage to get Republicans to vote against raising the minimum wage,” he continued. “It is purely a cultural wedge issue, it is not about smart economics.”



Epoch Times

BIDEN Supports LA Mayor, City Council in Minimum Wage Hike

By Sarah Le / October 8, 2014



LOS ANGELES—Members of the Los Angeles City Council voted to draft an ordinance raising the minimum wage from $9 to $13.25 by 2017. This supports L.A. Mayor Eric Garcetti’s plan, which he has been pushing since Labor Day this year.



The City Council also requested a study on how to raise it to $15.25 an hour by 2019, which would be the highest in the country if approved. Garcetti’s original proposal was to tie the minimum wage to the Consumer Price Index, a statistic used to measure inflation.



Vice President Joe Biden met with Garcetti, Congress members, and business leaders on Tuesday in a private roundtable discussion about the minimum wage. 



“Too many parents can’t get home to help their kids with their school, because they’re working two or three jobs,” said Garcetti during opening remarks at the L.A. Baking Company in the historic Lincoln Heights area of Los Angeles.



The Obama administration in February raised the minimum wage for federal workers from $7.25 to $10.10 in 2015 and supports doing the same for all American workers.



“No one in America should be working 40 hours a week and living below the poverty level. No one,” said Biden.



However, some business leaders, including the L.A. Chamber of Commerce, are against raising the city’s minimum wage because they say it will lead to job losses. If employers have to pay their employees more, they might not be able to afford as many staff. 



Biden dismissed their concerns, saying that people with higher wages will spend more, which will benefit the economy and create jobs in the long-run.



“There’s a couple myths about raising the minimum wage,” said Biden. “Every time it’s been raised we go through this fight. Number one, it does not slow economic growth, it speeds economic growth. Number two, it does not cost jobs.”



An employee who has worked at the L.A. Baking Company for two years says she gets paid slightly above minimum wage. However, she doesn’t think the increase in minimum wage will affect her much, since she believes it will make the cost of living go up as well.



“Living in California, it’s always going to be the same. Even if you get paid more, you pay more,” said Veronica Dill.



The L.A. City Council already voted to raise the minimum wage for some hotel workers to $15.37 an hour starting July 1, 2015.



KXL 101FM 

Vice President Visits Portland on Behalf of Merkley

By: Rosemary Reynolds / October 8, 2014



PORTLAND, OREGON    Vice president Joe Biden is in town today stumping for Democrat  Senator Jeff Merkley.  He will appear at the Oregon Convention Center at 1 P.M. this afternoon for a rally and fundraiser.



Portland police expect traffic congestion to be heavy in that area from 10:30 A.M. to 6 P.M. MAX and buses may see some disruption too.



KXL Political Expert Jim Moore says Biden’s visit could be a win win for Merkley and the Vice President.  Merkley could end up in a cabinet position  under another President and Biden could be tracking the voter potential here in Oregon for a possible run for the White House in 2016.



KPTV Portland

Major traffic delays expected in Portland for VP BIDEN visit

October 8, 2014



TriMet says MAX lines across the system are experiencing major delays due to the arrival of Vice President Joe Biden, who is in Portland for a campaign event in support of Sen. Jeff Merkley.



Merkley and Biden will be at the Oregon Convention Center, speaking about their plans for creating jobs for the middle class and leveling the playing field for America's workers.



Biden has been making his way up the West Coast, hosting fundraisers and headlining rallies.



Tuesday he was in Los Angeles talking about raising the minimum wage with L.A. Mayor Eric Garcetti.



Wednesday's event will affect traffic and mass transit in the area from 10:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.



Drivers are encouraged to avoid the Oregon Convention Center during the day.



The MAX stop next to the Convention Center will be closed before and during the event.



Westside Today

LA City Council seeks $13.25 Minimum Wage, exploring $15.25

October 8, 2014



Four members of the Los Angeles City Council have proposed raising the citywide minimum wage to $13.25 an hour by 2017, and exploring the possibility of raising the wage to $15.25 an hour by 2019.



The wage hike plan – authored by Mike Bonin, Gil Cedillo, Nury Martinez and Curren Price Jr. – mirrors Mayor Eric Garcetti’s proposal for raising the minimum hourly wage in the city to $13.25 over the next three years, and to peg it to the consumer price index afterward.



Under the motion seconded by Councilmen Paul Koretz and Paul Krekorian, council committees would be tasked with studying how the city might increase the wage to $15.25 an hour, and potentially higher based on the cost-of-living index.



The authors said they are hoping a proposed ordinance comes before the full council by January.



Cedillo introduced a parallel motion calling on the city attorney to include wage theft protection measures into any resulting minimum wage ordinance.



Bonin, a former member of the advisory board of the Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy, a group pushing for a $15 minimum wage, said he is supportive of the idea of a $15.25 minimum wage.



Earlier today, labor-affiliated groups, which include LAANE and the Los Angeles County Federation of Labor, rallied at City Hall, calling on the city to raise the minimum wage to $15 per hour and require employers to provide paid sick days and wage-theft protection.



Representatives of the clergy, labor and community groups said 46 percent of workers in Los Angeles, or about 810,000 people, make less than $15 an hour, which isn’t enough to cover basic necessities.



“We see hard-working men and women running between two and three jobs, yet unable to keep pace with the escalating cost of living in Los Angeles,” said the Rev. Lewis Logan, a pastor at Ruach Christian Community Fellowship.



Albina Ardon makes $9 an hour at McDonald’s and said she has little time for her children.



“My husband and me work, and the money that we get is not enough money, and sometimes we have to depend on public assistance,” she said.



While the $13.25 hourly minimum wage proposal “is a good start,” a $15 an hour wage is needed, she said.



Ardon is part of a growing group of fast-food workers who are pushing for the $15 minimum wage. She was among dozens of school, garment and restaurant workers who turned out to urge council to support for the higher wage, as well as measures to enforce wage theft laws and paid sick days.



Following the motion’s introduction, the groups, including labor leader Maria Elena Durazo, issued a statement thanking the council “for taking a major step forward in the fight to end poverty in our communities.”



“Working families look forward to meeting with city leadership in the coming days to ensure that all Angelenos can share in the benefits of a growing economy,” the statement said.



The Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce opposes the mayor’s proposed minimum-wage boost, saying it would result in job losses.



Gary Toebben, the group’s president, said in a response to the council motion that any vote on the minimum wage proposal “a major economic decision” that council members “should take the time” to study.



He urged council members to “reach out to businesses in their district to collect real examples of how this minimum wage proposal would affect employment in their district.” He contended a UC Berkeley study cited in the council motion “was written to support a conclusion already desired.”



“Today’s motion and process should start with the facts and real conversations with businesses who would be impacted by this action, not simply employers whose salaries already exceed the minimum wage,” Toebben said.



The state minimum wage of $9 an hour is set to rise to $10 in January 2016, but for thousands of workers at non-union Los Angeles hotels with 300 or more rooms, the minimum wage is scheduled to jump to $15.37 an hour on July 1 under an ordinance approved by City Council last week. Hotels with at least 150 rooms will be required to match that raise, starting July 1, 2016.



Garcetti joined Vice President Joe Biden this morning at a roundtable discussion with business leaders in downtown Los Angeles to make a case for raising the minimum wage.



Biden repeated his call for a national minimum wage of $10.10 an hour, up from $7.25, and praised the work being done by Garcetti and the City Council toward raising the wage in Los Angeles.

“This is one of the great cities of the world and you’re stepping up,” Biden said.



Garcetti spokesman Jeff Millman said the mayor is thankful for City Council members picking up his minimum wage hike plan, saying it was vetted by “one of the most respected economists in the country on the minimum wage.”



That economist found that “as long as it doesn’t go faster or higher, this is the right amount and it will actually lead to more economic activity, help businesses and alleviate poverty for full-time working families in Los Angeles,” according to Millman.



The mayor will also work with council members “on various proposals to reform the business tax beyond the 10 percent cut” included in his budget proposal earlier this year, Millman said.



Garcetti has proposed cutting the business tax from $5.07 per $1,000 of gross receipts to $4.75 by Jan. 1, 2016, and to $4.25 by 2018.



Bay City News

BIDEN Attends DNC Fundraiser, Obama To Arrive On Friday For Similar Event

By: Dan McMenamin / October 8, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden will be in San Francisco this evening for a Democratic fundraising event, three days before President Barack Obama will be in town for the same purpose.



Biden is scheduled to attend a 7 p.m. event at an undisclosed residence in San Francisco to raise money for the Democratic National Committee.



The vice president was in Los Angeles this morning and also has a stop at California State University, Bakersfield planned this afternoon before coming to San Francisco, according to a schedule provided by the White House.



Obama is then coming to the city for a DNC event on Friday at the W Hotel.



The event, with musical guest Maxwell, has tickets that start at $500, according to an invitation on the DNC’s website at *Link*.



Obama was most recently in the Bay Area in July, also to raise money for fellow Democrats.



Breitbart News

2016 REPORT: DONORS SAY BIDEN 'MOST AGGRESSIVE' IN TRYING TO BECOME HILLARY ALTERNATIVE

By: Tony Lee / October 8, 2014



Despite his numerous gaffes and blunders, Vice President Joe Biden is reportedly "the most aggressive" in trying to convince top liberal donors that he would be the best alternative to Hillary Clinton in the 2016 Democratic primary.  



“He is the most aggressive in making the case for why it should be him, as opposed to her,” a fundraiser told Politico in an article about rich liberal donors who are skeptical of Hillary Clinton. 



Top donors have reportedly indicated that Biden "often leaves little doubt about his own presidential ambitions and is not shy about comparing his prospects to Clinton's." 



Biden has had to apologize for a flurry of gaffes over the last two weeks. Most recently, he apologized to Middle Eastern leaders for publicly saying that they helped finance radial Islamic groups like ISIS. The White House on Monday, though, stood by Biden as "somebody who has enough character to admit when he's made a mistake."



Biden has also jumped ahead of President Barack Obama on gay marriage and immigration. His public revelation that he was for same-sex marriage in a 2012 Meet The Press appearance prompted the Obama administration to scramble and ultimately forced Obama to announce his evolution on the issue sooner than the White House wanted to during a reelection year. 



As Breitbart News reported, "during a commencement address in Miami, Florida in May, Biden said that it was only a matter of time before the Obama administration unilaterally stops deportations" before Obama announced his intentions to enact executive actions on immigration. Biden also "said that he thought illegal immigrants are 'already American citizens'" before he walked back those remarks.



In the RealClearPolitics average of the 2016 polls, Clinton is at 64.4 while Biden is at 11.2.



The Philadelphia Inquirer

Joe BIDEN: The 'Seinfeld of Vice Presidents'

By: Nick Vadala / October 8, 2014



Jon Stewart was out sick for the Daily Show last night, leaving the hosting responsibilities for the evening in the shaky, yet capable hands of longrunning correspondent Jason Jones. In these types of situations, there is but one man comedic news show hosts can count on for the gaffes that'll keep everything rolling smoothly: the inimitable Joe Biden, who Jones called the "Seinfeld of vice presidents."



Biden, of course, has been been nabbing headlines lately with a series of off-the-cuff statements that range in topic from how, err, difficult his job as vice president is, to essentially saying US allies like Turkey inadvertently outfitted terrorist organizations with weapons. Naturally, the Daily Show just had to weigh in. 



"I like Joe, he speaks his mind," Jones said. "But being second in command is a b----y, s----t job. Never getting to sit in the captain's chair. Waiting for something to happen to the boss's health before you get your chance to do anything. And you know you're ready!"



Speaking from experience, Jason?



Perhaps it is that commiseration that has guaranteed Jones' vote for Biden in 2016, as he indicated on the show. Or maybe it's the fact that Jones doesn't seem to view Biden's latest "gaffes" as mistakes at all, but rather Biden saying "the true things we're all thinking."



"Don't you hate it when Turkey gives money to Syrian rebels, and then they turn out to be Al Qaeda? It's like, 'Who are these militants?' Seriously, tell us-we'll waterboard you," Jones joked in Jerry Seinfeld's classic standup style.



Still though, despite all the support, there's just one behavior Jones won't brook from Scanton's finest: Apologies. After all, the guy did say "sorry" to Turkey and the United Arab Emirates for his recent flubs.



"Come on, Joe—you apologized? And with a phone call?" Jones said. "That's what texts are for! Why do you think they invented emojis?"



To be fair, Jones version of that apology is a little more swift:



Maybe keep it in mind for next time, Joe.



The Oregonian

Who is Joe BIDEN? Portland not as clueless as L.A., but almost

By: Joseph Rose / October 8, 2014



On Monday, Vice President Joe Biden visited Los Angeles, where his motorcade snarled traffic and he inspired a viral video from late-night TV host Jimmy Kimmel.



A "Jimmy Kimmel Live" camera crew hit the streets of L.A., asking random people, "Who is Joe Biden?"



The results were hilarious -- and sort of depressing.



Apparently, the crew couldn't find a single person able who was able to give the correct answer.



According to the good people of L.A. ("all Americans," Kimmel assured us), Biden holds some kind of "assistant" position in the White House, even though he looks like just another Republican running for Congress. Or maybe he's the governor of California. He definitely doesn't look like someone who would be President Barack Obama's friend. In fact, he may be that guy who played that dude in "Pineapple Express."



Curious, The Oregonian decided to attempt the same experiment in downtown Portland on Wednesday, just hours before Biden was scheduled to visit town for a political rally and fundraiser.



Yes, Portland, a city where civic knowledge embiggens the spirit -- and some of us apparently think Biden looks a lot like Bob Barker. (They could be brothers.)



In the end, Portlanders seemed a bit more savvy about who is one heartbeat from being leader of the free world.



The Independent

Isn’t it better to have leaders like BIDEN who speak the truth?

By: David Usborne / October 8, 2014



A quiet hurrah for Joe Biden who this week has been forced by the White House to serially apologise for suggesting out loud that certain allies of the US have, in their eagerness to see President Bashar al-Assad ousted, expedited arms and cash to terror networks.



Leading a question-and-answer session at the John F Kennedy School of Government last Thursday, the Vice-President scolded Turkey, the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia for pouring “hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad – except that the people who were being supplied were al-Nusra and al-Qaeda and the extremist elements of jihadis”.



No one in Washington is saying what he said was factually incorrect – Biden is no foreign affairs neophyte – they just think he shouldn’t have said any of it in public. It was awkward. “The Vice-President is somebody who has enough character to admit when he’s made a mistake,” Josh Earnest, the White House spokesman, offered later.



As Veep, Joe is used to being patronised – it comes with the territory. When one questioner last week identified himself as a student body vice- president, he quipped, “Isn’t it a bitch? Excuse me… the Vice-President thing”.



On Monday I attended the launch party for a new book by veteran political reporter Matt Bai, that explores the instant implosion of the presidential campaign of Democrat Gary Hart in 1987 when the press got wind of alleged extra-marital affair with a model named Donna Rice. Bai argues it was the moment when political journalism in America collapsed into a puerile abyss of triviality from which it has never emerged.



In his book, All The Truth Is Out: The Week Politics Went Tabloid, Bai suggests that so bent are journalists on uncovering personal flaws and peccadillos in every candidate – the “gotcha” syndrome – that they don’t think to investigate their real characters or policies – what they actually think. And by the same token, those running for high office are terrified of revealing to reporters anything genuine of themselves in case they somehow stumble.



Today’s candidates are “like smiling holograms programmed to speak and smile but not to interact, so that it sometimes seemed you could run your hand right through them.” he says.



In 2012, any attempt I made to reach into the mind, let alone soul, of Mitt Romney was instead like crunching my hand against an invisible glass wall.



Biden remains one of a very few credible alternatives to Hillary Clinton if, for some reason, she eschews running for the White House in 2016 or stumbles. If he runs, journalists assigned to him will permanently have half their brains switched to gaffe-watch mode. He can’t help himself and it does inevitably sometimes do him harm.



Bai relates interviewing John Kerry when he was running for president in 2004 and his baulking when an aide offered him an Evian water. Evian, he was obviously thinking, equals elite. He calls Romney a man who “outwardly looked the part of a president but who exuded a vast inner reservoir of nothingness”.



With the mouth on him, Biden couldn’t do nothingness if he tried. Call me naive, but when it comes to tackling Isis, isn’t it better our leaders speak the truth about what’s going on, to us and to our supposed allies? And when the starting pistol goes on the 2016 White House race wouldn’t it be great to have at least one candidate on the trail who actually dares to reveal what he is really thinking?
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Huffington Post

Joe BIDEN, Mariska Hargitay Team Up To Help Domestic Abuse Victims

By: Robbie Couch / October 17, 2014

On Sunday, Americans' love for television binge-watching will end up helping fight domestic abuse -- at least, that's what Vice President Joe BIDEN and actress Mariska Hargitay are hoping for.



Northlands News Center

Vice President Joe BIDEN to attend Domestic Violence event in Duluth

By: Kevin Jacobsen / October 17, 2014

Duluth, MN (NNCNOW.com) - Vice President Joe BIDEN has added an extra stop to visit to the Northland next Thursday.



Associated Press

VP BIDEN Coming To Minnesota Next Week

October 17, 2014

The White House says Vice President Joe BIDEN is coming to Minnesota next week.



Bangor Daily News

Obama, George Mitchell to campaign for Michaud on Oct. 30 in Portland

October 17, 2014

Former President Bill Clinton came to Portland for a rally in early September, Vice President Joe BIDEN surrounded himself with Democratic politicians when he visited Kittery in early September, and first lady Michelle Obama was at the University of Maine in Orono two weeks ago to endorse Michaud.



Star Tribune

Hillary Clinton coming to Minnesota to rally Democrats

By: Rachel E. Stassen-Berger / October 17, 2014

President Bill Clinton, First lady Michelle Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN, Sen. Elizabeth Warren and other Democratic stars have had or are making Minnesota travel plans.



MPR News

White House details Tuesday's Michelle Obama visit

By: Time Nelson / October 17, 2014

First Lady Michelle Obama is coming to the Twin Cities on Tuesday afternoon to campaign for DFLers ahead of the November elections.



Associated Press

Former BIDEN Chief Of Staff Appointed Ebola Czar

October 17, 2014

President Barack Obama is naming Ron Klain, a former chief of staff to Vice President Joe BIDEN and a trusted adviser at the Obama White House, as the point man on the U.S. government’s response to the Ebola crisis.



Patch

Vice President Joe BIDEN Stumps for Aimee Belgard at Fundraiser in Burlington County

By: Anthony Bellano / October 17, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Burlington County on Thursday to stump for Aimee Belgard at a private fundraiser, the Burlington County Times reports.



Huffington Post

Hunter BIDEN's Cocaine Use and Vice President BIDEN's Evolving Perspective on the Drug War

By: Tony Newman / October 17, 2014

The Vice President's son, Hunter BIDEN is making worldwide news after the Wall Street Journal reported that he was discharged from the Navy in February after testing positive for cocaine use.



AlterNet

4 Ways Drug Use in the BIDEN Family Reflects an Evolving Perspective on the Drug War

By: Tony Newman / October 17, 2014

The Vice President’s son, Hunter BIDEN is making worldwide news after the Wall Street Journal reported that he was discharged from the Navy in February after testing positive for cocaine use.



The Associated Press

BIDEN's son faces no bar review after discharge

By: Stephen Braun / October 17, 2014

Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, faces no automatic review of his law license in Connecticut following his discharge from the U.S. Navy Reserve after testing positive for cocaine use, Connecticut legal authorities said Friday.



The Christian Science Monitor

BIDEN son booted from Navy. What's the backstory?

By: Peter Grier / October 17, 2014

Joe BIDEN’s son Hunter has been kicked out of the Navy for drug use, according to a report in The Wall Street Journal. Cocaine was the controlled substance in question: The younger BIDEN tested positive for the drug last year and was subsequently discharged from the Navy Reserve, where he served as an ensign in a public affairs unit based in Norfolk, Va.



McLatchy

Navy’s discharge of BIDEN’s son sheds light on military discipline

By: Michael Doyle / October 17, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN’s son Hunter forfeited certain veterans benefits as well as some privacy and pride when he was booted from the Navy, reportedly after testing positive for cocaine.



USA Today

BIDEN's son fails drug test, is discharged from Navy

By: William H. McMichael and Jonathan Starkey / October 17, 2014

The younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN failed a drug test for cocaine, a month after his commissioning last year into the Navy Reserve and was discharged.



Associated Press

Joe BIDEN's son expelled from Navy after failed drug test

October 17, 2014

Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been expelled from the military after testing positive for cocaine, two people familiar with the matter say.



CNN

Who is Hunter BIDEN?

By: Justin Peligri / October 17, 2014

Hunter BIDEN, Vice President Joe BIDEN's son, was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after failing a drug test, The Wall Street Journal reported Thursday night.



Huffington Post

Joe BIDEN, Mariska Hargitay Team Up To Help Domestic Abuse Victims

By: Robbie Couch / October 17, 2014



On Sunday, Americans' love for television binge-watching will end up helping fight domestic abuse -- at least, that's what Vice President Joe BIDEN and actress Mariska Hargitay are hoping for.



BIDEN will appear alongside Hargitay in a PSA addressing domestic violence scheduled to air during a "Law and Order: Special Victims Unit" marathon on USA Network, The Washington Post reported. Maile Zambuto, who is the chief executive of Hargitay’s foundation for survivors of sexual assault, domestic violence and child abuse, Joyful Heart, told the outlet that episodes set to air during the marathon will focus on different aspects of the issue, including "teen dating violence, campus sexual assault, male sexual abuse [and] the cycle of violence.”



The duo, who are supporting the No More campaign, aim to provide victims and their loved ones with the resources to access help.



In one of three spots that will air on Sunday, BIDEN and Margitay point out the difference between how domestic violence is treated on-screen and off.



"On Law and Order: SVU, witnesses frequently come forward to help detectives track down offenders," Hargitay said in the PSA.



"But in real life, too often, people look the other way," BIDEN continued, noting that "domestic violence is never the victim's fault."



About 1 in 4 women and 1 in 7 men have been the victim of severe physical violence by an intimate partner in the U.S., according to a 2010 survey by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). 



BIDEN, who spearheaded the Violence Against Women Act as a senator in 1994, teamed up with Hargitay last year at a news conference in Maryland. The event addressed the need to reduce domestic violence deaths in the U.S. Each year, 1,300 people die from intimate partner victimizations, according to the CDC.



Northlands News Center

Vice President Joe BIDEN to attend Domestic Violence event in Duluth

By: Kevin Jacobsen / October 17, 2014



Duluth, MN (NNCNOW.com) - Vice President Joe BIDEN has added an extra stop to visit to the Northland next Thursday.



Aside from stumping for Representative Rick Nolan in Hibbing, the White House says the VP will make a stop in Duluth.



While details are limited, officials say BIDEN will be in the city for an event focusing on Domestic Violence.



Associated Press

VP BIDEN Coming To Minnesota Next Week

October 17, 2014



DULUTH, Minn. (AP) — The White House says Vice President Joe BIDEN is coming to Minnesota next week.



BIDEN will appear at an event on domestic violence in Duluth on Thursday. More details will be released later.



Minnesota also gets a visit from first lady Michelle Obama next week as the campaigns enter the home stretch.



The Minnesota DFL Party says Mrs. Obama will campaign for Democratic Gov. Mark Dayton and Sen. Al Franken at a get-out-the-vote rally Tuesday at Patrick Henry High School in north Minneapolis.



Bangor Daily News

Obama, George Mitchell to campaign for Michaud on Oct. 30 in Portland

October 17, 2014



PORTLAND, Maine — President Barack Obama will come to Maine on Oct. 30 to campaign for Democrat Mike Michaud, who is locked in a tight race for governor.



The Michaud campaign announced late Friday afternoon that Obama will stump for Michaud during a rally at the Portland Exposition Building. The campaign did not announce the time or other details about the event.



Former U.S. Sen. George Mitchell also will appear at the rally, according to a release from the campaign.



The president, who is known for using his fundraising prowess across the country, is the latest member of Democratic royalty to come to Maine to support Michaud, who is giving up his congressional seat to run for governor. Former President Bill Clinton came to Portland for a rally in early September, Vice President Joe BIDEN surrounded himself with Democratic politicians when he visited Kittery in early September, and first lady Michelle Obama was at the University of Maine in Orono two weeks ago to endorse Michaud.



Among the Democrats’ top two couples, that leaves only former first lady and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, who is a leading hopeful to run for president, absent from rallies for Michaud. Reinholt said there are no plans for Hillary Clinton to come to Maine.



Although recent polling shows the Democratic president’s popularity sagging in Maine, Obama handily won Maine’s popular vote and four Electoral College votes in 2008 and 2012.



A spate of polls in the past 10 days shows Michaud locked in a close race with Republican Gov. Paul LePage, with independent Eliot Cutler trailing the two major-party candidates by a wide margin.



The three candidates will debate at 7 p.m. Monday in a televised event co-sponsored by the BDN and CBS 13.



Star Tribune

Hillary Clinton coming to Minnesota to rally Democrats

By: Rachel E. Stassen-Berger / October 17, 2014



Former U.S. Sen. and former and possible future presidential candidate Hillary Clinton will be in Minnesota on Oct. 23 to support Gov. Mark Dayton's re-election bid.



Clinton will rally Democrats at a dinner and reception at St. Paul's RiverCentre.



Clinton is one of a long line of Democrats visiting the state to lend help to the Minnesota's Democratic incumbents.



President Bill Clinton, First lady Michelle Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN, Sen. Elizabeth Warren and other Democratic stars have had or are making Minnesota travel plans.



Tickets for the Hillary Clinton event start at $150 and go up to $2,500.



MPR News

White House details Tuesday's Michelle Obama visit

By: Time Nelson / October 17, 2014



First Lady Michelle Obama is coming to the Twin Cities on Tuesday afternoon to campaign for DFLers ahead of the November elections.



She'll stand with U.S. Sen. Al Franken and Gov. Mark Dayton at a 2 p.m. rally in Minneapolis at Patrick Henry High School. The event is free and open to the public, although tickets will be required.



The DFL is telling people interested in attending to RSVP through the party website.



Obama's visit is the latest in a series of high profile political appearances. New Jersey governor and possible GOP presidential contender Chris Christie was in Minnesota on Monday stumping for Republican gubernatorial contender Jeff Johnson and GOP senate candidate Mike McFadden.



Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to campaign for DFL Congressman Rick Nolan in northern Minnesota, possibly on Thursday, although details on that visit haven't been announced.



Associated Press

Former BIDEN Chief Of Staff Appointed Ebola Czar

October 17, 2014



WASHINGTON (AP) - President Barack Obama is naming Ron Klain, a former chief of staff to Vice President Joe BIDEN and a trusted adviser at the Obama White House, as the point man on the U.S. government’s response to the Ebola crisis.



Obama has been under pressure to name an Ebola “czar” to oversee health security in the U.S. and actions to help stem the outbreak in West Africa.



Klain has been out of government since leaving BIDEN’s office during the Obama’s first term. The White House said that Klain would report to national security adviser Susan Rice and to homeland security and counterterrorism adviser Lisa Monaco.



Klain, a lawyer, also served as chief of staff for Vice President Al Gore. He previously served under Attorney General Janet Reno in the Clinton administration.



In Dallas, the epicenter of Ebola in the U.S., officials took a tougher approach toward monitoring dozens of health care workers who were exposed to the virus while treating an infected patient who later died. The health care workers were asked to sign legally binding documents agreeing not to go to public places or use public transportation.



Those who break the agreement could face undisclosed sanctions.

The move came after two nurses who had treated Thomas Eric Duncan at Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital were diagnosed with Ebola and the disclosure that one of them had flown roundtrip between the Dallas area and Cleveland before her diagnosis.



Self-monitoring was extended Thursday to people who took the same outbound flight as nurse Amber Vinson; it had been imposed earlier for passengers on the return trip. Another group being contacted: shoppers at the Akron bridal shop Vinson visited that Saturday.



Both nurses have been transferred from the Texas hospital where they treated Duncan and became infected. Nina Pham was transferred on Thursday to the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland, and Vinson on Wednesday to Emory University Hospital in Atlanta. The two facilities are among four in the United States that have specialized isolation units.



A video released by Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital showed Pham in her hospital isolation ward before her transfer, speaking to her physician, Dr. Gary Weinstein. At one point Pham begins crying, and Weinstein, dressed in full personal protection gear hands her a tissue. “I love you guys,” she says. “We love you, Nina,” responds Weinstein.



The two nurses have been the only cases of transmission in the U.S. Duncan was exposed to the virus in Liberia and was diagnosed after traveling to Texas.



Government officials said early Friday that a Dallas health care worker who handled a lab specimen from Duncan is on a Caribbean cruise ship where she has self-quarantined and is being monitored for any signs of infection. State Department spokeswoman Jen Psaki said in a statement that the woman had shown no signs of the disease.



The government is working to return the woman and her husband to the U.S. before the ship completes its cruise. When the woman left the U.S. on the cruise health officials were requiring only self-monitoring, Psaki said.

The magnitude of the Ebola outbreak continues to grow in Africa; the World Health Organization forecast the death toll would surpass 4,500 by the end of the week.



In Geneva, the U.N. high commissioner for human rights, Zeid Raad al-Hussein, paired the Ebola outbreak and the Islamic State group as “twin plagues” that will cost the world many billions of dollars to overcome, and the United Nations made an urgent appeal for more money to fight the disease.



Canceling a campaign fundraising trip for the second straight day, Obama met into the evening with top aides and health officials. The White House said Obama also placed calls to Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper and Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Lofven to discuss the need for an international response to the outbreak in West Africa.



Obama authorized a call-up of reserve and National Guard troops in case they are needed. His executive order would allow more forces than the up-to-4,000 already planned to be sent to West Africa, and allow for longer periods of time. Speaking to reporters at the White House, Obama said several people leading the government’s Ebola response also have other priorities.



“It may make sense for us to have one person … so that after this initial surge of activity we can have a more regular process just to make sure we are crossing all the T’s and dotting all the I’s,” he said.



He said he had no “philosophical objection” to imposing a travel ban on West Africa if it would keep Americans safe but had been told by health and security experts that it would be less effective than measures already in place.



Earlier in the day, during a contentious congressional hearing, Republican after Republican demanded that Obama impose a travel ban.

When federal health officials stressed the importance of stopping the outbreak at its source, Rep. Fred Upton, R-Mich., responded, “You’re right, it needs to be solved in Africa. But until it is, we should not be allowing these folks in, period.”



“People’s lives are at stake, and the response so far has been unacceptable,” declared Upton, chairman of the Energy and Commerce Committee. A handful of congressional Democrats also have endorsed the travel ban that’s mainly been pushed by Republicans.



About 100 to 150 people fly into the U.S. each day from Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea, the three nations hit hardest by Ebola.



Rep. Tim Murphy, R-Pa., said the “American public loses confidence each day” — a result of the failure to protect the two nurses and other mistakes.

Dr. Tom Frieden, director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, told lawmakers that the investigation into how the nurses became infected with Ebola was ongoing.



Even as he urged calm, he said the nation’s hospitals must watch for people who might have been infected in West Africa. He said the CDC has fielded more than 300 calls from concerned doctors and public health officials, with no new Ebola cases uncovered.



Patch

Vice President Joe BIDEN Stumps for Aimee Belgard at Fundraiser in Burlington County

By: Anthony Bellano / October 17, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Burlington County on Thursday to stump for Aimee Belgard at a private fundraiser, the Burlington County Times reports.



Belgard, a Democrat, is running against Republican Tom MacArthur in the race for the Third Congressional District seat being vacated by Jon Runyan. The district covers parts of Burlington and Ocean counties.



Belgard called BIDEN an inspiration and praised his commitment to working class families, according to the report.



BIDEN appeared in Burlington County one day after MacArthur spoke to the Moorestown Business Association (MBA). Belgard spoke to the MBA last month.



The two also debated at Moorestown High School earlier this month.



According to a Monmouth University poll released this week, MacArthur leads Belgard by 10 points among likely voters. About 51 percent of likely voters said they will vote for MacArthur, compared to 41 percent for Belgard.



Huffington Post

Hunter BIDEN's Cocaine Use and Vice President BIDEN's Evolving Perspective on the Drug War

By: Tony Newman / October 17, 2014



The Vice President's son, Hunter BIDEN is making worldwide news after the Wall Street Journal reported that he was discharged from the Navy in February after testing positive for cocaine use.



I have spent the last 15 years working at the Drug Policy Alliance trying to end our country's insane war on drugs. Here are some of my reflections on the BIDEN family.



Drug use touches most families.



Hunter BIDEN, Noelle Bush, Al Gore III and Chiara de Blasio remind us that both drug use and abuse touch most families, including those running our country. Despite a $40 billion a year "war on drugs" and political speeches about a "drug-free society," our society is swimming in drugs. Virtually all of us take drugs every single day. Caffeine, sugar, alcohol, marijuana, Prozac, cocaine, Ritalin, opiates and nicotine are just some of the substances that Americans use on a regular basis.



Drug abuse does not discriminate, but our drug policies do.



While drug abuse doesn't discriminate, it is clear that our drug policies do. Despite similar rates of drug use and drug sales across races, African Americans are 13 times more likely to go to prison for drugs. I don't think Vice President BIDEN's son should be in jail for his cocaine use but neither should so many others who are currently behind bars for drug use or possession.



Vice President Joe BIDEN's Role in Expanding Drug War



As a Senator in the late 1980s, Mr. BIDEN was a cheerleader for the drug war. He played a major role in creating the Drug Czar's office and in enacting the draconian mandatory minimum sentences that have filled our prisons with nonviolent drug law offenders. To the Vice President's credit, he has "evolved" a bit on the issue. In recent years, Mr. BIDEN has championed a number of progressive drug policy reforms -- like introducing legislation to completely eliminate the 100-to-1 crack/powder cocaine sentencing disparity and rolling back the mandatory minimums he favored in the late 1980s. The crack/powder disparity wasn't completely eliminated, but was reformed under President Obama.



How Will the BIDEN Family Move Forward on This Issue?



Optimistically, I would like to envision Mr. BIDEN, realizing that drug use is so widespread that it even touches his son, would become more sympathetic to other people who use drugs. There are hundreds of thousands of people behind bars serving long prison sentences on drug charges. The realization that other people's kids are living behind bars for doing the same thing that his son did could be a transformative experience. Perhaps Hunter's experience will strengthen his resolve.



Vice President BIDEN and his son's response should be to join the millions of people who are challenging the ignorance and irrationality of locking up hundreds of thousands of our fellow citizens because of a nonviolent drug offense. If Hunter and Joe BIDEN can use this experience to become involved in changing our inhumane polices, then the BIDEN family and our country will be better for it.



AlterNet

4 Ways Drug Use in the BIDEN Family Reflects an Evolving Perspective on the Drug War

By: Tony Newman / October 17, 2014



The Vice President’s son, Hunter BIDEN is making worldwide news after the Wall Street Journal reported that he was discharged from the Navy in February after testing positive for cocaine use.



I have spent the last 15 years working at the Drug Policy Alliance trying to end our country’s insane war on drugs. Here are some of my reflections on the BIDEN family.



Drug use touches most families.



Hunter BIDEN, Noelle Bush, Al Gore III and Chiara de Blasio remind us that both drug use and abuse touch most families, including those running our country. Despite a $40 billion a year "war on drugs" and political speeches about a "drug-free society," our society is swimming in drugs. Virtually all of us take drugs every single day. Caffeine, sugar, alcohol, marijuana, Prozac, cocaine, Ritalin, opiates and nicotine are just some of the substances that Americans use on a regular basis.



Drug abuse does not discriminate, but our drug policies do.



While drug abuse doesn’t discriminate, it is clear that our drug policies do. Despite similar rates of drug use and drug sales across races, African Americans are 13 times more likely to go to prison for drugs. I don’t think Vice President BIDEN’s son should be in jail for his cocaine use but neither should so many others who are currently behind bars for drug use or possession.



Vice President Joe BIDEN’s role in expanding drug war.

 

As a Senator in the late 1980s, Mr. BIDEN was a cheerleader for the drug war. He played a major role in creating the Drug Czar’s office and in enacting the draconian mandatory minimum sentences that have filled our prisons with nonviolent drug law offenders. To the Vice President’s credit, he has “evolved” a bit on the issue. In recent years, Mr. BIDEN has championed a number of progressive drug policy reforms -- like introducing legislation to completely eliminate the 100-to-1 crack/powder cocaine sentencing disparity and rolling back the mandatory minimums he favored in the late 1980s. The crack/ powder disparity wasn’t completed eliminated, but was reformed under President Obama.



How will the BIDEN family move forward on this issue? 

 

Optimistically, I would like to envision Mr. BIDEN, realizing that drug use is so wide spread that it even touches his son, would become more sympathetic to other people who use drugs. There are hundreds of thousands people behind bars serving long prison sentences on drug charges. The realization that other people’s kids are living behind bars for doing the same thing that his son did could be a transformative experience. Perhaps Hunter’s experience will strengthen his resolve. 

 

Vice President BIDEN and his son’s response should be to join the millions of people who are challenging the ignorance and irrationality of locking up hundreds of thousands of our fellow citizens because of a nonviolent drug offense.  If Hunter and Joe BIDEN can use this experience to become involved in changing our inhumane polices, then the BIDEN family and our country will be better for it.



The Associated Press

BIDEN's son faces no bar review after discharge

By: Stephen Braun / October 17, 2014



Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, faces no automatic review of his law license in Connecticut following his discharge from the U.S. Navy Reserve after testing positive for cocaine use, Connecticut legal authorities said Friday.



Hunter BIDEN works in Washington as a private equity executive and board director of an international energy firm, but he is admitted to practice law in Connecticut, where attorneys' privileges can be examined under a disciplinary review system. Legal clients, state lawyers, judges and any citizen can file grievances, but as of Friday, none had been filed, authorities said.



Lawyers in Connecticut face automatic review of their bar admission only when they have been convicted of a crime, said Michael P. Bowler, Connecticut's Statewide Bar Counselor, who heads a team of lawyers that investigate attorney grievances. Criminal convictions have to be reviewed by a statewide grievance committee, as do other complaints, which can range from drug and alcohol abuse to inadequate legal representation.



"At this point, I'm not aware that Mr. BIDEN has been arrested for anything, and certainly not convicted," Bowler said. The Navy's brief confirmation of BIDEN's discharge did not cite any arrest or charges. Two people familiar with the matter told The Associated Press he was kicked out after testing positive for cocaine, confirming what was first reported by The Wall Street Journal.



Bowler added that BIDEN had told state authorities in 2007 that he was also admitted to the bar in Washington, D.C. Current District of Columbia bar records do not show BIDEN as member.



The Navy said Thursday that BIDEN was discharged in February from a part-time position as a public affairs officer in the Navy Reserve but did not provide a reason. BIDEN released a statement through his attorney saying, "I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge."



BIDEN, 44, a former Washington lobbyist, is a managing partner at the Rosemont Seneca Partners investment firm and a director at Burisma Holdings, a Ukraine-based energy company. A Washington lobbyist for Burisma, David Leiter, did not respond to requests for comment from The Associated Press.



Mark Dubois, the president of the Connecticut Bar Association, said that state bar and ethics officials are sensitive to news accounts involving misbehavior of lawyers admitted to practice in the state, but he said, "They have to be judicious about starting the process."



Dubois, who formerly investigated and prosecuted ethical misconduct as Connecticut Disciplinary Counsel, said authorities have initiated cases in the past involving drug and alcohol abuse by attorneys, but "only when it's a fairly extensive record of abuse."



The Christian Science Monitor

BIDEN son booted from Navy. What's the backstory?

By: Peter Grier / October 17, 2014



WASHINGTON — Joe BIDEN’s son Hunter has been kicked out of the Navy for drug use, according to a report in The Wall Street Journal. Cocaine was the controlled substance in question: The younger BIDEN tested positive for the drug last year and was subsequently discharged from the Navy Reserve, where he served as an ensign in a public affairs unit based in Norfolk, Va.



Thus ends an unusual, or at least unusually timed, military career. A lawyer by training who has worked as a lobbyist and currently serves as a managing partner at an investment firm, Hunter BIDEN began the process of joining the military in 2012, when he was 42. Most reservists sign up when they’re younger and still building families and careers.



In 2013, Mr. BIDEN was commissioned an ensign through the Direct Commission Officer Program, which each year selects a small number of applicants with civilian skills applicable to military needs. He received a waiver for his age and a second waiver for a drug-related incident in his youth, according to multiple news reports.



Recommended: How much do you know about marijuana? Take the quiz

In June of last year, BIDEN failed a urinalysis after reporting to his Norfolk unit. He was formally discharged this past February, according to The Wall Street Journal.



“It was the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge,” he said in a statement.



A few BIDEN family biographical notes might be apropos here. The first is that Hunter’s older brother, Beau, has had a successful military reservist career. It’s entirely possible Hunter was hoping to follow in his bro’s footsteps.



Beau BIDEN, also a lawyer, joined the Delaware Army National Guard in 2003 as a member of the Judge Advocate General's Corps. He was subsequently promoted to major and served a tour of duty in Iraq in 2008-2009.



Currently, Beau BIDEN is Delaware’s attorney general. He was elected to that post in 2006. In 2008, there was talk in the state that he would run for his dad’s old Senate seat, but the BIDEN son declined to pursue the position.



Second, VP Joe BIDEN does not have a soft-on-drugs reputation. If anything, he is seen in the White House as someone arguing against wider legalization of marijuana.



“The former Delaware senator has a harsh record when it comes to the drug war,” wrote Nick Wing of The Huffington Post in 2012.



Third, for those of a certain age in Washington, the BIDEN boys, both of them, are remembered for the tragedy of their early years.



On Dec. 18, 1972, Joe BIDEN’s first wife, Neilia, and his year-old daughter Naomi were killed in an auto accident in exurban Wilmington, Del., after Christmas shopping. Beau and Hunter were in the car but survived with injuries. Joe BIDEN had just won election to the Senate the preceding month.



He considered resigning but did not. Both boys were able to attend his swearing-in. Mr. BIDEN commuted home from Washington each night on the train to be with Beau and Hunter, a practice he continued throughout his Senate career.



McLatchy

Navy’s discharge of BIDEN’s son sheds light on military discipline

By: Michael Doyle / October 17, 2014



WASHINGTON — Vice President Joe BIDEN’s son Hunter forfeited certain veterans benefits as well as some privacy and pride when he was booted from the Navy, reportedly after testing positive for cocaine.



Other servicemembers have fared arguably worse for similar offenses, including sailors sentenced to jail time after testing positive. But BIDEN’s newly revealed Navy separation, while higher profile than most, also appears to be within the general range of expected outcomes given the alleged offense.



“It’s not uncommon,” attorney Philip D. Cave, a military law specialist who represents many servicemembers, but who was not involved in BIDEN’s case, said in an interview Friday. “I don’t see anything unusual.”



William Cassara, another experienced military law practitioner, agreed Friday that “in the Navy, administrative discharge is the norm, although I did have a petty officer court-martialed for a one-time positive urinalysis for cocaine several years ago.”



That sailor, whose initials are J.W.R., was sentenced to 90 days in the brig, a reduction in rank and forfeiture of three months pay after a court-martial panel convicted him on one count of wrongful use of a controlled substance. At the time, the enlisted man had nearly 19 years of active-duty service in the Navy.



In April 2013, the U.S. Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals reversed the conviction.



BIDEN’s administrative discharge, first reported by the Wall Street Journal, came after the vice president’s son reported for duty to Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va. Now 44, BIDEN had enlisted in the Navy Reserves in 2012.



“It was the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge,” BIDEN said in a prepared statement provided to the media.



Vice President BIDEN’s office on Friday declined to comment, and the Navy has declined to offer further details about Hunter BIDEN’s discharge.



Cave noted that considerable leeway is left up to commanding officers to resolve individual fates following what amounts to a routine drug offense. Different branches can also take different approaches. The Reserves, for instance, tend to “handle things a little easier,” Cave said, while the Air Force has a reputation in some circles for taking drug suspects to court martial.



A key question, whose answer is still not publicly known, is exactly what type of administrative discharge BIDEN received. An administrative discharge might be classified as either “general” or as “other than honorable.”



“An otherwise good sailor would be more likely to get a general discharge,” Cave said. “It’s fairly quick to do.”



An other-than-honorable discharge, by contrast, could take longer as it could be contested before a three-member administrative board.



Besides the taint, the other-than-honorable discharge carries several additional disadvantages compared to a general discharge. A veteran with a general discharge, for instance, is still eligible for civil service hiring preference ; the veteran with an other-than-honorable discharge is not. Both kinds of discharge render the veteran ineligible for GI Bill and VA housing benefits.



When the Navy pursues a court martial related to drug charges, records show, the allegations typically go beyond simple use.



In Everett, Wash., for instance, an Aviation Electronics Technician Airman was sentenced to eight months and a bad conduct discharge last February after pleading guilty to possession and intent to distribute, in addition to use of cocaine. The next month, at the Washington Navy Yard, an Electronics Technician 1st Class was sentenced to 45 days and a bad conduct discharge after pleading guilty to false statements and wrongful use of a controlled substance.



USA Today

BIDEN's son fails drug test, is discharged from Navy

By: William H. McMichael and Jonathan Starkey / October 17, 2014



The younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN failed a drug test for cocaine, a month after his commissioning last year into the Navy Reserve and was discharged.



Hunter BIDEN, an ensign, had been selected for commission as a reserve officer through the Direct Commission Officer program in 2012, according to Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman. He was commissioned into the Navy Reserve unit for Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va. BIDEN, who had no prior military experience, was one of six officers commissioned nationally into the Navy Reserve public affairs division.



"It was the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge," BIDEN said in statement issued through his lawyer. "I respect the Navy's decision. With the love and support of my family, I'm moving forward."



The incident was first reported late Thursday in The Wall Street Journal. Citing "people familiar with the matter," it reported that BIDEN was given a drug test in June 2013 that tested positive for cocaine.



BIDEN, 44, was discharged from the Navy Reserve in February. He has worked as a lawyer, lobbyist and managing partner at the investment firm Rosemont Seneca Partners in Washington. He was hired in May to join the board of Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's largest private oil and gas producer, and be in charge of its legal department.



A spokeswoman for the vice president declined to comment.



The term "administrative discharge" can cover several types of military discharges from honorable to general to other-than-honorable conditions. Perry would provide no other details.



"Like other junior officers, the details of Ensign BIDEN's discharge are not releasable under the Privacy Act," he said.



Asked whether BIDEN's commissioning had anything to do with his father's high position in the government, Perry said, "No, it didn't.



"All candidates were considered based on the merits of their application, and Mr. BIDEN met the qualifications for commission," Perry said.



BIDEN also is the brother of Delaware Attorney General Beau BIDEN.



Applicants to the direct commissioning program for the Public Affairs Reserve must hold a baccalaureate degree or higher from an accredited institution, preferably in the fields of communication, English, journalism, broadcasting, public relations, rhetoric/speech, marketing, international studies or public administration. Applicants may not have passed their 42nd birthday at time of commissioning or an age waiver is required. The board meets twice annually and, on average, about 35 people apply, Ryan said.



Hunter BIDEN sought and received a waiver to join the service because of his age.



Hunter BIDEN received a second waiver because of a "drug-related incident when he was a young man," The Wall Street Journal reported. The report added that such waivers are not uncommon.



Vice President Joe BIDEN joked in January 2013 about his younger son's decision to join the military late in life during a speech at the American Legion's Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball, which honors Medal of Honor recipients.



"We have a lot of bad judgment in my family. "My son, who is over 40, just joined the United States Navy. He's about to be sworn in as an officer," Joe BIDEN said.



But Hunter BIDEN joining the military was a source of pride for the BIDENs, and military service runs in the family.



Beau BIDEN is a major in the Delaware Army National Guard and served in Iraq from October 2008 to September 2009.



Jill BIDEN talked about Hunter BIDEN joining the Navy during a November 2012 event with Navy Secretary Ray Mabus.



"I'm looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United States Navy," Jill BIDEN said at the time, according to a Navy transcript. "He follows in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who have also served in the Navy."



Associated Press

Joe BIDEN's son expelled from Navy after failed drug test

October 17, 2014



Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been expelled from the military after testing positive for cocaine, two people familiar with the matter say.



The Navy said that BIDEN, a former lobbyist who works at a private equity firm, was discharged in February -- barely a year after he was selected for the part-time position as a public affairs officer in the Navy Reserve. Citing privacy laws, the Navy did not give a reason for the discharge, which was not disclosed until it emerged in the media on Thursday.



In a statement released by his attorney, BIDEN said he respected the Navy's decision and was moving forward with his family's love and support. He did not give a reason for his discharge.



"It was the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy," BIDEN said. "I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge."



The vice president's office declined to comment. Hunter BIDEN's attorney didn't respond to inquiries about whether BIDEN had used cocaine.



Two people familiar with the situation said BIDEN, 44, was discharged because he failed a drug test last year. They weren't authorized to discuss the incident by name and requested anonymity. The Wall Street Journal first reported BIDEN's discharge and failed drug test.



An attorney by training, BIDEN applied to join the Navy Reserve as a public affairs officer and was selected in 2012 -- one of seven candidates recommended for a direct commission for public affairs. A board of senior Navy officers interviewed BIDEN before making the recommendation.



Because he was 42 at the time, he needed a special waiver to be accepted. Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a spokesman for the Navy, said BIDEN had been assigned to the Navy Public Affairs Support Element East, based in Norfolk, Virginia.



The terms of BIDEN's separation from the Navy were unclear. Typically, military members discharged for failing drug tests don't receive an honorable discharge.



The vice president speaks about his children frequently during public appearances. In December, Hunter BIDEN and one of his daughters accompanied the elder BIDEN on a trip to Asia, where the vice president praised his son's work around the world as the chairman of the World Food Program USA.



"I'm so incredibly proud of him," Vice President BIDEN said.



Earlier this year, Hunter BIDEN raised eyebrows when he joined the board of a private Ukrainian gas company, just as his father and the Obama administration were working to wean Ukraine off Russian energy. At the time, the vice president's office brushed aside questions about the arrangement by saying that the younger BIDEN was a "private citizen."



BIDEN, a managing partner at investment firm Rosemont Seneca Partners, has three children. His older brother, Beau BIDEN, is Delaware's attorney general and an Army National Guard member who served a yearlong deployment in Iraq.



Connecticut legal authorities say the Hunter BIDEN does not face automatic review of his state law license following his discharge from the Navy Reserve. He works in Washington as a private equity executive and board director of an international energy firm. But he is admitted to practice law in Connecticut, where attorneys' privileges can be examined under a disciplinary review system.



Legal clients, state lawyers, judges and any citizen can file grievances, but as of Friday, none had been filed.



CNN

Who is Hunter BIDEN?

By: Justin Peligri / October 17, 2014



Washington (CNN) -- Hunter BIDEN, Vice President Joe BIDEN's son, was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after failing a drug test, The Wall Street Journal reported Thursday night.



BIDEN, who got the boot after testing positive for cocaine, served part time in the reserves in Norfolk, Va. while also working as a partner at an investment firm.



Who is Hunter BIDEN?



Hunter graduated from Georgetown University and earned a law degree from Yale. After graduation he was a member of the Jesuit Volunteer Corps Northwest.



He's lesser known than his older brother, Beau BIDEN, now the Delaware attorney general, who served a year-long deployment in Iraq and has announced plans for a 2016 gubernatorial run in the state.



BIDEN's son discharged from Navy after testing positive for cocaine



What did he do in the military?



Hunter's membership in the American armed forces was brief: He enlisted in the Navy Reserves less than two years ago.



In January 2013, the Vice President joked about his son's decision to join the military later in life. "We have a lot of bad judgment in my family," BIDEN said.



The Vice President's office has not yet released a comment about Hunter's discharge. But the announcement might not fare well for the Second Family, which touts their status as a military family in speeches and public appearances.



Best of the vice president's 'BIDENisms' BIDEN regrets saying allies helped ISIS



Hunter BIDEN said in a statement that it was "the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy's decision. With the love and support of my family, I'm moving forward."



Does he have much experience in politics or Washington?



Yes -- both in the public and private sectors.



He was appointed by President Bill Clinton to serve as a director in the Department of Commerce handling ecommerce policy issues, a post he held from 1998 to 2001.



From 2001 to 2008, he worked as a lawyer and federal lobbyist at a firm he co-founded. He resigned from this post when his father was asked by then-Senator Barack Obama, who at the time refused donations from lobbyists, to join his presidential ticket.



Along the way, he's enjoyed stints as chairman of PARADIGM, a hedge fund agency. He also held a job as senior vice president at MBNA Corporation, the world's largest independent credit-card issuer at the time.

In 2006, President George Bush nominated Hunter to serve on the Amtrak board of directors. He served a five-year term after a unanimous confirmation by the U.S. Senate.



What has he been up to recently?



In May 2014, Hunter signed on as a lawyer and board member of Burisma Holdings Ltd., a large Ukrainian gas production company.



The appointment caused a stir, given that it occurred around the same time that his father and the White House were engaged in diplomatic missions in the region to wean Ukraine off Russian energy sources. Critics argued that Hunter's work for a country promoting Ukrainian energy independence was a blatant conflict of interest.



But, the Vice President's office brushed off the controversy, insisting that Hunter is a private citizen whose actions don't represent the views of the government



That brings us to the present day. Hunter may no longer be in the Navy, but he still has his hands in public service. He's the board chairman at World Food Program USA, an organization fighting poverty and hunger, and he serves on the President's Advisory board of the Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Washington



Hunter also has a job at his alma mater as an adjunct professor at Georgetown's School of Foreign Service. He is married and has three daughters.
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Bloomberg News

BIDEN Urges $10.10 National Minimum Wage as Poverty Check

By James Nash / October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN used an appearance in Los Angeles, where the mayor is backing a local minimum wage of $13.25, to call on congressional Republicans to lift their opposition to a $10.10 national minimum.



Associated Press

Joe BIDEN talks minimum wage in Los Angeles

October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN and Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti are pushing increases in the minimum wage



The Los Angeles Times

BIDEN backs Garcetti plan to boost minimum wage to $13.25 by 2017

By: Soumya Karlamangla / October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN joined Los Angeles politicians Tuesday to throw his support behind Mayor Eric Garcetti's plan to raise the minimum wage.



Associated Press

Joe BIDEN pushes minimum wage in Los Angeles

By: Michael R. Blood / October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN traveled to politically friendly turf Tuesday — California — as part of a Western swing where he's promoting a minimum wage increase and Democratic candidates in advance of the November election.



Washington Times

In California, Joe BIDEN pushes minimum-wage hike

By Ben Wolfgang / October 7, 2014

On the campaign trail in California, Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN said Tuesday that the nation is “squandering opportunities” to grow the economy because Republicans continue to stand in the way of better wages for workers.



KTLA-TV

As Vice President BIDEN’s 2-Day Trip to Los Angeles Concludes, President Obama’s Visit Looms; Traffic to Be Impacted

By: Tracy Bloom and Eric Spillman / October 7, 2014

For the second straight day, Vice President Joe BIDEN’s Los Angeles visit was expected to tie up traffic during the morning commute as a number of street closures went into effect on Tuesday.



KABC-TV

VICE PRESIDENT BIDEN, LA MAYOR DISCUSS RAISING MINIMUM WAGE

October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN attended a roundtable discussion on minimum wage with Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti on Tuesday.



KERO-TV Bakersfield

Vice President Joe BIDEN to attend rally at Cal State Bakersfield in support of Amanda Renteria

October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to make an appearance at a rally hosted by congressional democratic candidate Amanda Renteria, Tuesday.



Bakersfield Now

Valadao talks about today's BIDEN visit, debate

October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to be in Bakersfield on Tuesday, supporting Democratic congressional candidate Amanda Renteria and secretary of state candidate Alex Padilla.



KMPH Bakersfield

Vice President In Bakersfield At 'Rally For The Valley'

October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is in Bakersfield Tuesday for the “Rally for the Valley.



KGO-TV San Francisco

OBAMA, BIDEN IN BAY AREA THIS WEEK FOR FUNDRAISERS

October 7, 2014

Both President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in the Bay Area this week for fundraisers. 



Associated Press

VP BIDEN to visit Seattle, Renton Thursday

October 7, 2014

The White House says Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak at Renton Technical College on Thursday before attending a fundraiser for Sen. Maria Cantwell in Seattle.



The Spokesman-Review

BIDEN in Seattle this week

October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN makes a stop in Seattle this week for a speech at Renton Technical College the next morning.



The Seattle Times

VP BIDEN to visit Renton Technical College Thursday

By: Jim Brunner / October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will travel to the Seattle area on Thursday, visiting a community college and headlining a political fundraiser.



Renton Reporter

Vice President to visit Renton on Thursday

October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to make an appearance Thursday morning at Renton Technical College as part of a visit to the Seattle area.



Associated Press

BIDEN Refers To Note Cards While Making Pitch For Raising Minimum Wage

October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN used a lunch stop at a Mexican restaurant in downtown Las Vegas on Monday to make a pitch for raising the minimum wage nationally to $10.10 per hour.



Roll Call

BIDEN Botches Minimum Wage Stats

By: Steven Dennis / October 7, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr.’s trip to Los Angeles to talk up a minimum wage increase was marred by a misstatement about the impact of said wage hike.



Al-Monitor

BIDEN's Apology Hides the Truth

By: Tulin Daloglu / October 7, 2014

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan received an instant public apology from the White House following US Vice President Joe BIDEN’s remarks Oct. 2 at the Harvard Kennedy School.



Newsmax

Some in Media Say BIDEN Is Apologizing for Telling the Truth

By: Melissa Clyne / October 7, 2014

As Vice President Joe BIDEN continues what's been dubbed his "apology tour" to Arab nations for suggesting that the countries supported al-Qaida and other Syrian extremists, headlines are buzzing that BIDEN's remarks may have been undiplomatic, but they were accurate.



Associated Press

Blunders Renew Questions About BIDEN's Discipline

By: Josh Lederman / October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN's supporters often brush off his slips of the tongue as byproducts of the speak-your-mind politics many Americans crave. But this time, BIDEN's verbal blunders are causing more than just a few rough headlines and a momentary nuisance for the White House.



The News Journal

Joe BIDEN apologizes for Syria comments

By: Jonathan Starkey / October 7, 2014

The vice president's off-handed remarks have landed him in hot water before. But this one might be more about politics than substance.



MSNBC

Why Joe BIDEN’s gaffes matter

By Alex Seitz-Wald / October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN wants to be taken more seriously. He doesn’t appreciate his popular image as goof-ball “Uncle Joe” who is always putting his foot in his mouth. “The vice president thing… Isn’t that a bitch?” he said last week to a Harvard senior who introduced himself as the student government vice president.



USA Today

BIDEN completes Middle East 'apology tour'

By: David Jackson / October 7, 2014

Vice President BIDEN is wrapping up a series of apologies to Middle East allies in the wake of his comments saying they have backed extremist groups in Syria.



Wall Street Journal

BIDEN’s Apology Tour

October 7, 2014

Mocking Joe BIDEN is national sport, but today we come to defend him. The Vice President spent the weekend apologizing to Middle Eastern strongmen for his ad-libbed comments about Syria, but he’s apologizing to the wrong people for the wrong reason.



Fox News

BIDEN completes apology tour with phone call to Saudi official

October 7, 2014

Vice President BIDEN apologized Tuesday to a top Saudi official for remarks last week suggesting key U.S. allies destabilized Syria by sending arms and money to extremists.



The Christian Science Monitor

Did Joe BIDEN make his latest gaffe on purpose?

By Peter Grier / October 7, 2014

Did Joe BIDEN make his latest gaffe on purpose?



BBC

Joe BIDEN apologised over IS remarks, but was he right?

By: Barbara Plett Usher / October 7, 2014

The issue was not so much in what he said - Obama administration officials have long been making similar complaints - but that he said it publicly just as the US has secured regional support for a coalition against Islamic State (IS) militants.



Reuters

BIDEN adds Saudi Arabia to his apology list over Islamic State

October 7, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN on Tuesday added Saudi Arabia to the list of Middle Eastern countries to which he "clarified" remarks he made last week suggesting they had supported Islamist militants in Syria.



CBS News

BIDEN apologizes to Saudi Arabia for ISIS comments

By: Rebecca Kaplan / October 7, 2014

Vice President BIDEN called the Saudi Arabian minister of foreign affairs Tuesday to apologize for remarks he made about the country's commitment to fighting the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), marking the third time in a week he has had to reach out to a disgruntled foreign nation for his comments.



The Hill

BIDEN apologizing ... again

By: Justin Sink / October 7, 2014

Vice President BIDEN is now reaching out to leaders from Saudi Arabia to apologize for and clarify comments he made during a foreign policy town hall last week, a senior official told The New York Times.



The Christian Post

Joe BIDEN Continues Apologizing Over Suggestions That Turkey, UAE and Saudi Arabia Aid Extremists in Syria

By: Stoyan Zaimov / October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN has continued apologizing over remarks he made last week suggesting that some of America's allies that have joined the fight against terror group ISIS, namely Turkey, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, have been supporting extremist groups in Syria with money and weapons.



Breitbart News

THIRD TIME'S A CHARM: BIDEN CALLS SAUDI ARABIA TO CLARIFY REMARKS

By: Charlie Spiering / October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN called Saudi Arabia’s Prince Saud Al-Faisal to clear up remarks he made about the rise of Islamic State (ISIS/ISIL) terrorism in Syria, according to BIDEN's office.



Investor’s Business Daily

Now, a rattled Obama and BIDEN need help explaining what they really mean

By: Andrew Malcolm / October 7, 2014

The president of the United States has another full schedule this week -- of fundraising.



Today’s Zaman

BIDEN's apology falls short, Davutoğlu calls his remarks 'unfair'

October 7, 2014

Despite the fact that US Vice President Joe BIDEN has made an apology to President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan for remarks last week accusing Turkey of supporting anyone who would fight against the Bashar al-Assad regime in Syria, Turkish officials seem not to be satisfied with it.



Mediaite

Former Aides Recall Eye Rolls from BIDEN When Asked Not to Ad Lib Speeches

By: Eddie Scarry / October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN‘s loose lips have once again placed him under a heat lamp and moved the Associated Press to print the headline, “Blunders Renew Questions About BIDEN’s Discipline.”



National Review Online

Panetta Hints He’d Take Hillary in a Match-Up Against BIDEN

By: Brendan Bordelon / October 7, 2014

Leon Panetta worked closely with both Vice President Joe BIDEN and former secretary of state Hillary Clinton as CIA director and then secretary of defense. So it’s not surprising he was diplomatic when asked about a possible presidential matchup between the two, but it was easy to tell whom the former secretary of defense favors. 



Daily Caller

BIDEN Crowns Himself ‘Middle Class Joe’

October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is combining his traditional gaffe-making with some tentative criticism of President Barack Obama’s economy, as he embarks on his effort to win the Democrats’ 2016 nomination.



CNN

BIDEN being BIDEN: That's a problem

By S.E. Cupp / October 7, 2014

Any baseball fan who has been alive in the last decade is familiar with a truism: "That's just Manny being Manny."



Chicago Sun Times

Joe BIDEN: The most photogenic vice president in history

By: Chad Merda / October 7, 2014

It 's rare for Vice President Joe BIDEN to make a public appearance and not give us one of those classic BIDEN moments. Whether he's grinning, pointing or just has a goofy expression on his face, he can easily be categorized as the most photogenic vice president in history.



E News

Who Is Joe BIDEN?! Jimmy Kimmel Stumps Americans in Hilarious Video (No, He's Not in Pineapple Express)

By: Alyssa Toomey / October 7, 2014

Boy, that Joe BIDEN can sure stop traffic (as evidenced by his visit to Los Angeles this week), but what does the man really do? 



Washington Post

People have no idea who Joe BIDEN is. Jimmy Kimmel proved it.

By: Jaime Fuller / October 7, 2014

Who is Joe BIDEN? Is he a terrorist group? Or a movie star? Maybe he was in Pineapple Express?



New York Post

Who is Joe BIDEN? No one knows, apparently

By: David K. Li / October 7, 2014 

Who’s Joe BIDEN?



The Blaze

Jimmy Kimmel Asks Americans, ‘Who Is Joe BIDEN?’ Try Not to Wet Your Pants at the Answers

By: Jonathon M. Seidl / October 7, 2014

Not much can be said here except, maybe, “Poor Joe BIDEN.”



National Review Online

Nobody in L.A. Knows Who Joe BIDEN Is

By Brendan Bordelon / October 7, 2014

As Vice President Joe BIDEN’s visit snarls traffic in Los Angeles this week, comedian Jimmy Kimmel interviewed Angelenos to ask if they knew who was causing all the commotion in their city. The results — while neither surprising nor necessarily representative – were certainly hilarious.



Wall Street Journal

‘Jimmy Kimmel Live’ Proves Americans Have No Clue Who Joe BIDEN Is

By: Sarene Leeds / October 7, 2014

Talk about a tailor-made #murica hashtag experiment: “Jimmy Kimmel Live!” sent a camera crew out on the streets of Los Angeles to talk to passersby about the vice president’s recent visit to the city. It didn’t go terribly well, considering that no less than 11 people were completely clueless as to who he was.



The Washington Free Beacon

Who Is Joe BIDEN?

October 7, 2014

Late night talk show host Jimmy Kimmel was so irked by the traffic congestion caused by Joe BIDEN’s visit to Los Angeles that he decided to find out how much Americans really know about the vice president.



Roll Call

Jimmy Kimmel Gets a Read on Joe BIDEN

By: Warren Rojas / October 7, 2014

It’s no wonder Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. feels like he’s been reduced to a living, breathing punchline.



Gawker

Jimmy Kimmel Asks Clueless Americans "Who Is Joe BIDEN?"

By: Jay Hathaway / October 7, 2014

Who is Joe BIDEN (other than the hardest-partying vice president in U.S. history, that is)? When a visit from the VP interfered with traffic near Jimmy Kimmel's studio, he sent a reporter out to Hollywood Boulevard to find out what Americans really know about this BIDEN character.



Examiner

People don't know who Joe BIDEN is: Thought he was a movie star or a rock star

October 7, 2014

On ABC's Jimmy Kimmel Live on Monday's night show, the comedian proved that a lot of Americans don't know who Vice-President Joe BIDEN is.



The Hollywood Gossip

People Have No Idea Who Joe BIDEN Is

By: Hilton Hater / October 7, 2014

Joe BIDEN is in Los Angeles this week.



Gossip Cop

WATCH: Jimmy Kimmel Asks Americans, “Who Is Joe BIDEN?” In Hilarious Video

By Erica Tempesta / October 7, 2014

Jimmy Kimmel sent a camera crew out into the streets of L.A. to ask Americans if they knew who Vice President Joe BIDEN is for a segment on Monday’s “Jimmy Kimmel Live” that was both funny and frightening at the same time.



Roll Call

BIDEN ‘Third World’ LaGuardia Comment Still Resonating in Infrastructure Debate

By: Tom Curry / October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN’s unscripted comments have gotten him in trouble in recent days, but his candor about LaGuardia Airport in New York is helpful to the airports industry, said Kevin Burke, the president of the Airports Council International – North America (ACI-NA) Tuesday at an industry conference.



CATO

BIDEN Should Not Have Apologized

By: Ted Galen Carpenter / October 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN has reportedly apologized to the leaders of Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, and other Middle East countries for his previous comments that they had, perhaps inadvertently, supported Sunni extremists in the Syrian civil war.  





Bloomberg News

BIDEN Urges $10.10 National Minimum Wage as Poverty Check

By James Nash / October 7, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN used an appearance in Los Angeles, where the mayor is backing a local minimum wage of $13.25, to call on congressional Republicans to lift their opposition to a $10.10 national minimum.



A higher minimum wage would lift 28 million Americans out of poverty, BIDEN said during a joint appearance in Los Angeles with Mayor Eric Garcetti. BIDEN said some Republicans once supported higher wage standards as a gateway to the middle class.



Cities are acting because Congress has refused to raise the U.S. minimum from $7.25, where it has stood since 2009, BIDEN said.



“This used to be a bipartisan issue,” BIDEN said. “This isn’t complicated. No one in America should be working 40 hours a week and living below the poverty level.”



Garcetti, a 43-year-old Democrat, said last month that he’d move to raise Los Angeles’s minimum wage in phases, above the current $9 which is California’s minimum. Workers in the most-populous U.S. state will be paid at least $10 an hour in 2016 under a bill signed last year by Governor Jerry Brown.



Garcetti’s call for a $13.25 citywide minimum wage has drawn opposition from business groups and labor unions. The Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce said it needs to be evaluated as part of a larger economic-development strategy. Labor groups are circulating a petition for an election next year to raise the rate to $15.



“Too many people can’t live the American dream of working hard and supporting their families,” Garcetti said at the event with BIDEN at a downtown Los Angeles bakery.



Bill Shelved



As of August, 23 states and the District of Columbia have minimum wages above the federal limit, according to the National Conference of State Legislatures. Thirty-four states considered increases during the 2014 legislative session, while 10 states and D.C. raised their rates, the conference reported.



BIDEN and President Barack Obama have urged Congress to raise the federal wage floor without success. In April, the Senate shelved a bill to establish a $10.10 minimum after Democrats failed to muster 60 votes to overcome a Republican filibuster. Senator Dan Coats of Indiana, the senior Republican on the Joint Economic Committee, said a higher minimum wage would put as many as 1 million Americans out of work.



“Raising the minimum wage will fail to alleviate poverty because it will fail to address unemployed or underemployed American workers,” Coats said in a statement in April.



Associated Press

Joe BIDEN talks minimum wage in Los Angeles

October 7, 2014



LOS ANGELES (AP) - Vice President Joe BIDEN and Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti are pushing increases in the minimum wage



Addressing reporters at a bakery near downtown Los Angeles, BIDEN said Tuesday the economy is recovering but many people are being left behind.



He said an increase in the minimum wage would benefit millions of people without costing jobs.



A city proposal would lift the wage to $13.25 an hour in Los Angeles. The Obama administration has been pushing a proposal to lift the federal minimum wage from $7.25 to $10.10 an hour.



BIDEN's Western swing is also scheduled to include stops in Bakersfield and San Francisco, one of three California cities where a minimum wage hike is on the November ballot.



The Los Angeles Times

BIDEN backs Garcetti plan to boost minimum wage to $13.25 by 2017

By: Soumya Karlamangla / October 7, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN joined Los Angeles politicians Tuesday to throw his support behind Mayor Eric Garcetti's plan to raise the minimum wage.



"No one in America should be working 40 hours a week and living below the poverty level -- no one," BIDEN said in opening remarks before a roundtable discussion on the issue at a bakery in Lincoln Heights. 



BIDEN said though the economy is recovering, the middle class is "being clobbered." He called a minimum wage increase the building block of a stronger economy, and the "bare minimum that we should be doing to re-establish economic growth in this country."



Garcetti has proposed raising the city's minimum wage to $13.25 by 2017. He said Tuesday that more economic recovery is needed in L.A., and that's because Angelenos don't have enough money to spend and spur local growth. 



"We have a measured approach that is bold. It is specific," Garcetti said.



Later in the morning, a group of City Council members proposed that the city study whether to speed the gradual increase outlined by the mayor -- which would boost the wage to $13.25 by 2017 -- so that it would hit $15.25 by 2019.



Los Angeles, Garcetti said, is currently a city "where too many people can't live the American dream of working hard, keeping a job and supporting their families." 



BIDEN agreed that raising the city's minimum wage will create new jobs, and increase aggregate capital available in Los Angeles by $1.8 billion. He said the money would go back into the economy because people would spend it by necessity, and that the notion that raising the minimum wage is counterproductive "just belies the facts."



BIDEN cited President Obama's plan to raise the national minimum wage to $10.10, which has stalled in Congress. He emphasized that raising the minimum wage speeds, not slows, economic growth and does not cost jobs, but instead creates them as more money flows back into the economy. He also said it's good for business, because it generates loyalty, reduces turnover and increases productivity. 



BIDEN joked that he's often referred to as Middle Class Joe. "In Washington, that is not meant as a compliment," he said. 



He went on to say that he talks about the middle class so much because "when the middle class does well, the wealthy do very well, and the poor have a shot." 



The roundtable discussion held at the L.A. Baking Co. also included L.A. Councilmen Herb Wesson and Gil Cedillo, Congressman Xavier Becerra, Congresswoman Judy Chu, Congresswoman Janice Hahn, Congresswoman Grace Napolitano and Congresswoman Maxine Waters.



Associated Press

Joe BIDEN pushes minimum wage in Los Angeles

By: Michael R. Blood / October 7, 2014



LOS ANGELES — Vice President Joe BIDEN traveled to politically friendly turf Tuesday — California — as part of a Western swing where he's promoting a minimum wage increase and Democratic candidates in advance of the November election.



In Los Angeles, BIDEN told reporters before a closed-door meeting with business representatives and local Democratic elected officials that boosting the wage would benefit millions of households that are struggling even as the broader economy has improved. The White House has been pushing for an increase in the federal minimum wage to $10.10 per hour, up from $7.25.



"These used to be bipartisan issues," BIDEN said inside a bakery near downtown, alluding to the lack of Republican support for a higher wage benchmark.



Higher wages will create jobs by flooding the economy with new dollars, he said.



"The idea that somehow raising the minimum wage is in any way counterproductive, it just belies the facts," BIDEN said.



He was seated beside Mayor Eric Garcetti, an early supporter of Obama's 2008 presidential campaign. In Los Angeles, a city proposal would lift the wage to $13.25 an hour.



BIDEN's four-day, six-city Western swing started in Las Vegas on Monday. He is scheduled to stop Tuesday in Bakersfield and San Francisco, one of three California cities where a minimum wage hike is on the November ballot. The vice president was expected in Portland, Oregon, on Wednesday and then Seattle on Thursday before returning to the nation's capital.



In California, BIDEN planned to attend events on behalf of congressional candidate Amanda Renteria and state Sen. Alex Padilla, who is running for secretary of state. California is a Democratic stronghold, and the party controls every statewide office and both chambers of the Legislature.



Washington Times

In California, Joe BIDEN pushes minimum-wage hike

By Ben Wolfgang / October 7, 2014



On the campaign trail in California, Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN said Tuesday that the nation is “squandering opportunities” to grow the economy because Republicans continue to stand in the way of better wages for workers.



Speaking at a Los Angeles bakery, Mr. BIDEN again pushed one of the administration’s central economic agenda items — raising the national minimum wage from $7.25 to $10.10. Los Angeles has taken steps to eventually raise its minimum wage to $13, and the vice president said the city should serve as an example to the rest of the country.



“What raising the minimum wage does — it’s sort of a building block. It creates a virtuous cycle” of growth, he said. “People are being left behind and we’ve got to go back and we’ve got to restore the middle class in order to help the poor, in order to help the working poor … It all starts with putting the minimum wage back somewhere — it’s not even equal — somewhere to where it is consistent to where it had been so people can actually work 40 hours a week and not live in poverty in the United States of America.”



While in California, Mr. BIDEN also will attend campaign events for Amanda Renteria, a Democrat running for the state’s 21st congressional district seat currently held by Republican Rep. David Valadao.



The vice president also will attend a closed-press Democratic National Committee fundraiser Tuesday evening. Mr. BIDEN increasingly has been stumping for Democrats running in November’s crucial midterm elections.



As he sought to rally Democrats, Mr. BIDEN said his “frustration level is exceedingly high” because the country is poised for massive economic growth but is being held back by an obstructionist GOP.



‘We’re just squandering opportunities,” he said.



KTLA-TV

As Vice President BIDEN’s 2-Day Trip to Los Angeles Concludes, President Obama’s Visit Looms; Traffic to Be Impacted

By: Tracy Bloom and Eric Spillman / October 7, 2014



For the second straight day, Vice President Joe BIDEN’s Los Angeles visit was expected to tie up traffic during the morning commute as a number of street closures went into effect on Tuesday.



The vice president was in the area Monday to attend fundraisers for Democratic candidates ahead of next month’s important midterm elections.



On Tuesday morning, he was scheduled to join Mayor Eric Garcetti at a roundtable discussion at the LA Baking Company in Lincoln Heights on the issue of raising the minimum wage



After the meeting, BIDEN would head to a fundraiser being held at the City Club of Los Angeles, according to a news release from the White House.



The vice president was then scheduled to depart L.A. for Bakersfield, where he would attend a rally at CSU Bakersfield starting at 3:30 p.m.



A number of streets were expected to be shut down in the morning and early afternoon in the Los Angeles area.



KABC-TV

VICE PRESIDENT BIDEN, LA MAYOR DISCUSS RAISING MINIMUM WAGE

October 7, 2014



LOS ANGELES (KABC) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN attended a roundtable discussion on minimum wage with Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti on Tuesday.



Business leaders also participated in the discussion at the L.A. Baking Company in Lincoln Heights around 10:15 a.m. 



The current minimum wage in Los Angeles is $9 per hour. Garcetti would like to see it go up to $13.25 per hour, which would make it the highest rate in the country. BIDEN supports the idea of a higher minimum wage.



"This $1.8 billion will immediately go back into the economy of the city of Los Angeles. It in and of itself will create new jobs. It will create new enterprise," said BIDEN. "So the idea that somehow raising the minimum wage is in any way counter productive, it just belies the facts." 



The Los Angeles City Council on Tuesday was expected to introduced its ordinance to raise minimum wage gradually over time. Dozens of demonstrators gathered on the steps of City Hall to call for a more impactful ordinance. They urged city leaders to include paid sick days, wage protection and a minimum wage of at least $15 per hour. 



After the roundtable discussion, BIDEN was expected to attend a fundraiser in downtown Los Angeles at noon to raise money for Sen. Alex Padilla, the Democratic candidate for California secretary of state, and congressional candidate Amanda Renteria.



KERO-TV Bakersfield

Vice President Joe BIDEN to attend rally at Cal State Bakersfield in support of Amanda Renteria

October 7, 2014



BAKERSFIELD, Calif. - Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to make an appearance at a rally hosted by congressional democratic candidate Amanda Renteria, Tuesday.



The Rally for the Valley will be held at the Icardo Center at Cal State University- Bakersfield. The Vice President is expected to make his appearance at 3:30 p.m.



Amanda Renteria is locked in a tough battle with current Republican Congressman David Valadao for the 21st Congressional District seat. 



APP: As we build up to November’s elections, you can keep tabs on your elected officials by downloading Podium. 



This will be BIDEN's first and only local appearance during a four-day tour of six west coast cities.



The Vice President landed in Los Angeles on Monday where he headlined a $2,500 per person fundraiser for democratic candidates in Beverly Hills. He was also set to meet with Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti during a roundtable discussion on raising the minimum wage, Tuesday morning. 



Doors are expected to open at the Icardo Center at 1 p.m. with a pre-program starting at 2:45 p.m. The Vice President is expected to arrive at 3:30 p.m.



If you plan on attending today's rally you may want to show up early as parking will be limited. 



Even those with tickets are not guaranteed a seat inside the center. The event will be on a first come, first serve basis.



Bakersfield Now

Valadao talks about today's BIDEN visit, debate

October 7, 2014



BAKERSFIELD, Calif. (KBAK/KBFX) - Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to be in Bakersfield on Tuesday, supporting Democratic congressional candidate Amanda Renteria and secretary of state candidate Alex Padilla.



BIDEN's visit also happens to coincide with a scheduled debate between 21st District Congressman David Valadao and Renteria.



Valadao joined Eyewitness News Mornings on Tuesday to talk about BIDEN's visit and the debate.



KMPH Bakersfield

Vice President In Bakersfield At 'Rally For The Valley'

October 7, 2014



BAKERSFIELD, Calif. (KMPH) -Vice President Joe BIDEN is in Bakersfield Tuesday for the “Rally for the Valley.



He was in LA pushing for a raise for the federal minimum wage on Monday.



BIDEN is in the Central Valley to support Democrat congressional candidate, Amanda Renteria, trying to unseat Republican Congressman David Valadao.



The rally happens Tuesday afternoon at 2:00 p.m.



Then at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday afternoon, Valadao and Renteria will face off in a debate at California State University, Bakersfield.



The two are expected to talk about hot topics like immigration and the ongoing drought.



The debate is expected to last about an hour and will be covered by KMPH FOX 26 sister station, KBAK Bakersfield and streamed online on the KMPH website.



KGO-TV San Francisco

OBAMA, BIDEN IN BAY AREA THIS WEEK FOR FUNDRAISERS

October 7, 2014



SAN FRANCISCO (KGO) -- Both President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in the Bay Area this week for fundraisers. 



BIDEN will be in San Francisco Tuesday night.



He arrived in Los Angeles Monday and will speak at two events there Tuesday before moving on to a Democratic Party rally in Bakersfield.



He will attend an event for the Democratic National Committee Tuesday night at a private residence. 



Obama will be at San Francisco City Hall this Friday for a fundraiser.



Associated Press

VP BIDEN to visit Seattle, Renton Thursday

October 7, 2014



SEATTLE - The White House says Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak at Renton Technical College on Thursday before attending a fundraiser for Sen. Maria Cantwell in Seattle.



The college recently received a Labor Department grant from a trade adjustment and career training program.



BIDEN will be in Portland Wednesday to speak in support of Sen. Jeff Merkley at the Oregon Convention Center.

	

The Cantwell fundraiser in Seattle also will support other women Democrats in the Senate.



The Spokesman-Review

BIDEN in Seattle this week

October 7, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN makes a stop in Seattle this week for a speech at Renton Technical College the next morning.



BIDEN will be campaigning for Democrats in California on Tuesday and in Oregon for U.S. Sen. Jeff Merkley on Wednesday. He'll fly to Seattle from Portland for overnight accommodations, then get up the next morning for a speech at the college. It recently received a grant from the U.S. Labor Department for job training and BIDEN “will highlight the importance of investing in our nation's workforce and growing the economy,” the notice from the White House said.



One can only hope he gets a good question from the RTC student body like he did at Harvard over the weekend.



He's also supposed to attend a political event with Sen. Maria Cantwell in the afternoon, but there's no info on that yet.



The Seattle Times

VP BIDEN to visit Renton Technical College Thursday

By: Jim Brunner / October 7, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will travel to the Seattle area on Thursday, visiting a community college and headlining a political fundraiser.



BIDEN will speak at Renton Technical College Thursday morning to tout the Obama administration’s job-training efforts, according to the White House. The community college was one of 270 nationwide that received a slice of a $450 million U.S. Department of Labor training grant program.



Later, BIDEN will attend a political fundraising lunch for Senate Democrats with U.S. Sen. Maria Cantwell at the Washington State Convention Center in Seattle.



The Seattle visit comes after another foot-in-mouth moment for the veep, who recently apologized to Turkey and the United Arab Emirates for comments blaming the countries for aiding Islamic terrorists.



The Washington Post noted BIDEN’s comments, made during a Harvard University policy speech, “exposed deep rifts between the United States and its regional allies over who is to blame for the rise of the Islamic State and how to go about confronting it, underscoring the fragility of the coalition formed to fight the extremist group.”



But much like BIDEN’s famous early endorsement of gay marriage, the Associated Press noted his terrorism comments may have just been another case of blurting out publicly what administration officials have been thinking in private.



The Thursday political fundraiser will benefit a new political committee called Cantwell for Women in the Senate 2014. Money will aid Democratic Senators Kay Hagan of North Carolina, Mary Landieu of Louisiana, and Jeanne Shaheen of New Hampshire, as well as some Democratic challengers including Alison Grimes, who is looking to unseat Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell in Kentucky. Donors will pay at least $125 for general seating, and up to $5,000 for a private reception.



BIDEN last visited the Seattle area in May, slipping into town for a stealthy, closed-press fundraiser at an undisclosed Bellevue home.



Renton Reporter

Vice President to visit Renton on Thursday

October 7, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to make an appearance Thursday morning at Renton Technical College as part of a visit to the Seattle area.



RTC recently received a U.S. Department of Labor job-driven training grant. The funding is part of the Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training (TAACCCT) competitive grant program, which awarded more than $450 million to 270 community colleges across the country last week.



BIDEN is scheduled to speak at 11 a.m at RTC and traffic may be affected by the vice president's motorcade.



Associated Press

BIDEN Refers To Note Cards While Making Pitch For Raising Minimum Wage

October 7, 2014



LAS VEGAS (AP) — Vice President Joe BIDEN used a lunch stop at a Mexican restaurant in downtown Las Vegas on Monday to make a pitch for raising the minimum wage nationally to $10.10 per hour.



BIDEN had facts at his fingertips when he met with three Hispanic business owners, Las Vegas Mayor Carolyn Goodman and local Democratic Congressman Steven Horsford.



The vice president said boosting the minimum wage from the current $7.25 nationally would pump $19 billion into the national economy, because wage-earners would have more to spend.



“You have 256,000 people right here in Nevada that would be able to have … 19 weeks of groceries and three months of rent paid, just by raising the minimum wage,” BIDEN said. “It’s good for business, good for the economy, good for people.”



The vice president’s Las Vegas visit was the first on a four-day, six-city Western swing that was also scheduled to include stops in Los Angeles later Monday; Bakersfield, California, and San Francisco on Tuesday; then Portland, Oregon, and Seattle for a Thursday event on the economy before returning to the nation’s capital.



The trip came days after U.S. Labor Secretary Thomas Perez raised the minimum wage for employees of federal contractors to $10.10 an hour, effective Jan. 1. The Labor Department also is expected to announce soon how it will implement and enforce extending federal minimum wage and overtime pay protections to home-care workers.



BIDEN’s visit followed a weekend in which he called the leaders of the United Arab Emirates and Turkey to apologize for saying that U.S. allies had funded and armed extremist groups linked to al Qaeda.



BIDEN steered clear of foreign policy Monday, and instead referred to note cards as he spoke of lifting some 22 million people out of poverty by raising the minimum wage.



President Barack Obama has called for a higher minimum for all workers, but the proposal has been met with resistance from Republicans in Congress.



BIDEN said someone working 40 hours a week for 50 weeks making $7.25 an hour currently earns $14,500 a year — well below the federal poverty level of $23,800 for a family of four. At $10.10 per hour, the worker would make $20,200.



An official with the Progressive Leadership Alliance of Nevada, a liberal group that organized a “Fight for $15″ protest among fast-food workers in 

Las Vegas last month that resulted in misdemeanor citations for 10 protesters, said low-wage jobs have accounted for most jobs added since the Great Recession.



Laura Martin, an organization spokeswoman, called $15 per hour “the very least that anyone needs just to survive in today’s economy.” That would pay a worker $30,000 a year.



Opponents of an across-the-board raise say it would hurt the economy and discourage the hiring of low-skill and low-wage workers.



“The costs for the people you’re trying to help outweigh the benefits,” said Michael Saltsman, research director at the Employment Policies Institute, a fiscally conservative think-tank in Washington, D.C.



Saltsman pointed Monday to a Congressional Budget Office analysis that suggests that up to 1 million jobs could be lost nationwide if the minimum wage was increased to $10.10.



In Nevada, the raise could cost 5,300 jobs, Saltsman said.



Louise Mendoza, a janitorial service business owner who sat with BIDEN for lunch, said she pays five full-time and six part-time employees between $12 and $15 per hour — higher than the minimum sought by the Obama administration and more than the Nevada state minimum wage of $8.25 per hour.



Mendoza acknowledged she wasn’t able to hire as many people, but said she wanted good workers.



“You have fewer people,” Mendoza said. “But I teach them how to build their own business.”



Roll Call

BIDEN Botches Minimum Wage Stats

By: Steven Dennis / October 7, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr.’s trip to Los Angeles to talk up a minimum wage increase was marred by a misstatement about the impact of said wage hike.



BIDEN appeared to confuse his talking points; the White House claims increasing the minimum wage to $10.10 an hour would give 28 million people a raise. BIDEN said it would lift 28 million people “out of poverty.” Big difference.



“If we raise the minimum wage nationally to $10.10, that takes 28 million people out of poverty: 28 million people out of poverty,” BIDEN repeated.



The Congressional Budget Office earlier this year predicted a $10.10 minimum wage would lift about 900,000 people out of poverty.The White House’s numbers are a bit more optimistic.



BIDEN’s own Twitter account tweeted out the White House’s favored “more than 2 million” number Oct. 6:



BIDEN, who said people in Washington call him “middle-class Joe,” said workers’ wages aren’t keeping up with the economy, which is true.



“In a macroeconomic sense, the economy is roaring,” BIDEN said, but workers are falling behind.



BIDEN said raising the minimum wage would grow the economy because people would spend the money immediately. He likened it to the since-expired payroll tax cut.



BIDEN recently had to apologize to several allies in the Middle East for remarks and his joke that being vice president is a “bitch” also made the rounds.



Al-Monitor

BIDEN's Apology Hides the Truth

By: Tulin Daloglu / October 7, 2014



Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan received an instant public apology from the White House following US Vice President Joe BIDEN’s remarks Oct. 2 at the Harvard Kennedy School. BIDEN delivered his personal apology to Erdogan via telephone Oct. 4, and the White House issued a statement saying that BIDEN did not intend to imply that Turkey “intentionally” facilitated terrorists. While this apology — after a student questioned whether the United States should have acted earlier in Syria and why this is the right time now — has not yet appeared on the White House website, its YouTube audio upload of BIDEN’s speech includes one problematic segment (at the 1 hour, 32-minute mark).



The question is in fact a perfect reflection of Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu’s approach to the Syrian dilemma. “No one has neither the right nor the license to criticize Turkey,” Davutoglu said Oct. 4. “The US administration and Joe BIDEN know too well that Turkey has been continuing to provide a safe haven to the [Syrian] refugees for four years, and if our warnings had been heeded at the beginning, we would not be living these tragedies today.”



BIDEN, however, expressed an unmitigated disagreement with this assumption. The vice president said at the Harvard Kennedy School, “The answer is no for two reasons. One, the idea of identifying a moderate middle has been a chase America has been engaged in for a long time. We Americans think in every country in transition there is a Thomas Jefferson hiding beside some rock or a James Madison beyond one sand dune. The fact of the matter is the ability to identify a moderate middle in Syria — there was no moderate middle, because the moderate middle are made up of shopkeepers, not soldiers. They are made up of people who in fact have ordinary elements of the middle class in that country. And what happened was and history will record this …



“What my constant cry was is that our biggest problem is our allies. Our allies in the region were our largest problem in Syria. The Turks were great friends. And I have a great relationship with Erdogan [whom] I just spent a lot of time with. The Saudis, the Emiratis, etc. What were they doing? They were so determined to take down [Syrian President Bashar al-] Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war. What did they do?



“They poured hundreds and millions of dollars and tens and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad. Except that the people who were being supplied were [Jabhat] al-Nusra and al-Qaeda and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world. Now you think I'm exaggerating. Take a look: Where did all of this go? So now what's happening? All of a sudden, everybody is awakened because … [IS] which was al-Qaeda in Iraq, which when they were essentially thrown out of Iraq, found open space and territory in ... eastern Syria, worked with al-Nusra who we declared a terrorist group early on and we could not convince our colleagues to stop supplying them. So what happened? Now, all of a sudden, I don’t want to be too facetious, but they have seen the Lord! Now ... the president's been able to put together a coalition of our Sunni neighbors, because America can't once again go into a Muslim nation and be the aggressor. It has to be led by Sunnis to go and attack a Sunni organization. So what do we have for the first time?”



The White House YouTube audio of this event ends with that question, and does not include BIDEN's other comments about Erdogan, where BIDEN, making a reference to militants crossing into Syria from Turkey, said, “President Erdogan told me … 'You were right, we let too many people through,'” and said Turkey was now trying to seal its border.



Erdogan reacted to this on Oct. 4 by saying, “If he did say those words, BIDEN is then history to me. I never told him such a thing. Second, we have never helped any terror organization in the slightest bit. No one can ever prove that. No foreign fighter has penetrated into Syria through our country. Our sensitivity continues on that issue. We banned the entry of 6,000 people to Turkey and deported 1,000. It is wrong to accuse Turkey of such a thing. I condemn it,” adding, “We have never said in our last meeting in the US anything like, 'We made a mistake.' We never had such a position. We did not tell them that they were right on this issue. If BIDEN said such a thing, he needs to apologize.”



BIDEN, besides apologizing to Erdogan, also apologized to the crown prince of Abu Dhabi, Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan.



On Sept. 26, I wrote for Al-Monitor about criticism from top US officials — without naming Erdogan and Davutoglu — about Turkey’s ambiguous relationship with terror organizations. The article also pointed to President Barack Obama's rebuke of Erdogan without naming him in the US leader's UN General Assembly speech. Obama laid out how the two presidents have different value systems, yet concluded, “The United States will remain glad to see Turkey on board in any capacity possible in the fight against IS, and all these conflicting interests and contradicting values will be put to sleep — until the next rift comes around.”



So the BIDEN apology was issued to keep Turkey as part of the coalition. Still, it is not yet clear how Turkey will contribute to the US-led coalition against IS. Gen. John Allen, Obama’s envoy to coordinate the coalition, will be visiting Turkey this week to try to hammer out the Turkish role in the fight. Erdogan’s reaction to BIDEN made clear that the Turkish government has three conditions for the coalition.



“We told them that unless our three requests are not met, we won’t take part in this coalition,” Erdogan said Oct. 4. “We told them a no-fly zone needs to be put in place — on this matter, the coalition members, including the United States, responded positively. A safe zone needs to be created and the train-and-arm principle needs to be followed. All this needs to be agreed upon."



Haldun Solmazturk, who spent many years serving with NATO, told Al-Monitor that the United States extended its apology to Erdogan not challenging the merits of what was said, but because it needs Turkey in the coalition against IS. “Otherwise, they could have easily shot back, ‘Well, we did not say they crossed the border as an armored, reinforced squad marching quickly!’” Solmazturk said.



The tricky thing now is that if Erdogan stays true to his word on these three conditions, the potential exists for Turkey to not join the coalition. The Turkish government still affirms that Assad needs to go for Syria to be stabilized; this is in direct contrast with the coalition’s mission. It seems that after Libya, there is no appetite for toppling regimes without a recipe for a secure and stable outcome — just as BIDEN outlined in his answer that there is no Thomas Jefferson or James Madison waiting in these countries to fix things.



In case Turkey does act alone, and its leaders continue to say what they think is right, the United States, Russia, Iran and others — i.e., the Arab states — would likely make Turkey pay a price. Hence, the apology remains a technical correction to what has been the US administration’s perception of the Turkish position for some time.



Newsmax

Some in Media Say BIDEN Is Apologizing for Telling the Truth

By: Melissa Clyne / October 7, 2014



As Vice President Joe BIDEN continues what's been dubbed his "apology tour" to Arab nations for suggesting that the countries supported al-Qaida and other Syrian extremists, headlines are buzzing that BIDEN's remarks may have been undiplomatic, but they were accurate.



"There are factual mistakes, and then there are political mistakes," Andrew J. Tabler, an expert on Syria at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, told The New York Times. "This is a political mistake."

Vote Now: Do You Approve Or Disapprove of President Obama's Job Performance?



The "offending BIDENism," as the Times referred to it, was the veep's response to a question Thursday during a question-and-answer session at Harvard's John F. Kennedy School of Government about whether, in retrospect, he believed the administration should have acted earlier in Syria.



BIDEN said no, and one of the reasons he gave was because American allies in the region — Turkey, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia — presented the biggest problem.



"They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against [Syrian President Bashar] Assad," BIDEN said, adding that the support benefited al-Qaida and the Islamic State (ISIS), The Wall Street Journal reported.



BIDEN even went so far as to say that his old friend, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan acknowledged to him that Turkey allowed "too many people through" its border with Syria in order to join ISIS, according to the Journal.



The remarks became a controversy almost immediately and BIDEN began reaching out to the offended nations. Over the weekend he apologized to Turkey and the UAE and is trying to connect with Saudi Arabia, according to the Times. He wants to clarify that he did not mean to imply that the nations purposely supported al-Qaida, ISIS or any other terror groups in Syria.



But according to The Wall Street Journal, the Arab Gulf states did just that, both in Syria and in Libya. Additionally, according to the Journal, "Turkey did little to stop foreign jihadists from crossing from Turkey into Syria to join ISIS. These countries now support the U.S. military campaign in Iraq and Syria, but they helped create the problem."



The Journal suggests that BIDEN's apologizes are misdirected.



"If Mr. BIDEN is feeling contrite, he ought to apologize to the Syrian and American people," the Journal states. "For three years, the Obama administration sat on its hands in Syria. Proposals to arm and train genuinely moderate opposition forces were turned down. President Obama refused to strike Assad's air force, even after the dictator crossed the American leader's ‘red line' and gassed thousands of civilians with chemical weapons.



"As the moderate Free Syrian Army was marginalized on the battlefield, ISIS and other extremists moved in. Some 200,000 people have died in the three-year civil war that earlier American action might have mitigated. The American abandonment also enabled ISIS to come over from Syria and lay siege to a third of Iraqi territory. The veep should apologize for claiming victory in Iraq even as his abdication was letting disorder spread."

Special: The Two Signs Your Heart Is In Trouble



The Daily Beast went a little further, printing the U.S. "read-out" of BIDEN's apology to Erdogan of Turkey.



"The Vice President made clear that the United States greatly values the commitments and sacrifices made by our allies and partners from around the world to combat the scourge of ISIL, including Turkey," it said. "The two leaders reaffirmed the importance of Turkey and the United States working closely together to confront ISIL."



According to the Daily Beast, "it's a b*tch being Joe BIDEN. But somebody's got to try to tell the truth sometime."



Associated Press

Blunders Renew Questions About BIDEN's Discipline

By: Josh Lederman / October 7, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN's supporters often brush off his slips of the tongue as byproducts of the speak-your-mind politics many Americans crave. But this time, BIDEN's verbal blunders are causing more than just a few rough headlines and a momentary nuisance for the White House.



BIDEN has had to apologize to a trio of key U.S. allies in the fight against Islamic State militants after accusing the allies of arming and funding al-Qaida-linked groups in Syria. After making weekend calls to leaders in Turkey and the United Arab Emirates, BIDEN's office said the vice president spoke Tuesday with Saudi Arabia's minister of foreign affairs and "clarified" his statements about the kingdom's support for extremists.



Not only did BIDEN's comments threaten to jeopardize President Barack Obama's fragile coalition, they also put the White House on the defensive, forced to clean up for the vice president without specifically rebutting what he said.



And as BIDEN seeks to fashion himself as a credible alternative to Hillary Rodham Clinton in the 2016 presidential race, his latest missteps have rekindled lingering questions about his ability to serve as commander in chief. After all, voters who affectionately overlook a bit of misplaced candor may be less thrilled by the prospect of a president who has trouble differentiating between what he says in public and in private.



"When he makes missteps, he becomes a character," Democratic strategist Hank Sheinkopf said. "Although he may be successful in lining up some of the Democratic leadership, he will be less likely to get the Democratic nomination if he looks foolish."



In this case, BIDEN's mistake wasn't in saying something that wasn't true. In fact, what BIDEN said at Harvard University largely conformed to what Obama administration officials long have said privately. His mistake was in saying it in front of television cameras that carried his remarks to far-away capitals like Istanbul and Abu Dhabi, where exasperated leaders demanded — and received — a mea culpa.



"The vice president is somebody who has enough character to admit when he's made a mistake," White House spokesman Josh Earnest said.



Making matter worse: BIDEN's blunt talk about the situation in Syria came during a two-week period in which the vice president's loose tongue had already gotten him in trouble with groups ranging from the Anti-Defamation League to Asian-Americans.



After a quick visit to Iowa last month, BIDEN had to apologize to the head of the ADL, a Jewish group that fights anti-Semitism, after using the word "shylocks" to describe unscrupulous moneylenders who had taken advantage of U.S. troops. On the same trip, he raised eyebrows by referring to Asia as "the Orient," and the White House had to clarify comments he made that seemed to suggest the U.S. would consider deploying ground troops to fight the Islamic State group.



Former aides who have prepped BIDEN say they repeated predetermined talking points to him over and over before sensitive meetings and high-profile speeches. The vast majority of the time he hits the script perfectly, the aides said.



But sometimes their pleas not to freelance were met with a roll of the eyes by BIDEN, who served for decades on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and has strong views of his own.



BIDEN's supporters say his candor amid an overly sanitized political environment is part and parcel of his appeal.



"The more people know about him, the more they value that he says what he thinks," said former Sen. Ted Kaufman, D-Del., BIDEN's longtime confidante and political adviser. "I think that's really put him in a good stead with foreign leaders around the world."



But BIDEN's detractors say the short-term headaches that emerge when he goes off-script pale in comparison to the damage that could be done with BIDEN in the Oval Office. As BIDEN ponders a third presidential bid in 2016, they say, voters will have to make a call about whether they want a loose cannon in charge when, for instance, the U.S. is confronting the threat from the Islamic State group.



"As head of state there are times when you have to have a moment where you are trying to achieve larger national ends that aren't always served by having a case of no internal monologue that tells you to shut the heck up," said Rick Wilson, a Republican strategist.



Such caricatures of the second highest-ranking U.S. leader paint a particularly stark contrast to Clinton, who gained a reputation as a hawkish, intensely disciplined diplomat during her tenure as Obama's secretary of state. Most Democrats doubt that BIDEN will challenge Clinton if she decides to run.



But even with Clinton emerging as the overwhelming favorite to win the Democratic nomination, BIDEN has offered frequent reminders that he still covets the top job. As he told a student council vice president last week about holding the No. 2 job, "Isn't that a bitch?"



The News Journal

Joe BIDEN apologizes for Syria comments

By: Jonathan Starkey / October 7, 2014



The vice president's off-handed remarks have landed him in hot water before. But this one might be more about politics than substance.

	

In the last several days, Joe BIDEN has apologized to allies in the Middle East after remarking during a question-and-answer session at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government that "our allies in the region were the largest problem in Syria,"



He said regional allies have "poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad," referring to the Syrian president, indirectly strengthening extremist groups including ISIS, the militant group that is now the target of a U.S.-led bombing campaign.



During the Harvard appearance, BIDEN recalled a conversation with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, saying the president told him, "You were right. We let too many people through."



BIDEN has hardly been panned on his facts.The New York Times reported that "neither of Mr. BIDEN's claims is inaccurate."



"There are factual mistakes, and then there are political mistakes," Andrew J. Tabler, a Syria expert at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy told the paper. "This is a political mistake."



Nevertheless, BIDEN has delivered apologies to U.S. allies, after Erdogan demanded an apology or said the vice president would be "history to me."



MSNBC

Why Joe BIDEN’s gaffes matter

By Alex Seitz-Wald / October 7, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN wants to be taken more seriously. He doesn’t appreciate his popular image as goof-ball “Uncle Joe” who is always putting his foot in his mouth. “The vice president thing… Isn’t that a bitch?” he said last week to a Harvard senior who introduced himself as the student government vice president.



But BIDEN’s other comments late last week didn’t do him any favors, either. He spoke out about Arab countries allegedly funding the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, including that Turkey had allowed jihadists across its border into Syria – comments for which he was forced to apologize immediately.



“President Erdogan told me, ‘You were right. We let too many people through. So we’re trying to seal the border,’” BIDEN said after his meeting with Turkey’s president during the U.N. General Assembly. Erdogan parried that Turkey had not given “even the smallest amount of support” to terrorists, adding “I never admitted any mistake, nor did we tell them they ‘were right’ during my visit to the U.S.” He insisted BIDEN apologize or “he will be history for me,” according to the Associated Press.

It may be BIDEN’s biggest blunder yet, both for its scale – he incited a bona fide international incident – and because it’s on a topic, foreign policy, where BIDEN draws the most strength.



It’s one thing for BIDEN to use an antiquated word or get out ahead of the president on marriage equality. Those gaffes are funny at best and politically inconvenient a worst.



But it’s entirely different for the sitting vice president of the United States to alienate key allies in a fragile coalition helping to fight America’s latest war.



If he runs for president against Hillary Clinton in 2016, it will be on the strength of his foreign policy chops, which would him to present a credible alternative to Clinton’s more hawkish worldview. But moments like this undermine that credibility.



Despite all the caricatures of BIDEN – including The Onion’s famous depiction of the vice president washing a Pontiac Trans Am in the White House driveway – he is an exceptional politician. BIDEN didn’t become one of the youngest senators in U.S. history, and then chairman of two key committees, and later vice president of the United States, by accident.



So it’s little wonder that BIDEN often complains to profile writers about his image in the media, and reporters’ eagerness to seize on his every faux pas.



But even BIDEN’s biggest defenders have to acknowledge that he seems to have a constitutional inability to help himself. While he wishes people paid more attention to his substance than his slips of the tongue, time and again he undermines that substance through no fault but his own. 



For years, BIDEN was one of the best allies of domestic abuse victims in the Senate, using his perch atop the Judiciary Committee to pass landmark legislation. When the NFL needed someone to help them clean up their act, they turned to a former BIDEN aide. And President Obama put him in charge of these issues in the White House.



But last month, when BIDEN spoke to a Democratic women’s group around the anniversary of the signing of the Violence Against Women Act (his proudest accomplishment as a senator), the vice president managed to snatch defeat from the jaws of victory.



With one passing reference a disgraced senator who was forced to resign for allegedly sexually harassing a dozen women, BIDEN managed to undercut the other 33 minutes of a blockbuster speech on gender equality.



Two days earlier in Iowa, a state critical to any presidential wannabe, BIDEN pulled the rug out from underneath himself again. A tangential reference to an official he deemed “the wisest man in the Orient” overshadowed an otherwise fiery populist speech. The day before that, it was a Shakespearean term with anti-semitic baggage that forced him to apologize.



The list goes on.



BIDEN may be right that he should be taken more seriously, but he’s not doing himself any favors. And the problem with his latest gaffe is that it is serious.



USA Today

BIDEN completes Middle East 'apology tour'

By: David Jackson / October 7, 2014



Vice President BIDEN is wrapping up a series of apologies to Middle East allies in the wake of his comments saying they have backed extremist groups in Syria.



After calls in recent days to the leaders of Turkey and the United Arab Emirates, BIDEN is now reaching out to the rulers of Saudi Arabia, The New York Times reports.



During a question-and-answer session last week at Harvard, BIDEN said one of the problems the U.S. has in the Middle East is that some of its allies have helped arm and fund al-Qaeda-linked groups in Syria.



The comments — and the criticism — came as the U.S. recruits Arab allies for military action against the Islamic State in Syria and Iraq.



The White House acknowledged BIDEN's apologetic calls to allies, and also defended him.



"The vice president is somebody who continues to be a core member of the president's national security team," said White House spokesman Josh Earnest. "He is somebody who has decades of experience in dealing with leaders around the globe."



Also worth noting: Foreign policy analysts says BIDEN's claims are largely accurate.



From The New York Times:



"The United States has been pressing the Turkish government for months to seal off its border to prevent would-be jihadists from using Turkey as a transit route to join the ranks of the Islamic State. And experts say aid from the Persian Gulf monarchies has wound up with extremist groups in Syria.



"President Obama made a similar point in August about Syria's Arab neighbors fueling extremist organizations in their zeal to oust President Bashar al-Assad, though he did not name the culprits."



Wall Street Journal

BIDEN’s Apology Tour

October 7, 2014



Mocking Joe BIDEN is national sport, but today we come to defend him. The Vice President spent the weekend apologizing to Middle Eastern strongmen for his ad-libbed comments about Syria, but he’s apologizing to the wrong people for the wrong reason.



The offending BIDENisms came last week in response to a Harvard junior who asked, “In retrospect do you believe that the United States should have acted earlier in Syria and if not why is now the right moment?” Mr. BIDEN dismissed the premise, saying no “moderate middle” existed in Syria for America to support against Bashar al-Assad after war broke out in 2011.



“Americans think in every country in transition there’s a Thomas Jefferson hiding behind some rock or a James Madison beyond one sand dune,” he said. This patronizing dismissal of brave Syrians who rose up against a bad regime wasn’t controversial, though it should have been.



Rolling now, the veep said that “our allies in the region were the largest problem in Syria,” mentioning the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and “an old friend,” Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan. “They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad.” This support ended up with al Qaeda and the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, or ISIS, he said. Mr. Erdogan admitted to him, “You’re right we let too many people through” the Turkish-Syria border to join ISIS, according to Mr. BIDEN.



Oh boy. President Erdogan on Saturday fumed that, “BIDEN will be history to me if has used such expressions.” The veep called him the same day to apologize for “any implication” that Turkey “intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth” of ISIS. On Sunday he apologized to the crown prince of Abu Dhabi in the UAE.



The jester speaks the darndest truths. The Arab Gulf states did bankroll and arm extremists in Syria, as they also did in Libya. Turkey did little to stop foreign jihadists from crossing from Turkey into Syria to join ISIS. These countries now support the U.S. military campaign in Iraq and Syria, but they helped create the problem.



If Mr. BIDEN is feeling contrite, he ought to apologize to the Syrian and American people. For three years, the Obama Administration sat on its hands in Syria. Proposals to arm and train genuinely moderate opposition forces were turned down. President Obama refused to strike Assad’s air force, even after the dictator crossed the American leader’s “red line” and gassed thousands of civilians with chemical weapons.



As the moderate Free Syrian Army was marginalized on the battlefield, ISIS and other extremists moved in. Some 200,000 people have died in the three-year civil war that earlier American action might have mitigated. The American abandonment also enabled ISIS to come over from Syria and lay siege to a third of Iraqi territory. The veep should apologize for claiming victory in Iraq even as his abdication was letting disorder spread.



Fox News

BIDEN completes apology tour with phone call to Saudi official

October 7, 2014



Vice President BIDEN apologized Tuesday to a top Saudi official for remarks last week suggesting key U.S. allies destabilized Syria by sending arms and money to extremists.



The phone call is the latest effort by the VP to patch up relations with U.S. partners in the war against the Islamic State. BIDEN previously apologized to leaders of Turkey and the United Arab Emirates – he had mentioned all three nations in his criticism last week.



According to a brief statement from the vice president’s office, BIDEN spoke Tuesday with Saudi Arabian Foreign Affairs Minister Prince Saud Al-Faisal.



“The Vice President thanked the Foreign Minister for Saudi Arabia’s strong support in the shared fight against ISIL and he clarified his recent remarks regarding the early stages of the conflict in Syria,” the statement said. “The two agreed that the issue was closed.”



The round of phone calls appeared to conclude BIDEN’s diplomatic clean-up for now. The fallout over BIDEN’s remarks is perhaps unprecedented – his verbal miscues typically cause headaches for the White House, but otherwise are diplomatically harmless.



His off-the-cuff remarks Thursday at Harvard University, though, enraged U.S. allies, just days after the U.S. and several Arab nations launched a coordinated airstrike campaign against the Islamic State in Syria. Two of the countries BIDEN mentioned – Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates – had joined the U.S. in the airstrike campaign.



Speaking at Harvard, BIDEN had said that "our biggest problem is our allies" in responding to the civil war in Syria.



"The Turks … the Saudis, the Emiratis, etc. What were they doing? They were so determined to take down Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war," BIDEN said.



"What did they do?” he continued. “They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad -- except that the people who were being supplied were al Nusra and al Qaeda and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world."



He also suggested Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan told him privately: “You were right. We let too many people through.”



Erdogan reportedly denied making such remarks and said BIDEN would become "history to me" over the comments unless he apologized.



BIDEN later apologized to Erdogan and spoke with another UAE official to clarify his remarks.



Despite the fallout over the vice president’s remarks, some observers said the real problem wasn’t the veracity of the allegation – but the fact he leveled the charge publicly.



“What he said was actually right, but he shouldn’t have said it,” said KT McFarland, Fox News analyst and former security official in the Nixon, Ford and Reagan administrations.



The incident also marked the latest in a line of remarks BIDEN has had to walk back, including a recent speech where he referred to bad actors in the housing market as "Shylocks" -- considered by some to be an offensive term for Jews. White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest was peppered with questions on Monday about these remarks specifically and BIDEN's tendency generally to make them.



"The vice president is somebody who has enough character to admit when he's made a mistake," Earnest said.



Earnest declined to comment in detail on whether the administration believes these countries did in fact inflame the situation inside of Syria. He said BIDEN's apology to Erdogan related specifically to him "mischaracterizing the [Turkish] president's views in a private conversation."



He stressed that these countries "understand the threat" posed by the Islamic State and said the U.S. is focused on "ensuring that we can work with other countries in the region to prevent support flowing to extremists who are operating in the area."



In the wake of BIDEN's remarks, Earnest claimed the White House doesn't see these countries treating the fight against ISIS as "anything less than a top priority."



He nevertheless acknowledged that the fact BIDEN made those phone calls "is an indication that he himself wishes that he had said it a little bit differently.”



The Christian Science Monitor

Did Joe BIDEN make his latest gaffe on purpose?

By Peter Grier / October 7, 2014



WASHINGTON — Did Joe BIDEN make his latest gaffe on purpose?



If he did, it wouldn’t be a gaffe, would it? It would be a tactic. But it could still be a mistake – a big one.



Here’s the back story: Vice President BIDEN over the weekend had to apologize to some US allies in the fight against the Islamic State after saying in a speech at Harvard that they (the allies) were America’s “biggest problem” in responding to the Syrian civil war.



Specifically, BIDEN said Turkey had allowed Islamist fighters to cross its border into Syria. Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, and Saudi Arabia had looked the other way while guns and money flowed from their countries to unsavory anti-government Syrian factions.



The accused nations weren’t happy. BIDEN called officials from Turkey and the UAE to say “sorry.” On Tuesday he was still trying to connect for an apology with Saudi representatives, a senior US official told The New York Times.



“The vice president is somebody who has enough character to admit when he’s made a mistake,” said White House spokesman Josh Earnest.



But the charges BIDEN made in his Harvard speech were true. At least, US officials privately believe they are true, and think that Middle East allies have in fact made the fight against IS more difficult via their clandestine support of radical rebel groups intent on toppling Syrian leader Bashar al-Assad.



But that’s an issue that’s got to be handled delicately. Calling out the nations in question could offend them at a time when they might be looking for a reason to lessen their involvement with, or even pull out of, the US anti-IS alliance.



“Yes, BIDEN was being truthful, but a big part of diplomacy is lying,” tweeted Bloomberg Politics reporter Dave Weigel on Tuesday.



That leaves two possibilities. The first is that BIDEN let slip something he should not have said, and didn’t really mean to make public. He’s known to have loose lips, having made a number of media-defined gaffes in recent weeks. After all, this a guy who called his own job word that starts with “b” and rhymes with “glitch” during that same Harvard appearance.



The other possibility is that the administration is getting tired of UAE and Saudi money flowing into radical Islamist coffers and BIDEN decided to give them a public poke.



Remember, this is a guy who was chairman of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. Barack Obama picked him for the ticket due in large part to his presumed international expertise. BIDEN has years of experience in dealing with foreign leaders about sensitive matters at the highest levels. He knows well the power of words in geopolitics. He could have done this on purpose, as a warning. Maybe he cleared it with the administration, maybe he didn’t.



Mr. Weigel is right that lying is part of diplomacy. But sometimes it’s the apology that’s the falsehood.



BBC

Joe BIDEN apologised over IS remarks, but was he right?

By: Barbara Plett Usher / October 7, 2014



The issue was not so much in what he said - Obama administration officials have long been making similar complaints - but that he said it publicly just as the US has secured regional support for a coalition against Islamic State (IS) militants.



His comments also exposed very different views between the US and Syria's neighbours about who's to blame for the rise of IS.



"Our biggest problem was our allies," Mr BIDEN told students at the Harvard Kennedy School.



"The Turks… the Saudis, the Emirates, etc, what were they doing? They were so determined to take down (Syrian President Bashar al) Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war, what did they do? They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and tens, thousands of tonnes of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad."



These policies ended up helping militants linked to al-Qaeda and ultimately IS, he said.



Mr BIDEN also claimed that Turkey admitted it had let too many foreign fighters cross its border into Syria.



The incandescent response from Ankara and expressions of "astonishment" from the United Arab Emirates led Mr BIDEN to "clarify" that he didn't mean the allies had intentionally facilitated the growth of IS or other violent extremists.



But there is little doubt about the flow of weapons, money and fighters from these countries into Syria.



US officials and regional analysts have long described direct, largely unregulated, funding of extremist groups by sympathetic individuals in the Gulf states - the Treasury Department recently sanctioned what it said were three such Kuwait-based financiers.



At the official level, Gulf countries led by Saudi Arabia openly declared support for arming the rebels early on in the conflict, and some of them backed Islamist factions.



Qatar and Turkey provided support to the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood and other Islamist militias and "some of what they sent got to (al-Qaeda linked) Jabhat al-Nusra", according to a former administration official.



Unlike the other rebel groups, Islamic State has its own sources of revenue, including until recently a booming business in oil smuggling into Turkey. US officials have accused Ankara of, at best, turning a blind eye to the black market trade. Pressing the government to clamp down on it was a key focus of a recent visit by the Secretary of State John Kerry.



And despite denials by the Turkish president Recep Tayyip Erdogan, the steady flow of fighters, including foreign extremists, across Turkey's long and porous border with Syria is well-documented.



Western journalists are among the many witnesses who've seen hundreds of people cross the border illegally. They've met foreign fighters in Syria who've come through Turkey, visited base houses for foreign jihadis on the Turkish side of the border, and interviewed those who've smuggled European recruits into Syria.



Christopher Harmer, a senior naval analyst at the Institute for the Study of War, told the BBC that IS fighters were allowed to use Turkey "at a minimum as a free movement zone", but Ankara provided more direct "logistical support" to al-Nusra rebels at times during the civil war.



Ironically, Joe BIDEN made his candid comments at a time when all of this is changing.



Alarmed by Islamic State's rapid advance into Iraq and its seizure of territory, the Gulf countries are beginning to close down funding streams to extremist groups. Turkey has taken steps to police the border and crack down on oil smuggling.



But their view of various threat levels continues to differ from that of the US - they, like Syria's non-Islamist rebels, see al-Nusra fighters as valuable allies mainly focused on the battle against the Assad regime - as does their reading of the initial stages of the conflict.



"What BIDEN said about the allies aggravating the problem of extremism is true," says Robert Ford, the former US ambassador to Syria and now a resident scholar at the Middle East Institute. "But at same time what those allies were seeking was greater US leadership."



They claim that the United States' failure to take decisive action earlier facilitated the rise of Islamic State by giving extremists the upper hand.



"It's an open contest as to who made the most mistakes," says Anthony Cordesman, an analyst at the Centre for Strategic and International Studies in Washington. "There was a window of time during which, if the US had supported moderate rebels and put pressure on Assad, we might have been able to avoid these problems. Many people who were developing options for the administration feel that is the case."



Officials in Ankara say Mr BIDEN's apology has closed the issue, and a recent parliamentary vote authorising the use of force in Syria sets the stage for a more active Turkish role in the anti-IS coalition.



But senior Turkish officials have made clear that support will remain qualified, given Turkey's complex dynamics as a front-line state and its reservations about the consequences of the limited American intervention.



As for Washington's other Sunni allies, the Gulf states and Jordan, they appear relieved that Washington has finally made the decision to use the military force for which they've long been calling.



"I think their governments view both Assad and ISIS to be problems, so they're happy to have the Americans go in (to Syria) part way," said the former administration official.



"I dare say they're hoping now that Obama's crossed this part of the Rubicon, he'll go all the way."



Reuters

BIDEN adds Saudi Arabia to his apology list over Islamic State

October 7, 2014



(Reuters) - U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN on Tuesday added Saudi Arabia to the list of Middle Eastern countries to which he "clarified" remarks he made last week suggesting they had supported Islamist militants in Syria.



He apologized to Turkey and the United Arab Emirates last weekend for having said U.S. allies in the region were partly to blame for the rise of the Islamic State group in Syria. He made the statements in a question-and-answer session with students at Harvard University.



"Vice President BIDEN spoke today with Saudi Arabia’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Prince Saud al-Faisal," BIDEN's office said in a statement.



"The vice president thanked the foreign minister for Saudi Arabia’s strong support in the shared fight against ISIL and he clarified his recent remarks regarding the early stages of the conflict in Syria. The two agreed that the issue was closed."



ISIL (Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant) is the acronym used by the United States for Islamic State.



BIDEN had said U.S. allies in the region, many now participating in a coalition to fight Islamic State, had poured millions of dollars into Syrian groups fighting against President Bashar al-Assad, which strengthened the Islamist factions there.



White House spokesman Josh Earnest strongly defended BIDEN on Monday as a core member of Obama's foreign policy team.



"The vice president is somebody who has enough character to admit when he's made a mistake," said Earnest.



CBS News

BIDEN apologizes to Saudi Arabia for ISIS comments

By: Rebecca Kaplan / October 7, 2014



Vice President BIDEN called the Saudi Arabian minister of foreign affairs Tuesday to apologize for remarks he made about the country's commitment to fighting the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), marking the third time in a week he has had to reach out to a disgruntled foreign nation for his comments.



Last Thursday, BIDEN was publicly critical of Turkey, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE), three countries who are considered U.S. allies in the fight against ISIS. Saudi Arabia and the UAE have both participated in airstrikes against ISIS in Syria.



But he implied that their actions had helped cause the problem they are now working to solve.



"What did they do? They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad - except that the people who were being supplied were (Jabhat) al-Nusra and al-Qaida and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world," the vice president said during an question-and-answer session at Harvard University's Kennedy School of Government.



His office released a statement Tuesday saying, "Vice President BIDEN spoke today with Saudi Arabia's Minister of Foreign Affairs, Prince Saud Al-Faisal. The Vice President thanked the Foreign Minister for Saudi Arabia's strong support in the shared fight against ISIL and he clarified his recent remarks regarding the early stages of the conflict in Syria. The two agreed that the issue was closed."



 BIDEN similarly called "to clarify comments" about Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan Saturday after saying at the same event that Erdogan had admitted in a private phone call that Turkey made mistakes by helping violent militants in Syria.



An angry Erdogan had denied saying that and countered that BIDEN would become "history to me" over the comments.



BIDEN's comments about the UAE also prompted that country to demand a "formal clarification" of the remarks, which was issued by his office Sunday.



"He clarified that his recent remarks regarding the early stages of the conflict in Syria were not meant to imply that the UAE had facilitated or supported ISIL, Al Qaeda, or other extremist groups in Syria," said a statement from his office.



The Hill

BIDEN apologizing ... again

By: Justin Sink / October 7, 2014



Vice President BIDEN is now reaching out to leaders from Saudi Arabia to apologize for and clarify comments he made during a foreign policy town hall last week, a senior official told The New York Times.



The outreach follows similar efforts to smooth the waters with leaders in Turkey and the United Arab Emirates over the weekend, as the notoriously outspoken vice president sought to stem the fallout from his blunt assessment of the Middle East.

In his remarks, BIDEN insinuated that the Saudis had supplied jihadi groups fighting Syrian President Bashar Assad, including al Qaeda.



“They were so determined to take down Assad and have a proxy Sunni-Shia war, they poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad," BIDEN said during a forum at Harvard University. "Except that the people who were being supplied were [Jabhat] al Nusra and al Qaeda, and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world.”



He also slammed the country’s human rights record, drawing comparisons to Soviet leader Joseph Stalin.



“We knew Stalin was no-good S.O.B. from the beginning,“ BIDEN said. “But there is a thing called self-interest.”



Saudi Arabia has provided support for the U.S. campaign against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS), including an offer to host a training camp for moderate Syrian rebels battling the terror network and the Assad regime. While most foreign policy experts say BIDEN was correct in his comments, doing so risked alienating a coalition partner in the fight against ISIS



White House press secretary Josh Earnest repeatedly refused to discuss BIDEN’s comments about Saudi Arabia on Monday but said the vice president "has enough character to admit when he’s made a mistake.”



BIDEN has had to do so already, apologizing to Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, after suggesting Turkey had allowed foreign fighters to cross the border into Syria to take up arms alongside ISIS.



“President Erdogan told me, ‘You were right. We let too many people through. So we’re trying to seal the border,’ ” BIDEN said.



Earnest sad BIDEN had "mischaracterized" Erdogan's "private remarks,” although Earnest refused to say whether the U.S. believed Turkey had allowed foreign fighters to cross its borders at an unacceptable rate.



BIDEN also apologized to the United Arab Emirates for suggesting, as he had with Saudi Arabia, that they provided support to radical fighters.



Despite the repeated gaffes, the White House offered a vote of confidence for BIDEN on Monday.



“The fact of the matter is the vice president is somebody who continues to be a core member of the president’s national security team," Earnest said.



"He is somebody who has decades of experience in dealing with leaders around the globe. And the president is pleased to be able to rely on his advice as we confront the variety of challenges that are so critical to American national security."



The Christian Post

Joe BIDEN Continues Apologizing Over Suggestions That Turkey, UAE and Saudi Arabia Aid Extremists in Syria

By: Stoyan Zaimov / October 7, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN has continued apologizing over remarks he made last week suggesting that some of America's allies that have joined the fight against terror group ISIS, namely Turkey, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, have been supporting extremist groups in Syria with money and weapons.



"The Vice President thanked the Crown Prince for the UAE's strong support for the international coalition fighting the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, as well as the UAE's longstanding efforts as a stalwart fighter against violent extremism in Syria and throughout the region," the White House said in a statement.



"He clarified that his recent remarks regarding the early stages of the conflict in Syria were not meant to imply that the UAE had facilitated or supported ISIL, al-Qaida, or other extremist groups in Syria. The Vice President noted the UAE's strong steps in countering extremist messaging and financing and expressed gratitude for their participation in ongoing military operations against ISIL."



Responding to questions at Harvard Kenney School on Thursday, BIDEN has said that "our biggest problem is our allies," regarding the three-year-old civil war in Syria between President Bashar al-Assad and rebel groups seeking to topple his government.



"The Turks, who are great friends — I have a great relationship with Erdogan, whom I spend a lot of time with — the Saudis, the Emiratis, etc. What were they doing? They were so determined to take down Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war," BIDEN said.



"What did they do? They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad — except that the people who were being supplied were al-Nusra and al-Qaida and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world."



BIDEN was forced to immediately apologize by phone call to Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan following his comments. On Sunday, the United Arab Emirates also requested a formal clarification for the claims.



"The vice president apologized for any implication that Turkey or other allies and partners in the region had intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth of ISIL or other violent extremists in Syria," the White House said in another statement.



The Washington Post offered that although BIDEN is known for making political gaffes, the comments he made are "some pretty serious allegations" and have been met with hard feelings from America's Arab allies.



"But as BIDEN's many gaffes go, few are as damaging as this one," the publication said.



In September, 10 Arab countries pledged to help the U.S. in the fight against ISIS, which has captured a number of towns across Iraq and Syria.



The pledge came following a meeting with Secretary of State John Kerry in Saudi Arabia, when ministers representing Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the UAE all said that they will provide both military support and humanitarian aid.



"The region recognizes the danger that has been unleashed and they are full-throatedly ready to deal with that and that is why they committed today to take the actions they have committed to," Kerry said at the time.



Breitbart News

THIRD TIME'S A CHARM: BIDEN CALLS SAUDI ARABIA TO CLARIFY REMARKS

By: Charlie Spiering / October 7, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN called Saudi Arabia’s Prince Saud Al-Faisal to clear up remarks he made about the rise of Islamic State (ISIS/ISIL) terrorism in Syria, according to BIDEN's office.

	

The phone call marks the third phone call BIDEN has made since suggesting that the governments of Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates helped fund the ascension of ISIS. During the call, BIDEN "clarified his recent remarks" about the early days of the Syrian conflict.



"The Turks, who are great friends … the Saudis, the Emiratis, etc. What were they doing? They were so determined to take down Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war," BIDEN said. "What did they do? 



They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad — except that the people who were being supplied were al-Nusra and al-Qaeda and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world."



Over the weekend, BIDEN phoned government officials from the United Arab Emirates and Turkey to clarify and apologize for his remarks.



Investor’s Business Daily

Now, a rattled Obama and BIDEN need help explaining what they really mean

By: Andrew Malcolm / October 7, 2014



The president of the United States has another full schedule this week -- of fundraising.



He was at it last night in D.C.. He'll be talking for dollars three times today in New York City and Greenwich, Conn. while Vice President Joe BIDEN works Los Angeles and then San Francisco donors. Thursday through Saturday Obama will ka-ching the liberal California cash machine in both LA and San Francisco.



But what's been the most interesting thing in recent days is the need for Press Secretary Josh Earnest to explain what Barack Obama really meant in his '60 Minutes' interview last week and what Vice President Joe BIDEN really meant when he accused alleged allies in the Middle East of initially supporting ISIS and other extremists with millions of dollars and hundreds of tons of weapons.



Remember, Obama was supposed to be the golden-tongued orator whose words would woo the masses and hold back the tides of time. As long as he could rely on a teleprompter, that was true for a while. Now, his mis-steps with those of Pancho BIDEN resemble circus clowns running into each other.



BIDEN has said so many stupid things so often, you'd think he should have been replaced in 2012. But he may be Obama's best insurance against impeachment.



Back in September of 2008, you may not recall, Joe informed one campaign town hall that Hillary Clinton would have been a better VP choice for Obama. For someone as insecure and thin-skinned as Obama, that was major criticism.



You didn't read much about it then because the media was focused on Sarah Palin quotes to Katie "I've Had Several Employers Since Then" Couric. But BIDEN was immediately muzzled more than Palin.

Still, he yabbers on. Last week in Joplin, Mo., a city of about 50,000 residents, BIDEN sympathetically recalled the 2011 tornado that devastated part of the town and claimed 161,000 lives. But his Thursday comments at Harvard ignited international reaction.



In his best 'I'm-on-the-inside-tone,' BIDEN confided to students that Saudi Arabia, Turkey and the United Arab Emirates had all helped Syrian insurgents including ISIS and al Nusra and quoted from a private conversation with Turkish President Recep Erdogan.



Such clandestine maneuvering across the Middle East's shifting sands is most likely true. But such undiplomatic candor and loose lips could sink 



Obama's desperate efforts to lure those three Arab nations and others into his coalition of the reluctant now pretending to fight ISIS here and there in Syria and Iraq.



Today’s Zaman

BIDEN's apology falls short, Davutoğlu calls his remarks 'unfair'

October 7, 2014



Despite the fact that US Vice President Joe BIDEN has made an apology to President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan for remarks last week accusing Turkey of supporting anyone who would fight against the Bashar al-Assad regime in Syria, Turkish officials seem not to be satisfied with it.



In an interview with CNN's Christiane Amanpour, which aired on Monday, 



Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu said, “This is really a very unfair accusation,” when asked what he thought about BIDEN accusing Turkey of supporting the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) against Assad.

Turkey has been accused by Western officials and media in the past few years of turning a blind eye to the foreign fighters crossing into Syria via 



Turkish territory to join ISIL.



Davutoğlu also said Turkey wants “fairness and empathy.”



According to the White House, BIDEN on Saturday apologized to Turkish President Erdoğan, who was angry over comments in which BIDEN said Erdoğan had admitted that Turkey had made a mistake by allowing foreign fighters to cross into Syria via its territory.



Erdoğan denied ever making such a statement and told reporters in İstanbul before BIDEN's apology that the vice president would "be history for me if he has indeed used such expressions."



"The vice president apologized for any implication that Turkey or other allies and partners in the region had intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth of ISIL or other violent extremists in Syria," the White House said.



The spat comes as Turkey, a NATO ally, is expected to define the role it will play in the US-led coalition against the ISIL militants who have captured a swath of Iraq and Syria, in some cases right up to the countries' border with Turkey.



BIDEN indicated in a speech at the Harvard Kennedy School of Government on Oct. 2 that the US's allies in the region, including Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Qatar, contributed to the rise of ISIL and that Erdoğan, whom he called an old friend, had told him that Turkey had “let too many people through,” even though Turkey is now trying to secure its border.



US Department of State Spokesperson Jen Psaki was grilled on Monday at her daily press briefing about BIDEN's apology and was asked whether it was necessary or not.



When one journalist asked whether the US Department of State believes the Turks, until recently, were not doing as much as they could, Psaki said: “Well, over the course of time over the last several years, we have expressed the need to do more. When warranted, more has been done, and we're focused on moving forward.”



When asked the reason for BIDEN apologizing, Psaki said she had addressed the issue and did not have anything to add to that.



Mediaite

Former Aides Recall Eye Rolls from BIDEN When Asked Not to Ad Lib Speeches

By: Eddie Scarry / October 7, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN‘s loose lips have once again placed him under a heat lamp and moved the Associated Press to print the headline, “Blunders Renew Questions About BIDEN’s Discipline.”



Much of Monday’s White House press briefing was dedicated to getting answers from the Obama administration on the slew of apologies BIDEN recently issued to foreign nations for several of his gaffes.

	

“As BIDEN seeks to fashion himself as a credible alternative to Hillary Rodham Clinton in the 2016 presidential race, his latest missteps have rekindled lingering questions about his ability to serve as commander in chief,” the AP reports.



And then there’s this damning detail from former BIDEN aides [emphasis added]:



Former aides who have prepped BIDEN say they repeated predetermined talking points to him over and over before sensitive meetings and high-profile speeches. The vast majority of the time he hits the script perfectly, the aides said.



But sometimes their pleas not to freelance were met with a roll of the eyes by BIDEN, who served for decades on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and has strong views of his own.



So, BIDEN either deliberately ignores what his advisers tell him — or perhaps he’s forgetful.



The White House, at least publicly, doesn’t seem to care. White House press secretary Josh Earnest said Monday that BIDEN “is somebody who continues to be a core member of the President’s national security team.”



National Review Online

Panetta Hints He’d Take Hillary in a Match-Up Against BIDEN

By: Brendan Bordelon / October 7, 2014



Leon Panetta worked closely with both Vice President Joe BIDEN and former secretary of state Hillary Clinton as CIA director and then secretary of defense. So it’s not surprising he was diplomatic when asked about a possible presidential matchup between the two, but it was easy to tell whom the former secretary of defense favors. 



“Who would be a better commander-in-chief?” NBC’s Andrea Mitchell asked Panetta on Tuesday.



“You know, it’s tough for me to kind of say that Joe BIDEN couldn’t do that job,” he said. “Because frankly Joe BIDEN has a lot of experience, particularly as vice president.”



“Hillary Clinton, I know could do the job,” he continued, “because she’s somebody who’s got experience, she’s got the toughness of mind and commitment to this country that I think is important.”



Panetta was former President Bill Clinton’s chief of staff from 1994 to 1997, and it’s been suggested he’ll be angling for another White House post should Hillary win the White House in 2016.



Daily Caller

BIDEN Crowns Himself ‘Middle Class Joe’

October 7, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is combining his traditional gaffe-making with some tentative criticism of President Barack Obama’s economy, as he embarks on his effort to win the Democrats’ 2016 nomination.



“In a macroeconomic sense, the economy is roaring, everything is growing great [but] the truth of the matter is, a lot of folks are hurting. A lot of middle class folks are in a stagnant position,” he told a meeting of Democrats in Los Angeles, Calif.



HIs gaffe wasn’t a diplomatic error or a accidental insult, but more of a fake humble-brag. (RELATED: Josh Earnest Defends BIDEN In Wake Of Gaffes)



“My [Senate] colleagues would tell you, I’m referred to in Washington and nationally as ‘Middle Class Joe,’” he told the Democrats, who included the Italian-American mayor of L.A., Gil Garcetti.



“In Washington, that is not meant as compliment,” he insisted, as if people actually do call him “Middle Class Joe.”



“It means that you’re not sophisticated,” said the Vice President.



CNN

BIDEN being BIDEN: That's a problem

By S.E. Cupp / October 7, 2014



(CNN) -- Any baseball fan who has been alive in the last decade is familiar with a truism: "That's just Manny being Manny."



It has been used to describe one of the best outfielders in baseball history, Manny Ramirez, who -- like a certain Vice President -- had a way of stumbling into (and creating) some truly terrible press.



Like Joe BIDEN, Ramirez was colorful, beloved and often forgiven. He could be endearing, running an American flag out onto the field with a wide boyish smile after becoming a U.S. citizen. He was certainly amusing, retreating into the Green Monster at Boston's Fenway Park during the games to take a call, or high-fiving a fan in the middle of a play.



Sometimes his antics were cringe-worthy. There was the time he successfully stole second base, but effectively "returned" it when he was thrown out inexplicably jogging back to first.



And occasionally, Ramirez was a legitimate problem: shoving aging traveling secretary Jack McCormick over a ticket request, faking injuries to get out of key games, violating the league's drug policy and blasting his own team in the media.

Eventually shrugging off "Manny being Manny" became harder and harder to do. BIDEN, however, still seems to get away with "being BIDEN."



Until now, maybe. After criticizing key Arab allies in our fragile anti-ISIS coalition -- including Turkey, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia at a time when muscling the resolve to go after the terrorist fighters in Syria and Iraq is a heavy lift for everyone involved -- BIDEN's "gaffe" is one that could come with significant consequences.



He quickly offered apologies to Turkey and the UAE for suggesting at a Harvard University forum that they had inadvertently helped strengthen ISIS. Issuing public apologies -- especially when technically BIDEN's assertions are true, if incomplete -- is an unequivocal embarrassment for the White House, which has been defending itself against criticism of incompetence all year.



Not to mention that getting this coalition together in the first place was, as Joe BIDEN might say, a big effing deal. And so, slamming our partners in a nakedly political attempt to defend President Obama's policies to a group of college students understandably didn't sit well with our friends overseas.

BIDEN seems to have a hard time remembering that he is a proxy for the President and the policies of the United States. In fact, back in 2012, BIDEN explained his spontaneous declaration that Obama was "absolutely comfortable" with same-sex marriage -- well before Obama was ready to -- this way, according to Jo Becker's book "Forcing the Spring:"



VP blames allies for ISIS, apologizes Turkey PM responds to BIDEN's accusation BIDEN apologizes to Turkey, UAE



"I didn't go out volunteering a position, but when asked a question...I had to respond to it."



Except, of course, that BIDEN did volunteer a position, not just his own but the President's. It was a moment that so confounded and infuriated the administration that Valerie Jarrett accused him of "downright disloyalty," according to Becker's book.



Publicly, anyway, Obama put on a happy face, saying he would have "preferred to have done this in my own way, on my own terms," but "all's well that ends well."



Unlike BIDEN's other category of gaffes -- off-color blurting and uncomfortable racial stereotyping -- this one had real political consequences, but ultimately boiled down to what was merely an election-year headache for the President.



Now, though, BIDEN's undiplomatic slam against our Arab coalition could unravel an already precarious military and political partnership that the Obama administration has leaned on heavily to sell intervention both abroad and here at home. Let's hope they don't decide this was just the excuse they needed to pull out altogether and once again leave the United States to shoulder the burden of fighting terrorism in their own backyards.



Chicago Sun Times

Joe BIDEN: The most photogenic vice president in history

By: Chad Merda / October 7, 2014



It 's rare for Vice President Joe BIDEN to make a public appearance and not give us one of those classic BIDEN moments. Whether he's grinning, pointing or just has a goofy expression on his face, he can easily be categorized as the most photogenic vice president in history.



E News

Who Is Joe BIDEN?! Jimmy Kimmel Stumps Americans in Hilarious Video (No, He's Not in Pineapple Express)

By: Alyssa Toomey / October 7, 2014



Boy, that Joe BIDEN can sure stop traffic (as evidenced by his visit to Los Angeles this week), but what does the man really do? 



While the answer may seem simple—he's the Vice President of the United States—Jimmy Kimmel asked a number of Americans to correctly identify the 71-year-old politician and surprisingly enough (or shall we say alarmingly?) the majority of folks were entirely stumped. 



After being inspired by the road closures in Los Angeles, the comedian addressed the audience at Jimmy Kimmel Live and inquired, "No offense, but do we really need to stop traffic for Joe BIDEN? I mean, I know he is the 

Vice President, but I wonder how many people even care that he is here?"



He then proceeded to take his inquiry to the streets of Hollywood Boulevard, where a camera crew questioned multiple pedestrians, specifically, "American citizens," and asked: Who is Joe BIDEN?



Apparently, the answer is not that simple. 



No, Joe BIDEN is not "part of a terrorist group" as one man incorrectly guessed nor is he a "movie star" (although he does snap some pretty snazzy Instagrams).



As for whether he looks like someone who would be a friend of President Barack Obama's? 



"No, he looks like he'd probably oppose anything Obama," one man replied, adding that he's forming his assumptions "basically going off skin color."



Finally, our favorite response comes from a man wearing a marijuana leaf handkerchief on his head who is convinced that he has seen BIDEN "in movies."



And after the flick Pineapple Express is suggested, he flashes a wide-eyed grin and replies, "Oh yeah! He's in that." 



To be fair, the man also admitted that he's "really f--king stoned." 



Two thumps up for America!



Washington Post

People have no idea who Joe BIDEN is. Jimmy Kimmel proved it.

By: Jaime Fuller / October 7, 2014



Who is Joe BIDEN? Is he a terrorist group? Or a movie star? Maybe he was in Pineapple Express?



Or maybe he's a Republican who constantly goes against the Democratic agenda. Or a congressman. No, no, he's definitely a governor.



Jimmy Kimmel managed to find an upsettingly large number of people who had no idea what our vice president does for a living. And don't worry, you can be sure the majority of the people they talked to outside the "Jimmy Kimmel Live" studio on Hollywood Boulevard knew who Joe BIDEN was, but those sages of the sidewalk were edited out. They did leave in a guy who said BIDEN was the assistant president, which would be an amazing title.



On the other hand, the video might not be too far off. A 2010 Pew Research Center poll showed that only 59 percent of Americans knew Joe BIDEN was our vice president.



So great job, America.



New York Post

Who is Joe BIDEN? No one knows, apparently

By: David K. Li / October 7, 2014 



Who’s Joe BIDEN?



That’s not such an easy answer for Los Angeles pedestrians who couldn’t identify the vice president, according to a thoroughly unscientific but hilarious survey by late-night funnyman Jimmy Kimmel.



“Jimmy Kimmel Live!,” which tapes on Hollywood Boulevard, ventured outside to test the civics knowledge of a dozen sun-drenched, water-deprived Angelenos.



Armed with a picture of BIDEN, the “Jimmy Kimmel Live!”crew found they had virtually no clue who he was.



“A terrorist group?” one man said.



“I’ve seen him in movies,” another answered.



Several respondents had a general idea that BIDEN works in politics.



One identified BIDEN as a sitting US Senator, another called him a congressman and one said: “He’s a Republican and he’s going to be president soon.”



BIDEN was in Los Angeles on Monday for Democratic fundraisers, and that news trickled down to at least one LA denizen.



“He’s coming to town today or something like that,” one man said. “He’s like the assistant president or something?”



That was as close as it got to identifying BIDEN as vice president.



But maybe Angelos aren’t so off-the-charts dense — a 2010 Pew Research poll found that 59 percent of Americans could ID BIDEN as VP.



The Blaze

Jimmy Kimmel Asks Americans, ‘Who Is Joe BIDEN?’ Try Not to Wet Your Pants at the Answers

By: Jonathon M. Seidl / October 7, 2014



Not much can be said here except, maybe, “Poor Joe BIDEN.”



Jimmy Kimmel recently sent his cameras to the streets of Hollywood to ask people (specifically Americans), “Who is Joe BIDEN?” The results are absolutely hilarious — with a dash of depressing.



Answers ranged from, “I think he’s a governor or something,” to, “Terrorist group.” One guy even suggests he’s a Republican who is going to be president soon that probably opposes Obama because BIDEN is white.



National Review Online

Nobody in L.A. Knows Who Joe BIDEN Is

By Brendan Bordelon / October 7, 2014



As Vice President Joe BIDEN’s visit snarls traffic in Los Angeles this week, comedian Jimmy Kimmel interviewed Angelenos to ask if they knew who was causing all the commotion in their city. The results — while neither surprising nor necessarily representative – were certainly hilarious.



In man-on-the-street interviews aired Monday night, not a single L.A. resident was able to say who BIDEN was. But they had some interesting ideas. 



“A terrorist?” one man postulated, with another asking if he was “a movie star” and another claiming he’s a “Republican who’s going to be president soon, I’m assuming.”



Shown a picture of BIDEN, the African-American man was asked if he thought the vice president was a friend of Obama. “No,” he said. “He looks like he’d probably oppose things Obama’s doing.”



“How come?” the interviewer asked. ”I’m basically going off skin color right now, to be honest with you,” the man replied.



Wall Street Journal

‘Jimmy Kimmel Live’ Proves Americans Have No Clue Who Joe BIDEN Is

By: Sarene Leeds / October 7, 2014



Talk about a tailor-made #murica hashtag experiment: “Jimmy Kimmel Live!” sent a camera crew out on the streets of Los Angeles to talk to passersby about the vice president’s recent visit to the city. It didn’t go terribly well, considering that no less than 11 people were completely clueless as to who he was.



“Wasn’t he our governor?” is actually one of the more benign, and, honestly, on-the-right-track guesses, but it was no match for the guy wearing a marijuana-plant-decorated do-rag who was convinced BIDEN was in the film “Pineapple Express” (“Is he going to be here?” he asked gleefully).



Finally, the “JKL” team stumbled upon someone who not only knows BIDEN is in town, but that he’s the “assistant president.” Sadly, he was a lot closer to the mark than the pretentious-sounding girl who insisted the vice president was a senator (although, she wouldn’t be wrong if this interview happened prior to 2008) “from references and from news and from casually reading newspapers.” Emphasis on the word “casually.”



The Washington Free Beacon

Who Is Joe BIDEN?

October 7, 2014



Late night talk show host Jimmy Kimmel was so irked by the traffic congestion caused by Joe BIDEN’s visit to Los Angeles that he decided to find out how much Americans really know about the vice president.



A select group of Americans walking along Hollywood Boulevard were asked one simple question: “Who is Joe BIDEN?”



Responses ranged from “our governor” to “a terrorist group,” but one response was particularly entertaining.



“I don’t know, Joe BIDEN–he is a Republican and he’s going to be president soon, I’m assuming,” one man said.



The interviewer then held up a photo of BIDEN and asked whether or not he “looks like he would be a friend of Obama.”



“Uh, no he looks like he probably would oppose things Obama is doing,” the man said.



“How come?” the interviewer asked.



“Uh, I’m basically going off skin color right now, to be honest with you,” the man said. “But I have heard them badgering him and saying that he’s not supporting the Democratic party or whatever.”



The best answer Kimmel’s crew could find was “Assistant President”–close enough.



Roll Call

Jimmy Kimmel Gets a Read on Joe BIDEN

By: Warren Rojas / October 7, 2014



It’s no wonder Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. feels like he’s been reduced to a living, breathing punchline.



According to a handful of Californians, the man who is currently a heartbeat away from becoming commander in chief could just as easily be mistaken for a Republican, a terrorist or a supporting character from “Pineapple Express.”



Late night talk show host Jimmy Kimmel uncovered the utter lack of name recognition that dogs the VPOTUS by posing a simple question to Los Angelenos: Who is Joe BIDEN?



“He’s like the assistant president, or something,” was the best this civics-challenged sample of the population could come up with.



BIDEN is out west raising money for the party, and is expected to roam around the city later today.



To wit, if L.A. wants to get to know the ′Vette-loving Delawarean a little better, somebody ought to open up a Capriotti’s ASAP.



Gawker

Jimmy Kimmel Asks Clueless Americans "Who Is Joe BIDEN?"

By: Jay Hathaway / October 7, 2014



Who is Joe BIDEN (other than the hardest-partying vice president in U.S. history, that is)? When a visit from the VP interfered with traffic near Jimmy Kimmel's studio, he sent a reporter out to Hollywood Boulevard to find out what Americans really know about this BIDEN character.



Consensus: BIDEN is probably a man. A congressman. A senator. The governor. An actor. A Republican. Maybe a terrorist? Definitely not someone who would be friends with Barack Obama.



Forgotten vice president (is there any other kind?) Thomas Marshall, who served under Woodrow Wilson, is said to have told a story about two brothers: "One ran away to sea; the other was elected vice president of the United States. And nothing was heard of either of them again."



It's okay, Joe. You'll always have the Summer of '87.



Examiner

People don't know who Joe BIDEN is: Thought he was a movie star or a rock star

October 7, 2014



On ABC's Jimmy Kimmel Live on Monday's night show, the comedian proved that a lot of Americans don't know who Vice-President Joe BIDEN is. During his monologue, Kimmel explained that traffic was backed up because BIDEN was in town. Then his said he didn't know why traffic was backed up because many people don't know who BIDEN is. He sent a reporter to ask people on the streets of Los Angeles, "Who is Joe BIDEN?" The responses were surprising.



Out of about a dozen responses, not one of them said Joe BIDEN is the current Vice-President of the United States. After half of them didn't know who he is, the reporter showed a picture, and they still didn't know who he is. Some said he is a movie star. Some said he is a rock star in a band. Some did hint that he is in politics, but said he is a Republican who goes against President Obama. The closest answer came when the last person said he is the assistant president. The caption read: "Close Enough" and the session ended.



So, what do we say about this experiment? Have Americans become more focused on things other than who their top political leaders are? Are Americans so enamored with singers, dancers and movie stars that they don't know who is running the country?



According to KTLA, Vice President Joe BIDEN arrived in Southern California Monday to begin a two-day visit to the Los Angeles area to attend a series of fundraisers ahead of next month's midterm elections. His being in the city prompted a number of road closures between the westside and downtown L.A. that caused traffic jams during the morning and afternoon rush hours.



The Hollywood Gossip

People Have No Idea Who Joe BIDEN Is

By: Hilton Hater / October 7, 2014



Joe BIDEN is in Los Angeles this week.



As a result, that city has closed down a number of streets and created quite a few traffic jams in the process.



This is sort of understandable, Jimmy Kimmel reasoned on his talk show last night, because he is the Vice President of the United States and all. But, come on, Kimmel also asked. Is it really necessary?!?



After all, does anyone even know who Joe BIDEN is? No, really... anyone at all?



Kimmel sent a reporter out to the streets of Hollywood Boulevard to pose this very simple question, with the answers ranging from a "man" to a "terrorist group" to someone who would not get along with Barack Obama because BIDEN is white.



Previously, Kimmel also proved that nearly no one knows the words to The Star-Spangled Banner.



America, huh? Totally the best country in the world!



Gossip Cop

WATCH: Jimmy Kimmel Asks Americans, “Who Is Joe BIDEN?” In Hilarious Video

By Erica Tempesta / October 7, 2014



Jimmy Kimmel sent a camera crew out into the streets of L.A. to ask Americans if they knew who Vice President Joe BIDEN is for a segment on Monday’s “Jimmy Kimmel Live” that was both funny and frightening at the same time.



Inspired by BIDEN’s visit to Los Angeles on Monday and Tuesday, Kimmel asked the audience, “Do we really need to stop traffic for Joe BIDEN? I know he is the Vice President, but I wonder how many people even care that he is here?”



Apparently, not many.



Pedestrians in Hollywood, when asked who BIDEN was, guessed that he was everything from a man (technically correct) to a terrorist group.



Kimmel even made a point of making sure that those questioned, “Who is Joe BIDEN,” were Americans.



One guy was convinced that the Vice President had a role in the stoner flick Pinapple Express, although the man admitted during the on-street interview that he himself was “really f*cking stoned.”



Roll Call

BIDEN ‘Third World’ LaGuardia Comment Still Resonating in Infrastructure Debate

By: Tom Curry / October 7, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN’s unscripted comments have gotten him in trouble in recent days, but his candor about LaGuardia Airport in New York is helpful to the airports industry, said Kevin Burke, the president of the Airports Council International – North America (ACI-NA) Tuesday at an industry conference.



BIDEN said in February that LaGuardia looks like it should be in “some third world country.”



“When Vice President Joe BIDEN goes to LaGuardia, twice now, and makes fun of the fact that LaGuardia looks like a third world airport, guess what, he’s helping us actually… by pointing out the fact that without proper financing of airports, that we’re going to have a list of airports that look just like LaGuardia.”



Burke said as the airports industry prepares for the long-term bill to reauthorize the Federal Aviation Administration which Congress may take up next year, it is “absolutely amazing” that there’s resistance to increasing the $4.50 passenger facility charge, which helps airports to pay for building and maintaining infrastructure.



The PFC was last raised in 2000. “We’re having our challenges getting the airlines to agree to boost that up to $8.50 and adjust it for inflation, so we can use that money to be able to build the airports of the future,” Burke said.



“We’ll win this battle, folks, I can tell you that. We’re going to win this battle,” he vowed.



Burke added after his speech that “we as an association have done a lot of work to shore up why we support the PFC. Our job is to convince members of Congress, who otherwise look at the PFC as bad, to show how it helps the local community. We’re a trillion dollar business in this country. And we can’t be ignored.”



Burke also told the airport executives that ACI-NA had surveyed them, asking what they consider the most important issues facing airports today and in five years.



“Airport directors said the biggest challenge is air service. What’s it going to be in five years? Air service,” he said.  Consolidation of the airlines have resulted in some airports losing service: Cleveland, for example, lost its United hub in February.



Fewer carriers means “bigger challenges filling the gates” with planes, Burke said.



“The challenge for airports, especially in the medium and small hubs, even some of the larger hubs is ‘how do you fill those gates?’ How do you provide service to folks from small and medium hubs, getting them to large hubs….?”



CATO

BIDEN Should Not Have Apologized

By: Ted Galen Carpenter / October 7, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN has reportedly apologized to the leaders of Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, and other Middle East countries for his previous comments that they had, perhaps inadvertently, supported Sunni extremists in the Syrian civil war.  The uproar occurred because BIDEN had stated that Turkey, Qatar, and the UAE had given “billions of dollars and tens of thousands of tons of weapons” to Syrian Sunni fighters seeking to overthrow Bashar al-Assad’s regime.  Those governments, he charged, had been willing to give aid to “anyone who would fight Assad.  Except that the people who were being supplied were al-Nusra and al-Qaeda and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world.”  



It is unfortunate that BIDEN felt the need to retract those comments, because his criticism was quite accurate.  As I point out in a recent article on Aspenia Online,  the rise of ISIS is the latest phase of a regional struggle for power between Sunnis and Shiites.  The primary arena is Syria, where a fight rages between largely Sunni insurgents and Assad’s governing coalition of Alawites (a Shiite offshoot), Christians, and other religious minorities who are petrified about possible Sunni domination.  Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Turkey, and the UAE enthusiastically backed the insurgents, and although the Obama administration might prefer to forget its role in the rise of ISIS, the United States provided aid to them as well.



The other, closely related, arena is Iraq with its continuing sectarian animosity.  Eliminating Saddam Hussein’s rule ended decades of Sunni domination of that country’s politics and economy.  The new Shiite-led government was in no mood for conciliating the displaced elite that had stifled their faction for so long.  Instead, the regime seemed to go out of its way to marginalize and humiliate the Sunni minority.  Iraq has seethed for years because of sectarian hatred, drifting to the brink of civil war in 2006 and 2007, and finally exploding into a full-blown internecine conflict this year.  Some Iraqi Sunnis may harbor worries about the extremist nature of ISIS, but they also see the group as the one entity capable of mounting a serious armed challenge to the Baghdad government.      



Although the Saudi, Turkish and Gulf governments now refuse to admit their role, they did heavily back Sunni forces in both Syria and Iraq that subsequently went rogue and formed the core of ISIS.  Saudi Arabia’s involvement was especially malignant, since Saudi aid to Syrian and Iraqi factions was channeled primarily to the most radical elements.  That development was hardly accidental or surprising, given the Saudi government’s long-standing promotion of the extremist Wahhabi strain of Islam. Saudi leaders may now realize that they helped create a Frankenstein’s monster, but Washington’s belief that Riyadh, as a member of the anti-ISIS coalition, will work to strengthen “moderates” in Syria and elsewhere is extraordinarily naïve.  The Saudi government will more likely try to back other hard-line Sunni elements that, perhaps for sufficient financial inducements, might be willing to break with ISIS and take guidance from Saudi patrons. 



BIDEN was undoubtedly under pressure not to antagonize members of the ramshackle international coalition that President Obama has assembled to combat ISIS.  But truth is truth.  And the vice president’s original comments about the deleterious role that Riyadh, Ankara, and other capitals have played were the truth.
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Associated Press

BIDEN rallies support for Maffei during Syracuse airport rally amid tough challenge from Katko

October 20, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is urging Syracuse-area voters to support Democratic Rep. Dan Maffei (muh-FAY') in what has turned into a hard-fought race.



CNN

Cuomo pokes fun Joe BIDEN's airport joke

By: Ashley Codianni / October 20, 2014

Remember that time Vice President Joe BIDEN compared New York City's LaGuardia airport to a "third world country"?



The Post-Standard

BIDEN in Syracuse: Great to be 'almost home'

By: Terri Weaver / October 20, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN, calling U.S. Rep. Dan Maffei a personal friend, urged people here to vote Democratic on Nov. 4 to protect middle-class homeowners and workers.



The Daily Orange

Vice President Joe BIDEN campaigns for Congressman Dan Maffei in Syracuse, calls for strengthening of middle class

By: Meredith Newman / October 20, 2014

The middle class isn’t just a number, Vice President Joe BIDEN said on Monday to a crowd of hundreds of people in Syracuse, but a set of values.



The Post-Standard

Crowds gather for BIDEN's rally for Dan Maffei at Syracuse airport

By: Terri Weaver / October 20, 2014

BIDEN was in New York earlier today with Gov. Andrew Cuomo, another Democrat running for re-election, to talk about improving New York City's airports.



WSYR-TV Syracuse 

VP BIDEN to visit Syracuse, supports Maffei

October 20, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Syracuse Monday afternoon to rally for incumbent Democrat Dan Maffei, running for reelection for the 24th congressional seat.



TWC News

BIDEN to Visit Syracuse as Race Tightens Between Maffei, Katko 

By: Bill Carey / October 20, 2014

As Election Day inches closer, political heavyweights are ramping up their efforts to sway voters in some of the more hotly contested races around the country. One of those races is the 24th Congressional District, where Vice President Joe BIDEN will be offering his endorsement Monday.



Associated Press

Biden touts plans to fix 'Third World' NYC airport

By: Jonathan Lemire / October 20, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN, who infamously dubbed New York City's outdated LaGuardia Airport "a Third World country," joined Gov. Andrew Cuomo at a news conference Monday to tout plans to improve the region's airports.



Wall Street Journal

Cuomo Announces Plan to Overhaul Airports

By: Andrew Tangel / October 20, 2014

Accompanied Vice President Joe BIDEN , the New York governor announced a design competition for La Guardia and JFK’s makeovers as part of a broader long-term plan for the region’s airports that includes smaller airports: Stewart International in Orange County and Republic on Long Island. But Mr. Cuomo offered few details of how the eventual projects might be funded or when they might be completed.



Associated Press

BIDEN, Cuomo push to revitalize NY's airports

October 20, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN and Governor Andrew Cuomo are vowing to improve New York's airports.



New York Times

BIDEN on Airports, Lincoln and Governor Cuomo

By: Patrick McGeehan / October 20, 2014

If Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr.’s words of praise translate into votes, Andrew M. Cuomo should be re-elected governor of New York by a landslide.



New York Daily News

Vice President BIDEN to Gov. Cuomo on Abe Lincoln: 'He's like you, pal. He had vision.'

By: Celeste Katz / October 20, 2014

So that's why you never see Abe Lincoln and Gov. Cuomo in the same room at the same time. Vice President BIDEN and the governor got buddy-buddy in Queens Monday over their mutual fondness for investing in infrastructure -- with the veep comparing Cuomo to the 16th president for being able to see the big picture.



Newsday 

Cuomo, BIDEN push revamp of NY airports

By: Laura Figueroa / October 20, 2014

Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo joined Vice President Joe BIDEN in Queens Monday to unveil a plan to modernize four New York airports, including Republic Airport in East Farmingdale.



BusinessWeek

New York City Airports Get $500,000 Makeover Contest From Cuomo

By: Freeman Klopott and Allyson Versprille

Cuomo announced the $500,000 design contest for John F. Kennedy International and LaGuardia airports at a press briefing in Queens with U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN, who in February caused a stir when he likened LaGuardia to a facility in a third-world country.



New York Observer

Cuomo and BIDEN Vow Transformative Overhaul of New York Airports

By: Ross Barkan / October 20, 2014

Appearing with Vice President Joseph BIDEN Jr. today, Gov. Andrew Cuomo vowed to dramatically reshape the city’s two aging airports and turn two other little-known airports in major economic hubs.



The Hill

BIDEN makes new La Guardia joke

By: Justin Sink / October 20, 2014

Vice President BIDEN’s military pilots joked they might need to bring Marines to protect him given his criticism of New York’s “third world” La Guardia Airport.



Times Ledger

Bide, Cuomo announce airport modernization in Queens

By: Alex Robinson / October 20, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN joined Gov. Andrew Cuomo in Queens Monday morning to announce a design competition as part of a plan to revitalize the borough’s airports.



Crain’s New York Business

State and feds eye major upgrades of NYC airports

By: Daniel Geiger / October 20, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will join Gov. Andrew Cuomo at a press conference Monday at LaGuardia Airport to announce that the state will explore major upgrades to the region's airports.



Democrat & Chronicle

Cuomo wants Stewart International Airport to take on more cargo

By: Jon Campbell / October 20, 2014

Gov. Andrew Cuomo wants Stewart International Airport in Orange County to take on more cargo shipments, a move he said would free up John F. Kennedy International Airport to take on more passengers.



Curbed

Cuomo Makes Unfounded Promise To Improve Airport Transit

By: Zoe Rosenberg / October 20, 2014

The city's airport system is getting some kind of reboot. Today, Vice President BIDEN and Governor Cuomo laid out a broad agenda for reshaping the city's two (in some opinions) failing major airports, LaGuardia and JFK, and beefing-up the nearby lesser-known Republic airport in Long Island and Stewart airport in the Hudson Valley, the Observer reports.



The Legislative Gazette

BIDEN joins Cuomo to call for NY airport improvements

By: Adam Shelmerdine / October 20, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN, who recently likened LaGuardia to a "third-world country," joined Cuomo at a press conference in Queens Monday to show his support for Cuomo's plan.



The Global Times

BIDEN gaffes weaken US diplomacy

By: George N. Tzogopoulos / October 20, 2014

While the US is getting involved in the most important foreign policy adventure since the beginning of the Obama presidency, Vice President Joe BIDEN is apologizing to Turkey and the United Arab Emirates for comments he made regarding their alleged role in supporting and facilitating terrorists. 





Associated Press

BIDEN rallies support for Maffei during Syracuse airport rally amid tough challenge from Katko

October 20, 2014



SYRACUSE, New York — Vice President Joe BIDEN is urging Syracuse-area voters to support Democratic Rep. Dan Maffei (muh-FAY') in what has turned into a hard-fought race.



BIDEN made a stop at an airport rally for Maffei on Monday afternoon after an appearance earlier in the day in New York City with Gov. Andrew Cuomo.



The Syracuse Post-Standard reports (http://bit.ly/1rYSxeP ) that BIDEN told about 450 people that this was a big election and that Democrats will protect the middle class.



Maffei is being challenged by Republican John Katko in the central New York swing district.



He won election to New York's 24th District in 2012 by defeating the Republican who ousted him two years earlier.



CNN

Cuomo pokes fun Joe BIDEN's airport joke

By: Ashley Codianni / October 20, 2014



Remember that time Vice President Joe BIDEN compared New York City's LaGuardia airport to a "third world country"?



Well, karma came back to BIDEN during an event with New York Gov, Andrew Cuomo. Sitting side-by -side, the two men vowed to improve and modernize New York City airports.



Cuomo was quick to playfully jab at the Vice President's earlier comments on his state's airport, "a famous person once said and I quote: 'If I blindfolded you and took you to LaGuardia Airport in New York, you must think, "I must be in some third world country.'" Cuomo then asks, "who do you think said that?"



As the crowd continued to laugh, Cuomo went through a slew of options could have said it, "first choice: Gov. Rick Perry. Second: Jay Leno. Third: Donald Trump. (D) none of the above. It is D: none of the above," admitting that BIDEN not only said the remark, but that he was also right.



While calling New York City's Laguardia Airport a "third world country" is a little extreme, a list of the world's worst airports by CNN ranks LaGuardia as the tenth worst airport in the world, with not a single U.S. airport appearing on the best of 2014 list.



The Post-Standard

BIDEN in Syracuse: Great to be 'almost home'

By: Terri Weaver / October 20, 2014



DeWitt, N.Y. -- Vice President Joe BIDEN, calling U.S. Rep. Dan Maffei a personal friend, urged people here to vote Democratic on Nov. 4 to protect middle-class homeowners and workers.



"Folks this is a big election," BIDEN said at Syracuse Hancock International Airport. "We finally climbed out of a God-awful hole that was built by the other team."



BIDEN, in an orange-and-blue-striped tie, started with an emotional recollection of meeting his late wife, Neilia Hunter, who was from Auburn.



"It's great to be almost home," BIDEN said today, after Maffei, D-Syracuse, introduced the vice president as "Uncle Joe."



"Dan said it pretty well," BIDEN said. "The middle class is Allen Street," said BIDEN, mentioning the Syracuse street where Maffei grew up. "That's what built this country."



About 450 people showed up this afternoon to see BIDEN and hear Maffei, who is running for his third term in Congress.



Maffei is running against Republican John Katko, a former federal prosecutor from Camillus. Election Day is Nov. 4.



Syracuse Mayor Stephanie Miner spoke before BIDEN and Maffei arrived. She roused the quiet crowd, evoking stories of Harriet Tubman, the building of the Erie Canal and the women's suffrage movement as examples of ways Central New York has led the nation in the past.



"We have the ideas and the values to lead our country forward to everyone," Miner said. "Not just for the small, rich, few."



The Daily Orange

Vice President Joe BIDEN campaigns for Congressman Dan Maffei in Syracuse, calls for strengthening of middle class

By: Meredith Newman / October 20, 2014



The middle class isn’t just a number, Vice President Joe BIDEN said on Monday to a crowd of hundreds of people in Syracuse, but a set of values.



BIDEN spoke at a hangar near Syracuse Hancock International Airport to rally support for U.S. Rep. Dan Maffei (D-Syracuse). The theme of the rally was strengthening the middle class. In his speech, BIDEN spoke about building up the middle class and said the Republican Party — unlike Maffei — “just doesn’t get it.”



“The middle class has been the social fabric that’s held this country together,” BIDEN said. He opened his speech by reminiscing about his “almost home” Syracuse. The vice president graduated Syracuse University’s College of Law in 1968.



Maffei is facing Republican challenger and former federal prosecutor John Katko in the Nov. 4 general election. The congressman has an 8 percentage-point lead over Katko in the swing district, according to a September poll conducted by The Post-Standard and Siena College Research. The poll has a margin of error of 4 percent.



First elected to Congress in 2008, Maffei lost his seat to conservative Republican Anne Marie Buerkle in 2010. He regained his seat in 2012 after receiving 48.7 percent of the vote.



Being in the middle class is about being able to own a home, have your children safely play at a local park and send your children to college. And Maffei is the only candidate that can help restore these values, BIDEN said.



While the unemployment rate is at its lowest point since the “god awful” recession, both the economy and middle class still need a lot of help. And to grow the economy, America needs to improve its infrastructure, he said.



The vice president also focused on the importance of being able to afford to send this generation of students to college. As of now, millions of mothers and fathers who have “dignity and pride” aren’t able to send their children to college, because they simply can’t afford it.



“These guys don’t get it. They’re proposing to cut what Dan and I fought for,” he said of Republicans cutting types of college financial aid.



But at the end of the vice president’s 30 minute speech, he asked supporters to have one goal come Election Day.



“Don’t just vote and make sure he wins,” BIDEN said. “Make sure this man wins with a significant margin.”



The Post-Standard

Crowds gather for BIDEN's rally for Dan Maffei at Syracuse airport

By: Terri Weaver / October 20, 2014



DeWitt, N.Y. -- Dan Maffei has 15 days to win over voters like Diane Zeller.



Zeller says she has never voted for Maffei, a Democrat from Syracuse who is running for his third term in Congress. She said politically she doesn't agree with John Katko, the Republican challenging Maffei on Nov. 4.



But she's on the fence about Maffei because she's tired of the negative ads she's seen during the race for the 24th Congressional District.



"There's no need for it," Zeller, of Oswego, said while standing on line to see Vice President Joe BIDEN and Maffei at a rally at the Syracuse Hancock International Airport this afternoon. "I'm not interested in what someone else did wrong. I want to know what Mr. Maffei will do for his constituents, how he's going to perform the job."



A little after 12:30 p.m., more than 300 people had filed into a hangar at the airport to see Maffei and BIDEN, who isn't scheduled to talk until later this afternoon. Maffei and BIDEN were expected to talk about middle class issues.



BIDEN was in New York earlier today with Gov. Andrew Cuomo, another Democrat running for re-election, to talk about improving New York City's airports.



BIDEN will join the parade of powerful and notable political leaders stumping in Central New York for the tightly contested seat. U.S. Rep. Debbie Wasserman Schultz, the head of the Democratic National Committee, was in Syracuse in May for Maffei. This fall, House Speaker John Boehner headlined a Katko fundraiser in Syracuse. The House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy visited Auburn on Sunday to help Katko raise money.



Katko, a former federal prosecutor from Camillus, is making his first run for office. The Republican is trailing Maffei in campaign donations but has kept up with the incumbent in the polls. Two polls in late September showed Katko trailing Maffei by 3 to 8 percentage points.



Maffei is poised to outspend Katko 4 to 1 in the $5 million race.



Two years ago, Maffei unseated Republican Ann Marie Buerkle by more than 16,000 votes. That win came during a presidential election cycle, when voter turnout is typically higher.



Days before that 2012 election, former President Bill Clinton drew a crowd of 800 people to the Syracuse airport to rally for Maffei.



Four years ago, Clinton drew 1,000 people in a similar event - when the stakes were higher for Maffei. In the end, Maffei lost that race to Buerkle by 648 votes.



Today's visit is the third by the vice president, a graduate of Syracuse University's Law School, to the Syracuse area since this summer. He and his sons dined at Rosalie's Cucina in Skaneateles earlier this month, when BIDEN was in town to attend calling hours for a family member. He also attended a family wedding in Auburn this summer. BIDEN's late wife, Neilia Hunter, was from Auburn.



WSYR-TV Syracuse 

VP BIDEN to visit Syracuse, supports Maffei

October 20, 2014



Syracuse (WSYR-TV) - Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Syracuse Monday afternoon to rally for incumbent Democrat Dan Maffei, running for reelection for the 24th congressional seat.



In what's described as a close race, Congressman Maffei is being challenged by Republican John Katko.



Katko also brought in some big-names to help, including a visit from House of Representatives Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy. The two toured the Seward House together in Auburn on Sunday.



These high profile names and the big money being spent on advertising are two signs of how close the race is, now separated by single digits in several polls.



The event is scheduled to begin at noon, but BIDEN's remarks are scheduled for 2pm, according to the Maffei campaign. The event is open to the public and will be held at the private end of Hancock Airport at Landmark Aviation's hangar.



TWC News

BIDEN to Visit Syracuse as Race Tightens Between Maffei, Katko 

By: Bill Carey / October 20, 2014



SYRACUSE, N.Y. -- As Election Day inches closer, political heavyweights are ramping up their efforts to sway voters in some of the more hotly contested races around the country.



One of those races is the 24th Congressional District, where Vice President Joe BIDEN will be offering his endorsement Monday.



The vice president is scheduled to make a campaign appearance with fellow Democrat Dan Maffei. BIDEN will appear this afternoon for what he's calling a "Get Out the Vote" effort. The appearance is free and open to the public.



Sunday, Republican challenger John Katko received an endorsement from House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy during a visit to Auburn. McCarthy said he believes Katko is the right man to represent the 24th District in Washington and help improve the economy.



"Washington won't change him and he won't be the person living down there like the current incumbent. He'll change Washington and bring the voices from here to the halls of Congress," said McCarthy.



Polls show the race between Katko and Maffei is narrowing. The two candidates will go head-to-head in their first televised debate at 7 p.m. on Monday, October 27, exclusively on Time Warner Cable News.



Associated Press

Biden touts plans to fix 'Third World' NYC airport

By: Jonathan Lemire / October 20, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN, who infamously dubbed New York City's outdated LaGuardia Airport "a Third World country," joined Gov. Andrew Cuomo at a news conference Monday to tout plans to improve the region's airports.



BIDEN, the White House's loudest voice on the need to update the nation's crumbling infrastructure, was gently teased by Cuomo, who announced a design competition to modernize John F. Kennedy and LaGuardia airports as well as two lesser-known suburban airports.



Cuomo offered a mock quiz about who said, "If I took you and blindfolded you and took you to LaGuardia Airport in New York, you must think, `I must be in some Third World country,'" asking if it was Texas Gov. Rick Perry, comedian Jay Leno, celebrity developer Donald Trump or "None of the above."



BIDEN smiled broadly when Cuomo revealed the answer was "D, None of the above" and noted, of course, that it was the vice president who made that unflattering comparison in February.



"And he was right," Cuomo said.



Cuomo, a Democrat seeking re-election next month, said the design competition would be held to update the city's two airports - which often are voted among the worst in the United States - and to expand Stewart Airport in the Hudson Valley and Republic Airport on Long Island, both of which could receive more flights, particularly cargo flights, to relieve pressure on Kennedy and LaGuardia.



The competition will begin in 30 days and last 60 days. Three finalists will receive $500,000.



Though some details, including the funding source for what would surely be expensive rehabilitations, were not revealed, Cuomo said that tax-free zones would be used to spur development. He said he wanted to push for new rail and ferry links to LaGuardia, improve access to Kennedy and thoroughly modernize amenities at both.



BIDEN enthusiastically endorsed the plan.



"This is basically a no-brainer, I really mean it," BIDEN said during the event at Vaughn College of Aeronautics and Technology, which is in the shadow of LaGuardia. "Investing in infrastructure is all about jobs."



"The United States of America ranks 28th in the world among advanced nations in transportation infrastructure," BIDEN continued. "It's ridiculous."



BIDEN said the state's plan complements the White House's "bold" undertaking to revitalize the nation's infrastructure, and he enthusiastically praised Cuomo's leadership. While reminiscing about President Abraham Lincoln's efforts to build an intercontinental railroad, he suddenly turned to Cuomo and said, "He's like you, pal. He had vision."



BIDEN repeatedly thundered, "There's nothing this country can't do" when it dreams big. He also praised "Vision Zero," Mayor Bill de Blasio's plan to reduce traffic fatalities, though BIDEN initially called it "Zero Vision" before correcting himself.



Wall Street Journal

Cuomo Announces Plan to Overhaul Airports

By: Andrew Tangel / October 20, 2014



Two major New York City airports stand to get a major overhaul under a plan announced Monday by Gov. Andrew Cuomo, nearly a year after he said he would take over construction projects at La Guardia and John F. Kennedy International airports.



Accompanied Vice President Joe BIDEN , the New York governor announced a design competition for La Guardia and JFK’s makeovers as part of a broader long-term plan for the region’s airports that includes smaller airports: Stewart International in Orange County and Republic on Long Island. But Mr. Cuomo offered few details of how the eventual projects might be funded or when they might be completed.



Mr. Cuomo said a revamped La Guardia—which currently isn’t connected to the city’s subway or commuter rail systems—might include a Long Island Rail Road stop, or be accessible by ferries. Fliers would see more dining and retail options, among other amenities enjoyed at facilities in other major world cities, he said.



“We must modernize our airports if we want to keep our competitive advantage in the world,” Mr. Cuomo said at an event held in a hangar on the campus of Vaughn College of Aeronautics and Technology near La Guardia in Queens.



The governor made light of Mr. BIDEN’s derision of La Guardia earlier this year, when the vice president said it was an airport one might find in a “Third World country.”



In a January speech, Mr. Cuomo called the airport’s low ranking among its American peers a “disgrace.”



Mr. BIDEN praised Mr. Cuomo’s plan for modernizing New York’s airports, and continued his criticism of La Guardia. He noted long waits, for example, and hallways that “don’t make sense.”



“It is unacceptable that La Guardia has the worst passenger service in the world,” Mr. BIDEN said.



The vice president used the occasion to call for funding improvements to the nation’s infrastructure, saying such work would create jobs and boost the economy. He noted other major building feats in America’s past: the Brooklyn Bridge, the Erie Canal and the country’s interstate highway system.



“It is a constant relentless effort to expand and modernize,” he said. “That’s how we got to where we are in the first place.”



The design competitions for JFK and La Guardia are to begin 30 days from now, and participants will have 60 days to develop plans. Finalists would each receive up to $500,000 to hammer out their plans.



Associated Press

BIDEN, Cuomo push to revitalize NY's airports

October 20, 2014



NEW YORK (AP) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN and Governor Andrew Cuomo are vowing to improve New York's airports.



BIDEN joined Cuomo on Monday as the governor announced a design competition to modernize and improve New York City's John F. Kennedy and LaGuardia airports.



BIDEN made headlines earlier this year for saying that LaGuardia resembled "a third world country."



The vice president is flying from New York to Syracuse to appear this afternoon at a political rally with U.S. Rep. Dan Maffei, D-Syracuse. Maffei is running for re-election against Republican John Katko, a former federal prosecutor from Camillus.



Cuomo teased BIDEN about the comment but then said the vice president "was right."



BIDEN said the plans to refurbish those and two other New York airports complement the White House's "bold" plan to revitalize the nation's infrastructure.



The pair appeared at a news conference at a college near LaGuardia. BIDEN repeatedly praised his fellow Democrat, who's up for re-election next month.



New York Times

BIDEN on Airports, Lincoln and Governor Cuomo

By: Patrick McGeehan / October 20, 2014



If Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr.’s words of praise translate into votes, Andrew M. Cuomo should be re-elected governor of New York by a landslide.



Mr. BIDEN appeared in a hangar near La Guardia Airport on Monday to endorse Mr. Cuomo’s plans for commissioning a redesign of it and three other airports in New York — La Guardia, Stewart International in New Windsor and Republic on Long Island.



In the process, Mr. BIDEN saluted Mr. Cuomo’s ambition and even likened him to Abraham Lincoln. “He’s like you, pal,” the vice president said to the governor. “He had vision.”



Mr. Cuomo was seated to Mr. BIDEN’s immediate left on a panel of five people, only two of whose voices were heard during an event that lasted about 45 minutes. Near the end of a rambling 25-minute discourse on the importance of rebuilding the nation’s infrastructure, Mr. BIDEN turned to Mr. Cuomo and said, “Governor, your ideas are as big and as bold as you are.”



Mr. BIDEN accepted some good-natured ribbing about a comment he made in Philadelphia in February, likening La Guardia to an airport in a “third-world country.” Mr. Cuomo suggested the source of that remark could have been Gov. Rick Perry of Texas, Jay Leno or even Donald Trump.



But Mr. Cuomo said that Mr. BIDEN had been right, “or at least right enough.”



For his part, Mr. BIDEN uttered none of the gaffes he has become known for in discussing the airports. But he did flub the name of Mayor Bill de Blasio’s program to cut down on traffic fatalities, calling it “zero vision,” before quickly correcting it to Vision Zero.



New York Daily News

Vice President BIDEN to Gov. Cuomo on Abe Lincoln: 'He's like you, pal. He had vision.'

By: Celeste Katz / October 20, 2014



So that's why you never see Abe Lincoln and Gov. Cuomo in the same room at the same time.



Vice President BIDEN and the governor got buddy-buddy in Queens Monday over their mutual fondness for investing in infrastructure -- with the veep comparing Cuomo to the 16th president for being able to see the big picture.



"He's like you, pal," BIDEN told Cuomo during an aside about Lincoln supporting the transcontinental railroad during the Civil War. "He had vision."



BIDEN and Cuomo teamed up at Vaughn College of Aeronautics and Technology in Queens, where the governor rolled out a multifaceted plan to overhaul city-area airports.



The Cuomo plan includes a call for entries to completely redesign JFK, to improve access from Manhattan to LaGuardia, boost cargo traffic in and out of Stewart in Westchester, and find a new operator for Republic on Long Island.



"Governor, your ideas are as big and as bold as you are," BIDEN enthused.



The VP also elicited a few behind-the-hand chuckles when he accidentally referred to Vision Zero, Mayor de Blasio's plan to end traffic fatalities in the city, as "Zero Vision."



Cuomo spoke expansively about BIDEN's commitment to bolstering U.S. infrastructure -- although he couldn't resist using one of his famous PowerPoint presentations to goof on the VP for having cracked in February that "If I blindfolded you and took you to LaGuardia Airport in New York, you must think, 'I must be in some Third World country.'"



BIDEN cracked a few smiles during Cuomo's ribbing, but he apparently wasn't prepared to give up the LaGuardia ghost.



While he blamed the physical plant, not the workforce, "It's unacceptable LaGuardia has the worst passenger service in the world," BIDEN said.



Cuomo later deflected questions about whether BIDEN's Lincoln comment implied he should someday run for president.



"You know, it's funny how you took it that way," Cuomo deadpanned. "I thought he was saying that I look very old. That's how I took it."



But what about that BIDEN's jest suggesting Cuomo come help break up D.C. gridlock?



"I have my hands full right here. Maybe after we finish doing the airports," the governor said.



Newsday 

Cuomo, BIDEN push revamp of NY airports

By: Laura Figueroa / October 20, 2014



Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo joined Vice President Joe BIDEN in Queens Monday to unveil a plan to modernize four New York airports, including Republic Airport in East Farmingdale.



Cuomo announced a design competition to overhaul LaGuardia Airport, John F. Kennedy International, Stewart International in Orange County and Republic.



Cuomo also said the state is seeking a company interested in serving as a new operator for Republic, and will propose creation of a 10-year tax-free zone to spur development at the nearly 100-acre site.



"We must modernize our airports if we want to keep our competitive advantage and grow," Cuomo told an audience of students and faculty Vaughn College of Aeronautics and Technology, several blocks from LaGuardia.



BIDEN repeated his long-standing call for Congress to increase federal spending on infrastructure improvements, and lauded Cuomo for his "vision,".



"These are economic anchors for this region and they deserve to be the best in the world," BIDEN said.



Cuomo used a slideshow to illustrate how New York City's two major airports fared against newer airports. He noted that airports in Beijing and Dubai feature amenities including large hotels and conference centers and shorter mass transit times between the airports and their respective cities.

Cuomo said proposals for LaGuardia should improve transportation to the airport, including "possible high-speed ferries" and improved rail service.

At JFK, the state is seeking plans that include exploration of "the need to increase hotel capacity in the immediate area," surrounding the airport.

Cuomo also suggested establishing a regional cargo distribution hub at Stewart to relieve JFK of some of its cargo duties to make room for more upgrades.



The competition will start in 30 days, and design firms will have 60-days to submit their proposals.

Cuomo's appearance alongside BIDEN came two weeks before the Nov. 4 gubernatorial election. Cuomo a Democrat, Republican Westchester County Executive Rob Astorino, Green Party candidate Howie Hawkins and Libertarian Michael McDermott.



BusinessWeek

New York City Airports Get $500,000 Makeover Contest From Cuomo

By: Freeman Klopott and Allyson Versprille



Governor Andrew Cuomo is holding a competition for plans to upgrade New York City’s two airports, which consistently rank as the worst in the U.S. for design, cleanliness and delays.



Cuomo announced the $500,000 design contest for John F. Kennedy International and LaGuardia airports at a press briefing in Queens with U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN, who in February caused a stir when he likened LaGuardia to a facility in a third-world country.



“This is the next phase for New York,” Cuomo said today at Vaughn College of Aeronautics and Technology in Flushing, home of LaGuardia.



The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, which runs the airports, is allocating $8 billion to construction at the two facilities and Newark-Liberty International over the next 10 years. That includes $2.2 billion as part of a $3.6 billion redesign of LaGuardia’s 50-year-old central terminal, voted America’s dirtiest and most poorly designed by readers of Travel & Leisure magazine in 2012.



Contestants will have to show expanded transportation options, improved amenities and larger footprints for both airports, Cuomo said. The governor also wants to turn Stewart International Airport in Orange County, about 60 miles (97 kilometers) north of Manhattan, into a regional cargo hub to take pressure off JFK. He’s also seeking to further develop 100 acres at Republic Airport on Long Island.



Short-Changed



LaGuardia, JFK and Newark-Liberty in New Jersey served 54 million departing passengers and handled one-third of the nation’s flights last year. They’re also getting short-changed by the U.S. government, ranking in the top 20 for the least federal funding per passenger, according to an August report by the Global Gateway Alliance, which is made up of representatives from the real estate and hotel industries, and labor.



BIDEN didn’t address the funding inequity, which the Federal Aviation Administration has defended as necessary to keep less-busy airports alive in remote communities. He did offer praise for Cuomo, a fellow Democrat, saying he’s leading the nation with “big ideas.” BIDEN, considered a potential presidential candidate, also described the need for improvements in U.S. infrastructure to keep the nation competitive.



No Joke



The two joked about BIDEN’s comment on LaGuardia. In February while in Philadelphia, BIDEN said that if he blind-folded someone and took them to the airport in Hong Kong, they’d think they were in the U.S.



“If I took them blindfolded and took them to LaGuardia Airport in New York, he would be like, ‘I must be in some third-world country.’ I’m not joking.”



Cuomo, who is seeking re-election next month, said today the comment was “right enough.”



The 56-year-old governor encouraged private-sector designers submitting proposals to the contest to give “the most creative, wildest thinking that you have.”



Cuomo wants the proposals to show LaGuardia with improved rail access and plans for high-speed ferry service from Manhattan. For JFK, he’s seeking a better transportation network and more hotels and dining options. The Port Authority Board of Commissioners will select the best three designs for each airport, with finalists receiving as much as $500,000 to further develop their plans.



Cuomo also wants to include Stewart and Republic airports as part of a program he created last year to establish tax-free zones. The plan is meant to attract businesses to the third-most-populous state, whose upstate region has been hurt by a loss of manufacturing.



On Oct. 7, Cuomo said he wants the legislature to approve an export-import bank that, combined with the tax-free zones, would help New York tap global markets. Improving the airports is key to making it work, Cuomo said today.



“We must modernize our airports if we want to keep our competitive advantage and grow,” Cuomo said.



New York Observer

Cuomo and BIDEN Vow Transformative Overhaul of New York Airports

By: Ross Barkan / October 20, 2014



Appearing with Vice President Joseph BIDEN Jr. today, Gov. Andrew Cuomo vowed to dramatically reshape the city’s two aging airports and turn two other little-known airports in major economic hubs.



The vice president and governor touted the value of infrastructure investment, with Mr. BIDEN providing the sweeping rhetoric and Mr. Cuomo the nuts-and-bolts of what could come to the airports: a Long Island Rail Road and ferry link to LaGuardia Airport, tax free zones at small airports in the city’s suburbs and a speedier transit option for John F. Kennedy Airport on the southern tip of Queens.



“This is basically a no-brainer,  I really mean it,” Mr. BIDEN said, speaking at Vaughn College of Aeronautics and Technology, a small college footsteps from LaGuardia Airport. “Investing in infrastructure is all about jobs.”



“The United States of America ranks 28th in the world among advanced nations in transportation infrastructure,” Mr. BIDEN said at one point in a rambling speech where he also compared Mr. Cuomo to Abraham Lincoln. “It’s ridiculous.”



Mr. Cuomo appeared to delight in pointing out that Mr. BIDEN once compared the shabby LaGuardia to a “third world country.” The Democratic governor, up for re-election in a couple of weeks, said he all but agreed, announcing that a design competition would be held to eventually overhaul the aging airport–competitions for all four airports, including Republic in Long Island and Stewart in the Hudson Valley, will begin in 30 days and last 60 days, Mr. Cuomo said. Three finalists will receive $500,000.



Mr. Cuomo was vague on details. Tax free zones, a favorite tool of Mr. Cuomo’s, would be established at Stewart and Republic Airports to encourage business investment and take on some of the traffic that LaGuardia and JFK now absorb. He touted the idea of rail link, with no apparent means of funding it, to LaGuardia, along with a ferry. He would also increase the speed and efficiency of transportation to JFK, now served by a rail link from an LIRR hub in Jamaica, Queens, and add food and retail options to the airport.



He did not tell reporters how the cash-strapped state, Port Authority or Metropolitan Transportation Authority would pay for these upgrades, but told reporters all options “were on the table,” including new tolls on bridges.



“The front door for business and tourism are the airports,” Mr. Cuomo told the audience before Mr. BIDEN spoke. “Airports themselves, let alone the front door, are a very big business.”



He added, “Many people never leave the airport. We must modernize our airports if we want to keep our competitive advantage and grow.”



There was plenty of chest thumping for the two prominent pols, who were also joined by Queens Congresswomen Grace Meng and Carolyn Maloney on stage. For Mr. Cuomo, it was about taking time to promote his work on making the construction of a new Tappan Zee Bridge a reality. Mr. BIDEN said he was optimistic that America, through lagging in infrastructure investment, could eventually outpace its competitors in China and the European Union–and overcome the partisan gridlock paralyzing Congress.



Like President Barack Obama in speeches this year, he tried to mix a degree of sunny optimism with the frustrating reality that many Republicans–and, according to polls, Americans–are souring on the president and his agenda.



“Folks, we are on the cusp of a gigantic new opportunity,” Mr. BIDEN said, referring to the ability of America to funnel more money into job-creating infrastructure projects. “I have more certainty about the future of this country than I ever did in my entire life.”



The Hill

BIDEN makes new La Guardia joke

By: Justin Sink / October 20, 2014



Vice President BIDEN’s military pilots joked they might need to bring Marines to protect him given his criticism of New York’s “third world” La Guardia Airport.



“After I made that comment, about three weeks later. Air Force Two was landing at La Guardia. And so my pilots all said, ‘Oh Lord, here we go. Do we need to put any Marines on board?’ ” BIDEN said at a Monday event in New York.



The vice president made the initial remark in February while visiting Philadelphia. He was pushing the need to improve U.S. infrastructure, including outdated airports.



“If I blindfolded someone and took them at 2 o'clock in the morning into the airport in Hong Kong and said, ‘Where do you think you are?’ They would say, ‘This must be America. This is a modern airport,’ ” BIDEN said. “If I took them blindfolded and took them to LaGuardia Airport in New York, he would like, ‘I must be in some third world country.’ I'm not joking.”



The comment drew criticism from some New York City officials, including Mayor Bill De Blasio, who called it “inappropriate.”



Gov. Andrew Cuomo, who has announcing a series of revitalization efforts for New York’s airports, had more fun with the comment. He included it in a slideshow presentation ahead of BIDEN’s remarks on Monday, asking the assembled crowd if they thought Donald Trump or Texas Gov. Rick Perry had taken the swipe.



But after revealing BIDEN was the culprit, Cuomo conceded, “He was right, by the way.”



BIDEN said his objection to the airport had to do with the facilities — not the employees who worked there.



“All kidding aside, as I was coming back from the event, there were about seven or eight La Guardia employees in uniform standing at the steps, and they all said thank you — they all stood there, and I didn’t know what to expect. They were there to say thank you,” BIDEN said. “Because look, we have the best workforce in the world, but you have to have something to work with.”



He then doubled down on his criticism of the airport.



“It’s unacceptable La Guardia has the worst passenger service in the world,” BIDEN said. “As I said, not because of the workers, because of the structure. You wait too long, the hallways don’t make sense — you all know.”



Times Ledger

Bide, Cuomo announce airport modernization in Queens

By: Alex Robinson / October 20, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN joined Gov. Andrew Cuomo in Queens Monday morning to announce a design competition as part of a plan to revitalize the borough’s airports.



The lawmakers called for JFK and LaGuardia, which the vice president previously compared to a third world country, to be modernized and brought “into the 21st century.”



“The No. 1 job of government is to promote economic growth and prosperity, and one of the best ways to drive commerce is by investing in infrastructure that connects New York with local, national and international markets,” Cuomo said to elected officials and reporters in a hanger at Vaughn College in 86-01 23rd Ave. in Elmhurst.



The competition for new designs will start in 30 days and then applicants will have 60 days to submit their submissions, Cuomo said. Three finalists will then be selected and given $5,000 each.



BIDEN stressed the importance of building infrastructure across the country and commended Cuomo for pledging to spend on the state’s airports.



“We’re on the cusp of a gigantic new opportunity for our kids and our grandkids,” BIDEN said of the country’s infrastructure investment. “I know that when you have big ideas and strong leaders, the American people have never let their country down.”



Crain’s New York Business

State and feds eye major upgrades of NYC airports

By: Daniel Geiger / October 20, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will join Gov. Andrew Cuomo at a press conference Monday at LaGuardia Airport to announce that the state will explore major upgrades to the region's airports. Mr. Cuomo, who announced at the beginning of the year that fixing the city's delay-plagued air hubs was a top priority, is expected to announce that the Port Authority of New York & New Jersey will solicit help from private-sector planning and engineering firms to envision and prioritize major improvements to JFK and LaGuardia.



The Port is currently in the process of picking a team from the private sector to handle the $3.6 billion redevelopment of LaGuardia's main terminal building. Mr. Cuomo's announcement Monday will signal a wider look at what additional upgrades should be undertaken and when. Sources say he may also propose an exploration of what other projects can be managed and paid for by enlisting private-sector partners, as is being done to create the new LaGuardia terminal building.



Last year, Mr. BIDEN famously compared LaGuardia to an airport in a third world country, joining a chorus of criticism of that infamously antiquated facility. Like the region's air hubs JFK and Newark Liberty International, LaGuardia is also among the worst in the nation for flight delays.

Mr. Cuomo responded to the criticism and in his State of the State speech in January and took personal responsibility for LaGuardia and JFK, which are the main gateways for more than 50 million tourists who visit the city each year.



But concerns flared late on Friday, when the governor announced the press conference, that the overview he was starting could set back the redevelopment of LaGuardia's main terminal—or possibly even usher in a re-examination of whether it should proceed ahead of other proposed improvements. Several sources familiar with Mr. Cuomo's plans said they would not set back the Port Authority's selection of a private-sector team to handle the LaGuardia main terminal redevelopment. Instead, they said that the winner for that bid, which is the city's biggest upcoming infrastructure job, would be picked by the end of the year. That is only a slight setback from the Port Authority's initial time frame for the project, in which it said it would crown a winning bidder for the job by the end of September.



Sources said that a team led by construction firm Skanska, airport operator Vantage Airport Group and private-equity public-infrastructure investment firm Meridiam—one of three consortia that had competed in the two-year bidding process—has moved into the lead to be named winner of the huge terminal job. The redevelopment includes erecting a new terminal and surrounding infrastructure like roadways. In return for paying for the terminal and covering the cost of potential construction budget overruns on the project, the team will get a cut of the terminal's revenue.



Democrat & Chronicle

Cuomo wants Stewart International Airport to take on more cargo

By: Jon Campbell / October 20, 2014



Gov. Andrew Cuomo wants Stewart International Airport in Orange County to take on more cargo shipments, a move he said would free up John F. Kennedy International Airport to take on more passengers.



Flanked by Vice President Joseph BIDEN, Cuomo on Monday laid out a plan to revamp New York City's airports -- in part by having Stewart focus less on passengers and more on freight. He also proposed making the New Windsor airport a Start-Up NY zone, which would eliminate state taxes for 10 years for businesses that re-locate there.



"Stewart Airport, we believe we could develop as a cargo-distribution center and take some of that volume from JFK, thereby freeing up JFK and moving the cargo-distribution to Stewart, which has more road access and is less heavily trafficked," Cuomo said Monday.



Stewart International Airport is located about 25 miles south of Poughkeepsie on the west side of the Hudson River.



Cuomo led a presentation for BIDEN on the state's plans to launch competitions to redesign four airports: JFK and LaGuardia Airport in New York City, Stewart in New Windsor and Republic Airport on Long Island. For JFK and LaGuardia, private developers will be invited to submit expansion and redesign plans, with the top three receiving $500,000.



The contest will launch in 30 days, Cuomo said.



BIDEN made headlines in February when he compared LaGuardia in Queens to an airport in "some third-world country." Cuomo poked fun at the remark Monday, asking audience members who made that remark. The choices? Texas Gov. Rick Perry, late-night comedian Jay Leno, celebrity developer Donald Trump or none of the above.



"The person who said it: Vice President Joe BIDEN," Cuomo said. "And he was right, by the way."



Curbed

Cuomo Makes Unfounded Promise To Improve Airport Transit

By: Zoe Rosenberg / October 20, 2014



The city's airport system is getting some kind of reboot. Today, Vice President BIDEN and Governor Cuomo laid out a broad agenda for reshaping the city's two (in some opinions) failing major airports, LaGuardia and JFK, and beefing-up the nearby lesser-known Republic airport in Long Island and Stewart airport in the Hudson Valley, the Observer reports. While particularities, like funding sources, remain a bit mysterious, it's clear that Cuomo plans to create a Long Island Railroad link to LaGuardia, avail better and quicker transportation to JFK, and add tax-free shopping to Republic and Stewart. BIDEN and Cuomo also announced a design competition for airport overhauls; the competition will begin in 30 days, last 60 days, and the three finalists will receive half a million bucks. The timeline for all said projects is vague, kind of like their power to actually affect change in the embattled transportation hubs.



The Legislative Gazette

BIDEN joins Cuomo to call for NY airport improvements

By: Adam Shelmerdine / October 20, 2014



Gov. Andrew Cuomo is proposing major renovations to JFK and LaGuardia airports as a way to modernize the facilities and make them more attractive to travelers and businesses.



Vice President Joe BIDEN, who recently likened LaGuardia to a "third-world country," joined Cuomo at a press conference in Queens Monday to show his support for Cuomo's plan.



The governor is launching a design competition for major renovations at both JFK and LaGuardia, including hotels, entertainment and meeting space while proposing new START-UP NY zones to expand the role of Stewart Airport in the Hudson Valley, and develop Republic Airport on Long Island.



"The number one job of government is to promote economic growth and prosperity, and one of the best ways to drive commerce is by investing in infrastructure that connects New York with local, national and international markets," Cuomo said. "This is more important for New York than ever before, which is why the state is ambitiously investing in roads, bridges and tunnels on a scale that we haven't seen in decades. Our airport modernization plan not only enhances how our individual airports look and act in the 21st Century – but addresses how they must fundamentally work together to strategically grow New York's economy."



Cuomo said he hopes renovation plans for JFK would include ways to improve transportation to the airport, including possible high-speed ferries and improved rail service; a redesigned layout to increase access, including a potential ferry terminal at the airport; state-of-the-art amenities to offer better customer service and food and retail options; and more resilient infrastructure to prepare for extreme weather threats.



Cuomo is calling on planners to redesign the entire John F. Kennedy International Airport. Submitted designs will include: enhancing the transportation network, including that of the existing AirTrain that currently shuttles passengers between terminals, parking areas and the subway and LIRR; exploring the need to increase hotel capacity in the immediate area surrounding the airport; implementing new shopping and dining amenities that better reflect the New York region; and upgrading facilities across-the-board to modernize the airport.



A regional cargo distribution hub will be built at Stewart Airport by growing its current cargo facility, which would relieve JFK. FedEx and UPS currently have regularly scheduled flights to Stewart Airport. Because the U.S. Postal Service and U.S. Department of Agriculture have their own facilities on the property, the airport is already positioned to expand into a larger cargo role. To promote the potential project, the state will propose creating a tax-free START-UP NY Zone at the Stewart Airport. The project will coincide with a $20 million Federal Inspection Facility to process international passengers which will be completed in 2017.



For the state owned Republic airport, a "request for information" to identify a new operator will be issued. The airport has a lot of potential, including its nearly 100 acres of available space, which includes a hangar, an office, and a restaurant. It's positioned in Suffolk County which is one of the highest populated areas in New York. To jump start investment and business at Republic Airport, like Stewart, the state will propose creating a tax-free START-UP NY Zone that will make available additional resources and incentives.



Earlier this year, BIDEN was quoted in the media as saying, "If I took you and blindfolded you and took you to LaGuardia Airport in New York you must think, 'I must be in some third world country.''



Cuomo teased the vice president about the comments and BIDEN tried to put the quote into context.



"After those comments were made, whomever published them forgot to mention that immediately after, I said LaGuardia has a top-notch workforce." BIDEN went on to say, "When Air Force Two landed in LaGuardia in the past year, workers were lined up to say 'thank you for bringing light to our crumbling infrastructure that needs to be addressed.'"



In January, BIDEN joined Cuomo to discuss how more than $16 billion in federal money would be spent to better prepare New York for natural disasters and improve infrastructure. At the time, the vice president expressed his desire to see upgrades in New York's airports citing their importance as high-profile gateways to the United States from abroad.



BIDEN brought up the need for accommodations and entertainment at JFK and LaGuardia.



"On a yearly basis, millions if not billions of dollars in business agreements and meetings are held in the already existing JFK and LaGuardia airports. A lot of the time when a business person flies in, they don't leave. Rather they find a place in the lobby, or just find an open seat. They then meet with an individual to conduct business, and once finished they fly back to where they came from," BIDEN said.



"These people could be spending money," BIDEN added, "but it's lost once they get back on that plane."



The Global Times

BIDEN gaffes weaken US diplomacy

By: George N. Tzogopoulos / October 20, 2014



While the US is getting involved in the most important foreign policy adventure since the beginning of the Obama presidency, Vice President Joe BIDEN is apologizing to Turkey and the United Arab Emirates for comments he made regarding their alleged role in supporting and facilitating terrorists. 



BIDEN recently gave a speech at Harvard University in which he blamed his country's regional allies for some of the current troubles in the Middle East. 



Whether this is true or not is disputable. His decision, however, to publicly say so in such a critical time for the fight against the Islamic State might create rifts in the regional network Washington is attempting to establish. 



Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, for instance, was very aggressive before receiving the apology of the US vice president. 



BIDEN did not only talk about the rise of terrorists in the Middle East and his perceived reasons for this phenomenon at Harvard. He also referred to other aspects of US foreign policy mirroring Washington's thinking and modus operandi. 



One of the most important observations he made was relevant to the role the US played in influencing the EU to impose sanctions on Russia. 



As BIDEN explicitly asserted, "it was America's leadership and the president of the US insisting, of times almost having to embarrass Europe to stand up and take economic hits to impose costs."



This phrase has now been widely used and reproduced in the Russian media discourse, where it is being taken as a sign that Brussels was virtually forced to compromise its bilateral relations with Moscow due to external pressure. 



In so doing, Russian journalists attempt to put Europe in an awkward position by emphasizing the importance of the EU-Russian economic cooperation. 



They subsequently implied that the EU is currently acting against its own interests and that it has to reconsider its stance as far as the policy of sanctions is concerned. 



More importantly, the comments framed the EU as a weak international actor satisfying US political demands, coming from a figure who is certainly an authority in world politics. 



Although BIDEN has publicly outlined an existing and unquestionable problem of EU foreign policy, his comments could not but embarrass and offend European policymakers. 



An experienced politician such as BIDEN should have been more careful in acknowledging inconvenient truths in front of an audience and media representatives. 



BIDEN's speech was also remarkable for his reference to China. In the view of the US vice president, Washington is seeking cooperation and not competition with Beijing. As he explicitly explained, "nowhere is it written that there must be conflict between the US and China." 



But apart from this observation, BIDEN was keen on criticizing China on issues such as the declaration of its Air Defense Identification Zone. 



All in all, he praised US peacetime military engagements in the Asia-Pacific region and estimated that by 2020, 60 percent of US naval assets and 60 percent of its air power will be stationed in the region. 



Clearly, BIDEN has provided his version of the Sino-US relationship where Washington's position remains adamant. 



This is a fair point for US interests, but China, as a rising superpower, will be also committed to its own version of events. Subsequently, it is the need to find a modus vivendi, rather than the public acknowledgment of contradictory views, that will guarantee future constructive cooperation between the countries. 



The era of US supremacy has started to come to an end, as many Western scholars have agued. 



In principle, BIDEN was right in many of his remarks during his speech at Harvard University. The strengthening of alliances, the establishment of relationships with emerging states, the defending of international rules, and the fight against violent extremism should be priorities for US foreign policy indeed. 



Nevertheless, these priorities can hardly be implemented if no efficient public diplomacy is exerted. The coming midterm elections do only partly constitute a justification for BIDEN's tone.
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Huffington Post

Joe BIDEN, Mariska Hargitay Team Up To Help Domestic Abuse Victims

By: Robbie Couch / October 17, 2014

On Sunday, Americans' love for television binge-watching will end up helping fight domestic abuse -- at least, that's what Vice President Joe BIDEN and actress Mariska Hargitay are hoping for.



Northlands News Center

Vice President Joe BIDEN to attend Domestic Violence event in Duluth

By: Kevin Jacobsen / October 17, 2014

Duluth, MN (NNCNOW.com) - Vice President Joe BIDEN has added an extra stop to visit to the Northland next Thursday.



Associated Press

VP BIDEN Coming To Minnesota Next Week

October 17, 2014

The White House says Vice President Joe BIDEN is coming to Minnesota next week.



Bangor Daily News

Obama, George Mitchell to campaign for Michaud on Oct. 30 in Portland

October 17, 2014

Former President Bill Clinton came to Portland for a rally in early September, Vice President Joe BIDEN surrounded himself with Democratic politicians when he visited Kittery in early September, and first lady Michelle Obama was at the University of Maine in Orono two weeks ago to endorse Michaud.



Star Tribune

Hillary Clinton coming to Minnesota to rally Democrats

By: Rachel E. Stassen-Berger / October 17, 2014

President Bill Clinton, First lady Michelle Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN, Sen. Elizabeth Warren and other Democratic stars have had or are making Minnesota travel plans.



MPR News

White House details Tuesday's Michelle Obama visit

By: Time Nelson / October 17, 2014

First Lady Michelle Obama is coming to the Twin Cities on Tuesday afternoon to campaign for DFLers ahead of the November elections.



Associated Press

Former BIDEN Chief Of Staff Appointed Ebola Czar

October 17, 2014

President Barack Obama is naming Ron Klain, a former chief of staff to Vice President Joe BIDEN and a trusted adviser at the Obama White House, as the point man on the U.S. government’s response to the Ebola crisis.



Patch

Vice President Joe BIDEN Stumps for Aimee Belgard at Fundraiser in Burlington County

By: Anthony Bellano / October 17, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Burlington County on Thursday to stump for Aimee Belgard at a private fundraiser, the Burlington County Times reports.



Huffington Post

Hunter BIDEN's Cocaine Use and Vice President BIDEN's Evolving Perspective on the Drug War

By: Tony Newman / October 17, 2014

The Vice President's son, Hunter BIDEN is making worldwide news after the Wall Street Journal reported that he was discharged from the Navy in February after testing positive for cocaine use.



AlterNet

4 Ways Drug Use in the BIDEN Family Reflects an Evolving Perspective on the Drug War

By: Tony Newman / October 17, 2014

The Vice President’s son, Hunter BIDEN is making worldwide news after the Wall Street Journal reported that he was discharged from the Navy in February after testing positive for cocaine use.



The Associated Press

BIDEN's son faces no bar review after discharge

By: Stephen Braun / October 17, 2014

Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, faces no automatic review of his law license in Connecticut following his discharge from the U.S. Navy Reserve after testing positive for cocaine use, Connecticut legal authorities said Friday.



The Christian Science Monitor

BIDEN son booted from Navy. What's the backstory?

By: Peter Grier / October 17, 2014

Joe BIDEN’s son Hunter has been kicked out of the Navy for drug use, according to a report in The Wall Street Journal. Cocaine was the controlled substance in question: The younger BIDEN tested positive for the drug last year and was subsequently discharged from the Navy Reserve, where he served as an ensign in a public affairs unit based in Norfolk, Va.



McLatchy

Navy’s discharge of BIDEN’s son sheds light on military discipline

By: Michael Doyle / October 17, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN’s son Hunter forfeited certain veterans benefits as well as some privacy and pride when he was booted from the Navy, reportedly after testing positive for cocaine.



USA Today

BIDEN's son fails drug test, is discharged from Navy

By: William H. McMichael and Jonathan Starkey / October 17, 2014

The younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN failed a drug test for cocaine, a month after his commissioning last year into the Navy Reserve and was discharged.



Associated Press

Joe BIDEN's son expelled from Navy after failed drug test

October 17, 2014

Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been expelled from the military after testing positive for cocaine, two people familiar with the matter say.



CNN

Who is Hunter BIDEN?

By: Justin Peligri / October 17, 2014

Hunter BIDEN, Vice President Joe BIDEN's son, was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after failing a drug test, The Wall Street Journal reported Thursday night.



Huffington Post

Joe BIDEN, Mariska Hargitay Team Up To Help Domestic Abuse Victims

By: Robbie Couch / October 17, 2014



On Sunday, Americans' love for television binge-watching will end up helping fight domestic abuse -- at least, that's what Vice President Joe BIDEN and actress Mariska Hargitay are hoping for.



BIDEN will appear alongside Hargitay in a PSA addressing domestic violence scheduled to air during a "Law and Order: Special Victims Unit" marathon on USA Network, The Washington Post reported. Maile Zambuto, who is the chief executive of Hargitay’s foundation for survivors of sexual assault, domestic violence and child abuse, Joyful Heart, told the outlet that episodes set to air during the marathon will focus on different aspects of the issue, including "teen dating violence, campus sexual assault, male sexual abuse [and] the cycle of violence.”



The duo, who are supporting the No More campaign, aim to provide victims and their loved ones with the resources to access help.



In one of three spots that will air on Sunday, BIDEN and Margitay point out the difference between how domestic violence is treated on-screen and off.



"On Law and Order: SVU, witnesses frequently come forward to help detectives track down offenders," Hargitay said in the PSA.



"But in real life, too often, people look the other way," BIDEN continued, noting that "domestic violence is never the victim's fault."



About 1 in 4 women and 1 in 7 men have been the victim of severe physical violence by an intimate partner in the U.S., according to a 2010 survey by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). 



BIDEN, who spearheaded the Violence Against Women Act as a senator in 1994, teamed up with Hargitay last year at a news conference in Maryland. The event addressed the need to reduce domestic violence deaths in the U.S. Each year, 1,300 people die from intimate partner victimizations, according to the CDC.



Northlands News Center

Vice President Joe BIDEN to attend Domestic Violence event in Duluth

By: Kevin Jacobsen / October 17, 2014



Duluth, MN (NNCNOW.com) - Vice President Joe BIDEN has added an extra stop to visit to the Northland next Thursday.



Aside from stumping for Representative Rick Nolan in Hibbing, the White House says the VP will make a stop in Duluth.



While details are limited, officials say BIDEN will be in the city for an event focusing on Domestic Violence.



Associated Press

VP BIDEN Coming To Minnesota Next Week

October 17, 2014



DULUTH, Minn. (AP) — The White House says Vice President Joe BIDEN is coming to Minnesota next week.



BIDEN will appear at an event on domestic violence in Duluth on Thursday. More details will be released later.



Minnesota also gets a visit from first lady Michelle Obama next week as the campaigns enter the home stretch.



The Minnesota DFL Party says Mrs. Obama will campaign for Democratic Gov. Mark Dayton and Sen. Al Franken at a get-out-the-vote rally Tuesday at Patrick Henry High School in north Minneapolis.



Bangor Daily News

Obama, George Mitchell to campaign for Michaud on Oct. 30 in Portland

October 17, 2014



PORTLAND, Maine — President Barack Obama will come to Maine on Oct. 30 to campaign for Democrat Mike Michaud, who is locked in a tight race for governor.



The Michaud campaign announced late Friday afternoon that Obama will stump for Michaud during a rally at the Portland Exposition Building. The campaign did not announce the time or other details about the event.



Former U.S. Sen. George Mitchell also will appear at the rally, according to a release from the campaign.



The president, who is known for using his fundraising prowess across the country, is the latest member of Democratic royalty to come to Maine to support Michaud, who is giving up his congressional seat to run for governor. Former President Bill Clinton came to Portland for a rally in early September, Vice President Joe BIDEN surrounded himself with Democratic politicians when he visited Kittery in early September, and first lady Michelle Obama was at the University of Maine in Orono two weeks ago to endorse Michaud.



Among the Democrats’ top two couples, that leaves only former first lady and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, who is a leading hopeful to run for president, absent from rallies for Michaud. Reinholt said there are no plans for Hillary Clinton to come to Maine.



Although recent polling shows the Democratic president’s popularity sagging in Maine, Obama handily won Maine’s popular vote and four Electoral College votes in 2008 and 2012.



A spate of polls in the past 10 days shows Michaud locked in a close race with Republican Gov. Paul LePage, with independent Eliot Cutler trailing the two major-party candidates by a wide margin.



The three candidates will debate at 7 p.m. Monday in a televised event co-sponsored by the BDN and CBS 13.



Star Tribune

Hillary Clinton coming to Minnesota to rally Democrats

By: Rachel E. Stassen-Berger / October 17, 2014



Former U.S. Sen. and former and possible future presidential candidate Hillary Clinton will be in Minnesota on Oct. 23 to support Gov. Mark Dayton's re-election bid.



Clinton will rally Democrats at a dinner and reception at St. Paul's RiverCentre.



Clinton is one of a long line of Democrats visiting the state to lend help to the Minnesota's Democratic incumbents.



President Bill Clinton, First lady Michelle Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN, Sen. Elizabeth Warren and other Democratic stars have had or are making Minnesota travel plans.



Tickets for the Hillary Clinton event start at $150 and go up to $2,500.



MPR News

White House details Tuesday's Michelle Obama visit

By: Time Nelson / October 17, 2014



First Lady Michelle Obama is coming to the Twin Cities on Tuesday afternoon to campaign for DFLers ahead of the November elections.



She'll stand with U.S. Sen. Al Franken and Gov. Mark Dayton at a 2 p.m. rally in Minneapolis at Patrick Henry High School. The event is free and open to the public, although tickets will be required.



The DFL is telling people interested in attending to RSVP through the party website.



Obama's visit is the latest in a series of high profile political appearances. New Jersey governor and possible GOP presidential contender Chris Christie was in Minnesota on Monday stumping for Republican gubernatorial contender Jeff Johnson and GOP senate candidate Mike McFadden.



Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to campaign for DFL Congressman Rick Nolan in northern Minnesota, possibly on Thursday, although details on that visit haven't been announced.



Associated Press

Former BIDEN Chief Of Staff Appointed Ebola Czar

October 17, 2014



WASHINGTON (AP) - President Barack Obama is naming Ron Klain, a former chief of staff to Vice President Joe BIDEN and a trusted adviser at the Obama White House, as the point man on the U.S. government’s response to the Ebola crisis.



Obama has been under pressure to name an Ebola “czar” to oversee health security in the U.S. and actions to help stem the outbreak in West Africa.



Klain has been out of government since leaving BIDEN’s office during the Obama’s first term. The White House said that Klain would report to national security adviser Susan Rice and to homeland security and counterterrorism adviser Lisa Monaco.



Klain, a lawyer, also served as chief of staff for Vice President Al Gore. He previously served under Attorney General Janet Reno in the Clinton administration.



In Dallas, the epicenter of Ebola in the U.S., officials took a tougher approach toward monitoring dozens of health care workers who were exposed to the virus while treating an infected patient who later died. The health care workers were asked to sign legally binding documents agreeing not to go to public places or use public transportation.



Those who break the agreement could face undisclosed sanctions.

The move came after two nurses who had treated Thomas Eric Duncan at Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital were diagnosed with Ebola and the disclosure that one of them had flown roundtrip between the Dallas area and Cleveland before her diagnosis.



Self-monitoring was extended Thursday to people who took the same outbound flight as nurse Amber Vinson; it had been imposed earlier for passengers on the return trip. Another group being contacted: shoppers at the Akron bridal shop Vinson visited that Saturday.



Both nurses have been transferred from the Texas hospital where they treated Duncan and became infected. Nina Pham was transferred on Thursday to the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland, and Vinson on Wednesday to Emory University Hospital in Atlanta. The two facilities are among four in the United States that have specialized isolation units.



A video released by Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital showed Pham in her hospital isolation ward before her transfer, speaking to her physician, Dr. Gary Weinstein. At one point Pham begins crying, and Weinstein, dressed in full personal protection gear hands her a tissue. “I love you guys,” she says. “We love you, Nina,” responds Weinstein.



The two nurses have been the only cases of transmission in the U.S. Duncan was exposed to the virus in Liberia and was diagnosed after traveling to Texas.



Government officials said early Friday that a Dallas health care worker who handled a lab specimen from Duncan is on a Caribbean cruise ship where she has self-quarantined and is being monitored for any signs of infection. State Department spokeswoman Jen Psaki said in a statement that the woman had shown no signs of the disease.



The government is working to return the woman and her husband to the U.S. before the ship completes its cruise. When the woman left the U.S. on the cruise health officials were requiring only self-monitoring, Psaki said.

The magnitude of the Ebola outbreak continues to grow in Africa; the World Health Organization forecast the death toll would surpass 4,500 by the end of the week.



In Geneva, the U.N. high commissioner for human rights, Zeid Raad al-Hussein, paired the Ebola outbreak and the Islamic State group as “twin plagues” that will cost the world many billions of dollars to overcome, and the United Nations made an urgent appeal for more money to fight the disease.



Canceling a campaign fundraising trip for the second straight day, Obama met into the evening with top aides and health officials. The White House said Obama also placed calls to Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper and Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Lofven to discuss the need for an international response to the outbreak in West Africa.



Obama authorized a call-up of reserve and National Guard troops in case they are needed. His executive order would allow more forces than the up-to-4,000 already planned to be sent to West Africa, and allow for longer periods of time. Speaking to reporters at the White House, Obama said several people leading the government’s Ebola response also have other priorities.



“It may make sense for us to have one person … so that after this initial surge of activity we can have a more regular process just to make sure we are crossing all the T’s and dotting all the I’s,” he said.



He said he had no “philosophical objection” to imposing a travel ban on West Africa if it would keep Americans safe but had been told by health and security experts that it would be less effective than measures already in place.



Earlier in the day, during a contentious congressional hearing, Republican after Republican demanded that Obama impose a travel ban.

When federal health officials stressed the importance of stopping the outbreak at its source, Rep. Fred Upton, R-Mich., responded, “You’re right, it needs to be solved in Africa. But until it is, we should not be allowing these folks in, period.”



“People’s lives are at stake, and the response so far has been unacceptable,” declared Upton, chairman of the Energy and Commerce Committee. A handful of congressional Democrats also have endorsed the travel ban that’s mainly been pushed by Republicans.



About 100 to 150 people fly into the U.S. each day from Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea, the three nations hit hardest by Ebola.



Rep. Tim Murphy, R-Pa., said the “American public loses confidence each day” — a result of the failure to protect the two nurses and other mistakes.

Dr. Tom Frieden, director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, told lawmakers that the investigation into how the nurses became infected with Ebola was ongoing.



Even as he urged calm, he said the nation’s hospitals must watch for people who might have been infected in West Africa. He said the CDC has fielded more than 300 calls from concerned doctors and public health officials, with no new Ebola cases uncovered.



Patch

Vice President Joe BIDEN Stumps for Aimee Belgard at Fundraiser in Burlington County

By: Anthony Bellano / October 17, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Burlington County on Thursday to stump for Aimee Belgard at a private fundraiser, the Burlington County Times reports.



Belgard, a Democrat, is running against Republican Tom MacArthur in the race for the Third Congressional District seat being vacated by Jon Runyan. The district covers parts of Burlington and Ocean counties.



Belgard called BIDEN an inspiration and praised his commitment to working class families, according to the report.



BIDEN appeared in Burlington County one day after MacArthur spoke to the Moorestown Business Association (MBA). Belgard spoke to the MBA last month.



The two also debated at Moorestown High School earlier this month.



According to a Monmouth University poll released this week, MacArthur leads Belgard by 10 points among likely voters. About 51 percent of likely voters said they will vote for MacArthur, compared to 41 percent for Belgard.



Huffington Post

Hunter BIDEN's Cocaine Use and Vice President BIDEN's Evolving Perspective on the Drug War

By: Tony Newman / October 17, 2014



The Vice President's son, Hunter BIDEN is making worldwide news after the Wall Street Journal reported that he was discharged from the Navy in February after testing positive for cocaine use.



I have spent the last 15 years working at the Drug Policy Alliance trying to end our country's insane war on drugs. Here are some of my reflections on the BIDEN family.



Drug use touches most families.



Hunter BIDEN, Noelle Bush, Al Gore III and Chiara de Blasio remind us that both drug use and abuse touch most families, including those running our country. Despite a $40 billion a year "war on drugs" and political speeches about a "drug-free society," our society is swimming in drugs. Virtually all of us take drugs every single day. Caffeine, sugar, alcohol, marijuana, Prozac, cocaine, Ritalin, opiates and nicotine are just some of the substances that Americans use on a regular basis.



Drug abuse does not discriminate, but our drug policies do.



While drug abuse doesn't discriminate, it is clear that our drug policies do. Despite similar rates of drug use and drug sales across races, African Americans are 13 times more likely to go to prison for drugs. I don't think Vice President BIDEN's son should be in jail for his cocaine use but neither should so many others who are currently behind bars for drug use or possession.



Vice President Joe BIDEN's Role in Expanding Drug War



As a Senator in the late 1980s, Mr. BIDEN was a cheerleader for the drug war. He played a major role in creating the Drug Czar's office and in enacting the draconian mandatory minimum sentences that have filled our prisons with nonviolent drug law offenders. To the Vice President's credit, he has "evolved" a bit on the issue. In recent years, Mr. BIDEN has championed a number of progressive drug policy reforms -- like introducing legislation to completely eliminate the 100-to-1 crack/powder cocaine sentencing disparity and rolling back the mandatory minimums he favored in the late 1980s. The crack/powder disparity wasn't completely eliminated, but was reformed under President Obama.



How Will the BIDEN Family Move Forward on This Issue?



Optimistically, I would like to envision Mr. BIDEN, realizing that drug use is so widespread that it even touches his son, would become more sympathetic to other people who use drugs. There are hundreds of thousands of people behind bars serving long prison sentences on drug charges. The realization that other people's kids are living behind bars for doing the same thing that his son did could be a transformative experience. Perhaps Hunter's experience will strengthen his resolve.



Vice President BIDEN and his son's response should be to join the millions of people who are challenging the ignorance and irrationality of locking up hundreds of thousands of our fellow citizens because of a nonviolent drug offense. If Hunter and Joe BIDEN can use this experience to become involved in changing our inhumane polices, then the BIDEN family and our country will be better for it.



AlterNet

4 Ways Drug Use in the BIDEN Family Reflects an Evolving Perspective on the Drug War

By: Tony Newman / October 17, 2014



The Vice President’s son, Hunter BIDEN is making worldwide news after the Wall Street Journal reported that he was discharged from the Navy in February after testing positive for cocaine use.



I have spent the last 15 years working at the Drug Policy Alliance trying to end our country’s insane war on drugs. Here are some of my reflections on the BIDEN family.



Drug use touches most families.



Hunter BIDEN, Noelle Bush, Al Gore III and Chiara de Blasio remind us that both drug use and abuse touch most families, including those running our country. Despite a $40 billion a year "war on drugs" and political speeches about a "drug-free society," our society is swimming in drugs. Virtually all of us take drugs every single day. Caffeine, sugar, alcohol, marijuana, Prozac, cocaine, Ritalin, opiates and nicotine are just some of the substances that Americans use on a regular basis.



Drug abuse does not discriminate, but our drug policies do.



While drug abuse doesn’t discriminate, it is clear that our drug policies do. Despite similar rates of drug use and drug sales across races, African Americans are 13 times more likely to go to prison for drugs. I don’t think Vice President BIDEN’s son should be in jail for his cocaine use but neither should so many others who are currently behind bars for drug use or possession.



Vice President Joe BIDEN’s role in expanding drug war.

 

As a Senator in the late 1980s, Mr. BIDEN was a cheerleader for the drug war. He played a major role in creating the Drug Czar’s office and in enacting the draconian mandatory minimum sentences that have filled our prisons with nonviolent drug law offenders. To the Vice President’s credit, he has “evolved” a bit on the issue. In recent years, Mr. BIDEN has championed a number of progressive drug policy reforms -- like introducing legislation to completely eliminate the 100-to-1 crack/powder cocaine sentencing disparity and rolling back the mandatory minimums he favored in the late 1980s. The crack/ powder disparity wasn’t completed eliminated, but was reformed under President Obama.



How will the BIDEN family move forward on this issue? 

 

Optimistically, I would like to envision Mr. BIDEN, realizing that drug use is so wide spread that it even touches his son, would become more sympathetic to other people who use drugs. There are hundreds of thousands people behind bars serving long prison sentences on drug charges. The realization that other people’s kids are living behind bars for doing the same thing that his son did could be a transformative experience. Perhaps Hunter’s experience will strengthen his resolve. 

 

Vice President BIDEN and his son’s response should be to join the millions of people who are challenging the ignorance and irrationality of locking up hundreds of thousands of our fellow citizens because of a nonviolent drug offense.  If Hunter and Joe BIDEN can use this experience to become involved in changing our inhumane polices, then the BIDEN family and our country will be better for it.



The Associated Press

BIDEN's son faces no bar review after discharge

By: Stephen Braun / October 17, 2014



Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, faces no automatic review of his law license in Connecticut following his discharge from the U.S. Navy Reserve after testing positive for cocaine use, Connecticut legal authorities said Friday.



Hunter BIDEN works in Washington as a private equity executive and board director of an international energy firm, but he is admitted to practice law in Connecticut, where attorneys' privileges can be examined under a disciplinary review system. Legal clients, state lawyers, judges and any citizen can file grievances, but as of Friday, none had been filed, authorities said.



Lawyers in Connecticut face automatic review of their bar admission only when they have been convicted of a crime, said Michael P. Bowler, Connecticut's Statewide Bar Counselor, who heads a team of lawyers that investigate attorney grievances. Criminal convictions have to be reviewed by a statewide grievance committee, as do other complaints, which can range from drug and alcohol abuse to inadequate legal representation.



"At this point, I'm not aware that Mr. BIDEN has been arrested for anything, and certainly not convicted," Bowler said. The Navy's brief confirmation of BIDEN's discharge did not cite any arrest or charges. Two people familiar with the matter told The Associated Press he was kicked out after testing positive for cocaine, confirming what was first reported by The Wall Street Journal.



Bowler added that BIDEN had told state authorities in 2007 that he was also admitted to the bar in Washington, D.C. Current District of Columbia bar records do not show BIDEN as member.



The Navy said Thursday that BIDEN was discharged in February from a part-time position as a public affairs officer in the Navy Reserve but did not provide a reason. BIDEN released a statement through his attorney saying, "I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge."



BIDEN, 44, a former Washington lobbyist, is a managing partner at the Rosemont Seneca Partners investment firm and a director at Burisma Holdings, a Ukraine-based energy company. A Washington lobbyist for Burisma, David Leiter, did not respond to requests for comment from The Associated Press.



Mark Dubois, the president of the Connecticut Bar Association, said that state bar and ethics officials are sensitive to news accounts involving misbehavior of lawyers admitted to practice in the state, but he said, "They have to be judicious about starting the process."



Dubois, who formerly investigated and prosecuted ethical misconduct as Connecticut Disciplinary Counsel, said authorities have initiated cases in the past involving drug and alcohol abuse by attorneys, but "only when it's a fairly extensive record of abuse."



The Christian Science Monitor

BIDEN son booted from Navy. What's the backstory?

By: Peter Grier / October 17, 2014



WASHINGTON — Joe BIDEN’s son Hunter has been kicked out of the Navy for drug use, according to a report in The Wall Street Journal. Cocaine was the controlled substance in question: The younger BIDEN tested positive for the drug last year and was subsequently discharged from the Navy Reserve, where he served as an ensign in a public affairs unit based in Norfolk, Va.



Thus ends an unusual, or at least unusually timed, military career. A lawyer by training who has worked as a lobbyist and currently serves as a managing partner at an investment firm, Hunter BIDEN began the process of joining the military in 2012, when he was 42. Most reservists sign up when they’re younger and still building families and careers.



In 2013, Mr. BIDEN was commissioned an ensign through the Direct Commission Officer Program, which each year selects a small number of applicants with civilian skills applicable to military needs. He received a waiver for his age and a second waiver for a drug-related incident in his youth, according to multiple news reports.



Recommended: How much do you know about marijuana? Take the quiz

In June of last year, BIDEN failed a urinalysis after reporting to his Norfolk unit. He was formally discharged this past February, according to The Wall Street Journal.



“It was the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge,” he said in a statement.



A few BIDEN family biographical notes might be apropos here. The first is that Hunter’s older brother, Beau, has had a successful military reservist career. It’s entirely possible Hunter was hoping to follow in his bro’s footsteps.



Beau BIDEN, also a lawyer, joined the Delaware Army National Guard in 2003 as a member of the Judge Advocate General's Corps. He was subsequently promoted to major and served a tour of duty in Iraq in 2008-2009.



Currently, Beau BIDEN is Delaware’s attorney general. He was elected to that post in 2006. In 2008, there was talk in the state that he would run for his dad’s old Senate seat, but the BIDEN son declined to pursue the position.



Second, VP Joe BIDEN does not have a soft-on-drugs reputation. If anything, he is seen in the White House as someone arguing against wider legalization of marijuana.



“The former Delaware senator has a harsh record when it comes to the drug war,” wrote Nick Wing of The Huffington Post in 2012.



Third, for those of a certain age in Washington, the BIDEN boys, both of them, are remembered for the tragedy of their early years.



On Dec. 18, 1972, Joe BIDEN’s first wife, Neilia, and his year-old daughter Naomi were killed in an auto accident in exurban Wilmington, Del., after Christmas shopping. Beau and Hunter were in the car but survived with injuries. Joe BIDEN had just won election to the Senate the preceding month.



He considered resigning but did not. Both boys were able to attend his swearing-in. Mr. BIDEN commuted home from Washington each night on the train to be with Beau and Hunter, a practice he continued throughout his Senate career.



McLatchy

Navy’s discharge of BIDEN’s son sheds light on military discipline

By: Michael Doyle / October 17, 2014



WASHINGTON — Vice President Joe BIDEN’s son Hunter forfeited certain veterans benefits as well as some privacy and pride when he was booted from the Navy, reportedly after testing positive for cocaine.



Other servicemembers have fared arguably worse for similar offenses, including sailors sentenced to jail time after testing positive. But BIDEN’s newly revealed Navy separation, while higher profile than most, also appears to be within the general range of expected outcomes given the alleged offense.



“It’s not uncommon,” attorney Philip D. Cave, a military law specialist who represents many servicemembers, but who was not involved in BIDEN’s case, said in an interview Friday. “I don’t see anything unusual.”



William Cassara, another experienced military law practitioner, agreed Friday that “in the Navy, administrative discharge is the norm, although I did have a petty officer court-martialed for a one-time positive urinalysis for cocaine several years ago.”



That sailor, whose initials are J.W.R., was sentenced to 90 days in the brig, a reduction in rank and forfeiture of three months pay after a court-martial panel convicted him on one count of wrongful use of a controlled substance. At the time, the enlisted man had nearly 19 years of active-duty service in the Navy.



In April 2013, the U.S. Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals reversed the conviction.



BIDEN’s administrative discharge, first reported by the Wall Street Journal, came after the vice president’s son reported for duty to Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va. Now 44, BIDEN had enlisted in the Navy Reserves in 2012.



“It was the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge,” BIDEN said in a prepared statement provided to the media.



Vice President BIDEN’s office on Friday declined to comment, and the Navy has declined to offer further details about Hunter BIDEN’s discharge.



Cave noted that considerable leeway is left up to commanding officers to resolve individual fates following what amounts to a routine drug offense. Different branches can also take different approaches. The Reserves, for instance, tend to “handle things a little easier,” Cave said, while the Air Force has a reputation in some circles for taking drug suspects to court martial.



A key question, whose answer is still not publicly known, is exactly what type of administrative discharge BIDEN received. An administrative discharge might be classified as either “general” or as “other than honorable.”



“An otherwise good sailor would be more likely to get a general discharge,” Cave said. “It’s fairly quick to do.”



An other-than-honorable discharge, by contrast, could take longer as it could be contested before a three-member administrative board.



Besides the taint, the other-than-honorable discharge carries several additional disadvantages compared to a general discharge. A veteran with a general discharge, for instance, is still eligible for civil service hiring preference ; the veteran with an other-than-honorable discharge is not. Both kinds of discharge render the veteran ineligible for GI Bill and VA housing benefits.



When the Navy pursues a court martial related to drug charges, records show, the allegations typically go beyond simple use.



In Everett, Wash., for instance, an Aviation Electronics Technician Airman was sentenced to eight months and a bad conduct discharge last February after pleading guilty to possession and intent to distribute, in addition to use of cocaine. The next month, at the Washington Navy Yard, an Electronics Technician 1st Class was sentenced to 45 days and a bad conduct discharge after pleading guilty to false statements and wrongful use of a controlled substance.



USA Today

BIDEN's son fails drug test, is discharged from Navy

By: William H. McMichael and Jonathan Starkey / October 17, 2014



The younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN failed a drug test for cocaine, a month after his commissioning last year into the Navy Reserve and was discharged.



Hunter BIDEN, an ensign, had been selected for commission as a reserve officer through the Direct Commission Officer program in 2012, according to Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a Navy spokesman. He was commissioned into the Navy Reserve unit for Navy Public Affairs Support Element East in Norfolk, Va. BIDEN, who had no prior military experience, was one of six officers commissioned nationally into the Navy Reserve public affairs division.



"It was the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge," BIDEN said in statement issued through his lawyer. "I respect the Navy's decision. With the love and support of my family, I'm moving forward."



The incident was first reported late Thursday in The Wall Street Journal. Citing "people familiar with the matter," it reported that BIDEN was given a drug test in June 2013 that tested positive for cocaine.



BIDEN, 44, was discharged from the Navy Reserve in February. He has worked as a lawyer, lobbyist and managing partner at the investment firm Rosemont Seneca Partners in Washington. He was hired in May to join the board of Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's largest private oil and gas producer, and be in charge of its legal department.



A spokeswoman for the vice president declined to comment.



The term "administrative discharge" can cover several types of military discharges from honorable to general to other-than-honorable conditions. Perry would provide no other details.



"Like other junior officers, the details of Ensign BIDEN's discharge are not releasable under the Privacy Act," he said.



Asked whether BIDEN's commissioning had anything to do with his father's high position in the government, Perry said, "No, it didn't.



"All candidates were considered based on the merits of their application, and Mr. BIDEN met the qualifications for commission," Perry said.



BIDEN also is the brother of Delaware Attorney General Beau BIDEN.



Applicants to the direct commissioning program for the Public Affairs Reserve must hold a baccalaureate degree or higher from an accredited institution, preferably in the fields of communication, English, journalism, broadcasting, public relations, rhetoric/speech, marketing, international studies or public administration. Applicants may not have passed their 42nd birthday at time of commissioning or an age waiver is required. The board meets twice annually and, on average, about 35 people apply, Ryan said.



Hunter BIDEN sought and received a waiver to join the service because of his age.



Hunter BIDEN received a second waiver because of a "drug-related incident when he was a young man," The Wall Street Journal reported. The report added that such waivers are not uncommon.



Vice President Joe BIDEN joked in January 2013 about his younger son's decision to join the military late in life during a speech at the American Legion's Salute to Heroes Inaugural Ball, which honors Medal of Honor recipients.



"We have a lot of bad judgment in my family. "My son, who is over 40, just joined the United States Navy. He's about to be sworn in as an officer," Joe BIDEN said.



But Hunter BIDEN joining the military was a source of pride for the BIDENs, and military service runs in the family.



Beau BIDEN is a major in the Delaware Army National Guard and served in Iraq from October 2008 to September 2009.



Jill BIDEN talked about Hunter BIDEN joining the Navy during a November 2012 event with Navy Secretary Ray Mabus.



"I'm looking forward to standing with our son, Hunter, when he is commissioned as an ensign in the United States Navy," Jill BIDEN said at the time, according to a Navy transcript. "He follows in the footsteps of two of his grandfathers, who have also served in the Navy."



Associated Press

Joe BIDEN's son expelled from Navy after failed drug test

October 17, 2014



Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been expelled from the military after testing positive for cocaine, two people familiar with the matter say.



The Navy said that BIDEN, a former lobbyist who works at a private equity firm, was discharged in February -- barely a year after he was selected for the part-time position as a public affairs officer in the Navy Reserve. Citing privacy laws, the Navy did not give a reason for the discharge, which was not disclosed until it emerged in the media on Thursday.



In a statement released by his attorney, BIDEN said he respected the Navy's decision and was moving forward with his family's love and support. He did not give a reason for his discharge.



"It was the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy," BIDEN said. "I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge."



The vice president's office declined to comment. Hunter BIDEN's attorney didn't respond to inquiries about whether BIDEN had used cocaine.



Two people familiar with the situation said BIDEN, 44, was discharged because he failed a drug test last year. They weren't authorized to discuss the incident by name and requested anonymity. The Wall Street Journal first reported BIDEN's discharge and failed drug test.



An attorney by training, BIDEN applied to join the Navy Reserve as a public affairs officer and was selected in 2012 -- one of seven candidates recommended for a direct commission for public affairs. A board of senior Navy officers interviewed BIDEN before making the recommendation.



Because he was 42 at the time, he needed a special waiver to be accepted. Cmdr. Ryan Perry, a spokesman for the Navy, said BIDEN had been assigned to the Navy Public Affairs Support Element East, based in Norfolk, Virginia.



The terms of BIDEN's separation from the Navy were unclear. Typically, military members discharged for failing drug tests don't receive an honorable discharge.



The vice president speaks about his children frequently during public appearances. In December, Hunter BIDEN and one of his daughters accompanied the elder BIDEN on a trip to Asia, where the vice president praised his son's work around the world as the chairman of the World Food Program USA.



"I'm so incredibly proud of him," Vice President BIDEN said.



Earlier this year, Hunter BIDEN raised eyebrows when he joined the board of a private Ukrainian gas company, just as his father and the Obama administration were working to wean Ukraine off Russian energy. At the time, the vice president's office brushed aside questions about the arrangement by saying that the younger BIDEN was a "private citizen."



BIDEN, a managing partner at investment firm Rosemont Seneca Partners, has three children. His older brother, Beau BIDEN, is Delaware's attorney general and an Army National Guard member who served a yearlong deployment in Iraq.



Connecticut legal authorities say the Hunter BIDEN does not face automatic review of his state law license following his discharge from the Navy Reserve. He works in Washington as a private equity executive and board director of an international energy firm. But he is admitted to practice law in Connecticut, where attorneys' privileges can be examined under a disciplinary review system.



Legal clients, state lawyers, judges and any citizen can file grievances, but as of Friday, none had been filed.



CNN

Who is Hunter BIDEN?

By: Justin Peligri / October 17, 2014



Washington (CNN) -- Hunter BIDEN, Vice President Joe BIDEN's son, was discharged from the Navy Reserve this year after failing a drug test, The Wall Street Journal reported Thursday night.



BIDEN, who got the boot after testing positive for cocaine, served part time in the reserves in Norfolk, Va. while also working as a partner at an investment firm.



Who is Hunter BIDEN?



Hunter graduated from Georgetown University and earned a law degree from Yale. After graduation he was a member of the Jesuit Volunteer Corps Northwest.



He's lesser known than his older brother, Beau BIDEN, now the Delaware attorney general, who served a year-long deployment in Iraq and has announced plans for a 2016 gubernatorial run in the state.



BIDEN's son discharged from Navy after testing positive for cocaine



What did he do in the military?



Hunter's membership in the American armed forces was brief: He enlisted in the Navy Reserves less than two years ago.



In January 2013, the Vice President joked about his son's decision to join the military later in life. "We have a lot of bad judgment in my family," BIDEN said.



The Vice President's office has not yet released a comment about Hunter's discharge. But the announcement might not fare well for the Second Family, which touts their status as a military family in speeches and public appearances.



Best of the vice president's 'BIDENisms' BIDEN regrets saying allies helped ISIS



Hunter BIDEN said in a statement that it was "the honor of my life to serve in the U.S. Navy, and I deeply regret and am embarrassed that my actions led to my administrative discharge. I respect the Navy's decision. With the love and support of my family, I'm moving forward."



Does he have much experience in politics or Washington?



Yes -- both in the public and private sectors.



He was appointed by President Bill Clinton to serve as a director in the Department of Commerce handling ecommerce policy issues, a post he held from 1998 to 2001.



From 2001 to 2008, he worked as a lawyer and federal lobbyist at a firm he co-founded. He resigned from this post when his father was asked by then-Senator Barack Obama, who at the time refused donations from lobbyists, to join his presidential ticket.



Along the way, he's enjoyed stints as chairman of PARADIGM, a hedge fund agency. He also held a job as senior vice president at MBNA Corporation, the world's largest independent credit-card issuer at the time.

In 2006, President George Bush nominated Hunter to serve on the Amtrak board of directors. He served a five-year term after a unanimous confirmation by the U.S. Senate.



What has he been up to recently?



In May 2014, Hunter signed on as a lawyer and board member of Burisma Holdings Ltd., a large Ukrainian gas production company.



The appointment caused a stir, given that it occurred around the same time that his father and the White House were engaged in diplomatic missions in the region to wean Ukraine off Russian energy sources. Critics argued that Hunter's work for a country promoting Ukrainian energy independence was a blatant conflict of interest.



But, the Vice President's office brushed off the controversy, insisting that Hunter is a private citizen whose actions don't represent the views of the government



That brings us to the present day. Hunter may no longer be in the Navy, but he still has his hands in public service. He's the board chairman at World Food Program USA, an organization fighting poverty and hunger, and he serves on the President's Advisory board of the Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Washington



Hunter also has a job at his alma mater as an adjunct professor at Georgetown's School of Foreign Service. He is married and has three daughters.
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Associated Press

VP Joe BIDEN Talks Infrastructure Funding in CLE Today

May 14, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is in Cleveland today to stress the importance of the U.S. spending money on infrastructure to keep roads and bridges safe.



Associated Press

BIDEN urges infrastructure spending in Cleveland speech as cities seek help maintaining roads

May 14, 2014

President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN are traveling the country saying the nation needs to invest billions of federal dollars in highways and bridges, but some Ohio city officials are left to wonder: Where's the money to fix our streets?



Bloomberg

Obama to Press for Highway Funds, Expedite Permit Process

By: Roger Runningen / May 14, 2014

… While Obama was in New York, Vice President Joe BIDEN was delivering a similar message at a rail center in Cleveland. He said the U.S. transportation system is crumbling and the nation is falling far behind.



Wall Street Journal

Obama to Speed Infrastructure Permits, Highlights Highway Funding Squeeze

By: Jeffrey Sparshott / May 14, 2014

… Mr. Obama spoke in Tarrytown, N.Y., near the Tappan Zee Bridge, an aging thoroughfare across the Hudson River that will be replaced with two new spans. The president's remarks, visits to Cleveland and St. Louis by Vice President Joe BIDEN and an earlier White House report are all meant to ratchet up pressure on lawmakers to approve new transportation funding.



Associated Press

Obama to Congress: OK New Cash for Roads, Bridges

May 14, 2014

… Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Cleveland Wednesday with a similar message, noting that the World Economic Forum ranked the United States 18th in the quality of the nation's roads.



WBNS-10TV

VP BIDEN To Speak In Cleveland About Spending For U.S. Infrastructure

May 14, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Cleveland to stress the importance of the U.S. spending money on infrastructure to keep roads and bridges safe.



Cleveland Plain Dealer

Vice President Joe BIDEN at RTA to discuss transit 

By: James Ewinger / May 14, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected here today to discuss infrastructure investment.



Cleveland Plain Dealer

BIDEN will tout spending for Rapid stations and the Cincinnati streetcar project

By: Stephen Koff / May 14, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN’S Cleveland visit today will put a spotlight on a University Circle rapid transit station being built with federal dollars. But the vice president could just as well have focused on a streetcar construction project in Cincinnati, a freight rail project across Ohio, a local bus depot in Kent or another Red Line rapid transit station in Cleveland.



Cleveland Plain Dealer

Amanda Berry, Gina DeJesus share White House moment with President Barack Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN

By: Michael Norman / May 14, 2014

Cleveland kidnapping survivors Amanda Berry and Gina DeJesus took a slight detour when they were in Washington, D.C. May 6 to be honored at the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children HOPE Awards dinner. The two women stopped by the White House earlier that day for a meeting with Vice President Joe BIDEN. They got a surprise visit from President Barack Obama, too, who dropped by BIDEN’S office and posed for a photo with the group.



People

Amanda Berry and Gina DeJesus Show Off Their White House Photos

By: Sandra Sobieraj Westfall / May 14, 2014

… The two Cleveland kidnap survivors met at the White House on May 6 with Vice President Joe BIDEN, a longtime supporter of legislation to end violence against women. And President Barack Obama dropped by his VP's West Wing office to say hello. 



Cyprus Mail

BIDEN to stay in Limassol after football risk in Nicosia

By: Angelos Anastasiou / May 14, 2014

NEXT week’s football cup final shaped decision-making in Tuesday’s kick-off meeting between Cyprus police and members of the US vice-president’s security detail, leading to a switch in the venue of Joe BIDEN’S stay from the Hilton in Nicosia to a Limassol hotel, according to reports.



PolicyMic

If You Suspected the White House Isn't Giving Us the Full Story on Ukraine, Now We Have Proof

By: Jenna Kagel / May 14, 2014

The U.S. political landscape is looking more like an episode of House of Cards than ever before. Ukraine's largest private gas provider, Burisma Holdings, announced Tuesday that R. Hunter BIDEN, son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, will be joining the board in charge of their legal unit. And with the current conflict in Ukraine, which has only been worsening, this announcement seems like a very curious ploy.



Al-Jazeera America

White House: No Conflict with BIDEN’S Son Working for Ukraine Gas Company

May 14, 2014

The White House brushed aside questions this week about whether the involvement of Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son in a Ukrainian natural gas company raised ethical issues at a time when the Obama administration is promoting energy diversity in the country, which is also currently mired in a gas-price spat with Moscow.



NBC

Ukraine Gas Producer Appoints R. Hunter BIDEN to Board

By: Javier David / May 14, 2014

Ukraine's largest private gas producer announced on Tuesday that it added R. Hunter BIDEN — the son of U.S. Vice President Joseph BIDEN — to its board of directors.



Yahoo! News

Why did an energy firm with big assets in Ukraine hire Joe BIDEN’S son?

By: Oliver Knox and Meredith Shiner / May 14, 2014

In the span of a few weeks, an energy firm little-known inside the United States added two members to its board of directors — scoring connections to Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joe BIDEN in the bargain.



Yahoo! News

Rahm Emanuel votes Hillary over BIDEN for 2016

By: Jim Avila, Richard Coolidge and Jordyn Phelps / May 14, 2014

As a former White House insider in both the Clinton and Obama administrations, Rahm Emanuel has worked closely with Hillary Clinton and Vice President Joe BIDEN. But when it comes to who would be the better Democratic presidential candidate come 2016, his mind is made up.



---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Associated Press

VP Joe BIDEN Talks Infrastructure Funding in CLE Today

May 14, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is in Cleveland today to stress the importance of the U.S. spending money on infrastructure to keep roads and bridges safe.



BIDEN is speaking at a Cleveland Regional Transit Authority rail complex to highlight the reconstruction of a light rail station near University Circle.



The area contains many of Cleveland’s cultural landmarks, such as Severance Hall, the home of the Cleveland Orchestra, and Case Western Reserve University, a top research institution.



President Barack Obama’s administration is highlighting infrastructure investment in the U.S. this week. Obama was scheduled to travel Wednesday to New York City, where the Tappan Zee Bridge is being replaced using a $1.6 billion federal loan.





Associated Press

BIDEN urges infrastructure spending in Cleveland speech as cities seek help maintaining roads

May 14, 2014



President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN are traveling the country saying the nation needs to invest billions of federal dollars in highways and bridges, but some Ohio city officials are left to wonder: Where's the money to fix our streets?



Making the pitch Wednesday at a rail car repair shop in Cleveland, BIDEN said such investment is necessary for the United States to remain a pre-eminent economic force.



"Those in Congress who lack vision say we can't afford to make these investments," he said. "How can we not afford to make these investments?"



He said one study shows the U.S. needs $3.6 trillion in infrastructure investment by 2020 but spends only 1 percent of its gross domestic product on infrastructure and ranks 18th in the world for the quality of its roads.



BIDEN was in Cleveland to highlight federal investment in a $17.5 million new light rail station that will open in 2015. The president was in New York City, where the federal government has provided a $1.6 billion loan to rebuild the Tappan Zee Bridge. Their message is that more money needs to be spent on infrastructure.



City officials in Ohio wish that a small share of those billions would trickle down to them for maintenance. Some Ohio cities are operating on the thinnest of margins as costs rise, tax receipts fall and state funding is reduced. Federal and state governments pay the lion's share of big road and interstate projects, but routine maintenance of surface streets is typically left to cities to pay.



Police and firefighters must continue to be paid, so budget items like street resurfacing are the first to be trimmed, said Paul Barnett, public works manager for the city of Akron.



Akron will spend about $2 million on street resurfacing this year but needs to spend at least $8 million to keep pace, Barnett said. The city will resurface only 11 of its 2,400 lane miles this year.



"It's OK if you plan on resurfacing your streets once every 30 years," he said.



The booming city of Columbus will spend $33.5 million on street resurfacing this year. Cleveland will spend $4.4 million. Toledo has upped its resurfacing budget to $1 million compared with $600,000 in 2013.



Still, Columbus is far from immune from the scourge of tire-crunching potholes that appeared like dandelions this spring thanks to Ohio's weather extremes, heavy rains and the asphalt-chewing phenomenon of freeze-thaw cycles. Bill Tilton, assistant director of public service for Columbus, said his crews have already repaired 105,000 potholes this year compared with 117,000 for all of 2013.



Toledo bought a machine so workers could replace entire stretches of pothole-pocked roadway, said Dave Welch, Toledo's commissioner of streets, bridges and harbor. "There are roads that are pothole patch after pothole patch," Welch said



The inability to properly maintain streets is a problem in smaller cities as well. In Euclid, a suburb east of Cleveland that stretches along Lake Erie, Mayor Bill Cervenik said the federal government needs to step in.



"I certainly believe the federal government has to take a look at communities like ours and understand the problems we're having and put together policies that help those communities that are built and aging and fix them," Cervenik said.





Bloomberg

Obama to Press for Highway Funds, Expedite Permit Process

By: Roger Runningen / May 14, 2014



With New York’s aging and overburdened Tappan Zee Bridge in the background, President Barack Obama said the U.S. risks its economic supremacy by neglecting to repair and upgrade its transportation system.



Obama said his administration is streamlining the permit process for transportation projects to speed up construction even as the White House and Congress wrangle over how to replenish the Highway Trust Fund.



A modern, efficient transportation system is “one of the reasons that American became an economic superpower in the first place,” Obama said today in Tarrytown, New York. While the U.S. has cut resources for infrastructure, he said, economic competitors such as European nations and China have been investing heavily.



The fast-track approach that Obama announced today would expand the process used for the Tappan Zee. Federal agencies approved plans to replace the three-mile-long span in 1.5 years, a process that typically takes three to five years, according to a White House statement.



The Highway Trust Fund, which is fed by fuel taxes, will be unable to keep up with all its bills as soon as July and will be down to $1 billion by the end of September. While Congress is working on a short-term plan to keep it solvent at least through the end of the year, an interruption in funding would affect more than 112,000 construction projects and the jobs of almost 700,000 workers over a year, according to a White House analysis.



Economic Preeminence



While Obama was in New York, Vice President Joe BIDEN was delivering a similar message at a rail center in Cleveland. He said the U.S. transportation system is crumbling and the nation is falling far behind.



If the U.S. can’t provide infrastructure to companies, “we will lose our economic preeminence in the world,” BIDEN said.



He criticized members of Congress who opposed more spending on infrastructure, saying they “lack vision” and asking “how can we afford not to make these investments.”



With both the White House and many lawmakers rejecting raising gasoline and diesel taxes, Obama has proposed a four-year, $302 billion plan. About half the funding would come from the federal excise tax on motor fuels with the rest from revenue obtained by closing tax breaks for corporations, including taxing overseas earnings.



Senate Bill



The Senate Environment and Public Works Committee filed a bipartisan bill that would renew highway and transit programs for six years, while leaving decisions on funding for the measure to the House and Senate’s tax committees. The Senate panel was set to begin crafting a bill tomorrow.



Companies, including Caterpillar Inc. (CAT), United Parcel Service Inc. and Honeywell International Inc. (HON), are pushing for a long-term solution to infrastructure funding.



Business groups and labor unions are stepping up their own efforts starting this week. Most of those organizations favor a boost in the gasoline tax to finance a long-term highway bill, even though lawmakers in both chambers say that can’t clear Congress in an election year.



The Tappan Zee is one of the nation’s 63,522 bridges classified as “structurally deficient,” according to the Federal Highway Administration. That means the bridge is safe, though in need of repair, closer monitoring or weight restrictions so that it doesn’t become unsafe. There are more than 607,000 bridges in the U.S.



Replacement Bridge



The Tappan Zee is eight years past its designed 50-year lifespan and carries about 40 percent more traffic than intended. A replacement is scheduled for completion in 2018 at a cost of $3.9 billion.



During the past three years, the administration has tried to expedite reviews and permitting for more than 50 projects, including bridges, mass transit, waterways, roads and railways, the White House fact sheet said. More than 30 of the projects have been given permits.



Later today, Obama turns his attention to fundraising for the midterm elections, beginning with a closed-door session to benefit the Democratic National Committee. Republicans need to win a net six seats to take control of the Senate.



A second fundraiser is hosted by Blair W. Effron, co-founder of investment bank Centerview Partners LLC, and former private-equity executive Jamie Rubin, son of former Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin. Guests can contribute as much as $32,400, with proceeds going to the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee.



On Thursday the president and the first lady tour the Sept. 11 Memorial and Museum before Obama gives a speech at the dedication ceremony.





Wall Street Journal

Obama to Speed Infrastructure Permits, Highlights Highway Funding Squeeze

By: Jeffrey Sparshott / May 14, 2014



President Barack Obama on Wednesday said he would cut red tape for projects to build roads, bridges and other major projects, part of a broader effort to prod Congress toward replenishing the nation's dwindling highway trust fund.



Mr. Obama spoke in Tarrytown, N.Y., near the Tappan Zee Bridge, an aging thoroughfare across the Hudson River that will be replaced with two new spans. The president's remarks, visits to Cleveland and St. Louis by Vice President Joe BIDEN and an earlier White House report are all meant to ratchet up pressure on lawmakers to approve new transportation funding.



"If they don't act by the end of the summer, federal funding for transportation projects will run out," Mr. Obama said Wednesday. "We'll run out. There will be no money. The cupboard will be bare."



The Highway Trust Fund, which pays for building and repairing roads, is expected to run dry as soon as August, a development that would force the federal government to cut payments to states, putting thousands of projects and nearly 700,000 jobs in jeopardy, according to the White House.



New funding coupled with the latest effort on permitting, designed to speed projects from design to completion by improving coordination among multiple federal agencies, would create jobs and ultimately encourage businesses to invest in the U.S., Mr. Obama said.



Lawmakers from both parties want to keep funds flowing but disagree over how to raise the money and how much to spend on infrastructure. Because of the approaching November election, Congress may opt for a short-term fix, effectively punting a broader debate until next year.



Republicans met the latest White House push with skepticism.



"It's a real challenge to listen to the president talk about reforming the permitting system when he's been sitting on the permit for the country's largest shovel-ready infrastructure program, the Keystone XL pipeline, for five years," said Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R., Ky.).



The Keystone pipeline would bring oil from Canada to Gulf Coast refineries, creating jobs and boosting energy production. But it also has sparked environmental concerns, leading the Obama administration to repeatedly delay any final decision on approval.





Associated Press

Obama to Congress: OK New Cash for Roads, Bridges

May 14, 2014



With New York's aging Tappan Zee Bridge looming behind him, President Barack Obama challenged congressional Republicans to spend more money on the nation's crumbling roads, see-through bridges and outdated ports or face losing businesses to other countries.



"We've got ports that aren't ready for the next generation of cargo ships," Obama said against a backdrop of cranes that are being used to replace the 58-year-old Tappan Zee. "We've got more than 100,000 bridges that are old enough to qualify for Medicare."



Obama used the major Hudson River crossing point north of New York City and its $3.9 billion replacement project to illustrate a fast-track system he initiated that he said cut the permitting time from five years to 1 1/2 years.



He blamed Republicans for not authorizing more money for construction and repairs and warned that without congressional action the Highway Trust Fund, used to pay for transportation projects, will run dry. He accused Republicans of voting against additional spending even as they gladly show up at ribbon cutting ceremonies for projects they refused to finance.



"They are more interested in saying 'no' because they are worried that maybe they'd have to be at a bill signing with me," Obama said.



Republicans contended Obama was hypocritical for claiming credit for the expedited process while his administration has yet to decide the fate of a proposed Canada-to-Texas oil pipeline. The GOP is using that up-in-the-air project to bash Democrats ahead of the November elections.



"It's a real challenge to listen to the president talk about reforming the permitting system when he's been sitting on the permit for the country's largest shovel-ready infrastructure program, the Keystone XL pipeline, for five years," said Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.



Obama noted that over the last 50 years the United States' spending on transportation as a share of the economy has shrunk by 50 percent while European countries are spending twice as much.



"We shouldn't watch the top-rated airports and seaports, or the fastest rail lines or fastest Internet networks get built somewhere else," he said. "They need to be built right here in New York, right here in the United States."



Obama was introduced by New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo, who is high on Democrats' list of potential candidates to succeed Obama in 2016. Cuomo credited Obama for the advanced work on the bridge replacement, which is being financed largely by bonds paid for through higher tolls.



"This is a bridge that symbolizes what was and what can be," Cuomo said.



Obama, who was traveling with first lady Michelle Obama, also was to headline a pair of high-dollar fundraisers benefiting Democratic candidates in the November elections. On Thursday, the president and first lady planned to attend the dedication ceremony for the National September 11 Memorial & Museum at the World Trade Center.



Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx kicked off the public works push Monday, warning that the Highway Trust Fund, which relies on gasoline taxes, could run dry in August. Those taxes haven't gone up in 20 years.



Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Cleveland Wednesday with a similar message, noting that the World Economic Forum ranked the United States 18th in the quality of the nation's roads.



"Folks, we cannot stand still," BIDEN said. "If we do, we will lose our economic prominence in the world."



Half of the administration $302 billion transportation plan would be in addition to the programs paid for with fuel taxes. That extra spending would come from revenue raised by closing what the administration says are corporate tax loopholes and by making other changes in business taxes, a long shot in a politically divided Congress.





WBNS-10TV

VP BIDEN To Speak In Cleveland About Spending For U.S. Infrastructure

May 14, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Cleveland to stress the importance of the U.S. spending money on infrastructure to keep roads and bridges safe.



BIDEN was scheduled to speak Wednesday afternoon at a Cleveland Regional Transit Authority rail complex to highlight the reconstruction of a light rail station near University Circle.



The area contains many of Cleveland's cultural landmarks, such as Severance Hall, the home of the Cleveland Orchestra, and Case Western Reserve University, a top research institution.



President Barack Obama's administration is highlighting infrastructure investment in the U.S. this week.



Obama was scheduled to travel Wednesday to New York City, where the Tappan Zee Bridge is being replaced using a $1.6 billion federal loan.





Cleveland Plain Dealer

Vice President Joe BIDEN at RTA to discuss transit 

By: James Ewinger / May 14, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected here today to discuss infrastructure investment.



He will use the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority Rail Complex as his forum, and will talk about the regional significance of a rebuilt Little Italy-University Circle rapid station, due to open next year.



The vice president's appearance here is part of a week-long lobbying effort by the White House to create broad-based support for federal spending on infrastructure improvement.



According to the White House, the condition of 65 percent of the nation's major roadways is considered less than good and fully one quarter of all bridges will require significant work if they are to continue carrying the current volume of traffic.



The concern is that some Republicans in the House of Representative oppose further spending and if they get their way, there could be less money for much needed future projects.



BIDEN is considered a potential Democratic candidate for president in 2016.



Today he also is expected to meet with business owners and community stakeholders to discuss the local economy, but further details were not available.





Cleveland Plain Dealer

BIDEN will tout spending for Rapid stations and the Cincinnati streetcar project

By: Stephen Koff / May 14, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN’S Cleveland visit today will put a spotlight on a University Circle rapid transit station being built with federal dollars. But the vice president could just as well have focused on a streetcar construction project in Cincinnati, a freight rail project across Ohio, a local bus depot in Kent or another Red Line rapid transit station in Cleveland.



Each of these was built or is being built with money from the same federal program – one that critics want to cut substantially.



To supporters, the role of this federal program in paying for mass transit projects is particularly important. They say that Ohio and other Republican-run states seem more interested in building roads and highways than in supporting transportation that is efficient and environmentally sustainable.



Yet there's another side, from those who say that a disproportionate share of the program's dollars have gone to Democratic congressional districts – and that the awards have lacked the rigorous economic analysis that a competitive grant program should have.



All this, over a measly Red Line stop.



BIDEN will tout the Little Italy-University Circle Red Line station, which will open in 2015 with the help of a federal grant from the Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery, or TIGER, program. TIGER was passed originally as part of the 2009 economic stimulus act, but Congress so far has kept it going, with $3.5 billion for 270 projects nationwide, including $600 million this year, the White House says.



House of Representatives Republicans want to slice that sum and then restrict it to, in the words of an appropriations proposal, "projects that will address critical transportation needs, such as road, highway and bridge construction and improvement."



But BIDEN and his boss, President Barack Obama, want to expand the TIGER program and make it permanent, proposing to fold it into a broader transportation reauthorization act that would spend $302 billion over four years for a variety of road, bridge and rail projects. The Senate is working on its own bill but won't start filling in the blanks – including the sources of money – until later this week. The Obama-BIDEN package, however, would use federal gasoline tax dollars and money from ending a tax provision that Democrats say encourages companies to shelter profits overseas.



That's the big picture, and BIDEN is likely to discuss it in Cleveland this afternoon. The Plain Dealer laid out the background in a story on Cleveland.com yesterday. Obama will promote the broader theme today, too, with a visit to the site of a structure to replace New York's Tappan Zee Bridge, over the Hudson River. Obama will also announce an executive action to streamline the review and permitting process for projects that involve multiple agencies.



Mention the TIGER program and fans and critics alike sound off. According to a U.S. Department of Transportation, or DOT, database, these Ohio projects have received TIGER money:



      The Little Italy-University Circle Red Line station that the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority is building. A 2011 TIGER grant awarded it $12.5 million, according to DOT.



      Reconstruction of the University-Cedar RTA station, which DOT describes as the busiest east side bus terminal in Cleveland. It got $10.5 million in 2010 TIGER funding.



      A new bus transfer station in downtown Kent, which got $20 million in s 2009 TIGER award.



      Rail corridor improvements in Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Maryland. The $98 million TIGER grant, awarded in 2009, was to help the CSX corridor accommodate double-stacked rail cars to better connect Midwest manufacturers with mid-Atlantic ports.



      The Cincinnati Streetcar Riverfront Loop, which will reintroduce Cincinnati's central core to a form of transportation – electric streetcars – that went out of fashion five decades ago but are being tried again in a number of cities. DOT awarded a $10.9 TIGER grant for the 3.9-mile project in 2011 – on top of $29 million in other federal transit funding it will get.



Are these a good use of taxpayer money? This is where some Democrats and Republicans disagree. The Reason Foundation, a conservative think tank, has criticized the grants as going disproportionately to Democratic congressional districts. The foundation also says the TIGER grants have lacked transparency and solid economic analysts.



Sen. David Vitter, a Louisiana Republican whose ranking status on a public works committee gives him influence in transportation bills, has voiced similar complaints.



But TIGER defenders say that Democratic districts tend to get more grants because of the very nature of the program, helping to ease transportation problems in areas with the most congestion and need. Cities tend to vote Democratic while suburbs and rural areas are more inclined to elect Republicans. The DOT says the grants are awarded competitively and not on the basis of politics.



In Ohio, there is an additional defense of the TIGER grants. The state gasoline tax goes for roads, and without TIGER and a few other federal programs, mass transit would get nothing for capital projects, according to members of a coalition called Ohioans for Transportation Choice.



"These are projects that just would not get funded," said Akshai Singh, a Sierra Club organizer in Northeast Ohio who is involved in Ohioans for Transportation Choice. "They are doing a really good job here to plug the gap."



Amanda Woodrum, a researcher for Policy Matters Ohio, a liberal think tank, and co-chair of Ohioans for Transportation Choice, said that while Ohio is the seventh most populous state, it ranks 47th when measured by funding for public transportation.



"Ohio has a multi-billion-dollar transportation budget, but the vast majority of it goes to roads and highways," she said. "Less than 1 percent goes to public transit."



Ohio defends its focus on highways as a matter of priorities. In a 2012 review, it found that if it just built all the roads and bridges needed, it would have a $1.2 billion budget hole, said Steve Faulkner, spokesmen for the Ohio Department of Transportation.



So urban transit is funded locally rather than by the state, and with help from Washington. Without TIGER, the RTA station that BIDEN is visiting might not be built. And the Cincinnati streetcar project, a source of controversy from the start, might never get in gear.



People on either side of the political divide – and ultimately Congress - now must decide if that's good.





Cleveland Plain Dealer

Amanda Berry, Gina DeJesus share White House moment with President Barack Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN

By: Michael Norman / May 14, 2014



Cleveland kidnapping survivors Amanda Berry and Gina DeJesus took a slight detour when they were in Washington, D.C. May 6 to be honored at the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children HOPE Awards dinner. The two women stopped by the White House earlier that day for a meeting with Vice President Joe BIDEN. They got a surprise visit from President Barack Obama, too, who dropped by BIDEN’S office and posed for a photo with the group.



Berry and DeJesus recently shared details of the Washington trip, plus other photos with PEOPLE magazine.  



May 6 marked the one-year anniversary of their escape from the Cleveland home of Ariel Castro, who held them captive along with Michelle Knight, for more than a decade.





People

Amanda Berry and Gina DeJesus Show Off Their White House Photos

By: Sandra Sobieraj Westfall / May 14, 2014



Amanda Berry and Gina DeJesus brought home quite the souvenirs from their whirlwind visit to Washington last week – and are sharing the most special (photographic) ones with PEOPLE. 



The two Cleveland kidnap survivors met at the White House on May 6 with Vice President Joe BIDEN, a longtime supporter of legislation to end violence against women. And President Barack Obama dropped by his VP's West Wing office to say hello. 



In an email to PEOPLE, DeJesus called it an honor, adding of BIDEN, in particular: "I enjoyed our talk; he is very down-to-earth :-)" 



Berry, who bought a special White House frame to showcase her presidential and vice-presidential photo op, said she appreciated how much time BIDEN spent with them. "It was one of the most unbelievable moments in my life," Berry said. 



"They were just grinning from ear to ear," says Shannon Traore, the family-services specialist from the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children accompanying the group, which included DeJesus's mom and dad and Berry's older sister, Beth Serrano.



Berry, 28, DeJesus, 24, and their families were treated to the trip – including their first plane ride and all the regular D.C. sightseeing – by donors to the NCMEC. The group honored the women at its annual HOPE Awards dinner on May 6, the one-year anniversary of their escape – along with Michelle Knight, 33 – from nearly 10 years of captivity. For the emotional, but uplifting, occasion, the women were also treated to a shopping spree and salon visit. 



At the dinner, they met Katie Beers, who survived her own kidnapping and imprisonment in a hole for 16 days in 1993, at the age of 10.



It was a meaningful connection for DeJesus and Berry, says Traore. "They enjoyed being surrounded by other heroes, other people who have overcome – to know that they aren't alone but are cared for and valued." 



Before heading home, they saw the pandas at the National Zoo, visited the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial and National Cathedral, and took a D.C. tour buzzing by the Capitol, Washington Monument, and Lincoln and Jefferson memorials. 



"Amanda and Gina are both so well-connected to their families," says Traore, "that it was really special for them to experience the newness of being just normal tourists together – just people-watching, souvenir-shopping D.C. tourists."





Cyprus Mail

BIDEN to stay in Limassol after football risk in Nicosia

By: Angelos Anastasiou / May 14, 2014



NEXT week’s football cup final shaped decision-making in Tuesday’s kick-off meeting between Cyprus police and members of the US vice-president’s security detail, leading to a switch in the venue of Joe BIDEN’S stay from the Hilton in Nicosia to a Limassol hotel, according to reports.



In the meeting to devise the security plan for the American number two’s protection during his two-day stay, it was decided that BIDEN will be given head-of-state protection, meaning that for the duration of his 48-hour visit hundreds of police officers – led by the elite MMAD riot squad members – will be on red alert.



BIDEN will arrive in Cyprus on Wednesday, May 21, in an US government jet, which will carry two bulletproof limos – one for him and one for his escort.



Per head-of-state protocol, he will be accompanied by armed members of his security detail bearing identification badges. His general safety will be the remit of Cyprus police, it was established during the meeting.



Tuesday’s meeting was the first in a series to follow in order to finalise every detail of BIDEN’S itinerary.



But Phileleftheros reported that while the visitors were scheduled to stay at the Hilton in Nicosia, it emerged at the meeting that a Limassol hotel would be best suited to host BIDEN and his entourage.



That is because the final whistle at football cup final, scheduled for the evening of May 21 between Nicosia-based APOEL and Aradippou club Ermis, may well find scores of APOEL’s fans flocking to the club’s headquarters – adjacent to the Hilton – in celebration, and the gathered crowd has been deemed a potentially serious security risk.



Police spokesman Andreas Angelides neither confirmed nor denied the report, and could only offer assurances that “all necessary security measures are being taken.” But any truth to the paper’s claims would mean the implicit admission by the police of its inability to control an anticipated crowd of a few hundred football fans, or even block their gathering altogether.



Meanwhile, a separate security mission was expected to arrive from the United States yesterday, in order to finalise the schedule for BIDEN’S two-day visit, while Foreign Minister Ioannis Kasoulides – as part of a four-day official visit to the U.S. – had a meeting with BIDEN’S National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan, in which issues relating to the visit w [ARTICLE CUTS OFF]





PolicyMic

If You Suspected the White House Isn't Giving Us the Full Story on Ukraine, Now We Have Proof

By: Jenna Kagel / May 14, 2014



The U.S. political landscape is looking more like an episode of House of Cards than ever before. Ukraine's largest private gas provider, Burisma Holdings, announced Tuesday that R. Hunter BIDEN, son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, will be joining the board in charge of their legal unit. And with the current conflict in Ukraine, which has only been worsening, this announcement seems like a very curious ploy.



On a global scale, the decision suggests that U.S. governmental arbitration stems from what the U.S. can selfishly procure, politically and/or financially, through involvement in conflict areas abroad. By bringing the VP's offspring onto the board of a Ukrainian gas company, there is now strong indication of an affiliation between the U.S. and Ukraine, probably incentivized by both money and politics.



Russia may be Europe's largest supplier of natural gas, but Ukraine is the middle man. More than half of Russia's natural gas enters Europe through pipelines in Ukraine and then branches off into Germany, Italy and Austria. Through a few degrees of separation, there is huge potential, monetarily as well as politically, for the U.S. and Ukraine to sync up in the energy industry.



Seizing a window of opportunity. The U.S. now has a very tactically capable ally working closely with one of Ukraine's natural gas providers. The VP has an essential role in foreign policy at the White House. In April, he traveled to Kiev to discuss how the U.S. could aid Ukraine in expanding their natural gas resources and avoid relying so heavily on Russia.



Russia currently supplies 60% of Ukraine's consumed natural gas. In March, however, the Russian natural gas company Gazprom announced that it was canceling discounted gas prices to Ukraine, partially to dissuade Ukraine from accepting a trade deal with the EU. And because of the ongoing strife between Ukraine and Russia, natural gas is a fundamental commodity not just for livelihood but in the grand scheme of international politics.  



A question of ethical politicking. Incidentally, the involvement of the younger BIDEN in a Ukrainian gas company implies a link between money and U.S. involvement in conflicts. The U.S. government does appear to have more to gain from foreign engagement in Ukraine, which speaks volumes as to why the U.S. has continued to restrain engagement in Syria's 3-year-old civil war.  



One conclusion to draw from this is simply that U.S. foreign policy is based on personal motivations, i.e. they are more enterprising when it is monetarily advantageous to do so. Money does make the world go round after all. And energy concerns are a growing trend internationally, which is obviously adding dollar signs to locations with many resources to trade, produce, import or export.



Still, the White House is denying any sort of involvement or conflict of interest. White House Press Secretary Jay Carney said during a briefing Tuesday that "Hunter BIDEN and other members of the BIDEN family are obviously private citizens, and where they work does not reflect an endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or president."



As part of the legal unit, Hunter BIDEN will "provide support for the Company among international organizations," according to Burisma Holdings' announcement. By joining the board, BIDEN hopes to strengthen the Ukrainian economy and benefit the people through his consultancy on issues such as corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and transparency.



If that is truly what his appointment will entail, then with U.S. motivations aside, popular opinion about BIDEN’S new job would probably be different. Unfortunately, for now, Burisma's announcement, the timing of BIDEN’S new job and the implications of the union between these two countries are all smelling pretty fishy.  





Al-Jazeera America

White House: No Conflict with BIDEN’S Son Working for Ukraine Gas Company

May 14, 2014



The White House brushed aside questions this week about whether the involvement of Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son in a Ukrainian natural gas company raised ethical issues at a time when the Obama administration is promoting energy diversity in the country, which is also currently mired in a gas-price spat with Moscow.



R. Hunter BIDEN, an attorney and chairman of the board of the World Food Program USA, was named this week to the board of directors of Burisma Holdings, a private company that has drilled for natural gas in Ukraine since 2002.



"I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine," BIDEN said, according to a statement released by the company.



The announcement comes as Ukraine and the U.S. are looking to decrease Ukraine's reliance on Russian energy amid threats from Moscow to cut Ukraine off if it doesn't pay massive debts. Western countries believe Russia would have less leverage over Ukraine if Europe were less dependent on Russian gas.



Amid the push to make Ukraine less dependent on Moscow, Kyiv is also mired in a conflict with pro-Russian rebels in its eastern region who voted Sunday for wider autonomy. The U.S. has placed sanctions on Russia for its alleged support of the rebels, but the pressure has done little to stop activists in the region from seeking more independence. 



In April, Vice President BIDEN traveled to Kyiv to discuss how the U.S. could help provide technical expertise for expanding domestic production of natural gas.



Asked by a reporter Tuesday whether Hunter BIDEN’S appointment to the company presented a conflict of interest, White House spokesman Jay Carney said it did not.



"Hunter BIDEN and other members of the BIDEN family are obviously private citizens, and where they work does not reflect an endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or president," Carney said. 



Kendra Barkoff, a spokeswoman for Vice President BIDEN, said he "does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company."



Ukraine-Russia gas spat



Ukraine, which depends on Russia for most of its natural gas, has accused Moscow of hiking natural gas prices as punishment for Kyiv's moving closer to the European Union.



On Tuesday, Russia's state-run natural gas company Gazprom demanded a $1.7 billion prepayment from Ukraine for June gas deliveries, heightening a dispute over price that is pushing the two countries closer to another gas war that could cut supplies.



Ukraine also wants to change the conditions of a 2009 contract that locked Kyiv into buying a set volume, whether it needs it or not, at $485 per 1,000 cubic meters — the highest price paid by any client in Europe.



Moscow dropped the price to $268.50 after then-president Viktor Yanukovych turned his back on a trade and association agreement with the European Union last year, but reinstated the original price after Yanukovych was ousted in February.



Kyiv has so far refused to pay the higher price, saying gas is being used as a political tool by Moscow to punish Ukraine's new leaders for moving closer to the European Union.



As for the involvement in Burisma Holdings, Melanie Sloan, the head of Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington, a watchdog group on government ethics, told Reuters there was no inherent conflict in the younger BIDEN’S job.



"It can't be that because your dad is the vice president, you can't do anything," Sloan said. "The most important thing is for BIDEN not to be speaking about these issues with his dad, and for them to try and draw the lines."





NBC

Ukraine Gas Producer Appoints R. Hunter BIDEN to Board

By: Javier David / May 14, 2014



Ukraine's largest private gas producer announced on Tuesday that it added R. Hunter BIDEN — the son of U.S. Vice President Joseph BIDEN — to its board of directors.



In a statement on its website, Burisma Holdings said the younger BIDEN will be in charge of the company's legal unit, while providing support "among international organizations."



The release quoted Hunter BIDEN as saying that "my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine."



Large corporations frequently appoint well-connected marquee names of both major U.S. political parties as directors. Yet corporate governance experts are critical of the process, which can be fraught with conflicts of interests and the appearance of favoritism.



The arrangement raised questions about the propriety of his appointment, given the tense political standoff between Russia and the West over the future status of Ukraine, where fighting has resulted in the deaths of dozens of soldiers and civilians. Natural gas has factored heavily in tensions between Russia and Ukraine, both of which have political leadership that's intertwined with their respective energy industries.



Until a few years ago, the younger BIDEN was a senior vice president for financial services giant MBNA—an arrangement that drew criticism during the 2008 elections for potential conflict of interests. As a senator, the elder BIDEN spearheaded legislation that would have affected MBNA's business. Meanwhile, Vice President BIDEN has been a vocal supporter of a cross-border European natural gas pipeline.



Earlier Tuesday, White House spokesman Jay Carney referred questions on the appointment to the vice president's office.



In response to an inquiry from CNBC, a spokesperson for the vice president said, "Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The vice president does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company."



A representative at Rosemont Seneca told CNBC that BIDEN was traveling and not immediately available for comment.



With Moscow threatening to cut gas supplies to the former Soviet satellite, some have called for the U.S. to deepen its ties to Ukraine by shipping its own natural gas bounty to Eastern Europe.



Burisma touted BIDEN’S "public service and foreign policy," and is listed as a co-founder of Rosement Seneca Partners, an investment advisory company. He also served as executive director of E-Commerce Policy Coordination under former Commerce Secretary William Daley, and co-chaired the 2008 Obama-BIDEN Inaugural Committee.





Yahoo! News

Why did an energy firm with big assets in Ukraine hire Joe BIDEN’S son?

By: Oliver Knox and Meredith Shiner / May 14, 2014



In the span of a few weeks, an energy firm little-known inside the United States added two members to its board of directors — scoring connections to Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joe BIDEN in the bargain.



On April 22, Cyprus-based Burisma announced that financier Devon Archer had joined its board. Archer, who shared a room in college with Kerry’s stepson, Christopher Heinz, served as national finance co-chair for the former senator’s 2004 presidential campaign.



Then, on Monday, the firm announced that BIDEN’S younger son, R. Hunter BIDEN, would join the board of directors.



Why would the company, which bills itself as Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, need such powerful friends in Washington?



The answer might be the company’s holdings in Ukraine. They include, according to the firm’s website, permits to explore in the Dnieper-Donets Basin in the country’s eastern regions, home to an armed pro-Russian separatist movement. They also include permits to explore in the Azov-Kuban Basin of the strategic Crimean peninsula, annexed earlier this year by Moscow.



It’s not clear what will happen to energy firms, like Burisma, that aim to explore and exploit potential deposits in those areas. Neither the Archer nor the BIDEN announcement explicitly mentions the unrest, and it’s not clear exactly when their discussions to join the board began. In an April 23 Q&A, the transcript of which appears on Burisma’s website, Archer said he had been approached “a few months ago” about the opportunity to consult for the oil company. The announcement of his directorship came less than a month after the disputed vote in Crimea to rejoin Russia.



The White House and the vice president’s office denied there was anything untoward about BIDEN’S appointment.



“Hunter BIDEN and other members of the BIDEN family are obviously private citizens and where they work does not reflect an endorsement by the administration or by the Vice President or President,” said President Barack Obama’s press secretary, Jay Carney. “But I would refer you to the Vice President’s office.”



“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer,” the vice president’s press secretary, Kendra Barkoff, said in a statement. “The vice president does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”



The person who answered the telephone at BIDEN’S office in Washington, D.C., on Wednesday cheerfully declared that BIDEN was traveling, that his return date was unknown, and that his assistant was also out of pocket.



An email to Burisma’s public relations department did not elicit a reply.



But Archer coyly acknowledged the potential benefits of having him on the board in the April 23 Q&A.



Question: “In the American media you are often linked to the immediate circle of the U.S. Secretary of State Mr. John Kerry and the Vice-president of the United States Mr. Joe BIDEN.”





Yahoo! News

Rahm Emanuel votes Hillary over BIDEN for 2016

By: Jim Avila, Richard Coolidge and Jordyn Phelps / May 14, 2014



As a former White House insider in both the Clinton and Obama administrations, Rahm Emanuel has worked closely with Hillary Clinton and Vice President Joe BIDEN. But when it comes to who would be the better Democratic presidential candidate come 2016, his mind is made up.



Emanuel votes Hillary.



“If she chooses to run, I've already said I'm going to support her,” the mayor of Chicago told “Power Players.”



"Joe's a good friend, personally,” said Emanuel. “He's obviously worthy of being considered because he's a great vice president, a great senator, has something to offer … In this case, so does the former secretary of state, senator, and first lady.”



Though Emanuel said he is confident that Clinton would win a hypothetical presidential matchup if she chooses to run, he added that Clinton is weighing the prospects of a presidential bid against other personal life factors.



“She's about to be a grandmother,” he said. “And she cares about that, and making sure she has the time. Being a congressman, being a mayor, being a president, being a candidate for president, time is not one of the commodities you have a lot of.”



Emanuel sat down with “Power Players” along with fellow Illinois Democrat Rep. Luis Gutierrez before a panel discussion on immigration reform at the Urban Institute in Washington, D.C. He said that the Republican Party cannot survive on the national stage without changing course on immigration reform.



“I think the ‘leaders of the Republican Party' know where the future is heading, the current of history is heading,” Emanuel said. “The problem is to get there, the boat breaks that they're on. In national elections you cannot be a majority party and be hostile to immigrants.”



For the GOP, Emanuel said, it’s no longer a question of “will” the party change course, but “when.”



Gutierrez described what he sees as a “fight within the Republican Party” between those who stand starkly in opposition to reform as a matter of principle and those who want reform for the sake of the party’s national standing. He pointed to former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush as an example of a pro-reform voice within the GOP.



“I think when you hear Jeb Bush and other Republican leaders speak about immigration … I don't want to question their motives of where their heart is at, many of them have their heart exactly where Rahm Emanuel and I have our heart,” he said. “And that is to do well and to make sure people have a system that is fair.”



Gutierrez also acknowledged that the slow pace of change on the issue and the record number of deportations under President Obama have not been helpful to Democrats. But, he said, President Obama is preparing to take executive action to reform the country’s immigration system if Congress does not put forth legislation by the summer’s end.



“If Republicans do not act, I assure them that this president will act, in a huge, very broad manner,” Gutierrez said. “If it's the end of the summer, and, Jim, you look at me and say, ‘Luis, for all your optimism, you know nothing's going to happen,’ the president is going to act in a very expansive manner.”



Emanuel also believes that Obama will “absolutely” act if Congress does not, “because certain issues are so urgent to the nation's future that a president must act.”



“He can't legalize them, but he can stop their deportation, and put them in a safe place,” Gutierrez added. “If they want to simply be a regional party, a party of little cities, and regions in a few states, okay, because that is your future. Abraham Lincoln … first Republican president, George Bush, 2004, you watch, he's going to be the last Republican president for a long time.”



For more of the interview with Emanuel and Gutierrez, including what sets Chicago apart as a “sanctuary city” for undocumented immigrants, check out this episode of “Power Players.”
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Chicago Sun-Times

BIDEN in Chicago for Illinois Democrats, Colorado senator

By: Lynn Sweet / October 22, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN travels to Chicago on Wednesday to headline a get-out-the-vote rally for Rep. Brad Schneider and fellow Democrats Gov. Pat Quinn and Sen. Dick Durbin. The rally is in Vernon Hills, in Schneider's 10th congressional district.



Daily Herald

Crowds start lining up for BIDEN appearance

By: David Lissau / October 22, 2014

Dozens of people began lining up inside the Sullivan Community Center's gym in Vernon Hills early Wednesday afternoon in preparation for a political rally headlined by Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Lake Zurich Courier

Vice President BIDEN in Vernon Hills for Democratic rally

By: Rick Kambic / October 22, 2014

With a few hours still to go before Vice President Joe BIDEN arrives for a rally to support several local Democratic candidates, a line was already building outside the Sullivan Center in Vernon Hills.



Associated Press

Vice President Joe BIDEN to return to Illinois

October 22, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is planning a second trip to Illinois, this time to campaign for Gov. Pat Quinn, U.S. Sen. Dick Durbin and Democratic U.S. House candidates.



Hibbing Daily Tribune

BIDEN to make stop in Hibbing Thursday; will join Nolan for an Early Vote and GOTV rally

By Bill Hanna / October 22, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will join 8th District Democratic U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan at a campaign rally Thursday at Hibbing Community College.



The Des Moines Register

BIDEN will be in Davenport Monday to 'encourage all Iowans to vote early'

By: Jennifer Jacobs / October 22, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will do a public rally with Democratic U.S. Senate candidate Bruce Braley in Davenport on Monday where he will "encourage all Iowans to vote early," Braley campaign aides say.



Waterloo Cedar Fall Courier

Vice President BIDEN to be in Davenport next week

By: Ed Tibbetts / October 22, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will make a stop in Davenport on Monday to campaign for Democratic Senate hopeful Bruce Braley.



KWWL-TV

BIDEN headed to Iowa to stump for Braley

October 22, 2014

More political star power is headed to Iowa.  Vice President Joe BIDEN will join U.S. Senate candidate Bruce Braley on Monday, October 27th for an event in Davenport, where they will encourage all Iowans to vote early.



WQAD-TV Quad Cities

Vice President BIDEN to promote early voting during visit Quad Cities

By: Shellie Nelson / October 22, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN was scheduled to visit Davenport, Iowa on Monday, October 27, 2014.



Quad-Cities Dispatch

Vice President BIDEN to speak in Davenport Monday

By: Eric Timmons / October 22, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak in Davenport on Monday at an event for Democratic Senate candidate Bruce Braley.



KCCI-TV Des Moines

BIDEN to campaign with Braley next week

By: Jeremy Moser / October 22, 2014

Rep. Bruce Braley’s campaign said Vice President Joe BIDEN will join Braley on Monday, October 27 for an early-voting event in Davenport.



Pittsburgh City Paper

VP Joe BIDEN endorses long shot Democrat McClelland over Rothfus

By: Alex Zimmerman / October 22, 2014

The Erin McClelland campaign, which is trying to mount a challenge to incumbent tea-party Congressman Keith Rothfus, announced this afternoon an endorsement from Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Salon

Here’s exactly how great Joe BIDEN’s Amtrak love affair is for the planet

By: Joanna Rothkopf / October 22, 2014

On Tuesday, Vice President Joe BIDEN gave a speech on commuter issues in which he revealed a mind-blowing but not unsurprising detail about his personal travel habits:



My Fox New York

Worst airports in North America

October 22, 2014

Most New Yorkers will probably agree with Vice President Joe BIDEN that LaGuardia is one of the worst airports in the country.



Gizmodo

What's the Worst Airport Terminal In America?

By: Kelsey Campbell-Dollaghan / October 22, 2014

Yesterday, Vice President BIDEN and New York Governor Andrew Cuomo launched a design competition to improve the state of NYC's airports after BIDEN dissed La Guardia last year. But are NYC's airports really so bad? We want you, the people, to tell us what airport terminal is truly the worst in the United States.



New York Daily News

Gov. Cuomo may be rocking the polls, but it's quiet on the memoir-sales front

By: Celeste Katz / October 22, 2014

Asked about his less than stellar sales on Monday after an unrelated appearance with Vice President BIDEN in Queens, Cuomo said his day job -- and election season -- have kept him from doing the all-out promotion work typical of a book launch.



China Daily

Veep and CEO

By: Li Ge / October 22, 2014

Vice-President Joe BIDEN shares a light moment with Fred Ryan Jr., the new publisher and CEO of The Washington Post, on Tuesday in Washington.





Chicago Sun-Times

BIDEN in Chicago for Illinois Democrats, Colorado senator

By: Lynn Sweet / October 22, 2014



WASHINGTON — Vice President Joe BIDEN travels to Chicago on Wednesday to headline a get-out-the-vote rally for Rep. Brad Schneider and fellow Democrats Gov. Pat Quinn and Sen. Dick Durbin. The rally is in Vernon Hills, in Schneider's 10th congressional district.



After the rally, BIDEN heads downtown for a fundraising dinner at the home of former White House Senior Advisor David Axelrod to benefit Sen. Mark Udall D-Col. The ask to be on the host committee for that event is $10,000, to go to the Colorado Senate Victory Campaign, which is the coordinated campaign for Colorado Democrats.



Quinn's runningmate, Paul Vallas, is representing the Quinn/Vallas ticket at the Vernon Hills rally.



BIDEN is the latest major Democratic surrogate to come to Illinois to bolster Quinn, locked in a tight battle with GOP nominee Bruce Rauner. President Barack Obama stumped for Quinn on Sunday and Monday; former President Bill Clinton was with Quinn in Chicago on Tuesday. First Lady Michelle Obama led a rally for Quinn in Chicago earlier this month.



Quinn was never scheduled to be at the rally, which is probably just as well for Schneider, who is in his own close fight with former Rep. Bob Dold R-Ill. in the north suburban 10th district.A poll done by the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee showed that Rauner was more popular in Illinois 10 than Quinn.



BIDEN is spending the night in Chicago.



The vice president returns to Illinois for a Monday early vote rally in Rockford for Quinn, Durbin and freshman Rep. Cheri Bustos D-Ill.,who is in a tight rematch with former Rep. Bobby Schilling R-Ill. BIDEN also hits Chicago again on Monday to headline a fundraiser to benefit the Democratic National Committee.



Early voting started Monday in Illinois and Obama cast a ballot on the South Side not far from his Kenwood home.



Daily Herald

Crowds start lining up for BIDEN appearance

By: David Lissau / October 22, 2014



Dozens of people began lining up inside the Sullivan Community Center's gym in Vernon Hills early Wednesday afternoon in preparation for a political rally headlined by Vice President Joe BIDEN.



It's the vice president's first visit to Lake County since taking office. He is coming to stump for U.S. Rep. Brad Schneider, a Deerfield Democrat facing a challenge from Kenilworth Republican Robert Dold for the 10th District House seat.



Among the first people in line was Sara Madlock Coleman of Round Lake, with her daughter and mother.



"I wanted to show her how the system works," she said of her 11-year-old daughter, Cyndi, a sixth grader at Big Hollow Middle School. "I wanted her to have an idea of the issues going on."



BIDEN is expected to speak later this afternoon. He and Schneider are expected to be joined by BIDEN and Schneider will be joined by U.S. Sen. Dick Durbin, who's also seeking re-election, and by Paul Vallas, who's running for lieutenant governor with Democratic Gov. Pat Quinn.



Lake Zurich Courier

Vice President BIDEN in Vernon Hills for Democratic rally

By: Rick Kambic / October 22, 2014



With a few hours still to go before Vice President Joe BIDEN arrives for a rally to support several local Democratic candidates, a line was already building outside the Sullivan Center in Vernon Hills.



BIDEN was expected to arrive around 3:00 p.m. for an event supporting Rep. Brad Schneider, Sen. Dick Durbin and Paul Vallas, who is campaigning for lieutenant governor alongside incumbent Gov. Pat Quinn.



Secret Service staff started letting people in around 1:30 p.m. The parking lot was closed off and only open to people with certain passes. Both Secret Service staff and police dogs were searching their vehicles.



The Secret Service spent hours sweeping the Sullivan Center and its surroundings, and no parking was allowed overnight last night.



Associated Press

Vice President Joe BIDEN to return to Illinois

October 22, 2014



ROCKFORD, Ill. (Associated Press) -Vice President Joe BIDEN is planning a second trip to Illinois, this time to campaign for Gov. Pat Quinn, U.S. Sen. Dick Durbin and Democratic U.S. House candidates.



Both Quinn's and U.S. Rep. Cheri Bustos' campaigns say the vice president is expected to headline an early voting rally in Rockford Oct. 27.



The announcement follows BIDEN's planned visit Wednesday to the Chicago suburb of Vernon Hills to support Democratic U.S. Rep. Brad Schneider in his race against Republican Bob Dold.



Bustos is in a race with Republican Bobby Schilling in Illinois' 17th Congressional District. Quinn is in a tight re-election bid with GOP challenger Bruce Rauner and Durbin faces Republican Jim Oberweis.



BIDEN is one of many big-name Democrats in Illinois in recent days.



Hibbing Daily Tribune

BIDEN to make stop in Hibbing Thursday; will join Nolan for an Early Vote and GOTV rally

By Bill Hanna / October 22, 2014



HIBBING — Vice President Joe BIDEN will join 8th District Democratic U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan at a campaign rally Thursday at Hibbing Community College.



The Get Out the Vote (GOTV) event will be held in the college’s gymnasium, with doors opening to the public at 11:45 a.m.



Those wanting tickets to attend should go to www.dfl.org/gotvhibbing.

BIDEN will be in Duluth Thursday morning and will then travel to the Range aboard Air Force 2, Nolan has said.



BIDEN’s visit follows the latest poll in the race that shows Republican challenger Stewart Mills with an 8 percent lead over Nolan — 47 percent to 39 percent.



Polls in the race have ranged from a slight lead for Nolan to a dead heat, with last week’s KSTP/Survey USA poll showing the biggest margin yet for Mills.



Nolan, in a Mesabi Daily News story last Saturday, said he believes the KSTP/Survey USA poll is an outlier that doesn’t reflect the current state of the campaign. But he also said that poll “has been pretty accurate over the years.”



Editor’s note: A one-on-one interview by Mesabi Daily News (MDN) Executive Editor Bill Hanna with Vice President Joe BIDEN will be published in a future Hibbing Daily Tribune (HDT) publication. MDN and HDT are sister publications, and are owned by Adams Publishing Group, LLC. The northern Minnesota properties also owned by APG include the Chisholm Tribune Press, Grand Rapids Herald-Review, the Pilot Independent in Walker and Manney’s Shopper.



The Des Moines Register

BIDEN will be in Davenport Monday to 'encourage all Iowans to vote early'

By: Jennifer Jacobs / October 22, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will do a public rally with Democratic U.S. Senate candidate Bruce Braley in Davenport on Monday where he will "encourage all Iowans to vote early," Braley campaign aides say.



Details on the time and location of the event are forthcoming, a Braley campaign news release says.



BIDEN was last in Iowa a month ago. On that visit, he didn't do a public campaign rally for Braley, who is struggling to overcome a fierce challenge from Republican Joni Ernst for Democrat Tom Harkin's open U.S. Senate seat. Instead, BIDEN helped kick off a 10-state voter turnout tour for a liberal group called "Nuns on the Bus."



Braley, a 56-year-old courtroom lawyer who has served in Congress since 2007, has recruited a number of high-profile Democrats to campaign for him in Iowa in the final stretch before the Nov. 4 election.



First lady Michelle Obama has appeared twice. (WHO-TV's Dave Price reported late last night that the White House transcript on Obama's event on Tuesday referred to Braley as a candidate for governor. Days earlier, the first lady called the congressman "Bruce Bailey" several times, and a month earlier, former President Bill Clinton also botched Braley's name during an Iowa trip.)



Obama opened her speech in Iowa City Tuesday by acknowledging that she misspoke and saying she often mixes up her own daughters' names, as well. She urged Braley backers to vote early; Democrats need to bank a hefty cache of early votes to overcome the traditional GOP voter turnout advantage on Election Day.



One politician who has not come to Braley's aid is President Barack Obama. Fifty-two percent of Iowa likely voters think Obama's support does more to hurt Braley than help him, The Register/Bloomberg Politics Iowa Poll in early October found.



Forty-four percent of Iowa likely voters have a favorable view BIDEN, a potential 2016 presidential candidate, but 51 percent have a negative opinion of him, the poll found.



Aides in the Office of the Vice President said BIDEN, after the event with Braley, will then travel to Rockford, Illinois to headline a rally for three Illinois Democrats - Gov. Pat Quinn, U.S. Sen. Dick Durbin and U.S. Rep. Cheri Bustos.



Waterloo Cedar Fall Courier

Vice President BIDEN to be in Davenport next week

By: Ed Tibbetts / October 22, 2014



DAVENPORT | Vice President Joe BIDEN will make a stop in Davenport on Monday to campaign for Democratic Senate hopeful Bruce Braley.



The details of the visit haven't been released yet, but BIDEN is making a swing through the Midwest next week. After the Davenport event, he will make a stop Monday in Rockford to rally support for Illinois Gov. Pat Quinn, Sen. Dick Durbin, D-Ill., and Rep. Cheri Bustos, D-Ill.



The Davenport event will be open to the public, according to the vice president's office.



Braley, a Democratic congressman from Waterloo, is locked in a tight race for the open U.S. Senate seat in Iowa with Republican Joni Ernst, and the past few weeks have seen a flurry of visits from national political figures seeking to boost the respective campaigns.



KWWL-TV

BIDEN headed to Iowa to stump for Braley

October 22, 2014



More political star power is headed to Iowa.  Vice President Joe BIDEN will join U.S. Senate candidate Bruce Braley on Monday, October 27th for an event in Davenport, where they will encourage all Iowans to vote early.



Details on the time and location of the event haven't been announced.



Braley is in a tight Senate race with Republican Joni Ernst. 



Iowans can vote early in person from now until November 3rd.



WQAD-TV Quad Cities

Vice President BIDEN to promote early voting during visit Quad Cities

By: Shellie Nelson / October 22, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN was scheduled to visit Davenport, Iowa on Monday, October 27, 2014.



The vice president was scheduled at attend a campaign event at which Iowans would be encouraged to vote early in advance of the November 4, 2014 General Election.



Quad-Cities Dispatch

Vice President BIDEN to speak in Davenport Monday

By: Eric Timmons / October 22, 2014



DAVENPORT - Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak in Davenport on Monday at an event for Democratic Senate candidate Bruce Braley.



Details of the Davenport event have yet to be released. The vice president also will speak Thursday at rally in Rockford in support of Democratic candidates, including Rep. Cheri Bustos D-East Moline.

 

Rep. Braley is a Democratic congressman from Waterloo and is running against Republican Joni Ernst to fill the senate seat being vacated by the retiring Sen. Tom Harkin, a Democrat. The race is one of the most closely watched in the nation.



KCCI-TV Des Moines

BIDEN to campaign with Braley next week

By: Jeremy Moser / October 22, 2014



Rep. Bruce Braley’s campaign said Vice President Joe BIDEN will join Braley on Monday, October 27 for an early-voting event in Davenport.



Braley is running for the retiring Sen. Tom Harkin's U.S. Senate seat.



The campaign has not yet released the exact time or location of the event.



The Braley campaign reminds Iowans they can vote early in person from now until November 3.



Pittsburgh City Paper

VP Joe BIDEN endorses long shot Democrat McClelland over Rothfus

By: Alex Zimmerman / October 22, 2014



The Erin McClelland campaign, which is trying to mount a challenge to incumbent tea-party Congressman Keith Rothfus, announced this afternoon an endorsement from Vice President Joe BIDEN.



"Erin McClelland will bring new leadership to Washington, work to create jobs, ensure equal pay for women, and expand access to affordable education," a press release quotes BIDEN as saying. "The people of Pennsylvania are looking for a change from this reckless Republican Congress, and Erin McClelland will always put the middle class first."



The endorsement probably won't help the McClelland campaign much: As I reported last week, the race doesn't appear to be close, even though the district was among the most competitive in the country in 2012.



What is interesting about the endorsement, though, is what it confirms about Obama's unpopularity in the district. "The McClelland people probably figure that BIDEN is a better surrogate for them in that district than the president is,” says Kyle Kondik, a Rust Belt native with the University of Virginia Center for Politics.



Still, with just about $50,000 cash on hand compared with Rothfus' $1 million, "Far more valuable than an endorsement [for McClelland] would be the [Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee] putting $2 million into Pittsburgh television," Kondik says.



The full release after the jump.



ASPINWALL, PA — Vice President Joe BIDEN endorsed Democratic nominee Erin McClelland for Congress in her race against tea party incumbent Keith Rothfus in Pennsylvania’s 12th District.



"I am proud to support Erin McClelland, who will be a voice for Pennsylvania's middle class families and stand up to Republicans' plan to stack the deck for wealthy special interests,” BIDEN said. “Erin McClelland will bring new leadership to Washington, work to create jobs, ensure equal pay for women, and expand access to affordable education. The people of Pennsylvania are looking for a change from this reckless Republican Congress, and Erin McClelland will always put the middle class first."



Born and raised in Scranton, BIDEN is the 47th Vice President of the United States.



“I’m honored to have Vice President BIDEN’s support,” McClelland said. “Joe BIDEN knows what it’s like to grow up working class in Pennsylvania, and he knows what it takes to get work done in Washington. I look forward to defending his signature legislation — the Violence Against Women Act — as a member of Congress.”



McClelland recently participated in two debates against her opponent, who voted last year against strengthening the Violence Against Women Act. A third debate is scheduled for later this month.



Salon

Here’s exactly how great Joe BIDEN’s Amtrak love affair is for the planet

By: Joanna Rothkopf / October 22, 2014



On Tuesday, Vice President Joe BIDEN gave a speech on commuter issues in which he revealed a mind-blowing but not unsurprising detail about his personal travel habits:



“Now, there are a lot of rumors about how many trips I’ve taken on Amtrak. It’s estimated that I’ve made roughly over 8,000 round trips. 250 miles a day. Average 210 days a year for 36 years. And the last six years since being Vice President not nearly as much.”



The number is, frankly, absurdly high. And, from an sustainability standpoint, also admirable. BIDEN could have opted to drive, or take a commuter plane. But he didn’t. He stayed true to his first love: Amtrak. So, we decided to do some nifty math to see how BIDEN’s romance with trains has benefitted the environment.



We chose to focus on his daily roundtrips as Delaware’s senator, when he would have been making a daily roundtrip from Wilmington, Delaware, to Washington, D.C., everyday, 21o days a year. Using BeFrugal.com‘s travel calculator, we found that the same round trip by car would produce about 219 pounds of carbon dioxide emissions, while the plane trip would produce 314 pounds. The train trip, however, only produces 100 pounds of carbon dioxide (per capita), according to Carbonfund.org‘s calculator.



That means that over 8,000 round trips, BIDEN would have produced 2,512,000 pounds (1256 tons) by plane or 1,752,000 pounds (876 tons) by car, but his decision to devote his life and his heart to the train means that he only produced 800,000 pounds (400 tons) of carbon dioxide as a result of his grueling daily commute.



In 2009, BIDEN spoke of a governmental push to implement a high-speed rail system across the country: “Investing in a high-speed rail system will lower our dependence on foreign oil and the bill for a tank of gas; loosen the congestion suffocating our highways and skyways; and significantly reduce the damage we do to our planet.” Indeed, relying more heavily on trains would put a serious dent in reducing emissions.



In 2010, residents of the United States produced 35,200 pounds or 17.3 tons of carbon dioxide emissions per capita, with transportation taking up about 32 percent of total U.S. emissions. The U.S. Department of Transportation has written extensively on the benefits to commuter rails and increased public transportation. One info sheet on the topic reads:



“National averages demonstrate that public transportation produces significantly lower greenhouse gas emissions per passenger mile than private vehicles. Leading the way is heavy rail transit, such as subways and metros, which produce 76 percent less in greenhouse gas emissions per passenger mile than an average single-occupancy vehicle (SOV). Light rail systems produce 62 percent less and bus transit produces 33 percent less.”



If one driver per household took public transportation instead for a daily commute of 10 miles each way, they would save 4,627 pounds of carbon dioxide per household per year, which amounts to an 8.1 percent reduction per household. So, we would all do well to follow Joe’s example.



My Fox New York

Worst airports in North America

October 22, 2014



NEW YORK (MYFOXNY) -Most New Yorkers will probably agree with Vice President Joe BIDEN that LaGuardia is one of the worst airports in the country.



In fact, LGA is THE worst airport in North America, according to a survey by the website The Guide to Sleeping in Airports.



"Dull, dated, unclean and/or downright confusing, these are airports you certainly don't want to get stuck in," sleepinginairports.net wrote. "While the so-called winners span the continent, there is a strong concentration of unappealing airports located in the U.S. northeast, with all three of New York City's airports represented."



Looks like we New Yorkers and New Jerseyans have a lot to be proud of (ashamed of?) for all three major airports to not only make the list but the make the top 5.



The survey asked voters to weigh in on overall airport experience.



What others made the list? Click on the slideshow to see.



Gizmodo

What's the Worst Airport Terminal In America?

By: Kelsey Campbell-Dollaghan / October 22, 2014



Air travel, once the pinnacle of style in America, has evolved into a fluorescent-lit, crumb-strewn hellscape of stinky carpets, underpaid and overworked employees, and fights between drunk racists and tall people. It's easy to claim your local terminal is the worst, but which of America's many airport terminals is truly the Worst?



Yesterday, Vice President BIDEN and New York Governor Andrew Cuomo launched a design competition to improve the state of NYC's airports after BIDEN dissed La Guardia last year. But are NYC's airports really so bad? We want you, the people, to tell us what airport terminal is truly the worst in the United States.



To be considered for the final list, include as many of these as possible:



· City, airport name, terminal name

· A picture

· An anecdote demonstrating why it's so terrible, from food options to decor

· Any other relevant evidence



We'll round up the entries and let you vote later this week.



New York Daily News

Gov. Cuomo may be rocking the polls, but it's quiet on the memoir-sales front

By: Celeste Katz / October 22, 2014



The debut of Gov. Cuomo's new memoir isn't forcing bookstores to invest in extra crowd control.



While polls show the incumbent Democrat with a clear path to victory in November, his autobiography, "All Things Possible: Setbacks and Success in Politics and Life," sold fewer than 1,000 hard copies from its Oct. 1 release date through last Sunday, according to Nielsen BookScan.



Nielsen's tally of 900 copies sold represents about 85% of the print book market, a spokeswoman for the ratings company noted.



Asked about his less than stellar sales on Monday after an unrelated appearance with Vice President BIDEN in Queens, Cuomo said his day job -- and election season -- have kept him from doing the all-out promotion work typical of a book launch.



The governor's work includes a section on Daily News State Capitol Bureau Chief Ken Lovett, who overheard and dutifully reported on a Team Cuomo campaign strategy session back in 2010 after an aide left his cell phone line open instead of sending our intrepid reporter's call to voicemail as intended.



Cuomo's six-figure advance for the book, published by Harper, plumped up his income quite nicely, according to his latest tax returns.



China Daily

Veep and CEO

By: Li Ge / October 22, 2014



Vice-President Joe BIDEN shares a light moment with Fred Ryan Jr., the new publisher and CEO of The Washington Post, on Tuesday in Washington. BIDEN gave a speech at a forum "Fix My Commute", hosted by Washington Post Live. During the speech, he recalled his interaction with President Xi Jinping. BIDEN hopes the US invests more in infrastructure and makes its airports "look like the 21st century". BIDEN just flew back from LaGuardia airport, New York, by Air Force Two. He believes that LaGuardia is the worst airport of the world’s major countries.




VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS

Tuesday, October 21, 2014

Washington Post

BIDEN pushes for infrastructure investment — especially for LaGuardia Airport

By: Jose A. DelReal / October 21, 2014

In case you didn’t already know how Vice President BIDEN feels about LaGuardia Airport, on Tuesday he reminded us that it’s “the worst airport in the world.”



DNAinfo New York

Cuomo, BIDEN Announce Design Competiton to Upgrade LaGuardia and JFK

By: Jeff Mays / October 21, 2014

The last time he mentioned LaGuardia Airport, Vice President Joseph BIDEN made news when he said it looked like a "third world country."



Washington Examiner

BIDEN: Airport workers thanked me for comparing LaGuardia to 'third-world country'

By: Brian Hughes / October 21, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN has already landed in hot water with some New Yorkers for comparing LaGuardia Airport to a “third-world country.” But he could not resist poking fun at the state of the terminals there again on Tuesday.



Gothamist

Any Ideas On How To Make LaGuardia & JFK Less Soul-Crushing?

By: Rebecca Fishbein / October 21, 2014

Not everyone who flies through La Guardia Airport is able to fully appreciate NYC's finest hunk of peeling drywall, even if the Auntie Anne's at Gate A rivals the one at Port Authority Bus Terminal. Earlier this year, Vice President Joe BIDEN likened La Guardia to an airport in "some third world country."



The Detroit News

BIDEN touts new Detroit buses, M-1

By: David Shepardson / October 21, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN touted Detroit's M-1 rail system and the Transportation Department's award of funds for 50 new buses for the Motor City.



Associated Press

VP Joe BIDEN to campaign for Schneider in Illinois

October 21, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to attend a rally in support of Democratic U.S. Rep. Brad Schneider.



Daily Herald

Vernon Hills preparing for Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit Wednesday

By: Russell Lissau and Mick Zawislak / October 21, 2014

The giggling toddlers and energetic dancers who normally would occupy Vernon Hills' Sullivan Community Center on Wednesday will make way for a political rally featuring Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Chicago Sun-Times

Bill Clinton stumps for Quinn; tells workers to look to future

By: Natasha Korecki / October 21, 2014

Clinton's arrival came one day after President Barack Obama's departure. While here, Obama headed a 6,200-person rally at Chicago State University, then pushed for early voting on Monday. Vice President Joe BIDEN is on deck for Wednesday. First lady Michelle Obama as well as Hillary Clinton have also come through town for Quinn.



ABC News Radio

POLL: More Prefer Public Transit to Road Building

October 21, 2014

The results come as Vice President Joe BIDEN and six mayors from major U.S. cities are scheduled to attend a Washington Post forum Tuesday on relieving traffic congestion.



Globe Newswire

Cubic Joins National Journalists, Elected Officials and Transportation Leaders for The Washington Post's 'Fix My Commute' Live Event

October 21, 2014

Cole, executive vice president and deputy for strategy, business development and diversification at Cubic Transportation Systems, will join U.S. Vice President Joseph BIDEN and fellow transportation industry leaders at The Washington Post's America Answers event, 'Fix My Commute,' on Tuesday, Oct. 21 from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. EST.



NCB News

BIDEN: LaGuardia Staff Thanked Me for Telling Truth About Airport

October 21, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN says workers at LaGuardia Airport thanked him for comments he made earlier this year where he compared the structure to a "third world country."



The Washington Post

BIDEN clocks his Amtrak hours

October 21, 2014

During a speech on commuter issues, Vice President BIDEN estimates that he has made roughly 8,000 round-trips on Amtrak.



Camas-Washougal Post-Record

WHS students meet VP

October 21, 2014

Washougal High School students were provided the chance to get up close and personal with state and national leaders at a recent Portland political rally.



New York Observer

A New Look at LaGuardia Airport

October 21, 2014

Earlier this year, Vice President Joe BIDEN compared LaGuardia International Airport to a third-world facility. As usual when Mr. BIDEN ventures from prepared scripts people were offended. Mr. BIDEN had to apologize to the airport managers in third-world countries.



World Tribune

Putin exploits latest BIDEN gaffe, offers helping hand to Turkey

By: Miles Yu / October 21, 2014

When U.S. Vice President openly chastised Turkey for allowing foreign militant fighters to cross its territory into Syria to join Islamist State of Iraq and Levant (ISIL), President Vladimir Putin of Russia picked up the phone.



RT

US needs pro-American lobby in Israel

By: Robert Bridge / October 21, 2014

Behind the polite and diplomatic statements regarding the “unbreakable bond” that exists between the United States and Israel lays a more disturbing truth that is slowly coming to the surface.



Lake County News-Sun

Opinion: Maybe we’ll get to see BIDEN being BIDEN

October 21, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will show up Wednesday for a political speech in Vernon Hills.



NoHo Arts District

5 Things I learned from my time with Joe BIDEN

By: Jessie Marcus / October 21, 2014

I have to admit I was a little star struck. I’ve worked with lots of celebrities but when I heard I might be going to the Vice Presidents home in Washington, DC to film him for a Public Service announcement, I was thrilled and butterflies took flight in my stomach.



Daily Beast

Where There’s Trouble, You’ll Usually Find Joe BIDEN

By: Lloyd Green / October 21, 2014

According to the polls, Joe BIDEN doesn’t have a prayer in 2016. And according to former Secretary of Defense Robert Gates, BIDEN “has been wrong on nearly every major foreign-policy and national-security issue over the past four decades.” 



Huffington Post

'White Boy' BIDEN Got It Right and Wrong About the Tea Party

By: Earl Ofari Hutchinson / October 21, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN got the tongues furiously wagging again after a recent meeting with black ministers in South Carolina. First he called himself the virtually lone "white boy" in a black Wilmington, Delaware neighborhood.



Daily Kos

If Hillary doesn't run, is BIDEN the default?

October 21, 2014

Hillary Clinton isn’t going to retire to life as a Chappequa grandma; she is all but certain to run for president. If Joe BIDEN is putting any serious thought to 2016, there is no point in him positioning himself as a progressive alternative to Clinton in the primaries. 





Washington Post

BIDEN pushes for infrastructure investment — especially for LaGuardia Airport

By: Jose A. DelReal / October 21, 2014



In case you didn’t already know how Vice President BIDEN feels about LaGuardia Airport, on Tuesday he reminded us that it’s “the worst airport in the world.”



Speaking at a Washington Post Live event on Tuesday about the importance of investing in transportation infrastructure, BIDEN told audience members that the United States needs airports that “actually look like the 21st century,” a subtle callback to comments he made earlier this year comparing the New York airport to a “third-world country.”



“My name is Joe ‘Amtrak’ BIDEN,” began the vice president, warming up the crowd before launching into remarks about the occasionally dry subject of infrastructure development. During his remarks, which lasted about 30 minutes, BIDEN stressed the importance of investing in transportation and workforce training programs, a combined effort that he said is a path toward strengthening the middle class.



“Modern infrastructure at this point, in my view right now, is about jobs. Infrastructure investment is one of the most direct ways to good paying, middle-class jobs,” he said.



Tuesday's event — the first in an ongoing series — focused on building better commuting experiences and upgrading traffic infrastructure. Other speakers included former transportation secretary and White House chief of staff Andrew Card, former Indianapolis mayor Stephen Goldsmith, former Pennsylvania governor Ed Rendell (D) and former White House adviser David Plouffe.



DNAinfo New York

Cuomo, BIDEN Announce Design Competiton to Upgrade LaGuardia and JFK

By: Jeff Mays / October 21, 2014



NEW YORK CITY — The last time he mentioned LaGuardia Airport, Vice President Joseph BIDEN made news when he said it looked like a "third world country."



The remark drew the ire of Mayor Bill de Blasio and other New Yorkers.



But on Monday, Gov. Andrew Cuomo said he had taken BIDEN's much-criticized remarks to heart and announced a design competition to upgrade both LaGuardia and John F. Kennedy International Airport.



"And he was right, by the way. Or at least he was right enough," Cuomo said during an event at the College of Aeronautics and Technology in Queens.



In spite of a record 50 million passengers at JFK and a record 26 million passengers at LaGuardia, Cuomo said the airports are not serving the needs of travelers. Both airports are old, with LaGuardia built in 1939 and JFK in 1960.



In addition to the footprints of JFK and LaGuardia being too small, it also takes too long to get to the airports from Manhattan, Cuomo said.



And while JFK and LaGuardia lack amenities, Dubai's airport has two hotels at two different terminals and two business centers.



"They do business in the airport as a meeting place itself. We must modernize our airports if we want to keep our competitive advantage and grow," said Cuomo.



Under the design competition plan — which begins in a month — groups will have 60 days to submit plans that modernize and upgrade both airports.



At LaGuardia, that includes a link with the Long Island Rail Road, adding ferry service to increase access from Manhattan, and adding more retail and food establishments.



At JFK, the goal is to increase connectivity between the AirTrain and subway and increase hotels and meeting spaces.



The top three plans will receive $500,000 each to expand on their project before a winner is chosen.



The winning design will coincide with Jet Blue's existing $740 million terminal expansion at JFK and the planned new central terminal for LaGuardia.



The design competition will also work with plans to improve Republic Airport on Long Island and Stewart International Airport in the Hudson Valley.



Joseph Sitt, president and founder of the Global Gateway Alliance, a group that has pushed for modernization of New York City's airports, called the proposal just a first step.



“We hope that this is a serious plan with a clear timeline, budget, and accountability for success, not just political words," Sitt said.



Washington Examiner

BIDEN: Airport workers thanked me for comparing LaGuardia to 'third-world country'

By: Brian Hughes / October 21, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN has already landed in hot water with some New Yorkers for comparing LaGuardia Airport to a “third-world country.” But he could not resist poking fun at the state of the terminals there again on Tuesday.



“There were a group of eight LaGuardia airport workers lined up — they all wanted to shake my hand and say, 'Thank you for telling the truth,'” BIDEN said at a Washington Post forum, recounting the fallout from his description of the New York facility.



Earlier this year, BIDEN made clear where he stood on LaGuardia’s notoriously lacking upgrades.



“If I blindfolded someone and took them at 2 o'clock in the morning into the airport in Hong Kong and said, 'Where do you think you are?' “They would say, 'This must be America. This is a modern airport,’" he said in February. "If I took them blindfolded and took them to LaGuardia Airport in New York, he would [be] like, 'I must be in some third-world country.' I'm not joking."



Sign Up for the Politics Today newsletter!

New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio, among others, responded by calling BIDEN’s comments inappropriate.



Months later, BIDEN is still no fan of LaGuardia.



“My Air Force Two crew said, ‘Uh-oh,’" BIDEN said Tuesday of his team's response to landing at LaGuardia, at one point calling it the worst airport in the world — before clarifying that it was "at least" the worst in the U.S.



BIDEN used LaGuardia as a prime example of why U.S. leaders need to devote more dollars to infrastructure spending.



“Our problem isn’t the workforce,” BIDEN added of LaGuardia. “It’s the physical structure. It’s ridiculous.”



Gothamist

Any Ideas On How To Make LaGuardia & JFK Less Soul-Crushing?

By: Rebecca Fishbein / October 21, 2014



Not everyone who flies through La Guardia Airport is able to fully appreciate NYC's finest hunk of peeling drywall, even if the Auntie Anne's at Gate A rivals the one at Port Authority Bus Terminal. Earlier this year, Vice President Joe BIDEN likened La Guardia to an airport in "some third world country." Now Governor Andrew Cuomo's putting in some photo time with Uncle Joe, teaming up with the VP to announce contests aimed at modernizing both La Guardia and John F. Kennedy Airport, an effort that's totally unrelated to any sort of future major upcoming election or whatever! SMILE FOR THE CAMERA, JOE.



Cuomo announced the contest yesterday at a press conference with BIDEN, who, according to the Times, went on a 25-minute "ramble" about infrastructure ("It was kind of like performance art," one witness told the paper). The governor said that the initiative is all part of the state government's plan to "invest in roads, bridges and tunnels on a scale that we haven't seen in decades." Starting next month, interested parties have 60 days to come up with plans to revitalize and redesign both airports. Then the Port Authority will pick three winning teams, and each will be awarded $500,000 to further develop their proposals.



The proposals should aim to enhance transportation to and from the airports, amp up food and retail, make the airport layouts more accessible and all around upgrade the facilities, among other things. These tentative upgrades are all well and good, but of course, critics have noted all this UPGRADE THE AIRPOTS talk seems a little too closely timed to Election Year 2016—even BIDEN got into the game, likening Cuomo to Lincoln (it's in the jowls). Joseph Sitt, a developer with the Global Gateway Alliance who has a history of sucking the soul out of Coney Island, told the Times he hoped Cuomo's contest wasn't election-year "hyperbole," noting that "without dollars and cents, it could just be government rhetoric." Impossible!



La Guardia's already getting a new terminal, though it won't look as good as the one proposed by the aforementioned Global Gateway Alliance a few years ago—the Port Authority has not announced which consortium will build that future $3.6 billion hub, but you can assume its flight boards still won't list the right gates.



New York Observer

A New Look at LaGuardia Airport

October 21, 2014



Earlier this year, Vice President Joe BIDEN compared LaGuardia International Airport to a third-world facility. As usual when Mr. BIDEN ventures from prepared scripts people were offended. Mr. BIDEN had to apologize to the airport managers in third-world countries.



Just kidding about that last bit. Actually, Mr. BIDEN’s remarks created a stir simply because he said out loud what thousands of New Yorkers— and visitors—say to themselves every day. LaGuardia is a wretched gateway to the greatest city in the world, and it’s time somebody said so.



Mr. BIDEN was back in town the other day, joining Gov. Andrew Cuomo at the very airport he disparaged back in February. He saw no reason to take back his earlier remarks. “It’s unacceptable that LaGuardia has the worst passenger service in the world,” the vice president said.



That’s going to change, as Mr. Cuomo made clear during a press conference called to announce a design competition to rebuild and revitalize not only LaGuardia, but Kennedy Airport as well. The governor told the vice president, “We’ve heard your message and we’re acting on it.”



That’s good news. But it’s hard not to wonder why these critical pieces of infrastructure have been allowed to wallow in obsolescence for all these years, even as other world-class competitors were investing billions in their airports and ancillary support systems, especially direct rail links. The Port Authority, which operates the airports, has presided over the deterioration of LaGuardia and the aging of Kennedy. Too bad Mr. BIDEN didn’t criticize the agency by name.



It’s also fair to wonder if the governor’s high-profile announcement was prompted by something other than genuine concern for airport design—something like, you know, his re-election campaign. If he is re-elected, New Yorkers should make certain that his grandiose plans become reality, and soon.



Mr. Cuomo suggested that the coming redesign may include a link between LaGuardia and the Long Island Railroad as well as ferry service between the airport and Manhattan. That’s wonderful, but seasoned travelers can’t help but point to other world-class cities that already have superb public transport to and from their major airports.



Mr. Cuomo said his design competition is not intended to delay or impede the Port Authority’s already-announced plans to build a new main terminal at LaGuardia, estimated to cost $3.6 billion. The terminal project and the design competition can co-exist, the governor said.



Let’s hope so, because, as Mr. BIDEN was nice enough to point out, the airport is in desperate need of help. There surely is plenty of work to be done, but if the Port Authority’s existing plan for a new terminal and Mr. Cuomo’s more sweeping idea for a redesign of the facility conflict with each other, nothing will have been achieved.



Nothing, that is, except a well-timed news conference.



The Detroit News

BIDEN touts new Detroit buses, M-1

By: David Shepardson / October 21, 2014



Washington — Vice President Joe BIDEN touted Detroit's M-1 rail system and the Transportation Department's award of funds for 50 new buses for the Motor City.



"Detroit's getting off its back. It's on its knees. It's about to stand up," BIDEN said at a forum on commuting sponsored by the Washington Post at a local theater. He praised Detroit Mayor Mike Duggan as a "great mayor. ... I'm serious — a really can-do guy."



BIDEN also suggested self-driving cars may be in place faster than many experts have predicted.



Last month, the U.S. Transportation Department announced it was awarding the city $25.9 million to buy as many as 50 new hybrid and clean diesel buses that will ease overcrowding, reduce wait times, and provide more accessible and reliable service where 35 percent of the people live below the poverty line. They will replace aging vehicles that have been "plagued by maintenance issues, resulting in better on-time service, as well as reduced carbon emissions," the department said.



It marked the second boost from Washington in less than a year for the city's beleaguered bus system. In December, the Federal Transit Administration approved $41.6 million to overhaul 60 buses, improve facilities and acquire security equipment.



The Transportation Department said 60 percent of Detroiters don't have access to a car. "They rely on buses," BIDEN said. "They don't have enough buses so we just arranged for" funding for more buses.



"What does mean? It means people can keep the few jobs they have out there. They don't show up late. They are actually able to be on time. ... It means a working mom doesn't have to take two buses that take two hours to get to work."



He also praised the M-1 rail system "going right through the center of town."



"The point is that it matters. Transportation and convenient transportation, efficient transportation matter to how people can live their lives," BIDEN said.



BIDEN also praised Google Inc. for working on self-driving cars and Tesla Motors Inc. for building electric vehicles.



"Tesla — I shouldn't say Tesla because I'm going to be accused of promoting a brand. But here's the deal: They are about to put a car on the market that goes 0 to 60 in 3.2 seconds," BIDEN said referring a new souped-up version of the Model S that the automaker unveiled earlier this month. "Google's working to develop self-driving cars, which I predict will be around in the next four or five years. The possibilities are immense."



Self-driving cars could save lives and improve productivity, BIDEN said. "It's gigantic," he said.



Duggan won permission in January from Emergency Manager Kevyn Orr to hire a new bus director, after he saw buses running behind schedule while residents waited in subzero temperatures. Duggan had been pushing the Obama administration for bus funding and spoke with BIDEN about it.



Also last month, the Transportation Department awarded a $12.2 million federal grant to help finish the 3.31-mile M-1 streetcar project.



Associated Press

VP Joe BIDEN to campaign for Schneider in Illinois

October 21, 2014



VERNON HILLS, Ill. (AP) — Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to attend a rally in support of Democratic U.S. Rep. Brad Schneider.



Schneider is in a race with Republican Bob Dold in Illinois' 10th congressional district. Schneider's campaign says the vice president will headline an early voter rally on Wednesday afternoon at a community center in the suburb of Vernon Hills.



BIDEN is one of many political heavy weights who have visited Illinois in recent days to campaign for Democratic candidates. President Barack Obama was in Chicago on Sunday to help Gov. Pat Quinn in his campaign against GOP challenger Bruce Rauner (ROW'-nur). Quinn campaigned Tuesday with former President Bill Clinton.



Daily Herald

Vernon Hills preparing for Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit Wednesday

By: Russell Lissau and Mick Zawislak / October 21, 2014



The giggling toddlers and energetic dancers who normally would occupy Vernon Hills' Sullivan Community Center on Wednesday will make way for a political rally featuring Vice President Joe BIDEN.



BIDEN is coming to the center on Aspen Drive in the afternoon to stump for some fellow Democrats on the Nov. 4 ballot.



The Vernon Hills Park District facility will be closed for the day and scheduled programs have been canceled. Additionally, motorists should expect corresponding delays and detours in the area.



As campaign workers, district staffers and others prepare for the event, the Sullivan Center has been a flurry of activity. U.S. flags and other decorations are being added to the decor, a stage is being built and barricades will be erected.



Park district Executive Director Jeff Fougerousse sounded excited about BIDEN's visit.



"When you can bring the vice president of the United States into our park district facility, that's a special moment for us," he said.



Doors will open to the public at 1 p.m., and things are expected to get underway about 1:30 p.m.



The Sullivan Center was chosen for BIDEN's visit because it's in the 10th Congressional District, where Democratic incumbent Brad Schneider is running a close race with Republican rival Robert Dold.



Schneider's campaign committee is covering the $500 rental cost, said Jay Bullman, the center's facility supervisor. The contract was signed Oct. 14, Fougerousse said, and planning began in earnest a few days later.



BIDEN and Schneider will be joined by U.S. Sen. Dick Durbin, who's also seeking re-election, and by Paul Vallas, who's running for lieutenant governor with Democratic Gov. Pat Quinn as his running mate.



Durbin's challenger is Republican Jim Oberweis. Quinn is running against the GOP's Bruce Rauner.



At the Sullivan Center, a preschool program, some dance classes, and a rhythmic gymnastics class previously set for Wednesday have been canceled. An after-school program will be relocated, too.



The dozen or so full-time employees who otherwise would be scheduled to work at the center won't have vacation days, Fougerousse said.



"They're still going to work, just at different locations," he said. "It's not a paid holiday for staff."



BIDEN's visit isn't causing any other significant disruptions in town, officials said.



Vernon Hills police are involved with traffic control coordination. The Secret Service will handle BIDEN's transportation, officials said.



Motorists should expect delays or detours in the area, police said.



Village employees aren't involved in any other aspects of the rally.



"It's a private event," Village Manager John Kalmar said.



When President Obama made a speech at Evanston's Northwestern University this month, university and city officials had much more to do.



"It's a much more overwhelming event when the sitting president comes to your campus," Northwestern spokesman Al Cubbage said.



University leaders had about 10 days to prepare. Cubbage and key staffers met daily to discuss security, facilities issues and other matters.



For example, three rows of seats in the rear of the Cahn Auditorium needed to be removed so risers could be installed for media crews. A temporary floor was built over the theater's orchestra pit, too.



"It was a lot of work," Cubbage said.



The Sullivan center has hosted political bigwigs before. In March 2012, Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney had a rally there.



Chicago Sun-Times

Bill Clinton stumps for Quinn; tells workers to look to future

By: Natasha Korecki / October 21, 2014



Former President Bill Clinton landed in Chicago on Tuesday, becoming the latest in a steady stream of star-studded pols to stump for Gov. Pat Quinn's re-election. 



With U.S. Sen. Dick Durbin, D-Ill., and Quinn at his side at Wheatland Tube on the Southwest Side, Clinton defended Quinn's tenure as governor. 



“What this election should be about is what your lives are about: More jobs, higher incomes, better education and training, secure health care and stronger families and communities,” Clinton told a crowd of hard-hat wearing workers at the steel pipe and tube manufacturing plant. “The rest is all background music.”



Clinton worked to dispel thoughts that this election was a referendum on President Barack Obama as well as convince the crowd that a vote for Quinn was a vote for the future.



"When he took office, things were in a terrible mess ... There were no easy answers," Clinton said of Quinn. "We had the worst crash since the depression... Don’t be pessimistic about the future, and don’t let your neighbors be." 



Clinton's arrival came one day after President Barack Obama's departure. While here, Obama headed a 6,200-person rally at Chicago State University, then pushed for early voting on Monday. Vice President Joe BIDEN is on deck for Wednesday. First lady Michelle Obama as well as Hillary Clinton have also come through town for Quinn.



Republican Bruce Rauner, meanwhile, was pushing early voting in Henry, Tazewell and Winnebago counties.  Rauner tapped starpower as well in New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie. Christie appeared at a campaign stop with Rauner in Rockford. Christie, also the chair of the Republican Governors Association, has visited Illinois numerous times to campaign for Rauner and on Tuesday was grabbing headlines complaining about the Democrats' use of the minimum wage as a campaign tactic.



Meanwhile, Rauner's  campaign has a different take on the state's record of job creation. 



"When it comes to jobs, Illinois continues to lag behind its neighbors with one of the lowest growth rates in the Midwest," Rauner spokesperson Mike Schrimpf said in an emailed statement. 



However, new numbers released by the Bureau of Labor Statistics show Illinois had the second best job growth in the nation. Last month, Illinois added nearly 20,000 jobs. 



“Illinois has seen the nation’s sharpest decline in unemployment over the last year, and our unemployment rate is at its lowest point in more than six years," Quinn's statement said. 



Rauner and Quinn are locked in a tight election battle for the governor's mansion. The election is Nov. 4.



ABC News Radio

POLL: More Prefer Public Transit to Road Building

October 21, 2014



(NEW YORK) -- Americans in an ABC News/Washington Post poll favor expanded public transportation options over road building in government efforts to reduce traffic congestion. But where they live makes a difference.



Overall, 54 percent prefer focusing on public transit, such as trains and buses, while four in 10 say the government should focus on expanding and building roads instead. Preference for public transit, though, ranges from 61 percent of urban residents to 52 percent of suburbanites and 49 percent of people in rural areas.



The results come as Vice President Joe BIDEN and six mayors from major U.S. cities are scheduled to attend a Washington Post forum Tuesday on relieving traffic congestion.



There are other differences among groups. Preference for a focus on public transit peaks at two in three liberals and six in 10 college graduates, as well as among nonwhites, people under age 40, those in the top income category, $100,000-plus, and political independents.



Other groups have a slight preference for road building: strong conservatives, evangelical white Protestants and white men without a college degree.



METHODOLOGY – This ABC News/Washington Post poll was conducted by telephone Sept. 4-7, 2014, among a random national sample of 1,001 adults, including landline and cell phone-only respondents. Results have a 3.5 point error margin. Sampling, data collection and tabulation by Abt-SRBI of New York.st



Globe Newswire

Cubic Joins National Journalists, Elected Officials and Transportation Leaders for The Washington Post's 'Fix My Commute' Live Event

October 21, 2014



SAN DIEGO, Oct. 21, 2014 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- via PRWEB - Matt Cole, executive vice president and deputy for strategy, business development and diversification at Cubic Transportation Systems, will join U.S. Vice President Joseph BIDEN and fellow transportation industry leaders at The Washington Post's America Answers event, 'Fix My Commute,' on Tuesday, Oct. 21 from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. EST. America Answers is a transformative live event series, bringing together innovators from government, industry and start-ups to analyze and discuss national issues, such as healthcare, transportation, schools and more. In addition to the vice president, the mayors of Atlanta, Denver, Honolulu, Miami and Salt Lake City will present innovations in their cities complemented by experts from business and academia at this daylong event.



'Fix My Commute' is the first installment in the series, examining how states, cities and towns are utilizing solutions to improve cost, congestion, traffic safety and infrastructure projects. Presenters will delve into technological advances in the industry including autonomous vehicles, apps for commuting and energy improvements.



"We are honored to be part of the first America Answers event alongside Vice President BIDEN and so many transportation industry thought leaders," said Cole. "Improving how commuters get from here to there is at the crux of Cubic's NextCity strategy to integrate all modes of transportation. NextCity is enabling cities to more efficiently manage revenue and infrastructure pricing, better plan for and meet demand using data-driven analytics and maximize traveler convenience through the gathering of predictive, personalized and actionable information."



The 'Big Data, Big Solutions' panel will run from 9:30-10 a.m., where Cole will cover how the vast information collected by transportation authorities can be used to move commuters more efficiently and keep riders and transport operators more informed about their transit networks. Cole will be joined by moderator Nancy Scola, technology policy reporter at The Washington Post and editor for the publication's tech blog, The Switch, Di-Ann Eisnor, head of global partnerships at Waze, and Stephen Goldsmith, professor of government at Harvard Kennedy School.



Cubic is well-qualified to speak on the subject after years of experience with big data and predictive analytics in the transportation industry, culminating in the launch of its Urban Insights subsidiary in June 2014. Urban Insights delivers data-driven insights that will shape the urban transportation network of the future, enable greater mobility and help transportation agencies solve one of their most critical issues--funding--by helping them operate more efficiently and do more with less resources. The subsidiary assists agencies in gathering the relevant data, analyzing and assessing the meaning in the context of the desired outcomes, and in turn, helping them to deliver the optimal level of service to the right locations at the right times.



NCB News

BIDEN: LaGuardia Staff Thanked Me for Telling Truth About Airport

October 21, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN says workers at LaGuardia Airport thanked him for comments he made earlier this year where he compared the structure to a "third world country."



The Washington Post

BIDEN clocks his Amtrak hours

October 21, 2014



During a speech on commuter issues, Vice President BIDEN estimates that he has made roughly 8,000 round-trips on Amtrak.



Camas-Washougal Post-Record

WHS students meet VP

October 21, 2014



Washougal High School students were provided the chance to get up close and personal with state and national leaders at a recent Portland political rally.



The event was organized to support the re-election campaign for Oregon Democratic Sen. Jeff Merkley. According to Jim Reed, WHS Advanced Placement government and contemporary world problems teacher, his goal was for the students to experience the ins and outs of politics.



“This field trip was not about voting Democrat or Republican, but rather to get a feel for the campaign process and their techniques,” Reed said.



“It was a very successful field trip,” he continued. “The students were able to see firsthand how the campaigning process works.”



Students got to see and hear from political figures such as Portland Mayor Charlie Hales, various congressional leaders, Merkley and Vice President Joe BIDEN.



“This experience has really made me excited to vote,” said WHS senior, Brandon Rotundo. “I can’t wait to be 18. I will need to know the issues and start picking sides.”



The experience began with a two hour wait to get in to the rally. During that time, students were able to hear conversations with some attendees as to why they were there and the issues they were representing.



They also saw groups of protestors on a variety of issues from the Israel–Palestine Conflict to legalization of marijuana. “Both parties are interested in the younger vote,” Reed said.



Once inside the rally, the group was invited to the main floor VIP area where they had many campaign messages for young voters directed at them.



“The rally was very exciting and very enlightening,” said WHS senior Seth Foster. “You came away with a better understanding of the campaign process. Rallies are very different from campaign TV ads. You could see how they set things up to appeal to the audience to get the right vibe.”



“I really feel now that my vote will matter,” said WHS senior Emma Boyle. “It will be exciting for me to have my vote make a difference.”



Boyle was also impressed with BIDEN’s ease using technology. “I must say, for a man in his 70s, he is very good at taking ‘selfies’ with people. He was very efficient.”



According to Reed, the students will follow up by watching the results of congressional races and state initiatives. They will also participate in a Washington State election for students at the end of the month through the Washington Secretary of State’s office.





World Tribune

Putin exploits latest BIDEN gaffe, offers helping hand to Turkey

By: Miles Yu / October 21, 2014



When U.S. Vice President openly chastised Turkey for allowing foreign militant fighters to cross its territory into Syria to join Islamist State of Iraq and Levant (ISIL), President Vladimir Putin of Russia picked up the phone.



Putin, estranged from the international community for his Ukraine gambit, called Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Oct. 11 to offer sympathy and support.



Although BIDEN, who is known for being prone to gaffes of all sizes and types, apologized to Erdogan for his remarks which blamed Turkey for the rise of ISIL, the Turkish president was furious still.



“If BIDEN said such a thing, he is history to me,” Erdogan was quoted as saying by Turkish press.



RT

US needs pro-American lobby in Israel

By: Robert Bridge / October 21, 2014



Behind the polite and diplomatic statements regarding the “unbreakable bond” that exists between the United States and Israel lays a more disturbing truth that is slowly coming to the surface.



It would require more than one article to document the litany of diplomatic disasters that have plagued the US-Israeli relationship of late, and especially since Barack Obama entered the White House.



Perhaps one of the more memorable setbacks occurred during the November 2011 G20 meeting where Obama and former French President Nicolas Sarkozy were overheard expressing less-than-flattering remarks about Israel Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.



"Netanyahu, I can't stand him. He's a liar," Sarkozy reportedly told Obama, to which Obama responded: "You are sick of him, but I have to work with him every day."



In March 2010, while Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Jerusalem touting the US-Israeli relationship, the Israeli Interior Ministry took the opportunity to announce the construction of 1,600 new homes in contested East Jerusalem, a poorly timed decision that came just after the Palestinians agreed to restart peace talks after a 14-month lapse.



“The substance and timing of the announcement, particularly with the launching of proximity talks, is precisely the kind of step that undermines the trust we need right now,” BIDEN told his host.



The recent rash of such incidences could signal more irreparable damage down the road.



Meanwhile, Israel continues to carry out its domestic initiatives - illegal settlement construction on contested territory is the most glaring example - without giving much thought to what long-term repercussions those actions could have on its relationship with Washington.



Here is how the prestigious US political journal, Foreign Affairs, described the strained bilateral relationship: “Over the last 30 years these relations have evolved to the point where Israel is more dependent on the United States than ever, and yet feels itself free to take hard-line positions at variance with American views without fear of anything worse than verbal admonition from Washington,” wrote the American diplomat George W. Ball. “The result is to encourage Israeli positions and actions that cannot be in the long-term interest of Israel itself, and to deprive the United States in practice of freedom of diplomatic action on issues that deeply affect its national interest.”



The incredible thing about that accurate summary of the US-Israeli relationship is that it was penned back in 1979, by yet another American in a long list of diplomats who never lived to see through a Middle East peace plan between Israel and Palestine. Some say that failure, which has existed since the Six-Day War in 1967 (although Palestinians would argue the problem goes back to 1948 with the creation of the State of Israel) and Israel’s annexation of disputed territory, is the root of all problems in the Middle East.



Last week, US Secretary of State John Kerry took that controversial argument to the next level, suggesting that the Israeli-Palestinian conflict has contributed to the rapid expansion of the Islamic State, the ultra-violent Sunni group that aims to establish a region-wide caliphate.



“As I went around and met with people in the course of our discussions about the ISIL [Islamic State] coalition, the truth is we – there wasn’t a leader I met within the region who didn’t raise with me spontaneously the need to try to get peace between Israel and the Palestinians, because it was a cause of recruitment and of street anger and agitation that they felt – and I see a lot of heads nodding – they had to respond to,” Kerry said on Thursday at a reception for the Muslim feast of Eid al-Adha in Washington.



Needless to say, Kerry’s comments triggered a fierce reaction among Israeli politicians.



Naftali Bennett, Israel’s economic minister and leader of the far-Right Jewish Home party came close to accusing Kerry of outright anti-Semitism.



“It turns out that even when a British Muslim decapitates a British Christian, there will always be someone to blame the Jew,” he said. “To say that the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is strengthening the Islamic State [ISIS] is encouraging global terror.”



The White House was quick to respond in kind to Mr. Bennett.



“Either this specific minister did not actually read what the secretary said or someone is engaging in the politics of distortion,” said Marie Harf, a state department spokesperson, calling the interpretation of Kerry’s remarks “inaccurate.”



Moshe Ya’alon, Israel’s defense minister, attempted to turn down the volume between the two sides when he reminded: “The relationship between the United States and Israel is based on shared interests and values, and disputes of one sort or another must not cast a shadow over it.”



Although Kerry’s attempt to connect the rise of Islamic State to the failed Middle East peace efforts may be a stretch, it nevertheless shows the deep frustration being felt on the American side, where efforts to draw up a road map for peace between Israelis and Palestinians has confounded and ultimately escaped Washington leaders for decades. Patience may be wearing thin, as even Israeli commentators have suggested.



As America continues to relish in its superpower status, soaring high on a towering mountain called hubris, it should come as no surprise that it is getting sorely perplexed with every failed attempt to mediate a Middle East deal between Israel and the Palestinians.



Here is the crux of the matter: While Israel enjoys a level of lobbying representation inside of the United States that some would describe as out of proportion to its size, the United States has no such diplomatic apparatus with which to express and promote its concerns.



One solution may be to open a branch of the influential American Israeli Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) on Israeli soil as a means for American-centric lobbyists to communicate their ideas directly to Israeli leaders and parliamentarians on issues of pressing importance. Although we should not expect the pro-American lobby to ever interfere in the Israeli political process, such a vehicle would in any case reduce tensions between the two historic allies and possibly even resolve the seemingly intractable Middle East crisis.



Lake County News-Sun

Opinion: Maybe we’ll get to see BIDEN being BIDEN

October 21, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will show up Wednesday for a political speech in Vernon Hills.



It could be dull. After all, it’s just two weeks before the midterm national elections, and BIDEN can be expected to carry the Democratic Party flag and jab at Republicans. Nothing scintillating about that.



On the other hand, maybe this will be one of those “BIDEN Being BIDEN” moments at the Sullivan Community Center at 1 p.m. The potential can be exciting because it always comes as a surprise. If we believe the vice president, he often doesn’t know it’s coming, either.



On occasions more frequent than White House handles would hope, BIDEN speaks his mind. Sometimes his variation has something to do with the normal text and topic of his assigned message. Sometimes he has something on his mind and wants to spill the goods.



When these unscripted, unpredictable blurts happen, democracy shudders.



It’s not that BIDEN says untruths or hatefulness.



When the vice president slides off center, what he routinely says turns out to be true. Truth is embarrassing in politics.



Time magazine has compiled a “hit list” of BIDEN’s gaffes.



Among them, he said this at a 2008 rally in Nashua, N.H.: “Hillary Clinton is as qualified or more qualified than I am to be Vice President of the United States of America. Let’s get that straight. She’s a truly close personal friend. She is qualified to be President of the United States of America. She’s easily qualified to be Vice President of the United States of America. Quite frankly, it might have been a better pick than me. But she’s first rate.”



Oops.



A day later, he summoned Missouri state Sen. Chuck Graham to stand up at a campaign rally, before realizing that Graham was confined to a wheelchair. He also zaps international allies.



Sometimes he’s goofy. Sometimes he just inadvertently reveals the truth when no one expects it. If it’s BIDEN Being BIDEN, there’s always more fun.



NoHo Arts District

5 Things I learned from my time with Joe BIDEN

By: Jessie Marcus / October 21, 2014



I have to admit I was a little star struck. I’ve worked with lots of celebrities but when I heard I might be going to the Vice Presidents home in Washington, DC to film him for a Public Service announcement, I was thrilled and butterflies took flight in my stomach.



This was going to be interesting and possibly one of the most challenging shoots I would ever produce.



I left the set of our shoot in Atlanta with my director to jump on a plane in time to make our 4am call and 9am shoot with VPOTUS. Not the most glorious side of the job, but nothing was going to stop me from taking advantage of this amazing opportunity. Another reason I feel so blessed in the work that I do!



And when I arrived at his office it wasn’t the dogs sniffing our gear or the secret service watching my every more that made me nervous. It was meeting one of the most powerful people on the planet and the feelings of curiosity about what he would be like.



I hoped he would be gracious and kind, authentic and caring. I imagined he could be welcoming and strong, powerful but gentle. But hey, I look for that in most of the men I meet; this was going to be a roll of the dice.



He did not disappoint.



From the minute he arrived there was warmth and appreciation and I felt I was in the presence of a man comfortable in his position but aware of who he truly is.



These are the impressions and lessons Joe gave me that day that I feel fortunate to be able to share with you.



Family First: When Mr. Vice President walked in the room the very first thing he did was introduce his granddaughter to the crew and talk about her recent accomplishment of making the tennis team. He admitted he might be embarrassing her, but his delight in her talent, and pride as a grandfather couldn’t be contained. Right out of the gate he showed us the value family has in his life and made us all feel at ease.



Being kind matters: Of all the things that impressed me the most that day it was his kindness. He took the time to acknowledge everyone in the room who was there to help, and even though I know he has been trained as a politician, kindness inspires and he brought out the best in us all with his.



Listening goes a long way: Another thing that moved me about Joe BIDEN was his presence and the feeling I got when he engaged in a conversation with me. It was my moment and he fully gave it to me. It feels good to matter enough to be heard and he is a maestro in the art of listening.



Serve others: At 71 Mr. Vice President looks amazing! He radiates from the inside. I’m sure he has a lot of support to maintain his health and stay fit but I think being of service is what contributes the most to him being a silver fox. (can I say that???)



Exit in Style: Not all of us can climb in our air chariot called Marine Two and be whisked away to a meeting but if you can I say Do It!



And if you want to get a sense of who Joe really can be, check out this video he made for The White House Correspondents dinner with Julia Louis-Dreyfus. Hysterical!



Daily Beast

Where There’s Trouble, You’ll Usually Find Joe BIDEN

By: Lloyd Green / October 21, 2014



According to the polls, Joe BIDEN doesn’t have a prayer in 2016. And according to former Secretary of Defense Robert Gates, BIDEN “has been wrong on nearly every major foreign-policy and national-security issue over the past four decades.” 



But two things are also certain: First, BIDEN is still Barack Obama’s go-to-guy when partisan loyalty is at a premium. Faced with rising concern and criticism over the outbreak of Ebola, Obama tapped Ron Klain, BIDEN’s former chief of staff, to be America’s Ebola czar. Second, BIDEN’s friends and family have not hesitated to profit from their ties to the vice president. BIDEN’s brother, James, and his son, Hunter, have cashed in on the family name, whether it be in Iraq or Ukraine. BIDEN may have the mien of the crazy uncle in the basement, but he is also a real reminder of what is wrong with politics.



Let’s start with Klain. Like BIDEN, Klain is a consummate fixer, with Georgetown and Harvard Law School degrees thrown in for good measure. But for his political pedigree, Klain would have no business being Ebola coordinator. Ebola is not just another messaging problem.



Klain was the aide to Al Gore who was memorialized by Kevin Spacey in the HBO movie Recount as pushing for a more aggressive approach to, well, the 2000 Florida recount. Then, after failing in Florida, Klain became a Fannie Mae lobbyist who helped convince Congress and Fannie Mae’s regulators that all was well with the world, even as Fannie Mae was inflating what would prove to be a catastrophic housing bubble.



And yet, BIDEN and Obama now seek to again unleash Klain on America. To be sure, Klain’s public-health credentials are invisible, a fact that Obama himself has tacitly acknowledged. In announcing Klain’s selection, Obama framed things this way: “Klain comes to the job with extensive experience in overseeing complex governmental operations and has good working relationships with leading members of Congress as well as senior administration officials.” Not one word about Klain, medicine, and immunology.



In that sense, Klain is all too reminiscent of Harriet Miers, George W. Bush’s White House counsel and his personal lawyer. Bush nominated Miers to the Supreme Court but was then compelled to pull her nomination after it became clear that Miers’ loyalty to the president far exceeded her legal chops.



What prevented Miers from joining the court was the fact that she would have to run the gantlet of Senate confirmation, which is something that Klain, the Ebola czar, will not need to do. He is a creature of the White House, cloaked in executive privilege.



Ron Klain is cut from the same mold as Tom Donilon, Obama’s former national security adviser, who, like Klain, also served at Fannie Mae.

Klain is not the first to crawl out of the swamp of BIDEN World on to the larger stage. He is cut from the same mold as Tom Donilon, Obama’s former national security adviser, who, like Klain, also served at Fannie Mae; had his own ties to BIDEN; and worked in a job in which he was over his head. For the record, Donilon’s brother, Mike, was BIDEN’s counselor between 2009 and 2013.



According to The Nation, “Fannie Mae paid Donilon, a longtime Democratic Party operative, $15 million to lobby Congress to gut the power of government regulators.” He was “a top executive at Fannie Mae during the period when cooking the books to increase executive compensation would later lead to a $400 million fine.”



More disturbingly, Donilon took center stage as national security adviser despite the fact that he was lightly regarded in national-security circles. In Bob Woodward’s telling, Gen. Jim Jones, Donilon’s predecessor at NSA, said to Donilon, “You have no credibility with the military…. you frequently pop off with absolute declarations about places you’ve never been, leaders you’ve never met, or colleagues you work with.” Donilon was also Obama’s guy while the president was laying out imaginary red lines to Syria.



But it’s not just BIDEN placing loyalty over competence that makes him who he is, his tropism toward plagiarism, or even his tendency to say the wrong thing at the wrong time. It’s BIDEN’s willingness to turn a blind eye in the face of his family members trading on BIDEN’s job as vice president for fun, profit, and disgrace that completes the picture.



Take Hunter BIDEN, the veep’s younger son. Just last week, it was reported that the 44-year-old Hunter was discharged from the Navy after testing positive for cocaine. But here’s the thing. To get into the Navy, Hunter needed a separate waiver on account of his prior drug use. History does repeat itself.



And then there’s that matter of Hunter and Ukraine. Back in May, Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private natural-gas producer, announced that Hunter had joined its board. To which the White House could only reply, “Hunter BIDEN and other members of the BIDEN family are obviously private citizens, and where they work does not reflect an endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or president.”



And then there’s James BIDEN, the vice president’s brother, who made a go at winning public-housing contracts in Iraq. As reported in the waning days of the 2012 presidential campaign, after Joe became vice president, James joined New Jersey-based Hill International as its executive vice president.



So what? So this. Hill’s business is managing construction projects in the Middle East and the United States, and lo and behold, six months after James joined Hill in 2010, the company won a $1.5 billion contract to build at least 100,000 affordable homes in Iraq. Talk about coincidence.



Or not. According to published reports, the State Department, then run by Hillary Clinton, and the Iraqi government were instrumental in Hill winning the contract. Also at the time, BIDEN was Obama’s point person on Iraq, and like Klain, who is no expert on public health, James BIDEN was no maven on public housing.



The White House may have contemplated dumping Joe BIDEN from the ticket. But that was then. These days, it is BIDEN who again finds himself at the center of all things Obama.



Even as the United States struggles to build a coalition against ISIS, it is BIDEN who tweaks Turkey, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates, without appreciating the havoc that he would wreak, tweaks for which he would ultimately be forced to apologize. We have seen the diplomatic crises BIDEN can stir up. But sadly, it’s hardly the worst of BIDEN’s handiwork.



Huffington Post

'White Boy' BIDEN Got It Right and Wrong About the Tea Party

By: Earl Ofari Hutchinson / October 21, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN got the tongues furiously wagging again after a recent meeting with black ministers in South Carolina. First he called himself the virtually lone "white boy" in a black Wilmington, Delaware neighborhood. Then he lambasted the tea party as "crazy." The reference to himself as the "white boy" was more amusing than anything else. Since BIDEN obviously took great relish in making the point to a mostly black gathering that he's one of them too and by extension so is the Democratic Party.



But it was his typecast of the tea party as a bunch of loons that was far more eye catching. He got it right and wrong about it. It's easy to sneer at, and even poke fun, at a party that, since it burst on the scene in the aftermath of President Obama's first presidential election win, some of its members have come off as a cross between a KKK Klavern and a PT Barnum clown circus act. After their first flush of growth, the party's slide in getting candidates elected and gaining more popular support has been relentlessly downhill. Polls repeatedly show that a majority of Americans look on the tea party with everything from disgust to indifference. Gallup poll numbers show that less than one in four Americans now back the party. But looks can be deceiving, and that's never truer than in politics, and this is where BIDEN got it wrong about the tea party.



The best guess is that of the two hundred plus House Republicans, less than half of them are there because of tea party support or are directly affiliated with the tea party. Yet this minority within the GOP controlled House has continually held the House and Congress hostage on everything from spending on all domestic programs to its dozens of obstructionist and showboat votes repealing the Affordable Care Act. Meanwhile, the Senate is regarded as the one sure firewall between the tea party-influenced, GOP-controlled House getting its way on legislation and its initiatives.



GOP Senate leaders have been careful to keep the tea party at arm's length and the various official GOP campaign committees have loudly made it clear that in the 2014 and the 2016 elections they will only bankroll GOP candidates who are electable. This means candidates who are sans the tea party stigma and odor. They have been as good as their word and now crow that the current crop of GOP contenders in the key Senate races have a better than fair shot at winning precisely because they are seen as sensible and electable.



This is much less it that than it appears. The supposedly moderate GOP Senators have toed the tea party line in opposing tougher gun control provisions and immigration reform. And they have hammered away on spending cuts on everything from Head Start to food nutrition programs, and have torpedoed key Obama administration judicial and staff appointments.



At every step, they have cast a wary but congenial eye on the tea party. There's no mystery why. The 2014 midterm elections shape up to be a cliffhanger in the key battleground states between the GOP and Democrats, especially incumbent Democratic senators. The incessant media talk of a GOP tsunami in those states is just that -- talk. The Democrats are rolling the dice hard in the key match-ups in those states and are spending the bank on their candidates. That makes the tea party even more vital to the GOP, shrunken numbers are not. It can make enough noise and in some districts turn out sufficient numbers to make a difference in close contests. That's even more vital in swing districts with Democratic congresspersons who are on shaky ground with conservative voters.



The various polls that show the declining tea party fortunes have also noted that the tea party's backer's vehemence toward the Democratic Party is unrelenting. This presents yet another dilemma and opportunity for the GOP. With nowhere else for tea party adherents to go other than the GOP, this could open the gates wide again for more challenges from tea party backed candidates to GOP incumbents in 2014 and beyond. This perpetually puts GOP congresspersons in the disastrous position of having to continually look over their shoulders to see if there is a tea party candidate waiting in the wings to challenge if they do not tow the tea party line. They have turned this to their advantage by simply co-opting much of the tea party line on the issues without calling it that.



"White boy" BIDEN did not misspeak or engage in campaign ballyhoo to please black Democrats in South Carolina or anywhere else for that matter when he round-housed the tea party. The tea party's anti-Obama antics have brought them richly deserved public ridicule. But beyond the ridicule they're still very much a force to be reckoned with and the hostage taking success they've had and continue to have with the GOP is ample proof of that.



Daily Kos

If Hillary doesn't run, is BIDEN the default?

October 21, 2014



Hillary Clinton isn’t going to retire to life as a Chappequa grandma; she is all but certain to run for president. If Joe BIDEN is putting any serious thought to 2016, there is no point in him positioning himself as a progressive alternative to Clinton in the primaries. His best chance is to loiter as an heir apparent, ready to launch a campaign if health issues or some other, unforeseen circumstance compels Clinton to bow out. At that point, it is highly likely BIDEN would be able to dispatch Martin O’Malley or Brian Schweitzer, or Jim Webb, or Bernie Sanders, or any of the other peripheral figures who might decide to contest the primaries. There would be an inevitable grass-roots campaign to get Elizabeth Warren to run, but she has consistently ruled it out. In any case, many of her most ardent and influential supporters have reservations about the feasibility of such a campaign, and would prefer her to remain in the Senate.



“If Hillary comes out tomorrow and says, ‘I’m not running,’…I still think she shouldn’t run,” said one New York-based financial supporter of Warren. “She has so many holes in her resume.”



Added another California-based donor: “Two years ago she was a college professor, for goodness sakes. She has one issue and she is a great advocate for that one issue. She doesn’t have the breadth of experience necessary to be president.”



If Hillary drops out, with a significant health issue entirely plausible, BIDEN becomes, if not the automatic substitute, then certainly the fall-back for the 2016 Democratic nomination until a substitute is decided upon.



The arguments about his viability as a presidential contender are deeply familiar. His authenticity and commendable face-to-face campaigning abilities are let down by his notorious ill-discipline and tendency to go off track. His age is an issue.



Officially, there’s no maximum age for presidential candidates. The point at which someone is considered too old isn’t clearly defined.



The oldest presidential candidate thus far was Ronald Reagan, who was 73-and-a-half years old when he ran as the incumbent in 1984. The oldest non-incumbent to win a nomination was Bob Dole, who turned 73 a few weeks before the 1996 Republican convention. He’s followed closely by John McCain, who turned 72 a few days before the GOP nominated him in ’08.



Bob Dole is the most interesting comparison. BIDEN, who will turn 74 two weeks after the 2016 election, will be 73 during the campaign, only eight months older than Dole was in 1996.



One person can be nominated by his party and run for president, but another person’s candidacy is tacitly ruled out, because he is eight months older? Put like that, such a margin seems arbitrary and artificial.



BIDEN’s gaffes reinforce the age issue for him, because they are synonymous with the lapses of attention and fading mental acuity of advancing years.



Mitigating against this is the notion that BIDEN’s lapses, whilst exasperating, are almost invariably inconsequential. They never reveal Machiavellian cynicism, or hypocrisy, or scathing contempt for opponents or figures in the media, or backstabbing, or a schism between on-stage and off-stage personas.



The ‘Joe Bombs’ as they are called, are what I would term soft gaffes – BIDEN’s ‘Big fucking deal’ getting caught on mic was crass, but amounted to little more than an old-school politician ginning up his boss who was about to make remarks about the ACA. Telling the wheelchair-bound Chuck Graham to stand up was similarly clumsy, but inconsequential. A more important distinction to make is between dated, politically incorrect analogies and language, and BIDEN’s durably authentic character. BIDEN calls someone ‘The wisest man in the Orient’, and calls lenders of bad loans to people serving in the military ‘Shylocks,’ and whilst clumsy, no one would contend that, the latter for instance, was a genuinely anti-Semitic Freudian slip, a revelation of a subliminal ethnic and cultural contempt. Outdated racial terminology? – Yes. The merest hint of genuine bigotry in the remarks? – No. Similarly, when BIDEN spoke at the Democratic Women’s Leadership Forum, and clumsily and thoughtlessly praised the legislative involvement of former Sen. Bob Packwood, who resigned in 1995 after accusations of sexual harassment and assault, no one would actually suggest that BIDEN, the driving force behind the Violence Against Women Act, actually condones Bob Packwood’s misogyny.



The reason these little episodes get so much media traction is partly because there is a degree of humor about them – the pathos and irony of a sincere person guilelessly frustrating those he is sincerely trying to help.



One emphatic riposte to criticism of BIDEN’s discipline is his key role in the debates, during two presidential campaigns. Against Sarah Palin he performed suitably, with discipline and without any gaffes. He had good control of his material, had the presence of mind to avoid being seen as overbearing towards his female opponent, and won the debate handily. Against Paul Ryan four years later, he was once again disciplined, and righted the ship at a difficult time for the re-election campaign, after the president’s weak first debate performance. With nation-wide attention, during prime-time, when it counts, Joe BIDEN delivers.



Most importantly, his legislative involvement during the administration reveals him to be a disciplined and vital figure.



In December 2010, BIDEN’s advocacy within the White House for a middle ground, followed by his direct negotiations with Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, were instrumental in producing the administration’s compromise tax package that revolved around a temporary extension of the Bush tax cuts. BIDEN then took the lead in trying to sell the agreement to a reluctant Democratic caucus in Congress. In March 2011, Obama detailed BIDEN to lead negotiations between both houses of Congress and the White House in resolving federal spending levels for the rest of the year and avoid a government shutdown. By May 2011, a “BIDEN panel” with six congressional members was trying to reach a bipartisan deal on raising the U.S. debt ceiling as part of an overall deficit reduction plan. The U.S. debt ceiling crisis developed over the next couple of months, but it was again BIDEN’s relationship with McConnell that proved to be a key factor in breaking the deadlock and finally bringing about a bipartisan deal to resolve the debt ceiling crisis, in the form of the Budget Control Act of 2011. BIDEN had spent the most time bargaining with Congress on the debt question of anyone in the administration, and one Republican staffer said, “BIDEN’s the only guy with real negotiating authority, and McConnell knows that his word is good. He was key to the deal.”



Dick Cheney is the most influential modern vice-president in terms of geo-politics and national security; but BIDEN’s negotiating and framing of significant legislation marks him as the most influential modern vice president in terms of the domestic, fiscal agenda. In an age of hyper-partisan gridlock, he has managed, through experience, connections and trustworthiness, to get significant things done. Isn’t that, ultimately, what people want from a president? Wouldn’t that be an attractive proposition in 2016, after the current legislative malaise and mood of distrust? To put it another way, the legislative deals he helped negotiate are a big fucking deal.



If he can tell that story, and establish that narrative, the public might start to tolerate the worst of his his ill-disciplined rhetoric, and be willing to give the old-school, hand-grasping, mouth-running, stick-up-for-the-working-stiff V.P a decent chance
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Associated Press

VP BIDEN in Columbia Today For Two Events

October 14, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is continuing his midterm election campaigning, returning to South Carolina to help Democrats on the ballot in November.



Associated Press

BIDEN Tells SC Voters GOP Doesn't Do What It Says

By: Meg Kinnard / October 14, 2014

Three weeks from the general election, Vice President Joe BIDEN told hundreds of South Carolina voters Tuesday that it's crucial to support Democrats if they value financial success and the ability to advance.



WHNS Greenville

VP BIDEN makes campaign stop in SC

By: Casey Vaughn / October 14, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN visited the Palmetto State on Tuesday to make a campaign stop for the Democratic party.



The Post and Courier

Vice President BIDEN hits GOP in Columbia Allen University rally

By: Jeremy Borden / October 14, 2014

The Republican Party in South Carolina and nationally has fallen out of touch with the policies Americans need to move forward and prosper, Vice President Joe BIDEN told a crowd of about 1,000 at Allen University's auditorium three weeks from Election Day.



Free Times

BIDEN Speaks at Allen University

By: Chris Trainor / October 14, 2014

If you are going to have a “get out the vote” rally, you might as well go big. 

The South Carolina Democratic Party did just that on Oct. 14, as it welcomed Vice President Joe BIDEN, along with wife Jill BIDEN, to a Commit to Vote rally at J.H. Adams Gymnasium at Allen University. 



Associated Press

BIDEN headed to Syracuse to rally for Rep. Maffei

October 14, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to attend a rally in Syracuse for Democratic Rep. Dan Maffei's re-election.



Messenger Post

BIDEN to headline Syracuse rally

October 14, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will be visiting Central New York later this month to support Rep. Dan Maffei’s reelection campaign.



Fox News Latino

BIDEN stumps with Charlie Crist in Florida governor's race

October 14, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joseph BIDEN lends his support in the upcoming November elections to the Democratic candidate for governor of Florida, the former Republican governor, Charlie Crist.



CNN

CNN Poll: Florida gubernatorial race is tied

By: Ashley Killough / October 14, 2014

It's a tied race between two unpopular men.

Three weeks before Election Day, Florida incumbent Gov. Rick Scott finds himself in a neck-and-neck sprint to the finish line against Democratic challenger and former Gov. Charlie Crist.



CBS Miami

Crist, Scott Get More Help From Political Powerhouses

October 14, 2014

With the Florida governor’s race between Gov. Rick Scott and Charlie Crist is in a dead heat, both candidates are receiving campaign help from some political powerhouses.



MSNBC

Job training programs may be more popular than they are effective

By: Ned Resnikoff / October 14, 2014

In the following months, the White House has only intensified its efforts to boost job training. Late last month, Vice President Joe BIDEN – the administration’s lead point person on federal job training – announced $450 million in community college grants for the purposes of job training.



Associated Press

Dems' House chances fade as reality sets in

By: Donna Cassata / October 14, 2014

Democrats' high hopes of mitigating House losses in a rough election year have been dashed by reality.



San Francisco Chronicle

Van in BIDEN motorcade hit SFPD motorcycle

By Hamed Aleaziz / October 14, 2014

A van that was a part of Vice President Joe BIDEN’s motorcade struck a police motorcycle in San Francisco last week, officials said.



The Baltimore Sun

BIDEN can not resist speaking the truth [Commentary]

By: David Horsey / October 14, 2014

Most of the pundit class sees Vice-President Joe BIDEN as the king of gaffes. The man commits verbal faux pas with regularity, much to the chagrin of White House spinmeisters desperate to deliver a unified message. Like a bad Catholic in a confessional, he is forever seeking forgiveness and then sinning again.



The Daily Caller

South Carolina Man ‘Infuriated’ After BIDEN Trip Stops Sick Mom From Seeing Doctor

By: Alex Pappas / October 14, 2014

A South Carolina man is furious after he says road closures for Vice President Joe BIDEN’s daylong campaign trip to Columbia on Tuesday prevented his sick mother from being able to get to her doctor.





Associated Press

VP BIDEN in Columbia Today For Two Events

October 14, 2014



COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - Vice President Joe BIDEN is continuing his midterm election campaigning, returning to South Carolina to help Democrats on the ballot in November.



The White House says BIDEN is in Columbia on Tuesday, speaking at a get-out-the-vote event for the South Carolina Democratic Party at Allen University.



He will also be headlining a fundraiser for the state party.



The vice president was on the road nearly every day last week campaigning for Democrats on the West Coast. He came to South Carolina earlier this year to give the commencement address to graduates at the University of South Carolina.



Associated Press

BIDEN Tells SC Voters GOP Doesn't Do What It Says

By: Meg Kinnard / October 14, 2014



Three weeks from the general election, Vice President Joe BIDEN told hundreds of South Carolina voters Tuesday that it's crucial to support Democrats if they value financial success and the ability to advance.



The vice president, who has said he might mount a third presidential bid in 2016, told a crowd gathered at Allen University's downtown Columbia campus that the Republican Party says it supports the middle class but doesn't back that up fiscally.



"They talk about how much they care about us all," BIDEN said, telling the student-heavy audience the GOP has supported cuts to education funding and student loans.



The appearance was billed as a get-out-the-vote rally. It featured several prominent South Carolina Democrats, including U.S. Rep. Jim Clyburn.



Throughout his tenure as vice president, BIDEN has continued to carefully cultivate ties to key states, including South Carolina, where he would have to seek support should he decide to run in 2016.



BIDEN has made frequent visits to the state that is traditionally the third in the nation to hold a primary in a presidential election year. He headlined the state party's annual dinner last year. He's also paid visits to Iowa and New Hampshire and helped raise money for Democratic candidates competing in those critical presidential states.



The last time he was in South Carolina was in May for a commencement speech at the University of South Carolina and a state party fundraiser. He was also scheduled to headline a party fundraiser during this swing.



BIDEN has been traveling heavily in the run-up to the election. Last week, he was on the road nearly every day campaigning for Democrats on the West Coast.



"We have to get the vote out. We have to move forward," BIDEN said to the cheering, sign-waving crowd. "It's time for us to stand up and make no apology for what we believe in."



BIDEN's connection to South Carolina is multifaceted. He has vacationed on Kiawah Island, spoken at the 2010 dedication of a University of South Carolina library named for former U.S. Sen. Ernest Hollings, and, two years later, traveled to Charleston for a funeral vigil for Hollings' late wife, Peatsy. In 2003, he eulogized longtime U.S. Sen. Strom Thurmond.



In a news release, South Carolina Republicans decried BIDEN's trip as a political trip on the public's dime.



"Joe BIDEN's taxpayer-funded campaign tour marches on in South Carolina today, but South Carolinians aren't fooled. They hate seeing their tax dollars wasted and they most certainly don't want the failed Obama-BIDEN policies being forced on our state by people like Vincent Sheheen," Chairman Matt Moore said, mentioning the Democrats' gubernatorial nominee. "Barack Obama, Joe BIDEN, and Vincent Sheheen are wrong on every issue facing this state and nation."



WHNS Greenville

VP BIDEN makes campaign stop in SC

By: Casey Vaughn / October 14, 2014



COLUMBIA, SC (FOX Carolina) -Vice President Joe BIDEN visited the Palmetto State on Tuesday to make a campaign stop for the Democratic party.



BIDEN spoke at the "Commit to Vote" event for the South Carolina Democratic Party at Allen University in Columbia at 11 a.m.



It was not his first stop on the campaign trail to support Democrats in the run up to the Nov. 4 midterm election. He traveled out West last week for several campaign events.



It's also not his first trip to South Carolina this year. BIDEN gave the commencement address at the University of South Carolina in May.



The Post and Courier

Vice President BIDEN hits GOP in Columbia Allen University rally

By: Jeremy Borden / October 14, 2014



COLUMBIA - The Republican Party in South Carolina and nationally has fallen out of touch with the policies Americans need to move forward and prosper, Vice President Joe BIDEN told a crowd of about 1,000 at Allen University's auditorium three weeks from Election Day.



"Ladies and gentleman where do these guys come from?" BIDEN said of Republicans in his 26-minute address on Tuesday billed as a rally to energize Democrats to vote next month.



BIDEN said Republicans have contributed to a widening gap between rich and poor, as the party focuses on tax cuts for the rich at the expense of the average worker. BIDEN, who is considering a run for president in 2016, also hit the administration of Republican Gov. Nikki Haley for what he called a failure to expand Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. Democrats say South Carolina has lost a chance to create jobs and cover the poor. BIDEN did not mention Haley by name.



"Your governor is denying 200,000 South Carolinians additional Medicaid because she opposes expansion," BIDEN said.



Allen University is a 600-person historically black college located near downtown Columbia. While most pollsters and pundits give Democrats a slim chance in the top-ticket Senate and governor's races this November, the party's best path to victory is a higher turnout of Democrats, who generally don't show up in big numbers for non-presidential contests.



S.C. GOP Chairman Matt Moore said in a statement that BIDEN is out of touch. "Joe BIDEN's taxpayer-funded campaign tour marches on in South Carolina today, but South Carolinians aren't fooled," Moore said. "...(T)hey most certainly don't want the failed Obama-BIDEN policies being forced on our state by people like Vincent Sheheen. Barack Obama, Joe BIDEN, and Vincent Sheheen are wrong on every issue facing this state and nation."



BIDEN, who appeared with his wife, Jill, said Democrats should reverse the trend of Democrats failing to show up for mid-term elections. Jill BIDEN struck a personal note, telling the story of BIDEN's loss of his first wife and children in a tragic car crash. While the crowd was raucous at times, the personal tone of both BIDENs' remarks also had many sitting quietly in their seats at the rally.



The man expected to have the best chance for the Democrats in November, gubernatorial candidate state Sen. Vincent Sheheen, did not attend Tuesday's rally because he was scheduled to be at the Charleston Rotary Club, party spokesman Kristin Sosanie said. Sheheen briefly attended a BIDEN breakfast event earlier in the day, Sosanie said. State Sen. Brad Hutto is the Democratic nominee against incumbent Sen. Lindsey Graham for U.S. Senate.



Sheheen had long scheduled to be in Charleston to take part in the first gubernatorial debate Tuesday night.



North Charleston Rep. David Mack, one of a string of speakers before BIDEN, brought in the get-out-the-vote theme of the day while hitting on the Sheheen campaign's key points.



"This is about what?" Mack asked the crowd repeatedly. "Turnout!"



He said Sheheen would bring better healthcare, higher wages and better education. "This race is about turnout, turnout, turnout," Mack said. "I know that you are going to vote. That's not good enough. Ten, 15, 20 people, each of us need to touch to make sure they come out."



Rep. Jim Clyburn, D-SC, said BIDEN deserves credit for securing dollars to deepen the Port of Charleston, a key state project as East Coast ports battle for supremacy. Clyburn said a lunch with President Barack Obama and BIDEN led to efforts to secure the federal dollars. "I don't care what anybody tells you to the contrary. It's because Joe BIDEN went to work," Clyburn said. "He got the money in the president's budget."



Other state and local officials were on hand, including Rep. Bakari Sellers, a candidate for lieutenant governor, House minority leader Rep. Todd Rutherford, and state Democratic Party chair Jaime Harrison.



The election is Nov. 4.



Free Times

BIDEN Speaks at Allen University

By: Chris Trainor / October 14, 2014



If you are going to have a “get out the vote” rally, you might as well go big. 



The South Carolina Democratic Party did just that on Oct. 14, as it welcomed Vice President Joe BIDEN, along with wife Jill BIDEN, to a Commit to Vote rally at J.H. Adams Gymnasium at Allen University. 



A capacity crowd of more than 1,100 crammed into the gym to see the vice president. A host of Democratic politicians and operatives also addressed the crowd, and spent a goodly portion of their time encouraging those in attendance to mobilize friends and family to vote for Democratic gubernatorial candidate Vincent Sheheen and lieutenant governor candidate Bakari Sellers. 



BIDEN joined that chorus, imploring the crowd to show up at the polls on Nov. 4. 



“We are on the precipice, potentially, of a new day,” BIDEN told the crowd. “I’m counting on you. It’s time for us to stand up and make no apologies for what we believe in. It’s time for us to turn out every single vote. When we do, in the state of South Carolina, you will elect a new governor.” 



Sheheen was not at the BIDEN rally, though a Democratic Party spokesperson said the gubernatorial hopeful met with the vice president earlier in the day. Meanwhile, Sellers was at the BIDEN event, and was seen moving through the crowd and shaking hands with residents as the vice president took the stage. 



BIDEN quoted Martin Luther King Jr., who once said “Voting is the foundation stone for political action.” BIDEN said it his opinion that political action drives not only civil rights, but economic rights. 



BIDEN lamented the voter ID laws that have been enacted in numerous states with high turnout of black voters, including South Carolina. He encouraged those in attendance Tuesday to spread the word about the law and to push forward. 



“Folks, we’ve crossed that bridge, we cannot go back,” BIDEN said. “We have to stand up. It’s to stand up and fight back. The voter ID law in South Carolina could have an effect in this election. But you cannot let it deter you from voting. Let people know. Let your parents know. The reason they passed this bill is to keep them from voting, slow up their voting.” 



Isaac Wilson, of the S.C. Young Democrats, was in attendance Oct. 14. He said he thought the vice president delivered a very important message about the power of the simple act of voting. “[BIDEN’s message] was needed,” Wilson said. “It was very powerful. It was very informative and it is what the American people need to hear. It is something college folks need to hear, to get out and vote here in South Carolina.” 



Associated Press

BIDEN headed to Syracuse to rally for Rep. Maffei

October 14, 2014



SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to attend a rally in Syracuse for Democratic Rep. Dan Maffei's re-election.



Maffei's campaign says BIDEN will be with Maffei at a rally next Monday at the Syracuse Hancock International Airport.



Maffei is being challenged by Republican John Katko in the central New York swing district.



He won election to New York's 24th District in 2012 by defeating the Republican who ousted him two years earlier.



Messenger Post

BIDEN to headline Syracuse rally

October 14, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will be visiting Central New York later this month to support Rep. Dan Maffei’s reelection campaign.



BIDEN and Maffei, D-Syracuse, will attend the Get Out The Vote rally on Monday, Oct. 20, at 1 p.m. at the Syracuse Hancock International Airport where they will speak about strengthening the middle class, according to a news release. Maffei is facing Republican challenger John Katko in the Nov. 4 election.



The event is free and open to the public. More information about the event is expected later this week.



Fox News Latino

BIDEN stumps with Charlie Crist in Florida governor's race

October 14, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joseph BIDEN lends his support in the upcoming November elections to the Democratic candidate for governor of Florida, the former Republican governor, Charlie Crist.



At a meeting on the Coconut Creek campus of Broward College, BIDEN slammed the current governor and Republican candidate, Rick Scott, for his negative attitude toward scientific research that affirms the dangers of climate change.



BIDEN said that Republicans don't want to debate the matter.



"You have a governor who said I'm not convinced (about climate change). Not convinced? What does he need to be convinced? Miami underwater?" BIDEN said to an audience of some 500 mostly young people.



Republicans have made a point in the campaign of Crist flip-flopping to run as a Democrat after having been the Republican governor of Florida between 2007-2011.



The vice president made three stops during his stay in South Florida, shortly after a debate of the two candidates coordinated by the Hispanic television network Telemundo.



During last Friday's debate, both candidates were chasing the Hispanic vote for the Nov. 4 elections, which in Florida represents almost 18 percent of the electorate.



Scott and Crist, who according to surveys are in a technical tie, crossed swords on such subjects as access to healthcare, immigration laws and the increase in the minimum wage.



CNN

CNN Poll: Florida gubernatorial race is tied

By: Ashley Killough / October 14, 2014



It's a tied race between two unpopular men.



Three weeks before Election Day, Florida incumbent Gov. Rick Scott finds himself in a neck-and-neck sprint to the finish line against Democratic challenger and former Gov. Charlie Crist.



According to a new CNN/ORC International poll, each candidate has the support of 44 percent of likely voters, while Libertarian Adrian Wyllie pulls a significant share (9 percent) of the vote. With the race so close, Wyllie's support sets the stage for a potential Libertarian spoiler.



"And with one in five likely voters saying that they could change their minds between now and Election Day, it's really anyone's ballgame," said CNN polling director Keating Holland. The survey was done Oct. 9-13 with 610 likely voters and has a sampling error of plus or minus 4 percentage points.



Scott and Crist are familiar faces in Florida. Crist was governor in the term immediately preceding Scott's. Crist, however, was a Republican at the time. He became an independent during an unsuccessful bid for the U.S. Senate in 2010, then became a Democrat in 2012.



His party switch has become a major line of attack against Crist. But the former governor and his new Democratic allies say the Republican Party has taken a different ideological track in recent years.



"Hell, he didn't leave the (GOP). It left him," Vice President Joe BIDEN said Monday in Florida, while campaigning for Crist.



Scott was elected in the tea party wave of 2010 with campaign promises to make big cuts and take on public unions. Despite holding true to his pledges and his state seeing a steady rise in economic growth, Scott's approval ratings have slipped dramatically.



While both candidates are widely known in the state, it appears voters are split on who they like less. A majority of likely voters, 53%, have an unfavorable view of Crist, and a majority, 52%, also have an unfavorable view of Scott.



"One thing is certain: This year's race is not a popularity contest," Holland said. "That may explain why a third-party candidate is in the high single digits."



With two prominent names in the mix, the contest has been one of the most closely watched races of 2014.



Crist threw his hat in the ring with much fanfare late last year, and early polls indicated he has a sizable advantage over Scott. But the race tightened this year, and the high-profile appeal of the race and its swing-state dynamics have attracted big-name surrogates on both sides.



In addition to BIDEN, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton campaigned for Crist this month, and first lady Michelle Obama will do a fundraiser for Crist on Friday in Orlando.



On Thursday, New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie will turn out for Scott. As chairman of the Republican Governors Association, it will mark Christie's fourth trip to the state this year. Fellow Gov. Rick Perry of Texas has also shown up for Scott.



CNN will air a debate between Crist and Scott on October 21. The hour-long debate will air exclusively at 7 p.m. ET on CNN and News4Jax and take place in News4Jax's studios in Jacksonville. CNN's Jake Tapper, chief Washington correspondent and anchor of CNN's "The Lead," will moderate with News4Jax anchor Kent Justice joining in the questioning.



CBS Miami

Crist, Scott Get More Help From Political Powerhouses

October 14, 2014



TALLAHASSEE (CBSMiami) – With the Florida governor’s race between Gov. Rick Scott and Charlie Crist is in a dead heat, both candidates are receiving campaign help from some political powerhouses.



New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie, the chairman of the Republican Governors Association, is returning to help Scott’s campaign. According to a schedule released, Christie will join Scott at three events on Thursday in Vero Beach and Port St. Lucie.



The events include a citrus-industry meeting at 10 a.m. in Vero Beach, a private event at noon in Port St. Lucie and a rally at 2 p.m. at a campaign field office in Vero Beach.



This is not the first time Christie campaigns with Scott; the two toured Northwest Florida and South Florida together earlier this year.



Not to be outdone, Crist is getting help from First Lady Michelle Obama. She will join Crist on Friday in Orlando for a campaign rally at 1:30 p.m. in the Barnett Park Gymnasium. The event is meant to motivate supporters to hit the polls.



The move comes after Vice President Joe BIDEN and his wife Jill BIDEN campaigned for Crist on Monday.



A new survey by StPetePolls found 44.1 percent favored Governor Rick Scott and 43.1 percent favored former Governor Charlie Crist.



Crist and Scott are scheduled to have their second debate on Wednesday, October 15th at Broward College’s main campus in Davie. CBS4 is hosting the event which will be televised across the state.  If there is an issue you you like the candidates to address ‘d like to submit a question for the candidates, go to CBSMiami’s Facebook page and submit your question. CBS4 anchor Eliott Rodriguez may ask it during the debate.



“The News Service of Florida contributed to this report.”



MSNBC

Job training programs may be more popular than they are effective

By: Ned Resnikoff / October 14, 2014



Democrats and Republicans may not agree on much, but they do agree that American workers need help closing the “skills gap.” That would be the vast gulf separating available, middle-class jobs from the unemployed or underemployed people who might be interested in filling them. According to the seemingly ubiquitous skills gap theory of persistent unemployment, jobless workers just need some better training to get themselves above water.



In fact, ameliorating the skills gap became the subject of a rare bipartisan accord on economic policy in July of this year, when President Barack Obama signed off on the bipartisan Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act, a law intended to reform federal job-training efforts and “give communities more certainty to invest in job-training programs,” as Obama said at the bill’s signing event.



In the following months, the White House has only intensified its efforts to boost job training. Late last month, Vice President Joe BIDEN – the administration’s lead point person on federal job training – announced $450 million in community college grants for the purposes of job training. And last week, when the White House made its big bid for the millennial vote in 2014, “skills” factored heavily into the agenda.



It may sound nice, and it may be generally inoffensive to people of most political stripes, but whether it works is another matter. Much of the available economic data suggests that the “skills gap” is a mirage; and if that’s the case, then just providing jobless workers with new skills might have limited utility at best.



“When we’re at full employment and we’re starting to hire back ex-felons and people who haven’t worked a long time, or we’re bringing people back into the labor market, that’s when job training could make a difference,” Ross Eisenbrey, vice president of the left-leaning Economic Policy Institute, told msnbc. “But I think we’re a long way from that, except in spots.”



When jobs aren’t available, it doesn’t matter how qualified an individual unemployed person happens to be. Job training works best when there’s a large supply of jobs waiting to be filled, and managers are simply having trouble locating unemployed people who have the right skills to take on those open positions. Obama has, on occasion, mentioned that various employers have told him they “want to hire in the United States but can’t find workers with the right skills.” But data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows that there are still far more unemployed people – of any skill level – than there are open jobs on the market. And even in so-called STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) occupations, unemployment is high. When people with doctorates in the sciences are facing a poor job market, it suggests that elevated unemployment probably doesn’t come from a lack of scientific training on the part of the jobless.



“If you just impart a set of skills to job seekers that are generic and don’t link up in a pretty granular way to specific labor demands in their area, they can easily find themselves all dressed up with nowhere to go.”



So what is perpetuating high unemployment? Jared Bernstein, BIDEN’s former chief economist and a senior fellow at the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, named a laundry list of other factors in a recent American Prospect essay: “It’s the weak economy, not yet recovered from the Great Recession, it’s persistently high unemployment robbing workers at almost every skill level of the bargaining power they need to claim their fair share of the growth, it’s terrible fiscal policy, it’s large and persistent trade deficits, it’s imbalanced sectoral growth as finance booms while manufacturing lags,” he wrote.



But Bernstein does think job training programs can help under the right circumstances. Speaking to msnbc, he said “sectoral training” – identifying sectors of the local economy which do have available jobs, and matching workers up with those positions – is good policy.



“The key factor looks to be how connected [job training programs] are to the local labor markets in which they exist,” he said. “If you just impart a set of skills to job seekers that are generic and don’t link up in a pretty granular way to specific labor demands in their area, they can easily find themselves all dressed up with nowhere to go.”



The White House’s job training initiatives, spearheaded by his former boss, are a step in the right direction, he said. The $450 million being allocated to community colleges is part of a strategy to encourage partnerships between the schools and employers in the surrounding area. The hope is that those schools will train students in skills which those employers happen to be looking for, rather than imbuing them with a non-specific and unusable set of talents.



“It looks to me that they’re on the right track in terms of the sectoral employment idea I’ve been stressing,” he said. But training alone won’t bring the U.S. within shouting distance of full employment.



“A lot of commentators seem to be looking out on the American economy and concluding that the reason unemployment remains elevated is a supply-side problem, that workers aren’t bringing the right skills to the job market,” said Bernstein. “But in fact, the evidence points to demand in this case, by which I mean an inadequate quantity of jobs. So you’ve got to worry about both sides.”



Associated Press

Dems' House chances fade as reality sets in

By: Donna Cassata / October 14, 2014



WASHINGTON — Democrats' high hopes of mitigating House losses in a rough election year have been dashed by reality.



The question now is not whether Republicans hold the House — that's a given. Rather, it's how many seats could the GOP add to its majority on Election Day? And how close could it get to its post-World War II high of 246 in Harry S. Truman's administration?



Three weeks to Nov. 4, the House outlook remains bright for the GOP as national Democrats bail on once-promising opportunities in Virginia and Colorado, canceling television advertising to shift money to efforts to save vulnerable incumbents in Democratic-leaning states such as California and Illinois. Democrats also are transferring some of the cash to races where they stand a better chance.



President Barack Obama's dismal approval ratings and midterm malaise have been a drag on Democrats, but the situation grew bleaker as Republican-leaning outside groups such as American Crossroads and American Action Network started pumping in millions of dollars targeting Democratic lawmakers.



Democrats cut $2.8 million in spending in northern Virginia, where John Foust faces state Del. Barbara Comstock in a seat that Republican Frank Wolf has held for 34 years. The party also scaled back its spending in the Denver suburbs by $1.4 million despite its high expectations that former state House speaker Andrew Romanoff could upend three-term Republican Rep. Mike Coffman in a district with a growing Hispanic population.



Democrats have raced to rescue freshman Rep. Ami Bera in the Sacramento, California, suburbs as he tries to fend off a challenge from former Republican Rep. Doug Ose, and shore up first-term Rep. Bill Enyart in his southwest Illinois race against state Rep. Mike Bost. Illinois Gov. Pat Quinn's struggle in his re-election bid is making life tough for Enyart and another freshman, Democratic Rep. Brad Schneider.



"This is a challenging climate, but we're not looking at 2010," insisted Rep. Steve Israel, D-N.Y., chairman of the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee. "Every Democratic incumbent is either winning or tied and we have solid opportunities to win in Republican-held districts across the country."



Republicans hold a 234-201 edge in the House, counting Eric Cantor's onetime Richmond, Virginia-area seat — which the GOP is expected to win — and two vacant Democratic seats, one in New Jersey, the other in North Carolina.



The Republican rout of 2010, marked by tea party anger toward Obama and the health care law, cost Democrats 63 seats. Those gains make the universe of competitive races much smaller this election — around two dozen.



Democrats have legitimate shots at defeating Republicans Lee Terry in Nebraska and Steve Southerland in Florida while capturing open seats in California, Iowa and Arkansas, according to Republicans and Democrats closely following the campaigns. Two-term Republican Rep. Michael Grimm is still considered a favorite in New York despite his 20-count indictment on federal tax evasion charges.



The Democratic-leaning House Majority PAC announced Monday it was spending some $91,000 in Omaha, targeting Terry for his comments about keeping his salary during last year's government shutdown.



Republicans count open seats in Utah and North Carolina as easy pick-ups, and are bullish in upstate New York, where three-term Democratic Rep. Bill Owens is retiring and Democrats have cut spending. Party officials give the edge to Republican Elise Stefanik, a former aide in George W. Bush's White House who, if elected, would be the youngest member of Congress at age 30.



Beyond those races, the Republicans have a long list of potential seats that they could pick up, including one in West Virginia, where 19-term Democratic Rep. Nick Rahall is trying to survive a GOP wave. Republicans are also optimistic about two seats in Arizona, a San Diego-area seat in California and a suddenly competitive open seat in Maine.



In Syracuse, New York, Democratic Rep. Dan Maffei will get some campaign help next Monday from Vice President Joe BIDEN, who will attend a get-out-the-vote rally for the two-term congressman. The GOP also has made Democratic Rep. Tim Bishop, who has been in office for 12 years, a top target in eastern Long Island.



"It's very clear the playing field is in Obama's districts," said Andrea Bozek, spokeswoman for the National Republican Congressional Committee.



Republicans are also keeping close watch on races in Hawaii and other contests in Iowa that could be potential pick-ups.



Last-minute spending has forced both parties to shift money in what amounts to a constant chess game of move and countermove. In New Hampshire, the anti-tax Club for Growth announced Monday that it would spend $750,000 on a campaign ad criticizing first-term Rep. Ann Kuster, a Democrat facing a challenge from Marilinda Garcia.



San Francisco Chronicle

Van in BIDEN motorcade hit SFPD motorcycle

By Hamed Aleaziz / October 14, 2014



A van that was a part of Vice President Joe BIDEN’s motorcade struck a police motorcycle in San Francisco last week, officials said.



The van was late coming out of a garage into the motorcade Wednesday when it struck a police motorcycle that was pulling into formation behind the motorcade on California Street, said Officer Albie Esparza, a police spokesman.



Both the van and motorcycle had moderate damage, but no one was injured, he said. The van driver, a White House staffer, was deemed to be at fault but not cited, he said.



The Baltimore Sun

BIDEN can not resist speaking the truth [Commentary]

By: David Horsey / October 14, 2014



Most of the pundit class sees Vice-President Joe BIDEN as the king of gaffes. The man commits verbal faux pas with regularity, much to the chagrin of White House spinmeisters desperate to deliver a unified message. Like a bad Catholic in a confessional, he is forever seeking forgiveness and then sinning again.



However, there is a difference between BIDEN and the run-of-the-mill politician with his foot in his mouth who gets into trouble for telling a big fib, garbling words or saying something profoundly stupid. BIDEN's problems usually arise from saying things that are inconveniently true.



Today's typical politicians struggle mightily to avoid uttering any phrase that has not been pre-approved for blandness and party line conformity. They avoid unscripted occasions and run from journalists with unpredictable questions. In contrast, BIDEN likes talking to reporters, to voters, to students, to anyone who will listen. He gabs and pontificates and banters. Garrulous is a word invented for him.



So, when taking questions after a recent talk at Harvard, he rambled into a discourse about how Turkey and the United Arab Emirates inadvertently supplied arms and funding to the Islamic State terrorists. The assessment was pretty much true. The Turks and the UAE have been funneling money and guns to the broad array of rebels who are fighting a civil war against the regime of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, and some of those rebels turned out to be the terrorists who have been on a murderous spree, committing atrocities all across north central Iraq and eastern Syria.



Of course, since President Obama is trying to hammer together a coalition of Turks and Arabs to battle the Islamic State, the last thing he needs is the vice-president publicly saying something that would offend these allies. It is Mr. BIDEN's worst verbal offense since he failed to curb his tongue a couple of years ago when asked by a TV interviewer what he thought about same-sex marriage. Mr. BIDEN declared that he was perfectly comfortable with men marrying men and women marrying women and, thereby, got way out ahead of the man in the Oval Office who had been slowly drifting in the same direction but had not made his stance public and official. Mr. Obama scrambled to do so after Mr. BIDEN jumped the gun.



The last thing a vice-president is supposed to do is put the president in an awkward situation. It is a testament to his value to the administration that Mr. BIDEN's relationship with Mr. Obama has survived the vice president's tendency to say too much.



Whatever else one may think of Mr. BIDEN, it cannot be denied that he is a smart guy with a deep understanding of foreign affairs developed over his many years as a leader on international policy in the Senate. It was Mr. BIDEN who, early on in America's entanglement with Iraq, argued that the ethnic and sectarian divisions in that country were so great that a split into three entities -- Kurd, Sunni and Shiite -- might be a good idea. It is still a debatable point, but the last decade of strife between Iraqi factions suggests he might have been right.



Smart as he is, though, Mr. BIDEN has not learned to speak as if his personality has been sent to a dry cleaner. He is all personality. He couldn't resist comparing New York's LaGuardia airport a dingy Third World pit or observing that it's hard to go into a 7-11 in the Northeast "without an Indian accent" or whispering in front of a live microphone that the passage of Obamacare was "a big f---ing deal" or confessing that, when it comes to playing basketball, he jumps "like a white boy." All those turns of phrase and many more have landed Mr. BIDEN in varying degrees of hot water.

Still, give me an elected official who can't help baring his true feelings in an awkward way over the legion of politicians who camouflage their real beliefs in a fog of hollow sound bites.



The Daily Caller

South Carolina Man ‘Infuriated’ After BIDEN Trip Stops Sick Mom From Seeing Doctor

By: Alex Pappas / October 14, 2014



A South Carolina man is furious after he says road closures for Vice President Joe BIDEN’s daylong campaign trip to Columbia on Tuesday prevented his sick mother from being able to get to her doctor.



“It wasn’t an emergency, but it was important,” the man, a resident of downtown Columbia, said in an interview with The Daily Caller of his mother’s appointment. “She’s not well.”



“As far as a son taking care of a very old and very ill mother, it was infuriating to the point of making me frantic,” he said.



On a normal day, the man said, it would only take about seven minutes to drive from his mother’s house to the hospital where her appointment was scheduled. But the woman missed her appointment after her son tried driving down five different roads, but found each of them blocked by police.



“We missed it,” the man said of the appointment. “We gave up after about 40 minutes and came home.”



“It was absurd,” he said by phone.



BIDEN and his wife, Jill, flew to Columbia for the day on Tuesday for several events.



The vice president started the day meeting with African-American clergy at Allen University, followed by a rally on campus. Later in the day, BIDEN attended a fundraiser hosted by the South Carolina Democratic Party at a private residence. Earlier in the morning, Jill BIDEN attended an event for the South Carolina Democratic Party at Benedict College.



The man said his mother is suffering from a “severe auto-immune disease.” She was going to see her doctor to discuss recent tests. “It was a big deal,” the son said.



Allen University, where two of the BIDEN events were taking place, sits on the same main road that the man says he planned to use to get to the hospital. The BIDEN fundraiser at the private residence, he said, is also taking place in the same neighborhood his mother lives in.



The man said he pleaded with police to help them find a way to the hospital.



“None had any solution or suggestion about how to get her to hospital other than to call an ambulance,” he said.



He suspects police were under strict orders not to let anyone pass.



“One was actually kind of a jerk, but out of six I dealt with, they clearly wanted to help but clearly couldn’t,” he said. “One guy was a complete dick.”



A spokesman for BIDEN didn’t immediately return a request for comment.



It’s typical for local police and sheriff departments to offer support for such visits. But such high-profile visits sometimes lead to complaints from locals.



When BIDEN traveled to Colorado for a private trip last month, the sheriff in Pitkin County publicly complained about the resources his department had to devote to protecting the vice president.
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The New Yorker

Off Prompter: Joe BIDEN Explained

By: Evan Osnos / October 9, 2014

In anticipation of a visit by Vice-President Joe BIDEN to Tokyo last December, Asahi Shimbun, the Japanese paper, prepared its readers. “He may be having the time of his life, but many around him fear he might get carried away and say something outrageous,” an editorial explained. “BIDEN is known to have made slips of the tongue, but that apparently is also what makes him affable and interesting.”



The New York Times

Joe BIDEN’s Latest Gaffe: the Truth or an Ultimate Embarrassment?

By: Hanna Kozlowska / October 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is known for his gaffes. But a recent faux pas has especially stood out, causing a diplomatic incident and inciting a discussion about the consequences of Mr. BIDEN’s words.



Associated Press

VP Joe BIDEN visits Renton Technical College

By: Martha Bellisle / October 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN told a crowd at a Seattle area technical college that "the middle class is hurting" and had seen only meager wage increases in recent years.



Seattle Pi

Vice President Joe BIDEN tours Renton Technical College

By: Jordan Stead / October 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN, center, is given a look inside some of the work going on inside Renton Technical College by RTC instructor and graduate, Adam Polhman, right, photographed Thursday, October 9, 2014, in Renton, Washington.



KOMO-TV

VP Joe BIDEN making 2 local appearances Thursday

October 9, 2014

Traffic on Seattle-area freeways could be affected Thursday as Vice President Joe BIDEN makes his way to two scheduled events - one in the morning and another in the afternoon.



KIRO-TV Seattle

Vice President BIDEN in town for 2 events

October 9, 2014

Extra police and the Secret Service were stationed at the Westin hotel in Downtown Seattle Thursday while Vice President Joe BIDEN is in town for a few events.



KIRO Radio

Vice President BIDEN makes Seattle-area appearances

By: Josh Kerns / October 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN toured Renton Community College and delivered a speech touting the Obama administration's jobs program Thursday morning.



Northwest Progressive Institute

Live from Renton, WA: BIDEN Visits Renton Technical College

By: Rennie Sawade / October 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke at Renton Technical College today late in the morning. He spoke on the state of the middle class and the need for skilled workers in the coming years. He plugged community colleges as the most flexible educational institutions in the united states.



The Seattle Times

VP BIDEN’s visit bringing Seattle-area traffic to a standstill

By: Jennifer Sullivan / October 9, 2014

Washington State Department of Transportation tweeted that all lanes and ramps are open.



KING 5

Vice President BIDEN arrives in Seattle, eats dinner in Belltown

By: Dan Cassuto / October 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is overnighting in Seattle in advance of two events that are part of a West Coast political swing.



Q13 Seattle

VP BIDEN in Seattle to talk growing jobs but will stall traffic

By: Tom Yazwinski / October 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN  is in Western Washington for a speaking event in Renton and a private fundraising event in Seattle before he takes off later this afternoon from Boeing Field.



Breitbart News

BIDEN AFTER ALMOST FOUR YEARS OF OBAMANOMICS: MIDDLE CLASS STILL 'HURTING'

October 9, 2014

Thursday at Renton Technical College, Vice President Joe BIDEN admitted that despite nearly six years of President Barack Obama's economic policies, the middle class is still struggling. 



Associated Press

BIDEN Plans Portland Stop Wednesday To Campaign For Merkley 

October 9, 2014

BIDEN will rally supporters at the Oregon Convention Center in Portland and hold a private fundraiser before heading to Seattle.



Fox News

They Can’t Handle the Truth! BIDEN Apology Tour Shows How Truth-telling Morphs Into a Gaffe

By: Greta Van Susteren / October 9, 2014

Let's all go "Off the Record." I want to talk to you about Vice President BIDEN's latest apology tour.



New York Times

First Draft Focus: It’s on Me, Senator

October 9, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. and Senator Jeff Merkley stopped at a local ice cream joint, Salt & Straw, in Portland, Ore., on Wednesday after a campaign event.



GQ

Joe BIDEN, The Ice Cream-Eating, Aviator-Wearing, Money-Wielding Hero America Deserves

By: Jake Woolf / October 9, 2014

Okay, so there's no official word that BIDEN will run for office in 2016, but we think he could run off the strength of this image alone.



Today Show

'I'm an ice cream guy': Joe BIDEN takes most Joe BIDEN picture ever eating a scoop

By: Danielle Brennan / October 9, 2014

It just doesn’t get any more chill than this.



TIME

These Photos of Joe BIDEN Eating an Ice Cream Cone Show That His Eternal Summer Shall Not Fade

By: Samantha Grossman / October 9, 2014

Well, it looks like whoever runs the Joe BIDEN Eats Ice Cream Tumblr has some updating to do.



The Washington Post

Here is a photo of Joe BIDEN eating ice cream in his aviators while flashing cash

By Jaime Fuller: October 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN has been on the West Coast this week, and stopped in Portland on Wednesday to campaign with Sen. Jeff Merkley.



Jezebel

Joe BIDEN Eats an Ice Cream Cone While Wearing Aviators. Spectacular.

By: Kelly Faircloth / October 9, 2014

Yesterday, Vice President Joe BIDEN bought himself an ice cream cone, which he proceeded to eat while wearing aviator sunglasses. Fortunately, an AP photographer was on hand to document this moment in American history.



BuzzFeed

Joe BIDEN Devours Ice Cream In Most Joe BIDEN Photos Ever

By: Andrew Kaczynski / October 9, 2014

During an appearance in Portland on Wednesday to campaign with Oregon Sen. Jeff Merkley in his race against Republican opponent Monica Wehby, the vice president made an appearance at Salt and Straw ice cream shop to devour an ice cream cone.



The Oregonian 

How Vice President Joe BIDEN ended up at Salt & Straw

By: Michael Russell / October 9, 2014

No one could accuse Vice President Joe BIDEN of being a subzero thrill seeker. Faced with a lineup of obscure ice creams Wednesday at Northeast Portland's Salt & Straw, a shop known for once making an entire line of Thanksgiving-themed flavors including turkey and stuffing, BIDEN chose to fill his cone with the two most straightforward scoops: chocolate and vanilla....



Red Alert Politics

Joe BIDEN gorges on ice cream in Portland after Democratic campaign rally

By: Morgan Chalfant / October 9, 2014

What is it with Democrats and ice cream?



Statesman Journal

VP BIDEN, Merkley rally Democratic base in Portland

By: Anna Staver / October 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN emphasized his blue collar roots and those of U.S. Sen. Jeff Merkley's during a Portland campaign event Wednesday.



KEX 1190

VP BIDEN stumps for Merkley

October 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Portland Wednesday to speak at a rally for Oregon Senator Jeff Merkley.  BIDEN spoke in favor of a boost to the minimum wage and applauded Merkley for his efforts to pass an increase.



OPB News

Vice President Joe BIDEN Stumps In Portland

By: Kristian Foden-Vencil / October 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Portland Wednesday in an effort to generate support for Senator Jeff Merkley’s re-election bid.



FKLD 870

Portland Students Get School Extra Credit for Attending BIDEN Campaign Rally

By: John McKay / October 9, 2014

Perhaps a sign of what’s wrong with the educational system?

The Vice President was in Portland, Oregon Wednesday to attend a campaign rally for liberal Democratic Senator Jeff Merkley.



The Oregonian 

Vice President Joe BIDEN Pays Surprise Visit To Salt & Straw In Portland 

By: Jeff Mapes / October 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN, in Portland on Wednesday to campaign for U.S. Sen. Jeff Merkley, spoke at the Oregon Convention Center, then headed out with media representatives for an undisclosed location.



ABC News

Joe BIDEN Eats Hipster Ice Cream Like a Boss

By: Arlette Saenz / October 9, 2014

Amid all the crises and blunders, there are moments when Joe BIDEN makes being vice president look like it’s downright fun, and that’s exactly what happened when the VP popped into a hipster ice cream shop in Portland, Oregon.



Esquire

JOE BIDEN ALWAYS KEEPS HIS SHADES ON WHEN HE MAKES IT RAIN

By: Andrew D. Luecke / October 9, 2014

Joe BIDEN, you're the Bill Clinton of Vice Presidents.



Huffington Post

This Photo Of Joe BIDEN Proves He Is King Of The Cone

By: Emily Thomas / October 9, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN, a self-proclaimed "genuine lover of ice cream," just trumped every other American's cone game.



Today’s Zaman

Six things we learned from gaffe-prone BIDEN's recent speech

October 9, 2014

It was a significant development that BIDEN quickly apologized after accusing Turkey of lending support to the terrorist organizations in Syria in a speech he delivered at Harvard University on Oct. 2.







The New Yorker

Off Prompter: Joe BIDEN Explained

By: Evan Osnos / October 9, 2014



In anticipation of a visit by Vice-President Joe BIDEN to Tokyo last December, Asahi Shimbun, the Japanese paper, prepared its readers. “He may be having the time of his life, but many around him fear he might get carried away and say something outrageous,” an editorial explained. “BIDEN is known to have made slips of the tongue, but that apparently is also what makes him affable and interesting.”



If BIDEN could redo the past few weeks, he would probably settle for being a little less interesting. On September 16th, during a speech at the Legal Service Corporation’s fortieth anniversary, the Vice-President talked about soldiers who have been hounded by debt collectors even during deployments. He condemned the “Shylocks who took advantage of these women and men while overseas.” In footage of the speech, his gaze then sweeps across the audience, and, judging from the flicker that passes across his face, one senses that he glimpsed a familiar hint that he may have devoured another heaping portion of his foot.



“Action is eloquence,” Shakespeare wrote in “Coriolanus,” just a few years after he wrote “The Merchant of Venice,” the play that established a Shylock as a reliable slur. Within a few hours, the Anti-Defamation League’s national director, Abraham Foxman, said, “Shylock represents the medieval stereotype about Jews and remains an offensive characterization to this day.” Because BIDEN is a longtime supporter of the Jewish community, Foxman was in a bit of a fix, so he sought to place the Vice-President’s podiatric self-cannibalization into the proper context: “When someone as friendly to the Jewish community and open and tolerant an individual as is Vice-President Joe BIDEN, uses the term ‘Shylocked’ to describe unscrupulous money lenders dealing with service men and women, we see once again how deeply embedded this stereotype about Jews is in society.” (BIDEN soon apologized for “a poor choice of words.”)



BIDEN’s uncomfortable autumn was just beginning. The next day, at a kickoff event in Des Moines for the Nuns on the Bus “We the People, We the Voters” tour, BIDEN praised Singapore’s former Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew as “the wisest man in the Orient.” The “Orient” and “oriental” may still be used when referring to carpets, or in the names of schools, but not for places, and certainly not with regard to people. Ninio Fetalvo, the Republican National Committee Asian-American and Pacific Islander spokesman, said that BIDEN’s comment was “not only disrespectful but also uses unacceptable imperialist undertones.”



Then, last week, at Harvard’s Kennedy School, BIDEN finished his formal remarks and went free range when a student asked whether the U.S. should have intervened earlier in Syria. “Our allies in the region were our largest problem in Syria,” BIDEN said. “The Turks were great friends, and I have a great relationship with Erdoğan, [whom] I just spent a lot of time with, [and] the Saudis, the Emirates, et cetera. What were they doing? They were so determined to take down Assad, and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war, what did they do? They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and tens of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad–except that the people who were being supplied, [they] were Al Nusra, and Al Qaeda, and the extremist elements of jihadis who were coming from other parts of the world.”



Erdoğan demanded an apology and called his relationship with BIDEN “history.” BIDEN apologized to Erdoğan two days later, and has been apologizing to everyone else ever since.



Under the conventions of politics, once is flub; often is a flaw. BIDEN’s misadventures, which tend to strike when he ventures “off prompter,” as his staff calls it, feed on one another, because the pattern is already in place. Over the years (and in preparation for a piece on BIDEN), I have come to diagnose a few distinct sources of BIDEN’s troubles.



The most common is the BIDEN crime of passion. In March, during a trip to Scottsdale, Arizona, he was talking about health-care reform with reporters outside Butterfield’s Pancake House, when he spotted a young woman on a bench and bounded over to enlist her as a prop, pitching her on the need to sign up for insurance under the Affordable Care Act: “Do it for your parents! Give them peace of mind!” he implored. After he had moved on, she explained to reporters that she couldn’t sign up because she was a tourist visiting from Canada. (“I just didn’t know if I should say.”) Some of this is just salty. On April 29th, in a White House event on protecting students from sexual assault, BIDEN said that, where he came from, when “a man raised his hand to a woman, you had the job to kick the living crap out of him if he did it. Excuse my language.”





The second is BIDEN’s intermittent interest in precision, a tendency that began in childhood and was reinforced during his tenure in the United States Senate. As a kid, BIDEN was no scholar. In his memoir, he wrote, “Joe BIDEN wasn’t hitting the library on very many Saturday nights.” That fed an intellectual insecurity that lingers and nudges him to grasp a bit too lustily at a statistic, or to plunge headlong into the classics. (After the Shylock moment, Foxman said, “Joe and I agreed that perhaps he needs to bone up on his Shakespeare.”) In a commencement address at the University of Pennsylvania in May, for instance, he hailed American workers as “three times as productive as any worker in the world.” (By most measurements, we trail Norway and Ireland.) During his thirty-four years as a senator from Delaware, BIDEN, like many of his peers, did not receive constant attention, despite his best efforts. Therefore, most of what he said went unrecorded, and so his words inhabited a happy no man’s land between quality and quantity. If he said something unfortunate, it was generally swept away in the ambient wind produced by his colleagues. Once he was tapped as a V.P. candidate, his statements were parsed.



The last category, and one that has never actually served him well in Washington, is a tendency to say things that are true. This causes him trouble at work, because honesty in American politics is taken as an absence of self-control. And, given his position, BIDEN’s candor can have high stakes—as it did with Erdoğan.



In describing the role of America’s regional allies in Syria, BIDEN was largely correct. The U.S. has publicly called on the Turks to seal their border to jihadists en route to Syria, and experts do not question that money from Gulf countries has ended up in the hands of militant extremists there. Andrew J. Tabler, of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, told the Times’s Mark Landler that “there are factual mistakes, and then there are political mistakes”—and BIDEN’s was the latter.



BIDEN’s off-the-cuff moments at Harvard distracted us from what was, not incidentally, an important speech, in which he drew connections between crises—ISIS, Ukraine, Ebola—and the territorial tensions in East Asia. Building on President Obama’s speech at the United Nations, which invoked the importance of a “language of force” in dealing with ISIS, BIDEN called for other kinds of active response: strengthening NATO, and helping “small nations resist the blackmail and coercion of larger powers using new asymmetric weapons” (a reference to Russia and China). He described a new era defined by an “incredible diffusion of power within states and among states that has led to greater instability” requiring “a global response involving more players, more diverse players than ever before.”



When I spoke to BIDEN this spring, he told me, “It’s probably better that they think I make off-the-cuff comments. I don’t say very much I don’t really think through. I know that sounds inconsistent with Joe BIDEN.”



The Vice-President’s twilight war with his words is not likely to end soon, in part because, curiously, his speechifying is something of a private triumph in itself. As a child, he had a crippling stutter. He was nearly in college before he put it behind him and discovered, to his surprise, that he could give a decent speech. Importantly, and a bit ominously, he learned that keeping his crowd meant going off script. He wrote, “I could watch an audience for their reaction. If I felt myself losing them, I would extemporize, tell a joke, focus in on a single person who wasn’t paying attention and call him out. I fell in love with the idea of being able to sway a jury—and being able to see it happen right before my eyes.”



The New York Times

Joe BIDEN’s Latest Gaffe: the Truth or an Ultimate Embarrassment?

By: Hanna Kozlowska / October 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is known for his gaffes. But a recent faux pas has especially stood out, causing a diplomatic incident and inciting a discussion about the consequences of Mr. BIDEN’s words.



On Oct. 2, speaking at the Harvard Kennedy School, Mr. BIDEN said that in reacting to the war in Syria, “our biggest problem is our allies.”



“The Turks, who are great friends — I have a great relationship with Erdogan, whom I spend a lot of time with — the Saudis, the Emiratis, etc. What were they doing? They were so determined to take down (Syrian President Bashar) Assad and essentially have a proxy Sunni-Shia war,” Mr. BIDEN said.



Mr. BIDEN recalled a conversation with his “old friend” Mr. Erdogan, who told him: “‘You were right. We let too many people through.’” Mr. BIDEN added: “Now they’re trying to seal their border.”



Mr. Erdogan vehemently denied the claim. “Foreign fighters have never entered Syria from our country,” he said. “They may come to our country as tourists and cross into Syria, but no one can say that they cross in with their arms.”



Mr. BIDEN spent the weekend apologizing to the allies for his words.



After his last series of gaffes — in September he used an antiquated anti-Semitic term and referred to Asia as “the Orient” — Rebecca Nelson argued at National Journal that ultimately the blunders wouldn’t matter. Ms. Nelson pointed to research that shows that news outlets exaggerate gaffes and misspeaks don’t affect election results.



“BIDEN has a long history of saying the wrong thing, and hasn’t suffered serious, career-killing backlash for any of it.”



Could the latest gaffe be damaging to any future ambitions? Observers disagree.



At MSNBC Alex Seitz-Wald writes that this may have been Mr. BIDEN’s biggest gaffe yet, both for ruffling the feathers of important American allies in the Middle East and for the topic — foreign policy is supposed to be Mr. BIDEN’s domain.



“If he runs for president against Hillary Clinton in 2016, it will be on the strength of his foreign policy chops, which would allow him to present a credible alternative to Clinton’s more hawkish worldview,” writes Mr. Seitz-Wald. But Mr. BIDEN “seems to have a constitutional inability to help himself,” and continues to undermine his substance.



Aaron Blake at The Washington Post calls Mr. BIDEN’s blunders a “long-running subplot in Washington.” These gaffes paint a picture of someone who is careless with words, says Mr. Blake. “He has created an image of himself as a sort of un-serious politician — a guy you’d like to have a beer with but wouldn’t trust to run your country.”



While using offensive terms is bad, Mr. Blake says, he agrees with Mr. Seitz-Wald that alienating American allies is serious, especially considering Mr. BIDEN’s foreign-policy credentials.



At the same time, many have emphasized that what Mr. BIDEN said, was, in essence, the truth.



In the article “Joe BIDEN Is the Only Honest Man in Washington,” Gopal Ratnam writes for Foreign Policy that Mr. BIDEN’s comments may have been “impolitic” or “imprecise,” but “the substance of his remarks match up with what the U.S. intelligence community has known for some time and has even publicly alluded to.”



“What did they do?” Mr. BIDEN asked at Harvard. “They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad — except that the people who were being supplied were al-Nusra and al-Qaida and the extremist elements of jihadis coming from other parts of the world.”



This was not incorrect, Mr. Ratnam writes, though perhaps not entirely accurate.



“There was certainly support for terror groups coming out of friendly countries in the region,” Jon Alterman, a global security expert at the Center for Strategic and International Studies, told Mr. Ratnam.  One should not conclude from these comments that governments in the Middle East were directly supporting terrorists. “I don’t think that’s what he meant to say,” said Mr. Alterman. “The extent to which governments supported or condoned such support is unclear.”



At The New York Times, Carol Giacomo says that Mr. BIDEN should have “exercised some restraint” and paused before sharing his conversation with Mr. Erdogan publicly. “But the basic truth — that Turkey and other countries enabled Islamic State and other extremists — can’t be wished away.”



The United States and its Middle Eastern allies should cooperate to defeat ISIS. “That means owning up to the mistakes that have allowed the group to flourish and correcting them, including shutting down Turkey as a transit corridor for ISIS revenue, weapons and foreign fighters,” Ms. Giacomo writes.



The Boston Herald stands behind Mr. BIDEN in an editorial. Yes, he may be gaffe-prone, but he “wasn’t wrong,” the Herald says.



“Yes, life in the region is complicated. And poor Joe, even when he’s right, he’s wrong.”



Associated Press

VP Joe BIDEN visits Renton Technical College

By: Martha Bellisle / October 9, 2014



RENTON, Wash. (AP) - Vice President Joe BIDEN told a crowd at a Seattle area technical college that "the middle class is hurting" and had seen only meager wage increases in recent years.



BIDEN's appearance late Thursday morning at Renton Technical College was part of a West Coast political swing for the vice president. 

Washington's two Democratic senators, Patty Murray and Maria Cantwell, joined BIDEN at the technical college, which received funding as part of a $450 million federal labor and training grant.



BIDEN will also attend a luncheon in Seattle with Cantwell Thursday afternoon.



BIDEN was in Portland Wednesday to help Oregon Sen. Jeff Merkley with his bid for a second term.



Seattle Pi

Vice President Joe BIDEN tours Renton Technical College

By: Jordan Stead / October 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN, center, is given a look inside some of the work going on inside Renton Technical College by RTC instructor and graduate, Adam Polhman, right, photographed Thursday, October 9, 2014, in Renton, Washington. The funding given to RTC was part of the Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training competitive grant program, which awarded more than $450 million to 270 community colleges across the country. The consortium that includes RTC received 10 million dollars in the latest round of funding.



KOMO-TV

VP Joe BIDEN making 2 local appearances Thursday

October 9, 2014



SEATTLE - Traffic on Seattle-area freeways could be affected Thursday as Vice President Joe BIDEN makes his way to two scheduled events - one in the morning and another in the afternoon.



The vice president's plane touched down at Boeing Field after 6 p.m. Wednesday. He flew in from Portland where he was stumping for Oregon Sen. Jeff Merkley and delivered a message about economic gains going to wealthy - not the middle class. 



He then traveled via motorcade to Seattle's Westin Hotel, where he spent the night.



BIDEN is scheduled to speak at 11 a.m. at Renton Technical College, where he will discuss workplace and economic issues. The Secret Service is not releasing when he'll leave or what route he'll take, but traffic could be affected on I-5 or I-90. 



At noon, BIDEN is scheduled to attend a campaign event in Seattle with U.S. Sen. Maria Cantwell, meaning that freeway traffic could be tied up once again. 



After his luncheon event with Cantwell, the vice president will head back to Boeing Field, where he'll depart for the White House for meetings.



KIRO-TV Seattle

Vice President BIDEN in town for 2 events

October 9, 2014



Extra police and the Secret Service were stationed at the Westin hotel in Downtown Seattle Thursday while Vice President Joe BIDEN is in town for a few events.



A full motorcade lined up when BIDEN headed to Renton Technical College where he spoke about the Department of Labor's job training program.

Renton Technical College was one of 270 community colleges nationwide that recently received part of a $450 million grant.



The vice president will then attend a lunch fundraiser for Senate democrats, including Sen. Maria Cantwell, at 1:30 p.m. at the Convention Center.



BIDEN was in Portland Wednesday campaigning for another democratic senator.



The northwest visit comes as the vice president faces criticism for comments this week blaming Turkey and United Arab Emirates for aiding Islamic terror groups, like ISIS.



He has since apologized, twice.



KIRO Radio

Vice President BIDEN makes Seattle-area appearances

By: Josh Kerns / October 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN toured Renton Community College and delivered a speech touting the Obama administration's jobs program Thursday morning.



He told the crowd that "the middle class is hurting" and had seen only meager wage increases in recent years.



BIDEN then headed up I-5 for a luncheon and fundraiser hosted by Senator Maria Cantwell at the Washington State Convention Center.



The Vice President is slated to leave town Thursday afternoon following the appearance, which will cause brief traffic tie ups and closures as he returns to Boeing Field to fly out.



Cantwell's luncheon is a fundraiser for Democratic women running for the U.S Senate in several states.



The Washington State Department of Transportation says it can't comment on specific closures, but that drivers should expect similar procedures to past presidential and vice presidential visits. That includes blacking out traffic cameras along the route as the motorcade travels through the area.



We'll keep you posted on all the developments, and listen to KIRO Radio 97.3 FM for updates when you're out on the road to help navigate potential closures during BIDEN's visit.



Northwest Progressive Institute

Live from Renton, WA: BIDEN Visits Renton Technical College

By: Rennie Sawade / October 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke at Renton Technical College today late in the morning. He spoke on the state of the middle class and the need for skilled workers in the coming years. He plugged community colleges as the most flexible educational institutions in the united states.



BIDEN said that we are no longer talking about outsourcing, we are talking about insourcing. He said that manufacturing jobs are coming back. BIDEN claimed that today there are 100,000 high tech manufacturing jobs going unfilled in the United States. He said that not all of these jobs require a PhD, or a four-year degree, or even a two-year degree. These are jobs that are requiring new skills and he said community colleges are working with local manufacturers in setting up specific training programs to fulfill manufacturing needs. He used a solar shingle manufacturer in Michigan as an example.



BIDEN said that according to a study that he directed for the President that 1,400,000 IT jobs, with a minimum salary of $59,000, will need to be filled in the next decade. He also claimed that we will need over 600,000 more registered nurses with average annual pay of between $65,000 and $75,000. BIDEN also stated that we need 1,200 more solar panel installers with a starting salary of $30,000 and 115,000 more electricians with an average salary of $50,000. He also claimed that there will be 1,500 more jobs every year in the aerospace industry.



BIDEN stated that the key to training people for these middle class jobs is the technical college. Then BIDEN also spoke about grants including PELL grants to help students pay for education. BIDEN also spoke about partnering with organized labor to use grants to set up apprenticeship programs, stating that it is the most direct path to train workers for these skilled jobs.



Changing his focus to energy, BIDEN pointed out that the U.S. is at the energy epicenter of the world now. He said that in this country, “we have more operating oil and gas rigs than in any other other country combined.” BIDEN said that North America will be energy independent by the year 2021 and the U.S. will be energy independent by 2025. However, it is the goal of President Obama and Vice President BIDEN to have exponentially growing renewable energy in the U.S.



BIDEN then spoke about the economy and how the economy is recovering from the worst recession, but then pointed out that the middle class is still hurting. There has been no real growth in middle class incomes. He said that a study has shown that middle class wages “have only gone up fourteen cents in that last fourteen years.” “The middle class is hurting” BIDEN said. To fix this, BIDEN described the plan to “create more pathways” for people to move up to these new higher-paying jobs.



BIDEN closed by leaving the podium, moving close to the audience and saying that one of the goals is to “change the psychology of the country”. He further explained his meaning saying that by training people with new skills, new entrepreneurs will emerge, resulting in more small businesses being created. BIDEN then left as he said “We can do this folks! We really can!”



The Seattle Times

VP BIDEN’s visit bringing Seattle-area traffic to a standstill

By: Jennifer Sullivan / October 9, 2014



UPDATE: 10:35 a.m. | Washington State Department of Transportation tweeted that all lanes and ramps are open.



UPDATE: 10:25 a.m. | Taking a late commute this morning? Expect to be completely stuck on Interstate 5 through Seattle because of Vice President Joe BIDEN’s visit.



All freeway on and off-ramps through downtown were closed around 9:45 a.m. and aren’t expected to reopen for another 15 to 25 minutes, a police source said. The source asked not to be named because police are not supposed to acknowledge BIDEN’s visit. They can only say that “a dignitary” is visiting Seattle Thursday.



On the other side of Lake Washington, traffic on Interstate 405 is at a standstill from I-5 to state Highway 169 because of the BIDEN’s visit.



BIDEN is scheduled to discuss workplace and economic issues at Renton Technical College at 11 a.m.. and will attend a political fund-raising luncheon at the Washington State Convention Center with Sen. Maria Cantwell.



ORIGINAL POST | If you’re trying to get around the Seattle area Thursday, expect traffic difficulties as Vice President Joe BIDEN makes appearances in Renton and downtown Seattle.



BIDEN is scheduled to discuss workplace and economic issues at Renton Technical College at 11 a.m.. and will attend a political fund-raising luncheon at the Washington State Convention Center with Sen. Maria Cantwell.



The vice president is on a West Coast tour to promote a minimum wage hike and boost Democratic campaigns as the party tries to maintain control of the Senate. He started his Western trip with a stop in Las Vegas on Monday followed by events in Los Angeles, San Francisco and Bakersfield, Calif., on Tuesday.



BIDEN was in Portland on Wednesday to help Oregon Sen. Jeff Merkley with his bid for a second term.



KING 5

Vice President BIDEN arrives in Seattle, eats dinner in Belltown

By: Dan Cassuto / October 9, 2014



SEATTLE -- Vice President Joe BIDEN is overnighting in Seattle in advance of two events that are part of a West Coast political swing.



The vice president arrived in Seattle around 6 p.m Wednesday. He ate dinner with his niece at Assaggio, an Italian restaurant in Seattle's Belltown neighborhood, then took a walk as he returned to his hotel on a mild October evening.



Aides to BIDEN said the trip is official business, so it is being paid by taxpayers. The vice president is staying at the Westin.



BIDEN is scheduled to speak at Renton Technical College at 11 a.m. Thursday, where he will discuss workplace and economic issues. BIDEN will also attend a luncheon in Seattle with Sen. Maria Cantwell.



He was in Portland on Wednesday to help Oregon Sen. Jeff Merkley with his bid for a second term.



The Secret Service does not discuss travel plans, but it is likely the motorcade will snarl traffic prior to the event.



Q13 Seattle

VP BIDEN in Seattle to talk growing jobs but will stall traffic

By: Tom Yazwinski / October 9, 2014



SEATTLE — Vice President Joe BIDEN  is in Western Washington for a speaking event in Renton and a private fundraising event in Seattle before he takes off later this afternoon from Boeing Field.



BIDEN spent thee night at the Westin in downtown Seattle on Wednesday night. From there, he will head to Renton Technical College to talk about the importance of investing in our nation’s workforce and growing the economy. That event is at 11 AM.



Then the VP is expected to travel by motorcade back into Seattle for a private democratic fundraising event with Senator Maria Cantwell. That event is scheduled for noon and could last until 2 PM.



Then VP BIDEN is expected to fly out from Boeing Field this afternoon around 2:20-2:50.



Drivers might get caught in traffic as the Vice President travels between the events on his schedule. Plan ahead if you are traveling near any of these locations throughout the day.



BIDEN last visited Western Washington in May of this year.



Associated Press: VP BIDEN Stumps For Merkley During Portland Stop  

By: Jonathan J. Cooper / October 9, 2014



PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) – The middle class isn’t sharing in the economic gains since the Great Recession, and wealthy taxpayers should be paying more, Vice President Joe BIDEN said Wednesday.



BIDEN stopped in Portland to help Sen. Jeff Merkley with his bid for a second term, a must-win race for Democrats trying to maintain control of the Senate.



Economic growth has replaced the income that was lost during the recession, but the gains went primarily to taxpayers on the top, BIDEN said.



“I think we should make them start to pay their fair share. Take the burden off the middle class,” BIDEN told a crowd of several hundred supporters at the Oregon Convention Center.



BIDEN is on a West Coast swing to promote a minimum-wage hike and boost Democratic campaigns.



Helped by a surge of new voters turning out to support Barack Obama’s presidential bid, Merkley narrowly defeated a Republican incumbent in 2008 to win his seat. He is now the front-runner against Republican Monica Wehby, a pediatric neurosurgeon from Portland.



Ballots go out next week and are due Nov. 4.



Merkley has played up his upbringing in a working-class family and portrays himself as a champion for the middle class.



“Jeff has never forgotten where he came from,” BIDEN said. “The thing I like about your guy is he’s a real guy.”



Wehby, running as a moderate on social issues and an expert on health care in a state with a troubled rollout of the federal health care law, looked for a time to pose a serious threat to Merkley’s re-election prospects. But a series of Wehby missteps, including allegations that she took her health care and economic plans from other Republicans, have helped Merkley solidify his standing.



Merkley has worked aggressively to link Wehby with national Republicans, who are unpopular in a state increasingly dominated by Democrats. The Koch brothers, businessmen who have given millions to Republicans, backed Wehby’s campaign for several weeks but have now pulled their ads off the air.



“Vice President BIDEN is the perfect pairing to Senator Merkley’s incoherent and very absent plan for solving Oregon’s economic woes,” Wehby spokesman Dean Petrone said.



Merkley called for more spending on infrastructure along with tax and trade policies that he says would strengthen the manufacturing sector. Merkley is skeptical of free trade agreements and wants to make it easier for unions to expand.



“If we don’t make things in America, we will not have a middle class here in America,” Merkley said. “And while we’re at it, let’s strengthen the ability of our workers to organize.”



BIDEN also spoke highly of the labor movement.



“The middle class is what built this country,” BIDEN said. “And I might add, unions built the middle class.”



After the rally, BIDEN and Merkley surprised workers and customers with an unannounced stop at Salt and Straw, a popular Portland ice cream shop.



The vice president asked owner Kim Malek what was the closest flavor to chocolate chip. He ended up ordering a scoop of “chocolate wood block” and a scoop of vanilla in a waffle cone.



Merkley “said it’s the best ice cream in town, and I’m an ice cream guy,” BIDEN said.



BIDEN started his Western trip with a stop in Las Vegas on Monday followed by events in Los Angeles, San Francisco and Bakersfield, California, on Tuesday. He flies to Seattle on Wednesday evening for an event on the economy and a political event to help Democratic Sen. Maria Cantwell.



Breitbart News

BIDEN AFTER ALMOST FOUR YEARS OF OBAMANOMICS: MIDDLE CLASS STILL 'HURTING'

October 9, 2014



Thursday at Renton Technical College, Vice President Joe BIDEN admitted that despite nearly six years of President Barack Obama's economic policies, the middle class is still struggling. 



"The economy is back in a, excuse the expression, in a macroeconomic sense," BIDEN said. "Everything is good except for middle class people." 



"Since 2000 the gross domestic product has increased 29 percent, productivity 36 percent, most studies show middle calls people had a 14-cent increase in their pay over the last 14 years," he continued.



"The middle class is hurting, they are hurting. The middle class has been the glue that held the social fabric of this country together for the last hundred years," he added.



Associated Press: BIDEN Plans Portland Stop Wednesday To Campaign For Merkley 

October 9, 2014



BIDEN will rally supporters at the Oregon Convention Center in Portland and hold a private fundraiser before heading to Seattle.



BIDEN is on a West Coast tour to promote a minimum wage hike and boost Democratic campaigns as the party tries to maintain control of the Senate.

Merkley is the front runner against Republican Monica Wheby, a pediatric neurosurgeon from Portland.



Ballots go out next week and are due Nov. 4. 



Fox News

They Can’t Handle the Truth! BIDEN Apology Tour Shows How Truth-telling Morphs Into a Gaffe

By: Greta Van Susteren / October 9, 2014



Let's all go "Off the Record." I want to talk to you about Vice President BIDEN's latest apology tour. It started after he said our Middle East allies are partly to blame for ISIS gaining strength. I was thinking about something Ambassador Bolton said on last night's show, which is absolutely true, but reflects poorly on the state of politics. Here is what the ambassador said:



(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)



JOHN BOLTON, FORMER AMBASSADOR TO U.N.: I think the vice president is guilty of the ultimate Washington gaffe - which is telling the truth in part and that's why he has had to apologize.



(END VIDEO CLIP)



So let me get this straight - and I make the assumption that prior to Vice President BIDEN going public, he and President Obama both brought this up privately with our allies to no avail. So now we are at the point where the vice president speaks the truth publicly about our allies, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and United Arab Emirates and he is forced on an apology tour? Did Vice President BIDEN lie? Nope. Get his facts wrong? Nope. He just ruffled the wrong feathers.



New York Times

First Draft Focus: It’s on Me, Senator

October 9, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. and Senator Jeff Merkley stopped at a local ice cream joint, Salt & Straw, in Portland, Ore., on Wednesday after a campaign event.



“Jeff has been bragging about this place for the last 20 minutes,” Mr. BIDEN said as he entered the shop, according to pool reports.



Mr. BIDEN picked up the tab for the ice creams, calling himself the “last of the big-time spenders.”



GQ

Joe BIDEN, The Ice Cream-Eating, Aviator-Wearing, Money-Wielding Hero America Deserves

By: Jake Woolf / October 9, 2014



Okay, so there's no official word that BIDEN will run for office in 2016, but we think he could run off the strength of this image alone. On a recent trip to Portland, BIDEN made a pit stop at a local ice cream shoppe (that's how they spell it in Portland) and did what true swag masters do—that is, wear sunglasses indoors and flash their money all over the damn place. Sure, Joe may have made a few missteps in his two terms, but this is a helluva start to get back in the good graces of the American public. What's more American than rolling up your sleeves and taking down ice cream?! U-S-A! U-S-A!



Today Show

'I'm an ice cream guy': Joe BIDEN takes most Joe BIDEN picture ever eating a scoop

By: Danielle Brennan / October 9, 2014



It just doesn’t get any more chill than this.



Vice President Joe BIDEN was snapped out and about in perfect Joe BIDEN form on Wednesday, enjoying a scoop of ice cream while rocking his signature aviators and flashing cash like a boss.



The Veep, who was in Portland, Oregon to help Sen. Jeff Merkley with his bid for a second term, surprised workers and customers with an unannounced stop at Salt and Straw, a popular local ice cream shop.



He reportedly asked for the flavor closest to chocolate chip, and wound up with a scoop of "chocolate wood block" as well as a second scoop of vanilla, according to The Associated Press.



Noting that Merkley told him the shop had "the best ice cream in town," BIDEN then declared the obvious: "I’m an ice cream guy.”



The real treat was the chance to enjoy the almost-too-good-to-be-true photo of BIDEN, who is no stranger to both ice cream and going viral.



Plus, it gave us the excuse to go back into his ice cream-eating archives. Summer might be over, but these great shots of BIDEN satisfying his sweet tooth can be enjoyed all year long:



Can't get enough? You're in luck: There's an entire blog dedicated to chronicling BIDEN's adventures in ice cream.



Associated Press: BIDEN Makes Brief Stop For Ice Cream In Portland 

October 9, 2014



PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) – Vice President Joe BIDEN surprised the staff at a Northeast Portland ice cream shop after he held a campaign rally for Democratic Sen. Jeff Merkley.



BIDEN’s motorcade made a brief stop at Salt and Straw on Wednesday.

The vice president asked owner Kim Malek what was the closest flavor to chocolate chip. He ended up ordering a scoop of “chocolate wood block” and a scoop of vanilla in a waffle cone from staff stunned to have the vice president in their shop.



BIDEN says he loves ice cream, and the shop was highly recommended by Merkley.



The vice president drew a crowd of onlookers on Alberta Street before his motorcade continued to the airport. BIDEN is scheduled to spend the night in Seattle before holding events there tomorrow.



TIME: These Photos of Joe BIDEN Eating an Ice Cream Cone Show That His Eternal Summer Shall Not Fade

By: Samantha Grossman / October 9, 2014



Well, it looks like whoever runs the Joe BIDEN Eats Ice Cream Tumblr has some updating to do.



During a visit to Portland to campaign with Sen. Jeff Merkley Wednesday, the veep stopped by the city’s beloved Salt & Straw ice cream parlor for a little treat. Or actually, from the looks of it, a rather large treat.



BIDEN ordered a scoop of “Chocolate Woodblock” and a scoop of “Double-Fold Vanilla” in a waffle cone. Of course, he also bought a cone for Merkley. And of course, he kept his aviators on the entire time.



Somewhere, Leslie Knope is going weak in the knees.



The Washington Post: Here is a photo of Joe BIDEN eating ice cream in his aviators while flashing cash

By Jaime Fuller: October 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN has been on the West Coast this week, and stopped in Portland on Wednesday to campaign with Sen. Jeff Merkley. While there, he stopped at Salt and Straw for his favorite campaigning ritual, ice cream. He got a scoop of "Chocolate Woodblock" (this is Portland) and a scoop of "Double-Fold Vanilla" after informing the owner that he was "an ice cream guy."



He was wearing his aviators in the store for reasons that were not clear until the Associated Press took a photo of the vice president paying for his treat.



There are several BIDEN photo counterfeiters out on the Internet, but BIDEN scholars have determined the characteristics that separate a Joe BIDEN original from the imposters. First, there must be at least two things that are slightly off about the photo, that make the viewer shake his or her head in wonder and/or disbelief, or for a few obsessives, hyperkulturemia.



This photo would not be very interesting if BIDEN was just eating ice cream. There are plenty of photos of politicians eating ice cream out there.



BIDEN, who always talks about his "genuine love of ice cream," aspires to more than that. No, if he is going to eat ice cream, he is going to be photographed doing so with sunglasses on. While he flashes tens. It probably wasn't even on purpose, but he can't help it. We are not the first to notice this. There is a Tumblr called "Joe BIDEN Eats Ice Cream."



If he's going to get ice cream at a Dairy Queen, he's going to look at it like it is not only the first time he's ever seen ice cream before, but that he was just told that it is the best ice cream known to man. His utter amazement will force governors who otherwise look unremarkable eating ice cream to stare at Joe BIDEN's ice cream wondering what the big deal is (and lament the fact that it seems he picked the wrong flavor).



Jezebel: Joe BIDEN Eats an Ice Cream Cone While Wearing Aviators. Spectacular.

By: Kelly Faircloth / October 9, 2014



Yesterday, Vice President Joe BIDEN bought himself an ice cream cone, which he proceeded to eat while wearing aviator sunglasses. Fortunately, an AP photographer was on hand to document this moment in American history.



According to the Oregonian, BIDEN popped by Portland's Salt & Straw after a campaign rally for U.S. Senator Jeff Merkley. (He bought Merkley a cone, as well.) It's no surprise that Joe BIDEN is the kind of guy who suddenly turns to you and says, "Hey, kid, let's get some ice cream." (I assume he calls literally everyone kid, even people older than him.) BIDEN ordered scoops of Chocolate Woodblock and Double-Fold Vanilla.



Man, I could really go for some ice cream.



BuzzFeed: Joe BIDEN Devours Ice Cream In Most Joe BIDEN Photos Ever

By: Andrew Kaczynski / October 9, 2014



During an appearance in Portland on Wednesday to campaign with Oregon Sen. Jeff Merkley in his race against Republican opponent Monica Wehby, the vice president made an appearance at Salt and Straw ice cream shop to devour an ice cream cone.



“Jeff [Merkley] has been bragging about this place for the last 20 minutes,” BIDEN said as he walked into the shop according to the White House press pool report.



BIDEN ended up getting a scoop of “Chocolate Woodblock” and a scoop of “Double-Fold Vanilla.”



The Oregonian 

How Vice President Joe BIDEN ended up at Salt & Straw

By: Michael Russell / October 9, 2014



No one could accuse Vice President Joe BIDEN of being a subzero thrill seeker. Faced with a lineup of obscure ice creams Wednesday at Northeast Portland's Salt & Straw, a shop known for once making an entire line of Thanksgiving-themed flavors including turkey and stuffing, BIDEN chose to fill his cone with the two most straightforward scoops: chocolate and vanilla....



Red Alert Politics: Joe BIDEN gorges on ice cream in Portland after Democratic campaign rally

By: Morgan Chalfant / October 9, 2014



What is it with Democrats and ice cream?



Wednesday, Vice President Joe BIDEN grabbed a huge waffle cone which appeared to be filled with vanilla and chocolate ice creams in Portland, Ore.



BIDEN was joined by Oregon Sen. Jeff Merkley (D), who the vice president attended a rally and campaigned for earlier that day.



Here are some photos from the ice cream outing, appropriately decorated with phrases BIDEN was probably thinking:



I’m the poorest man in Congress, but I got this one.



This comes just days after Bloomberg posted a video interview of Nancy Pelosi taste-testing chocolate ice creams, which she claims to eat for breakfast in the morning.



We’re betting Obama was quite jealous of BIDEN for the frosty treat and his apparent friendship with Merkley. Back in July, Obama admitted proudly that he and BIDEN “share shakes all the time.”



Somewhere, Michelle Obama is cringing and crunching on a carrot.



Statesman Journal: VP BIDEN, Merkley rally Democratic base in Portland

By: Anna Staver / October 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN emphasized his blue collar roots and those of U.S. Sen. Jeff Merkley's during a Portland campaign event Wednesday.



"Jeff has never forgotten where he came from," BIDEN told the crowd of about 900 people at the Oregon Convention Center.



He lauded Oregon's junior senator for continuing to live in the neighborhood where he was raised and for sending his children to public schools before pivoting to focus the bulk of his speech what he called the broken promise to the middle class.



The promise used to be that "if you contributed to the productivity of the enterprise you were involved in, you got to share in that productivity," BIDEN said. "That's how the middle class was built. That used to be the bargain ... But that bargain has been broken."



He charged Republicans with breaking that promise by supporting policies that concentrate wealth in the hands of a few like tax cuts for corporations and lower tax rates for hedge-fund managers.



"I worked with (Sen.) Mark Hatfield. This ain't Mark Hatfield's Republican Party," BIDEN said. "This is a different breed of cat."



He and Merkley promised to work to strengthen unions, raise the minimum wage and increase the amount of Pell Grants offered to low-income college students.



Neither man mentioned Merkley's Republican opponent, Monica Wehby, directly.



The Portland doctor has criticized Merkley and President Barack Obama for continuing policies that she believes are causing job growth to be slow.



"BIDEN is the perfect pairing to Sen. Merkley's incoherent and very absent plan for solving Oregon's economic woes," Wehby campaign spokesman Dean Petrone said in a statement. "Just last week, the President reminded voters that his failed policies are on the ballot this fall, so it should come as no surprise Sen. Merkley would double down on the status quo by inviting gaffe prone Joe BIDEN to deliver that message to Oregonians."



Wehby trails Merkley by double digits in recent polls.



So BIDEN offered a different goal to the audience: "Win by a big margin that sends a big message."



Sen. Jeff Merkley turns down Monica Wehby's offer for three debates:



The Merkley campaign declined Tuesday to participate in three debates with his Republican challenger.



"It is unacceptable a sitting Senator would turn down an opportunity to hold an open discussion of the issues," campaign spokesman Dean Petrone said in a statement.



The debates were to be hosted by Oregon Public Broadcasting, KOIN-TV and The City Club of Portland.



Merkley's campaign previously called Wehby's offer — which was made public about two weeks ago — a stunt.



Spokeswoman Lindsey O'Brien said at the time that Merkley accepted these debates six weeks ago but he made other plans after the deadlines passed and Wehby had failed to respond.



KEX 1190: VP BIDEN stumps for Merkley

October 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Portland Wednesday to speak at a rally for Oregon Senator Jeff Merkley.  BIDEN spoke in favor of a boost to the minimum wage and applauded Merkley for his efforts to pass an increase.



On his way out of town, BIDEN stopped at northeast Portland ice cream shop Salt and Straw.



OPB News: Vice President Joe BIDEN Stumps In Portland

By: Kristian Foden-Vencil / October 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN was in Portland Wednesday in an effort to generate support for Senator Jeff Merkley’s re-election bid.



Hundreds of people filed into the Oregon Convention Center to hear from BIDEN. He talked about raising the minimum wage and creating jobs. But his main focus was the middle class and Jeff Merkley.



“We don’t understand, Jeff and I, why someone running a hedge fund—they’re good people, I’m not making a moral judgement— making tens of millions, in some case the top 25 hedge fund managers made $1 billion a piece,” he said. “But do you know what they pay in taxes? Seventeen percent tax rate.”



He went on to make a comparison with a middle-class wage earner.



“You work at General Motors, a woman working on the line making $56,000 a year pays 25 percent. We don’t think it makes sense,” BIDEN said. 



Senator John McCain was in Oregon last week to generate support for Merkley’s Republican challenger, Monica Wehby.



Her campaign issued a statement on BIDEN’s visit saying: “After a long week spent offending world leaders and apologizing to allies, we’re happy the Vice President found the time to campaign on behalf of Senator Merkley.”



BIDEN has apologized for comments he made last week about U.S. allies in the fight against extremists groups in Syria.



FKLD 870: Portland Students Get School Extra Credit for Attending BIDEN Campaign Rally

By: John McKay / October 9, 2014



Perhaps a sign of what’s wrong with the educational system?

The Vice President was in Portland, Oregon Wednesday to attend a campaign rally for liberal Democratic Senator Jeff Merkley.   Given the gaffes uttered and committed by the VP over his tenure, one would question the benefit of BIDEN stumping for your campaign.



But Merkley is a cut-from-the-cloth  Democrat who walks step-for-step with Obama, BIDEN and the mainstream national party.  Facebook has been littered with posts by his campaign urging people to vote for him to ‘get the special interest money and lobbyists out of politics.’    He also attacks the Koch brothers and other conservative groups for their activism…ignoring his own party’s (and unions) such activities.



But the humorous part of this is how uninformed and generally clueless these students are.  They received extra credit for attending the rally, one student even got credit towards her honors project.  Students from Washougal and Cleveland High Schools were in attendance.



Watch this video provided by Laughing At Liberals and see the prototype of the future progressive liberal voter.  Laughing at Liberals is a YouTube page devoted to exposing the lunacy of the liberal mind.   It’s worth visiting because the video doesn’t lie!



The Oregonian: Vice President Joe BIDEN Pays Surprise Visit To Salt & Straw In Portland 

By: Jeff Mapes / October 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN, in Portland on Wednesday to campaign for U.S. Sen. Jeff Merkley, spoke at the Oregon Convention Center, then headed out with media representatives for an undisclosed location.



The motorcade left the Convention Center about 4:20 p.m. and headed up North Williams Avenue, disrupting not only motorist traffic but one of the city’s busiest bikeways. Portlanders spilled out of taverns in one of the city’s hippest neighborhoods to watch the motorcade go by.



One favorite scene: A half-dozen cyclists, blocked from crossing the street, stood with their smartphones out.



Our destination was Salt & Straw, a nationally praised ice cream purveyor on Northeast Alberta Street, one of the centers of hipster culture in Portland.



“Jeff [Merkley] has been bragging about this place for the last 20 minutes,” BIDEN said as he entered the shop, sunglasses firmly in place on a very sunny day for Portland.



“What’s the closest you have to chocolate?” the vice president asked. He wound up with a scoop of Chocolate Woodblock and a scoop of Double-Fold Vanilla.



Merkley asked for Marionberry but was told it was out of season. He ended up with a scoop of the same chocolate and a scoop of Stumptown Coffee and Bourbon.



BIDEN paid for both cones, calling himself the “last of the big-time spenders.” Shop owner Kim Malek said the bill came to $8 and that BIDEN left an $8.50 tip. The waffle cones seemed to cost more than that, but I did see BIDEN hand over two $10 bills.



At one point, BIDEN asked how he could leave a tip, and Sahi Van-Tull, one of the workers, told him, “You put it in the jar.”



BIDEN moved behind the counter to pose for pictures with the staff and scooped himself tastes of some of the other flavors.



“He seemed quite at home,” Malek said after the vice president left. “I don’t know if he’s done this before.”



Malek said she received about 10 minutes’ notice of BIDEN’s visit and had to rush over from another part of the city. The Secret Service blocked her from going inside until she convinced them that she was the owner.



“It was such an honor,” she said. “I’m on Cloud Nine.” She told the vice president that the store has three locations in Portland and just opened a new store in L.A.



BIDEN and Merkley greeted patrons inside and also worked the crowd outside a bit on what was an unseasonably warm and sunny day for Portland.



By just after 5 p.m., the motorcade was headed to the airport and media representatives were taken by van back to the Convention Center.



ABC News

Joe BIDEN Eats Hipster Ice Cream Like a Boss

By: Arlette Saenz / October 9, 2014



Amid all the crises and blunders, there are moments when Joe BIDEN makes being vice president look like it’s downright fun, and that’s exactly what happened when the VP popped into a hipster ice cream shop in Portland, Oregon.



Donning his signature Rayban aviators, BIDEN, who was campaigning for Sen. Jeff Merkley, D-Oregon, on Wednesday, walked into the Salt and Straw to enjoy a frozen treat.



“Jeff has been bragging about this place for the last 20 minutes,” BIDEN said.



The vice president went big and ordered up two scoops -- Chocolate Woodblock and Double-Fold Vanilla. Merkley asked for the Marionberry ice cream, but they were out. Instead, he chose the same chocolate flavor as BIDEN and another scoop of Stumptown Coffee and Bourbon.



BIDEN picked up the tab for both, handing over two $10 bills for an $8 tab and calling himself “the last of the big time spenders.”



Huffington Post

This Photo Of Joe BIDEN Proves He Is King Of The Cone

By: Emily Thomas / October 9, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN, a self-proclaimed "genuine lover of ice cream," just trumped every other American's cone game.



A photo taken Wednesday by The Associated Press, captures BIDEN mid-lick on a visit to Salt & Straw, a renowned ice cream shop in the hipster hub of Portland, during a campaign outing for Oregon Senator Jeff Merkley.



“Jeff has been bragging about this place for the last 20 minutes,” BIDEN said as he walked into the shop while sporting aviators, per The Oregonian. 



The VP ended up getting a scoop of “Chocolate Woodblock” and a scoop of “Double-Fold Vanilla,” the outlet noted.



From the looks of it, BIDEN certainly knows a thing or two about how to flaunt his cash money and cones.



Esquire

JOE BIDEN ALWAYS KEEPS HIS SHADES ON WHEN HE MAKES IT RAIN

By: Andrew D. Luecke / October 9, 2014



Joe BIDEN, you're the Bill Clinton of Vice Presidents.



Which means you're cool.



Maybe the coolest VP ever.



Did Dan Quayle always keep his shades on when he ate ice cream on the campaign trail? No, he fking did not.



Did he even own sunglassess to begin with?



But you rock those aviators, which always look great, especially when you're flying around on Air Force Two like you just don't give a Vice Presidential fk.  



Did Spiro Agnew roll into a campaign trail ice cream photo op waving around $10 bills and making it rain like Juicy J? No he didn't, friend.



Did he even care about making it rain? Yes, but only when it was napalm.



You make it rain on our lives with your witless quotability and plethora of accessories.



Yes, we commend you for wearing a watch and a Fitbit and a repp tie, all at the same time.



Could Adlai Stevenson do that? I doubt it.



He probably didn't even have a Fitbit.



So here's to you, Joe BIDEN, the undisputed VP of cool.





Today’s Zaman

Six things we learned from gaffe-prone BIDEN's recent speech

October 9, 2014



It was a significant development that BIDEN quickly apologized after accusing Turkey of lending support to the terrorist organizations in Syria in a speech he delivered at Harvard University on Oct. 2. These remarks in fact brought the Republic of Turkey as well as Erdoğan and the ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP) under suspicion. His apology for these remarks amounted not only to a diplomatic courtesy between allies, but also a pragmatic necessity at a time when the US needs Turkey's cooperation very badly.

 

But why did BIDEN apologize? Was it because his views did not reflect the truth or current perceptions or because he spoke his real mind hastily? If the first possibility had been true, it would not have been possible for a US vice president who was telling untruths to continue in his office, despite the potential pressure from US public opinion. BIDEN apologized for "clearly" speaking his mind and for "telling things that shouldn't be told." In this case, we need to look more closely into the content of his speech. What did the Turkish public and the world learn or confirm from this speech?

 

1. In Washington, Turkey is perceived as one of the main causes of instability in the region.

 

Those who monitor foreign policy developments from various sources and assess geopolitical developments have long been aware of this perception. The New York Times, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal and many other foreign media outlets have been running detailed news stories to this end for a long while, even though they have been harshly criticized by the Turkish government and President Erdoğan. A statement supporting this by a senior US official proved that these perceptions are very strong and widespread. His apology does not change the perception that Turkey created the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) trouble by lending support to terrorism to take down Bashar al-Assad. Watching his speech, we get the impression that BIDEN was very sincere in his remarks. I would be wrong to assume that these perceptions are limited to BIDEN. BIDEN is not an ordinary person. He is the vice president of a superpower which has the world's largest, most organized and effective intelligence system. The leaders of this intelligence machine and foreign policy experts brief him on national and global security matters on a daily basis. The US constitution authorizes the vice president to have access to all intelligence information that is available to the president. He also reads the US President's Daily Brief, which is prepared for the president on a daily basis. If the president dies or is unable to perform presidential duties the vice president assumes the post. In other words, BIDEN's remarks should be seen as a manifestation of the US's opinion.



2. Turkey's priority in the region is the Assad regime, not ISIL.

Neither the US nor any other country can claim that Turkey benefits or will benefit from terror and instability in the region. It is certainly unfair to suggest that the ruling AKP is lending support to terror-linked organizations just to increase instability. The problem here is that the government paves the way for the rise of a Frankenstein [monster] by supporting nondescript groups and factions in the region with miscalculation and lack of foresight. 



The main point of criticism is that this miscalculation and other mistakes are made only because of making the goal of taking down [Syrian President Bashar] al-Assad Turkey's main priority in the region. Assad is a bloodthirsty dictator who pitilessly kills his own citizens. However, Western countries were reluctant or slow to act to overthrow Assad due to a lack of an alternative to his rule as well as because of the country's demographic composition, but Erdoğan and Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu made Assad's removal from power a personal matter, only because their previous remarks on the issue may be used against them in the domestic political scene. The situation remains the same today. In the interview he gave to CNN's Christiane Amanpour on Oct. 5 Prime Minister Davutoğlu said Turkey will join the fight against ISIL on the condition that the Assad regime will be targeted as well. Despite the fact that there is possibility of human tragedy in Kobani (Ayn al-Arab) right next door, it is sad to see Davutoğlu and Erdoğan still adopt an opportunistic attitude by referring to the Assad factor.



3. Erdoğan is aware of Turkey's foreign policy mistakes (or is he?).

In his speech, BIDEN clearly claimed: "President Erdoğan told me, 'You were right. We let too many people through. So we're trying to seal the border.'" BIDEN did not apologize for this remark. The reason why he apologized is that the statement, "Turkey is lending support to terrorism" was made openly and that the perception was that "Turkey did it deliberately." Two leaders make conflicting remarks about whether Erdoğan acknowledged their foreign policy mistakes. So in this case either Turkish President Erdoğan or US Vice President BIDEN is not telling the truth. Both possibilities are worrisome for the future of the Turkish-US relations.

 

4. Erdoğan is preparing for a change of position regarding the Cyprus issue: Although this crisis was given the least coverage in BIDEN's remarks, it is the most critical matter. In his speech, BIDEN said he has been deeply involved in the Cyprus issue, more than anyone left in Congress, throughout his entire career. Noting that his friends call him Joe BIDENopoulos, BIDEN said he has been passionately engaged in the issue ever since what he called the "illegal occupation." BIDEN noted that Turkey has no interest in keeping troops in Cyprus. BIDEN said another occurence was Erdoğan making a break with the only constituency to whom the occupation mattered, namely the military. Thirdly, BIDEN said he had recently met with Erdoğan, adding that Erdoğan was committed to seeing him in Ankara to work together.

 

As a result, these remarks clearly indicate that BIDEN is closer to the Greek side and believes the legal intervention Turkey made as a guarantor state in 1974 is an "illegal occupation." Furthermore, we understand that BIDEN and Erdoğan have convergent views on such critical matters as the Turkish military presence on the island. BIDEN thinks Erdoğan will be able to act in a more comfortable manner now that the Turkish army has lost its political influence. It is up to you to decide which one is more scandalous: that Erdoğan shares his views on the Cyprus issue with BIDEN before telling them to the Turkish public, or that he is moving closer to BIDEN, who has clearly confirmed that he is close to the Greek side on the Cyprus issue. In any case, if any decision was made about a critical issue such as the Turkish military presence in Cyprus, Erdoğan should have disclosed it to the Turkish public.  



5. Erdoğan informed the US of the parliamentary motion even before informing the Turkish public and Turkish Parliament: In his speech, BIDEN said Erdoğan had told him what he would do, asking BIDEN not to say anything until the issue had been voted on. Noting that they voted in Parliament to allow Turkish ground forces to take on ISIL in Syria and that Turkish airspace would be available to NATO and other allies, BIDEN said that Turkish airspace will be able to accommodate US drones. We all observed that the parliamentary motion in question was hastily sent to Parliament, which approved it without much deliberation. As we understand from BIDEN's remarks that the US had been informed of the content of the motion and the Turkish government's plans about it in advance. But apparently, the US wasn't informed about the Turkish government's intention to kill three birds (ISIL, the PYD [Democratic Union Party] and Assad) with one stone, as the motion was prepared with Assad in mind. In response to Turkey's condition that the cross-border operation should target Assad as well, US Department of State Spokesperson Jen Psaki said on Oct. 6 that the main target of the US is ISIL, not Assad, which proves the foregoing assertion.  



6. Turkey's intelligence and foreign policy institutions failed to inform the president of relevant developments in a timely manner: Perhaps this is the most scandalous of all. BIDEN delivered his Harvard speech in the afternoon of Oct. 2 (US time). When Erdoğan talked to BIDEN on the phone on the afternoon of Oct. 3 (in Turkey's time zone), he didn't know about the striking speech BIDEN had delivered one day before. In the phone conference, they didn't discuss BIDEN's Harvard speech, and Erdoğan possibly had a warm conversation with BIDEN, who had hurled serious accusations at him. That means that although 15 hours had passed since BIDEN made those serious charges on a public platform, no one had told Erdoğan that US Vice President BIDEN had talked about the Turkish republic and him in such-and-such a manner. The video of BIDEN's speech had already been posted on the Internet. "If BIDEN had said those things, he would be history for me," Erdoğan said, only after Tolga Tanış, the Hürriyet newspaper's Washington representative, reported on the speech. Then BIDEN apologized for his remarks. This is a significant success for the Hürriyet newspaper and the media but a great fiasco for the National Intelligence Organization (MİT), the Office of the Secretary-General of the Turkish Presidency and the Foreign Ministry.




VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS

Thursday, October 16, 2014

The Washington Post

An early look at Joe BIDEN and Mariska Hargitay’s new domestic violence campaign

By: Alyssa Rosenberg / October 16, 2014

USA’s latest get is Vice President Joe BIDEN, who draws on his experience drafting the Violence Against Women Act, which became law in 1994, for a PSA series with “Law & Order: Special Victims Unit” star Mariska Hargitay, which will air during a marathon of that series this weekend.



People Magazine

Joe BIDEN and Mariska Hargitay Team Up Against Campus Rape

By: Sandra Sobieraj Westfall / October 16, 2014

In this season of college homecomings coinciding with Domestic Violence Awareness Month, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Law & Order: SVU star Mariska Hargitay have teamed up to tell victims of campus sexual assault that the powerful duo has got their backs. 



NBC News

BIDEN Barges In: VP Visits Philly Waterway

October 16, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN toured a dredging barge with Great Lakes Dredge & Dock members on Thursday, at Penn's Landing along the Delaware River in Philadelphia. BIDEN discussed the importance of investing in the nation's infrastructure during his visit to the waterfront.



Associated Press

BIDEN SPEAKS ON INFRASTRUCTURE IN PHILADELPHIA

By: Sean Carlin / October 16, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN says investing in the country's infrastructure is needed to support what he called "good paying jobs you can raise a middle class family on."



CBS Philadelphia

VP BIDEN Visits Philadelphia To Check Progress of Delaware River Dredging Project

By: Mike DeNardo / October 16, 2014

Vice president Joe BIDEN toured a dredge boat along the Delaware riverfront today, to promote the ongoing project to deepen the river’s shipping channel.



Philadelphia Inquirer

BIDEN in Philly to promote port

By: Chris Palmer / October 16, 2014

Vice President BIDEN toured a dredging barge on the Delaware River at Penn's Landing Thursday to show support for the project to deepen the river's shipping channel.



Associated Press

Traffic alert: BIDEN in area this afternoon

October 16, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in Philadelphia and authorities are alerting motorists in Cherry Hill, Maple Shade and Camden to expect heavy traffic and delays this afternoon as he makes his way to and from a speaking engagement about the importance of investing in the country’s infrastructure.



Philadelphia Enquirer

BIDEN to discuss infrastructure in Philadelphia today

By: Emily Babay / October 16, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is visting Philadelphia today.



Patch

Joe BIDEN Visit to Philadelphia May Cause Traffic Delays in South Jersey

By: Anthony Bellano / October 16, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Philadelphia on Thursday, and that visit could impact traffic in southern New Jersey.



USA Today

Focusing on Ebola, Obama again cancels political events

By: Gregory Korte / October 16, 2014

Vice President BIDEN, however, appears to be sticking to his schedule. He'll visit Philadelphia Thursday, appearing with Sen. Bob Casey, D-Pa., to talk about infrastructure spending. Then he'll travel to Maple Shade Township, N.J., to raise money for Democratic congressional candidate Aimee Belgard.



Minnesota Post

Michelle Obama, VP Joe BIDEN coming to Minnesota next week for campaign events

By: Joe Kimball / October 16, 2014

First lady Michelle Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN will travel from Washington to make Minnesota campaign stops next week to support state candidates.



Boston Herald

Bill Clinton rallying Dems for Coakley in Worcester

By: Matt Stout / October 16, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN also appeared in Boston the same week for a fundraiser, and Clinton’s wife, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, is expected to campaign with Coakley ahead of the Nov. 4 vote.



New England Cable News

BIDEN Will Head To Boston

By: Allison Sonfist /  October 16, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will be at two fundraisers in Boston, Massachusetts, later this month.



The Weekly Standard

BIDEN: 'The Middle Class Is Getting Killed'

By: Daniel Halper / October 16, 2014

"The middle class is getting killed," BIDEN said.



Mashable

Joe BIDEN Goes on a Selfie Rampage in Florida

By: Brian Ries and Amanda Wills

Vice President Joe BIDEN had a great time in Florida this week — and he's got the pics to prove it.



Armonk Daily Voice

Congresswoman Lowey Endorses Hillary Clinton For President

By: Sam Barron / October 16, 2014

Lowey, a Democrat who represents the 17th District, is being opposed by Republican Chris Day. In an interview with Daily Voice, Lowey said she would support Clinton, a Chappaqua resident, over Vice President Joe BIDEN, who is also considering a run for the White House.



Mic

Study Shows How Politics Affects Physical Attraction — and Why It Matters

By: Becca Stanek / October 16, 2014

Researchers showed Midwestern voters photos of 16 politicians, including Vice President Joe BIDEN and Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.). The participants then ranked the pictured politician's attractiveness on a scale of one to nine (from not so hot to genetically blessed). The study found evidence that party membership informed opinions of physical attractiveness. For example, Democrats ranked President Obama as more attractive than their Republican counterparts.



Bustle

YOUR POLITICAL AFFILIATION DETERMINES WHO YOU FIND ATTRACTIVE, STUDY SHOWS

By: Claire Warner / October 16, 2014

Ever had an argument with someone about how Joe BIDEN is clearly more attractive than Paul Ryan (which, for the record, is absolutely true), or vice versa? Well, even if you don’t have a Leslie Knope–style massive crush on the Vice President, you’re far from the only one to find yourself in that situation.



LI Herald

The vice president has nothing to apologize for

By: Alfonse D’Amato / October 16, 2014

Vice President Joseph BIDEN has been wrongly forced to embark on a Middle East apology tour in the wake of statements he made regarding the U.S.’s allies in the Middle East. 



White House Dossier

Leading By Confusion

By: Keith Koffler / October 16, 2014

Perplexed at why the president is using the armed forces to build latrines in Liberia instead of fighting bad guys in Iraq and Syria, White House aides have decided in coming days to quarantine BIDEN and some of his top advisors, according to a senior administration official.



The Free Press

Michael G. Roskin: Bring on the Gaffes

By: Michael G. Roskin

Vice President Joe BIDEN has recently attracted much media attention for committing serial gaffes, speaking bluntly about our feckless allies and then apologizing for it. BIDEN may have a foot-in-mouth tendency, but he's really just presenting some unusually blunt truths. (Mainers might call him "gaffe-rigged.")





The Washington Post

An early look at Joe BIDEN and Mariska Hargitay’s new domestic violence campaign

By: Alyssa Rosenberg / October 16, 2014



The USA Network is well known for its so-called “blue sky” series. USA shows are set in locations with great weather, such as Miami and the Hamptons, and feature exceedingly good-looking (and diverse) casts bantering and displaying high levels of competence. But these sunny exteriors have more serious underpinnings.



Broadcast networks have tried to diversify their casts in recent seasons, recognizing that characters of color and lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) characters who get to have relationships can be a significant audience draw. They are latecomers to the strategy, though: USA (and the CW, another smart, under-covered network) has been working at becoming more representative for years. Five USA series have regular or recurring LGBT characters (two of those series have non-white LGBT characters). Six have significant characters of color.



Showrunners on USA Network shows also often meet with people who work in the field, whether at advocacy groups such as the NAACP and GLAAD or the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. This is hardly uncommon practice, though networks do not usually take pains to explain to viewers what parts of their favorite shows were inspired by real-life conversations. USA frequently does so in public service announcements that air during the relevant broadcasts.



The network even recruited President Obama to tape an introduction to “To Kill a Mockingbird” when USA re-aired the classic courtroom drama, and former President Bill Clinton shot a similar spot for “Philadelphia.”



USA’s latest get is Vice President Joe BIDEN, who draws on his experience drafting the Violence Against Women Act, which became law in 1994, for a PSA series with “Law & Order: Special Victims Unit” star Mariska Hargitay, which will air during a marathon of that series this weekend. The network gave me an early look at one of the three spots that will be part of the campaign to share with you:



Maile Zambuto, chief executive of Joyful Heart, Hargitay’s foundation for survivors of sexual assault, domestic violence and child abuse, helped pick the episodes that will be airing in the marathon, which is pegged to the No More campaign. BIDEN and Hargitay are wearing No More buttons in their PSA.



“Selecting episodes for the marathon was a collaborative process,” Zambuto wrote in an e-mail. “Mariska, the NO MORE team, USA Network, writers and producers worked together to identify episodes that speak to different aspects of these issues—teen dating violence, campus sexual assault, male sexual abuse, the cycle of violence.”



The hope is that survivors recognize that they are not alone — and that the people who might be in a position to help victims of such violence recognize abuse and assault for what they are.



“Domestic violence is never the victim’s fault,” BIDEN says in the PSA. After a fall dominated by coverage of Ray Rice’s assault on the woman who is now his wife, during which the Baltimore Ravens tried to paint the altercation as a fight between equals, that message is one worth broadcasting loudly, and not just to hard-core “Law & Order: SVU” fans.



People Magazine

Joe BIDEN and Mariska Hargitay Team Up Against Campus Rape

By: Sandra Sobieraj Westfall / October 16, 2014



In this season of college homecomings coinciding with Domestic Violence Awareness Month, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Law & Order: SVU star Mariska Hargitay have teamed up to tell victims of campus sexual assault that the powerful duo has got their backs. 



"Know that it's not your fault and you're definitely not alone," Hargitay says in a new public-service announcement debuting Sunday during USA Network's SVU marathon. 



"We stand with you," adds BIDEN, "because one is too many." 



The video, produced for the NO MORE initiative of Hargitay's Joyful Heart Foundation, is just the latest in a string of costarring roles for BIDEN and Hargitay, who share a commitment to combatting abuse of women. 



"Joe BIDEN started the Violence Against Women Act 20 years ago and he was truly a visionary," Hargitay told David Letterman earlier this month. "Our missions are aligned and we have come together and done a bunch of work." 



That included flying on Air Force Two – "a huge thrill for me," she says – to visit the National Domestic Violence Hotline headquarters in Texas last year. 



"The crimes on Law & Order: SVU are sometimes fictionalized," Hargitay says in the PSA. "But sexual violence on college and university campuses is all-too real. And we cannot stand by while it happens." 



"It's time," says BIDEN, "for all of us to speak up and end sexual assault."



NBC News

BIDEN Barges In: VP Visits Philly Waterway

October 16, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN toured a dredging barge with Great Lakes Dredge & Dock members on Thursday, at Penn's Landing along the Delaware River in Philadelphia. BIDEN discussed the importance of investing in the nation's infrastructure during his visit to the waterfront.



Associated Press

BIDEN SPEAKS ON INFRASTRUCTURE IN PHILADELPHIA

By: Sean Carlin / October 16, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN says investing in the country's infrastructure is needed to support what he called "good paying jobs you can raise a middle class family on."



BIDEN spoke at Penn's Landing in Philadelphia on Thursday after touring a dredging barge accompanied by U.S. Sen. Bob Casey and U.S. Reps. Chaka Fattah and Bob Brady, all D-Pa.



He was in town to highlight a 102.5-mile dredging project that stretches from the Ben Franklin Bridge to the Delaware Bay. Work on the 2.5-mile section in Philadelphia started last month.



BIDEN says the project and further infrastructure enhancements are "what we desperately need in this country now."



CBS Philadelphia

VP BIDEN Visits Philadelphia To Check Progress of Delaware River Dredging Project

By: Mike DeNardo / October 16, 2014



PHILADELPHIA (CBS) — Vice president Joe BIDEN toured a dredge boat along the Delaware riverfront today, to promote the ongoing project to deepen the river’s shipping channel.



BIDEN said the dredging project to deepen the Delaware River channel to 45 feet has to continue if the Port of Philadelphia is to remain competitive.

In his speech at Penn’s Landing, BIDEN said 135,000 area jobs are directly and indirectly linked to the ability of ships to navigate the Delaware.



Until the project is completed, BIDEN says, Philadelphia will lose some business:



“It cuts us out of a whole lot of commerce — cuts us out of a whole lot of good jobs if they cannot come up the Delaware River.”



The dredging job, already more than halfway finished, needs 76 million federal dollars over the next two fiscal years.



Project manager Brian Puckett, of the Illinois-based Great Lakes Dredge and Dock Company, says that would be money well spent.



“It’s absolutely imperative for our economy,” Puckett said today.



Philadelphia Inquirer

BIDEN in Philly to promote port

By: Chris Palmer / October 16, 2014



Vice President BIDEN toured a dredging barge on the Delaware River at Penn's Landing Thursday to show support for the project to deepen the river's shipping channel.



BIDEN, the latest high-profile politician to visit the region in recent days, was flanked by fellow Democrats U.S. Sen. Robert Casey, Rep. Robert Brady and Rep. Chaka Fattah.



Before delivering remarks on the ongoing deepening of the Delaware, BIDEN and the delegation were led on a tour of the large barge by Brian Puckett, project manager for the Great Lakes Dredging and Dock Co.



The vessel's main feature, an enormous dredging bucket that can haul as much as two dump trucks, immediately caught BIDEN's eye.



"That's a hell of a bucket," he exclaimed after walking down a gangplank onto the barge.

BIDEN's visit was to highlight the Delaware River dredging project, which aims to deepen about 100 miles of the waterway between the Delaware Bay and Philadelphia.



Initiated in March 2010, the project could be completed in 2017, according to Ed Voigt, spokesperson for the Army Corps of Engineers.



BIDEN noted that the efforts will allow larger container ships to travel the river, which he called essential for economic development.



"We need this work," he said. "We need this port."



President Obama has proposed $35 million for the project in his 2015 fiscal year budget. The overall cost for the multiyear deepening will likely be around $300 million, Voigt said.



BIDEN said the project will not only keep the Philadelphia Port competitive, but will help support middle-class jobs and extend the legacy of the waterway.



"The Delaware River has been the heart of commerce for this valley for 300 years," he said.



BIDEN's visit comes on the heels of other star-studded political events in the region over the past week.



Michelle Obama and Hillary Clinton each visited Philadelphia to campaign for Tom Wolf, and Gov. Christie stopped at the Valley Forge Military Academy to stump for Gov. Corbett last week.



President Obama is also expected to campaign for Wolf in Philadelphia before the Nov. 4 election.



Associated Press

Traffic alert: BIDEN in area this afternoon

October 16, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in Philadelphia and authorities are alerting motorists in Cherry Hill, Maple Shade and Camden to expect heavy traffic and delays this afternoon as he makes his way to and from a speaking engagement about the importance of investing in the country’s infrastructure.



BIDEN and U.S. Sen. Bob Casey are expected to tour a dredging barge before the vice president speaks at Penn’s Landing at about noon.



U.S. Reps. Chaka Fattah and Bob Brady are also scheduled to join BIDEN for the event.



The vice president’s visit will affect not only the major highways in the area, but also may cause congestion on local roads, particularly those with overpasses over or ramps onto main roadways. Temporary closures are expected while the vice presidential motorcade is en route to its destination. For security purposes, the time and route of travel is not disclosed.



Dynamic message signs will be deployed to alert motorists of upcoming traffic pattern changes, and local and State Police will be helping to direct traffic. Motorists are encouraged to check www.511nj.org for real-time travel information.



Philadelphia Enquirer

BIDEN to discuss infrastructure in Philadelphia today

By: Emily Babay / October 16, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is visting Philadelphia today.



BIDEN is set to tour a dredging barge and discuss infrastructure funding at the Great Plaza at Penn's Landing on the Delaware River, according to the White House.



U.S. Sen. Bob Casey, U.S. Rep. Chaka Fattah and U.S. Rep. Bob Brady, all Democrats from Pennsylvania, are also slated to attend.



Motorists should be on alert for traffic delays and road closures near the riverfront around the noon event.



Patch

Joe BIDEN Visit to Philadelphia May Cause Traffic Delays in South Jersey

By: Anthony Bellano / October 16, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Philadelphia on Thursday, and that visit could impact traffic in southern New Jersey.



Traffic congestion and temporary road closures are expected in Camden County, Camden County Freeholder Ian Leonard said Thursday morning.



Drivers should expect congestion and delays heading to and from Philadelphia, and on roads in the Cherry Hill and Camden areas during the peak travel period Thursday afternoon.



The vice president’s visit will affect not only the major highways in the area, but also may cause congestion on local roads, particularly those with overpasses over, or ramps onto, main roadways.



Temporary closures are expected while the vice presidential motorcade is en route to its destination. For security purposes, the time and route of travel is not disclosed.



“Motorists should stay alert for traffic pattern changes and be observant of instructions on the electronic message boards,” said Leonard, liaison to the Camden County Department of Public Works. “This could cause excessive congestion on the roadways during the evening commute, so please be prepared for delays.”



Dynamic message signs will be deployed to alert motorists of upcoming traffic pattern changes and local and State Police will be helping to direct traffic. Motorists are encouraged to check www.511nj.orgfor real-time travel information.



BIDEN and U.S. Sen. Bob Casey will tour a dredging barge before the vice president speaks about infrastructure, according to delcotimes.com.



USA Today

Focusing on Ebola, Obama again cancels political events

By: Gregory Korte / October 16, 2014



WASHINGTON — President Obama has canceled his political travels for the second straight day as the White House continues to focus its attention on the Ebola crisis.



Obama postponed campaign events in New Jersey and Connecticut on Wednesday, instead calling a Cabinet meeting to coordinate the federal response to the Ebola outbreak. It was a rare departure from schedule for Obama, who continued political fundraising and vacation over the summer even as crises mounted in Ukraine, Gaza and Syria.



"What we have always indicated is that the president of the United States is president wherever he goes, and that's true 24/7," press secretary Josh Earnest said Wednesday. "But what's also true is if the president determines that it's necessary for him to return to the White House to fulfill his responsibilities as the leader of the country and as the commander in chief, then he'll alter his schedule accordingly."



Thursday, Obama had planned a trip to Rhode Island to talk about the economy and to Long Island, N.Y., or a Democratic National Committee event. Those events were canceled late Wednesday night. Instead, the official White House schedule said, "The president will remain at the White House to follow up on today's Cabinet meeting on the government's Ebola response."



Obama will meet in the Oval Office with Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Thursday morning.



No further details on the president's Thursday schedule had been released.



Vice President BIDEN, however, appears to be sticking to his schedule. He'll visit Philadelphia Thursday, appearing with Sen. Bob Casey, D-Pa., to talk about infrastructure spending. Then he'll travel to Maple Shade Township, N.J., to raise money for Democratic congressional candidate Aimee Belgard.



Minnesota Post

Michelle Obama, VP Joe BIDEN coming to Minnesota next week for campaign events

By: Joe Kimball / October 16, 2014



First lady Michelle Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN will travel from Washington to make Minnesota campaign stops next week to support state candidates.



Michelle Obama will be in Minneapolis Tuesday, Oct. 21,  at a GOTV event supporting Sen. Al Franken and Gov. Mark Dayton. Where and what time is still to be announced.



On Oct.  23, Vice President Joe BIDEN will travel to Hibbing to campaign for  Rep. Rick Nolan, who's locked in a tight 8th District race with GOP challenger Stewart Mills.



Boston Herald

Bill Clinton rallying Dems for Coakley in Worcester

By: Matt Stout / October 16, 2014



Former President Bill Clinton was expected to breeze into Worcester today to delivery a rallying cry for Democratic gubernatorial nominee Martha Coakley.



Clinton’s planned appearance at Clark University marks another big-name surrogate rushing to Coakley’s aid, following first lady Michele Obama, who stumped with her in Dorchester earlier this month. Vice President Joe BIDEN also appeared in Boston the same week for a fundraiser, and Clinton’s wife, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, is expected to campaign with Coakley ahead of the Nov. 4 vote.



Coakley’s campaign said the former president’s visit also included a “fundraising component” in addition to the public event, which was expected to draw 800 people.



The attorney general has faced a heavy cash deficit to Republican opponent Charlie Baker, who’s campaign reported raising $787,123 through the first two weeks of October.



After spending another $817,000, Baker and running mate Karyn Polito still have more than $1.5 million on hand, according to their campaign. Coakley, meanwhile, raised $647,524 — by far one of her best, if not the best, two-week stretches of the race — and spent another $505,000 to leave her and running mate Steve Kerrigan with $319,000 in their warchest, their campaign said.



At Clark University, speakers honed in on a get-out-the-vote theme, including U.S. Rep. Jim McGovern, who acknowledged “it seems like we’ve had 20 elections in the last couple of years” but urged attendees to still pull others, including those worn out by the seemly constant campaigning, to the polls.



“Please don’t mess up on this opportunity,” McGovern said. “Everybody needs money at the end to do commercials ... but don’t underestimate the value of one-on-one contact.”



Gov. Deval Patrick framed the race with an “insider-outsider” dynamic with an emphasis on reaching all parts of society.



“I believe to my core and I did before she became the nominee and I’ve believed it more deeply as I have watched her engage in this campaign, Martha Coakley sees us, all of us,” an animated Patrick told the crowd, who responded with cheers.



Clinton was also scheduled to speak in Manchester, N.H., tonight at a dinner with Gov. Maggie Hassan, U.S. Sen. Jeanne Shaheen and others.



His appearance alongside Coakley came just hours before former Gov. Mitt Romney was expected to co-host a fundraiser for Baker at the Lenox Hotel in Boston.



New England Cable News

BIDEN Will Head To Boston

By: Allison Sonfist /  October 16, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will be at two fundraisers in Boston, Massachusetts, later this month.



One will be for Martha Coakley's gubernatorial bid. The other is for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee.



Meanwhile, Coakley is hoping her campaign will get a boost from a visit by former President Bill Clinton. Clinton is scheduled to be at Clark University in Worcester on Thursday.



President Barack Obama has endorsed Democrat Gina Raimondo for Rhode Island governor. Late Wednesday, the White House, however, announced Obama was canceling Thursday trips to Rhode Island and New York to monitor the government's Ebola response.



The Weekly Standard

BIDEN: 'The Middle Class Is Getting Killed'

By: Daniel Halper / October 16, 2014



"The middle class is getting killed," BIDEN said.



"In the last ten years, average salary of the middle class in America according to Standard & Poor's has gone up 14 cents."



BIDEN's event was "on the Importance of Investing in our Nation's Infrastructure," according to the White House.



Mashable

Joe BIDEN Goes on a Selfie Rampage in Florida

By: Brian Ries and Amanda Wills



Vice President Joe BIDEN had a great time in Florida this week — and he's got the pics to prove it.



BIDEN, who is in Florida to support Democratic gubernatorial candidate Charlie Crist, took a selfie during a campaign event at Century Village in Boca Raton on Oct. 13, 2014.



Later, on a different stop in the Sunshine State, BIDEN was spotted taking another selfie — this time with a Kermit-clad iPhone.



Crist is locked in a tight race against Gov. Rick Scott in one of the most negative gubernatorial campaigns in Florida history.



Armonk Daily Voice

Congresswoman Lowey Endorses Hillary Clinton For President

By: Sam Barron / October 16, 2014



WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. -- U.S. Rep. Nita Lowey said she is behind a Hillary Clinton presidential candidacy.



Lowey, a Democrat who represents the 17th District, is being opposed by Republican Chris Day. In an interview with Daily Voice, Lowey said she would support Clinton, a Chappaqua resident, over Vice President Joe BIDEN, who is also considering a run for the White House.



"Vice President BIDEN is a good man," Lowey said. "We've been friends for a long time. He would make an outstanding leader. However, I do believe Hillary Clinton will be running for president."



Lowey said she has worked for and with Clinton in the past and has always endorsed her. Lowey noted Clinton would be the first woman to be elected president.



The 17th District covers Yorktown, Peekskill, Ossining, Chappaqua, Pleasantville, Cortlandt, Mount Pleasant, Briarcliff, Armonk, Greenburgh, Tarrytown, Irvington, Dobbs Ferry, Ardsley, Mount Kisco, Rye, Port Chester and all of Rockland County.



Mic

Study Shows How Politics Affects Physical Attraction — and Why It Matters

By: Becca Stanek / October 16, 2014



New research shows just how much political beliefs influence how attractive we find each other, and points to larger issues about how we perceive physical appearance in politics, particularly regarding women in public life.



According to a study published in the journal Leadership Quarterly, partisanship changes how attractive people find politicians of different parties. The researchers found that individuals "ranked their group's leader as significantly more attractive than people aligned with opposing parties," as noted by the Washington Post.



Researchers showed Midwestern voters photos of 16 politicians, including Vice President Joe BIDEN and Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.). The participants then ranked the pictured politician's attractiveness on a scale of one to nine (from not so hot to genetically blessed). The study found evidence that party membership informed opinions of physical attractiveness. For example, Democrats ranked President Obama as more attractive than their Republican counterparts.



The effects of partisanship on perception were more acute when candidates were familiar to participants. One of the researchers, Kevin Kniffin, attributes that to the fact that "there's no 'Republican look' or 'Democrat' hairdo." If the viewer didn't know what party the politician was in, party lines didn't skew their opinions. 



Moreover, the study "reinforces the concern that partisanship colors how people perceive an otherwise objective trait such as a person's physical appearance," researchers said. 



The overwhelming influence of partisanship on perception and the impact of appearance on political approval are cause for concern. As Politico reported last month, "the reality is that politicians – and particularly female politicians – need to look good." But why the emphasis on female politicians? 



Politico cited a study that "found media descriptions of women's appearances to be more damaging, and more frequent, than those of men." In the last few years alone, numerous examples of such come to mind: Hillary Clinton's pantsuits and ponytails. Janet Yellen's outfit repeat that took the blogosphere by storm. Michelle Obama's toned arms. The freak-out over Debbie Wasserman Schultz asking the Democratic National Committee to help fund her wardrobe.



This isn't to say that male politicians are immune from appearance-based scrutiny. The first televised debate between Nixon and Kennedy has become legendary proof and political lore. Those who listened to the debate on the radio were said to consider Nixon the winner, whereas TV viewers favored Kennedy; Kennedy looked tan and healthy onscreen, whereas Nixon looked pale and ailing.



The problem arises when physical critiques begin to dominate commentary, and when such commentary affects favorability. A study by Lake Research Partners found that when media coverage centers on a woman's appearance, the candidate's "favorability," "likelihood to be seen as possessing positive traits" and "how likely voters are to vote for her" all take a hit.



Voters' perceptions of the male candidate were unaffected by appearance-based statements. On the other hand, voters were found to be more likely to vote for the woman when they didn't hear any physical description of her, and least likely when they heard a negative description, the study showed.



Although we can easily target the media as the culprit, this has deeper roots than newspaper headlines or radio talk shows. The problem lies in a mentality that's easily skewed by politics or looks. Progress won't come easy if we can't put the facts before the façade.



Bustle

YOUR POLITICAL AFFILIATION DETERMINES WHO YOU FIND ATTRACTIVE, STUDY SHOWS

By: Claire Warner / October 16, 2014



Ever had an argument with someone about how Joe BIDEN is clearly more attractive than Paul Ryan (which, for the record, is absolutely true), or vice versa? Well, even if you don’t have a Leslie Knope–style massive crush on the Vice President, you’re far from the only one to find yourself in that situation. A study from researchers at Cornell has found that, in a phenomenon coined “partisan lenses,” people find politicians within their own political party more attractive than the opposing party. So kind of like beer goggles: the politics edition?



The study, published in The Leadership Quarterly last week, had participants rate the attractiveness of various political leaders, of the immediately recognizable as well as unknown variety. The study showed that no political party contained more attractive members than the others, and there were no “looks” that immediately identified a politician as a Republican, Democrat, or any other affiliation for that matter. However, when participants were shown a clearly recognizable politician like Sarah Palin or Barack Obama, they showed a marked preference for members of their political party. When they were shown unfamiliar politicians from distant states, that preference vanished. The researchers concluded that the participants’ political leanings were influencing them to find politicians they approved of more attractive. The lead author, Dr. Kevin Kniffin, discussed these results with Science Daily:



“There’s no ‘Republican look’ or ‘Democrat hairdo,” Kniffin said. “If you don’t recognize political leaders and can’t view them through partisan lenses, they don’t have the halos or horns that influence perceptions of familiar leaders.”

So basically, we’re all totally prejudiced when it comes to politics. What else is new? As it turns out, not much. This is actually part of a well-documented occurrence you’ll recognize if you’ve ever taken an intro to psychology class: in-group bias.



Chances are, you’ve noticed by now that humans generally favor their own kind. People tend to view the world as “my group” versus “other groups,” and they prefer those they consider fellow members of that in-group. Everyone else, as you can probably guess, is part of the out-group. This unconscious favoritism contributes to everything from racism to sexism to liking the Red Sox more than the Yankees. 



It even goes so far as to affect our preference in the way people smell; a study in the American Journal of Political Science last month showed that we prefer the body odor of people with similar political beliefs. Weird. Also, ew.



So while apparently it’s still kinda taboo to put your political beliefs on an online dating profile (I guess you’re supposed to wait till the second date to have that conversation), it might actually be helpful in the long run, if it can get you dates with people with the same political affiliation. At least you know you’ll think they smell really good.



LI Herald

The vice president has nothing to apologize for

By: Alfonse D’Amato / October 16, 2014



Vice President Joseph BIDEN has been wrongly forced to embark on a Middle East apology tour in the wake of statements he made regarding the U.S.’s allies in the Middle East. 



The vice president’s troubles began a couple of weeks ago, during a question-and-answer session at Harvard University. He stated that the biggest problem the U.S. faces in the region, in dealing with Syria and the rise of ISIS, is our allies.



“They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against Assad,” BIDEN said, referring to Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, “except that the people who were being supplied were Al Nusra and Al Qaeda and the extremist elements of jihadists coming from other parts of the world.”



The vice president stated the facts. This is what the Turks, Saudis and Emirates did — they armed the enemy. Turkey’s porous borders have allowed thousands of terrorist militants to cross into Syrian and Iraqi battlefields. Even with the Islamic State taking control of Kobani, a Syrian town right on the Turkish border, Turkish troops watched through a chicken-wire fence.



Turkey’s president, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, will not make a firm military commitment to the U.S., and refuses to send troops across the border as massacres are taking place less than a mile away. This is how one of our allies is supposed to act?



After apologizing to Turkey, BIDEN was then forced to issue the same apology to Saudi Arabia. Imagine that. After stating the obvious, that Turkey has allowed foreign fighters to cross into Syria, BIDEN said that Turkey, the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia had funneled weapons and other aid to extremist groups.



Remind me, what’s wrong this statement? It was nothing but the truth. 



While Saudi Arabia and the UAE take part in airstrikes against the militants in Syria, they also use U.S. arms and protection to nurture, protect and finance terrorist organizations.



There’s no doubt in my mind that the Saudis are playing this game two ways. As our men and women risk their lives overseas to stop the brutality taking place in Syria and Iraq, the Saudis continue to aid and abet terrorist organizations.



The media should be ashamed for the way they jumped all over BIDEN. This was no gaffe. He never should have had to apologize, and this latest media hoopla has turned political correctness to hypocrisy. If anyone owes anyone an apology, it is our government, which should be apologizing to the public for not using our power and clout to force our allies to truly combat terrorism.



Erdogan, our supposed ally, tells us that he refuses to send in ground troops because a no-fly zone has not been set up in Syria.  This comes at a time when ISIS is expanding its control over Syria less than a mile from his border. Despite the fact that there were 19 U.S.-led airstrikes, ISIS militants continue to gain control of Kobani. As the brutal battle rages on, Turkey continues to sit and watch, because Erdogan believes that the U.S. should be fighting Assad’s forces with the same strength and energy as it is combating ISIS.



What kind of ally refuses to play its part, and allows a major threat to America’s national security to gain more ground? Mr. Vice President, politics may have forced you to apologize, but Americans should know about the duplicity of our so-called allies.



Meanwhile, the Ebola virus has claimed its first victims in the U.S. Why has there not been more action from the Obama administration? 



A carrier of the virus may not show symptoms for up to 21 days, meaning that even someone who appears to be healthy could be spreading the virus. This is a great threat to the New York area, considering that John F. Kennedy International Airport is one of five airports used by a majority of people who fly to the U.S. from West Africa. 



The airport screening is playing Russian roulette, and nothing more than a ploy to placate the legitimate concerns of the American public. No one should be permitted to come here from those countries in West Africa where the Ebola epidemic is rampant.



White House Dossier

Leading By Confusion

By: Keith Koffler / October 16, 2014



President Obama today vowed to “degrade and ultimately destroy” the Ebola virus, but asserted that the United States would not commit ground troops to the effort and other nations must “take the lead” in the fight.



“Oh wait a second, that’s the other thing,” Obama added, realizing he was in fact talking about ISIS.



Obama, looking haggard after several days of having to work, apologized for the confusion and noted that he did in fact dispatch ground troops to fight the Ebola virus, but not ISIS.



“Our armed forces drill every day on tactics for combating viruses,” Obama said. “Viruses, Islamist terrorists – it doesn’t matter, they’re all little jerks. In fact, I’ve decided to declare war on Ebola and send infectious disease experts to fight ISIS.”



“Good idea,” said Vice President Joe BIDEN. “Glad you’re finally taking my advice.”



Perplexed at why the president is using the armed forces to build latrines in Liberia instead of fighting bad guys in Iraq and Syria, White House aides have decided in coming days to quarantine BIDEN and some of his top advisors, according to a senior administration official.



“We had previously thought BIDEN’s inanity could only be caught through exposure to his bodily fluids. Sorry to be disgusting. But we now suspect inanity is transmissible by air, and so we plan to take steps to separate him – and anyone he’s had contact with in the last 21 days – from the president.”



Flights in and out of Wilmington Delaware, where BIDEN spends his weekends, will be restricted, and vacationers will be barred from the city. “It’s not a big deal, nobody vacations in Wilmington, Delaware except BIDEN,” the senior official said.



Meanwhile, First Lady Michelle Obama as a goodwill gesture sent a crate of turnips to troops on the ground in Liberia. U.S. troops were said to be fleeing Liberia in search of cheeseburger.



Mrs. Obama also dispatched thousands of her school lunches to Iraq and Syria as a “goodwill” gesture to the Islamists. ISIS fighters were immediately seen surrendering by the hundreds.



“Frankly, nobody here knows what we’re doing,” the senior administration official said. “We’re kind of winging it, trying everything to see what works. I mean, we don’t even know if you can get Ebola on a bus. We just know that one kills by attacking the organs and the other kills by cutting off the head. But we’re quite certain about this: Women are paid just 77 cents on the dollar compared to a man. And that’s got to stop.”



The Free Press

Michael G. Roskin: Bring on the Gaffes

By: Michael G. Roskin



Vice President Joe BIDEN has recently attracted much media attention for committing serial gaffes, speaking bluntly about our feckless allies and then apologizing for it. BIDEN may have a foot-in-mouth tendency, but he's really just presenting some unusually blunt truths. (Mainers might call him "gaffe-rigged.")



Quakers vow to "speak Truth to Power," but with BIDEN it's a rare case of Power speaking Truth to itself. It gets cut short, but many of our allies really are irresponsible free riders, who depend on the U.S. but simultaneously work with terrorists, extremists and America-haters. Of course, you're not supposed to say so.



We provide the Iraqi army with billions of dollars of U.S. weapons only to have them abandoned or even sold to ISIS. A fair percentage of spent cartridges and shells picked up from ISIS firing positions is made in the USA. American jets now have to knock out American-made tanks and other armored vehicles. 



Pakistan's powerful Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) founded and funded the Afghan Taliban and shadowy Pakistani extremists groups (to be used chiefly against India). Because we need Pakistan to reach Afghanistan, Pakistan is still our biggest foreign-aid recipient. Pakistan manufactures nuclear bombs; someday terrorists could use one of them on us. Pakistan (surely the ISI) hid Osama bin Laden for years. The 2011 SEALs raid that killed him had to be secret to prevent the ISI from spiriting him to safety. And the Pakistani reaction to the raid was so mild because they'd been caught aiding the enemy.



Saudi Arabian madrasas inculcate young males with Islamic fanaticism. Saudi authorities claimed to be shocked, simply shocked, that 15 of the 19 hijackers of 9/11 were Saudis. Theologically, both Saudi Wahhabism and ISIS follow the Salafi writings of Ibn Taymiyya in the 13th century. Young Saudis now join ISIS, and Saudis are getting a little scared that their spawn is turning on them. Good. 



Turkey prioritizes overthrow of Syrian dictator Assad and lets thousands of young "tourists" transit Turkey into Syria to join the jihad. Turkey ended three decades of vicious warfare with its own Kurds and does not want to help another group of armed Kurds in Kobani. Turkish tanks right on the border could stop ISIS, but only U.S. air power and Kurdish fighters defend the town. Ankara's disdain fuels Kurdish nationalism in the entire region. 



Wow, with allies like this, who needs enemies? Which unworthy ally is betraying us this week? We can make such harsh criticisms, but official Washington cannot. The reason: We ain't government. We are not constrained by career, political correctness, or nice-nice diplomacy.



Profession has a lot to do with it. Academics, journalists, and clergy may be rewarded for criticizing bad, self-contradictory policies; it gains them funding, book sales and followers. Bland doesn't work for these guys; bold does. (Full disclosure: I'm one of "these guys.") The limiting factor for news people and scholars: If you want to visit, study, or report on many countries, you must pull your punches and refrain from blunt analyses. No visas for those who aren't nice. China already leans hard on several Western news organizations. As for China scholars, I pay more attention to the ones who can't get visas.



High-level officials have quite different incentives. Here you have to be a team player. Few contradict the boss. State's George Ball warned Kennedy against Vietnam, and for his foresight Ball was isolated and ignored. Ball said little in public until his retirement. Janet Yellen recalled recently advice she got from Larry Summers: You can be critical in policy formulation, or you can be effective. You cannot be both. In other words, keep your doubts to yourself and support Groupthink.



This is why "the best and the brightest" marched us into Vietnam and why the second best (well, okay, third) marched us into Iraq. Behind the scenes, however, in private discussions and memos, officials may offer doubts and candid assessments. The 1971 "Pentagon Papers" showed that some - including Defense Secretary McNamara and his assistant John McNaughton - by late 1965 saw a deepening quagmire and started suggesting ways out. McNamara, almost in penance, went public only after he was long out of office.



WikiLeaks, which I do not support, showed us a surprising side of U.S. diplomatic reporting: pithy, critical, and candid. I had long thought that reports had to be bland and vague, but some leaked cables minced no words about local malgovernance. The leaks embarrassed Washington but caused me to exclaim: "I'll be darned! They CAN tell it like it is." One appreciates the diplomats' dilemma. If they offend their host government, they can be PNG'd and damage delicate relations. 



If they sound no warnings, however, they may allow U.S. policy to drift into catastrophe. Only two months before the Shah's fall did our Tehran embassy start reporting that he was in trouble. President Carter said the Shah was our friend and was making reforms. Do not contradict the president. No one wants the fate of the "China Hands," our World War II Chinese-speaking diplomats who predicted that Mao would beat Chiang. Dulles fired them as Communists (they weren't), frightening others into conformity.



Working-level career civil servants are in a difficult situation. They often see problems mounting and do not share their appointed bosses' optimism, but only those willing to retire early say so. Many in the intelligence and defense communities knew the premises of the 2003 Iraq invasion were flawed but confined their doubts to a few colleagues until retirement. Some of the sharpest insights into our Iraq policy come from retired officers. A few outspoken, colorful characters (such as John Paul Vann and Frank Scotton in Vietnam), who critique means but not ends, are tolerated as in-house mavericks who create good PR with the media. 



The problem endures: How do we get Power to speak Truth? Sadly, we probably can't. The best we can do is listen to the gaffe-makers, ask tough-minded questions, and doubt official wisdom. Soon enough, the gaffes may turn out to be true.
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Reuters

White House, companies look for ways to hire long-term unemployed

By: Roberta Rampton and Ken Wills / October 15, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will meet with human resource officers from major U.S. companies at the White House on Wednesday to discuss changes to hiring practices aimed at improving employment prospects for people who have been out of work for a while.



The Hill

White House announces $170M push to help long-term unemployed

By: Kevin Cirilli / October 15, 2014

Vice president Joe BIDEN and Labor Secretary Thomas Perez will meet Wednesday with business leaders to discuss the programs.



The Boston Globe

Vice President Joe BIDEN to return to Boston for Martha Coakley

By: Jim O’Sullivan / October 15, 2014

Vice President Joe Biden is scheduled to attend two fundraisers in Boston later this month, his second October trip as national Democrats work to shore up Massachusetts in a tight race for governor.



Chicago Sun-Times

BIDEN rally for Schneider, Quinn and Durbin to be in Vernon Hills

By: Lynn Sweet / October 15, 2014

North suburban Vernon Hills will be the site of a big early vote rally headlined by Vice President Joe BIDEN on Wednesday, designed to help Rep. Brad Schneider D-Ill., Gov. Pat Quinn and Sen. Dick Durbin D-Ill. Early voting starts in Illinois on Monday, and on Sunday, President Barack Obama will lead a South Side early vote rally for Quinn.



Daily Herald

BIDEN coming to Vernon Hills next week to stump for Schneider

By: Russell Lissau / October 15, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Vernon Hills next week to promote early voting and stump for U.S. Rep. Brad Schneider's re-election bid.



Star Tribune

VP BIDEN office confirms trip to Hibbing Oct. 23

By: Allison Sherry / October 15, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN's office confirmed Wednesday the veep will travel to Minnesota for a rally to help Democratic Rep. Rick Nolan Oct. 23.



McClatchy

Tea party boils over reported ‘crazy’ remark by BIDEN

By: William Douglas / October 15, 2014

The co-founder of a major tea party group lashed out at Vice President Joe BIDEN Wednesday after he reportedly called tea party members ‘crazy’ during a closed-door meeting.



Huffington Post

Joe BIDEN Rails Against 'Crazy' Tea Party: Report

By: Ashley Alman / October 15, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN made the case for Democrats on Tuesday ahead of another tough election year, where the left risks losing the Senate and voter turnout is critical.



The News Journal

Joe BIDEN the "only white boy" on the East Side?

By: Jonathan Starkey / October 15, 2014

Joe BIDEN recalled his days as a Delaware public defender during a private meeting with black clergy in South Carolina, saying he was "the only white boy on the east side of Wilmington."



CBS Charlotte

Report: BIDEN Refers To Himself As ‘White Boy’ During Closed-Door Meeting With Black Clergy

October 15, 2014

Three weeks from the general election, Vice President Joe BIDEN told hundreds of South Carolina voters Tuesday that it’s crucial to support Democrats if they value financial success and the ability to advance.



Bustle

JOE BIDEN CALLS TEA PARTY "CRAZY" IN A SPEECH THAT ALSO MANAGED TO BE KINDA RACIST

By: Suzanne Samin / October 15, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN has a record of being a… candid speaker, particularly during campaign season. So it’s not really a surprise that comments BIDEN made regarding the Tea Party to a group of African-American clergymen in South Carolina on Tuesday are raising a couple of eyebrows.



CBS DC

Obama’s Twitter Account Calls For Americans To ‘Stick It To Climate Change Deniers’

October 15, 2014

During a campaign stop for Democratic Florida gubernatorial candidate Charlie Crist, Vice President Joe BIDEN warned that the state could face serious consequences due to climate change.



The Atlantic

The Afghanistan Withdrawal: A Potential Disaster in the Making

By: Peter Beinart / October 15, 2014

For years now, Vice President BIDEN has been arguing that the Taliban—while vicious—is a national rather than transnational movement and that America could deal with an al-Qaeda resurgence in Afghanistan from the air.



Mediaite

Study: Hillary Receives Five Times the 2016 Coverage Joe BIDEN Gets

By: Eddie Scarry / October 15, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN has refused to say whether he will run for president in 2016 but over the course of the last year, the news media has collectively said, “Who cares if he wants to?”



CBS News

Mitt Romney, Hillary Clinton top poll of 2016 Iowa caucus-goers

By: Jake Miller / October 15, 2014

The poll of the Democratic race - no big surprise here - showed Hillary Clinton topping the field with 53 percent support, while her closest potential competitor, Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren, earned only 10 percent. Vice President Joe BIDEN was close behind at 9 percent, and Secretary of State John Kerry, the Democrats' 2004 standard-bearer, earned 7 percent.



Des Moines Register

Iowa Poll: Clinton has huge head start in state

By: Tony Leys / October 15, 2014

That's more than double the numbers for BIDEN and Secretary of State John Kerry, who each has a total of 28 percent, and Warren, who has 25 percent.



International Business Times

Joe BIDEN Quotes: 'White Boy' And 10 Other Comments, Gaffes And Moments From The Vice President

By: Thomas Barrabi / October 15, 2014

Endlessly quotable Vice President Joe BIDEN raised eyebrows yet again on Tuesday when he referred to himself as a “white boy” while meeting with black clergy in South Carolina. BIDEN went on to dispense some harsh critiques of the Republicans, with particular disdain for the Tea Party faction.



Jacksonville Journal-Courier

Our View: Spam becomes salvation of the political process

October 15, 2014

There’s been no response yet, but the other emails have increased in frequency and urgency. “I’ll be frank” from Joe BIDEN; “Counting on you” from Barack Obama; “I’m pleading” from Harry Reid. Things must be getting serious, because there are highlighted sentences, color words and all capital letters on some of them.



Roll Call

‘Dogs Impersonating BIDEN’ — It’s a Thing Now

By: Warren Rojas / October 15, 2014

In a world flush with insanely candid shots of Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. being, well, BIDENesque, there’s only one way to outdo the freewheeling almost-leader of the free world: pair him up with canine doppelgangers.



Reuters

White House, companies look for ways to hire long-term unemployed

By: Roberta Rampton and Ken Wills / October 15, 2014



(Reuters) - Vice President Joe BIDEN will meet with human resource officers from major U.S. companies at the White House on Wednesday to discuss changes to hiring practices aimed at improving employment prospects for people who have been out of work for a while.



Officials from companies such as Citigroup, CVS Caremark, Boeing and Dow Chemical will talk about steps they have taken when they meet with BIDEN, Labor Secretary Tom Perez, and Jeff Zients, head of President Barack Obama's National Economic Council, the White House said.



Perez also will announce $170 million in 23 grants to help train people from the ranks of the long-term unemployed and match them with jobs.



Zients told reporters that qualified people who have a gap on their resume can face "significant artificial barriers" with certain screening practices used to sort through resumes.



"It's a vicious cycle, as the long-term unemployed are less likely to be offered a job even when they have the exact same resume and qualifications as other applicants," Zients said on a conference call.



Earlier this year, about 300 companies agreed to tweak their screening, advertising, interviewing and training practices so that candidates who had been out of work for months were not automatically excluded from opportunities.



For example, the White House said Frontier Communications hired more than 250 people from the ranks of the long-term unemployed since January - representing about 20 percent of the company's hires - because it stopped using resume screens.



Progress has been made, Zients said, noting the number of long-term unemployed people has dropped by 900,000 since December.



More than 2.95 million Americans have been out of work for 27 weeks or more, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. That's less than half of the peak seen in 2010 and 2011, after the recession hit.



But the long-term unemployment rate, at 1.9 percent, remains twice its historic level, Zients said.



"There are still too many people who want to work who haven't been able to find a job for a long period of time," he said.



The Hill

White House announces $170M push to help long-term unemployed

By: Kevin Cirilli / October 15, 2014



White House officials announced $170 million in government grants and partnerships on Wednesday aimed at helping the long-term unemployed get back to work.



The funding will go toward programs in 20 states, including apprenticeship programs; career services opportunities with dozens of national companies; mental health options; and early education programs; among other resources, White House officials said.



The move comes as President Obama looks to spotlight his effort to fight long-term unemployment as polls suggest Americans' frustration with the pace of the economic recovery and his policies.

Vice president Joe BIDEN and Labor Secretary Thomas Perez will meet Wednesday with business leaders to discuss the programs.



"There are too many people who want to work that haven't been able to find a job," said Jeff Zients, director of the National Economic Council, in a conference call with reporters.



The unemployment rate fell to 5.9 percent in September, a six-year low, the Labor Department reported earlier this month. But nearly 32 percent of the unemployed — about 3 million workers — have been jobless for at least six months. 



The share of jobless workers who are long-term unemployed hit 45 percent during the worst part of the recession and has taken years to finally drop to this level. 



In the past year, the number of the long-term unemployed has dropped 1.2 million but it still remains elevated and historically high, according to White House officials.



Meanwhile, the number of Americans participating in the economy decreased last month to 62.7 percent — the lowest level since 1978. 



The numbers have declined partly because workers have become so discouraged they are leaving the labor force and the longer someone is out of a job the harder it is to find employment. 



"We are making progress, the recovery is reaching the long-term unemployed but it's not nearly as fast as the president wants it to and it's not nearly as fast as the long-term unemployed needs it to," said Perez in a call with reporters.



The Boston Globe

Vice President Joe BIDEN to return to Boston for Martha Coakley

By: Jim O’Sullivan / October 15, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden is scheduled to attend two fundraisers in Boston later this month, his second October trip as national Democrats work to shore up Massachusetts in a tight race for governor.



Biden will attend a fundraiser for Democratic Attorney General Martha Coakley’s gubernatorial campaign and a separate one for the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC), on Oct. 29, the vice president’s office said on Wednesday.



The influx of national Democratic figures illustrates one advantage Coakley enjoys over Baker, whose national party is starkly less popular in Massachusetts, leaving him fewer options for big-name surrogates and fundraisers.



For instance, both former Governor Mitt Romney, the party’s 2012 presidential nominee, and New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie, head of the Republican Governors Association, were reportedly in Boston on Tuesday night. Baker did not appear publicly with either.



For Coakley, Biden’s visit would represent the most recent -- and perhaps the last -- effort by executive-level Democrats to bolster her in a tight race. First Lady Michelle Obama headlined a rally for her at the Strand Theatre earlier this month. Former President Bill Clinton is expected in Worcester on Thursday.



Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, a widely anticipated 2016 presidential candidate, is also expected to campaign for Coakley.



Still, there are no indications that President Obama will be making a last-minute stop in Massachusetts for her, as he did in 2010.



Biden earlier this month headlined a fundraiser for the Democratic National Committee, then visited his sister’s class at the Harvard Institute of Politics and delivered an ultimately controversial foreign policy speech at Harvard.



Biden’s DCCC fundraiser comes as the Democratic Party is working to hold on to two US House seats here. Seth Moulton beat fellow Democrat US Rep. John Tierney in the primary and is now facing Republican Richard Tisei in the North Shore-based Sixth Congressional District. US Rep. William Keating is locked in an unexpectedly tight race with Republican John Chapman in the Ninth District, which covers Southeastern Massachusetts.



Chicago Sun-Times

BIDEN rally for Schneider, Quinn and Durbin to be in Vernon Hills

By: Lynn Sweet / October 15, 2014



SHINGTON — North suburban Vernon Hills will be the site of a big early vote rally headlined by Vice President Joe BIDEN on Wednesday, designed to help Rep. Brad Schneider D-Ill., Gov. Pat Quinn and Sen. Dick Durbin D-Ill. Early voting starts in Illinois on Monday, and on Sunday, President Barack Obama will lead a South Side early vote rally for Quinn.



Vernon Hills is in the 10th Congressional District, where freshman Schneider is in a close race with former one-term Rep. Bob Dold. Vernon Hills staddles Lake and Cook counties and is in the part of the 10th where Schneider could use the GOTV assistance. The point of targeting supporters and urging them to vote early or vote by mail is to lock in the vote and leave nothing to chance, such as bad weather on Nov. 4 or a late breaking, mind-changing campaign development.



Vallas, Quinn's running mate, will stand in for Quinn.



Doors open at 1 p.m. at the rally to be held in the Sullivan Community Center, 635 N. Aspen Dr., in Vernon Hills.



PERSONAL NOTE: Vernon Hills was the first suburb I covered, many years ago as a newly minted reporter for the now defunct Libertyville-based Independent-Register.



Daily Herald

BIDEN coming to Vernon Hills next week to stump for Schneider

By: Russell Lissau / October 15, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Vernon Hills next week to promote early voting and stump for U.S. Rep. Brad Schneider's re-election bid.



BIDEN will appear at the Sullivan Community Center, 635 N. Aspen Drive, on Oct. 22. Doors for the event will open at 1 p.m., according to a news release.



The venue is in the 10th Congressional District, where Schneider is facing a tough challenge from former U.S. Rep. Robert Dold, a Kenilworth Republican. It's a rematch of the 2012 congressional race, which saw Schneider unseat Dold by a narrow margin.



Officially, BIDEN will make the suburban stop to encourage voters to cast ballots early.



But the only political candidates set to appear alongside him are Democrats running for office this fall. And tickets for the event are available at Schneider's campaign website, schneiderforcongress.com.



"We're thrilled to have the vice president come campaign with Brad and touch on what's at stake this election," Schneider spokeswoman Staci McCabe said.



The Sullivan Center was chosen for the rally because it's large enough to hold a crowd and because Vernon Hills is in heart of the 10th District, McCabe said.



Also set to appear are U.S. Sen. Dick Durbin and lieutenant governor candidate Paul Vallas. Both are Democrats running in the Nov. 4 election.



Durbin is facing a challenge from Republican state Sen. Jim Oberweis of Sugar Grove.



Vallas is running with Gov. Pat Quinn. They're facing Republican gubernatorial hopeful Bruce Rauner and running mate Evelyn Sanguinetti.



Dold campaign spokeswoman Danielle Hagen said she wasn't surprised BIDEN and Durbin are coming to stump for Schneider. She called the visit "an attempt to save their hyperpartisan, rubber stamp politician."



When asked if Dold has any heavy hitters from the GOP coming to add energy to his campaign, Hagen said her candidate is spending time with voters rather than "with party bosses."



Dold was scheduled to visit a Gurnee manufacturing company Wednesday.



Rauner's campaign sees the vice president's visit -- and similar stops by President Barack Obama -- as signs of weakness for Quinn.



"I've never seen the national Democratic Party scramble quite like this," Rauner campaign manager Chip Englander said in a fundraising email to supporters and the media. "Pat Quinn's on the ropes and he's hoping Barack Obama and Joe BIDEN can save him from going down."



Lake County News-Sun

Vice President coming to Vernon Hills next week

By: Jennifer Fisher / October 15, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is coming to Vernon Hills next Wednesday, Oct. 22, for an early vote rally to support several local Democratic candidates.



BIDEN will be stumping for Rep. Brad Schneider, Sen. Dick Durbin and Paul Vallas, who is campaigning for lieutenant governor along with incumbent Pat Quinn.



He will appear at Sullivan Community Center, 635 N. Aspen Drive; doors open at 1 p.m., according to a press release from Schneider’s campaign. The rally is open to the public.



Star Tribune

VP BIDEN office confirms trip to Hibbing Oct. 23

By: Allison Sherry / October 15, 2014



WASHINGTON -- Vice President Joe BIDEN's office confirmed Wednesday the veep will travel to Minnesota for a rally to help Democratic Rep. Rick Nolan Oct. 23.



The rally will be held in Hibbing.



No additional details were given, but a blogger working at Hibbing Community College confirmed it would be held at the school.



The trip will come just a week and a half before Election Day amid the state's most contested Congressional district race. Nolan, who is in his first current term, faces GOP challenger Stewart Mills, whose family launched Mills Fleet Farm stores in 1922. Nolan also served in the House of Representatives in the 1970s.



Most polls put the race close, within the margin of error, though a Democratic Campaign Congressional Committeee internal poll released earlier this month showed Nolan gaining on Mills.



McClatchy

Tea party boils over reported ‘crazy’ remark by BIDEN

By: William Douglas / October 15, 2014



The co-founder of a major tea party group lashed out at Vice President Joe BIDEN Wednesday after he reportedly called tea party members ‘crazy’ during a closed-door meeting.



‘Joe BIDEN could benefit from some remedial education on his own judgment,’ Tea Party Patriots co-founder Jenny Beth Martin said. ‘Whether he’s apologizing to our Turkish allies for insulting them, smearing Jewish Americans with ethnic slurs or plagiarizing speeches, Joe BIDEN has sadly managed to parlay his vice presidency into a late-night punchline. He really ought to know better.’



BIDEN allegedly made the ‘crazy’ remark during a closed-door meeting with African-American clergy members in South Carolina on Tuesday, CNN reported.



The vice president told clergy members that he was ‘the only white boy on the east side of Wilmington’ and called the tea party ‘a different breed of cat,’ according to CNN.



‘I am not making a moral judgment, but I will tell you that they have no judgment,’ CNN reported BIDEN as saying based on a readout of the meeting. BIDEN’s office didn’t confirm the comments to CNN.



Huffington Post

Joe BIDEN Rails Against 'Crazy' Tea Party: Report

By: Ashley Alman / October 15, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN made the case for Democrats on Tuesday ahead of another tough election year, where the left risks losing the Senate and voter turnout is critical.



Identifying himself as "the only white boy on the east side of Wilmington," BIDEN appealed to black clergy in a closed-door meeting in South Carolina. BIDEN took aim at tea party Republicans, calling members of the far-right "crazy," according to a readout acquired by CNN from an individual who attended the event.



"This is not your father's Republican Party," BIDEN said, according to the readout. "This is a different breed of cat, man. I am not making a moral judgment, but I will tell you that they have no judgment."



The comments were not confirmed by the vice president's office, CNN noted.



BIDEN told the group of about 100 clergy that Democrats will "turn things around" if successful come November, but warned of a grim outcome if Republicans regain control of Congress.



"If they win again, we are going to get no consensus on anything for the next two, four, six years," he said, according to CNN's source. "But if we beat some of these folks, it's going to give some spine to the Republicans who know better."



The vice president, who has attributed his success over the years to black voters -- saying in July that he was elected to the Senate in 1972 "because of the NAACP" and noting Tuesday that he "got 98 percent of the African-American vote every time I ran" -- hammered in the importance of getting black voters to the polls.



"What the other team has done so skillfully over the last 15 years is convince our folks that it's not worth voting," BIDEN said. "Rich guys never get fooled that it's not worth voting. They always show up and vote. But they tell our folks it doesn't matter, that government doesn't work anyway."



Black voters hit a milestone last election cycle, turning out to vote at a higher rate than any other minority group in 2012. Representing 12 percent of eligible voters, black voters outperformed their share in casting 13 percent of votes that year.



The News Journal

Joe BIDEN the "only white boy" on the East Side?

By: Jonathan Starkey / October 15, 2014



Joe BIDEN recalled his days as a Delaware public defender during a private meeting with black clergy in South Carolina, saying he was "the only white boy on the east side of Wilmington."



That's according to a CNN report on the closed-door meeting, during which he also reportedly called members of the Tea Party "crazy."



BIDEN met with the clergy members at Allen University in Columbia, S.C. before delivering public remarks there and attending a later private Democratic fundraiser.



BIDEN also talked to the ministers about what might happen if Republicans take control of the Senate in November. "If they win again, we are going to get no consensus on anything for the next two, four, six years," BIDEN said, according to a CNN source. "But if we beat some of these folks, it's going to give some spine to the Republicans who know better."



BIDEN has talked about his experience on Wilmington's east side before.



During a presidential debate in 2007, BIDEN partly credited his summer job at Prices Run swimming pool in 1962, as a 19-year-old, with his early interest in politics." I worked in the African-American community, east side of my city, as the only white employee for a long while when I was a kid," BIDEN said during the debate.



He later a corporate law job for work as a public defender after the assassination of Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. "I didn't think I could change the world in 1968 or even what was happening, but I thought I could make a difference," BIDEN wrote in his book, "Promises to Keep."



CBS Charlotte

Report: BIDEN Refers To Himself As ‘White Boy’ During Closed-Door Meeting With Black Clergy

October 15, 2014



COLUMBIA, S.C. (CBS Charlotte/AP) — Three weeks from the general election, Vice President Joe BIDEN told hundreds of South Carolina voters Tuesday that it’s crucial to support Democrats if they value financial success and the ability to advance.



The vice president, who has said he might mount a third presidential bid in 2016, told a crowd gathered at Allen University’s downtown Columbia campus that the Republican Party says it supports the middle class but doesn’t back that up fiscally.



“They talk about how much they care about us all,” BIDEN said, telling the student-heavy audience the GOP has supported cuts to education funding and student loans.



The appearance was billed as a get-out-the-vote rally. It featured several prominent South Carolina Democrats, including U.S. Rep. Jim Clyburn.

BIDEN also met with more than 100 black clergy in a closed-door meeting while in South Carolina. One person in the meeting told CNN that the vice president referred to himself as a “white boy” and called the Tea Party “crazy.”



According to the source, BIDEN said he was “the only white boy on the east side of Wilmington” while he talked about his time as a Delaware public defender.



“This is not your father’s Republican Party,” BIDEN reportedly said. “This is a different breed of cat, man. I am not making a moral judgment, but I will tell you that they have no judgment.”



BIDEN also warned the ministers that the Obama administration will “get no consensus on anything” if Republicans win in November.



“If they win again, we are going to get no consensus on anything for the next two, four, six years,” BIDEN reportedly said. “But if we beat some of these folks, it’s going to give some spine to the Republicans who know better.”



Throughout his tenure as vice president, BIDEN has continued to carefully cultivate ties to key states, including South Carolina, where he would have to seek support should he decide to run in 2016.



BIDEN has made frequent visits to the state that is traditionally the third in the nation to hold a primary in a presidential election year. He headlined the state party’s annual dinner last year. He’s also paid visits to Iowa and New Hampshire and helped raise money for Democratic candidates competing in those critical presidential states.



The last time he was in South Carolina was in May for a commencement speech at the University of South Carolina and a state party fundraiser. He was also scheduled to headline a party fundraiser during this swing.



BIDEN has been traveling heavily in the run-up to the election. Last week, he was on the road nearly every day campaigning for Democrats on the West Coast.



“We have to get the vote out. We have to move forward,” BIDEN said to the cheering, sign-waving crowd. “It’s time for us to stand up and make no apology for what we believe in.”



BIDEN’s connection to South Carolina is multifaceted. He has vacationed on Kiawah Island, spoken at the 2010 dedication of a University of South Carolina library named for former U.S. Sen. Ernest Hollings, and, two years later, traveled to Charleston for a funeral vigil for Hollings’ late wife, Peatsy. In 2003, he eulogized longtime U.S. Sen. Strom Thurmond.

In a news release, South Carolina Republicans decried BIDEN’s trip as a political trip on the public’s dime.



“Joe BIDEN’s taxpayer-funded campaign tour marches on in South Carolina today, but South Carolinians aren’t fooled. They hate seeing their tax dollars wasted and they most certainly don’t want the failed Obama-BIDEN policies being forced on our state by people like Vincent Sheheen,” Chairman Matt Moore said, mentioning the Democrats’ gubernatorial nominee. “Barack Obama, Joe BIDEN, and Vincent Sheheen are wrong on every issue facing this state and nation.



Bustle

JOE BIDEN CALLS TEA PARTY "CRAZY" IN A SPEECH THAT ALSO MANAGED TO BE KINDA RACIST

By: Suzanne Samin / October 15, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN has a record of being a… candid speaker, particularly during campaign season. So it’s not really a surprise that comments BIDEN made regarding the Tea Party to a group of African-American clergymen in South Carolina on Tuesday are raising a couple of eyebrows. Someone who was in the room told CNN that, in his plea to the clergymen to not allow Republicans to take over Congress, BIDEN referred to the Tea Party as, “crazy.” BIDEN apparently added:



This is not your father’s Republican Party… This is a different breed of cat, man. I am not making a moral judgment, but I will tell you that they have no judgment.



Granted, BIDEN isn’t the first person to express that opinion. Democrats and Republicans alike have publicly questioned the party’s sanity on a number of occasions. The group has been called a “national embarrassment,” a fraud, and even diehard Republican Speaker John Boehner has criticized them for their rash firebrand behavior. Regardless of what side of the aisle one comes from, it’s not hard to realize their inflammatory and overly-confrontational strategies were great ways to make sure Congress got nothing done over the last six years. 



But coming from a Vice President, the remarks carry a different kind of weight.



Another point worth mentioning is how race played a part in his remarks. BIDEN’s attempt to gain footing with the African-American clergymen, many of whom influence minority voters — the largest portion of the Democratic primary electorate in South Carolina — may have been well-intentioned, but it packed a serious cringe factor. He referenced the beginnings of his career — when he served as a public defender for low income families in Wilmington, DE — saying he was “the only white boy on the east side of Wilmington.”



Putting the hyperbole aside, I’m not totally sure how a comment like that is supposed gain him credibility among the black community. It kind of sounds like the whole, “I have friends who are black,” defense white people sometimes use to show how non-racist they are. Joe BIDEN knows some politicians are racist, but there’s no way he could be, because he grew up with a lot of black people. In fact, his friend and coworker — President Barack Obama — is black. So there’s no way, right? Right?



Maybe I’m being too hard on the guy. He also said he garnered 98 percent of the African-American vote every time he ran in Delaware, which, if its true, means those voters like him, and that he does do a good job representing their needs and interests.



But minority voters aren’t stupid. They know the difference between a politician who actually advocates for their interests, and one who considers speaking broken Spanish to voters on campaign stops a big achievement (insert side-eye at multiple politicians here). As a person of color, I’m pretty sick of hearing politicians make these half-baked attempts to gain favor among minority voters. If BIDEN is trying to get Democrats elected, and especially if he’s trying to run for president, he needs try a bit harder than that.



CBS DC

Obama’s Twitter Account Calls For Americans To ‘Stick It To Climate Change Deniers’

October 15, 2014



WASHINGTON (CBSDC/AP) — President Barack Obama’s Twitter account wants Americans to “stick it to climate change deniers.”

“This is a big moment in the fight against climate change – stick it to climate change by adding your name” to a petition, the tweet said.



The Twitter account is run by Organizing for Action.



The group is asking Americans to sign a petition to show the Environmental Protection Agency that they support the president’s climate plan.



“Deniers and deep-pocketed polluters make it pretty hard to get anything done on climate change – but here’s one meaningful way you can fight them: The EPA is collecting comments on President Obama’s climate plan, and it’s our chance to show public support,” Jack Shapiro, the group’s national issues campaign manager, wrote in a blog post.



He continued: “If you care about fighting climate change – or just want to stick it to the groups denying basic science – add your name to tell the EPA where you stand.”



During a campaign stop for Democratic Florida gubernatorial candidate Charlie Crist, Vice President Joe BIDEN warned that the state could face serious consequences due to climate change.



“No state in America is in more jeopardy on climate change than yours but you have a governor that says he’s not convinced,” BIDEN said of Gov. Rick Scott. “What do you need to be convinced? Miami underwater?



Rep. Paul Ryan, R-Wis., said during a debate Monday that humans may not be the cause of climate change.



“I don’t know that answer to that question,” Ryan said during a debate against his opponent Rob Zerban. “I don’t think science does, either.”



The Pentagon released a report that rising sea levels and other effects of climate change will pose major challenges for America’s military. U.S. military officials have long warned that changes in climate patterns, resulting in increased severe weather events and coastal flooding, will have a broad and costly impact on the Defense Department’s ability to protect the nation.



The Atlantic

The Afghanistan Withdrawal: A Potential Disaster in the Making

By: Peter Beinart / October 15, 2014



For weeks now, the media has been gleefully recounting what former Defense Secretary Leon Panetta thinks about the decision by his old boss, President Obama, to withdraw American troops from Iraq. “Panetta unloads on White House for pulling US forces out of Iraq,” read a recent Fox News headline. “Leon Panetta blows whistle on lies about Iraq,” announced Jennifer Rubin in The Washington Post.



Fine. Panetta has every right to bash Obama for ignoring his advice and withdrawing too many U.S. troops too fast. And given the disaster that Iraq is today, it’s only natural that the press would cover the comments.



But what the reporters interviewing Panetta generally don’t ask is what he thinks about Obama’s decision to withdraw troops from Afghanistan. That’s a shame, because if the Iraq-troop debate is about assigning blame for tragic decisions in the past, the Afghanistan-troop debate is about deciding whether to implement potentially tragic decisions in the future. Afghanistan, in other words, is the troop-withdrawal debate that really matters right now. Yet it gets almost no play in the media.



If it did, Americans might realize that we may be headed for disaster yet again. In his new book, Panetta says that in 2013, during his final days at the Pentagon, he “was pressing” the White House to “consider endorsing the maintenance of a residual force of 8,000 to 10,000 soldiers” in Afghanistan after U.S. combat operations ended in 2014. He then notes with satisfaction that, after he left, “President Obama the following year [2014] announced that he, too, favored leaving 9,800 American troops in the country after the end of combat operations.”



This makes it sound as if Obama promised to leave 9,800 troops in Afghanistan in perpetuity. What Obama actually said was that U.S. troop levels would drop to “approximately 9,800” by the end of 2014 and “roughly half” that by the end of 2015, and that “by the end of 2016, our military will draw down to a normal embassy presence in Kabul, with a security assistance component, just as we’ve done in Iraq.” This month, a White House spokesperson confirmed that this is still the plan.



It’s a plan that many of the people paying closest attention to Afghanistan fear could end in tears. That includes Obama’s generals, who according to The New York Times “had recommended leaving at least 10,000 troops in Afghanistan for several years (my italics) after the formal end of the combat mission in 2014.” (It’s unclear from Panetta’s book whether he backed the generals.) It includes commanders of the Afghan military, one of whom told The Washington Post, “Leaving in 2016 is not responsible.” It includes regional leaders like Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, who during his recent trip to the United States explained that he “requested to America, regarding the defense withdrawal subject—please do not repeat the mistake that you did in Iraq. … [T]he withdrawal process from Afghanistan should be very slow, and only then can we stop the Taliban from emerging its head.” And it includes regional experts like renowned Pakistani journalist Ahmed Rashid, who recently called the U.S. withdrawal plan “catastrophically wrong” and predicted it “will almost certainly mean the relapse of Afghanistan into civil war and the emergence of groups even more extreme than the Taliban, as has happened in Iraq and Syria.”



What these doomsayers understand is that Afghanistan is just as politically and militarily dysfunctional as Iraq, only poorer. Afghanistan’s newly created national-unity government was stuck together with chewing gum by John Kerry after the two contenders in its recent election almost took up arms. According to Rashid, the Taliban is now active in a majority of the country’s provinces and “in many areas, Afghan soldiers are barely able to secure their own bases.” Last month, The Washington Post reported that “Afghanistan’s central government is nearly broke and needs a $537 million bailout from the United States and other international donors within ‘five or six days’ to continue paying its bills.”



There is an argument that given the magnitude of Afghanistan’s problems, keeping 10,000 U.S. troops there for a few more years wouldn’t make a difference. After all, most Afghans aren’t wild about the foreign troops currently stationed in their country. According to a 2013 Asia Foundation survey, more than three-quarters of Afghans are “afraid when encountering international forces.” And while the moral consequences of Afghanistan collapsing back into full-scale civil war would be horrific, it’s debatable whether such a scenario would seriously threaten American security. For years now, Vice President BIDEN has been arguing that the Taliban—while vicious—is a national rather than transnational movement and that America could deal with an al-Qaeda resurgence in Afghanistan from the air.



I’m torn about this. What’s clear is that on present trend lines, American policy may facilitate Afghanistan’s descent into horror. And the media should make Panetta and other top national-security officials and politicians address that potential horror now.



Telling the world that you foretold disaster after the fact is fine. What takes real wisdom and courage is explaining how you’d prevent it in the first place.



Mediaite

Study: Hillary Receives Five Times the 2016 Coverage Joe BIDEN Gets

By: Eddie Scarry / October 15, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN has refused to say whether he will run for president in 2016 but over the course of the last year, the news media has collectively said, “Who cares if he wants to?”



As for former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, that’s a different matter.



A new Pew study shows that between the start of 2014 and late September, Clinton saw nearly five times the number of news media articles that frame her as a potential presidential candidate that BIDEN saw. In total, Clinton was the subject of 82 news stories related to 2016. BIDEN was the subject of only 18.



The study is based on the top 15 most widely circulated U.S. newspapers.



Clinton has also declined so far to say whether she will make a second bid for the White House but she has said she will decide near the beginning of 2015.



Though Clinton is widely seen as the potential frontrunner in the Democratic Party, BIDEN has said “there’s no obvious reason” he can see not to run.



For his part, President Obama, the current boss of BIDEN and former boss of Clinton, has questioned whether either of them want to go through the “undignifying” process of running for president again.



CBS News

Mitt Romney, Hillary Clinton top poll of 2016 Iowa caucus-goers

By: Jake Miller / October 15, 2014



Mitt Romney has said he isn't running for president in 2016. His wife Ann has said her family is "done, done, done" when it comes to national elections. But the former Massachusetts governor and 2012 Republican presidential nominee is leading the field of GOP candidates in a new poll of 2016 Iowa caucus-goers from Bloomberg News and the Des Moines Register.



The survey released Tuesday showed Romney with 17 percent support among likely Republican voters in the 2016 Iowa caucuses. Retired Johns Hopkins neurosurgeon Ben Carson was close behind at 11 percent. Rounding out the top five were Kentucky Sen. Rand Paul, at 10 percent, former Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee, at 9 percent, and Wisconsin Rep. Paul Ryan, Romney's 2012 running mate, at 8 percent.



Several respondents said they were drawn to Romney because of his business background and the familiarity he's engendered after two previous presidential campaigns. "Mitt is a businessman and knows how to operate something," retired businessman Sylvan Schneider told Bloomberg. "He's probably learned a lot from his last campaign."



Fans of Carson, whose star as a conservative pundit has steadily risen since he criticized President Obama's policies at the National Prayer Breakfast in 2013, were drawn to his lack of government experience.



And though Ryan was not at the head of the pack, he may be the most broadly palatable: His favorability rating, at 75 percent, was the highest of the bunch, and he was the top second-choice candidate, at 10 percent.



Some other potential candidates have generated plenty of buzz nationally, but according to the poll, they've got their work cut out for them if they hope to claim Iowa's delegates. Texas Sen. Ted Cruz and Gov. Rick Perry were tied at 7 percent, New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie nabbed only 6 percent, and Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker and former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush were both stuck at 4 percent.



The poll of the Democratic race - no big surprise here - showed Hillary Clinton topping the field with 53 percent support, while her closest potential competitor, Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren, earned only 10 percent. Vice President Joe BIDEN was close behind at 9 percent, and Secretary of State John Kerry, the Democrats' 2004 standard-bearer, earned 7 percent.



 With numbers like that, Clinton will begin the race in a commanding position if she decides to run. But there are also some early warning signs for the former secretary of state, who began her 2008 campaign as the favorite only to watch her lead deteriorate into a third-place finish in the caucuses.



Forty-four percent of likely Democratic caucus-goers said her close ties to Wall Street are a source of concern, while only 36 percent said they are an asset. That could provide an opening for a populist foe like Warren, whose laser-like focus on income inequality and financial services reform has endeared her to the progressive grassroots.



The poll, conducted by Iowa-based Selzer & Company, surveyed 426 likely Democratic caucus-goers and 425 likely Republican caucus-goers from October 1-7, and it carries a margin of error of plus or minus 4.8 percent.



Des Moines Register

Iowa Poll: Clinton has huge head start in state

By: Tony Leys / October 15, 2014



Hillary Clinton would have a huge head start in Iowa if she decides to run for president in 2016, a new Iowa Poll shows.



The former secretary of state, senator and first lady is the current first choice of 53 percent of Iowans who plan to participate in the 2016 Democratic caucuses, the poll finds. That's more than five times the support of her nearest potential competitor, Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren, who is the first choice of 10 percent.



James Hall of Wapello is among the poll participants favoring Clinton.



"I think she's a straightforward person," he said. "She just comes across well." Hall, 67, who is retired from Monsanto, added that Clinton is better known as her own person now than she was when she ran for president in 2008.



Of course, a lot of folks were presuming eight years ago that Clinton would be the Democrats' 2008 presidential nominee. Iowa caucusgoers punctured that presumption by supporting rivals Barack Obama and John Edwards over her. But a new Des Moines Register/Bloomberg Politics Iowa Poll shows deeper early support for Clinton than she had last time around.



The Iowa Poll's first caucus candidate ranking in that cycle came in May 2007. It had Edwards at 29 percent, Obama at 23 percent and Clinton at 21 percent. Clinton's commanding lead in the new poll paints a much different picture.



The challenge for the rest of the possible Democratic field this time is illustrated by Hall's explanation of why he named Vice President Joe BIDEN as his second choice for president after Clinton.



"I probably couldn't think of anybody else," Hall said. He added that he doubts BIDEN or many other prominent Democrats will run if Clinton enters the race, which she has said she's considering.



That doesn't mean no one will. Warren, the Massachusetts senator, has shrugged off speculation that she'll challenge Clinton from the left. But she just happens to be coming to Iowa this Sunday to campaign for U.S. Senate candidate Bruce Braley.



Poll participant Ray Johnson of Clear Lake would love to see Warren jump in the race. He applauds the former Harvard law professor's tough criticism of income inequality and corporate welfare.



"She understands that the middle class is getting screwed, and Main Street is getting screwed," said Johnson, 67, who is a retired high school guidance counselor.



Johnson described himself as a small investor, "but my loyalties lie from whence I came, the working people."



He said Warren best represents those people, but he also likes Clinton. He backed her in the 2008 caucuses, and at this point, she's his second choice for the 2016 nominee. That puts him among 68 percent of likely Iowa caucusgoers who name Clinton as their first or second choices. That's more than double the numbers for BIDEN and Secretary of State John Kerry, who each has a total of 28 percent, and Warren, who has 25 percent.



Kerry, who was a Massachusetts senator, won the caucuses in 2004 and became the Democrats' presidential nominee that year. He was defeated by President George W. Bush, and he is not mentioned much as a possible presidential contender for 2016. The fact that he gets a bit of support in an early Iowa Poll could be due to the fact that voters are more familiar with him than with newcomers to the game.



Poll participant Ginny Hopkins, 58, of Waterloo picked Kerry as her top choice at this point. She has a generally positive sense of him.



"I'm a conservative Democrat, and his politics are most closely aligned with mine," said Hopkins, who is a project manager for John Deere.



You'll never guess whom Hopkins' second choice is at this point. Hopkins said that if Kerry doesn't run, she'd be most inclined to back Clinton, because of her strength and independent mind. "I think she would conduct herself in the way she thinks is right, and not just go down the party line," Hopkins said.



Selzer & Co. of Des Moines conducted the poll Oct. 1-7 for The Des Moines Register and Bloomberg Politics. It's based on telephone interviews with 426 likely Democratic caucusgoers and 425 likely Republican caucusgoers. The margin of error for each set is plus or minus 4.8 percentage points.



J. Ann Selzer, who directs the Iowa Poll, noted that even though the state's Democratic caucusgoers are often portrayed as being unusually liberal, they aren't lining up in large numbers behind Warren. In fact, 52 percent of likely Democratic caucusgoers say their political beliefs align more closely with Clinton than with Warren, who draws 26 percent support on that question. Even among self-described liberals, Clinton tops Warren on this question, 48 percent to 38 percent.



However, Warren is better known than most of the other possible newcomers to the Democratic field. Forty-four percent of Democratic poll participants view her favorably, 11 percent unfavorably, and 45 percent are unsure. Those are significantly better numbers than received by most other possible newcomers.



Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley has made several visits to Iowa this year and said he's considering a presidential run. But just two likely caucusgoers name him as their first choice in the new Iowa Poll. When asked about O'Malley, 13 percent view him favorably, 9 percent unfavorably, and 78 percent aren't sure. (Translation: "Martin O'Who?")



But as with the other numbers, Clinton dominates the field on this question. Seventy-six percent of likely Democratic caucusgoers view her favorably, 19 percent unfavorably and 5 percent are unsure. Luckily for those 5 percent, they still have nearly 16 months to get a better feel for her.



International Business Times

Joe BIDEN Quotes: 'White Boy' And 10 Other Comments, Gaffes And Moments From The Vice President

By: Thomas Barrabi / October 15, 2014



Endlessly quotable Vice President Joe BIDEN raised eyebrows yet again on Tuesday when he referred to himself as a “white boy” while meeting with black clergy in South Carolina. BIDEN went on to dispense some harsh critiques of the Republicans, with particular disdain for the Tea Party faction.



During a closed-door meeting with Rep. James Clyburn, D-S.C., the highest-ranking African-American in the House leadership, BIDEN warned ministers of the dangers of letting the Republicans seize full control of Congress in the midterm elections, CNN reports. In particular, BIDEN spoke on the problems caused by income inequality and the Democratic Party’s superiority in addressing issues such as “tax fairness” and the plight of the middle class.



BIDEN told his audience that he “got 98 percent of the African-American vote every time I ran” in Delaware, where he served as U.S. senator for 36 years. While discussing his early career as a public defender representing low-income clients, he referred to himself as “the only white boy on the east side of Wilmington.”



The vice president also called the Tea Party “crazy” and warned that Congress would achieve “no consensus on anything for the next two, four, six years” if the Republicans are successful on Nov. 4. “This is not your father’s Republican Party,” he said, according to CNN’s source. “This is a different breed of cat, man. I am not making a moral judgment, but I will tell you that they have no judgment.”



BIDEN’s comments, while provocative, are just the latest example of the vice president’s rather bold way of expressing himself. A timeline of some of his most noteworthy quotes can be viewed below.



Oct. 3, 2014: “Isn’t it a bitch? This vice president thing?” said BIDEN while addressing a question from the vice president of the Harvard Institute of Politics, before clarifying that the comment was meant in jest. “That was a joke, that was a joke,” he said. “Best decision I ever made. I’m joking. That was a joke.”



Sept. 3, 2014: “They should know we will follow them to the gates of hell until they are brought to justice. Because hell is where they will reside.” –BIDEN, in a warning to Islamic State group militants after the beheading of American journalist Steven Sotloff.



Feb. 6, 2014: "If I blindfolded someone and took them at 2 o'clock in the morning into the airport in Hong Kong and said 'where do you think you are?' They would say, 'this must be America. This is a modern airport,' " BIDEN said. "If I took them blindfolded and took them to LaGuardia Airport in New York, he would, like, 'I must be in some Third World country.' I'm not joking." – New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio did not appreciate BIDEN’s swipe at LaGuardia.



April 26, 2012: “I promise you, [President Barack Obama] has a big stick. I promise you.” – BIDEN tried to invoke Theodore Roosevelt’s “speak softly and carry a big stick” mantra.



March 23, 2010: “This is a big f---ing deal.” – BIDEN got a bit too excited while congratulating the president on the signing of his health care reform bill.



Feb. 7, 2009: "If we do everything right, if we do it with absolute certainty, there's still a 30 percent chance we're going to get it wrong.” – BIDEN’s comment on the Democratic Party’s support of the Obama economic stimulus package didn’t exactly inspire confidence.



Oct. 15, 2008: “Look, John [McCain’s] last-minute economic plan does nothing to tackle the No. 1 job facing the middle class, and it happens to be, as Barack says, a three-letter word: jobs. J-O-B-S, jobs.” – BIDEN’s miscounted attempt to criticize Republican presidential nominee John McCain at a rally in Ohio.



Aug. 23, 2008: “My friends, I don’t have to tell you, this election year the choice is clear. One man stands ready to deliver change we desperately need. A man I’m proud to call my friend. A man who will be the next president of the United States – Barack America.” – BIDEN’s botched attempt to introduce Obama at a rally in Springfield, Illinois.



Jan. 31, 2007: “You got the first mainstream African-American who is articulate and bright and clean and a nice-looking guy. I mean, that’s a storybook, man.” – BIDEN, on Obama.



June 17, 2006: “You cannot go to a 7-Eleven or a Dunkin’ Donuts unless you have a slight Indian accent. I’m not joking.” – BIDEN, then a U.S. senator, made this gaffe while attempting to praise Delaware’s Indian-American population.



Jacksonville Journal-Courier

Our View: Spam becomes salvation of the political process

October 15, 2014



We don’t want to seem like we’re bragging, but a whole new set of friends has been keeping our email hopping the past week.



Oh, just folks like Barack Obama, Michelle Obama, Nancy Pelosi and Joe BIDEN.



At first we thought it had something to do with the major prize we won in the McDonald’s Monopoly game. Free medium fries certainly bring out the hangers-on, after all.



But we found instead that without our $5 or more donation, the good ship of democracy is in peril. At least the Democratic Party seems to be ready to call it quits if we don’t pitch in.



“President Obama emailed you. Hillary Clinton emailed you [oh, yeah — forgot her]. And I emailed you … quite a bit. We tried to do all we could … but last night, we fell short. I don’t want you to get the wrong idea: We surpassed our initial goal of 100,000 online donations in five days. It was amazing to watch. But everything changed at 3:46 p.m. yesterday. That’s when news broke that Republicans piled in $12 million to defeat us at the very last-minute. We tried our best to catch up — but there just wasn’t enough time. I’m not giving up. And you shouldn’t either. We have one last chance to right this ship. To do it, we need three donors from your ZIP code … “



And it was signed by Nancy, as in Pelosi.



Now before you get all cynical on us and say this was probably a mass email sent by some intern getting college credit for helping out the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee, read this one:



“Since President Obama emailed you this week, more than 51,818 of our best supporters have responded. But sadly, it doesn’t look like you’re on that list. If we’re going to keep our hopes alive for this election, we need five supporters from your ZIP code to answer the president. Can I count on you?”



We still didn’t send money, but given that there were some rather important people sitting around and seemingly unable to do much except wait for our response, we wanted to let them know it was OK to leave their email for a few minutes.



“Thanks sooo much for your letter (smiley face emoticon). Sorry we can’t send money right now (sad face emoticon), what with all this worrying we’ve been doing about Ebola, ISIS and Chinese anti-satellite rumors, time has just slipped away. Guess it’s a matter of priorities, LOL. Anyway, here’s a video of a cat doing something cute. Talk soon. Your BFF.”



There’s been no response yet, but the other emails have increased in frequency and urgency. “I’ll be frank” from Joe BIDEN; “Counting on you” from Barack Obama; “I’m pleading” from Harry Reid. Things must be getting serious, because there are highlighted sentences, color words and all capital letters on some of them.



They show the desperation of the political machine and the constant need it has to be fed dollar after dollar. These emails are an intrusive appeal to the lowest branches of political scare tactics — and yes, Republicans are using the same tactic in some races [“Click here now to stop Barack Obama’s destruction of America!” writes activist Gary Bauer before asking for — you guessed it — money.]



By making the message seem personal — as though the recipient will bear the sole blame should the mighty republic crumble — it’s both shaming and shameful.



We thought about giving in and just tossing a few dollars the way of both political parties just to get off whatever list they and the NSA have compiled, but don’t want to feed the potential for email solicitations to be the wave of the political fundraising future.



Perhaps we’ll change our mind, though. It appears we’ve won a Nigerian lottery for the second time this week and there are dozens of single women who want to meet us.



It would seem a shame for 200-plus years of democracy to come to a crashing halt because we didn’t share the luck.



Roll Call

‘Dogs Impersonating BIDEN’ — It’s a Thing Now

By: Warren Rojas / October 15, 2014



In a world flush with insanely candid shots of Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. being, well, BIDENesque, there’s only one way to outdo the freewheeling almost-leader of the free world: pair him up with canine doppelgangers.



At least that’s what online photo hound “delrayser” has done with the nascent “Dogs Impersonating BIDEN” site.



“I think Joe BIDEN’s great, for a lot of the same goofy, lovable reasons that dogs are. I expect that’s why people find the Tumblr funny,” the visually motivated blogger said of this new pet project.



The surreal matchmaking service was launched late last week after delrayser stumbled upon a rib-tickling social media post.



“My original inspiration was the photo of BIDEN looking out a window … and it struck me as funny because of the sullen expression on his face. Sort of like a dog staring out the window after you when you leave the house,” DIB’s creator explained. “So I found a comparable photo and posted them both in a tweet.”



BIDEN kicked the door open even further by getting caught in the now iconic I-always-don-Aviators-before-devouring-ice-cream pose.



“The photo’s amazing in its own right, but since I already had dogs on the brain, I found a photo of a dog eating ice cream with his head tilted at the same angle, and posted it to Twitter,” delrayser explained.



With two successful synchronizations already in the can, ramping things up into a dedicated web page became a no-brainer.



“It just seemed like the type of dumb, nonsensical idea that’s perfect for Tumblr,” delrayser said.



After posing an informal poll on Twitter (“I got enough positive responses that I thought I’d give it a shot,” delrayser said) and quickly scanning the web for readily available fodder, delrayser began cranking out the kooky couplings in earnest.



Just how long can this image repurposing party possibly continue?



“There’s enough funny BIDEN photos to keep me in business for a while,” delrayser predicted.



It might even stick around long enough to elicit a shout-out a la the full circle “Texts From Hillary” parting shot.



“I doubt the VP will ever see it but I suspect some of his staffers have, and I’d love to know what his reaction would be if they showed it to him,” delrayser said. “Hopefully he’d take it for the compliment that it is.”
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KDAL 610

Vice President Visits Duluth To Praise Work Against Domestic Violence

By: Dave Strandberg / October 23, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN made a stop in Duluth on Thursday to congratulate some of the people who developed and implemented a program to fight domestic violence.  



WDIO-TV 

BIDEN Praises 'Duluth Model' in Northland Visit

October 23, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN praised the Duluth Model for dealing with domestic violence during a visit to the Northland today.



Associated Press

BIDEN To Campaign In Hibbing For Democrat Nolan

October 23, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.



KEYC-TV

Hillary Clinton, Joe BIDEN to Campaign in Minnesota

By: Mitch Keegan / October 23, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.



CNN

Hillary Clinton to Return to Iowa

October 23, 2014

A number of big name Democrats have come to Iowa to help Braley. Vice President Joe BIDEN will stump for the Senate hopeful at an event in Davenport on Monday and first lady Michelle Obama stumped for him earlier this week.



KSTP-TV

Joe BIDEN, Hillary Clinton Campaign in Minnesota for Fellow Dems.

By: Jennie Olson / October 23, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN and Hillary Rodham Clinton are both visiting Minnesota to give a late boost to Democrats on this fall's ballot.

BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.  



Queens Chronicle

Cuomo unveils plan to modernize airports

October 23, 2014

LaGuardia Airport may not stay in the third world after all.

On Monday, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Gov. Cuomo unveiled a state plan to modernize and revitalize LaGuardia, JFK, Republic and Stewart airports.



The Daily Beast

Trump Travels to Iowa, Bashes New York

By: Ben Jacobs / October 23, 2014

Trump’s comments echo those made by Joe BIDEN earlier this year in which the Vice President compared LaGuardia to a “third world country.” BIDEN made the statement at an event in Philadelphia, where he pushed for an increase in federal infrastructure spending.



Huffington Post

Shining Light on Violence Against Women

By: Nancy C. Lee / October 23, 2014

At a recent event celebrating the 20th anniversary of VAWA, Vice President BIDEN (the original author of the law) voiced a goal that I believe is necessary and attainable: "We are not going to succeed until America embraces the notion... that under no circumstance does a man ever have a right to raise a hand to a woman other than in self-defense."



BCTV

A Tie in the U S Senate: Turning Even into Odd

By: G. Terry Madonna & Michael L. Young / October 23, 2014

The wild card in what is otherwise a horrific scenario is Vice President BIDEN. BIDEN is a creature of the Senate, long a part of the Senate establishment and someone with close relationships with Senate colleagues on both side of the aisle. BIDEN might make a tie work if anyone can.



ABC News

Bristol Palin Explains Brawl, Blames Media, Attacks BIDENs, Clintons (All In One Note!)

By: Shushannah Walshe / October 23, 2014

In her defense, Sarah Palin’s eldest daughter blamed a liberal media bias for unfair and incorrect reporting on the incident. She aimed to the set the record straight while also pointing out embarrassing incidents in other political families such as the Clintons and BIDENs.



The Daily Caller

Bristol Palin Claws Media With 10 Perfect Post Brawl Nails

By: Betsy Rothstein / October 23, 2014

She also graciously brings up Veep Joe BIDEN‘s son, who got kicked out the Navy for testing positive for cocaine. She calls him the “real Vice President’s kid.” A quick Google search turns up more than 380,000 hits. From CNN to The Daily Beast to The National Enquirer, they all covered Hunter BIDEN’s cocaine scandal.



Columbia Daily Tribune

BIDEN nepotism? Follow your nose

By: Michelle Malkin / October 23, 2014

Everything you need to know about Beltway nepotism, corporate cronyism and corruption can be found in the biography of Robert Hunter BIDEN. Where are the Occupy Wall Street rabble-rousers and enemies of elitist privilege when you need them? Straining their neck muscles to look the other way.





KDAL 610

Vice President Visits Duluth To Praise Work Against Domestic Violence

By: Dave Strandberg / October 23, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN made a stop in Duluth on Thursday to congratulate some of the people who developed and implemented a program to fight domestic violence.  The program, called the Duluth Model, has since spread around the world as an effective community tool to deal with the problem.  The Vice President says he contacted some of those people in Duluth when he was a U-S Senator and authored the Violence Against Women Act.  The Duluth Model recently won the 2014 Future Policy Award from the World Future Council, UN Women and the Inter Parliamentary Union for its coordinated community response to end the violence against women and girls.



WDIO-TV 

BIDEN Praises 'Duluth Model' in Northland Visit

October 23, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN praised the Duluth Model for dealing with domestic violence during a visit to the Northland today.



In a midday speech at the Duluth Public Safety Building, BIDEN told people who have worked on the Duluth Model that they "have awakened the world."  He said he has seen the Duluth Model's visual wheel for intervening in domestic abuse cases on visits to other countries.



The Duluth Model was named the world's best policy last week by the World Future Council, the Inter-Parliamentary Union, and UN Women.



"Because of you, we've made real progress, we've saved lives," BIDEN said. "You made it clear that it is never, never, never, never the woman's fault.  It is not the woman's fault."



BIDEN called on other men to intervene to stop domestic violence, saying, "We have to change the behavior, not only of the abuser, but of other men."



This afternoon, BIDEN will travel to Hibbing for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan at Hibbing Community College. He's hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic incumbent who's locked in a tight race with GOP candidate Stewart Mills. It's one of the country's top five races in terms of outside spending.



We'll have full coverage of BIDEN's visit on Eyewitness News at 5:00, 6:00, and 10:00 and on wdio.com.



Associated Press

BIDEN To Campaign In Hibbing For Democrat Nolan

October 23, 2014



HIBBING, Minn. (AP) — Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.



BIDEN speaks at Hibbing Community College on Thursday afternoon. He’s hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic incumbent who’s locked in a tight race with GOP candidate Stewart Mills. It’s one of the country’s top five races in terms of outside spending.



Northeastern Minnesota’s 8th Congressional District was long a Democratic stronghold but redistricting has added more conservative territory to it, turning it into a swing district.



BIDEN will travel to Hibbing after speaking at the Duluth Public Safety Building at an event on domestic violence. The White House says he’ll highlight “The Duluth Model” of collaboration among domestic abuse intervention programs and government agencies.



KEYC-TV

Hillary Clinton, Joe BIDEN to Campaign in Minnesota

By: Mitch Keegan / October 23, 2014



Hillary Rodham Clinton will be in Minnesota today to give a boost to Democrats on this fall's ballot and renew ties that could help her in a possible presidential bid.



The former U.S. secretary of state, senator and first lady will headline a rally at Macalester College and hold a fundraiser for Gov. Mark Dayton.



Her appearance is geared toward energizing voters about to decide the re-election fates of Dayton and first-term Sen. Al Franken.



Dayton was a vocal Clinton backer when she sought the party's presidential nomination in 2008 and says he'd be in her corner if she runs in 2016.



Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.



He's hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic incumbent who's locked in a tight race with GOP candidate Stewart Mills.



It's one of the country's top five races in terms of outside spending.



Northeastern Minnesota's 8th Congressional District was long a Democratic stronghold but redistricting has added more conservative territory to it, turning it into a swing district.



CNN

Hillary Clinton to Return to Iowa

October 23, 2014



WASHINGTON — Hillary Clinton is heading back to Iowa on October 29, according to a Democratic source with knowledge of the trip.



The former first lady’s visit comes just a little more than a month since she returned to Iowa after a six year hiatus. Clinton stumped for Bruce Braley, Iowa’s Democratic Senate nominee, and other Iowa Democrats at the 37th annual – and final – Harkin Steak Fry in September. She had last visited the state in 2008.



Braley is currently locked in a tight race to succeed Harkin in the Senate with Republican Joni Ernst.



A number of big name Democrats have come to Iowa to help Braley. Vice President Joe BIDEN will stump for the Senate hopeful at an event in Davenport on Monday and first lady Michelle Obama stumped for him earlier this week.



Any visit Clinton makes to Iowa – the crucially important first-in-the-nation caucus state – is immediately seen through the lens of 2016 politics given that the former first lady is widely seen as the Democratic frontrunner for president and has admitted that she is considering a run.



Clinton’s October visit to stump for Democrats in Iowa comes near the end of her prolonged push for Democrats across the country. Clinton has headlined political events in California, Colorado, Michigan, Kentucky, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Illinois and Florida in the last month. And is expected to return to New Hampshire and Georgia by election day.



While all of these events have been for Democrats seeking to win in November, the campaigning is also a way for Clinton to satisfy Democrats who expect their potential future presidential nominee to help the party in the years before the run.



By election day, Clinton is expected to visit over 15 states in her midterm push.



KSTP-TV

Joe BIDEN, Hillary Clinton Campaign in Minnesota for Fellow Dems.

By: Jennie Olson / October 23, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN and Hillary Rodham Clinton are both visiting Minnesota to give a late boost to Democrats on this fall's ballot.

BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.          



BIDEN speaks at Hibbing Community College on Thursday afternoon. He's hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic incumbent who's locked in a tight race with GOP candidate Stewart Mills. It's one of the country's top five races in terms of outside spending.          



Northeastern Minnesota's 8th Congressional District was long a Democratic stronghold, but redistricting has added more conservative territory to it, turning it into a swing district.          



BIDEN will travel to Hibbing after speaking at the Duluth Public Safety Building at an event on domestic violence. The White House says he'll highlight "The Duluth Model" of collaboration among domestic abuse intervention programs and government agencies.



Meanwhile, Clinton is hoping to help fellow Democrats while renewing ties that could help her in a possible presidential bid.          



The former U.S. secretary of state, senator and first lady is headlining a rally Thursday at Macalester College and is later holding a fundraiser for Democratic Gov. Mark Dayton.          



Her appearance was geared toward energizing voters about to decide the re-election fates of Dayton and first-term Democratic Sen. Al Franken.          

Dayton was a vocal Clinton backer when she sought the party's presidential nomination in 2008 and says he'd be in her corner if she runs in 2016. In the prior campaign, Clinton lost Minnesota's caucuses to now-President Barack Obama.



Queens Chronicle

Cuomo unveils plan to modernize airports

October 23, 2014



LaGuardia Airport may not stay in the third world after all.



On Monday, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Gov. Cuomo unveiled a state plan to modernize and revitalize LaGuardia, JFK, Republic and Stewart airports.



“The number one job of government is to promote economic growth and prosperity, and one of the best ways to drive commerce is by investing in infrastructure that connects New York with local, national and international markets,” Cuomo said during a press conference at Vaughn College in East Elmhurst.



Cuomo revealed LaGuardia and JFK airports will partake in separate master plan design competitions.



For LaGuardia, designers from across the globe will be asked to envision a complete package of what the facility will look like and how it will function. Cuomo said the competition should produce a project that will improve transportation to the airport, including the possibility of a high-speed ferry, a redesigned airport layout to increase access and more resilient infrastructure.



For JFK, the competition will call on applicants to submit designs that will enhance the transportation network — including the AirTrain, improved parking areas and the subway and LIRR — exploring the idea of increasing hotel capacity in the immediate area and upgrading facilities across the board.



Plans for Republic Airport on Long Island and Stewart International Airport in the Hudson Valley are much smaller in scale and include improving accessibility and utilizing space more efficiently.



“Build the greatest infrastructure in the world,” BIDEN, who recently compared LaGuardia Airport to that of a third-world country, said. “It’s like, build it and they will come. Nobody knows that better than the city of New York. I think this will be, for the rest of the nation, a blueprint about how they have to move. Thank you for having the courage to step up and think big and move.”



In January, Cuomo announced in his State of the State Address that New York needed to assume management responsibility for construction at LaGuardia and JFK to help break gridlock.



“This is more important for New York than ever before, which is why the state is ambitiously investing in roads, bridges and tunnels on a scale that we haven’t seen in decades,” Cuomo said. “Our airport modernization plan not only enhances how our individual airports look and act in the 21st century, but addresses how they must fundamentally work together to strategically grow in New York’s economy.”



According to the Governor’s Office, the Port Authority Board of Commissioners will select the best three designs for each airport. The finalists will receive up to $500,000 to further develop their concept.



The contest will begin in 30 days and design firms will have 60 days to develop plans, which must include a project implementation timeline to ensure that work begins quickly.



Funding may come from both private and public sectors, though additional details of the competitions and the end cost were unavailable as of press time.



The governor added that the new design contest would “complement” an existing LaGuardia Airport terminal project put out to bid this year. In September, officials announced they had not selected a winner yet, but estimated that within the year, a terminal design would be chosen.



“New York is the product of our built environment,” Cuomo said. “We took a very small piece of land that happened to have a great location as a harbor and a seaport and we built more than was ever imaginable. We just relished in taking engineering feats that they said we couldn’t do and doing it just to show that we could.”



The Daily Beast

Trump Travels to Iowa, Bashes New York

By: Ben Jacobs / October 23, 2014



Donald Trump has gone all the way to Iowa to insult New York.



The bombastic New York-based millionaire held a press conference with Iowa Republican Rep. Steve King in Des Moines Tuesday, where he proclaimed that LaGuardia and JFK were “like third world airports.” In contrast, Trump praised Qatar, Saudi Arabia and China for having airports “the likes of which we’ve never seen in this country.”



Trump’s comments echo those made by Joe BIDEN earlier this year in which the Vice President compared LaGuardia to a “third world country.” BIDEN made the statement at an event in Philadelphia, where he pushed for an increase in federal infrastructure spending.



In addition to bashing New York’s airports, Trump praised King, notorious for his comments about illegal immigrants with “calves the size of cantaloupes,” as “a smart person with really the right views on almost everything.”



At the time, the Vice President’s comment provoked some backlash from New York Mayor Bill DeBlasio, as well as from the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, which operates LaGuardia. While there was universal agreement that LaGuardia badly needed renovation, DeBlasio thought that the phrasing of BIDEN’s critique was “inappropriate.”



Unlike BIDEN, Trump wasn’t making a plea for greater federal spending on transportation when he slammed his home state’s two biggest airports. Instead the reality show star, who flirted with running for Governor of New York earlier this year, had travelled to Iowa to announce his endorsement of King, a controversial six-term Republican incumbent. 



In addition to bashing New York’s airports, Trump praised King, notorious for his comments about illegal immigrants with “calves the size of cantaloupes,” as “a smart person with really the right views on almost everything.”



However, for all the controversy around him, King has always been smart enough not to bash his home state’s two biggest airports. After all, unlike Donald Trump, he’s actually running for office.



Huffington Post

Shining Light on Violence Against Women

By: Nancy C. Lee / October 23, 2014



Domestic violence has been in the news a lot lately. Intimate partner violence (also known as IPV or domestic violence) is not new, but it is widespread. New research from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) shows how staggering the problem is: over 38 million women in the United States experience violence at the hand of a husband, boyfriend, or other partner during their lifetime. But what many people don't know is that the number declined significantly in the last 20 years, in part because of the Violence Against Women Act of 1994 (VAWA).



Prior to VAWA, in many states physical and sexual violence against a woman by someone she knew was not considered as serious a crime as was an attack by a stranger. Thinking about it now, it's hard to believe.



VAWA was a major national recognition of the severity of partner violence against women and the need for change. Renewed last year, the law provides funding for criminal investigation, prosecution, and harsher penalties for abusers. It also supports programs and services such as the National Domestic Violence Hotline, rape crisis centers, violence prevention programs, legal aid for survivors, and protections for traditionally underserved populations such as Native Americans, undocumented individuals, women with disabilities, and lesbian, bisexual, and transgender women.



VAWA has had a big impact -- IPV declined by 67 percent between 1993 and 2010, due in part to changes like these:



All 50 states have updated their laws so that rape is now subject to the same punishment whether or not the victim knows the perpetrator.

Police, prosecutors, and judges now receive training on handling IPV cases.



If police officers have reason to suspect IPV, they may now arrest someone for committing the crime without an arrest warrant.

Victims no longer have to pay for their own rape exams or to have a protection order (also called a restraining order) served to their abuser.

Perhaps the most important change to come from VAWA was the acknowledgment that domestic violence exists. Historically, we avoided the topic, preferring to think of it as a "private" or "family" issue that only happens to other people, when it actually affects people of all ages, races, ethnicities, and educational and socioeconomic backgrounds. The more we talk openly about the reality of domestic violence -- the more we let sunlight shine on this issue -- the more progress we can make.



At a recent event celebrating the 20th anniversary of VAWA, Vice President BIDEN (the original author of the law) voiced a goal that I believe is necessary and attainable: "We are not going to succeed until America embraces the notion... that under no circumstance does a man ever have a right to raise a hand to a woman other than in self-defense." In order to reach this goal, we must start with open, honest discussion about the painful problem of domestic violence. Not only is this discussion good for society, it can help women caught in violent relationships and the children that live in these abusive homes. When we talk openly about the many forms abuse can take and deem these actions wrong and criminal, we help others identify abuse in their lives and show them a path to change.



How can you help? Start a dialogue. Share this simple, easy-to-read infographic with friends and family and post it on your social networks in whatever way feels right for you. Don't be surprised if your doctor asks questions about your relationships and home life. IPV screening is covered under all Marketplace and most other health coverage plans, at no additional cost. And don't forget the girls in your life; at least 1 in 10 teens experience physical violence in their relationships. Talk to them about healthy relationships, abuse, and what they should do if someone hurts them.



If we open up this problem to the sunlight, we can make a difference for millions of women.



BCTV

A Tie in the U S Senate: Turning Even into Odd

By: G. Terry Madonna & Michael L. Young / October 23, 2014



Think things can’t get any worse with the approval rating of Congress polling as low as a 7 percent while national problems pile up and an increasingly dysfunctional House and Senate continue to set new records for sheer futility?



If so, you would be wrong. They can get a lot worse. And they just might after Election Day, Nov. 4th.



The problem is the Senate and the issue is whether either party will win the 51 votes minimally needed to organize and operate that body for the next two years. The prospect for a tied senate at 50 to 50 after Nov. 4 is very real as we enter the final days of campaigning.



Right now, 45 seats are probably safe for Democrats, 47 for Republicans. Another 8 seats are competitive meaning either party could win. So Republicans have to win 4 of them to win the Senate, while fewer could give the body to Democrats or even produce a 50-50 tie.



The GOP is well positioned. In fact, most assessments by independent analysts forecast Republican’s will pick up between four and eight senate seats.



The fly in the Republican ointment, however, is that there are two “Independents” with a prospect for victory—Kansas and South Dakota. If at least one of them is victorious, it becomes dicey – enough so that a 50 to 50 split might occur, producing chaos across Congress.



If a tie should exist after Election Day, Article I, Section 1 of the U.S. Constitution would be invoked giving the vice president, one Joseph BIDEN, the power to vote and break ties that exist. In normal times the vice president constitutionally presides over the Senate but does not vote on matters before the Senate unless a tie exists.



A constitutional tie in the Senate would be profoundly troubling, given the disarray in national politics. It would either intensify the extreme polarization already stultifying our politics – or as bad, bring government to even more of a standstill than already exists.  As a country, the prospects of a Senate tie makes us similar to an already ill patient suddenly faced with an even more calamitous sickness.



The worst precedent in Senate history of a divided chamber occurred after the election of 1880. The possible parallels to 2014 are chilling. Then the Senate was split 37 Republicans, 37 Democrats, with two Independents. With the new session in 1881, reorganization of the Senate took place.  The two Independents went their separate ways, Illinois Senator David A. Davis, joined the Democrats while Virginian William Mahone caucused with the Republicans.



The tiebreaker was newly elected Vice President Republican Chester Arthur, but Republicans, lacking sufficient members in the chamber, were not able to organize properly. Consequently, Democrats maintained control of the committee chairmanships they had held previously, as the operations of the U.S. Senate descended into a farce.



Ultimately, it took the Senate two years to finally resolve its leadership crisis, blessedly ending one of the stranger moments in Senate history.

The most recent 50 to 50 Senate split occurred in the tumult of January 2001, in the aftermath of the disputed Bush-Gore presidential election. Al Gore, as Clinton’ outgoing vice president, was the tiebreaker for the first 17 days of the new Congress. When Dick Cheney became vice president on January 20, he became the tiebreaker. Cheney broke several ties during his years in office, but only two in the period when the Senate party composition was equally divided.



Awkward as that was, some amity still existed in Congress and both sides worked out arrangement to make it all work.



If you think a similar tie would work in 2014 then you might be interested in buying a slightly used bridge in Brooklyn.



Let’s be clear: given the extreme polarization and excessive partisanship in Washington today, nothing good at all is going to happen with a 50-50 Senate split. Challenges the Senate will likely confront in the new Congress -- immigration, energy, foreign policy, amendments to the Affordable Care Act, deciding executive appointments and Supreme court confirmations --are simply not going to be met with an evenly split Senate.



The wild card in what is otherwise a horrific scenario is Vice President BIDEN. BIDEN is a creature of the Senate, long a part of the Senate establishment and someone with close relationships with Senate colleagues on both side of the aisle. BIDEN might make a tie work if anyone can.



We should all hope he doesn’t need to do it – and we don’t need to find out if he can.



ABC News

Bristol Palin Explains Brawl, Blames Media, Attacks BIDENs, Clintons (All In One Note!)

By: Shushannah Walshe / October 23, 2014



Two days after audio from a brawl involving the Palin family was released, Bristol Palin has defended herself and her family in writing, explaining her side of what happened on the evening of Sept. 6.



“Instead of listening to all the people who weren’t there ... let me tell you what actually happened,” she writes in a post on Patheos.



In her defense, Sarah Palin’s eldest daughter blamed a liberal media bias for unfair and incorrect reporting on the incident. She aimed to the set the record straight while also pointing out embarrassing incidents in other political families such as the Clintons and BIDENs. She alleged coverage of those moments was downplayed because they involved Democratic families.



Some details of the Palins' run-in already emerged on that audio earlier this week and in other accounts.



But here are the five best parts of Bristol Palin’s new post:



Palin Attacks BIDENs and Clintons, Says They Don't Get Same Negative Coverage as Conservative Women



Bristol Palin asserted media bias leads to coverage of her family, but claimed there is not the same kind of coverage of Democratic family scandals:



“In the meantime, did you even hear about Vice President Joe BIDEN’s adult son who kicked out of the Navy for cocaine? (That’s the real Vice President’s kid...) So pause for a moment and consider the hysteria over our stupid 'incident', compared to our actual Vice President’s son not even being able to hold on to a position in the Navy Reserve.



"I’m sure you heard the happy news that Chelsea Clinton had a baby. But did you know her father-in-law and Clinton family pal Edward Mezvinsky is a convicted felon because of committing bank, wire, and mail fraud? Of course, you didn’t. Because the friends and family of the revered liberal elite are treated like delicate China. Don’t handle too roughly. They are precious. They are off limits. Don’t push on them too hard. In the meantime, I was pushed and held down by some guy ... and the media salivates like a dog that’s just been given a bone,” she wrote.



Palin said the tough coverage stems from her being a conservative woman:



“Violence against women is never okay,” Palin wrote. “Even if that violence occurs against conservative women. Imagine for a second the outrage that would happen if Chelsea Clinton had gotten pushed by some guy. Had she tried to defend herself, the liberal media would’ve held her up as some feminist hero. But it wasn’t Chelsea. It wasn’t Hillary. It wasn’t someone they liked or someone they agreed with. It was a conservative. And once again, the hypocrisy of the media is laid bare.”



The Daily Caller

Bristol Palin Claws Media With 10 Perfect Post Brawl Nails

By: Betsy Rothstein / October 23, 2014



Sarah Palin‘s daughter, Bristol, doesn’t just hate the media. She despises it. But today, in a first-person account on the “Palin family brawl,” she sounded the typical rallying cry of many conservative websites out there: It’s the liberal media — they’re all biased! Specifically, she claims that the media has revealed its bias against conservative women like herself.



Bristol, please.



She describes the dramatic battleground in which her little sister, Willow, was knocked to the ground by a grown woman and her friend got “knocked out” and needed 10 stitches. When she tried to defend her sister, she was also shoved to the ground by a 200-pound man who kept her down while she lay there helpless. She wrote that he yelled at her, saying, “You c-nt!”



Bristol goes on to correct details she says the media got wrong. No, she says, she didn’t swing at the man seven times, as evidenced by–no joke–her fingernails: “After this incident, I still had a perfect manicure on all ten of my nails.”



She expected the media to sit back and what, not cover this? Is she delusional?



And yet she goes to describe a media that would’ve obviously brushed all this off had it been the Clintons.



Specifically, Chelsea Clinton.



Excuse me, Bristol, but have you read the stories about how bad a job Chelsea did at NBC and the outrage many felt by a $600,000 paycheck they said she didn’t deserve? But even if you don’t think those stories were negative enough, how about Chelsea as a teenager, when there were stories and late-night jokes about how ugly and awkward she was. Or Chelsea’s father, former President Bill Clinton, getting impeached because he lied about sexual relations he’d had with an intern named Monica Lewinksy. From start to finish, the press didn’t ignore the Clintons. Further, Monica blames Matt Drudge, a conservative, for ruining her life. Hillary Clinton hates the media so much that among the reported reasons why she may not run for President involves having to deal with the media.



Columbia Daily Tribune

BIDEN nepotism? Follow your nose

By: Michelle Malkin / October 23, 2014



Everything you need to know about Beltway nepotism, corporate cronyism and corruption can be found in the biography of Robert Hunter BIDEN. Where are the Occupy Wall Street rabble-rousers and enemies of elitist privilege when you need them? Straining their neck muscles to look the other way.



The youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN made news last week after The Wall Street Journal revealed he had been booted from the Navy Reserve for cocaine use. His drug abuse was certainly no surprise to the Navy, which issued him a waiver for a previous drug offense before commissioning him as a public affairs officer at the age of 43. The Navy also bent over backward a second time with an age waiver so he could secure the cushy part-time job.



Papa BIDEN loves to tout his middle-class, “Average Joe” credentials. But rest assured, if his son had been “Hunter Smith” or “Hunter Jones” or “Hunter Brown,” the Navy’s extraordinary dispensations would be all but unattainable. Oh, and if he had been “Hunter Palin,” The New York Times would be on its 50th front-page investigative report by now.



Despite the disgraceful ejection from our military, Hunter’s Connecticut law license won’t be subject to automatic review. Because, well, BIDEN.



BIDEN’s bennies are not just one-offs. Skating by, flouting rules and extracting favors are the story of Hunter’s life.



Hunter’s first job, acquired after Joe BIDEN won his 1996 Senate re-election bid in Delaware, was with MBNA. That’s the credit card conglomerate and top campaign finance donor that forked over nearly $63,000 in bundled primary and general contributions from its employees to then Sen. BIDEN. As I’ve reported previously, Daddy BIDEN secured his custom-built, multimillion-dollar house in Delaware’s ritziest Chateau Country neighborhood with the help of a leading MBNA corporate executive. Average Joe went on to carry legislative water for MBNA in the Senate for years.



Hunter zoomed up to senior vice president by early 1998 and then scored a plum position in the Clinton administration’s Commerce Department, specializing in “electronic commerce” before returning to MBNA three years later as a high-priced “consultant.” While he collected those “consulting” (translation: nepotistic access-trading) fees, Hunter became a “founding partner” in the lobbying firm of Oldaker, BIDEN and Belair in 2002.



William Oldaker was Papa BIDEN’s former fundraiser, campaign treasurer and general counsel — a Beltway barnacle whose Democratic machine days dated back to Teddy Kennedy’s 1980 presidential bid. Under Oldaker’s tutelage, Hunter lobbied for drug companies, universities and other deep-pocketed clients to the tune of nearly $4 million billed to the company by 2007.



Coincidentally, then-Illinois Sen. Barack Obama personally requested and secured cozy taxpayer-subsidized earmarks for several of Hunter’s clients.



Hunter got himself appointed to multiple corporate board positions, including a directorship with Eudora Global. It’s an investment firm founded by one Jeffrey Cooper, head of one of the biggest asbestos-litigation firms in the country. SimmonsCooper, based in Madison County, Ill., donated hundreds of thousands of dollars to BIDEN the Elder’s various political campaigns over the past decade — all while the firm poured $6.5 million into lobbying against a key tort-reform bill, which former Sen. BIDEN worked hard to defeat. Cooper also contributed to the Delaware attorney-general campaign of Hunter’s older brother, Beau, and paid Beau for legal work on lucrative asbestos-litigation cases.



Hunter also was previously a top official at Paradigm Global Advisors, a hedge fund holding company founded with Vice President BIDEN’s brother, James, and marketed by convicted finance fraudster Allen Stanford. As Paradigm chairman, Hunter oversaw half a billion dollars of client money invested in hedge funds while remaining a lobbyist at Oldaker, BIDEN and Belair. Cooper chipped in $2 million for the ill-fated venture, which went bust amid nasty fraud lawsuits.



Continually failing upward, Hunter snagged a seat on the board of directors of taxpayer-subsidized, stimulus-inflated Amtrak, where he pretended not to be a lobbyist but rather an “effective advocate” for the government railroad system serving the 1 percenters’ D.C.-NYC corridor.



So, where does a coke-abusing influence peddler go after raking in gobs of Daddy-enabled dough and abusing the U.S. Navy’s ill-considered generosity? Back to Cronyland! Hunter joined Ukrainian natural gas company Burisma Holdings — owned by a powerful Russian government sympathizer who fled to Russia in February — this spring. The hypocritical lobbyist-bashers at the White House deny he will be lobbying and deny any conflict of interest.



Meanwhile, Just Like You Joe was whipping up class envy in South Carolina last week. “Corporate profits have soared,” he railed, thanks to “these guys running hedge funds in New York,” who are to blame for “income inequality.”



You know, like his son and brother and their Beltway back-scratching patrons.



The BIDENs: They’re not like us.
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Business Excellence

BIDEN keynotes economic forum in Washington

October 28, 2014

“Infrastructure drives economic growth across the board. Vice President BIDEN understands this and has demonstrated leadership in developing a national vision to innovate and improve the state of US infrastructure,” said CG/LA President and CEO, Norman Anderson (pictured) in a statement.



Fox Boston

Vice President BIDEN in town this week

October 28, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in town this week, pulling for local democrats.



Peabody Patch

BIDEN to Rally on North Shore in Final Week Before Election

By: Robert Gates / October 28, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is coming to the North Shore on Wednesday to campaign with Congressional candidate Seth Moulton, less than a week before the election.



WMUR Manchester

Shea-Porter to attend fundraiser with VP BIDEN in Boston Wednesday

By: James Pindell / October 28, 2014

With a week before Election Day, New Hampshire Democrats are trying to figure out a way to win despite the unpopularity of the Obama administration in the Granite State. However, U.S. Rep. Carol Shea-Porter will head to Boston Wednesday where Vice President Joe BIDEN will headline a fundraiser for her campaign and another congressional candidate in Massachusetts.



TIME

Joe BIDEN, Top Obama Officials Get Cheap Family Vacations at Federal Log Cabin

By: Zeke J. Miller / October 28, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN, his wife and 11 other family members spent four nights on vacation this August at a lakeside log cabin overlooking the snowcapped peaks of Mount Moran in Grand Teton National Park.



The Washington Post

Park-gate: BIDEN vacation at National Park cabin prompts investigation

By: Colby Itkowitz / October 28, 2014

Vice President BIDEN and several top White House officials have vacationed with their families at the same log cabin in Grand Teton National Park. Located on Jackson Lake, the rustic getaway is the perfect escape from the fast-paced Washington grind.



The Hill

Report: BIDEN, officials used National Park cabin for cheap vacations

By: Ben Kamisar / October 28, 2014

Vice President BIDEN and other members of the Obama Cabinet each spent vacation time at a government-owned log cabin in Wyoming where they were charged a low rate, a Time report charges.



Associated Press

Grand Teton lodge under review after BIDEN stay

October 28, 2014

The National Park Service is reviewing its policy for VIP stays at a lakeside vacation lodge in the Grand Tetons after a visit by Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Mashable

Vice President BIDEN's lodge vacation comes under scrutiny

By: Jessica Plautz / October 28, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is causing controversy after TIME reported he, at least four Cabinet secretaries, and other Obama administration officials used a lodge in the Grand Tetons for vacations.



Today’s Zaman

US Vice President BIDEN to visit Turkey

October 28, 2014

The White House announced on Monday that BIDEN will travel to Morocco, Ukraine and Turkey during the week of Nov. 17.



Cyprus Mail

BIDEN to visit Turkey

October 28, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Turkey close to November 20 and will, according to well informed sources have a telephone conversation with President Nicos Anastasiades in the coming days.



Independent Journal Review

VP Joe BIDEN Has Factual Revelation and Joins Middle Class Bashing of Obama

By: Michael Hausam / October 28, 2014

In Iowa, during a stump speech for behind-in-the-polls Democrat Senate candidate Bruce Braley, Vice President Joe BIDEN apparently neglected to recall who has been in charge of the country for the last six years.



Fox News

BIDEN Admits Middle Class Left Behind By Obama Policies

By: Thomas Lifson / October 28, 2014

Good ol’ Joe once again blurts out the awkward truth, while trying to be helpful to Democrat Senate candidate in Iowa, Bruce Braley (known to Michelle Obama as Bruce Bailey).



Jewish News Service

Vice President Joe BIDEN to address Jewish federations’ General Assembly

October 28, 2014

The Jewish Federations of North America has announced that Vice President Joe BIDEN will address its upcoming General Assembly. BIDEN will the the highest-ranking U.S. official to ever address the federation umbrella’s annual conference.



The Jerusalem Post

BIDEN set to address Jewish Federations of North America conference

By: Michael Wilner / October 28, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN will address a gathering of the American Jewish community next month, expected to discuss the US-Israel relationship amid rising tensions between the two governments over settlement activity.



Global Jewish News Source

Vice President Joe BIDEN to headline Jewish Federations’ General Assembly

October 28, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will headline the list of speakers at the General Assembly of the Jewish Federations of North America.







Business Excellence

BIDEN keynotes economic forum in Washington

October 28, 2014



The 6th North American Strategic Infrastructure Leadership Forum is hosted by CG/LA Infrastructure and aims to bring together officials and sponsors from the top infrastructure 100 projects in North America. “Infrastructure drives economic growth across the board. Vice President BIDEN understands this and has demonstrated leadership in developing a national vision to innovate and improve the state of US infrastructure,” said CG/LA President and CEO, Norman Anderson (pictured) in a statement.



For BIDEN, the forum offers a opportunity to highlight the administration's continued calls to invest in infrastructure spending, which many Democrats have argued would help spur economic growth. The Forum brings project sponsors from the top 100 projects in North America together with industry experts dedicated to efficiently moving these projects forward. The Forum is open to the public and is being held from October 28-30 at the Mayflower Renaissance Hotel.



Fox Boston

Vice President BIDEN in town this week

October 28, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in town this week, pulling for local democrats.



Tomorrow in Lynn, the Vice President will attend a public rally with Seth Moulton. Moulton faces former Republican State Senator Richard Tisei for the sixth congressional district seat.



BIDEN will then join Martha Coakley for a private fundraiser in Dorchester.



He will be the latest of high-profile politicians to stump for the democratic gubernatorial candidate.



Peabody Patch

BIDEN to Rally on North Shore in Final Week Before Election

By: Robert Gates / October 28, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is coming to the North Shore on Wednesday to campaign with Congressional candidate Seth Moulton, less than a week before the election.



Moulton’s campaign is calling it a “Get Out The Vote rally” that will be held at the Lynn YMCA, 20 Neptune Blvd.



Last month, Moulton, a Democrat, ousted five-term incumbent U.S. Rep. John Tierney (D-Salem) in the Democratic party primary and is facing Republican Richard Tisei and independent Chris Stockwell in the general election on Nov. 4.



The winner will represent the Sixth Congressional District, which includes Peabody plus much of the North Shore and areas north of Boston, for the next two years.



Doors open at the event at 1:15 p.m. and BIDEN and Moulton are expected to address the crowd at about 3:15 p.m.



WMUR Manchester

Shea-Porter to attend fundraiser with VP BIDEN in Boston Wednesday

By: James Pindell / October 28, 2014



BOSTON —With a week before Election Day, New Hampshire Democrats are trying to figure out a way to win despite the unpopularity of the Obama administration in the Granite State. However, U.S. Rep. Carol Shea-Porter will head to Boston Wednesday where Vice President Joe BIDEN will headline a fundraiser for her campaign and another congressional candidate in Massachusetts.



WMUR Political Scoop obtained an invitation to the fundraiser. 



"The vice president shares Carol's commitment to growing our economy from the middle class out, raising the minimum wage, and expanding educational opportunities for New Hampshire families," said Shea-Porter spokesman Marjorie Connolly.



Shea-Porter's opponent in the state' 1st Congressional District, Frank Guinta, did have a comment though.



"While I will be in Merrimack and Bedford tomorrow talking to Granite Staters and doing a small business tour, the congresswoman will be out of state at a secret reception with the vice president," said Guinta. "Evidently, the Congresswoman enjoys fundraising in Napa Valley and Boston with Nancy Pelosi and Joe BIDEN more than she enjoys holding town halls in New Hampshire. Granite Staters deserve an independent voice for New Hampshire values, not a rubber stamp for President Obama."



Shea-Porter was just with BIDEN in September when he toured the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with her. 



TIME

Joe BIDEN, Top Obama Officials Get Cheap Family Vacations at Federal Log Cabin

By: Zeke J. Miller / October 28, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN, his wife and 11 other family members spent four nights on vacation this August at a lakeside log cabin overlooking the snowcapped peaks of Mount Moran in Grand Teton National Park.



The four-bedroom Brinkerhoff Lodge, where they stayed, is owned and operated by the National Park Service. Under a policy adopted in 1992, after controversy over VIPs using the cabin for vacations, the National Park Service banned purely recreational activities by federal employees at the property, restricting its use to “official purposes.” But in recent years, the park service has interpreted that same rule so broadly as to again allow senior officials to take cheap vacations in Grand Teton with friends and family.



While visiting the park, BIDEN held no events, kept no public schedule, and his staff initially declined to answer a reporter’s question about where he spent the night. Last week, after TIME uncovered documents confirming his stay at the lodge, BIDEN’s office said the Vice President planned to personally reimburse the park $1,200 for “renting the Brinkerhoff” for his family’s vacation.



Under park service rules, the lodge is maintained for use by federal employees for “training and official conferences” and for those on “temporary duty in the park.” In practice, the superintendent of Grand Teton National Park, who has discretion over whether to demand payment for the lodge, has interpreted those rules to allow extended family vacations if there is an element of official business involved.



A Grand Teton National Park spokeswoman, Jackie Skaggs, said last week the BIDEN family visit met the internal criteria, since the Vice President received an official park briefing and tour while staying at the lodge. “With few, if any, exceptions, officials who stay at the Brinkerhoff are given in-depth briefings and/or issue tours,” she wrote in an email to TIME.



But that explanation may not stand. In response to further questions from TIME, the Interior Department said Tuesday that it was launching an investigation into how the park service has managed the Brinkerhoff. “In light of inconsistencies in billing practices and ambiguity in the policy at the park, the Interior Department has directed the National Park Service to conduct an immediate review of compliance with the policy and related recordkeeping and to seek reimbursement, where appropriate, for use of the Brinkerhoff,” wrote National Park Service spokeswoman April Slayton in an email to TIME.



A Favorite Vacation Spot



BIDEN is not the only senior member of the Obama Administration who has taken advantage of the Brinkerhoff in recent years for family vacations or getaways with friends. Records obtained by TIME through the Freedom of Information Act show that at least four cabinet-level officials, a deputy White House chief of staff and the director of the Park Service have made use of the lodge with friends and family since 2011.



Former Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Lisa Jackson stayed three nights in 2011 with her husband, and five other people, including a person listed as a friend. She received a tour of a new air quality monitoring station, according to a park official.



Former Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood traveled there in 2012 for eight nights with his wife, his daughter-in-law, three grandchildren, two other adults and his son, Illinois State Sen. Darin LaHood. He attended the Department of Transportation grant award event, according to LaHood’s office.



Education Secretary Arne Duncan stayed there for six nights with his wife and children in 2013. He attended a nearby roundtable with tribal leaders and an event at a local school, according to the Department of Education.

Former Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar, who oversaw the National Park Service, stayed there with his family for three nights in 2011. His office did not return a call about the purpose of his visit.



White House Deputy Chief of Staff Phil Schiliro also used the lodge for one night in August of 2011 with his wife and one other person. The White House did not return emails about the purpose of his visit.



National Park Service Director Jon Jarvis, his wife, his son and his son’s girlfriend stayed for five days in August of 2012. The park service said he had official business on two of the five days. ” The director took personal time during the remaining days,” a spokesperson said in a statement.



Under federal policy, family members may accompany government employees who travel on official business. “Family members’ travel costs and incidental expenses are not typically reimbursed by the federal government, although they may stay in the accommodations reserved for the traveling employee, as long as any additional costs incurred as a result of the stay are covered by personal funds,” wrote National Park Service spokeswoman Slayton.



Confusion Over The Rules



The offices of several officials who stayed at Brinkerhoff, including the Vice President, Duncan and LaHood, said there was initial confusion over their need to pay for extended stays at the lodge with family members.



Under National Park Service policy, “a bill of collection will be prepared” for those who visit the Brinkerhoff on “project related travel that will be billed to another entity.” The Freedom of Information Act request returned no documents showing that any bills had been issued. The park service also produced no records of official stays at the Brinkerhoff between 2000 and 2010.



A spokesperson for the Vice President, who declined to be named, said BIDEN’s office was still waiting for an invoice from the park two months after the stay, when TIME made inquiries. “The office understood from the park service that personal use would cost the local per diem rate,” the spokesperson said, referring to the a schedule of overnight hotel costs maintained by the General Services Administration for a single hotel room. BIDEN’s office said the Vice President will now personally pay $1,200 for the four nights, a figure that includes an extra $10 per night for each additional member of his family.



That cost, which assumes that a four-bedroom lodge is comparable to a single hotel room, is far below market rate for other nearby accommodations, especially during peak summer tourism season. At the nearby Jackson Lake Lodge, a two-bedroom cabin that sleeps four without a view of the lake, averages $250 a night in August. Nearby homes outside the park can rent for more than $1,000 per night during the summer.



A spokesperson for the Department of Education says the park service “never conveyed” to Duncan that he would have to pay for the non-official portion of his family’s nearly week-long stay. “Secretary Duncan requested an invoice for his family’s stay and will reimburse the park fully for the time he was on personal leave,” the official said.



A spokesperson for LaHood, who is now a policy adviser at a law firm, said he made a donation to the park at the time of around $250 after consulting with Salazar. LaHood has since asked the park if he is obligated to pay more.



With the exception of a $150 check from Salazar, the park service has no record of any payment from other officials for their stays, though Skaggs said charges are sometimes directly billed to other government offices and that the park doesn’t maintain records of those transactions.



There is evidence, however, that the park service is now trying to improve its management of the Brinkerhoff, at least on the public relations front. After being contacted by TIME, a computer with an IP address registered to the National Park Service made alterations to the Wikipedia page for the Brinkerhoff Lodge.



A phrase describing the property as a “vacation lodge” was changed to “historic lodge.” A phrase noting the Brinkerhoff’s history as a destination for “VIP housing” was deleted.



A Controversial History



Located on the banks of Jackson Lake with views of the glacier-strewn peak of Mount Moran, the Brinkerhoff Lodge was built in 1947 by the family of Zachary Brinkerhoff, a prominent Wyoming oil company executive. It features a two-story living room, a full-length deck, Western-style chandeliers and interior walls lined with log or knotty pine paneling.



After it was acquired by the National Park Service in the 1950s, the lodge became one of several “VIP” properties across the country, which were used by presidents, members of Congress and government bureaucrats. The park service curtailed their use following public outcry in the late 1980s and early 1990s. “The Secretary has concluded that the public interest will be better served by having the four existing VIP accommodations used only for official purposes,” reads a memorandum by former Parks Service director James M. Ridenour, which remains in effect. “As of February 10, 1992, these sites will no longer be available as VIP accommodations.”



All but the Brinkerhoff were eventually converted to other uses. The Bodie Island Cottage, a three-bedroom lodge that sleeps 11 just off the beach below the Cape Hatteras Lighthouse in North Carolina, was turned into a ranger station. Little Cinnamon House in Virgin Islands National Park, where former President Jimmy Carter stayed for nearly two weeks after his 1980 electoral defeat, was turned into employee housing, and “is currently in disrepair and uninhabited” according to park service officials. Camp Hoover in Virginia’s Shenandoah National Park, once a favorite of members of Congress with sweeping views of the Blue Ridge Mountains, was converted to a museum in 1996.



The park service maintains that it is cheaper for the federal government to house officials at the Brinkerhoff on official travel because it costs less than nearby hotels.



“Historic structures are better maintained when they are actively used and the park has determined that seasonal use of the Brinkerhoff will better protect this valuable historic facility,” Skaggs said. “By allowing officials and governmental employees access to occasional overnight stays in the Brinkerhoff, the park is able to fund the long-term maintenance of this historic structure.”



She added that the fees, when collected from stays at the Brinkerhoff, are earmarked for preserving the building.



The Washington Post

Park-gate: BIDEN vacation at National Park cabin prompts investigation

By: Colby Itkowitz / October 28, 2014



Vice President BIDEN and several top White House officials have vacationed with their families at the same log cabin in Grand Teton National Park. Located on Jackson Lake, the rustic getaway is the perfect escape from the fast-paced Washington grind.



The cabin also happens to be owned by the federal government, and was banned 20-some years ago by the National Park Service for anything other than “official use.”



Some great reporting by Time’s Zeke Miller has prompted the Interior Department to ask for an investigation into BIDEN’s stay, as well as uses of the cabin by several Obama cabinet secretaries, such as Education Secretary Arne Duncan and former transportation secretary Ray LaHood.



Government officials, including BIDEN, who use the Brinkerhoff lodge are often given briefings and tours that satisfy the “official use” requirement, Jackie Skaggs, a Grand Teton National Park spokeswoman, told Miller. At issue is whether those officials should reimburse the government for extended stays, and for bringing friends and family along.



(Like how members of Congress and their spouses get free rides to Europe, so they can feast on steak tartare at Paris’s La Coupole … and meet with foreign leaders.)



BIDEN, according to Time, had 11 family members with him for a four-night vacation in August, and the trip was not on his public schedule. LaHood and Duncan also stayed for several nights on separate occasions and brought their families along. But those non-government guests are supposed to pay their own way.



But Time’s review of documents obtained through a Freedom of Information Act request revealed that the park service never billed the officials or kept official records of their visits.



After being asked about their free family vacations, BIDEN, LaHood and Duncan each claim they will pay whatever they owe if the parks department sends them a bill. BIDEN is readying a check for $1,200, his office told Miller.



April Slayton, National Parks Service spokeswoman, confirmed that the agency is “conducting a review of compliance with the policy and related record keeping at the Brinkerhoff, and the park is seeking reimbursement, where appropriate, for use of the Brinkerhoff.”



Seems like BIDEN has ruined the fun for everyone. Thanks, Joe.



The Hill

Report: BIDEN, officials used National Park cabin for cheap vacations

By: Ben Kamisar / October 28, 2014



Vice President BIDEN and other members of the Obama Cabinet each spent vacation time at a government-owned log cabin in Wyoming where they were charged a low rate, a Time report charges.



Time learned that BIDEN spent four vacation nights at the Brinkerhoff Lodge, part of the Grand Teton National Park. He had no public events on the schedule and spent those four days with his wife and 11 other family members.



The National Park Service restricts the cabin to “official purposes,” but Time found that the agency expanded that definition to allow for vacations as long as some official business is involved. In some cases, the “official business” only included a briefing from park staff or a few local events.

When friends or family accompany an official on a trip, their travel costs are not supposed to be covered by the government. After Time questioned the vice president’s office about the trips, his staff said BIDEN planned to personally pay $1,200 for “renting the Brinkerhoff.” 



“In light of inconsistencies in billing practices and ambiguity in the policy at the park, the Interior Department has directed the National Park Service to conduct an immediate review of compliance with the policy and related recordkeeping and to seek reimbursement, where appropriate, for use of the Brinkerhoff,” National Park Service spokeswoman April Slayton said in an email to Time.



Former Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Lisa Jackson, former Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood, former Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar and current Education Secretary Arne Duncan all took trips to the lodge with friends or family since 2011.



The Park Service has no record of any payments for the trips outside of a $150 check from Salazar. The Time report quotes officials from various agencies who say there was confusion over what each official owed the park for their stay.



A BIDEN representative told Time that he’ll pay the $1,200 based on the local rate for a hotel room and $10 for each additional family member, as per General Services Administration regulations. But the price of a single hotel room could vary greatly from a four-bedroom cabin near the scenic lake.



Associated Press

Grand Teton lodge under review after BIDEN stay

October 28, 2014



WASHINGTON (AP) — The National Park Service is reviewing its policy for VIP stays at a lakeside vacation lodge in the Grand Tetons after a visit by Vice President Joe BIDEN.



BIDEN and a dozen family members spent four August nights at the Brinkerhoff Lodge operated by the National Park Service. However, the four-bedroom log cabin is supposed to be restricted to official use like conferences, training or for federal employees participating in park events.



Time reported Tuesday that the service is reviewing the policy's compliance and seeking reimbursement where appropriate. Time reports at least four Cabinet secretaries and other Obama administration officials also used the lodge.

BIDEN's office says he was never informed of the official use policy and plans to pay $1,200 for the stay once his office receives the bill.



Mashable

Vice President BIDEN's lodge vacation comes under scrutiny

By: Jessica Plautz / October 28, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is causing controversy after TIME reported he, at least four Cabinet secretaries, and other Obama administration officials used a lodge in the Grand Tetons for vacations.



The National Park Service is now reviewing its policy for VIP stays at the lakeside vacation lodge; a policy adopted in 1992 restricted the use of the property to official business only.



BIDEN and a dozen family members spent four August nights at the Brinkerhoff Lodge, built in 1946 and operated by the National Park Service. However, the four-bedroom log cabin is supposed to be restricted to official use like conferences, training or for federal employees participating in park events.



In addition to reviewing compliance with the policy, the National Park Service is also seeking reimbursement where appropriate.



The vice president's office said he was never informed of the official-use policy, and plans to pay $1,200 for the stay once his office receives the bill.



Today’s Zaman

US Vice President BIDEN to visit Turkey

October 28, 2014



The White House announced on Monday that BIDEN will travel to Morocco, Ukraine and Turkey during the week of Nov. 17.



In Morocco BIDEN will lead the US delegation to the fifth annual Global Entrepreneurship summit in Marrakesh. In Ukraine BIDEN will meet with Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko.



The White House said the vice president during his visit to Turkey will meet with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu and representatives of nongovernmental organizations.



The US has been pushing Turkey to contribute more to the US-led coalition against ISIL. Ties between the US and Turkey have been strained, as the US is asking for more access to Turkey's İncirlik Air Base to launch military strikes against ISIL targets inside Syria.



On Monday, US Department of State spokesperson Jen Psaki said the US welcomes Turkish efforts to facilitate the crossing of Iraqi Kurdish peshmerga into Kobani, a town in Syria.



Last week, Turkey announced that it will help peshmerga cross into Kobani to help Kurdish forces defending the town against ISIL militants. Shortly before this announcement, the US military air-dropped weapons, ammunition and military supplies to the Kurdish forces in Kobani. Turkey considers the Democratic Union Party (PYD) forces in Kobani terrorists and Erdoğan has said it is unacceptable that the US administration is aiding the PYD, which has links with the outlawed Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK). The PKK is classified as a terrorist organization by the US, Turkey and the EU. But under US law, the PYD is not listed as a terrorist organization.



Psaki said: “We continue to work closely with Turkey and the Kurdish Regional Government [KRG] authorities on a sustainable way forward to support forces in Kobani, and over the longer term, efforts to degrade and defeat ISIL. I would refer you otherwise to Turkish authorities on this, but it's an ongoing effort and certainly we support the fact that they're open to and willing to facilitate it.”



She said the US supports the peshmerga crossing.



When asked if Turkey and the US will be able to overcome their disagreements, particularly on granting US-led coalition forces more access to the İncirlik Air Base, Psaki said Turkey continues to be an important partner and has increased its participation in the coalition efforts.



“They've indicated an openness with -- and helping to facilitate the peshmerga traveling through to Syria to help in Kobani. They have indicated an openness to doing more to support our military efforts there and to do more as it relates to taking on the ISIL message. So we are -- will continue to talk with them, and obviously this is going to be an ongoing effort and an ongoing discussion,” she said.



One expert who closely follows Turkish-American relations recently told Today's Zaman that Washington was fed up with Turkey's reluctance to provide help, especially while members of the Turkish government say things like, “The US can't do anything in the region without Turkey.” The expert, who wished to remain anonymous, said the aid to the PYD was delivered with the help of the KRG and has proven that the US, as a super power, can do things without Turkey's help in the region.

The New York Times published a cartoon on Tuesday showing President Erdoğan as a whirling dervish at the Turkey-Syria border between ISIL militants and US forces.



Turkey has prioritized the removal of the Bashar al-Assad regime in Syria rather than focusing on the immediate threat of ISIL. Turkish officials view the Assad regime as the main factor in the creation of an environment that enabled the emergence of radical groups such as ISIL. But the US and other Western countries have made clear that removing the Assad regime from power is not a priority.



Cyprus Mail

BIDEN to visit Turkey

October 28, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit Turkey close to November 20 and will, according to well informed sources have a telephone conversation with President Nicos Anastasiades in the coming days.



During his visit to Turkey BIDEN will meet Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu and non–governmental representatives, a White House press release said.



BIDEN will travel to Turkey after having visited Morocco and the Ukraine.



On November 17 BIDEN will be in Marrakesh leading the US delegation to the 5th Annual Global Entrepreunerhip Summit.



His tour continues with a visit in the Ukraine where he will meet with the country`s President Petro Poroshenko as well with government and civil society leaders.



More information about the Vice President`s schedule will be forthcoming at a later date, the press release added.



Well informed sources told the Cyprus News Agency that a telephone conversation had been arranged between BIDEN and Anastasiades.



BIDEN visited Cyprus earlier in the year.



Independent Journal Review

VP Joe BIDEN Has Factual Revelation and Joins Middle Class Bashing of Obama

By: Michael Hausam / October 28, 2014



In Iowa, during a stump speech for behind-in-the-polls Democrat Senate candidate Bruce Braley, Vice President Joe BIDEN apparently neglected to recall who has been in charge of the country for the last six years.



The takeaway:



According to all the statistics, all the economic policy institutes, and all these groups that are outside experts in the economy, the gross domestic product means the nation grew over the last ten years by over 25 percent, and productivity went up over 30 percent.



But middle class wages went up by only 14 cents. Hear me? 14 cents. You know it. You don’t have to know the number, but you know. The middle class has been left behind.

Indeed.



Under this President, income inequality has actually increased. The overwhelming majority of income gains under Obama have been to the top 1% of earners. And this is despite an almost constant drumbeat from the administration against income inequality.



Furthermore, even as he touts the GDP gain of 25% over the last ten years, that averages a measly 2.5% per year. That’s just barely above the population growth rate and certainly not a poster of success. For example, under Ronald Reagan and Bill Clinton, GDP growth averaged 3.8%.



The middle class has certainly been left behind. Now, Middle Class Joe, show us what you can do about it.



Fox News

BIDEN Admits Middle Class Left Behind By Obama Policies

By: Thomas Lifson / October 28, 2014



Good ol’ Joe once again blurts out the awkward truth, while trying to be helpful to Democrat Senate candidate in Iowa, Bruce Braley (known to Michelle Obama as Bruce Bailey). The Washington Free Beacon noticed:



After touting positive economic growth and deficit reduction numbers, BIDEN essentially indicated that none of it mattered.



“But you know the truth: The middle class is still in trouble,” BIDEN said. “You don’t have to know the numbers, you can feel it. You can feel it in your bones.”



Jewish News Service

Vice President Joe BIDEN to address Jewish federations’ General Assembly

October 28, 2014



The Jewish Federations of North America has announced that Vice President Joe BIDEN will address its upcoming General Assembly. BIDEN will the the highest-ranking U.S. official to ever address the federation umbrella’s annual conference.



The General Assembly, scheduled for Nov. 9-11 in National Harbor, Md., will bring together attendees from 124 different Jewish communities through North America, Israel, and Europe.



This year’s conference will highlight and discuss issues such as rising anti-Semitism in Europe, threats to Israel, Jewish education in North America, and Jewish life on college campuses.



In addition to BIDEN, a number of other prominent American and Israeli leaders are set to speak at the General Assembly, including U.S. Supreme Court Justices Stephen Breyer and Elena Kagan, Israeli opposition leader MK Isaac Herzog, Israeli Ambassador to the U.S. Ron Dermer, and former U.K. Chief Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks.



The Jerusalem Post

BIDEN set to address Jewish Federations of North America conference

By: Michael Wilner / October 28, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN will address a gathering of the American Jewish community next month, expected to discuss the US-Israel relationship amid rising tensions between the two governments over settlement activity.



The Jewish Federations of North America will host the vice president for its 2014 general assembly along with several other prominent speakers, including Supreme Court justices Stephen Breyer and Elana Kagan, Israel's ambassador to the US Ron Dermer and journalists Chuck Todd and Andrea Mitchell.



The speech, on November 10, comes as the US expressed "unequivocal opposition" to new housing construction in east Jerusalem on Monday, calling the move— reportedly approved by Prime Minister Benyamin Netanyahu— "incompatible" with the Middle East peace process. 



The Obama administration last week also denied meetings to visiting Defense Minister Moshe Ya'alon with State Department and White House officials, including a specific request from the minister to meet with BIDEN.



In a press release, JFNA members said the group hopes attendees will address the boycott, divestment and sanctions movement, the state of Jewish life on American college campuses, and rising anti-Semitic attitudes worldwide.



The federation expects members from 124 countries to attend its GA, to begin in National Harbor, Maryland on November 9.



Global Jewish News Source

Vice President Joe BIDEN to headline Jewish Federations’ General Assembly

October 28, 2014



(JTA) — Vice President Joe BIDEN will headline the list of speakers at the General Assembly of the Jewish Federations of North America.



BIDEN will speak on Nov. 10 during the Jewish Federations’ three-day event in suburban Washington, the umbrella group said in a statement Tuesday.



The U.S. vice president has a longstanding close relationship with the Jewish community and has been a frequent speaker at Jewish events, including at AIPAC and J Street conventions.



BIDEN last addressed the General Assembly, an annual event, in 2010.

Some 100 speakers will address this year’s assembly, including Supreme Court justices Elena Kagan and Stephen Breyer, actress Marlee Matlin, former chief rabbi of Britain Lord Rabbi Jonathan Sacks and journalist Andrea Mitchell.








VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS
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Bloomberg

BIDEN: This Election More Important Than 2008 or 2012

By: John McCormick / October 27, 2014

Campaigning in Iowa, Vice President Joe BIDEN on Monday called the midterm election's fight for control of the U.S. Senate more important than those that brought President Barack Obama to the White House. 



NBC News

BIDEN: Dems Retaining Senate Would 'Break the Back' of Far Right

By: Andrew Rafferty / October 27, 2014

Democrats retaining control of the Senate would “break the back of the hard right” and help end Congressional gridlock, Vice President Joe BIDEN said Monday while campaigning for Iowa Senate candidate Bruce Braley.



CNN

McCarthy: GOP Congress leads to GOP president

By: Jeremy Diamond / October 27, 2014

McCarthy also knocked Obama for having a tough time "coming to an agreement," but offered his praise for Vice President Joe BIDEN. BIDEN can "do more in 36 hours than [Obama] did in three months," McCarthy said.



The Des Moines Register

BIDEN: Iowa election about courage -- for 'reasonable' GOP

By: Kathie Obradovich / October 27, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said today that Iowa's Senate race is about courage – but not just that of stout-hearted candidates or voters.



The Hill

BIDEN in Iowa: 'Put me in, coach'

By: Scott Wong / October 27, 2014

Vice President BIDEN fired up die-hard Democrats in a minor league ballpark along the Mississippi River here Monday, urging voters to promote Rep. Bruce Braley (D) to the Senate and keep Rep. David Loebsack (D) in the House.



CNN

BIDEN on GOP in Iowa: 'What are these guys?'

By: Dan Merica / October 27, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN delivered a wonky, populist speech on Monday in Davenport where he endorsed Bruce Braley for Senate and lambasted Republicans for forgetting about the middle class.



Quad-City Times

BIDEN tells Q-C: 'America's back'

October 27, 2014

"America's back," Vice President Joe BIDEN said in Davenport Monday, but "the middle class is still in trouble," decrying the economic inequality he charged Republicans are fueling with policies that leave behind average people.



The Des Moines Register

BIDEN in Iowa: 'Put me in, coach, I'm ready to play'

By: Jennifer Jacobs / October 27, 2014

After arriving at an Iowa baseball park today for a campaign event, Vice President Joe BIDEN told Iowans: "I look out there at that field and the first thing that comes to mind is: 'Put me in, coach, I'm ready to play.' "



WQAD-TV Quad Cities

BIDEN bids for Braley and Loebsack in Davenport rally

By: John David / October 27, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN echoes a call to restore the Middle Class during a rally in Davenport on Monday afternoon.



Quad-City Times

BIDEN to Davenport crowd: GOP policies hurt middle class

By: Ed Tibbetts / October 27, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said in Davenport Monday that "America's back," but "the middle class is still in trouble," decrying the economic inequality he charged Republicans are fueling with policies that leave behind average people.



Associated Press

BIDEN: Voters Can 'Stop the March' of Tea Party

By: Ryan J. Foley / October 27, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN says keeping Democratic control of the U.S. Senate in next week's election would "break the back of the hard right" and ease gridlock in Washington.



Washington Free Beacon

BIDEN: ‘The Middle Class Has Been Left Behind’

October 27, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said that the Obama administration’s economic policies have done nothing to help America’s middle class during a campaign stump speech for Congressman Bruce Braley (D., Iowa) on Monday.



Daily Caller

BIDEN: In Obama’s Economy ‘The Middle Class Has Been Left Behind’ [VIDEO]

By: Derek Hunter / October 27, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN attended a rally Monday for Iowa Democratic Senate hopeful Bruce Braley and, in talking about the economy, inadvertently slammed the Obama administration as a failure for the middle class.



Associated Press

VP Joe BIDEN and his wife Jill rallying for Illinois Democrats on Monday

October 27, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN and his wife Jill BIDEN plan to be in Illinois to campaign for state Democrats ahead of the Nov. 4 election.



NBC Chicago

BIDENs to Rally for Democrats in Illinois

October 27, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN and his wife Jill BIDEN plan to be in Illinois to campaign for state Democrats ahead of the Nov. 4 election.



Associated Press

Illinois governor candidates stump on jobs

October 27, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN was expected to appear with Quinn later at a rally in Rockford.



ABC News Radio

BIDEN Hits the Campaign Trail for Democrats in Iowa, Illinois

October 27, 2014

President Obama won’t hit the campaign trail until Tuesday but in the meantime, his top surrogates continue to stump for candidates. Vice President Joe BIDEN is in Iowa Monday — another state where Obama will not be seen this campaign season.



Associated Press

Joe BIDEN visiting San Bernardino County on Saturday

By: Jeff Horseman / October 27, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in San Bernardino County on Saturday to attend a get-out-the-vote rally for a local Democratic congressional candidate, underscoring the importance of an Inland district on the national political stage.



Redlands Daily Facts

Vice President Joe BIDEN to join Redlands Mayor, Democratic Congressional candidate Pete Aguilar at rally Saturday

By: Sandra Emerson / October 27, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to make an appearance during a Get Out The Vote rally Saturday with Congressional candidate and Redlands Mayor Pete Aguilar in San Bernardino County.



Associated Press

BIDEN to travel to Ukraine, Turkey, Morocco

October 27, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is planning a trip next month to Ukraine, Morocco and Turkey.



The Hill

Obama congratulates Rousseff on reelection

By: Justin Sink / October 27, 2014

The U.S. has worked to thaw relations since then, with Vice President BIDEN visiting the country in June to meet with Rousseff and attend a World Cup match. "I told her what she already knew — that President Obama ordered an immediate review after we learned of the disclosures," BIDEN said. "We are taking a new approach on these issues."



National Journal

Does Joe BIDEN Have a Future?

By: James Oliphant / October 27, 2014

Sharon Holle remembers working alone at the empty office in the Iowa river town of Davenport, operating on a shoestring. "We just built a campaign from the bottom up," she says of Joe BIDEN's presidential effort seven years ago. "We didn't have enough staff. We could never get enough volunteers or staff to go to door-to-door."



FrontPage Magazine

BIDEN and Kerry Prove Muslim Lobby Matters, Israeli Lobby Doesn’t

By: Daniel Greenfield / October 27, 2014

When Joe BIDEN criticized the Saudis, Turkey and the UAE for enabling ISIS, the Vice President of the United States was humiliated by being forced to make personal apologies to the leaders of those countries.



Roll Call

Congress Has Thin Legislative Record on Combating Disease Outbreaks

By: Melanie Zanona / October 27, 2014

Then-Sen. Joseph R. BIDEN Jr., D-Del., introduced a bill in 2002 touching on the disease-monitoring issue in the wake of the SARS outbreak, with an eye toward establishing a global surveillance network. It picked up three cosponsors and passed the Senate, but foundered in the House.



Next City

Why Politicians Screw Up When Talking About Infrastructure

By: Sarah Goodyear / October 27, 2014

So Joe BIDEN’s rant the other day about American infrastructure isn’t likely to result in anything but some bemused headshaking from the people who hold the power and the purse strings in Washington and the nation’s state capitals. That’s too bad.



The Washington Post

Clarence Thomas thought the officials were biased during a Redskins-Cowboys ‘Monday Night Football’ game

By: Dan Steinberg / October 27, 2014

Redskins-Cowboys games on “Monday Night Football” have a long tradition of inciting local passions. For example, a Redskins-Cowboys “Monday Night Football” game 25 years ago this fall was discussed by Joe BIDEN, Alan Simpson and Clarence Thomas during the latter’s Supreme Court confirmation hearing.



Wall St. Cheat Sheets

5 Things We Wish Joe BIDEN Didn’t Say

By: Sarah Schweppe / October 27, 2014

Regardless of his politics, you have to love Vice President Joe BIDEN’s ability to put his foot in his mouth. His off-the-cuff remarks are often entertaining, but every now and then he does say something he really — seriously — shouldn’t have, like disclosing a private conversation with another country’s president. Here are five examples.





Bloomberg

BIDEN: This Election More Important Than 2008 or 2012

By: John McCormick / October 27, 2014



Campaigning in Iowa, Vice President Joe BIDEN on Monday called the midterm election's fight for control of the U.S. Senate more important than those that brought President Barack Obama to the White House. 



BIDEN also predicted Democrats would win and "break the back of the hard right" and "reasonable people in the Republican Party" in Congress would "start to vote reasonably" again.



"Folks, this election is even more important than the two elections you elected Barack and me," he said. "If we don't stop the march of the Tea Party now, the majority of Republicans in the House and Senate who know better are never going to have the courage to stand up and vote the right way."



Speaking to about 150 people at a baseball stadium along the Mississippi River in Davenport, Iowa, BIDEN was joined by Representative Bruce Braley, Iowa's Democratic nominee for Senate.



"This election in Iowa is more important than Iowa," BIDEN said. "This election in Iowa is about sending a message to the entire country and to our Republican colleagues who know better."



The race is attracting millions of dollars from outside groups and some of the biggest names in national politics. Bill and Hillary Clinton will campaign separately for Braley later this week, while Republican Joni Ernst will be joined by Senator Marco Rubio of Florida, among others. Braley has also received two campaign visits from first lady Michelle Obama.



Should Republicans gain the six seats needed for Senate control, BIDEN said it would push back bipartisanship for years.  "It will break, eventually, but this is really important," he added.



Braley repeatedly sought to tie Ernst to Republican billionaires and benefactors Charles and David Koch and the Tea Party. He noted Ernst's decision last week to skip a meeting with the editorial board of the Des Moines Register, the state's largest newspaper. "What is Joni Ernst trying to hide?" he asked. "She's trying to hide that she's not on your side."



Ernst led Braley 49 percent to 46 percent in an NBC News/Marist poll released over the weekend. Her 49-41 percent lead among independent voters, Iowa's largest voting bloc, could prove key if she is able to maintain that advantage. The campaigns are targeting an increasingly dwindling audience. Through Sunday, more than 300,000 Iowans had already cast ballots.



The area around Davenport–Scott County–will be important in the appeal to independent voters. Among Iowa counties with at least 50,000 registered voters, Scott ranks first for proportion of independent voters. Nearly 41 percent of voters there are registered as independents.



Republicans sought to draw attention to the first lady's struggles to get Braley's name right during her first appearance for him earlier this month. "If Joe BIDEN remembers Congressman Braley's name, this will be the best surrogate he's had," Republican Party of Iowa spokesman Jahan Wilcox said in a statement. 



In one of his most direct references to Ernst, BIDEN said he would "love to be able to take her to nursing homes in the Quad Cities area" to show her the importance of Medicaid to middle class people who have simply fallen on hard luck. He also mocked her for expressing an openness to privatize Social Security.



"Imagine had your Social Security benefits been in the market four years ago," BIDEN said. "Imagine what a social calamity there would be in the United States of America."



NBC News

BIDEN: Dems Retaining Senate Would 'Break the Back' of Far Right

By: Andrew Rafferty / October 27, 2014



Democrats retaining control of the Senate would “break the back of the hard right” and help end Congressional gridlock, Vice President Joe BIDEN said Monday while campaigning for Iowa Senate candidate Bruce Braley.



“If Bruce wins, and I believe he will, and I think you’re going to see us keep the United States Senate, as a matter of fact,” BIDEN told a crowd in Davenport, Iowa. “If that happens, and it will, what’s going to happen is it’s going to break the back of the hard right and you’re going to see reasonable people in the Republican party start to vote reasonably again.”



Days before the 2012 election, BIDEN predicted Congressional Republicans partisan "fever" would break if he and President Barack Obama were re-elected. But GOP opposition to the White House has largely remained constant, and in some ways increased, since 2012.



Braley is running a tough race against Republican Joni Ernst in the Hawkeye State. Both BIDEN and First Lady Michelle Obama have campaigned for Braley, but the president has stayed away from the state he won in both 2008 and 2012.



An Ernst victory would be an important step for Republicans' quest to pick up the six seats necessary to control the Senate.



“If we don’t stop the march of the tea party now, those majority republicans in the House and Senate who know better are never going to have the courage to stand up and vote the right way,” BIDEN added.



Ernst countered BIDEN’s appearance by campaigning with Iowa Republican Sen. Chuck Grassley on Monday. She holds a three-point lead over Braley, according to the latest NBC News/Marist poll.



CNN

McCarthy: GOP Congress leads to GOP president

By: Jeremy Diamond / October 27, 2014



House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy tied his party's 2016 White House prospects to the election just one week away -- and how Republicans govern over the next two years.



Speaking at a fundraiser in Long Island this weekend, the No. 2 House Republican told donors that Republicans need to win back the Senate this year and govern effectively in Congress beginning in January to have a chance at seating a Republican in the Oval Office.



"If we don't capture the House stronger, and the Senate, and prove we could govern, there won't be a Republican president in 2016," McCarthy said, according to a Politico profile published Sunday.



McCarthy has privately estimated that the GOP has a 75 percent chance of retaking the Senate, according to the same report.



But it will be "tough" if those Senate odds don't prevail, McCarthy said.



"If it stays Democratic, it's going to be a frustrating time," he added.



One of the challenges Republicans are sure to face if they take a majority in both houses of Congress is immigration reform.



McCarthy left the door open to broad immigration reform legislation, but called President Barack Obama's plans to reform the immigration system by executive order "the worst way."



Obama has pledged to use executive orders to reform the immigration system after the midterm elections.



But if that happens, McCarthy said it would "stop everything," Politico reported.



McCarthy ascended to his post as House Majority Leader in August after his predecessor Eric Cantor lost his Republican primary in a surprise defeat that sent shockwaves throughout the Beltway.



McCarthy also knocked Obama for having a tough time "coming to an agreement," but offered his praise for Vice President Joe BIDEN.



BIDEN can "do more in 36 hours than [Obama] did in three months," McCarthy said.



The Des Moines Register

BIDEN: Iowa election about courage -- for 'reasonable' GOP

By: Kathie Obradovich / October 27, 2014



DAVENPORT -- Vice President Joe BIDEN said today that Iowa's Senate race is about courage – but not just that of stout-hearted candidates or voters.



BIDEN, speaking at a rally for Bruce Braley at the Modern Woodmen baseball park on the Davenport riverfront, said one of the goals of the 2014 elections is to empower Republicans. Yes, you're reading that correctly.



He said if Democrats keep the Senate and increase their standing in the House, it "break the back of the hard right" and encourage "reasonable" Republicans to stand up to tea-party interests. "You will find good, decent Republicans who know better, who have the courage to stand up and do what's right for America," BIDEN said.



He said there's a "consensus in America" on every major issue from same-sex marriage, building infrastructure and raising the minimum wage, based on polls.



If the proposal to raise the minimum wage to $10.10 per hour were brought up in Congress, it would pass overwhelmingly, he said. He said GOP leaders are willing to make deals with the president but they can't pass anything because of the tea-party contingents in the House and Senate.



He painted Braley's Republican opponent, Joni Ernst, as a tea-party candidate backed by the billionaire industrialists, the Koch brothers. If she wins and Democrats lose the Senate, he said, it will set the country back six to eight years.



These "reasonable" Republicans, he said, are "afraid if the Koch brothers can elect the woman running against Bruce, then if they move they're scared to death they'll be primaried," BIDEN said.



BIDEN is just one of a parade of national politicos in Iowa for the final eight days of the 2014 campaign. House Speaker John Boehner was also scheduled to appear in Davenport today, a fact BIDEN joked about.



"I hope he talks about what Republicans are for. Talk about what the Republicans are for, John, it's your buddy Joe," he said, drawing laughs from the audience.



The Republican Party of Iowa responded by mocking national surrogates who have gotten Braley's name wrong.



"If Joe BIDEN remembers Congressman Braley's name, this will be the best surrogate he's had. That says everything you need to know about Braley's failed record," said Iowa GOP spokesman Jahan Wilcox.



First lady Michelle Obama called him Bruce Bailey seven times during a Des Moines event earlier this month, but corrected her error in an Iowa City rally last week. Mitt Romney, who was appearing for Ernst, called him Bill Braley.



For the record, BIDEN correctly pronounced Braley's name. It's hard to know if he's right about the notion that Democrats keeping the Senate would somehow break up congressional gridlock, however. I seem to recall similar optimism coming from President Obama and others in his administration before the 2012 election.



While it's true that Republicans in the Senate were moved to support comprehensive immigration reform after the 2012 election, I'd be surprised if many of them would repeat that vote today.



One can easily imagine why it would be important for BIDEN to show a bit of optimism that this election could actually make a difference in Congress. Perhaps some Republicans also harbor some hope that a beef-up GOP majority would find ways to deal with Obama in final two years in office.



If the alternative is to believe that we're going through this whole negative, nasty, expensive campaign just for more gridlock, we could all use a shot of courage.



The Hill

BIDEN in Iowa: 'Put me in, coach'

By: Scott Wong / October 27, 2014



DAVENPORT, Iowa — Vice President BIDEN fired up die-hard Democrats in a minor league ballpark along the Mississippi River here Monday, urging voters to promote Rep. Bruce Braley (D) to the Senate and keep Rep. David Loebsack (D) in the House.



But his visit to the home of the first-in-the-nation caucuses also stoked more speculation about whether he’ll launch another bid for the White House in 2016.



Peering out onto the baseball diamond at Modern Woodmen Park, BIDEN told about 150 supporters that he couldn’t help but think, “Put me in, coach. I’m ready to play.”



BIDEN swung by the Quad Cities eight days before the midterm elections, predicting the Senate would remain in Democratic hands. But he said the stakes in the 2014 race were even higher than the two previous presidential races in which voters elected President Obama with BIDEN as his running mate.



“If we don’t stop the march of the Tea Party now, those majority Republicans in the House and Senate will never have the courage to stand up and vote the right way,” BIDEN said.

On the other hand, he insisted, if Braley were to defeat GOP challenger Joni Ernst, “it will break the back of the hard right, and you’re gonna see reasonable people vote reasonably again.”



BIDEN also called out Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio), who will stump with Loebsack’s GOP challenger, Mariannette Miller-Meeks, in the Quad Cities later Monday.



“John Boehner is my friend. I hope he talks about what the Republicans are for,” BIDEN said, before going on to rip GOP budgets for making billions in cuts to education, including to after-school, Head Start and pre-K programs.  



Ernst wants to eliminate the Education Department, BIDEN said.



Braley, who has served in the House since 2007, said his opponent, a state senator, was beholden to the billionaire donor Charles and David Koch and wants to privatize Social Security and get rid of Medicare.



“That’s a retirement plan for Wall Street, not a retirement plan for Iowa,” he said.



An NBC News/Marist poll released over the weekend showed Ernst leading Braley 49 percent to 46 percent, just within the 3.5 percent margin of error.



The race is one of the closest Senate contests in the nation, and it will almost certainly help determine which party will control the upper chamber next year.



Before BIDEN, Braley and Loebsack arrived at the home of the Quad Cities River Bandits, the crowd chanted, “Go Bruce Go!” and “We’re with Joe.” But several Democratic supporters said Hillary Clinton remained their favored choice in 2016, with BIDEN a distant second.



“I just think it’s long overdue for the United States to have a female president, but I also respect her and the work that she’s done so far for the nation,” said Davenport resident Nancy Toohill, 57, a retired federal worker who brought her 11-year-old granddaughter, Dallas, to the rally.



“I like BIDEN. We’re excited to see him,” Toohill added. “If Hillary was not running I would definitely support Joe BIDEN, but if it’s between the two of them, I would support Hillary.”



Kathy Harvey, 67, who formerly owned a tavern and grill in Davenport, said she is backing Clinton in 2016, if she can pick the right running mate. Either Secretary of Housing and Urban Development Julián Castro or his twin brother Rep. Joaquín Castro (D-Texas), would do, she said.



But Harvey thought BIDEN was unelectable.



“I think he’s great but I don’t think he’ll get elected. Too many people make fun of him,” she said. “He won’t get elected so why not get somebody who can get elected?”



CNN

BIDEN on GOP in Iowa: 'What are these guys?'

By: Dan Merica / October 27, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN delivered a wonky, populist speech on Monday in Davenport where he endorsed Bruce Braley for Senate and lambasted Republicans for forgetting about the middle class.



BIDEN, who is known for being folksy and prides himself on relating to working class voters, attacked Republicans for what he called attempts to roll back Medicaid, privatize social security and stop any raise of the minimum wage.



"What are these guys," BIDEN questioned at one point during the speech.



"This is a different breed," the vice president said of Republicans. "They aren't bad or good, they are just different. They are just really, really different."



BIDEN endorsed Braley as the right choice for Iowa voters and, at times, attacked Republican Joni Ernst, Braley's opponent. BIDEN, however, didn't refer to her by name, instead calling her "Bruce's opponent."



The vice president also nationalized the race, saying that, "This election in Iowa is more important than Iowa."



"This election in Iowa is about sending a message to the entire country and to our Republican colleagues who know better," BIDEN said. "If Bruce wins and I believe he will... it is going to break the back of the hard right."



BIDEN has been a strong supporter for Braley, both in this senate race and his previous races for Congress.



The senate hopeful said the vice president -- who is considering a run at president in 2016 -- has been in Iowa so much that "He doesn't need a GPS" in the state, "he just needs to know where he is going."



The Braley-Ernst race has remained close throughout and looks like it will come down to the last eight days of campaigning. Polls have each campaign within striking distance of one another, a fact that -- coupled with Iowa being the crucial first-in-the-nation caucus state for the presidency -- has drawn out a number of big name Democrats and Republicans.



Republican Sen. Marco Rubio will be in Scott County on Tuesday, while Hillary Clinton, who's polling ahead of any other Democrat considering a 2016 presidential bid, will visit Davenport on Wednesday.



Speaker of the House John Boehner will also visit Davenport on Monday night, a fact that was not lost on the vice president.



"My friend, John Boehner, and he is my friend," will be here later, BIDEN said. "I hope he talks about what the Republicans are for."



Then BIDEN turned to one camera on the riser next to him and acted like he was talking directly to Boehner: "Talk about what the Republicans are for John, it is your buddy Joe."



After the speech, which included Rep. David Loebsack, BIDEN and Braley shook hands with supporters as Taylor Swift's "Shake It Off" played in the background.



At one point, a women presented BIDEN with her baby. The vice president showed surprise and chatted with the mother. When someone asked them to pose for a photo, the vice president obliged.



After the photo, instead of kissing the baby -- which is an old political cliche -- BIDEN turned to his right and laid a kiss on the woman's temple.



Quad-City Times

BIDEN tells Q-C: 'America's back'

October 27, 2014



"America's back," Vice President Joe BIDEN said in Davenport Monday, but "the middle class is still in trouble," decrying the economic inequality he charged Republicans are fueling with policies that leave behind average people.



BIDEN was in Davenport campaigning at Modern Woodmen Park for Democratic Senate hopeful Bruce Braley and Rep. Dave Loebsack.



BIDEN is but the latest surrogate to come to the state to stump for Braley, who is locked in a tight contest for Iowa's open U.S. Senate seat, running against Republican Joni Ernst. Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton will be here Wednesday.



The vice president said the top earners in the country are making big profits, but average Americans aren't, and he warned that letting the Republicans take control of the U.S. Senate would set the country back six or eight years.



BIDEN also criticized Ernst for a remark she made earlier in the race about people on Medicaid who "have no personal responsibility for their health care."



"I would love to be able to take her to a nursing home in the Quad-Cities area," BIDEN said, adding most residents there are middle class people, not "poor folk," but still rely on Medicaid, the federal program.



Recent opinion polls say Ernst, who was campaigning with Sen. Chuck Grassley in Cedar Falls on Monday, is leading Braley by a small margin. And all of the speakers exhorted activists here to put their all into the campaign's last eight days.



During his remarks, Braley targeted billionaires Charles and David Koch, who have ties to groups that are spending heavily in the race. Braley said they are afraid of him winning the race.



"They're betting that their secret money matters more than your voice," he said, imploring people to work for the next eight days until Election Day and prove "that our boots on the ground are better than their secret donor money any day."



Braley and BIDEN were joined on the stage by Rep. Dave Loebsack, D-Iowa, who is in a tight battle for the 2nd District congressional seat. He said his Republican rival, Mariannette Miller-Meeks, had forgotten where she came from and added, "There's no way on God's green earth they're going to beat me..."



Republicans greeted the vice president by poking fun at the mispronunciation of Braley's name by first lady Michelle Obama and others at recent events.



"If Joe BIDEN remembers Congressman Braley's name, this will be the best surrogate he's had," said Jahan Wilcox, a spokesman for the Iowa GOP.



When she was in the state the first time this campaign season, the first lady referred to Braley as "Bruce Bailey" several times.



Campaign organizers estimated about 100 to 150 people were on hand, most inside an indoor meeting room, but some standing on the stadium concourse on an unseasonably warm day.



"I've got my fingers crossed for Braley," said Barbara Peinert, a party volunteer who says she's put in "thousands" of hours on the phones. "I know it's going to be close."



The Des Moines Register

BIDEN in Iowa: 'Put me in, coach, I'm ready to play'

By: Jennifer Jacobs / October 27, 2014



DAVENPORT, Ia. - After arriving at an Iowa baseball park today for a campaign event, Vice President Joe BIDEN told Iowans: "I look out there at that field and the first thing that comes to mind is: 'Put me in, coach, I'm ready to play.' "



Two Iowa Democrats who are running for federal office shared double billing with BIDEN in a small interior room at Modern Woodmen Park, the local minor-league baseball stadium: U.S. Rep. Bruce Braley, who gave up his northeast Iowa congressional seat to run for U.S. Senate and is trailing in the polls, and incumbent U.S. Rep. Dave Loebsack, who is seeking re-election in southeast Iowa.



Braley commended BIDEN, telling the audience of about 150 that the vice president "has been to Iowa so many times that he doesn't need GPS. He doesn't need a road map, he just needs to know where he's going and he's going to get there because Iowans know him, they love him and they trust him."



BIDEN returned the praise in a 22-minute speech, saying: "If Bruce wins, and I believe he will, and I think you're going to see us keep the United States Senate, as a matter of fact, if that happens, and it will, what's going to happen is it's going to break the back of the hard right."



Then voters will see reasonable people in the Republican party more willing to compromise, said BIDEN, who is weighing a presidential bid in 2016.



"But if we lose, we're going to be pushed back another six to eight years. It will break eventually, but this is really important," he said.



Braley is struggling to overcome a fierce challenge from Republican Joni Ernst for retiring Democratic U.S. Sen. Tom Harkin's seat. New polling released on Sunday shows Ernst is ahead by 3 points. She gets 49 percent support from likely voters compared to Braley's 46 percent, according to an NBC/Marist poll of likely voters taken Oct. 18-22. NBC's polling found that the GOP has the momentum in the most competitive U.S. Senate races across the country, "giving the GOP a clear path to winning the majority."



There are only eight days left until this fall's votes are counted, and Davenport-Bettendorf area is ground zero for a big get-out-the-vote effort in Iowa. It's one of the state's biggest population centers and a battleground area that, compared to other parts of the state, is home to more persuadable voters who switch between parties on the ballot. The legislative delegation currently has more Democrats, but Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad won here in 2010.



Democrats are trying to protect their traditional advantage here, the GOP is trying to cut into it. U.S. House Speaker John Boehner is here tonight, Florida U.S. Sen. Marco Rubio is here Tuesday night, and former U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is here Wednesday. And Burlington, another Mississippi River town 80 miles to the south, will get a visit Thursday from New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie.



BIDEN, during his sole Iowa stop today, told the crowd Boehner would be campaigning for Ernst tonight. "I hope he talks about what the Republicans are for. Talk about what Republicans are for, John. This is your buddy Joe," he said.



The vice president said Democrats are for helping the middle class to put their children through college, to be able to afford their own homes, to have affordable health care, and to be paid a higher minimum wage - and Republicans push for the opposite.



BIDEN was last in Iowa in mid-September, just three days after fellow Democrat Hillary Clinton basked in a major media spotlight in the presidential testing grounds of Iowa. It was her first visit to the state in nearly seven years. On that visit, BIDEN didn't do a public campaign rally for Braley, but helped kick off a voter turnout tour for a liberal group called "Nuns on the Bus."



BIDEN said today that there are "no two people I would rather stand with and campaign with" than Braley and Loebsack. The Iowa congressmen know what it's like to make it – but not without help, he said.



If it weren't for helping with college expenses, "not a single one of us would be standing where we are today," BIDEN said.



Ahead of the BIDEN event, a spokesman for the Republican Party of Iowa took a dig at the trouble Braley's surrogates have had in getting his name right.



"If Joe BIDEN remembers Congressman Braley's name, this will be the best surrogate he's had," spokesman Jahan Wilcox said.



Wilcox said he thinks BIDEN's campaign stop for Braley today was a reward for "rounding up the votes and delivering the closing argument in support of Obamacare."



"That says everything you need to know about Braley's failed record," Wilcox said. "Braley's only accomplishment is delivering the closing argument for Obamacare, which was a big, umm, deal."



More of this fall's likely voters have a negative opinion of BIDEN than a positive one – 51 percent negative, 44 percent positive, a Register/Bloomberg Politics Iowa Poll in early October found.



Today's event closed out the Iowa Democratic Party's "#99in24 Tour," in which various Democratic candidates fanned out to hit all 99 of Iowa's counties within a 24-hour period.



Loebsack was the first to speak, and he kept his remarks short, knowing some of the audience had been on their feet waiting for the event to begin for more than two hours.



He said: "There's no way on God's green earth that they (Republicans) are going to beat me this time. It's not going to happen, because we're fighting for the right things. Bruce and I ... are fighing for the middle class."



After five minutes, Loebsack joked: "That was like the shortest speech I've ever given. I know my place."



WQAD-TV Quad Cities

BIDEN bids for Braley and Loebsack in Davenport rally

By: John David / October 27, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN echoes a call to restore the Middle Class during a rally in Davenport on Monday afternoon.



“This election in Iowa is more important than Iowa,” he said.



It’s down to the wire for costly and crucial campaigns.



Speaking before about 150 supporters at Modern Woodmen Park,  BIDEN used familiar themes from past campaigns to rally support for Rep.  Bruce Braley and Rep.  Dave Loebsack.



“This is not your father’s Republican party,” BIDEN said.  “This is a different breed of cat.  They’re not bad or good, just different — really, really different.”



BIDEN also stumped for Rep. Cheri Bustos and Sen. Dick Durbin during a later stop in Rockford.



The Davenport appearance comes at a critical juncture in national politics. Braley’s Senate bid could likely decide the nation’s balance of power.



Braley’s grass roots message must overcome charging opposition from conservatives.



“We want to make sure that November 4, 2014,  is a pretty good day for Iowans,” Rep. Braley said.  “And we need your help.”



That urgency will become more intense over the next week.  Democrats want to deliver these votes and more before Election Day.



“If we don’t hold the Senate, it’s going to be bad news for working people,” said voter Lois Taylor-Honeycutt.  “It will be bad news for the Middle Class.”



Now that it’s down to the wire, Republicans and Democrats are calling on big names for support.  Vice President BIDEN got the ball rolling in Davenport.



“I think it’s important to get the enthusiasm that is needed to get people to go ahead and vote,” said Scott Sherwood, Davenport.



Democrats obviously want active voters, not just passive supporters. The pressure is on with a week to go.



“This election in Iowa is about sending a message to the entire country,” BIDEN said.



For an old friend to Iowa Democrats, Joe BIDEN gives them something to think about.



Quad-City Times

BIDEN to Davenport crowd: GOP policies hurt middle class

By: Ed Tibbetts / October 27, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN said in Davenport Monday that "America's back," but "the middle class is still in trouble," decrying the economic inequality he charged Republicans are fueling with policies that leave behind average people.



BIDEN was in Davenport campaigning at Modern Woodmen Park for Democratic Senate hopeful Bruce Braley and Rep. Dave Loebsack.



BIDEN is but the latest surrogate to come to the state to stump for Braley, who is locked in a tight contest for Iowa's open U.S. Senate seat, running against Republican Joni Ernst. Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton will be here Wednesday.



The vice president said the top earners in the country are making big profits, but average Americans aren't, and he warned that letting the Republicans take control of the U.S. Senate would set the country back six or eight years.



BIDEN also criticized Ernst for a remark she made earlier in the race about people on Medicaid who "have no personal responsibility for their health care."



"I would love to be able to take her to a nursing home in the Quad-Cities area," BIDEN said, adding most residents there are middle class people, not "poor folk," but still rely on Medicaid, the federal program.



Recent opinion polls say Ernst, who was campaigning with Sen. Chuck Grassley in Cedar Falls on Monday, is leading Braley by a small margin. And all of the speakers exhorted activists here to put their all into the campaign's last eight days.



During his remarks, Braley targeted billionaires Charles and David Koch, who have ties to groups that are spending heavily in the race. Braley said they are afraid of him winning the race.



"They're betting that their secret money matters more than your voice," he said, imploring people to work for the next eight days until Election Day and prove "that our boots on the ground are better than their secret donor money any day."



Braley and BIDEN were joined on the stage by Rep. Dave Loebsack, D-Iowa, who is in a tight battle for the 2nd District congressional seat. He said his Republican rival, Mariannette Miller-Meeks, had forgotten where she came from and added, "There's no way on God's green earth they're going to beat me..."



Republicans greeted the vice president by poking fun at the mispronunciation of Braley's name by first lady Michelle Obama and others at recent events.



"If Joe BIDEN remembers Congressman Braley's name, this will be the best surrogate he's had," said Jahan Wilcox, a spokesman for the Iowa GOP.



When she was in the state the first time this campaign season, the first lady referred to Braley as "Bruce Bailey" several times.



Campaign organizers estimated about 100 to 150 people were on hand, most inside an indoor meeting room, but some standing on the stadium concourse on an unseasonably warm day.



"I've got my fingers crossed for Braley," said Barbara Peinert, a party volunteer who says she's put in "thousands" of hours on the phones. "I know it's going to be close."



Associated Press

BIDEN: Voters Can 'Stop the March' of Tea Party

By: Ryan J. Foley / October 27, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN says keeping Democratic control of the U.S. Senate in next week's election would "break the back of the hard right" and ease gridlock in Washington.



During an event Monday for Democrat Bruce Braley in Davenport, Iowa, BIDEN said Democrats can "stop the march of the tea party" by winning Nov. 4.



He says if Democrats maintain their Senate majority, "You are going to see reasonable people in the Republican Party start to vote reasonably again." BIDEN said if Republicans win control, the party will resist compromises.



Republicans need to gain six seats to control the Senate. Braley is in a tight race against Republican Joni Ernst for Iowa's open Senate seat.



BIDEN was also in Minnesota and Illinois recently, and was to visit Illinois again Monday.



Washington Free Beacon

BIDEN: ‘The Middle Class Has Been Left Behind’

October 27, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN said that the Obama administration’s economic policies have done nothing to help America’s middle class during a campaign stump speech for Congressman Bruce Braley (D., Iowa) on Monday.



After touting positive economic growth and deficit reduction numbers, BIDEN essentially indicated that none of it mattered.



“But you know the truth: The middle class is still in trouble,” BIDEN said. “You don’t have to know the numbers, you can feel it. You can feel it in your bones.”



BIDEN’s lamentation failed to inspire any hope or energy among the crowd at Braley’s rally. Instead, the vice president’s words hun in the air as he pointed out that all the positive economic numbers the Obama administration touts have little meaning for middle-class families.



“According to all the statistics, all the economic policy institutes, and all these groups that are outside experts in the economy, the gross domestic product means the nation grew over the last ten years by over 25 percent, and productivity went up over 30 percent,” BIDEN said. “But middle class wages went up by only 14 cents. Hear me? 14 cents. You know it. You don’t have to know the number, but you know. The middle class has been left behind.”



Daily Caller

BIDEN: In Obama’s Economy ‘The Middle Class Has Been Left Behind’ [VIDEO]

By: Derek Hunter / October 27, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN attended a rally Monday for Iowa Democratic Senate hopeful Bruce Braley and, in talking about the economy, inadvertently slammed the Obama administration as a failure for the middle class.



He praised “55 months of growth and there’s 10 million new jobs,” then he added. “But you know the truth – the middle class is still in trouble, the middle class is still in trouble. You don’t have to know the numbers, you can feel it. You can feel it in your bones.”



“According to all the statistics, all the Economic Policy Institute and all these groups that are outside experts on the economy, the gross domestic product means the nation grew over the last 10 years by over 25 percent, and productivity went up over 30 percent. But middle class wages went up, according to this group, by only $0.14 – $0.14. You know it. You don’t have to know the number, but you know – the middle class have been left behind.”



NBC Chicago

BIDENs to Rally for Democrats in Illinois

October 27, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN and his wife Jill BIDEN plan to be in Illinois to campaign for state Democrats ahead of the Nov. 4 election.



The vice president is expected to attend a rally in support of U.S. Rep. Cheri Bustos and Gov. Pat Quinn at IBEW Local 364 in Rockford on Monday afternoon. Jill BIDEN is scheduled to host a women's coffee with U.S. Rep. Brad Schneider in Northbrook on Monday morning.



The vice president will attend an evening private fundraiser in Chicago for the Democratic National Committee.



Bustos and Schneider are both facing rematches from their 2012 Republican opponents. Republican Bob Dold is challenging Schneider in the 10th Congressional District while Bustos is facing Republican Bobby Schilling in the 17th District.



The vice president appeared in Vernon Hills last week for Schneider. The BIDENs are among other high-profile Democrats who have visited Illinois in recent weeks to campaign.



Associated Press

Illinois governor candidates stump on jobs

October 27, 2014



CHICAGO — Illinois' gubernatorial candidates are focusing on the economy, with Gov. Pat Quinn touting his jobs record and Republican Bruce Rauner stopping at Chicago area businesses.



Quinn on Monday visited a Chicago technology company that received a $2.5 million state grant. Coyote Logistics plans to add 500 jobs in three years.



Quinn says more Illinoisans are working now than any time during his tenure.



Vice President Joe BIDEN was expected to appear with Quinn later at a rally in Rockford.



Rauner was scheduled to visit a Chicago steel company and suburban restaurant. He's blasted Quinn on jobs, saying Illinois lags behind other states.



Lieutenant governor candidates also are campaigning.



Republican Evelyn Sanguinetti cast an early ballot in Wheaton. Democrat Paul Vallas was to visit Springfield to discuss raising the minimum wage.



ABC News Radio

BIDEN Hits the Campaign Trail for Democrats in Iowa, Illinois

October 27, 2014



Souza / The White House(WASHINGTON) — President Obama won’t hit the campaign trail until Tuesday but in the meantime, his top surrogates continue to stump for candidates.



Vice President Joe BIDEN is in Iowa Monday — another state where Obama will not be seen this campaign season.



BIDEN is attending an event for Democratic Senate candidate Rep. Bruce Braley. Later in the afternoon, BIDEN travels to Illinois to rally support for Gov. Pat Quinn, Sen. Dick Durbin and Rep. Cheri Bustos.



Associated Press

VP Joe BIDEN and his wife Jill rallying for Illinois Democrats on Monday

October 27, 2014



ROCKFORD — Vice President Joe BIDEN and his wife Jill BIDEN plan to be in Illinois to campaign for state Democrats ahead of the Nov. 4 election.



The Vice President is expected to attend a rally in support of U.S. Rep. Cheri Bustos and Gov. Pat Quinn in Rockford on Monday afternoon. Jill BIDEN is scheduled to host a women's coffee with U.S. Rep. Brad Schneider in Northbrook on Monday morning.



Bustos and Schneider are both facing rematches from their 2012 Republican opponents. Republican Bob Dold is challenging Schneider in the 10th Congressional District while Bustos is facing Republican Bobby Schilling in the 17th District.



The vice president appeared in Vernon Hills last week for Schneider. The BIDENs are among other high-profile Democrats who have visited Illinois in recent weeks to campaign.



Associated Press

Joe BIDEN visiting San Bernardino County on Saturday

By: Jeff Horseman / October 27, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in San Bernardino County on Saturday to attend a get-out-the-vote rally for a local Democratic congressional candidate, underscoring the importance of an Inland district on the national political stage.



BIDEN will join Pete Aguilar for a rally, the Aguilar campaign announced. Details of the vice president’s visit were not available, although Aguilar spokeswoman Tatiana Winograd said the event was not a fundraiser.



“San Bernardino County is proud to welcome Vice President BIDEN because he shares our values and commitment to America’s growing middle class,” Aguilar, the mayor of Redlands, said in a news release.



“The Inland Empire’s middle class needs a voice in Congress, and I am excited to join the Vice President for an event centered around the issues at stake in this election.”



It’s not clear where else BIDEN might be Saturday. Spokesmen for Rep. Raul Ruiz, D-Palm Desert, and Rep. Mark Takano, D-Riverside, both of whom are seeking re-election, said BIDEN is not campaigning for them.



Aguilar is running in the Nov. 4 election against Republican homeland security consultant and reserve naval officer Paul Chabot of Rancho Cucamonga. They are seeking to represent California’s 31st Congressional District, which includes Redlands, Rancho Cucamonga, Colton, Grand Terrace, Loma Linda and San Bernardino, among other communities.



The district’s incumbent, Rep. Gary Miller, R-Rancho Cucamonga, is not seeking re-election.



The race in a relatively placid Inland election cycle is getting attention at the national level. Democrats see the district, which President Barack Obama won in 2012, as a prime opportunity to take a seat from the GOP House majority.



A plurality of voters in the 31st are registered Democrats. And the district has sizable numbers of Latinos and Asian-Americans, ethnic groups that tend to vote Democratic.



Redlands Daily Facts

Vice President Joe BIDEN to join Redlands Mayor, Democratic Congressional candidate Pete Aguilar at rally Saturday

By: Sandra Emerson / October 27, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to make an appearance during a Get Out The Vote rally Saturday with Congressional candidate and Redlands Mayor Pete Aguilar in San Bernardino County.



Aguilar, a Democrat, is running against Paul Chabot, a Republican, to represent the 31st Congressional District, which spans from Upland to Redlands.



Aguilar will be joined by BIDEN to talk about the importance of voting in the Nov. 4 election.



The time and location of the rally is still to be determined.



“San Bernardino County is proud to welcome Vice President BIDEN because he shares our values and commitment to growing America’s middle class,” said Aguilar in a news release. “The Inland Empire’s middle class needs a voice in Congress, and I am excited to join the vice president for an event centered around the issues at stake in this election.”



Chabot’s campaign calls the planned visit “shocking last minute desperation.”



“President Obama and his policies continue to destroy economic opportunities for hard working Americans while crippling our strength abroad. This BIDEN trip shows that Barack Obama needs Pete Aguilar to continue his destructive policies,” said Chabot in a news release.



Associated Press

BIDEN to travel to Ukraine, Turkey, Morocco

October 27, 2014



WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice President Joe BIDEN is planning a trip next month to Ukraine, Morocco and Turkey.



The White House says BIDEN will be traveling abroad the week of Nov. 17. He plans to lead the U.S. delegation to the Global Entrepreneurship Summit, being held this year in Marrakesh, Morocco.



BIDEN also plans to meet in Turkey with President Recep Tayyip Erdogan (REH'-jehp TY'-ihp UR'-doh-wahn) as well as the country's prime minister and other individuals. U.S. ties with Turkey have been strained recently as the U.S. pushed Turkey to do more to counter the Islamic State group in neighboring Syria.



BIDEN will also meet in Ukraine with President Petro Poroshenko. BIDEN has spoken frequently with the new Ukrainian leader since his election earlier this year amid unrest in the country's east.



The Hill

Obama congratulates Rousseff on reelection

By: Justin Sink / October 27, 2014



President Obama on Monday offered congratulations to Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on her reelection, despite still-bruised relations over U.S. surveillance programs.



The U.S. is "committed to continuing to work with President Rousseff to strengthen our bilateral relationship," White House press secretary Josh Earnest said in a statement.



"The President looks forward to calling President Rousseff in the coming days to congratulate her personally and discuss how we can increase our collaboration to promote global security, prosperity, and respect for human rights, and increased bilateral cooperation on education, energy, trade, and other issues of mutual interest," Earnest added.



Rousseff canceled a state visit to the U.S. last year and demanded an apology, after documents released by former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden revealed her personal phone calls and emails had been gathered in NSA spying programs. She has also demanded that the U.S. cease spying on Brazilian citizens and corporations.



The U.S. has worked to thaw relations since then, with Vice President BIDEN visiting the country in June to meet with Rousseff and attend a World Cup match.



"I told her what she already knew — that President Obama ordered an immediate review after we learned of the disclosures," BIDEN said. "We are taking a new approach on these issues."



That meeting appeared to pay some dividends, with Rousseff telling CNN in July she did not hold the Obama administration immediately responsible for the NSA spying.



"I do not believe the responsibility for the spying habits lay with the Obama administration. I think this was a process that began after Sept. 11," Rousseff said.



She also said she believed the White House had "taken several steps" to address her concerns, and told The New York Times she would reschedule her visit to Washington.



National Journal

Does Joe BIDEN Have a Future?

By: James Oliphant / October 27, 2014



Sharon Holle remembers working alone at the empty office in the Iowa river town of Davenport, operating on a shoestring. "We just built a campaign from the bottom up," she says of Joe BIDEN's presidential effort seven years ago. "We didn't have enough staff. We could never get enough volunteers or staff to go to door-to-door."



Holle and her skeletal crew watched as Hillary Clinton, John Edwards, and Barack Obama carved the state up for themselves, with BIDEN literally out in the winter cold. "He always drew a really great crowd ...," she says wistfully, her voice trailing off.



She didn't have to say what happened next. BIDEN drew less than 1 percent of the caucus vote. He dropped out of the race. His long-held presidential aspirations were apparently dust.



His candidacy then was one of church basements and living rooms, rented vans and Pizza Huts. When BIDEN returns to Davenport on Monday, he'll arrive triumphantly on Air Force Two as the sitting vice president of the United States, with all the trappings of a top-tier political figure and stalwart of his party.



But when he lands, he'll find what amounts to a Clinton advance team already there, softening the ground for another possible White House run. And the buzz surrounding BIDEN's visit in support of Senate candidate Bruce Braley won't come near the frisson generated by Clinton's turn here last month. In Iowa, as in Washington, BIDEN's still playing second fiddle.



With the midterm elections next week and the Iowa caucus just over a year away, BIDEN is reaching the point where he'll finally have to make a decision about his future, with the specter of Clinton haunting his every move. She's widely viewed to have a nearly overpowering early edge in public support, organization, and media coverage. And Ready for Hillary, the outside super PAC dedicated to her election, has been in Iowa for weeks trying to drive turnout for the midterms. In the minds of many, her declaration of candidacy is a mere formality now.



BIDEN, however, isn't entirely standing still. His people "have been reaching out to his hard-core supporters in advance of this trip," says Jeff Link, a prominent Democratic strategist in Iowa.



The vice president has insisted that he'll wait until next year to sit down with his family and his close circle of advisers about whether to mount another White House bid. And while it has long been the trusted wisdom in Washington that BIDEN is waiting to see whether Clinton gets in before he commits, those close to him maintain that's not so.



"He's going to run ... if he thinks there's something he can uniquely contribute to being president," says Ted Kaufman, the former senator from Delaware and a lifelong friend of BIDEN's. "He would see it as more of a duty. I know that's hard for people to grasp."



Clinton's candidacy "is a factor to the extent of the obvious ramifications," adds Luis Navarro, who managed BIDEN's 2008 presidential campaign. "That is not determinative in terms of what he will choose to do."



But what will he do? Navarro, who has recently in been in contact with some in BIDEN's circle, says he doesn't know. "I think he's someone who, having contributed so much to the success of the administration, will be tempted to see that success forward," he says.



Much of Washington's political class has long viewed the BIDEN and Clinton dynamic as a binary question: When it comes to 2016, it's one or the other. But certainly, BIDEN loyalists don't view it that way. And, whether its attributable to her bumpy book tour this summer or a passing bout of Clinton Fatigue, there is an increasing hunger within the party for someone to take her on—if only in the belief that a sense of entitlement and inevitability is what doomed her last campaign. "It's hard for me to think of a time when coronation was a good thing," Navarro says.



As was true in 2008, there seems to be plenty of money and talent to go around. Clinton and Obama battled almost into the summer before Clinton surrendered. Navarro still sees that as a good thing—even if the Clintons don't. "That was a fight that went to the very end of the primary schedule, but increased the general-election competitiveness of the president," he says. Furthermore, Republicans, who have nothing close to a front-runner, likely will be consumed by in-fighting for much of the time.



Even if there is a hunger among some Democrats for an anti-Clinton candidate, there's no evidence at the moment that what they really crave is BIDEN—as opposed to Elizabeth Warren, Martin O'Malley, Andrew Cuomo, Bernie Sanders, or a half-dozen other long-shot contenders.



But Ready for Hillary, the group formed to pave the way for a Clinton run, seems intent on making any other Democratic contender—including BIDEN—think twice by making her seem too formidable already to stop. "If by that, other candidates take a look and say it's not worth it, so much the better," says Mitch Stewart, a senior adviser to the group. Stewart was Obama's key grassroots organizer in Iowa seven years ago.



Even if Clinton is showing some early-stage vulnerability, BIDEN has worries of his own. The last few weeks have seen another round of loose talk, moments where the veep seemed to be drifting off script and at times sounding every bit his 71 years. He had to formally apologize for asserting that the Arab nations joining in the fight against Islamic State had helped arm the rebels in the first place. (Though many felt he was simply asserting the truth.) He was criticized by the Anti-Defamation League for referring to lenders as "shylocks" in a speech. He oddly referred to Asia as "the Orient" during an earlier trip to Iowa. And then, speaking to a group of black ministers in South Carolina, he called himself the "only white boy on the east side" of his hometown of Wilmington, Del., when he was working as a public defender—and, sounding more like a '50s jazz musician than the second-most powerful man in the nation, he called Republicans "a different breed of cat, man."



He also may go down in history, at least in terms of political epigrams, for having jokingly referred to the vice presidency as "a bitch." The road show, of course, is not new. It's been part of the BIDEN persona since Obama's first term, the caricature The Onion popularized. But it may be contributing to huge advantage Clinton currently holds among Democratic voters both nationally and in Iowa. The Chicago Tribune's Clarence Page surmised that BIDEN's missteps don't matter anymore because the vice president has been rendered increasingly irrelevant by the attention given Clinton. "BIDEN's importance as a newsmaker, even as a gaffe-maker, is being overshadowed by the air of inevitability surrounding the former secretary of state," Page wrote.



Relevance may be another reason why BIDEN's playing the question of his future so tight to the vest. As one Democratic operative points out, the minute he says he's not running, he'll turn invisible to the D.C. elite, spending his last two years at lightly covered infrastructure events. "His stature or his power, to some extent, is enhanced by the possibility he might run," the operative says.



But beyond questions of his public image, BIDEN has never mounted the kind of billion-dollar, constantly churning, 50-state operation that the modern presidential environment demands. Kaufman has no doubt he could do it, given he has spent the last six years traveling the country and making contacts. It may not be enough to compete with the Clinton Rolodex, but what can? Still, he would campaign on a scale he's never known. "Now, it's so much bigger than it was back then," Kaufman says. The crowds, the enthusiasm." BIDEN, he says, is in a totally different position than he was in 2008. As Kaufman says, "Vice presidents win. Senators don't."



No doubt that will something BIDEN will consider as he mulls his options, as he wonders whether this last burst of campaigning will be for a man whose time on the stump began almost 50 years ago in a run for the New Castle County Council. In Davenport, Sharon Holle, who has been a fan of BIDEN's since his aborted run in 1988, would love to see him really be able to compete. "He'll be running to win. It would be awesome," she says. "And I'll be there for him."



FrontPage Magazine

BIDEN and Kerry Prove Muslim Lobby Matters, Israeli Lobby Doesn’t

By: Daniel Greenfield / October 27, 2014



When Joe BIDEN criticized the Saudis, Turkey and the UAE for enabling ISIS, the Vice President of the United States was humiliated by being forced to make personal apologies to the leaders of those countries.

 

Vice President BIDEN on Saturday apologized to Turkey President Recep Tayyip Erdogan for saying the Turkish leader admitted his country made mistakes by allowing foreign fighters to cross into Syria.



BIDEN spoke directly to Erdogan to “clarify” comments made on Thursday at Harvard University and apologized for “any implication” that Turkey or other allies had intentionally supplied or helped in the growth of the Islamic State or other extremists groups in Syria, the White House said.



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. has one more stop on what has become a Middle East apology tour in the wake of his impolitic answer to a Harvard student’s question: Saudi Arabia.



After apologizing to officials from Turkey and the United Arab Emirates over the weekend, Mr. BIDEN is trying to connect with Saudi leaders…



Turkey, Mr. BIDEN said, has admitted allowing foreign fighters to cross into Syria, while Turkey, the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia funneled weapons and other aid to Syrian rebels that ended up in the hands of Al Nusra, Al Qaeda and other extremist groups.



The White House expressed relief on Monday over Mr. BIDEN’s apologies, with the press secretary, Josh Earnest, noting that “the vice president is somebody who has enough character to admit when he’s made a mistake.”



Now contrast that with what happened when Kerry blamed ISIS growth on Israel.



“As I went around and met with people in the course of our discussions about the ISIL coalition, the truth is we – there wasn’t a leader I met with in the region who didn’t raise with me spontaneously the need to try to get peace between Israel and the Palestinians, because it was a cause of recruitment and of street anger and agitation that they felt – and I see a lot of heads nodding – they had to respond to. And people need to understand the connection of that. And it has something to do with humiliation and denial and absence of dignity, and Eid celebrates the opposite of all of that,” Kerry said.



The Israelis are upset and getting blasted for it by the State Department.



“By any means it is an inaccurate reading of what the Secretary said,” Harf continued. “He did not make a linkage between Israel and the growth of ISIL, period.”



Later, Harf accused Bennett of having an agenda.



“In terms of this specific Israeli minister’s comments, I think, and I think the Secretary thinks, and everyone thinks that what you say actually matters and not just how someone tries to distort it for their own political purposes,” Harf added.



So no apology, obviously. And no regrets or even retraction.



Blaming Muslim countries for the growth of ISIS is not allowed. Blaming a Jewish country is.



The entire ugly episode is yet another reminder that the powerful Israeli Lobby is a myth. The real power is with the Muslim lobby.



I’m not a big fan of Voltaire or this particular quote, but it does fit here. “To learn who rules over you, simply find out who you are not allowed to criticize.”



Roll Call

Congress Has Thin Legislative Record on Combating Disease Outbreaks

By: Melanie Zanona / October 27, 2014



Although Congress has publicly fretted over the threat of infectious disease pandemics, there have been few legislative attempts in the last two decades to address such health emergencies, leaving lawmakers with a limited set of policy options as they try to contain the Ebola outbreak.



Measures targeting deadly diseases have been largely crafted through the prism of bioterrorism threats, as opposed to naturally occurring outbreaks, such as swine flu and severe acute respiratory syndrome, or SARS.



“After 9/11 and the anthrax scares, there was starting to be a lot of attention and money being pumped into public health emergency preparedness and response, but by 2008, there started to be a downturn,” said Seth Foldy, associate professor of family and community medicine at the Medical College of Wisconsin and former Milwaukee health commissioner. “It bumped up again after H1N1, but then the funding slide began to kick in. There hasn’t been much sustained and strategic attention on the issue.”



Some lawmakers emphasized the importance of combating infectious diseases as far back as 1995, warning that cuts to foreign aid programs would hamper efforts to control and prevent Ebola from spreading in the Democratic Republic of Congo (then known as Zaire).



Congress again became aware of deadly disease threats in 2002 after a SARS outbreak in China, followed by the H1N1 swine influenza pandemic in 2009 that began in Mexico and quickly traveled into the United States.



After both public health emergencies, extra funds were tucked into appropriations bills to stop the diseases from spreading, a pattern repeated this year, when lawmakers included an extra $88 million for Ebola in the current continuing resolution (PL 113-164).



But there were few additional measures to further counter infectious diseases, aside from routine funding for health agencies and programs.



“Money alone is never the whole answer; there also needs to be a complete vision,” Foldy said. “But the last few years we’ve been wandering around without either.”



Aside from bioterrorism and spending measures, only four bills in the House or Senate over the past 20 years have specifically mentioned Ebola, none of which was considered on the floor.



Republican Fred Upton of Michigan introduced one of the measures in 2001, which would have established safer immunization injection practices to prevent the spread of diseases such as Ebola, malaria and HIV/AIDS. The remaining three bills primarily focused on reducing the transmission of diseases through wildlife.



“Today's Ebola crisis has underscored the danger of reactionary policies,” Upton said in a statement to CQ Roll Call. “It is always best to prevent an outbreak from occurring than to be caught flatfooted."



Other potential remedies for controlling infectious diseases have been floated. A 2004 Government Accountability Office report suggested that state and federal electronic disease-monitoring initiatives were incomplete. The same year, a House Oversight and Government Reform subcommittee held a hearing — where Foldy was a witness — that emphasized the role of information-sharing technology in tracking outbreak patterns, protecting against bioterrorism threats and improving patient health in general.



Then-Sen. Joseph R. BIDEN Jr., D-Del., introduced a bill in 2002 touching on the disease-monitoring issue in the wake of the SARS outbreak, with an eye toward establishing a global surveillance network. It picked up three cosponsors and passed the Senate, but foundered in the House.



BIDEN’s legislation seemed to foreshadow some of the current complications with controlling Ebola — the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has said there are likely a number of undetected cases in Africa, due in part to global reporting challenges.



Next City

Why Politicians Screw Up When Talking About Infrastructure

By: Sarah Goodyear / October 27, 2014



The office of the vice president is not exactly known for setting policy priorities. In fact, it’s long been considered an irrelevancy at best, a joke at worst, in the accounting of importance of influence that occupies the nation’s capital.



So Joe BIDEN’s rant the other day about American infrastructure isn’t likely to result in anything but some bemused headshaking from the people who hold the power and the purse strings in Washington and the nation’s state capitals. That’s too bad.



Speaking at the Washington Post’s America Answers conference on transportation, BIDEN lamented the state of the nation’s roads, rails, ports and airports, singling out New York’s LaGuardia for special contempt. (It’s not the first time BIDEN has bashed LaGuardia; in February, he said the airport seemed like “it was in some third-world country.”)



“It fundamentally crimps the economics of the greatest city in the world,” said BIDEN in a tone of disbelief. “The single greatest city in the world having an airport like that? How can that be? How can that be? How can we not improve it?”



How can that be? Well, here’s how.



Every time a politician expresses support for major infrastructure projects — which are inevitably going to cost money — he or she has to go immediately on defense. People like smooth roads and functional airports and all the rest of it. But they don’t want to pay for them. That leads to complicated political games that obscure cost and confuse the planning process, often leading to delays, the construction of flawed infrastructure or the abandonment of major projects.



Take the Tappan Zee Bridge over the Hudson, which is currently being replaced at a projected cost of $3.9 billion after years of wrangling over cost and design. The bridge provides a vital link between a huge population and employment centers on either side of the river.



But at the New York gubernatorial debate the other night, Democratic incumbent Andrew Cuomo and Republican challenger Rob Astorino were both eager to make it seem like New Yorkers won’t actually have to pay for the thing with higher tolls, or really in any way that they would actually, you know, notice.



Cuomo, who likes to pat himself on the back for getting the bridge going when it had been stalled for 20 years, has been trying to find some of the money to pay for it in a federal loan under a clean water program run by the Environmental Protection Agency — a ploy that was rejected by the EPA just a couple of weeks ago. The Tappan Zee only qualifies for $29 million under that program, they say, a fraction of the nearly $511 million that Cuomo was looking for.



Astorino, for his part, says that if the state uses money from a windfall $4.2 billion settlement it’s getting from banks, tolls won’t have to go up on the Tappan Zee or the New York State Thruway. The hard truth is that while the settlement money might help to get the bridge built, the state has a lot of other things to spend it on — and, as the Albany Times-Union points out, the toll probably still should go up to pay for maintenance and other operating costs.



Just a bit down the Hudson in New Jersey, Gov. Chris Christie killed what would have been the biggest infrastructure project in the nation when in 2010 he pulled New Jersey’s funding from a badly needed new rail tunnel known as Access to the Region’s Core, or ARC. He then proceeded to put the money that the state would have spent on that infrastructure into repairing New Jersey’s roads, which have been crumbling because neither Christie nor anyone else has dared to raise the state’s gas tax since 1988. Jersey’s tax is currently the second lowest in the nation, after the oil-producing state of Alaska, although it’s not clear how much longer a hike can be averted, given the disastrous condition of the state’s transportation finances.



As a result of that 2010 decision on the ARC Tunnel — which is hard not to see in a political light given Christie’s long-standing national ambitions in the 2016 presidential race — New Jersey and New York, and the entire Northeast region, will face potentially crippling rail traffic snafus when Sandy-related damage to the existing tunnels needs to be repaired in the near future.



Meanwhile, in Washington, Congress keeps kicking the transportation funding can down the road, having recently failed yet again to buckle down and create a transportation bill that faces up to the problem at hand.



“It spurs investment when you modernize these roads, ports, airports,” BIDEN said the other day, “generating more jobs, all connecting to more economic activity.” Somehow, though, the word “investment” has largely fallen out of the vocabulary of the nation’s politicians. It has been replaced by “spending,” and it is always bad, and we shouldn’t do it.



“What are we doing?” BIDEN asked in his frustration. “What are we doing?” We’re pretending that we can get something for nothing, is what we’re doing. And it shows.



The Washington Post

Clarence Thomas thought the officials were biased during a Redskins-Cowboys ‘Monday Night Football’ game

By: Dan Steinberg / October 27, 2014



Redskins-Cowboys games on “Monday Night Football” have a long tradition of inciting local passions.



For example, a Redskins-Cowboys “Monday Night Football” game 25 years ago this fall was discussed by Joe BIDEN, Alan Simpson and Clarence Thomas during the latter’s Supreme Court confirmation hearing.



“My Dallas Cowboys, for example, played the Redskins on Monday night,” Thomas said in September of 1991, while discussing judicial impartiality. “And I am totally convinced that every referee in those games is a Redskins fan, but none would admit to it. I think that in something as simple as that — even though we have strong views about who should win — something as simple as that, we’d want to feel that the referees — and judges are, to a large extent, referees — are fair and impartial, even when we don’t agree with the calls.”



“Judge, are you for the Dallas Cowboys or the Redskins?” asked Joe BIDEN, who evidently missed the beginning of Thomas’s remarks.



“I’ve been a Dallas Cowboys fan for 25 years,” Thomas said.



“Thank you,” BIDEN joked. “Thank you very much. We’ve got a solid answer. I was just curious.”



“Well, I’m certain that that will probably have someone else who expresses concern about me,” Thomas joked back.



“I think that will create more concern than anything thus far,” Alan Simpson then said. “To have you in this nest of Redskins fans, to be a Dallas Cowboys fan certainly discloses a degree of independence which will serve you very well on the Court.”



As for the “Monday Night Football” game in question, here’s Richard Justice’s lede in The Post. Not sure which calls, if any, were controversial to hatin’ Cowboys fans:



The Washington Redskins took all the body punches the Dallas Cowboys could offer tonight. They absorbed the best of Troy Aikman and some of the best of Emmitt Smith, and they punched out a Dallas defense that had been on a two-year roll. They survived four injuries to starters.



And they still won, defeating the Cowboys, 33-31, before 63,025 in a playoff-like atmosphere at Texas Stadium. Chip Lohmiller kicked four long field goals, Earnest Byner rushed for 101 yards and the Redskins controlled the ball for 22 of 30 minutes in the second half.



In a wild game that Cowboys owner Jerry Jones compared to a Super Bowl, the Redskins (2-0) rallied from an 11-point, first-half deficit to win their second straight game. The Cowboys dropped to 1-1 and the Redskins play the NFC East’s only other 2-0 team, Phoenix, Sunday at RFK Stadium.



“I’m really proud of our guys,” Redskins Coach Joe Gibbs said. “I’m going to have to go back in and count the problems we have. But thank goodness we got out of it. That was a great job by our guys. They didn’t give up and it looked bleak there at the beginning.”



And via the AP:



The Washington Redskins used fake punt sorcery to exorcise their Monday Night Football demon.



The wildest scoring game between Washington and Dallas in 29 years turned on a gamble that’s in every playbook from junior high school to the NFL.



It fooled the Cowboys and helped the Redskins to a 33-31 victory that ended their string of pratfalls on Monday Night Football. The last time Washington had earned a Monday night victory was in 1987 against Dallas, also in Texas Stadium….



The fake punt was the talk of both locker rooms after the game.



“We worked on that fake punt all week,” Gibbs said. “We felt it would work but, of course, you know what happens if you miss. If it backfired, it could set them off.



“You have to give (special teams coach) Wayne Sevier credit. He yelled at me and told me it looked good, and I said if we got the right situation to go with it. It was a heckuva play.”



Brian Mitchell took a short snap on fourth-and-1 from the Washington 48 and gained three yards. Four plays later, Gerald Riggs scored from a yard out to give the Redskins a 30-24 lead with 12:58 to play.



Wall St. Cheat Sheets

5 Things We Wish Joe BIDEN Didn’t Say

By: Sarah Schweppe / October 27, 2014



Regardless of his politics, you have to love Vice President Joe BIDEN’s ability to put his foot in his mouth. His off-the-cuff remarks are often entertaining, but every now and then he does say something he really — seriously — shouldn’t have, like disclosing a private conversation with another country’s president. Here are five examples.



1. Sharing his conversation with Turkey’s president



BIDEN was actually forced to apologize for this one. When discussing Middle East efforts to oust the current Syrian government in a speech at Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government this month, he revealed that in a private conversation Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan told him, “You were right. We let too many people through. Now we are trying to seal the border.”



Erdogan denied that Turkey’s border was responsible for the crossing of militants in Syria and Iraq and demanded an apology from the vice president. “The vice president apologized for any implication that Turkey or other allies and partners in the region had intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth of ISIL or other violent extremists in Syria,” a spokeswoman for BIDEN said, according to The New York Times.



2. Assuming Syria needs an American hero



As it was made in the same speech in which BIDEN spilled his conversation with Erdogan, most media outlets overlooked this comment: “Americans think in every country in transition there’s a Thomas Jefferson hiding behind some rock or a James Madison beyond one sand dune.” But The Wall Street Journal caught it, and we agree with its assessment. The statement is rather ethnocentric, and it’s pretty offensive to overlook the Syrians who have faced dangerous conditions to revolt against the regime of President Bashar al-Assad.



3. Calling Barack Obama the “first mainstream African-American”



When they were still rivals for the Democratic presidential nomination for the 2008 elections, BIDEN said of Obama, “I mean, you got the first mainstream African-American who is articulate and bright and clean and a nice-looking guy. I mean, that’s a storybook, man.” Unsurprisingly, this comment was received as rather ignorant.



In the the midst of a campaign, Obama responded carefully, but pointed out the inaccuracy of the statement, without commenting on its offensive nature. “I didn’t take Senator BIDEN’s comments personally, but obviously they were historically inaccurate,” he said, according to ABC News. “African-American presidential candidates like Jesse Jackson, Shirley Chisholm, Carol Moseley Braun and Al Sharpton gave a voice to many important issues through their campaigns, and no one would call them inarticulate.”



4. Telling a crowd Republicans would put them “all back in chains”



Speaking to a crowd in Danville, N.C., in 2012, BIDEN said of the GOP’s attempts to change regulations on Wall Street, “Romney wants to, he said in the first 100 days, he’s gonna let the big banks again write their own rules,” BIDEN said. “‘Unchain Wall Street!’ They’re going to put you all back in chains.” The comment was rather controversial because Danville’s population is nearly 48% black, and the metaphorical chains BIDEN spoke of suggest a connotation of slavery.



Romney’s team was obviously outraged and called the comment slanderous. Obama’s campaign quickly stepped in to clarify, saying, “the vice president was clearly using a metaphor to describe the devastating impact of deregulating Wall Street and the financial industry, as well as how Governor Romney’s policies would take us back to the same failed formula that led to the 2008 financial crisis.” We still think there was a better way BIDEN could have made this critique of Republicans.



5. On getting the stimulus package “wrong”



This one sounds kind of funny, until you hear he was talking about $900 billion. Discussing possible repercussions for Democratic support of the $900 billion economic stimulus package, BIDEN said in 2009, “If we do everything right, if we do it with absolute certainty, there’s still a 30% chance we’re going to get it wrong.” Add the fact that he said this in reference to a meeting he’d had with Obama and senior advisers, and, yes, this remark is definitely worrisome and something he should’ve left unsaid.
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USA Today

Potential 2016 Dem candidate: Joe BIDEN

November 6, 2014

Joe BIDEN has served as vice president of the United States since 2009, winning re-election along with President Obama in November 2012. Previously, he represented Delaware in the U.S. Senate. He was first elected in 1972 and served in that position until he became vice president in January 2009. BIDEN has mounted two unsuccessful bids for the Democratic presidential nomination, in 1988 and 2008.



New York Daily News

Sen. Chuck Schumer, other top Democrats could remain key players despite GOP takeover

By: Dan Friedman / November 6, 2014

Now that Sen. Mitch McConnell is set to become majority leader, some of Washington's top Democrats — including New York Sen. Chuck Schumer — could remain key players even though their party’s out of power.



Kuwait News Agency
BIDEN, Rousseff to work to advance US-Brazil cooperation
November 11, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN called Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Thursday to congratulate her on her recent re-election.



Washington Post
Party Diary: Inside the vice president’s ‘cozy’ home
By Helena Andrews / November 6, 2014

“I wanna know why we can’t go up there,” whispered one woman conspiratorially as she eyed the rope stand and the Secret Service agent protecting the stairs that led to the upper floors of Number One Observatory Circle. This is the vice president’s house, after all.



Washington Post
No, Republicans don’t actually need to ‘show they can govern’
By: Paul Waldman / November 6, 2014

There are two phrases that have been on everyone’s lips in Washington since Tuesday night. Republicans now need to “show they can govern,” because everyone wants to “get things done.”



Baltimore Jewish Times 
Hurtful Words
By: Dmitriy Shapiro / November 6, 2014

Obama Administration officials attempted to distance themselves from administration officials’ insults aimed at Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu after those comments set off a firestorm of criticism from lawmakers, organizations and pundits.



Federal Times
Time to celebrate a cybersecurity success
By: Philip R. Reitinger / November 6, 2014

There is a good news, bad news story in cybersecurity. The good news: On August 19 Vice President BIDEN welcomed a team of students from the University of Central Florida to the Indian Treaty Room at the White House (the Eisenhower Executive Office Building to be precise), to recognize them for winning the National Collegiate Cyber Defense Competition.



Associated Press
Washington may become model for gun measures
By: Rachel La Corte / November 6, 2014

Washington voters decisively backed expanded background checks for guns, a victory for advocates of stricter gun laws who say they will use the momentum from this win to pursue similar measures in other states.







USA Today

Potential 2016 Dem candidate: Joe BIDEN

November 6, 2014



Profile



Joe BIDEN has served as vice president of the United States since 2009, winning re-election along with President Obama in November 2012. Previously, he represented Delaware in the U.S. Senate. He was first elected in 1972 and served in that position until he became vice president in January 2009. BIDEN has mounted two unsuccessful bids for the Democratic presidential nomination, in 1988 and 2008.



New York Daily News

Sen. Chuck Schumer, other top Democrats could remain key players despite GOP takeover

By: Dan Friedman / November 6, 2014



WASHINGTON - Now that Sen. Mitch McConnell is set to become majority leader, some of Washington's top Democrats — including New York Sen. Chuck Schumer — could remain key players even though their party’s out of power.



Loss of the majority makes it likely that current Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) will retire in 2016, though he is still officially planning to run again. Waiting in the wings is Schumer.



With just 10 Democrats and 24 Republicans up for reelection in 2016, Democrats believe they have good odds of recapturing the Senate in two years. If Reid bows out, Schumer could end up majority leader.



In the meantime, Schumer is positioned to resume a key role on immigration reform, an issue Obama and McConnell said Wednesday that they hope to work on together. Both parties are eager to advance reform in a bid to appeal to Latino voters in 2016.



While the election was a rebuke to Obama, Democrats were quick to note it was not a defeat for Democratic economic issues. Several states passed ballot measures to increase the minimum wage.



Such pocketbook issues are the core of the legislative agenda Schumer has pushed his party to adopt.



"Sen. Schumer has a long track record of seeking consensus and working in a bipartisan way," a Schumer spokesman said. "He has been in the minority before and successfully passed legislation, including a college tuition tax deduction, and delivered for New York."



Another top Dem who may flex his muscles is Vice President BIDEN, who has repeatedly used backdoor communications to cut deals directly with McConnell (R-Ky.).



The channel irked Reid, who successfully demanded BIDEN back off during last year's government shutdown fight.



Now BIDEN has a chance to use his links to McConnell, built in decades of service together in the Senate, to play a part in deal-making with the new GOP majority.



But McConnell-- who clashed with Schumer in 2008 over his contention that Schumer broke a vow not to attack him or backing the banks bailout--made it clear Wednesday that he wants to deal with the Dem at the top. "The President is the only Democrat that matters," he said.



Kuwait News Agency
BIDEN, Rousseff to work to advance US-Brazil cooperation
November 11, 2014



WASHINGTON, Nov 6 (KUNA) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN called Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff on Thursday to congratulate her on her recent re-election.


The two sides "reaffirmed the importance of the bilateral relationship and agreed to work together to advance U.S.-Brazil cooperation," BIDEN's office said in a statement.


BIDEN noted "the importance of the growing global partnership between our two countries, as well as the close bonds between the American and Brazilian people," according to the statement.
He told Rousseff he "looked forward to meeting with her again soon to engage on a broad agenda," it said.



Washington Post
Party Diary: Inside the vice president’s ‘cozy’ home
By Helena Andrews / November 6, 2014



“I wanna know why we can’t go up there,” whispered one woman conspiratorially as she eyed the rope stand and the Secret Service agent protecting the stairs that led to the upper floors of Number One Observatory Circle.



This is the vice president’s house, after all. Going up there just isn’t done.

But at a reception held in honor of Breast Cancer Awareness Month on Wednesday, many of the 150 guests exploring the first floor of Vice President and Jill BIDEN’s home, glasses of pink champagne in hand, actually forgot where they were.



Okay, they knew they were somewhere rarefied, getting a sneak peak into the private lives of the second couple. That was the thing, though. The home — a 17th-century Queen Anne with couches for three, fresh flowers and family photos — looked, well, lived in.



“I didn’t expect it to be so warm,” said Michelle Craig, a breast cancer survivor dressed in a light pink, African-style top and skirt. “It’s almost cozy. It seems like a real house where real people live.”

If real people just so happen to have House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi relaxing in their sitting room with a massive John Singer Sargent painting hanging above the sofa.



Pelosi arrived late and had to be escorted through the veranda that wraps around the first floor and into the yellow living area just to the right of the entry room. Vice President BIDEN, who was also late, was in the middle of a 10-minute introduction of his wife. He told the crowd that the fight against breast cancer had come a long way since it was considered inappropriate to say “breast” (as in breast cancer) on the Senate floor.



“Every time you feel like we haven’t come very far. Think about how close we are,” said BIDEN before turning the podium, which was set up in front of the stairs, over to his wife.



“We’re always pleased to welcome you into our home,” said Jill BIDEN, dressed in a gray dress and a thin strand of pearls. “For all of us here, this is a year-round cause. This battle is personal.”



“We admire your strength, your courage and your perseverance.” -Dr. BIDEN to survivors at #BreastCancer reception. pic.twitter.com/i0T2g7ZLV8

— Dr. Jill BIDEN (@DrBIDEN) November 6, 2014



Immediately afterward, the BIDENs headed to the library at the back of the house, spending the next hour snapping photos with every guest who wanted one. The line was massive. Guests killed time by staging their own photo shoots at the podium, pretending to be the second-in-command. Others, such as Cecile Richards, president of Planned Parenthood Federation of America, busied themselves by studying the paintings on the walls, most borrowed from the National Gallery of Art.

“I’ve never seen that piece with Lincoln before,” said Richards as she went in for a closer look at the painting of the 16th president of the United States by N.C. Wyeth (we Googled it).



By 8 p.m. the crowd had thinned considerably, most making their way down the circle driveway and out to Massachusetts Avenue. Said one guest as he and two friends walked to a waiting cab, “Do you write the vice president a thank-you note?”



Washington Post
No, Republicans don’t actually need to ‘show they can govern’
By: Paul Waldman / November 6, 2014



There are two phrases that have been on everyone’s lips in Washington since Tuesday night. Republicans now need to “show they can govern,” because everyone wants to “get things done.” Republican leaders, the New York Times tells us, are eager to “demonstrate that they can get things done.” President Obama has expressed optimism that GOP leaders want to “find some common ground,” adding that “we want to get things done.” Vice President Joe BIDEN opined that Republicans are “going to choose to get things done.” One winning candidate after another repeated the mantra: now we can really start getting things done.



Let me go out on a limb here and say that Mitch McConnell is not hoping to create a sparkling new era of bipartisan cooperation. He knows that the things he and his colleagues would really like to do are impossible so long as there’s a Democratic president with a veto pen. That means what he does in the next two years is all about making it more likely that 2016 sees the GOP hold on to its majority in the Senate (the House is almost a given) and a Republican wins the White House.



Control of both houses doesn’t mean Republicans have to show they can govern. It means they have new ways at their disposal to get credit for trying to govern, even if they know they won’t actually get much done, which, as it happens, is an outcome they may not mind that much.



Yesterday the conservative National Review published an editorial on what they called the “governing trap.” Republicans, they counseled, shouldn’t even bother trying to govern in the next two years. Instead, they should continue to obstruct President Obama and lay out an agenda they can run on in 2016, because “not much progress is possible until we have a better president. Getting one ought to be conservatism’s main political goal over the next two years.”



While it may be unusually forthright, this isn’t bad advice, politically speaking. After all, following the path of obstruction instead of governing has worked out pretty darn well for Republicans over the last six years. When Barack Obama took office, Democrats controlled both houses of Congress; now Republicans do.



Still, now that they have both houses of Congress, they have to adapt to a new atmosphere in which they’ll be judged more directly on whether they do actually govern and get stuff done. To that end, Boehner and McConnell published an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal saying, “The skeptics say nothing will be accomplished in the next two years. As elected servants of the people, we will make it our job to prove the skeptics wrong.”



The Republicans now face a few different audiences when they consider what, and how much, they should “get done.” They have to please their base, they have to avoid alienating the broader electorate, and they have to present a story to the media that explains why they’re not the problem in Washington.



Fortunately for them, there’s a clear path to doing all these things, at least most of the time. First, they have to avoid the big showdowns that garner lots of attention and paint Republicans as radicals threatening the country’s well-being if they don’t get their way. That means that when it comes time to raise the debt ceiling or pass a budget to keep the government open, they’ll do it, as quietly as possible to avoid a backlash from the base. Second, they have to pass bills, and bills that have at least a surface plausibility to them, even if they know full well the bills will be vetoed by President Obama. That means not a bill to repeal the Affordable Care Act, but a bill to, say, repeal the employer mandate.



When those kinds of bills get filibustered by Senate Democrats or vetoed by President Obama, Republicans will say, “See, we’ve shown we can govern. President Obama is the one preventing things from getting done.” The ability to actually pass bills through both houses, no matter how unrealistic and doomed from the start, will allow McConnell and Boehner to weave a new narrative in which President Obama is the obstructionist. And I’m guessing the press will buy it. Going through the process of legislation will be enough to persuade the media that they are making a good faith effort to govern, even if they never make any meaningful compromises.



In short, the fundamental gridlock will remain, and Republicans will say that the way to end it once and for all is to keep them in power in Congress but also give them the White House, too.



Baltimore Jewish Times 
Hurtful Words
By: Dmitriy Shapiro / November 6, 2014



Obama Administration officials attempted to distance themselves from administration officials’ insults aimed at Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu after those comments set off a firestorm of criticism from lawmakers, organizations and pundits.



In an article written by journalist Jeffrey Goldberg for The Atlantic, anonymous administration officials used choice words to denounce Netanyahu for what the article claimed was the administration’s belief that the Israeli leader lacks vision, leadership and courage to make tough political decisions necessary to handle the region’s problems.



“The thing about Bibi is, he’s a chicken—-” one official is quoted telling Goldberg. “The good thing about Netanyahu is that he’s scared to launch wars, the bad thing about him is that he won’t do anything to reach an accommodation with the Palestinians or with the Sunni Arab states. The only thing he’s interested in is protecting himself from political defeat. … He’s got no guts.”



Confronting the outrage prompted by those undiplomatic comments, along with further allegations in the article describing the administration’s internal disdain for the Israeli prime minister as having recently reached a boiling point, National Security Council spokesman Alistair Baskey denied that there was anything unusual in the relationship between President Barack Obama and Netanyahu.



“Certainly, the comments in the article do not represent the administration’s view, and we think such comments are inappropriate and counterproductive,” Baskey said. “Prime Minister Netanyahu and the president have forged an effective partnership and consult closely and frequently, including earlier this month when the president hosted the prime minister in the Oval Office.”

Although the White House’s response was timely, it fell short of a complete disavowal of what the officials unartfully tried to tell Goldberg — that members of the administration are angry at recent reports that Israel was moving forward with plans to build additional housing units in East Jerusalem.



“Obviously, despite the extremely close relationship between the U.S. and Israel, we do not agree on every issue,” Baskey said. “For instance, we have repeatedly made clear the United States’ longstanding view that settlement activity is illegitimate and complicates efforts to achieve a two-state solution.”



White House spokesman Josh Earnest delivered a message that was almost identical to Baskey’s but added that Senior National Security Advisor Susan Rice will be conducting numerous meetings with Israeli officials in Washington, D.C., which Earnest believes is proof of continuing friendly relations.



When asked whether the White House will investigate the source of the comments like it had in other national security leak cases, Earnest was unclear in his response, telling the reporters that such news media leaks were not unusual. Yet, Earnest did not deny that the comments were made.

But beside the list of incendiary words used to express their frustration, little of what the officials in Goldberg’s article said surprised security experts and others who closely follow the diplomatic developments between the two nations.



There were many indicators of the icy relationship between Obama and Netanyahu throughout much of the president’s administration, including disparaging comments by the president himself when he was caught on a hot mic in 2011, complaining to then-French President Nicolas Sarkozy about having to deal with Netanyahu every day.



Most recently, the White House refused to grant requests from Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Ya’alon to meet with Vice President Joe BIDEN, Secretary of State John Kerry and Rice in an apparent snub during his visit to the United States last week.



“What is shocking here is that these comments were not made off the record but on background — meaning the White House official knew they would be printed and linked to the White House,” said Elliot Abrams, who served as a top national security adviser to President George W. Bush. “That was deliberate, a deliberate ad hominem attack on the elected prime minister of a close ally. This is sophomoric behavior of a sort we have a right to expect no White House official will engage in and no president will tolerate.”



Both Democratic and Republican lawmakers also chimed in to condemn the insults.



“We know that relations between allies can be strained at times.

But there is no excuse for Obama administration officials to insult the prime minister of Israel, our closest ally in the Middle East, the way they did,” Sens. John McCain (R-Ariz.) and Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) said in a joint statement. “Apparently, the Obama administration does not believe it has enough problems on its hands dealing with America’s enemies in the Middle East. It also wants to insult and alienate our allies. That does nothing but harm to America’s national security interests, and President Obama must put an end to it immediately.”



Rep. Eliot Engel (D-N.Y.), the ranking member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, expressed alarm at the anonymous comments, saying that he was “shocked” and “disappointed” and called on the administration to put an end to such damaging leaks.



“I realize that two allies, such as the United States and Israel, are not going to agree on everything, but I think it is counterproductive and unprofessional for administration officials to air their dirty laundry in such a public way,” Engel said in a press release. “I am getting tired of hearing about the leaks and denials. This ought to be the last time we hear of such talk because it is getting to a point where nobody believes the denials anymore.”



For his part, Netanyahu took the attacks in stride, reminding the people of Israel that a majority of Americans unequivocally support them, despite administration grumblings.



“As prime minister, I am responsible for Israel’s security. I care about the lives of every citizen and soldier,” he said in an address to a special Knesset session in memory of former Tourism Minister Rechavam Zeevy, who was assassinated in 2001. “I have been on the battlefield many times. I have risked my life for the country, and I am not prepared to make concessions that will endanger our state.”



Federal Times
Time to celebrate a cybersecurity success
By: Philip R. Reitinger / November 6, 2014



There is a good news, bad news story in cybersecurity.

The good news: On August 19 Vice President BIDEN welcomed a team of students from the University of Central Florida to the Indian Treaty Room at the White House (the Eisenhower Executive Office Building to be precise), to recognize them for winning the National Collegiate Cyber Defense Competition. That is a great thing: the White House should be commended for taking a significant step to raise awareness of the importance of cybersecurity skills, and to make being a geek even more cool.



Now the bad news, in the form of a question: Did you know about it? There was local press in Florida, Forbes included this in a story in October (read it here), and I expect that there were more stories, but compare their number to those concerning the USIS breach that became public a bit earlier or other breaches around that time. It is hard to hear the progress above the din of sensationalism.



Of course, controversy makes a better story than success. And it is also true that as a country we need to understand the cyber defenders are behind in the attackers in their continual contest. Online, offense wins. But inviting some student defenders to the White House is an important story — one not sufficiently recognized.



As the Forbes article points out, cyber competitions are booming. Along with the National Collegiate Cyber Defense Competition there are the Cyber Patriot program for high school and middle school students, the US Cyber Challenge and Cyber Aces for students in many age groups and veterans, and even more competitions including the capture-the-flag exercises at security conferences. DHS has its Cyber Competition Project. These are great programs, and should be an even more visible part of our national effort to address the critical cybersecurity threats we face. While we work to improve our defensive technology and practices, we have to have more skilled people to respond to threats. This requires resources and public relations to generate interest among students and the public.

So let’s all applaud the university’s “Knights in Cyber Armor.” Let’s also applaud the winners of other cyber competitions. You are addressing a national need, and your role is and will be more important to the country than many recognize.



Perhaps next year even more winners can be invited to the White House. And if the president himself can be available and welcome the teams as well, just like he might the champions of sports leagues, that would be a fine, fine thing.



Associated Press
Washington may become model for gun measures
By: Rachel La Corte / November 6, 2014



OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) — Washington voters decisively backed expanded background checks for guns, a victory for advocates of stricter gun laws who say they will use the momentum from this win to pursue similar measures in other states.



With the passage of Initiative 594, Washington joins six other states and the District of Columbia with laws that require universal background checks for all sales and transfers of firearms, though it is the first to pass such a law through a citizen-driven initiative on the ballot.



Other states have varying laws on expansion beyond what federal law requires, including Oregon, which requires a background check for purchases at gun shows. An anti-expansion measure on Tuesday's ballot failed in Washington state.



"If legislative bodies won't act, the people will," said Zach Silk, the campaign manager for Washington's expansion measure. "We proved that. I think that should give a lot of inspiration to these other states where they've tried legislative efforts and have run into reluctant officials."



The Washington state measure received significant support from Everytown for Gun Safety, a group funded by former New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg that is already looking to replicate the initiative's success.

John Feinblatt, the president of Everytown, said Wednesday that Washington state "is going to be a model for other states."

Feinblatt said that Everytown is part of a coalition that is gathering signatures due next week for a measure, which, like with Washington's 

"Initiative to the Legislature," will start with Nevada's Legislature and head to the 2016 ballot if lawmakers don't act.



Arizona and Maine are among the states the group is eyeing for similar campaigns.



"We'll continue to take these issues straight to the people where we can because we know they will side on public safety," he said.



Andrew Arulanandam, a spokesman for the National Rifle Association, said that his organization will fight these efforts.



The NRA and other opponents took the most issue with Washington state's expansion language that requires checks for many gifts and loans that they say goes too far. The measure has exceptions for emergency gun transfers concerning personal safety, gifts between family members, antiques and loans for hunting.



"What they perceive as a victory today will end up being a liability to them," Arulanandam said of the expansion initiative. "People will realize that it does not make them safer. What they will find out is that innocent people are being prosecuted and punished for simple and legal acts. When voters in other states see what's happening in Washington state, that's going to spur them to oppose those measures."



Local opponents of the measure said they are looking into a possible legal challenge and an online petition to overturn it has more than 15,000 signatures. The NRA is also considering its options, Arulanandam said.

Polling for the expansion initiative was strong throughout the year, and it's unclear what, if any impact a deadly shooting at a Marysville high school had just weeks before the election.



"There's no way to connect it," said Silk, who noted that I-594 wouldn't have prevented that tragedy because the gun was legally owned by one of the teen shooter's relatives. "On the other hand, it helped elevate conversation about gun violence in the final stage of the campaign."



Tackling gun control makes some lawmakers uneasy because of the potential political consequences.



Washington first considered expanding background checks last year, but bills didn't gain traction with lawmakers. Proponents then went the ballot route, seeking an initiative to the Legislature. Lawmakers held hearings on that measure, but again didn't take action. Under state law, the initiative was guaranteed a place on the statewide ballot.



In Colorado, Democrats were emboldened by their majorities in the House and Senate when they took on the issue in 2013. The state has been the scene of horrific mass shootings, including the Columbine High School attack in 1999 and the Aurora movie theater massacre in 2012.



Against that backdrop, lawmakers and gun-control advocates expanded background check requirements to private sales and online purchases and limited the size of ammunition magazines to 15 rounds. There was intense lobbying from both sides of the issue, with Vice President Joe BIDEN calling Democrats to urge them to pass the legislation.



The bills' passage came at a cost. In the first legislative recalls in Colorado history, two Democratic senators were booted from office for supporting the measures, and a third lawmaker resigned while facing a recall effort.



While Democrats regained the two recall seats Tuesday, Republicans have criticized lawmakers who supported the gun bills. In trying to unseat Democratic Gov. John Hickenlooper, who narrowly won, Republicans used his support for gun control against him.



However, Silk, the spokesman for the Washington effort, noted the differing dynamics that occurred this week.



"At the same time that voters elected Republicans in control of the state Senate, they also overwhelmingly passed these background checks," he said. "I think the conversation has changed."



Silk said proponents will explore other options to further strengthen gun laws in Washington state.

"I think we'll be able to find common ground," he said. "Nothing we've ever worked on has anything to do with taking guns away from law-abiding citizens. Our work is focused on reducing gun violence."
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CNN

Borger: How the Democrats lost the election

By: Gloria Borger / November 5, 2014

In a pre-election interview with CNN earlier this week, Vice President Joe BIDEN told me that the "President and I have to figure out how to better communicate." That may be true, but what happened last night is not a communications problem. It's a governing problem.



CNN

New superstars, new villains and other takeaways from midterm election

By: Mark Preston / November 5, 2014

Just days before the election, Vice President Joe BIDEN said the White House was "ready to compromise" in an interview with CNN's Gloria Borger. What does that mean? Who knows? But BIDEN is correct that if Obama wants to get anything done, he is going to have to work with Republicans. Will they work with him?



New York Times

An Odd Couple, Obama and McConnell, Take Their Relationship to the Next Level

By: Jason Horowitz / November 5, 2014

Administration officials, McConnell aides and other senators have noted that there is a functional relationship between Mr. McConnell and Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr., who have a rapport rooted in their decades in the Senate.



The Hill

Dems push voters to polls with Senate majority in the balance

By: David McCabe and Jesse Byrnes / November 5, 2014

With Republican confidence growing, Vice President BIDEN and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) worked to increase Democratic turnout as part of a ground operation the party hopes will save its majority in the Senate.



The Christian Science Monitor

Mitch McConnell: 'We have an obligation to work together'

By: Francine Kiefer / November 5, 2014

In 2011, when negotiations over increasing the debt ceiling stalled, the Republican minority leader stepped in, meeting with Vice President Joe BIDEN – who, according to Bob Woodward’s book “The Price of Politics,” was known in the White House as “the McConnell Whisperer.”



USA Today

Election means Gridlock 2.0

By: Gregory Korte / November 5, 2014

The dance started Tuesday. In an interview with Pittsburgh radio station KDKA, Vice President Joe BIDEN said a "leading Republican senator" called him Tuesday to promise he and four others would work with him after the election.



Reuters

Possible 2016 White House contenders prepare to run

By: Gabriel Debenedetti / November 5, 2014

The vice president, 71, has served alongside Obama since 2008. Before that, the outspoken foreign policy expert served six terms as a senator from Delaware. BIDEN, who mounted losing presidential bids in 1988 and 2008, has hinted he is considering running again.



McClatchy 

Eye on the prize: 2016 presidential campaign starts now

By: Anita Kumar / November 5, 2014

As Clinton puts off a formal decision on running, many of the other potential Democratic candidates – including Vice President Joe BIDEN, Maryland Gov. Martin O’Malley, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo and former Sen. Jim Webb of Virginia – are polling in the single digits.



National Journal

Christie and Cuomo Won the Midterms. Hillary Clinton, Joe BIDEN, and Rand Paul Didn't.

By: Time Alberta / November 5, 2014

Although Hillary Clinton is more commonly viewed as Obama's heir apparent, BIDEN is keeping himself very much in the conversation—which isn't always a good thing.



Town Hall

Republican Pat Roberts Might Want to Send Joe BIDEN a Thank You Card For His Victory In Kansas

By: Kevin Boyd / November 5, 2014

While Vice President Joe BIDEN may have had the best of intentions, his last minute endorsement of independent Senate candidate Greg Orman didn’t work out so well.



The Weekly Standard

BIDEN Takes Shot at Clintons: 'When All that Stuff that Was Going On' in 90s

By: Daniel Halper / November 5, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN seemed to take a shot at the Clintons in an interview yesterday when he brought up "all that stuff that was going on" in the 1990s. BIDEN's reference served as a reminder that Democrats avoided the Democratic president when President Clinton was getting impeached.



Breitbart

BROKAW: GOP HAS TO 'BE CAREFUL,' SAYS SEND BIDEN TO BE CAP HILL 'POINT MAN'

November 5, 2014

But he also went on to say President Barack Obama should react by sending Vice President Joe BIDEN to Capitol Hill to be front and center in dealing with the U.S. Congress.



The Washington Times

Elizabeth Warren is new Dem kingmaker; Clintons, Joe BIDEN backed losers

By: Ben Wolfgang / November 5, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN and outgoing Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley also had poor showings, with the latter suffering an especially embarrassing loss when his lieutenant governor, Anthony Brown, fell to Republican Gov.-elect Larry Hogan in a deep blue state.



The Hill

Obama misses McConnell in phone call

By: Justin Sink / November 5, 2014

President Obama wasn't able to connect with Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) Wednesday night to congratulate him on Republicans winning control of the Senate. But Vice President BIDEN was.



TIME

Why Barack Obama Never Talked To Mitch McConnell on Election Night

By: Jay Newton-Small / November 5, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN, by contrast, called about an hour earlier, and was able to get through to his longtime Senate colleague.



Weekly Standard

BIDEN Calls It

By: Geoffrey Norman / November 5, 2014

One interested observer, however, was skeptical about those polls and said, for the record, “I don’t agree with the oddsmakers.” That would be Vice President Joe BIDEN who went on, boldly, to tell Gloria Borger of CNN, “I predict we’re gonna … keep the Senate.”



Foreign Policy

Trouble in Club Med

By: Keith Johnson / November 5, 2014

And just last week, Sen. Robert Menendez (D.-N.J.), the chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, strongly urged Vice President Joe BIDEN to press the Turkey-Cyprus gas dispute when he visits Turkey later this month to talk about all the other issues Washington and Ankara disagree about.



Maritime Reporter Magazine

BIDEN to Keynote AAPA Convention in Houston

By: Eric Haun / November 5, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe R. BIDEN, Jr. will deliver the keynote address on Wednesday, November 12, at the American Association of Port Authority’s (AAPA) 103rd Annual Convention and Expo in Houston, hosted by the Port of Houston Authority.







CNN

Borger: How the Democrats lost the election

By: Gloria Borger / November 5, 2014



(CNN) —Back in 1994, when Newt Gingrich led the GOP to take over the House, it was historic. A sea change. An earthquake.



Why? Because Democrats had held control of the House for the previous 40 years. As in four decades. Imagine that.



Hard to believe it ever worked that way. Now voters demand change elections more often than they don't. Consider this: Republicans win the Senate in 2002, then lose it in 2006. The Democrats hold the Senate until losing control of it last night -- predictions are that they might be in a good position to take it back in two years.



At some point, someone might start listening: Voters are steaming. They're anxious. They're also not expecting Democrats and Republicans to suddenly write poetry together. But here's one thing they do expect: competency. As in: figure out a way to do your job without continually kicking the proverbial cans down the road.



In a pre-election interview with CNN earlier this week, Vice President Joe BIDEN told me that the "President and I have to figure out how to better communicate." That may be true, but what happened last night is not a communications problem. It's a governing problem. Almost 8 out of 10 voters who voted yesterday don't trust the government to do the right thing -- and the president runs the White House and his party controlled the Senate.



So the voters, done with hope, voted change.



The reason these races went down to the wire -- until the tidal wave became obvious when Democrats couldn't elect governors in blue states -- is that the voters didn't like either the Democrats or the Republicans. But, as it turns out, when given the chance to express a preference, they decided they disliked President Obama the most, and sent the message loud and clear.



Sure, the larger issues of the economy and health care loomed large. Two thirds of the country thinks the nation is headed down the wrong track. But the signal was loud and clear to Washington: Figure out a way to get us going in the right direction.



Oddly enough, for a midterm election, the turning point came on a foreign policy matter. Sources in campaigns for both Democrats and Republicans tell me they agree on this: When the President said he didn't have a strategy for ISIS in Syria in late summer -- and then followed up by saying the administration had underestimated the strength of ISIS -- polls started to shift.



Then came Ebola, and the shift continued. "After he said that stuff, we all began to look at it very hard," said one GOP strategist with a couple of wins under his belt today. "It was about refusing to take bold steps on big problems. It wasn't a fluke, and that's what we drove home."



It worked. With one Republican strategist describing the disastrous Obamacare website rollout as "The Number One driver" of the competency issue, the narrative was set. Obama seemed afloat, the world out of control. And a Democratic strategist confirms their numbers starting going south at that time too. "It was like defying gravity," he told me. And that's exactly why Democrats separated from Obama. Only it didn't work.



The question for Democrats now is whether the Obama coalition survives without Obama. Right now, the party looks like a group of managers who have sliced up the electorate into gettable constituencies: women, minorities, young voters.



But in this election, the Republicans had a fresher playbook -- talking to suburban women worried about health care, with a good pack of candidates, and an improved political operation.



Here's the rub: For a midterm election, it works to be the party simply against the incumbent. But there wasn't any Republican game plan for the future. And there sure doesn't seem to be a Democratic one, either.



At some point, the voters have to start believing the government -- and the people who are supposed to be running it -- works. Or they will hold their noses and vote for change. Again.



CNN

New superstars, new villains and other takeaways from midterm election

By: Mark Preston / November 5, 2014



WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Democrats entered Tuesday anxious, yet hopeful, that the party would avoid major losses in the midterm election.



What little optimism Democrats harbored early in the day had dissipated well before the clock struck midnight. Predictions of a long night, a Senate hanging in the balance waiting for the results of Southern runoffs, fell flat.



The Republican Party won and it won big. It was a good ole fashioned thumping -- one that reverberated well beyond vulnerable incumbents running for federal and state offices.



While every Democratic loss was stinging to the party, losing seats in reliable political strongholds was cutting.



Democrats lost the governorships in Illinois, Maryland, and Massachusetts -- states that President Barack Obama won by 17, 26 and 23 points, respectively, just two years ago.



In the fight for control of Congress, the goal for Republicans was a net gain of six seats in the Senate -- a notion well within the bounds of possible in the days leading up to Tuesday.



The GOP won seven: Arkansas, Colorado, Iowa, Montana, North Carolina, South Dakota, and West Virginia. We are still waiting on the results in the Senate race in late closing Alaska. In Louisiana, pre-election polls indicated that Republican Rep. Bill Cassidy would be favored in a December runoff against Democratic Sen. Mary Landrieu.



If there was a tacit acknowledgment that Democrats might lose the Senate majority, it was a complete surprise that Republicans clobbered them in governor's races. Endangered Republican governors in Florida, Kansas, Maine, Michigan and Wisconsin all won re-election.



The new governor of Obama's home state of Illinois will be a Republican. It was a tough night for Democrats -- a party that will be searching for answers, and an inspirational leader in the coming weeks and months.



Here are five takeaways starting with the next likely political leader of the Democratic Party.



Democratic political chief: Hillary Clinton



Look no further than Hillary Clinton's travel schedule over the past two months to see how popular she is with Democratic lawmakers and base voters. It was a path her husband, the political iron man, started blazing earlier in the year -- crisscrossing the country as the "go-to" surrogate.



The Clintons went where the President could not, did not and was not welcomed. Together, the Clintons participated in more than 100 campaign events. Yet, even they couldn't save Democrats on a night that went big for Republicans.



Today, we enter a new election cycle and Hillary Clinton is the frontrunner for the Democratic presidential nomination. If she runs, Clinton will become the new political head of the party, as the President bears down and focuses on his final two years in office.



"At the end of the big slaughter, a party out in the woods wonders who can lead them out," said a veteran Democratic strategist, who spoke candidly about Clinton only on the condition of anonymity. "We are going to be looking for our Moses, and in this case everybody knows who they want to get them out of here. People will turn to her and want her to be that. The question will be will she accept it?"



While GOP operatives will highlight the fact that Clinton and her husband failed to help Democrats win Tuesday, it won't harm her standing among Democratic voters. The CNN exit poll showed that 83% of Democrats think that she would make a good President.



New 2016 GOP mentionables



The biggest story from Tuesday about the 2016 Republican presidential field will be Gov. Scott Walker's victory in Wisconsin. Democrats had a political bulls eye on his back. After all, he took on the unions and won, survived a recall election in 2012 and won. On Tuesday night, he won again. A loss would have ended any serious talk about Walker running for President. That possibility is still alive.



But there are several other names that will emerge from the midterm election and become part of the 2016 conversation. Ohio Gov. John Kasich easily won re-election in a state that boasts 18 electoral votes in a presidential election. On a recent trip to New Hampshire, a well-known Republican elder immediately mentioned Kasich, a former chairman of the House Budget Committee, as the candidate he would like to see run in 2016. That just might happen.



Gov. Rick Snyder was in danger of losing re-election Tuesday night. But the governor, who embraced the "One Tough Nerd" slogan -- sailed to victory in a state that Obama won by 9.5% in 2012. A GOP strategist, who works with several potential 2016 candidates, noted that Snyder has a "compelling" story to tell as a successful executive and venture capitalist who may be looked upon favorably by business-type donors.



New Mexico Gov. Susana Martinez won re-election by 16 points in a reliably Democratic state -- Obama won it by 10 points two years ago. She is the first Hispanic woman governor in American history and at a time when the GOP is trying to rebrand itself and reach out to minority communities, Martinez offers a different choice for GOP voters. Martinez is not well known nationally -- her political advisers made it a point that she was running for re-election this year, not auditioning for the White House. Well, she has won a second term and even if Martinez doesn't seek the GOP nomination, there is no question she will be on everyone's short list as a potential vice presidential running mate.



Hey Washington, no one likes you



While the CNN exit poll showed that 59% of the electorate was angry/dissatisfied with the Obama administration, 60% said they were angry/dissatisfied with GOP leaders in Congress. That is hardly a ringing endorsement for the nation's leaders at a time when fear is driving people's emotions on the economy and personal safety.



The CNN exit poll showed that 45% of the electorate named the economy as the most important issue facing the country, followed by health care 25%, illegal immigration 14% and foreign policy 13%.



Looking ahead to 2016, White House contenders and congressional candidates will be emphasizing that they have the plan to turn the economy around and protect the U.S. homeland. How the candidates differentiate themselves -- especially in the presidential race -- will be interesting and telling.



Political rhetoric will define policy



Listen for the tone, and look closely at the body language when the President addresses the nation today following the political drowning his party took last night. It will be instructive as to how things may go in the lame-duck Congress. It is unclear if anything will get done when the House and Senate returns this month, let alone in the final two years of Obama's presidency.



Just days before the election, Vice President Joe BIDEN said the White House was "ready to compromise" in an interview with CNN's Gloria Borger. What does that mean? Who knows? But BIDEN is correct that if Obama wants to get anything done, he is going to have to work with Republicans. Will they work with him?



Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, who is likely to become the new majority leader in January, sent a signal Tuesday night that the GOP has its own policy priorities to pursue.



"For too long, this administration has tried to tell the American people what is good for them and then blame somebody else when their policies didn't work out," McConnell said in a speech following his own re-election.



Common ground was a common theme a handful of K-Street lobbyists with business interests echoed Tuesday as they looked at the new makeup of Washington.



"Republicans are going to have to decide if they are going to negotiate, and Obama is going to have to decide if he is willing to negotiate," said a veteran lobbyist, who worked for centrist Democrats on Capitol Hill and spoke freely only on the condition of anonymity. "Will they be able to negotiate or continue to govern by deadline? They both should realize governing by deadline doesn't work."



Worst campaign



There were plenty of nominees to choose from for this dubious award, but one candidate stood out from the rest, by a long shot.



Sen. Pat Roberts, R-Kansas, should have never had a serious general election challenge, let alone a bruising primary in August. The veteran senator refused to acknowledge that times were changing, and lawmakers who appear out of touch with their states were vulnerable. Sen. Dick Lugar, R-Indiana, fell in 2012, Sen. Robert Bennett, R-Utah, and Rep. Mike Castle, R-Delaware, both lost in 2010.



Roberts had to fight his way through the primary and he thought it was over. It wasn't. A rescue mission from national Republicans saved his campaign and gave him another six years in the Senate.



"If he didn't run the worst campaign in the country, it is only because he didn't have one until recently," said a senior GOP adviser, who spoke on the condition of anonymity.



New York Times

An Odd Couple, Obama and McConnell, Take Their Relationship to the Next Level

By: Jason Horowitz / November 5, 2014



After Oval Office meetings with the four congressional leaders, President Obama has often turned to his staff and asked of the Senate minority leader Mitch McConnell, “What angle do you think he’s playing?”



The Republican takeover of the Senate on Tuesday is expected to elevate Mr. McConnell, the inscrutable mastermind of the party’s strategy against Mr. Obama, to the position of majority leader. After six years of sparse communication and social interaction but frequent open hostility, the relationship between the taciturn Kentuckian and the aloof chief executive could determine Mr. Obama’s legislative legacy and Republican presidential fortunes in 2016.



In other words, there is a lot riding on very little rapport.



“I don’t think you are going to see these guys going to happy hour together,” said Senator Bob Corker of Tennessee, a close ally of Mr. McConnell’s.



Mr. Obama has already made that clear. At the White House Correspondents’ Association dinner in 2013, he jokingly addressed the critique that he failed to reach out and charm Congress by saying, “Why don’t you get a drink with Mitch McConnell!” Mr. McConnell later replied by posting on Twitter a photograph of himself sitting in a Kentucky bar with a beer, gesturing toward the empty seat, and a glass of red wine, beside him.



And this year, Mr. McConnell told the New York Times reporter Jonathan Martin that he had met alone in the Oval Office with Mr. Obama only “once that I can recall.” And when the University of Louisville, Mr. McConnell’s alma mater and one of his few nonpolitical passions, won the N.C.A.A. men’s basketball tournament in 2013, the Republican said he felt he had to brief the president, himself a college basketball fan, on the Politics 101 fact that he had attended the school and intended to be at the White House ceremony. “I made sure he knew that, because the team was gonna be there and I was gonna be there,” he said.



At his victory party on Tuesday night, Mr. McConnell struck a more conciliatory tone. “Just because we have a two-party system doesn’t mean we have to be in perpetual conflict,” he said. “I think I have shown that to be true at critical times in the past. I hope the president gives me the chance to show it again.”



But that’s a far cry from the disdain he expressed during his bumpy run to re-election this fall, which was in large part driven by antipathy toward Mr. Obama. In his closing stump speech, Mr. McConnell set off the most applause when he expressed his fervent hope that the president would “have a bad night” on Tuesday. As he stepped offstage at one stop, though, Mr. McConnell already seemed to be looking ahead and seemed reluctant to incite the president. When asked whether Mr. Obama and Democrats would rue the day they tried to oust him, he stopped chuckling and said, “You know I’m not gonna do that.”



“It’s fine, we don’t have any personal problems,” Mr. McConnell, 72, added of his relationship with the president, 53, in another interview at the National Corvette Museum in Bowling Green, Ky., last week. “We have some big differences about what the country ought to be doing, but I don’t have any problem with him personally.”



Asked when they last broke bread together, he said: “We’ve had opportunities to discuss whenever things have brought us together. I hope there will be more opportunities to talk about that in the next two years.”



Administration officials and McConnell partisans have argued that the two men’s interests might align, and that they might be able to strike deals on taxes or trade or maybe, just maybe, immigration. Early Wednesday morning, Mr. Obama left a message for Mr. McConnell, and the two are expected to speak Wednesday afternoon. The relationship may not “be catapulted ahead based on a reservoir of trust, but an opportunity exists for a highly professional relationship to occur,” Mr. Corker said.



He added: “Mitch is not really a jovial guy. He’s not a backslapping guy. He’s all business. It’s 100 percent business.”



The two clearly have their ideological, generational and temperamental differences. Mr. McConnell is an entirely political animal, while Mr. Obama is as comfortable in Congress as Garbo in the Grand Hotel. (Several members of Congress have said that the president’s phone manner has all the charm of a robocall.) And then there is the matter of Mr. McConnell’s knack for silence. According to one person with knowledge of their interactions, Mr. McConnell has infuriated the president by sitting in leadership meetings and saying almost nothing.



But administration officials and intimates of Mr. McConnell’s also described a constructive relationship — when necessary — between the Obama White House and Mr. McConnell’s leadership team. And Mr. McConnell has repeatedly reminded his boisterous — and potentially rebellious — caucus that they needed the president’s cooperation to do anything big.



Ed Pagano, a former liaison to the Senate for the White House, said the administration strategy when dealing with Mr. McConnell was to work with those closest to him in the hope of bringing him along. “The idea being: Go to the body and soften up the head,” said Mr. Pagano, who added that it was really the chief of staff, Denis R. McDonough, a creature of the Hill who was willing to crack open a beer with conservatives, who more often dealt with Mr. McConnell’s team. As far as a personal relationship between Mr. Obama and Mr. McConnell, he said, “I don’t think it does exist, and I think they are going to have to start that relationship anew.”



Administration officials, McConnell aides and other senators have noted that there is a functional relationship between Mr. McConnell and Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr., who have a rapport rooted in their decades in the Senate.



“When everything was falling apart and the Tea Party people were screaming, ‘Don’t do anything, don’t do anything,’ I do know that Obama turned to BIDEN and said: ‘I can’t deal with this. You take a run out of it. They know you, they don’t know me,’ ” said former Senator Bob Bennett of Utah, who was Mr. McConnell’s “campaign manager” in his leadership effort. During the “fiscal cliff” fiasco, which involved the possibility of tax increases and automatic spending cuts taking effect, Mr. McConnell famously called Mr. BIDEN and said, “Does anyone down there know how to make a deal?”



In at least three highly dramatic times — during the expiration of the Bush tax cuts in 2010, the debt-ceiling standoff in 2011 and the 2013 “fiscal cliff” deal — Mr. McConnell and Mr. BIDEN were able to resolve a crisis.



Former Senator Phil Gramm of Texas, who beat Mr. McConnell twice in Senate leadership races (“I don’t want to ever do it again”), said that the new majority leader was unlikely to hold a grudge against Mr. Obama. “He knows you can’t be thinking about the last pitch and last swing,” he said. “You have to be thinking about the next pitch and the next swing.”



The Hill

Dems push voters to polls with Senate majority in the balance

By: David McCabe and Jesse Byrnes / November 5, 2014



The White House and Democrats are urging their supporters to go to the polls on an Election Day with the Senate majority hanging in the balance.



With Republican confidence growing, Vice President BIDEN and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) worked to increase Democratic turnout as part of a ground operation the party hopes will save its majority in the Senate.



“Did you vote?” Reid reminded his Twitter followers shortly after polls opened in Nevada early Tuesday morning.

Voter unhappiness with President Obama has been a drag on Democratic candidates across the country in the House and Senate, raising the chances that the GOP will gain the six seats it needs to win control of the Senate.



It also has led to a dire mood for House Democrats, who are expected to lose seats on Tuesday and, in some cases, are already sounding as if they are making their post-game commentaries.



Rep. James Clyburn (S.C.), the third-ranking House Democrat, acknowledged Monday that Republicans “have successfully made this campaign a referendum on President Obama.”



Obama was scheduled to spend the day at the White House, where he is meeting with advisers to discuss the Ebola epidemic. In a change to the schedule, the White House announced photographers would be allowed in for a portion of the meeting, ensuring the president would not be behind closed doors all day.



White House press secretary Josh Earnest dismissed questions about the president's relatively quiet schedule, saying Obama was “focused today on a couple of core American priorities,” including preparing for his upcoming trip to Asia.



Other Democrats were encouraging voters to head to the polls, while expressing confidence their party would prevail.



BIDEN is conducting a series of interviews designed to raise turnout in states such as Pennsylvania and Connecticut, where Democrats hope to win back one governorship and hold on to another.



The vice president predicted his party would hold the Senate majority and end up with 52 seats.



“I think we win Alaska, which you know the pundits are saying we lose. I think we win North Carolina, which is a tough race. I think we win New Hampshire, in fact I'm pretty, pretty confident we win New Hampshire,” BIDEN said.



Democrats are favored to hold seats in North Carolina and New Hampshire but are seen as underdogs in Alaska, where Sen. Mark Begich (D) is counting on a strong ground game to save him.



Three other seats now held by Democrats in South Dakota, West Virginia and Montana are assumed to be GOP takeovers.



Republicans also believe they will win Arkansas, and their candidates have led in polls in Colorado and Iowa. All three seats are now held by Democrats.



Sen. Mary Landrieu (D-La.) faces a tough race in Louisiana, though she is likely to survive in Tuesday’s multi-party election, where a winner would need to get 50 percent of the vote to avoid a runoff in December.



In the runoff, Landrieu is seen as an underdog to Rep. Bill Cassidy (R-La.), who is expected to advance to that contest.



Democrats are hoping Michelle Nunn can defeat Republican David Perdue in Georgia to take back a GOP seat.



“I think Nunn is going to win in Georgia,” BIDEN said in a Tuesday interview with WPLR radio in Connecticut.



They are also hopeful that independent candidate Greg Orman will defeat GOP Sen. Pat Roberts in Kansas.



Turnout for the midterm elections is widely expected to be low because of voter unhappiness with both parties and the president.



That would favor Republicans, who are already expected to benefit from a whiter, older and smaller electorate than what would be seen in a presidential year.



Democrats at got a gift in the temperate weather expected in battleground states, such as North Carolina, New Hampshire, Georgia and Kansas.



Rain is set to fall from Texas and Oklahoma to Illinois and Michigan, according to data from the National Weather Service.



This is the first national election to take place since the Supreme Court ruled a core provision of the Voting Rights Act was unconstitutional, and Attorney General Eric Holder has dispatched election monitors to 18 states to collect data on voter discrimination.



Already on Tuesday morning, there were some reports of voting irregularities at polling places around the country.



In Kentucky, where Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell is expected to fend off a challenge by Democrat Alison Lundergan Grimes, a secretary of State spokeswoman told The Associated Press that a few reported voting machine and polling place issues had been resolved.



MSNBC reported that voting machines in one African-American-heavy precinct in North Carolina, voter rolls weren't delivered to a polling place. In another, thumb drives needed for the machines hadn't arrived.



The office of Rep. Scott Rigell (R-Va.) said they had received reports that supporters had tried to vote for Rigell, but the machine had switched their vote to his opponent. The local board of elections told Rigell's campaign that an individual's long fingernails could sometimes affect the way the machine's touch screen registered their vote.



Delays were also reported in Connecticut, and Democratic Gov. Dan Malloy had requested that polls stay open later to compensate for the lost time.



Poll watchers will also be looking for the effects of the harsh voter ID laws that have been implemented by state legislatures in recent years.



The Christian Science Monitor

Mitch McConnell: 'We have an obligation to work together'

By: Francine Kiefer / November 5, 2014



WASHINGTON — Let’s make a deal. That was part of Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell’s victory message to President Obama on Tuesday night:



“I don’t expect the president to wake up tomorrow and view the world any differently than he did when he woke up this morning. He knows I won’t either. But I do think we have an obligation to work together on issues where we can agree,” said the Senate minority leader from Kentucky. 



Senator McConnell is expected to become the majority leader when a new Republican Senate convenes in January.



Recommended: Five new members of Congress to watch

On the issues where both parties may find common ground – say, on energy or a narrow slice of tax reform – the president will find in McConnell a highly skilled political tactician and a very tough negotiator. 



In his speech on Tuesday, the senator referred to his childhood fight with polio as a lesson in perseverance. In his just-completed race for his sixth term, he again proved he had the fight and might to go the distance, trouncing Democrat Alison Lundergan Grimes by nearly 16 points.



Now the man who ran his campaign as a “no” vote against the president wants to “work together” with his nemesis? Democrats well remember his signature line before the 2010 midterms: “The single most important thing we want to achieve is for President Obama to be a one-term president.”



They also remember his ability to muster his Senate troops to deny the president the funds to close the prison at Guantanamo Bay, his successful shoot-to-kill of the so-called “public option” in the Affordable Care Act, and his stopping carbon cap-and-trade legislation in its tracks.



But McConnell has also been at the heart of several high-profile deals in the last few years – a point that he sometimes made on the campaign trail. 



In 2011, when negotiations over increasing the debt ceiling stalled, the Republican minority leader stepped in, meeting with Vice President Joe BIDEN – who, according to Bob Woodward’s book “The Price of Politics,” was known in the White House as “the McConnell Whisperer.”



In the end, it was a tough deal that denied the president his much-sought increases in taxes or revenues, and punted the hard choices about debt and deficit reduction to a bipartisan “super committee.” The panel failed to agree on a way forward, triggering ongoing automatic spending cuts through 2021. 



That set the stage for the next financial crisis, the so-called “fiscal cliff” – and McConnell again reached out to the vice president. More than a dozen conversations later, an agreement was struck on New Year’s Day 2013 that passed both houses of Congress. But this time, conservatives were much more upset, because the deal gave the president his long-sought tax increase on the wealthy.



Months later, McConnell was once more at the center of deal-making, working with Senate majority leader Harry Reid (D) of Nevada to end the partial government shutdown that was being blamed on Republicans. Again, tea party lawmakers were livid.



The reason the Kentucky senator is now willing to open the door a crack is because he is looking ahead to 2016, when several GOP senators in blue states will be up for reelection, political analysts say. That, and he wants to show that Republicans can govern.



Americans “are concerned about competency and accomplishment ... what they know is Congress doesn't do anything and the government is incompetent," says McConnell’s spokesman, Don Stewart.



But that does not mean McConnell will go soft. After the fiscal cliff deal, he vowed not to grant Democrats new tax revenue – a position that could kill any bipartisan attempt at tax reform.



Additionally, McConnell will have his right flank to worry about, such as Republican Sen. Ted Cruz of Texas, who wants the Senate to take a right turn now that Republicans are in charge.



McConnell is “a very shrewd and skilled tactician,” says Jim Manley, a former aide to Senator Reid. The aide says he can see the possibility of “small and medium-ball” agreements related to energy, trade, infrastructure spending, and maybe small-business tax reform.



“But I think more likely scenario is that Republicans, especially in the House, are going to continue to overreach,” Mr. Manley says. And in the Senate, he points out that at least three Republicans – including Cruz – are eyeing the presidency, and will use the Senate as a launching ground for their primary campaigns. 



That “does not bode well” for legislative cooperation, he says.



USA Today

Election means Gridlock 2.0

By: Gregory Korte / November 5, 2014



After his party lost control of the House of Representatives in the 2010 elections, President Obama conceded that he took a "shellacking," and he promised to work with Republicans in Congress.



He'll probably do something similar on Wednesday afternoon, when, according to a tweet early in the day from Press Secretary Josh Earnest, he will hold a news conference at the White House in the wake of losing control of the Senate to the GOP.



If so, he'll have to reach for his thesaurus to find a suitable substitute for shellacking: whupping, trouncing, drubbing.



But then, just like he did in 2010 and 2012, Obama will also promise to work with Republicans in Congress.



He'll do it because that's the gracious thing to do after a shellacking, because Republicans are making the same promise, because the voters sent a message. And also because he knows that neither side really means it and so both sides will get the blame when the new spirit of comity breaks down five minutes later.



The dance started Tuesday. In an interview with Pittsburgh radio station KDKA, Vice President Joe BIDEN said a "leading Republican senator" called him Tuesday to promise he and four others would work with him after the election.



"Everybody out there is sick and tired -- Democrats and Republicans -- of this absolute do-nothing Congress," BIDEN said. "I think there's an overwhelming message that's been sent: 'Get something done, guys.' And we're ready to get something done."



The White House said Obama called congressional Republicans Tuesday night, and invited them to a bipartisan meeting at the White House Friday.



Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., the presumptive Senate Majority Leader, said neither side would wake up Wednesday morning and see the world any differently than they did before the election Tuesday. "But look, we do have an obligation to work together on issues where we can agree," McConnell said in his victory speech. " I think we have a duty to do that. Just because we have a two-party system doesn't mean we have to be in perpetual conflict."



Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., introducing his senior colleague at his victory party in Louisville, was more combative. He promised that McConnell would send Obama "bill after bill, until he wearies of it," daring Obama to veto each one.



And that may be the most visible change in Washington gridlock during Obama's last two years in office. The battles of the last four years have really been between House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev. The House and the Senate each passed bills that the other chamber refused to take up.



Come January, Republicans won't have a filibuster-proof majority in the Senate -- much less a veto-proof majority -- but they can use procedural tricks like reconciliation to get bills through Congress and on to Obama's desk.



Obama has issued just two vetoes during his six years in office -- the fewest of any president since James Garfield. Both were pocket vetoes of relatively technical bills. But his advisers have threatened many more vetoes of Republican bills that have already passed the House.



"It depends on what the Senate and House decide to pass," said White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest, asked Tuesday whether to expect more vetoes. "House Republicans have amassed a pretty strong track record of legislation that's not in the best interests of middle-class families, and that's something that's been discussed on the campaign trail quite a bit."



Earnest then went on to say the president stands ready to work with Republicans in Congress.



Because that's what the president does after a shellacking.



Reuters

Possible 2016 White House contenders prepare to run

By: Gabriel Debenedetti / November 5, 2014



(Reuters) - With the midterm elections out of the way, the 2016 presidential race will quickly take over the national political spotlight.



While some likely contenders have been positioning themselves for a White House bid for months, others are still evaluating their chances and many could wait until early 2015 to make a decision.



Here are a few of the possible White House contenders in 2016:



THE DEMOCRATS



HILLARY CLINTON



The former secretary of state and first lady, who lost an acrimonious Democratic presidential nominating battle to Barack Obama in 2008, is the consensus frontrunner and holds a large lead in preliminary polls over all potential Democratic challengers. Clinton, 67, has not said whether she plans to run, but supporters have built a national campaign structure to await her candidacy, including a pair of high-profile super PACs. Since leaving the State Department in 2013, the wife of former president Bill Clinton has been giving a series of paid speeches and campaigning for Democrats.



JOE BIDEN



The vice president, 71, has served alongside Obama since 2008. Before that, the outspoken foreign policy expert served six terms as a senator from Delaware. BIDEN, who mounted losing presidential bids in 1988 and 2008, has hinted he is considering running again.



MARTIN O'MALLEY



The Maryland governor, 51, will leave office at the end of 2014. He spent much of the last year campaigning for Democrats around the country, particularly in New Hampshire and Iowa, the first two states with presidential nominating contests.



ELIZABETH WARREN



The first-term Massachusetts senator has so far brushed aside pleas from liberal supporters that she run for president, but the former Harvard Law School professor and persistent Wall Street antagonist, 65, is still a favorite of progressive activists.



BERNIE SANDERS



Vermont's independent senator was a frequent visitor to Iowa and New Hampshire during the 2014 election cycle. The self-described socialist, 73, has said he might run for president - a move many political observers believe would be designed to push Clinton to the left.



THE REPUBLICANS



RAND PAUL



The Kentucky senator, 51, has not been shy about his White House ambitions, hinting he will follow his father Ron Paul's path and run for president. While the elder Paul was a perennial loser in Republican primaries, his libertarian-leaning son has made an effort to broaden his appeal with appearances before young and minority audiences that are not normally considered fertile ground for Republicans.



CHRIS CHRISTIE



The New Jersey governor, 52, has fought hard to cultivate an image as a brash bipartisan dealmaker from a blue state. His potential candidacy suffered a setback with the January 2014 "Bridgegate" scandal, but he has used his status as head of the Republican Governors Association to raise money and campaign for candidates in 2014, gathering favors along the way.



PAUL RYAN



The 2012 Republican vice presidential nominee is a favorite of Wall Street donors, but many political observers believe Ryan's real ambition is to rise within the U.S. House of Representatives where he has served since 1999. The 44-year-old Wisconsin congressman campaigned for Republicans in 2014, but he has not said much about his plans.



JEB BUSH



Is the country ready for a third Bush president? The former Florida governor, the brother of one president and the son of another, has been testing the waters of a White House bid. But his moderate positions on immigration, education and other issues mean Bush, 61, is not popular among many conservatives.



MARCO RUBIO



Rubio, 43, was swept into the Senate in the Tea Party wave of 2010. The Floridian has since gained a reputation as a national figure, but he has been fighting to strengthen his ties to conservatives after drawing their ire in 2013 for helping lead a failed push for comprehensive immigration reform.



TED CRUZ



Cruz, 43, is the Texan Tea Party favorite who championed the government shutdown of October 2013 because of his staunch opposition to Obama's healthcare law. Cruz has gathered influence in Washington despite his firebrand status, and his national popularity among conservatives has many of his supporters excited for 2016.



RICK PERRY



The long-serving Texas governor crashed out of 2012's nominating process after an embarrassing debate performance in which he forgot the third government agency he proposed to eliminate. But Perry, 64, has spent the time since then preparing himself for a run and promoting his state's economic growth.



BOBBY JINDAL



Frequently mentioned as a vice-presidential contender, Louisiana's governor Jindal has made it clear he is eyeing a White House run. The former Rhodes scholar, 43, came under fire in early 2013 when he warned his party it needed to "stop being the stupid party."



MIKE HUCKABEE



Ex-Arkansas governor Huckabee ran unsuccessfully in 2008 and refused to run in 2012, despite his popularity with influential evangelical leaders and voters. But the 59-year-old with strong early poll numbers has suggested he could run again in 2016.



RICK SANTORUM



A favorite of the Christian right, the former Pennsylvania senator, 56, won the Iowa caucuses in 2012 and was an active campaigner in the 2014 election cycle.



McClatchy 

Eye on the prize: 2016 presidential campaign starts now

By: Anita Kumar / November 5, 2014



NASHUA, N.H. — The end of the 2014 midterm elections can mean only one thing: It’s time to launch the 2016 presidential race.



The contest to the White House kicked off Wednesday, two years before voters will decide who succeeds President Barack Obama.



In some ways, the race started months ago, particularly in states – such as Iowa, New Hampshire and South Carolina – that cast the first votes starting in about 14 months in the contests for the Democratic and Republican presidential nominations.



“This is New Hampshire,” quipped Raymond Buckley, the chairman of the New Hampshire Democratic Party. “People started talking about 2016 in 2000.”



A large red, white and blue bus pushing Hillary Clinton for the Democratic nomination has been signing up supporters across the country for months. Prospective Republican candidates have been trying to one-up each other while campaigning for candidates in the midterm elections. And just last week, Ronald Reagan’s presidential library announced that it’s inviting Republican presidential candidates to a debate in September 2015.



Starting earlier and earlier is the new normal. Barack Obama made his first trek to New Hampshire a few weeks after the 2006 midterms, on his way to the 2008 Democratic nomination. One thing that’s very different this time, though, is the way the two major parties view the field.



Traditionally, Republicans rally to a familiar heir apparent who’s run before – Reagan in 1980, George H.W. Bush in 1988, Bob Dole in 1996, John McCain in 2008, Mitt Romney in 2012. Democrats often love a new face – Mike Dukakis in 1988, Bill Clinton in 1992, John Kerry in 2004, Obama in 2008.



This time it’s reversed.



Clinton, who ran in 2008, dominates the potential Democratic field nationally, as well as in key states. She’s leading by 52 percentage points, according to polls compiled this week by the website Real Clear Politics.



“She is the person who will definitely determine what happens on the Democratic side,” said Andrew Smith, the director of the University of New Hampshire Survey Center. “Republicans usually have a clear favorite. Instead, she is in the same position Republicans are usually in.”



On Tuesday night, after Republicans won control of the Senate, Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., posted photos of Clinton campaigning with candidates who lost Tuesday, each tagged #HillarysLosers.



“This was not only a repudiation of the president, but I think really repudiation of Hillary Clinton,” Paul told CNN on Wednesday. “Everybody thought, ‘Oh, hey, I’m going to be a Clinton Democrat.’ Turns out that’s not so popular in a lot of states, either.”



As Clinton puts off a formal decision on running, many of the other potential Democratic candidates – including Vice President Joe BIDEN, Maryland Gov. Martin O’Malley, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo and former Sen. Jim Webb of Virginia – are polling in the single digits.



Sheila Charles, an archaeologist in New Hampshire who supported Obama over Clinton in 2008, isn’t sure Clinton’s huge lead will guarantee the nomination. “There’ll be a lot of chatter and debate,” she said. “I don’t think it’s over at all.”



The liberal wing of the party is urging Sen. Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts to run – there’s even a Ready for Warren super political action committee – but she’s said repeatedly that she isn’t interested.



Ilya Sheyman, the executive director of the MoveOn.org political action committee, said the issue Warren had championed, income equality, which affects programs such as Social Security and college loan debt, should play the most prominent role in the 2016 elections. “How do you build an economy that works for everyone?” he asked.



Unlike Democrats, Republican have no clear front-runner and plenty of possible candidates, many of whom were jostling for position Wednesday.



There’s a plethora of governors – Chris Christie of New Jersey, Bobby Jindal of Louisiana, Scott Walker of Wisconsin, Rick Perry of Texas – and one former governor who’s part of a political dynasty, Jeb Bush of Florida, who are interested in the job. Former Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee, who ran in 2008, may consider another run.



And there’s a slew of members of Congress among the possible contenders: Paul and fellow Sens. Ted Cruz of Texas and Marco Rubio of Florida, along with Rep. Paul Ryan of Wisconsin, the 2012 vice-presidential nominee. Some Republicans are urging Mitt Romney, their party’s unsuccessful nominee in 2012, who’s been a much-sought-after surrogate on the campaign trail this year, to run again.



Christie said Wednesday that he’d decide whether to run sometime next year.



“There’s no reason to rush a decision as important as this,” he said on CNN. “You know, I’ve said it all along. There’s three questions I’ll ask myself: Is it right for me? Is it right for my family? Is it right for my country? And if I don’t answer yes to all three, I won’t run, and if I do answer yes to all three, then I will.”



South Carolina Republican consultant David Woodard said he preferred Rubio because the party needed a generational change. “They need someone who can energize the party,” he said.



But with so many Republican candidates, Woodard acknowledged that “it could get ugly.”



Many 2016 hopefuls of both parties have already started campaigning without campaigning, flocking to states on behalf of midterm candidates but also privately talking to potential donors and supporters. They’ll be back in full force after the holidays looking for contributions, attending party events and wooing activists and lawmakers.



On the Democratic side, BIDEN has been to several states, including Florida, California, Massachusetts and Iowa. O’Malley has been to Iowa and New Hampshire. Clinton returned to Iowa after a six-year hiatus in September and was in New Hampshire on Sunday, in part to thank the state for its crucial support during her failed 2008 campaign.



Andrew Arriz, 17, a student at St. Paul’s high school in Concord, N.H., attended the rally Sunday in nearby Nashua where Clinton was campaigning for fellow Democrats, to catch a glimpse of a former – and maybe future – presidential candidate. “I think she’d make a good president,” he said.



On the Republican side, Paul spent Monday on a statewide tour with Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell in Kentucky. Rubio was in Iowa last week to help Republican Joni Ernst in her campaign for Senate. Cruz traveled to Alaska to help Republican Dan Sullivan in one of the closest Senate races of the year.



“The phrase ‘the permanent campaign’. . . has gotten truer and truer over time,” said William Galston, a former policy adviser to President Bill Clinton who’s a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution, a center-left policy research center.



National Journal

Christie and Cuomo Won the Midterms. Hillary Clinton, Joe BIDEN, and Rand Paul Didn't.

By: Time Alberta / November 5, 2014



Although Hillary Clinton is more commonly viewed as Obama's heir apparent, BIDEN is keeping himself very much in the conversation—which isn't always a good thing. The vice president was already going to have a bad Election Day; he made it considerably worse by going on a Kansas radio station Tuesday and declaring that independent Greg Orman—who has avoided any affiliation with D.C. Democrats—would "be with us" if elected to the Senate. BIDEN's gaffe prompted Orman's campaign manager to issue this statement: "Greg's never spoken to the vice president in his life." Ouch. The incident likely had little impact on the final outcome, as Orman wound up losing to Republican Sen. Pat Roberts by 10 points. But it provided yet another reminder of BIDEN's infamous lack of discipline.



Town Hall

Republican Pat Roberts Might Want to Send Joe BIDEN a Thank You Card For His Victory In Kansas

By: Kevin Boyd / November 5, 2014



While Vice President Joe BIDEN may have had the best of intentions, his last minute endorsement of independent Senate candidate Greg Orman didn’t work out so well.



The Weekly Standard

BIDEN Takes Shot at Clintons: 'When All that Stuff that Was Going On' in 90s

By: Daniel Halper / November 5, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN seemed to take a shot at the Clintons in an interview yesterday when he brought up "all that stuff that was going on" in the 1990s. BIDEN's reference served as a reminder that Democrats avoided the Democratic president when President Clinton was getting impeached.



"There's some truth" to Democrats staying far away from President Obama, BIDEN said. "And that's just the reality. But having run for the Senate and won seven times in a Senate race, I don't know any senators -- incumbent or challengers -- who usually run with the president. 



"The same thing happened with both Bushes. Even with Clinton, toward the end when all that stuff was going on, you didn't have any Democrats running with Clinton."



BIDEN is a possible 2016 presidential candidate, as is Hillary Clinton.



Breitbart

BROKAW: GOP HAS TO 'BE CAREFUL,' SAYS SEND BIDEN TO BE CAP HILL 'POINT MAN'

November 5, 2014



On Wednesday’s “Morning Joe” on MSNBC, former NBC “Nightly News” anchor and MSNBC regular Tom Brokaw reacted to the election results the night before, which proved to be a big Republican night.



Brokaw first advised Republicans not to follow in the footsteps of former House Speaker Newt Gingrich, who had an unceremonious fall from grace.

“Is it a seismic shift that will last a long time? I think you have to be careful. You remember Newt Gingrich goes in '94, ‘Contract for America,’ he lights up the Republican site and gone within a couple of years beus president, Bill Clinton, at that point, completely outfoxed him on that. It does remind me, however, of the morning after Gingrich and the morning after Reagan was elected president of the United States in 1980. It was a different country the next day. We had the Republican conservative out of the West come in to Washington. But he was the president. This is the Congress. Democrats still have the White House. The question is, how does the White House deals with all this?”



But he also went on to say President Barack Obama should react by sending Vice President Joe BIDEN to Capitol Hill to be front and center in dealing with the U.S. Congress.



“If you read the Ronald Reagan diaries, which I always recommend to people – he kept a diary every night,” Brokaw said. “He talked about compromise, the importance of it, you know, raising taxes. He said Jack Kemp came in and gave him unbridled hell. He says, he doesn't understand, to get things done, you got to find the middle somehow. 

Somebody very familiar with the Obama White House said to me last night, send Joe BIDEN to the Hill. That should be their point man. The president doesn’t like to do this kind of stuff. BIDEN loves it and he's pretty good at it and he knows them. But they’re starting from a deep deficit obviously.”



The Washington Times

Elizabeth Warren is new Dem kingmaker; Clintons, Joe BIDEN backed losers

By: Ben Wolfgang / November 5, 2014



As the dust began to settle on the 2014 midterms, only one potential Democratic presidential hopeful can claim any semblance of success with her handpicked candidates — Sen. Elizabeth Warren, the Massachusetts Democrat who has become a populist hero on the left.



The party’s frontrunner, Hillary Rodham Clinton, posted a dismal record, with most of the candidates she personally stumped for over the past year falling short on Election Day.



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN and outgoing Maryland Gov. Martin O'Malley also had poor showings, with the latter suffering an especially embarrassing loss when his lieutenant governor, Anthony Brown, fell to Republican Gov.-elect Larry Hogan in a deep blue state.



Of the 11 candidates for whom Ms. Warren personally campaigned or fundraised for in 2014, six won and five lost, according to a Washington Times tally. Ms. Warren previously had vowed not to run for president in 2016 but recently cracked the door to a White House bid.



Her personal appearances in high-profile races in Kentucky, Wisconsin, Iowa and elsewhere weren’t enough to swing the contests toward Democrats, but Ms. Warren’s record looks significantly more impressive than that of Mrs. Clinton, Mr. BIDEN and Mr. O'Malley.



Of the candidates Mrs. Clinton stumped or fundraised for this year, eight won and 14 lost, with a handful of races still too close to call.



Mr. BIDEN posted eight wins and 16 losses, also with several races yet to be decided.



Mr. O'Malley’s track record was the worst, at eight wins and 17 losses. The former two-term Baltimore mayor ventured into long-shot campaigns that his potential Democratic rivals ignored, such as Wendy Davis’ gubernatorial campaign in Texas and Jason Carter’s gubernatorial bid in Georgia.



Both Ms. Davis and Mr. Carter lost Tuesday.



Progressives surely will point to Ms. Warren’s relative success — in the context of a larger GOP landslide — and argue that it’s more proof the Democratic party must move to the left and embrace highly populist, liberal candidates, not middle-of-the-road moderate Democrats.



“Voters — especially those who turn out in presidential years for Democrats — are looking for bold solutions to the income inequality crisis, not campaigns and candidates that look and sound like slightly better versions of Republicans,” said Charles Chamberlain, executive director of the liberal PAC Democracy for America, which boasts more than 1 million members.



The Hill

Obama misses McConnell in phone call

By: Justin Sink / November 5, 2014



President Obama wasn't able to connect with Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) Wednesday night to congratulate him on Republicans winning control of the Senate.



But Vice President BIDEN was.



The president attempted to call McConnell sometime between 12:30 and 1 a.m. on Wednesday morning, McConnell aides told Time Magazine, but the minority leader had already departed campaign headquarters.

BIDEN, a veteran of the Senate, called about an hour earlier and was able to connect with the Kentucky Republican.



White House officials said the president left a phone call for McConnell, and the pair are expected to chat at some point on Wednesday. They'll also see each other on Friday at a meeting of the congressional leadership at the White House.



According to the White House, the president was able to connect with 25 elected officials Tuesday night, and was continuing outreach efforts throughout Friday.



Only one call — to Sen. Mark Pryor (D-Ark.) — was a conversation with a Democrat unseated in Tuesday evening's landslide. 



But calls with Sen. Harry Reid (D-Nev.), now expected to become minority leader, Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee Chairman Michael Bennet (D-Colo.), and Democratic National Committee chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz (D-Fla.) were likely an opportunity for congressional Democrats to vent frustrations with the White House.



Reid's chief of staff blasted the administration's influence on the election in an interview with the Washington Post published Tuesday, saying the White House was too protective of Obama's donors and that the botched implementation of ObamaCare badly bruised Democratic incumbents.



Obama's outreach included calls to five governors or governors-elect and three House Democrats. The rest of the calls provided by the White House were senators or senators-elect.



TIME

Why Barack Obama Never Talked To Mitch McConnell on Election Night

By: Jay Newton-Small / November 5, 2014



President Barack Obama called to congratulate Senate minority leader Mitch McConnell on winning the job of Senate leader between 12:30 and 1 a.m. Wednesday morning. The only problem: By then, McConnell and his wife, former Secretary Elaine Chao, had already left for home and some much needed sleep after a grueling campaign, McConnell aides say.



The President left a message.



Vice President Joe BIDEN, by contrast, called about an hour earlier, and was able to get through to his longtime Senate colleague. McConnell aides say they expect he’ll connect with the President later Wednesday and that he’s looking forward to having lunch at the White House on Friday.



This isn’t the first time the Obama White House has struggled to connect with an Election Night phone call, as I reported exclusively in 2011.



Weekly Standard

BIDEN Calls It

By: Geoffrey Norman / November 5, 2014



There were a lot of surprises in the election.  Not least that the polls missed the magnitude many Republican victories.  Races that were supposed to be toss-ups, too-close-to-call, within the margin of error, and so forth turned out to be cakewalks for the Republicans.



One interested observer, however, was skeptical about those polls and said, for the record, “I don’t agree with the oddsmakers.”



That would be Vice President Joe BIDEN who went on, boldly, to tell Gloria Borger of CNN, “I predict we’re gonna … keep the Senate.”



BIDEN, thus, kept intact a remarkable Washington record for having never been right about anything.



Foreign Policy

Trouble in Club Med

By: Keith Johnson / November 5, 2014



The increasingly shrill dispute between Turkey and Cyprus over access to offshore gas fields tidily illustrates that the global scramble for energy resources is raising regional tensions everywhere, particularly in the fractious Eastern Mediterranean, where energy is more an irritant than a balm for international relations.



What's more, the fight between Ankara and Nicosia over who owns the subsea energy riches south of Cyprus sticks yet another burr under the extremely uncomfortable saddle of U.S.-Turkey relations already strained by Turkey's refusal to fully cooperate in the U.S.-led military campaign against the Islamic State.



"Energy issues that come on top of existing political, diplomatic, and military issues can indeed exacerbate disputes," said Michael Leigh, the director of the Eastern Mediterranean energy project at the German Marshall Fund who has studied the dispute.



The latest trouble all started at the end of September, when Eni, the Italian firm, and its Korean partner Kogas, got to drilling an exploratory well inside Cyprus's exclusive economic zone. Previous explorations of the area suggest there could be 5 trillion cubic feet of natural gas tucked away under the sea. Successfully tapping that reserve is a big part of tiny Cyprus's goal of one day supplying energy to Europe and Asia.



But Turkey, which backs a breakaway Turkish enclave on the island's north, had other ideas. Last month, it dispatched its own exploration vessel, escorted by a pair of Turkish warships, to shadow the drilling operations.

Cypriot officials quickly denounced the move as a violation of their maritime domain almost akin to an invasion, and broke off talks to resolve the decades-old impasse regarding the island's unification. The European Union had "serious concerns" with Turkey's moves, and hinted that such aggression could dent Turkey's hopes of one day joining the EU. Neighbors, including Greece and Egypt, joined forces in denouncing Turkey's violation of Cypriot waters later in October. The Greek energy minister on Monday reiterated his country's opposition to Turkish interference, calling Turkey's actions "illegal and aggressive" at an event in Washington, D.C.



U.S. officials have also tsk-tsked Turkey and stressed Cyprus's right to explore its own waters for energy, though without laying a full-court press on Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan. Vice president BIDEN last week called the Cypriot president to express his concern over Turkish actions.



But despite all the international outrage, Turkey just doubled down. The Turkish National Security Council insisted last Friday, Oct. 31, that it would continue shadowing energy operations in Cypriot waters in order to "protect the interests" of the island's Turkish sections.



The State Department's top energy official, Amos Hochstein, was in Cyprus Tuesday to discuss that country's hopes of becoming a regional energy player, including Turkish intimidation of gas-drilling operations. He said the United States supports Cyprus's right to explore for energy in its own waters, and said he hopes neighbors such as Turkey will use diplomacy, rather than force, to settle disputes over resources. Newfound energy wealth, he said, should offer a "window of opportunity" to resolve long-standing problems.



"If everybody would look at what's in their interest, I think we would find there is far more common ground to reach" a breakthrough on the political impasse, Hochstein said.



Cyprus's quest for energy, which began in earnest three years ago when U.S. firm Noble Energy drilled its first well in Cypriot waters, mirrors a broader race across the region to translate buried treasure into tangible wealth. Countries such as Israel and Lebanon have long been conspicuous among their peers for their lack of oil and gas resources; former Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir famously complained that Moses led the Jews through the desert for 40 years only to lead them to the "one spot in the Middle East that has no oil." Now, they are rubbing their hands at the prospect of achieving energy independence and becoming big-time exporters.



And although billions in investment and tax revenue already accompany economically viable energy resources, many observers have high hopes that the new energy map can even help ease age-old animosities. Turkey, for example, needs new natural gas sources, while Israel is looking for customers, making for a seemingly natural partnership. Similarly, tapping abundant sources of natural gas south of Cyprus could bring prosperity to the entire island, not just the Greek-speaking southern half.



Indeed, Israel has reached notable deals to export natural gas to Egypt and Jordan -- but those are also the only two neighbors with which Israel has peace treaties. (And even those two still have plenty of tensions, as Wednesday's withdrawal of the Jordanian ambassador to Israel shows.)



But Turkey's energy minister slammed the door on any sort of energy cooperation with Israel as long as the conflict in Gaza persists. As Turkey's frigate-rattling shows, there's little hope of an energy-fired détente in the Eastern Mediterranean any time soon, experts say.



"Energy cooperation can reinforce a political breakthrough in a long-standing dispute, but energy cooperation has never been the means to overcome deep political conflict," said the Marshall Fund's Leigh.



"It's really putting the cart before the horse to believe that this can happen when relations are as difficult as they are today between Israel and Turkey or between Cyprus and Turkey," he said.



If energy's positive dividends in the region appear elusive, the negative effects of regional tussling could prove longer-lasting. The European Union's warning to Ankara to respect the rights of EU states --including Cyprus-- is a reminder of how far Turkey is from becoming one.

And just last week, Sen. Robert Menendez (D.-N.J.), the chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, strongly urged Vice President Joe BIDEN to press the Turkey-Cyprus gas dispute when he visits Turkey later this month to talk about all the other issues Washington and Ankara disagree about.



"This continuing and dramatic escalation of events by Turkey requires an immediate response," Menendez wrote to BIDEN.



Business Wire

BIDEN to Keynote AAPA Convention in Houston

By: Eric Haun / November 5, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe R. BIDEN, Jr. will deliver the keynote address on Wednesday, November 12, at the American Association of Port Authority’s (AAPA) 103rd Annual Convention and Expo in Houston, hosted by the Port of Houston Authority.



Vice President BIDEN is a strong proponent of America’s ports, as evidenced by recent visits to ports in Philadelphia, Norfolk, Savannah, Charleston, Granite City, Ill. (America’s Central Port), Baltimore and, within the past year, Houston. During his return visit to Houston to address AAPA’s annual convention, he will discuss the need for continued infrastructure investments in ports.



Additionally, AAPA’s convention will feature speakers from major shipping lines such as Hapag-Lloyd and Maersk, as well as beneficial cargo owners from companies like International Paper and Dollar General. 



Convention attendees will also be able to attend a host of sessions on industry issues such as port productivity and energy projects. In one session, for example, industry experts will address strategic methods that ports are employing to increase efficiency and productivity at both container and non-container terminals.  In another session, speakers from ConocoPhillips, ExxonMobil and Jefferson Energy Companies will discuss how new energy sources, along with demands for different types of energy, are creating cargo opportunities for ports, affecting fuel choices, and significantly altering the way ports do business.



During the convention's Nov. 12 luncheon, participants in the association’s Professional Port Management (PPM) program will receive their graduation certificates, bringing to 100 the total number of graduates since the program began in 1995. This will be the first class to graduate under new, more rigorous PPM admittance and completion requirements implemented in 2010.
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KDAL 610

Vice President Visits Duluth To Praise Work Against Domestic Violence

By: Dave Strandberg / October 23, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN made a stop in Duluth on Thursday to congratulate some of the people who developed and implemented a program to fight domestic violence.  



WDIO-TV 

BIDEN Praises 'Duluth Model' in Northland Visit

October 23, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN praised the Duluth Model for dealing with domestic violence during a visit to the Northland today.



Associated Press

BIDEN To Campaign In Hibbing For Democrat Nolan

October 23, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.



KEYC-TV

Hillary Clinton, Joe BIDEN to Campaign in Minnesota

By: Mitch Keegan / October 23, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.



CNN

Hillary Clinton to Return to Iowa

October 23, 2014

A number of big name Democrats have come to Iowa to help Braley. Vice President Joe BIDEN will stump for the Senate hopeful at an event in Davenport on Monday and first lady Michelle Obama stumped for him earlier this week.



KSTP-TV

Joe BIDEN, Hillary Clinton Campaign in Minnesota for Fellow Dems.

By: Jennie Olson / October 23, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN and Hillary Rodham Clinton are both visiting Minnesota to give a late boost to Democrats on this fall's ballot.

BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.  



Queens Chronicle

Cuomo unveils plan to modernize airports

October 23, 2014

LaGuardia Airport may not stay in the third world after all.

On Monday, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Gov. Cuomo unveiled a state plan to modernize and revitalize LaGuardia, JFK, Republic and Stewart airports.



The Daily Beast

Trump Travels to Iowa, Bashes New York

By: Ben Jacobs / October 23, 2014

Trump’s comments echo those made by Joe BIDEN earlier this year in which the Vice President compared LaGuardia to a “third world country.” BIDEN made the statement at an event in Philadelphia, where he pushed for an increase in federal infrastructure spending.



Huffington Post

Shining Light on Violence Against Women

By: Nancy C. Lee / October 23, 2014

At a recent event celebrating the 20th anniversary of VAWA, Vice President BIDEN (the original author of the law) voiced a goal that I believe is necessary and attainable: "We are not going to succeed until America embraces the notion... that under no circumstance does a man ever have a right to raise a hand to a woman other than in self-defense."



BCTV

A Tie in the U S Senate: Turning Even into Odd

By: G. Terry Madonna & Michael L. Young / October 23, 2014

The wild card in what is otherwise a horrific scenario is Vice President BIDEN. BIDEN is a creature of the Senate, long a part of the Senate establishment and someone with close relationships with Senate colleagues on both side of the aisle. BIDEN might make a tie work if anyone can.



ABC News

Bristol Palin Explains Brawl, Blames Media, Attacks BIDENs, Clintons (All In One Note!)

By: Shushannah Walshe / October 23, 2014

In her defense, Sarah Palin’s eldest daughter blamed a liberal media bias for unfair and incorrect reporting on the incident. She aimed to the set the record straight while also pointing out embarrassing incidents in other political families such as the Clintons and BIDENs.



The Daily Caller

Bristol Palin Claws Media With 10 Perfect Post Brawl Nails

By: Betsy Rothstein / October 23, 2014

She also graciously brings up Veep Joe BIDEN‘s son, who got kicked out the Navy for testing positive for cocaine. She calls him the “real Vice President’s kid.” A quick Google search turns up more than 380,000 hits. From CNN to The Daily Beast to The National Enquirer, they all covered Hunter BIDEN’s cocaine scandal.



Columbia Daily Tribune

BIDEN nepotism? Follow your nose

By: Michelle Malkin / October 23, 2014

Everything you need to know about Beltway nepotism, corporate cronyism and corruption can be found in the biography of Robert Hunter BIDEN. Where are the Occupy Wall Street rabble-rousers and enemies of elitist privilege when you need them? Straining their neck muscles to look the other way.





KDAL 610

Vice President Visits Duluth To Praise Work Against Domestic Violence

By: Dave Strandberg / October 23, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN made a stop in Duluth on Thursday to congratulate some of the people who developed and implemented a program to fight domestic violence.  The program, called the Duluth Model, has since spread around the world as an effective community tool to deal with the problem.  The Vice President says he contacted some of those people in Duluth when he was a U-S Senator and authored the Violence Against Women Act.  The Duluth Model recently won the 2014 Future Policy Award from the World Future Council, UN Women and the Inter Parliamentary Union for its coordinated community response to end the violence against women and girls.



WDIO-TV 

BIDEN Praises 'Duluth Model' in Northland Visit

October 23, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN praised the Duluth Model for dealing with domestic violence during a visit to the Northland today.



In a midday speech at the Duluth Public Safety Building, BIDEN told people who have worked on the Duluth Model that they "have awakened the world."  He said he has seen the Duluth Model's visual wheel for intervening in domestic abuse cases on visits to other countries.



The Duluth Model was named the world's best policy last week by the World Future Council, the Inter-Parliamentary Union, and UN Women.



"Because of you, we've made real progress, we've saved lives," BIDEN said. "You made it clear that it is never, never, never, never the woman's fault.  It is not the woman's fault."



BIDEN called on other men to intervene to stop domestic violence, saying, "We have to change the behavior, not only of the abuser, but of other men."



This afternoon, BIDEN will travel to Hibbing for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan at Hibbing Community College. He's hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic incumbent who's locked in a tight race with GOP candidate Stewart Mills. It's one of the country's top five races in terms of outside spending.



We'll have full coverage of BIDEN's visit on Eyewitness News at 5:00, 6:00, and 10:00 and on wdio.com.



Associated Press

BIDEN To Campaign In Hibbing For Democrat Nolan

October 23, 2014



HIBBING, Minn. (AP) — Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.



BIDEN speaks at Hibbing Community College on Thursday afternoon. He’s hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic incumbent who’s locked in a tight race with GOP candidate Stewart Mills. It’s one of the country’s top five races in terms of outside spending.



Northeastern Minnesota’s 8th Congressional District was long a Democratic stronghold but redistricting has added more conservative territory to it, turning it into a swing district.



BIDEN will travel to Hibbing after speaking at the Duluth Public Safety Building at an event on domestic violence. The White House says he’ll highlight “The Duluth Model” of collaboration among domestic abuse intervention programs and government agencies.



KEYC-TV

Hillary Clinton, Joe BIDEN to Campaign in Minnesota

By: Mitch Keegan / October 23, 2014



Hillary Rodham Clinton will be in Minnesota today to give a boost to Democrats on this fall's ballot and renew ties that could help her in a possible presidential bid.



The former U.S. secretary of state, senator and first lady will headline a rally at Macalester College and hold a fundraiser for Gov. Mark Dayton.



Her appearance is geared toward energizing voters about to decide the re-election fates of Dayton and first-term Sen. Al Franken.



Dayton was a vocal Clinton backer when she sought the party's presidential nomination in 2008 and says he'd be in her corner if she runs in 2016.



Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.



He's hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic incumbent who's locked in a tight race with GOP candidate Stewart Mills.



It's one of the country's top five races in terms of outside spending.



Northeastern Minnesota's 8th Congressional District was long a Democratic stronghold but redistricting has added more conservative territory to it, turning it into a swing district.



CNN

Hillary Clinton to Return to Iowa

October 23, 2014



WASHINGTON — Hillary Clinton is heading back to Iowa on October 29, according to a Democratic source with knowledge of the trip.



The former first lady’s visit comes just a little more than a month since she returned to Iowa after a six year hiatus. Clinton stumped for Bruce Braley, Iowa’s Democratic Senate nominee, and other Iowa Democrats at the 37th annual – and final – Harkin Steak Fry in September. She had last visited the state in 2008.



Braley is currently locked in a tight race to succeed Harkin in the Senate with Republican Joni Ernst.



A number of big name Democrats have come to Iowa to help Braley. Vice President Joe BIDEN will stump for the Senate hopeful at an event in Davenport on Monday and first lady Michelle Obama stumped for him earlier this week.



Any visit Clinton makes to Iowa – the crucially important first-in-the-nation caucus state – is immediately seen through the lens of 2016 politics given that the former first lady is widely seen as the Democratic frontrunner for president and has admitted that she is considering a run.



Clinton’s October visit to stump for Democrats in Iowa comes near the end of her prolonged push for Democrats across the country. Clinton has headlined political events in California, Colorado, Michigan, Kentucky, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Illinois and Florida in the last month. And is expected to return to New Hampshire and Georgia by election day.



While all of these events have been for Democrats seeking to win in November, the campaigning is also a way for Clinton to satisfy Democrats who expect their potential future presidential nominee to help the party in the years before the run.



By election day, Clinton is expected to visit over 15 states in her midterm push.



KSTP-TV

Joe BIDEN, Hillary Clinton Campaign in Minnesota for Fellow Dems.

By: Jennie Olson / October 23, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN and Hillary Rodham Clinton are both visiting Minnesota to give a late boost to Democrats on this fall's ballot.

BIDEN will visit the Iron Range for a get-out-the-vote rally on behalf of U.S. Rep. Rick Nolan.          



BIDEN speaks at Hibbing Community College on Thursday afternoon. He's hoping to give a boost to Nolan, a first-term Democratic incumbent who's locked in a tight race with GOP candidate Stewart Mills. It's one of the country's top five races in terms of outside spending.          



Northeastern Minnesota's 8th Congressional District was long a Democratic stronghold, but redistricting has added more conservative territory to it, turning it into a swing district.          



BIDEN will travel to Hibbing after speaking at the Duluth Public Safety Building at an event on domestic violence. The White House says he'll highlight "The Duluth Model" of collaboration among domestic abuse intervention programs and government agencies.



Meanwhile, Clinton is hoping to help fellow Democrats while renewing ties that could help her in a possible presidential bid.          



The former U.S. secretary of state, senator and first lady is headlining a rally Thursday at Macalester College and is later holding a fundraiser for Democratic Gov. Mark Dayton.          



Her appearance was geared toward energizing voters about to decide the re-election fates of Dayton and first-term Democratic Sen. Al Franken.          

Dayton was a vocal Clinton backer when she sought the party's presidential nomination in 2008 and says he'd be in her corner if she runs in 2016. In the prior campaign, Clinton lost Minnesota's caucuses to now-President Barack Obama.



Queens Chronicle

Cuomo unveils plan to modernize airports

October 23, 2014



LaGuardia Airport may not stay in the third world after all.



On Monday, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Gov. Cuomo unveiled a state plan to modernize and revitalize LaGuardia, JFK, Republic and Stewart airports.



“The number one job of government is to promote economic growth and prosperity, and one of the best ways to drive commerce is by investing in infrastructure that connects New York with local, national and international markets,” Cuomo said during a press conference at Vaughn College in East Elmhurst.



Cuomo revealed LaGuardia and JFK airports will partake in separate master plan design competitions.



For LaGuardia, designers from across the globe will be asked to envision a complete package of what the facility will look like and how it will function. Cuomo said the competition should produce a project that will improve transportation to the airport, including the possibility of a high-speed ferry, a redesigned airport layout to increase access and more resilient infrastructure.



For JFK, the competition will call on applicants to submit designs that will enhance the transportation network — including the AirTrain, improved parking areas and the subway and LIRR — exploring the idea of increasing hotel capacity in the immediate area and upgrading facilities across the board.



Plans for Republic Airport on Long Island and Stewart International Airport in the Hudson Valley are much smaller in scale and include improving accessibility and utilizing space more efficiently.



“Build the greatest infrastructure in the world,” BIDEN, who recently compared LaGuardia Airport to that of a third-world country, said. “It’s like, build it and they will come. Nobody knows that better than the city of New York. I think this will be, for the rest of the nation, a blueprint about how they have to move. Thank you for having the courage to step up and think big and move.”



In January, Cuomo announced in his State of the State Address that New York needed to assume management responsibility for construction at LaGuardia and JFK to help break gridlock.



“This is more important for New York than ever before, which is why the state is ambitiously investing in roads, bridges and tunnels on a scale that we haven’t seen in decades,” Cuomo said. “Our airport modernization plan not only enhances how our individual airports look and act in the 21st century, but addresses how they must fundamentally work together to strategically grow in New York’s economy.”



According to the Governor’s Office, the Port Authority Board of Commissioners will select the best three designs for each airport. The finalists will receive up to $500,000 to further develop their concept.



The contest will begin in 30 days and design firms will have 60 days to develop plans, which must include a project implementation timeline to ensure that work begins quickly.



Funding may come from both private and public sectors, though additional details of the competitions and the end cost were unavailable as of press time.



The governor added that the new design contest would “complement” an existing LaGuardia Airport terminal project put out to bid this year. In September, officials announced they had not selected a winner yet, but estimated that within the year, a terminal design would be chosen.



“New York is the product of our built environment,” Cuomo said. “We took a very small piece of land that happened to have a great location as a harbor and a seaport and we built more than was ever imaginable. We just relished in taking engineering feats that they said we couldn’t do and doing it just to show that we could.”



The Daily Beast

Trump Travels to Iowa, Bashes New York

By: Ben Jacobs / October 23, 2014



Donald Trump has gone all the way to Iowa to insult New York.



The bombastic New York-based millionaire held a press conference with Iowa Republican Rep. Steve King in Des Moines Tuesday, where he proclaimed that LaGuardia and JFK were “like third world airports.” In contrast, Trump praised Qatar, Saudi Arabia and China for having airports “the likes of which we’ve never seen in this country.”



Trump’s comments echo those made by Joe BIDEN earlier this year in which the Vice President compared LaGuardia to a “third world country.” BIDEN made the statement at an event in Philadelphia, where he pushed for an increase in federal infrastructure spending.



In addition to bashing New York’s airports, Trump praised King, notorious for his comments about illegal immigrants with “calves the size of cantaloupes,” as “a smart person with really the right views on almost everything.”



At the time, the Vice President’s comment provoked some backlash from New York Mayor Bill DeBlasio, as well as from the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, which operates LaGuardia. While there was universal agreement that LaGuardia badly needed renovation, DeBlasio thought that the phrasing of BIDEN’s critique was “inappropriate.”



Unlike BIDEN, Trump wasn’t making a plea for greater federal spending on transportation when he slammed his home state’s two biggest airports. Instead the reality show star, who flirted with running for Governor of New York earlier this year, had travelled to Iowa to announce his endorsement of King, a controversial six-term Republican incumbent. 



In addition to bashing New York’s airports, Trump praised King, notorious for his comments about illegal immigrants with “calves the size of cantaloupes,” as “a smart person with really the right views on almost everything.”



However, for all the controversy around him, King has always been smart enough not to bash his home state’s two biggest airports. After all, unlike Donald Trump, he’s actually running for office.



Huffington Post

Shining Light on Violence Against Women

By: Nancy C. Lee / October 23, 2014



Domestic violence has been in the news a lot lately. Intimate partner violence (also known as IPV or domestic violence) is not new, but it is widespread. New research from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) shows how staggering the problem is: over 38 million women in the United States experience violence at the hand of a husband, boyfriend, or other partner during their lifetime. But what many people don't know is that the number declined significantly in the last 20 years, in part because of the Violence Against Women Act of 1994 (VAWA).



Prior to VAWA, in many states physical and sexual violence against a woman by someone she knew was not considered as serious a crime as was an attack by a stranger. Thinking about it now, it's hard to believe.



VAWA was a major national recognition of the severity of partner violence against women and the need for change. Renewed last year, the law provides funding for criminal investigation, prosecution, and harsher penalties for abusers. It also supports programs and services such as the National Domestic Violence Hotline, rape crisis centers, violence prevention programs, legal aid for survivors, and protections for traditionally underserved populations such as Native Americans, undocumented individuals, women with disabilities, and lesbian, bisexual, and transgender women.



VAWA has had a big impact -- IPV declined by 67 percent between 1993 and 2010, due in part to changes like these:



All 50 states have updated their laws so that rape is now subject to the same punishment whether or not the victim knows the perpetrator.

Police, prosecutors, and judges now receive training on handling IPV cases.



If police officers have reason to suspect IPV, they may now arrest someone for committing the crime without an arrest warrant.

Victims no longer have to pay for their own rape exams or to have a protection order (also called a restraining order) served to their abuser.

Perhaps the most important change to come from VAWA was the acknowledgment that domestic violence exists. Historically, we avoided the topic, preferring to think of it as a "private" or "family" issue that only happens to other people, when it actually affects people of all ages, races, ethnicities, and educational and socioeconomic backgrounds. The more we talk openly about the reality of domestic violence -- the more we let sunlight shine on this issue -- the more progress we can make.



At a recent event celebrating the 20th anniversary of VAWA, Vice President BIDEN (the original author of the law) voiced a goal that I believe is necessary and attainable: "We are not going to succeed until America embraces the notion... that under no circumstance does a man ever have a right to raise a hand to a woman other than in self-defense." In order to reach this goal, we must start with open, honest discussion about the painful problem of domestic violence. Not only is this discussion good for society, it can help women caught in violent relationships and the children that live in these abusive homes. When we talk openly about the many forms abuse can take and deem these actions wrong and criminal, we help others identify abuse in their lives and show them a path to change.



How can you help? Start a dialogue. Share this simple, easy-to-read infographic with friends and family and post it on your social networks in whatever way feels right for you. Don't be surprised if your doctor asks questions about your relationships and home life. IPV screening is covered under all Marketplace and most other health coverage plans, at no additional cost. And don't forget the girls in your life; at least 1 in 10 teens experience physical violence in their relationships. Talk to them about healthy relationships, abuse, and what they should do if someone hurts them.



If we open up this problem to the sunlight, we can make a difference for millions of women.



BCTV

A Tie in the U S Senate: Turning Even into Odd

By: G. Terry Madonna & Michael L. Young / October 23, 2014



Think things can’t get any worse with the approval rating of Congress polling as low as a 7 percent while national problems pile up and an increasingly dysfunctional House and Senate continue to set new records for sheer futility?



If so, you would be wrong. They can get a lot worse. And they just might after Election Day, Nov. 4th.



The problem is the Senate and the issue is whether either party will win the 51 votes minimally needed to organize and operate that body for the next two years. The prospect for a tied senate at 50 to 50 after Nov. 4 is very real as we enter the final days of campaigning.



Right now, 45 seats are probably safe for Democrats, 47 for Republicans. Another 8 seats are competitive meaning either party could win. So Republicans have to win 4 of them to win the Senate, while fewer could give the body to Democrats or even produce a 50-50 tie.



The GOP is well positioned. In fact, most assessments by independent analysts forecast Republican’s will pick up between four and eight senate seats.



The fly in the Republican ointment, however, is that there are two “Independents” with a prospect for victory—Kansas and South Dakota. If at least one of them is victorious, it becomes dicey – enough so that a 50 to 50 split might occur, producing chaos across Congress.



If a tie should exist after Election Day, Article I, Section 1 of the U.S. Constitution would be invoked giving the vice president, one Joseph BIDEN, the power to vote and break ties that exist. In normal times the vice president constitutionally presides over the Senate but does not vote on matters before the Senate unless a tie exists.



A constitutional tie in the Senate would be profoundly troubling, given the disarray in national politics. It would either intensify the extreme polarization already stultifying our politics – or as bad, bring government to even more of a standstill than already exists.  As a country, the prospects of a Senate tie makes us similar to an already ill patient suddenly faced with an even more calamitous sickness.



The worst precedent in Senate history of a divided chamber occurred after the election of 1880. The possible parallels to 2014 are chilling. Then the Senate was split 37 Republicans, 37 Democrats, with two Independents. With the new session in 1881, reorganization of the Senate took place.  The two Independents went their separate ways, Illinois Senator David A. Davis, joined the Democrats while Virginian William Mahone caucused with the Republicans.



The tiebreaker was newly elected Vice President Republican Chester Arthur, but Republicans, lacking sufficient members in the chamber, were not able to organize properly. Consequently, Democrats maintained control of the committee chairmanships they had held previously, as the operations of the U.S. Senate descended into a farce.



Ultimately, it took the Senate two years to finally resolve its leadership crisis, blessedly ending one of the stranger moments in Senate history.

The most recent 50 to 50 Senate split occurred in the tumult of January 2001, in the aftermath of the disputed Bush-Gore presidential election. Al Gore, as Clinton’ outgoing vice president, was the tiebreaker for the first 17 days of the new Congress. When Dick Cheney became vice president on January 20, he became the tiebreaker. Cheney broke several ties during his years in office, but only two in the period when the Senate party composition was equally divided.



Awkward as that was, some amity still existed in Congress and both sides worked out arrangement to make it all work.



If you think a similar tie would work in 2014 then you might be interested in buying a slightly used bridge in Brooklyn.



Let’s be clear: given the extreme polarization and excessive partisanship in Washington today, nothing good at all is going to happen with a 50-50 Senate split. Challenges the Senate will likely confront in the new Congress -- immigration, energy, foreign policy, amendments to the Affordable Care Act, deciding executive appointments and Supreme court confirmations --are simply not going to be met with an evenly split Senate.



The wild card in what is otherwise a horrific scenario is Vice President BIDEN. BIDEN is a creature of the Senate, long a part of the Senate establishment and someone with close relationships with Senate colleagues on both side of the aisle. BIDEN might make a tie work if anyone can.



We should all hope he doesn’t need to do it – and we don’t need to find out if he can.



ABC News

Bristol Palin Explains Brawl, Blames Media, Attacks BIDENs, Clintons (All In One Note!)

By: Shushannah Walshe / October 23, 2014



Two days after audio from a brawl involving the Palin family was released, Bristol Palin has defended herself and her family in writing, explaining her side of what happened on the evening of Sept. 6.



“Instead of listening to all the people who weren’t there ... let me tell you what actually happened,” she writes in a post on Patheos.



In her defense, Sarah Palin’s eldest daughter blamed a liberal media bias for unfair and incorrect reporting on the incident. She aimed to the set the record straight while also pointing out embarrassing incidents in other political families such as the Clintons and BIDENs. She alleged coverage of those moments was downplayed because they involved Democratic families.



Some details of the Palins' run-in already emerged on that audio earlier this week and in other accounts.



But here are the five best parts of Bristol Palin’s new post:



Palin Attacks BIDENs and Clintons, Says They Don't Get Same Negative Coverage as Conservative Women



Bristol Palin asserted media bias leads to coverage of her family, but claimed there is not the same kind of coverage of Democratic family scandals:



“In the meantime, did you even hear about Vice President Joe BIDEN’s adult son who kicked out of the Navy for cocaine? (That’s the real Vice President’s kid...) So pause for a moment and consider the hysteria over our stupid 'incident', compared to our actual Vice President’s son not even being able to hold on to a position in the Navy Reserve.



"I’m sure you heard the happy news that Chelsea Clinton had a baby. But did you know her father-in-law and Clinton family pal Edward Mezvinsky is a convicted felon because of committing bank, wire, and mail fraud? Of course, you didn’t. Because the friends and family of the revered liberal elite are treated like delicate China. Don’t handle too roughly. They are precious. They are off limits. Don’t push on them too hard. In the meantime, I was pushed and held down by some guy ... and the media salivates like a dog that’s just been given a bone,” she wrote.



Palin said the tough coverage stems from her being a conservative woman:



“Violence against women is never okay,” Palin wrote. “Even if that violence occurs against conservative women. Imagine for a second the outrage that would happen if Chelsea Clinton had gotten pushed by some guy. Had she tried to defend herself, the liberal media would’ve held her up as some feminist hero. But it wasn’t Chelsea. It wasn’t Hillary. It wasn’t someone they liked or someone they agreed with. It was a conservative. And once again, the hypocrisy of the media is laid bare.”



The Daily Caller

Bristol Palin Claws Media With 10 Perfect Post Brawl Nails

By: Betsy Rothstein / October 23, 2014



Sarah Palin‘s daughter, Bristol, doesn’t just hate the media. She despises it. But today, in a first-person account on the “Palin family brawl,” she sounded the typical rallying cry of many conservative websites out there: It’s the liberal media — they’re all biased! Specifically, she claims that the media has revealed its bias against conservative women like herself.



Bristol, please.



She describes the dramatic battleground in which her little sister, Willow, was knocked to the ground by a grown woman and her friend got “knocked out” and needed 10 stitches. When she tried to defend her sister, she was also shoved to the ground by a 200-pound man who kept her down while she lay there helpless. She wrote that he yelled at her, saying, “You c-nt!”



Bristol goes on to correct details she says the media got wrong. No, she says, she didn’t swing at the man seven times, as evidenced by–no joke–her fingernails: “After this incident, I still had a perfect manicure on all ten of my nails.”



She expected the media to sit back and what, not cover this? Is she delusional?



And yet she goes to describe a media that would’ve obviously brushed all this off had it been the Clintons.



Specifically, Chelsea Clinton.



Excuse me, Bristol, but have you read the stories about how bad a job Chelsea did at NBC and the outrage many felt by a $600,000 paycheck they said she didn’t deserve? But even if you don’t think those stories were negative enough, how about Chelsea as a teenager, when there were stories and late-night jokes about how ugly and awkward she was. Or Chelsea’s father, former President Bill Clinton, getting impeached because he lied about sexual relations he’d had with an intern named Monica Lewinksy. From start to finish, the press didn’t ignore the Clintons. Further, Monica blames Matt Drudge, a conservative, for ruining her life. Hillary Clinton hates the media so much that among the reported reasons why she may not run for President involves having to deal with the media.



Columbia Daily Tribune

BIDEN nepotism? Follow your nose

By: Michelle Malkin / October 23, 2014



Everything you need to know about Beltway nepotism, corporate cronyism and corruption can be found in the biography of Robert Hunter BIDEN. Where are the Occupy Wall Street rabble-rousers and enemies of elitist privilege when you need them? Straining their neck muscles to look the other way.



The youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN made news last week after The Wall Street Journal revealed he had been booted from the Navy Reserve for cocaine use. His drug abuse was certainly no surprise to the Navy, which issued him a waiver for a previous drug offense before commissioning him as a public affairs officer at the age of 43. The Navy also bent over backward a second time with an age waiver so he could secure the cushy part-time job.



Papa BIDEN loves to tout his middle-class, “Average Joe” credentials. But rest assured, if his son had been “Hunter Smith” or “Hunter Jones” or “Hunter Brown,” the Navy’s extraordinary dispensations would be all but unattainable. Oh, and if he had been “Hunter Palin,” The New York Times would be on its 50th front-page investigative report by now.



Despite the disgraceful ejection from our military, Hunter’s Connecticut law license won’t be subject to automatic review. Because, well, BIDEN.



BIDEN’s bennies are not just one-offs. Skating by, flouting rules and extracting favors are the story of Hunter’s life.



Hunter’s first job, acquired after Joe BIDEN won his 1996 Senate re-election bid in Delaware, was with MBNA. That’s the credit card conglomerate and top campaign finance donor that forked over nearly $63,000 in bundled primary and general contributions from its employees to then Sen. BIDEN. As I’ve reported previously, Daddy BIDEN secured his custom-built, multimillion-dollar house in Delaware’s ritziest Chateau Country neighborhood with the help of a leading MBNA corporate executive. Average Joe went on to carry legislative water for MBNA in the Senate for years.



Hunter zoomed up to senior vice president by early 1998 and then scored a plum position in the Clinton administration’s Commerce Department, specializing in “electronic commerce” before returning to MBNA three years later as a high-priced “consultant.” While he collected those “consulting” (translation: nepotistic access-trading) fees, Hunter became a “founding partner” in the lobbying firm of Oldaker, BIDEN and Belair in 2002.



William Oldaker was Papa BIDEN’s former fundraiser, campaign treasurer and general counsel — a Beltway barnacle whose Democratic machine days dated back to Teddy Kennedy’s 1980 presidential bid. Under Oldaker’s tutelage, Hunter lobbied for drug companies, universities and other deep-pocketed clients to the tune of nearly $4 million billed to the company by 2007.



Coincidentally, then-Illinois Sen. Barack Obama personally requested and secured cozy taxpayer-subsidized earmarks for several of Hunter’s clients.



Hunter got himself appointed to multiple corporate board positions, including a directorship with Eudora Global. It’s an investment firm founded by one Jeffrey Cooper, head of one of the biggest asbestos-litigation firms in the country. SimmonsCooper, based in Madison County, Ill., donated hundreds of thousands of dollars to BIDEN the Elder’s various political campaigns over the past decade — all while the firm poured $6.5 million into lobbying against a key tort-reform bill, which former Sen. BIDEN worked hard to defeat. Cooper also contributed to the Delaware attorney-general campaign of Hunter’s older brother, Beau, and paid Beau for legal work on lucrative asbestos-litigation cases.



Hunter also was previously a top official at Paradigm Global Advisors, a hedge fund holding company founded with Vice President BIDEN’s brother, James, and marketed by convicted finance fraudster Allen Stanford. As Paradigm chairman, Hunter oversaw half a billion dollars of client money invested in hedge funds while remaining a lobbyist at Oldaker, BIDEN and Belair. Cooper chipped in $2 million for the ill-fated venture, which went bust amid nasty fraud lawsuits.



Continually failing upward, Hunter snagged a seat on the board of directors of taxpayer-subsidized, stimulus-inflated Amtrak, where he pretended not to be a lobbyist but rather an “effective advocate” for the government railroad system serving the 1 percenters’ D.C.-NYC corridor.



So, where does a coke-abusing influence peddler go after raking in gobs of Daddy-enabled dough and abusing the U.S. Navy’s ill-considered generosity? Back to Cronyland! Hunter joined Ukrainian natural gas company Burisma Holdings — owned by a powerful Russian government sympathizer who fled to Russia in February — this spring. The hypocritical lobbyist-bashers at the White House deny he will be lobbying and deny any conflict of interest.



Meanwhile, Just Like You Joe was whipping up class envy in South Carolina last week. “Corporate profits have soared,” he railed, thanks to “these guys running hedge funds in New York,” who are to blame for “income inequality.”



You know, like his son and brother and their Beltway back-scratching patrons.



The BIDENs: They’re not like us.
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KCCI Des Moines

Vice president reaches out to family of young BIDEN fan

By: Mark Tauscheck / November 7, 2014

Many Iowans have had their fill of politicians, but not every Iowan. Avery Bral of Clive has typical 3-year-old tendencies. Her best friend is Lamby, her stuffed sheep.  She doesn't need music to dance and she loves her dolls. She also loves Vice President Joe BIDEN.



Mediaite

VP BIDEN Calls Up Family of His Three-Year-Old Fan

By: Josh Feldman / November 7, 2014

A three-year-old girl had been pretending to talk to Joe BIDEN on her toy phone for a while, and months later, her family received an actual phone call from the vice president himself.



Associated Press

Immigration Dispute Erupts During Bipartisan Lunch

By: Nedra Pickler and Erica Werner

Senate Democratic leader Harry Reid, about to lose his grip on the upper chamber, barely said a word. The aide said at one point as House Speaker John Boehner was making an argument on immigration, Obama responded that his patience was running out and Vice President Joe BIDEN interrupted to ask how long Republicans needed. Obama angrily cut BIDEN off, the aide said.



MSNCB

Lame-duck agenda under spotlight at White House luncheon

By: Jane C. Timm / November 7, 2014

Fourteen congressional leaders will lunch with President Obama and Vice President BIDEN on Friday, the first meeting of its kind since the GOP made historic gains and retook control of the Senate.



Reuters

Every political landslide carries the seeds of its own destruction

By: Bill Schneider / November 7, 2014

No one has a greater stake in preserving both of those legacies than Hillary Clinton. She’s probably the only Democrat with a good chance to win in 2016. If Clinton doesn’t run, the party will likely nominate Vice President Joe BIDEN. To vote for BIDEN would be to vote for a third term for Obama. That’s why Democrats are desperate for Hillary to declare herself a candidate.



Washington Free Beacon

Fmr. Obama Official Explains Why The Obama Economy Stinks

November 7, 2014

Rattner said the Democratic Party’s “positive” economic message “didn’t seem to resonate” with voters because, as Vice President BIDEN so eloquently stated, middle class workers can “feel it in their bones” that the recovery has been weak.



Today’s Zaman

Turkey’s sincerity in fighting against ISIL

Emre Uslu / November 7, 2014

In fact, US Vice President Joe BIDEN had revealed that Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan promised that Turkey would have a key role in the coalition. It seems that the US officials took Erdoğan seriously and expected that he would keep his promise. Speaking at Harvard University, BIDEN sounded very optimistic about convincing Erdoğan to provide ground forces against ISIL.







KCCI Des Moines

Vice president reaches out to family of young BIDEN fan

By: Mark Tauscheck / November 7, 2014



CLIVE, Iowa —Many Iowans have had their fill of politicians, but not every Iowan



Avery Bral of Clive has typical 3-year-old tendencies. Her best friend is Lamby, her stuffed sheep.  She doesn't need music to dance and she loves her dolls.



She also loves Vice President Joe BIDEN.



"I just do," Avery said.



Erica Bral, Avery’s mother, said she doesn’t know where the connection came from. She said Avery saw the vice president on TV several months ago and asked her dad who it was.



A month later, Avery's parents heard her having a conversation on her toy phone. They asked who she was talking to and she said Joe BIDEN.



"From then on for the next couple months, every time she was on her phone it was Joe BIDEN," Erica Bral said.



Avery's grandmother, Becky Burke, posted a message on Joe BIDEN's White House website eight months ago telling him about his young fan. She never gave it a second thought until her phone rang Wednesday night.



"He said 'This is Joe BIDEN' and I said, 'Who the hell is this?’ And he said, 'This is Joe BIDEN,' and I said, 'I'm so sorry, I'm so sorry I said that to you," Burke said.



BIDEN told Burke he saw her note on his desk and thought he'd call. During a five-minute conversation they talked family and politics. Burke said BIDEN told a few stories about his grandchildren.



"He apologized for taking up my time and I said, ‘Oh it's OK, it's OK,’" Burke said.



Avery's parents said she has not mentioned BIDEN in a few months.



BIDEN's press secretary said BIDEN called Burke Wednesday night. She also said that BIDEN was sending Avery a personal note in the mail.



Mediaite

VP BIDEN Calls Up Family of His Three-Year-Old Fan

By: Josh Feldman / November 7, 2014



A three-year-old girl had been pretending to talk to Joe BIDEN on her toy phone for a while, and months later, her family received an actual phone call from the vice president himself.



Avery Bral saw the veep on television one day and asked who it was. And then, for the next few months, Bral was having pretend conversations with BIDEN on her toy phone (though who knows, maybe the NSA was listening on that too). When asked by KCCI why BIDEN, Bral said, “I just do.”



Her grandmother thought it would be nice to send a note to BIDEN from the White House website. And then, this week, she received a call from BIDEN. As she recounts, He said ‘This is Joe BIDEN’ and I said, ‘Who the… is this?’ And he said, ‘No, really, this is Joe BIDEN,’ and I said, ‘I’m so sorry, I’m so sorry I said that to you.’”



They ended up talking for a few minutes, and the vice president will be sending Bral a nice little note.



Associated Press

Immigration Dispute Erupts During Bipartisan Lunch

By: Nedra Pickler and Erica Werner



A White House lunch aiming for cooperation boiled into a fresh dispute with newly empowered Republicans over immigration reform Friday, with GOP leaders warning President Barack Obama to his face not to take unilateral action. The president stood unflinchingly by his plan to act.



Republicans attending the postelection lunch at Obama's invitation said they asked him for more time to work on legislation, but the president said his patience was running out. He reiterated his intent to act on his own by the end of the year if they don't approve legislation to ease deportations before then and send it to him to sign.



The Republicans' approach, three days after they resoundingly won control of the Senate in midterm elections, "seemed to fall on deaf ears," Sen. John Cornyn of Texas said in a telephone interview. "The president instead of being contrite or saying in effect to America, 'I hear you,' as a result of the referendum on his policies that drove this last election, he seems unmoved and even defiant."



"I don't know why he would want to sabotage his last two years as president by doing something this provocative," said Cornyn.



The White House said that Obama laid out three areas where he and Congress could work together before the end of the year — emergency funding to combat the Ebola outbreak, approval of a federal budget and quick action on spending to fight the Islamic State militant group. And the White House said, "The president reiterated his commitment to taking action on immigration reform in light of the House's inability to pass a comprehensive bill."



The meeting was tense at times, according to a senior House Republican aide. The aide was not authorized to describe the back-and-forth publicly by name and spoke only on condition of anonymity.



Senate Democratic leader Harry Reid, about to lose his grip on the upper chamber, barely said a word. The aide said at one point as House Speaker John Boehner was making an argument on immigration, Obama responded that his patience was running out and Vice President Joe BIDEN interrupted to ask how long Republicans needed. Obama angrily cut BIDEN off, the aide said.



In public, Obama's tone had been more upbeat as he opened the gathering. He pledged to work on ending long-running partisan gridlock and to be open to Republican ideas. The president said the lunch was a chance to "explore where we can make progress" after Americans showed in the midterm elections that they wanted to see more accomplished in Washington.



"They'd like to see more cooperation," Obama said, sitting at the middle of 13 lawmakers in the Old Family Dining Room set with the Truman china. "And I think all of us have the responsibility, me in particular, to try to make that happen."



Reporters were ushered out before any lawmaker spoke or lunch was served. Republican descriptions of the meeting were provided after it ended, with aides speaking only on condition of anonymity.



For the record, Boehner's office said he suggested that the president should back a Republican jobs bill as a starting place for bipartisan action.



Obama said at the start he was interested in "hearing and sharing ideas" for compromise on measures to boost the economy, then mentioned his personal priorities of college affordability and investment in road and building projects. He also touted improved monthly job growth numbers out Friday as evidence his economic policies are working, saying, "We're doing something right here."



MSNCB

Lame-duck agenda under spotlight at White House luncheon

By: Jane C. Timm / November 7, 2014



Fourteen congressional leaders will lunch with President Obama and Vice President BIDEN on Friday, the first meeting of its kind since the GOP made historic gains and retook control of the Senate.



The lunch meeting in the Old Family Dining Room is the latest in the president’s mostly stilted efforts to negotiate with Congress. The president has been widely criticized for not working with Republicans enough — criticism that was redoubled when he let it slip that he didn’t know what soon-to-be Majority Leader Mitch McConnell’s drink of choice was by suggesting they talk over some Kentucky bourbon. (McConnell prefers a Manhattan, on the rocks, with two cherries.)



The president–flanked by Congressional leaders–spoke to reporters just ahead of the lunch. He promised not to judge ideas based on which party they come from.



“The American people just want to see work done by Washington, they’re frustrated by gridlock,” he said. “All of us have the responsibility, me in particular, to try and make that happen”



The lawmakers will likely discuss both the next two months of the lame-duck Congress as well as the GOP’s plans once they take control of the upper chamber in January.



Democrats are hoping to push through much of the legislation bottle-necked in the Senate, including bills that would revive expired tax breaks, avoid a government shutdown, and approve much of the backlog of presidential nominations before they hand over the keys to the Senate, The Washington Post reported on Friday.



At the end of 2010, when Democrats were in lame-duck status in the House, there was a rash of legislative productivity. A nuclear arms treaty, tax cuts, and the repeal of a ban on gays in the military all were passed before Republicans took the reins in January 2011.



Republicans eager to start working on their top priorities for the 2015 Senate may be cooperative in new efforts to get long dormant legislation passed, the Post reports, but even then it’s unlikely the Senate will be able to work through the significant backlog of federal nominations.



At Friday’s lunch, both Republicans and the president plan to talk about how to further boost the economy, though Obama continues to remind the public that the economy has already shown signs of recovery and unemployment is the lowest its been in years.



“I’m looking forward to seeing the leaders of both Democratic and Republican caucuses this afternoon to have a chance to share with them both what I think we need to be doing to build on the economic momentum that we already have and make it even stronger,” Obama said ahead of the meeting.



Walking out of the Capitol to lunch, House Majority Leader Rep. Kevin McCarthy said his number one message to the president was jobs. “We have 387 bills that have sat in that Senate. We should start moving them right away to create more jobs in America.”



(The Washington Post Fact Checker took a look at this common GOP refrain on Friday: indeed, there are just under 350 bills bottled up in the Senate now, but that’s nothing new. In fact, when Democrats controlled both chambers there were 700 bills bottled up in the Senate. In 11 of the past 19 Congresses, more than 300 bills were bottled up in the Senate when Congress adjourned.)



On the GOP side, Sens. Mitch McConnell, John Cornyn, John Thune and Jon Barrasso, and Reps. John Boehner, Kevin McCarthy and Cathy McMorris Rodgers will attend. Senate Democrats Harry Reid, Chuck Schumer and Patty Murray, and House Reps. Nancy Pelosi, Steny Hoyer, James Clyburn and Xavier Becerra will represent the left. (Sen. Dick Durbin and Rep. Steve Scalise were invited but could not attend due to scheduling conflicts.)



News of the meeting came Thursday, as Republican leaders spouted legislative goals – repealing Obamacare and building the Keystone XL pipeline were at the top of the list – and the White House attempted to paint themselves as cooperative and ready to work across the aisle. 



Already, two major impasses have emerged: The GOP has vowed to repeal the president’s signature legislation, Obamacare, and the president has promises to use his executive authority to move forward on immigration. 



Obama says repealing Obamacare’s individual mandate is “a line I can’t cross” and the GOP says that the president’s planned executive order will “burn” the president and “poison the well.”



Capital Gazette

Obama told Congressional leaders he will act on immigration, setting up possible showdown 

By: Roberta Rampton and David Laweder / November 7, 2014



Republican victors of Tuesday's U.S. congressional elections broke bread with Democratic President Barack Obama on Friday. On the menu besides sea bass: whether the two sides can put aside differences and agree on some legislation in the two years to come.



But Obama and congressional leaders spent a considerable part of the two-hour lunch rehashing immigration reform, a political fight left over from the last two years, before Republicans seized control of both houses of Congress in the Nov. 4 vote.



During the two-hour lunch in a small private dining room, Obama told Republicans he is committed to using his executive powers to ease some restrictions on undocumented residents, since House Republicans have steadfastly refused to advance immigration legislation, the White House said.



"We told him that would be a toxic decision," Senator John Barrasso, the No. 4 Republican in the Senate, told Reuters in a telephone interview after the lunch.



Republican Speaker John Boehner asked Obama to let Republicans work on reforming and modernizing immigration early in the new session, Barrasso said.



Vice President Joe BIDEN asked Boehner how long he needed to pass a bill: "February 15? March 15?" said one congressional source familiar with the discussions.



But a visibly irritated Obama, who had said he had lost patience waiting for the House to act, stopped BIDEN cold, the source said.



In a statement, Boehner said he warned Obama that executive action on immigration would "erase any chances" for Congress to take up a reform law, and said the move would "also make it harder for Congress and the White House to work together successfully on other areas where there might otherwise be common ground."



Steny Hoyer, a top Democrat in the House of Representatives, said Obama was right to stop waiting and move ahead.



"Families are being wrenched apart, children are being left without a parent or parents, and that is unacceptable," Hoyer said on CNN.



"But he also made it very clear that if the Congress acted, that would be the law, that would be the preferable option that he wants," Hoyer said.



Breaking the ice



At the start of the lunch, the leaders appeared somber and slightly uncomfortable during a brief four-minute photo op.



Obama was sandwiched between Boehner and Democratic Senator Harry Reid, who will lose his title as Senate majority leader in the new Congress after a wave of Republican support swept Democrats out of power.



Beside Reid: Republican Senator Mitch McConnell, whose party takes control of the Senate in January.



Obama said he had promised leaders to be open to good ideas for legislation, whether from Republicans or Democrats.



"The American people just want to see work done," Obama said before the leaders tucked into a lunch of herb-crusted sea bass, a salad of Bibb lettuce and pumpkin tart.



"I think they're frustrated by the gridlock. They'd like to see more cooperation. I think all of us have the responsibility, me in particular, to try to make that happen," said Obama, whose second and last four-year term ends in January 2017.



There was little substantive discussion about new legislation in areas where they may be common ground, like trade or infrastructure or tax reform, participants said.



Barrasso, asked if he felt that there might be some cooperation between Obama and Republicans, said: "He's going to have to decide whether to work with us.



"The full impact of the elections have not really sunk in yet," Barrasso said.



Lame duck issues



Much of the meeting was taken up by discussion of major bills that must be passed promptly, once Congress begins its post-election "lame duck" session on Wednesday.



It will be the "old" Congress, the one that ends its legislative session in mid-December and has a Democratic Senate pitted against a Republican House.



At the top of the list is a $1 trillion spending bill to keep the government running beyond Dec. 11, when current funding runs out.



General Lloyd Austin, head of U.S. Central Command, updated the leaders on the fight against Islamic State militants in Iraq and Syria.



Shortly after the meeting, the White House announced that Obama had authorized the deployment of up to 1,500 additional U.S. troops to help train and advise Iraqi and Kurdish forces. That decision would bring the total number of troops there as high as 3,100.



Obama is asking Congress for $5.6 billion for operations in Iraq and Syria, including $1.6 billion for the new deployment.



He is also asking for more than $6.1 billion in emergency funding to battle the Ebola outbreak in West Africa, and to make sure that U.S. hospitals are prepared to handle additional cases of the disease. 



Reuters

Every political landslide carries the seeds of its own destruction

By: Bill Schneider / November 7, 2014



You can’t govern the United States from Capitol Hill. Republicans learned that after they took over Congress in 1994. House Speaker Newt Gingrich claimed a mandate to enforce his “Contract with America.”  What he had was a mandate to make deals with President Bill Clinton.



Senator Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.), the likely new majority leader, understands that. “The American people have spoken,” McConnell said on Wednesday.  “They’ve given us divided government.  The question for the president and my members is what are we going to do with it? I want to look first for areas we can agree on.”



Before he can do that, however, McConnell has to worry about finding an approach his own party can agree on.



McConnell and House Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio) are already talking about passing measures President Barack Obama can sign. They want to make deals with the president on relatively small-bore things, like the Keystone XL pipeline, trade and the Affordable Care Act’s tax on medical devices.



But the newly elected Republicans, in both chambers, include a lot of Tea Party conservatives.  They believe their mandate is to oppose and obstruct Obama on everything.  They don’t trust establishment figures like Boehner and McConnell.  After all, Republicans won with a negative campaign.  The party’s final get-out-the-vote message on Election Day said, “If you’re not a voter, you can’t stop Obama.”



U.S. Senator Cruz answers questions during the Reuters Washington Summit in Washington



Tea Party Republicans in Congress have their own leader: Senator Ted Cruz of Texas. Cruz is the new Gingrich.



Cruz has not even pledged to support McConnell as Republican leader. Instead, Cruz is claiming a mandate “to do everything possible to repeal Obamacare . . . to stand up to the president and say, ‘No more amnesty’ ” for illegal immigrants.



Those are not small-bore policies.



“Republicans must govern as they campaigned,” a spokesman for Heritage Action for America told Politico. Conservative activist Brent Bozell warned, “The GOP owes its victory to its base, and breaking any promises now will put their majority and any chance for the presidency in 2016 in jeopardy.”



This looming split in the Republican Party is likely to be the big political story going into 2016. The party establishment sees 2014 as its victory. The establishment used its influence, and especially its money, to keep many radical-right candidates from winning Republican nominations. But the Tea Party also sees 2014 as its victory. They supplied the troops and the message of defiance.



The showdown will come in the 2016 Republican presidential primaries. The field of potential contenders was already unwieldy. Now it’s even bigger, with a lot of new faces in key battleground states: Senators Joni Ernst of Iowa and Cory Gardner of Colorado, Governors Scott Walker of Wisconsin and John Kasich of Ohio.



What does 2014 mean for 2016? The same thing the 1994 midterm meant for 1996: nothing.  After 1994, it looked like Clinton was finished. He had to plead at a press conference, “I am relevant.  The Constitution gives me relevance.” In 1996, Clinton was easily reelected.



The three factors that drove this week’s big Republican victory will not loom as large in 2016. One was territory. The Senate seats that were up this year were in states that Obama called “probably theworst possible group of states for Democrats since Dwight Eisenhower.” Democratic Senate seats were up in seven states carried by GOP presidential nominee Mitt Romney in 2012.  In 2016, the tables will turn.  Two years from now, Republican Senate seats will be up in seven Obama states.



The second factor was timing. The Senate seats that were up this year were last on the ballot in 2008 — when Democrats did extremely well. Every landslide carries with it the seeds of its own destruction.  This year, Democrats had to defend gains from 2008 in places like Alaska, South Dakota and North Carolina.  In 2016, Republicans will have to defend gains from 2010 in places like Pennsylvania, Illinois and Wisconsin.



The third factor is the temper of the times: widespread exasperation with Obama’s leadership. Obama will still be president in 2016. But he will not be the central figure in the campaign.



Nonetheless, Democrats have reason to worry. They don’t have the House of Representatives. They just lost the Senate. If they lose the White House in 2016, Republicans will control everything. If Republicans take over, the first thing they will do is obliterate all traces of the legacies of Obama and Clinton.



No one has a greater stake in preserving both of those legacies than Hillary Clinton. She’s probably the only Democrat with a good chance to win in 2016. If Clinton doesn’t run, the party will likely nominate Vice President Joe BIDEN. To vote for BIDEN would be to vote for a third term for Obama. That’s why Democrats are desperate for Hillary to declare herself a candidate.



One more takeaway from the 2014 campaign: Local issues got swept aside. Every campaign was about Obama. How else could unpopular Republican governors like Paul LePage in Maine and Sam Brownback in Kansas get reelected? How else could Republican governors win in deep-blue states like Massachusetts and Maryland? How else could Republican David Perdue — a businessman who acknowledged outsourcing jobs — beat Michelle Nunn, a Democrat with a famous name in Georgia?



The 2014 election has firmly established a new rule: All politics is national.



Washington Free Beacon

Fmr. Obama Official Explains Why The Obama Economy Stinks

November 7, 2014



Former Obama administration official Steve Rattner explained Americans’ frustration with the economy in simple terms: Wages are down, and a lot of people who want to work still are not working.



Rattner said the Democratic Party’s “positive” economic message “didn’t seem to resonate” with voters because, as Vice President BIDEN so eloquently stated, middle class workers can “feel it in their bones” that the recovery has been weak.



“Even though there had bean huge number of new jobs created, a lot of Americans who want to work are still not working,” Rattner said.



Next, Rattner examined a chart which showed average American incomes, adjusted for inflation, had decreased by one percent since 2009. Wages are down 3.8 percent in the manufacturing sector and for auto industry workers, wages are down by 15 percent.



Rattner told BBC journalist Katty Kay she should be “depressed” by the chart.



“We saved the jobs, we couldn’t save the incomes,” Rattner said. “So it’s very hard to make a case for Americans that the economy is great when your income is down.”



Today’s Zaman

Turkey’s sincerity in fighting against ISIL

Emre Uslu / November 7, 2014



Turkey is a part of a coalition against the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). The United States had considered Turkey one of the key members of the coalition. At one point, it was even considered that the Turkish army would be the ground forces fighting against ISIL. In fact, US Vice President Joe BIDEN had revealed that Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan promised that Turkey would have a key role in the coalition.



It seems that the US officials took Erdoğan seriously and expected that he would keep his promise. Speaking at Harvard University, BIDEN sounded very optimistic about convincing Erdoğan to provide ground forces against ISIL. However, the US quickly realized that Erdoğan is no longer a reliable partner. He says one thing abroad but acts completely the opposite at home.



The international community forming a coalition against ISIL should realize that Turkey, especially Erdoğan, is not a reliable partner. Analyzing Erdoğan's attitude would easily show that he talks courageously but acts cowardly. His primary motivation is to maintain the domestic coalition he has established in Turkey, escape from heavy criticisms and maintain his power.



When it was announced that Turkey would be a part of the coalition against ISIL, both hard-line Islamists and neo-nationalists were against the idea of sending Turkish troops to Syria. Even people who benefit from the Justice and Development Party (AKP) government stand against the idea of becoming active members of ISIL, not just because they hate the US and the West in essence, but because they anticipate public backlash that would harm the AKP government.



At this stage, the government can only provide secret support to the coalition, such as training forces inside Turkey to fight against ISIL and allowing necessary critical military infrastructures to be used for the fight against ISIL, etc.

 

When it comes to the of Turkish authorities' real intentions -- whether they really want to get rid of ISIL -- there is no evidence that suggests they have interest in doing that. First and foremost, the Turkish authorities are concerned that if ISIL is punished, Syrian President Bashar al-Assad would come in and take control of the big chunk of ISIL-controlled territory. Given the fact that the Assad regime and the Democratic Union Party (PYD) could easily establish a partnership if Assad started gaining control of ISIL's territory, Turkey does not want that to happen.



For Turkey, the existence of ISIL territory between Kurdish territory and the Assad regime provides buffer zone for Turkey and pushes Kurds to Turkey's side, not the side of Assad. In addition, by inviting Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) President Masoud Barzani's forces into Kobani, Turkey is expanding Barzani's influence over Syrian Kurds and limiting the influence of the Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK) and PYD; the very existence of ISIL provides such possibilities for Turkey.



Therefore, Turkey's fight against ISIL is no more than a window dressing, and serves to please the West. On the ground, Turkey does not consider ISIL a burden -- at least for the short term -- but an asset for its strategic interests: removing Assad from power and pushing Syrian Kurds to take the side of either Barzani or Turkey, not the PKK/PYD.



If Turkey were sincere about the fight against ISIL, one would expect to see police operations against the recruitment and financial network of ISIL/al-Qaeda. Rather, Turkey has done the opposite. Instead of targeting the ISIL/al-Qaeda network, Turkey has been arresting the police officials who conducted al-Qaeda operations.



Most recently, close to 20 ranked police officers who conducted al-Qaeda operations in Kilis and seized some of the aid prepared to be transferred to al-Qaeda affiliates in Syria were arrested. Given the fact that the National Intelligence Organization (MİT) is assigned to deal with al-Qaeda and ISIL, the government's message to other security forces is clear: Although we consider ISIL and al-Qaeda terrorist organizations on paper, do not even think about conducting operations against them.



FunnyOrDie

Our New Policy of "No More Joe BIDEN Jokes" Has Nothing to Do with the Fact That I Got my Photo Taken with Him

By: Nate Dern / November 7, 2014



Hey Funny Or Die News team,



Nate Dern here, FOD News Editor. This is just a quick teamwide memo to let everyone know about a new policy:



No more Joe BIDEN jokes.



This policy is effective immediately. And no, it has nothing to do with the fact that I recently had my photo taken with Vice President Joe BIDEN. I’ve called most (or all) of you into my office to take a look at the photo, which is now framed above my desk, but as a reference I’ll just post it again here:



So, if the photo isn’t the reason, why the new policy? Well, it is also not because at the photo event above I got the chance to share a few words with Vice President BIDEN and in those few moments we shared I was inspired, so inspired that it made me question my jaded little comedy heart straight to its core. Did you know that he became a U.S. Senator in 1973? And that in all of these decades of his dedicated service in the quagmire of D.C. politics he still believes in the power of democracy to make the world a better place? I mean, it’s like, if he is still genuinely optimistic, what business do I have making snarky little internet pieces based on what’s trending on Facebook?



Anyway, no, that’s not why. Is it because of his incredible handshake? Guys, this handshake. I can’t describe it. It was strong without being aggressive, firm without being overbearing. I can say without any hyperbole that it was the Platonic form of what a handshake should be. And when he shook my hand, he looked me straight in the eyes, and even though I was one of dozens of people in that meet-and-greet line, I could tell he was being completely genuine with me.



But the handshake wasn’t why either. Was it the words we exchanged? In case you don’t remember what we said to each other from when I recounted the conversation at our impromptu Nate Met BIDEN Recap Meeting earlier today, I will recount it again here:



Nate: I liked what you said in your speech about being optimistic.

Vice President Joe BIDEN: Well, you have to be optimistic in this line of work.

Nate: [incoherent affirmative mumblings of affirmation]

Vice President Joe BIDEN: Good luck to you. Keep up the good work over there.



That conversation isn’t why either, although I think you’d have to admit that if a person had a conversation like that with a living Vice President of the United States of America it would be reason enough for that person to make some major changes in his/her life.



And look, I’m not saying that we need to go back and remove the Joe BIDEN jokes we’ve made in the past. Although quite frankly, all of those so called “gaffes” were really just evidence of one of the few politicians left who we can always count on to speak from a place of honesty, and so why we as the news media would decide to lampoon him for that trait, rather than the more appropriate response of celebrate him for that, is beyond me.



But I digress.



The reason why we can’t make any more Joe BIDEN jokes is because I love him. Okay? There. I said it. Not in a romantic way, but in a “loving him gives me hope, it gives me a reason to carry on in the face of so much ignorance and hatred blasted at us in the news every day” way.



Thank you all for understanding and for complying with this new policy.



May we all aspire to write comedy pieces of the caliber fitting for a country who has Joe BIDEN as Vice President.



-nate



ps - reminder: you each need to submit 15 new Star Wars movie subtitle puns before you leave tonight




VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS

Monday, September 08, 2014

Associated Press

BIDEN promotes economics for nation's middle class

September 8, 2014

WASHINGTON, DC - Vice President Joe BIDEN says the August jobs report, which underwhelmed many economists, is another step forward in the nation's economic recovery.



New Baltimore Voice Newspaper

Columbus Township resident meets with U.S. vice president

By: Kate Opalewski / September 8, 2014

It’s not everyday the average American gets to rub shoulders with the big shots in Washington, D.C. So it was quite the opportunity for Columbus Township resident Matthew Puwal when he spent 15 minutes with U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN in July.



Detroit News

Editorial: Midterm stakes are high in Michigan

September 8, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN spent Labor Day in downtown Detroit addressing a crowd of union folks. It’s his second visit to Detroit in the past two months. He also visited to headline the progressive conference Netroots Nation in July, and attend local fundraisers.



The Hill

Work remains to end violence against women, BIDEN says

By: Laura Barron-Lopez / September 7, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said on Sunday there is “still more to do” despite “decades of struggle and progress” in the fight to stop violence against women.



Associated Press

BIDEN promotes economics for nation's middle class

September 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN says the August jobs report, which underwhelmed many economists, is another step forward in the nation's economic recovery.



New York Daily News

Vice President BIDEN touts improving economy despite declining job growth

By: Carinne Lestch / September 6, 2014

Vice President BIDEN crowed Saturday that August’s jobs report shows that the economy is improving — even though only 142,000 positions were generated in July, the fewest in the past eight months.



The Hill

BIDEN: Economy on road to recovery since financial crisis

By: Kevin Cirilli / September 6, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN touted the recent jobs report during the White House's weekly address on Saturday. 







Associated Press

BIDEN promotes economics for nation's middle class

September 8, 2014



WASHINGTON, DC - Vice President Joe BIDEN says the August jobs report, which underwhelmed many economists, is another step forward in the nation's economic recovery.



The economy generated only 142,000 jobs, the fewest in eight months.



In the weekly White House radio and Internet address, BIDEN says job growth continues but warns that the wages of middle-class Americans are being left behind other indicators of economic growth.



BIDEN says it's long past time to, quote, "cut the middle class back into the deal."



He says doing that requires a fair tax structure that values paychecks as much as unearned income and inherited wealth.



In the Republican address, the GOP candidate for Senate in Alaska, Dan Sullivan, says the federal government is an obstacle to progress in his state - and calls that a national problem, too.



New Baltimore Voice Newspaper

Columbus Township resident meets with U.S. vice president

By: Kate Opalewski / September 8, 2014



It’s not everyday the average American gets to rub shoulders with the big shots in Washington, D.C.



So it was quite the opportunity for Columbus Township resident Matthew Puwal when he spent 15 minutes with U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN in July.



As the Wayne County Community College External Affairs Officer for 11 years, Puwal does a good amount of political hobnobbing in the city of Detroit. He was selected out of 2,000 individuals to meet with Vice President BIDEN and Detroit Mayor Mike Duggan to discuss federal grant money provided to the college for the education of skilled trades.



When asked if he was nervous, Puwal said the Secret Service ran a thorough background check, pulled him into a private room to ask him a series of questions and had their canines sniff him out prior to the meeting.



“I was so overwhelmed with the amount of individuals I had to talk with and pass through, I wasn’t really that nervous,” he said. It was discovered that Puwal has a concealed pistol license. It was no surprise to him that he was asked to leave his weapon home the day of the meeting.



This trip marked the vice president’s 14th visit to Michigan since taking office. He stopped by on his way to the Netroots Nation conference at the Cobo Center.



“He was a personable, down-to-earth and laid back guy,” Puwal said about his experience. “When I shook his hand, he said, ‘Are you sure you aren’t one of my guys?’ I was in my black suit and he grabbed my arm and said ‘I can tell by your arms that you’re external affairs. We laughed.”



That set the tone for a more serious conversation about continued federal funding and partnerships with companies like UST Global. The Los Angeles-based information technology solutions and services company for Global 1000 enterprises, launched in Detroit in March 2014, Step IT Up America.



The nationwide science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) initiative will train and place 5,000 minority women in the field of information technology (IT) by 2020.



WCCC expressed interest in the program as women continue to be under-represented in the skilled trades and information technology sectors despite the growing demand for labor in these occupations.



There are five WCCC campuses. Puwal works at the predominantly African-American eastern campus on Connor Road adjacent to Interstate 94 in Detroit. He may drive up to an hour to work each day from his home where he lives with his wife and 3-year-old daughter. The small-town boy was born in St. Clair Shores, raised in Richmond, and built a home seven years ago on 10 acres where he said he’s “on vacation everyday out here.”



He said he is a big believer in skilled trades and is concerned there may be a time when no individuals, male or female, choose a career in manufacturing or construction.



At the age of 37, Puwal is all about changing lives, but said he didn’t feel like he was impacting anybody until recently.



“I’ve come into contact with maybe 100 to 200 students,” he said, adding that he oversees specific grants, but never directly works with students.



“Many who sit in my office say ‘I can’t do it.’ They have no passion whatsoever. All it takes is a five-minute conversation,” he said. “A few years later, they’ve graduated with a bachelor’s degree and they’re giving you a card telling you what an amazing individual you are.”



Detroit News

Editorial: Midterm stakes are high in Michigan

September 8, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN spent Labor Day in downtown Detroit addressing a crowd of union folks. It’s his second visit to Detroit in the past two months. He also visited to headline the progressive conference Netroots Nation in July, and attend local fundraisers.



BIDEN’s increased interest in Detroit — Mayor Mike Duggan even called him “Detroit’s very best friend” — and other actions from the White House signal the stakes are high for Michigan in this fall’s national midterm elections.



With several high-profile congressional races, and one critical Senate seat open, the White House and outside groups of both parties are making a strong push to secure votes.



The race between Rep. Gary Peters and Terri Lynn Land for retiring Sen. Carl Levin’s seat has drawn national attention, and has the potential to tilt control of the Senate if Land wins. Labor votes are important to push Peters over the edge. Unions are also intensely interested in the gubernatorial contest because of Gov. Rick Snyder’s signing of a right-to-work law.



BIDEN visited last weekend to rally those labor votes, as President Barack Obama’s proxy to that important constituency.



Despite Michigan’s rich labor history, unions have had little to celebrate here in recent years. This year’s midterm elections will be the first since the state passed right to work in 2012, and will be a test of labor’s political relevance. There has been less outrage since the bill’s passing than was promised by state Democrats.



The White House isn’t the only player getting involved in Michigan. The Senate race has drawn huge amounts of money from outside groups on both sides. Of the $21 million spent on the race, $13 million has been from outside groups such as conservative Americans for Prosperity, Freedom Partners, billionaire Tom Steyer and progressive Senate Majority PAC.



The Republican Governors Association and the Democratic Governors Association have also both gotten involved in the race for Michigan’s governor.



Michigan’s national focus as a swing state will bolster its importance in Congress and in future presidential elections. And with so many senior congressional members from Michigan retiring this year, that’s a good thing.


The Hill

Work remains to end violence against women, BIDEN says

By: Laura Barron-Lopez



Vice President Joe BIDEN said on Sunday there is "still more to do" despite decades of "struggle and progress" in the fight to stop violence against women.



In an op-ed published in his home state of Delaware's News Journal, BIDEN said the "ultimate abuse of power is someone physically raising a hand to strike and beat a woman or child."



"We know there is still more to do, but years of struggle and progress have spurred a national understanding that you can't talk about human rights and human dignity without talking about the right of every woman on this planet to be free from violence and free from fear," BIDEN said. 



The op-ed comes ahead of the 20th commemoration of the anniversary of the Violence Against Women Act, which BIDEN drafted and Congress passed in 1994.



The bill funds investigation and prosecution of violent crimes against women and ensures swift action against offenders.



BIDEN called violence against women an "epidemic" that few were willing to talk about "let alone do something about."

"Fundamentally, the Violence Against Women Act has changed a prevailing culture from a refusal to intervene to a responsibility to act – where violence against women is no longer accepted as a societal secret and where we all understand that even one case is too many," BIDEN said.



"This law is my proudest legislative accomplishment, and it was based on something my Dad taught me growing up in Wilmington: that the cardinal sin is an abuse of power, and the ultimate abuse of power is someone physically raising a hand to strike and beat a woman or child," he added.



Associated Press

BIDEN promotes economics for nation's middle class

September 6, 2014



WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice President Joe BIDEN says the August jobs report, which underwhelmed many economists, is another step forward in the nation's economic recovery.



The economy generated only 142,000 jobs, the fewest in eight months.



In the weekly White House radio and Internet address, BIDEN says job growth continues but warns that the wages of middle-class Americans are being left behind other indicators of economic growth.



BIDEN says it's long past time to, quote, "cut the middle class back into the deal."



He says doing that requires a fair tax structure that values paychecks as much as unearned income and inherited wealth.



In the Republican address, the GOP candidate for Senate in Alaska, Dan Sullivan, says the federal government is an obstacle to progress in his state — and calls that a national problem, too.



New York Daily News

Vice President BIDEN touts improving economy despite declining job growth

By: Carinne Lestch / September 6, 2014



Vice President BIDEN crowed Saturday that August’s jobs report shows that the economy is improving — even though only 142,000 positions were generated in July, the fewest in the past eight months.



BIDEN said job growth is progressing thanks to the Obama administration’s policies, but middle-class wages could still use a boost.



The bleak jobs report was “another reminder of how far we’ve come,” BIDEN said on the weekly White House address.



“We’ve had 54 straight months of job creation,” he continued. “And that’s the longest streak of uninterrupted job growth in the United States’ history.”



He added that the unemployment rate has decreased from 10% in October 2009 to around 6% currently.



“That’s all good news,” he said. “But an awful lot of middle-class Americans are still not feeling the effects of this recovery.”



The number of new jobs created last month comes far below the usual monthly average of about 200,000 new positions, according to Labor Department statistics.



BIDEN was filling in on the weekly radio and Internet address for Obama, who returned late Friday from the NATO summit in Wales.



The Hill

BIDEN: Economy on road to recovery since financial crisis

By: Kevin Cirilli / September 6, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN touted the recent jobs report during the White House's weekly address on Saturday. 



BIDEN, filling in for President Obama who is traveling overseas, said that the recent jobs data released on Friday was an indication of how much the country has improved since the 2008 collapse. 



"Yesterday’s jobs report was another reminder of how far we’ve come. We’ve had 54 straight months of job creation," BIDEN said. "And that’s the longest streak of uninterrupted job growth in the United States’s history."

While the unemployment rate fell to 6.1 percent on Friday, the economy only added 142,000 jobs last month -- the worst showing of the year, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported. 



BIDEN said that there's still a long way to go, but painted a picture of recovery. 



"We’ve gone from losing 9 million jobs during the financial crisis to creating 10 million jobs," BIDEN added. 



To help the middle class, BIDEN reiterated the administration's calls to reform the corporate tax code. 



"It’s time to have a fair tax structure, one that value paychecks as much as unearned income and inherited wealth, to take some of the burden off of the middle class," BIDEN said. 



On Monday, Secretary Treasurer Jack Lew is expected to unveil new guidelines aimed at closing corporate tax loopholes, commonly called "corporate inversions."
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The Republican

Vice President Joe BIDEN remembers friend 'Tommy' Menino as former Boston mayor dies at 71

By: Robert Rizzuto / October 30, 2014

Upon receiving the news that former Boston Mayor Tom Menino had passed away at the age of 71 on Thursday, Vice President Joe BIDEN shared fond memories of his friend "Tommy."



The Boston Globe

Menino was ‘bold, big-hearted, and Boston strong,’ Obama says

By: Matt Viser / October 30, 2014

Obama had offered to help in the wake of the Marathon bombings, so Menino asked him and Vice President Joe BIDEN for their assistance in dealing with the IRS. But in this case, Menino wrote in his memoir, Mayor for a New America, the request came with a veiled threat.



National Review Online

BIDEN’s Holding a Fundraiser for Braley Tonight

By: Jim Geraghty / October 30, 2014

Really? Vice President Joe BIDEN is holding a fundraiser for Bruce Braley tonight, in New York City?



The Weekly Standard

BIDEN Campaigns for Iowa's Dem Senate Candidate Bruce Braley... in New York City

By: Jeryl Bier / October 30, 2014

Just five days out from Election Day and Vice President Joe BIDEN is again campaigning for Iowa's Democratic Senate candidate Bruce Braley -- but not in Iowa.



NBC San Diego

Vice President Joe BIDEN Expected in Town This Weekend

By: Wendy Fry and Matthew Wood / October 30, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to be in town Saturday to make an appearance for the 52nd District incumbent, a source close to the campaign confirmed.



Fox 5 San Diego

VP Joe BIDEN to attend weekend event in San Diego

October 30, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to travel to San Diego over the weekend in support of a 52nd Congressional campaign.



The San Diego Union-Tribune

BIDEN to stump for Peters in SD

By: Michael Smolens / October 30, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will campaign in San Diego for Rep. Scott Peters on Saturday, according to the Democratic incumbent's campaign.



San Diego LGBT Weekly

Vice President Joe BIDEN to kick off ‘Get Out the Vote’ event for Rep. Peters

October 30, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit San Diego Saturday, Nov. 1, to kick off a ‘Get Out the Vote’ weekend for Rep. Scott Peters. The vice president will deliver remarks to volunteers and canvassers.



KVIA-TV El Paso

Joe BIDEN's domestic violence program recognizes El Paso DA's Office initiative

October 30, 2014

El Paso’s District Attorney’s Office has been recognized by Vice President Joe BIDEN’s 1 is 2 Many report.



Better Roads Magazine

VP BIDEN urges for increase in infrastructure spending 

By: Brian Ethridge / October 30, 2014

Vice President BIDEN wants to see an increase in infrastructure spending, saying it would spur growth and create jobs. 



Engineering News-Record

BIDEN Calls For More Private Investment To Expand Infrastructure

By: Bruce Buckley / October 30, 2014

With the Obama administration weeks away from issuing recommendations for how to speed delivery of infrastructure projects and streamline private financing, Vice President Joe BIDEN advocated for more private investment in infrastructure on Oct. 28.



RIA Novosti

US Vice President Congratulates Ukrainians on Parliamentary Elections: White House

October 30, 2014

US Vice President Joseph BIDEN congratulated Ukrainians on parliamentary elections during his phone conversation with Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk, the White House said in a statement.



Kuwait News Agency

BIDEN speaks with Yatsenyuk on Ukrainian elections

October 30, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke Thursday with Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenuk to congratulate the people of Ukraine on holding "successful, orderly democratic elections despite continuing disruptions of law and order by Russian proxies in the eastern part of the country and Russia's refusal to allow voting in Crimea." 



Moscow Time

Yatsenyuk to Discuss Ukrainian Gas Imports Financing With Merkel, BIDEN

October 30, 2014

Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk said Thursday that he would discuss ways of financing Ukraine's energy expenditure with German Chancellor Angela Merkel and US Vice President Joe BIDEN.



USA Today

Obama spokesman pays off World Series bet

By: David Jackson / October 30, 2014

To the victor belong the spoils. Kendra Barkoff, press secretary for Vice President BIDEN and San Francisco Giants fan, claimed her World Series winnings Thursday from White House press secretary and Kansas City Royals fan Josh Earnest.



The Hill

Earnest pays off World Series bet

By: Justin Sink / October 30, 2014

Earnest was making good on his World Series wager with Vice President BIDEN’s press secretary, Kendra Barkoff, a Bay Area native.



The Hill

Earnest pays off World Series bet

By: Justin Sink / October 30, 2014

As if the heartbreaking one-run loss in Game 7 of the World Series was not hard enough for White House spokesman Josh Earnest, Thursday saw the longtime Kansas City Royals fan donning a San Francisco Giants baseball cap in the press briefing room. Earnest was making good on his World Series wager with Vice President BIDEN’s press secretary, Kendra Barkoff, a Bay Area native.







The Boston Globe

Menino was ‘bold, big-hearted, and Boston strong,’ Obama says

By: Matt Viser / October 30, 2014



WASHINGTON - In 2004, the two men addressed the Democratic National Convention in Boston, but they couldn’t have been more different.



One spoke eloquently, the other mumbled. One was on the political ascent, the other was in a job he never wanted to leave.



But over the years, those two men – then-candidate for US Senate Barack Obama and then-Boston Mayor Thomas M. Menino – shared the political gene of empathy.



Nine years later, when the two men appeared together in the dark hours after the Marathon bombing, they spoke as one in extolling Boston’s heroes and the city’s virtues.



Menino arrived in a wheelchair and pulled himself up on his broken leg to address a crowd in mourning.



“This is Boston,” Menino said. “A city with courage, compassion, and strength that knows no bounds.”



Menino was the emblem of a wounded city trying to heal, as President Obama reminded the nation on Thursday.



“Bold, big-hearted, and Boston strong, Tom was the embodiment of the city he loved and led for more than two decades,” Obama said in a statement on Thursday afternoon upon learning that Menino had died. “As Boston’s longest-serving mayor, Tom helped make his hometown the vibrant, welcoming, world-class place it is today. His legacy lives on in every neighborhood he helped revitalize, every school he helped turn around, and every community he helped make a safer, better place to live.”



Obama revealed in the statement that he spoken on Wednesday with Menino’s wife, Angela, shortly before the former mayor died. A White House official said Obama was aware of Menino’s declining health and wanted to convey his thoughts and prayers.



As a politician, Menino was vastly different from Obama. They clashed at times. Menino endorsed Hillary Clinton in the 2008 Democratic primary, and sent some of his campaign workers up to New Hampshire to help her win the state.



But a month after Obama’s inauguration, Menino was at the White House with other mayors, bragging to the president about Boston. Menino later became more accepting of charter schools in part because of Obama administration education policies. Menino would also call upon Obama for help in his city.



After the Boston Marathon bombings, for example, Menino helped establish One Fund Boston, a non-profit that would provide assistance to the victims of the attack. But organizers were having trouble with IRS lawyers about allowing donors to the fund to claim their contributions as a tax deduction.



Obama had offered to help in the wake of the Marathon bombings, so Menino asked him and Vice President Joe BIDEN for their assistance in dealing with the IRS. But in this case, Menino wrote in his memoir, Mayor for a New America, the request came with a veiled threat.



“It would be a shame if someone leaked the news that IRS bureaucrats were blocking help to the victims of the deadliest terrorist bombing since 9/11…” Menino recalled saying in his book. “The problem went away,” he wrote.



Menino, who as mayor was always on the move, became increasingly frustrated with the political paralysis he saw in Washington, and the inability of national leaders to do basic tasks. To him, it may have been the national equivalent of a snowstorm without city plows getting on the streets.



In December 2012, as Congress tried to figure out several financial issues, Menino was in the hospital. He sat down and wrote a letter to Obama and House Speaker John Boehner.



“In Washington, “winning the 24-hour news cycle” is victory,” he wrote on Dec. 1, 2012. “You know what victory is for patients down the hall from me? Walking.”



“Outside of Washington, we don’t spend all day on your potential ‘Grand Bargain,’” he added. “Here, the term sounds like the frozen smoothie Brian offers me in exchange for another go at the stair machine. But if it means you’ll come together for the American people, do that. We’ve had enough Democrat and Republican speak for a while.”



When Obama made a visit to Boston in October 2013, on the same day that the Red Sox were playing the Cardinals at Fenway Park in Game Six of the World Series, Menino met Obama at the airport and presented him with a Sox cap (of the Red Sox variety, not the president’s beloved White Sox).



A few months later, Menino was at the White House – celebrating the Red Sox championship. He stood in the Oval Office, leaning on a cane molded from a Louisville Slugger baseball bat, as he and his wife, Angela, talked with the president. He ambled onto the South Lawn with BIDEN, serenaded by a favorite Fenway song, Sweet Caroline, and its tale of good times that “never seemed so good.”



The Republican

Vice President Joe BIDEN remembers friend 'Tommy' Menino as former Boston mayor dies at 71

By: Robert Rizzuto / October 30, 2014



WASHINGTON — Upon receiving the news that former Boston Mayor Tom Menino had passed away at the age of 71 on Thursday, Vice President Joe BIDEN shared fond memories of his friend "Tommy."



The following is BIDEN's full, unedited statement, as released by the White House.



"Jill and I were saddened to hear of the passing of our good friend, Boston Mayor Thomas Menino. Tommy was our friend for a long, long time, and he was without a doubt one of the finest Mayors this nation has ever seen. His heart was always as big as the city he loved. And he was, to his core, the very definition of Boston Strong. Unyielding. Absolutely committed.

The poet R. G. Ingersoll could have been describing Tommy when he wrote:



“When the will defies fear;



When duty throws the gauntlet down to fate;



When honor scorns compromise with death - - this is heroism!”



In the days following the Boston Marathon bombing Tommy was heroic. He was calm in the face of uncertainty, and resolute as the whole world watched.



Even as he should have been in bed, Tommy stood tall, marching through the streets of Boston with a Louisville Slugger for a walking stick. He was determined to protect the people of his city, whether from high profile tragedies like the bombing or the everyday tragedies of gun violence as a leading member of Mayors Against Illegal Guns.



It was an honor to work with Tommy on the investments that improved Boston’s neighborhoods, schools, housing and infrastructure. The “Menino Way” is evident in every park, every school, and every corner of Boston that emerged safer, cleaner, and stronger than before.



His legacy will live on in the city he loved, and in the example he set for public servants everywhere.



Boston’s first Italian-American Mayor earned what my mother always said was the highest compliment we Irish can give: He was a good man."



National Review Online

BIDEN’s Holding a Fundraiser for Braley Tonight

By: Jim Geraghty / October 30, 2014



Really? Vice President Joe BIDEN is holding a fundraiser for Bruce Braley tonight, in New York City?



Isn’t it a little late in the cycle for fundraising? Aren’t campaigns in the fund-spending stage?



Note that the best way the Democrats could use BIDEN was in a New York City fundraiser, not on the stump in Iowa… and does this mean that they think Braley is one of the Democrats with the best chance to win? Or the one who needs the most help?



The Weekly Standard

BIDEN Campaigns for Iowa's Dem Senate Candidate Bruce Braley... in New York City

By: Jeryl Bier / October 30, 2014



Just five days out from Election Day and Vice President Joe BIDEN is again campaigning for Iowa's Democratic Senate candidate Bruce Braley -- but not in Iowa. Thursday afternoon, BIDEN heads to the 8th Floor in New York City according to the official White House schedule for a 6:00 p.m. event:



The 8th Floor is a "private exhibition and event space established to promote cultural and philanthropic initiatives." There is a note on the organization's website that "the 8th Floor will be closed to the public on the 29th and 30th of October." It is not clear if Braley himself will be attending the event, but a search for the event on Braley's campaign website comes up empty:



According to the White House schedule, the event will be closed to the press.



NBC San Diego

Vice President Joe BIDEN Expected in Town This Weekend

By: Wendy Fry and Matthew Wood / October 30, 2014



Scott Peters may be getting some help in his Congressional campaign this weekend.



Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to be in town Saturday to make an appearance for the 52nd District incumbent, a source close to the campaign confirmed.



BIDEN is also expected to attend a Get Out The Vote rally in San Bernardino for the Democratic candidate for California's 31st Congressional District, Redlands Mayor Pete Aguilar, and State Senator Alex Padilla, the Democratic candidate for Secretary of State. A press release from Aguilar's campaign said the event starts at noon.  



The FAA has issued a temporary flight restriction for "VIP Movement" for Friday evening in San Diego. 



The vice president is expected to fly in Friday evening, then make an appearance for Peters on Saturday, a source close to the campaign confirmed. Peters is in a heated battle with former City Council member Carl DeMaio for the seat.



DeMaio, who drew in cash with a visit from Speaker John Boehner earlier this month, wasn't surprised by the VP backing for Peters.



"Obama is rewarding Congressman Scott Peters with a visit from the Vice President because they know he has served as a rubber-stamp for this Administration's failed policies,” said Dave McCulloch, spokesperson for the DeMaio campaign.



Alex Roth, campaign spokesman for Peters, confirmed the vice-president's planned visit, but said he had no comment.



Fox 5 San Diego

VP Joe BIDEN to attend weekend event in San Diego

October 30, 2014



SAN DIEGO – Vice President Joe BIDEN is expected to travel to San Diego over the weekend in support of a 52nd Congressional campaign.



Congressman Scott Peters is expecting the vice president to make an appearance at an event on Saturday, sources close to the campaign said.



Sources told Fox5, BIDEN will be flying to San Diego Friday evening, but did not disclose details about Saturday’s event.



The race between Peters and Carl DeMaio has been heated.



DeMaio campaign spokesman Dave McCulloch released a statement Thursday about BIDEN’s expected visit.



“Obama is rewarding Congressman Scott Peters with a visit from the Vice President because they know he has served as a rubber-stamp for this Administration’s failed policies,” said McCulloch.



The San Diego Union-Tribune

BIDEN to stump for Peters in SD

By: Michael Smolens / October 30, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will campaign in San Diego for Rep. Scott Peters on Saturday, according to the Democratic incumbent's campaign.



Peters is in what polls say is a tight race with Republican Carl DeMaio -- one of the most closely watched and expensive congressional campaigns in the nation.



The race has generated more than $10 million in spending by the candidates' campaigns, political parties and independent committees.



BIDEN will deliver remarks to volunteers and canvassers at 8:30 a.m. at the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers on Kearny Mesa Road, according to the Peters campaign.



In 2012, Peters received a high-profile endorsement from former President Bill Clinton, but that took place at an event in Irvine where Clinton appeared with other candidates as well.



Peters defeated incumbent Republican Brian Bilbray in a close race that took days to determine the winner.



BIDEN won't be the first national political figure to come to San Diego to assist a candidate in this race. House Speaker John Boehner appeared at a private fundraiser for DeMaio earlier this month.



San Diego LGBT Weekly

Vice President Joe BIDEN to kick off ‘Get Out the Vote’ event for Rep. Peters

October 30, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit San Diego Saturday, Nov. 1, to kick off a ‘Get Out the Vote’ weekend for Rep. Scott Peters. The vice president will deliver remarks to volunteers and canvassers. The event will begin at 8:30 a.m. at the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers on Kearny Mesa Road.



Rep. Peters, a member of the House Armed Services and Science, Space and Technology committees, has been a strong supporter of investment in research and biotechnology jobs. He has been endorsed by groups ranging from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to the National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare.



KVIA-TV El Paso

Joe BIDEN's domestic violence program recognizes El Paso DA's Office initiative

October 30, 2014



EL PASO, Texas -El Paso’s District Attorney’s Office has been recognized by Vice President Joe BIDEN’s 1 is 2 Many report.



The DA’s Office created the 24-Hour Contact Initiative in August 2008 with its goal to move quickly in possible family violence cases.



According to the 1 is 2 Many report, “Within 24 hours of an arrest, an investigator and victim advocate visit a survivor’s home; they assess whether she needs help (e.g., whether injuries have been properly treated, whether she and her children need shelter or counseling); give her contact information for services; and gather more evidence. The team operates on an extended schedule, seven days a week. After the home visits, the team meets with the prosecutor – as well as law enforcement officers, the local shelter, a community mental health agency, and the corrections department – to conduct an in-depth review of the case.”



District Attorney Jaime Esparza then decides what action to take. The action may include prosecution, battering intervention, counseling, or pre-trial diversion.



If a trial is chosen, the goal is to go to trial within a month.



According to the Texas Council on Family Violence (TCFV), in 2007 there were 189,401 incidents of family violence documented in Texas.



In 2008, the 34th Judicial District Attorney’s Office handled 4,542 family violence cases.



Read the full University of Texas study of El Paso District Attorney's Office 24 Hour Contact Initiative at http://bit.ly/1xGckVc



Read below for more on the El Paso initiative from the 1 is 2 Many report:



According to a study by the University of Texas, the home visits provide important emotional and other support to victims, and the project has created a “paradigm shift” in how family violence cases are viewed and prosecuted: the crimes are taken more seriously, evidence is gathered more effectively, local stakeholders work more collaboratively, and prosecutions are more successful.



Also, women at the border, both documented and undocumented, have increasingly come forward to report their abuse. One participant in the study said the program has reduced the stigma associated with these crimes: “family violence is no longer a joke in El Paso County.” Said another: “It’s become a respectable complaint, like a civil right.”



Better Roads Magazine

VP BIDEN urges for increase in infrastructure spending 

By: Brian Ethridge / October 30, 2014



Vice President BIDEN wants to see an increase in infrastructure spending, saying it would spur growth and create jobs. 



“Build, build, build, build. … We built the transcontinental railroad,” BIDEN said at an event hosted by CG/LA Infrastructure. “The first federal road was built from Washington to Ohio … [We] built a thing called the Eerie Canal … ladies and gentlemen, we always have to build. That’s who we are.” 



BIDEN went as far to say it’s “absolutely brain dead” not to be spending money on infrastructure that improves U.S. ports. 



“It’s like that old line from the baseball movie ‘Field of Dreams’: ‘If you build it, they will come,” BIDEN said. “Invest in these ports and guess what? Manufacturing will come.” 



The purpose of the event BIDEN spoke at was to bring together top business leaders in hopes of encouraging investment in the largest 100 infrastructure projects in North America. 



“Vice President BIDEN knows infrastructure and is a great spokesman for our industry,” said CG/LA President and CEO Norman F. Anderson. “He relates well to this crowd and can speak in their language as few can. We are honored that he took time out of his unimaginably busy schedule to join us.” 



BIDEN has always stressed the importance of infrastructure. Back in July he released a video explaining the “Grow America Act.” 



Engineering News-Record

BIDEN Calls For More Private Investment To Expand Infrastructure

By: Bruce Buckley / October 30, 2014



With the Obama administration weeks away from issuing recommendations for how to speed delivery of infrastructure projects and streamline private financing, Vice President Joe BIDEN advocated for more private investment in infrastructure on Oct. 28. Speaking before a group of public and private executives attending the North American Strategic Infrastructure Leadership Forum in Washington, D.C., BIDEN said improving and expanding infrastructure is a critical component in future job growth in the United States, highlighting a need for more public-private partnerships.



“All the government can do is act as a catalyst,” he said. “You are creating the opportunities.”



BIDEN’s remarks come in advance of a report, due by Nov. 14, from an interagency infrastructure-finance working group tasked with identifying ways to overcome hurdles to private financing and to speed projects to completion. President Obama’s “Build America Investment Initiative,” which was announced in July, directed Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew and Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx to form the working group.



BIDEN specifically noted a need to upgrade U.S. ports so that they can accommodate New Panamax ships that will be in use after the Panama Canal expansion project completes in 2016. He said increased activity in the energy sector has helped spur opportunities in the manufacturing sector, adding that greater expansion could come with improved ports and rail systems. “[Manufacturing jobs] are only going to come home and stay home if we have the most modern infrastructure,” he said.



Referencing past U.S. transportation construction feats, such as the Transcontinental Railroad and the Erie Canal, BIDEN said it’s time to write a new chapter: “Build, build, build.”



Norman Anderson, president & CEO of CG/LA Infrastructure, which organized the conference, said that while the Obama administration is calling for “build, build, build,” he hears members of the industry saying “plan, plan, plan.”



Anderson says a big theme of the conference, which took place Oct. 28-30, was the need for a “predictable and realistic” infrastructure plan. “We need to think through what we want to accomplish and then figure out the milestone along the way to make that happen,” he said.



Although much of the infrastructure debate is focused on funding, Anderson said, “it’s not a money issue; it’s about having a predictable pipeline of projects.” He noted that some states have expressed and interest in seeing more unsolicited bids for work, however, without a strategic vision, private investors are hesitant to put such bids together.



“That proactivity comes from having a plan,” he said. “If [the federal government and the states] can lay out a plan that says, ‘This is what we want to do and what we want to see in terms of increased infrastructure investment,’ then the private sector guys know how to get involved in projects.”



Doug Koelemay, director of the Virginia Office of Transportation Public-Private Partnerships, says that while PPP is an important part of Virginia’s transportation plan, public funding and financing tools drive the process. “[Private investment] succeeds best if you have a really strong core, which is the basic funding that the public sector brings—from federal, state and local governments—to infrastructure funding,” he says. “Trying to substitute [PPP] for that basic program just isn’t going to work.”



Koelemay says that in addition to passing long-term transportation bills, the federal government can expand and enhance financing tools such as the TIFIA program, which Virginia has used on PPP projects such as the 495 Express Lanes project and the 95 Express Lanes project outside of Washington, D.C. “That is a clear example of the federal government establishing tools that helped us put partnerships together more quickly than we otherwise might have been able to do,” he says.



Kuwait News Agency

BIDEN speaks with Yatsenyuk on Ukrainian elections

October 30, 2014



WASHINGTON, Oct 30 (KUNA) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke Thursday with Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenuk to congratulate the people of Ukraine on holding "successful, orderly democratic elections despite continuing disruptions of law and order by Russian proxies in the eastern part of the country and Russia's refusal to allow voting in Crimea." 



The leaders also discussed, "the supply of gas to Ukraine following Russia's unilateral decision to halt supplies in June, as well as an expanded international financial support program for Ukraine as the new government pursues urgently needed reforms," said a White House Statement.



Lastly, Bide noted that, "he is looking forward to discussing how the United States can further assist Ukraine during his visit to Kyiv next month."



RIA Novosti

US Vice President Congratulates Ukrainians on Parliamentary Elections: White House

October 30, 2014



WASHINGTON, October 31 (RIA Novosti) - US Vice President Joseph BIDEN congratulated Ukrainians on parliamentary elections during his phone conversation with Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk, the White House said in a statement.



"Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke today with Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk to congratulate the people of Ukraine on holding successful, orderly, democratic elections," said the statement released on Thursday.



According to the statement the two politicians also discussed the Russian-Ukrainian gas dispute and the expanded international financial aid to Ukraine.



BIDEN said that he is "looking forward to discussing how the United States can further assist Ukraine during his visit to Kiev next month."



On Monday US Vice President BIDEN congratulated Ukraine on elections in a phone conversation with the country's President Petro Poroshenko. It was announced that BIDEN will travel to Ukraine the week of November 17 and meet with Poroshenko to discuss bilateral relations and the implementation of Kiev's ceasefire agreement with the independence supporters of Southeastern Ukraine.



On Sunday, October 26, early parliamentary elections were held in Ukraine against the background of a serious political and economic crisis.



With 99.65 percent of the votes now counted, the People's Front party headed by Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk is leading with 22.16 percent, followed closely by Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko's Bloc with 21.83 percent of the votes.



Moscow Time

Yatsenyuk to Discuss Ukrainian Gas Imports Financing With Merkel, BIDEN

October 30, 2014



KIEV, October 30 (RIA Novosti) - Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk said Thursday that he would discuss ways of financing Ukraine's energy expenditure with German Chancellor Angela Merkel and US Vice President Joe BIDEN.



"Today I will hold a number of telephone talks with US Vice President BIDEN, German Chancellor Angela Merkel and one of the main issues that we will discuss will be the gas agreement and additional financial measures that will allow Ukraine to stabilize its budget and to pay the energy bills," Yatsenyuk said at a ministerial meeting.



Ukraine currently receives gas only through reverse flows as Russian energy giant Gazprom switched the country to a prepayment system over its gas debt of more than $5 billion. In September, Russia and the European Commission proposed the so-called winter package, according to which Ukraine should pay $3.1 billion of its debt to Russia by the end of the year in exchange for gas deliveries during the winter period.



Earlier in the day, Ukrainian authorities confirmed their readiness to pay the requested $3.1 billion, with the first tranche of $1.45 billion being transferred in the near future and the second payment of $1.65 billion to take place by the end of the year. Russia, Ukraine and the European Union resumed negotiations on a temporary gas delivery agreement on Wednesday.



USA Today

Obama spokesman pays off World Series bet

By: David Jackson / October 30, 2014



To the victor belong the spoils.



Kendra Barkoff, press secretary for Vice President BIDEN and San Francisco Giants fan, claimed her World Series winnings Thursday from White House press secretary and Kansas City Royals fan Josh Earnest.



A selfie with Earnest wearing a Giants cap.



The Giants beat the Royals 3-2 on Wednesday night to claim the seventh and deciding game of this year's World Series.



The Hill

Earnest pays off World Series bet

By: Justin Sink / October 30, 2014



As if the heartbreaking one-run loss in Game 7 of the World Series was not hard enough for White House spokesman Josh Earnest, Thursday saw the longtime Kansas City Royals fan donning a San Francisco Giants baseball cap in the press briefing room.



Earnest was making good on his World Series wager with Vice President BIDEN’s press secretary, Kendra Barkoff, a Bay Area native.



The duo made a bet that the series loser would have to take a selfie wearing the opposing team’s cap. San Francisco edged the Royals 3-2 in Wednesday night’s decisive game.



Before Game 7, Earnest told reporters that “the day of game seven, when your team is in the World Series, is bar none the greatest day in the baseball season.”



Asked if he might be jinxing his team, which stormed through the opening rounds of the playoffs, Earnest shrugged off the suggestion.



“I think that they are on such a roll that there is nothing I could say from here that’s going to impact their performance tonight,” Earnest said. “But I, like many people across the country, will be rooting for America’s team tonight. So it should be good.”



Despite the disappointment, Earnest was gracious to Giants fans shortly after their victory.
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The Hill

USA chants welcome Biden to Ukraine

By Rachel Huggins / June 7, 2014



Vice President Biden and U.S. officials attending inaugural events honoring Ukraine's new leader were warmly greeted as they walked the streets of Kiev.



After Petro Poroshenko was sworn into office on Saturday, Biden and Sen. McCain (R-Ariz.) ditched the presidential motorcade and opted to walk to the new president's reception when crowds lined the streets cheering, “thank you” and “USA.” 



Members of the delegation include: Rep. Marcy Kaptur (D-Ohio), Sen. Chris Murphy (D-Conn.), Sen. Ron Johnson (R-Wis.), U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Geoffrey Pyatt, Daniel B. Baer, ambassador to the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe Victoria Nuland, Assistant Secretary of State for European and Eurasian Affairs.



Biden greeted everyone he encountered as he and other presidential delegation members walked the red carpet leading to the ceremony.



“How are you? You’re a handsome boy. I’d like to borrow that tie,” Biden told a young boy, according to a White House pool report. He also said hello to several officials and introduced McCain, saying, “You know my friend the senator.”



Poroshenko and Biden spoke for a few minutes at the reception.



“Mr. President, congratulations,” Biden said before posing for photos. McCain embraced the chocolate tycoon-turned president with a hug.



 “It’s wonderful to stand with you,” Murphy told the new president.





Radio Free Europe

Biden Meets Moldovan, Georgian Leaders In Kyiv

By: RFE/RL / June 9, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe Biden has met with Moldovan President Nicolae Timofti during his visit to Kyiv for the inauguration of new Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko.

 

The U.S. White House said in a statement that, during the meeting on June 7, Biden announced an additional $8 million in assistance to Moldova, pending consultations with the U.S. Congress. 

 

The assistance is to support Moldova's European choice and mitigate vulnerabilities to external pressure.

 

The White House said the package will build upon $2.7 million in U.S. assistance announced on March 3 which is helping Moldovan businesses to increase productivity and competiveness so they are better positioned to take advantage of European markets. 

 

When added to funds previously budgeted, the United States is providing approximately $31 million in assistance to Moldova this year. 

 

While in Kyiv, Biden also met Georgian President Giorgi Margvelashvili.

 

The White House said that, during the meeting, Biden announced an additional $5 million in assistance for Georgia, pending consultations with the U.S. Congress.

 

This assistance will help individuals affected by Russia’s "borderization" of the Administrative Boundary Lines (ABLs) of Georgia's occupied territories, increase access to independent information in the region, promote national unity, and help Tbilisi conduct reforms to strengthen justice sector institutions.

 

This follows the $1.5 million ABL assistance announced by Secretary of State John Kerry at the U.S.-Georgia Strategic Partnership meeting on February 26.

 

When added to funds previously budgeted, Washington is now providing approximately $65 million in assistance to Georgia this year.





Bloomberg

Ukrainian Leader Says Eastern Violence Must End This Week

By: Daria Marchak, Daryna Krasnolutska and Volodymyr Verbyany / June 9, 2014



Ukraine’s new leader, Petro Poroshenko, said the violence that’s rocked the former Soviet republic’s easternmost regions must end this week as peace talks began involving an envoy of Russian President Vladimir Putin.



Poroshenko, who took the oath of office June 7, said negotiations should be held daily. Yesterday’s three-way talks in Kiev included the Ukrainian ambassador to Germany, Pavlo Klimkin, the Russian envoy to Ukraine, Mikhail Zurabov, and Heidi Tagliavini, a special representative of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe.



“We must stop the violence this week,” Poroshenko said on his website. “Every day when people die, every day when Ukraine pays such a high price is unacceptable.”



Poroshenko, who was sworn in a day after discussing cease-fire proposals with Putin, used his inauguration speech to present a plan to bring peace after more than six months of unrest that’s pitted the U.S. and Europe against Russia in the worst standoff since the Cold War. After his May 25 election victory, the 48-year-old billionaire’s ability to repair relations with Russia will be key to success in pacifying the Donetsk and Luhansk regions, where the military is battling a separatist insurgency.

Gas Talks



Talks between Russia’s gas export monopoly, OAO Gazprom (OGZD), and Ukraine’s state-run NAK Naftogaz Ukrainy on resolving a dispute over prices and money owed for past supplies were set to take place in Brussels today, Ukrainian Energy Minister Yuri Prodan said by phone. Russia has set a deadline of tomorrow for Ukraine to start pre-paying for gas. Russia’s Vedomosti newspaper reported that Ukraine will pay $1 billion today for gas supplied in November and December.



Russia’s Micex stock index rose 0.3 percent as of 4:15 p.m. in Moscow. It’s climbed more than 20 percent from a March 14 low. The ruble headed for the strongest level in two weeks, appreciating 0.4 percent to 39.8907 against the central bank’s target basket of dollars and euros.



Ukrainian government dollar bonds gained to a five-month high, with the yield on debt due in July 2017 falling 13 basis points to 8.84 percent, down from 14.7 percent five weeks ago.



Meanwhile, unrest continued in eastern Ukraine. Insurgents attacked a military building in Torez, 70 kilometers (45 miles) east of Donetsk, and two people died from gas inhalation after a fire broke out, the local Ostrov news service reported late yesterday.



Base Attacked



Ukrainian soldiers repelled an insurgent attack on a military base in Artemivsk, about 80 kilometers north of Donetsk, Vladyslav Seleznyov, the spokesman for the military operation, said on his Facebook page today. The rebels have changed tactics and are now working in small groups attacking military convoys, he said.



In his speech, Poroshenko switched between languages to address Russian speakers in their mother tongue, pledging to “preserve and strengthen Ukrainian unity and ensure lasting peace.” He said he’d steer the nation toward closer ties with the European Union, create jobs and stamp out graft.



Poroshenko, a businessman with investments including chocolates and media who’s Ukraine’s fifth president since the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, has said he’s not seeking revenge, offering safe corridors for “Russian mercenaries” to leave the country and an amnesty for those who didn’t kill. He’s said he’ll present a plan to decentralize power and urged early parliamentary elections.



Peace Window



“There’s a window for peace now, but it won’t stay indefinitely,” U.S. Vice President Joe Biden said at a meeting with Poroshenko. “We look for Mr. Putin to meet his end of the commitments and deliver on the pledge to actually work with your government.”



Pro-Russian separatist leaders denounced Poroshenko, with Alexander Boroday, leader of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic, saying he’s the “president of another country,” according to the Russian state-owned RIA Novosti news service. Boroday and his Luhansk counterpart, Valeriy Bolotov, said the Kiev government must withdraw its army before any talks are possible, RIA reported.



Putin ordered security services to enforce the border with Ukraine on June 7, according to RIA. The two countries earlier agreed to close sections of the frontier, Poroshenko said June 6. The Foreign Ministry in Moscow said it was notified by the authorities in Kiev that eight checkpoints were shut.



Obama Meeting



Poroshenko and Putin had a brief meeting June 6 in France, where the Russian president also spoke face-to-face with U.S. President Barack Obama for the first time since the crisis in Ukraine escalated in February.

The U.S. and its European allies say Putin is behind the unrest in eastern Ukraine, where hundreds have died. Russia has condemned the administration in Kiev’s use of armed forces against its own people.



“The Ukrainian leadership must show its goodwill and wisdom,” Putin said at a news conference in Normandy June 6. “They have to immediately stop the operation and announce a cease-fire. There is no other way to create the conditions for negotiations.”





Bloomberg

Russia-Ukraine Talks to Start as Poroshenko Seeks Peace

By: Daryna Krasnolutska and Kateryna Choursina / June 07, 2014



Ukraine’s new leader, Petro Poroshenko, has agreed to start talks with an envoy of Russian President Vladimir Putin about ending separatist violence in the former Soviet republic’s easternmost regions.



Poroshenko took the oath of office as Ukraine’s president yesterday, a day after he discussed with Putin his proposals for the first steps toward a cease-fire. In his inauguration speech, he presented a plan to bring peace to the nation after more than six months of unrest that’s pitted the U.S. and Europe against Russia in the worst standoff since the Cold War.



“I know that peace is the most important thing that Ukrainian people desire now,” Poroshenko, 48, said yesterday in parliament in Kiev.



Poroshenko, switching between languages to address Russian speakers in their mother tongue, pledged to “preserve and strengthen Ukrainian unity and ensure lasting peace” in the country ravaged by separatist violence. The billionaire, who said he became a grandfather for the first time yesterday, vowed to steer the former Soviet republic toward closer ties with the European Union, create jobs and stamp out corruption.



“There’s a window for peace now, but it won’t stay indefinitely,” U.S. Vice President Joe Biden said yesterday at a meeting with Poroshenko in Kiev. “We look for Mr. Putin to meet his end of the commitments and deliver on the pledge to actually work with your government.”



‘Adequate, Realistic’



After his May 25 landslide election victory, Poroshenko’s ability to repair relations with the country’s eastern neighbor will be key to his success in pacifying Ukraine’s easternmost regions, where the military is battling a separatist insurgency. Ukraine is awaiting the arrival of Putin’s envoy for talks, Andriy Zhigulin, Poroshenko’s spokesman, said today by phone.



Poroshenko’s speech addressed “all the pressing issues,” Yuriy Yakymenko, head of political research at the Razumkov Center, said by phone from Kiev. “The plan of action proposed to stabilize the internal Ukrainian situation is entirely adequate and realistic. Poroshenko clearly prioritized and targeted foreign policy. He also called a spade a spade, what really is happening, and this is important.”



Poroshenko promised safe corridors for “Russian mercenaries” to leave the country and pledged an amnesty for those who didn’t kill servicemen or civilians. The president said he’ll present a plan to decentralize power and urged early parliamentary elections. He also vowed to crush the insurgency, protect Ukraine as a “unitary state,” while guaranteeing the rights of Russian speakers.



‘Authority, Decisiveness’



“The head of state has a wide spectrum of different instruments to ensure territorial integrity and peace,” Poroshenko said. “There will be no shortage of authority and decisiveness. I do not seek revenge.”



Pro-Russian separatist leaders denounced Poroshenko, with Alexander Boroday, leader of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic, saying he’s the “president of another country,” according to the Russian state-owned RIA Novosti news service. Boroday and his Luhansk counterpart, Valeriy Bolotov, said the Kiev government must withdraw its army before any talks are possible, according to the news service.



Poroshenko’s remarks “look hopeful” and Russia will continue to have working relations with Ukraine, Mikhail Zurabov, Russia’s ambassador in Kiev, said yesterday, RIA reported. The issue of Crimea, annexed by Russia from Ukraine in March, will be peripheral while the two parties work to restore links, Zurabov said, according to RIA.



Border Controls



Putin yesterday ordered security services to enforce the border with Ukraine, according to RIA. The two countries earlier agreed to jointly close sections of the border in the conflict regions, Poroshenko said June 6 in a statement. The Foreign Ministry in Moscow said it received notification by the authorities in Kiev of eight checkpoints having been shut.



The U.S. yesterday pledged a $48 million assistance package to Ukraine for tasks including strengthening the border guard service and “confidence-building measures that enhance national unity, particularly in the East and South,” according to a statement from the White House.



Poroshenko and Putin had a brief meeting June 6 in France, where the Russian president also spoke face-to-face with U.S. President Barack Obama for the first time since the crisis in Ukraine escalated in February. Putin welcomed Poroshenko’s commitment to ending the bloodshed and said the government in Kiev must call off its military campaign against pro-Russian separatists.



Asset Rally



The diplomatic flurry pushed Russian financial markets higher. The benchmark stock index jumped 1 percent June 6, extending its gain since a mid-March low to 20 percent. The ruble added 0.8 percent against the dollar. The Ukrainian hryvnia, this year’s worst performer against the U.S. currency with a 30 percent plunge, advanced 0.8 percent.



Meanwhile, unrest continued in Ukraine’s easternmost regions. The army open fire on the insurgents’ base in the city of Slovyansk, forcing them to move their weapons stocks elsewhere, the local Novosti Donbassa newswire reported, without citing anyone. Government forces also used artillery on some occupied buildings, it said, without providing details of casualties.



Three crew members from a Ukrainian plane shot down near the city of Slovyansk two days ago died, three have been hospitalized and two are missing, Vladyslav Seleznyov, a Defense Ministry spokesman, said today on Facebook.



‘Goodwill, Wisdom’



The U.S. and its European allies say Putin is behind the unrest in eastern Ukraine, where hundreds have died in the separatist insurgency. Russia accuses them of backing what it considers an illegitimate administration in Kiev that’s using armed force against its own people.



“The Ukrainian leadership must show its goodwill and wisdom,” Putin said at a news conference in Normandy June 6. “They have to immediately stop the operation and announce a cease-fire. There is no other way to create the conditions for negotiations.”



Poroshenko, a businessman with investments including chocolates and media, became Ukraine’s fifth president since the collapse of the Soviet Union. Biden and European Union President Herman Van Rompuy were among leaders attending yesterday’s ceremony at parliament in Kiev.



“All neighbors stand to benefit from a return to stability in Ukraine and the promotion of growth and development,” Van Rompuy said yesterday in an e-mailed statement. “All neighbors also need to respect its sovereign choices, including stronger ties with the European Union, and its territorial integrity.”
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Petro Poroshenko Sworn In as Ukraine President

By: Paul Sonne and Colleen McCain Nelson / June 7, 2014



KIEV—Chocolate tycoon Petro Poroshenko reached out to residents of Ukraine's restive east on Saturday, promising to end a separatist rebellion in their region that has left hundreds dead and pushed the former Soviet republic to the edge of civil war.



Mr. Poroshenko's ability to carry through with his promise of peace, to salvage Ukraine's economy and push the country toward Europe will determine the success of his presidency for the broad mass of pro-Europe demonstrators who rallied on Kiev's main square to topple Kremlin-friendly President Viktor Yanukovych in late February.



"I don't want war. I don't want revenge. I want peace," Mr. Poroshenko said at Ukraine's parliament, after being sworn in as the country's fifth president. The 48-year-old billionaire, who supported the anti-Yanukovych protests since their start late last year, said he was entering the presidency "to preserve and strengthen the unity of the nation."



The challenge facing Mr. Poroshenko comes amid the worst crisis in Ukraine's independent history, which has pitted the U.S. and Europe against Russia and driven the widest chasm between Washington and Moscow since the Cold War.



It isn't immediately clear how Mr. Poroshenko can stem the violence, however, seeing as he has ruled out talks with separatist officials and has said there aren't competent regional leaders with whom Kiev can negotiate.



In his speech, Mr. Poroshenko reached out to Ukrainians in the country's Russian-speaking Donetsk and Luhansk regions, part of the Donbas basin, where armed rebels have declared independent republics and denounced Kiev's plans to move toward Europe. Many have demanded to become part of Russia.



The separatist rebels have engaged in bloody clashes with the Ukrainian army since April, when Kiev launched a military offensive to quell the revolt. So far, the offensive has reclaimed some ground but failed to retake the bulk of the region. Meanwhile, it has angered locals upset by civilian casualties and caused many residents to flee their homes.



Kiev and its Western allies have accused Moscow of fomenting the unrest, a charge the Kremlin has denied. Mr. Poroshenko, whose confectionary firm Roshen saw its candies banned in Russia last year, hinted at the accusation of Russian involvement in his speech.



"On the path to the colossal possibilities that have opened up for the European modernization of Ukraine with the fall of tyranny, has arisen a real war, instigated and carried out on Ukrainian territory," he said. Ukrainians won't be made "slaves of criminality and bureaucracy, the servants of colonial authorities," the new president said. He wore a tie the colors of the Ukrainian flag.



Switching into Russian during his speech, Mr. Poroshenko made a direct plea to residents of the rebel-held areas, calling on all who had taken up weapons to lay down their arms and presenting what he called a plan for peace.



He promised more powers of self-governance for the regions by reforming the constitution and decentralizing control but denied calls, including by the Kremlin, to transform Ukraine into a federation of states. He vowed to respect easterners' right to speak Russian but said Ukrainian would remain the only official state language.



A former foreign minister, Mr. Poroshenko said rebels had not only engaged in looting and abuse of civilians but had also brought the region's economy to the "brink of complete catastrophe." He vowed to bring new jobs to the region, where the economy relies on coal mines and Soviet-era heavy industrial factories. The new president also promised to visit Donbas soon but made clear he wouldn't be negotiating with the separatist movement's leaders as the Kremlin has proposed.



"Today we need a legitimate partner for dialogue. We will not speak with bandits," Mr. Poroshenko said. "But the acting local legislators already don't represent anyone. We're prepared to call emergency local elections in Donbas."



Separatist leaders denounced Mr. Poroshenko's speech on Saturday. Alexander Borodai, a Moscow public-relations consultant leading the self-proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic, described the new Ukrainian president's comments as rhetorical propaganda and said he couldn't guarantee Mr. Poroshenko's safety on a trip to the region.



"Why on earth should we guarantee his security if he's the head of an enemy state?" Mr. Borodai said in an interview with the Russian tabloid website LifeNews. He said he would negotiate with Mr. Poroshenko only if he removed the Ukrainian military from Donetsk.



The Donetsk rebel defense commander, Igor Strelkov, told LifeNews he expected the violence to grow worse now that Mr. Poroshenko had assumed his duties. He said that Kiev had asked its Western allies for military aid in a move that the rebel leader said presaged more deaths.



Mr. Poroshenko said Kiev would permit each region to choose its own heroes and craft its own historical memory—an implicit reference to the general distaste in the country's east for Ukrainian nationalists primarily from the country's west.



Mr. Poroshenko guaranteed amnesty for locals without "the blood of Ukrainian soldiers and civilians on their hands" or a history of financing the separatists. He offered safe passage for rebel fighters from Russia to return to their home country.



Russia annexed the Black Sea peninsula of Crimea in March in response to the toppling of Mr. Yanukovych, provoking sanctions against Russian officials by the U.S. and the EU. Russian President Vladimir Putin met Mr. Poroshenko briefly Friday at a D-Day remembrance ceremony in Normandy, France. The new Ukrainian president said he told Mr. Putin that Crimea is Ukrainian but said he wanted to cooperate with Russia.



"There can be no compromises on questions of Crimea, our European choice and our structure of government," Mr. Poroshenko said, regarding Russia. "But all other things we should discuss and decide at the negotiating table."



Mr. Putin, who has pledged to work with Mr. Poroshenko, issued an order Saturday to Russia's Federal Security Service to step up controls on the country's border with Ukraine and prevent people from crossing illegally, according to the Interfax news agency. Ukraine has been forced to abandon border posts where the Luhansk and Donetsk regions meet Russia because guards there have come under fire by separatists. Weapons and reinforcements have flowed over the border, propping up the rebel militants.



The U.S. sent Vice President Joe Biden to Saturday's ceremony. Russia, meanwhile, sent its ambassador to Ukraine, Mikhail Zurabov. Mr. Biden met with Mr. Poroshenko after the speech and pledged $48 million more in U.S. aid, bringing the total U.S. assistance to Ukraine this year to more than $184 million. The U.S. also has provided a $1 billion loan guarantee to help salvage Ukraine's troubled finances.



Mr. Poroshenko spent part of his speech going after his predecessor, Mr. Yanukovych, saying the Donetsk native had betrayed his own people, robbed the region of its wealth and had turned to financing separatists from exile in Russia.



"It's precisely him who carries full responsibility for the political and socio-economic situation in the region," Mr. Poroshenko said. "And for the joblessness, for the poverty, for the refugees. And for the killed citizens and the mothers' tears." Mr. Yanukovych, who has been issuing statements from exile in the Russian city of Rostov-on-Don, didn't immediately respond.



During Mr. Yanukovych's inauguration in 2010, the doors to the Ukrainian parliament began closing as he tried to walk in the door, an accident many Ukrainians later said served as a harbinger of his ultimate rejection by the country's people.



On Saturday morning, as Mr. Poroshenko walked up to the same doors, a soldier standing guard dropped his gun and stumbled amid the sweltering heat, looking as if he was about to faint. Mr. Poroshenko continued on into the parliament. On his way out of the building, the new Ukrainian president stopped to check on the soldier's health.



During his speech, Mr. Poroshenko pledged to return Ukraine to its natural place in Europe, saying he would sign the economic portion of an integration pact with the European Union as soon as possible.



"The pen is in my hand," he said. He also vowed to fulfill all necessary requirements so Ukrainians can travel to Europe without visas starting in January 2015 and one day become citizens of the EU. To do that, he promised to snuff out corruption.



"We are a people who were separated from our great homeland of Europe," he said. "We are returning. Finally and irrevocably."



The additional U.S. aid will be directed at helping Ukraine make reforms necessary to comply with an International Monetary Fund assistance package. It will also go to building law enforcement capacity, particularly within the State Border Guard Service, among a number of other projects, the White House said.



One of those projects is the fight against corruption. Mr. Biden emphasized the importance of that fight in joint comments with Mr. Poroshenko on Saturday.



"Corruption is cancer," Mr. Biden said. "It eats away at the fabric of democracy." He said Mr. Poroshenko has shown the will to deal with the problem, as well as the political courage to take necessary steps that may prove unpopular on their face.



The U.S. vice president emphasized the need for Russia to help stop border incursions streaming into eastern Ukraine. "There's a window for peace," he said, appearing alongside Mr. Poroshenko. "And you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely."
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Poroshenko Takes Ukraine Helm With Tough Words for Russia

By: David Herszenhorn / June 7, 2014



KIEV, Ukraine — Petro Oleksiyovych Poroshenko, a pro-European, billionaire confectioner, was sworn in on Saturday as the fifth president of Ukraine, promising to put an end to a separatist insurrection in the east that has divided the country for months.



He also expressed new resolve, saying Ukraine would never accept Russia’s annexation of Crimea, a point he also made in a face-to-face meeting with President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia on Friday.



In a forceful inaugural address, Mr. Poroshenko, 48, called on rebel fighters in eastern Ukraine to put down their weapons and promised safe passage for “Russian mercenaries” who wished to return home. But he said there would be no negotiations with armed insurgents, raising the prospect of further bloodshed as the Ukrainian military seeks to quash the rebellion.



Though the United States and its Western allies expressed new hope of a diplomatic resolution after meetings with Mr. Putin in France at a commemoration of the 70th anniversary of D-Day, Russia’s intentions in Ukraine remain unclear, and there have been mixed signals on whether there is consensus among Western nations over further sanctions if diplomatic efforts fail.



Mr. Poroshenko, after being installed in a mostly solemn ceremony at the Ukrainian Parliament, said he hoped to mend relations with Russia. “Citizens of Ukraine will never enjoy the beauty of peace unless we settle down our relations with Russia,” he said.



At the same time, however, he voiced no willingness to tolerate recent Russian aggression or the annexation of Crimea, which Mr. Putin has described as the righting of a historical accident that separated the peninsula from its Russian roots.



“Russia occupied Crimea, which was, is and will be Ukrainian soil,” Mr. Poroshenko told an audience that included Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. and other international dignitaries. “Yesterday, in the course of the meeting in Normandy, I told this to President Putin: Crimea is Ukraine soil. Period. There can be no compromise on the issues of Crimea, European choice and state structure.”



Mr. Poroshenko also said he would move swiftly to sign political and economic agreements with the European Union that Ukraine’s former government, under heavy Russian pressure, backed away from in November, setting off the civil unrest. “My pen is in my hands,” he said, adding later, “European democracy, for me, is the best form of government invented by mankind.”



In a sign of outreach, Russia returned its ambassador, Mikhail Y. Zurabov, to Kiev to attend the inaugural festivities. Mr. Zurabov had been recalled to Russia after the ouster of the former Ukrainian president, Viktor F. Yanukovych.



And a day after President Obama demanded that Russia stop the flow of weapons and fighters into Ukraine, Russian news agencies reported that Mr. Putin had ordered tighter controls on the border to prevent people from crossing illegally.



Still, violence continued to flare in eastern Ukraine. An assassination attempt on Denis Pushilin, a pro-Russian, separatist leader in Donetsk, on Saturday resulted in the shooting death of an assistant, Maksym Petruhin. Photographs on Ukrainian news sites showed Mr. Petruhin, wearing a business suit, lying face down on a street alongside a parked car with at least seven bullet holes in the rear door panel.



Mr. Poroshenko won the presidency in a landslide on May 25, in a special election that was called after months of civil unrest toppled Mr. Yanukovych, who fled to Russia.



For many years, Mr. Poroshenko served in Parliament, including a stint as speaker. He was foreign minister under President Viktor A. Yushchenko and trade and economics minister under Mr. Yanukovych.



He earned his fortune making chocolate, and Russia is a major market for his company, Roshen, which has factories and other facilities there. His deep business ties in Russia and his long experience in Ukrainian politics had led to hope that he could negotiate successfully with the Kremlin.



In his inaugural speech, however, he was resolute against Russian intervention. “The issue of territorial integrity of Ukraine is not subject to discussion,” he said. “I have just sworn ‘with all my deeds to protect the sovereignty and independence of Ukraine,’ and I will always be faithful to this sacred promise.”



The ceremony was imbued with ritual. Mr. Poroshenko swore the oath of office with his hand on the 16th-century Peresopnytsia Gospel. He was presented with a bejeweled presidential necklace, which framed his tie of sky blue and yellow, Ukraine’s national colors. He was also given the bulava, a scepter that is a historical symbol of power.



Mr. Poroshenko opened his speech by recognizing the so-called Heavenly Hundred demonstrators who were killed in clashes with the police in Kiev in the days before Mr. Yanukovych was forced from power.



“Many people thought that we got independence without any difficulty,” he said. “It is not true.”



After calling for a moment of silence, he turned his attention to the pro-Russian violence in the east and switched from speaking Ukrainian to Russian.



He promised amnesty for fighters who put down their weapons and safe passage for Russian insurgents who wanted to go home. To the peaceful citizens of eastern Ukraine, he said he would welcome dialogue.



He offered conciliatory actions, promising to go to eastern Ukraine “with peace, with a project of government decentralization, with a guarantee of free usage of Russian language in your region, with the strong intention not to divide people into right and wrong Ukrainians, with respect for the specifics of regions, for the right of local communities to their peculiarities in the issues of historic memory, pantheon of heroes, religious traditions.”



Mr. Poroshenko also promised to pursue a jobs program and to fight the corruption that has plagued Ukraine throughout its post-Soviet history. He said he would push for parliamentary elections later this year, aiming to meet a demand of demonstrators — many of whom are still camping out in Independence Square in the center of Kiev — who say that changing presidents is not sufficient.



He also acknowledged that the uprising had deeply altered the country. “The victorious revolution of dignity not only changed the government,” he said. “The country has changed. People have changed.”



In conjunction with Mr. Biden’s visit, the White House announced $48 million in new aid to Ukraine, as well as $8 million for Moldova and $5 million for Georgia. Moldova and Georgia are also expected to sign agreements with the European Union this month and have come under Russian pressure as a result.



Meeting with Mr. Poroshenko, Mr. Biden saluted his efforts to combat corruption. “Corruption is a cancer,” he said. “It eats away the fabric of democracy.”



He also reiterated American support for Ukraine.

“America’s with you,” Mr. Biden said. “That is not hyperbole.”
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Poroshenko sworn in as Ukraine's president

By: Laura Mills and Jim Heintz / June 7, 2014



KIEV, Ukraine (AP) — Ukraine’s new president on Saturday called for pro-Russian rebels in the country’s east to lay down their arms and welcomed dialogue with the insurgents, but said he wouldn’t negotiate with those he called “gangsters and killers” and struck a defiant tone on the Russian-annexed Crimean Peninsula.



Petro Poroshenko’s inaugural address after taking the oath of office in parliament gave little sign of a quick resolution to the conflict in the east, which Ukrainian officials say has left more than 200 people dead.



He also firmly insisted that Crimea, the Black Sea peninsula annexed by Russia in March, “was, is and will be Ukrainian.” He gave no indication of how Ukraine could regain control of Crimea, which Russian President Vladimir Putin has said was allotted to Ukraine unjustly under Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev.



Hours after the speech, Putin ordered security tightened along Russia’s border with Ukraine to prevent illegal crossings, Russian news agencies said. Ukraine claims that many of the insurgents in the east have come from Russia; Poroshenko on Saturday said he would offer a corridor for safe passage of “Russian militants” out of the country.



Rebel leaders in the east dismissed Poroshenko’s speech.



“At the moment it’s impossible for him to come (to Donetsk for talks),” said Denis Pushilin, a top figure in the self-declared Donetsk People’s Republic. “Perhaps with security, a group, so people won’t tear him to pieces.”



Poroshenko offered amnesty to rebels who “don’t have blood on their hands.” But “I don’t believe it,” said Valery Bolotov, the insurgent leader in the Luhansk region. Rebels in both Luhansk and Donetsk have declared their regions independent.



The new president promised “I will bring you peace,” but did not indicate whether Ukrainian forces would scale back their offensives against the insurgency, which Ukraine says is fomented by Russia.



Russia has insisted on Ukraine ending its military operation in the east. Ambassador Mikhail Zurabov, representing Moscow at the inauguration, said Poroshenko’s statements “sound reassuring,” but “for us the principal thing is to stop the military operation,” adding that the insurgents should also stop fighting in order to bolster the delivery of humanitarian aid, RIA Novosti reported.



As president, the 48-year-old Poroshenko is commander-in-chief of the military and appoints the defense and foreign ministers. The prime minister is appointed by the parliament.



Poroshenko, often called “The Chocolate King” because of the fortune he made as a confectionery tycoon, was elected May 25. He replaces Oleksandr Turchynov, who served as interim president after Russia-friendly president Viktor Yanukovych fled the country in February after months of street protests against him.



The fall of Yanukovych aggravated long-brewing tensions in eastern and southern Ukraine, whose majority native Russian speakers denounced the new government as a nationalist putsch that aimed to suppress them.



Within a month, the Black Sea peninsula of Crimea was annexed by Russia after a secession referendum and an armed insurgency arose in the eastern provinces of Donetsk and Luhansk.



In his inaugural address, attended by dignitaries including U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Sen. John McCain and Democratic Rep. Marcy Kaptur, Poroshenko promised amnesty “for those who do not have blood on their hands” and called for dialogue with “peaceful citizens” in the east.



“I am calling on everyone who has taken arms in their hands — please lay down your arms,” he said, according to an interpreter. He also called for early regional elections in the east and promised to push for new powers to be allotted to regional governments, but he rejected calls for federalization of Ukraine, which Moscow has advocated. Federalization would make regions more independent of the central government.



Biden later met with Poroshenko and said “there is a window for peace and you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely ... America is with you.”



He also promised an additional $48 million in US aid to Ukraine to carry out economic and constitutional reforms and strengthen the border guard service. Washington previously announced $50 million in “crisis response” aid and $23 million for security assistance.



Poroshenko also said he would seek early parliamentary elections because “the current composition of the parliament is not consistent with the aspirations of the nation.” The current parliament, elected in 2012 with a large contingent from Yanukovych’s former party, is to stay in place until 2017.



Poroshenko insisted that Ukrainian would remain the sole state language of the country, but promised “the free use of the Russian language.”

He assumed power a day after meeting Putin at D-Day commemoration ceremonies in France.



Putin has denied allegations by Kiev and the West that Russia has fomented the rebellion in the east, and he insisted Friday that Poroshenko needs to speak directly to representatives from the east.



After the low-key inauguration ceremony, which included a choir in traditional national costume singing the national anthem, Poroshenko went to the square outside the landmark Sophia Cathedral for a ceremonial troop inspection.



Taras Danchuk, a 37-year-old spectator at the square who was wearing a traditional embroidered tunic, said he supported Poroshenko’s strategy for trying to negotiate an end the eastern conflict.



“Out of emotion I would like to say that we should destroy the terrorists, but that is not possible without sacrificing the civilians who live there, so there will have to be negotiations,” he said.



The protests against Yanukovych were set off by his decision to shelve a long-anticipated agreement to deepen political and economic ties with the European Union and seek closer relations with Russia. The protests grew hugely after police violently dispersed some early gatherings.



Poroshenko said Saturday he wants to sign the economic portion of the EU “association agreement” in the near future.



No major fighting was reported on Saturday, but the Donetsk People’s Republic said one of Pushilin’s aides was fatally shot in Donetsk city, the region’s capital.



Also Saturday, Russian officials including the ambassador and Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu complained that two journalists from a TV channel belonging to the ministry had been detained by national guard forces in Ukraine and called for their release.
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Poroshenko sworn in as Ukraine's president, welcomes talks with insurgents

By: Laura Mills and Jim Heintz / June 7, 2014



KIEV, UKRAINE — Petro Poroshenko, Ukraine’s new president, on Saturday called for pro-Russian rebels in the country’s east to lay down their arms and welcomed dialogue with the insurgents, but he said he wouldn’t negotiate with those he called “gangsters and killers” and struck a defiant tone on the Russian-annexed Crimean peninsula.



In his inaugural address, attended by dignitaries including Vice President Joe Biden, Republican Sen. John McCain and Democratic Rep. Marcy Kaptur, Poroshenko promised amnesty “for those who do not have blood on their hands” and called for dialogue with “peaceful citizens” in the east.

Biden later met with Poroshenko and said, “There is a window for peace, and you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely. ... America is with you.”



Biden also promised an additional $48 million in U.S. aid to Ukraine to carry out economic and constitutional reforms and strengthen the border guard service. Washington previously announced $50 million in “crisis response” aid and $23 million for security assistance.



Crimea in dispute



Poroshenko’s inaugural address after taking the oath of office in parliament gave little sign of a quick resolution to the conflict in the east, which Ukrainian officials say has left more than 200 people dead.



He also firmly insisted that Crimea, the Black Sea peninsula annexed by Russia in March, “was, is and will be Ukrainian.” He gave no indication of how Ukraine could regain control of Crimea, which Russian President Vladimir Putin has said was allotted to Ukraine unjustly under Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev.



Hours after the speech, Putin ordered security tightened along Russia’s border with Ukraine to prevent illegal crossings, Russian news agencies said. Ukraine claims that many of the insurgents in the east have come from Russia; Poroshenko on Saturday said he would offer a corridor for safe passage of “Russian militants” out of the country.



Rebel leaders in the east dismissed Poroshenko’s speech.



“At the moment it’s impossible for him to come (to Donetsk for talks),” said Denis Pushilin, a top figure in the self-declared Donetsk People’s Republic. “Perhaps with security, a group, so people won’t tear him to pieces.”



Biden's son



Biden’s visit Saturday to support Ukraine’s fragile democracy came soon after his youngest son was hired by a private Ukrainian company that promotes energy independence from Moscow.



Yet that company leases natural gas fields in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea and is owned by a former government minister with ties to Ukraine’s ousted pro-Russian president.



The hiring of Hunter Biden, 44, by Burisma Holdings Limited in April was approved by the company’s owner, a former senior minister and political ally of Viktor Yanukovych, the exiled Ukrainian president. Yanukovych fled to Russia in February after protests erupted over his efforts to establish closer economic ties with Moscow.



Hunter Biden’s employment means he will be working as a director and top lawyer for a Ukrainian energy company during the period when his father and others in the Obama administration attempt to influence the policies of Ukraine’s new government, especially on energy issues.



White House officials declined to comment on Hunter Biden’s association with Burisma and the company’s holdings in Crimea and east Ukraine.



The vice president’s spokeswoman, Kendra Barkoff, previously said that Biden’s son is a private citizen and a lawyer, and that Joe Biden “does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company.”



Demands on Russia



The U.S-Russian standoff over Ukraine moves into a new phase this weekend, with fresh rules and an uncertain path forward.



During this week’s trip to Europe, President Barack Obama and Group of Seven colleagues made new demands on Russian President Putin and threatened new sanctions if he did not cut off support for pro-Russian separatists in Ukraine.



“They need to stop financing and arming separatists who have been wreaking havoc in the eastern part of the country,” Obama told NBC News in an interview broadcast Friday. “If Russia begins to act in accordance with basic international principles, then I’m confident that the United States-Russia relationship will improve.”



Putin, who spoke Friday with new Ukrainian President Poroshenko, has pledged to seek peace.



Aid to Moldova, Georgia



The U.S. is offering new financial assistance to Moldova and Georgia, two former Soviet republics the West seeks to lure toward Europe.



Vice President Biden announced the aid in Kiev during meetings with both nations’ presidents on the sidelines of the new Ukrainian president’s inauguration.



Both Moldova and Georgia are pursuing association agreements with the European Union amid a regional crisis over Russia’s actions in Ukraine.



The White House says an additional $8 million will help Moldova “advance its European aspirations.” The U.S. is also sending $5 million to Georgia to help economically vulnerable people living near Russian-controlled breakaway regions.



The aid follows Obama’s announcement that the U.S. will work to boost the military capacity of non-NATO countries near Russia, including Moldova and Georgia.
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U.S. Pledges Millions More in Aid to Ukraine, Moldova, Georgia

June 8, 2014



The United States pledged millions of dollars in additional aid to Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia on Saturday, deepening American support to the Western-leaning countries on Russia's border.



Vice President Joe Biden announced the extra aid, which must be approved by Congress, during a visit to Kiev for the inauguration of Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko.



Washington pledged $48 million to Ukraine, $8 million to Moldova and $5 million to Georgia after Biden met the presidents of the three countries.

Russia's annexation of the Crimea region from Ukraine in March, after weeks of protests ousted Poroshenko's pro-Moscow predecessor Victor Yanukovich, has provoked the most serious crisis in relations with the West since the end of the Cold War.



As with Ukraine, there are sharp tensions between Moscow and Moldova and Georgia, where regions have formed breakaway states in reaction to ethnic nationalist regimes, aligning themselves with Russia: Transdnestr in the case of Moldova, and Abkhazia and South Ossetia in the case of Georgia.



The additional Ukraine aid follows Poroshenko's meeting with U.S. President Barack Obama on Wednesday in Warsaw and will go toward economic reforms, the White House said in a statement.



In Moldova, the U.S. aid will target programs to democratic institutions and the economy as the country implements a trade pact reached with the European Union last summer, it said. The new aid is in addition to the $2.7 million announced in March.



The collapse of a proposed trade agreement with the European Union has been at the heart of Ukraine's political crisis over the past six months as Russia and western countries compete to assert dominance in the region.

The proposed aid packages follow a U.S. announcement Tuesday that it would help build the defense capacity of Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia, all on Russia's western border.



The new aid also will support better ties between Moldova and Russian-speaking Transdnestr, the White House said.



Similarly, it said the $5 million to Georgia will help people living along the border with Russia and "increase access to objective information by populations in the occupied territories of Abkhazia and South Ossetia."
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US to offer financial assistance to Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia

June 7, 2014 



The United States pledged millions of dollars in additional aid to Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia on Saturday, deepening American support to the Western-leaning countries on Russia's border. 



Vice-president Joe Biden announced the extra aid, which must be approved by Congress, during a visit to Kiev for the inauguration of Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko.



Washington pledged $48m to Ukraine, $8m to Moldova and $5m to Georgia after Biden met the presidents of the three countries.



Secretary of state John Kerry, meanwhile, said on Saturday he was hoping for steps to ease tensions in Ukraine now that the new president has been sworn in.



Both Moldova and Georgia are pursuing association agreements with the European Union amid a regional crisis over Russia's actions in Ukraine.



The White House says the aid will target programs to demcoratic institutions and the economy, which will help Moldova "advance its European aspirations”. The new aid is in addition to the $2.7m announced in March. The US is also sending $5m to Georgia to help economically vulnerable people living near Russian-controlled breakaway regions, and "increase access to objective information by populations in the occupied territories of Abkhazia and South Ossetia"



The aid follows President Barack Obama's announcement that the US will work to boost the military capacity of non-Nato countries near Russia, including Moldova and Georgia.



Kerry told reporters in France he was "confident there are ways forward" and that included Russia's help in getting separatists to put away their weapons and relinquish buildings they are occupying.



He said the hope was not to impose tougher penalties against Russia over its actions in Ukraine.



Earlier Saturday, Ukraine's new president Petro Poroshenko said he wanted a dialogue with his country's east, where a separatist insurgency has taken hold.



Kerry raised the possibility of a ceasefire and said it's important to begin to build Ukraine.



He spoke in the French seaside town of Saint Briac that is home to his family's ancestral estate, on the 70th anniversary of D-Day.



A day after attending international ceremonies to mark the allied invasion of France in Normandy, Kerry traveled to Saint Briac in the neighboring province of Brittany, where his mother's family has long owned property.



Three US soldiers were killed during the liberation of the town in August, 1944, and Kerry placed a wreath at a monument "To the Americans" that overlooks the harbour.





Associated Press

US OFFERS NEW AID TO EX-SOVIET EUROPEAN NATIONS

June 7, 2014



KIEV, Ukraine (AP) — The United States is offering new financial assistance to Moldova (mawl-DOH'-vah) and Georgia, two former Soviet nations the West seeks to lure toward Europe.



Vice President Joe Biden announced the aid in Kiev during meetings with both nations' presidents on the sidelines of the new Ukrainian president's inauguration.



Both Moldova and Georgia are pursuing association agreements with the European Union amid a regional crisis over Russia's actions in Ukraine.



The White House says an additional $8 million will help Moldova "advance its European aspirations." The U.S. is also sending $5 million to Georgia to help economically vulnerable people living near Russian-controlled breakaway regions.



The aid follows President Barack Obama's announcement that the U.S. will work to boost the military capacity of non-NATO countries near Russia, including Moldova and Georgia.





Press TV

US stands with new Ukrainian president in talks with Russia, Biden says

June 9, 2014



US Vice President Joe Biden has told Ukraine’s new President Petro Poroshenko that the United Sates is standing with him on his efforts to bring peace in the country and in talks with Russia, but warning that the window for peace will not remain open for ever.



Biden made the remarks on Saturday in Kiev during a meeting with Poroshenko at the Presidential Administrative Building, hours after he was inaugurated as Ukraine’s fifth president.



"There's a window for peace, and you know as well as anyone, that it will not stay open indefinitely," Biden said.



"America's with you," the US vice president added. "That is not hyperbole."

Biden also promised an additional $48 million in assistance to Ukraine to carry out economic and constitutional reforms and strengthen the border guard service on top of a previous $1 billion in loan guarantees and $73 million in security and crisis-response aid.



The financial package must get Congress approval.



Earlier, Poroshenko offered a peace plan to resolve the ongoing crisis in Ukraine, but he warned that Russia's “occupation” of Crimea was not acceptable.



"Russia occupied Crimea, which is and will be Ukrainian," Poroshenko said at the inauguration ceremony. "Yesterday during the meeting in Normandy [France], I said exactly that to [Russian] President [Vladimir] Putin, that Crimea belongs to Ukraine."



"I know that peace is the main thing the Ukrainian people want today," he said. "I don't want war. I don't want revenge, despite the massive casualties sustained by Ukraine's people.... I want peace, and I will achieve Ukraine's unity."



The Autonomous Republic of Crimea declared independence from Ukraine on March 17 and formally applied to become part of Russia following a referendum a day earlier, in which nearly 97 percent of the participants voted in favor of the move. On March 21, Crimea officially became part of the Russian territory.



On April 17, Russia, Ukraine, the US and the European Union agreed over steps to "de-escalate" the crisis in eastern Ukraine, where anti-Kiev protesters seized buildings in several towns and cities.



But, Ukrainian authorities have ordered military operations against pro-Russian protesters in both eastern and southern Ukraine, claiming that Russian special forces are fueling unrest in the country.



Moscow has dismissed as "nonsense" claims that Russian special forces are fomenting unrest in Ukraine.





The Voice of Russia

US pledges $48 mln in additional aid to Ukraine

June 8, 2014



The United States has reaffirmed its commitment to assist Ukraine in carrying out drastic democratic reforms and promoting economic development, as well as to support the country's "sovereignty and territorial integrity," the White House said in a statement.



Consequently, during a visit to Kiev for the inauguration of Ukrainian President Petr Poroshenko US Vice President Joe Biden announced that Ukraine will receive an additional "to help the Ukrainian Government conduct key reforms, build law enforcement capacity, and strengthen national unity."



The new aid package follows the $1 billion loan guarantee, $50 million crisis-response package, and $23 million in security assistance. Thus, the overall US aid to Ukraine this year exceeds $184 million.



The $48 million assistance package is aimed at economic reforms that will ensure that IMF and World Bank programs are successfully implemented and put the country "on a path towards economic growth."



Another set of measures involves "constitutional reforms, decentralization, and confidence-building" that should "enhance national unity, particularly in the East and South."



The package also seeks to strengthen Ukraine's state border guard service, to assist the country's government, civil society, and the private sector in tackling corruption, as well as diversifying its trade and enhancing its energy security.



The additional Ukraine aid follows Poroshenko's meeting with US President Barack Obama on Wednesday in Warsaw.




Associated Press

Complex Times for VP's Son to Work at Ukraine Firm

By: Stephen Braun / June 7, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden's visit Saturday to support Ukraine's fragile democracy came soon after his youngest son was hired by a private Ukrainian company that promotes energy independence from Moscow.



Yet that company leases natural gas fields in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea and is owned by a former government minister with ties to Ukraine's ousted pro-Russian president.



The hiring of Hunter Biden, 44, by Burisma Holdings Limited in April was approved by the company's owner, a former senior minister and political ally of Viktor Yanukovych, the exiled Ukrainian president. Yanukovych fled to Russia in February after protests erupted over his efforts to establish closer economic ties with Moscow.



Hunter Biden's employment means he will be working as a director and top lawyer for a Ukrainian energy company during the period when his father and others in the Obama administration attempt to influence the policies of Ukraine's new government, especially on energy issues.



There's no indication that Hunter Biden, his father or Burisma is crossing any legal or ethical lines, although ethics experts appear divided over the implications of Hunter Biden's new job.



American conflict-of-interest laws and federal ethics rules essentially do not regulate the business activities of adult relatives of those who work in the White House.



"The primary problem here is the fact that Hunter Biden has set up a financial arrangement with someone who might have business pending before this administration," said Craig Holman, an ethics expert with Public Citizen, a Washington-based government reform organization.



Joe Biden led the U.S. delegation at Saturday's inauguration of Ukraine's new president, Petro Poroshenko, and announced $48 million in additional aid for the Kiev government. Biden met Poroshenko and said "there is a window for peace and you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely ... America is with you."



Ukraine is an important natural-gas and petroleum-liquids transit country. Two major pipeline systems carry Russian gas through Ukraine to Western Europe.



Burisma is headed by Nikolai Zlochevskyi, who held senior posts over natural resources, environment and defense in Ukraine. The company has aggressively bought up Ukrainian oil and natural gas leases and companies.



Hunter Biden's new company says it aims to reduce Ukraine's dependence on Russian gas and oil, a goal that parallels U.S. efforts to aid Ukraine's energy industry.



As a Burisma director and the company's top lawyer, the younger Biden has yet to take any public actions on behalf of the company.



But the timing of his hiring is politically awkward for the administration's efforts to shore up Ukraine's pro-Western government, and poses potential complications from Burisma's growing energy interests and the background of Hunter Biden's new boss, Zlochevskyi.



At least two oil and natural gas fields leased by subsidiaries of Burisma are in Ukrainian territories where pro-Russian sentiments remain strong, according to government and media releases, independent energy maps and Burisma's website.



One is in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea; the other is in the eastern Ukrainian Kharkiv region. Instability there could force the younger Biden's new company to coordinate with pro-Russian separatists whom the U.S. considers illegitimate.



White House officials declined to comment on Hunter Biden's association with Burisma and the company's holdings in Crimea and east Ukraine.

The vice president's spokeswoman, Kendra Barkoff, previously said that Biden's son is a private citizen and a lawyer, and that Joe Biden "does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company."



Presidents and vice presidents have long been vexed by relatives rewarded for family ties.



Political loan troubles shadowed Vice President Richard Nixon's brother, Donald, during the 1960 election, and President Jimmy Carter's brother, Billy, who accepted a $220,000 stipend in 1981 from Libya's Moammar Gadhafi.



In recent years, several Bush and Clinton relatives were caught in a string of murky financial and political dealings.



But "unless there's solid evidence that Hunter Biden got his job to influence American foreign policy, there's no clear line that's been crossed," said Melanie Sloan, executive director of the Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington.



A former Washington lobbyist, the vice president's son is effectively exempt from most rules that would require him to describe publicly the legal work he does on behalf of Burisma.



Hunter Biden will not lobby for the company, said Lawrence Pacheco, an official with FTI Consulting, a Washington government affairs company recently hired by Burisma.



Pacheco did not say whether Biden might oversee or advise on any future Burisma lobbying strategy in the U.S. Pacheco said the company "does not take positions on political matters."



But Biden's company may have to deal with Ukranian enclaves that the U.S. does not recognize diplomatically or are threatened by instability.

One Burisma subsidiary, KrymTopEnergoServis, operates natural gas fields and has headquarters in the Crimea, which seceded from Ukraine this year and now aligns with Russia.



A second subsidiary, Esco-Pivnich, produces oil and natural gas just west of Kharkiv, Ukraine's second-largest city, which was the site of several protests and borders on separatist-controlled provinces. The company's website confirms that Burisma operates oil and natural gas sites in Crimea and east Ukraine, as well as elsewhere in Ukraine.



"While he's just at the beginning of his involvement with this company, Ukraine is volatile right now and there are all sorts of problems that might crop up down the line," said Bill Allison, the editorial director of the Sunlight Foundation, a nonpartisan watchdog group.



Pacheco said the company's western and eastern operations have been unaffected by Ukraine's unrest but that its Crimea subsidiary is not operating currently. He did not explain further, but confirmed KrymTopEnergoServis is based and leases gas deposits in Crimea.

Hunter Biden, Zlochevskyi and other company officials would not comment publicly, Pacheco said.



Hunter Biden is a managing director with Rosemont Seneca Partners, a private equity firm, and worked as a Washington lobbyist for seven years until his father was elected vice president. He lobbied primarily for colleges, hospitals and tech firms.



Pacheco said Biden's son came to Burisma's attention after he was introduced by Devon Archer, another new Burisma board member, to Alan Apter, Burisma's board chairman. Archer works with Hunter Biden at Rosemont and was a top fundraiser for now-Secretary of State John Kerry when Kerry ran for president in 2004. Zlochevskyi approved Biden's hiring, Pacheco said.



Zlochevskyi, 48, worked as minister of natural resources and environment under Yanukovych and most recently was deputy secretary of Ukraine's national security and defense council, which advised Yanukovych on defense matters.



Zlochevskyi also served in the Ukrainian parliament from 2007 to 2011 as a member of the Party of Regions, the political party affiliated with Yanukovych and traditionally aligned with pro-Russian interests.

Zlochevskyi's name is missing from Burisma's web site, but financial documents in Cyprus as well as U.S. Securities and Exchange records show that he owns the bulk of Burisma's shares. Zlochevskyi's Cyprus-based Brociti Investments Limited controls Burisma.



Hunter Biden joined Burisma in April, the same month his father visited Kiev to show support for the new interim government.





Fox News

Ukraine energy firm hiring Biden’s son raises ethical concerns

June 8, 2014



Vice President Joe Biden’s visit Saturday to Ukraine in support of the country's new democratic government is renewing concerns about his youngest son being hired by a Ukraine company promoting energy independence from Moscow.



Hunter Biden will be working for the company while his father and others in the Obama administration attempt to influence energy policies and other issues of the new government, which is gripped in a struggle with Russia and pro-Russian separatists to control the county.



The company, Burisma Holdings Limited, says it wants to reduce Ukraine's dependence on Russian gas and oil, a goal that parallels U.S. efforts to aid Ukraine's energy industry.



The other major issues are Hunter Biden’s new employer leases natural gas fields in Crimea, an eastern Ukraine peninsula being controlled by Russia in the country’s months-long political upheaval. And the company is owned by a former Ukraine government minister, Nikolai Zlochevskyi, who has ties to the country's ousted pro-Russian president, Viktor Yanukovych.



The 44-year-old Biden was hired in April and will be a director and lawyer for the company.



American conflict-of-interest laws and federal ethics rules essentially do not regulate the business activities of adult relatives of those who work in the White House, and there’s no indication that the situation crosses legal or ethical lines.

But ethics experts appear divided over the implications.



"The primary problem here is the fact that Hunter Biden has set up a financial arrangement with someone who might have business pending before this administration," said Craig Holman, an ethics expert with Public Citizen, a Washington-based government reform organization.



Joe Biden led the U.S. delegation at Saturday's inauguration of Ukraine's new president, Petro Poroshenko, and announced $48 million in additional aid for the Kiev government. Biden met Poroshenko and said "there is a window for peace and you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely ... America is with you."



The Office of the Vice President said some of the money will help Ukraine “enhance its energy security.” 



Ukraine is an important natural-gas and petroleum-liquids transit country. Two major pipeline systems carry Russian gas through Ukraine to Western Europe.



At least two oil and natural gas fields leased by subsidiaries of Burisma are in Ukrainian territories where pro-Russian sentiments remain strong, according to government and media releases, independent energy maps and Burisma's website.



One is in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea. The other is in the eastern Ukrainian Kharkiv region. Instability there could force the younger Biden's new company to coordinate with pro-Russian separatists whom the U.S. considers illegitimate.



White House officials declined to comment on Hunter Biden's association with Burisma and the company's holdings in Crimea and east Ukraine.

The vice president's spokeswoman, Kendra Barkoff, previously said that Biden's son is a private citizen and a lawyer, and that Joe Biden "does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company."



Presidents and vice presidents have long been vexed by relatives rewarded for family ties.



Political loan troubles shadowed Vice President Richard Nixon's brother, Donald, during the 1960 election, and President Jimmy Carter's brother, Billy, who accepted a $220,000 stipend in 1981 from Libya's Moammar Gadhafi.



In recent years, several Bush and Clinton relatives were caught in a string of murky financial and political dealings.



But "unless there's solid evidence that Hunter Biden got his job to influence American foreign policy, there's no clear line that's been crossed," said Melanie Sloan, executive director of the Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington.



A former Washington lobbyist, the vice president's son is effectively exempt from most rules that would require him to describe publicly the legal work he does on behalf of Burisma.



Zlochevskyi's name is missing from Burisma's web site, but financial documents in Cyprus as well as U.S. Securities and Exchange records show that he owns the bulk of Burisma's shares. Zlochevskyi's Cyprus-based Brociti Investments Limited controls Burisma.





The Wire

It's Totally Normal That Joe Biden's Son Works for a Ukrainian Energy Company

By: Adam Chandler / June 7, 2014



The inauguration of Petro Poroshenko as Ukraine's new president was Europe's biggest story today. The billionaire confectioner promised to bring Ukraine closer to Europe and the West. He also had some tough words about Crimea, which he delivered in the presence of Mikhail Zurabov, the recently restored Russian ambassador to Ukraine.



Russia occupied Crimea, which was, is and will be Ukrainian soil. 



Yesterday in the course of the meeting in Normandy, I told this to President Putin: Crimea is Ukraine soil. Period. There can be no compromise on the issues of Crimea, European choice and state structure.”



Among the dignitaries in attendance was Vice President Joe Biden, which is where the story gets interesting. It hardly seems noteworthy that, given the scope of the crisis, Biden took his second trip to Ukraine in the past six weeks.



However, Biden's trip also coincided with a story about his youngest son. Hunter Biden was tapped last month to join the board of Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer. At the time, The Guardian wryly explained the oddity of Biden-spawn's new gig. 



“Isn't that a bit fishy? Why do you say that?

Because he's the vice-president's son! That's a coincidence. "This is totally based on merit," said Burisma's chairman, Alan Apter.

He doesn't sound very Ukrainian. He's American, as is the other new board member, Devon Archer.

Who? Devon Archer, who works with Hunter Biden at Rosemont Seneca partners, which is half owned by Rosemont Capital, a private equity firm founded by Archer and Christopher Heinz.

Who? Christopher Heinz … John Kerry's stepson.”



As the Associated Press reports today, there is more fishiness yet. While Hunter Biden's new company is said to be working to get Ukraine off its dependence on Russia for energy, Burisma also reportedly "leases natural gas fields in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea."



The company is also owned by Nikolai Zlochevskyi, whose "ties to Ukraine's ousted pro-Russian president" include serving as a senior minister in several government posts under Viktor Yanukovych.

At the time of the appointment, Hunter Biden said this:



“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”



Said transparency seems to be elusive on the American side of this deal.



Beltway ethicists seem to be mixed about whether this arrangement is kosher or not. What is clear is that relatives of high-level American political figures have benefited from their ties for generations now. It's practically a tradition at this point. 





Associated Press

Ukrainian energy firm hires Biden son as lawyer

June 7, 2014



WASHINGTON — Vice President Joe Biden's weekend trip to support Ukraine's fragile democracy comes soon after his youngest son was hired by a private Ukrainian company that promotes energy independence from Moscow.



The company leases natural gas fields in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea. It's owned by a former government minister with ties to Ukraine's ousted pro-Russian president.



Hunter Biden will be working as a director and top lawyer for the energy company during the period when his father and the Obama administration attempt to influence the policies of Ukraine's new government, especially on energy issues.



There's no indication that Hunter Biden, his father or Burisma are crossing any legal or ethical lines.
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VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS

Wednesday, October 29, 2014

Associated Press

Dems rush to save suddenly vulnerable incumbents

By: Donna Cassata / October 29, 2014

In a clear sign of Democratic woes, Vice President Joe BIDEN was heading to Massachusetts on Wednesday for a rally with Seth Moulton, who is trying to hold onto a Democratic seat against Republican Richard Tisei. Then BIDEN was traveling to California on Saturday to campaign in an open-seat contest east of Los Angeles that surprisingly looks closer than a sure-fire Democratic gain.



Associated Press

BIDEN campaigns for congressional hopeful Moulton

By: Bob Salsberg / October 29, 2014

A hotly-contested congressional race in Massachusetts is getting some political star power with Vice President Joe BIDEN scheduled to attend a rally for Democratic candidate Seth Moulton.



Associated Press

The tiebreaker: BIDEN’s new role if Senate splits

October 29, 2014

It’s the stuff of a campaign manager’s dream: The sitting vice president, in the midst of his own run for president, dashes across Pennsylvania Avenue and bursts into the Senate to cast the deciding vote on make-or-break legislation, saving the day for his party while C-SPAN cameras capture the moment.



USA Today

What if the Senate splits 50-50? BIDEN would be on hot seat

By: Catalina Camia / October 29, 2014

Pause for a second and ponder this: What if the midterm elections produced a tied Senate? Vice President BIDEN would be the tiebreaker in a Senate split 50-50 — something that has happened only a handful of times in history.



Washington Post

Ben Bradlee’s funeral: The official Washington send-off

By: Helena Andrews and Emily Heil / October 29, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN and second lady Jill BIDEN, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer and Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) all had reserved seats near the altar.



Associated Press

Friends remember Ben Bradlee as lion of journalism

By: Brett Zongker / October 29, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN, Secretary of State John Kerry and many government officials and journalists were among hundreds who filled the massive church.



AFP

Washington Elite Say Farewell to 'Watergate' Editor

October 29, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN led the list of mourners at the funeral of the legendary journalist, who died on October 21 at the age of 93.



The Daily Item

Lynn preps for VP arrival

By: Thor Jourgensen / October 29, 2014

When representatives for congressional candidate Seth Moulton said they wanted to bring a high-level VIP to the Lynn YMCA, Bruce Macdonald, YMCA of Metro North president and CEO, reacted enthusiastically, but pointed out the organization does not “endorse any particular candidate.”



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN coming to Las Vegas Nov. 1

October 29, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is planning to come to Las Vegas this weekend to attend a political event.



Las Vegas Sun

Vice President Joe BIDEN coming to Las Vegas to rally voters

By: Amber Phillips / October 29, 2014

Underscoring the trouble Nevada Democrats are in this election cycle, Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in Las Vegas on Saturday to try to get Democrats to the polls.



Inland News Today

Vice-President BIDEN schedules local visit

October 29, 2014

Vice-President Joe BIDEN will sound a familiar get-out-the-vote theme when he headlines a public rally in San Bernardino County Saturday.



The Algemeiner

Vice President Joe BIDEN to Address Jewish Federations’ General Assembly

October 29, 2014

The Jewish Federations of North America has announced that Vice President Joe BIDEN will address its upcoming General Assembly. BIDEN will the the highest-ranking U.S. official to ever address the federation umbrella’s annual conference.



KWQC-TV

Clinton and McCain Make Stops in the QCA Wednesday

By: Danielle McCarthy / October 29, 2014

And on Monday, Vice President Joe BIDEN and House Speak John Boehner made separate visits to Davenport. BIDEN held an event where he voiced his support for Braley and Democratic Congressional candidate Dave Loebsack.



Washington Post

Holder sees Frank Underwood — but thinks Dick Cheney

By: Al Kamen / October 29, 2014

Holder, speaking Wednesday at a Washington Ideas Forum moderated by our colleague, Jonathan Capehart, added: “There was a pretty bad vice president in ‘House of Cards,’ but I’ll leave it at that.” As the audience laughed, he noted, “And I like Joe BIDEN, so I’m not talking about him.”



NBC News

Eric Holder Says Denzel Washington Should Play Him in a Movie

By: Jillian Sederholm / October 29, 2014

Which current political show gets Washington mostly right: "Depending on the administration, I'd say 'House of Cards,'" Holder answered. "There was a pretty bad vice president in 'House of Cards,' but I'll leave it at that," he teased, before elaborating: "I like Joe BIDEN so I'm not talking about him."



The Weekly Standard

White House Does Not Deny Bibi 'Chickens***' Comment

By: Michael Warren / October 29, 2014

TWS received the statement after asking the Office of the Vice President if the anonymous comments were made by Vice President Joe BIDEN. BIDEN spokesperson Kendra Barkoff did not confirm or deny that BIDEN was the official quoted by Goldberg.



CNN

BIDEN stay in luxury cabin prompts Park Service review

By: Mary Grace Lucas / October 29, 2014

A luxury log cabin in the mountains of Wyoming has become the subject of a federal probe after it was revealed Vice President Joe BIDEN and other top officials had stayed there while not on official business.



Daily Mail

Probe launched into free holiday Joe BIDEN - and a DOZEN family members - took at luxury cabin despite a ban on federal employees using it for non-official business

By: Daniel Miller / October 29, 2014

Officials are investigating how Vice-President Joe BIDEN took a free family vacation at a luxury government-owned log cabin despite a ban on federal employees using the property for anything other than official purposes.



Newser

BIDEN Vacayed for Cheap in Fancy Federal Log Cabin

By: Jenn Gidman / October 29, 2014

With its ritzy decor and stunning view of the Grand Tetons, Wyoming's Brinkerhoff Lodge sounds like a vacation home fit for a king—or at least for VP Joe BIDEN and high-level Obama team members who've all stayed at the fancy log cabin with their families and friends



Bloomberg

You Can't Plagiarize Your Own Talking Points

By: Jonathan Bernstein / October 29, 2014

There’s nothing unethical about that. It's what talking points are for! it. Yes, it was wrong for Joe BIDEN, in his aborted 1988 presidential run, to copy a speech, which made him describe someone else’s family experience as his own. But to use party-authored boilerplate to praise tax cuts and balanced budgets is utterly reasonable.



Wall St. Cheat Sheet

3 Questions We’d Like to Ask Joe BIDEN

By: Anthea Mitchell / October 29, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is more than just President Barack Obama’s right hand man, he’s a leader within the Democratic party and a political entity with his own ambitions and plans. The challenge is figuring out what those plans might be and where he stands today.







Associated Press

Dems rush to save suddenly vulnerable incumbents

By: Donna Cassata / October 29, 2014



WASHINGTON — Desperate Democrats are scrambling to save suddenly vulnerable House incumbents, even in states where President Barack Obama cruised to double-digit victories, amid fresh signs of Republican momentum less than a week before the midterm elections.



The once friendly terrain of New York, California, Obama's native state of Hawaii and adopted state of Illinois all now pose stiff challenges to Democrats who are determined to limit their losses next Tuesday. Both parties agree that the GOP will hold its House majority; the question is whether Republicans can gain enough seats to rival their post-World War II high water mark of 246.



The current breakdown is 233-199 in favor of the Republicans with three vacancies.



In a clear sign of Democratic woes, Vice President Joe BIDEN was heading to Massachusetts on Wednesday for a rally with Seth Moulton, who is trying to hold onto a Democratic seat against Republican Richard Tisei. Then BIDEN was traveling to California on Saturday to campaign in an open-seat contest east of Los Angeles that surprisingly looks closer than a sure-fire Democratic gain.



"Heck, it's been so long since a Republican was elected to the Congress in Massachusetts, most Republicans don't know how to spell Massachusetts," joked Rep. Greg Walden of Oregon, chairman of the National Republican Congressional Committee. He said the GOP is spending 78 percent of its independent money in districts that Obama won.



National Democrats are coordinating with local campaigns in Nevada, Hawaii and California in hopes of holding seats.



In one example, the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee has bought $99,000 in radio ads for eight-term Rep. Lois Capps in her Santa Barbara-area race against Chris Mitchum, the son of the late actor Robert Mitchum. The GOP candidate has relatively little money still on hand for his campaign — $96,108 — but the contest is considered close.



The committee also reserved $360,000 in air time for ads for first-term Rep. Steven Horsford in his central Nevada district north of Las Vegas after the Karl Rove-founded group Crossroads GPS made a late ad buy of $935,000. And In Hawaii, the Democrats are spending $200,000 on television ads and voter outreach for Mark Takai, who is locked in a tight race with former Republican Rep. Charles Djou in an open Honolulu-based district that Obama won with 70 percent of the vote.



In the closing days, the Democratic committee has invested $1.1 million in an effort to protect six incumbents in Georgia, Illinois, Minnesota, West Virginia and California.



"We're in trench warfare. I'm not going to sugarcoat it," Rep. Steve Israel, D-N.Y., chairman of the committee, said in an interview. "It's a tough climate, it's getting tougher. It's the worst climate for Democrats since 2010, but it won't be 2010. We knew that this was coming and we prepared for it."



The Democrats lost 63 House seats that year.



Any president's party typically loses seats at the halfway point of his final term. This time the situation has gotten progressively worse for Democrats — and far better for Republicans — as Obama's unpopularity has dragged down his party, GOP-leaning outside groups have spent freely and some independents have shifted to the Republicans.



"It's a referendum year on the president and his policies," said Walden, the GOP campaign committee chairman, in an interview. "We faced it in '06, and I know how ugly it can be."



With George W. Bush in the White House, the Republicans lost 30 seats in the House and six in the Senate in 2006, along with majority control of Congress.



Next week, 23 incumbent Democrats are in real jeopardy compared to just four Republicans as new races are added to the list of toss-ups. A greater House Republican majority would mean Speaker John Boehner of Ohio would be able to weather more defections on legislation and still get bills passed.



In Iowa, Republican Gov. Terry Branstad's strength and Democratic Senate candidate Bruce Braley's struggles are undercutting four-term Rep. Dave Loebsack and Democratic hopes of holding Braley's open seat.



Three New York Democrats are endangered even though Gov. Andrew Cuomo is widely expected to capture another term. The same is true in California where Gov. Jerry Brown is an odds-on favorite to win again but four Democrats are considered vulnerable. Voters' matter-of-fact attitude toward those two governors' races has generated little energy for other candidates.



In all, the Democratic committee has outraised its GOP counterpart, but outside Republican groups have the edge over Democratic-leaning groups $49 million to $31 million since July 1. In a late money appeal, Democratic House leader Nancy Pelosi and Israel convinced Democratic incumbents and candidates to contribute some $500,000 and counting for the final days.



The party is relying on a big get-out-the-vote effort after registering 80,000 new voters in battleground districts.



Associated Press

BIDEN campaigns for congressional hopeful Moulton

By: Bob Salsberg / October 29, 2014



LYNN, Mass. (AP) — A hotly-contested congressional race in Massachusetts is getting some political star power with Vice President Joe BIDEN scheduled to attend a rally for Democratic candidate Seth Moulton.



BIDEN planned to address the gathering on Wednesday in Lynn, one of the key cities in the 6th Congressional District. The event comes less than a week before the Nov. 4 election.



Moulton, an Iraq war veteran and political newcomer, upset incumbent U.S. Rep. John Tierney in the September Democratic primary. He is facing Republican Richard Tisei, a former state senator who narrowly lost to Tierney two years ago.



Tisei, meanwhile, was touring a medical device company in Danvers on Wednesday with Republican gubernatorial nominee Charlie Baker. He said BIDEN's visit showed Moulton's campaign was beholden to Washington power brokers.



The Daily Item

Lynn preps for VP arrival

By: Thor Jourgensen / October 29, 2014



LYNN — When representatives for congressional candidate Seth Moulton said they wanted to bring a high-level VIP to the Lynn YMCA, Bruce Macdonald, YMCA of Metro North president and CEO, reacted enthusiastically, but pointed out the organization does not “endorse any particular candidate.”



The VIP turns out to be the VP — as in Vice President Joseph BIDEN, who is scheduled to arrive mid-afternoon today in the city to speak on behalf of fellow Democrat Moulton.

 

Macdonald said the visit is a chance to highlight the YMCA as a busy community center in the heart of the city.



“The thought of the office of vice president coming into the Y is very exciting,” Macdonald said.



BIDEN’s visit also caps off a week of planning, phone calls and meetings for Macdonald and Police Chief Kevin Coppinger.



United States Secret Service representatives contacted both men last week and Macdonald said the agency sent a “front team” to conduct security preparations for the Neptune Boulevard YMCA. The building’s gymnasium will be off limits to anyone without security clearance today along with the lobby, but Macdonald said the Y’s busy after-school program will not be disrupted.



“One of the biggest concerns for the BIDEN people is they didn’t want to kick the kids out,” Macdonald said.



A morning briefing for officers will put the final touches on Police Department plans to provide “a uniformed presence” during BIDEN’s visit. The wider security perimeters around streets bordering the YMCA will be patrolled by police officers.



“Obviously, you’ve got to worry about traffic and parking,” Coppinger said.

Macdonald said the last several days provided him with a closeup view of how the Secret Service does its job. He said preparations for BIDEN’s visit have meant schedule changes and some inconveniences, “but nothing that is insurmountable.”



Coppinger ranked planning for BIDEN’s visit with trips to Lynn taken by former President Jimmy Carter, former First Lady Hillary Clinton, and dignitaries from the Dominican Republic. He said the Sept. 11, 2001 terror attacks helped change the way law enforcement agencies plan for major visits.



“Post-9/11, there is a lot more communication and you share a lot more information,” he said.



Although he is happy to host BIDEN’s visit today, Macdonald said the YMCA is neutral concerning next Tuesday’s election to decide if Moulton or Republican Richard Tisei will be elected to Congress.



“If Richard Tisei had come to me, I’d say absolutely ‘yes’ to him as well,” he said.



Independent Chris Stockwell’s name will also be before voters on Nov. 4.



Associated Press

The tiebreaker: BIDEN’s new role if Senate splits

October 29, 2014



WASHINGTON (AP) — It’s the stuff of a campaign manager’s dream: The sitting vice president, in the midst of his own run for president, dashes across Pennsylvania Avenue and bursts into the Senate to cast the deciding vote on make-or-break legislation, saving the day for his party while C-SPAN cameras capture the moment.



For Joe BIDEN, it could become a reality — in the event of a deadlocked Senate after the midterm elections.



If the Senate splits evenly between Democrats and Republicans, the vice president’s role as the 101st senator would instantly be elevated. That in turn would raise BIDEN’s own profile heading into 2016, when BIDEN has said he may run for president again. It could even help him try to rival the rock-star status that Democrats have already bestowed upon Hillary Rodham Clinton.



“It makes Joe BIDEN suddenly a hugely relevant Washington figure,” said Douglas Brinkley, a presidential historian at Rice University. “It shows he’s a power player.”



On the other hand, it could also make BIDEN the face of messy political fights on Capitol Hill, potentially alienating some voters along the way.

BIDEN’s friends and associates say he’d relish the chance to play kingmaker. A creature of the Senate, BIDEN spent nearly four decades steeped in the chamber’s tradition and camaraderie, and a high-profile return would allow BIDEN to show former colleagues he’s still in the game.

Some questions and answers about what happens if the Senate splits in November:



HAS IT EVER HAPPENED BEFORE?



Yes, but only a handful of times. The first time was under President James Garfield in 1881, when a special session expected to last just 11 days stretched into 11 weeks as the Senate deadlocked, according to the Senate Historical Office. A split Senate didn’t occur again until 1953, when Republican Majority Leader Robert Taft died and was replaced by a Democrat, leaving Vice President Richard Nixon as the would-be tiebreaker until other deaths gave Democrats the majority. And the Senate was split 50-50 following the 2000 elections, giving Democrats majority control for 17 days beginning Jan. 3, 2001, since Al Gore was still vice president. Republicans gained control Jan. 20 when Dick Cheney was sworn in as George W. Bush’s vice president.



As president of the Senate, the vice president gets to cast the tie-breaking vote regardless of which party controls the Senate. But 50-50 ties are much more likely when the Senate’s membership is evenly split. There have been nearly 250 tie-breaking votes cast by vice presidents in U.S. history — but none by BIDEN. The most recent came in 2008, when Cheney cast the 51st vote for a budget amendment on the alternative minimum tax.



WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OF A TIE THIS YEAR?



It’s a definite possibility. Republicans would need a net gain of five seats in November, but with Obama’s unpopularity dragging his party down, Democrats are already bracing for even greater losses. Democratic hopes for averting a GOP majority rest in places like Alaska, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, New Hampshire and North Carolina — conservative-leaning states tough for Democrats to defend.



Even if the Senate deadlocks, it wouldn’t technically be a 50-50 split. That’s because there are two independents. Both caucus — or meet — with Democrats, so they’re counted as Democrats in determining which party has the majority. There’s a chance, though, that one of them could switch allegiances if the GOP wins the majority. Further muddying the waters, two more independents could win seats this year as well. In Kansas, Greg Orman has said he’d caucus with whichever party wins the majority, while in South Dakota, former Sen. Larry Pressler has been coy about his intentions.



SO WOULD BIDEN BE CALLED UPON TO VOTE ON EVERY BILL?



Not by a long shot. Only votes that are deadlocked require the vice president to weigh in. These days, parliamentary maneuvering has raised the threshold to pass almost anything to 60 votes — the number needed to overcome a filibuster.



Still, an even balance of power might create an opening for BIDEN to play deal-broker behind the scenes, boosting his credibility as a pragmatist who can work with both parties. But if BIDEN gets called in to swing the vote on a controversial Obama-backed policy — an immigration bill, for example — Republicans would likely use that vote against him on the campaign trail.



USA Today

What if the Senate splits 50-50? BIDEN would be on hot seat

By: Catalina Camia / October 29, 2014



Pause for a second and ponder this: What if the midterm elections produced a tied Senate?



Vice President BIDEN would be the tiebreaker in a Senate split 50-50 — something that has happened only a handful of times in history. The most recent was in 2001, with Dick Cheney holding the tie-breaking vote for Republicans. (That scenario ended when James Jeffords of Vermont left the Republican Party to become an independent and caucused with Democrats.)



The Associated Press takes a look at BIDEN as tiebreaker in a story published Wednesday. As the story notes, being in such a role could raise BIDEN’s profile if he decides to run for president in 2016 — or make him “the face of messy political fights on Capitol Hill, potentially alienating some voters along the way.”



Republicans need a net gain of six Senate seats to win majority control and party stalwarts such as GOP leader Mitch McConnell are increasingly confident they will get there.



But Democrats can still block that, depending on the outcome of tight races in Alaska, Arkansas, Louisiana, New Hampshire and North Carolina — or by knocking off McConnell in Kentucky or picking up the GOP-held seat in Georgia. There’s also the question of what happens if independent Greg Orman wins his race in Kansas against Republican Sen. Pat Roberts.



As presidential historian Douglas Brinkley of Rice University told the AP, the possibility of a 50-50 Senate “makes Joe BIDEN suddenly a hugely relevant Washington figure. It shows he’s a power player.” 



Washington Post

Ben Bradlee’s funeral: The official Washington send-off

By: Helena Andrews and Emily Heil / October 29, 2014



During his tribute to his father, Ben Bradlee Jr. said that the senior Mr. Bradlee not-so-secretly reveled in his own celebrity, a status he earned after The Washington Post’s Watergate coverage and continued, as evidenced by Wednesday’s establishment-approved service, to the end.



So, on Wednesday morning, official Washington gave Benjamin C. Bradlee, the executive editor who stood at The Post’s helm for more than two decades, the official Washington VIP send-off.



How do you know you’re at such an event? The crowd for one. All the right very important people packed into the pews of the Washington National Cathedral at Bradlee’s memorial Wednesday. Present in the congregation of mourners (or, in this case, the celebrants) were a majority of the District’s uppermost social, political and media strata.



Vice President Joe BIDEN and second lady Jill BIDEN, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer and Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) all had reserved seats near the altar. Secretary of State John Kerry entered through a private door. Former secretary of defense Donald Rumsfeld waited in line outside.



Adding to the VIP scene, of course, is the actual setting. The enormous nave of the Washington National Cathedral, able to comfortably sit some 2,500 (a giant number fit for one of this town’s giants), with its flying buttresses, stained glass windows and grand high altar is as official as it gets.



In 2012, the cathedral held the memorial service for astronaut Neil Armstrong, the first man to walk on the moon. Later that same year, the funeral for Sen. Dan Inoye (D-Hawaii), the longest serving senator and a World War II hero, was held at the cathedral. President Obama spoke.



Here, the church staffers aren’t passing out tissues, they’re handing out warnings. There will be no pictures — not that this crowd is particularly selfie-savvy – and can you please pass that bit of information down the pew? Also, the funeral program is embargoed until 10 a.m.



“I think President Clinton would have his here,” said one memorial service attendee as the crowd let out into the early afternoon drizzle.



Associated Press

Friends remember Ben Bradlee as lion of journalism

By: Brett Zongker / October 29, 2014



WASHINGTON — Ben Bradlee, the longtime executive editor of The Washington Post during some of its proudest moments, was remembered as a "journalistic warrior" Wednesday during his funeral at Washington National Cathedral.



Vice President Joe BIDEN, Secretary of State John Kerry and many government officials and journalists were among hundreds who filled the massive church. Few cities could honor a gruff, profane and aggressive journalist quite like Washington.



Bradlee died last week at 93 after suffering from Alzheimer's disease in recent years.



Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein were among eight men who paid tribute to the man who led the Post newsroom from 1968 to 1991 — through the coverage of the Watergate scandal that toppled the presidency of Richard Nixon and elevated the newspaper to new heights.



"What is the central part of his character?" Bernstein said. "It's this: He was not afraid."



The former Post reporter recalled Bradlee's unwavering support of his young reporters as they confronted the Nixon administration and faced threats and intimidation.



"We live now in an era where too many of us are not unafraid," Bernstein said. "The dominant political and media culture is too often geared to the lowest common denominator — make noise, get eyeballs, cover the political battles like a football game and manufacture as much controversy as can be ginned up."



Woodward, who partnered with Bernstein in covering Watergate and now is an associate editor at the Post, said he loved Bradlee and remembered how he prowled the newsroom like a wolf in search of news, gossip or any signs of hidden truth.



"He was a journalistic warrior, unequaled and probably never to be matched," Woodward said. "He had the courage of an army, a lion in all seasons. He wanted his newspaper to be like the Navy destroyer he served on in World War II."



Several years ago, Woodward and Bradlee were invited to speak at the Nixon presidential library in California.



"Ben was astonished that this was happening," Woodward said. "He could not believe that the world had turned so much."



"'Well, how do you like them apples?'" Woodward recalled Bradlee saying.



Other journalists, including Tom Brokaw, also offered tributes.



Post columnist David Ignatius said Bradlee was immensely funny, especially in story meetings.



"If you were too sentimental in making a story pitch, Ben would play an imaginary violin. If you went on too long, Ben would roll his eyes or put his hands to his throat in a choking motion. If you didn't have the story, he told you to go get it," Ignatius said. "Being an editor is often mundane and exhausting. Ben made it seem fun. No wonder we all tried so desperately to be like him."



Donald Graham, whose mother, Katharine Graham, hired Bradlee to lead the newspaper the family controlled until last year, said Bradlee was greater, smarter and even more fun than his reputation.



At times, Bradlee was called a "male chauvinist pig" for his language and style, but he also had the confidence to work for one of the few women leading a major company in the 1960s and 1970s, Graham said.



"The Post staff could be fairly described as hard bitten. They were a group of men and women who proudly had no heroes," Graham said. "But he was our hero, Benjamin C. Bradlee, and he will be always."



AFP

Washington Elite Say Farewell to 'Watergate' Editor

October 29, 2014



The US capital's movers and shakers rubbed shoulders with veteran journalists at the National Cathedral on Wednesday to bid a final farewell to late Washington Post editor Ben Bradlee.



Vice President Joe BIDEN led the list of mourners at the funeral of the legendary journalist, who died on October 21 at the age of 93.



Bradlee is best remembered for steering the Post's Watergate coverage, a series of scoops revealing White House skullduggery that led to the 1974 resignation of president Richard Nixon.



"He was an original of his own creation, different from everybody else in his newsroom," wrote Watergate reporters Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein in a tribute in Wednesday's edition of the Post.



"He transformed not only The Washington Post but also the nature and priorities of journalism itself."



Woodward and Bernstein were among those lined up to deliver tributes at Wednesday's service as well as members of the Bradlee family.



The list of pallbearers and ushers read like a who's who of contemporary US journalism. The cathedral said 2,000 mourners had come to pay their respects.



Gary Hall, the Anglican dean of the National Cathedral, was presiding.



Associated Press

Vice President BIDEN coming to Las Vegas Nov. 1

October 29, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is planning to come to Las Vegas this weekend to attend a political event.



Officials from BIDEN's office say the vice president will be in town Saturday. No further details about the event were released Wednesday.



BIDEN came to Las Vegas less than a month ago. He used a lunch stop at a Mexican restaurant to make a pitch for raising the minimum wage nationally to $10.10 per hour.



He's the second high-profile politician to visit Nevada this week. President Bill Clinton headlined a get-out-the-vote rally Tuesday at the Springs Preserve nature park and historical complex.



Democrats are lagging far behind Republicans in turnout during the early voting period that ends Friday. The lopsided numbers could spell danger for Democrats whose seats were recently considered safe.



Las Vegas Sun

Vice President Joe BIDEN coming to Las Vegas to rally voters

By: Amber Phillips / October 29, 2014



Underscoring the trouble Nevada Democrats are in this election cycle, Vice President Joe BIDEN will be in Las Vegas on Saturday to try to get Democrats to the polls.



BIDEN will attend a political event, but no further details about the event were released today.



It will be the vice president’s second visit to the city in a month. He spoke with supporters and workers at a Mexican restaurant earlier in October to tout Democratic campaign issues, such as raising the minimum wage.



His second visit, first reported by Nevada political journalist Jon Ralston, comes the same week former President Bill Clinton was in Las Vegas to rally Democrats.



Democrats running in once-safe seats, such as Rep. Steven Horsford, are suddenly in a fight for their political careers ahead of Tuesday’s midterm election.



Since early voting began Oct. 18, Republicans have been showing up at the polls in numbers that have surprised insiders in their own party. It’s a trend that’s reflected nationally as well in an election with an unpopular Democratic president.



Republicans have about a 20,000-vote lead over Democrats across the state. Making matters worse, Republicans are just about 2,000 votes behind Democrats in early voting in Democratic-stronghold Clark County, according to the Nevada Secretary of State’s Office.



The numbers are a reversal from statewide voter registration figures. Democrats hold a 60,000-person advantage over Republicans, 40 percent to 35 percent.



As of Tuesday night, just 17 percent of Nevada’s electorate had cast a ballot early, although generally about half the state does.



BIDEN’s visit Saturday will happen as early voting closes, a sign that Democrats could be hoping to rally big on Tuesday, the actual election day.



It seems the entire cavalry of Washington Democrats is focused on helping Horsford.



The House Democrats’ campaign arm announced Wednesday it is spending a last-minute $360,000 on Las Vegas airwaves to attack Hardy.



The ad is in addition to money the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee threw into the race last week to boost Horsford’s own positive ads.



The House Republicans’ campaign arm is also spending money in the race, coordinating with Hardy’s campaign for a positive ad. It could consider spending more money.



This flurry of last-minute TV ads was kicked off by Crossroads GPS, a Republican PAC affiliated with former President George W. Bush adviser Karl Rove that announced Oct. 21 it was spending more than $1 million on TV and radio ads against Horsford.



Inland News Today

Vice-President BIDEN schedules local visit

October 29, 2014



SAN BERNARDINO – (INT) – Vice-President Joe BIDEN will sound a familiar get-out-the-vote theme when he headlines a public rally in San Bernardino County Saturday. 



BIDEN is appearing for Redlands Mayor Pete Aguilar, the Democratic Candidate for Congress in the 31st District. 



Aguilar says he shares BIDEN’s middle-class values. 



Aguliar is opposed by Republican Paul Chabot who called BIDEN’s local visit ‘last minute despiration’ for Aguilar’s campaign.



The Algemeiner

Vice President Joe BIDEN to Address Jewish Federations’ General Assembly

October 29, 2014



The Jewish Federations of North America has announced that Vice President Joe BIDEN will address its upcoming General Assembly. BIDEN will the the highest-ranking U.S. official to ever address the federation umbrella’s annual conference.



The General Assembly, scheduled for Nov. 9-11 in National Harbor, Md., will bring together attendees from 124 different Jewish communities through North America, Israel, and Europe.



This year’s conference will highlight and discuss issues such as rising anti-Semitism in Europe, threats to Israel, Jewish education in North America, and Jewish life on college campuses.



In addition to BIDEN, a number of other prominent American and Israeli leaders are set to speak at the General Assembly, including U.S. Supreme Court Justices Stephen Breyer and Elena Kagan, Israeli opposition leader MK Isaac Herzog, Israeli Ambassador to the U.S. Ron Dermer, and former U.K. Chief Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks.



KWQC-TV

Clinton and McCain Make Stops in the QCA Wednesday

By: Danielle McCarthy / October 29, 2014



Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and Sen. John McCain will both be in the QCA Wednesday.



McCain's appearance will be the first of the morning and he joins Republican candidate for Iowa's open U.S. Senate seat, Joni Ernst, in Wapello. The two will hold a public meet and greet from 11:30 a.m. until 12:15 p.m. at the State Bank of Wapello where they will also talk about the role national security plays in the upcoming election.



Later Wednesday, Ernst's opponent, Democratic candidate Bruce Braley, will get some public support from former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. The two will be at the RiverCenter in Davenport for a campaign event. Doors are set to open at 4:45 p.m.



This visit will mark Clinton's second visit to Iowa in less than a month. The first was in mid-September for the Harkin Steak Fry where she supported Braley … and also announced to the audience that she is considering running for President in 2016.



Both big-name visits come on the heels of Sen. Marco Rubio's appearance the Scott County GOP's Ronald Reagan dinner in Bettendorf Tuesday night. Rubio spoke at the event, along with other Republican candidates for various offices, like Congressional candidate Dr. Mariannette Miller-Meeks, Joni Ernst and Gov. Terry Branstad.



And on Monday, Vice President Joe BIDEN and House Speak John Boehner made separate visits to Davenport. BIDEN held an event where he voiced his support for Braley and Democratic Congressional candidate Dave Loebsack. Meantime, Boehner joined Scott County Republicans in voicing his support for Loebsack's Republican opponent, Dr. Miller-Meeks.



Finishing off the list of big name visits to the QCA this week is New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie. He will join Gov. Terry Branstad in Burlington on Thursday.



Washington Post

Holder sees Frank Underwood — but thinks Dick Cheney

By: Al Kamen / October 29, 2014



Outgoing Attorney General Eric Holder thinks that of the current hit television shows about Washington, the one that gets this town mostly right is, “depending on the administration, I’d say ‘House of Cards.’ ” (Yes, that would be the one with murder, adultery, drug addicts …)



Holder, speaking Wednesday at a Washington Ideas Forum moderated by our colleague, Jonathan Capehart, added: “There was a pretty bad vice president in ‘House of Cards,’ but I’ll leave it at that.” As the audience laughed, he noted, “And I like Joe BIDEN, so I’m not talking about him.”



“I know who you’re talking about,” Capehart said. Our money is on former vice president Dick Cheney. (Unless he was maybe talking about Al Gore or Nance Garner? )



Asked about his “guilty pleasure,” Holder said: “I like to binge watch not-too-serious television like ‘Boardwalk Empire’ — I’m going to be working on that pretty soon — ‘Homeland,’ these are the things I just like to sit down and, you know, just go for many hours.”



Where does he find the time? Hillary Clinton also admitted to binge watching “House of Cards,” but she did so after she was secretary of state and suddenly found herself with time on her hands.



Other light-hearted questions, which came at the end after a series of serious topics, included who Holder would want to play him in a movie.



“There’s only one person,” Holder quickly answered: “Denzel.” (Has anyone ever answered that question and not picked a good-looking A-lister?)



Capehart also asked Holder, who has been a Republican target over numerous White House scandals, what he hopes to be remembered for.



“As a person who . . . used the power of his office to raise issues that too often were not addressed,” Holder said, “And who ultimately moved the country in a direction that it should always move. A country that I left maybe a little more fair, with a greater sense of the urgency to make sure that all people are treated equally.”



NBC News

Eric Holder Says Denzel Washington Should Play Him in a Movie

By: Jillian Sederholm / October 29, 2014



Outgoing Attorney General Eric Holder didn't need a second to think when asked who should play him in a movie, during an interview at the Washington Ideas Forum Wednesday. "There's only one person: Denzel," Holder said to cheers from the audience.



Washington Post writer Jonathan Capehart fired a series of other pop culture questions at Holder during the event put on by The Aspen Institute and The Atlantic. Among the insights Holder shared:



Last movie he watched: "The Godfather" on his iPad.



Most played song on his iPod: "Since I Lost My Baby" by The Temptations.



Who he'd most like to meet: Pope Francis.



His guilty pleasure: Binge-watching "not-too-serious television," listing "Boardwalk Empire" and "Homeland" as examples.



Which current political show gets Washington mostly right: "Depending on the administration, I'd say 'House of Cards,'" Holder answered. "There was a pretty bad vice president in 'House of Cards,' but I'll leave it at that," he teased, before elaborating: "I like Joe BIDEN so I'm not talking about him."



The Weekly Standard

White House Does Not Deny Bibi 'Chickens***' Comment

By: Michael Warren / October 29, 2014



The belief that the prime minister of Israel is "chickenshit" is "not the administration's view," a spokesperson for the National Security Council says in a statement. Jeffrey Goldberg of the Atlantic reported Tuesday that a "senior administration official" viewed Benjamin Netanyahu, the prime minister of Israel, as the most frustrating foreign leader to the White House and the State Department.



“The thing about Bibi is, he’s a chickenshit,” the offical told Goldberg. However, the White House's NSC does not dispute the fact the comment was made.



Ali Baskey, a member of the press staff for the NSC, responded to questions about that comment with an official statement. “Certainly that's not the Administration's view, and we think such comments are inappropriate and counter-productive," Baskey said. "Prime Minister Netanyahu and the President have forged an effective partnership, and consult closely and frequently, including earlier this month when the President hosted the Prime Minister in the Oval Office." Baskey did not deny that someone within the administration made that comment.



TWS received the statement after asking the Office of the Vice President if the anonymous comments were made by Vice President Joe BIDEN. BIDEN spokesperson Kendra Barkoff did not confirm or deny that BIDEN was the official quoted by Goldberg. A similiar request to State Department spokesperson Jen Psaki, asking if Secretary of State John Kerry or any other State Department officials made the "chickenshit" comment, has not been answered, nor has a request to the White House press office.



CNN

BIDEN stay in luxury cabin prompts Park Service review

By: Mary Grace Lucas / October 29, 2014



Washington (CNN) -- A luxury log cabin in the mountains of Wyoming has become the subject of a federal probe after it was revealed Vice President Joe BIDEN and other top officials had stayed there while not on official business.



The Park Service told CNN on Wednesday is was conducting an investigation into the billing policies surrounding the Brinkenhoff cabin in Grand Teton National Park, which is meant for officials to use while on government business.



BIDEN and his extended family stayed there in August during a vacation; the Vice President's office told CNN on Wednesday the costs for renting the property had been hammered out beforehand and BIDEN always planned on paying. While a bill for the stay was delayed in getting to his office, BIDEN eventually paid $1,200 to use the house.



That rate was determined using a federal per diem rate for the area, plus an additional $10 per night for each of BIDEN's guests.



TIME Magazine, which first reported the story involving BIDEN and the Brinkenhoff Cabin, reported that other officials in President Barack Obama's administration had also made use of the home during visits to the area, which all incorporated official visits.



"The Brinkerhoff cabin at Grand Teton National Park is a historic property that is available for day and night uses that benefit the park, such as trainings and conferences, or housing federal employees -- many of whom conduct official business at the park during some portion of their stay," a National Park Service spokesman said.



"In light of inconsistencies in billing practices and ambiguity in the policy at the park, the Interior Department has directed the National Park Service to conduct an immediate review of compliance with the policy and related recordkeeping and to seek reimbursement, where appropriate, for use of the Brinkerhoff," the spokesman added.



Daily Mail

Probe launched into free holiday Joe BIDEN - and a DOZEN family members - took at luxury cabin despite a ban on federal employees using it for non-official business

By: Daniel Miller / October 29, 2014



Officials are investigating how Vice-President Joe BIDEN took a free family vacation at a luxury government-owned log cabin despite a ban on federal employees using the property for anything other than official purposes.



BIDEN, his wife and 11 other family members spent four nights at the four-bedroom Brinkerhoff Lodge, situated next to a lake close to Mount Moran in the Grand Trenton National Park, in August.



The idyllic property boasts a two-story living room, a full-length deck, Western-style chandeliers and walls lined with rustic log and pine paneling.



During his stay BIDEN is understood to have conducted no official business, held no meetings and kept no public schedule, suggesting his stay was purely recreational.



After Time magazine uncovered documents confirming his stay, the Vice President's office said he intended to reimburse the National Park, which owns and operates Brinkerhoff, to the tune of $1,200.



But further investigations by Time found the $1,200 figure appeared to assume the lodge was comparable to a single hotel room and would be far below market rate for similar properties, especially during peak season.

The magazine also revealed at least four Cabinet secretaries and other officials from President Barack Obama's administration have stayed at the lodge with friends and family in recent years.



They include former Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Lisa Jackson, former Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood, Education Secretary Arne Duncan, former Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar, White House Deputy Chief of Staff Phil Schiliro and National Park Service Director Jon Jarvis.



LaHood, who spent eight nights at Brinkerhoff with his wife, his daughter-in-law, three grandchildren, two other adults and his son, in 2012, was said to have attended a Department of Transportation grant award event.



Duncan, who enjoyed six nights there with his wife and children in 2013, attended a nearby roundtable with Native American tribal leaders and an event at a local school.



Jarvis was said to have official business on just two of the five days he spent there in August 2012.



The others are yet to disclose whether any official bussiness was conducted during their visits.



Yesterday the Interior Department said it was launching an investigation into how the park service has managed the Brinkerhoff.



A spokesman told Time: 'In light of inconsistencies in billing practices and ambiguity in the policy at the park, the Interior Department has directed the National Park Service to conduct an immediate review of compliance with the policy and related recordkeeping and to seek reimbursement, where appropriate, for use of the Brinkerhoff.'



The cabin was built in 1947 by the family of oil magnate Zachary Brinkerhoff, before being acquired by the National Park Service in the 1950s.



It was subsequently made available as VIP accommodation to presidents, members of Congress and government bureaucrats to use for vacations.

But following a public outcry a policy was adopted in 1992 banning its use for purely recreational activities.



Newser

BIDEN Vacayed for Cheap in Fancy Federal Log Cabin

By: Jenn Gidman / October 29, 2014



With its ritzy decor and stunning view of the Grand Tetons, Wyoming's Brinkerhoff Lodge sounds like a vacation home fit for a king—or at least for VP Joe BIDEN and high-level Obama team members who've all stayed at the fancy log cabin with their families and friends. But there's a problem: The four-bedroom lakeside home is owned and managed by the National Park Service, and its policy bans federal employees from using the place for anything other than "official purposes," Time reports. Since 2011, BIDEN, at least four Cabinet members, and even the director of the NPS have all kicked back at the lodge, with various friends and family members in tow.



The Department of the Interior is now making the NPS investigate these stays, according to an email sent to Time, and to "seek reimbursement, where appropriate." There's no record of any payment for any of the aforementioned stays, other than $150 from Ken Salazar after a three-night stay, and officials contacted by Time expressed confusion over the need to pay. In BIDEN's case, a Grand Teton National Park spokeswoman said the VP was the recipient of an "official" park briefing and tour during his August stay. An unnamed rep from BIDEN's office said they've been waiting two months for a park invoice and will cough up $1,200 (based on a GSA-listed typical overnight hotel stay) to compensate the park.



Bloomberg

You Can't Plagiarize Your Own Talking Points

By: Jonathan Bernstein / October 29, 2014



Here's today’s installment of stupid and stupider from the campaign.



I’m a plagiarism hard-liner,1 but the hunt for offenders in this election cycle by Buzzfeed’s Andrew Kaczynski is just silly. So today we get (via Weigel) Kaczynski and his colleague Ilan Ben-Meir calling out the Republican Senate candidate in Iowa, Joni Ernst, for sending op-eds to local papers “large portions" of which "appear to have been copied word-for-word from templates sent as guidelines to Republican members of the Iowa Senate.”



Yes, that’s right: Ernst (allegedly) cribbed from Republican talking points.



There’s nothing unethical about that. It's what talking points are for! it. Yes, it was wrong for Joe BIDEN, in his aborted 1988 presidential run, to copy a speech, which made him describe someone else’s family experience as his own. But to use party-authored boilerplate to praise tax cuts and balanced budgets is utterly reasonable.



And Buzzfeed's accusation isn't nearly as silly as the response from Republicans, who alleged misdeeds by Ernst's Democratic opponent, Bruce Braley:



Republicans pointed out that two weeks after Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid and Sen. Orrin Hatch introduced the “Hire Now Tax Credit Act Of 2010,” Braley introduced the “Back to Work Act of 2010” in the House. Braley’s bill uses identical language to the Reid-Hatch bill. He has cited his introduction of the bill during his campaign for Senate.



Seriously? Using the same bill text is a form of plagiarism? I’d even be fine with using the word “authored” to describe a senator who introduced an identical version of a House bill, but all Braley said is that he introduced the measure. Quick review: For any bill to advance to the White House, identical versions must pass each chamber of Congress. So it makes sense to introduce identical bills in the first place.



Let's save the accusations of malfeasance for actual misbehavior, please.



Wall St. Cheat Sheet

3 Questions We’d Like to Ask Joe BIDEN

By: Anthea Mitchell / October 29, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is more than just President Barack Obama’s right hand man, he’s a leader within the Democratic party and a political entity with his own ambitions and plans. The challenge is figuring out what those plans might be and where he stands today.



1. Would you run against Hillary Clinton in 2016?



BIDEN hasn’t personally ruled out the possibility of running, saying when asked about 2016 plans in Iowa last month. “There’s plenty of tie to make that decision. And that’s the least of my worries and concerns right now,” he said according to NBC. “I haven’t made a decision to run or not run for real.” However, that’s true of Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton as well, and many argue that should she chose to do so, it would force him out of the race.



Clinton may be the clear favorite on the Democratic side for the presidential races in 2016, but that doesn’t mean she’s the only possibility, and some BIDEN loyalists insist he could compete. Others argue that it would be a foolish waste of funds and division of the party to try to compete with her current popularity. “I don’t see BIDEN and Hillary running against each other,” said Senior Strategist for Obama and Clinton in previous years, David Axelrod, to The Wall Street Journal. “I would be shocked to see that materialize,” he said. Likely the latter is closer to the truth than the former, but it would be interesting to see how BIDEN measures his chances and qualifications compared to Clinton.



Gallup showed Clinton’s ratings at the top of all possible candidates of both parties in terms of favorability and familiarity in July. BIDEN, on the other hand, was not only at the bottom of his own parties possible candidates, but also at the bottom of Republican candidates.



 2. Will you connection to Obama hurt your chances? Would you do things differently?



Political analysts seem to have two left feet over this question. On the one hand, during the senatorial election, the consensus seems to be that Democrats are hurt by association with Obama. It’s why his presence is unhelpful, and it’s why many using distancing language in their ads, or even attack certain aspects of his policy so as to seem less associated in the minds of more right leaning liberals or frustrated anti-Washington voters.



However, Joe BIDEN can hardly take that same strategy. Arguing that they’ll be a different president than the one so many are frustrated with is a go to strategy for any upcoming presidential candidate, but it’s one BIDEN will uniquely be without — a disadvantage that could prove fatal considering he already has a history of failed presidential campaigns in 1988 and 2008.



Yet Larry Rasky, who helped on his previous campaigns for the presidency, told The Wall Street Journal that if BIDEN runs it would likely be with an emphasis on accomplishments made while Obama was in office — the very opposite of what so many Democratic senators are doing right now. “My guess is it would be a legacy campaign,” he said. “Continuing to build on the success they’ve had in the administration.” 



3. Will a few less Tea Party members really change Congress?



BIDEN has a long history of attacking the Tea Party, even going so far as to say they had “acted like terrorists” in 2011, according to Politico, and that heads of the Republican party had “guns to their heads” with Tea Party members holding their fingers on the trigger. This year, he’s been pushing extra hard during congressional elections, and specifically targeting the Tea Party once again.



“If we don’t stop the march of the Tea Party now, those majority Republicans in the House and Senate who know better are never going to have courage to stand up and vote the right way,” said BIDEN in Iowa this week, according to The Washington Times.



“It’s going to break the back of the hard right,” argued BIDEN of electing Bruce Braley (D) over Joni Ernst (R) for senator. “You’re going to see reasonable people in the Republican Party start to vote reasonably again.”



While it’s his clear duty as a leader in the Democratic party to help push, prod, and campaign for senators in this year’s tight race, especially given the inability of Obama to make a positive impact for his party at this point in offering help, it does seem questionable whether or not gridlock will be solved by merely maintaining a majority in the Senate, even if it means a few less extreme right members. This is especially true when one looks at the House of Representatives, and considers the role it will play. So BIDEN is either far more hopeful than many political analysts, or he’s choosing rhetoric over reality; but which is it. 
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 USA chants welcome Biden to Ukraine

By Rachel Huggins

The Hill

Vice President Biden and U.S. officials attending inaugural events honoring Ukraine's new leader were warmly greeted as they walked the streets of Kiev.

After Petro Poroshenko was sworn into office on Saturday, Biden and Sen. McCain (R-Ariz.) ditched the presidential motorcade and opted to walk to the new president's reception when crowds lined the streets cheering, “thank you” and “USA” to the vice president.

Biden began greeting everyone he encountered as he and other presidential delegation members walked the red carpet leading to the ceremony.

Members of the delegation include: Rep. Marcy Kaptur (D-Ohio), Sen. Chris Murphy (D-Conn.), Sen. Ron Johnson (R-Wis.), U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Geoffrey Pyatt, Daniel B. Baer, ambassador to the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe Victoria Nuland, Assistant Secretary of State for European and Eurasian Affairs.

“How are you? You’re a handsome boy. I’d like to borrow that tie,” Biden told a young boy, according to a White House pool report. He also said hello to several officials and introduced McCain, saying, “You know my friend the senator.”

As Poroshenko stood outside the reception on another red carpet, the vice president saluted the pro-European chocolate billionaire. “Mr. President, congratulations,” he said as they spoke momentarily before posing for photos. McCain embraced Poroshenko with a hug.

Sens. Murphy, Ron Johnson and Rep. Kaptur greeted Poroshenko together. “It’s wonderful to stand with you,” Murphy told the new president.

Biden also met with Georgian President Giorgi Margvelashvili and President Nicolae Timofti of the Republic of Moldova.



Biden Meets Moldovan, Georgian Leaders In Kyiv

by RFE/RL

Radio Free Europe



U.S. Vice President Joe Biden has met with Moldovan President Nicolae Timofti during his visit to Kyiv for the inauguration of new Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko.

 

The U.S. White House said in a statement that, during the meeting on June 7, Biden announced an additional $8 million in assistance to Moldova, pending consultations with the U.S. Congress. 

 

The assistance is to support Moldova's European choice and mitigate vulnerabilities to external pressure.

 

The White House said the package will build upon $2.7 million in U.S. assistance announced on March 3 which is helping Moldovan businesses to increase productivity and competiveness so they are better positioned to take advantage of European markets. 

 

When added to funds previously budgeted, the United States is providing approximately $31 million in assistance to Moldova this year. 

 

While in Kyiv, Biden also met Georgian President Giorgi Margvelashvili.

 

The White House said that, during the meeting, Biden announced an additional $5 million in assistance for Georgia, pending consultations with the U.S. Congress.

 

This assistance will help individuals affected by Russia’s "borderization" of the Administrative Boundary Lines (ABLs) of Georgia's occupied territories, increase access to independent information in the region, promote national unity, and help Tbilisi conduct reforms to strengthen justice sector institutions.

 

This follows the $1.5 million ABL assistance announced by Secretary of State John Kerry at the U.S.-Georgia Strategic Partnership meeting on February 26.

 

When added to funds previously budgeted, Washington is now providing approximately $65 million in assistance to Georgia this year.



Complex Times for VP's Son to Work at Ukraine Firm

WASHINGTON June 7, 2014 (AP)

By STEPHEN BRAUN Associated Press


Vice President Joe Biden's visit Saturday to support Ukraine's fragile democracy came soon after his youngest son was hired by a private Ukrainian company that promotes energy independence from Moscow.

Yet that company leases natural gas fields in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea and is owned by a former government minister with ties to Ukraine's ousted pro-Russian president.

The hiring of Hunter Biden, 44, by Burisma Holdings Limited in April was approved by the company's owner, a former senior minister and political ally of Viktor Yanukovych, the exiled Ukrainian president. Yanukovych fled to Russia in February after protests erupted over his efforts to establish closer economic ties with Moscow.

Hunter Biden's employment means he will be working as a director and top lawyer for a Ukrainian energy company during the period when his father and others in the Obama administration attempt to influence the policies of Ukraine's new government, especially on energy issues.

There's no indication that Hunter Biden, his father or Burisma is crossing any legal or ethical lines, although ethics experts appear divided over the implications of Hunter Biden's new job.

American conflict-of-interest laws and federal ethics rules essentially do not regulate the business activities of adult relatives of those who work in the White House.

"The primary problem here is the fact that Hunter Biden has set up a financial arrangement with someone who might have business pending before this administration," said Craig Holman, an ethics expert with Public Citizen, a Washington-based government reform organization.

Joe Biden led the U.S. delegation at Saturday's inauguration of Ukraine's new president, Petro Poroshenko, and announced $48 million in additional aid for the Kiev government. Biden met Poroshenko and said "there is a window for peace and you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely ... America is with you."

Ukraine is an important natural-gas and petroleum-liquids transit country. Two major pipeline systems carry Russian gas through Ukraine to Western Europe.

Burisma is headed by Nikolai Zlochevskyi, who held senior posts over natural resources, environment and defense in Ukraine. The company has aggressively bought up Ukrainian oil and natural gas leases and companies.

Hunter Biden's new company says it aims to reduce Ukraine's dependence on Russian gas and oil, a goal that parallels U.S. efforts to aid Ukraine's energy industry.

As a Burisma director and the company's top lawyer, the younger Biden has yet to take any public actions on behalf of the company.

But the timing of his hiring is politically awkward for the administration's efforts to shore up Ukraine's pro-Western government, and poses potential complications from Burisma's growing energy interests and the background of Hunter Biden's new boss, Zlochevskyi.

At least two oil and natural gas fields leased by subsidiaries of Burisma are in Ukrainian territories where pro-Russian sentiments remain strong, according to government and media releases, independent energy maps and Burisma's website.

One is in the breakaway Russian-backed state of Crimea; the other is in the eastern Ukrainian Kharkiv region. Instability there could force the younger Biden's new company to coordinate with pro-Russian separatists whom the U.S. considers illegitimate.

White House officials declined to comment on Hunter Biden's association with Burisma and the company's holdings in Crimea and east Ukraine.

The vice president's spokeswoman, Kendra Barkoff, previously said that Biden's son is a private citizen and a lawyer, and that Joe Biden "does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company."

Presidents and vice presidents have long been vexed by relatives rewarded for family ties.

Political loan troubles shadowed Vice President Richard Nixon's brother, Donald, during the 1960 election, and President Jimmy Carter's brother, Billy, who accepted a $220,000 stipend in 1981 from Libya's Moammar Gadhafi.

In recent years, several Bush and Clinton relatives were caught in a string of murky financial and political dealings.

But "unless there's solid evidence that Hunter Biden got his job to influence American foreign policy, there's no clear line that's been crossed," said Melanie Sloan, executive director of the Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington.

A former Washington lobbyist, the vice president's son is effectively exempt from most rules that would require him to describe publicly the legal work he does on behalf of Burisma.

Hunter Biden will not lobby for the company, said Lawrence Pacheco, an official with FTI Consulting, a Washington government affairs company recently hired by Burisma.

Pacheco did not say whether Biden might oversee or advise on any future Burisma lobbying strategy in the U.S. Pacheco said the company "does not take positions on political matters."

But Biden's company may have to deal with Ukranian enclaves that the U.S. does not recognize diplomatically or are threatened by instability.

One Burisma subsidiary, KrymTopEnergoServis, operates natural gas fields and has headquarters in the Crimea, which seceded from Ukraine this year and now aligns with Russia.

A second subsidiary, Esco-Pivnich, produces oil and natural gas just west of Kharkiv, Ukraine's second-largest city, which was the site of several protests and borders on separatist-controlled provinces. The company's website confirms that Burisma operates oil and natural gas sites in Crimea and east Ukraine, as well as elsewhere in Ukraine.

"While he's just at the beginning of his involvement with this company, Ukraine is volatile right now and there are all sorts of problems that might crop up down the line," said Bill Allison, the editorial director of the Sunlight Foundation, a nonpartisan watchdog group.

Pacheco said the company's western and eastern operations have been unaffected by Ukraine's unrest but that its Crimea subsidiary is not operating currently. He did not explain further, but confirmed KrymTopEnergoServis is based and leases gas deposits in Crimea.

Hunter Biden, Zlochevskyi and other company officials would not comment publicly, Pacheco said.

Hunter Biden is a managing director with Rosemont Seneca Partners, a private equity firm, and worked as a Washington lobbyist for seven years until his father was elected vice president. He lobbied primarily for colleges, hospitals and tech firms.

Pacheco said Biden's son came to Burisma's attention after he was introduced by Devon Archer, another new Burisma board member, to Alan Apter, Burisma's board chairman. Archer works with Hunter Biden at Rosemont and was a top fundraiser for now-Secretary of State John Kerry when Kerry ran for president in 2004. Zlochevskyi approved Biden's hiring, Pacheco said.

Zlochevskyi, 48, worked as minister of natural resources and environment under Yanukovych and most recently was deputy secretary of Ukraine's national security and defense council, which advised Yanukovych on defense matters.

Zlochevskyi also served in the Ukrainian parliament from 2007 to 2011 as a member of the Party of Regions, the political party affiliated with Yanukovych and traditionally aligned with pro-Russian interests.

Zlochevskyi's name is missing from Burisma's web site, but financial documents in Cyprus as well as U.S. Securities and Exchange records show that he owns the bulk of Burisma's shares. Zlochevskyi's Cyprus-based Brociti Investments Limited controls Burisma.

Hunter Biden joined Burisma in April, the same month his father visited Kiev to show support for the new interim government.

Russia-Ukraine Peace Talks to Start

By Daryna Krasnolutska and Kateryna Choursina June 07, 2014

Bloomberg



Ukraine’s new leader, Petro Poroshenko, will start talks today with Russian President Vladimir Putin’s envoy about ending separatist violence in the former Soviet republic’s easternmost regions.

Poroshenko yesterday took the oath of office as Ukraine’s president and a day earlier discussed with Putin his proposals for the first steps toward a cease-fire. In his inauguration speech, he presented a plan to bring peace to the nation after more than six months of unrest that has pitted the U.S. and Europe against Russia in the worst standoff since the Cold War.

“I know that peace is the most important thing that Ukrainian people desire now,” Poroshenko, 48, said after taking the oath of office in the parliament building in Kiev yesterday.

Poroshenko, switching between languages to address Russian speakers in their mother tongue, pledged to “preserve and strengthen Ukrainian unity and ensure lasting peace” in the country ravaged by separatist violence. The billionaire, who said he became a grandfather for the first time yesterday, vowed to steer the former Soviet republic toward closer ties with the European Union, create jobs and stamp out corruption.

“There’s a window for peace now, but it won’t stay indefinitely,” U.S. Vice President Joe Biden said at a meeting with Poroshenko in Kiev yesterday. “We look for Mr. Putin to meet his end of the commitments and deliver on the pledge to actually work with your government.”

‘Adequate, Realistic’

After his May 25 landslide election victory, Poroshenko’s ability to repair relations with the country’s eastern neighbor will be key to his success in pacifying Ukraine’s easternmost regions, where the military is battling a separatist insurgency.

The speech addressed “all the pressing issues,” Yuriy Yakymenko, head of political research at the Razumkov Center, said by phone from Kiev. “The plan of action proposed to stabilize the internal Ukrainian situation is entirely adequate and realistic. Poroshenko clearly prioritized and targeted foreign policy. He also called a spade a spade, what really is happening, and this is important.”

Poroshenko promised safe corridors for “Russian mercenaries” to leave the country and pledged an amnesty for those who didn’t kill servicemen or civilians. The president said he will present a plan to decentralize power and urged early parliamentary elections. He also vowed to crush the insurgency, protect Ukraine as a “unitary state” while guaranteeing the rights of Russian speakers.

‘Authority, Decisiveness’

“The head of state has a wide spectrum of different instruments to ensure territorial integrity and peace,” Poroshenko said. “There will be no shortage of authority and decisiveness. I do not seek revenge.”

Pro-Russian separatist leaders denounced Poroshenko, with Alexander Boroday, the leader of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic, saying he is the “president of another country,” according to the Russian state-owned RIA Novosti news service. Boroday and his Luhansk counterpart, Valeriy Bolotov, said the Kiev government must withdraw its army before any talks are possible, according to the news service.

Poroshenko’s remarks “look hopeful” and Russia will continue to have working relations with Ukraine, Mikhail Zurabov, Russia’s ambassador in Kiev, said yesterday, RIA reported. The issue of Crimea, annexed by Russia from Ukraine in March, will be peripheral while the two parties work to restore links, Zurabov said, according to RIA.

Border Controls

Putin yesterday ordered security services to enforce the border with Ukraine, according to RIA. The two countries earlier agreed to jointly close sections of the border in the conflict regions, Poroshenko said in a statement June 6. The Foreign Ministry in Moscow said it received notification by the authorities in Kiev about eight checkpoints having been shut.

The U.S. yesterday pledged a $48 million assistance package to Ukraine for tasks including strengthening the border guard service and “confidence-building measures that enhance national unity, particularly in the East and South,” according to a statement from the White House.

Poroshenko and Putin had a brief meeting June 6 in France, where the Russian president also spoke face-to-face with U.S. President Barack Obama for the first time since the crisis in Ukraine escalated in February. Putin welcomed Poroshenko’s commitment to ending the bloodshed and said the government in Kiev must call off its military campaign against pro-Russian separatists.

The diplomatic flurry pushed Russian financial markets higher. The benchmark stock index jumped 1 percent June 6, extending its gain since a mid-March low to 20 percent. The ruble added 0.8 percent against the dollar. The Ukrainian hryvnia, this year’s worst performer against the U.S. currency with a 30 percent plunge, advanced 0.8 percent.

Unrest Continues

Meanwhile, unrest continued in Ukraine’s easternmost regions. The office of border guards in Mariupol, in the Donetsk region, was attacked in drive-by shooting yesterday, Oleh Slobodyan, a spokesman for the border service, said by phone. Rebels also surrounded a checkpoint on the Russian border and threatened to attack it unless Ukrainian troops give it up, according to the border service’s press office.

At another border crossing, 10 armored personnel carriers and 10 trucks with rebel forces appeared early yesterday, some of the crossing over to Russian territory, Yaroslav Honchar, deputy head of an Interior Ministry battalion, said on Facebook.

The U.S. and its European allies say Putin is behind the unrest in eastern Ukraine, where hundreds have died in the separatist insurgency. Russia accuses them of backing what it considers an illegitimate administration in Kiev that’s using armed force against its own people.

‘Goodwill, Wisdom’

“The Ukrainian leadership must show its goodwill and wisdom,” Putin said at a news conference in Normandy June 6. “They have to immediately stop the operation and announce a cease-fire. There is no other way to create the conditions for negotiations.”

Poroshenko, a businessman with investments including chocolates and media, became Ukraine’s fifth president since the collapse of the Soviet Union. Biden and European Union President Herman Van Rompuy were among leaders attending yesterday’s ceremony at parliament in Kiev.

“All neighbors stand to benefit from a return to stability in Ukraine and the promotion of growth and development,” Van Rompuy said in an e-mailed statement yesterday. “All neighbors also need to respect its sovereign choices, including stronger ties with the European Union, and its territorial integrity.”

To contact the reporters on this story: Daryna Krasnolutska in Kiev at dkrasnolutsk@bloomberg.net; Kateryna Choursina in Kiev at kchoursina@bloomberg.net

To contact the editors responsible for this story: Balazs Penz at bpenz@bloomberg.net; James M. Gomez at jagomez@bloomberg.net

Poroshenko sworn in as Ukraine's president

By LAURA MILLS and JIM HEINTZ Associated Press | Posted: Saturday, June 7, 2014 12:18 pm

KIEV, Ukraine (AP) — Ukraine’s new president on Saturday called for pro-Russian rebels in the country’s east to lay down their arms and welcomed dialogue with the insurgents, but said he wouldn’t negotiate with those he called “gangsters and killers” and struck a defiant tone on the Russian-annexed Crimean Peninsula.

Petro Poroshenko’s inaugural address after taking the oath of office in parliament gave little sign of a quick resolution to the conflict in the east, which Ukrainian officials say has left more than 200 people dead.

He also firmly insisted that Crimea, the Black Sea peninsula annexed by Russia in March, “was, is and will be Ukrainian.” He gave no indication of how Ukraine could regain control of Crimea, which Russian President Vladimir Putin has said was allotted to Ukraine unjustly under Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev.

Hours after the speech, Putin ordered security tightened along Russia’s border with Ukraine to prevent illegal crossings, Russian news agencies said. Ukraine claims that many of the insurgents in the east have come from Russia; Poroshenko on Saturday said he would offer a corridor for safe passage of “Russian militants” out of the country.

Rebel leaders in the east dismissed Poroshenko’s speech.

“At the moment it’s impossible for him to come (to Donetsk for talks),” said Denis Pushilin, a top figure in the self-declared Donetsk People’s Republic. “Perhaps with security, a group, so people won’t tear him to pieces.”

Poroshenko offered amnesty to rebels who “don’t have blood on their hands.” But “I don’t believe it,” said Valery Bolotov, the insurgent leader in the Luhansk region. Rebels in both Luhansk and Donetsk have declared their regions independent.

The new president promised “I will bring you peace,” but did not indicate whether Ukrainian forces would scale back their offensives against the insurgency, which Ukraine says is fomented by Russia.

Russia has insisted on Ukraine ending its military operation in the east. Ambassador Mikhail Zurabov, representing Moscow at the inauguration, said Poroshenko’s statements “sound reassuring,” but “for us the principal thing is to stop the military operation,” adding that the insurgents should also stop fighting in order to bolster the delivery of humanitarian aid, RIA Novosti reported.

As president, the 48-year-old Poroshenko is commander-in-chief of the military and appoints the defense and foreign ministers. The prime minister is appointed by the parliament.

Poroshenko, often called “The Chocolate King” because of the fortune he made as a confectionery tycoon, was elected May 25. He replaces Oleksandr Turchynov, who served as interim president after Russia-friendly president Viktor Yanukovych fled the country in February after months of street protests against him.

The fall of Yanukovych aggravated long-brewing tensions in eastern and southern Ukraine, whose majority native Russian speakers denounced the new government as a nationalist putsch that aimed to suppress them.

Within a month, the Black Sea peninsula of Crimea was annexed by Russia after a secession referendum and an armed insurgency arose in the eastern provinces of Donetsk and Luhansk.

In his inaugural address, attended by dignitaries including U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, Sen. John McCain and Democratic Rep. Marcy Kaptur, Poroshenko promised amnesty “for those who do not have blood on their hands” and called for dialogue with “peaceful citizens” in the east.

“I am calling on everyone who has taken arms in their hands — please lay down your arms,” he said, according to an interpreter. He also called for early regional elections in the east and promised to push for new powers to be allotted to regional governments, but he rejected calls for federalization of Ukraine, which Moscow has advocated. Federalization would make regions more independent of the central government.

Biden later met with Poroshenko and said “there is a window for peace and you know as well as anyone that it will not stay open indefinitely ... America is with you.”

He also promised an additional $48 million in US aid to Ukraine to carry out economic and constitutional reforms and strengthen the border guard service. Washington previously announced $50 million in “crisis response” aid and $23 million for security assistance.

Poroshenko also said he would seek early parliamentary elections because “the current composition of the parliament is not consistent with the aspirations of the nation.” The current parliament, elected in 2012 with a large contingent from Yanukovych’s former party, is to stay in place until 2017.

Poroshenko insisted that Ukrainian would remain the sole state language of the country, but promised “the free use of the Russian language.”

He assumed power a day after meeting Putin at D-Day commemoration ceremonies in France.

Putin has denied allegations by Kiev and the West that Russia has fomented the rebellion in the east, and he insisted Friday that Poroshenko needs to speak directly to representatives from the east.

After the low-key inauguration ceremony, which included a choir in traditional national costume singing the national anthem, Poroshenko went to the square outside the landmark Sophia Cathedral for a ceremonial troop inspection.

Taras Danchuk, a 37-year-old spectator at the square who was wearing a traditional embroidered tunic, said he supported Poroshenko’s strategy for trying to negotiate an end the eastern conflict.

“Out of emotion I would like to say that we should destroy the terrorists, but that is not possible without sacrificing the civilians who live there, so there will have to be negotiations,” he said.

The protests against Yanukovych were set off by his decision to shelve a long-anticipated agreement to deepen political and economic ties with the European Union and seek closer relations with Russia. The protests grew hugely after police violently dispersed some early gatherings.

Poroshenko said Saturday he wants to sign the economic portion of the EU “association agreement” in the near future.

No major fighting was reported on Saturday, but the Donetsk People’s Republic said one of Pushilin’s aides was fatally shot in Donetsk city, the region’s capital.

Also Saturday, Russian officials including the ambassador and Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu complained that two journalists from a TV channel belonging to the ministry had been detained by national guard forces in Ukraine and called for their release.

___

Jim Heintz reported from Moscow.





















Associated Press: US to offer financial assistance to Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia

Joe Biden announced the combined $61m aid package in Kiev, on the sidelines of new Ukrainian president's inauguration

AP in Kiev and Saint-Briac-sur-Mer

Saturday 7 June 2014 11.32 EDT



The United States pledged millions of dollars in additional aid to Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia on Saturday, deepening American support to the Western-leaning countries on Russia's border. 

Vice-president Joe Biden announced the extra aid, which must be approved by Congress, during a visit to Kiev for the inauguration of Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko.



Washington pledged $48m to Ukraine, $8m to Moldova and $5m to Georgiaafter Biden met the presidents of the three countries.

Secretary of state John Kerry, meanwhile, said on Saturday he was hoping for steps to ease tensions in Ukraine now that the new president has been sworn in.

Both Moldova and Georgia are pursuing association agreements with the European Union amid a regional crisis over Russia's actions in Ukraine.

The White House says the aid will target programs to demcoratic institutions and the economy, which will help Moldova "advance its European aspirations”. The new aid is in addition to the $2.7m announced in March. The US is also sending $5m to Georgia to help economically vulnerable people living near Russian-controlled breakaway regions, and "increase access to objective information by populations in the occupied territories of Abkhazia and South Ossetia"



The aid follows President Barack Obama's announcement that the US will work to boost the military capacity of non-Nato countries near Russia, including Moldova and Georgia.

Kerry told reporters in France he was "confident there are ways forward" and that included Russia's help in getting separatists to put away their weapons and relinquish buildings they are occupying.

He said the hope was not to impose tougher penalties against Russia over its actions in Ukraine.

Earlier Saturday, Ukraine's new president Petro Poroshenko said he wanted a dialogue with his country's east, where a separatist insurgency has taken hold.

Kerry raised the possibility of a ceasefire and said it's important to begin to build Ukraine.

He spoke in the French seaside town of Saint Briac that is home to his family's ancestral estate, on the 70th anniversary of D-Day.

A day after attending international ceremonies to mark the allied invasion of France in Normandy, Kerry traveled to Saint Briac in the neighboring province of Brittany, where his mother's family has long owned property.

Three US soldiers were killed during the liberation of the town in August, 1944, and Kerry placed a wreath at a monument "To the Americans" that overlooks the harbour.
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VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS

Tuesday, November 04, 2014

NBC Connecticut 

President Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN Comment on Connecticut Gubernatorial Race

By: Jessie Sawyer / November 4, 2014

The White House has eyes on the Connecticut gubernatorial race between incumbent Democratic Gov. Dannel P. Malloy and Republican challenger Tom Foley. Both the president and vice president gave phone interviews on Connecticut radio stations Tuesday about the race and encouraged people to vote.



Examiner

Joe BIDEN talks Ebola, ISIS, and Democrats in midterm elections and 2016

By: Christine Beswick / November 4, 2014

NBC reported this weekend that Senate candidates for the GOP were up in 3 states, putting the "control of the upper chamber" within reach of the GOP. As the GOP momentum builds going into today's elections, CNN spoke with Vice President Joe BIDEN this week reporting on Nov. 3 that Joe BIDEN is not dismayed by the polling results at all. 



The Hill

Cornyn backs McConnell, says he'll run for whip

By: Jesse Byrnes / November 4, 2014

Cornyn, the second-ranking Republican member of the Senate, scoffed at Vice President BIDEN's prediction earlier in the day that Democrats would keep the Senate with 52 seats.



The Washington Post

Cynthia Hogan goes from White House to NFL as league’s Washington representative

By: Rick Maese / November 4, 2014

“She’s the full package,” BIDEN said of Hogan, 57, who left the White House in 2013 and had been doing consulting work before the NFL called. “She can do it all.”



Associated Press

Court rejects appeal over Senate filibuster rules

November 4, 2014

The case was brought against Vice President Joe BIDEN, who acts as president of the Senate, and against the Senate's secretary, parliamentarian and sergeant at arms.



The Atlantic

The Filibuster Survives a Supreme Court Challenge

By: Russell Berman / November 4, 2014

The challenge presented an awkward situation for the Senate officers named as plaintiffs, and BIDEN in particular, since it involved legislation in the Disclose Act and the Dream Act that he had enthusiastically supported. And while BIDEN served for 36 years in the Senate, he, too, had complained about the GOP's nearly endless use of the filibuster to block or delay legislation and nominations.



Salon

Joe BIDEN did not “blow Greg Orman’s cover”: He’s far from a Democratic lock

By: Jim Newell / November 4, 2014

Republicans think they’ve finally nailed Greg Orman as a lock to caucus with the Democrats should he defeat Pat Roberts in the Kansas Senate race. The source of the revelation is a supposed “tell” from Vice President BIDEN in a radio interview this morning:



Talking Points Memo

GOP Uses BIDEN In Huge Last-Day Effort To Paint Orman As Democrat

By: Dylan Scott / November 4, 2014

The campaign for Sen. Pat Roberts (R-KS) is seizing on Vice President Joe BIDEN's comments in an Election Day interview in a huge last-day effort to portray Greg Orman as a closet Democrat in what could end up being the closest Senate race in the country.



The Hill

BIDEN predicts 52 Dem seats

By: Justin Sink / November 4, 2014

Vice President BIDEN predicted Tuesday that Democrats would end up with around 52 seats in the Senate and retain their majority during a get-out-the-vote interview on Connecticut radio.



Associated Press

BIDEN Hits Talk Radio Circuit to Get out the Vote

November 4, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is pitching an Election Day get-out-the-vote message on talk radio. BIDEN is promoting the Obama administration's economic agenda to listeners in crucial Senate and governor race battlegrounds.



CNN

Election 2014: The big day is here

By: Stephen Collinson / November 4, 2014

Still, Vice President Joe BIDEN was characteristically ebullient, predicting Democrats would hang onto the Senate. "I think we win Alaska, which you know, the pundits are saying we lose. I think we win North Carolina, which is a tough race. I think we win New Hampshire," BIDEN said on WPLR radio in Connecticut.



Talk Radio News Service

BIDEN: Dems Will Hold Senate With 52 Seats

November 4, 2014

Vice President BIDEN on Tuesday said that he predicted that his party would maintain the Senate after all the votes have been counted on Election Day, predicting that Democrats would hold on to 52 seats.



The Christian Post

Republicans Projected to Take Senate on Election Day of Tight Races, But Joe BIDEN Disagrees

By: Leonardo Blair / November 4, 2014

Despite a forecast of several nail-biting Senate races Tuesday, Republicans are highly favored to tighten their grip in Congress and wrest control of the Senate away from Democrats at the end of voting in midterm elections where some 18.6 million voters have already cast their ballots.



Mediaite

BIDEN Confidently Predicts 52 Vote Majority for Democrats in Senate

By: Matt Wilstein / November 4, 2014

While nearly every pundit out there is predicting that the Republican Party will take over the Senate when all the midterm election votes are cast today. But Vice President Joe BIDEN is going hard in the other direction, boldly calling the election for the Democrats and even putting a number on it: 52 seats.



Fox News

Kansas Republican pounces on BIDEN claim independent rival 'will be with us'

November 4, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN touched off a Kansas firestorm this afternoon, claiming in a local radio interview that independent Senate candidate Greg Orman "will be with us" if elected -- a claim Orman's campaign denied, and one his Republican opponent quickly seized upon. 



The Hill

BIDEN: Orman 'will be with us'

By: Justin Sink / November 4, 2014

Vice President BIDEN on Tuesday predicted that independent Greg Orman will caucus with Democrats if he wins a Senate seat in Kansas.



Politico

Joe BIDEN: Greg Orman will join with Democrats

By: Burgess Everett and Jonathan Topaz / November 4, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN predicts that the Senate Democratic Caucus will have 52 votes come January — and Kansas independent Greg Orman will be one of them.



TIME

BIDEN: Kansas Independent ‘Will Be With Us’

By: Alex Rogers / November 4, 2014

One of the more intriguing possibilities on Election Day is a tie in the Senate with Kansas Independent Greg Orman as the kingmaker. While Orman has not said who he would caucus with should he beat incumbent GOP Senator Pat Roberts, Vice President Joe BIDEN said Tuesday that he’s confident that Orman will join the Democrats.



Bloomberg

With Hours to Go, Both Sides Predict Senate Victories

By: John McCormick / November 4, 2014

As accusations of voter intimidation surfaced in the Midwest, Vice President Joe BIDEN predicted Democrats will surprise critics and retain control of the Senate, even as Republicans said they're feeling pretty confident about the outcome of this Election Day.



Wall Street Journal

Obama: 2014 Senate Map Worst for Democrats Since Eisenhower

By: Reid J. Epsetin / November 4, 2014

The remarks are a break from the White House’s stated public optimism about the midterms. On Monday Vice President Joe BIDEN predicted the party would retain control. White House press secretary Josh Earnest said Monday the president agrees with Mr. BIDEN’s assessment. 



Newsmax

BIDEN: Democrats Will Keep Senate With 52-Seat Edge

By: Melanie Batley / November 4, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN on Tuesday predicted that Democrats would maintain control of the Senate and emerge from the midterm elections with a majority of 52 seats, The Hill reported. 



The Daily Caller

BIDEN: Kansas Independent ‘Will Be With Us’

By: Chuck Ross / November 4, 2014

If he is elected Tuesday, Kansas independent Senate candidate Greg Orman will work with Democrats, according to Vice President Joe BIDEN.



The Weekly Standard

BIDEN Blows Greg Orman's Cover: He 'Will Be With Us'

By: Daniel Halper / November 4, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN blew Kansas independent Greg Orman's cover in a radio interview today. Orman hasn't stated which party he'll caucus with in the Senate--actively avoiding announcing whether he'll be with Republicans or Democrats--but BIDEN stated definitively that Orman "will be with us" if he's elected.



The Blaze

Did Joe BIDEN Just Out the Independent Senate Candidate in Kansas as a Democrat?

By: Pete Kasperowicz / November 4, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN let slip Tuesday that Indepdent candidate for Senate Greg Orman would likely caucus with Democrats if he were to defeat Sen. Pat Roberts (R) in Kansas later today.



The Washington Times

Joe BIDEN snitches on independent Greg Orman, says he’ll caucus with Democrats

By: Kevin Rogers / November 4, 2014

Kansas Senate hopeful Greg Orman’s efforts to paint himself as an independent voice in Washington took a late blow on Tuesday, as Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN admitted Mr. Orman will side with Democrats should he win the election.



Washington Free Beacon

BUSTED: BIDEN Says Greg Orman ‘Will Be With Us’

November 4, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said that ‘independent’ candidate Greg Orman “will be with us” if he wins in the Kansas Senate race against incumbent Pat Roberts (R., Kan.).



Breitbart 

BIDEN: DEMS WILL KEEP SENATE, AMERICANS AGREE WITH OBAMA ON 'EVERY SINGLE MAJOR ISSUE'

By: Tony Lee / November 4, 2014

At least one man is likely to be surprised if the polls prove accurate and Republicans take control of the Senate. That's Vice President Joe BIDEN, who insists that Democrats will retain control of the Senate because Americans agree with President Barack Obama on "every single major issue."



Breitbart

WHITE HOUSE CITES JOE BIDEN'S 'SUPERIOR KNOWLEDGE' FOR PREDICTING ELECTION WINS FOR DEMOCRATS

By: Charlie Spiering / November 4, 2014

White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest is deferring to Vice President Joe BIDEN’s mid-term election prediction that Democrats will finish with a Senate majority of 52 seats.



Middle East Monitor

BIDEN contradicts the White House, says he never apologised to Turkey

November 4, 2014

American Vice President Joe BIDEN said he did not apologise to the Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan for the statements he made last month at Harvard University regarding Ankara's support of extremists in Syria.



Today’s Zaman

BIDEN says he never apologized to Turkey’s Erdoğan

November 4, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN has said he never apologized to President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan after his remarks last month accusing Turkey of supporting anyone who would fight against the regime of President Bashar al-Assad in Syria.



Daily Sabah

BIDEN CONTRADICTS HIMSELF ABOUT HIS DIALOGUE WITH ERDOĞAN, SOURCES REVEAL

November 4, 2014

United States Vice President Joe BIDEN contradicted himself in a CNN interview conducted on Monday after saying he never apologized to Erdoğan over his Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS) comments made at Harvard University.





NBC Connecticut 

President Obama, Vice President Joe BIDEN Comment on Connecticut Gubernatorial Race

By: Jessie Sawyer / November 4, 2014



The White House has eyes on the Connecticut gubernatorial race between incumbent Democratic Gov. Dannel P. Malloy and Republican challenger Tom Foley. Both the president and vice president gave phone interviews on Connecticut radio stations Tuesday about the race and encouraged people to vote.



"Turnout's high across Connecticut," President Barack Obama said on "The Colin McEnroe Show "on WNPR on the afternoon of Election Day. "It's going to be a close election."



After visiting Bridgeport to stump for Malloy at a campaign event at Central High School in Bridgeport on Sunday, Obama continued to rally support for the governor in his interview with McEnroe.



Obama said that Malloy "deserves four more years" and that "Dan's the guy" for people who care about issues like college education, increased education funding and working families.



Vice President Joe BIDEN also took the opportunity to throw support behind Malloy in an interview on Chaz & AJ's morning show on 99.1 PLR, right before Foley gave an interview with the hosts.



“You know it is a big deal. There’s a lot of people in your state...84,000 people right now who didn’t have Medicaid coverage, women and children mostly now have it because of the president and because Malloy had the guts to say he’s going to go out there and say he’s going to expand health care," BIDEN told Chaz & AJ. “Dan Malloy’s out there pushing for a minimum wage. You’ve got 20 million people working 40 hours a week out there…and they’re living in poverty.”



Gun Groups Vie to Be Heard in Conn. Gov. Race



But most of all, Obama and BIDEN encouraged people to go out and vote in Connecticut and in other elections nationwide.



"Do not give away your power. Do not buy into the idea that it doesn’t make a difference. It really does," Obama said in his interview with McEnroe.



Obama told McEnroe that about a dozen or so gubernatorial races in the country are tied in the polls, which he said "probably speaks to the fact that voters are frustrated with government... The polarization has gotten worse." 

He emphasized the message he said he sought to spread in Bridgeport that  "that cynicism is something we've got to fight against" and encouraged people to vote to get their views represented. 



BIDEN told Chaz & AJ that while other states have made voting more restrictive, Connecticut is not one of those states and spoke to the importance of representing the middle class on a national and local level.



“There’s a whole lot at stake. The country’s really poised to do some great things relative to the rest of the world," BIDEN said. "The economy’s coming back. We just have to deal the middle class back into this. The middle class is getting clobbered.”



Regarding reported voting problems in Hartford Tuesday morning, Obama stressed the importance of making voting "as easy as possible" in his WNPR interview.



Hartford Superior Court began hearing a complaint Malloy's campaign filed to extend voting hours Tuesday afternoon after several issues from delays to missing voter registration books.



On Monday, New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie (R) attended a campaign event to rally support for Foley.



Just a day before that, unaffiliated candidate Joe Visconti announced he was suspending his campaign at a Brookfield Republican Town Committee event and asked his supporters to vote for Foley. Visconti's name remains on the ballot.



The polls are scheduled to remain open until 8 p.m. unless the Malloy campaigns complaint results in extended voting hours.



Examiner

Joe BIDEN talks Ebola, ISIS, and Democrats in midterm elections and 2016

By: Christine Beswick / November 4, 2014



NBC Marist polls came out this weekend just a few days before midterm elections for the Senate in the United States. As is the standard reaction to election polls, some people were surprised, some not so much, and others are working through election day to experience gains where needed. The most noteworthy element coming out of this weekend's polls showed a momentum for Republicans going into today's midterm elections. NBC reported this weekend that Senate candidates for the GOP were up in 3 states, putting the "control of the upper chamber" within reach of the GOP. As the GOP momentum builds going into today's elections, CNN spoke with Vice President Joe BIDEN this week reporting on Nov. 3 that Joe BIDEN is not dismayed by the polling results at all. In fact, Vice President Joe BIDEN told CNN analyst Gloria Borger that his prediction is that the Dems are going to keep the Senate.



The Vice President also offered some words of caution to the American people that are currently frightened over recent terror attacks and the ebola epidemic sweeping the globe. And of course, when talks of the 2016 campaign trail came up, Mr. BIDEN hedged. Going into today's elections however, the Vice President is confident the Democrats will prevail and keep control of the upper chamber. He told CNN's Gloria Borger,



"I don't agree with the oddsmakers. I predict we're gonna….keep the Senate."



The "oddsmakers" that BIDEN is referring to are the NBC News Marist polls that came out this weekend. Just before today's vote, Marist polls for NBC showed the GOP is gaining momentum in at least three critical states. NBC reports that Senate Minority leader Mitch McConnell is leading his Democrat opponent by 9 points. Republican David Perdue in Georgia is leading Democrat Michelle Nunn by 4 points with 48 percent of the polls to Nunn's 44.



And in Louisiana, Democrat Senator Mary Landrieu is maintaining a very tight gain by holding 44 percent of the polls, but is only slightly ahead of her GOP opponents Republican Bill Cassidy and candidate for the Tea Party Rob Maness. NBC reported with these numbers that a loss for the Democrats in either Georgia, Kentucky, or Louisiana would make things complicated for the Democrats in maintaining their control of the Senate. The Democrats will want the Republican gains this time around to be "fewer than six seats" according to NBC, if they want to maintain the majority.



Republicans are already predicted to snag some of those seats in South Dakota, West Virginia, and Montana. They will also need to grab at least 3 out of New Hampshire, North Carolina, Alaska, Iowa, Louisiana, Colorado, and Arkansas, to gain majority. The GOP will also need to not lose any of the current seats that they have in order to accomplish this.



One element factoring into the midterm elections today will be the popularity of the current President at hand. President Obama won his second term of the White House with a very small margin, even smaller than margins some Dems are facing going into midterm elections today. But that margin has decreased in size for President Obama as his approval polls have been lagging considerably since he was re-elected into the White House.



Even more importantly, his approval has been lagging in the key states the Democrats need going into today's midterm elections. NBC reports that Obama's approval in Georgia is at 41 percent, his approval in Louisiana is only at 39 percent, and even lower at 32 percent in Kentucky. These three States Obama lost by considerable margins in both the 2008 and 2012 election.



When you add these numbers up with Ebola threats, the word ISIS, and growing threats of terror attack in the neighboring country of Canada, Joe BIDEN feels that America has a right to be worried. But will the fact that the American people are afraid and downright angry with Washington have an effect on today's midterm elections? Joe BIDEN wants America to relax. He told CNN,



"The public is concerned and frightened because it's a frightening world. A lot has happened. I think the public should not be as anxious as they are. But it's understandable why they are. There is no existential threat to the United States right now. There are fewer than five cases of Ebola in the entire United States of America. The American public gains confidence in the fact of the way this is being handled; that science does matter."



It may help some Americans to be comforted about Ebola by the Vice President of the United States. But what about ISIS?



"ISIS is not an existential threat to something happening to someone in the United States of America. It's a serious problem overseas but it's confusing and frightening. And it's totally understandable. We've gotta figure out – we, the President and I, have to figure out how to better communicate exactly what's being done. That's part of the problem. That's part of the dilemma."



Vice President Joe BIDEN attempted to alleviate concerns of terrorism on American soil. But was it enough? The word "home grown terrorists" is still something on the tips of the tongue of Americans today, particularly in light of recent terror attacks on Canadian soil. Is it true that ISIS or even home grown terrorism is not being considered in Washington?



No. Within days of Canada's Parliament Hill shootings, while Parliament caucuses were in congress, American government buildings went into lockdown and engaged "increased security measures." Just 6 days after a soldier was gunned down on Parliament Hill in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, Politico reported that government buildings were experiencing increased security measures per orders from Homeland Security. Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson told Politico,



"The reasons for this action are self-evident: the continued public calls by terrorist organizations for attacks on the homeland and elsewhere, including against law enforcement and other government officials, and the acts of violence targeted at government personnel and installations in Canada and elsewhere."



Johnson is well aware that this move, and this announcement, is one that will create panic in both the American and Canadian people. He adds that these measures are "precautionary" but does not say that ISIS and ISIL are not a threat to North America. Republican Michael McCaul for Texas concurs, and isn't afraid to say the "ISIS" word.



"ISIS is waging a campaign of war over the Internet to incite homegrown violent extremism in the United States. We must do everything we can to protect every American abroad and at home. Secretary Johnson's efforts are to be commended, and no public servant should rest until this evil is rooted out and demolished."



These actions came about after Canada experienced two acts of violence cited as home grown terrorism in one week. On October 20, Canadian Warrant Officer Patrice Vincent was run over by a car driven by Martin Rouleau who was identified as a "radicalized Muslim" and had links to "suspected fundamentalists" according to Politico. Less than 48 hours later, Canadian reservist Cpl. Nathan Cirillo was shot down on Parliament Hill by Michael Zehaf-Bibeau, who was discovered to have motives described as "ideological" and political.



While there may be no "existential" threat to America right now, according to Joe BIDEN, Americans, and even now Canadians, know, this could change at any moment. It may be an issue for the Vice President to start adding more seriousness to, particularly before 2016 rolls around. Although this Vice President is one who has visited more than 23 countries in his long years of service to the American public, the issue of "home grown terrorists" is one that will need to be addressed by the next set of candidates running for the Oval Office.



Is Joe BIDEN up to snuff on this? Or is someone else, perhaps, a former Secretary of State, more equipped? When asked by CNN about what Joe will be doing come 2016, he is just as hesitant as anyone else, including the former Secretary of State, to give a concrete answer. He told CNN in typical Joe BIDEN point blank style, "It's really not about Hillary." No?



"I just really have not made up my mind. It's that basic. That simple."



Joe BIDEN told CNN that he will make up his mind if he comes to the finding that he is the best person for the job. There is no other factor that will play into that decision. What he is saying between the lines is, whether or not someone else, like a former Secretary of State, runs, will not play a role in whether he runs or not. A CNN analyst Ana Navarro disagrees, saying to CNN's Carol Costello yesterday,



"We all know, it's not going to be Joe BIDEN that stops Joe BIDEN. It's going to be Hillary Clinton that stops Joe BIDEN."



If Joe BIDEN does run however, he's going to do it confidently. What else would anyone expect from Joe BIDEN? He also told CNN,



"I mean if I run, I'm confident I will be able to mount a campaign that (is) gonna be credible. And I'm gonna be serious."



And that is just what America seems to love about Vice President Joe BIDEN. Should he run in 2016, depending on who he runs against, it is this authentic credibility behind him that Americans would vote for. But that's not what he is thinking about today. Today BIDEN is expecting the Democrats to keep the Senate. You can watch more of Vice President Joe BIDEN's thoughts on ISIS in a video here, where he honors fallen journalist Steven Sotloff and promises to follow ISIS to "the gates of hell."



Do you agree with Joe BIDEN? Do you think home grown terrorists are not that big a deal? Do you think the Democrats will keep the Senate after midterm elections? Did you vote today?



Associated Press

Court rejects appeal over Senate filibuster rules

November 4, 2014



WASHINGTON -- The Supreme Court has rejected an appeal from a public interest group and four members of Congress who challenged the Senate filibuster as unconstitutional.



The justices on Monday let stand a lower court ruling that said Common Cause and the lawmakers did not have legal standing to pursue the case.



The plaintiffs argued that Senate rules requiring at least 60 votes to bring legislation to a vote violates the constitutional principle of majority rule. A federal appeals court said the lawsuit was filed against the wrong parties.



The case was brought against Vice President Joe BIDEN, who acts as president of the Senate, and against the Senate's secretary, parliamentarian and sergeant at arms.



Common Cause didn't sue the Senate because that is barred under the Constitution's Speech and Debate Clause.



The Hill

Cornyn backs McConnell, says he'll run for whip

By: Jesse Byrnes / November 4, 2014



Senate Minority Whip John Cornyn (R-Texas) said Tuesday that if Republicans capture the Senate he will run for majority whip and back Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) for majority leader.



“Well I will, and I look forward to working with the new majority leader, Mitch McConnell,” Cornyn said in an interview Tuesday with CNN.



Cornyn also offered an endorsement of McConnell when he was asked about Sen. Ted Cruz’s (R-Texas) reluctance to pledge support for the GOP leader.



“Mitch McConnell has got the most experience. He's one of the sharpest minds,” McConnell said in response to a question about Cruz’s comments to The Washington Post.



“Our party is big enough for the whole spectrum of approaches we have, from the right to the left,” he added.



Cornyn, the second-ranking Republican member of the Senate, scoffed at Vice President BIDEN's prediction earlier in the day that Democrats would keep the Senate with 52 seats.



“I think we win Alaska, which you know the pundits are saying we lose. I think we win North Carolina, which is a tough race. I think we win New Hampshire, in fact I'm pretty, pretty confident we win New Hampshire,” BIDEN said in the interview on WPLR radio.



“If we pick up two or three of those seats then I think it's going to be a big wave and a big night,” Cornyn responded.



Republicans need to net six seats to win the Senate.



The Washington Post

Cynthia Hogan goes from White House to NFL as league’s Washington representative

By: Rick Maese / November 4, 2014



In the summer when the sky was falling on the NFL and fans were buying pitchforks in bulk, Cynthia Hogan was in New York, interviewing with league officials for a job. They feared the headlines about domestic violence and the NFL’s bungling of the Ray Rice case might scare away their prized candidate, a veteran Washington attorney with experience in the White House and on Capitol Hill.



“They came to me – ‘Are you still willing to talk to us?’” Hogan recalled. “I said, ‘Actually, you’re more interesting to me now.’”



And so began one of the most unlikely marriages in football: a male-dominated professional sports league with deep-seeded cultural issues, and Hogan, a former top aide to Vice President BIDEN who’d previously worked on the Hill and played a key role in passing the Violence Against Women Act in 1994.



Hogan studied art history as an undergraduate at Oberlin College in Ohio and baseball was always her preferred sport. Now she’s running the NFL’s Washington operations, one of several people suddenly tapped with saving the league from itself.



“She’s the full package,” BIDEN said of Hogan, 57, who left the White House in 2013 and had been doing consulting work before the NFL called. “She can do it all.”



Her title at the NFL is senior vice president of public policy and government affairs. As the NFL’s top lobbyist, she’ll be the public face of the league in Washington on matters as diverse as broadcasting rights, the league’s tax-exempt status, on-field health and safety issues, performance-enhancing drugs and, as Hogan has found these past few weeks, concerns about NFL players’ actions away from the field.



“It’s clear what many, many offices want to talk about right now,” she said.



The league is still navigating its way through the mess created by the Rice case, which on Wednesday moves before a former federal judge in New York. The onetime Baltimore Ravens running back is appealing his indefinite suspension following release of a graphic video of him punching his fiancee in an Atlantic City casino elevator in February. There is also an independent investigation into the NFL’s handling of the Rice matter led by former FBI director Robert S. Mueller III and a new player conduct policy on the horizon.



These days, Hogan shuttles back and forth from meetings on Capitol Hill to the NFL’s Federal Triangle office, just a few blocks from the White House, the one with Super Bowl posters decorating the walls.



“When I left the White House, I didn’t think I would ever have as big a platform to talk about and work on some of the issues I’m interested in,” she said. “What I’ve come to realize with the NFL, now I have a bigger platform.”



A real toughness

In a seven-day period in September that followed publication of the Rice elevator video on the website TMZ, the besieged league office went on a hiring spree, adding Hogan and a new chief marketing officer, retaining three outside domestic violence experts and promoting another staffer to the newly-created position vice president of social responsibility. All five were women.



The sincerity of the NFL’s moves was not met without some skepticism. “It’s hard not to be cynical about the NFL’s efforts,” wrote Slate, the online magazine. Jezebel, the female-oriented gossip blog, said the initiative was “probably one that should have been launched long before.” Fortune.com said that the last thing the NFL “wants is to bring in risk takers who could make the problem worse.”



Those who know Hogan professionally and personally say she’d never be a part of a PR stunt. If the NFL thought it was hiring Hogan solely for appearances’ sake, “they made a big mistake,” BIDEN said.



“She will not be a prop,” he said in a recent interview. “I guarantee you. If they thought they could do that, they picked the wrong person. Behind that smile and blond hair, whoa, she’s nobody’s fool.”



BIDEN helped bring Hogan into the world of politics and government, adding the young lawyer to his Senate Judiciary Committee staff in 1991. During that time, BIDEN says there were 61 lawyers working on his committee. “All No. 1 in their class,” he said. “Cynthia wasn’t the least bit intimidated.”



When BIDEN began pushing for passage of the Violence Against Women Act, Hogan played a key role, he said. The law addressed all facets of domestic violence: investing in shelters, training police, educating judges, and bulking up services offered to victims and families.



“I don’t think we could get the Violence Against Women Act done without her,” the vice president said.



Hogan re-joined BIDEN in 2008 when President Obama took office, serving as counsel to the vice president. When the president tasked BIDEN’s office with getting Sonia Sotomayor confirmed to the Supreme Court, the vice president put Hogan in charge. Hogan served as a Sherpa of sorts, running Sotomayor through mock questions and escorting her from office to office to meet privately with members of Congress.



“She was really a go-to person for the staff, just across the board,” said Evan Ryan, a former BIDEN colleague who’s now the assistant secretary of state for educational and cultural affairs. “If you had a problem or challenge, she really had this revolving door of people coming in and out of her office”



For many who leave the White House, the private sector offers higher salaries and more manageable hours. With the NFL, Hogan won’t be making courtroom appearances or preparing legal briefs. She’ll be explaining the league to Washington, and trying to translate Washington to the league.



“She’s incredibly charming and nice and engaging, but there’s a real toughness, too,” said Cathy Russell, the State Department’s ambassador-at-large for global women’s issues, who worked with Hogan in the Senate Judiciary Committee and in the White House. “She gives this look — it’s the Cynthia look. She’s not a pushover.”



Russell’s husband, Tom Donilon, first met Hogan in the registration line at the University of Virginia School of Law. “Even then she was cooler and more with it than the rest of us,” said Donilon, Obama’s national security adviser from 2010-13. “And she still is.”



Greater expertise than others



The NFL first opened its D.C. office in 2009 with three employees, headed by Jeff Miller, a Capitol Hill veteran. With a player lockout looming and performance-enhancing drugs a hot topic, politicians were paying more and more attention to the NFL’s activities.



“The government has a bigger role in private business than ever before,” said Paul Hicks, the league’s executive vice president of communications and government affairs, “so it's important to make sure your views are heard.”



But within just a couple of years, two staffers, including Miller, were moved to New York where they could focus on concussions and player safety issues. The D.C. office was depleted. In June, the league began hunting for someone new to lead its Washington operations. According to the league, officials went through 300 resumes and performed telephone screening on 75 applicants. Thirty-five went through a two-day interview, which was cut down to nine finalists and then four.



Hogan left BIDEN’s office shortly after Obama’s first term ended, choosing to spend more time at her Bethesda home while her two children were still in high school. She worked on some smaller consulting projects and took her time weighing her options. Some positions offered better titles, bigger staffs, more power.



“I talked to her about nearly every option that she had, and this was the first one that she really seemed excited about it,” said her friend Jamie Gorelick, the veteran Washington attorney who served as U.S. deputy attorney general from 1994-97.



The NFL had made overtures in the past, but either the timing wasn’t right or the opening wasn’t. Hicks said all the finalists were told about NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell’s Aug. 28 memo, in which the commissioner told team owners he “didn’t get it right,” with the Rice investigation (Goodell’s initial decision to suspend Rice for two games was met with widespread outrage). The ongoing controversy became a discussion point during job interviews. The NFL wasn’t seeking a D.C.-based domestic violence czar but knew the issue would be an important one in its Washington office.



“She obviously had greater expertise than other people,” Hicks said. “It’s an important topic for us, so that was an added benefit.”



In New York, the league’s domestic violence efforts are led by Anna Isaacson, an NFL vice president who was placed in charge of “social responsibility” last month, and Lisa Friel, a former New York prosecutor hired by the league in September as an outside adviser. Hogan provides support from Washington, leaning heavily on her contacts and experience.



The NFL is in the midst of revising and re-drafting its personal conduct policy, likely spelling out standards, punishments and even an investigative protocol in a more clear way. Goodell hopes to share the new policy before the Super Bowl in February. Hogan says it could surface even earlier, though she pointed out there are challenges.



The league is essentially operating without a blueprint, she says. Existing corporate policies tend to cover workplace safety and behavior, Hogan said, and don’t govern actions that happen, for instance, on Saturday night in a private residence.



“The closest parallels are the military and universities, and they also struggle,” Hogan said. “It’s not as if we can say, ‘Oh, they’ve done it beautifully, we’ll just do that too.’ In a sense, we are trying to invent the wheel here a little bit.”



She said the feedback has been positive, and many congressional leaders seem to appreciate the complexity of the issues the NFL faces. Hogan will register as a lobbyist to work the Hill, but under the president’s ethics pledge, a former White House staffer can’t lobby anyone in the current administration while Obama is still in office.



Hogan came to the NFL because of the myriad challenges a professional sports league faces today, a minefield of evolving issues. For now, she finds herself spending much of her time on the same topic she helped fashion into federal law more than two decades ago.



“People say to me, ‘You know, we haven’t made any progress, things are terrible.’ That’s not my perspective,” Hogan said. “I think about the first hearings we held, the stories we heard. …We’re light years past that.



“Does that mean the problem is solved?” she continued. “Of course not. But the fact that this is talked about, that the NFL is being criticized — 10 years ago plenty of players were accused and there wasn’t much outcry. I know it can feel counter-intuitive, but the outcry is progress.”



The Atlantic

The Filibuster Survives a Supreme Court Challenge

By: Russell Berman / November 4, 2014



Democrats on the verge of losing their majority in the Senate can take some solace: At least they'll still have the filibuster that Republicans used against them so aggressively the last four years.



The Supreme Court on Monday rejected an appeal from the good government group Common Cause that challenged the constitutionality of the longstanding Senate rule that effectively created a 60-vote, or three-fifths, threshold for most legislation.



The case, which was always a long shot for the plaintiffs, featured a couple of oddities. Along with Common Cause and three immigrants, it was brought by a quartet of House Democrats who argued that their votes on campaign finance and immigration legislation were nullified by Republicans who blocked the bills from receiving an up-or-down vote on the Senate floor. The lead defendant on the challenge, however, was another Democrat, Vice President Joe BIDEN, in his official capacity as president of the Senate. And while the target was conservative Republicans whom Democrats have labeled as obstructionists, the fact that the legal process dragged on for nearly two years means that it could be Democrats who soon benefit from the court's decision to reject the appeal.



The filibuster has faced challenges before, but courts have generally thrown them out because the individuals or groups bringing the cases did not have the legal standing to do so. "What made this different is we had four members of Congress," said Stephen Spaulding, the policy counsel for Common Cause, in reference to Representatives John Lewis, Michael Michaud, Hank Johnson, and Keith Ellison.



The Constitution gives the House and the Senate the power to write their own rules, and Senate Democrats earlier this year acted on their own to effectively eliminate the minority's ability to filibuster nominations. But, citing the Federalist Papers, the lawmakers and Common Cause argued that the Framers never intended that a three-fifths supermajority was necessary for any Senate action to move forward, Spaulding said. The Constitution details specific instances where a supermajority is needed, such as impeaching the president or approving treaties. Common Cause argued that these were the exclusive actions that required more than a simple majority and that the Senate could not just raise the bar for any legislation or nomination in the same way as it could, say, bar certain members from voting.



The challenge presented an awkward situation for the Senate officers named as plaintiffs, and BIDEN in particular, since it involved legislation in the Disclose Act and the Dream Act that he had enthusiastically supported. And while BIDEN served for 36 years in the Senate, he, too, had complained about the GOP's nearly endless use of the filibuster to block or delay legislation and nominations. Rather than defend the filibuster on the merits, lawyers for the Senate countered that Common Cause and the lawmakers did not have standing to bring the case, citing the previous failed challenges to the filibuster. It also agreed with a district court ruling that the question was a political in nature and not a matter for the courts to decide.



The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals also ruled against Common Cause, and on Monday the Supreme Court issued its own rejection of the case without comment. “The Supreme Court’s refusal to hear Common Cause’s case challenging the constitutionality of the U.S. Senate’s filibuster rule is both shortsighted and ominous,” the group's president, Miles Rapoport, said in a statement. “Instead of protecting debate, the 60-vote filibuster rule has shut down discussion on important legislation, from a living wage to addressing climate change."



It's an argument Democrats have been making for years, but it will be interesting to hear what they have to say if they find themselves in the Senate minority come January. If they want to stop conservative legislation gutting Obamacare, cutting spending, or scrapping environmental regulations from advancing to a vote, they'll now have the Supreme Court to thank. That is, unless the Republicans in power change the rules.



Salon

Joe BIDEN did not “blow Greg Orman’s cover”: He’s far from a Democratic lock

By: Jim Newell / November 4, 2014



Republicans think they’ve finally nailed Greg Orman as a lock to caucus with the Democrats should he defeat Pat Roberts in the Kansas Senate race. The source of the revelation is a supposed “tell” from Vice President BIDEN in a radio interview this morning:



“We have a chance of picking up an independent who will be with us in the state of Kansas,” BIDEN said of Orman, who is challenging Sen. Pat Roberts (R-Kan.) in one of the few races that national Democrats are on offense. The clip was quickly blasted out by Republicans. [...]



“They will hold the Senate. I think we win Alaska, which the pundits are saying we lose. I think we win North Carolina, which is a tough race. I think we win New Hampshire, in fact I’m confident we win New Hampshire,” [BIDEN] said. “Nunn is going to win Georgia. I think there will be runoff probably with Mary Landrieu, although she could win it today in Louisiana. So I think we’re going end up with 52 about, in that range, Democratic votes.”



This comes from a Politico piece titled, “Joe BIDEN: Greg Orman will join with Democrats.” Conservatives are broadcasting a similar analysis of the comments. The Weekly Standard — “BIDEN Blows Greg Orman’s Cover” — writes that “BIDEN stated definitively that Orman ‘will be with us’ if he’s elected.” The Washington Times similarly declares that “Joe BIDEN snitches on independent Greg Orman, says he’ll caucus with Democrats.” And then conservative Twitter is being conservative Twitter.



Talking Points Memo

GOP Uses BIDEN In Huge Last-Day Effort To Paint Orman As Democrat

By: Dylan Scott / November 4, 2014



The campaign for Sen. Pat Roberts (R-KS) is seizing on Vice President Joe BIDEN's comments in an Election Day interview in a huge last-day effort to portray Greg Orman as a closet Democrat in what could end up being the closest Senate race in the country.



The Roberts campaign is spinning BIDEN's comments in a radio interview with WPLR in New Haven, Conn., in which BIDEN said that Orman "will be with us." The core of Roberts' strategy has been to paint Orman as a secret Democrat, while Orman has strained to maintain his independence.



A source with the Roberts campaign told TPM that the campaign would contact one million voters on Tuesday with automated calls featuring the comments.



What exactly BIDEN meant is a little more open to debate, though that isn't stopping the Roberts campaign from spinning it as an admission that -- as they have long argued -- Orman is effectively a Democratic candidate. The race is tight going into Election Day; according to TPM's PollTracker average, Orman has a 2.3-point lead.



The line of questioning started with the WPLR hosts asking BIDEN if the Democrats would hold the Senate. "I think they will hold the Senate," BIDEN said.



He was then asked to run through some of the specifics races. When he got to Kansas, BIDEN said: "We have a chance of picking up ... an independent who will be with us in the state of Kansas."



Was that a tacit acknowledgement that, as some believe, Democrats pushed their nominee Chad Taylor out of the race to open up the race for Orman, with the understanding that he would still caucus with the Democrats? Maybe, and that is certainly how the Roberts campaign sought to portray it.



But the truth could be a little more mundane. BIDEN was working from the assumption that Democrats would keep the Senate and, as he predicted they would win in places like Alaska and Georgia, to do so comfortably. Orman has always said that he would caucus with the majority. That might have been all that the vice president meant.



But Republicans are leaping at the chance to make more of it -- which says a lot about how close they believe this race is in its final day.



Orman's camp predictably pushed back agains that portrayal of BIDEN's comments.



“Greg’s never spoken to the vice president in his life," Orman campaign manager Jim Jonas said in a statement to reporters. "Greg is an independent, and he’s not going to Washington represent the Democrats or the Republicans -- he's going to represent the people of Kansas."



The Hill

BIDEN predicts 52 Dem seats

By: Justin Sink / November 4, 2014



Vice President BIDEN predicted Tuesday that Democrats would end up with around 52 seats in the Senate and retain their majority during a get-out-the-vote interview on Connecticut radio.



“I think we're going to end up with 52 about, in that range, Democratic votes,” BIDEN said in an interview with WPLR radio.



“I think we win Alaska, which you know the pundits are saying we lose. I think we win North Carolina, which is a tough race. I think we win New Hampshire, in fact I'm pretty, pretty confident we win New Hampshire,” BIDEN said.

Incumbent Democrats in each of those races are facing tough reelection battles.



According to the RealClearPolitics polling averages, Sens. Jeanne Shaheen (D-N.H.) and Kay Hagan (D-N.C.) lead their Republican opponents by less than a percentage point. In Alaska, Sen. Mark Begich (D-Alaska) is 2.4 percentage points behind, according to the averages.



BIDEN went on to predict the Democrats could pick up two seats now held by Republicans.



“I think we have a chance of picking up an independent who will be with us in the state of Kansas. I think we're going to win Georgia. I think Nunn is going to win in Georgia. I think there will be a runoff probably with Mary Landrieu,” he said.



In Kansas, independent Greg Orman has a slight polling advantage over incumbent Republican Sen. Pat Roberts. Both Sen. Mary Landrieu (D-La.) and Democratic candidate Michelle Nunn are trailing in the polls. 



BIDEN's comments were made as part of a series of get-out-the-vote Election Day interviews. The vice president also called in to radio stations in Scranton, Pa., and Quad Cities, Iowa, looking to drive voters to the polls.



“This election is a big deal,” BIDEN said. 



“There's a whole lot at stake,” he added. “The country's poised to really do some great things, relative to the rest of the world. The economy's coming back.”



The vice president sidestepped questions about his own electoral future. Asked about the chance he'd be campaigning again in 2016, BIDEN said, “Right now, we got candidates running in your state that I'm for.”



BIDEN made a point of contrasting Connecticut voting laws to other parts of the area, noting there were a “whole bunch of states out here trying to curtail the right to vote — make it harder, let me be precise.”



In Connecticut, BIDEN noted, there were “no IDs required, you just show up and vote.”



“If you don't show up you don't get to complain that much,” he said.



Associated Press

BIDEN Hits Talk Radio Circuit to Get out the Vote

November 4, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is pitching an Election Day get-out-the-vote message on talk radio. BIDEN is promoting the Obama administration's economic agenda to listeners in crucial Senate and governor race battlegrounds.



BIDEN spoke to stations Tuesday morning in Pennsylvania, Connecticut and in the Quad Cities area on the Iowa and Illinois border.



He told a Scranton radio host that even if Republicans win control of the Senate, he and President Barack Obama will push for policies that address what he called an "overwhelming dislocation of wealth."



BIDEN said wealthy hedge fund managers should not pay lower tax rates than middle-income Americans. He said oil and gas corporations should not get tax breaks. Obama has been unable to change those taxes even with a Democratic majority in the Senate.



CNN

Election 2014: The big day is here

By: Stephen Collinson / November 4, 2014



Washington (CNN) -- Now, at last, America gets to decide.

Millions of people are casting votes in an election that could hand Republicans the Senate after a nasty, negative campaign that cost nearly $4 billion but did little to appease an angry public.



President Barack Obama is contemplating the very real possibility that he'll face an empowered Republican Congress during his final two years in the White House. He pleaded with Americans on Tuesday to exercise their right to vote, but also appeared to begin to rationalize what may be a tough night for Senate Democrats.



"This is probably the worst possible group of states for Democrats since Dwight Eisenhower," Obama told WNPR radio in Connecticut. "There are a lot of states that are being contested where they just tend to tilt Republican."



Still, Vice President Joe BIDEN was characteristically ebullient, predicting Democrats would hang onto the Senate.



"I think we win Alaska, which you know, the pundits are saying we lose. I think we win North Carolina, which is a tough race. I think we win New Hampshire," BIDEN said on WPLR radio in Connecticut.



Talk Radio News Service

BIDEN: Dems Will Hold Senate With 52 Seats

November 4, 2014



(TRNS) — Vice President BIDEN on Tuesday said that he predicted that his party would maintain the Senate after all the votes have been counted on Election Day, predicting that Democrats would hold on to 52 seats.



“This election is a big deal,” BIDEN said during an interview with WPLR radio.



BIDEN went on to predict that Democrats would win in Alaska, North Carolina and New Hampshire, all of which are poised to be down to the wire races, and added that he believed the Louisiana race would probably lead to a run-off election.



Current Sen. Mary Landrieu is trailing in the most recent polls, and will likely be forced to run in a run-off election campaign due to the number of candidates on the ballot.



This midterm election is set to be a tough one for Democrats as President Obama’s favorability rating continues to be underwater.



The Christian Post

Republicans Projected to Take Senate on Election Day of Tight Races, But Joe BIDEN Disagrees

By: Leonardo Blair / November 4, 2014



Despite a forecast of several nail-biting Senate races Tuesday, Republicans are highly favored to tighten their grip in Congress and wrest control of the Senate away from Democrats at the end of voting in midterm elections where some 18.6 million voters have already cast their ballots.



The latest projections from The Washington Post's Election Lab show Republicans picking up eight seats in the Senate, two more than the six they need to add to the 45 they hold, to gain a majority in the upper house.



Alaska, Montana, Colorado, South Dakota, Iowa, Arkansas, Louisiana and West Virginia are all projected to flip Republican after the ballots are counted. Democrats are projected to maintain just 43 seats.



A USA Today forecast predicted, however, that Democrats, who hold 55 Senate seats to 45 for Republicans, are assured of just 41 safe seats to the Republicans' 42. Of the 17 seats remaining, six — Colorado, South Dakota, Arkansas, Mississippi, Kentucky and West Virginia — lean Republican. Oregon, Minnesota, Michigan and Virginia lean Democratic. Senate seats in seven states — Alaska, Kansas, Iowa, Louisiana, Georgia, North Carolina and New Hampshire — were labeled tossups.



Regardless of the varying calculations used to forecast the results of Tuesday's elections, the general consensus places Republicans in a good position.



"Pollsters and party strategists agree that Republicans start the night at least halfway home because retiring Democratic senators in West Virginia, Montana, and South Dakota appear certain to be replaced by Republicans. Polling suggests that a fourth seat, in Arkansas, is tipping toward the GOP. That means Republicans could take over with just two additional victories out of a universe of 10 competitive seats now held by Democrats — assuming the GOP doesn't suffer an upset in a race or two where a Republican incumbent is playing defense," noted an ABC News analysis.



Vice President Joe BIDEN does not agree with this prediction, telling CNN Monday that he believes the Senate will remain in the hands of the Democrats.



"I don't agree with the oddsmakers," BIDEN said in an interview with CNN Monday. "I predict we're gonna ... keep the Senate."



Even if Republicans prevail at the polls, BIDEN predicted that nothing will change.



"I don't think it would change anything, in terms of what we're about," he told CNN. "We know what we have to get done the last two years. And, quite frankly, going into 2016 the Republicans have to make a decision, whether they're in control or not in control. Are they gonna begin to allow things to happen? Or are they gonna continue to be obstructionists? And I think they're gonna choose to get things done."



Representative Steve Israel of New York, chairman of the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee balked at BIDEN's optimism.



"If Republicans take the Senate and expand their margins in the House, no one in their right mind would believe that Ted Cruz and the Tea Party House Republicans will say, 'Now is the time for us to compromise.' They're going to double down," he told The New York Times.



The question of who ultimately prevails Tuesday might not be known for some time, with likely runoffs in Georgia and Louisiana, as well as late vote counts in Alaska, Colorado and Iowa, according to the Times.



The Associated Press noted that more than 18.6 million Americans in 32 states have already voted in the nation's most expensive midterm elections. This figure represented a significant increase over the 2010 early voting data, according to election officials.



Mediaite

BIDEN Confidently Predicts 52 Vote Majority for Democrats in Senate

By: Matt Wilstein / November 4, 2014



While nearly every pundit out there is predicting that the Republican Party will take over the Senate when all the midterm election votes are cast today. But Vice President Joe BIDEN is going hard in the other direction, boldly calling the election for the Democrats and even putting a number on it: 52 seats.



During a radio interview with Connecticut’s WPLR Tuesday morning, BIDEN said he believes Alaska, North Carolina and New Hampshire will all fall in the Democrat’s column. In addition, he said, “I think we have a chance of picking up an independent who will be with us in the state of Kansas,” referring to Greg Orman, who has finally started to poll ahead of Sen. Pat Roberts (R-KS). “I think we’re going to win Georgia. I think Nunn is going to win in Georgia. I think there will be a runoff probably with Mary Landrieu, although she could win it today in Louisiana.”



“I think we’re going to end up with 52 about, in that range, Democratic votes,” the vice president concluded.



Of the races BIDEN mentioned, only North Carolina and New Hampshire are projected to go for the Democrat, according to the models on FiveThirtyEight and The New York Times. Both of those sites have Kansas at a near-dead heat.



Of course, if the Senate somehow ends up tied, with 50 Democrats and 50 Republicans, tie-breaker Joe BIDEN will suddenly become the most powerful man in Washington. So, you have to think he’s secretly hoping for that.



Fox News

Kansas Republican pounces on BIDEN claim independent rival 'will be with us'

November 4, 2014



2:10 p.m. ET: Vice President Joe BIDEN touched off a Kansas firestorm this afternoon, claiming in a local radio interview that independent Senate candidate Greg Orman "will be with us" if elected -- a claim Orman's campaign denied, and one his Republican opponent quickly seized upon. 



Orman has not yet indicated which party he'd caucus with in the Senate, but BIDEN's comment suggested he'd made up his mind. 



"And, you know, we have a chance of picking up an independent who will be with us in the state of Kansas," BIDEN told WPLR. 



Orman's opponent, Republican Sen. Pat Roberts, quickly seized upon BIDEN's claim, telling Fox News his campaign plans to use BIDEN's own voice in a robocall blitz to a million households alerting voters that BIDEN's revealed what Orman has stealthily refused to acknowledge all along: that he is a Democrat masquerading as an independent. 



Orman's campaign, meanwhile, said, "Greg's never spoken to the vice president in his life." 



"Greg is an Independent, and he's not going to Washington [to] represent the Democrats or the Republicans -- he's going to represent the people of Kansas," his campaign manager, Jim Jonas, said in a statement.



In the latest polling, Orman holds a very slight lead over Roberts in an increasingly tight race. 



BIDEN went on to predict the Democrats will win Senate seats in Alaska, North Carolina, New Hampshire and Georgia.



The Hill

BIDEN: Orman 'will be with us'

By: Justin Sink / November 4, 2014



Vice President BIDEN on Tuesday predicted that independent Greg Orman will caucus with Democrats if he wins a Senate seat in Kansas.



“We have a chance of picking up an independent who will be with us in the state of Kansas,” BIDEN said in an interview Tuesday with WPL.



Orman's campaign manager pushed back, saying the candidate has "never spoken to the vice president in his life."



"Greg is an independent, and he's not going to Washington represent the Democrats or the Republicans — he's going to represent the people of Kansas," said campaign manager Jim Jonas.



Orman himself said earlier in the day that he hadn't decided which party to caucus with if he were to defeat Sen. Pat Roberts (R-Kan.).



“I’m going to caucus with whichever party really wants to solve problems in the country,” Orman told MSNBC. “Either party, if they’re willing to solve our problems, I’m willing to work with them."



Orman added that "in some cases, I agree more with the Republican position on issues, and in other cases I agree more with the Democratic position on issues."

The question of which party Orman would caucus with has loomed large over his race. With the majority up for grabs, Republicans have warned Kansas voters that ousting Roberts for Orman could hand Democrats Senate control.



White House press secretary Josh Earnest said he was not aware of any back-channel conversations between the White House and Orman over whom he would caucus with.



"I can’t account for any conversations that the vice president may have had, but I’m certainly not aware of any special knowledge that’s retained by any White House staffer that I’ve spoken to about this issue," Earnest said. "I have not spoken to the vice president about it, so I don’t know who he’s talked to."



Asked if the president wanted to endorse Orman, Earnest declined.



"The president hasn’t made an endorsement in that race. There’s no Democratic candidate in the race," Earnest said.



Politico

Joe BIDEN: Greg Orman will join with Democrats

By: Burgess Everett and Jonathan Topaz / November 4, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN predicts that the Senate Democratic Caucus will have 52 votes come January — and Kansas independent Greg Orman will be one of them.



Though Orman has refused to say whether he will caucus with Democrats or Republicans, the bullish BIDEN told Connecticut radio station WPLR that Orman will ultimately be with Democrats when it comes time to choose his caucus. It’s an area where BIDEN will get some agreement from Republicans: One of the GOP’s central attacks on Orman is that he is a Democrat clothed as an independent.



“We have a chance of picking up an independent who will be with us in the state of Kansas,” BIDEN said of Orman, who is challenging Sen. Pat Roberts (R-Kan.) in one of the few races that national Democrats are on offense. The clip was quickly blasted out by Republicans.



Earlier on Tuesday, Orman insisted on MSNBC that he could go with either party, though many Democrats privately agree with BIDEN that the pro-abortion rights, pro-comprehensive immigration reform, independent Orman is more philosophically in line with the caucus of Sen. Harry Reid (D-Nev.) than Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.). Orman is not alone in deferring his decision: Sen. Angus King (I-Maine), who currently caucuses with Democrats, also has declined to rule out switching caucuses.



“I’m going to caucus with whichever party really wants to solve problems in the country,” Orman said on MSNBC. “Either party, if they’re willing to solve our problems, I’m willing to work with them. … In some cases, I agree more with the Republican position on issues, and in other cases I agree more with the Democratic position on issues.”



BIDEN didn’t stop his predictions with Kansas on Tuesday. He also said that Democrats are poised to win a slew of close races.



“They will hold the Senate. I think we win Alaska, which the pundits are saying we lose. I think we win North Carolina, which is a tough race. I think we win New Hampshire, in fact I’m confident we win New Hampshire,” he said. “Nunn is going to win Georgia. I think there will be runoff probably with Mary Landrieu, although she could win it today in Louisiana. So I think we’re going end up with 52 about, in that range, Democratic votes.”



Asked at Tuesday’s news briefing about BIDEN’s optimism, White House press secretary Josh Earnest replied: “The vice president is braver than I am.”



TIME

BIDEN: Kansas Independent ‘Will Be With Us’

By: Alex Rogers / November 4, 2014



One of the more intriguing possibilities on Election Day is a tie in the Senate with Kansas Independent Greg Orman as the kingmaker. While Orman has not said who he would caucus with should he beat incumbent GOP Senator Pat Roberts, Vice President Joe BIDEN said Tuesday that he’s confident that Orman will join the Democrats.



“We have a chance of picking up an independent who will be with us in the state of Kansas,” said BIDEN in a radio interview with WPLR, a Connecticut radio station. BIDEN added that he thinks Senate Democrats will hold the majority with about 52 senators, with victories in North Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana, New Hampshire and Alaska.



BIDEN’s comments play into the Republicans’ narrative that Orman is really a Democrat. Republican National Committee Chairman Reince Priebus has said it’s “impossible” that he would caucus with the GOP, even though Orman has maintained that he would align with whoever wins the majority.



Still, the odds are that the Senate won’t come down to Orman, since most forecasters expect Republicans to win more than enough seats to take the majority with or without the Kansas independent.



White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest said he was unaware of any conversations between Orman and White House officials discussing the candidate’s potential party leanings.



“It’s my understanding that Mr. Orman has not indicated which party he’ll caucus with,” said Earnest. “And I can’t account for any conversations that the Vice President may have had, but I’m certainly not aware of any special knowledge that’s retained by any White House staffer that I’ve spoken to about this issue. I have not spoken to the vice president about it, so I don’t know who he’s talked to.”



Bloomberg

With Hours to Go, Both Sides Predict Senate Victories

By: John McCormick / November 4, 2014



As accusations of voter intimidation surfaced in the Midwest, Vice President Joe BIDEN predicted Democrats will surprise critics and retain control of the Senate, even as Republicans said they're feeling pretty confident about the outcome of this Election Day.



"I think we're going to have a good day," Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell of Kentucky said Tuesday after casting his vote. "I'm hoping we're going to have a new majority to take America in a different direction." In an video distributed to his supporters, Texas Senator Ted Cruz predicted: "If conservatives show up and vote, we're going to retake the U.S. Senate. We're going to retire Harry Reid as majority leader."



BIDEN, in a radio interview with Connecticut rock station WPLR, said Democrats would hold 52 seats when it's said and done. The vice president predicted Democrat Michelle Nunn will win Georgia's open Senate seat outright, a post that's currently held by retiring Republican Saxby Chambliss and that many expect to be decided a January runoff. BIDEN also sees wins for Democratic incumbents in Alaska, New Hampshire and North Carolina, while Senator Mary Landrieu may have to fight it out in a Louisiana runoff. Landrieu, casting her ballot in New Orleans, smiled and gave a thumbs-up to a crush of news cameras saying she knows what victory feels like. "I can feel it on the street," she said. "I can feel it when I go into gas stations or restaurants."



In Chicago, election judges said they got automated phone calls between Oct. 31 and Nov. 3 with false instructions about how to vote or required training, according to a Chicago Sun-Times report. In Pontiac, Michigan, the state Democratic Party cited reports of voter harassment and intimidation by Republican poll challengers. According to a statement from the party, eyewitnesses saw Republican observers question legally-cast ballots and election workers repeatedly asking them to step back, with a clerk calling police for help.



After blowing opportunities to win Senate control in 2010 and 2012, several political modeling outlets found the Republican Party poised to gain the six seats needed to win the chamber, even if that outcome isn't immediately known.  The Washington Post reported a 97 percent chance of the GOP taking over the Senate; The New York Times, gave them a 70 percent chance; and FiveThirtyEight, saw a 76.2 percent chance of a Republican takeover.



Americans casting ballots will answer that and other questions, including the political environment Barack Obama will face in the final two years of his presidency. The voting comes after the most expensive midterm campaign in history—totaling at least $3.67 billion, according to the Center for Responsive Politics.



Central to Republican chances of regaining Senate control was the party's ability earlier this year to nominate candidates who avoided some of the politically self-destructive ways of some of their mostly Tea Party-aligned predecessors in 2010 and 2012. Still, polls show several Senate races tight and Democrats are still holding out hope for keeping control. Republicans are near-certain to expand their House majority and multiple incumbents from both parties look vulnerable in the nation's 36 governor's races.



The increasing popularity of early voting—an estimated 17 million people have already cast ballots nationwide—has meant that the candidates and parties have been speaking to a dwindling crop of potential voters in recent weeks. Watching on the sidelines are party and interest group lawyers monitoring polling places, especially in states where the results are expected to be the closest such as North Carolina, Georgia and Louisiana.



Voters will deliver their verdict following a year when negative campaigning dominated, outside groups expanded their influence and voters expressed disgust with both political parties and Washington.



Their markings on ballots will finally silence the endless stream of attack ads via television, telephone and mailbox that they've suffered through for months—except perhaps for those in states where there may be runoffs. The volunteers and campaign workers still have one last task: "Once all the polling is done, the last TV spots are rotated in, the last mail drops, the last digital ads are trafficked, everyone goes into the field," said Pete Giangreco, a Democratic strategist who worked on both of Obama's presidential campaigns. "Knocking on doors beats sitting in an office drinking coffee and thinking deep thoughts."



Michael McDonald, a political science professor at the University of Florida, estimates 90 million people will cast ballots in the midterms—roughly 41 percent of eligible voters. About 27.5 percent will do so before Election Day, he projects, up from 24.9 percent in 2010. States with competitive contests will see early voting percentages substantially higher. As of Monday, about 1.4 million people had already voted in Colorado from the ranks of a midterm electorate in the state expected to be about 2.1 million. Home to a competitive contest between Democratic incumbent Mark Udall and Republican Congressman Cory Gardner, Colorado also has a newly passed law that requires that a ballot be mailed to every voter.



In Iowa, where Republican Joni Ernst and Democrat Bruce Braley are in a close Senate race, more than 431,000 had already cast ballots by the end of the weekend with total voting expected to exceed 1.1 million. The Iowa race also showed the amount of uncertainty that remains in many of the contests. An Iowa Poll by the Des Moines Register released over the weekend showed Ernst with a 7-percentage-point lead, while one published Monday by Quinnipiac University showed a dead heat, 47 percent to 47 percent.



Both parties have already reserved post-election TV time in Louisiana, where Landrieu and Republican Representative Bill Cassidy are expected to go to a runoff election on Dec. 6. Party officials say the cost of that race alone could reach $70 million, pushing the price tag of the midterms even higher. 



At least three states—South Dakota, Montana and West Virginia—are poised to flip Republican. To win the Senate, Republicans must take three more seats from seven states: Iowa, North Carolina, Arkansas, Alaska, Colorado, New Hampshire and Louisiana. The possible loss of Republican seats in Kansas and Georgia has given Democrats hope that those contests might help offset losses elsewhere. That calculation is complicated by Greg Orman, a Kansas independent who hasn’t said which party he’d caucus with if elected.



With tight races in battleground states around the country, voters can expect to have some company at the polls: lawyers. Both parties have legal teams prepped and ready to go to work should irregularities start popping up. Outside groups have thousands of volunteers keeping a close eye for mischief. Voter hotlines have been set up. Smartphone apps have been developed. And just about everyone is preparing for the possibility of recounts.



Federal court rulings on new state election laws—and the Supreme Court actions that followed—have put civil rights advocates on edge in advance of Election Day. Those laws, ranging from requiring photo identification at the polls to cutting back on early voting periods and the ability to cast a ballot at the wrong polling place, have sparked a fiercely partisan debate in recent years. Republicans, who have pushed the measures in state legislatures around the country, say the laws are intended to prevent voter fraud and streamline government operations. Democrats have called them deliberate efforts to suppress votes.



While lawyers on both sides say they don't expect the latest rulings to have a major impact on the midterms, the issue has resonated throughout the campaign season. U.S. elections tend to be a fairly seamless process, with the exception of sometimes long lines. In 2012, Democratic legal teams set up in Chicago and their Republican counterparts in Boston spent the day dealing with minor issues, but for the most part weren't required to engage. A key difference this year is how close the races appear to be in the home stretch. The closer the election, the more likely lawyers are going to get involved.



Wall Street Journal

Obama: 2014 Senate Map Worst for Democrats Since Eisenhower

By: Reid J. Epsetin / November 4, 2014



President Barack Obama says the Senate Democrats never had a chance.



Speaking during an interview with the public radio station in Hartford, Conn., Mr. Obama bemoaned the 2014 Senate map, calling the distribution of Senate elections “a little bit arbitrary” and saying the concentration of contested Senate seats in conservative states made this year’s midterms a tough go.



“This is probably the worst possible group of states for Democrats since Dwight Eisenhower,” Mr. Obama said on WNPR radio.



In the 1958 midterms,  two years into GOP President Eisenhower’s second term, the president’s party took big hits in both the Senate and the House. Senate Democrats picked up 13 Republican seats and two more seats in the new state of Alaska.



The remarks are a break from the White House’s stated public optimism about the midterms. On Monday Vice President Joe BIDEN predicted the party would retain control. White House press secretary Josh Earnest said Monday the president agrees with Mr. BIDEN’s assessment. Mr. BIDEN on Tuesday told a radio interviewer that he believes Greg Orman, the Kansas independent candidate for Senate, “will be with us” should he be elected. Mr. Orman hasn’t said if that’s the case.



“As voters home in on the central question in this campaign, which is are you going to be supportive of a candidate who is fighting for policies that benefit middle-class families, that is a very strong argument for Democrats to effectively make in the context of this campaign,” Mr. Earnest said Monday.



The White House didn’t announce Mr. Obama’s Election Day schedule, saying it would leave it to the individual campaigns to reveal what phone calls he would be making on their behalf. A spokesman for the Democratic Governors Association tweeted a link to Mr. Obama’s Connecticut radio interview.



Mr. Obama appeared on the program to stump for Connecticut’s governor, Dannel Malloy. The president campaigned in the state for Mr. Malloy last week and urged Nutmeg State voters to turn out for the Democrat against GOP challenger Tom Foley.



Mr. Obama, as he often does, decried the “polarization” and “cynicism” he said he faces in Washington.



As the interview closed, the program’s host asked the president about this coming weekend’s grudge match between Mr. Obama’s hometown Chicago Bears and their archrival, the Green Bay Packers.



“We’ve got talent and we used to be known for our defense,” Mr. Obama said of the Bears, “but our defense has been a little soft recently.”



Newsmax

BIDEN: Democrats Will Keep Senate With 52-Seat Edge

By: Melanie Batley / November 4, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN on Tuesday predicted that Democrats would maintain control of the Senate and emerge from the midterm elections with a majority of 52 seats, The Hill reported. 



"I think we're going to end up with 52 about, in that range, Democratic votes," BIDEN said in an interview with Connecticut radio station, WPLR.



"I think we win Alaska, which you know the pundits are saying we lose. I think we win North Carolina, which is a tough race. I think we win New Hampshire, in fact I'm pretty, pretty confident we win New Hampshire," he said.



He also made a prediction that Democrats would pick up seats in Kansas and Georgia, where Republicans currently have control.



"I think we have a chance of picking up an independent who will be with us in the state of Kansas. I think we're going to win Georgia. I think [Democrat Michelle] Nunn is going to win in Georgia. I think there will be a runoff probably with [Louisiana Sen.] Mary Landrieu."



His Election Day predictions were part of a series of get-out-the-vote interviews airing in different parts of the country on Tuesday.



BIDEN's comments come as all three of the leading electoral models estimate that Republicans are overwhelmingly favored to take control of the Senate, while pundits suggest that likely runoffs in Georgia and Louisiana will ultimately be victories for the GOP. 



Despite his projections, BIDEN told CNN on Monday that if he was wrong and Republicans are successful in taking control of the Senate, the White House would be prepared to work with them.



"Look, we're — we're ready to compromise," BIDEN said. 



"I think they're gonna be inclined — because the message from the people, and I'm gettin' it all over the country, is they're tired of Washington not being able to do anything," BIDEN added.



The Daily Caller

BIDEN: Kansas Independent ‘Will Be With Us’

By: Chuck Ross / November 4, 2014



If he is elected Tuesday, Kansas independent Senate candidate Greg Orman will work with Democrats, according to Vice President Joe BIDEN.



“We have a chance of picking up an independent who will be with us in the state of Kansas,” BIDEN told radio station WPLR in an interview Tuesday.



That would be news to Kansas voters though.



Orman, who is challenging Republican incumbent Pat Roberts, has been cagey when asked which party he will caucus with if elected.



Roberts has tried to paint Orman as a liberal Democrat posing as an independent. He has cited Orman’s past contributions to Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, President Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton as evidence of that.



The Roberts camp also sees Orman’s refusal to state which party he will caucus with as part of the challenger’s “run out the clock” strategy.



If Orman told voters that he would caucus with Democrats, Roberts and other Republicans believe he would lose handily in conservative Kansas.



Despite his past support for Reid, Orman has said he thinks both the Democrat and Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell are responsible for the partisan gridlock in Washington. Orman has said that he will support neither leader and claims that he will caucus with whichever party holds a “clear majority” after Tuesday.



The 45-year-old Kansas City-area businessman, who briefly ran as a Democrat against Roberts in 2008, has not said what he believes constitutes a “clear majority.”



With his comments Tuesday, BIDEN could be making the assumption that enough Democrats hold their seats to maintain their majority, which would then mean that Orman, by his own pledge, would choose to sit on their side of the aisle.



The Senate currently houses two independents– Maine’s Angus King and Vermont’s Bernie Sanders. Both caucus with Democrats. King was also similarly coy about his caucus decision leading up to his election in 2012.



“I think they will hold the Senate,” BIDEN said of his party’s prospects.



He said he believes Democrats will retain their seats in Alaska, New Hampshire and North Carolina, and that Democratic candidate Michelle Nunn will defeat David Perdue in Georgia.



BIDEN did not comment on the races in Colorado and Arkansas, where two Republicans are currently leading their incumbent Democratic opponents in the most recent polls. He also did not mention Iowa, where Republican Joni Ernst has a slight edge over Democrat Bruce Braley. They are vying for a seat being vacated by Democrat Tom Harkin.



Republicans are also expected to pick up two Democratic seats in West Virginia and Montana.



The only hesitation BIDEN offered was in the Louisiana race, in which he said Democrat Mary Landrieu could face a runoff.



The Weekly Standard

BIDEN Blows Greg Orman's Cover: He 'Will Be With Us'

By: Daniel Halper / November 4, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN blew Kansas independent Greg Orman's cover in a radio interview today. Orman hasn't stated which party he'll caucus with in the Senate--actively avoiding announcing whether he'll be with Republicans or Democrats--but BIDEN stated definitively that Orman "will be with us" if he's elected.



"We have a chance of picking up an independent who will be with us in the state of Kansas," said BIDEN, as he predicted the outcomes of various Senate races around the country.



Orman has stated that he'll caucus with whichever party holds the balance of power in Kansas, but Republicans have long suspected he's likely to join the Democrats' side. BIDEN seemed to confirm that belief in this interview.



BIDEN made the remarks in an interview with WPLR, a Connecticut radio station.



The Blaze

Did Joe BIDEN Just Out the Independent Senate Candidate in Kansas as a Democrat?

By: Pete Kasperowicz / November 4, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN let slip Tuesday that Indepdent candidate for Senate Greg Orman would likely caucus with Democrats if he were to defeat Sen. Pat Roberts (R) in Kansas later today.



Orman has so far hinted he could take the side of Republicans or Democrats, depending on who holds power. But BIDEN’s slip indicates what many Republicans in Kansas suspect: that he’d effectively become a Democrat if he were to win.



“I think… we have a chance of… picking up an Independent who will be with us in the state of Kansas,” BIDEN told WPLR radio.



Orman would seem to be a longshot, and is seen as one by the Washington Post.



BIDEN also seemed to have a shaky grip on how far Republicans are behind in this year’s Senate races. The broad expectation seems to be that the midterm elections will end with a 53-47 GOP majority in the Senate.



BIDEN repeated his claim that Democrats will keep the Senate, and when asked what states Democrats would win to get there, he listed North Carolina and New Hampshire, which Democrats are already expected to win.



Aside from Orman’s win in Kansas, BIDEN said Democrats would win in Alaska and Georgia. If those three races end that way, the Senate would be 50-50. BIDEN said he expects Democrats to end up with 52 seats, but didn’t say where the other two would come from.



The Washington Times

Joe BIDEN snitches on independent Greg Orman, says he’ll caucus with Democrats

By: Kevin Rogers / November 4, 2014



Kansas Senate hopeful Greg Orman’s efforts to paint himself as an independent voice in Washington took a late blow on Tuesday, as Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN admitted Mr. Orman will side with Democrats should he win the election.



When laying out his predictions for Tuesday;s midterms with Connecticut radio station WPLR, Mr. BIDEN said “We have a chance of picking up an independent who will be with us in the state of Kansas,” the Weekly Standard reported.



Mr. Orman, a businessman, has looked to keep up an independent appearance in his challenge to Republican Sen. Pat Roberts, claiming in his campaign bio that he wouldn’t “be beholden to a party or the special interests who keep them in power.”



That runs contrary to his history of considering a Senate run as a Democrat in 2008 and political contributions to Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, President Obama and Hillary Rodham Clinton. 



But if Kansans had any doubts where Mr. Orman’s votes will go in the Senate, Mr. BIDEN, with his usual candor, appears to have completely destroyed his cover.



Washington Free Beacon

BUSTED: BIDEN Says Greg Orman ‘Will Be With Us’

November 4, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN said that ‘independent’ candidate Greg Orman “will be with us” if he wins in the Kansas Senate race against incumbent Pat Roberts (R., Kan.).



“We have a chance of picking up an independent who will be with us in the state of Kansas,” BIDEN said during an interview with WPLR FM on Tuesday.



Orman has repeatedly stated that, if elected, he would caucus with the majority party in the Senate but has denied being affiliated with the Democratic party, despite the fact that his campaign is stacked with Democratic operatives.



After BIDEN’s statement, White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest said he was not aware that anybody from the White House, including BIDEN, had endorsed Orman for Senate:



Breitbart 

BIDEN: DEMS WILL KEEP SENATE, AMERICANS AGREE WITH OBAMA ON 'EVERY SINGLE MAJOR ISSUE'

By: Tony Lee / November 4, 2014



At least one man is likely to be surprised if the polls prove accurate and Republicans take control of the Senate. That's Vice President Joe BIDEN, who insists that Democrats will retain control of the Senate because Americans agree with President Barack Obama on "every single major issue."



Though nearly every election forecast and poll have found otherwise, BIDEN insisted in a Monday CNN interview that the polls and prognostications were wrong. 



"I don't agree with the oddsmakers," BIDEN said. "I predict we're gonna... keep the Senate."



The Washington Post (97% chance Republicans win back the Senate), CNN (95%), New York Times (70%), and Nate Silver's FiveThirtyEight (75.5%) are predicting that Republicans will win back the Senate, but BIDEN said he was confident in his assessment because Americans approve of Obama's policies, which Obama said were on the ballot. 



"If you look at every single major issue of the campaign, the American public agree with our position," BIDEN claimed, cherry-picking issues like infrastructure, the minimum wage, and gay marriage.



But a recent national Fox News poll, conducted by Anderson Robbins Research, a Democrat firm, and Shaw & Company Research, a Republican firm, found otherwise. Contrary to BIDEN's assertion, Americans overwhelmingly disapprove of Obama's position on the issues they consider most important:



Immigration: 34% approve,  60% disapprove

The economy: 41% approve,  56% disapprove

Terrorism: 41% approve, 54% disapprove

Ebola: 41% approve, 50% disapprove  

Health care: 40% approve,  57 disapprove

Foreign policy: 36% approve, 57% disapprove 

Combating ISIS: 35% approve, 56% disapprove



An ABC News/Washington Post poll also found that Obama now has an empathy problem, as "a career-low 46 percent say Obama understands the problems of people like them." In addition, the survey revealed that only "44% view Obama favorably, 46% think he is a strong leader, 45% think he has good managerial skills, and 49% believe he can be trusted in a crisis."

BIDEN also claimed that "there is no existential threat to the United States right now" and said Americans should not be anxious about ISIS and Ebola.



"I think the public should not be as anxious as they are," BIDEN said. "But it's understandable why they are. There is no existential threat to the United States right now. There are fewer than five cases of Ebola in the entire United States of America."



Breitbart

WHITE HOUSE CITES JOE BIDEN'S 'SUPERIOR KNOWLEDGE' FOR PREDICTING ELECTION WINS FOR DEMOCRATS

By: Charlie Spiering / November 4, 2014



White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest is deferring to Vice President Joe BIDEN’s mid-term election prediction that Democrats will finish with a Senate majority of 52 seats.



“I think we're going to end up with 52 about, in that range, Democratic votes,” BIDEN said in an interview with WPLR radio.



“I don’t think it’s a surprise to anybody that the vice president is braver than I am, and he’s more willing to hazard a guess about that,” Earnest said, “It’s probably rooted in his superior knowledge of American politics.”



BIDEN appeared bullish that Democratic Senators Mark Begich, Kay Hagan, and Jeanne Shaheen would win their races against tough Republican candidates.



“I think we win Alaska, which you know the pundits are saying we lose. I think we win North Carolina, which is a tough race. I think we win New Hampshire, in fact I'm pretty, pretty confident we win New Hampshire,” BIDEN said.



BIDEN also asserted during the interview that Independent candidate Greg Orman in Kansas would caucus with Democrats.

But Earnest said that he had no inside information from the White House about Orman’s future.



"There's no conversations that I'm aware of along those lines,” Earnest replied when questioned by reporters.



Middle East Monitor

BIDEN contradicts the White House, says he never apologised to Turkey

November 4, 2014



American Vice President Joe BIDEN said he did not apologise to the Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan for the statements he made last month at Harvard University regarding Ankara's support of extremists in Syria.



In an interview with CNN yesterday, BIDEN said: "I never apologised to him. I know him well. I've dealt with him. I called him and said, 'Look, what was reported was not accurate to what I said, here is what I said'."



On October 4, after Erdogan demanded that BIDEN apologise if the reported statements were true, the White House issued a statement saying that BIDEN called Erdogan and "apologised for any implication that may have been made by him regarding Turkey or any other allies in the region supporting or facilitating the Islamic State (ISIS) or any other extremist groups in Syria".



BIDEN's statements, which caused a stir, were made on October 2 during his speech at Harvard University in which he said that some countries in the region, including Turkey, the UAE and Saudi Arabia poured hundreds of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons in to anyone who would fight against Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad in order to overthrow his regime. He also added that these countries "woke up" after ISIS's growth.



BIDEN also said that Erdogan, who he described as an old friend, told him: "You were right, we allowed many people in and we are now working on closing the borders."



In the aftermath of these statements, the Turkish president said on October 4 that "if it turned out BIDEN has really accused Turkey of helping fuel the Islamic State group's growth; he will be history for me," adding, "if Mr BIDEN really made such statements at Harvard, he must apologise to me".



In the daily White House press conference on October 7, spokesman Josh Earnest used the word "apology", saying: "I think the vice president was pretty candid about why he owned President Erdogan an apology, because he had mischaracterised his private remarks, and that was why he made the phone call and apologised during it."



Today’s Zaman

BIDEN says he never apologized to Turkey’s Erdoğan

November 4, 2014



US Vice President Joe BIDEN has said he never apologized to President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan after his remarks last month accusing Turkey of supporting anyone who would fight against the regime of President Bashar al-Assad in Syria.



BIDEN's surprising statement came on Monday during an interview with CNN television. The seasoned politician has been the target of criticism in his country due to his political gaffes.



“Look, what I learned is, I'm not changing my brand. There's nothing I've said that I haven't said that was truthful. And so sometimes -- you know, everybody says they're looking for authenticity,” he told CNN's chief political analyst Gloria Borger.



Stressing that he does not offer apologies even when his words offend people, BIDEN gave the example of his exchange with Erdoğan.



"I never apologized to him. I know him well. I've dealt with him. I called him and said, 'Look, what was reported was not accurate to what I said,” said BIDEN.



BIDEN indicated in a speech at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of Government on Oct. 2 that US allies in the region, including Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Qatar, contributed to the rise of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) and that Erdoğan, whom he called an old friend, had told him that Turkey had “let too many people through,” even though Turkey is now trying to secure its border.



Erdoğan denied ever making such a statement and told reporters in İstanbul before BIDEN's reported apology that the vice president would "be history for me if he has indeed used such expressions."



Turkey has been accused by Western officials and media in the past few years of turning a blind eye to foreign fighters crossing into Syria via Turkish territory to join ISIL.



BIDEN called Erdoğan on Oct. 4 and he “apologized for any implication that Turkey or other allies and partners in the region had intentionally supplied or facilitated the growth of ISIL or other violent extremists in Syria," the White House said.



After the White House statement, pro-government Turkish media outlets touted that BIDEN had to finally apologize to Erdoğan for what he said.

White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest said BIDEN had called Erdoğan and apologized for any implication that Turkey helped radical groups as well. “What the vice president conveyed was an apology for -- as it relates to President Erdogan -- mischaracterizing the president's views in a private conversation,” Earnest said, adding, “And that, ultimately, was the reason for the call.”



"I think the vice president was pretty candid about why he owed President Erdoğan an apology, because he had mischaracterized his private remarks," Earnest said at that time.



"The vice president is somebody who has enough character to admit when he's made a mistake," Earnest told reporters.



"[BIDEN] is somebody who continues to be a core member of the president's national security team. He is somebody who has decades of experience in dealing with leaders around the globe. And the president is pleased to be able to rely on his advice as we confront the variety of challenges that are so critical to American national security."



Speaking to CNN television following BIDEN's speech, Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu said, “This is really a very unfair accusation,” when asked what he thought about BIDEN accusing Turkey of supporting ISIL against Assad. Davutoğlu also said Turkey wants “fairness and empathy.”



Turkey has prioritized the removal of the Assad regime in Syria rather than focusing on the immediate threat of ISIL. Turkish officials view the Assad regime as the main factor in the creation of an environment that enabled the emergence of radical groups such as ISIL. But the US and other Western countries have made clear that removing the Assad regime from power is not a priority.



Asked about the discrepancy on Monday, BIDEN's office only said that there had been a "genuine misunderstanding" about BIDEN's speech, repeating its earlier explanation that BIDEN never intended to imply Turkey had helped ISIL, according to the Associated Press (AP). BIDEN's office wouldn't comment to the AP about whether it stood by its earlier statement that BIDEN had apologized.



The vice president's office also said BIDEN was still looking forward to meeting with Erdoğan this month.



BIDEN is scheduled to visit Turkey in mid-November to meet with Turkish officials at a time when the two NATO allies' relationship is struggling due to how to deal with ISIL. According to the White House, BIDEN will travel to Morocco, Ukraine and Turkey during the week of Nov. 17. He is expected to meet with Erdoğan, Davutoğlu and representatives of nongovernmental organizations.



The US has been pushing Turkey to contribute more to the US-led coalition against ISIL. Ties between the US and Turkey have been strained, as the US is asking for more access to Turkey's İncirlik Air Base to launch military strikes against ISIL targets inside Syria.



BIDEN has a reputation for verbal missteps in foreign policy. He is considered a potential presidential candidate in 2016.



According to the Turkish news portal Diken, a source close to the White House said BIDEN's surprising statement denying that he has apologized to Erdoğan is a deliberate, calculated move before BIDEN's visit to Turkey. The source claimed that BIDEN's statement aims to set the tone and render Erdoğan ineffective before BIDEN's visit in mid-November.



Daily Sabah

BIDEN CONTRADICTS HIMSELF ABOUT HIS DIALOGUE WITH ERDOĞAN, SOURCES REVEAL

November 4, 2014



WASHINGTON — United States Vice President Joe BIDEN contradicted himself in a CNN interview conducted on Monday after saying he never apologized to Erdoğan over his Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS) comments made at Harvard University. The Turkish presidency sources and records reportedly reveal that during his correspondence with Erdoğan, BIDEN used the term "apology" more than once.



The White House and U.S. embassy in Ankara had also previously said, in no uncertain terms, that BIDEN had "apologized" to Erdoğan.



In early October, BIDEN made phone calls to three U.S. allies as he attempted to smooth over a diplomatic spat sparked by comments he made at Harvard University. One of those calls was to Turkey's President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, who had demanded an apology and said BIDEN "will be history to me" if it turned out he'd really accused Turkey of helping fuel ISIS's growth.



But on Monday, BIDEN contradicted the White House by insisting that phone call didn't amount to an apology.



"No, I haven't apologized," BIDEN said in a CNN interview. "I never apologized to him. I know him well. I've dealt with him. I called him and said, 'Look, what was reported was not accurate to what I said. Here's what I said'."



In his speech at Harvard, BIDEN had said that Erdoğan conceded to him that early in the conflict, Turkey mistakenly assisted foreign fighters including ISIS militants seeking to depose the Syrian regime. He made similar comments about Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, two Arab nations in Obama's coalition.



"They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of tons of weapons in to anyone who would fight against Assad," BIDEN said, referring to Syrian President Bashar Assad. He added that some of those assets ended up in the hands al-Qaida-linked groups.



Days later, both the vice president's office and the White House said that BIDEN had apologized to Erdoğan.



"I think the vice president was pretty candid about why he owed President Erdoğan an apology, because he had mischaracterized his private remarks," White House spokesman Josh Earnest said at that time.



Asked about the discrepancy, BIDEN's office wouldn't say Monday whether it stood by its earlier statement that BIDEN apologized. Instead, BIDEN's office said there had been a "genuine misunderstanding" about BIDEN's speech, repeating its earlier explanation that BIDEN never intended to imply Turkey had helped ISIS militants.



"He (BIDEN) did not intend to imply that Turkey intentionally supplied or faciliated the growth of ISIS or other violent extremists in Syria. As the Vice President also noted, he looks forward to meeting with President Erdoğan later this month," the U.S. vice president's office also said.




Biden's Son Joins Ukraine Gas Firm



Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, has expand edits Board of Directors by bringing on Mr. R Hunter Biden as a new director.



R. Hunter Biden will be in charge of the Holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the Company among international organizations. On his new appointment, he commented: “Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”



The Chairman of the Board of Directors of Burisma Holdings, Mr. Alan Apter, noted: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. Biden is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”



R. Hunter Biden is a counsel to Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York, USA, which served in cases including “Bush vs. Gore”, and “U.S. vs. Microsoft”. He is one of the co-founders and a managing partner of the investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners, as well as chairman of the board of Rosemont Seneca Advisors. He is an Adjunct Professor at Georgetown University’s Masters Program in the School of Foreign Service.



Mr. Biden has experience in public service and foreign policy. He is a director for the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, The Center for National Policy, and the Chairman’s Advisory Board for the National Democratic Institute. Having served as a Senior Vice President at MBNA bank, former U.S. President Bill Clinton appointed him an Executive Director of E-Commerce Policy Coordination under Secretary of Commerce William Daley. Mr. Biden served as Honorary Co-Chair of the 2008 Obama-Biden Inaugural Committee.



Mr. Biden is a member of the bar in the State of Connecticut, and the District of Columbia, the U.S. Supreme Court, and the Court of Federal Claims. He received a Bachelor’s degree from Georgetown University, and a J.D. from Yale Law School.



R. Hunter Biden is also a well-known public figure.He is chairman of the Board of the World Food Programme U.S.A., together with the world’s largest humanitarian organization, theUnited Nations World Food Programme. In this capacity he offers assistance to the poor in developing countries, fighting hunger and poverty, and helping to provide food and education to 300 million malnourished children around the world.



Company Background:

Burisma Holdings is a privately owned oil and gas company with assets in Ukraine and operating in the energy market since 2002. To date, the company holds a portfolio with permits to develop fields in the Dnieper-Donets, the Carpathian and the Azov-Kuban basins. In 2013, the daily gas production grew steadily and at year-end amounted to 11.6 thousand BOE (barrels of oil equivalent – incl. gas, condensate and crude oil), or 1.8 million m3 of natural gas. The company sells these volumes in the domestic market through traders, as well as directly to final consumers.



For more information contact the press office at media@burisma.com
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CNS San Diego

Vice President BIDEN in San Diego campaigning for Scott Peters

October 31, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to come to San Diego Friday night to appear at a Democratic National Committee fundraiser and campaign for Rep. Scott Peters, D-San Diego, who is embroiled in a close race for re-election.



Las Vegas Review-Journal

Actress Longoria adding Latina star power to BIDEN Vegas visit

By: Laura Myers / October 31, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN’s get out the vote visit to Las Vegas Saturday will feature actress Eva Longoria, who co-founded the Latino Victory PAC to boost Hispanic candidates.



KSNV Las Vegas

BIDEN, Longoria in Las Vegas on Saturday to rally Dems

October 31, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will appear with several Democratic candidates and actress Eva Longoria on Saturday afternoon to rally voters for Tuesday’s election.



KTNV

Details released for Joe BIDEN's Las Vegas visit

By: Joyce Lupiani / October 31, 2014

Details have been released for Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit to Las Vegas on Nov. 1.



Associated Press

Vice President Joe BIDEN to campaign for Charlie Crist and Rep. Garcia in Florida

October 31, 2014

Florida Democrats are getting some last-minute help from the White House. Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit South Florida Sunday and Monday to help former Gov. Charlie Crist and Rep. Joe Garcia in a pair of tight races.



Sun-Sentinel

Vice President Joe BIDEN to kick off Souls to Polls in Broward

By: Anthony Man / October 31, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will appear with Charlie Crist on Sunday in an effort to help generate excitement among black voters who are critical to the Democratic candidate's hope of winning the governor's election.



CBS Miami

VP BIDEN To Join Crist On Campaign Trail This Weekend

October 31, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will be joining former governor Charlie Crist on the campaign trail this weekend.



University of Delaware Daily

UD celebrates with the Vice President

October 31, 2014

The Vice President of the United States will celebrate his 50-year anniversary as a graduate of the University of Delaware next year. To commemorate the occasion and pay tribute to UD, Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. hosted a reception in his home at the Naval Observatory in Washington, D.C., for members of the Class of 1965 Reunion Committee, leadership members of the Washington D.C. Alumni Club, and friends, faculty, leaders and supporters of the University. 



Kuwait News Agency

BIDEN discusses Northern Ireland, Ebola, ISIL with Cameron

October 31, 2014

US Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke Thursday with British Prime Minster David Cameron to discuss the political talks in Northern Ireland and global issues such as Ebola and the fight against ISIL in Iraq and Syria



The Palm Beach Post

Non-partisan School Board race gets mired in red and blue fliers

By: Sonja Isger / October 31, 2014

Meanwhile, a Sutterfield mailer shows the candidate in a friendly grip with Vice President Joe BIDEN under a headline referring to the veep’s local brother: “See why Frank BIDEN stands with Tom.” The card does not, however, reveal the party affiliation of either candidate.







CNS San Diego

Vice President BIDEN in San Diego campaigning for Scott Peters

October 31, 2014



SAN DIEGO (CNS) - Vice President Joe BIDEN is scheduled to come to San Diego Friday night to appear at a Democratic National Committee fundraiser and campaign for Rep. Scott Peters, D-San Diego, who is embroiled in a close race for re-election.



According to the White House, BIDEN will come to San Diego and attend the DNC event at 6:30 p.m. at a private residence.



The Peters campaign announced that BIDEN will speak at a kickoff rally for a get-out-the-vote effort on Saturday morning at the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers in Kearny Mesa.



Dave McCulloch, a spokesman for the campaign of Peters' Republican opponent, former San Diego Councilman Carl DeMaio, said BIDEN's appearance shows that Peters is a "rubber-stamp" for President Barack Obama's policies.



According to several Nevada news outlets, BIDEN is scheduled to appear for candidates in Las Vegas on Saturday after he leaves San Diego.



Las Vegas Review-Journal

Actress Longoria adding Latina star power to BIDEN Vegas visit

By: Laura Myers / October 31, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN’s get out the vote visit to Las Vegas Saturday will feature actress Eva Longoria, who co-founded the Latino Victory PAC to boost Hispanic candidates.



BIDEN will rally supporters at 3:15 p.m. at the union hall for the Plumbers and Pipefitters Joint UA Local 525.



BIDEN’s hastily arranged stop in Nevada before Tuesday’s election is aimed at spurring Democratic voters to cast ballots to counter a strong early vote advantage by Republicans.



Republicans have cast around 20,000 more ballots than Democrats during two weeks of early voting, which ends today.



As a result, several Democrats who appeared headed for victory could face GOP upsets, including U.S. Rep. Steven Horsford, D-Nev., who is being challenged by Assemblyman Cresent Hardy in the 4th Congressional District.



Republicans also could prevail in close contests for attorney general, secretary of state, treasurer and controller.



In the lieutenant governor’s race, state Sen. Mark Hutchison, R-Las Vegas, is running comfortably ahead of his Democratic opponent, Assemblywoman Lucy Flores of Las Vegas.



Flores is among Democratic candidates scheduled to appear with BIDEN and Longoria. Horsford also is set to take part in the rally. U.S. Rep. Dina Titus, D-Nev., who is expected to win re-election to her Democrat-heavy 1st Congressional District, will also be on hand.



In their drive toward Election Day, Democrats are especially targeting Hispanics and union members, two constituencies that have been loyal to the party and could make the difference in key races if they turn out in greater numbers.



The GOP early lead has put Republicans in a good position to take control of the Nevada Senate, which Democrats lead now with a 11-10 seat advantage.



Republicans also are eyeing taking over the Assembly, although the possibility remains a long shot unless the Democrats collapse on Election Day in the low turnout midterm election. The GOP would need to pick up seven seats in the Assembly, now controlled by Democrats with a 27-15 seat advantage.



Midterm elections often have low turnouts because there is no presidential contest in the ballot. This year in Nevada no U.S. Senate seat is at stale either.



At the top of the ticket, Republican Gov. Brian Sandoval is headed toward an easy re-election, facing a little know Bob Goodman after Democrats failed to recruit a top tier challenger.



Saturday’s rally is open to the public. Information wasn’t immediately available about how to obtain free tickets for the event.



KSNV Las Vegas

BIDEN, Longoria in Las Vegas on Saturday to rally Dems

October 31, 2014



LAS VEGAS (KSNV MyNews3.com) – Vice President Joe BIDEN will appear with several Democratic candidates and actress Eva Longoria on Saturday afternoon to rally voters for Tuesday’s election.



BIDEN will deliver remarks at a “Get Out the Vote” grassroots event with the Nevada State Democratic Party at Plumbers and Pipefitters Joint UA Local 525, 750 Leigon Way. BIDEN’s remarks are scheduled to begin at 3:15 p.m.



Lt. Gov. candidate Lucy Flores and U.S. Reps. Dina Titus and Steve Horsford also will be in attendance. Longoria is the co-founder of Latino Victory PAC with Henry R. Muñoz III, the Democratic National Finance Committee Chair.



KTNV

Details released for Joe BIDEN's Las Vegas visit

By: Joyce Lupiani / October 31, 2014



Las Vegas, NV (KTNV) -- Details have been released for Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit to Las Vegas on Nov. 1.



He will be here to encourage people to cast their ballot at a Get Out the Vote event.



The event will take place at the union hall for the Plumbers and Pipefitters Joint UA Local 525 at 750 Legion Way.



BIDEN will be joined by U.S. Rep. Dina Titus, Assemblywoman Lucy Flores, U.S. Rep. Steven Horsford and special guest Eva Longoria.



The public is invited. The vice president will speak around 3:15 p.m.



Associated Press

Vice President Joe BIDEN to campaign for Charlie Crist and Rep. Garcia in Florida

October 31, 2014



MIAMI — Florida Democrats are getting some last-minute help from the White House.



Vice President Joe BIDEN will visit South Florida Sunday and Monday to help former Gov. Charlie Crist and Rep. Joe Garcia in a pair of tight races. Crist is running neck-and-neck with GOP Gov. Rick Scott while Garcia is locked in a close contest with Republican Carlos Curbelo.



Scott is also getting help from high-profile figures. New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie will campaign for the GOP incumbent in Naples on Saturday and former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush will appear with Scott in Hialeah on Sunday.



The Florida governor's race has been one of the closest and most expensive contests in the country. Both national parties see an opportunity to control the levers of government in the nation's largest swing-voting state going into the 2016 presidential election.



Sun-Sentinel

Vice President Joe BIDEN to kick off Souls to Polls in Broward

By: Anthony Man / October 31, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will appear with Charlie Crist on Sunday in an effort to help generate excitement among black voters who are critical to the Democratic candidate's hope of winning the governor's election.



The vice president's appearance at Mt. Hermon AME Church in the historically black northwest section of Fort Lauderdale comes immediately before a Souls to the Polls event designed to encourage black voters to turn out on the last day of early voting before Tuesday's election.



Florida Senate Democratic Leader Chris Smith of Fort Lauderdale has been organizing the Souls to the Polls event for weeks, and the announcement Friday that BIDEN will appear Sunday guarantees the extra dose of publicity he said he's been hoping for.



"You get some votes that day. It's that last Sunday. People leave church and come and vote," Smith said. "But you also get people excited for the Tuesday election, the optics of the people marching down Sistrunk. It reminds people that we've got an election on Tuesday."



With the advent of early voting in the aftermath of the 2000 presidential election, Souls to the Polls had developed as a tradition in the African-American community, with pastors encouraging people to head directly from services to an early voting location.



In preparation for the 2012 presidential election, Gov. Rick Scott and Republicans who controlled the Legislature eliminated the last day of early voting. Embarrassed by long Election Day lines in the 2012 election, they un-did that ban, prompting Smith and other Democrats to plan big events for this year's election.



BIDEN appears at Mt . Hermon AME Church, 401 NW 7th Terrace, in Fort Lauderdale. Smith said doors open and noon and tickets won't be required.



After BIDEN's appearance, the group will head toward the original starting point, New Hope Baptist Church at the corner of NW 13th Avenue and Sistrunk Boulevard. From there people will march down Sistrunk Boulevard in the historically black northwest section of Fort Lauderdale will end at the early voting site at the African-American Research Library and Cultural Center, 2650 Sistrunk Blvd., where one of Broward's regional early voting sites is located.



Souls to the Polls events are planned around the state on Sunday. Terrie Rizzo, chairwoman of the Palm Beach County Democratic Party, said details of the events in her county were still being finalized.



Scott plans to rally voters in the Republican Party base in the Cuban-American community at a rally with former Gov. Jeb Bush at 2 p.m. at Milander Park in Hialeah.



CBS Miami

VP BIDEN To Join Crist On Campaign Trail This Weekend

October 31, 2014



MIAMI (CBSMiami) — Vice President Joe BIDEN will be joining former governor Charlie Crist on the campaign trail this weekend.



The vice president along with nominee for Lt. Governor Annette Taddeo and Congressman Joe Garcia will help Crist rally with supporters in Miami on Sunday.



Television star William Levy and Univision host Enrique Santos and Henry Muñoz will also join the group at the event.



The rally will take place at Florida International University’s Wertheim Performing Arts Center starting at noon.



BIDEN will then join Crist at a Souls to the Polls event in Fort Lauderdale located at Mt. Hermon AME Church, 401 NW 7th Terrace.

The event starts at 2:00 p.m.



Both events come on the final weekend for the community to vote early before the November 4th elections.



The early voting sites are open Saturday and Sunday from 8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. in Miami-Dade and 7:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. in Broward.



Kuwait News Agency

BIDEN discusses Northern Ireland, Ebola, ISIL with Cameron

October 31, 2014



(MENAFN - Kuwait News Agency (KUNA)) US Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke Thursday with British Prime Minster David Cameron to discuss the political talks in Northern Ireland and global issues such as Ebola and the fight against ISIL in Iraq and Syria.



BIDEN "commended the United Kingdom for organizing All-Party Talks amongst the parties in the Northern Ireland Executive, and pledged United States support for the process," said a statement from the White House.



BIDEN noted that the US has Personal Representative of the Secretary of State, Gary Hart ready in Belfast to facilitate any discussions.



The statement did not detail what the leaders discussed in regard to Ebola or ISIL



University of Delaware Daily

UD celebrates with the Vice President

October 31, 2014



The Vice President of the United States will celebrate his 50-year anniversary as a graduate of the University of Delaware next year. To commemorate the occasion and pay tribute to UD, Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN Jr. hosted a reception in his home at the Naval Observatory in Washington, D.C., for members of the Class of 1965 Reunion Committee, leadership members of the Washington D.C. Alumni Club, and friends, faculty, leaders and supporters of the University. 



With more than 100 Blue Hens in attendance, the University’s most famous graduate spoke of his affinity for UD and excitement for its future. 



Members of the Delaware Diamonds Society gathered Oct. 18 for a morning brick unveiling event in Old College to honor the recipients of symbolic bricks in the adjacent Diamonds Walkway.



“It’s not unusual that when I’m asked where I think [students] should go to school, I say, ‘Do what I did, ’” said BIDEN. “The lessons I learned in the political science department were ones that have served me well.”



Ed Stein, a fellow ’65 graduate and member of the 50th Reunion Committee, said he was especially grateful for “people like Joe BIDEN, who still have the energy and stamina to be out in the world every day working tirelessly for our country.”



Stein and other attendees also remarked at how graciously their host opened his doors to fellow Hens.



“When the Reunion Committee members were invited to a private photo op with the Vice President, the casual atmosphere made it seem like any alumni gathering … but with a little extra security,” said Barbara Vann, another member of the committee. “The VP was more a Blue Hen than he was the nation's second-in-command, and it was a pleasure to reminisce about the University of Delaware as we knew it.”



BIDEN spoke at length about the growth and development of UD, at one point telling University President Patrick Harker, “Pat, you’ve led my alma mater to new heights.”



Recent University developments include the construction of the first new laboratory in 20 years and the expansion of the Science, Technology and Advanced Research (STAR) Campus on the former Chrysler site. In his remarks, Harker spoke about UD’s mission and the people who help make its development and growth possible. 



“We are shaping the national debate on so many issues that matter,” he said. “And we’re not doing it alone. We have an incredible community of supporters, including our very active alumni club in DC.”



Karen Slachetka, Washington DC club president, called the reception “truly special.”



“We can all take pride in having a Blue Hen in the president’s administration, and even more so, one who is such a vocal supporter of our University,” she said. “Vice President BIDEN is the best example that we truly are Blue Hens forever.”



Also attending the event was fellow lifelong Blue Hen Shawn McCall. A 1988 graduate of the Alfred Lerner College of Business and Economics, McCall serves on President Harker’s Leadership Council and as an advisory board member for UD’s Horn Program in Entrepreneurship. 



“Being in these roles allows me to interact directly with students, alums and University leaders,” he said. “UD is undergoing some exciting changes, in terms of growth and opportunities, and I want to continue to be part of that change.”



McCall and others mingled throughout the evening. And as the event wrapped up, the host graciously extended the welcome.



“As long as I’m in this home,” said BIDEN, “this is your home. I am delighted to have you all here.”



The Palm Beach Post

Non-partisan School Board race gets mired in red and blue fliers

By: Sonja Isger / October 31, 2014



In what is supposed to be a non-partisan race for the only remaining open seat on the Palm Beach County School Board, some of the mailers vying for voters’ attention have become decidedly focused on the red and blue.



One flier boasts Erica Whitfield is “A Democrat We Can Trust” while simultaneously casting opponent Tom Sutterfield as “A Conservative Charter School Board Member Backed by Extremist Republicans.” Another declares Whitfield is “The Only Democrat” in the race.



Meanwhile, a Sutterfield mailer shows the candidate in a friendly grip with Vice President Joe BIDEN under a headline referring to the veep’s local brother: “See why Frank BIDEN stands with Tom.” The card does not, however, reveal the party affiliation of either candidate.



In a non-partisan race, Florida statute clearly prohibits any advertisement from the candidate’s campaign office stating the candidate’s party affiliation.



But these mailers didn’t come from the campaign offices, instead they came from independent organizations.



“I didn’t put that out. They don’t let me see anything ahead of time,” Whitfield said Friday. “I wanted this to stay non-partisan. I really like that aspect of the School Board race and think it’s very important.”



Sutterfield says his own fliers are intended to show he can work with people from both parties and never name his party (he’s a registered Republican, according to county records) or his opponent’s.



Pointing to Whitfield’s mailers, he said “In my reading of the rules, I am not a lawyer, this is a clear ethics violation.”



But that’s not so clear.



The mailers on both sides were disseminated by Electioneering Communications Organizations, outfits that are not political parties or committees but that can spend money to distribute fliers or ads favoring any given candidate in a 60-day window before an election.



The BIDEN mailer was sent by Families For Lower Taxes, a Melbourne-based committee financed indirectly by charter school organizations, Republican groups and a committee associated with state Sen. Jack Latvala, R-Clearwater.



The pro-Whitfield mailer was produced by a committee called Fact Check Florida, whose contributors include a committee chaired by state Sen. Jeff Clemens, D-Atlantis.



ECOs have a lot of flexibility. The only clear caveat: An ECO cannot expressly say you should vote for the candidate using words including “vote for” or “elect” or even “support.” And neither does.



The ECOs can coordinate with a candidate.



The Political Committee Handbook that spells out rules for ECOs does not directly address the naming of a candidate’s party in a non-partisan race.

Whitfield said that, like other voters in her district, she learned about the mailers, declaring her as “The Only Democrat” in the school board race only when it landed in her mailbox.



“I’m really trying to run a very positive race. I feel I’ve reached across the aisle as often as I can. I hope people know I still have a very universal message.”



Sutterfield says the BIDEN card was in the works for weeks. “I’m trying to show I’m working with both sides of the aisle – not exclusively Republicans, not exclusively Democrats.” (Another recent flier announces “Marco Rubio Stands with Tom” – with a quote of support from Miami’s Republican Senator.)



Sutterfield has Frank BIDEN’s endorsement. He said he didn’t ask for the Vice President’s when the two met a few weeks ago in Boca Raton.

Sutterfield said he is not pursuing an elections complaint.



“I believe it’s an ethics violation,” he said. “For now, I’m going to control what I can control between now and election day. That’s what my focus is.”

Whitfield, the wellness coordinator for the Palm Beach County School District, and Sutterfield, an administrator of information technology at the South Florida Water Management District, are vying to fill the seat vacated by Jennifer Prior Brown.



The district runs through east-central Palm Beach County from West Palm Beach to Boca Raton and does a run up the beaches as well. The voting population is 39 percent registered Democrat, 31 percent Republican and 30 percent ‘other.’
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Chicago Sun-Times

BIDEN headlining Durbin fundraisers today

By: Lynn Sweet / May 13, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is headlining two fundraisers in downstate Alton on Tuesday afternoon to bolster the campaign warchests Sen. Dick Durbin D-Ill. and the Democratic



KPLR

Vice President BIDEN to speak at Archgrounds

By: Anthony Kiekow / May 13, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak in downtown St. Louis Tuesday afternoon at 3:30.



Plains Dealer

Vice President BIDEN coming to Cleveland to promote transit program the GOP would pare back

By: Stephen Koff / May 13, 2014

When Vice President Joe BIDEN visits a Cleveland rapid transit station on Mayfield Rd. Wednesday, he'll promote a form of federal spending that in its broadest outlines has few opponents.



Associated Press

VP BIDEN’S son joins Ukraine gas company’s board

May 13, 2014

Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, is joining the board of a gas company operating in Ukraine, the company announced Tuesday, as the West seeks to help Ukraine wean itself off its dependence on Russian energy.



USA Today

BIDEN’S son joins board of Ukraine gas company

By: David Jackson / May 13, 2014

Vice President BIDEN’S son Hunter is joining the board of a gas company that operates in Ukraine.



Politico

Hunter BIDEN to Ukraine gas board

By: Lucy McCalmont / May 13, 2014

Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, will be joining Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, the company announced in a statement



The Hill

WH: BIDEN’S son to Ukraine gas company isn't U.S. endorsement

By: Justin Sink / May 13, 2014

Ukraine's largest private gas producer has hired Vice President BIDEN’S youngest son, but White House press secretary Jay Carney insisted on Tuesday the move shouldn't be read as an official endorsement by the U.S. government. 



ABC

BIDEN’S Son Gets Ukrainian Oil Company Gig

By: Jordyn Phelps / May 13, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN’S youngest son Hunter BIDEN has joined the board of directors of Ukraine’s largest oil company at a time that the U.S. is urging Ukraine to develop energy independence from Russia and just days after the vice president visited Ukraine.



Washington Times

Joe BIDEN’S son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest private gas company

By: Jessica Chasmar / May 13, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN’S youngest son, Hunter, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine’s largest private gas producer.



Washington Examiner

Jay Carney: Joe BIDEN’S son accepted position with Ukrainian gas company as 'private citizen'

By: Susan Crabtree / May 13, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, has accepted a position with Ukraine's largest private gas producer, but that in no way means the White House signed off on or endorses his hiring, presidential spokesman Jay Carney said Tuesday.



National Journal

Another BIDEN Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis

By: Marina Koren / May 13, 2014

Joe BIDEN has been the White House's go-to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring former Soviet republics and reassuring their concerned leaders. And now, he's not the only BIDEN involved in the region.



International Business Times

Burisma Holdings: BIDEN’S Son Joins Ukraine's Top Private Gas Company

By: Sophie Song/ May 13, 2014

The Ukrainian gas company that Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, just joined is a growing conglomerate that has been compared to "Exxon in its early days."



Mediaite

Bad Ideas in Oligarchy: BIDEN’S Son Joins Board of Ukrainian Energy Company

By: Tina Nguyen / May 13, 2014

Today, Burisma Holdings, a company that describes itself as “Ukraine’s largest private gas producer,” announced the newest member of its Board of Directors: R. Hunter BIDEN, a seasoned lawyer with extensive international business experience, will be in charge of the company’s legal unit, as well as “provide support for the Company among international organizations.” His end goal: to guide the company in a manner that will “contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”



Business Insider

Joe BIDEN’S Son Is Now On The Board Of One Of Ukraine's Biggest Gas Conglomerates

By: Brett Logiurato / May 13, 2014

Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been appointed to the board of directors of Ukraine's largest private-gas producer. 

The company, Burisma Holdings, announced BIDEN’S appointment on its website Tuesday. Burisma said BIDEN would be the new head of the company's legal unit.



Reuters

Turkey to ignore court order to pay compensation to Cyprus

By: Tulay Karadeniz and Ece Toksabay / May 13, 2014

… A new round of peace talks resumed in February. U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN is expected on the island on May 21-23 to try to spur on the process, Cypriot official sources said.



AFP

Kerry eyes role in Cyprus peace process

May 13, 2014

… US Vice President Joe BIDEN is to visit Cyprus later this month as part of efforts to find ways to counter what Washington sees as Russia's destabilizing actions in Ukraine.



USA Today

A view from campus on sexual assaults

By: Emmaline Campbell / May 13, 2014

… In light of the department's record of ineptitude, the White House's recent announcement that it would take on the issue is reason for hope. It has the clout to blow past the obstacles that have held back the Department of Education. The White House can speak directly to college students through social media, as it did last month with the YouTube video "1 is 2 Many," featuring celebrities such as actor Steve Carelland public figures such as Vice President Joe BIDEN.



---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Chicago Sun-Times

BIDEN headlining Durbin fundraisers today

By: Lynn Sweet / May 13, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is headlining two fundraisers in downstate Alton on Tuesday afternoon to bolster the campaign warchests Sen. Dick Durbin D-Ill. and the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee. Durbin is flying to Illinois and back to D.C. on BIDEN’S plane, with a stop in St. Louis for an official event with the vice president and Interior Sec. Sally Jewell  at the CityArchRiver project at the St. Louis Gateway Arch "to discuss the economy and highlight the progress of this future urban park site."



Last month, I reported BIDEN will be the draw at the Alton events for Durbin, who faces GOP nominee Illinois state Sen. Jim Oberweis R-Sugar Grove in November. DSCC chair Sen. Michael Bennet D-Col. will also be attending the high-dollar events.



 I posted earlier that President Barack Obama returns to Chicago on May 22 to keynote major donor fundraising events for Durbin and the DSCC. 



Today, BIDEN appears at a reception in Alton followed by a dinner at the home of John and Jayne Simmons.



The price points



*$35,000 per couple to co-chair the dinner, with a photo opp.



*$10,000 one ticket to the dinner



*$5,000 to co-chair the general reception with a photo opp.



*$1,000 one ticket to the reception.





KPLR

Vice President BIDEN to speak at Archgrounds

By: Anthony Kiekow / May 13, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will speak in downtown St. Louis Tuesday afternoon at 3:30.



His speech is about the economy and construction projects.



He will visit the St. Louis Gateway Arch a get a look at the renovations going on in the area.



The $380 Million City-Arch-River project will connect the Gateway Arch to downtown St. Louis.



The new date of completion for the project is 2016.



The project was funded through federal, state, local and private funds.



The Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell will also be in attendance.



BIDEN’S speech could be a glimpse to his platform for a 2016 presidential run.



It would be BIDEN’S third attempt to win the office.





Plains Dealer

Vice President BIDEN coming to Cleveland to promote transit program the GOP would pare back

By: Stephen Koff / May 13, 2014



When Vice President Joe BIDEN visits a Cleveland rapid transit station on Mayfield Rd. Wednesday, he'll promote a form of federal spending that in its broadest outlines has few opponents.



Roads need paving. Bridges need fixing. Nearly everyone agrees.



But exactly what else counts as necessary for federal transportation spending, including a Red Line rapid station in Cleveland, is another matter.



If House of Representatives Republicans prevail, there could be much less money in the future for projects like the new Little Italy-University Circle Rapid Station, which is scheduled to open in 2015 and BIDEN will highlight Wednesday.



BIDEN’S Cleveland visit is part of a broader, week-long lobbying effort by the White House to draw attention to a desire to keep spending on improving infrastructure. The overarching issue – keeping the nation's roads and bridges open and safe – has wide consensus.



Even the biggest pro-business lobbying groups in Washington, such as the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the National Association of Manufacturers, are spending the week much like BIDEN and his boss, President Barack Obama. They're holding forums and other events to tell Congress that it's time for a major new transportation bill.



The current bill expires Sept. 30, and the Highway Trust Fund, which provides the money, could run short a month earlier.



Obama is going to the construction site of the new structure that will replace the Tappan Zee Bridge, spanning New York's Hudson River, the same day as BIDEN’S visit to the new Little Italy-University Circle Rapid Station.



But first, BIDEN today will go to St. Louis and highlight a pedestrian bridge being built over a highway that separates residents and tourists from the Gateway Arch.  And on Friday, the White House says, Obama will meet with workers to discuss infrastructure around Washington, D.C.



The White House says that 65 percent of the nation's major roads are rated as being in "less than good" condition and one in four bridges require significant repairs or cannot handle today's traffic.



But agreement on need is not the same as agreement on where to get the money, or on how to spend it.



Most current federal transportation projects, including money that gets funneled to state highway departments, are funded through a tax on gasoline (18.4 cents per gallon) and diesel fuel (24.4 cents per gallon). Those taxes have not been raised since 1993, although from 1993 to 1997, 4.3 cents of the gasoline tax was used for deficit reduction before being redirected to transportation projects.



The static tax is just part of the problem. Cars also get better gasoline mileage since the last hike, and with inflation, the money doesn't buy as much steel and asphalt. 



So Obama would replace the expiring transit bill, called Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century, or MAP-21, with a $302 billion, four-year bill. Obama's bill would supplement the gas tax with money from closing certain corporate tax provisions, including one that the White House and Democrats say has led to companies sheltering income overseas.



Republicans such as House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee Chairman Bill Shuster have their own ideas -- both for annual transportation appropriations, which last a year at a time, and for a longer-term road-and-bridge improvement program.



"While Chairman Shuster respects that the Administration has put forward its own detailed proposal, the first time it has done so, he will not agree with it on all the details," said Justin Harclerode, Shuster's spokesman. "Thus far, the chairman has not elaborated on any potential differences or areas of agreement as the Transportation Committee continues to develop its surface transportation proposal."



The last big highway bill, MAP-21, authorized $105 billion over two years, marking the first agreement on a large highway bill since 2005. A series of Band-Aid approaches, as the White House had put it, sufficed in the interim.



Many supporters, including Ohio Democratic U.S. Sen. Sherrod Brown, say that spending on roads helps the American economy, not only by providing road-building jobs but also by keeping the economy moving.



"Road and bridge projects don't just mean safer and less congested roads and construction jobs – they also help attract new employers and economic development," Brown said in an email this week.



Brown said that more than 8 percent of Ohio's bridges require major repairs or replacement. He also noted the better known projects awaiting funding, such as Route 8 in Akron and the Brent Spence Bridge in Cincinnati. 



Federal highway spending, however, has become a boondoggle in the eyes of some fiscal conservatives. This is where ideological groups split with those who have interests to protect.



Emily Goff, a transportation and infrastructure policy analyst at the conservative Heritage Foundation, noted that MAP-21 funds go not only to build roads and bridges but also to build recreation trails and bicycle paths. These are important to groups pushing for transportation alternatives, but they siphon money that could go for even more roads and bridges to ease considerable traffic congestion, Goff says.



Yet MAP-21 requires states to set aside money for these kinds of alternatives, Goff says, to the tune of $27.5 million this year in Pennsylvania and $78.9 million in Texas.



"Identifying a connection between these activities and a federal highway program concerned with interstate highway system construction and maintenance proves difficult," Goff wrote in a recent Heritage blog post. "Indeed, there is nothing federal or highway about bicycle paths, landscaping, or any of these local activities."



The RTA station in Cleveland is a project that could raise a similar question, with its emphasis on meshing light rail with development around University Circle and Little Italy. The existing station, on Euclid Avenue at E. 120th Street, is considered functionally obsolete, so the new station will be placed several blocks south, at Mayfield Road at E. 119th Street.



About $8.9 in funding comes from highly competitive U.S. Department of Transportation grants, according to the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority.



The grant money did not come MAP-21. Rather, it came from a program created under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, or the recession-era stimulus act. The transportation component of the stimulus act, called Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER), gets money appropriated annually from Congress -- $3.5 billion so far for 270 projects nationwide, including $600 million this year, the White House says.



The TIGER program will end soon, too -- unless Obama and BIDEN get their way.



In that case, TIGER would become permanent, greatly expanded to $5 billion over four years. The Obama White House wants to fold it into the next iteration of a four-year road-and-bridge bill.



House Republicans are unlikely to go along. The House appropriations subcommittee for transportation on May 6 recommended a lower sum of $100 million for TIGER in 2015, and the GOP-led panel would further restrict TIGER grants to "projects that will address critical transportation needs, such as road, highway and bridge construction and improvement."



In other words, while money for the Little Italy-University Circle RTA station appears secure, future projects like it could go unfunded.



That is apparently why BIDEN is coming to Cleveland: to highlight what the money has helped build and point out what would have happened were it not there.



The White House would not comment on this in advance of the vice president's trip. In an email, White House spokesman Keith Maley said, "Members of both parties have put forward their own ideas on the Hill, and the most important thing is that we pass a long-term bill that creates jobs and provides certainty for cities, states, and businesses. It's time to get the job done."







Associated Press

VP BIDEN’S son joins Ukraine gas company’s board

May 13, 2014



Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, is joining the board of a gas company operating in Ukraine, the company announced Tuesday, as the West seeks to help Ukraine wean itself off its dependence on Russian energy.



Burisma Holdings said BIDEN, an attorney and chairman of the board of the World Food Program USA, will head the Burisma’s legal unit, and will also seek support for the company among international organizations.



“I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,” BIDEN said in a statement released by the company.



The announcement comes as Ukraine and the U.S. are looking to decrease Ukraine’s reliance on Russian energy amid threats from Moscow to cut Ukraine off if it doesn’t pay massive debts. Western countries believe Russia would have less leverage in the crisis with Ukraine if Europe was less dependent on Russian gas.



“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer,” said BIDEN spokeswoman Kendra Barkoff. “The vice president does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company.”



Still, Vice President BIDEN has spoken frequently about the need to increase Ukraine’s energy independence, including during a recent visit to Kiev. He’s also a key interlocutor for the Obama administration with Kiev and other anxious nations in the region as the crisis there has unfolded.



Copyright 2014 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.





USA Today

BIDEN’S son joins board of Ukraine gas company

By: David Jackson / May 13, 2014



Vice President BIDEN’S son Hunter is joining the board of a gas company that operates in Ukraine.



Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's largest private gas producer, said Hunter BIDEN -- an attorney -- will be in charge of its legal unit and help the company with other international organizations.



"I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine," the younger BIDEN said in a statement.



The BIDEN appointment comes as the United States and allied nations try to help Ukraine reduce its dependence on Russian energy by developing other sources.



Kendra Barkoff, spokesperson for Vice President BIDEN, said that "Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company."





Politico

Hunter BIDEN to Ukraine gas board

By: Lucy McCalmont / May 13, 2014



Hunter BIDEN, the younger son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, will be joining Ukraine’s largest private gas producer, the company announced in a statement



“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is joining us to help us achieve these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of directors, said in a statement, which was reported by The Moscow Times on Tuesday.



BIDEN, joining the board, will be in charge of the legal unit, the company said and will provide support for Burisma Holdings “among international organizations.”



BIDEN said the company will help strengthen Ukraine’s economy.



“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” BIDEN said in a statement. “As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”



The country has faced rising tensions with Russia and on Monday, White House Press Secretary Jay Carney said the U.S. would not recognize a referendum held Sunday in Eastern Ukraine aiming for self-rule in the region, calling it “illegal” under Ukrainian law.



Vice President BIDEN also expressed support for Ukraine, when he visited the country in April and slammed Russia for its role in the annexation of Crimea.





The Hill

WH: BIDEN’S son to Ukraine gas company isn't U.S. endorsement

By: Justin Sink / May 13, 2014



Ukraine's largest private gas producer has hired Vice President BIDEN’S youngest son, but White House press secretary Jay Carney insisted on Tuesday the move shouldn't be read as an official endorsement by the U.S. government. 



"Hunter BIDEN and other members of the BIDEN family are obviously private citizens, and where they work does not reflect an endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or president," Carney told reporters.



The vice president's office also defended the hire. 



“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company.  For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office," said Kendra Barkoff, spokeswoman for Vice President BIDEN.



Burisma, which produces the equivalent of 10,500 barrels of oil daily, announced BIDEN’S hire in a statement earlier Tuesday.

“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is joining us to help us achieve these goals,” said Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of directors.



The younger BIDEN, for his part, said he believed his legal and corporate advice would "contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine."



“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” Hunter BIDEN said.



But the hire could raise ethical questions — and diplomatic headaches — for the White House. During a visit to Kiev last month, the vice president discussed energy security with Ukraine's leaders, including ways the country could produce its own domestic production of natural gas.



"Imagine where you'd be today if you were able to tell Russia: keep your gas. It would be a very different world," the vice president told Ukrainian lawmakers.



The hire also came a day after Russian energy giant Gazprom threatened to halt natural gas shipments to Ukraine unless the country prepays for its energy. That announcement has sparked fears that energy costs could strain Ukraine's fragile economy.





ABC

BIDEN’S Son Gets Ukrainian Oil Company Gig

By: Jordyn Phelps / May 13, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN’S youngest son Hunter BIDEN has joined the board of directors of Ukraine’s largest oil company at a time that the U.S. is urging Ukraine to develop energy independence from Russia and just days after the vice president visited Ukraine.



The vice president’s office and the White House rejected any suggestion that there was a conflict of interest.



“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer,” Vice President BIDEN’S spokeswoman Kendra Barkoff told ABC News. “The vice president does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company.”



White House spokesman Jay Carney said, “Hunter BIDEN and other members of the BIDEN family are obviously private citizens and where they work … does not reflect an endorsement by the administration or by the vice president or president.”



According to a press release from the oil company, Burisma Holdings, BIDEN will help the company manage its relationships with “international organizations,” in addition to overseeing the company’s legal unit.



“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” Hunter BIDEN said in a statement.



“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,” he said.



BIDEN, a graduate of Yale Law School, is a counsel to the New York-based law firm Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP and  serves as an adjunct professor at Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service





Washington Times

Joe BIDEN’S son Hunter to head legal unit at Ukraine’s largest private gas company

By: Jessica Chasmar / May 13, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN’S youngest son, Hunter, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Ukraine’s largest private gas producer.



Burisma Holdings said in a statement that Hunter BIDEN will be in charge of the company’s legal unit and will provide support for the company among international organizations.



“Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine,” Mr. BIDEN said.



“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,” he said.



White House press secretary Jay Carney said Tuesday that Mr. BIDEN’S new position “does not reflect an endorsement by the administration,” Time magazine’s Zeke Miller reported.



The announcement comes just one day after Russia’s state energy giant Gazprom threatened to halt natural gas shipments to Ukraine unless the country pays in advance for supplies.



The vice president has condemned Russia for its intervention in Ukraine and has pledged to support efforts to reduce its dependency on Russian energy, The Moscow Times reported.





Washington Examiner

Jay Carney: Joe BIDEN’S son accepted position with Ukrainian gas company as 'private citizen'

By: Susan Crabtree / May 13, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, has accepted a position with Ukraine's largest private gas producer, but that in no way means the White House signed off on or endorses his hiring, presidential spokesman Jay Carney said Tuesday.



Burisma Holdings announced Tuesday that Hunter BIDEN, BIDEN’S youngest son, would serve on the company's board of directors.



The company in a news release on its website said Hunter BIDEN will be in charge of the Burisma's legal unit and will “provide support” among international organizations. The Moscow Times first reported the news Tuesday.



Asked about the hiring by a reporter Tuesday, Carney referred questions about it to the vice president's office and noted that it did not indicate that Obama was involved or approved of it.



“Hunter BIDEN and other members of the family are obviously private citizens and where they work is not an endorsement by the president or vice president,” he said.



Kendra Barkoff, a spokeswoman for the vice president, did not respond to questions about whether Hunter BIDEN discussed the job with his father or sought his approval before accepting it.



Instead, she echoed Carney's earlier statement and referred questions to Hunter BIDEN’S New York law office.



“Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer," she said. "The vice president does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office."



A spokeswoman for Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, a national law firm based in New York where Hunter BIDEN works, did not immediately respond to a request for comment.



Amid the escalating tensions between Ukraine and Russia in recent weeks, the European Commission, the executive body of the European Union, has tried to step in to try to prevent Russia from halting natural gas shipments to Ukraine unless it pays $3.5 billion in debts.



Ukraine has so far refused to pay in protest of Moscow's decision to nearly double the price it charges Kiev for gas imports.



In the company's release, Alan Apter, the chairman of the company's board of directors, said: “The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is joining us to help us achieve these goals.”



In addition to his work at the New York law firm, Hunter also is a co-founder and a managing partner of investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and serves as director of the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, a network of 400 businesses, nonprofits and foreign policy experts, and the chairman of the advisory board for the National Democratic Institute, a non-profit that works to support democratic institutions and elections around the world.





National Journal

Another BIDEN Has Waded Into the Ukraine Crisis

By: Marina Koren / May 13, 2014



Joe BIDEN has been the White House's go-to guy during the Ukraine crisis, touring former Soviet republics and reassuring their concerned leaders. And now, he's not the only BIDEN involved in the region.



The vice president's youngest son, Hunter BIDEN, has been appointed head of legal affairs at Burisma Holdings, Ukraine's largest private gas producer, The Moscow Times reported Tuesday. Hunter described his new role in a statement on the company's website:



As a new member of the board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion, and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.



The new gig joins several others on Hunter's extensive resume. He currently serves as managing partner at the Washington-based investment advisory company Rosemont Seneca Partners and counsel at the New York City-based law firm Boies Schiller Flexner. He is also an adjunct professor at Georgetown University's Foreign Service graduate program.



According to Bloomberg Businessweek, Burisma was founded in 2006 and "engages in oil-well drilling, production of liquefied natural gas, and undertaking geological studies." It is based in Cyprus. It owns several oil and gas companies in Ukraine, including in the southeastern city of Dnepropetrovsk.



Burisma hired another American—and another managing partner of Rosemont Seneca Partners—just last month. Devon Archer joined the company's board of directors to "focus on the interaction with current investors, as well as involving new investors from the United States," according to an April 22 press release from the company. Archer served as a senior adviser to John Kerry during his 2004 presidential campaign.



"Today Burisma Holdings reminds me of Exxon Mobil in its wake," Archer said in a recent interview posted on the company's website. "It has all the chances to be one of the biggest privately owned oil companies in the world."



Archer's work focuses heavily on energy independence for Ukraine, a topic that has received much attention in recent months. Ukraine is dependent on Russia for energy exports, and Moscow has pulled discount agreements during its ongoing standoff with Kiev. The addition of Hunter to the company masthead suggests Burisma is turning to U.S. talent—and money and name recognition—for protection against Russia. It also jibes with the Obama administration message that his father has been tasked with spreading.



The vice president's office released a statement Tuesday afternoon saying that the elder BIDEN "does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company."



It's unclear whether the entry of another BIDEN into the fray was meant to send a message to Moscow. But Russian President Vladimir Putin, eternally leery of American hands in eastern European business, is bound to notice.





International Business Times

Burisma Holdings: BIDEN’S Son Joins Ukraine's Top Private Gas Company

By: Sophie Song/ May 13, 2014



The Ukrainian gas company that Vice President Joe BIDEN’S son, Hunter BIDEN, just joined is a growing conglomerate that has been compared to "Exxon in its early days."



Burisma Holdings announced on Tuesday that the younger BIDEN will join the company as the head of its legal unit. 



“The company’s strategy is aimed at the strongest concentration of professional staff and the introduction of best corporate practices, and we’re delighted that Mr. BIDEN is joining us to help us achieve these goals,” Alan Apter, Burisma Holdings’ chairman of the board of directors, said in a statement featured as a top story on the company’s home page.



Burisma is a private oil and gas company founded in 2002, under joint activity agreements with Ukrainian state-owned producers, and quickly grew to become the largest private gas producer in Ukraine. The company’s output stood at an average daily output of 10.5 million cubic meters barrels of oil equivalent per day in September 2013, and could double that figure within two years. All of the company’s gas is sold to industrial customers in Ukraine.



BIDEN is not the only well-connected American to join the company - just a few weeks ago, when the vice president made an official trip to Ukraine, Burisma appointed one of Hunter’s business partners, Devon Archer, to its board. Archer is a wealthy investor and Democratic campaign fundraiser with long ties to U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry. Archer was an advisor to Kerry's presidential campaign in 2004 and co-chaired Kerry's National Finance Committee. Upon his appointment to Burisma, Archer said that the energy conglomerate reminded him of "Exxon in its early days."



The company’s portfolio of licenses is well-diversified across all three of Ukraine’s key hydrocarbon basins – Dnieper-Donets, Carpathian and Azov-Kuban, and its fields are fully connected to the major gas pipelines in the country, allowing Burisma to keep the cost of production relatively efficient.



Natural gas is the largest energy source in Ukraine, accounting for 38 percent of total primary energy production during 2011. The country relies on Russia’s gas company Gasprom currently to satisfy its energy needs, but will aim to reduce that dependency in coming years, and Burisma is well-positioned to boost its share of the domestic market.  



“As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine,” BIDEN said regarding his new appointment.





Mediaite

Bad Ideas in Oligarchy: BIDEN’S Son Joins Board of Ukrainian Energy Company

By: Tina Nguyen / May 13, 2014



Today, Burisma Holdings, a company that describes itself as “Ukraine’s largest private gas producer,” announced the newest member of its Board of Directors: R. Hunter BIDEN, a seasoned lawyer with extensive international business experience, will be in charge of the company’s legal unit, as well as “provide support for the Company among international organizations.” His end goal: to guide the company in a manner that will “contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine.”



BIDEN also has a prominent dad who’s part of an administration currently embroiled in a conflict with Russia over the Ukraine, so, that’s cool too.



And it’s not just that Joe BIDEN is his father, it’s that Joe BIDEN has openly pledged to help Ukraine gain “energy independence” from Russia while condemning the latter’s recent annexation of the Crimean peninsula. Really, this is an awkward situation.



While it’s normal for the powerful children of powerful people to be pulled onto the boards of vast multinational corporations, the fact that BIDEN happened to join a Ukrainian energy company in the midst of the conflict in Crimea is probably not a good idea. First, as the Russian media quickly proved, it immediately breeds speculation about Americans attempting to secure their energy interests in Ukraine. Second, the best way to spark accusations of “conflicts of interest” is by appointing a man to your board who is, literally, the spitting image of America’s Vice President.



Nevertheless, the White House shot down any notion that there was a conflict of interest, telling Business Insider: “Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company.”



The White House has a point, but either way, this is an extremely uncomfortable situation that may likely lead to “escalating conflicts” and “disintegrating relationships between Russia and the US.”





Business Insider

Joe BIDEN’S Son Is Now On The Board Of One Of Ukraine's Biggest Gas Conglomerates

By: Brett Logiurato / May 13, 2014



Hunter BIDEN, the youngest son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, has been appointed to the board of directors of Ukraine's largest private-gas producer. 

The company, Burisma Holdings, announced BIDEN’S appointment on its website Tuesday. Burisma said BIDEN would be the new head of the company's legal unit.



The White House shot down any notion of a conflict of interest with Hunter BIDEN’S appointment. In a statement provided to Business Insider, Joe BIDEN spokesperson Kendra Barkoff said Hunter's appointment did not constitute an endorsement by the vice president.



"Hunter BIDEN is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company," Barkoff said. "For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office."



Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, the national law firm for which Hunter BIDEN serves as a counsel, did not respond to a request for comment on Tuesday.



During the daily White House press briefing on Tuesday, press secretary Jay Carney said where Hunter BIDEN works "does not reflect an endorsement by the administration, by the president or vice president."



Hunter BIDEN’S appointment comes as the U.S. and much of the West has sought to help Ukraine wean off its dependence on Russia for oil and gas supplies. Last month during a trip to Kiev, the vice president pledged U.S. assistance in Ukraine's pursuit of energy independence from Russia. Ukraine and the West believe energy independence would serve as a major leverage point for Ukraine in its standoff with Russia.



In a statement released by Burisma, Hunter BIDEN said he believes the company will help strengthen Ukraine's floundering economy. 



"Burisma’s track record of innovations and industry leadership in the field of natural gas means that it can be a strong driver of a strong economy in Ukraine. As a new member of the Board, I believe that my assistance in consulting the Company on matters of transparency, corporate governance and responsibility, international expansion and other priorities will contribute to the economy and benefit the people of Ukraine," Hunter BIDEN said in the statement.





Reuters

Turkey to ignore court order to pay compensation to Cyprus

By: Tulay Karadeniz and Ece Toksabay / May 13, 2014



Turkey has no plans to pay 90 million euros ($124 million) to Cyprus as ordered by the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoglu said on Tuesday.



The money was ordered in compensation for Turkey's invasion of the island 40 years ago.



The Mediterranean island has been split since 1974 - when Turkey sent in troops after a brief Greek Cypriot coup staged by supporters of unification with Greece. It comprises a southern Greek Cypriot state recognized worldwide and a breakaway Turkish Cypriot entity in the north recognized only by Ankara.



Davutoglu said Turkey, which is seeking to join the European Union of which Cyprus is a member, sees no obligation to pay the compensation to a country that it does not formally recognize.



"In terms of the grounds of this ruling, its method and the fact that it is considering a country that Turkey does not recognize as a counterparty, we see no necessity to make this payment," Davutoglu told reporters.



"Yesterday's ECHR ruling consists of some legal contradictions and therefore we don't see it as at all binding, in terms of payment," he said.



Cyprus brought the case to the Strasbourg-based ECHR 20 years ago, demanding financial compensation over missing Greek Cypriots, the property of displaced people and violations of other human rights.



The ECHR is responsible for adjudication of the European Convention on Human Rights, to which Turkey is a signatory via its membership of the non-EU Council of Europe.



The court ruled largely in Nicosia's favor in 2001, but took more than a decade to decide on the sum to be paid, a delay Ankara, whose aspirations to join the European Union have long been frustrated by the issue, says is aimed at undermining a fresh peace drive on the island.



"We think that this ruling has been the biggest blow to this process. If a comprehensive solution is desired, then everyone should be aware of their responsibilities. When looked at the history of this problem, the timing of this case is meaningful," Davutoglu said.



The Cyprus question has defied a small army of mediators over the years, amid disputes between estranged Greeks and Turks over power-sharing arrangements and the claims of thousands of people from both sides uprooted by the conflict.



A new round of peace talks resumed in February. U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN is expected on the island on May 21-23 to try to spur on the process, Cypriot official sources said.



"We think BIDEN’S visit to the island will be important and we view the U.S. interest positively. Turkey is ready to discuss this in an open-hearted way," Davutoglu said.







AFP

Kerry eyes role in Cyprus peace process

May 13, 2014



US Secretary of State John Kerry is planning to dip his toes into yet another of the world's intractable conflicts, announcing Tuesday he will visit Cyprus in the coming weeks.



Meeting with Cypriot Foreign Minister Ioannis Kasoulides at the State Department, Kerry praised the Mediterranean island's current Greek Cypriot leadership for trying to reach a "long sought-after resolution" to its four-decade division.



"We have been working on the issue of trying to find a peace for Cyprus, a reunification of the island on a bizonal, bicommunal federation," Kerry said.



Communal fighting between Greek- and Turkish Cypriots broke out in 1964, culminating 10 years later in a Turkish invasion of the northern third after a coup engineered by Greece's military dictatorship aimed at reunifying the island.



Turkish Cypriot leaders in 1983 declared a breakaway state which is recognized only by Ankara.



The two sides relaunched peace talks aimed at reunifying Cyprus in February after a two-year hiatus, with the US believed to have played a major behind-the-scenes role in helping kickstart the resumed negotiations.



But several previous rounds of talks have failed, in part because of still-raw emotions on both sides of the UN-patrolled Green Line that divides the two communities.



Kerry said the United States was "very supportive" of the resumed talks held under the auspices of the UN.



"It's my hope to be in Nicosia and perhaps in Athens somewhere in the next weeks if not early months," announced the top US diplomat, who has made the search for a Middle East peace deal his personal quest.



He said of Cyprus that "we want to try to be helpful in this process" and pointed to "new economic opportunities in the energy sector."



Kasoulides, holding his second talks at the State Department in the past 12 months, said a resolution to the Cyprus problem "is very pertinent."



"We need the assistance and interest of the international community," he stressed, adding he believed "the circumstances are appropriate to push in order to find a settlement to this chronic" problem.



US Vice President Joe BIDEN is to visit Cyprus later this month as part of efforts to find ways to counter what Washington sees as Russia's destabilizing actions in Ukraine.



Cyprus is seen in the White House as one of the European governments most resistant to toughening sanctions against Russia, including "sectoral" measures directly targeting Moscow's economy.



Russians have billions of dollars in euros deposited in banks in Cyprus, and the government's resistance to further sanctions threatens a joint US-European Union effort to preserve a united front in punishing Russia.





USA Today

A view from campus on sexual assaults

By: Emmaline Campbell / May 13, 2014



I know a student at the University of Chicago who was sexually assaulted by someone who lived in her dorm but did not report it for months out of fear that he would retaliate. I know another woman who was assaulted by her boyfriend and the college refused to take her complaint seriously.



When I started college four years ago, I thought I knew what campus life was all about. What I didn't know was that one in five female college students are sexually assaulted before they graduate — the estimate in a recent White House report. Sadly, that percentage hasn't changed in 20 years.



To better understand why this problem wasn't being taken more seriously at my college and so many others, I decided to explore the topic in my senior thesis. What I learned in my research and as a friend of assault victims was deeply disturbing.



On college campuses, it can be hard to find justice when students are assaulted by their classmates, their friends, or their boyfriends. While stories of assaults are plentiful, stories of perpetrators who have been held accountable are scarce.



At the University of Chicago, survivors of sexual assault have been turned away from pursuing disciplinary options against their perpetrators. The school's Disciplinary Committee has rejected other claims, leaving perpetrators on campus. Because of systematic problems, the university is under investigation by the Department of Education.



None of this should be surprising.



Colleges also can be in the difficult position of being both the prosecutor and defense attorney. If the perpetrator is also one of the college's students, the college must also provide him with assistance for the disciplinary process.



The federal agency that oversees this issue hasn't done any better. The Department of Education's Office of Civil Rights (OCR), which monitors university responses to sexual assault, has been unsuccessful because its method of dealing with universities that violate federal requirements is inherently flawed. Each investigation can take months, and it culminates in a "letter of finding" which reveals all of the violations found and all of the requirements the department will be imposing on the university to bring it into compliance.



These letters of finding could be a valuable resource for helping universities to learn from past mistakes, but they are not made readily available to the public. The department has refused to publish them online.



In light of the department's record of ineptitude, the White House's recent announcement that it would take on the issue is reason for hope. It has the clout to blow past the obstacles that have held back the Department of Education. The White House can speak directly to college students through social media, as it did last month with the YouTube video "1 is 2 Many," featuring celebrities such as actor Steve Carelland public figures such as Vice President Joe BIDEN.



The White House can also pressure the Department of Education to finally do its job, as evidenced by its directive that the department publish — for the first time — a list of all of the colleges currently under investigation.



Those are critical first steps, but even the power of the White House can only begin to chip away at the layers of bureaucracy that have worked to silence sexual assault.



As I was working on my thesis, I was frustrated that the system was so egregiously ineffective and thousands of college students were suffering as a result. It's great to see students speaking up and the White House getting involved, but we shouldn't be complacent. We all need to take advantage of this moment to keep this issue in the spotlight.



We can't let another 20 years go by without progress.








VPOTUS AFTERNOON PRESS MENTIONS
Wednesday, November 12, 2014 



TIME
Eric Cantor’s Secrets for Negotiating with Joe BIDEN
By: Zeke Miller / November 12, 2014
Last week’s Republican victories may have had the paradoxical effect of increasing the influence of the consummate Congressional Democrat, Joe BIDEN. 



The Associated Press 
BIDEN pitches infrastructure improvements
BY: Michael Graczyk / November 12, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN on Wednesday renewed his call for improvements to the nation's infrastructure, particularly at ports, saying failure to make upgrades will mean missed opportunities for economic growth.



Washington Post
Joe BIDEN and Elizabeth Warren set to address gathering of wealthy liberal donors
By: Matea Gold / November 12, 2014
Vice President BIDEN and Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) are set to address a group of wealthy liberal donors gathering in Washington this week for a private meeting to determine the direction of their political investments in the coming years.



Politico
Hillary Clinton left out by liberal donor club
By: Kenneth Vogel / November 12, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN will join Senator Elizabeth Warren and other leading progressives in addressing a closed-door gathering of elite liberal donors — a roster of speakers that notably doesn’t include Hillary Clinton.



KTRK
Vice President BIDEN in Houston to Praise City’s Ports
By: Sharron Melton / November 12, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN is in Houston today to put a spotlight on Houston's ports. 



Washington Free Beacon 
BIDEN: Middle Class Label Not a Compliment in DC, ‘It Means You’re Not Sophisticated’
November 12, 2014 
Vice President Joe BIDEN said Wednesday that people in Washington don’t think it’s a good thing to be labeled as middle class.



Houston Chronicle
BIDEN: investment in ports is crucial to U.S. economy
By: Theodore Schleifer / November 12, 2014
Vice President Joe BIDEN told executives of the nation's leading ports Wednesday that America's innovation depends on investing in ship channels like Houston's.



Transport Topics
BIDEN Calls for Infrastructure Upgrades Ahead of Panama Canal Expansion
By: Eugene Mulero / November 12, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN urged lawmakers and transportation stakeholders to invest in port-expansion projects to accommodate the large ships that will travel through the expanded Panama Canal next year.



KTRH Newsradio
VP BIDEN in Houston
By: Nik Rajkovic / November 12, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN returned to Houston Wednesday, telling the annual convention of the American Association of Port Authorities we need to keep upgrading facilities because the economy depends on it.







TIME
Eric Cantor’s Secrets for Negotiating with Joe BIDEN
By: Zeke Miller / November 12, 2014



Last week’s Republican victories may have had the paradoxical effect of increasing the influence of the consummate Congressional Democrat, Joe BIDEN. GOP leaders looking to show they can get things done now that control both the House and Senate will need to cut deals with the Obama White House, and Vice President Joe BIDEN may be their best hope to do so.

On Tuesday, TIME spoke with one of the closest observers of BIDEN’s negotiating tactics, his long-time sparring partner and former House Majority Leader, Eric Cantor, now vice chairman and at the investment bank Moelis & Company. As the number two Republican in the House for the first six years of the Obama administration, and a constant thorn in the side of the White House on issues like the budget, energy, immigration and health care, Cantor saw BIDEN’s techniques up close.



You’ve spent a lot of time negotiating with Vice President BIDEN. What was that like?



Cantor: Unquestionably, the Vice President knows how to negotiate. He understands people. And in my professional background, before I got to Congress and certainly now in the private world at Moelis & Company and in Congress, if you’re interested in doing deals, and getting a result, what I think what one needs to do is be able to size people up. And this is what Joe BIDEN has always been about in my experience. He is able to size up where the opposition is. He’s firmly rooted in his direction, what he needs to accomplish in the negotiations, and then understands how far you can push and not lose a result or a deal.



My real experience is from the extended time we spent together in the summer of 2011 around the debt ceiling discussions. As you recall, the Speaker had asked me to serve on the BIDEN commission. The President had basically formed it and put the Vice President in charge. And there were a handful of us in the room for seven weeks almost, three days a week, two and a half hours a day. And the Vice president was the only one, and that commission was the only entity that really came up with a list of spending reductions that both sides could agree to.



Now, he would always say nothing was agreed to unless everything is agreed to. But nonetheless, work was done in the granularity of the programs that were targeted. Nothing was ever agreed to universally because the tax question came up and that’s what kicked it back to the White House and we all had to come back to the White House for two weeks with the President and then ultimately that ended with the Super Committee creation. But if you look at what has transpired since then, the Super Committee, the fiscal cliff, Murray-Ryan, all of that, the work that came out of Joe BIDEN’s commission is the common theme. And I believe that is attributable to his negotiating skills and ability to cut through—to set aside what you don’t agree on and try to come to a result.



What was the difference in negotiating with the President compared to the Vice President:



Cantor: I just think that the President obviously doesn’t have the tenure in Washington in negotiating deals that the Vice President’s had. Just in terms of pure time. And I think that the President is very rooted in what he wants. The President also, in my view, is very rooted in what he thinks the other side wants. And that’s where the difficulty in my opinion has been with the President over the last six years. If one does not agree with the President’s view of what you want, there’s very little prospect for a result. Joe BIDEN has a real sensitivity, not only to human reaction, but also partisan and political sensitivities. He understands how far you can push before you just blow up the prospects for a deal.



One readout of last week’s White House meeting suggested that the Vice President got ahead of Obama’s position on immigration reform in a desire to cut a deal. Have you seen that happen before?



Cantor: Honestly, the whole sense of the discussion around the initial debt ceiling talks in 2011 was just that. The president had dispatched the Vice President to come up with areas that could become part of a larger deal. And really the Vice President was very clear and never hid anything from me. He said in order to get any of the kinds of things we’re discussing, the President is going to want some kind of revenue increase. He laid it all out on the table. ‘That’s what we need.’ And I indicated what we needed and that we couldn’t go for tax increases. So I think there has certainly been evidence that the Vice President is a negotiator, he wants to cut through and get a deal done.



I think that on the fiscal cliff deal, when he struck that agreement with McConnell, that was the last time that the President wanted Joe BIDEN involved. And this is unfortunately what the pattern has been. Hopefully, I think the President may see the light and say if you want to get a deal done, bring in the deal man, Joe BIDEN.



What’s the current state of the BIDEN-McConnell relationship?



Cantor: I can’t speak for McConnell. But I do… stay in touch with [BIDEN]. He stays in touch with people. Part of the ability to do deals is to know both sides and to understand their thought process and their political priorities and imperatives. My sense would be, if I’m like others, Joe BIDEN has maintained those relationships. And that’s one of the striking differences between the President and Vice President. The President has not spent the time necessary even while he’s been in office the last six years, much less before, developing, nurturing relationships and understanding people’s thinking. And that is a huge impediment to the President’s ability to do a deal, whereas I think Joe BIDEN has been schooled in that way.



How did you try to square the Vice President’s public image with his negotiating record?



Cantor: Joe BIDEN is what you see. You know, he’s genuine. Yes, he’s prone to gaffes publicly, and he’ll admit that. He’s very self-deprecating like that. And I’m certainly not one who agrees with Joe BIDEN on all things—we probably disagree more than we agree—but from a human and relationship standpoint, the guy’s awesome.



Do you think the midterms opened up the possibility for deal-making?



Cantor: I really think that there’s going to be a trial period here. And I really look at the next six weeks as that. From the White House standpoint, if the president signs an executive order on immigration unilaterally that will not bode well for the productivity of the next Congress. Again, I think that’s the trial issue for the president.



From Congress’ standpoint, their job is to get done the omnibus/minibus spending package. Because if they kick the can and decide to push the [longer-term spending bill] into the next Congress so they don’t have to “negotiate” with the other side, I think that leaves wide open the chance of mischief and derailing of the path to productivity.



Do you think last week’s election paved the way for a more united GOP conference, or will leadership still have difficulty keeping members in line.



Cantor: In my experience, I think the latter would probably be [a more likely] reality. And it’s always going to be a challenge for leadership. I do think in the House, the Speaker and the Leader are going to have a much larger majority now that hopefully will be more inclined to follow the path laid out by the Speaker and the leadership. If we can see the House and Senate to really begin to move legislation across the floor—and some of the legislation and probably a lot of it will not be to the White House’s liking—there’s something about that that may lend itself to a more espirit de corps, if you will, for folks to hang together because they’re winning, they’re getting legislation across the floor, they’re getting it out of Congress, sending it to the President’s desk and then it would be incumbent on the President to respond.



I think if you can see some real legislative productivity on the Hill that may lend itself to the larger majorities now hanging with leadership more.



The Associated Press 
BIDEN pitches infrastructure improvements
November 12, 2014



HOUSTON (AP) - Vice President Joe BIDEN on Wednesday renewed his call for improvements to the nation's infrastructure, particularly at ports, saying failure to make upgrades will mean missed opportunities for economic growth.



"This is a passion of mine," BIDEN told several hundred people attending the annual convention of the American Association of Port Authorities. 

"There's so much more work to be done to take advantage of the incredible opportunities before all of us."



The vice president, the White House's loudest voice on the need to update the nation's crumbling infrastructure, said ports represent "the lifeblood of the U.S. economy," responsible for 13 million jobs accounting for $650 billion in personal income and spur manufacturing, investment and creation of middle-class jobs.



"You are the best-kept secret in the world," he told the port group. "People have no notion how critical what you do impacts on the economy."



He said 75 percent of the world's commerce is on the deck or in the hull of a ship "floating somewhere." If all the U.S. ports closed for 10 days, the loss to the economy would be $21 billion, illustrating "why I'm so consistently talking about the need to invest in our ports," he said.



BIDEN said as tonnage has grown and the size of ships has grown, the transportation infrastructure to handle that growth must be modernized. The U.S., while the world's No. 1 economy, ranks 28th in the world in transportation infrastructure, he said.



"How can we have a 21st century economy with a 20th century infrastructure?" BIDEN asked. "It's simply unacceptable."



He said estimates show 50 percent more cargo headed to American ports by 2020, and that trade through seaports now accounting for 32 percent of the gross national product was expected to reach 60 percent by 2030.

Government isn't the answer but could be the catalyst, said BIDEN, who touted what he said were successes of the economic stimulus package signed into law early in the Obama administration.



"The bottom line is the greatest economic power in the world needs the most dynamic port system in the world. We need to modernize," BIDEN said.



"We've got to find a way to provide new jobs. And you are the portal for that, no pun intended."



Washington Post
Joe BIDEN and Elizabeth Warren set to address gathering of wealthy liberal donors
By: Matea Gold / November 12, 2014



Vice President BIDEN and Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) are set to address a group of wealthy liberal donors gathering in Washington this week for a private meeting to determine the direction of their political investments in the coming years.



The four-day conference of Democracy Alliance is expected to include dissections of what went wrong for Democrats in last week’s midterm elections, as well as a wide-ranging discussion about adopting a new, long-term strategy to reverse GOP gains in the states.



BIDEN is set to be the keynote speaker at the alliance’s closing event Friday night, when the group holds what it has dubbed a “Progressive Victory Party” at the Newseum, according to people familiar with the schedule.



Despite the dismal showing for Democrats in this year’s races, president Gara LaMarche said that he does not believe the results demoralized the party’s financial backers.



“I feel people are disappointed,” he told The Washington Post in an interview Wednesday at the Mandarin Oriental, where the conference is being held. “I don’t think they felt their money was wasted. I think they feel you make the good fight, you do what you can, and sometimes you lose.”



The alliance – an invitation-only group that makes funding recommendations to political contributors on the left – is in the process of reassessing the current portfolio of groups that it endorses, a process that could end up directing resources to new organizations active in state-level organizing. The group’s board, chaired by veteran labor leader John Stocks, will approve a new portfolio in early 2015.



Since it launched in 2005, the group’s roughly 100 members have directed about $500 million into helping build an infrastructure of think tanks, research organizations and political support groups on the left. The group’s partners, which are required to give at least $200,000 a year, help finance organizations such as Media Matters for America, a media watchdog group; America Votes, which coordinates the efforts of allied interest groups; and Catalist, which provides voter data.



Politico
Hillary Clinton left out by liberal donor club
By: Kenneth Vogel / November 12, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN will join Senator Elizabeth Warren and other leading progressives in addressing a closed-door gathering of elite liberal donors — a roster of speakers that notably doesn’t include Hillary Clinton.

The annual winter meeting of the Democracy Alliance, a group of funders of liberal causes, isn’t a presidential cattle call. But speculation about the 2016 Democratic presidential race looms over the four-day gathering, which started Wednesday at Washington’s Mandarin Oriental hotel. Last year’s meeting was a lovefest for Warren, whose speech fired up the crowd. This year’s program, reviewed by POLITICO, includes sessions on numerous progressive causes – including fighting climate change, reducing the role of money in politics and more rigorously regulating Wall Street – on which Warren is seen as more liberal than Clinton.



Warren’s appearance Thursday is during a session called “An Economy that Works for All – A Progressive Plan and the Path to Making it Happen,” billed as a discussion on a state of affairs “we can’t sustain,” in which “the Dow Jones rises, real wages decline, and unemployment remains chronic.” BIDEN is set to appear Friday night at a gala at the Newseum where donors and operatives will “toast the tremendous work of the progressive community and look ahead to the future we hope to build together,” according to an invitation obtained by POLITICO.



While BIDEN has sought to position himself as a populist who could run to Clinton’s left on economic issues, and has spoken to the Democracy Alliance in the past, he has much less support among its ranks than Warren, whose appearance last year had donors pleading with her to run for president.



A super PAC called Ready for Warren, which was formed to coax the senator into the 2016 race, will meet with donors on the sidelines of this year’s conference. Two former Democracy Alliance members – Deborah Sagner and Guy Saperstein – provided the PAC with early funding.

“Ideas are what inspires many of these donors – big, positive ideas like those that Elizabeth Warren is advocating,” said liberal operative Adam Green, who plans to attend the conference. The group he co-founded, the Progressive Change Campaign Committee, worked to draft Warren into her 2012 Senate race, and it is among the second-tier of groups that the Democracy Alliance recommends its donors support. “My guess is there will be a big appetite among progressive donors to champion bigger and bolder ideas than the current White House is championing,” said Green, citing Warren’s support for making college more affordable, tightening financial regulations and expanding Social Security.



Added Saperstein, a San Francisco lawyer who has been critical of Clinton, “I think there would be a stampede away from Hillary if Elizabeth Warren became a serious candidate with a serious campaign infrastructure and, polling match-ups of Hillary v. Republicans continued to show her weakness.”



The Democracy Alliance meeting comes at a pivotal moment for the Democratic Party, as it absorbs the fallout from last week’s election and charts its path to 2016. Wealthy donors like those who belong to the Democracy Alliance can exert disproportionate influence on such debates, particularly through big spending in primary elections.



The club’s goal is to pull the Democrats to the left on climate change, income inequality, money in politics and other key issues. And, if past conferences are any indication, donors will spend a lot of time debating the emerging presidential field in what’s expected to be their last meeting before the campaign officially kicks off.



Clinton wasn’t invited to the conference, which has caused quiet grumbles from her supporters.



Many Clintonites left the Democracy Alliance in 2008 because of its perceived favoritism for Obama. And the group’s longtime executive director, Kelly Craighead, a Clinton loyalist, was replaced last year amid concerns that the group was too cozy with the Democratic Party. Gara LaMarche, the new director, is not close to Clinton.



Warren will be introduced Thursday by the Massachusetts donor who served as the national finance chairman of her Senate race, Paul Egerman. He sits on the board of directors of the Democracy Alliance and is seen as her liaison to the tight-knit world of big liberal money and likely a key player if she changed her mind and entered the race. In addition to Egerman, the Democracy Alliance board includes early Obama backers David desJardins and Cookie Parker. The newest board member, Susan Sandler, who was elected last week, worked to boost Obama by helping fund efforts to register minority voters in early primary states in 2008 through an outside group started by her husband and fellow Democracy Alliance member Steve Phillips.



But, while individual members are already making their feelings known about the presidential race – including a few influential players who are supporting a potential Clinton campaign — the organization itself is not “playing favorites,” according to LaMarche.



He dismissed any effort to read into the appearances by Warren and BIDEN, but not Clinton. “None of this has to do with presidential politics, and none of the people you asked about are declared presidential candidates,” he said Wednesday. “Once we have an actual contest, if we do have one, the DA will have to thread carefully through it, since we are scrupulously neutral, and people like you are always looking for signs.”



LaMarche explained that “we invited Senator Warren because, as Secretary Clinton herself has said, she is a leading progressive voice on the economy, and she is kicking off an economics discussion.”



Indeed, some of the group’s presenters have longstanding ties to Bill and Hillary Clinton. A presentation on reducing the role of big money in politics, called “A Democracy that Works for All – Putting People, not Money, at the Center of Politics,” includes the Brennan Center for Justice president Michael Waldman, who worked for President Bill Clinton on campaign regulations, and DA partner Jonathan Soros, whose father, billionaire financier George Soros, has endorsed a prospective Hillary Clinton presidential campaign.



Sagner predicted the DA membership “will be split” between Clinton backers “who think a primary is a waste of time and money” and those who “see a primary as an opportunity to both open up the conversation about what the Democratic party stands for and to develop a more populist/progressive platform for whoever is the party’s eventual candidate.”



Still, she called it “very surprising” that Clinton wasn’t invited.

Other prominent Democracy Alliance partners who have already come out for Clinton include Houston trial lawyers Amber and Steve Mostyn.



Steve Mostyn said Wednesday he didn’t read anything into Clinton not being invited.



“The members would love to have her if she could attend,” he said.



KTRK
Vice President BIDEN in Houston to Praise City’s Ports
By: Sharron Melton / November 12, 2014



HOUSTON (KTRK) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN is in Houston today to put a spotlight on Houston's ports. 

BIDEN will deliver the keynote address at the convention for the American Association of Port Authorities.


The American Association of Port Authorities is holding its convention in Houston, at the same time Houston's ship channel celebrates its 100th birthday. 

For years, BIDEN has been a supporter of the nation's ports. He's speaking at the convention to remind the country of their importance and the need for the nation to rally behind them. 



Washington Free Beacon 
BIDEN: Middle Class Label Not a Compliment in DC, ‘It Means You’re Not Sophisticated’
November 12, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN said Wednesday that people in Washington don’t think it’s a good thing to be labeled as middle class.



Speaking at the American Association of Port Authorities convention in Houston, BIDEN reminded attendees of his nickname, “Middle-Class Joe.”

“In Washington, that’s not meant as a compliment–it means you’re not sophisticated,” BIDEN said.



BIDEN is one of the top choices Democrats have for president in 2016. He will speak to the Democracy Alliance, a group of liberal mega-donors, meeting in Washington on Friday.



Houston Chronicle 
BIDEN: investment in ports is crucial to U.S. economy
By: Theodore Schleifer / November 12, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN told executives of the nation's leading ports Wednesday that America's innovation depends on investing in ship channels like Houston's.



About 500 industry officials at the Hyatt Regency downtown heard the vice president stress that ports were one of the nation's "best kept secrets" that "represent the lifeblood of the U.S. economy."



"How can we have a 21st century economy with a 20th century infrastructure," BIDEN told the audience at the annual American Association of Port Authorities convention. "How can we sustain the opportunity we have with a modicum of investment, in relative terms, we're making in the ports of America?



"Look folks, the bottom line is that the greatest economic power in the world needs the most dynamic system in the world," he added.



Transport Topics
BIDEN Calls for Infrastructure Upgrades Ahead of Panama Canal Expansion
By: Eugene Mulero / November 12, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN urged lawmakers and transportation stakeholders to invest in port-expansion projects to accommodate the large ships that will travel through the expanded Panama Canal next year.



BIDEN said port-expansion projects in Texas and elsewhere could spark job creation, and a modern transportation infrastructure could boost regional economies.



“The greatest economic power in the world needs the most dynamic ports system in the world. We have to modernize the ports and our entire infrastructure system,” the vice president said Nov. 12 at the American Association of Port Authorities’ annual conference in Houston.

BIDEN has visited ports throughout the country in recent months to raise awareness of the Panama Canal’s expansion.



The multibillion-dollar expansion project in Latin America, which BIDEN referred to as the “Eighth wonder of the world,” is meant to allow ships to travel to North America with nearly three times more cargo. Trucking executives, for the most part, support the project, which is expected to be finished within a year.



Currently, the largest types of ships are able to cross the oceans through the Suez Canal.



The ports of Baltimore and Virginia are the East Coast sites able to handle the super-large cargo ships. Other ports are undergoing renovations to compete for the large vessels.



Earlier this year, Congress passed and President Obama signed into law a major water policy bill that directs new funding for ports and the management of inland waterways.



KTRH Newsradio
VP BIDEN in Houston
By: Nik Rajkovic / November 12, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN returned to Houston Wednesday, telling the annual convention of the American Association of Port Authorities we need to keep upgrading facilities because the economy depends on it.



"The Port of Houston alone supports two million jobs, the Port of Charleston 280,000 jobs, Savannah 350,000 jobs, Port of Virginia 343,000 jobs and the Port of Baltimore 123,000 jobs," he said.



In total, BIDEN says U.S. ports account for $650 billion in personal income.

However, the U.S. ranks 28th in the world in transportation infrastructure.

"We're investing less than one percent of our GDP in transportation infrastructure, that's simply unacceptable," said BIDEN.



The vice president says U.S. ports need 3.6 trillion dollars worth of improvements by 2020 due to an expected 50 percent jump in freight cargo in the coming years.



"The world has changed utterly in the last 15 years," said BIDEN.



"Are we going to take advantage of these changes to promote growth and economic activity, prosperity for people around the world?  Or are we going to miss the opportunity?"
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Bloomberg

Is Joe BIDEN Obama's Weapon or Weakness in the GOP Senate?

By: Margaret Talev / November 10, 2014

When Mitch McConnell won re-election last Tuesday night and learned that his title was about to get upgraded to Senate Majority Leader, one of the first calls to the Kentucky Republican came from the White House—but not from President Barack Obama. It was Vice President Joe BIDEN, calling with congratulations. 



CNN

Joe BIDEN: Bibi and I are 'still buddies'

By: Ashley Killough / November 10, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN stressed Monday that he and Benjamin Netanyahu are "still buddies" during remarks to the Jewish Federations of North America, less than two weeks after a senior Obama administration official was quoted calling the Israeli prime minister "chickens---"



USA Today

BIDEN could be deal maker in next Congress

By: Nicole Guadiano / November 10, 2014

They've forged agreements on critical issues during intensely partisan battles on Capitol Hill. Vice President BIDEN and Sen. Mitch McConnell of Kentucky may play deal-making roles even more often beginning next year, when Republicans take charge of the Senate — presumably elevating McConnell to the majority leader's post — and President Obama feels new pressure to work with GOP leaders.



KUNA

BIDEN discusses Iran, Mideast with Jewish group

November 10, 2014

A good deal with Iran on the nuclear issue is possible, and such a deal would benefit everyone, Vice President Joe BIDEN said during an address on Monday at the General Assembly of Jewish Federations of North America, which met just outside Washington.

BIDEN also told the group that the future of Israel depends on reaching a two-state solution between the Israelis and Palestinians.



Chicago Sun-Times

BIDEN to ambassador: Tell Netanyahu 'we're still buddies'

By: Chad Merda / November 10, 2014

While speaking Monday to the General Assembly of Jewish Federations of North America, Vice President Joe BIDEN wanted to make one thing clear: He and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu are "still buddies."



The Hill

BIDEN: Tell Netanyahu ‘we’re still buddies’

By: Justin Sink / November 10, 2014

Vice President BIDEN says he and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu are “still buddies,” downplaying recent tensions between the two countries.



POLITICO

Joe BIDEN: Tell Benjamin Netanyahu ‘we’re still buddies’

By: Lucy McCalmont / November 10, 2014

Using his signature brand of humor, Vice President Joe BIDEN on Monday attempted to smooth over tensions with Israel, following a recent report that a senior White House had official called Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu “a chickenshit.”



National Journal

Joe BIDEN Says the U.S. and Israel Are Friends. And Sometimes Friends Fight

By: Lauren Fox / November 10, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN sought to smooth over U.S.-Israeli relations Monday in an address to the Jewish Federations of North America.



The Jerusalem Post

BIDEN says Jerusalem tempers risk Israeli-Arab alignment

November 10, 2014

Israel’s ability to clinch alliances with Sunni governments across the Arab world, aligned against Islamic State and an empowered Iran, is at risk without a two-state solution, Vice President Joe BIDEN said on Monday.



The Washington Times

Joe BIDEN on Israel: We’re friends, but sometimes friends fight

By: Cheryl K. Chumley / November 10, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN tried to warm relations between Israel and the United States on Monday, telling a Jewish Foundations of North America crowd that the two nations remain steadfast friends — but that sometimes, even friends fight.



Haaretz

BIDEN: U.S. will never abandon Israel - out of our own self-interest

November 10, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN attempted to ease fears concerning the U.S.-Israel relationship during his address at the annual Jewish Federations' General Assembly in Maryland on Monday, saying "we love one another but we drive one another crazy."



The Daily Caller

BIDEN To Netanyahu: ‘I Don’t Agree With A Damn Thing You Say’ [VIDEO]

By: Alex Griswold / November 10, 2014

Vice President and professional gaffe machine Joe BIDEN is at it again. In a speech before the General Assembly of the Jewish Federation of North America, BIDEN told an anecdote of how he once told Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, “I don’t agree with a damn thing you say!”



The Weekly Caller

BIDEN: 'Bibi I Don't Agree With a Damn Thing You Say'

By: Daniel Halper / November 10, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN loves Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu. But he doesn't "agree with a damn thing you say," the vice president once told Netanyahu, whose nickname is Bibi.



JNS

Joe BIDEN on U.S.-Israel disagreements: ‘that’s what friends do’

November 10, 2014

Amid a rough patch in U.S.-Israel relations, U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN said disagreement and honest conversation are “what friends do.”



The Jerusalem Post

Joe BIDEN at Jewish Federations General Assembly: US will never abandon Israel

November 10, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke at the Jewish Federations of North America General Assembly on Monday and said that the United States will never abandon Israel.



JTA 

BIDEN vows US won’t sign a ‘bad deal’ with Iran

November 10, 2014

OXON HILL, Maryland – With the November 24 deadline for negotiations over Iran’s nuclear program looming, Vice President Joe BIDEN vowed that the United States “will not sign a bad deal.”



Washington Examiner

BIDEN and Netanyahu 'still buddies,' VP insists

By: Brian Hughes / November 10, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN said that he and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu are “still buddies,” trying to move past the controversy over a senior administration official calling the leader of Israel a “chickenshit.”



Cleveland Jewish News

BIDEN: We will never ever abandon Israel

By: Bob Jacob / November 10, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN made one thing clear as the main speaker at the 2014 Jewish Federations of North America General Assembly on Nov. 10, the United States will do everything to preserve the state of Israel.



The Jewish Daily Forward

Joe BIDEN Tells Federations 'No Bad Iran Deal'

November 10, 2014

With the Nov. 24 deadline for negotiations over Iran’s nuclear program looming, Vice President Joe BIDEN vowed that the United States “will not sign a bad deal.”



FrontPage Magazine

Obama Is Fighting w/Reid and BIDEN

By: Daniel Greenfield / November 10, 2014

It’s a sad state of affairs when Joe BIDEN appears to have more patience and diplomatic skills than the guy who kept billing himself as a reasonable apolitical common sense guy.



Newsmax

Obama Directs Anger at BIDEN Over Immigration Action

By: John Blosser / November 10, 2014

A flash of anger directed at Vice President Joe BIDEN by President Obama at a Friday White House meeting of congressional leaders highlights disruptive disagreement inside the administration over Obama's plan to take executive action on immigration amnesty.



The Washington Post

This 3-year-old in Iowa talks to ‘Joe BIDEN’ on the phone all the time

By: Jaime Fuller / November 10, 2014

If the inevitable Frozen 2 is looking for a new way to one-up its monstrously successful earworm of a predecessor, the answer may be, "cast vice-president as a talking snowman." The kids will love it. This is the conclusion we reached after watching the above local news segment, which features a 3-year-old in Iowa who regularly has imaginary phone conversations with Joe BIDEN.



The Hill

Vice president calls 3-year-old fan

By: Judy Kurtz / November 10, 2014

Three-year-old Avery Bral is used to gabbing with “Joe BIDEN,” — the Iowa girl’s family says she’d talk to her vice presidential pal in pretend phone conversations nearly every day. But the very young BIDEN fan’s family got quite a surprise when the living and breathing BIDEN gave little Avery a ring.



MSNBC

Joe BIDEN’s littlest fan

By: Bridget Todd / November 10, 2014

Like many kids, Avery Bral of Clive, Iowa has an imaginary friend. But this friend, who the three-year-old has been having “phone calls” with for months, just happens to hold the second highest office in the United States. 



Huffington Post

Vice President Joe BIDEN Got A 'Call' From This 3-Year-Old, So He Called Her Back

By: Paige Lavender / November 10, 2014

Avery Bral, a 3-year-old from Clive, Iowa, used to "call" Vice President Joe BIDEN on her toy phone just to chat.



VOXXI

Central American takes center stage at IADB Conference

By: W. Alejandro Sanchez / November 10, 2014

Given the adverse situation on Capitol Hill, it will be interesting to see how much Vice President BIDEN will promise when he meets the visiting Central American leaders, all of whom would like to see some type of immigration reform in the U.S. in the (very) near future.







Bloomberg

Is Joe BIDEN Obama's Weapon or Weakness in the GOP Senate?

By: Margaret Talev / November 10, 2014



When Mitch McConnell won re-election last Tuesday night and learned that his title was about to get upgraded to Senate Majority Leader, one of the first calls to the Kentucky Republican came from the White House—but not from President Barack Obama. It was Vice President Joe BIDEN, calling with congratulations. BIDEN, 71, liberal and famously glad-handing, and McConnell, 72, the conservative and taciturn minority leader, served together in the Senate for more than two decades.



In 2010, 2011 and 2012, BIDEN swooped in at the 11th hour at Obama's behest to negotiate deals with McConnell to extend the Bush-era tax cuts, raise the debt ceiling and push the country away from the fiscal cliff. McConnell even called BIDEN his "dance partner," instigating a wave of press coverage about their close cross-aisle connection. "You want to see whether or not a Republican and a Democrat really like one another—well, I am here to tell you we do," BIDEN told an audience at the McConnell Center at the University of Louisville, where McConnell invited him in 2011 to speak about bipartisanship.



BIDEN will find nice things to say about just about anyone. The truth is, he and McConnell are not, and have never been, friends.



But amidst much talk of the necessity of compromise in Washington after the sweeping Republican triumph last week, their relationship is liable to be central to whatever transpires in in the coming months.



Ted Kaufman, a former Delaware senator and BIDEN's longtime political adviser, predicted Obama will empower BIDEN to look for areas of compromise with McConnell as well as with U.S. House Speaker John Boehner of Ohio. "This is an ideal situation for him because he has such a good working relationship with Boehner and McConnell and the president," Kaufman said.



And former McConnell chief of staff Janet Mullins Grissom added that McConnell and BIDEN are "two guys who, having spent their lives in the Senate, have a very deeply held respect for the institution and they understand the art of the deal. As far as I can tell, there is nobody at the White House that has that sensibility other than Vice President BIDEN right now."



For the Obama administration, however, one question is whether BIDEN will be a useful weapon in the coming conflicts or a loose cannon. BIDEN, even more than most vice presidents, loves the chance to be on center stage. And after months on the sidelines he may be tempted by the chance to play the hero. All that poses risks at a moment when, for the White House, discipline is crucial. In a much-discussed lunch at the White House with Obama and the congressional leaders from both parties, the president briskly shut BIDEN down after the vice president asked Republicans how much time they thought they'd need to pass an immigration overhaul, a question that ran against Obama's point that he's done waiting and is preparing to issue an executive order dealing with immigration because the House won't vote. It's that sort of unintentional sending of mixed signals that makes the White House nervous about the potential downsides of negotiating through BIDEN.



The prospect of BIDEN returning to the negotiating table clearly appeals to McConnell and his caucus. One Republican leadership aide told me they'd welcome the chance to work with BIDEN again. The White House had put BIDEN in the witness protection program for the past year, the aide said, because Democrats would rather push the narrative that McConnell is obstructionist than make deals, and that when BIDEN is out there, deals happen. BIDEN, in those 2011 remarks in Louisville, said he and McConnell "come from the same tradition" in which despite "significant disagreements" they recognize "the sincerity and intellectual grounding of the other man's position and the necessity of finding common ground."



A former Republican leadership aide familiar with the previous BIDEN-McConnell negotiations said BIDEN could be refreshingly candid about his own party—how he expected Nancy Pelosi, the House Democratic leader from California, to be angry about a concession he was prepared to make on estate taxes, or how upset he expected Reid to get about an aspect of a deal. BIDEN also was willing to talk about the rationale behind Democrats' specific objections during negotiations, not just their positions. The aide said BIDEN never put all the administration's cards on the table, but that he'd say enough to make discussions productive. Whether Obama lets BIDEN re-engage will be an indication of whether Obama really wants to pass legislation in the next two years, the Republican said.



A former Democratic leadership aide said this is what worries many Democrats: that BIDEN seems to have a tin ear for what today's Republican leadership is capable of and approaches negotiations as if these were still the glory days of bipartisan cooperation. Even if Obama doesn't empower BIDEN, the Democrat said, there's a fear McConnell may court the vice president on the side, and succeed, as a play to weaken Obama's position.



Senator Ron Johnson, a Wisconsin Republican, views BIDEN's role differently. "Is Joe BIDEN somebody that Mitch McConnell can work with?" he said. "Yes. It has been proven. But they only trot out Joe BIDEN at the last second and to make the compromise that President Obama seems unwilling to do himself."



Even in that period from 2010 through 2012 when BIDEN and McConnell and their aides were spending hours mostly by phone and occasionally in person, the BIDEN-McConnell relationship was, as one former Republican leadership aide put it, sporadic and born of crisis. Looking ahead to January, McConnell has already said he's not interested in governing in a crisis mode—no government shutdowns or threats of default on his watch—so he and BIDEN may need to learn a different dynamic. One former administration official also said even if BIDEN and McConnell can work together to close deals it's not realistic to start them in the first inning on winding talks about potential areas of compromise such as tax reform, infrastructure and education spending and immigration. That, the former official said, will need to be developed through more regular contact at the staff level between Republicans and the White House.



"Nobody knows the Senate better than the vice president," White House Chief of Staff Denis McDonough said in an interview Friday with Bloomberg's Al Hunt for the Charlie Rose program on PBS, and BIDEN's relationships are "a huge asset for us." But asked what sort of enhanced role BIDEN will play, McDonough said, "He and the president are working that out now." McConnell "has obviously developed a good working relationship with the vice president," the White House chief of staff said, "but the chief contact obviously will be the president."



CNN

Joe BIDEN: Bibi and I are 'still buddies'

By: Ashley Killough / November 10, 2014



(CNN) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN stressed Monday that he and Benjamin Netanyahu are "still buddies" during remarks to the Jewish Federations of North America, less than two weeks after a senior Obama administration official was quoted calling the Israeli prime minister "chickens---"



"You better damn well report to Bibi that we're still buddies," BIDEN said at the top of his remarks, speaking specifically to Israeli ambassador Ron Dermer, who was in the audience. ("Bibi" is a nickname for Netanyahu.)

 Top U.S. official slams Netanyahu Stopping violence in Jerusalem Netanyahu on Arab, U.S. roles in peace process



"I signed a picture for Bibi a long time ago—I have a bad habit of, no one ever doubts I mean what I say, sometimes I say all that I mean, though—and I signed a picture a long time for Bibi," BIDEN continued. "He's been a friend for over 30 years. I said 'Bibi I don't agree with a damn thing you say but I love you.'"



Joe BIDEN: 'I'm not changing'



BIDEN continued to emphasize that "we really are good friends" and later called him a "great, great friend," though he did not specifically mention the "chickens---" comments.



His comment marked the first time that BIDEN addressed the group since the quote by the unnamed official — reported by The Atlantic's Jeffrey Goldberg — underscored the awkward relationship between President Barack Obama's administration and Israel.



BIDEN says use of term 'Shylocks' was a poor choice



The Vice President said Israel has no other friend like the United States, and that Obama has met with Netanyahu more than any other world leader.



"Like all close friends, we talk honestly with one another. We talk directly with one another. We disagree with one another. We love one another, and we drive one another crazy," he said. "That's what friends do. There is never a miss between the cup and the lip here. We are straight with one another."



BIDEN went on in his remarks to spell out the "moral obligation" that the United States has to help Israel.



"My father pointed out to me I did not need to be a Jew to be a Zionist, for I am. Israel is essential for security of Jews worldwide," he said. "And a state of Palestine. Each enjoin security, self-determination, and mutual recognition."



He also tried to take a clear line on Iran's nuclear capacity.



"We will not let Iran acquire a nuclear weapon. Period. Period. Period," he said. "And I would not put my 42 year reputation on the line were I not certain when I say, we mean it."



USA Today

BIDEN could be deal maker in next Congress

By: Nicole Guadiano / November 10, 2014



WASHINGTON — They've forged agreements on critical issues during intensely partisan battles on Capitol Hill.



Vice President BIDEN and Sen. Mitch McConnell of Kentucky may play deal-making roles even more often beginning next year, when Republicans take charge of the Senate — presumably elevating McConnell to the majority leader's post — and President Obama feels new pressure to work with GOP leaders.



"When we've reached those crisis moments, once (Senate Majority Leader Harry) Reid and the president have gotten out of the way, it's been Vice President BIDEN and leader McConnell who have cut deals that averted the worst-case scenarios," said Billy Piper, McConnell's chief of staff from 2002 to 2011.



Former Democratic senator Ted Kaufman, BIDEN's former chief of staff in the Senate, said the vice president is "the one player that all of the major players ... trust."



Trust has been a stumbling block in Obama's dealings with Republican leaders.



Obama, McConnell and House Speaker John Boehner of Ohio all say they want to find common ground in the new Congress. But Obama quickly riled GOP leaders on Wednesday by renewing his commitment to bypass Congress and take executive action on immigration reform before the end of the year.



At a White House lunch with congressional leaders Friday, Obama angrily cut BIDEN off after the vice president interrupted Obama to ask Boehner how long Republicans would need to pass an immigration bill, a senior House Republican aide told the Associated Press.



Both McConnell and Boehner have said Obama would "poison the well" by going it alone, and they warned him at the Friday lunch not to do so, according to the AP.



"I think the president's relationships with Congress have made it very difficult, despite the fact that BIDEN and McConnell get along fine," said Steve Bell, a former Republican staffer now with the Bipartisan Policy Center.



McConnell's role as majority leader next year will give him a stronger hand in future negotiations than he had as minority leader. But Piper noted that, even with the gains they made in Tuesday's elections, Republicans still won't have a 60-vote, filibuster-proof majority in the Senate in the next Congress and will still need Democratic support to move legislation.



"I think BIDEN can be very constructive in that effort," he said.



BIDEN and McConnell's previous budget negotiations came with high-stakes deadlines that don't exist to compel congressional action on issues such as tax reform and trade deals, said Bruce Reed, BIDEN's chief of staff from 2011 to 2013.



"That's going to be the challenge in those negotiations — getting them close enough to the finishing line (so) that a guy like BIDEN can close the deal," Reed said.



BIDEN and McConnell have more than 65 years of Senate service between them. They have similar committee experience — BIDEN served on and chaired the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and McConnell serves on the Senate Appropriations subcommittee on foreign operations — and they've worked together on those issues.



After McConnell won his re-election race on Tuesday, BIDEN was the first to call him — before Obama called — to offer congratulations. Obama tried later but wasn't able to reach McConnell, according to The Hill newspaper.



As vice president, BIDEN has worked with McConnell on a number of fiscal issues. In 2010, they cut a deal to extend the Bush-era tax cuts for two years. They helped negotiate another deal in 2011 that increased the country's borrowing limit. And in 2012, they negotiated through another standoff over the "fiscal cliff" of spending cuts and tax increases set to take effect on Jan. 1, 2013.



"Nothing could be more excruciatingly difficult than a hostage negotiation with the fate of the economy and the government on the line," Reed said, recalling the "lovely New Year's Eve" that BIDEN and McConnell spent talking on the phone a dozen times to work out the fiscal cliff agreement.



Last year, BIDEN kept a low profile when the government partially shut down as Senate Democrats rallied around Reid as their primary advocate. Many thought BIDEN had given away too many Democratic priorities in earlier deals, former and current Capitol Hill staffers said at the time. They generally felt Republicans had won sharp cuts in domestic spending while Democrats had settled for tamer revenue increases than they'd wanted.



BIDEN still hasn't said whether he'll run for president in 2016. One possible downside of working with a Republican Senate is that Democrats would blame him if they don't like where that cooperation leads, said Celinda Lake, a Democratic pollster who worked on BIDEN's 2008 presidential campaign.



But the vice president has more to gain than to lose, she said. Expectations for the 114th Congress will be so low that even a modest compromise will be seen positively, and BIDEN would get credit for that.



"The president and the vice president need to be careful not to compromise too much, on the one hand, for Democrats," she said. "On the other hand, for the public, they have to be careful not to be the government of 'no.' That's the tension. Both parties have to prove they can cooperate and they can govern."



KUNA

BIDEN discusses Iran, Mideast with Jewish group

November 10, 2014



WASHINGTON, Nov 10 (KUNA) -- A good deal with Iran on the nuclear issue is possible, and such a deal would benefit everyone, Vice President Joe BIDEN said during an address on Monday at the General Assembly of Jewish Federations of North America, which met just outside Washington.

BIDEN also told the group that the future of Israel depends on reaching a two-state solution between the Israelis and Palestinians.



"The historic convergence of basic interests" creates a chance for closer relations between Israel and the entire Arab world, he stressed..

As the November 24 deadline nears for reaching a comprehensive nuclear agreement with Iran, "we will not sign a bad deal," BIDEN said.



"A diplomatic solution that puts significant and verifiable constraints on Iran's nuclear program represents the best and most sustainable chance to ensure that America, Israel and the Middle East will never be menaced by a nuclear-armed Iran," he said.



Iran must decide whether it will seize a "historic opportunity" to prove that its nuclear program is exclusively for peaceful purposes, or face increasing pressure, he said.



"Of course, Israel's future as a Jewish, democratic state depends on more than preventing a nuclear-armed Iran, as consequential as that is," BIDEN said. It also depends on reaching a two-state solution for the Israelis and Palestinians.



"I remain convinced that the vast majority of Israelis and the vast majority of Palestinians believe that peace is both desirable and possible," he said.

"As you look around the region today, an interesting thing is happening," the Vice President said. "Israel and nearly all its Arab neighbors -- would find themselves on the same side in a fight against violent Islamic extremists like ISIL as well as a regional struggle against Iran. They have all this in common." "The last thing we need and the quickest thing to halt any major strategic realignment that could benefit Israel's security is the failure to reach a two-state solution or, even worse, a renewed crisis, another Intifada on the ground," he said.



That is why it is critical that "as we work toward lasting peace, we also take steps to ensure that tensions do not boil over into conflagration and conflict in Jerusalem," BIDEN said. All sides need to avoid incitement and demonstrate restraint, he said.

BIDEN said the efforts to de-legitimize Israel as a Jewish state worry him more than anything else.



"This past summer during the conflict in Gaza, we witnessed countless incidents around the world of attempts to demonize and defame Israel," he said. "Too often, in too many countries, opposition to Israel's military actions crossed the line from legitimate debate and legitimate criticism into outright anti-Semitism. "And that poses a fundamental threat not just to Jewish communities but to democracies everywhere around the world," he went on The preservation of an independent Jewish state is the only certain guarantor for freedom and security for Jews worldwide, BIDEN added.



Chicago Sun-Times

BIDEN to ambassador: Tell Netanyahu 'we're still buddies'

By: Chad Merda / November 10, 2014



While speaking Monday to the General Assembly of Jewish Federations of North America, Vice President Joe BIDEN wanted to make one thing clear: He and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu are "still buddies."



He refuses to let a report that an Obama administration official calling Netanyahu "chickens---" come in between him and "Bibi," as BIDEN calls him.



During his speech, The Hill reports BIDEN joked that Israeli Ambassador Ron Dermer "better damn well report to [Netanyahu] that we’re still buddies.”



BIDEN said their friendship goes back decades.



"I signed a picture a long time for Bibi; he’s been a friend for over 30 years. I said, Bibi, I don’t agree with a damn thing you say but I love you," BIDEN said, referring to Netanyahu by his nickname. "But we really are good friends."



BIDEN they have disagreements, like any friends do.



"Like all close friends, we talk honestly with one another," BIDEN said. "We talk directly with one another. We disagree with one another. We love one another, and we drive one another crazy."



The Hill

BIDEN: Tell Netanyahu ‘we’re still buddies’

By: Justin Sink / November 10, 2014



Vice President BIDEN says he and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu are “still buddies,” downplaying recent tensions between the two countries.



In a speech Monday, BIDEN joked that Israel’s ambassador to the U.S. "better damn well report to [Netanyahu] that we’re still buddies.”



He made the comment less than two weeks after an Obama administration official blasted the Israeli leader as "chickens---" in an interview with The Atlantic, straining relations between the two allies.

But speaking at the General Assembly of Jewish Federations of North America on Monday, BIDEN looked to smooth over any lingering conflict.



"I signed a picture a long time for Bibi; he’s been a friend for over 30 years. I said, Bibi, I don’t agree with a damn thing you say but I love you," BIDEN said, using Netanyahu's nickname. "But we really are good friends."



BIDEN noted the attendance of Israeli Ambassador Ron Dermer in the crowd and asked him to tell Netanyahu that they remained close.



"You got it, right?" BIDEN said as the crowd laughed.



BIDEN went on to note that President Obama had met with Netanyahu more than any other world leader, and he said the two nations shared an "especially deep security partnership."



But the vice president acknowledged that tensions exist between the U.S. and Israel, but he dismissed it as "what friends do."



"Like all close friends, we talk honestly with one another," BIDEN said. "We talk directly with one another. We disagree with one another. We love one another, and we drive one another crazy."



In the Atlantic story, an unnamed senior administration official blasted Netanyahu as overly concerned about his own political future.



"The good thing about Netanyahu is that he’s scared to launch wars,” one official said, expanding on his "chickens---" insult. "The bad thing about him is that he won’t do anything to reach an accommodation with the Palestinians or with the Sunni Arab states," the official added, before comparing him to former Israeli prime ministers.



"The only thing he’s interested in is protecting himself from political defeat. He’s not [Yitzhak] Rabin, he’s not [Ariel] Sharon, he’s certainly no [Menachem] Begin. He’s got no guts."



Israel and the U.S. have also clashed in recent months over the Israeli bombing of a U.N. shelter in Gaza, as well as the Obama administration's pursuit of a nuclear weapon deal with Iran.



BIDEN called suggestions the U.S. would allow Iran to take advantage of the negotiations nonsense.



"I've heard so much malarkey about our position on Iran," he said. "Let me say it to you clearly, in a BIDENesque way: We will not let Iran acquire a nuclear weapon, period, period, period. And I would not put my 42-year reputation on the line were I not certain when I say it. We mean it."



POLITICO

Joe BIDEN: Tell Benjamin Netanyahu ‘we’re still buddies’

By: Lucy McCalmont / November 10, 2014



Using his signature brand of humor, Vice President Joe BIDEN on Monday attempted to smooth over tensions with Israel, following a recent report that a senior White House had official called Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu “a chickenshit.”



“Now, Ron, you better damn well report to Bibi [Netanyahu] that we’re still buddies,” BIDEN said to Israeli Ambassador to the U.S. Ron Dermer, who was in the audience as the vice president took the stage for remarks at the General Assembly of the Jewish Federations of North America.



“You got it, right?” BIDEN added, to laughter from the crowd at the event held at the National Harbor in Maryland.



BIDEN’s olive branch comes after report last month in The Atlantic that an unnamed senior Obama official slammed Netanyahu as “a chickenshit.” Secretary of State John Kerry called the remarks “disgraceful” and Netanyahu himself said, “I’m being attacked simply because I defend the State of Israel.”



However, while BIDEN did not address the comments directly, he repeatedly said that he and Netanyahu “really are good friends,” while acknowledging they’ve had their differences a long the way.



“I signed a picture a long time ago for Bibi, he’s been a good friend for over 30 years, I said, ‘Bibi, I don’t agree with a damn thing you say, but I love ya,’” the vice president said.



National Journal

Joe BIDEN Says the U.S. and Israel Are Friends. And Sometimes Friends Fight

By: Lauren Fox / November 10, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN sought to smooth over U.S.-Israeli relations Monday in an address to the Jewish Federations of North America.



Nearly two weeks after a senior Obama administration official called Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu "a chickenshit" in an interview with The Atlantic's Jeffrey Goldberg, BIDEN attempted to play down the scuffles that have characterized the leaders' relationship in recent months. He described the two countries' rapport clearly in his signature, colloquial style.



"Like all close friends, we talk honestly to one another," BIDEN said. "We disagree with one another. We love one another, and we drive one another crazy. That is what friends do."



BIDEN joked that he once signed a picture for "Bibi" that said, "I don't agree with a damn thing you say, but I love ya."



"We really are good friends," BIDEN said of their relationship. "He has been a great, great friend."



BIDEN reminded the Jewish community that the U.S. government remained committed to preserving Israel's strength in a region where its mere existence is still threatened.



"We will never ever abandon Israel out of our own self-interests," BIDEN said candidly.



As chatter circulates that the relationship between Israel and the United States is splintering, BIDEN cited the economic investments the Obama administration has made in the Jewish state, including a $3 billion investment earlier this year to help Israel build up its military presence. BIDEN called the administration's contribution to Israel's antimissile defense system, the Iron Dome, "the physical manifestation of President Obama and my position that Israel has a right to defend herself as we would."



The relationship between the U.S. and Israel has been tenuous for some time, exacerbated by the Obama administration's attempts to negotiate a nuclear deal with Iran. Monday, BIDEN had to remind Israeli leaders that the U.S. is not seeking a negotiation with Iran at Israel's expense.



"I have heard so much malarkey about our position on Iran," BIDEN said. "We will not let Iran acquire a nuclear weapon, period. I would not put my 42-year reputation on the line if I were not certain when I say it. We mean it."



Netanyahu has been opposed to the diplomacy between Iran and the U.S. from the onset. In recent months, he's escalated his rhetoric for his own political preservation, and The Atlantic reported that he threatened to bypass Obama and take any dissatisfaction he finds with an agreement straight to his allies on Capitol Hill.



The frustration, however, runs both ways. The Obama administration has been displeased with Netanyahu's commitment to expanding settlements in East Jerusalem. The State Department has said that the prime minister's actions undermine the potential for peace in the region.



The Jerusalem Post

BIDEN says Jerusalem tempers risk Israeli-Arab alignment

November 10, 2014



Israel’s ability to clinch alliances with Sunni governments across the Arab world, aligned against Islamic State and an empowered Iran, is at risk without a two-state solution, Vice President Joe BIDEN said on Monday.



Speaking to the Jewish Federations of North America, the vice president acknowledged "quiet talks" between Israel and its Arab neighbors over shared threats. But he said violence in Jerusalem risks "another Intifada on the ground," warning against "incitement" from all sides that would sideline those talks.



"They have all of this in common," BIDEN said, referring to ISIS and the "regional tension" with Iran. Israel is charged with "taking advantage of this, for the first time in the history of the state of Israel"— and the United States tasked with its facilitation, he said. 



BIDEN acknowledged tensions between Washington and Jerusalem on major issues, notably negotiations with Iran over its nuclear program and Israel's recent settlement activity.



"We talk honestly with one another," he said. "We love one another and we drive one another crazy. We are straight with one another."



On Iran, he called criticisms of the US-led talks "malarkey" and said the most "sustainable" solution to the crisis was verifiable agreement guaranteeing their nuclear program remains peaceful.



Come November 24— the deadline on those talks— "Iran has to make a choice," BIDEN said, warning of "increasing pressure" should a deal not come to pass.



And he repeated a line long held by the Obama administration: the United States will not allow Iran to acquire a nuclear weapon. Israel hopes to prevent Iran from attaining a nuclear weapons capacity— the ability and means to build such weapons should its political leadership choose to change course.



BIDEN has decades-old ties to the Jewish community, which he accounted in his speech to the crowd. The General Assembly, held at a convention center just outside Washington, also featured Supreme Court justices Elana Kagan and Stephen Breyer. 



The Obama administration has provided historic levels of funding to Israel to maintain its qualitative military edge, he said, amounting to $17 billion over six years— a fifth of Israel's defense budget. 



But tensions have mounted nevertheless since October, after a series of settlement announcements out of Jerusalem angered the White House.



One senior official quoted in the Atlantic earlier this month called Prime Minister Benyamin Netanyahu "chickenshit" for his policy on Iran, further aggravating relations.



BIDEN addressed that flap in character: with a joke.



"You better damn well report to Bibi that we're still buddies," he said. Recalling a note he once wrote the prime minister, he added: "I don't agree with a damn thing you say, but I love ya."



The Washington Times

Joe BIDEN on Israel: We’re friends, but sometimes friends fight

By: Cheryl K. Chumley / November 10, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN tried to warm relations between Israel and the United States on Monday, telling a Jewish Foundations of North America crowd that the two nations remain steadfast friends — but that sometimes, even friends fight.



The remarks came on the heels of a senior White House official calling Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu a “chickens—t” in an interview with The Atlantic.



Mr. BIDEN then told the story of how he once signed a picture for Mr. Netanyahu — whom he referred to as “Bibi” — but writing: “I don’t agree with a damn thing you say, but I love ya,” the National Journal said.



Mr. BIDEN also reiterated to the crowd that he and the prime minister of Israel “really are good friends,” the news outlet said.



And Mr. BIDEN vowed: “We will never ever abandon Israel out of our own self interests.”



Haaretz

BIDEN: U.S. will never abandon Israel - out of our own self-interest

November 10, 2014



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN attempted to ease fears concerning the U.S.-Israel relationship during his address at the annual Jewish Federations' General Assembly in Maryland on Monday, saying "we love one another but we drive one another crazy."



Directly addressing Israel's Ambassador to the U.S. Ron Dermer, BIDEN said "you better damn well tell Bibi (Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu) that we're still buddies."



"Were there not an Israel, the U.S. would have to invent one," BIDEN said, and affirming U.S. commitment to Israel: "We will never abandon Israel - out of our own self-interest."



"With all the chitter-chatter out there, the U.S.' commitment to Israel's security remains iron-clad," BIDEN added, citing Israel's highest-ever foreign aid to Israel, currently totaling $8.5 million per day.



The vice president also recalled in his address once telling Netanyahu that while he did not agree with a word he says, he still loves him.



Remarking on the Iran nuclear talks, now in summit in Oman, BIDEN said: "I've heard so much malarkey, so let me make it clear: We will not allow Iran to acquire a nuclear weapon. Period."



A good deal with Iran would beneficial all around, BIDEN said, and promised that the U.S. would not sign a bad deal.



The vice president added that while such a deal was important, he cautioned that Israel's future as a Jewish and democratic state "demands more than an agreement with Iran; it demands a two-state solution."



BIDEN called on both sides to stop incitement and take steps preventing conflagration in Jerusalem, saying "what worries me most are efforts to delegitimize, demonize and defame the Jewish state," calling these efforts "a threat to democracy everywhere."



The Daily Caller

BIDEN To Netanyahu: ‘I Don’t Agree With A Damn Thing You Say’ [VIDEO]

By: Alex Griswold / November 10, 2014



Vice President and professional gaffe machine Joe BIDEN is at it again. In a speech before the General Assembly of the Jewish Federation of North America, BIDEN told an anecdote of how he once told Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, “I don’t agree with a damn thing you say!”



“Now, [Israeli Ambassador Ron Dermer], you better damn well report to Bibi [Ed. Note: Netanyahu's nickname] that we’re still buddies… I signed a picture for Bibi a long time ago. I have a bad habit of, no one ever doubts I mean what I say, sometimes I say all that I mean, though. And I signed a picture a long time [sic] for Bibi. He’s been a friend for over 30 years. I said ‘Bibi, I don’t agree with a damn thing you say, but I love you.’”



The comments came in the midst of high tensions between the Obama and Netanyahu governments after an Atlantic piece quoted an anonymous White House aide calling Netanyahu a “chickens**t” and “Asbergy.” (RELATED: Krauthammer: ‘Chickensh*t’ Accurately Reflects Obama’s View)



It’s worth noting that CNN reported on the comments, but buried the lede. The headline was “Joe BIDEN: Bibi and I are ‘still buddies.’”



The Weekly Caller

BIDEN: 'Bibi I Don't Agree With a Damn Thing You Say'

By: Daniel Halper / November 10, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN loves Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu. But he doesn't "agree with a damn thing you say," the vice president once told Netanyahu, whose nickname is Bibi.



"I signed a picture for Bibi a long time ago—I have a bad habit of, no one ever doubts I mean what I say, sometimes I say all that I mean, though—and I signed a picture a long time for Bibi," BIDEN told a Washington audience. "He's been a friend for over 30 years. I said 'Bibi I don't agree with a damn thing you say but I love you.'"



CNN adds: 



Vice President Joe BIDEN stressed Monday that he and Benjamin Netanyahu are "still buddies" during remarks to the Jewish Federation, less than two weeks after a senior Obama administration official was quoted calling the Israeli prime minister "chickens---"



"You better damn well report to Bibi that we're still buddies," BIDEN said at the top of his remarks, speaking specifically to Israeli ambassador Ron Dermer, who was in the audience. ("Bibi" is a nickname for Netanyahu.) ...



BIDEN continued to emphasize that "we really are good friends" and later called him a "great, great friend," though he did not specifically mention the "chickens---" comments.



JNS

Joe BIDEN on U.S.-Israel disagreements: ‘that’s what friends do’

November 10, 2014



Amid a rough patch in U.S.-Israel relations, U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN said disagreement and honest conversation are “what friends do.”



“Like all close friends, we talk honestly with one another,” BIDEN said Monday at the 2014 General Assembly of the Jewish Federations of North America in National Harbor, Md. “We talk directly with one another. We disagree with one another. We love another and we drive one another crazy. That’s what friends do. … We are straight with one another, and we talk directly about a wide range of issues, including Iran.”



BIDEN’s comments come in the aftermath of the recent report that an anonymous senior Obama administration official called Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu a “chickenshit.” The revelation of the Netanyahu slur followed harsh U.S. criticism of newly announced Jewish construction in Jerusalem neighborhoods located beyond the 1949 armistice line. Israel and the U.S. are also at odds about what a final nuclear deal with Iran should look like ahead of a Nov. 24 deadline for an agreement between Iran and the P5+1 powers.



Yet BIDEN said that America “will not let Iran acquire a nuclear weapon. Period.”



“I can guarantee you one thing. We will not sign a bad deal. … And I would not put my 42-year reputation on the line if I were not certain when I say we mean it,” he said.



BIDEN said that protecting Israel is more than a moral obligation for the U.S., but “a security necessity.”



“We will never, ever abandon Israel, out of our own self-interest,” he said.



The vice president also urged Israel to take advantage of its current alignment with Arab neighbors like Egypt and Jordan on fighting threats such as the rise of the Islamic State terror group. For the “first time in the history of Israel,” the Jewish state and Arab nations have a “common and consistent concern about the same threats,” said BIDEN. 



At the same time, BIDEN said that Israel and the Palestinians “need to avoid incitement and demonstrate restraint” and make progress towards peace. There is “a better path” and the U.S. is “not going to stop working” on that path, said BIDEN, referring to American efforts to bring about a two-state solution.



BIDEN also praised the Jewish Federations for responding to Jewish needs around the world and fighting anti-Semitism.



“Silence is never, ever acceptable,” he said. “And I must say, I’ve always been proud to associate myself with the Jewish Federation. … You have treated the world as your backyard, responding wherever and whenever anti-Semitism raises its ugly head.”



The Jerusalem Post

Joe BIDEN at Jewish Federations General Assembly: US will never abandon Israel

November 10, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN spoke at the Jewish Federations of North America General Assembly on Monday and said that the United States will never abandon Israel.



"Were there not an Israel, US would have to invent one. We will never ever abandon Israel - out of our own self interest," he said.  



BIDEN also said that Israel has the right to defend itself, and that the US supports Israel with $8.5 million per day.



JTA 

BIDEN vows US won’t sign a ‘bad deal’ with Iran

November 10, 2014



OXON HILL, Maryland – With the November 24 deadline for negotiations over Iran’s nuclear program looming, Vice President Joe BIDEN vowed that the United States “will not sign a bad deal.”



“Let me say to you clearly in BIDENesque way: We will not let Iran acquire a nuclear weapon – period,” he said in an address Monday to the annual conference of the Jewish Federations of North America. “I would not put my 42-year reputation on the line were I not certain when I say we mean it.”



The only sort of deal the United States would accept is one that puts “significant and verifiable constraints on Iran’s nuclear program,” BIDEN said at the General Assembly, which this year is being held near Washington.



The vice president also called Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu a “really great friend.” Finding Israel’s ambassador to the United States, Ron Dermer, in the audience of some 2,500 in the conference ballroom, BIDEN said, “Ron, you’d better damn well report to Bibi that we’re still buddies. You got it, right?”



BIDEN’s appearance at the GA comes two weeks after an anonymous Obama administration official was quoted by journalist Jeffrey Goldberg in the Atlantic magazine characterizing Netanyahu as “a chickenshit.”



BIDEN said he and Netanyahu have been friends for more than 30 years.



“We really are good friends,” he said. “I once signed a photo to Bibi: ‘I don’t agree with a damn thing you say, but I love you.’”



Like close friends, BIDEN said Israel and the United States sometimes disagree with each other.



“We love one another and we drive one another crazy – I’m serious. That’s what friends do. We are straight with one another,” he said.



BIDEN also used his GA speech to tout the Obama administration’s record on aid to Israel, including $1 billion in funding for the Iron Dome anti-missile system and $17 billion in foreign military financing for Israeli security over the six years of Obama’s presidency.



“There has never been a doubt in our minds of our obligation to match the steel spine of the Israeli people with an ironclad commitment of our administration to Israel’s security,” he said.



BIDEN expressed concern over the current outbreak of violence in and around Jerusalem, saying both Palestinians and Israelis need to try to calm the situation.



“All sides need to avoid incitement and demonstrate restraint,” BIDEN said. “There is a better path, and we’re not going to stop working until both sides are able to find that path.”



Washington Examiner

BIDEN and Netanyahu 'still buddies,' VP insists

By: Brian Hughes / November 10, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN said that he and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu are “still buddies,” trying to move past the controversy over a senior administration official calling the leader of Israel a “chickenshit.”



“Now, Ron, you better damn well report to Bibi that we’re still buddies,” BIDEN said in remarks to the Jewish Federations of North America, speaking directly to Israeli ambassador Ron Dermer.



“I signed a picture for Bibi a long time ago,” the vice president added. “I have a bad habit of — no one ever doubts I mean what I say. Sometimes I say all that I mean, though, and — and I signed a picture a long time for Bibi. He’s been a friend for over 30 years. I said, Bibi, ‘I don’t agree with a damn thing you say but I love you.’”



The remarks by BIDEN represent the first time the vice president has addressed his relationship with Netanyahu since senior administration officials in an interview with the Atlantic accused the Israeli prime minister of being a politician with little courage to back up his tough talk.



BIDEN went on to trumpet the administration’s commitment to Israel, even as relations between leaders of the two nations are at an all-time low under President Obama.



Netanyahu will address the Jewish group on Tuesday.



Cleveland Jewish News

BIDEN: We will never ever abandon Israel

By: Bob Jacob / November 10, 2014



NATIONAL HARBOR, Md. – Vice President Joe BIDEN made one thing clear as the main speaker at the 2014 Jewish Federations of North America General Assembly on Nov. 10, the United States will do everything to preserve the state of Israel.



“We have a mutual responsibility to guarantee her absolute security. Were there not an Israel, the United States would have to invent one. It’s more than inextricably tied, and we will never ever abandon Israel out of our own self-interest.”



BIDEN praised Israel because of the daily challenges she faces.



“It’s a very rough neighborhood and getting rougher,” BIDEN said. There has never been a doubt to match the spine of the Israel people.”



BIDEN, whose remarks were interrupted by numerous applause, spoke louder and louder into the nearly 30-minute talk and received a standing ovation at the end.



“Israel has a right to defend herself as we would,” he said. “There is no friend of Israel like the United States of America and Israel has no friend like the United States. ...The United States and Israel have an especially deep partnership.



“We will not let Iran acquire a nuclear weapon. Period. Period. I will not put my 42-year reputation on the line when I saw I mean it.”



BIDEN spoke about the increase in ant-Semitism around the world, something like he has never seen.



“The only thing that worries me is the effort to delegitimize Israel as a Jewish state,” he said. “You see that all over the world, attempts to demonize and dehumanize Israel.



Regarding Israel’s existence, BIDEN said, “Its is not a matter of debate. It is non-negotiable.”



Bobby Goldberg of Lyndhurst sad he wasn’t surprised by the vice president’s strong support for Israel.



“BIDEN always has been a strong supporter of Israel,” Goldberg said. “He has demonstrated that in many ways.”



The Jewish Daily Forward

Joe BIDEN Tells Federations 'No Bad Iran Deal'

November 10, 2014



With the Nov. 24 deadline for negotiations over Iran’s nuclear program looming, Vice President Joe BIDEN vowed that the United States “will not sign a bad deal.”



“Let me say to you clearly in BIDENesque way: We will not let Iran acquire a nuclear weapon – period,” he said in an address Monday to the annual conference of the Jewish Federations of North America. “I would not put my 42-year reputation on the line were I not certain when I say we mean it.”



The only sort of deal the United States would accept is one that puts “significant and verifiable constraints on Iran’s nuclear program,” BIDEN said at the General Assembly, which this year is being held near Washington.



The vice president also called Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu a “really great friend.” Finding Israel’s ambassador to the United States, Ron Dermer, in the audience of some 2,500 in the conference ballroom, BIDEN said, “Ron, you’d better damn well report to Bibi that we’re still buddies. You got it, right?”



BIDEN’s appearance at the G.A. comes two weeks after an anonymous Obama administration official was quoted by journalist Jeffrey Goldberg in the Atlantic magazine characterizing Netanyahu as “a chickenshit.”



BIDEN said he and Netanyahu have been friends for more than 30 years.

“We really are good friends,” he said. “I once signed a photo to Bibi: ‘I don’t agree with a damn thing you say, but I love you.’ ”



Like close friends, BIDEN said Israel and the United States sometimes disagree with each other.



“We love one another and we drive one another crazy – I’m serious. That’s what friends do. We are straight with one another,” he said.



BIDEN also used his G.A. speech to tout the Obama administration’s record on aid to Israel, including $1 billion in funding for the Iron Dome anti-missile system and $17 billion in foreign military financing for Israeli security over the six years of Obama’s presidency.



“There has never been a doubt in our minds of our obligation to match the steel spine of the Israeli people with an ironclad commitment of our administration to Israel’s security,” he said.



BIDEN expressed concern over the current outbreak of violence in and around Jerusalem, saying both Palestinians and Israelis need to try to calm the situation. “All sides need to avoid incitement and demonstrate restraint,” BIDEN said. “There is a better path, and we’re not going to stop working until both sides are able to find that path.”





FrontPage Magazine

Obama Is Fighting w/Reid and BIDEN

By: Daniel Greenfield / November 10, 2014



It’s a sad state of affairs when Joe BIDEN appears to have more patience and diplomatic skills than the guy who kept billing himself as a reasonable apolitical common sense guy.

 

President Obama and Vice President BIDEN might not see eye-to-eye on immigration strategy. A hint of an apparent disagreement was on display during Obama’s lunch with congressional leaders on Friday at the White House.



“The meeting was tense at times, according to a senior House Republican aide. The aide was not authorized to describe the back-and-forth publicly by name and spoke only on condition of anonymity,” the Associated Press reports.



“Senate Democratic leader Harry Reid, about to lose his grip on the upper chamber, barely said a word. The aide said at one point as House Speaker John Boehner was making an argument on immigration, Obama responded that his patience was running out and Vice President Joe BIDEN interrupted to ask how long Republicans needed. Obama angrily cut BIDEN off, the aide said.”



Obama is making it clear that he’s not even going to bother playing out a GOP bill beyond a few basic formalities. He lost and now he has nothing to lose and is moving full speed ahead for amnesty.



BIDEN, for all his obnoxious habits, spent enough time in Congress that he understands negotiating with the other side. Obama spent very little time in Congress. He doesn’t know how to negotiate and doesn’t bother. He has only two modes. Appeasement and abuse. It’s very Middle Eastern in a way. He’s either appeasing you or stepping all over you.



Newsmax

Obama Directs Anger at BIDEN Over Immigration Action

By: John Blosser / November 10, 2014



A flash of anger directed at Vice President Joe BIDEN by President Obama at a Friday White House meeting of congressional leaders highlights disruptive disagreement inside the administration over Obama's plan to take executive action on immigration amnesty.



During a tense discussion on immigration, Obama silenced BIDEN with a sharp glare when BIDEN asked how long Republicans thought it might take to come up with an immigration bill, the Weekly Standard reported. 



"BIDEN asked how long Republicans might need to bring up an immigration bill, according to multiple people familiar with the meeting, asking if they might be ready by mid-February or another time this spring. Mr. Obama gave him a look that ended that line of discussion," sources at the meeting told the Weekly Standard.



The brief, revelatory clash was confirmed by Bloomberg, which wrote, "The president briskly shut BIDEN down after the vice president asked Republicans how much time they thought they'd need to pass an immigration overhaul, a question that ran against Obama's point that he's done waiting and is preparing to issue an executive order dealing with immigration because the House won't vote." 



Obama has insisted he intends to take executive action on immigration, even though House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, and soon-to-be Senate Majority Leader Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., have warned against it.



"I'm going to do what I can do through executive action," Obama vowed on "Face The Nation."



Urgent: Save $1,000 on Medicare Before Open Enrollment Is Over

"It's not going to be everything that needs to get done and it will take time to put that in place. In the interim, the minute they pass a bill that addresses the problems with immigration reform, I will sign it and it supersedes whatever actions I will take and I am encouraging them to do so," Obama told "Face the Nation."



White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest said, "The simple question before the White House and before the president himself is: Is the president going to use the authority that he has under the law and under the Constitution to take some steps that’d be good for the American people? And the simple answer to the question is yes. That’s what he’s going to do, and he’s going to do it before the end of the year," Bloomberg reported.



The Wall Street Journal noted, "Democratic congressional aides said the president wasn’t cutting off Mr. BIDEN, who was making a rhetorical point that Republicans refused to commit to bringing an immigration bill to the floor by a specific time." 



Special: Does Obama Belong to This Secret Society? (Shocking)

However, Bloomberg noted that a former Republican aide involved with productive negotiations between BIDEN and McConnell in the past said the Obama-BIDEN clash serves as an indicator on whether the administration will allow BIDEN to continue to negotiate legislative deals. 



"Whether Obama lets BIDEN re-engage will be an indication of whether Obama really wants to pass legislation in the next two years," the former aide told Bloomberg.



The Washington Post

This 3-year-old in Iowa talks to ‘Joe BIDEN’ on the phone all the time

By: Jaime Fuller / November 10, 2014



If the inevitable Frozen 2 is looking for a new way to one-up its monstrously successful earworm of a predecessor, the answer may be, "cast vice-president as a talking snowman." The kids will love it. This is the conclusion we reached after watching the above local news segment, which features a 3-year-old in Iowa who regularly has imaginary phone conversations with Joe BIDEN.



The grandmother of Avery Bral -- that three-year-old in Iowa -- sent an message to the Vice President's office online, never expecting an answer back. When BIDEN gave her a call, she thought she was being tricked, despite her granddaughter's ease at getting him to talk nearly every day.



"He said 'This is Joe BIDEN' and I said, 'Who the hell is this?’ And he said, 'This is Joe BIDEN,' and I said, 'I'm so sorry, I'm so sorry I said that to you," Burke said.



If you think about it, Joe BIDEN seems kind of like an ideal imaginary friend.



He shows no mercy during Super Soaker fights.



He loves ice cream.



The Hill

Vice president calls 3-year-old fan

By: Judy Kurtz / November 10, 2014



Three-year-old Avery Bral is used to gabbing with “Joe BIDEN,” — the Iowa girl’s family says she’d talk to her vice presidential pal in pretend phone conversations nearly every day. But the very young BIDEN fan’s family got quite a surprise when the living and breathing BIDEN gave little Avery a ring.



"He said 'This is Joe BIDEN' and I said, 'Who the hell is this?’ And he said, 'This is Joe BIDEN,' and I said, 'I'm so sorry, I'm so sorry I said that to you,'" Avery’s grandmother, Becky Burke, told Iowa’s KCCI-TV, which was first to report the telephone tale.



Burke had posted a message on BIDEN’s page on the White House’s website earlier this year, telling the vice president that Avery would constantly chat on her toy phone with “BIDEN” after asking her parents for the name of the man she had spotted on the television.

“From then on, for the next few months, every time she was on her phone it was Joe BIDEN,” Avery’s mom, Erica Bral, told the station.



BIDEN, who dialed Avery last week, told the family he called after eyeing a note on his desk.



The topic du jour between Avery and the real Joe BIDEN? Burke says the two discussed family, and BIDEN told Avery a few stories about his grandchildren.



The real-life conversation with BIDEN was apparently enough of the vice president for Avery — her family says she hasn’t mentioned BIDEN in a while.



MSNBC

Joe BIDEN’s littlest fan

By: Bridget Todd / November 10, 2014



Like many kids, Avery Bral of Clive, Iowa has an imaginary friend. But this friend, who the three-year-old has been having “phone calls” with for months, just happens to hold the second highest office in the United States. 



Avery’s imaginary BFF is Vice President Joe BIDEN.



When asked why she is so captivated by the vice president, the girl responded: “I just do.”



Avery’s parents say her love of BIDEN started when she saw him speaking on television and asked who he was. A while later, her parents overheard her having a pretend conversation on her toy phone.



When they asked who she was on the phone with, Avery told them she was talking to Joe BIDEN. 



“For the next couple months, every time she was on her phone it was Joe BIDEN,” Erica Bral told KCCI News 8.



Eight months ago, Avery’s grandmother posted a message on BIDEN’s website to tell him about his littlest fan. Then, he called.



At first, Becky said she didn’t quite believe it: “He said ‘This is Joe BIDEN’ and I said, ‘Who the - - - - is this?’ And he said, ‘This is Joe BIDEN,’ and I said, ‘I’m so sorry, I’m so sorry I said that to you.”



During the call, BIDEN said he saw her message about Avery and wanted to reach out. BIDEN and Avery’s grandmother chatted for five minutes about family and grandchildren. BIDEN’s press secretary also said that he’d be sending Avery a personal note in the mail.



It is unclear whether or not the toddler gleaned any insight into BIDEN’s rumored presidential ambitions during their calls.



Huffington Post

Vice President Joe BIDEN Got A 'Call' From This 3-Year-Old, So He Called Her Back

By: Paige Lavender / November 10, 2014



Avery Bral, a 3-year-old from Clive, Iowa, used to "call" Vice President Joe BIDEN on her toy phone just to chat.



Last Wednesday night, BIDEN decided to give Bral and her family a call back.



KCCI reports Bral's grandmother Becky Burke, who posted a message on BIDEN's White House website about her granddaughter eight months ago, received a call from the vice president on Wednesday.



"He said, 'This is Joe BIDEN' and I said, 'Who the hell is this?’ And he said, 'This is Joe BIDEN,' and I said, 'I'm so sorry, I'm so sorry I said that to you,'" Burke told KCCI.



BIDEN has made many notable phone calls as vice president. In October 2013, he phoned Brian Meyer, who had just won an election to serve in the Iowa House of Representatives, while Meyer was watching the World Series at an Applebee's. He also notably called the wrong Marty Walsh -- twice -- while attempting to congratulate the new mayor of Boston in November 2013.



VOXXI

Central American takes center stage at IADB Conference

By: W. Alejandro Sanchez / November 10, 2014



While conferences in Washington are a dime a dozen, there’s a unique momentum in a one being hosted by the Inter-American Development Bank this month with Central American heads of state in attendance, as well as U.S. dignitaries, all in light of the unaccompanied migrant minors crisis.



The conference that will address the present and likely future of Central America on Friday, November 14. The goal is to not simply discuss Central America’s problems, such as immigration and poverty, but also how the international community can help local governments to overcome these challenges.



The IADB’s conference, entitled “Investing in Central America: Opening Up Opportunities for Growth,” will have VIP guests such as presidents Juan Orlando Hernández of Honduras, Otto Pérez Molina of Guatemala, and Salvador Sánchez Cerén of El Salvador, Vice President Joe BIDEN and IADB President Luis Alberto Moreno. Also in attendance will be policymakers and entrepreneurs from the U.S., Central America and Europe.



Washington has a particular interest in Central America due to ongoing migration from that region. Hence, it came as no surprise that Thomas Shannon, a career ambassador and current counselor to Secretary of State John Kerry, travelled to Central America to meet with the presidents who will arrive to Washington next week.



Additionally, Central American policymakers will visit Washington prior to the conference in order to maintain the momentum. Most notably, on November 13, the ministers of foreign affairs of El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras will participate in a conference at the Atlantic Council.

Moreover, during the IADB event the Central American presidents will unveil the “Plan of the Alliance for Prosperity in the Northern Triangle” (Prosperity Plan for short). This is an ambitious plan meant to promote development and enhance security in the region. The plan both acknowledges the region’s violence and other shortcomings but also provides concrete suggestions on how to improve the economic and security situation there.



A milestone event?



This upcoming event can be analyzed from two points of view. First, at the domestic level, this will be an important test to see how the Obama White House will work with a Republican-controlled Congress after the recent Midterm elections.



Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY), the Senate’s likely next majority leader, has stated that while President Obama is mistaken by taking unilateral action on immigration (the U.S. president supports immigration reform), the Senate, nonetheless, wants to take action on this issue. With that said, the Republicans are in no-great hurry to promote immigration reform, particularly if this serves to increase President Obama’s popularity.



Given the adverse situation on Capitol Hill, it will be interesting to see how much Vice President BIDEN will promise when he meets the visiting Central American leaders, all of whom would like to see some type of immigration reform in the U.S. in the (very) near future. During his recent trip to Central America, the aforementioned Shannon declared that Washington wants to begin “a new type of relationship” with these countries, but that remains to be seen in the post-Midterm era.



Economic challenges in Central America



The second way to view the IADB conference is by addressing the current situation in Central America. The Prosperity Plan is important because it calls for greater integration between these three violence and poverty-afflicted states. Any follower of Latin American political history has read innumerable speeches that call for regional integration, but few initiatives have been successful in the long-term. The Prosperity Plan outlines projects that would deeply unite El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras, with the additional effect of supporting the three nations overcome their collective problems.



One aspect of development of the plan worth highlighting is the focus on improving transportation to promote the movement of people, goods and services. The goal is to not only increase trade between the three countries, but also with the greater Central American region.



For example, the Prosperity Plan mentions the need to improve the corridor that connects Puerto Quetzal, a Guatemalan port in the Pacific, with Guatemala City and then with San Pedro Sula in Honduras. While none of these countries are in a position to construct a trans-Oceanic canal a la Panama or Nicaragua, cooperation amongst themselves can help them become a competitive option for the movement of goods.



Moreover, when discussing how to improve the training of local workers, the plan also states that it will “prioritize providing attention to migrant citizens who return [to their country]” so that these people can receive proper job-related training and benefit from health and educational services. The goal is for them to quickly rejoin the local workforce. This is a particularly important objective which highlights how these governments are attempting to address the effects that departing citizens have on their countries, particularly regarding the flight of qualified labor force.



Ultimately, the IADB’s upcoming conference promises a new U.S.-Central American relationship, and the launching of a new plan to integrate these three Central American states. We will have to see how many of these promises and plans become a reality.
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ABC News

Why Turkey Isn't So Crazy About The U.S. Anymore

By: Sebastian Martinez / November 25, 2014

Joe BIDEN's visit to Turkey this weekend was met with protests, but where is it all coming from? 



Forbes

BIDEN Goes To Bat For Eastern Mediterranean Energy, Again

By: Christopher Coats / November 25, 2014

As much of Europe struggles to find their energy footing, U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN again set his sights on the industry potential of the Eastern Mediterranean during a visit to the 6th Annual Atlantic Council Energy and Economic Forum in Istanbul.



Cihan News Agency

BIDEN visit indicative of ‘strong alliance' between US, Turkey

November 25, 2014

White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest has said that US Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit to Turkey and the long meetings BIDEN had with both President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu are indicative of a strong alliance between the US and Turkey. 



National Review Online

BIDEN ‘Ticked Off’ by Obama’s Harsh Hagel Firing

By: Brendan Bordelon / November 25, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN is less-than-pleased with the way President Obama handled the very-public firing of defense secretary Chuck Hagel.



Dalje News

Croatia could become regional energy hub, BIDEN says

November 25, 2014

Croatia could become a regional energy hub, US Vice President Joe BIDEN has said at an Atlantic Council Energy and Economic Summit in Istanbul, the White House has said on its website.



Daily Sabah 

RE-LAUNCHING PEACE TALKS IN CYPRUS SEEMS TO BE A REMOTE POSSIBILITY

November 25, 2014

The prospects for the resumption of the stalled peace talks on Cyprus and the issue of energy security were among the matters discussed BIDEN and Turkish government officials during his visit to Istanbul last weekend. BIDEN met President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu to discuss the developments on Cyprus.



FT

Egypt and Cyprus freeze out Turkey in possible gas deal

Daniel Dombey, Heba Saleh, and John Reed / November 25, 2014

“It holds the promise of enhancing stability and prosperity by bringing together Israel, Turkey, Egypt, Greece, Cyprus and hopefully one day Lebanon,” Joe BIDEN, US vice-president, said at the weekend, as he called for a de-escalation of tensions. “It also has the potential to bring new supplies into Europe, to increase its energy security.”



Famagusta Gazette Cyprus

BIDEN says US, Turkey need each other despite differences

November 25, 2014

THE US Vice President Joe BIDEN has stressed that the US needs Turkey and it seems that Turkey believes it needs the US, reports daily Zaman.



UPI

VICE PRESIDENT BIDEN ANNOUNCES NEW HUMANITARIAN AID FOR SYRIAN CIVILIANS

November 25, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN announced Saturday the United States will send $135 million more in humanitarian aid to Syrian civilians.



VOA

Political pressure mounts on Ukraine’s Poroshenko

By: Jamie Dettmer / November 25, 2014

The delay due to political jockeying over cabinet positions has attracted the irritation of visiting foreign leaders, including U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN. During a trip last week to Kyiv, he urged Ukraine’s political establishment to form a new government soon.







ABC News

Why Turkey Isn't So Crazy About The U.S. Anymore

By: Sebastian Martinez / November 25, 2014



Joe BIDEN's visit to Turkey this weekend was met with protests, but where is it all coming from? 



Well, there are a lot of answers to that question, but two things are pretty clear: The frustration at the U.S. has been building for a while now, and it's spread across Turkish society. 



Crowds of protesters chanted, "Yankee go home" and "BIDEN get out" near where BIDEN met with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan in Istanbul Saturday. (Video via Fox News)



BIDEN's meeting with the Turkish president was ostensibly to discuss both countries' response to ISIS in neighboring Iraq and Syria, but many observers saw the visit as an effort to mend relations with Erdogan after BIDEN suggested Turkey allowed ISIS fighters to cross its border. (Video via Euronews)



As The Washington Post writes, the alliance between Turkey and the U.S. goes back some 60 years to the middle of the Cold War, when Turkey joined NATO with support from the U.S. 



"So let me be clear: The U.S. strongly supports Turkey's bid to join the European Union."



That was President Obama addressing Turkish parliament in 2009 — pushing for Turkey to join the E.U., despite E.U. members' reluctance to accept its bid. 



And as recently as August, the U.S. cleared a potential arms deal with Turkey to sell the country medium-range air-to-air missiles. 



But a Pew poll from last year showed most Turks already didn't like the U.S., long before BIDEN made those comments. Then, only 21 percent of those polled had a favorable opinion of the U.S. 



In fact, if you want to find an origin to the animosity, you'd likely have to go back more than a decade.



Veteran journalist Patrick B. Pexton points to Turkish opposition to the Iraq War as one of the primary reasons for anti-American sentiment in Turkey. "Turks feared two things: a destabilized Iraq on their long southern border, and that any U.S. action there would strengthen the hands of Kurds in Iraq."



The Turkish government especially didn't want the latter to happen because the Kurdish goal of forming its own state has manifested itself through terrorist attacks in Turkey. (Video via Vice)



The U.S. has supported the Kurds in northern Iraq since the Gulf War, and the Kurds have been on the front lines of the fight against ISIS over the past months. (Video via RT)



So BIDEN's comments about Turkey tacitly allowing ISIS to grow while the U.S. actively supports one of Turkey's enemies helps put the anger in perspective.



And that helps explain incidents like this one earlier this month, when two American sailors were attacked by a mob of angry nationalists. (Video via ABC)



The attackers put bags over the sailors' heads, referencing another sticking point in U.S.-Turkey relations — an incident in 2003 when the U.S. military detained and hooded a number of Turkish special forces.



Forbes

BIDEN Goes To Bat For Eastern Mediterranean Energy, Again

By: Christopher Coats / November 25, 2014



As much of Europe struggles to find their energy footing, U.S. Vice-President Joe BIDEN again set his sights on the industry potential of the Eastern Mediterranean during a visit to the 6th Annual Atlantic Council Energy and Economic Forum in Istanbul.



Highlighting the region’s offshore possibilities and proximity to export-dependent markets in Eastern and Southern Europe, BIDEN focused on the potential of Cyprus and Turkey, suggesting that energy could serve as a tool for “cooperation, stability, security and prosperity”, according to local media reports. Coming six months after similar comments during a visit to Cyprus, the vice president’s remarks reflect continued American support for a regional energy hub – something that would provide some welcome relief for European consumers currently at the mercy of unstable or unsustainable oil and gas producers



Since confronting the effects of a halt in Russian gas through Ukraine in 2009, amid a pricing dispute, Europe has made a concerted effort to diversify its natural gas supply options. Efforts have included increasing cooperation with North African producers, increasing renewable alternatives, modest domestic exploration and infrastructure investment to close transport deficits between member states. However, despite lowering its dependence on Russian gas from 45 to 30 percent, Europe’s push has been limited by a series of setbacks on all fronts, not least the impact of instability across North Africa on hydrocarbon production and output.



Europe’s limited progress was highlighted at a gathering of G7 ministers in Rome in May, concluding that despite the region’s recent focus on diversification, Europe remains years away from being able to close the door on Russian gas reserves.



This, it would seem, is where the Eastern Mediterranean comes in. Since a 2011 discovery, Cyprus has sought to establish itself as an energy hub in the region, joining new industry actors like Israel in promoting the potential of the Eastern Mediterranean’s new-found offshore reserves. However, progress has been slow, as the country’s weakened economic standing has made it difficult to nail down the financing needed to pursue exploration, production and export options. Although Cyprus currently lays claim to an estimated 50 to 60 trillion cubic feet of gas and 1.7 billion barrels of crude in waters off its southeastern coast, the country faces substantial financial challenges associated with export options, such as pipeline projects or possible Liquefied Natural Gas plants.





However, in recent months, the country’s path towards an energy future has faced significant challenges from an increasingly annoyed Ankara who view the country’s offshore potential as something that should – or must – be shared with the Turkish-occupied section of the country. This, it would seem, is where supporters of regional cooperation like BIDEN would come in.



So far, the vice-president’s influence appears modest, with representatives from both sides of the debate downplaying the diplomatic influence of energy cooperation and offering increasingly terse comments about their counterparts. Late last month, a representative of the Cypriot government close to the energy discussion went so far as to call Turkey’s approach to the situation, including sending ships closer and closer to Cypriot offshore exploration efforts, the equivalent of blackmail.



Cihan News Agency

BIDEN visit indicative of ‘strong alliance' between US, Turkey

November 25, 2014



White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest has said that US Vice President Joe BIDEN's visit to Turkey and the long meetings BIDEN had with both President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu are indicative of a strong alliance between the US and Turkey. 



Speaking at the daily press conference, Earnest said on Monday that the visit is indicative of a couple of things.



“First, it's indicative of the strong alliance that exists between the United States and Turkey. It also is indicative of the strong relationships that the vice president personally has with those two leaders. It's also indicative of the significant stake that Turkey has in the outcome in Syria, and in degrading and ultimately destroying ISIL [the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant],” said Earnest. 



He recalled that Turkey shares a long border with Syria and made mention of the humanitarian situation that has arisen due to a massive refugee influx to Turkey from the Syrian border. 



Earnest said that BIDEN's visit was just the latest in what will continue to be “extensive consultations” between US and Turkish officials regarding operations against ISIL. 



“In terms of any agreements or progress on those conversations, I'd refer you to the vice president's office for more details,” he said. 



The US has been pushing Turkey to approve expanded access for US-led coalition forces to İncirlik Air Base, which is in close proximity to ISIL targets in both Syria and Iraq. The US administration also wants to use Turkish air space for military air strikes. 



Turkey, for its part, has pushed for the removal from power of the Bashar al-Assad regime, while the US says Assad is not a priority and that coalition forces need to tackle the immediate threat of ISIL. Turkey also supports the establishment of an internationally accepted no-fly or safe zone inside Syria to curb the refugee influx. The idea hasn't received support from the US. 



Despite positive official statements given by Turkey and the US, the two allies have not been able to make much progress on the issues on which they have different views. BIDEN returned to Washington empty-handed, without receiving any guarantees from the Turkish government over the use of Turkish air space or expanded access to the İncirlik Air Base. And Turkey was not given positive signals regarding the removal of the Assad regime or on the establishment of a no-fly zone inside Syria. 



BIDEN met with Erdoğan for almost four hours on Saturday. According to a senior administration official, half of the meeting was one-on-one, with no other officials in attendance from either side. 



"They didn't sit there and sign their names on the bottom line on a whole host of agreements. But actually, I think we came to a much greater clarity about where we need to go from here," a senior US official said after the meeting between the two leaders.



Erdoğan: 'They have only one sensitivity: oil'



According to a Reuters report, Turkish and US forces will train 2,000 moderate Syrian rebels at a base in the central city of Kırşehir as part of an agreement between Turkey and the US, a Turkish Foreign Ministry official said. The Foreign Ministry has not returned calls from Today's Zaman on the matter as part of a not-openly-declared media ban that has been in effect for almost a month now. 



Ankara and Washington were in “complete agreement” about the threat of ISIL, according to the senior US official. 



The US reluctance to confront Assad, who is backed by Iran, stems from the fear of derailing negotiations over Iran's nuclear program. Iran and six Western powers failed to reach an agreement on Monday on the nuclear talks.



Due to these difficulties, Turkey and US cooperation will focus on the training of Syrian moderate opposition forces. The training is expected to start within months, Reuters reported. Turkey insists that the trained Syrian opposition should fight not only against ISIL but also Assad's forces as well, while Washington wants the focus to remain on ISIL. 



Following BIDEN's visit, President Erdoğan signaled on Monday that the two allies were not able to come to an agreement over their differences regarding Syria policies. 



“I'm always meeting with them but I stick to what I've said,” Erdoğan said on Monday at a conference for a women's advocacy group in İstanbul. 



“They have only one sensitivity: oil,” he added. 



The ruling Justice and Development Party (AK Party) foreign policy chief, Yasin Aktay, echoed Erdoğan's remarks on Monday. During an interview with A Haber television, Aktay said: “When oil comes up, then the West starts to raise its voice.” He also claimed that US policy in the region has been a “complete fiasco.”



Aktay also said previous US interventions in the region have failed and that “everyone wants Turkey to be more effective in the region, because those who've intervened have done nothing good.”



He claimed that using the wrong approach in the region will create more organizations like ISIL.



National Review Online

BIDEN ‘Ticked Off’ by Obama’s Harsh Hagel Firing

By: Brendan Bordelon / November 25, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN is less-than-pleased with the way President Obama handled the very-public firing of defense secretary Chuck Hagel.



As a long-time colleague and friend of Hagel from their days in the Senate, BIDEN appeared frustrated and upset during Hagel’s unusual Monday morning termination at the White House. An administration official told Politico the vice president was “ticked off” by the humiliating way Obama gave his defense secretary the boot.



The former Nebraska senator lasted less than two years at the Defense Department, with President Obama recently concluding that Hagel ”just wasn’t the man for the job” after his dispassionate performance in meetings to determine U.S. strategy against the Islamic State. 



Hagel recently broke with the White House on that strategy, penning an October memo described as “sharply critical” of the administration’s plans in Syria. The defense secretary was concerned that the administration’s failure to prevent attacks against moderate rebels by Syrian dictator Bashar Assad could imperil U.S. plans in the entire region.



Administration officials also downplayed the notion that Hagel’s firing was part of a broader White House shake-up following the disastrous Democratic showing in this year’s midterms. “There is no shake-up,” a senior administration official told Politico. “For good or ill, this is it.”



Dalje News

Croatia could become regional energy hub, BIDEN says

November 25, 2014



Croatia could become a regional energy hub, US Vice President Joe BIDEN has said at an Atlantic Council Energy and Economic Summit in Istanbul, the White House has said on its website.



"Croatia is another country with potential to become a regional energy hub if it makes smart investments now, with EU support, and works collaboratively with its neighbors," BIDEN said.



He recalled that President Barack Obama visited Poland in June and Estonia in September and that "he called on leaders across Europe to do far more to expand and diversify their energy supplies and to work closely with one another."



Daily Sabah 

RE-LAUNCHING PEACE TALKS IN CYPRUS SEEMS TO BE A REMOTE POSSIBILITY

November 25, 2014



ANKARA — While the U.N. and U.S. are increasing pressure on Greek Cyprus to come back to the table after they announced the suspension of negotiations on reunification with Turkish Cyprus on Oct. 6 in protest over the presence of Turkish naval vessels in its exclusive economic zone, the latest signals coming from the south side of the island indicate that Greek Cyprus will continue its uncompromising attitude and it seems like re-launching the peace talks is a remote possibility unless they change their position in the coming days.



U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN, who a paid historic visit to the divided island last May, tried to bring the Greek and Turkish Cypriots back to the table to find a solution to the long-standing dispute. The prospects for the resumption of the stalled peace talks on Cyprus and the issue of energy security were among the matters discussed BIDEN and Turkish government officials during his visit to Istanbul last weekend. BIDEN met President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu to discuss the developments on Cyprus. Just after his meeting with BIDEN, Erdoğan met Turkish Cypriot president, Derviş Eroğlu, and evaluated the latest developments. Meanwhile, BIDEN called Greek Cypriot President Nicos Anastasiades, and updated him about his recent conversations with Turkish leaders. According to the transcript published by the White House, BIDEN emphasized the need to de-escalate tensions in order to get back to a more constructive track in the U.N.-mediated settlement talks on Cyprus and reinvigorate efforts to seek mutually beneficial solutions. "Both leaders emphasized their commitment in reunifying the island as a bi-zonal, bi-communal federation," the transcript read.



In the meantime, U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon's special adviser for Cyprus, Espen Barth Eide, started his visit to Cyprus on Monday. He will meet with Anastasiades today and Cypriot Eroğlu on Wednesday morning. According to sources on the island, Espen will propose resuming the U.N.-led talks, and will suggest a twin-track process parallel to the peace negotiations as well as set up an advisory panel to deal with technical aspects of managing natural gas and energy on a reunified island. 



After these meetings, Eide expects to get an official response to his proposal with regard to the management of the issue of hydrocarbons. However, U.N. spokesman on Cyprus, Michel Bonnardeaux, told the Cyprus News Agency on Monday that the Greek Cypriot side has already rejected the proposal. "It's been rejected publicly, but nobody sat down and explained to him, so I think he'll be looking for that," Bonnardeaux added. 



Days after Greek Cyprus left the negotiating table in September, Eroğlu sent a letter to U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon calling for the resumption of negotiations. Likewise, Espen said in early November that they are working hard to see how they can develop conditions for going back to the table. However, Greek Cyprus's rejection to the new U.N. proposal is blocking prospects for the restarting peace talks.



FT

Egypt and Cyprus freeze out Turkey in possible gas deal

Daniel Dombey, Heba Saleh, and John Reed / November 25, 2014



Egypt and Cyprus are deepening energy co-operation, as an apparent anti-Turkey bloc emerges in the Eastern Mediterranean – potentially undermining US hopes that the area’s gas finds could reduce regional tensions.



At a tripartite Egyptian-Cypriot-Greek meeting in Nicosia on Tuesday, Sherif Ismail, Egypt’s petroleum minister, said Cairo would speed up talks to pipe Cypriot gas for domestic needs and possible re-export.



The use of the gas is a point of heated dispute between Cyprus and Ankara. “They should know that if they try to search for oil, natural gas, south of Cyprus we will not allow this,” Ahmet Davutoglu, Turkish prime minister, said on Tuesday. “The Mediterranean is also our sea – if necessary, we too will drill.”



But the ministers’ meeting in Nicosia was only the latest such gathering at a time when Turkey’s relations with many of its neighbours have deteriorated.

Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, Egypt’s president, held a summit with Nicos Anastasiades, the Cypriot president, and Antonis Samaras, Greece’s prime minister, in Cairo earlier this month. Cyprus and Egypt have both also strengthened ties with Israel, whose own relations with Turkey have become increasingly frayed as Ankara has increasingly championed the causes of the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas.



“This is an indication of how weakened Turkey’s ability is to form alliances in the region,” said Sinan Ulgen at Carnegie Europe, who added that Ankara’s ties with Islamist movements are seen as a threat to the status quo in several countries. “There is certainly an element of an anti-Turkey coalition forming here, although I see it as fragile and ineffective.”

Relations between Cairo and Ankara have deteriorated sharply since the Egyptian military ousted the elected Islamist government last year. Cairo said recently that it would not renew a 2012 three-year transit trade agreement with Turkey that provided an alternative to routes through war-torn Syria.



Meanwhile, Israel has drawn closer to Egypt, while its own relations with Turkey have grown increasingly bitter despite a bid to restore full diplomatic ties last year.



Cyprus denies seeking to establish an anti-Turkey coalition, but tensions between it and Ankara have risen noticeably in recent weeks because of the gas dispute.



Turkey last month dispatched an exploration vessel of its own to the waters off southern Cyprus – with a military escort – causing Cyprus to break off talks on the unification of the island.



“It’s an incursion, totally illegal . . . done through the use of force against a republic that’s not in any position to respond,” Ioannis Kasoulides, Cyprus’s foreign minister, said at the time.



Ankara, which has no diplomatic relations with Nicosia, argues that the exploitation of gas should be agreed with the Turkish Cypriot minority on the divided island and that Turkey itself is the most logical market for Cypriot gas.



But Egypt is experiencing gas shortages and has emerged as an alternative market. Cairo is also looking at transporting natural gas from Israel through a new underwater pipeline.



Mr Kasoulides told the Financial Times last month that Cyprus was in negotiations to “combine forces and pipelines” to go directly to liquefied natural gas stations in Egypt.



The Obama administration still holds out hope that the Eastern Mediterranean’s gas finds could bring the region together – and in particular act as a spur to the negotiations to reunify Cyprus.



“It holds the promise of enhancing stability and prosperity by bringing together Israel, Turkey, Egypt, Greece, Cyprus and hopefully one day Lebanon,” Joe BIDEN, US vice-president, said at the weekend, as he called for a de-escalation of tensions. “It also has the potential to bring new supplies into Europe, to increase its energy security.”



Famagusta Gazette Cyprus

BIDEN says US, Turkey need each other despite differences

November 25, 2014



THE US Vice President Joe BIDEN has stressed that the US needs Turkey and it seems that Turkey believes it needs the US, reports daily Zaman.



This despite the major differences on ways and means of dealing with the threat of the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) and Bashar al-Assad's regime in Syria.



Arriving in Istanbul on Friday evening, BIDEN had a working dinner with Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu and on Saturday he met with President Recep Tayyip Erdogan at Beylerbeyi Palace for a lengthy conversation, which lasted close to four hours, even though it was planned to last 45 minutes.



BIDEN and Erdogan held a joint press conference, but after making statements the leaders left without taking any questions from journalists.



During the press conference in Istanbul, BIDEN said: "We need Turkey. And I think Turkey believes that they need us, as well. We are close. We are going to continue to discuss how to approach each of these problems in the region.” 



He also strongly emphasized that the US-Turkish partnership is "as strong as it ever has been”, adding: "Today we're working closely together once again to meet the very pressing challenges of this moment and to further strengthen the strategic partnership between Turkey and America”.



The US is pushing Turkey to allow expanded access to the coalition forces to Incirlik Air Base in Adana province, which is in close proximity to ISIL targets inside both Syria and Iraq.



A senior US administration official told journalists en route to Turkey on Friday that the US has an "ISIL first, Iraq first strategy,” Today's Zaman reported. 



Turkey insists on removing the Assad regime from power as a priority and pushes for the establishment of an internationally accepted safe zone inside Syria.



"We agree with the Turks that there needs to be a political transition away from Assad as part of the endgame here. So we don't disagree with them on that. But at the moment our highest priority in Iraq and Syria is degrading and eventually defeating ISIL. We've stated that explicitly. We have an ISIL-first, Iraq-first strategy. But not an ISIL-only, Iraq-only strategy,” the senior administration official said.



On Cyprus, BIDEN recalled that he travelled to the island in May and met with both Turkish Cypriot and Greek Cypriot leaders, as the highest-ranking American in five decades to visit the island.



"Today, the potential exists -- if the political will is there -- to reach a solution that benefits everyone on the island and in the region. Right now, that requires a focus on de-escalating tensions and returning to the negotiating table in Cyprus,” he said.



BIDEN also said that given the significant energy potential in the eastern Mediterranean, the rewards to both communities on Cyprus of finding a cooperative path forward have never been greater.



The US Vice President also delivered a speech on European energy security at a conference held in Istanbul by the US-based think tank The Atlantic Council called "Energy and Economic Summit.”



During that speech BIDEN said he visited Cyprus because he wanted to encourage the Cypriots to develop their energy resources in cooperation with all of their neighbours and to make clear that everyone benefits if the entire eastern Mediterranean can work together to become a hub for natural gas markets.



The energy potential in the eastern Mediterranean holds the promise of enhancing stability and prosperity by bringing together Israel, Turkey, Egypt, Greece, Cyprus and Lebanon. "It also has the potential to bring new supplies into Europe, to increase its energy security by diversifying energy resources,” he said.



On the same issue, Ankara Anatolia news agency reported that BIDEN and his wife also visited the principal Greek Orthodox cathedral and the historic Suleymaniye Mosque in Istanbul.



Meanwhile, A.A. reports that during his visit, BIDEN met also with the Turkish Cypriot leader Dervis Eroglu.



UPI

VICE PRESIDENT BIDEN ANNOUNCES NEW HUMANITARIAN AID FOR SYRIAN CIVILIANS

November 25, 2014



ISTANBUL, Turkey, Nov. 22 (UPI) -- Vice President Joe BIDEN announced Saturday the United States will send $135 million more in humanitarian aid to Syrian civilians.



He was speaking at a news conference in Istanbul during a trip to visit Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan, according to the Wall Street Journal.



He also said the U.S. has already sent over $3 billion in aid to the country since conflicts arose in 2011. Turkey has taken in roughly 1.6 million refugees from Syria.



Roughly 300 turkish students and citizens protested the vice president's visit, and they held signs that said: "Yankee Go Home!" and "BIDEN get out. This country is ours." Though the protesters were not in view of the vice president.



It is estimated almost 200,000 people have died since the civil war began in Syria.



VOA

Political pressure mounts on Ukraine’s Poroshenko

By: Jamie Dettmer / November 25, 2014



Political pressure is mounting both at home and abroad on Ukraine’s President Petro Poroshenko, with critics arguing he lacks direction in combating a pro-Moscow insurgency in the east and not moving fast enough on reform.



A month after Ukraine held its first parliamentary polls since the ouster of pro-Moscow President Viktor Yanukovych, politicians continue to wrangle over the formation of a coalition government. Seeking to assuage criticism over the tardiness, Poroshenko promised Monday the country soon will have a new government.



The delay due to political jockeying over cabinet positions has attracted the irritation of visiting foreign leaders, including U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN. During a trip last week to Kyiv, he urged Ukraine’s political establishment to form a new government soon.



“It should be done in days not weeks,” BIDEN said.



Stalled reforms



With government formation delayed, so, too, are the sweeping reforms called for by the Maidan protesters who unseated Yanukovych earlier this year. And activists warn of trouble ahead if reform is not taken up quickly, and endemic political corruption stamped out.



Yuriy Bereza is the commander of the Dnipro militia, one of 37 pro-unity volunteer battalions that were formed to combat the Moscow-backed separatist insurgency in east Ukraine. He’s unhappy with the slow pace of change since the Maidan uprising.



“I don’t understand why it is all going so slow,” he said. And he doesn’t understand why the politicians are treating Ukraine “like a Lego toy,” assembling something one day only to throw it out the next to try something else. He fears that Poroshenko is not capable of rapid change.



Bereza is not the only one who is fearful. Alexander once owned a small advertising agency in Donetsk, but closed it and fled with his wife and two children when the city fell to separatist fighters.



The family is now living in one room, quickly exhausting its savings and is relying on charity to help. He said his future and Ukraine’s are inextricably tied, and that his biggest burden everyday is “living without any future plans. Live without understanding what will happen the next day.”



Complicating factors



Coming to grips with the consequences of Yanukovych‘s misrule wouldn’t be easy under any circumstances, but with a Moscow-backed separatist insurgency still raging in the east, it will be even harder for any new government to overcome the challenges.



Some pro-unity volunteer fighters are annoyed at the restraints on them. They would like to go on the offensive.



Dnipro battalion commander Bereza said he believes it would be possible to launch a commando raid on central Donetsk and recapture government buildings there from the separatists. Because of the Minsk cease-fire agreement, however, the government won’t give the go-ahead.



He said the separatists breach the truce daily, and Ukrainians are the only ones restraining themselves.



Once a new government is formed, many Ukrainians will expect rapid change and a solution to the insurgency. Some see that as a very tall order.
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The Wall Street Journal

BIDEN Urges Groups to Lobby Congress for $6.2 Billion in Ebola Funds

By: Byron Tau / November 13, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN urged lawmakers on Thursday to take up the administration’s request for more than $6 billion in emergency aid to deal with the worldwide Ebola outbreak.



The Hill

BIDEN: NGOs our 'secret weapon' in Ebola fight

By: Sarah Ferris / November 13, 2014

Vice President BIDEN is calling on leaders of nongovernmental groups fighting Ebola to help with the White House’s push for additional funding.



Bloomberg

Ebola Funding Needs Religious Leaders’ Help to Pass, BIDEN Says

By: Angela Greiling Keane / November 13, 2014

With the death toll from Ebola surpassing 5,100 and the disease threatening to spread in Mali, U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN asked leaders of religious and humanitarian groups to lobby for emergency aid.



Associated Press

US official urges funds for rapid, flexible response to keep Ebola hot spots from flaring up

By: Lauran Neergaard / November 13, 2014

Across town, Vice President Joe BIDEN and other administration officials met with representatives of humanitarian, faith and non-governmental organizations at the White House complex and urged them to use their influence to press members of Congress for quick action on the administration's emergency aid request.



Foreign Policy

Momentum to Fund Ebola Vaccine Research Grows in Congress

By: David Francis / November 13, 2014

Meanwhile, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Ebola czar Ron Klain told aid groups gathered at the White House to pressure Congress to approve the funding request. "Your word carries a lot more weight in this environment, in this political environment," BIDEN said, according to the Associated Press.



Washington Times

Ebola czar says more cases in U.S. to come

By: Dave Boyer / November 13, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN urged the groups to lobby Congress for more funding to fight the disease in Africa and in the U.S., saying the Republicans’ gains in the midterm election have created a more difficult environment for the administration’s $6.2 billion emergency funding request.



CNN

Joe BIDEN: Union training helped saved window washers

November 13, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN spotlighted Thursday the window washers whose scaffolding dangled dangerously near the top of the World Trade Center as an example of how unions help workers.



Newsmax

BIDEN to Teachers: Middle Class Declined in Clinton Era

By: Drew MacKenzie / November 13, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN appeared to criticize former President Bill Clinton’s administration, saying that the middle class declined "all through the ’90s," The Washington Times reported.



Washington Times

Joe BIDEN: Middle class was devastated during Clinton years

By: Dave Boyer / November 13, 2014

Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN took a swipe Thursday at the Clinton administration — and at possible presidential rival Hillary Rodham Clinton — by saying the middle class declined “all through the ‘90s.”



The Washington Free Beacon

BIDEN: Middle Class ‘Was Declining’ During Clinton Years

November 13, 2014

Vice President Joe BIDEN issued a damning critique of the Clinton economy Thursday, arguing that “the middle class was declining” throughout the 1990s.



Voices of America

VP BIDEN to Tackle Key Conflicts in Travels to Ukraine, Turkey

By: Aru Pande / November 13, 2014

U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN will tackle two conflicts at the forefront of American foreign policy when he visits Ukraine, Morocco and Turkey next week, including continued Russian aggression in Ukraine and the fight against the Islamic State.



Bloomberg

Central America Leaders Offer Plan to Stem Child Migrants

By: Michael McDonald / November 13, 2014

Presidents Otto Perez Molina of Guatemala, Juan Orlando Hernandez of Honduras and Salvador Sanchez Ceren of El Salvador will meet with U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN and attend an Inter-American Development Bank conference tomorrow where they seek to attract foreign investment, El Salvador’s foreign minister, Hugo Martinez, said.



Times of Israel

US and Israel play ‘best buddies’ at Jewish confabs in DC

By: Ron Kampeas / November 13, 2014

Joe and Bibi? Still buddies. US and Israel? Still allies. Agreement on Iran and the Palestinians? Well.



Examiner

Free dental care for Holocaust Survivors

By: Diana Duel / November 13, 2014

The announcement was made by Henry Schein CEO and chairman Stanley M. Bergman following an appeal by Vice President Joe BIDEN, who asked for volunteers to help provide badly needed services to the aging and vulnerable population during a speech before the general assembly of The Jewish Federations of North America on Monday. 



Jewish Press

In the Short Run, BIDEN Might Well Keep his Promise that Iran Won’t Get Nukes

By: J. E. Dyer / November 13, 2014

It’s not just the promise, of course.  It’s the BIDENesque way he makes it: Monday, BIDEN had to remind Israeli leaders that the U.S. is not seeking a negotiation with Iran at Israel’s expense.



Huffington Post

White House Tells College Men To 'Step Up And Say Something' To Prevent Sexual Assault

By: Ashley Alman / November 13, 2014

"It's On Us" was launched just as the administration recognized the 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Women Act. Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN seized the opportunity to urge men to intervene when they see that a woman cannot or will not consent.



Christian Science Monitor

Jon Hamm urges bystanders to help stop sexual assault

By: Stacy Teicher Khadaroo / November 13, 2014

The It’s On Us campaign launched earlier this fall – promoted through an original public service announcement that included celebrities Vice President Joe BIDEN and President Barack Obama. It has been spreading on social media via #ItsOnUs.



The Washington Free Beacon

5 Reasons Why Joe BIDEN Would Make a Fantastic President

By: Andrew Stiles / November 13, 2014

The Joe BIDEN presidential campaign has, for all intents and purposes, already begun. With President Obama having abdicated his Veterans Day duties in order to attend a dictator summit in Communist China, BIDEN stepped up to the plate on Tuesday by laying a wreath at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Arlington National Cemetery.



Fansided

Maryland Basketball Players Can’t Name The Vice President

By: Phil Watson / November 13, 2014

In what is almost certainly a sad day for higher education, six basketball players at the University of Maryland did not know the name of the Vice President.









The Wall Street Journal

BIDEN Urges Groups to Lobby Congress for $6.2 Billion in Ebola Funds

By: Byron Tau / November 13, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN urged lawmakers on Thursday to take up the administration’s request for more than $6 billion in emergency aid to deal with the worldwide Ebola outbreak.



Speaking to activists and leaders from humanitarian, non-governmental and religious organizations, Mr. BIDEN called for members of those groups to go to Capitol Hill and make their voices heard in the forthcoming congressional debate over the funding request.



“We need you and your constituents to help carry the word. Because, your views — each individual organization that’s represented here — carries a lot more weight in this environment, this political environment we find ourselves in, than anything I can say, the president can say, Speaker Boehner can say,” Mr. BIDEN said at the White House event. “The more you continue your advocacy for the need for this emergency funding, the better we all will be,” he added.



The administration requested $6.18 billion earlier this month from Capitol Hill. The request would dedicate nearly $4 billion to immediate needs, and set the rest aside in a contingency fund. Congress approved an earlier request of nearly $90 million in September, but the latest request is likely to be a heavy lift in the lame-duck Congress that convened this week.



Though the last person being treated for Ebola in the U.S. was released this week, Mr. BIDEN emphasized the global scope of the virus and its ongoing dangers to people around the world. Since last year, Ebola has afflicted more than 14,000 and killed more than 5,000 of those victims, according to a World Health Organization estimate released on Wednesday.



“The lack of investment in public health worldwide is a global emergency,” Mr. BIDEN said.



Ron Klain, the administration’s Ebola coordinator, called the release of the final American from the hospital a “milestone” while warning that additional cases of the virus are likely in the near future.



“We will see other cases of Ebola in the United States, as the president has said, occasionally and sporadically,” Mr. Klain said. “But it’s a milestone because it shows that our health care system can successfully identify isolate and treat an Ebola patient.”



Representatives from the groups World of Hope, ONE, Bread for the World, the International Medical Corps, World Vision, the Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism, Save the Children all came to the White House for the update with Messrs. BIDEN and Klain, as well as White House senior adviser Valerie Jarrett.



The Hill

BIDEN: NGOs our 'secret weapon' in Ebola fight

By: Sarah Ferris / November 13, 2014



Vice President BIDEN is calling on leaders of nongovernmental groups fighting Ebola to help with the White House’s push for additional funding.



“I'm going to be completely honest. We need you and your constituents to help carry the word,” BIDEN told a roomful of groups leading the ground war against the disease in West Africa.



“Your views — each individual organization that's represented here — carries a lot more weight in this environment, this political environment we find ourselves in, than anything I can say, the president can say, Speaker Boehner can say,” he said, according to a pool report.



The White House has requested $6.18 billion in emergency funds for Ebola, which government agencies have warned must be passed by Congress by Dec. 11 to avoid major gaps in their response.



BIDEN said nongovernmental organizations — such as Save the Children and the International Medical Corps, both in attendance — were the administration "secret weapon" in the fight against Ebola.



BIDEN, who was filling in for President Obama as he wraps up his trip in Asia, spoke alongside White House-appointed Ebola coordinator Ron Klain.



Klain warned the groups not to become overly confident in their ability to contain Ebola in West Africa or in the United States. He predicted that the U.S. would see other cases of Ebola “occasionally and sporadically.”



"We are not at the beginning of the end or even the end of the beginning, but we are at the throes of this effort in West Africa with interventions that can work," Klain said in one of his first public appearances since taking the position.



He has faced flak for his largely behind-the-scenes role, appearing at no congressional hearings and giving very few public remarks.



BIDEN joked Thursday that Klain, his former chief of staff, took the job because “he did not know how to say no.”



Bloomberg

Ebola Funding Needs Religious Leaders’ Help to Pass, BIDEN Says

By: Angela Greiling Keane / November 13, 2014



With the death toll from Ebola surpassing 5,100 and the disease threatening to spread in Mali, U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN asked leaders of religious and humanitarian groups to lobby for emergency aid.



“The emergency funding request the president has on the Hill right now, I’m going to be perfectly honest, we need you” to push for it, BIDEN said at a meeting at the White House today with about 30 leaders involved in fighting Ebola. “The more you continue your advocacy for the need for this emergency funding,” the better its chances will be.



The White House is pushing Congress to approve $6.2 billion.



In addition to stemming the virus in West Africa, Congress approving the money now would equip U.S. states to treat patients who seek care, BIDEN said. There are sure to be more cases in the U.S., Ron Klain said in his first public remarks since he was named on Oct. 17 to coordinate the U.S. response to Ebola.



“We will see other cases of Ebola here in the U.S.,” he said.



Representative Ed Royce, a California Republican who leads the House Foreign Affairs Committee, today blamed World Health Organization policy for the outbreak spiraling into the worst Ebola epidemic ever, sickening more than 14,000 people.



 “The United States has generously provided support to the WHO,” Royce said in his opening statement for a hearing today on the international response to Ebola. “This was a failure of policy -– not resources.”



Work to combat Ebola in the countries where it’s hit most frequently -- Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea -- is “ pretty much” on the schedule the United Nations set on Oct. 1, to have 70 percent of burials done safely and 70 percent of cases treated, Jeanine Cooper, senior adviser to the UN Mission for Ebola Emergency Response, said.



Cooper, in an interview in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, today, called the U.S. military work on Ebola in Liberia “a game changer.”



Associated Press

US official urges funds for rapid, flexible response to keep Ebola hot spots from flaring up

By: Lauran Neergaard / November 13, 2014



"This is a fast-moving and adaptable viral epidemic. We need to be fast-moving and adaptable," Rajiv Shah, administrator of the U.S. Agency for International Development, told the House Foreign Affairs Committee Thursday.



Shah spoke as Congress considers the Obama administration's request for $6.2 billion in emergency aid to fight Ebola in West Africa and shore up U.S. preparedness.



"We really do require these resources to be successful. Frankly, we will not succeed without them," said Shah, whose agency is leading the U.S. response in West Africa.



Across town, Vice President Joe BIDEN and other administration officials met with representatives of humanitarian, faith and non-governmental organizations at the White House complex and urged them to use their influence to press members of Congress for quick action on the administration's emergency aid request.



"Your word carries a lot more weight in this environment, in this political environment," BIDEN said, adding that the $6.2 billion request had been carefully crafted to meet specific needs.



Ron Klain, the Obama administration's Ebola response coordinator, told the aid groups that despite some pockets of good news overseas, "We are not at the beginning of the end or even the end of the beginning. We are in the throes of this effort in West Africa, with interventions that can work but a lot of work to be done."



Without more funding, Shah said, his own agency would have to shift money that fights famine in other countries toward fighting Ebola.



The spending request also would help fund long-anticipated clinical trials of a possible Ebola vaccine.



Results of an initial U.S. safety study proved promising enough that next-step testing should begin in Liberia and Sierra Leone by January, Dr. Anthony Fauci of the National Institutes of Health told another congressional committee on Wednesday.



If those new studies go well, "we could know by the middle of 2015 whether or not we have an effective vaccine," said Fauci, director of NIH's National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.



The vaccine question aside, Fauci said NIH brought together doctors who had cared for the nine Ebola patients treated in the U.S. to look at records of experimental treatments they received.



"It was clear we had no idea what works or what doesn't work," he said, calling that a "strong argument" for clinical trials.



Foreign Policy

Momentum to Fund Ebola Vaccine Research Grows in Congress

By: David Francis / November 13, 2014



As the Ebola outbreak continues in West Africa, momentum to change FDA restrictions to allow Congress to allocate money toward research on drugs that treat tropical diseases, including Ebola, is growing.



A bill drafted by Sens. Tom Harkin (D-Iowa) and Lamar Alexander (R-Tenn.) that would allow the FDA to fund Ebola treatment research will be marked up next week by the Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee.



"This bill will help fight Ebola with a tool that encourages the development of necessary vaccines and drugs with little to no market in the United States -- offering a reward to innovators who invest the time and resources to develop vaccines and drugs to treat, and hopefully cure, Ebola," Alexander stated on Wednesday.



The bill, which has 17 co-sponsors, is part of a flurry of congressional activity on Ebola and the Obama administration's $6.18 billion proposal to confront the disease domestically and abroad. The Senate Appropriations Committee debated Obama's plan on Wednesday, and House and Senate panels are expected to address the White House's spending request next week.



Wednesday and Thursday, Obama administration public-health figures separately told the House Foreign Affairs and the Senate Appropriations committees that part of the president's funding request would allow Ebola vaccines to be tested in West Africa as soon as January.



"We could know by the middle of 2015 whether or not we have an effective vaccine," Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institutes of Health's National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, told the Senate spending panel on Wednesday.



"This is a fast-moving and adaptable viral epidemic. We need to be fast-moving and adaptable," Rajiv Shah, administrator of the U.S. Agency for International Development told the House panel Thursday. "We really do require these resources to be successful. Frankly, we will not succeed without them."



Meanwhile, Vice President Joe BIDEN and Ebola czar Ron Klain told aid groups gathered at the White House to pressure Congress to approve the funding request.



"Your word carries a lot more weight in this environment, in this political environment," BIDEN said, according to the Associated Press.



Klain told the assembled groups that the fight against the disease in West Africa was far from over and that new cases in the United States are likely.

"We are not at the beginning of the end or even the end of the beginning. We are in the throes of this effort in West Africa, with interventions that can work but a lot of work to be done," Klain reportedly said.



Washington Times

Ebola czar says more cases in U.S. to come

By: Dave Boyer / November 13, 2014



In a rare public appearance, President Obama’s Ebola czar said Thursday there will be more cases of the virus in the U.S. “occasionally.”



“We will see other cases of Ebola in the United States, as the president has said, occasionally and sporadically,” Ron Klain told representatives of nonprofit and faith-based groups at the White House. But he called the successful treatment last week of a New York doctor who contracted the disease a “milestone.”



“It’s a milestone because it shows that our health care system can successfully identify isolate and treat an Ebola patient and return him home and healthy,” Mr. Klain said.



The president tapped Mr. Klain in October after a sometimes confused and disorganized federal response to the disease from various agencies, including the Centers for Disease Control. The White House has said his role will be largely behind the scenes.



In West Africa where the outbreak is still rampaging, Mr. Klain said there is much more work to be done.



“We are not at the beginning of the end or even the end of the beginning, but we are at the throes of this effort in West Africa with interventions that can work,” he said.



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN urged the groups to lobby Congress for more funding to fight the disease in Africa and in the U.S., saying the Republicans’ gains in the midterm election have created a more difficult environment for the administration’s $6.2 billion emergency funding request.



“I’ll be very blunt,” Mr. BIDEN said. “We need you and your constituents to help carry the word. [It] carries a lot more weight in this environment, this political environment we find ourselves in, than anything I can say, the president can say, Speaker Boehner can say. It is the currency that is most negotiable.”



CNN

Joe BIDEN: Union training helped saved window washers

November 13, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN spotlighted Thursday the window washers whose scaffolding dangled dangerously near the top of the World Trade Center as an example of how unions help workers.



"Those guys who fell off of, almost fell off of, the 68th story white washing windows -- they were union members," BIDEN said in remarks to the AFL-CIO.



"Their lives were saved when a cable, when one side collapsed, because they had training before they went up. They were trained on how to deal with an emergency. Unions have been doing this their entire existence," he said.



The men were identified as Juan Lizama, 41, of New Jersey, and Juan Lopez, 33, of the Bronx, according to 32BJ of the Service Employees International Union, which represents about 600 window cleaners in New York City.



Newsmax

BIDEN to Teachers: Middle Class Declined in Clinton Era

By: Drew MacKenzie / November 13, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN appeared to criticize former President Bill Clinton’s administration, saying that the middle class declined "all through the ’90s," The Washington Times reported.



"The middle class started to get into trouble in the late '80s, all through the '90s — with the exception of two years, the middle class was declining," BIDEN told an audience of unionized teachers in Washington.



His comments were seen by the Times as a "swipe" at Clinton, who was president from 1993 to 2001, and at possible presidential rival Hillary Clinton. Bill Clinton was preceded as president by George H.W. Bush.



"The bridge to the middle class was absolutely blown away by the great recession," said, BIDEN, who is still mulling over a run for the White House in 2016. 



"When we came into office, we knew we had to build the foundation to the middle class, just like a bridge. We knew we literally had to rebuild the economy from the ground up."



While attempting to soften the fact that income disparity has increased during the Obama administration, the vice president noted that the difference between rich and poor has been widening for decades, according to the Times.



"When you have 24.5 percent of all the income going to 1 percent of the people, and 17 percent of income going to 50 percent of the people, it doesn’t work," BIDEN said.



"We haven’t seen this since 1921. It’s not anybody’s fault — not like anybody set out to do this. This is not any cabal. It’s just how it’s drifted."



But the vice president noted that manufacturing jobs during the Obama administration have steadily increased "more than any time, even the '90s."



While urging Congress, with both chambers now controlled by the GOP, to make tax reforms to help the struggling middle class, he said, "We need to deal with income inequity.



"Why should a hedge fund manager — and by the way, a lot of them support me — gambling with somebody else’s money in New York or anywhere else, making $700-800 million a year pay 17 percent, when … one of your schoolteachers making $56,000 pays at 24.5 percent. I’ve not seen any rationale."



He added, "We’re going to start to see discussions about it. When ordinary people aren’t making money, the pie does not expand."



Washington Times

Joe BIDEN: Middle class was devastated during Clinton years

By: Dave Boyer / November 13, 2014



Vice President Joseph R. BIDEN took a swipe Thursday at the Clinton administration — and at possible presidential rival Hillary Rodham Clinton — by saying the middle class declined “all through the ‘90s.”



“The middle class started to get into trouble in the late ‘80s, all through the ‘90s with the exception of two years, the middle class was declining,” Mr. BIDEN told an audience of unionized teachers in Washington. “We need to deal with income inequity.”



The vice president, who is still considering a bid for the White House in 2016, also told the gathering that manufacturing jobs during the Obama administration are growing “more than any time, even the ‘90s.”



“The bridge to the middle class was absolutely blown away by the great recession,” Mr. BIDEN said. “When we came into office, we knew we had to build the foundation to the middle class just like a bridge. We knew we literally had to rebuild the economy from the ground up.”



As Sen. Elizabeth Warren, Massachusetts Democrat, is gaining popularity among progressives with her rhetoric against big banks and income inequality, Mr. BIDEN is seeking to downplay the fact that income disparity has grown during the Obama administration. In his address Thursday, the vice president said the gap between rich and poor has been expanding for decades.



“When you have 24.5 percent of all the income going to one percent of the people, and 17 percent of income going to 50 percent of the people, it doesn’t work, man,” Mr. BIDEN said. “We haven’t seen this since 1921. It’s not anybody’s fault — not like anybody set out to do this. This is not any cabal. It’s just how it’s drifted.”



“Cabal” has a negative connotation in the history of anti-Semitism. Mr. BIDEN got in trouble with the Anti-Defamation League earlier this year for using the word “shylock” to describe people who make unfair loans to U.S. service members.



The vice president said Washington needs to address tax reform to boost the fortunes of the middle class.



“Why should a hedge fund manager — and by the way, a lot of them support me — gambling with somebody else’s money in New York or anywhere else, making $700-800 million a year pay 17 percent, when … one of your schoolteachers making $56,000 pays at 24.5 percent,” he said. “I’ve not seen any rationale. We’re going to start to see discussions about it.”



In a reference that sounded vaguely like former President George W. Bush’s call to “make the pie higher,” Mr. BIDEN said the middle class needs to gain a larger slice of overall income.



“When ordinary people aren’t making money, the pie does not expand,” he said. “The pie does not expand.”



The Washington Free Beacon

BIDEN: Middle Class ‘Was Declining’ During Clinton Years

November 13, 2014



Vice President Joe BIDEN issued a damning critique of the Clinton economy Thursday, arguing that “the middle class was declining” throughout the 1990s.



Speaking before the American Federation of Teachers, BIDEN struck a blow to prospective presidential candidate Hillary Clinton, who falsely claimed that her husband created “a hundred times” more jobs than Ronald Reagan.



“The fact is, the middle class started to get into trouble in the late ‘80s,” BIDEN said. “All through the ‘90s with the exception of two years, the middle class was declining.”



BIDEN, still unable to get the facts and the administration narrative straight after six years, is eyeing the Democratic presidential nomination in 2016 and is vying for influence over the progressive wing of his party alongside Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D., Mass.).



Voices of America

VP BIDEN to Tackle Key Conflicts in Travels to Ukraine, Turkey

By: Aru Pande / November 13, 2014



WHITE HOUSE—U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN will tackle two conflicts at the forefront of American foreign policy when he visits Ukraine, Morocco and Turkey next week, including continued Russian aggression in Ukraine and the fight against the Islamic State.



BIDEN will meet with President Petro Poroshenko in Ukraine as reports surface that Russian tanks are rolling across the border and fears are rising that a new rebel offensive is underway, further threatening a fragile ceasefire deal reached in Minsk in September.



“There is a lot of indication that suggests to me that Russia is not interested in promoting a solution based on Minsk, but it is interested in a frozen conflict," said former U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Steven Pifer.



The senior fellow at Brookings Institution points to Russia’s refusal to withdraw troops and equipment, its opposition to European (OSCE or Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe) monitors along the Ukrainian-Russian border, and Moscow's support for rebel-organized elections in eastern Ukraine that were widely criticized by the West.



“Unfortunately we see no real interest on the part of Russians in moving to a peaceful settlement. And so what that means for the West is that the West has to continue to apply economic sanctions. There is lots of evidence that the sanctions are having a significant economic impact," he said.



BIDEN will tackle another seemingly long-term conflict, the battle against Islamic State militants, when he travels to Turkey for talks with President Recep Tayyip Erdogan.



This is their first meeting since the vice president alleged in a speech last month that Ankara helped facilitate the rise of the extremist group by allowing foreign fighters to cross into Syria from Turkey. The comments outraged Turkey's president.



It is also their first meeting since the U.S. dropped weapons and other aid to Kurdish fighters in Syria.  



Bulent Aliriza with the Center for Strategic and International Studies says a key sticking point is Turkey’s call for the immediate ouster of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad.



“Until the Western allies including Turkey commit to an active program to ensure his [Assad’s] ouster, these problems will continue," said Aliriza. "Now, the Washington approach is, ‘Yes, we are committed to a Syria without President Assad, but we have to focus on the IS at the moment.’ ”



While the differences may center around the fight against the Islamic State,  BIDEN may also address a recent incident in which three American sailors were attacked by members of an ultra-nationalist Turkish group on an Istanbul street.



Analysts say though relations between the two allies are strained, they have overcome difficulties like this in the past.  In 2003, Turkey refused to allow U.S. troops to use the country as a base due to Ankara's opposition to the Iraq war.



Bloomberg

Central America Leaders Offer Plan to Stem Child Migrants

By: Michael McDonald / November 13, 2014



The presidents of three Central American nations that were the source of a wave of child migrants to the U.S. this year are going to Washington with a plan to boost economic growth and reduce violence in their countries.



Presidents Otto Perez Molina of Guatemala, Juan Orlando Hernandez of Honduras and Salvador Sanchez Ceren of El Salvador will meet with U.S. Vice President Joe BIDEN and attend an Inter-American Development Bank conference tomorrow where they seek to attract foreign investment, El Salvador’s foreign minister, Hugo Martinez, said.



“Our fundamental bet is to generate opportunities for economic development so that immigration is an option and not an obligation,” Martinez told reporters in San Salvador yesterday. “We are calling for the private sector to focus their investment in places where migrants originate from.”



The arrival of about 68,000 unaccompanied minors at the U.S. southern border in the year through September, a 77 percent increase from the previous year, fueled debate over immigration policy and prompted President Barack Obama to seek $3.7 billion in emergency aid.



While the number of arrivals, most of whom were from Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador, began declining in July, those numbers could rebound in 2015 because conditions in the countries haven’t improved, said Carl Meacham, director of the Americas program at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in Washington.



Border Funding



After meeting with Obama in July, Perez Molina said that $2 billion of investment was needed over five to 10 years to stem the surge. The governments estimate they need $154 million to improve border security and enhance trade infrastructure at crossing points between the three nations and Mexico, according to a final copy of the “Alliance for Prosperity” plan provided to Bloomberg News by the Guatemalan government.



Leaders also seek to attract investments in textile, light industry and tourism sectors and complete regional infrastructure projects such as highways and electricity lines to boost commerce and reduce costs, according to the plan. The goal is to “generate quality employment,” Guatemala’s migration agency said today.



Obama will announce a “broad overhaul” of immigration enforcement as soon as next week, the New York Times reported today, citing administration officials. He told the three Central American leaders in July that he is committed to enhancing security and economic development in the region’s so-called Northern Triangle to discourage families from sending their children to the U.S.



That same month, Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson urged Central American nations to dismantle smuggling networks that move migrants north and said immigrants detained at the U.S. border will be deported.



Times of Israel

US and Israel play ‘best buddies’ at Jewish confabs in DC

By: Ron Kampeas / November 13, 2014



ASHINGTON (JTA) — Joe and Bibi? Still buddies. US and Israel? Still allies. Agreement on Iran and the Palestinians? Well.



The governments of President Obama and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu were back on joshing terms this week, but the deep differences that led to recent name-calling exchanges still percolated.



Netanyahu and Vice President Joe BIDEN, as well as top aides in both governments, used back-to-back conferences this weekend to get the message across loud and clear: We love one another.



“Ron, you’d better damn well report to Bibi that we’re still buddies. You got it, right?” BIDEN said Monday, picking out Israeli Ambassador Ron Dermer, known for his closeness to Netanyahu, from the crowd at the annual Jewish Federations of North America General Assembly, this year taking place outside Washington in Oxon Hill, Md.



‘Ron, you’d better damn well report to Bibi that we’re still buddies. You got it, right?’



The next afternoon, at the conference’s close, Netanyahu was right back atcha in a video-linked address.



“And by the way, Ron, you can tell Vice President BIDEN that I know we’re still buddies, we’ll always be buddies,” Netanyahu said from his library.



Dermer spoke Saturday night to the Israeli American Council, a crowd that would be more skeptical than most of claims that the Obama administration had Israel’s back.



But the ambassador went out of his way to show that not only was the alliance close, it was unprecedentedly close, and the recent hiccups were not unusual.



Dermer praised the “the moral, political and strategic support that Israel has enjoyed for over six decades from Republican and Democratic administrations, including from the Obama administration.”



“Today the depth of that support comes in the form of unprecedented security cooperation and intelligence sharing, record military assistance and missile defense funding and backing at the United Nations and other ways,” he said.



The loquacious BIDEN in his Jewish Federations speech could not resist the repeated use of the “L” word.



“I once signed a photo to Bibi: ‘I don’t agree with a damn thing you say, but I love you,’” he said. “We love one another and we drive one another crazy — I’m serious. That’s what friends do. We are straight with one another.”



Crazy may be overstating it, but the relationship sure has been fraught: From anonymous Israeli government accusations over the summer that Secretary of State John Kerry was engaging in a ”terrorist” attack on Israel by backing a cease-fire agreement with Hamas that had been shaped by its Qatari backers; to Netanyahu’s lecturing U.S. TV audiences on how un-American it was for the Obama administration to oppose Israeli building in eastern Jerusalem; to an anonymous Obama administration official telling journalist Jeffrey Goldberg that Netanyahu’s behavior on the peace process and on Iran was “chickenshit.”



Despite the recent love fests, the issues that underpinned the tensions remained.



It’s not yet clear whether Iran and the major powers will reach a deal by the Nov. 24 deadline, but Philip Gordon, the National Security Council’s Middle East counselor, told JTA that were such a deal achieved, in all likelihood it would allow Iran to continue enriching uranium at limited levels.



‘And by the way, Ron, you can tell Vice President BIDEN that I know we’re still buddies, we’ll always be buddies’



“We’ve said yes, we can imagine a small enrichment program, so long as we had confidence that if they try to break out, we’ll have plenty of time, and that’s the only deal we’ll accept,” Gordon said during a Q&A at the General Assembly. (JTA’s Ron Kampeas moderated the session.)



Netanyahu in his remarks to the Jewish Federations gathering said that allowing Iran to keep any enrichment capacity would leave it as a nuclear threshold state.



“The worst thing that could happen now is for the international community to agree to a deal that would leave Iran as a threshold nuclear power and removes its sanctions,” he said.



Also percolating was blame laying as the Israeli-Palestinian peace process remained in tatters and violence intensified in Israel and the West Bank. This week, two Israelis have been stabbed to death in terrorist attacks and one Palestinian was killed in the West Bank in clashes with Israeli troops.



For Netanyahu, blame had a single address: the Palestinians.



“The Palestinian Authority, which should also be working to calm tensions, has joined Hamas,” he said, in “fanning the flames.”



The Israeli leader referred to Palestinian praise for the gunman who two weeks ago attempted to kill a Jewish activist, Yehuda Glick, who seeks greater Jewish access to the Temple Mount, and to P.A. claims that Jews have no historical affinity to the site.



The Obama administration, however, sees blame on both sides. Netanyahu this week urged Arab-Israelis protesting the shooting death of an Arab-Israeli protester to move to the Gaza Strip and the West Bank.



“Anyone who is not urging calm and nonviolence and a return to the status quo runs the risk that it can be a very explosive situation,” Gordon said.



Examiner

Free dental care for Holocaust Survivors

By: Diana Duel / November 13, 2014



Henry Schein Inc. has teamed up with the Alpha Omega International Fraternity (a Jewish dental and medical organization) to provide up to $1 million in free oral care to survivors of the Holocaust currently receiving aid from social services agencies in New York City, the New York-New Jersey metropolitan area, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit and Seattle, as well as in Montreal and Toronto during the next three years. Participants in the program will be screened based on financial need, lack of insurance and clinical factors related to dental problems.



The announcement was made by Henry Schein CEO and chairman Stanley M. Bergman following an appeal by Vice President Joe BIDEN, who asked for volunteers to help provide badly needed services to the aging and vulnerable population during a speech before the general assembly of The Jewish Federations of North America on Monday. According to BIDEN, "at least 25% of Holocaust survivors living in the US are below the poverty level. He also noted that the Obama Administration had appointed a special envoy to assess their needs back in January of this year.



During World War II, the Nazis not only slaughtered 6 million Jews throughout Germany and other parts of Europe, but also committed systematic genocide of ethnic Gypsies, homosexuals, Slavs, Jehovah's Witnesses, and communists, as well as people with physical and mental disabilities,etc.



Jewish Press

In the Short Run, BIDEN Might Well Keep his Promise that Iran Won’t Get Nukes

By: J. E. Dyer / November 13, 2014



It’s not just the promise, of course.  It’s the BIDENesque way he makes it:



Monday, BIDEN had to remind Israeli leaders that the U.S. is not seeking a negotiation with Iran at Israel’s expense.



“I have heard so much malarkey about our position on Iran,” BIDEN said. “We will not let Iran acquire a nuclear weapon, period. I would not put my 42-year reputation on the line if I were not certain when I say it. We mean it.”



Daniel Greenfield casts a doubt or two on that 42-year reputation, and that’s fair enough.  We would be fools to take seriously such assurances from Joe BIDEN.



But there are reasons why Iran may well delay that moment of focused provocation when the radical Islamic regime proves itself nuclear armed.  If the Iranians don’t have the means to offer that proof yet, they are very close to it – so close that it is now their choice how fast to move, and in what way.



Where we are



Iran now lacks only the public demonstration of uranium enrichment to a weapons-grade level (above 95%), and a detectable warhead detonation.  To talk of a “breakout” capacity – a bomb-in-waiting – as something we are still looking for is now misleading.  Using such terms suggests that there is something more we need to see from Iran, before we officially set the breakout watch.



But the reality is that there is nothing we have yet to see that we can reliably expect to see.  We’ve reached the point at which it is prudent to assume the breakout watch has already started – and imprudent not to.



Fifteen years ago, Iran did not have a reliable uranium enrichment process; did not have an industrial-scale infrastructure for enrichment; did not have a stockpile of enriched uranium; did not have her own uranium production capacity; did not have a detonator mechanism for a uranium warhead; did not have a missile that could deliver a nuclear warhead; and did not have anything close to an intercontinental missile capability.



As little as six years ago, moreover, the United States had more than enough ready combat power, between our Air Force and Navy, to quickly strike a meaningful blow against an Iranian nuclear infrastructure that was still comparatively rudimentary and geographically concentrated.



Both of those conditions have changed significantly.  Iran now does have all the things she lacked in 1999: enough low-enriched uranium for at least 7-8 warheads; a proven enrichment process, including enrichment to higher purity (19.75%); an industrial-scale infrastructure, with geographic dispersion; an indigenous uranium production capacity (see here and here); a tested detonator mechanism for a nuclear warhead; at least one medium-range ballistic missile series that could deliver a nuclear warhead; and a satellite/rocket program advanced enough to support ICBM testing in as little as 1-3 years.  Iran has acquired almost all of these things since UN sanctions were implemented in 2007, and under the regime of IAEA inspections.



Huffington Post

White House Tells College Men To 'Step Up And Say Something' To Prevent Sexual Assault

By: Ashley Alman / November 13, 2014



The White House released a new public service announcement Thursday encouraging college students to take action to prevent sexual assault on their campuses.



The PSA is part of the administration's "It's On Us" campaign, launched in September to tackle instances of sexual assault on college campuses by urging men to act when they see a woman in a compromising situation.



"This isn't a PSA about a sexual assault," the narrator says. "It's about being the guy who stops him."



The Obama administration has made strides to combat sexual assault on campuses this year, exposing colleges under federal investigation for mishandling reported cases of assault and issuing guidelines that campuses were encouraged to follow to protect victims. They also launched notalone.gov, an online resource for victims of sexual assault to seek support and file a complaint.



"It's On Us" was launched just as the administration recognized the 20th anniversary of the Violence Against Women Act. Obama and Vice President Joe BIDEN seized the opportunity to urge men to intervene when they see that a woman cannot or will not consent.



"When [students] finally make it onto campus, only to be assaulted, that's not just a nightmare for them and their families," Obama noted during his remarks announcing the campaign. "It's not just an affront to everything they've worked so hard to achieve. It is an affront to our basic humanity. It insults our most basic values as individuals, and families, and as a nation."



Christian Science Monitor

Jon Hamm urges bystanders to help stop sexual assault

By: Stacy Teicher Khadaroo / November 13, 2014



A guy sits on a couch at an alcohol-fueled party, and across the room he notices something not quite right: As a young woman starts to leave, a man grabs her arm and tries to convince her not to go. “This isn’t a PSA about a sexual assault,” says the dramatically low voice of Jon Hamm, known to many as Don Draper in “Mad Men.” “It’s about being the guy who stops it.”



Coming soon to a movie theater, radio station, or sports event near you, it’s the latest public service announcement from the It’s On Us campaign, a partnership between the White House, Generation Progress, and a host of organizations working to reduce the scourge of sexual violence, especially on college campuses.



Colleges are starting to train students – both men and women – to recognize the role they can play in preventing sexual assault, changing the culture that perpetuates it, and supporting assault survivors who confide in them.



The It’s On Us campaign launched earlier this fall – promoted through an original public service announcement that included celebrities Vice President Joe BIDEN and President Barack Obama. It has been spreading on social media via #ItsOnUs.



Next week, Nov. 17 to 21 has been designated as a National Week of Action to get more students involved. More than 130 campus events have been planned so far, and at least 34 schools will be releasing their own related PSAs, the White House said in a press release Thursday.



Among the new partners that will be promoting the PSA are Landmark Theatres, the Southeastern and BIG EAST athletic conferences, Xbox, the National Alliance to End Sexual Violence, Culture of Respect, A Call to Men, and several USA teams including Swimming, Bobsled, and Water Polo.



One of the original partners is RAINN, the Rape, Abuse & Incest National Network, which urges people who need support for themselves or a friend to call the National Sexual Assault Hotline at 800.656.HOPE or visit online.rainn.org.



For the Monitor’s recent in-depth story on men’s involvement in preventing college sexual assault, see In battle to stop sexual assault young men emerge as allies
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5 Reasons Why Joe BIDEN Would Make a Fantastic President

By: Andrew Stiles / November 13, 2014



The Joe BIDEN presidential campaign has, for all intents and purposes, already begun. With President Obama having abdicated his Veterans Day duties in order to attend a dictator summit in Communist China, BIDEN stepped up to the plate on Tuesday by laying a wreath at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Arlington National Cemetery.



Because the 2014 midterms were terrible for potential BIDEN challenger Hillary Clinton, and because the chances of President Obama resigning before the new GOP-controlled Senate takes office in January are high, the veep is strongly positioned to lead the Democratic Party into the future.



Here are the top 5 reasons why Joe BIDEN would make a fantastic president:



1. He’s not Obama



Joe BIDEN is not Obama, so it’s not like he could do any worse as president. Their personalities couldn’t be any more different. Obama is an academic smartypants; BIDEN is an Average Joe who is far more comfortable in a go-kart than he is in a lecture hall. He’d rather hold a squirt gun than a history book.



Whereas Obama is aloof and anti-social, BIDEN loves to be the center of attention. The veep isn’t afraid to get in there and mix things up, and doesn’t care about making a “gaffe” or dropping an F-bomb on live television. He has a proven track record of working across the aisle.



Obama prevaricates and surrenders in the face of tyranny; America’s adversaries don’t respect him. BIDEN wouldn’t have this problem because he is universally loved. Plus, there’s always the chance he might suffer a manic episode and launch all of our nukes at them.



He knows how to deal with people who cross red lines.



2. He’s a lot like George W. Bush



There are many similarities between BIDEN and George W. Bush, America’s Greatest Living President. Both are gregarious jokesters who prefer Austin Powers to Jane Austen. They don’t need TelePrompTers; they speak from the gut. They’re not nerds. Nerds make terrible presidents.



3. Age = wisdom



Whereas Hillary Clinton’s advanced age is a serious liability, BIDEN’s septuagenarian status (he’ll be 74 in 2016) is evidence of profound wisdom. But not in a “book smart” kind of way. BIDEN has been on this Earth long enough to discover many of the unwritten secrets of the human realm. That knowledge will serve him well in the White House.



4. He cares about people like you



Joe BIDEN cares about everyone, specifically you. He doesn’t care if you agree with him politically or not. Consider this heartfelt email he sent a Free Beacon writer shortly after the midterm elections:



He even cares about babies.



He really does.



5. Ladies love him



Young and old, he loves them all; and they love him back.



And guess what? Guys love him too.



Are you ready?



Fansided

Maryland Basketball Players Can’t Name The Vice President

By: Phil Watson / November 13, 2014



In what is almost certainly a sad day for higher education, six basketball players at the University of Maryland did not know the name of the Vice President.



Get these guys to American Government 101, stat! Six players from the Maryland basketball team could not name the Vice President of the United States without a hint.



The question, for the record, was posed to six players, per Lost Lettermen. A YouTube video of the interview was taken down.



Bagel-for-6. Ouch.



So tell us again, Mr. NCAA president Mark Emmert, about these student-athletes you oversee. Here’s the thing. It’s not as if this was some agricultural college in the middle of a potato field in Idaho. It’s the University of Maryland, as in less than 12 freaking miles from the U.S. Capitol building in Washington.



One would think they would hear these names accidentally.



Of course, the Office of the Vice President has been derided in the past for its lack of importance.



John Nance Garner said when learning that President Franklin D. Roosevelt would seek a third term in office in 1940 that the vice presidency was “not worth a bucket of warm spit.” (Note: Some historians believe the bodily fluid referred to in the quote was actually urine, but not by that name).



Who was John Nance Garner, you might ask? He was the Vice President of the United States … at the time he uttered the famous quote.



He also said being talked into running for vice president was “the worst damn fool mistake I ever made.”



Or as the late, great Johnny Carson once said:



“Democracy means that anyone can grow up to be president and anyone who doesn’t grow up can be vice president.”



Still, one would think college kids—particularly those located right in the Beltway—would know who the Veep is.



For the record, it’s Joe BIDEN.
























